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I 

INTRODUCTION. 

DnuNG several years past, my personal friends, and, to some extent, 
the Scientific World at large, have been made aware that claims existed 
t.o the discovery of a new Science of Unparalleled Extent and Impor
tance, nnder the name of UNIVBBSOLOOY. 

The time having arrived for a more formal and public announce
ment, and for the partial exposition of the Science itself, I prefer, for 
various reasons, to rely for first impressions upon the statements of 
others who have had opportunity to know of its nature, rather than 
t.o st.and upon my own unsupported estimate and affirmation of its 
nlne;-in advance, I mean, of the study of the work itself; for when 
people are invited to a laborious undertaking, they require to be certi
fied from some source that it is likely to repay them their effort. I 
shall therefore embody in this introduction several papers on the sub
ject of the Science from pens other than my own. 

The testimonials which follow are wholly from persons among those 
Those opportunities for knowing have been the best of which the in
fantile and developing stage of the Science itself would admit, in the ab
sence of other Text-Books than miscellaneous and cumbersome manu
script.a which were snbsequently to be recast and perfected for publica
tion. They are from among the members (Professors and Students) of 
the Practical or Working University, which, during these several years 
}X'8t, the quiet but profound and extended elaboration of the New 
Science has spontaneously called to my aid, and organized into a 
Volunteer Corps of generous and efficient helpers. 

One of the additional reasons for the introduction of these piecu 
j'IUJijkatires is the unavoidable fact, that in so condensed an exhibit 
aa the present volumo contains of the New Science, some statements 
occur in the body of the work which, at the time they are adduced, do 
not admit of a proof amounting to demonstration. The Reader or 
Student will, therefore, at times be required to labor through a pre
liminary exposition embodying propos;tions which will only be com
pletely established by the re8.ection of light thrown back upon them 
from a subsequent exhibition and treatment of other departments of 
the great snhject, more adapted to exactness of demonstration. There 
might be a liability, therefore, that the Student, aware of the high 
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vi I INTRODUCTION. 

demands of rigorous Scientific method, should receive erroneous im
pressions, in consequence of these necessary conditions of the subject, 
before arriving at the key of the Science, unless his faith was some
what stimulated by the authority of those that had gone before him. 

It is now more than five years since the discovery of Universology 
was an accomplished fact-satisfactorily so t.o my own mind. It is 
about that period since the paper which follows, from the pen of Mr. 
Freeland, substantially as it now appears, was printed, and distributed 
to some extent, as a circular letter. In the meantime incidental 
announcements have appeared in the Contine-utal Montltlg, in the 
Evening Post, in the HoTM Journal, of this city (New York), and el&."'
where. 

During the whole term of these five years I have been engaged in 
struggling with the problem of presentation. The immensity of the 
field, the necessity for lucidity, and the novel character of the scope of 
investigation, together with the method pursued, all concurred to make 
the task .one of extreme difficulty. 

It is obvious, on reflection, that there must be a Science of the Uni
verse a8 such, as distinguished from the Special Sciences of the Parts 
or of the Spheres or Domains of tile Universe; and yet the very idea i8 
one which is hardly entertained wilh any clearness of conception in the 
Scientific World. 

All PMl-Osophy has indeed aimed, in a sense, at this result, but the 
methods of Speculative Philosophy are too v11ouue to satisfy the demands 
of the Scientific World, and in the sense of a &ienc6 pr<>perly so call«l, 
the idea of anything Universal has been almost cntirdy wanting. The 
Scientific men are Specialists. Their labors are as if a colony of 
learned ants were to have undertaken the investigation of the Human 
Body. One section of the lit tie Community devotes itself to the ex
haustive examination of a finger nail, another to that of a lobe of the 
ear, another to that of the hnir of the beard, and others t.o the investi
gation of all the various parts and organs and systems, segregated and 
regarded singly; but they have been so busy in these special and 
minute examinations, that it has never occurred to any one of them to 
gul'ss even, or, in any event, to give a due consideration to the fact, 
that all of these various subjects are the parts and constituents of a 
Man; and that, therefore, the first thing to know, logically speaking, 
in ord<'r to know anything rigl1tly, of theee particular subjects, is the 
General Design and the Exact Outlay of the )Inn himself. 

Suppoll(', however, this idea to be finally attained t.o, and the prin
ciples of this larger Science discovered ; still, the question of the /Jul 
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INTRODUCTION. vii 

fltllllod for tlie presentation of a view of all these Su'bjects in their rela
lil>M to e<uh other, under this new and unifying aspect of the entire 
case, would be a problem quite distinct from that of the original dis
CO'fery, and hardly less difficult of solution. 

Pla<X-d in a situation similar to that above intimated, I had, until 
nrently, despaired of the possibility of a moderately brief exposition of 
Universology. I had elaborated in great part a work to consist of no 
ie. than Seven Volumes of the size of the present one. Early in tho 
year Eight.een Hundred and Sixty-Six, however, I had so far mastered 
the subject myself, as to see my way clear to the abridgment and con
densation of the primitive plan, which I regarded, when seen to be 
practicable, aa being in all senses desirable. 

The Text of the present Volume was written, very nearly as it stands, 
during the year just mentioned, ending with the 13th of September 
of that year. Another considerable period was required for revision 
and for the Commentary and Annotation. The year 1867, lapping 
OTer into 1868, has been occupied in carrying the work through the 
press. I was assisted throughout its entire preparation by my friend, 
pupil, and coadjutor, J. West Nevins, as volunteer amanuensis, the 
manual labor of the production being thus almost wholly taken off my 
hAnd& The working University, organized in connection with the 
Discovery, b88 aided in various ways, critically and suggestively. I run 
indebted to my son, William S. Andrews, for considerable aid in the 
original designing of the illustrations. The Printers and Electrotypers, 
Smith & McDougal, are entitled t-0 all praise for their assiduity and 
promptness, and for the mechanical facilities which they have at com
mand, as also .Mr. Louis Pfenninger and Mr. L. Hauser, the intelligent, 
patient, and courteous compositors, who have executed the whole of 
this branch of the labor. lly thanks are indeed due to so many par
ties, that I cannot attempt at present to enumerate all of my personal 
obligations in this behalf. 

Professor M. A. Clancy, the author of the first of the annexed papers, 
ns the earliest of my pupils and helpers in the elaboration of the New 
Science,~d of the New Language, adverted to, rather than in any 
eense expounded, or fully characterized even, in the present work,-if 
I exoept a noble and honored woman whose relation to the subject I 
hope to signalize more worthily on some future occasion. 

llr. Freeland was the next member of the incipient Universological 
eonclaTe. He has acted as Assistant Pastor of the First Congregation 
or the New Catholic Church, which has an embryo existence in con
nootion with the Theological Branch of the University. Some of his 
diicoones embodying portions of the New Sciento-Religious Doctrine 
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viii INTRODUCTION. 

will be published in the earliest collection of the Miscellaneous Docu
ments which have accumulated in connection with our movement. (1) 

Mr. Hoyle hus been simply a student of the Principles and Scope of 
Universology, Alwato, and Integralism, in the limited way which the 
existing facilities for such study have rendered possible. 

The relations of Mr. Nevins to my labors have been intimated above. 
In respect to the body of the present work, the Reader will perceive 

that there are three varieties of matter: 1. The TEXT; 2. The Co11-
XENTARY; 3. The ANNOTATION. The Text is the Basis of the other 
two. The Commentary consists of such additional original matter as 
h88 been prepared in direct connection with the Text, for its greater 
elucidation in minor particulars. The Annotation was intended to 
include extracts from other authors, and from my own preYious manu
scripts, upon points related in some measure to the subjects treated of 
in the Text or the Commentary. The line of demarcation between the 
character of the matter in the Commentary and that in the Annot.a
tion, is not always very distinct, and has rested, in many instances, 

(l) 'By the New Catholic Church Is meant, In the largest eenee, the Chnrch 
Universal, protended In Time and extended in Space. But in an "8pecial &eD.118 

there is meant by the term a Central and Representative Church embodying ihe 
idea of the Essential .Reconciliation of All Rdigiona, &ct8, and De1W1ni1uzt10M
withoul the renu11ciation of their dcMmtnational diffcrencc11-npon the basis of 
the Principle revealed in Univel'80logy, that every Religious Development of the 
Past has been the Divine Exprel!llion of 1J07M I8dated Pluue of tM! Ht3he.r C-ompl«D 
Trut~ The New Catholic Church in this t1ense does not t1eek to found a now Sect 
merely, nor even to withdraw men from their Special Communions; bnt, on the 
contrary, to furnish a Repreaentat&o~ Centr~ of Untty in tll.8 midat of tlti& Complez 
Variety. It propoees, by ~ aid of a &ience of Doctrina,--(}f their Bignijkance 
and of their Relati<>na to each othe.r,-to do for the ~ects, and for a Mother Churcb
which to 110Cure Unity has heretofore punished Heresy and Diseent-what an 
International Congress, or, still better, an Organized &i,ent(J..8piritual Planetary 
Inatitut6 of Gort'f'nment, may do for all Existing National Governments. In other 
wordll, it is now Scientifically perceived that the Divine Type and Model of Unity 
is a UNITY FRO)( VARIETY, and bonce a CoMPLElt UNITY, in the place of that 
Simple and Direa Untt11 which, in a first and provisional Stage of the Develo~ 
ment of nll hnman affairs, was naturally aimed at; and that aiuh i8 tlte Providen
tial 8ig1"flcanu of that unconq1urable Tende1U11 to tM Jormation of &ct11 wltich, 
ftJrlunately, M ckroeion to Unity hna erer been al>k to <Uft4t. This larger view may 
be denominated th~ Deutero-Chriatian, BA differing from, while yet, in a sense, de
veloped from, the Proto-Chrititian Idea (Greek Deuteroa, SECOND, Proto•, FIRS':'). 
The Drift and Expansion of tbf! whole subject may best be seen from the nttentive 
reading of the few last para.graphs of this work, from Text No. 1110 to the end; 
and, upon the principle that Extremes meet, tt may not be inappropriate to request 
the reader to annex those paragraphs to this Introduction. 
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mTBODUCTION. ix 

merely upon the feeling in my own mind of the relative importance of 
the matters involved in reference to their bee.ring upon the Text.. 
This int.erblending of the charact.ers of these two parts of the work 
has arisen in a great measure, also, from the fact that the Annotation 
bu served as a receptacle for Comments upon the Commentary; often, 
then, returning, and passing again over the same ground, from some 
new point of view. Nevertheless it is possible that the Commentary 
md Annotation may become bases, respectively, for future enlarged 
Elaborations, and the Annotation nltimat.ely for a truly Encyclopedic 
Aooumulation of the mat.erials extant in the literature of the World, 
related to those discussed in the Text; and that then the Primitive Dis
crimination of the variety of Matt.er appropriate for each will be re
established and made obvious. 

L 

!Paper con!ri/Juled /Jy ~ofessor Clancy lo lite 
Introduction of lTniPersolo!IY· 

When a new discovery in some recondite department of human 
activity, mental or material, is achieved, the discoverer is placed in a 
pec-11liarly embarrassing position. Having penetrated the hidden re
C..'~ of Being, and caught a glimpse of a hitherto unknown secret, 
aud rendered enthusiastic perchance by the view, he immediat.ely 
&ttempts the task of imparting to his fellow-men his new-found knowl
£1ige. At the very onU!et, however, of such a labor, an almost insur
mountable obstacle presents itself: no language at command can 
adequately communicate the novel discovery. If new terms are coined, 
they are unint.elligible; if those already in vogue are employed, they 
are liable to be misunderstood by reason of old and special associations. 

This dilemma is necessary and inherent in the nature of the case. 
Until the discovery is embodied in some intelligible form, the explorer 
mll8t be content to work solitarily, using whatever means are at hand 
to connect the new knowledge with that which is already extant, in 
such manner as to render it available for appreciation and acceptance. 

Happily, however, there exists a subtle nexm between the aifrerent 
domains of the Universe; and a new discovery need not necessarily 
fail or be entirely lost. If not expressible in one set of terms, it may 
be in another. One department of knowledge becomes, as it were, a 
mirror, in which the others may be reflected ; and so a new discovery, 
if defoid of its own proper lingual clothing, may borrow a temporary 
dr.!ta from ibs neighbor. 
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x INTRODUOTION. 

In these pages, under the title of "Basic Outline of Universology," 
is given to the world the first announcement of a discovery the most 
stupendous in it.s scope, extensive in it.s applications, and far-reaching 
in it.s result.s. It.s author hns bestowed upon it no leSB a designation 
than "U.NIVERSOLOGY, or 'fHE SCIENCE OF THE UNIVERSE." The 
object of this introductory statement-by one who has enjoyed the 
inestimable privilege of being a student of the science for the pa.st 
seven years-is to give some brief outline of his estimate of its char
acter, it.s import.ance and it.s bearing upon the destiny of the human 
race. 

Universology is a Science which-owing to it.s peculiar character, the 
extent of it.s subject-matter, the intricacy and complexity of it.s applica
tions, and the import.ance of it.s influence upon the interests of Human
ity-is beset, in the labor of making it understood and appreciated, 
with difficulties commensurate with its vastness. If the discovery of 
an isolated fact or principle be not easy of exposition and comprehen
sion, the difficulty in the case of Universology is enhanced by so much 
a.s the whole is greater than a part. The problem is the more severe 
owing in part to the fact that the extreme simplicit!/ of the fundamental 
aspect of the discovery is such that it is exceedingly difficult first to 
apprehend it, and then to express it in intelligible language; and in 
part to the novelty of 1iiew which the student is called upon to take 
of fact.s and phenomena with which he is already to a considerable 
degree familiar. 

Prior to the modem revival of learning, scientific investigation was 
pursued in a great measure under an assumption of law in the minds 
of the investigators; and the consideration of external phenomena was 
conducted in accordance with such assumpt.ion. Cosmologies and 
Coemogonies were produced in accordance with crude preconceived 
notions; and satyrs and other monstrosities hekl an undisputed posi
tion in the classifications of natural history. From the nature of this 
mode of procedure, its application was fruitless in adding to our stock 
of positive knowledge. Bacon, perceiving the deplorable and unsatis
factory result.s of this infantile practice, and casting aside all 8B8ump
tion of laws or principles unsupported by facts, inaugurated, more 
forman,. what is known as the Inductive Method in Science, which 
busies it.self with the investigation and notation of the phenomena of 
the Universe with a view to derive therefrom a correct knowledge of 
their underlying laws. For three hundred years this has been the 
accepted method in the Scientific World; and it has been sett.led in the 
minds of many that no other was or could ever be available or worthy 
of equal rank with it. The Baconian or Inductive Method of the past, 
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INTRODUCTION. xi 

boTever, finds its culmination, and, in a sense, its logical termination 
in the discovery of Universology, and in the inauguration of what will 
be termed in the future the Andrusian or True Deductive Method 
applied to the Universe at large. This discovery has, therefore, a tw~ 
Cold character. It is not only a Science vast as the Universe in its 
M:IJ[Jt, but a method of Scientijic Procedure capa/Jk of application to 
~ domain of Tlwught and Being, in the new investigations which 
will eTer be demanded in exploring new special departments of Being. 

An important fact, bearing upon the consideration of the subject, 
must not be overlooked here. The labors of the Scientific W l)rld have 
been and are still directed almost wholly to the observation and classi
fication or the phenomena of the material, sensuous domains of the 
Universe, setting aside the consideration of the Spiritual or Mental as 
being too obscure to be subjected to the tests of scientific procedure. 
Abstract philosophy has had no part in the solution and settlement of 
acientific questions, and Metaphysics have been carefully and rigorously 
excluded from their just relations with the domain of Physics. The 
Ca.ct that the Science of the whole Universe has not been sooner dis
covered is no doubt partially to be attributed to this exclusion of one 
tntire half or the field of investigation. The principal reason for this 
aversion of the scientific world to the consideration of the Spiritual or 
/•material half of Being is to be found, doubtless, in the fact that the 
method necessary for its investigation is one which stands in polar 
opposition to that of ordinary Science. .An apt illustration of the 
difference between these two scientific modes is to be found in the 
History of Astronomy-one of the few sciences to which has been 
applied the True Scientific or Reflective process, and almost the only 
one, with the exception of Geometry, which furnishes an example of 
the stupendous results of the application of Demonstrative Reasoning. 
Cntil attention was turned away from the observation of external 
a.;tronomical phenomena, and up to the period of the discovery that 
the earth possessed a motion in and of itself, the Science of Astronomy 
Yas not properly constituted. This tttrning away was a Reflective action; 
a seeking Cor the solution of the difficulty, not alone in the apparent 
m«ioJU of IM things observed, but also in the re,al motion of tlte observer 
liiTMtlf. The law of his motion once ascertained, a flood of light was 
immooiat.ely thrown-from a new and totally unexpected source-upon 
the hitherto inexplicable apparent motions of the planetary and stellar 
bodies. This result of the application of the Reflective process caused 
a total revolution in our method of aspecting the subject; and the 
standpoint (mentally speaking) of every astronomer to-day is the sun, 
snd not the earth, as was the case with the ante-Copernican observcl'll. 
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xii INT.RODUCTION. 

We can readily understand now, from a priori considerations, that 1 

until this important change occurred in the poles of astronomical 
observation, no true science of the subject was possible. 
_ In like manner, the Soienoe of the Universe points out that Scien- 1 

tists should seek for the explanation of all the varied phenomena or 
the Universe, not alone in direct observation, but as well in the laws 
or that which lies back of and observes those phenomena-in other 
words, in the laws of the Mind itsel£ It will be perceived that the 1 

Mind, as observer, holds a position, relatively to the Universe at large, 
analogous to that which the earth bears to the Sidereal heavens. Were 
there no Mind, it is evident there would be no external phenomena 
perceptible, since the Mind is the subject and agent in the perception 
and comprehension of those phenomena. Until, then, we explore the 
Mind itself, and learn the laws of its operation, all our knowledge or 
what is external to it will be characterized by that incompleteness and 
confusion which attached to astronomical science previous to the im
portant discovery that the laws of the motion of the observer were the 
key to the obvious appearances of the astronomical Universe. The Mind 
is a great spiritual eye, revolving in all directions, the conscious Ego 
within taking note of external phenomena, as the earth is a great 
Sidereal eye, from which the ob~rver notes the apparently incongruoul! 
motions around him. 

In order, then, to the evolution or an exact Science or the Univene, 
the laws of the observing mind must become known; and this can only 
be accomplished, as we have seen, by 'll>ol.:ing in instead of 'll>oking tnd
in a word, through the Indirect or Reflective mode of aspecting the 
subject., in opposition to the Direct or Observational. Thie truth is 
gaining recognition among our most advanced thinkers. Mr. Buckle, 
the author of the "Introduction to the History of Civilization in 
England," makes the assertion boldly that as yet we know nothing, for 
the reason that we do not comprehend the connection between the 
mental and material worlds, or between the external phenomena or th~ 
Universe and the Mind which observes them. 

It is evident that a science claiming to be universal cannot properly 
ignore any domain, much less such an importAnt d<'partment as Mind. 
Most striking among the first applications of Universology is the d.ia
covery, by its methods, of the fundamental laws which lie at the basis 
of all thinking and feeling-all mental operation-and the demonstra
tion of the fact that fluty ha1~ a ~p<mding expreuion and nction in 
thn:.dernal Unittwu. The Mind, as a Microcosm, or Spiritual Univel'8C, 
repeats, in an inwrae and y~t unct way, the Macrocosm or Material 
Universe; and hence each becomes a gauge by which to measure the 
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INTRODUCTION. xiii 

other. It is at this point that the Science takes on the distinctively 
Deductive character, as contrasted with the Inductive method hereto
fore in vogue among scientists. The Laws of Mind once radically 
diecovered, we are enabled, by their aid, to correlate and harmonize the 
multifarious and complex phenomena of ull external Being, 118, by a 
knowledge of the laws of the earth's motion, we arc capable of uccount
ing for and systematizing the multifarious phenomena presented by 
the motions observable in the starry heavens. 

The analogy between the discovery of the earth's motion and that 
or Universology is instructive in yet another particular. The earth's 
motion was a matter difficult of comprehension by those to whose at
tention the subject was first brought. In fact, it was sharply disputed, 
and upon quite plausible grounds, reasoning in accordance with all that 
wu previously known on the subject. Any appeal to the ignorant 
clas.scs, naturally predisposed to doubt, was useless, and the attempt to 
prove terrestrial revolution from direct observation would have been 
equally futile. The heavenly bodies apparently revolved daily about 
the earth; and it is extremely difficult to establish the conviction that 
what we see with our own eyes is not absolute and undeniable truth. 
A.a the motion of the earth can never be perceived from direct observa
tion, so Unil"ersology cannot be apprehended by an appeal to the 
obeen-ation of mere resemblances and differences as tliey appear con
crdely "lfflboditd. It is only by attaining a perception of Law, in its] 
most abstract and necusary aspect, that we can understand the modes 
or our own thinking; and then, by applying them to the external uni
Tene, prove the correspondence between the all-inclusive domains of 
Kind and Matter. 

It should be observed that Emanuel Kant makes the same claim 
which is above expanded and applied to Universology. He, in other 
words, believed himself to have done substantially for the world of 
ideas what Copernicus did for the material world in establishing the 
change from the geocentric to the heliocentric mode of viewing the 
aolar system. The illustration above was chosen as the simplest and 
most easily intelligible; but it is not intended to denv the claim of 
Kant. In the strictness of correspondence, and, subdivisionally, within 
the Subjective Domain merely, Kant's revolution in Philosophy was, 
perhaps, more properly the analogue of the discovery of Copernicus; 
and the discoveries of Mr. Andrews are then similarly related to those 
ot Kepler and Newton. They supply, in a word, that Exactification of 
law and Unity of System which the mere change of the astronomical 
llanding-point introduced by Copernicus, failed to establish. Charles 
Fourier also claimed to have ~peated the great disco\"ery of Newton in 
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respect, at least, to human society, in his doctrine of Passional Attrac
tion. 'Ihe detailed examination ancl adjustment of such claims are 
not of importance to the present purpose, and may be safely left to the 
consideration of those who may make a specialty of the subject. The 
central peculiarity of Universology is undoubtedly the Ezactijication 
of Law-the substitution of the true Scientific character for this class 
of investigations, in the place of the vague speculations of Philosophy. 
In a certain concrete sense, Swedenborg has more completely reversed 
the order or direction of observation than any other thinker,-as ex-

unded in this Basic Outline. 
The essence of all Law is Relation, and the essence of Relation-in 

the largest and most comprehensive statement-is comprised in Like
ness o.nd Difference, or Unity and Variety. The likeness or difference 
subsisting between any two or more objects may be observed as a single 
fact; but, as attention is in such case directed mainly toward the 
objects, the perception of the Relation, as another order of fact, is not 
fully attained, because it is limited by, or confined to, tlie circumstancu 
in toliicli it is found. The idea of pure, abstract Relation-or Relation 
considered solely with reference to itself and its intrinsic nature-is some
thing quite different. This can only be attained by disconnecting the Re
lation from the things related, and considering it separately as a subject 
of analytical investigation. An illustration of the idea here intended 
to be conveyed is found in contrasting two branches of the Mathemat
ics-Arithmetic and Algebra. In Arithmetic we deal with Number 
principally, although Relation is necessarily involved to a minor ex
tent; but aa our attention is mainly directed toward numbers, and the 
quantities represented by them, we do not attend, in our thought, 
to the Abstract relations existing among them. In Algebra, however, 
Number drops out of sight, and our task is, pre-eminently, with Relation. 
From a relatively concrete realm, peopled by ideal entities, we pass to 
an abstract one, where the subject of consideration is, not the entities 
themselves, but that which intervenes between them-the Betwecnity 
of the things. This Bctweenity, or Relation, is actually brought into 
such prominence in Algebra, and such consideration is bestowed upon 
it, that its characteristics are explored, analyzed, and named-and 
nnmed in very simple yet expressive terms. Here for the first time in 
the history of Science the Law of Relations is formulized in any defl
nit.e and exact way. In the +, -, and = of Algebra we have the repre
sentatives of that Aspect of Universal Law applicable 1;o the subject of 
this particular Science; ttnd as we see that they suffice for all opera
tions in this special department, we may infer, so soon as Universal 
Analogy is rendered probable, that this is but a single example of a 
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Universal Law, destined to be wrought out and formulized in all other 
domains. Such a I.aw does exist, and is discovered. The most ab
stract and inclusive statement of that law which can be made, echo
ing in exactitude to the plus, minus, and equation of Algebra, is found 
in the fundament.al terminology of Universology-Unism, Duism, and 
Trinism. 

The accumulated knowledges of the world, in Science, Philosophy, 
Religion and Art, will be the material upon which the incipient 'labors 
of Universologiete will be expended; but even all this wealth, Induct
iTI!ly and Observationally obtained, will be but as a drop in that Ocean 
of Deductive and demonstrative knowledge which will become the 
possession of the human race upon the inauguration and prosecution 
of the legitimate methods of Univereo]ogy. What has been already 
&borated by the new method will furnish but a first step in an in
finite progress or pure Deduction in all spheres and domains of human 
concern. 

Universology, unlike all the Sciences extant, except Logic and the 
llathematics, does not depend for its establishment upon grounds of 
probability. The tentative efforts of Science in all other departments, 
(W) far 88 they have aimed at establishing incontrovertible foundations, 
have as yet produced nothing more than a high grade of probability. 
Thia arises from the fact that conclusions based upon partial and frag
mentary observations-and all must be fragmentary and partial which 
do not embrace the entire Universe-must themselves be vitiated by 
incompleteness or non-inclusiveness ; ~at is to say, any conclusion 
dependent upon observations of fleeting and changeful phenomena 
mnat ever be insufficient and unsatisfactory ; because we are nnable to 
ay that the further obseriations of to-morrow will not modify, enlarge, 
or subvert the conclusions of to-day. It is only when we deal with 
ittAerent and n«es81Jry Law, that we are able to arrive at conclusions 
which shall have the force of demonstrable and irrefragable deduction, 
the Tery "thus saith the Lord" of absolute and exact science. 

A most important consequence flows from this radical difference be
hrecn Univereology and all fragmentary sciences. The student of 
Univenology becomes tlwr&ughly convinced of the al>aolute truth of tl~ 
&Unot 88 soon as the fnndamental statements of its formulre can be 
made intelligible to his mind. He is, as it were, made instantly aware 
or the truth-and the whole truth, in a certain sense-in respect to the 
lllhject., instead of being compelled to wander for years through the 
muee of a science whoee diet.a must necessarily change with every new 
diacoTery or a fact. 

Perhaps one of the happiest illustrations as showing the radical dif. 
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ference between Univereology and the Partial Sciences will be found in 
the contra.st between the special senses of Touch and Sight, including 
the modes and spheres of their .operation. The knowledges now ac
cumulated in the world have been obtained by a mental process 
resembling that in which a blind man procures his information of 
the world. He must C<NTl8 in contact with every object of investiga.
tion, and, after carefully feeling it, examining its shape, quality, size, 
etc., Ile notes these characteristics, and proceeds, with patient and 
plodding step, to the consideration and examination of the next object. 
Accumulation of facts, and description and cl888ification of natural 
objects and processes, constitute in the main the knowledge alike of the 
blind man and of the scientific world up to the present hour. The 
scientist is a veritable Gradgrind, and is not disposed to listen to theo
ries or speculation unless based upon precedent or consequent fact& 
'fhe power of compari8on between objects and processes, in its clear, 
full, and normal operation, is reserved, however, for another faculty; 
namely, the organ of Sight (mental as well as physical). To the eye 
of the blind man suddenly gifted with vision, the most prominent and 
striking fact would not be the objects in creation-with which be has 
become partially acquainted by laborious and ·patient investigation 
through the limited sense of '£ouch-but the grand, wonderful, and 
illimitable expanse of light in which all things "live, move, and have 
their being." He is gifted, for the first time, with the perception of a 
new medium of Relation between things; it becomes a fact of direct 
vision with him that all the objects with which he had come in contact 
have a common matrix of light; and so, by the acquisition of the 
faculty of Sight, he is put in possession of a means of obtaining knowl
edge quite different in scope and nature from what was his while able 
only to feel. Those mental faculties corresponding to the special sense 
of Touch act in a manner correspondingly slow, toiling through end
less turnings and windings towards the acquisition of a full rational 
conception; whereas, with the awakening of the mental power of 
Vision comes the instantaneous rectilinear perception and conviction 
of the exact aspect of Truth, addressed directly to that faculty of the 
Mind in such a manner that no further questioning or examination is 
necessary. 

Again, the domain of Universology holds a position relative to the 
domains of the Partial Sciences, analogous to that which the domain 
of Sight holds in its relation to those of the other special senses. It• 
is not to be compared with the others as one of a similar series, or aa 
occupying a grade a little higher or covering an expanse a little great.er 
than that of any other science. It is a domain which is all-incluaive, 
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oll-tnWracing, and all-pwvading, as the sunlight-the domain of Sight 
-inclndes, embraces, and penades all objects of special sense in the 
mat.erial world. 

The basis of Universology is not in the accumulation and digestion 
or phenomena or tacts in thsm#lvu, but is t.o be found in the Law of 
Oornparilon between them. It will be readily inferred, then, that for 
the establishment and demonstration of the Science, only the smallest 
poan"ble modicum of fact is necessary; as the exhaustive analysis of 
the relations between any two objects, two facts, or two phenomena will 
be the statement of the whole Science in its fundamental, abstract, and 
firsHpplied aspect. As, in Algebra, z might represent a known or an 
vllhw!M quantity, and the whole solution take place with equal exact
itude and precision; so, under the application ofUniversological law, 
all questions are resolvable with equal facility whether they relate t.o 
the more obvious and ext.ernal domains of Matter, or t.o the abstract 
and Iese appreciable realms or pure Philosophy and Metaphysie& 

The Mind is the great Spiritual Sun. The Laws of ths Mind are the 
universal Sunlight which illumines all things, and makes them clear. 
Analogical with the mat.erial Sun, the radiations from this Spiritual 
~tre are cast upon all things in the Universe, bathing them in a 
glory, a beanty, a claritude so much greater than those of the external 
Sun as the Spiritual is higher in rank than the Material. Nothing 
can be truly known except a,, the light of this ineffably brilliant orb is 
abed upon it ; and all things knowal>l6 in the Universe partake of the 
nstatt of the Mind which knows, in like manner, as all things vuilJ'ld 
in the material Universe are penetrated and permeated with the prin
ciple or external light. It is in these subjective Laws of the Mind, 
then, that -.re are t.o seek the ultimate explanation of all phenomena 
external to it, as in the reflex fact of the earth's motion was found the 
eolution of the complex astronomical phenomena which before per
plexed and deceived us. 

A thousand illustrations of the application of Universological Law 
might be made, and will be made under the proper circumstances. 
This is not the occasion for an exhaustive analysis of the subject. The 
eft'ort has been rather t.o indicate what the Science is-to talk al>out it 
-than to teach its principles in any exact manner. That labor is remit
t.ed to the text-books and lecture-rooms of the University. The Lawe 
o( the Universe in detail of manifestation are too numerous to be 
caught and imprisoned in any single formula of expression, whether 
of Lt.nguage or of Art. Absolutely simple in their origin, yet infilling 
all forms of Being, outworking through all modes and structures, pro
nouncing themselves in all Exist.ence, from the minutest atom to the 
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grandest world, they demand an Infinity or Space and an Eternity of 
Time for their full and sufficient display. True, owing to the primi
tive simplicity, we find in each and every form, mode, and molecule in 
the Universe the same, identical, regulating Principle, and all we need 
is the mental tactus eruditus to be able to det.ect its presence and sim
ple grandeur amid the myriad variant forms through which it speaks; 
yet the vastness of their variety, in evolution, precludes the possibility 
of any adequate simple treatment of the subject. 

lt is proper to notice here one of the more immediate and important 
results of the application of the Science; namely, the discovery of a 
Scientifically construct¢ Universal Language. The necessity for such 
a language, as one of the exigencies of the Science, is patent, as, with
out a Universal Language, Universal Science would be destitute of its 
proper or adequate Terminology. I can do .no better at present, to 
illustrate this very interesting branch of the subject, than to quote a 
single passage from an unpublished work introductory to the New 
Universal Language. I conform, in the extract given below, to the 
typogrnphlcal dress which is one of the peculiarities of the style in 
which Mr. Andrews chooses to convey his ideas; and I refer the reader, 
for the justification of his method, for his purposes, to the Commen
tary beginning upon the second page of the body of this work (Text 3), 
where the subject is fully discussed. 

"The Lingual ,Alphabet contains the Vowels and Diphthongs, Con
sonants and Ambigu's which enter into the construction of the Uni
versal Language, together with the Meaning with which each Sound 
of the Human Voice is discovered, by the most fundamental Analysis, 
TO BE INTRINSICALLY AND INHERENTLY LOADED BY NATURE HER

SELF. These · few MEANINGS of the Alphabetic Sounds of the Voice 
nre discovered to be THE PR.DU.RY ELEMENTS OF ALL PoSSIBLB 
TrrouGIIT, and, at the snme time, to correspond with or exactly to repeat 
the PRIMARY ELEMENTS Ol!' ALL PossrnLB BEING AND ALL PossI
DLE MOVDENT IN NATURE JIEBSRLF; so that this mer11 handful of 
MEANINGS constitutes, in tum, 1. the IDEOLOGICAL ALPHABET, or 
ALPHABET OF IDEAS; and, 2. (by correspondence) the ONTOLOGICAL 
AND LoGICAL ALPHABETS (or the Alphabets of Realities and Laws) in 
the Universe at large. In other words, the Alphabet of the New Lan
guage is, in a sense, the Alphabet of Universology, and, in fine, the 
Alphabet of the Elementary Constituents of the Universe it.self. 

"It results from these Discoveries that, by the Combinations of these 
few Letters (or Sounds) into Words-the Process of Word-building
the precisely corresponding combinations of the Primitive .Element8 of 
Thought into Simpl.8 and Compound Thoughts are rllJlf'eaented ~· and 
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aJio the 0<>rre8p()nding OomlJinations of the Primary Realities and 
Principia or LawB of Being, into Concrete Objects and Movements, and 
Sy1tmu of Ob;jects and Movements, in the Ezternal, World. The 
Words so compounded of Elementary Sounds are then, by a necessary 
consequence, loaded with the precise amount of Meaning contained in 
the Thoughts compounded of the particular Elements of Thought 
repreeented by the Sounds-the corresponding Elements of Speech. 
Theae compound Words and Thoughts correspond, again, in turn, with 
Tnllos and 0PEBA.TIONS and SYSTEMS in Nature, compounded in like 
manner of Primary Realities or Elements of Reality (Proto-Pragmata) 
and of First Principles and Laws,-the Elements of Being. The System 
oC Normal Human Speech, the System of Thoughts in the Mind, and 
the System of Things and Operations in the World at large, are found 
to be naturally evolved from the same starting-points, in divergent radii 
of ~; furnishing a panorama of the Universe seen in the 
Et.ructure of Language. 

"The understanding of the Law of this Development pertains to the 
newly discovered and immense Science of Universology." 

These abstruse statements of the incipient aspects of the subject 
mnst doubtless seem somewhat vague and inconclusive to the appre
hension of the reader ; and no proper appreciation of the tremen
dons conaequenoes ft.owing from such a discovery will, at once, arise 
in the mind. But consider what must be its results I We have 
placed in our hands, for the first time, the Law in all domams and 
apheres of the mental and material Universe. .And what does this 
involve? Instead of groping our way in darkness in the investigation 
oC the phenomena of the Universe, we have a true and sure gmde to 
point t.be way and lead to the realization of our highest aspirations. 
In t.be Scientific World, all investigation, instead of being carried on 
sporadically and in an isolated manner as hitherto will be conducted 
upon a certain, well-defined, and unitary plan, in accordance with 
which the whole Scientific World will act with one purpose, having a 
common chart by which to be guided and governed. In the industrial 
activities of the Race, the same unity and concord of action will be 
achieved, whereby the whole Earth will be beautified and rendered habit
ablta by the Jabor of a Collective Humanity directed by a knowledge 
of Univenal Laws; men not, as now, conflicting with and neutral
ising each other's efforts by the chaotic multiplicity of th(' antagonistic 
plans and objects which they pursue. In the Social World, a common 
law of Societary relations will bring into harmony the contending 
interests of communities and nations, who will render obedience to it 
Yit.b the same promptness and alacrity with which they now observe 
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laws discovered and applied in minor spheres, as, for instance, loco
motion and the transmission of intelligence. The great international 
questions which agitate the world will be discussed. in the light of uni
versal principles, and will be decided by the fiat of an exact science, 
from which thera will be no desire to appeal In the Religious Sphe~ 
the solution of those knotty problems which have heretofore vexed the 
aouls of men will be rendered clear as the sun at noon-day; and all 
contention, strife, and misunderstanding on theological, moral, and 
ethical questions will be forever dissipated by a scientific knowledge of 
the IAw, and, so to speak, of the Aim and Plan of the Creation, super
added to all that the religious and prophetic intuition, inspired or un
inspired, has revealed in the past. 

.And this is not all The Great Science will not only furnish the 
underlying rule of conduct in all these aeparate domains ; it will also 
supply the IAw of t'Mir inter-relatiom ;-so that order and regularity 
will be introduced not only into each special domain '/Jg itself; but a 
great compound, universal harmony will be evolved by the combina
tion and co-operation of them all in one grand whole. In a word, the 
same law will be universal in its application; and what will be true of 
the parts will be true of the whole. Thus the student in any par
ticular department will be obtaining a knowledge, not merely of his 
specialty, but of the law of all specialties, and also of their combination 
in one compound aggregate. The physical, mental, moral, and spirit
ual relations of men will be placed upon a clear, well-defined, eternal 
foundation of truth and justice; and all that is noble, refined, and 
beautiful in the innate constitution of man will have free scope to 
develop under the influences, tendencies, ancl aspirations which God 
has implanted in his being. To include all in one word, we shall 
'/cnow in an absolute sense what is right and true and good, instead of 
.uppoling and opining, as now. Jrt. .A. CUNcY. 

n. 
~per 6y Xr • .Freeland-(Xay, 1888). 

Having been requested to furnish for publication a statement of the 
character, and of my estimate of the value of the New Scientific La
bors whose First or Fundamental Principles are herein exhibited by 
the Discoverer, I oft'er, as most appropriate for the purpose in view, the 
following brief and cursory notice issued by myself in the form of a 
Circular Letter in May, 1862, as the original public announcement of 
this most important Discovery. 
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NEW YORK, Hag 1st, 1802. 
A new Scientific Discovery, of immense scope and importance, has 

recently been completed in New York City. 
The Science is of such magnitude and character that the discoverer 

feels justified in bestowing upon it the name of UNIVERSOLOGY, or the 
Science of the Universe. It is the Science of the Universe, as a wliok, 
and of the correlation of its parts and principles, in the same precise 
lell9e as that in which Geometry iB the Science of the admeasurement 
o( extension and form, or Astronomy of the relations of the heavenly 
bodies. It is the discovery and complete elucidation of those back
lying and universal Principles, in the nature of things, which are 
everywhere suspected, as it were, to exist, but which have never been 
heretofore Scientifically discovered and proven; Principles which have 
giYen rise to dreamy, misty theories of Universal Analogy, precisely 
becnuse, on the one hand, they are essentially true and universal, 
and are therefore constantly recurring to all observers ; and because, 
on the other hand, they remained still undiscovered, or latent, so to 
speak, relatively to the human mind. These Principles are brought 
oot, by this Discovery, into their plenitude and exactness, in the 
atrictest sense of these terms. 

In other words, the discovery is that of a Science, or rather ths 
Science of Universal Analogy; not in that vague way in which such 
an idea has been dogmatizcd, out of the intuition, by Oken, Fourier, 
Swedenborg, for enmple; but as a veritable Scientific Discovery of a 
new e:met Science, and the greatest immeasurably of all the Sciences. 
It is the Science of Universal Principles, and distributes, not only all 
the Sciences, and consequently all the Departments of Being among 
themselves, but enters directly into the body of each special Science., 
and distributes all the particulars within every Domain. 

It is, therefore, in one sense, the one and only Science, of which all 
other Sciences, whether physical or mental, are only twigs or branches; 
but, in another sense, it is only the central Science, from which all the 
apreial Sciences are, in the nature of things, derived, and to which they 
moat or neceuity relat.e and adjust themselves, in order to their own 
perfection. In still another sense, or in addition to all this, it is the 
introduction or a new Scientific Method and Epoch; the furnishing 
or a genuine and legitimate method of Deducti<>n, aa a guide for aU 
future ~iftc inV68tigati0118, in all DBpartments 1ohatsoever; not, 
however, to the disparagement or exclusion of obsenation and the con
tinued ind'lction of minor laws. 

Auguat.e Comte has thought it necessary to guard himself from the 
anpntation of so Tisionnry a belief as that of the possible discovery of 
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a Unitary Law in Science, to which all the phenomena oC the Univerae 
can be ultimat.ely referred. He ne'fertheleas says: "The ultimate per
fection of the Positive [or Exact Scientific] System would be (if soch 
perfection could be hoped for) to represent all phenomena as particular 
aspects of a single general fact;-such as Gravitation, for instance." 
The value of the tendency towards Unity is also expressed in the 
following sentence: "However impoll8ible may be the aim to reduce 
the phenomena of the respective Sciences to a single law, supreme in 
en.ch, this should be the aim of philosophers, as it is only tlUJ imJ>"f «
tion of our knowledge which prtn:snts its accompluhm81U. Ths J>"f «
tion of a &ie~ is i1' exact proportion to its approach to tl1u CQR

summation." 
Agassiz, in his notice of Oken's System of the Classification oC the 

Animal Kingdom, judiciously observea (quoting from memory), '"we 
do not yet sufficiently understand the Law of Analogy to make it the 
basis of our distributions." There is here an implication that such a 
Law exists and is awaiting discovery. The idea is confirmed by the 
following remark, taken from the article of the same distinguished. 
Scientist in the late February number of the .Atlantic Monthly: "The 
time has come when Scientific truth must cease to be the property of 
the few, when it must be woven into the common life of the world; 
for we have reached. the point where the results of Science touch ti,. 
very probll!m of existen«, and all '1Um li&ten for the solr:ing of that mys
tery. When it will come, and how, none can say; but this much, at 
least, is certain, that all our researches are l«uiing up to that queatima, 
and mankind will never rest till it is answered." 

Prof. Peirce, of Cambridge, in his Suggestions of Analogy in refer
ence to the arrangement of the leaves of a plant on its axis, of the 
spines or a shell, and or the planets around the sun, seems to be feeling 
out in the direction of the discovery or such a Unitary !Alw. 

Precisely this I.aw, which Auguste Comte deems it visionary to 
believe in the possibility of discovering, which Pro£ Agassiz seems 
confidently to expect will be discovered at no distant day, and the 
existence of which is strikingly confirmed. by the obeervations of Prot 
Peirce, is now matter of actual discovery, as capable of demonstration 
as any probkm of Geometry. It will supply to the Naturalist, com
pletely and with perfect certainty and beauty, thoee !Alws of Classifica
tion towards the attainment of which modem scientific labors have 
been direct.ed; while it will clearly, unerringly, and satisfactorily solve 
that "mystery," "for the solving" of which "all men listen." It will 
demonstrate to the Mathematician the identity of the !Alws which per
vade his 0\\'11 sphere with those which pervade every other department 
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or the Universe, and exhibit to him the nature of that Law in accord
ance with which all the phenomena of the Univer;se are distributed. 

The Science of UNIVEBSOLOOY is based, then, upon the discovery 
of the Law of Analogy, which, while it unifies all knowledge, o.lso 
points out and demonstrates the particular place of each fact in the 
broad Generalization, and the relation it bears to all other facts, 
conaidered either separately or as a whole. More exactly, while the 
Science commences in the broadest and most inclusive observational 
Generalizations, it proceeds from these downwards to the most com
plete and fundamental analysis. By this analysis, it discovers and 
establishes the equally broad and universal abstract Generalizations 
which furnish the Unitary Law and its primitive branches. From 
this analysis it again proceeds upwards to the scientific synthesis of the 
Univen!e, supplying the most complete and detailed classification of 
the Jmticulars, in each Department of Being, carrying Scientific pre
cision into the minutest details of all the Sciences, and is capable of 
giring tho rationals even of the shape of shells on the sea-shore and 
of the colors of the autumn forest. 

It is, therefore, the Science of the Lawe of Order and Harmony 
a t!iey tziJJt in tha Universe at 'large, in consonance with which all 
human aft"airs must be conducted in order to secure true and practical 
concord and the most perfect results. Commencing in the Mathe
matica, and ascending gradually through the whole range of the Sci
ences to the topmost ones-Sociology and Theology-it shows the 
Principfos at the base of each of these seemingly different Sciences to 
be the same, and demonstrates, with the clearness and exactitude of 
Geometry, the identity of all the Laws pervading each of them. UNI
TEllSOLOOY is therefore tho complete Scientific demomtration of that 
t'niversal Unity of Plan in the Universe which Fourier vaguely theo
rized and confusedly attempted to explain. The multitude of the Sci
ences are to it what the distinct parts of the body-head, arms, legs, 
fingers, t.oea, etc.-ere to the body as a Unit or Whole. It is a Science 
linking together, and including within itself, all the Sciences now 
knolrD, and numerous others which will be unfolded by it. It may 
be viewed, therefore, both as a grand, all-inclusive Science, and as a 
new and comprehensive Scientific Method. 

Still another aspect may be presented of the subject. Agassiz, in the 
article already quoted from, says: "Yet believing, as I do, that classi
fication, rightly undel'Stood, means simply the creative p'lan of God a8 

e:zpresud in organic f ormJJ," etc. ; and again : " If, then, the results of 
Science are of such general interest for the human race; if they are 
f'adflQ/ly interpreting the purposes of ths Deity in creation and the 
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relation of man t.o all the paat,-then it is well that all should share in 
its teachings," etc. 

Looking at U.NIVEBSOLOOY from the same point of view in which 
this celebrat.ed. Naturalist here regards Classification, we may announce 
it 88 the complete discovery and perfect interpretation of " tM purpoaa 
of the Deity in cr«Jtioti,'' and the entire unfolding of" the creative plan 
of God," not only 88 expreBBed in "organic forms," but as involved in 
every Sphere of Thought and Being in the Universe of Matt.er and of 
Mind. To state this in another way: Certain Fundamental I.awe are 
found to exist in accordance with which the Phenomena of every De
partment of the Universe are evolved. In the Domain of Mathematics, 
they take the form which the nature of that Science demands; in that 
of Astronomy, they are wrought out in conformity with the conditions 
imposed upon them by the nature of the mat.erial in which they are 
exprcsaed; somewhat in the snme manner ns the same architectural 
plan is modified, according as it appears in wood, in brick, in iron, or in 
stone. In Chemistry, in the Mineral, the Vegetable, the Animal King
doms, in the Science of Mind, and elsewhere, UNIVERSALLY, thefle 
same Fundamental Lawe re-appear like an echo, modified, in their 
manifestation merely, by the nature of each individual case, but con
stituting, when revealed by the discovery of their identity, the basis of 
the new Science of UNIVERSOLOGY. 

Such a discovery, involving, as it must, events the most important, 
calls more loudly upon the attention of the Scientific Man, the Thinker, 
and the Practical Man, interested in the Progress of the Human Race, 
than any other. Through the portals of this Science we arc about 
entering upon the most tremendous revolution in Science, in Govern
ment, in Theology, in Political Economy, in Art, in Practical Life, 
which the world has ever witnessed. Such a movement will require 
the co-operative labors of all Scientific men in the future, to trace out 
in their several Departments the particular operations of Laws which. 
in their generality, will be, from an early day, the common intellectual 
wealth of all intelligent minds; and the aggregat.e labors of practical 
men, in all spheres, to apply these Laws, thus developed, to the various 
constructions and activities of every-day life. 

In Prof. Whewell's "History of the Inductive Sciences," in W. 
cussing the philosophical speculations of Pythagoras concerning num
bers (Vol I. p. 78, Am. &I.), occurs the following statement, which 
gives a glimpse, almost the only one found anywhere in the books, of 
the actual method of investigation which has led to the accomplish
ment of this great discovery: " It has been observed by a distinguished 
modem scholar (Thirlwall's Hist. Gr. II. 142) that the place which 
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Pythagoras ascribed t.o bis numbers is intelligible only by supposing 
that be confounded, first, a Numerical Unit with a Geometrical Point, 
an~ then, this with a Material Atom." • • • 

" The Pythagorean love of Numerical Speculations migM have been 
(:Om/Jined with the doctrine of Atoms, and the combination migllt lwvo 
Ud to results well worth notice. But, so far as we are aware, no such 
combination wrui attempted in the ancient schools of Philosophy, and 
perhapa we, of the present day, are only just beginning to perceive, 
through the disclosures of Chemistry and Crystallography, the impor
tance of such a line of inquiry." 

The discoverer of UNIVEBSOLOOY 18 Mr. S. P. ANDREWS, a Member 
of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, the American Eth
nological Society, etc.; Author of Discoveries in Chinese, etc. A 
aomewhat inaccurate list of his works, heretofore published, will bo 
found in Allibone's Dictionary of Authors, and in Triibner's Biblio
graphical Guide to American Literature. 

Somewhat more than two {now six) years ago my attention was 
called to the fact that such a discovery was being made, and I was 
in'ritcd to a critical examination of its Principles. A thorough in
vestigation of the suhject fully confirmed in my mind the claims of 
the discoverer. During the two {now six) years pnat I have been 
engaged in, and wholly devoted to, collaboration in the development 
of the Science, with !Ir. Andrews and a small number of investigar
tors, whom bis discovery has gathered about him, as assistants, and 
who constitute alreatly the nucleus of a working University in tho 
establishment of the Science and its application to the various Branches 
of the Scientific Domain. I have now t.aken upon myself the labor of 
preparing this incipient st.at.ement of the subject, for the purpose of 
bringing it before the attention of leading minds in . the Scientific, 
Beligions, and Practical Spheres. 

Cu'rier, in speaking of the Progress of the Sciences, makes use 
(translating freely) of the following expressions: "We have seen them 
[the Sciences] if not positively acting as the creators of human society, 
at least being developed along with it, and conferring upon it succes
sively all its increased enjoyments, sometimes even revolutionizing 
completely their elements or the methods of their realization; so that, 
from what the Sciences have done hitherto, it is not difficult to foretell, 
in some measure, what they must be destined to accomplish in the 
future." 

There is, then, sufficient basis for a general int.crest, on the part of all 
penons, in the early announcement and popular introduction of any 
great Scientific Discovery. The present Circular Letter is designed, how-
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ever, for such persons only as nro supposed, from their public reputa
tion or from personal knowledge of them, to hal"e a more than usuul 
interest in all that concerns the progress and well-being of the JWit., 
intellectually, materially, or morally. 

Should any persons, to whom this Circular Lett.er may come, find 
the statements contained in it interesting to such a degree that further 
information is desired on the subject, such individuals are requested t.o 
communicate with me to that effect, and I will, from time to time, 
keep them advised of the progress of its development and publication; 
and will, so far as practicable, afford them facilitie.s for ascertaining 
bow, and in what degree, the discovery may subserve their inteUectual 
or practical wants, and how they, in turn, may aid in its rapid dift'uaion 
and enlarged usefulness in the world. (1) 

m 
!Paper ~Y Xr. Hoyle. 

In order to estimate and rightly to de.scribe the new Science of Uni
versology, an amount and variety of information would be required (in 
addition to a comprehensive knowledge of the Science itself, as such), 
of which few, indeed, even among the learned, are possessed. To ren
der but scant justice to a theme so vast, with all the advantages which 
a familiarity with extant knowledges and a ready facility of expression 
could afford, it woulu be necessary to devote years instead of hours, 
and volumes rather than pages, to its elucidation. 

With this prefatory disclaimer of any attempt to exemplify, except 
proximately nnu most imperfectly, the scope and excellence of the 
Scicne<.>, it will be the purpose of this p:iper briefly to advert to some 
of its more salient points and prevailing charact<>ristics; and, by a pre
s~ntation of the results which must supervene on its application in 
certain departments of human activity, to induce earnest inquiry con
cerning :i discovery so long vaguely anticipated, and so immensely im
portant in its bearing on the destiny of the Race. 

Baecd on Principles cvolvctl from an analysis, more l!ubtle and 
thorough than any heretofore instituted, into the constituent Elements 
of Thought and of Things, as they interpcnetrat.c all Domains of 
Being whatsoever; establishing a relation between spheres of investiga
tion hitherto deemed radically distinct, and introducing a Unified Sys-

(1) Thll arrangemeill la not now applicable, and all CommunlcaUona of Ille ktn4 lllolllcl be acl.sr-i4 
lo 1De penooall7, llDdl tvtlaer nolloa.-8. P. A. {18118). 
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tem of Knowledge,-this Science sweeps from realm to realm of the 
material and spiritual Universe, unlocking the secrets nnd classifying 
the phenomena of each, with a certainty and exactness limited only by 
the capacity of the philosophic explorer to apply its principles and 
int.erpret its indication& 

In the Department of Language these principles furnish the neces
w.zy data for the elaboration of an entirely new form of speech based 
on l'M in/Mrenl mMning of Sounds. This language wi11 be concise, 
regular, and euphonious. It will possess a canacity for expression 
infinitely minute, and as infinitely varied as the •impressions, whether 
mental or objective, which the human mind is capable of receiving. 
Ita acquisition includes and-from the Scientific .Analogy which links 
each domain of Being with the rest-even necessitates the simultaneous 
and ttltBY acquisition of the Laws, Classification, and Details of all other 
spheres. Wlulst in a sense complete in itself, it will be eminently 
adaptive to existent methods of Speech, and thus capable of acting 
mediatorially during the process of its general difl'usion in the world, 
by the gradual fusion of all existing languages into each other. Its 
excellenoos are so apparent on examination, that it must eventually be 
adopted as the vehicle of, at least, all technical and scientific inter
courae, if indeed it be not finally received as the Grand Universal Ver
nacular of the World. 

Tracing the application of this Basic Science in another Domain, we 
ftnd it cfuclosing a system of Ordinal Mathematics as magnificent as its 
Cardinal Counterpart, but hitherto unthought ot: It promises to 
~model and vastly to simplify both the System of Numeration and of 
Calculation. It inaugurates a new and immensely exact and extensive 
Science of Morphology. In its Language, just adverted to, it provides 
a Technical and inter-related Vocabulary for all known, and many as 
yet popularly unrecognized, departments of human research. In the 
political sphere it demonstrates what are the Principles of a True Form 
or Government, under whose 1Egis the liberties of the people will be 
perfectly coneened, while they will gladly render unbounded a1legiance 
to their Chier or Chief's. Within the domains of Social Economy, 
Ethics, and Theology, it will educe an Integral System of Order, 
llorality, and Religious Doctrine which in the Past has been instinct
inly felt after, bot which, prior to the discovery of the Grand Ele
mentary Principles of Universology, could never be attained,-a Syet.cm 
as conservative of the underlying Spirit of all the Sanctities or the 
Put, u it is startling and far-reaching in new Scientific Revelations 
allied to the Present and the Futnre. It is, in short, potent in all 
realma. The Priest, the Scientist, the Statesman, and the Idealist of 
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the Future, must all be cognizant of its axioms; for, with the same 
readiness, it int.erprets Prophecy and unveils the myst:eriea of Nature, 
of Government, and of Art. 

First discovering and then demonstrating the Paradoxical Nature or 
Essential Opposit.eness of basic Truth in its origins, Universology ac
cepts as equally true, in an absolute sense, Principles of diYergent 
t.endency; inclusive, in tha uUimat6 of thia acceptance, of statements 
whose relations are directly antithetical or polar. In other words, it 
admits and proves the Rightness of fundamental Positivisms, or affirm
ative statements, even where they are diametrically opposed. It is the 
province of the New Philosophy of lnt.egralism scientifically to adjust 
the relationship of these fractional truths; and, from components dif
fering, in all degrees from mere divergence of drift to perfect antithesis, 
to elaborate the Grand Composite Truth, wbicb, while it both includea 
and rests upon all the others, alone possesses the attribut.e of Whole
ness, (or Iloliness), which results from the perfect symmetrical adjust
ment and int.er-dependence of the parts in their relations to all the rest. 
.As there must be two antipodal points in the short.est straight line; 
as it requires two opposed radii to form a diamet.er, or two differing 
hemispheres in the formation of a globe, and so ad inftnitum,-so it ia 
found that a simple truth or principle requires to be count.erparted by 
its opposite for the evolvement of a Higher Truth and a more compre
hensive Unity. This discovery alone is of immense value; and, con
joined with a thousand others of similar importance resulting from 
Universological Bases, marks an epoch in the development of the intel
lectual and spiritual faculties of the race, which will remain as a crisis
event or notable way-mark in the path of Progresa throughout all time. 

With the Evolution of this Science is inaugurated, if I mistnkc not, 
a new era in the history of the world, and one transcending, in the 
importance of its results, any by which it has ~n preceded. It pos
sesses potency sufficient, under enlight.ened direction, peacefully and 
beneficently to revolutionize the world in all its domains, whether 
Ideal, Physical, Social, Moral, Political, or Religious; and the resulta 
of its application, in the solution of Problems within these departments 
of Being, will exceed those heretofore attained by blind effort merely, 
in proportion to the power of achievement which methods of Scientific 
E~actitude possess over the incertitude and failure of perpetual guess
ing and believing. It is, in fine, the Sublime Expounder of the Uni
verse of God ; and the means of the eventual introduction of the Race 
to a Paradisaic Exist.ence whose pleaanrea will transcend the highest 
imaginings or 80-<lalled Utopian dreamen. 

DAVID HoTI.B. 
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IV. 

~per ~y Hr. He111·n1. 

The Infinite Spirit that made all things has left it to the same Spirit 
incarnat.ed in Man to solve all intricacies of Life and Destiny, with 
such Revelations from time to time as are adapted to his mental and 
1piritual conditions in aid of his own inherent intellectual powers. 
The final Atonement (at-one-ment) or Reconciliation of God and 
Man mnst therefore be by means of the thorough accordance of Reve
lation and Reason; the one addressed principally to those llutomatic or 
unconscious powers of the Mind, which, like the involuntary forces 
of the Body, predominate in the infancy of the Race; the other, the 
product of the determined. use of the Consciousness and Will, externally . 
obeervant or else "self-searching with an introverted eye," discovering 
their own capacities, and re-directing them upon the outward Creation, 
-or Nature, which will ultimately be plastic to the thought and work 
ol a completed. Humanity. 

The great and good minds of all Time have accepted, with more or 
less clearness of perception, this Problem of the ages, aptly symbolized 
in the Fable of the Sphynx, and have devoted their lives to aid in its 
eolution. To their noble endeavors we owe what most illustrates the 
Hi.story of the Past., that vast accumulation of Philosophic Speculation, 
Scientific Knowledge, and Practical Example, which, especially since 
the in Tention of the printing-press, has become a permanent and inde
structible Treasury of Thought. Nothing now but the destruction of 
the planet by some convulsion of Nature can seemingly prevent this 
ultimate consummation. 

In this nineteenth century wonderf'ul events of essential significance 
to the philosophic observer are realizing the prophetic hopes of the 
Put, aa if the dream of the ages were about to be fulfilled, and Astnea 
to return to the home from which she was driven by the vices, folly, 
md atrife of men. 

Bnt hitherto this iJ.?:lprovement has been almost wholly fortuitous, 
without organization or method, with only so much of definit.e pur
pose u proceeds from individual inspiration or sectarian interests. 

The two great potencies of Progress-Science and the Church-have 
been at war with each other, the one devoting itself wholly to the 
materiaJ, and the other almost entirely to the supposed spiritual inter
ests of Man; neither suspecting, apparently, that these are identical, 
enn as Body and Spirit are one, and that they cannot be divided with 
impllllity to either. 
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It must appear to all who think, that the tim3 has arrived when this 
opposition should cease; and that these two Representative Powers of 
the Race, in the exercise of their two highest attributes, Charity an~ 
Largeness of Thought, should combine for the furtherance of the 
great object-the well-being of Humanity-which both claim to have 
in view. 

But only by means of a Science which demonstrates the Truths of 
Religion, and of a Religion which accepts tho demonstrations of Sci~ 
ence, can the whole thought and purpose of all earnest and sincere 
men be concentrated into such a focal determination as will ineta.ll a 
new and progressive era.. U niversology, or tho Science of the Oorrc
spondential or Analogical Relations of Mind and Matter, claims, and, as 
it seems to the writer of this, with justice, to accomplish this latest, 

, greatest work of human thought. This then is that Universal Science 
or Prima Philosophia, the discovery of which is the turning-point in 
the History of Destiny, as predicted and foreshadowed by Poetry and 
Prophecy-that Science which the boldest reasoners of the Past have 
seen to be a necessity of the Future; of which the greatest minds of 
the Greeks felt and saw the possibility; the idea of which inspired the 
two Bacons; a glimmer of whose distant lustre illumined the great 
perceptive powers of Newton, and the dawn of which the best Scien
tific Thinkers of the present age have perceived. 

Man lives in two Worlds,-a world of outward perception, and an
other of inward apprehension; and these two reflect each other, as in 
a drop of rain, falling through the atmosphere, is mirrored all sur
rounding space. It is this mystic relation between the Soul of Man 
and visible Nature which has furnished the symbolism of all Mythol
ogies, and the materials of Poetry,-Man worshipping his Ideal Self in 
the images reflected upon the retina. "The eye secs what the eye 
brings means of seeing," says Carlyle. Not in nature, but in the 
thought of Man, is all the Beauty; and Matter is but a lifeless mass 
except as it illustrates the passions, powers, and purposes of the Human 
Spirit. Wordsworth has, in the following lines, expressed with great 
beauty this doubleness of meaning in N aturc : 

Yes, It was the Mountain Echo, 
Solitary, clear, profound, 

Answering to the ehontlng Cuckoo, 
Giving to her sound for sound I 

Unsolicited reply 
To a babbling wanderer sent ; 

Like her ordinary cry, 
Like-but oh, how different I 
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Hears not also mortal Life T 
Hear noi we, unthinking creatmee ; 

Slaves of Folly, Love, or Strife, 
Voioea of two di1f'erent Natures! 

Have not we two? yes, we have 
Answers and we know not whence; 

F..ehoee from beyond the grave, 
Recognized intelligence I 

Often as thy inward ear 
Catches such rebounds, beware,

Listen, ponder, hold them dear; 
For of God,-of God they are I (1) 

This thought, so familiar to Poetry, has always been jealously looked 
upon by Science, though every profane thinker, whether Philosopher, 
Poet, or Scientific Theorist, has felt that by means of this mysterious 
Analogy, this promoter of .Association and wakener of Memory, all his 
great.e8t thoughts were obtained; that in this region of mental percep
tion lies that reconciliation of the Real and the Ideal, which to the 
man of genius or keen sensibilities is the only refuge from the painful 
neooasities of transient existence. "Mnemosyne," says the ancient 
Fable, "is the Mother of the Muses, but Jupiter is the Father." 

To the determined patience, careful research, and indomitable per
aeYerance of the author of this ;olume we owe it that this dream of the 
Poet is turned into a positive and scientific reality, as Puck's boasted 
girdle of the Earth has been substantiated in the Magnetic Telegraph, 
and as the Afrite of the Arabian Tales has been outdone by the modem 
I.ttomotive.. The wildest fancies may now furnish the careful scien
tific thinker the basis of undoubted deduction; and intuition and in:. 
tellection, imagination and reason, suggestion and ratiocination, Reli
gion and Science, like the different parts in Music, join together in 
producing on Earth the Harmony of the Spheres. 

The Human Soul in all ages has aspired to a Heaven which, in view 
of the intolerable discrepancies of life upon this Planet, has been refer-
1\'d to a Future Existence. But it has never been denied that all the 
materiala of a Heaven exist upon this Earth, and such a Heaven is 
positively promised in Revelation. That the realization of this promise 
i! to be brought about by the exertion of man's rational faculties, can 
hardly, it eeema to me, be doubted; the whole aim of Inspiration hav-
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ing been symbolically to suggest, rather than scientifically to teach. A 
Universal Philosophy, and its absolute application in a Positive Science, 
whose demonstrations shall be beyond the reach of question, must be 
the preliminary theoretical step. The tools must first be furnished 
with which the work is to be done. Such is Universology, the Science 
of the Whole Universe, or tho Positive and Rational Revelation of the 
Organii:i Laws of Thought and Being by means of their Correspond
ence, or of the Grand Pervading Analogies between them. 

To minds of a certain class-familiar with, and up to the thought of 
the age-accustomed to large generalizations, and to what is called in 
Law, "Circumstantial Evidence," or what may be indicated under the 
name of Dramatic Probability, called by Edgar A. Poe "Consistency," 
that accordance with Truth which no Art can imitate,-the general 
scope and tenor of this Book will be its own justification nnd proof; 
and I predict, they will find in it, as I hal"e done, the means of explain
ing the heretofore inexplicable, and of reducing mental chaos to orderly 
arrangement, and also a method of concentrating their faculties in 
any desired direction, which they have never before possessed. It is 
the first attempt, within my reading, at a Mathematics of Metaphysics, 
and at the reduction of the great Mystery of the Trinity, the Attribute 
of the Godhead, and the Law by which His Personality is expressed in 
Nature, to (as far as that is possible as mere Science) a simple Arith
metical Problem. To those who will accept nothing but as it is logic
ally proven, this Book offers a chain of the most cautious reasonings, 
and, after establishing a new and infallible method of deduction, piles 
proof upon proof, and adduces analogy upon analogy, all governed by 
the great Law of Trigrade Evolution, which is the foundation of the 
Science, and which is so accordant with the processes of reason and 
the suggestions of intuition, that the closest of such thinkers, however 
often he may demur to the statements of the author, will find that he 
does so, if he carefully examine his train of thought, by the same 
method of ratiocination supplied by the Science itself; the difference 
of conclusion arising mostly from a natural chariness to admit proposi
tions so subversive of preconceived opinions. 

The Plan of the Book, as a Work of Art, furnishes an aclmirnblc 
illustration of the application and use of the Science it is designed to 
tench,-a Science based upon the discol"ery of the Organic Triune L'lw 
of Creation, and the Grand Pervading Analogy of Providence. This 
Triplicity of Nature will be found permeating all the thought of the 
Past, but only in modern times, and especially in this Volume, has it 
been directly applied to the uses of Science. One of the most perfect 
and obvious exhibitions in Nature of this Law is in the development 
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of the crust of the Earth, through the Primary, Secondary, and Ter
tiary stratifications. Comte saw it displaying itself in the laws of 
Mind as the Supernatural, the Metaphysical, and the Positive Stages 
of Mental Evolution; Luke Burke perceived the analogy in the· par
allel development of Geology and Mythology, and he classifies all myths 
int.o Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary. A modem chemist finds it in 
the properties of Matter, all reducible to Attraction, Repulsion, and 
Vitality; but by the founder of Universology only, is it first numer
ically defined under the name or Unism, Duism, and Trinism, and ite 
abeolute scientific value as a guide in every possible kind of investiga
tion demonstrated and explained. 

It is said that Pythagoras, on being asked who was the oldest of the 
Gods, replied, "Number;" and the wisest? the Author of Language, 
or the Namer of 'fhings. 

It is one of the wonders of Universology, that ite profound general
izations and absolute analysis of all modes of thought furnish the key to 
every inspiration of the human mind. Upon this sublime and funda
mental intellection or the ancient sage, the most notable of the Analo
giea or Existence, U niversology erects the Science of Future Ages, and 
relieves Man from the confusion of ideas in which be bas so long 
nndered. Spanning Primeval Thought, it shows the Law of Mental 
Evolution, repeating that of the Outward Creation in its progressive 
dev<'lopment, the Divine Intent, inst.ant in every moment of Time, and 
every impulse of the Soul, evolving from the Chaos of Ideas a new 
Creation or Determinate Reason, and furnishing to Mind the means 
wherewith to subdue and finally to control its old enemy but future 
eenant, Matter. 

It baa been perceived in Mystical Philosophy that in Language is the 
Key to the Mysteries of Nature. It was said among the Hermetics 
that be who had the right name of a thing could call and control the 
Spirit or that thing. The universal Language furnished by u niversol
ogy,-Alwato,-discovered by means of the Analogies between the Ele
ment& of Sound and Sense, will furnish th8 right name of everytliing, 
and the knowledge of the right use of it. This was, perchance, vir
tually the Search or the Alchemists after the Philosopher's Stone, 
which was the dream and aspiration of so many great and good minds, 
-en " ()pin &8'Jt1le " of Science. 

language is, indeed, the expression of Thought; but beyond this it 
contains in IM facts of its own structure the most definite exhibition 
n can have of the laws of that which inspires or creates it. "Matter," 
aya the Poet, "·is the Tongue of God;" and, in like manner, speech 
may be said t.o be the Echo of Consciousness. To define, establish, 

3 
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explain, and render into a new practical form of lingual expression, 
incontrovertibly establishing it, this subtle relation between Sound and 
Thought, seems a labor almost beyond the reach of human endeavor 
With an unequalled persistency and closeness of thought, combined 
with every other faculty of Man necessary to so great an effort, Mr. 
Andrews has worked out and solved this Problem, and the result is the 
establishment of the New Universal Science on the one hand, and the 
New Universal Language on the other. The Basic Outline of this im
mense achievement is given in the present work. 

The Book is a Scientific Epic, and its effect upon the Future is im
measurable to present apprehension. Herein, as it were, the whole 
thought of the Past is brought to a Focal Point. All previous Reli
gion, Poetry, and Science, have been converging towards this, as to a 
centre, whence, now, under the guidance of a definite Knowledge of 
Law, they may, with more direct purpose and prospect, renew their 
expansion and exertion in the great task of the regeneration of the 
Bace. J. WEST NEVINS. 

v. 
:Paper by Professor :Boyle. (1) 

"WASHINGTON, N~. 1866. 
"I was spooking, just now, of my inability to express myself satis

fact.orily; and that reminds me that when the Speaking and Writing 
Forms of the Universal Lmguage developed by Universology shall 
obtain, it will ho simply impossible for a man who understands them, 
not t.o be able to express any id~as he has the capacity to conceive or 
perceive; and that it will be equally impossible for him to be misunder
stood by persons familiar with this language who hear him, or who 
read what he has written, every idea and shade of an idea having its 
analogue in the domains, respectively, of sound and form. It does 
seem to me as if the discovery of a Universal Speaking and Writing 

(1) This paper by Prof. Boyle was not, like those which have preceded it, pr&
pared with any intention of introducing the BABIC OUTLINE OF UNIVERSOLOGT. 

It is merely an extract which I take the liberty of making from a private letter, 
espreseing, in the most confidential nnd spontaneous manner, the thoughts called 
forth by my own communication to him informing him that I bad designed, and 
was engaged upon, an abridged presentation of the subject. I have thought, how. 
ever, that it might not be uninteresting to the reader to be admitted to this un. 
premeditated and altogether private estimate of the labors in question. 

Tim AllTllOB. 
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I.angu~he Writing Language at once ideographic and phonetic
will, of itself, be sufficient to convince those who examine it intelli
gently of the Oneness of Law. For they must see that the Metaphysics 
and Geometry of the true language,-its soul and its body, it;a basis 
and itB superstructure, its source, purpose, and functions, even the 
forms of its letters, and the organs of the body which cause and modify 
its eounds,--&l'e ana.lognes-mere repetitions of one another; different 
phenomena. truly, but, in one sense, identical-manifestations of the 
881lle Law-indeed, the ea.me Spirit of the same Law, but with bodies 
adapted to their duties in their respective domains. The a.11-permeat
ing nature of this language will necessarily attract even the most cau
tious and conservative explorers to follow it into one after another of 
the domains of thought, being, and action, to a.11 of which they, the 
explorers, will then see that language is related a.s the domains them
selves are related to ea.ch other. They will see, in short, that while 
Etudying language, they have been studying everything. Is not the 
idea magnificent ? 

"Bot, to change the subject. In what state of preparation is "The 
Basic Outline of U niversology" ? You gave me, some time ago, a 
brief synopsis of the plan of the book, and Mr. Clancy has since told 
me more about it. Judging from your descriptions of it, I should say 
it is just the thing we want. Mr. Clancy has read to me an introduc
tion or preface prepared by himself-very abstruse, but not too much 
eo, and, I think, remarkably intelligible for that kind of writing. 
Your book, I presume, will be .very abstruse a.lso, but none too much 
ao for a first work. Universology Proper-I mean Universology con
sidered as the Basic Science-must be started from the Oentre, and 
must deal mainly with Abstractions. But I trust your book will be 
plain-intelligible of its kind. Do I make myself understood ?-The 
bricklayer may be an indifferent expositor of his simple Art. His 
instructions t.o his apprentices may not be plain. He may teach them 
things ont of their proper order. The architect, on the other hand, 
ahonld present the fundamental principles of his science so plainly, 
each in its proper order, and in language and by illustration so intelli
gible, considering the nature of his subject, as to make even common 
minds understand the general principles of the science of architecture 
better than they were made to understand those of the vulgar art 
of Dl880Dry or bricklaying by imperfect teaching. It does not matter, 
I think, how abstruse your book may be, provided your statements be 
clear, your arrangements orderly, and your general method of present
ing the entire subject attractit"e to the class of men whom yon expect 
to have for readers. 
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xxxvi INTRODUCTION. 

"But, after all, I have little anxiety about your book. I am confident, 
-I know,-that it will be just the thing. It will be replete with sug
gestion, and, in that respect alone, will be invaluable. A thousand 
texts will be found in it from which to write lectures, sermons, es&3JS, 

newspaper articles, etc., etc., and upon which to base thousands of other 
books. In one sense, ti~ mor6 al>strad it mag 1>6, thB better. The 
sooner it is published the better. I feel as if the world wants it at just 
this nick of time, and that it will, in the end, prove to be just the book 
that should have been written, even if it have, for the first year or two, 
only a dozen readers who fully appreciat.e it. I wait for it. 

"AUGUSTUS F. BoYI.E." 

I do not desire t.o be held responsible for the individual estimates 
which the preceding writers have placed upon the present work. They 
have each spoken freely as prompted by their convictions, and each is 
competent to sustain the responsibility for his own views. Still less 
have I desired, by calling on them, to forestall or avoid criticism. On 
the contrary, I should wish, in the interest of Scientific Truth, to et'oke, 
and even, tf 1t were necessary, to provoke, the critical judgment of 
others ; while yet it cannot fail to be seen that the work is, in a sense, 
reviewed before publication by these writers, who are, from the nooeasity 
of the case, and for the present, the only experts in the matter. The 
work, such as it is, while it has been presented by my coadjutors rather 
with reference to it 88 a cause of future effects, is itself, at the same 
time, an effect merely of the genera] development of the age-a natural 
outcome of the stage to which we have progressed in what may be 
denominated the scientific growth of the world. 

I prize these contributions to the completeness of the work in 
respect especially to what is said, in several of the papers, of Al.w ATO, 

the new Universal Scientific Language; for of this there is, otherwiSt', 
more of promise than of performance. The explanation of this fact is 
this: the work, 88 originally planned, was subsequently found to be too 
extensive to be includ64.l in a single volume, and, in fine, a necessity 
arose for a division of it in the middle, into two distinct works,-the 
"Basic Outline," and the "Structural Outline,"-ftS if related to the 
foundation and t-0 the main elevation, respectively, of an edifice. In this 
latter work the nature and possibility of the new Language will be ex
pounded. It is in view of this slender treatment of the subject in the 
pages which fol1ow thBt I have employed the ft-eb]e and somewhat in
determinate expression "Preliminary Notices of AJwato" upon the title
page. A.a will be gathcn;d from what is said in U1csc papers, the new 
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Lmguage is, in the strictness of the term, a discovery, and not, like the 
somewhat similar enterprises of Bishop Wilkins, ViJ.al, and others, an 
invention or mere contrivance. The idea is that. there is a Language 
for the Race, as thoroughly provided by Nature, and which was us really 
to be discovered, as there was once a Music so existent and to be dis
CoTered. Our Music did not always exist as a thing scientifically 
known, although fro~ the earliest times, doubtless, there was some 
instinctual development of the musical power, answering to the past 
imtindual development of languages in the world-prior to the true 
diacovery or the creative lingual laws, or of the laws of true Art-creation 
in the domain or Langnage. The ddfcrence, here intimated, between 
di8covery and invention is world-wide, and exceedingly important in 
tbia connection, but must not induce me into any effort at its develop
ment here. 

The great unportance of Langne.ge, and hence of Philology, as a 
sort of epitome of and index to all other knowledge, has been alluded to. 
It may then be matter or surprise that the Science of Language does 
not appear in the Typical Plan of the Universe (Table No. 7, t. 40, 
p. 23), nor in any of the more elaborate distributions of the present 
work. The reason is, that, inasmuch as Language is a medium of 
int.er-communication between Man and Man in Society, and not be
tween Man and the World itself, it is-notwithstanding its intrinsic 
and pivotal importance-no more, from a general point of view, than a 
mbditi.sion, and a somewhat minor subdivision, of Sociology, or the 
Science of Society. This will appear in fuller explanation els1iwhere. 

The occasion would be favorable, except for the want of space, to 
t'orec~t somewhat in detail some of the practical applications of Uni
versology, as they are anticipated, or known as it were in embryo in 
my own mind. I shall, however, confine myself to a single allusion 
upon this class of subjects: I refer to the prospective enlargement of 
our knowledge of the Laws of Health, Hygiene, and Cure, and to the 
perhaps indefinite prolongation of Life through the higher style of 
acientific investigations which the new Science will introduce. A few 
other references to the same subject will be found in the body of the 
work. The novelty and temerity of such speculations, from any sci
entific point of view,-notwithstanding they have always haunted the 
imaginations of men,-will or will not commend themselves to the 
attention of the rCader, according to the organimtion and tendency of 
his own mind. 

There is no fact in Physiology better settled than that the true ana
logue of Human Life is the Fire which burns upon our hearths, or the 
taper which lights the room. Many observations would have confirmed 
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the early observers in the belief of the proposition that a fire mU8t "go 
out," or expire, after a certain length of time; but, by a better know l· 
e<lge of the subject, )Ve come to know that there is no such neceasity; 
and the fact that fire has been preserved upon altars for hundreds, and 
perhaps for thousands of years, may be to some minds something more 
than a fact; it may be a suggestive symbolism as well 

If men should begin in this age, by a better understanding of the 
Science of Life, to hve sevel'lll hundred yeare in.stead of three score 
years and ten, would the fact be a greater surprise to tlu world, or a 
more direct contradiction of the accepted data of common life and of 
scientific theory, than the discovery of Photography,-the copying of 
our faces by the pencil of the Sun; the magnetic Telegraph ; the anni
lulation of time in its relations to distance ; or Spirit-manifestations, 
physical demonstrations evincing heretofore unsuspected spiritual 
forces, asserting themselves by intelligible signs to be our post-11wrte1n-
8urvivi'ng fellow-creatures? 

It is not the place here to argue so grave a question, and certainly 
nothing but a thorough study of the Principles expounded in this 
treatise could place the reader tn a fitting condition of mind fully to 
understand the argument if it were made. It is equally certain that 
neither the idea of Immortality per se, nor that it is to be attained 
through some kind of unusual and strenuous effort, is new or offensive 
to the mental habits of the race. "Strait is the gate, and narrow ts the 
way, that leads to life eternal, and few there be that find it." So alao, 
there is not wanting abundant traditional and scriptural authority for 
the expectation that the ultimate Heaven, or divinized residence of 
Man Immortal, is to be, not some distant locality or attennated spirit
ual state, but this Earth m aome perfected or regenerated condition or 
the planet. 

Nsw You, F'ebrva17. 1888. 

Supple111enlary by X. .,f,. C. 

That portion of the foregoing Introduction which was furnished by 
myself was writwn prior to the completion of the following work in 
its present shape, and was the result rather of a pretty thorough COU1'8e 

of investigation of the Science from personal communication Wlth its 
clisco'fercr than of any great familiarity with "The Basic Outline" u 
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such. Aft.er a careful perusal of the "Basic Outline" in its present 
form, I feel impelled to make one or two suggestions to the reau..:r, and 
the privilege of doing so bus been kindly accorded me by the author. 

This work is so entirely unique in its character, and is constructed, 
in almost all respects, so differently from ordinary works of a phi
losophical or scientific nature, that some care is necessary on the part 
of the reader to guard himself against erroneous impressions. No 
proper estimate of it can be formed unless it be viewed as a whole, or, 
eo to speak, conspectually. While nearly every part has an interest of 
its own, considered in and of itself, care should be taken that this in
terest do not hinder the perception of the main and important fact; 
iumely, that it is the Unity of Principle found in, and furnishing the 
connection between, all the parts which it is absolutely essential to seize 
in order t.o a proper understanding of the Science, or rather of its 
fundamental character even. In other words, the characteristic and 
mainly valuable element of this work is its Oonncctiv'ity; it being 
thus in harmony with its central postulate; for it purports to expound 
those underlying laws which run through and connect all departments 
of the Universe; and unless a coup d'reil of the whole subject is at
tained, the time of the reader will be in a measure misapplied during 
ita perusaL 

Another point: The reader should not be discouraged or deterred 
from undertaking the mastery of the subject by the novelty of appear
ance, either in the book itself, or in its terminology. Its system of 
nomenclature is very simple, and is easily mastered by reference to the 
Vocabulary, and especially to the Commentary on Text 43, pp. 26-28, 
where the nomenclature is fully explained. The justification, and even 
the necessity, for the i:ieculiar and unusuul style, both in composition 
and mechanical execution, will be found in the Commentary at various 
points, or will become obvious by incre:i.sed f.amiliarity with the sub
ject. The work is lll'tistically elaborated from this point of view, and 
ia, 8B I think of it, grandly elaborated, so much so that it is almost ns 
impossible to judge of it in respect to its higher attributes by any 
fn.gment or extract, as it would be to judge of one of the masterpieces 
of a great artist by exhibiting a square foot of surface cut from his 
ClllTU. M. A. CL.uiCY. 
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NOTICE TO 'rHE READER. 

READERS who may be desirous of arriving at a general understandi~ 
of the purposes and character of this work, but who lack the leisure or 
the application to engage with the severer portions of the subject, are 
recommended to omit, or to give only an incidental attention to, The 
Figured Nomenclature, or System of Numerical Clefs or Keys, contained 
in the Fourth Chapter, and which is calculated to give a rather forbid· 
ding impression. A more attractive substitute for this Technical Ma· 
chincry will be furnished in subsequent works, in the structure of the 
Alwatoso terms themselves. by which the Several. Sciences will be named, 
and their Relations to each other indicated (t. 493). Even the details 
of the parallel distribution of Philosophy and Science, in the Fourth 
Chapter, may be cursorily read, and not mastered, by the ordinary reader 
or casual student. 

The Vocabulary which follows, contains definitions of all philosophic 
and other unusual terms. 

The letters t, c, a, are used as references to the Text, Commentary, 
and' Annotation, with numbers referring to the Paragraphs. The letter 
c or a, annexed to a Paragraph in the Text, refers to the Commentary or 
Annotation upon that particular Paragraph of the Text, which Paragraph 
of the Text is then counter-referred to, by its number at the beginning of 
the Commentary or Annotation in question. 

The Annotation consists largely of Quotations from other Authors 
and of Excerpts from my own earlier and incomplete works remaining 
in manuscript. These latter will be indicated by the letters 0. M., signi
fying Older Manuscripts. 

ABBREVIATIONS. Gr. Greek, Lal. Latin, Ger. German, Fr. French, 
It. Italian, Sp. Spanish, San. Sanscrit, Eng. English, Sir. 0. Structural 
Outline, if. (Latin, confer), adduce, compare, P. S. Primary Synopsis. 

ALWATO (see Title Page) is also denominated, somewhat more techni
cally, TIKIWA. (Pronounce Ahl-wah-to, Tee-kee-wah.) 
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VOCABULARY. 
• • • " L8T not the truth you di> feel be lost, upon either your heart or intellect, 

lhroagb prejudice of tha\ which you do Mt feel; take the lesson you do under
llalld, and give your author credit for a m~g even when you perceive it not, 
Uld in time you may come to perceive a deep truth where you now see nothing but 
lll}"ltie worda."-Prtliminaf'1/ Ellay in Coleridge'• Aida to JUfaction. 

• • • "&member that New things are new," and do not judge them by old 
lbDduda Study, and comprehend, and then criticiee. 

The References to Text and Commentary annexed to some of the Definitions in 
&he Vocabulary refer to points where More Specific Definitions occur, or Definitions 
which, from the connexions in which they stand, may be better illustrated. . But, for 
the Complete List of such References consult the Index. 

A collective view of the terms having SPECIAL TECHNICAL TERMINATIONS, ll7· 

rangro A.lp4ahetieally, and then, in parl, re-arranged in t4e Order of th8 Relation 
'1 IM Itkol, will be found under the respective Terminationl themselves, at the 
points where theee lo.st occur Alphabetically in the V oco.bulary ; for instance, under 
·Wr are collected the wolds UNLM, Du1sx, Natu.riam, etc., clll88illcd in both the 
model above indicated. 

In eome ~ the definitions which are given are such only as relate to new, and '°" Uraifl8'f'IOlogiea/lg tedanwu, meaninjZ'S of the words, wbile the enme words have 
other and ordinarr meaninp, for which the ordinary Dictiowi.ry may be consulted. 

A. 

Aa C>To, (l.Atin), from the egg, from the 
~or beginning. 

Aaeourn, The, L T'/u ltkal SwJJMatum of 
Beinr; that which pata forth Manifestatioll8 or 
exhibila Phenomena; Real Being; Tiu Eau aa 
eoatJUtecl wi'b Tiu &Wt-1 : in thia sense, 
belt, howeYeT, a Mere Ideal Alp#t of Being, 
«(1lal (on Reflexion) to Nothing, while yet 
~ved of • TllA Poftl.ie1 Somlt.lin~t, or 
lbe Unditrerentiated Unity back of the Some
~ and the Nothing (L 753); II. Utaiee,... 
.i and ,\~ Tl'lllA, Axiomatic Truth, 
~ Saientamal Absolute, and 111. T"4 1bt.al 
o-,lu ef &1119, StMlraU ilD Pit-; 
OmnJ..nriant Re.ility, (L 5, t. 26'/ .) 

AMot.tmBll; - -JD. 
Amor.&'TO·Auor.un. The, The Ab&olate 

la ita -t rigon>IU eeJIM j that which U• 

eludes all "variableneM or shadow or tom
ing ;" the extremest aspect of the Ab~oloto 
negating all dift'erentiation ; eee Absolute, 
The, I. 

ABllOLUTOID ; - -Om. 
Alleot.DTOLOOY; see -01.0GY. 
All8TBAOT, Tile, The Domain of Pure ldcna, 

such 88 we bBve in thinking of tMN Num
bers or Form~. or of La1111, 1rut.V, or J+in
otplu, draum apart or ttparaUd from the 
thought of any o'>jm or ol>j«:U; as when we 
aay ltllo, Instead of ttl'O tlaing1 : applied by 
Spenoer to a Grund Department of the Sci
enoee, including Mathematics and Logic. 
(LaL .4.1>(1), ntox; tralto, to niu.w.) See Qm. 
or-u and Ab11,.aet-Omcr~t1. 

.AB8riu.01'-Co!folU'l'S, Spencer'R term for the 
Group of Scienoes of which Chemi:.try, Me-
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xlii VOC.ABULABY. 

hanics and Physics are the Types. See Ab
'ruct 11nd Concrete. 

ABSTRAOT-l'ONOll&Tl8X; see -Inr. 
ABITRACT·l'ONORET18XUS ; 8C~ - •llXU8. 
ADllTRACT-CONOlllCTOLOOY j i;ce -ULOQy, 
ABSTRAOTIBX; see ·lax. 
AB8TBAcTl8xus; see ·lllXlie. 
AB8TBAOTOlD ; sea -Om. 
ABaTBAOTOLOGY ; see -OwoT. 
AuV1tD1aaIXA (Latin), most absurd. 
AOT10NOLOGY ; see -OLOGY. 
ADJ"B(,'TIVJTY, Phenomeuality; the property 

or being an Attribute. 
ADJEOTIVom; sec -Om. 
AnaOTOm ; see -OID. 
ADULTl8XU8 j sec -laxua. 
AnECTlON ; see Feeling. 
AFFINITY, 11 meeting at boundaries, t. 847. 
A :FBONTll, (Latin), from above and before; 

see a priori, a tuyfo, 11 poauriori.. 
ALL-DIFFERENTIATED, infinitely diverai11ed. 
-ALooY, couuectiug vowel a for o; see 

-0LOGY. 
ALTBUl8Tlo, benevolent, devoted to the good 

or others, contrasts with Egoistic (sel&h), 
Comte; (Lnt. alter, OTnu.) 

ALTButsx; see -lnr. 
ALw.uo, or Tikiwn, (pronounced Alil-uiah

to and Tee-cee-wah), The Newly diBCOvered 
Scientifto Uuiversal Langnage, resulting from 
the Principles ofUniversology. 

AI.w .a.TOllO, Adjective from Aluia.to; relat
ing to Alwato the New ScientUlo Univonial 
Languuge. 

ALWATOLI, (-lee), AdYorb from .AJ1cato: 
nfter the manner, or in the Mylc, of Alw11to 
the New Scientific Unh·ersnl Lnngn11gc. 

AKB1-Dmx0T10N..u., extending in tho two 
opposite directions, 118 the o.rms or radii of a 
diameter from n centre, (L11t. amho, BOTU1 

and dirtetw, DIRECTION.} 
A:wnoo (pl. nmbigu's), a term applied to 

tho three weak consonant-souu<ls h, y, "'· 
AXPu:xua, (Latin), an embraoo, a folding 

round. 
AN.a.LOG10, the Science of Analogy; related 

(especially) to Co-Existences, Solidarity, and 
Space, 88 (Cata-) logic is related (especially) 
to Co-Sequences, Continuity, and Time, (t. 
821, and Commentary.) (Gr. ana, AKONG; 
Z,~a., RATIO, PBOPORTION.) 

AN..u.0010..u.LY, echoing; as from one do
main to another; of a part, in one, anawering 
to a corr.•sponding part, in another. 

AB..u.oo1018Xua; see-lava. 

AN..u.ootTJ:, Thing, Ide~, or Point of View, 
whicu eel.Joe~, ill one Domain of Bcinir, 10 

ouu which corrupontl4 wilJt, or ~ urw"'u""-' 
to it, in llllother l>omu.in, uuil which ill, tLen, 
in tcnu, iU ..d.nalogut. 

AN..u.oaY, 11n uui.ltrlying Identity or Like
nei<s in Objects or !Spheres which are auper
ftcially ditforeut, un echo of Similarity in all 
SpheresofBeing, b1111ei.I on the Unity of Law; 
auoh that it renders a Science of the U niYerse 
p<>Bl'lble (t. 69); see Correspondence. 

AN..u.n11, a separating of Element.a or 
Parts; Ditforontiation ; Duiam ; need by 
Comte for 11 Disruptive and ReYolutionary 
atage of Sooioty ; The Higher Mathematics ; 
Induction aa 11 Scientific Method, (a. 12-U, t. 
198.) (Gr. ana, AXONG; lw, TO LOOUJJ.) 

ANALYTJo(..u.), reh1ting to Abstn1ct Ele
ments, to tho N-..arg Trutlu or Funda_,.. 
tal A..eWma of Being; to the lniemal 11nd ~ 
cult or lUcond.iU <hound• ot' Gencralizatio11, 
matters of exact disco,·ery, 88 cont:ruted 
with Encyclopredic or BrOlld Generalizations 
grounded on the facts of observation ; med 
also for lndtictiH; see Analysis. 

.AB..u.YT10..u. GBNE&U.IZATloira, Generali
mtions founded on Analysis and the Dl&
covery of li'tet•1ary Law, which rule as well 
in the Least Particular, 1111 in The Lnrgeat 
Sphere (t. 1012); see Observational General
izations. 

AN AI. YTlllXAL ; eee -J ax..u.. 
AN..U.YTOID; see -Ow. 
ANABTAB1s, resurrection; (Gr.ana DP, atull 

A PLACING. 
ANGULISX; see -lax. 
A NIXIBX ; sec -1 sx. 
AN0ET10, Unknowable, Ferrier, (Gr. a pri-

ntive, twel-Olt, KNOWABLJ:.) 
ANTHBOPlllXj sec -Jax. 
ANTHROPOID; sec -OID. 
ANTnBOPOLOGY; see -OLOGT. 
ANTrrHET, on Entical or Roal Counterpart, 

oa an Op~ite Hemisphere, or u a Partner 
in Marringe or in the Danco ; contrasts with 
Tket, that whlch is tlrst considered and is 
then so oounterparted. (t. 879.) 

ANTJTaimo..u., Opposed, or Contrasted; 
opposite to, and eoutl'a"ted "·ith, but corre
lnted; (G. ant.i, OVBB, AGAlll'l1', lllld titAnni, 
TO POT or PLACB.) 

ANTE-NAT.A.I., preYioua to birth j that which 
relutea to the fmtnl life. 

ANTJIBOPJO, relating to man ; in the hnman 
ahape (when applied to Form), (t. 96'.) 
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AlnmaoPU¥; see -1 ... 
AlrnmoPO-t'oBPOBOLOar; see -OLOOr. 
AJrnuloro-llL'ITOLOGT; aee -Or.oor. 
.Asnuioromcu, a little anthropoid; 11ee 

Ant.bropoi<l, under -Om • 
.A.Jn'IDoPOLOOT; eee -OLOOr. 
Aln'BJIOro•oBPBiaJ1; eee -llX. 
Aomnoa l>v.u, detlned, L U, L 90'
APlmlO:!I', (Greek), Unlimited. 
APPllToLO&r; see -OLOOr. 
A l'Oft1UUOJU, from behind and below ; 

h:n Principlea gathered by observation ; the 
lid.bod io Science which pl'O<leeda from Ob
ecnationa of J:o'acta to Principia and Lawe, 
\JAL •, raox ; pr»Urior, ilTEB, or nanm) ; 

- • tayo, " priori. a /rottU. 
A l'lllOIU, from before and above ; from 

Priiaciplea -umed u absolutely truo ; the 
lleibod iD Pbiloeophy and Science which 
~ from Principle!! to Facts; (Lat. a, 
nox; ,,...wr, nan, or non) ; eee a p>IU
,;,.,;, • f ,.,,.u, a tugo. 

.Aamuax ; eee -Iu. 
"'-rnll•JUL; Me -llDU.L. 
AluuTaulfot.00r; eee -OLOOr. 
Aallrnuaxt'8; eee -Ion. 
AllUllA., (IAliu, Pl. o( arcanum), Seoreta, 

bidden or ob.Jcure trutha. 
•· Aao.uu. CtKLU'IU," (Latin), Heavenly 

Semu; the title <>f Swedenborg'• principal 
wwlt. 

AJlcAJn:ll, (Latin), eomething hidden or 
~; a teeret, eom~tbing to be revealed. 

A:9c:BDTPU, lnitiAl Type-Forms; see 
Ideal Type-l!orm; (Gr. a~ l'lll.llACT; 
,.,,.,., TY?L) 

ADA, a eurf'ace included wit.bin given 
la.. It. 82'.) 

Aaenmn, anything duly eonatitnted in 
'friirnde Development, (t. ~9•). 

An, Xonment, Action, Doing, Perfor
-. Petfedioo; The atage or Tutefnl 
llodih&ioD, af\er \hat o! Primitive Crudity, 
( liun), aod lliat of Iutellectnal Rect.iAaition 

(Science) ; Doing, especially doing woll or 
right,. in every department of human ac
tivity.) 

A.rncULATION, little jointing; distinct and 
eerialed statement, (Lat. articultu, A LnTLJ: 

lOllCT.) 

Aime• ; see -Jnr. 
ABTIBKOLOGT j see -OLOGr. 
Aanexue; 11eo -Iein:a. 
ABTO-CONCB&TISK; see -Jq. 
.ABTo-Pllll.oeorur, The Philosophy which 

results from the iuterblending of Naturo
Jdetaphysica and Scieuto-l'hilosophy, which 
eee. 

Alm>m; "Ile -Om. 
Aec:&ND..um1, Ancestry, t. 980. 
AllPllOT, aide-surface, -look, or -view; a 

mode oflooking at a subject. 
AaPBCTUAL, relating to an Aspect or Pbaee 

of Being, not to the Entity, or Bciug as 
Inch. 

A Tnoo, f'rom behind; (Lat. a, nox ; 
Ur>gum., Tllll BA.CI) ; aeo 4 /ronk, a priori, a 
ponmori. 

ATOJ09'1'8, ancient Greek Philosopher& who 
held to a theory re11embling the Atomio 
theory of Dalton. 

A'JTK.-rtJATioNa, minuteneuea, thinned out 
or reftued states of Being. 

A 'ITBIBllTIONS, properties, predicatea. 
AOTONOKT, Self-government, (Gr. awto., 

nu, llUd rwmoa, LAW.) 
AXIAL, Diamdrical, in a standard or other 

primitive sense, passing through the centre in 
any of the three dimension~, eo forming an 
Axis or fou of d~rlurt1 from which de
clination and inclinntion, lnterprodimuuion
affly, ITlllY then be reckoned, by Degrees. 

Ax1ox, (Greek, pl. Axioms or Axiom
ata), a self-o\•ident truth, adopted in any 
acienoo as a bll8e-line from which the eub
aeq nent roosoninge tako their departure. 

AXIOKATIC, ~elf-evident. 
Axt1, an Axial Line ; eee Axial. 

B. 

J!.unLl)Qr; aee -0LOGT. 

B.t.UC. fundam~ntill. 
"Baco111.'<o," Tbe,"that which la perpet

llally °'""ltfl to ~. and ~«aft,., to ~ Es
!temoe in rwpect to Time and Sncceeaion ; 
~ "ExW .. oN'," and "1tlonment." 

Bt-Colll'Onl>, doubly compoand, com-

pound in a higher degree than the ftnt and 
ordinary ~tal!'e of composition. 

P,1 rllJIOATiolf, brnuching into two, like a 
fork; (Lnt. bi or bU, TWIO& or DOt'BLJ: j /urea, 
a rou:.) 

r1-LATEB.U., two-sided j (Lat. 11' Of bia,. 
TWIOB or DOt'BLB, latM 4 em&. 
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B1-TarxAOJW., The Triangular ahape or the 
Isle o( Mao, aud of Sicily, bu aaggeeted, u 
their eecutoheon, Three Human Lege united 
at top, and pointing in di1t'erent direotiona. 
Thie figure ie called Triftacria: m-Trinacria, 
the double or this llgure, may be uaed to de
note the figure oonatituted by the Three Axes 
of the Greai Globe or Space, two or them 
uniting The Foar Cardinal Pointe, and one 

uniting the 1.enith And Nadir ; thcae Sb 
Anna (or Lege), going out from the oommoa 
centre, are what iB meant by 11a-Trilt4Cl""ia. 

B10LOGr; aee -Ox.oar. 
Ba.uur, The Abeolute, pereon.ifled aa God, 

In the Hindoo Philosophy. 
Ba.uuu, one of the pereona ot the Hindoo 

Trinity. 

c. 
C.u.onua, (I.tin, Pl. Calculi), a method 

of Calculation ; The Higher :Mathematioa; 
aee Analy•ie. 

C.u.ontr10.1.noir, production of Beat. 
CA.ll'oir, (Latin), Law, Rule, or Regulator. 
C.1.RDJNAt., Hinge-wile, (Lat. Cartl41 .a. 

limos); Pivotal, Capital, Chief; applied to 
the Principill Series of Numbers; eee Car
diniem, Ordinism, Ordlnariem. 

CABDl!rALITY, the Property or being Car
dlDRI, or chief. 

C.1.1lD11u.m1K; aee -laK. 
C.uol!rA.BY, TraMNndnial, which see. 

Contl'llllta with Ordinary ; related to the 
Cardinal Numbers ae OrdiM171 to the Ordinal 
Numbers; aee Ordinary, Fractionary, Inte
grary; Equi~mal, Inequiamal, (t. -&78.) 

CABDIJf.1.TED, mngtd; arranged in a hinge-
wlao order or manner; ace Cllrd.i.ulem. 

CA.BDL'flSK; see -lsK. 
C'.&BDINl81l.l.t.j Bee -)lll.U.. 

C.1.RDIN18lllO; aeo -lalllo. 
CABDINllllUI; see -lsKUa. 
CABDllrOID ; 800 -OID. 
CA.BPue, the part of the skeleton which 

rorma the wriot, between the fore arm and 
the hand. 

C.1.T.u.0010, OrdinftfY Logic; Syllogi~tic or 
School Logic; related to C-011tinuity, or Suc
cession in Time; aee Analogic. 

C.1.T.1.t.001c1sKu1; see -181lus. 
l'.1.TU0L1c, Universal; Perpctnru; (Gr. K,,_ 

tAoliJ.w, GENERAL, UNIVJUlllAL; UNoBANo
mo, l'&RPETu.u..) 

The pritnllry meaning of the tenn Catholic 
Is Uni venial in Spac1, but ite aecondary 
meaning u Uncltanging, or Univereal ill 
Ti1nt. The Greek word unifies In meaning 
both of these deftnitiona. The New Catholic 
Church, ln•tituted now, and for the Future, 
Is, therefore, only Ntt11 in the een~e that it is 
a new Unfolding and Diepeneation or Prin
ciples which are eternal; new Relatively to 

the Old (or Roman) C&t.holio Cburoh Uld 
the Proteetllllt Divergency, only in the ee
in whioh tlity are new, rel.tively to Judaism 
and &till older Religion•; while yet tbe Fun
damental Principles underlying the whole 
Religious Development, t.W Catlwlieity 'lf ell 
Spat¥ atul all 1im•, are uninl"l&l and un
changing, and, in that recondite and pro
found aeuee, infallible. See C.tholic Chureh. 

CATBOLto Ceunoe, '1'1111 Nsw; The Ne11F 
Cbnrch Orgauiution and Order; the New 
Religious DiapenSAtion and Development; 
apontaneously emerging from, on the one 
hand, the Centralising, and Crom, on the 
other, the Divergent Religions and DU.pensa
tions of the Paet ; but now for the first time 
~niUl9 founded and CODlltituted, or to be 
CODlltituted, in the scientillo Dieoonriea ot 
Univcreology, in the Brolld and Integrating 
Generalizations of the Philoeopby of Integral
iam, and in the Practical Organio Potency 
of Pantarchal Order and Administration. 

The Old Catholicism ie the Centering Stem 
of the Religions Development of Christendom, 
but eius in the direction of beooming a fJUNly 
Roprol411ive Spiritual Despotigm. Protest.all\. 
iem, toitla ita vigical dep<n~M'iu, l11ftikUl, 
and A.tAeiam, is Pymbolizcd in the Radiating 
and ARcendiug Braucl1es of The Common 
Tree. The Older l?eligions are the hiddeu, 
and grovelling, bnt indispen11ablc Root; Ar
bitrary and Hierarchioal, 111 !u the Reliiione 
of F.gypt and Hindoetan, or ell'e R4tional, Free 
and Protestant-like, ae in the Tav-ism ot 
China, repeating inoer1tly- Tap-root or 
-Roots, and Rlldicles-the A.1t:tndi119 U:inax 
and Dtrl8JL The New Clltholiciam ia Tho 
Totlllity of the Treo, Root, RootletB, Stem, 
Branches and Twigs, reoonciled in their 
finally recogni:r.ed Entirety, and culminating in 
The Flowering, and the twelve-fold Fruitage, 
of this Tree of the Ages. "And he showed 
me a pare River of the Water of Li1e, 
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[Tnrth f] clear u eryetal [lncldl7 proven f] 
~ ont or the throne or God and the 
Lamb," [The central fountain of Truth and 
G-.tnus.] In the midst of tit• atrut qf it, 
(The Graodia Onio Ematvum, Ordinality, On
goi~, in nme), ando" titMr litUqfit, [Car
dinalit7, C&rdinated or Side-wise IU'J'IUlge
ment, in Space], was there The Tree of Life, 
Yhicb bore tweln manner or Crnits fSpacie 
Da!tribation, ~.in Scale orTwelve], 
and yielded her fruit every month, [Tem
pie D"tribution, ar&qu-, in Scale of 
TwelYe]; md the leaYes of the Tree weni 
M the healing of the Nations." Be
~ uii, 1, 2, 3. See Catholic, Catholio 
Church, The Old ; Cardiuiam, and Ordiniam, 
ONMu Or<lo Erntuum, Collateration. 

C.a.mouo Cat"ace. Tes OLD, (or Roman), 
'nie c-tral or Mother Chnrch of Christen
dom, C011«ntering, nnltying, or, technically, 
t'--...i. in Organbation, Faith, Policy, and 
Aspintion ; oont?uted in character with the 
Dinrgency and Sectarian Tendencies of Pro-
1atantism, which ill technically Duu:iu.x.. 
:Both are destined to mntnal Reconciliation 
and ftm1 Harmony in the Higher, Pivoted, 
Omninriant Unity, or, technically, in the ln
t.egnitive Tll:umx, of the New CatholicChnrch 
of the Foture. America is destined, reluct 
• we may, to be e:i:tensively permeated by 
ln.titotiooal inftuence6 derived from Rome; 
and the Old World is, at the IWlle time, dea
\ined, io like manner, to be thoroughl7 im
baed with American, Republican, and Pro
tatant t.eodenciee ; the two counteracting and 
mterblending currents of dnelopment ulti
lllllting in a Higher Composite Development 
than uy which the world baa hcretofoni 
1'1!9Cbecl, or could otherwise attain to. The ""'"'of the Roman Catholic Church, brought 
into eoustaot attrition with tbe mentnl and 
politieal emancipetion or the New Age, and 
o( the West, bowever identical her con11titu
tion may be in Fnndamentais, can never be 
the eame 11111 it was in the early, the middle, or 
the reeeo& agN ; and, on the other hand, the 
okra S.ll-Aa.ertion md determined Jndivid
'll&liam of German Rationaliam md AmcriCUl 
:Kqioblicaniam will undergo the requisite 
modjllcation under the deferential and de
Toa& tendeneies of Antiquity and the Eutem 
W orJ.d.. Europe, Asia, and Africa will gain 
the i>i«rtµnt Indiridvality which Crees from 
rs:teNi.-e t"'.>D~traint, and America the 0Jia

-,.U w•~Mlvality, the worabipful respect 

for all true authority, and the acceptance of 
discipline and subordination, which she, in 
torn, needs. The authorities of the Old 
Catholic Church (in order not to ftnd them
selves hereafter placed in a false position) 
abonld be cautioua not prematurely or inoon-
1idemtely to repugn the Dogma of the New 
Catholic Church, to which the Old Chnrch 
will have, in the end, to defer-the seemingl7 
new Dogma being no other than a logical re
tnrn, upon a higher plane, rationally md in
telligently, to the fundamentnl pceitions ot 
the Old Church, vindicating the infallibility 
Of her inatinctnal wisdom in a better 8CDBe 

than any put understanding of the subject 
could do. The Old, or Mother Church, ia 
deetined, In ftne, ultimatel7 to blend with, 
md to become a recognized, loy1d, and oon
atitnent portion, merely, of, the larger, Uni
variant, and ftnal Calholicity. (t. 1123.) See 
Catholic Chnrob, The New; Catliolic; Car
dinal, and Cardinism under-Int; Univariety, 
Index, Words, Divergent lndividualit7, and 
Convergent lndividnality. · 

C•LU'l'l.l..L, heavenly, (Lat. Calum, Bu
VllN.) 

C:i::i.unom; see -Om. 
C.ueALiiu.TioN, the production or supply 

ofa head, 811 in auimnla which have attained 
to that governing appendage. (Gr. KqJMli, 
BliD.) 

C:m&BJU.L, what relates to the Brain. (Lat. 
Cerlbrum, tk1 BBnN.} 

CJULAJU., iu Embryology, a twisted cord 
which connecta the 7olk with the apex of the 
shell of the egg. 

CaAoa, the Primal Confusion of Things, 
or of the Elementa out of which Things 
were to be formed. 

CIJl()usK; see -lax. 
C1TBANALn1a, Analysis of the minor or 

incomplete order; see Citranalytical. 
Cl'l'BANALTTIOAL, analytical in a minor or 

imperlect degree, oontruta with ult.ranaly
tical. ( c. 5, t. 346.) 

CLAt111noATIOlf, the act of forming into a 
Clue or ClaMea; distribution into 11eta, sorts, 
or ranks. 

CLANIOLOOY; see -0LOOr. 
C'J.A VIOi.ii, the collar bone. 
CLU, a Figure, or other Character or Key, 

eelected to denote a Class or Domain. 
Cooorx, the tapering small column or 

series of bones which forms the continua
tion downward from the NCnlD1 to the 
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xlvi VOCABULARY. 

e:rtremity of the entire bony column of the 
trunk. 

Co-11::r19TJ!11'cu, Dift'erent Phenomena which 
occnr in tho e111De inst.ai.t of Time, and are 
hence, IUI it were, atmUtl ritU-bg-1WU-wiu, 
in Sput, IUI if the Progroes of Events were, 
for the Momeut, arrested, or u if the Uni
verse were atatiooary in Space, without Mo
tion in Time ; see Co-Seqneoce3. 

CouzuNT, ndheriog together; cardinated 
and pivoted. 

Co1NCIDENC&, Repetitive Analogy, (c. Ill, t. 
608.) 

Co1runBATJOlf, tdde-by-eidenese ; eee Co-
existences. 

Co.KP.uurom; · eee -Om. 
C-OKP4BOLOOY; see -OLoor. 
CoKPOeITs, tho high artiiltio Xa!ion, the 

&tato of oombilled Principles harmonized 
with each other. 

CoKP081Tloll', In the eenao of the Artist; 
the designing, and the harmonic oombioatlon 
of the parts, of a picture or other work or 
art. 

CoKPOeITY, the atate of being oomponnded 
or made up of dllferent factors or elementa. 

Coll'rEA..'f, rolating to Comte (Auguste), and 
bis Pbil08ophy. 

CoNATION, 11n elfort towar<le action; the 
tenn which the Metapbyaicillns employ to de
note the active attribute of the mind ; in
cludes Will ftlld De.•ire. (Lat. oonw, TO lllll
D&BTAD, ATTllllPI', TRY.) 

CONCRETB, The, the Domain of !Ual Objt!CU 
or Thing•, M distinguished trom th11t of Pur• 
ldtaa ; applied by Spencer to the Grand De
partment of tho Scieuoes which deal with real 
objecbl, Mineral, Vegetable, Animal, (not 
mere Substances o.t1 Chemistry, nor Pure Ideaa 
as L~ic.) (Lnt. Om, w1m Oruco, TO oaow, 
-oaowN TOOETllJIB.) See ...ib.tract, and .&b-
1traet Concrtu. 

CoNCBETisll; see -Tur. 
CoNCRnTIBllCB; see -lout. 
<.'ONOBETOID ; ~ee -Ow. 
CoNonETOLoor ; see -OLoor. 
CONDITIONED, Tuz, eontro.t1tod with The 

Unconditioned, (t. 240.) 
Com>1T1oi<1sKus ; seo -lell'.US. 
CoNomoNOID; see ·Ow. 
CoNGEBlli8, 11 collection of varioU11 objects 

or ntom11 in one mllBS or aggregate. 
CoNBEll'IUB AKD1oa1111, (Latin), the consent 

of(ditrerent) minds. 
ColllllliBV4TWI; Bee -Jiii'.. 

Co:ir1nv.o1.Tl'Vll, tending to conaerre, pre
serve, or guard things in the oondition in 
which they are; oonatrued by Progresaioniat1 
aa opposed to Progression, and by Conurva
tives, themselves, u opposed to Innovation 
and Destructive Rlldicaliam. 

Co1m.1T11ll'cr, the degree of tbickneu or 
density of any substance or stulf, (t. 63, 675); 
the compo11ity of Exi•teuce and Mo\'ement in 
the Uni\'el"RO at l11rgc, (t. 666.) 

Coll'IPliCl'UALLY, 1111 oue thlug seeu in all ill 
parts. 

Co!l'BT..urr-UL, related to Conatanta, in 
MathematiCl!, and what is Analogous with 
them; contruta with Fluctional; see Static. 

CoNTEn, in Philosophy, that which is held 
or contained; see Continent. (Lat. am, WITB; 

UMO, TO DOLD.) 
Coln'lll'liNT, that which holds or oontaina ; 

see Content. Tho Content is enclosed with
in or sustained upon the Continent. 

Coll'Tlln7ITY, the Conditions of Being which 
relate to Time and Ce>-Scq uences ; as the 
Suooessional Relations of Humanity, making 
the Hill tori cal Unity of the Raoe, from the 
earliest to the latest times. 

CoMV&BO&:irT, tending towards Centricity 
and Unity. 

Co:tVllROO-DIVEBOllNT, OOD\'erglng OD • 
Centre, in one drill. of <lirection, and diverging 
from the same centre, viewed in the oppo!oite 
drift of direction ; •ee Divergo-Convcrgent. 

CoNVSBBION, change, turning about, or the
other-i!nd-lll'llt. (Lat. oon, wITu, and fltt'tc, 'IO 

TUBN.) 
CoNVSBTIBL&, capsblc ofun<lergolog change. 
CoMVliBTtBLli IDENTITY, the idea that All 

Things are All Things else, or tb11t they differ 
only in degree, and may be converted or 
cb11Dged int-0 each other. 

Co-OBDINATio:ir, orderly arrangement; side
by-sidcncss. 

CoBrORA CAna:iroaA, (Latin), anatomical 
name for tho bodied which comp08e the IDAll8 

of the penis. 
CoBPOROLOOY; see -OLoor. 
CoBPt:s, (Latin fi>r body, whence Engliah, 

corpse), the dc11d body. 
ColtBELATioi<, Tendenticl Analogy, (c. 121 

t. 503.) 
COBBELATIVZ, (con-relath·e), reciprooally 

answering to. 
ConBEBPONDE:irou, :Echoes of Similarity 

through <lilfereot Domains of Being; see 
Analogue. 
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C~:IQt'Dma, Phenomena which OOCIU' in 
nocea;ioo, or one &ft.er the other, in Time ; 
- Co-Exis&encee. 

C41Drtc.u., relating to the Coamoa or Ob
jecti ve W odd ; eee Coemoe. 

Coexux; eee -Ia. 
CoaoooST, the genetio origin or cre

.:ion of the World. or or W orlda ; or of 
\lie Ucivel'!!e. (Gr. ai.i-, WoJILD; GMtJ, 
onmn:cre.) 

CoaoLOOICJJ. ; lee -OLOGT'. 
Coa:oLOGT'; eee .0LOGT'. 
Coaaa, (Greek), World, The World, u 
~ from Kan, or the rational in
babitantia or the world. 

Cot? D'<Eu., {French), a glaaoe or the eye, 
a mere alight view. 

CJwnoeoon, the phrenological method of 
reading character by the "bumps." (Gr. 
Kranion, TBB Sltl1LL; al:opeo, TQ LOOL) 

CJu.aarrun.u, thick, heavy things. 
C,uno, (Lutin), I believe; a Creed, a for

mula of hith. 
CauoUL, in the abape of a Cl'Oll8 ; aevere)J 

testing. (Lat. cruz, .t. Cao88.) 
Cullom ; aee -Ow. 
CVBULJ: ; a little cu be. 
CULTUBJ:, cultivation, ripening, polish, Im

provement. 
CuLTUB, worship ; instituted worship tor 

the culture of soula. 
CVBJUOULUX, (Lat.in), a little COUJ'Be or • 

reer. 
Cvavwr; aee -la. 

D. 
l>sm:D'C'01!8, blling inra;r, applied to the 

1Dl1\ teeth or !Int aet ot' teeth o( the child. 
Dllc'C'auftKG, croeaiog; generally at acute 

qles ; •ee Decnautioo. 
Dzcnuno•, a Cl'OllAing, generally at acnte 

anglu, •• the nerv~ftbree, at the punelum 
N«, from the right and lei\ hemillpheree u( 

Ille brain to the opposite aides of the body. 
l>m>t'Cl'lo•, the Aletbod in Science which 

Jl'OC'ff.U trom Principles and :Established 
Scieatitr Lawa to F&Ctll; oontruts with ln
diadion. There ia an Anticipatory and Paeudo
Dedoc:ti.-e lletbod, from the uae of which, 
pti« to the eltabliahment or the Inductive 
« B.eooian Method, the tenn Deduction waa 
bro~t into a diarepute, in the Scientitlo 
World, from wbieh it ia now reoovering by 
die l'MOr'ltion ot' a legitimate nee of the term. 

DDvcn.-., relating to Deduction, or the 
Ded!M!live ~etbod; eee lnd11ction. 

Dlmmxnr.&.non, pointing& in diifenmt 
dJraccjon., ~~ Right and Left,, etc. 

l>snlDII!fl!IJI; - -tm. 
Dsnmmruxu.; eee -I-. 
l>s11T(u)o-Cbriatian, 1. relatingtothe New 

« Seeood Christian Dispensation, re:tultiog 
6'CllD the fUll aduUs~ion and the exceuive 
aaipilmtioo ot' the Principle or Rationa.lity; 
lilld ftvm the Element ot' Knowledjre aa oom
pletely rep~ Faith, Trawritlonal. ll. The 
- •lapping O\"er upon, andaubetantially, 
or iJa preponderance, chlU'llOterizing and gov
~ the Trito-CbriltWl, or F"mal Cbristinn 
m4 Beligioaa Dilpeimtlon and Develop-

ment, which will, nevertheleaa, reinatate, in 
aubdominance, the Element of Faith, (c. 28, 
t. 186.) (Gr.~ SsooJO>); &ee Proto
Cbristian and Trito-Cbristi1U1. 

lliDT(BB)o-CBlUll'l'UJrUX j Bee -Jo;. 
D:inrr( u lo-CHlll8TLUWIU• ; aee -1 Bllua. 
Dsc1\sa)o-RsL10101naK; see -laK. 
D1:DT(sa)o-RSL101omuroa; aee -lgua. 
llitrr(BB)o-R&LlOlOUB, relating to the eeo-

ond or Transitional Grand Religiona Stage in 
the World, alfeoting especially the Proaent 
Age; 11ee Deutero-Chriatian. 

Di:DT(u)o-SocUL, relating to the Preaent 
Transitional Age ; a::e Deutero..Chriatian, and 
Deutero-Religioua. 

D&VT(BB)o-Sooumn:; see -Im. 
DsDT(u)o-Sooumn:ua; see -Jgua. 
lliUTO; aee Deutero. 
DuoJU.K, a ftgure delineated for the pur

poaea of illnatration or demonstration. 
DIA0BAJ01AT10, relating to a diagram, or to 

dingrams. 
Du.ucno (-nl, adj.), pertaining to dia

cnNion or a twO-!lided view of things, or to 
any Cardiniamnl Arrnngement; (aubs.), The 
Logie of Di.M?WIBion, or Two-Sided Reason
ing; or of Double View. {Gr. tlia, BIOll'l' 
TllllOCOB, TBOllOUOB; Uf)O, TO 8PliJt ;) {t. 
829.) 

DUJu.oNllTl8JI; aee -JaK. 
Di.uu:nuo.u., through the centre, (Gr. 

tlia, TBJlouoe; mdr<m, lhw1uu.) 
DL&.XlTIUD, an embodied Diameter, u a 

rea.l Shat\ or axia, {o. T, t. U.) 
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DuillTBIT, an Abetract Linear Diameter. 
DLt.8TOLll, the dilatation of the heart, an· 

riclee, and arteries, oppoeed to 111doU. or oon· 
traction ; the two completing the Rhythmical 
Movement. 

DlnUKllTUL, causing orprodncingditrcr· 
ence; relating to did'erence ; in Mathematics, 
applied to a branoh or upect of the Cal· 
oulns. 

DunBUTU.TIOW, the malting of thinge to 
be ditforent, 8pencer. 

D1n.11BSNT1AT1TJ1, tending to or prodnolng 
Did'crenti1ttion. 

D1om, (Latin, plural of dlgltna,) Fingen. 
DmZKPTIVB, Hickok, applied to one 

Tariety of Force. 
DUPuunow, a particular etage or rtvitM 

of atrllirs, lasting generall7 through eome 
number of generationa. 

Dnuwoz, "etandiog unnder, (t. 938.) 
D1vuoB1'0J1; eee Divergent. 
DIVUOBIM', tending decentrally, towarde 

Separation and Disnnit7. 
Divzaoo-CoW'l'JlaoUT, diverging from, and 

converging towards, a Centre; Radiation 
viewed in tbia mode of double Aspect; The 
Inverse mode of beginning and conducting 
the lnapection ia Converge-Divergent, which 
eee. Combinations to result from these 
two compound terms thus, Oo1u1trg<>-Dirt,.. 
gtn14-Di_.,,,. Con11ugtflt (view from bll8e to 
apex and back to ba.~e + view from apex to 
b:lMI and back to apex>, would be requisite 
to deecribo the fourfold a11pect of tbia simple 
(lCOmetrieal phenomenon ; The Triangle or 
Cone, or Pyramid. Finally the doubling 
of this view, with reversal, would be 
requisite to describe Forms which are 
fundamentally Important, In the new forth
coming Science of Morphology, nnd Forms 
with which the :Mathematician is already 
familiar, but which he has no means of 
naming; tbns 0on'Dt'l'go-I>i11tr(!enl<l-Di1JtJ,.. 
(J'r'C<in~ergmt; Di1JtJrgn-Oon""'!1tnta-Oon11tr(!O
Dittrgtnt, would be the requisite term to de
scribe accurately the common mathcmntical 
conception of the ftgnre formed by the two 
Nappea of a Cone, meetinl! at their apicee, 
(the honr-gl81!8 form), and Dicergo-C'<>11M'fltn· 
ta-OmlJt!t'flo-Dirtr'(!tnt; Oon-rro-Diot1'9mla· 
Di'Dt'l'go-fJ01uJ1rgem to describe the figure 
formed by the two same Nappes or Cones 
meeting at their ba.~es (proximately the 
ei11ar-ronn). When, then, all radical varieties 
ot form (and none more Important thnn pre-

ciael7 these two) come to be recognised in 
Science, u .&Hntfal 1yPu of Truth, in Mo
raLI, in Religion, and in all other Do~, 
(t.. 6o5, 980)1 it becomes obviou~ that i..n. 
gnage itaelf must be reconstructed to meet 
the demanda of •uch Science ; and that the 
Scientifto World mnst replace ita present 
awkward and nnacientific procedure, in the 
conatruotion of TtehnicaZ., taking a four 1111-
lable word, for i.nlltaoce, like ontltropo., from 
the Greek, u a.. Elemmt, 118 in antAropomor
pl»am, ( antAropo., MAN ; morpltl, FOBX ), bJ' 
something better. Tltt trul Ex.BlfBlml ef Ud
flleal IDOf'd-bullding arc the Pltonetie 1':u:o:1"111; 
the single VoioeU or Cmuonan.U, which shouJd 
begin, and do begin, in Nature, by rep
resenting not only ide1111 of M>me sort, but 
precisely Il• Tnu Ekmmtarg ldttU of all 
Thought and Being. If there were a de
mand for compounding and then Bi-com
pounding such long worde, ae .AntA~ 
plalmi, the absurdity of even attempting it 
wonld be obvious ; but words every vowel 
and coneonant of which is siguillcant, readil7 
carry the composition to any height which ia 
requisite. See .Jg, Uni variety, Universology; 
"Treatise on a Univeraal Alphnbet," by 
the Autl1or, in Continental Monthly, for 
June, 18M; "Alphabet of the Universe" 
and "Uulvennl Alphabet," "Introduction 
to Alwato," "Structural Outline of Uuiver
llOlO(lY," etc. (a. 19, t. 152.) 

Doou, (Greek), doctrine or teaching. 
Do11mu.1"', (adj.), governing; (aubet.)1 

that which governs. 
DBIJ"r, the single " direction" of a f!iven 

"direction;" the view along a line in a 
aingle "direction;" the operation of a foroe 
in the llllllle manner; an OJU>n, a procedure, 
t. 616. 

DuAn, the collective Two, u tho Unit le 
the segregated One. 

DuALITT, Twoneee, the lint Stage of Plu-
ral!ty. (Lat. Duo, Two.) 

DuAUnr; see -Jnr. 
Dtaax; see -Tax. 
D't'llXAt.; see -IlllllAL. 
DuunrUB ; see -I 1xt;1. 

Duom ; ~eo -Om. 
DYN.uuo, potent, etllcient, eft'eetive; ueed 

in Homeopathy for tho bidden, obscure, un
accountable force, or lntcnt-epiritual oftlciency 
of a Ppecit!c remedy over a given disease; 
11ee Dynnmi~. 

Du.um, (Greek), Force; Power; Energy. 
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E. 
F.caceoP9tc, relating to Eohoeopby. 
EcaOIOPBT, Positive Science, u distin

piabed from Philosophy, Metaphyaica, Speo
alatioa, Theory, etc. ( c. 8, t.. 12.) 

lclJICftC1llll ; - -la. 
Eairuso, (adJ.), inexpressibly exquisite; 

(nbe.), a Domain of Being midway from the 
At.olute to \he lnAnite, Analogoua with the 
locality and Fuoetion of the Genitala, (t.. 4".) 

1..alr.t.l'OL001'; - - 0L001'. 
l'AncnTo, (G'"k), ha4 b«orlu. 
F.oo, (Latin), I, Myaelf. 
F.ooisnc, inapired by seUlahoeaa or F.go-

illDI ; - F«oiam. 
Emoi:.os, an itmge or statue; an ideal form 

or Trpical object. 
W.OIUDll18; - -1-
.E.i.sxDTUx; eee -Ia. 
Wxa311&¥11S; aee·IDIUL 
El.u:uTOLOOY; lee -0LOOY. 
EJ.amns, First Principles, Originators, 

Primiti•e Prodw:en, Prime Factors or Con
flitaema. 

Eun, The, (French), Choice, Superior, 
1J1>hed to 0- or a Claall of People m 
Soriety. 

lJmaTo, the tint rudimentary organization 
of the btwi in the womb, or oft. plant in the 
~aeed. 

!nnoL001' ; aee -01.001'. 
Eaauuc.u., what pertaina to, or 1a derived 

from, Experience; see Experiential. 
ImulCJ.D1: see -Ia. 
Escrci:.or.an10, U ninnally .gglomerative; 

Broadly Generalizing, cootruted with Radi
cally Analytical, or Ultnmalytical. 

.E.ue<a; see Termination. 
L'<l>OOaora, originating from within ; ap

plled to mental ~ meana internal or 
spiritual, or operating from ~e inward oon
.a-~ outwardly; aee Exogenoue. 

Umo·SHCJO, belonging to Internal Space, 
the ~i-ce included within the limit.a of the 
Ob~ct COllllidered; eee Exo-Spacic. 

I.no SP1JUT11.u., relating to the /nUrllal 
or ~g Spirit of the Being or Individual: 
aontn.ta with Ect>-Spiritual, ralating to the 
C'imimambient and radiating Spiritual
Sphere-, (Atmosphere)-, or Environment; 
1tt Spirit. 

f.sno.<:T.Lllri.roLOOY; aee -Qx.oay. 
U--l'sn-rn, relatillll to the interior or 

tho Unit; hence allied with Fractional; see 
Lo-tinitin, and tJoiveraoloa-vowel o. 

4 

Eiro:amr4011, (French), Overlapping, dov&
tailiDg. 

En, (Latin}, Being, Real Object. 
Emu, (Latin), plural of ,,.. ; Real 

Beings; Things whateoever which exist; 
diatinguished Jrom mere Rclationa between 
Thinge. 

ElrTB1ml Coam: .. t..LJ:, (French), oordial or 
friendly underatan<l1ng. 

EsTio.u., relating to Ens, Entia, Entity, or 
Being as such ; contrast.a with Relational, 
and aleo with Aspootual. 

EimTms, Thinge; any Object.a of Thought 
whataoever as d1Stinguished from the B~ 
latioM between such Objects; although in 
another eenae the Relations themselvee are 
OO)«U qf tlwugAt aleo, and are aleo, therefore, 
Entitiea, but of another order. Entitiee and 
Relations are the whole of Being-the Ana
logue of Entitiea, Point.a; thut of Relation.a, 
Linee. 

ElmT1' ; see Ena. Thia word ill, I think, 
badly chosen by Comte to eignify au illlllgi
nary or unreal conception. I employ it, on 
the contrary, to denote Real Objects, or what
soever ia endowed by the mind, with Reality 
In contrast with Relations as mterveuing, 
ideal, qnaai-Realities, or qll88i-Entitiee1 (t. 
808.) 

Ert-CODIOLOGY; eee -OLOOY. 
EQ114-JnQul8K: eeo -laK. 
EQu4TBD, made equal, bronght into equa

tion with each other. 
EQv4TIOlf, a formal mathematical state

ment, by aid of the sign =, that one quan
tity ia equal to another quantity, thue 1 + 8 
= 2 + 2; or, more l!'eneral)y, any instance of 
equality ; appont.w,., urit.h ~y, tu tM 
tdmtlty of mMAing bttwm tk tlling d~ 
and iU <kfinition • 

EQ111a ; aee -lex. 
EQl1Wl4L ; eee • IDUL. 
EQ111exv1 ; see -IllXVe. 
EcimTY, equality of advantage In any mu

tual traoaaotlon. 
Een, (Latin, meaning to 6'), Absolute Be

ing, Being in ,., oontrasta with ~: eee 
The Ab9olllte. 

Enmmo..u., pertaining to the scienoe of 
Taste. (Gr. .&utAlti.to., B&L4T1No TO PD
OUT10• 11.Y ma Sum.) 

ETll&JU4, the "second form of matter," 
attenuated spirit-like materiality. 

Etmoa, ~he Soienoe oUf.orala, (e. 1, c. I,\. 6.) 
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1 VOC.ABCLABY. 

ETIOLOGY; see -Ox.ooy. 
Evuu, (Greek), I Aaw /otmd, or -. 

coM'«l [it); attributed 18 an ucbunatlon of 
triumph to Archimedes, on the di.eoovery of 
Specifto Grovity. 

EvDTOATIOlf, the Beriea or Continuity of 
Eveuta ; the Suooeaeion of Eventa In Time. 

ETOLVTIOll', an nnrolling ortfolding out, 18 

the pet&lls of 11 bud when it beoomes a flower, 
(Lat.' [a], l'BOX or l'BOX wlTBJlf, and who, 
TO BOLL.) 

EXAOTOLOGT j eee -Ox.ooT. 
Ex-C.i.Tllllla.i., (Latiu), f'rom the seat of 

jndgment, or l'rom the pulpit or deak, mean
ing autltoritatiolly, arbitrimtall1. 

ExclllWt:a, u ruuuing forth, (LAt. R, nox; 
ourro, TO RUl'I'. ) 

" Ext81'ENc•," Being, manifested by ita 
Phenomen11, especially in a atate of Reet in 
Space, u contTI111ted with" Movement," uaed 
for Being in Mo'l"ement, in Time. 

EXI81'Ell'TIAL, relating to Exiatenoe. 
Exl81'Ea&, Phenomenality ; The Manifes

tations of Being, oontra11ted by Swedenborg 
with FA#, u Being in N, or Absolute Being ; 
aee Esse, the A beol ute. 

Exoo•Kove, origillllting or growing &om 
wlthou\; applied to mentlll prooeeeee means 
external or mundane, or operatlng from the 

outer conaciooeneu inWllldly; aee Endog
enooe. 

Exo-Su010, belonging to External Space. 
the Spaoe excluded from the Oqject oon
eidered ; see Endo-Spaclc. 

Exo-8PWTl!AL1 relating to the circum
·ambient-wd-radiating-Spiritoal-Sphere-,(Atr 
moephere )-, or Environment, of the Being or 
Individual ; contrula with F..nd<>-Spiritual, 
relating to the Interior-or-Centering-Spirit, 
allied with the Soul ; see Spirit. 

.Exo-STa!LIOLOGY; eee -OI.001'. 
Exo-UKmv&, relating to what is exterior to 

the Unit; henoe allied with Jutcgel'll or 
whole Nombel'll, and by Analogy to SocietJ 
aa contraated with the Individual; aee Exo
Spacio, and Univel'llOlogy-vowel 11. 

ExnalUTLUJax; eee -hx. 
Eun.JDTIOID j 888 -Om. 
Exn.tc.i.no, developed into the minul.ie of 

difl'erentidtion and detaile. 
EXTBBlll8Tll, in a good ~ellMl tboee who are 

radical and thorough, tboee who carry thinga 
out to " the bitter end," or aa tar 18 poeaible 
or requisite; in a bad eense thoee who are 
org1mized or who act in a one-eided or ex· 
treme manner. 

Ex VI T&BXIKI, (Latin), from the (mere) 
toroe of the term. 

F. 
F amo.i.nolf, creation, building, or mak

ing. (Lat. Fabw, A BVILDD or M..i.Jr:n.) 
F.t.OT.t.. (Latin), Things done; Realities 

externally and materially oonaid11red, oon
truted with Eternal Principles and NeoeaaaJ'1 
Lawe ; see h'utitiee and F.ntia. 

F .i.OTOa, a conatituent; one of the parta 
which go to make up a whole. 

F AITB, "Conviction f'rom Teallinony," 
Hickok. 

FA.10J01JLU111 (Latin), a little bundle. 
FllLllfo, aa a Department of the Mind, 

with the Metaphyeiciane, is tho SenaationAl 
Fncolty; the "Atl'eotion" of .Oomte; the 
"I..ove" of' Swedenborg. 

FBllTlna•; eee -Jax. 
FBllllftavAL; see -IIJilL. 
J.o"•xnnlDIVll; see -lmrva. 
FllXI!fom; see -Om. 
FBTiosux, Idolatry, the wonhlp of 

"etock11 and 11tonea." 
FLvcmo!fAL. wnve-like, currental, flowing. 
Foova, (Latin, for a Are-plaoe); a oentral 

fire, any oentral ~Ir of' toroee and ao
\lvitiea. 

FooAL, relating to 11 focus, or the foooa. 
Famra, the onbom child ; the child In the 

womb. 
FoBXVJ.A, (Latin, pl. Formole), a tel"Be and 

formal etatemont of a Principle or Truth, em
ployed for brevity, foroe, andeaaeofref'erenoe. 
~olf Alll', relating to Fractiona or the 

Aliquot Seotlonizing of Unity, and to the Do
main of Affi1ir11 analogona with them. 

FBAOTIO!fllDIVI ; see -Jexva. 
FBAcmom•• ; sec -T av. 
FBACTIO!flllKOLOOT ; MIC -Ot.oor. 
F ncmo!f, 11ctiou or perfomumce, &11 of tbe 

duties of an ofllce ; the aotion or oflloe of any 
particular part or all the parts of 1111 animal 
body, or of any body; Interior action more 
generally, in thi" aenae, than exterior. (LaL 
l'VlfGOB, to pn-form.) 

FtllfOTIO!fOLOOY; !lee -01.oGY. 
FvimAJlBln'UJl, (Latin, pl. /v~), 

foundation or seat. 
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G. 

GALU.Ur, relating to Gall, founder of 
Phttuology. 

G&:nlLU.l&.U'loir, Large or~ Views of 
a Sn bject, omitting Detuila and Particul11111 ; 
Tlle prooeu of reducing particulal'll to their 
pouala or genera ; the atote or condition ao 
acwoed t.o, (t.. au.) 

GDD.U.001'; aec -Ox.oo1'. 
GJEJrELU.Om ; eee -Oro. 
GSOCDTlllo, relating to the old theory of 

the eolar .,..tem which made the earth the 
eentre of it. (Gr. gl, E.urra; ant,_, .t. 

Cuna.) See Heliocentric. 
Gsoxrnuc.u., brought into regular form. 
GunrJtOl.OGT; - -0LOG1'. 
Gi.olmll; eee-Iax. 
Gwaoro; eee -Oro. 
GwBOR, relating to a globe. 
Gi.oauL&, a little globe. 
G01>, The Etymology of the EngHsh (nnd 

T~utonic) word iio coMidered obscure. The 
I..lln Jkru, Sanacrit IHN, Greek Z#ta, la 
all;ed with the S&ll8Crit Dp, Day, me1111ing 
The Hea .. ens, opening np to the Light. (See 
11.u lilflller, Science of Language, 2d Series, 
Cb. lll.) The Chinese Tien has not, even 
yet, dift'erentiated the ideas of Heaven and 
God; &bill confuaion oll'ering a eerioua dil!l
ealty to \he Cbriatian misaionarics. A God 
ii priamily a Pivotal Penon, a Repreiienta
iin Kan, or emm an animal or iUllllimllte ol>
jee&, Ol' 1111 ~ .AUribuUur PNncipk, COD· 

~ 6om ur point of view, u goTerning 
or pne.idinjr oTer human aft'aira. Hence there 
are, at Int., innumerable Goda (Polytbeiam); 
bat Pi'l'Ota, however elevated and central, 
while \hey nmaln plmal at all, have still 
t.\W PiVOC. md the -Ion of the Pyramid 
Ill 0-or W orabip reachea ~y, at 
Ill&, tM apex or eooie, in the idea of One 
Bole God. (llelldbeiam.) 

Thill primithe doubleneM of me11Ding, ao
~ • the Supremacy or Godoi>banoter la 
~ to a P- or other real object, on 
Ille - !Mind, orr So an Abetract Principle or 
<Gt:ra1 KDO& ol ~ Principlea, ihe ID-

herent Neceuity of Law in the midst of Be
ing, the Logoe of Plato and St. John, on the 
other hand, remains, however, in Theology, 
and la always the broadeat ground of dill'er
ence among Theologians. The one Doctrine 
is Pietidm and Arbitrism, the other iii Ration
alism and Logiclam. Ench party is equall7 
~ntitled to the use of the term God, to denote 
the conception of Universal Pivotism, or of 
an Overruling, Centrul Director or IJir«Wtg 
Potency of the All'aira of the Unive!'lle. 

The personal conception of God is Unis
mal ; The Lagoa or Logical conception is 
Duillmal. The Trinlamul Conception (and 
more subtlr the Tri-unismol) v.ill be the Re
conciliation and Harmony of the two earlier 
forms of the conception in a Higher, more 
Distinct, and doubtlC88 much modified con
ception of God and of his nature and attrl
buteti, which will then be the centoring Basia 
of the Theology of the Fntnre, and this, in 
tum, the Core of Univenological Learning. 
See PivotlLI, Polytheism, Monotheism, Ar
bitriem, Logiclam, Unismul, Duismal, Trin
ismal and Tri-unismul ; lntogroliam, Cardin
lam, and Theology. 

GoNEOLOG1'; see -0x.oo1'. 
GJWiu ETU, Le, (French), The Gl'lllld 

Beiug ; Colleotive Humanity or Unman Societf 
u the object of devotion and worship; Comte. 

G:a.utDia OBDO EVB!n'Ullll, (Latin), the 
Grand Order of Events; The Universal On
going or Prooeaaion in Time. 

GJWiJ> Mu, The, Uuiveraal Humanity, or 
The Universe of Rational Existences, e&

pecially in the Heavens, The Superior De
partment of the Spirit-World, conceived ot 
u organized and functionating in the form 
(analogically) of One Man, and u One Ra
tional Reing; Swedenborg. 

GROum>, Foundation, Boaia, the most fun
damentlLI part of anything; that whioh up
holde tbe l'lllt; naed in Philoeophy, in thia 
-. technically. 

G al1lfilll.U'l'U, (German), Principlee, 
(GroWld-Se~) 

H. 

11.orTu, the localltJ' occupied br the pcr-
tiealar animal or being. · 

BAua.ur, re1atiJlg to Badee, or the world 
olSpiri&a. 

B.u.o, the "Glory" with whloh Painters 
surround the heads of Saints. 

HA'Rll01'1'1 agreement of parts, u of the 
COlllltitnent elemanta of a ll)'Dlphony in mulla. 
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H.unNa, The, a term Implied by Paul, 
and used by Swedenborg, for the di1ferent 
departmente or etoriea of what ia ordinarily 
called Heaven; eee TM HeJU. 

B.zo:u.ui, relating to Hegel and hla Phil
oeopby. 

Hzuomr; see -IIDL 
B.zuooUTJ110, relating to the new or Ccr 

pernican theory of tbe solar 11y1tem, which 
DIAkea the aun to be the centre of it. (Gr. 
HtlW, TU Smr; Unt.-on, Cinnu.) See 
Geocentric. 

B.zu.e, a term used by Swedenborg for the 
di1ferent departmente or atorics of what la 
ordinarily Called Hell; aee &NM. 

HlUIIPLlloU., p1ralysis or palay of one aide 
of the body. 

IlsBJUmo, (from Bermea, the Greek name 
for Mercury), applied to a school of mystical 
Philoaopbera of the Middle Ages who treated 
of Univenal Principles, of the Hierarchy of 
Cele.•tial Beings, of Medicine, etc. 

liBTBBoosnova, di1ferent in nature and 
properties ; oomp<Nled oi ditr~nt matoriala or 

aorte of things. (Gr. ""-• DinDB.ln' ; ,.. 

"°'• ll:llm.) See Homogeneous. 
liIBa.uwaY, a Sacred or Priestly Order ; an 

Ascending and Descending Scale of Supe
riors and l!lferiora, as of otllcel'll and S nbor
dinates, in any Domain ; contrasted with the 
lAHl of Democracy, (t. 924.) 

llma.uwruo.u., (adj.), relating to lfl.6-
rarchy. 

Hu:aooLYPB10, emblematic, symbolic. 
lil8TOJUOAL 0BDBa; Bee Natural Order. 
Hoo..l.BTllLUI', derived Crom, or discovered 

by, Hogarth, the painter. 
Ho11INAL, relatingtoman. (La.t. Aomo,Y.Alf.) 
HoxooBnoce, alike in no.tare and pro

pertiea; all of one kind. (Gr. homo., LID; 
gtfll)#, kind.) See Hoterogoneona. 

Hoxo10J1BBU., defined, a. 86, t . 20{, p. lU. 
Hu1UN1TABLUI', benevolent, philanthropic, 

interested in the uni venal atri&il'll or mankind. 
HnamJTY, the crosaing of dilferent specire, 

as of animals ; in respect to Languages, the 
deriving of a word in part Crom one language, 
and in part Crom another. 

I. 

lDIW..l-SPllllTOAL, relating at the llllllle 
time to the Ideal and to the Spiritual. 

JDBALJ81[; aee -18](. 
lDBAL OBDu ; see Logical Order. 
!DUL TTPioAL PI.Alf, (Transcendental); 

the Pattern-Scheme or Congeriated Arrange
ment ofldeal Type-Forms in a larger System 
or Plan; aee Type-Form, (t. 1°'6, 1049.) 

In:u-Pnoin:1111, (Greek), the individual or 
pel'SOnnl variety ot' kno.vledgo as contrasted 
with the Koin<11 Log08, wbioh see. 

lDu-Pmwnoulll'.; see -IBK. 
!Dus, Forms of Thought, (Gr. idea, J'OBK, 

UKBLANOB, LOOS:.) 

lDunoN, the formation ofldeas. 
JDBNTITr, 
lDBOLOOY; see ·OLOOY. 
lDzo-aIAL, that which, in thought, la real. 
lDBO-lllOlB.U., that which, in thonght, la 

unreal. 
IJD(Al(D'T, indwelllng. 
lNOLIJl'Ill(; see -la. 
llfoonmNoB, fragmentaiy or chaotic state, 

as of Society prior to any harmonic organl
ation and unity; disarrangement; the ab
aence of pivoted and oardinated organization. 

hn>rrBmmnm; aee -IIDL 
lNDBTBBJIIlUllXOLOOY; see -OLOOT. 
lNDBTEBJIJNISllU8 ; ~ee -Inroa. 
lNDIVIDUALillX; ue -lax. 
lNDIVIDllA.LITY, the inherent di11'erentiation 

of character v.·hich eonstitates the Individual 
and causes him to differ from other Individ
wWi ; Doctrine of the &llDle, and ot its aocill 
oonseqnences. 

INDUCTION, the Method in Science whloh 
proceeds from the Faota of Observation to 
aome Rational Inference from thoae facta, 
whioh is then established as a Law ; aee 
Deduction, (c. 1-9, t. 821; c. 1-7, t. 114.6.) 

lNDuOTIVl!, relRting to Induction. 
lND!:llTRIAL A'ITBA.OTioN, doctrine ot Fou

rier, that all labor is, intrinsically, and can, by 
proper aooinl adjnatments, be rendered prac
tically, agreeable or attractive. 

InnA.BLB, what cannot be spoken or ex-
pressed. 

INBQUA.-EQUJ.8)( j see -Jn. 
lnQUI81l; aee -lax. 
INBQUJ.B)(US; see -lalllla. 
lNBXP11oNA.BLB, which cannot be aep

lll'ated or expelled; literally, vn-;flg~ 
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.au. (I..eiin M, SO'I'; a, ovr O'I; pvgtw, TO 

non./ 
.ls&uve:s.Ull.ITY, the ata&e of being Inex

po~uablc. 
hr Ens:uo, (Latin), ext.cnaively 1 in full 

er.cot. 
l.n.uT.a.·Fllllll{oD>AL, co111111ponding with 

tha: which cbaract~ri- the child aud the 
YOman ; mother ... ud-cbil.d ... tate. 

In.unon>; 11ee -Om. 
hrrn..'14Ullll; ace -l8ll. 
hrn.soLOOY; see -OLOGY. 
lu1JrrnsDUL11, a term applied in the 

)bthetn&lics to mftnitely amall qnantitiea; 
fr4diooally 1- than any 8ll&ign&ble quantity. 

hfL•uroi.ooy; aee -OLOOT. 
hnuuxc.a, that which ia permanent or 

et.rnal in the conatitution of Being, (t. 769.) 
hro&e.L."'11111; see -lax. 
bros.o.uu.aMOl.OOY; i;ee -OLOeT. 
hsollG.L"fUllCS; aee ·ISllVS. 
Inr.r.:irTU.Lin, the actualizing Point, where 

&be point in Spa.oe and I.be point in Time con
nr i.11 the EHnt. 

brru. th:it part of the bony fubric ot the 
foot which u ait!Wed between the taraua and 
&he toes. 

hnGr:a, a Whole Number, a Unit, or 
tnity, a.~ JJatinct from a fraction. 

J:sn&J:lWIX; 1ee -lex. 
bnoUlllllOLOOT; see -0LOOY. 

lirTEoBBJ.SlCll&; aee -Juros . 
bnoJUr., man,..W.d, 4J.L-81DBD, and, 

heuce, botll t:OmJICIUM and ,,.,,,.,; whole, 
complete. 

llfTJ:GIULl&K ; 800 -J8Jl. 
hiTEGB.U.18llU8; see -ISllV&. 
InsoJULlTY, wlioleneisa. 
hrTBOBA.TloN, combininr, the unition oi 

aapaots or piarta in a whole ; the binding or 
growing of things together iuto a whole, 
Spencer. 

brrsoBA.TITII, J'Clldering tclu;k, compkU or 
4Llr81DllD. 

l!rrzomex; see -J8J(, 
lNTBLLIGBlfOll; see Knowing. 
INTllB·Aroxto, coming between ato1111. 
lNTBBllXOLOGY; aee -0LOGY. 
hrBlllU8CBPl'lON or hlTull8llll0%P'rlOlf' a 

taking up iuto. (Lat. intu, or int111, uno, or 
WlTBllf, and ..ucipio, TO T.illlO VP, like the 
cl08ing up ofa teleecope.) 

h1Tu1nolf, tmm«Ual• ob#roa&n or ifl
llJ>«llion; the 11A1De when interior or spiritual, 
or by the Internal Sell888; hence lmmediaU 
and Syn.tatitial KnOVJkdgt, allild tnillt /,... 
1fo~ and FuUng, and contraaUd 111uh Kno111l
«lgt by Jfoatal 4naly1ia and /nUlkctual &
faction, this la11t allied with Clear Vi1tion and 
The Sense of Sight. 

hrrumoKAL, what relates to the Intuition 
aa a melWll of Knowing. 

-ISM. 

·la, a Termination or Ending directly 
dlacbe<i to the Stem of a Word, to denote an 
Ahetnct Principle derived from a Quality or 
~- AttrihuU ot some Concrete Em
bodiment or Sphere of Being; so that the 
same ·Principle or Spirit of Attribution or 
iela:ioo, occurring in Ally and all other objects 
aod spheres, is ident.ifted with it a. tJu latM; 

111alli.og the !mi." of an .dbdraetion from all 
lll'lkUl. S,Muu. The Ia id therefore lbm
~ : or, t.n.nilcending all special 
Spheres, i& pueee from Spbml to Sphere, 
while yet originally, and, always predomi
uatly, it is characterized by that one in 
Y!litb it is Ant ob!erved and where it 
tpeeially prenila. It dift'en In this, essen
tially, from the termination -ITT (.Monocr&
lllatie or MonOllpheric) which denotes the in
diridul (Sol»tantivoidal) SpWU, or tho In-

mO!lt, of a Singh Object or Sphere, and 1TI 
Radi.Jlion or .Ediux, merely, abroad. 

It is one of the subtlest ob~ervl\tions ever 
made by any thinker, when Emerson observes, 
that: " In order to be Un-ion, there must 
ft rat be U n-il1." It is also a grand nae oft he 
idea which he intend!\, namely, that: In or
der to the existence of any Society (Union) 
worthy of the nnme, there must first be d#o 
'Nloptd Individna1'1, Units, to be the .Mem
bers or Constituents of Tiu Lart)er /tlMl 
UNTr which we call Soci~ty-the Un-ION o( 

the individual u,.,.ITS. But there is D clcttr, 
more tNtap/lylUJal and analyNiil, and con
sequently a more tl.tmftta'71 nee, to be mode 
of the idea stated by Emerson, than any So
ciological application which it wu his pur
poee to suggest. Thie more radical 1150 of the 
thought can bo atated 118 follow1 : 
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Ux-it or Ux-id {c. T, t. 43) la the Indlvid
aul OM Objeot (Abetract or Concrete) which 
iii oble"ed. It ia therefore 11ingle, or, In the 
at.olute aenee, OM; but U•-itm ia the unitlon 
and clall8i1ication of One Individual Unit 
with (at le88t) One Other lodivid11w Unit, In 
• New Ideal Unit, (the -Mm or..,,.,.), which,"' 
tQ Ila• wuibU fact, ill now 1ioo, and no longer 
Oue. We 111'11 now talking, therefore, not of 
Ono bot of Two, while ;ret we retain the 
same Word.Stem (U•-, from the Latin Uttiu, 
On:), in both tbeee (11enauouel7 •peaking) 
totally opposito Cllllell. It ia ouly becauao we 
11ave pMsed up from the Plane of Material (or 
Mnterioid) Oblervation11 to the Ideal Plane, 
that we are authorized to continue to emplo;r 
tho eame Word-Stem, luning original re
ferenco to Unit;r; afl<l ~ w tAia A1mt111rr-
1c.u. RDLllO'l'IOlf <-Index) and Tsmmu.L 
('oliVKD8101f UfTO 0PP081TEll (t. 88) and POLA.JI 

AMTAGONlllll (t. 225) btt~ AU T1'i'1t9• qftlod 
.M<1terial, afl<l AU 1'1.i7f91 qf tit• l!Ual, lYaMI, 
or Domn.w qf .BMg. 

Thill aubtle gliding or traD11fer of the mean· 
Ing of words, quite unobserved by both 
epenker nnd hearer, by change of Plane, from 
11 Primitive Meaning to, In a 1en1e, Tlw ~ 
eiMly OppOBiu Jl.ani7f9, 111 the mcet truitf\u 
11onroo of dilun#ion and ~1 
in all our diaou111lons, the liability to which 
can only be aecurely guarded against by the 
Universological Dilloovery of a New and Ra
dical Scientific Basia for La'lf9VIJ9• ~ All 
existing languages are In1tlndual aud Na.
#uroid in the character of their development, 
and are hence inherently inadequate to '""' 
41 tAI propw Uidrummt <if u:Aar tJ1iAi:i'1t9; or 
to prompt and oon&L E.ract Tlwugkt, by the 
1111btle exigencies of their own etrnotore. 
Tliue Illglu,. FunetWria qf B,,-'lt. can only be 
perfonnod by Sp#c4 tl#l,f IODllTlnOALLY "° 
tonltrt1ckd upon a radically ntw ~ of 
t/;1 liatu,.. and Jtnur1 qf tJi. ElmunU qf 
~ um/; by, In other words, II Scientifto
ally conatruoted Univenial Langnoge; upon 
which, Oii a Buie, 'he Materials now ao
oumolated in all existing languages, sifted 
and polished, oan be 11nperinduced and 
wrought in, in the Anal R4Hl88t, Permanent 
Structure, and Artiatio Embodiment of t.he 
One Pl11Detllry Language or the Future. 

Unit is the Fact of ~ion; Unioft ia 
the ~ of that Fad with aMtlwr 
limil~r Fact (or more than one inch). UnU 
and Union are both, however, 1tagea of, or 

upon planes of, the Ordiltllrr Domain of 
Science-the Natural Sciences. U•rrr iii the 
Soul of the Unit or Union, or elee the gmer
aliled and more atteuoated 118pc<lt of Union, 
or of Particnlar IDllt.mces of U uion as New 
Ideal Units. It ia, therefore, a 7N~ 
or lbNMclry Pua, more Ide11l still than mere 
Clauiftcadon, or the Oorpwau constitution of 
the Single Ideal Unit. Generalization ia 
hi~her than Clauiftcatlon, and is the F/4w or 
.BlU#IWflt iH(/rw of Transcendentalism. But 
Unity ia Mtill a Fact of Real Being (though 
Interior and Spiritual), an.I only therefore, in 
tbie lower aenee, Oa,.tlina,.y, or 11bove the 
Ordinary Range of Conception. It is Sub
etantivoidal, and echoes still to the rep:ion of 
Snbetutives, (although of the abetra~t Sub
stantive11 or Nouns,) in Grammar. 

Finally, Utt-UK is the no.ming of the more 
enbtle and more truly Cardinary Idea, not re
lating to any single object or sphere, but to a 
Gfrurau..d Quality, occurring in ""''"' 
Splurt1. It ls not, therefore, enbstantiToidal 
or analogous with Snbstnntives even when 
Abstl'llc:t, but with the Adjective and Prepo11i
tionnl Domain, the Domain of pore Qnnlities 
and Relations, (t. '88, and Index, word Ad
jectivlty.) In re11pcct, for e:umple, to these 
several derivative worde from the source u,.,.,· 
(One), Un-Dill denotes that aspect of per
manent 881DeneM which, whether in lower or 
higher sphereto, whether in relation to ideas 
which are aensuously OM, or aenaooual;r 
many and iclcnlly OM, authorizes tho reten
tfou of the Mmo Word-Stem (Un-) through
out. UNWI is thus tho mod .dbatNJct Spirit 
or the p,,,., QuaUtv of the Number One; 
whether that quality bo found in Un-it, the 
Primitive Simple lndivldnl\I; in Uu·iotl, the 
new Ideal Compound Unit, rea.!ly, or een
enoull}y 7\co or M.an7; or in Un-ity, the gener
alized aspoot or Units and Union in fl t10mc
what vague llbetraotlon, etill, however, re
lated to Thing. Ulflm ia, therefore, tAd tz· 
act, ueneraliutl, .J.~ QuaUtv, (qf On:), 
liU White, tDliicA ooou,.1 '" tAI toOOl or ita tAI 
•1101D, o,. ,,. a tiwv«Jnd otMr object.. 

In other worde, -1m gives the result of an 
A:irALYTIOAt. GsnBALI.ZATIOll', and -In tbnt 
of an J.1tktwmit&aU, SpiNt-liU, or Vapo1'1, 
0BUBVATORLU. OsNnALlliTIOll', not, there
fore, "P06itlve" or Echceophlc, evon In the 
Q,.difta,.g or Lower Scientific Sense. (t. 
101~1012.} It le ldeaa of thie clau (the l'IT.1) 
which Comte intende b;r Eotitiee; aee Entity. 
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Tb. lligba$ and Grande11t Subdivlal.onal 
Dmribution or UniverMl Adjective Property, 
{The n.-.in Lherefore of -Ia) ia into 1. TJQ 
GOOD, (ii might be Goodi&m) Uniamal; 2. 
Tu ~ IJ..v-1. ; and 3. Tes DJL,\VTmJL, 
T,.......,_ The &co1Ul of theo<e, Ta• Tll'IJ'll, 
~ la Tas GonlUfll(a oa SVPBIUDI AT-
ft:IM1m; a.at '° Ul\iel all otMr1 -"" (in pre
dom.imnce) 1111>..at 11111d «mform. It ia tlu 
U,.. or Go<l-PriltOtpU of tM Al>drad .4t
~ DonaUa. GOOD aDd Biu.IJTD'"IJL 

are smoeptible of Dtgreea of Compariaon, aa 
&It.. md Jhd, fllDl'f Beautif"' and mod 
&ov:iffll; but Tsu. baa strictly no Degrees 
ol Compu;.cm; T•om no poesible enhance
mmt of ite own Na.iore. II ii TBS AllftlU.OT 

Goo; the (pe-1ly) nnrevealed God; the 
God of a>ooeptaal, Mlf-ezia&ent Jnstice, (or 
8djmanmt), Truth 1111d :r..w; God the 
Father of the Final Theology, in a word: 
TU .~.Ab«X.t.; (eee Meuianiem, Odie 
Foree, Spirit, Abeolute.) "PhiloM>phy," 
•J& Proudhon (creation de l'Ordre, p. 87) 
"ha never yet -:red to give o Onural a1id 
Tf'Ge-.la/IJJ Jl-v 'If .Ab«roctio,.; but, 
without ancb theory, certitude respecting the 
poini. .rill eooUoverted in Pbiloeophy [which 
hieladal Theology] can never be acquired." 

.A§«Wna., 1-, Tu Gooo, (Aoalogaee of 
MCb other), llttilMal, are opposite in Nature 
lo~. WUciom, 1111d TBS TRUii (An .. 
lop. of each other), I>uimtal. Aft'ection la 
-.Mll1f lllD.-r~a, parli4l, a reepecter of 
penoDA, and hence v7&j"'t, or ttOt-t,.,,., lo the 
lbeaaet ~ntio meaning of Justice, Truth 
llld I..nr. It accords with Id~ 
u Tbe TMle l«Orda with the Koi,_ Logo., 
(which Me.) lR/w IJHIOtitm to thf !}(JNNtfog 

JJ-. ef tM .46'tro4 and ..4~ 2'rulA is 
lbe ~t plad'orm, or Buis of the Creed, 
fJ/ the Ne" .Religlo1111 DiapeDal&lion, the Re
Bpin a( the Future ; deYOtion t1fnoo to the 
l>i8eovery or Truth, and thence ~D to the 
~ery or aequisition or the llaltod which 
llWl tolldnct to the diaoonry or Truth. 

Dlm>tioll to Truth is ~ TM Firll P°"" 
Wit#; 'bm it may be IAat 11111 do Mt hWtD tM 
Tna; there la demanded t.hererore .A PN
~ .Dnoliort to tM di«»wry or t.u ~ 
~ 7"'tA i 'bot W _, flOt ,blOIO BOW W 
..t tM tnit1 ; there is thererore the demand 
m A Mn.I. PaJ.umJ.u;y I>etlO&tl '° tlu IM
_, #A Scmamno llnaoo, by which we 
- iov~ aod determine the Truth uni
....n,. UniYCnology purporta to be the 

DiecoveryandDcmonetrntlon oftbnt Method. 
It reeulta that the Religious Sentiment of the 
World ahould, tor the present, be coucen
tored on the compreheogion, ncquiaition and 
criticism of the New Universal Science or 
Science of the U Diverse. 

But, yet, T'll,, B«z"tiful ia the result of 
graceful compromlae between the Stemneu 
of Abstract Truth and the too exOOS»ive con
ceuiveueu of AJrectlon or Love, nnd is, 
therefore, from one point of view higher and 
more thnn Truth, (t. 1117.) Wilen Gmthe 
aBlrmcd that " Benoty is more than Good
neae," tho world could not undeNtand him. 
In the light of tbeae Princip!C11 it is seen In 
pr«tiMlf tMat ,,_ it ia moro than both 
Goodness and Truth, eince it ie a Compound 
Resultant of the two, and ia in that eenee 
more t.han eit.her of its factors; but in the 
0ov-mnot.U or B~tiN Seuso, it la 
always the 8ll001ld, Pore Abstract, tenn in 
the Trigmdo Scale of Prime Elemcnta, which 
ia supreme. Confnciua said, " 0 tlua I could 
ji1Ul a man uilto lol>dll 1hith aa I haw attn 
flUA lore B«zutg I" Christ saiil, " The Ze:tl 
of my Father's Ilo1189 /I.ail& ~ten ,,., up." 

To uoeod t'rom .firaonal Lovs, centered, 
in the iil'llt inatonce, upon some Ideal 
or Rlllll Pel'llOuality however exalted, to 
Lov.a primarily and dW«lly ccnkrdd upo1t. 
llllU p.,,,_ Ableract oto4 UniVdraal Truth 
tMich ~ and pruida ~r aU ltUall 
and all .firlonaiity, and to tho Love then and 
thence derived, of Ideals (or Idols) and 
Penona, only, or chioiiy, iA '°far 111, and 
~we they embody or incarnau Tus TBUTB 

( n. Logo.), in full, or in parts pr~oWwly u
timate4 and cl,early undwltood in. the A/J#ract 
&au, and hence intelligently and critically 
recognised, in ita Varying Degrees, in its Per
sonal Representatives ; to ucend from this 
Compound Love to the WuooK ui/l.ich eomu 
/f'Om tU KrwtDl«ltp 'If 7htA, and finally, to 
proceed thence, to that Supreme Graoofalnesa 
or Conduct, the Iligh Art or the Individual 
and Collective Life o! Humanity ;-to marry, 
in a word, the burning and absorbing piu1111 
zeal of Christ to the Love or Truth pw H, ao 
pathetlc:illy sighed for by ConfuoillB: to marry 
thcee two Loves, conjointly, with the Cl4ar.
aut and Prqfound lnUIJM:tual Uwr1tal&di..g 
'If n-t.tl; &ie11to-P/l.ilolopltc,-ach ia the 
more Elaborate Progrnmme of the New Re
ligion propounded by UmvlUlllOLOGT, Iirn
Oa.&.LWI ADd P..t.ST.AJWHW1-Now ouly in the 
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11eme that it is the Superior Development, 
the Flowering-out of the Rellgton(a) of the 
Put; the Realization of all that is or can be 
truly meant by the looked-for "&cor.d am... 
inv of (,'hrW." See Catholic, Catholio Churcli, 
(New, Old,) Theology, God. 

The lnoamated Human Excellence, Io
dividaal or Collective, whloh could rightly 
•y, in Scriptural Phrase, bnt In a new aeme 
and with reference to the Most Profound and 
Fundamental Abstract Truth, "I and my 
Father are One," might be proolaimed, with
out bluphcmy, aa "The Meuiah," "The 
Anointed One," and aa "lmtnlllluel," or 
"God With U•." Of anoh Transoeodent and 
Divluized Humanity it might be said in a 
less restricted Personal Seoee tban of Old, 
"And The Word, ( Tlia I,ovoa) became Flesh, 
and dwelt among us, (and we beheld hia 
glory, the glory u of the only b<>gotten of the 
Father), full of Gl'llCe and Truth." The 
" Lyrical PhilO!!Ophy " (see Mysticism) of the 
Old Scripture.' may thu4 be interpreted into 
the moro intelligible Human-like eir:perienoe 
of the New Age. 

The eir:eess of Love is, indeed, not unfre. 
quently the won.t enemy of Truth. Even God 
and Christ, and The Bible, and The Church 
maybe held to and devotedly loved, by the beet 
of people, ina certain11acramental way in which 
these eanotifted objectA aN tMra !doll, dark
ening the undcn1tanding, hindering the freo
dom of the mind and the pouibility of Pro
grM&, perpetuating bigotry, dogmatism, re
ligions arroganoe and other wide-11pread 
eooleaillltical vices. 

ProfCNOr II uJ:ley, on a recent occ:iaion, 
rejoioee that the -Itys (-ltiea) are rapidly di&
appearing from Soienoe ; that, in other words, 
we an, in this age, coutentingoW'llelves with 
the Fact/I of Obiiervation, tho ~and -uu, and 
their CIBMiftoatione the -t- and -ti01u (-ans 
and -11hunz). Ho is quite right, profoundly 
right., in reApeot to the proper method in hie 
own really lower and Ordinary, bnt not lcu 
lndi•pen•ablo, Dt>partment of Science, whioh, 
In order to pf'()l<per, muat eliminate what does 
not belong to it; but, there ii a certain un· 
ooneciou~ 11nogance in the oa•umption, by 
the ehnm pions or tho Naturnl Scienoee, in 
thia hour of the triumphant development or 
th~ir 811bj<.>ct, to the eft'ect, that tMir Science 
la the only Scienee, and their llcientiftc method 
the only iocientlfto method. Tltey have not 
hitherto Cully H-4 that Higher Science, 

purely Metspbyaieal nod Tr:maccndenial 
(Cardinary, aa oontneted with Ordinal')') 
which ii to take up and elaborate and e1aai17 
the -Jtyt rejected by them, and the atill more 
Tl'lllUlcelldental !mu, the Domain of which 
muat apeedily oome to ho r~ • the 
Supreme Domain of Scienoe. Thia ia Tram
cendental Science, oonatruoted out of Pun 
Abatrnct Ideas, bot to which all obeervatioaa 
and claasUlcationa of mere facta will be found 
In the end to be 111bordinate and amenable. 
Univenology ia the only umpire whioh CSD 

eettle the relative rank of tho Special Science&. 
At a certain it.age in the development of the 
Fc:etua the Liver increuea to eomething like 
five times ita true proportional lize, tbrll8ti0f 
ita immense materioid bulk In the way ot 
claim to being the leading Viaccral Organ ot 
the Human Organitomns. Porhnpe every w
gan in the body eeta np in tum to be the chief 
of the Physiological Republic, u every 00. 
of the Inferior Intcreeta in Society bas done, 
beforo the Head lllld Brain are univer
eally conceded their legitimate Governing or 
Rcgubitive Precedence. It is not, however, tlll 
thia happena that the Harmonioua Port'~ 
of Gestation ia aooompliahed, and the child ia 
propere<l to be born. It le by &ll4la,y •illl 
the Li\· er th11t tho N ntural Sclencei have 
cbiimcd for a period the higher rank In the 
world of Science, than pure Abstract N:ien
tism, whioh, as yet, was not in facteuftlcienlly 
developed to maintain it.I claim, more aubtle 
and difficult of realization ; aomewhaL u the 
Anatomy of the Brain offers the aeverest and 
u yet the unsoh"ed problem of Phyaiol~. 
Bnt the true adju~tmont of relative rank iJl 
the Ilierarchy of the Sciencea, el!'coted by tbe 
demolll!1;ration and underatandlog of the 
Unity of the Sciences, indicates the hoDJ" at 
lutcllcctaal Birth for the Raoe, (t. ™·) 

A few ~w terms oconr in the Voeabulary 
not found in the body of this work. but 
which will servo to faeilitate the diacullaiom 
in question. Of auoh new terms oceurriag 
under the head of -Inn, tho wOllt are of the 
Third Order, tho&e Cardiniamal terme, pel'
tAining to the Elaboriemua of Ideas, tho ab
sence of which In our eir:iating laugul(!es, 
emuculatee them, for the p11rpoeet1 of Seimto
Philoaophy, (e. 3, t. 126), POOU-J!t«)GIO- Cw 
lnetooce. Alwato will furnleh lcu cumber
tome and more e11phonlo111 terma. These 
awkward words are provi4ional. 8t'e Int~ 
graliam, Clll'lliDllm, UDivenology, t:uivarlety. 
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ALPll!BKI'IC A.RRANGOO?\'T, UNDER -ISM, OF WORDS HAVING THAT 
ENDING. 

(S. lntrodvdiim to tli4 Vocabularv, p. xli.) 

A. 
.&.lLITTUll; eee Arbilriam. 
.A.ruOT-Co:irOUTI•K, The Principle em

bodied in and eymbolizecl by unwroaght 
llsteriala, 'Mallel'l'I, Stntf. 

.A.n4crwr, Tue Prioeiple of Abstractne1111; 
- ConcretiBm. 

Al.ftt"wt, devotion to the well-being of 
«heh, md ao to the lntereaLI of all ; eon
tl"utl with F..goiam ; a larger word than 
lleneYoleoce and perhaps more apecifle 
\lian Philanthropy; furnishes the adjective 
Altrnu.tic, which ~ee.-Comte. 

Ant"l.Ull, Tue Principle in the Comtitution 
and Diatribation of All Things, which ia 
embodied in and aymboli&ed by the Angle, 
or by Anglea, the brokenneea of Surtiwea 
and Lines. 

Aln:xmr, 1. The Principle embodied in nnd 
symbolized by the Animlll or by the Ani
mal Kingdom at large; 2. Animal Life u 
di•till(UiAhcd f'rom Vegetable Life. 

AnuoPl8lll. The Principle embodied in and 
nmboliz..:d bv Man or the Human World. 
(Gr. ~7&!11,.,,~. ~4.'f.) 

Almnloro111oarau111, contr:ists with Cosmlsm, 
The Pri.ociple embodied in and symbolized 
by &he Anthropoid (the Human Figure or 

Form); the theologicnl doctrine of the 
Homan Form or human-like Being of God; 
the doctrine respeot.ing God that he il4 in 
the human Conn; extended by Sweden
borg to the Heavens, and Univeri;ologicully 
to the Universe, and to each Monud and 
larger Sphere ofBeiug in the UniYel'l!o en
tire. (Gr . .4ntliropo6, ~; Jlorphl, FoBK.) 
(c. 1, 2, t. 895.) 

ABBITIWIJI, .4rdoef"tU!Y, Suprmu Ptr10n.al 
..J.utll<tritg, or lndit>idual IJ' Ul; implying 
Arbitrary and lrrespon1ible Power and 
Control, whether of God, or, in a minor de
gree, of any Ruler or Controller; Con
sidered u a Solf-E.'Wltent and Eternal 
l'riuciplo; also as presiding in a corre
sponding Scheme of Government or Ad
ministration (characterised by it), in the 
Universe at largo, or in any Minor Domain 
of Atfnirs ; Self-directing and presiding 
Will-Power; in Alwato, YA ; contrastll 
11·ith Logid•m, which see. 

ABT18K, the Abstract Principle, or tho Spirit 
of Art. 

ABTO-CoNoUTl8lll; see Natnro-Concretism, 
and Concretiam. 

c. 
~ ... The Principle embodied In, and 

aymbolized by, theCardiniAmllll; by the Car
dinal Series of ~umber, or by any Cardinal 
N11mber or Numbcnl, (L 21,.) Them,.,._ 
U., tnMl ~ion. of things different 
an-:l tven me»t oppo:iite; Al o• tlu Hod 
.Ab«>l..U (Sinopl#J Unily, and or, on the 
other ban.I, tli• """' Dutwti/lffl Di.ffer
au,-reronciJe.l in l!n.ifl<lrUty or tli• Om
aieariaiol l!nity (The IligbeT and Complex 
t'nily); uor tM .Yoe /mplicitFaitliin tli1 
t:...ur1,;111 /rJtrrenq <>f 1hdA, Goodn.ua, 
bJ &1111ty '" AU Thing•, tu Ood--Prin
a,ll o-vrr¥li"'J E11il for Good, and or, on 
t!w other hand, 1Ji1 --' rigid Sl'[Jticimt of 
--, ~ ;fjf.--Jion or Dmial (un
til ¢w Bcdic.Jl l1tcwtiV"'itm allll Cbn--

jlrmation)-reconoiled in that Piutio and 
aocoTnl'llOdaUng Mtntality which tmbracuand 
llarmoniM6 tli• ffl()6t Eztrmu Diurgenciu ; 
All o• tA• M<Mt IMDOUt Woril&iRfulneu 
touiardl Tli1 1ru1 Difline, vilutlin- c~m
Qli~ed qf '" A.batract, or Pn-MJMl, and or, 
on the other band, tlu Blanled .Athtiml 
lo111<Jrd• ma"!I ~Ill leUral and <kgrad
ing ~ptimu of tA1 B•in.g and Natu~ o/ 
God-reconciled in the ScimW-Philo&ophi4 
and Oompo&iU ~of t'/lt Ne111 OatJiolicity 
of the Future; All or tll• """"' !Mvout &if
..J.~n., Oonucratwn., Luyalty and Sub
ordination to all t~ atad ~ 1Buhr1 
or <Jhuf1, tli• full recognitilm of" tA• Dain,,,. 
Riglit of [fu•] King•." and or, on the 
other hand, tA1 JfUft Uun- J)tmOCraCfl ill 
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IA• SovERXIONTY oJ' m11 lNDIVIDl!AL,-ro
couciled in the Larger OrganiJ: and Pur&l.ur
clial Stal~/t of tll4 Ji'utvN ef Hutnanltg; 
u OJ' ('Qn#M>atilm, and of Rudiroliam, re
conciled in Ord~rly, Rapid, and Omni
Nriant l'lloollBll8; u OJ' tue Compliellled 
Organization 1mJ Static Order of the l'ro
apective l'nutarchal Rigim1 of Homan 
Aft'airs, and tho Free Dwffitient Individ
nality which ahall pel'lliatently decline, like 
the d~ at the foot of a mountain, to be 
included in any coDAOlidated and organir.ed 
Eiitnbliahment whatsoever, etc., etc., etc. 
Bot Cardinism ls still in P~nr•, 
Stntoid, 1111 contruted with Ordioism, which 
18 Motold; aee -l81l, Ordinism, Uoiviuiety, 
God, Tlwlogy, Uni\'el'llOlogy, Catholic, 
CatholicCl • .iroh, {Old, New,) Individunlity, 
(Convergent, Divergent.) (Lat. Gbrdo, A 
IlINoE.) I 

{' AJU>llfORDnrJIX, (C11rdlna-Ordinism ), the 
compuoity and mutual interblending ol 
Cnrdiuiam a.ud Ordinism. 

CmoL1ax, The Principle embodied in 1111d 
symbolized by the Ctrcle. 

Co11101&11TU1x, The Principle embodied in and 
aigni1led by the entire Concrete World. 

COMUBVATWI, The Principle which tends to 
Coll8ervu.tion or the Preservation or wAat
_,, u; contruts with Radicalio!m; tee 
Radicalism and Conaervatlve. 

COl)(t8ll, The Principle embodied In, and 
symboll7.ed by The World apart from 
Man; (Gr. CotrllO#, WoaLD); see Anthro
piem. 

Cuu-18Jl, The Principle embodied In and 
symbolized by the Cabe. 

Ctmvwr, The Principle involved In and 
11ymbollzed by Curvature or the Curve. 

.. D . 
Dan:axnnsx, The Principle embodied in 

and Mylllboiized by Determination, or a 
Scheme of DetermiDlltions, or adjustments 
of Lined directed to di1ferent Pointd of the 
llcaveus. 

DEUT11:Ro-Caa1BT1.&.N18X, The Dominant Prin
ciple of the Deutero- {or D~oto-) Christian 
Dispensation; Pee Deutero-, "1-oto-, Trito
Christiao, {a. 49, t. 204.) 

DllVTEJ10-R1:uo1omaK, The G ... eming Prin
ciple of the Second and Tran.~itional Ro
Jigiot • Stage of Development in Human 
Society, alfocting espcciully thia age ; see 
Deutero-Christiao. 

D11UTERO-!focumsx, Tlie Go,·eming Principle 
of The Secoud or Transitionnl Stage of De
velopment in Homan Society, alfccting e&-

pecinlly The Present Age; aeo Dentero
Chr:etinn. 

Du-M.t.oNETl8ll1 That form or condition of 
:Mugnotism, which ca.11Bea certuiu sul>
stnnces, when freely s11Spendcd, to take atl 

eqlliltorinl po11itiou, or one at right angle.a 
to tho linea of mngnetic force. 

DuAJ.18)(, The Doctrine that there a.re two 
sources or origina of Being ; contn1J1ta with 
Monism. 

Duta:11, One or tl10 Three Fonda.menta.I or 
Primordial Principle' of Uni'l'en;ology. 
The Principle in the COMtitution of All 
Things which ll deriodd /r<>m, and 1101,... 
latw1' w, the Number Two; the Spirit of 
Two; {Latin Duo, Two); see tr max, and 
TlwrtaK, and Unsel'llOlogy, (t. 203.) 

E. 
F.cLECnCIIX, The Philoeophlcal Principle or 

System which electll or aelects pqrtiou or 
A•ptcU of all other Systems, conjoining 
them into a. new or Eclectic System; dift'era 
from bn'llGLU.181l which ta.kea subst4a
tin\Jy tM wkol.ti of all other Systems, 
placing and reconciling them and all their 
parts by virtne of Uuivel'llOloglcal Solutions 
11nd Principles. 

Eool81l, a. pMSiooat.e love or HT/, leading a 
man to centre all COll8ideratioM upon bia 
own personality; contruta with Altrniam ; 
800 Altruism, under ·Im, a.nd Altru
latic. 

El.mtn'ISll, the Principle embodied in and 
symbolized by Elements, or the Elementary 
Domniu. 

Ein-nuc11x, Knowledge, from Ez~ 
menlg. 

F.Qo.i.-l:iaQl!laK, The Conjunction, Marriage 
and Reconciliation, or the Mutual Modill
cation or Eqnism and Inequiam; which 
see. 

EQmax, The Principle embodied in and rep
resented by The Equal Numbers, by l'ar
allel Linea, etc. ; related to Equity, in 
Morale, {t. 898, 906); see Inequism. 

En>zmlltn'LLLl81l ; see Se11111tionaliam. 
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VOCABULARY. li.x: 

F. 

J'mmnu, The Prkiiple embodied in, 1111d 
symbolized by, \he Feminiemua, or by any 
Female &inf, or the Analogue of 1uoh. 
(t. 136.) 

FluOT10NUX, The Principle embodied in, 
and repre11ented by, Fractioll8, or The 
Fraotional Seriea ot Numbers. 

G. 
G~ The Prineiple embodied in, and symbolized by, the Globe, (-Figure.) 

H. 

IDIU.J.JIJl, The Philoeophy which evoll'ell all 
Being from :Mind ; aee Materialilm. -

JJ)LU'IDIOnCJID', The Principle of the /Jill 
~ii; whieh eee. 

lirCLDr181', The Principle embodied in, and 
11ymboli-1 by, the Inclined Line or Plane. 

bl>JTIDIUU8ll, The Principle embodied in, 
md symbo!U.ed by, the Individual, ns oon
tnisted with the Socillbility, llutlllllity, or 
Unity of Society; The Doctrine or Ten
dency which lcana towards, or promulgate&, 
that Principle. 

mQt'.l-EQmn, The C-0njonction, Marriage 
and Reronciliation or the llotonl Modiftc»-
6oo of Jnequiam lllld Equi•m, "°"ich aee. 

bmQna:ir. The Principle embodied in and 
repr.ented by The Odd Numbers, by 
Odd or Un-mated Object& or Fo?IDll, etc., 
ftlated to ln-lquity in )(orals, (t. 8~8, 902 ;) 
- Eqnbm, and Unive1'110logy. 

brnuumr, The Infernal Principle, the 
.Principl., embodied iu and eymbolir.ed by 
die Hell~ 

b:nn.lS'lllK, The Principle embodied in, and 
ftJ>l"e!>enten by, the Inorganic World. 

lnsasu-FJUcnO!fl!IK, The Principfe eym
bolized by tbc Compoei.,. .nd mutual ir:ter
blending ot Whole ?.. ..1mbers and Frao
tioofo. 

hrnoumr, The Principle embodied 1n, and 
~ntcJ hv, IllUtJ"' or Whole Nom
ben, or by The Integral Series of N lllll
ben. 

IJm11Gltl9ll, •leiined, t. 21 o. 
ln.udllll. Kahometaniem. 
hrnolt.lUDI, t. The Uni\"el'Ml l'biloeopby, 

(K«>mpenying Uninnology and P~tar-

+ 

I. 
cbism), Univenal in a Multif'erm Sense, aa 
embodying: 1. N.lTUll.U. PBILOIOPHY, ln 
the Grand or Comtean meaning of the 
Term, together with it.a Metaphysical and 
Theolo{?icol Substrata, the Speculative, In
stinctual and Inspirational Basis, the Old 
Philosophies nud the Old Rcligioll8 ; 2. f.or· 
uro-ParLOaoPHT, the Exactitudes of Uui
vel'l!Ology, geMNlized, and, 8. Arto-Phll
oaophy, or th11 New and Future Practical 
Phil08ophy, the Fina.I and Hnnnonious 
Application of Philoaophy to the Collective 
and the lndividunl Life of Mnn-cnlmiont
ing in the Religion of the Future. II. l!r
nouuax, ia the convenient abridged cx
p?e1111ion for Omnivnriant Integrali.nn, and 
also for Pivoto-lntegralism (somcwhnt aa 
lndividlllllity is currently used for Dioer
gmt lndividunlity, Trini~m for Trei~m nnd 
Tri-Uni~m, etc.} In this la•t ~cnso (see 
Pivoto-lntegralism) it means Tt.t Cardin
Um of Cardininn wUA Ordiniam in <Jardi11-
ordi11i4m: and of tliia lad (tu lnkgtrinn), 
toitll Fractio11i4m in Jnuuna-F'ractioniam 
(1111 of The Subjective and The Objective 
antit!loticnlly reflecting c:ich other), and, 
finally, of all tAu, ~ P~itimt, tritll K1-
gaJum, (Tes i"VIDl1'RllfO and IA• NOl'Bllfo, 
tu t.\a Equal Jibciw1 of &i119} ia Om11iDG· 
riant l11Ur1ralimt, M!Urtd in antl rtprt
.mU·l by Pirotq..f·•tqralilim, Ttie RN;ning 
Unit or lndiflidual or Pi.f!Ot of any ONJ<J.W
""" "'""""-· See Cardinism, Ordioi~m, 
Cardinordiniam, Integrii>m, Frnctionism, 
loteirern-FractienL!m, Pivoto-lntegrallam, 
and the followi!lll Tabular Plesentatieo, to 
be read trom below upward. 
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Ix VOCABULARY. 

OMNIV ARI.A.NT INTEGRALISM . 
.,,----------------./'-----------------.._. 

DrrEGERIBll 
(Unism, Duism, 

Trinism.) 

~A.RDINl81'fl 
(THE CARDINAL 

NtJllBEIUI.) 

ORDIIUHI 
(THE ORDINAL 

NuKBEBS.) 

EQUISM 
(THK EVEN 

Nt:JOUa.) 

INEQUISM 
(THE ODD 
NCXBD1.) 

P081Tl81'1 
(ALL POSITIVE 

NlJllBBBS.) 
PIVOTO-INTEGRALISll, 

(THE UNIT.) 
l'RACTIONISM (TBB Flu.CTIONB.) 

1'EGA.TIS1'1, - ZBROISH (ZERO.) 

:r. 
Jm>.&.IIDI, The Religloua Byatem or the Je'll"I. 

K. 

XomoL001cwr, The Principle of the KDU.O. Logol; which 1ee, 

L. 

l,nq.1n1, The Principle symbolised by The 
Line or Lines. 

Lnms• ; 11ee Line-ism. 
Loo1c.t.RBITBLUl, (Logica-Arbitrism), Tho 

('-Omposity llild Interblending of LogiC11m 
and Arbitrism. 

Loo1018ll, P11rt1 antl 1l-aMCtndmtal RATI01'

.A.LlaK ; Rationalism rigoroll8ly oonllned and 
applied to the Inherent and Neceesary 
Laws of Being; the Logol or Plato and St. 

M. 

John (translated " The Word, n OoqHZ of 
Juhn, ch. 1, v. 1 ), considered as a Self
Existent and Eternal Principle; aleo as 
presiding in a corresponding Scheme oC 
Government or Administrntion character
ized by it, in the Univera~ at lArge, or in 
any Minor Domain of Aft'u.il'S; Wiadom; 
the Pare Reason ; in .flwatc, WO; oon
truate with Arbitrum ; which aee. 

M.ucur.mr, The Principle embodied In and M.o\nnuLID, The Philosophy which evolvea 
symbolized by the Masculiemas, or by any all Being, Mind and Idea iucladed, trom 
Male Being, or any Analogue ofeuoh. Matter. 
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VOCABULARY. lxi 

X•ft"RTl9X, The Principle embodied in, and 
eymbolilled by, M.attcr, or the .MateriiamWI. 

».uouu, Tho Principle embodied in, and 
1ymboliz.ed by, Jliuima, The Greatest, or 
'bat(those tbiogs) which ia (or are) Great.8$t. 

Ml:ln'WI, The Principle embodied in and 
eymbolilled by Mind, or the .M.ent.iamna. 

llDIJWD, (or .Mineralism), The Principle em
bodied in, and aymbolli.ed by the Mineral, 
or tbe )iljueral Kingdom at large ; the 
relative deadoeY or absence of life of the 
IDOlpllio • oontraated with the Organio 
world. 

llDnmm, The Principle embodied in, and 
aymboliad by, JCMima, The Least, or that 
(or thoee things) which ia {or are) amalleat. 

K01>n1&11, The Prinoiple ot Graceful Va-

riation in Form; the Principle illnatrated 
by Hogarth's Line of Beauty. 

MoNll!K; defined, c. 1, t. 766. 
MoNOTBE1ax, OM..;.ngl.6-God-inn; (Gr. J[;,. 

noa, :>ou, Snrou; Theoa, God.) 
:MOTI8K, '!'he Principle embodied in, and sym

boiized by, Motion. 
Jrforocnsx, '!'be Principle of a 1tate of being 

anlllogoWJ with motion. 
Mnno11x, Doctrines intuitionally conceived 

and unsystematically expounded, ao as to 
be myaterioue or partially inoompreben
Bible, called by W echniakoff, "Lyrical 
Philosophy," and defined as "the special 
mode of philosophising a propo1 of eubjecta 
which e8C&pe from a rigoroua acientiftc oom
preheD&ion." 

N. 

1'.unza, The Principle embodied in, and 
1ymbolliled by, Nature; crude, imperfect, 
lggl"eptive; analogona with Affection, 
Natural Tendency, or "Human Nature," 
w re.pact to tbe Mind ; the Abiltract 
Principle, or the Spirit, of Nature; see 
!iAtnre. 

:S.mn10-.. .\.un.&orwl; - Abetroct-Con
m:tiam. 

N•una, The Principle embodied in, and 

symbolized by, Zm>, as contrasted with All 
POllitive Numbera, = NOTBINOj soe Zero
!am, Positism. 

NmILISX, The philosophical doctrine which 
reduc&i everything to non-entity. 

NoNBlJBBTANTLU.IBK; see Nihilism. 
NtJK:&BlBK, The Principle embodied, in and 

symbolized by, Number. 
NUPTIALIBK, The Principle embodied in, and 

symbolized by, Marriage. 

o. 
Orrnom, 1. The Doctrine tbM every thing 

iu Natnre is arranged for the beet; 2. That 
la Heaven aupreme and unalloyed good 
WtlJ be ful1y realiad; - P-lmiem. 

Omn:nmr, The Principle embodied in, and 
aymbolimd by, the Ordinlll Series of Nam-

bore ; that whioh niigne in the Ordinie
mus; see under -IDUs, (t. 155, 2U,.) 

Oao.urllllr, properly the Principle indwelling 
within any Organismne, (o. "· t. "8.) 

Ovux, The Principle symbolized by the :Egg, 
and especially by the F..gg-Fignre or .Shape. 

P. 

PilTDJB, The Doctrine that the Univene 
is God ; or that God exiata only in the 
Univene aa ita indwelling Spirit and 
Power, (Gr. Pa,., ALL; n-, Gou.) 

PUTOPBJt<>lBOWl, The Compoeity and Har
mony of ldiapbroniciam and Koiuologi
ci,m. 

P.urrui.ISJf, one-;iided doctrine or view; see 
:;UzivtL=. 

PilTIOtrLLIK, The Principle embodied in, 
and symbolbed by, the least Particles or 
Atoms or Being. 

P ABTIBX, The Principle embodied In, and 
symbolized by, the Part& of the Integer or 
Whole. 

Pnnim1C17L111K, The Principle embodied In, 
and repl"09ented by, the Perpondioular 
Line or Dirootion. 
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I.xii VOCABULARY. 

Pummm, 1. The Doctrine or Opinion thllt 
every \hlng in the World ia bad, or the 
worst that oon be; 2. That in Hell Supreme 
and UTUJUo,«l .Evil lllld Suiforing Witt; 
see Optimkw. 

PBILoeoPW8K, The Principle embodied In 
ll!ld ~yrubol.Ueu by l'hil011ophy. 

PIVOTO·UDOBALrD, The Pri.ociple embodiod 
in, auu sywboliaed by, the Numerioal In
teger, or Unit, oonzli.dered, on the one hand, 
aa the Summation of an Infinity of ite own 
Component Fractions, BJ:lllATB (or of lower 
value than) lllld wlTaur itself, and, on the 
other hand, 1111 the Primitive Monad or 
Central Atom abon which arieee an In
finite Series of Integer& or Whole Numbers, 
mowra (in vu.Jue than), OUTBID• OJ', and BX· 

TOND this Primitive Integer, whence there
fore, it is PrvOT.u., or fills 11 cardinating or 
'/Mn,ge-iou• function btJttDUn an l!n'llBNAL 
Unirerae qf F'ractionalNumhw1 and tlleir 116-
lationa and a limilar EXTBBN.u. UniPerae qf 
Whole Number•(t. Ml, 842), these two Uni

vel'>leB standing apex to apex, in Antithetical 
Bellection to each other, (t. 382.) The Point 
repeats the Unit; the Atom repeats the 
Point; Irie lxnrvmu.u. M.il repeata tM 
A.tom. Euch F'°" ia thus Pi'COl.o-lnt6-
gral, or carditllJUd between .n. Unioern 
toitlwut and an anawwing UniNIW ll>itllin
Al'ltithdic<JUy Jl,jUcting each other. So of 
the Atom. Hence arifte Important Analo· 
gical relations with Microaoopy, "Pan
geneaiJI," "Homeopaihio Attenuationa," 
Ct. 1078), etc.; 11ee Univeraology. 

PLli1W.llX, The Principle or the Plarali9-
mue. 

PoLTTBBlD, The Belier in a Pluralit7 of 
Gods. (Gr . .fbllu, M.ilT; _n-, GOD.) 

P011TA-NJSGATIBK, The composity and aar
dinated reconciliation of Poeitiam and Ne
gatiam, which 1168. 

P081Tlllll, The Principle embodied in, and 
aymbolhed by, all POBitive Numben u 
contrlll!ted with Zero = Nothing. 

Pot1JTIVUK, The name choeen by Auguaw 
Comte for his syetem of Philoeophy and 
Religion, founded on P09itive Science. 

PBBUl!IT.a.nol.nlK; 1168 Beal Preeentation
iilm. 

PalJIISx, The Ordinu.J 1111pect ofUniam. 
l'BOTO-(,mullTLUirsK, The Governing Prin

ciple of the l!'irst Chrietian DiJlpensatioo ; 
-Aft'ectional, rolated to "Feeling," in Me
taphysiCB. (Gr. Prolol, FD18'1'); see Deia
tero-, Proto-, Trito-, Christian. 

PBOTO-Rn1oro1nsx, The Governing Prin
ciple of the l!'irat or Primitive Beligiou 
Development of Human Society ; ~ee Proto
Chriati11nism. 

PBOTO-SOOIBT18K, The Governing Principle 
of The First or Primitive Grand Dnelop
ment of Society, extending up to The Pre-
11ent Age ; aee Proto-Cbriatianism. 

PtrWOTl8K, The Principle symbolized by Point 
or Points. 

Pnuxtnrax, The Principle embodied io, 
and symbol.bed by, the Pyramid or Pyr.
midal Form. 

Q. 

Qu.t.BTW1; 1168 Uniam. Q1!Ilmll11; see Unilm. 

R. 
B.u>10.o\Ll8JI, The Principle em bodied in, and 

symbolized by, Root or Boots; thorough
neM; th11t which goes to the bottom or 
thinga; destructive, snbvereive; eee Con
~ervntiam. 

RATrONALlDI, The doctrine in Religion, and 
el~ewherc, which subordinates Fo.ith to 
BeD110n ; which reduces every belief to a 
?11tional basis, and rejeote whot cannot be 
AO resolved. 

B.ALlsx, The Philceophical Doctrine which 
accepts the t.eatimony of the llelllleS in re-
11peot to the External World, u reliable. 

RuL PuenT.a.Tromax, The doctrine that in 
peroeiviug the external world, the mind 
and the object peroeived are in actual 
preeence, or unite withont the interven
tion of any filmy repftllelltative idea, (t-
41Ml9.) 

fuaru.nmnc, The Principle embodied in 
ond aymbolized by tho Right Line; 11ee 
Be.itism. 

B.onBll, The Principle involved in ond sym
bolized by Straightness. 

B0Tuxm1x, The Principle embodied in and 
symbolized by Bonndn-. 
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TOCADUL..\.BY. !xiii 

s. 
SeDlllTllDI, the Abstl'llCL Principle or th3 

i;pirit of Scienoe; The Priuciple embodied 
iu, and symbolized by, Science. 

Scano-AlleTucnlll; see Ab.•trACt~m. 
i:seo1J1118Jl, U1e Ordinal Aspect of l>aiom. 
&cromu, Tbe Principle eU1bodicd iu, and 

repreeented by, the wvioion of a circle 
~led a Sector. 

S&alanDK, The Principle embodied in, and 
re~nted by, the eection or a circle called 
a Segment. 

Eouno:s.1.LJD, The Phnoeophic.~I Doctrino 
wllieh Nfenl all Knowled~u to Sen!!Ation; 
nLted \o M:itc:-rialism and Expcrientiali~m; 
_,truts with lde.liam and Trunscendent
alism. 

SD:lno, An Intl'nnediate C1mlin11ting Prin. 
ciple between U1>1D1 and Di::w.r, (Lat • .,,._ 
'J"i. 01f1I: .l.!JD .I. II.UP.) 

SDm.ID, the eitnpiistic asreet of any subject, 
oD&1idednetll', insnftlcieney o( view; a 
ltaU a( mind correspondiug with such a 
'l'iew. (t. 436.) 

Fnreu..; - Silljlnlism. 
t tHCLINl, the Principle of the Sin~alismua ; 

a i;rr- and general upeet of Uai•m; eou
tra.•t<l<l with Phualiilm, u Uni•m with 
Du ism. 

floLD>uK, an &J'l'Ulgenient of solid matter, as 
o( t.he Tohune or tome ; aec Snrli\cism; 
Tbe Prir.icip!o aymbolized by Solid or So
lid&. 

ftftJLU.U]( or E'PTILU., dellned, t. 637. 
h.1. c1 - T1DD'14X, the composity and mutual 

intublendin; of The Principle ~ymbolized 
b~ Sr-c and th:rt ~ymboli~d by Time. 

8Pllln19JI, The Doctrine which resolvea 
Spirit into Atlennntcd MaUc:-r. 

SPmmi'.u.ux. The Doctriue whioh maltea 
Spirit to be a aometbing distinct from 
Maun. (t. 61.) 

~AU·UJI, The Principle embodied in, aul 
91wboli.r.eJ by, t.ilc SqWU'e. 

SuTA-MOTtSll, tho oomposity and mutual in
terblendiug ofStati•m and Motism. 

SUTISll, Tho Principle of Stution or Rest; 
the Spirit of the Stati.:lmu~; gee -Isma•. 

SCB·BTAN·OS·ISll, The Priuciple emba<lieJ in, 
1111d s~'mbolized by, Substance 118 contrustecl 
with Morphi•m, the Ab•tract Principle o( 
Form. 

SUDTR.1. -<llCENDDTALtBK, Trnnac:-endcntnlism 
iu the scn-e of Ultm-rudicali•m, Ultran
alysis iu the downward or ruot-widu 
direction, seeking Absolute Scieotiftc:- 1"0110· 

d:ition•. Se3 Ultranalytic11l, Trlllltlcen
<lcntnl. 

~1!PSRNALl8ll, Tho Celestin! Principle; (Lat. 
S11perll'Ul, ABOVE.) 

Si:nr.\o:'X, Tho Principle embodied in, and 
t<ymbuiized h.r, Surface; no arrungement of 
surf.tee~, as of pages and loaves in a book; 
properly, Surfactatil>n, (t. 1!23.) 

Su.i.001sll, a fcmn of reasoning, or &rf!ll

ment, consisting of three propositions, or 
which the two ftrst are c:\lled the pNtniaa, 
1111d tho Jut the conclu.tion. In thi~ nr
gnment, the conclusion ruceuari/9 follow~ 
ftom tho promi!IC8; 80 that if the l\rn flr.-t 
prcpll"itfons are true, the couclnsion miut 
bo true, and tho argument amount• to <le
monstration. Thu8, 
A plant h1111 not the rower of locomotion ; 
An oak ia n pleat; 
TJ.~for• an oak boa not the power of loco· 

motion. 
The•e propositions are denominated tho 
maj"'" the minor, nnd the condraion. (Or. 
111n, WITH, aud kgo, TO BPS.l.S; ~ai, 
TO TBllfl'.. ( WW.tw.) 

Sn1BOL1D1, The Prinoiplo involved in the 
n•e of !;ymbols, or ftgnrativo signs; Tho 
Principlo of 1'0 BEB·M.1.soNBY, chnracteriz<'J 
n~ the INtmNt."TUAL ~TAOE or TU& Rsuo10~ 

or ~ou:Noa, aud of the 8cu::fcE or l\ioa.u.s, 
(t. 906.) 

T. 

TsJnUX, The Principle symbolized by Time. 
Tam111J1. The Ordinal A~pect ofTriniam. 
TJU.5,cUD!l1<TAL1S11, io Pbiloeophy and in 

Science; the -nmption or a higher, and 
m<mi ideal, and eomequently of a more ex
klldcd and oompectual point of "ticw, 

from which to look down npon the factlo; 
tl111t form of Spcculntion which achi<'"res or 
profell8<'s to acliievo this. "The llighcr 
Law," tNn.<eendinv the "Fil'<t Blash" or 
Ordinary St~·le or Opinion. In Scienc:-e, it 
ia tbat chlll'llCter of Scienco which is logi-
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lxiv VOC.l.DULARY. 

ca.Jly doJuced rrom a priori and _,a,., 
PBllfOIPLU; which does not, tberefore, 
re.>t ou ti10 mere accumulution and clUlll!ia· 
oati'ln of Obderved }'AcTI. In America 
"'rho Couetitutional Lawyer," who ?Cll80WI 

from the Establiehod Priuciples of tho 
Conatitution, 1md from the Higher Law of 
the General Government WI overruling 1111 

adverae Special Statutory Law, and State 
I..wa in confilot with the Constitution, 
llluatratell, in the domain of jurisprudence, 
tho idea of Trallllcendentalism in Philos
ophy and Science. (Lat. tran1, ov:u, as
TONDj .cando, TO llOUllT, TO orr UP. ) 

TBz11x, tho minor 118pect of 'l'riniem, in 
which it is contl'll!!ted with and excludes 
U1usK and Du1B11. 

Tu-U.NIBK; aee Tri-Unism. 
TBI.Nl&K, One of the Three Fundamental or 

Primordial Principles of Univeraology. 
The Principle in the Constitution of All 
Thlng3 which ii thrioed /mm, and ha1 ,.._ 
lation to, the Number TBB1111; Tho Spirit 
of Tuan; (Lat. 'Iru, TBRu); see U.N18K 

and Dmax, t. 203 ; the indifferent or in
cluaive term for Treism AND Tri-unism ; see 
Treism, Tri-uniam, and Trinhma. 

TB1T0-CIIBill'IUNDJI, The Dominant Principle 
of The 'l'rito-t:llriatianismua; the Parual 
I:cnction from Crude Bationalillm, 11oon to 
come in the Future ; The Harmony to re
sult from the reconciliation of Faith and 
lfoason. See Proto-, Dt1utero-, Trito-Chrit
tinn. 

TlllTo R&uo1o:mx, The Principle to reign 
iu tile Religious Conatitution of Society in 
The Harmonia Future; The New Catholi· 
ciem ; see Proto-, Doutero. 

T&1ro--:3ooumaK, High Social Harmony; The 
Govoruing l'rinciple of The Third or Ul
terior Stage of the Development of Human 
Society, to result from the )LuTiuge of 
Science and Religion ; see Proto-, Dcu
tero-. 

Tru·U.N1ax, The Congeriated or Univari111rt 
Unity of U.N18ll, Duaax, and TlWllBW, "" it 
they were merely bl'llllches of thia ooo 
Higher 11Ud Compound Principle ; tho 
composite aspect of Trinism, as resting 
upon the abstract principles, Umn and 
Du18ll, aubauminit and including them, aa 
o~pects merely of it.I! own lnrger Unity ; aee 
Trcism and Trillillm, (t. 203.) 

u. 
UN18K, Oae of the Three Fundamental or 

Primordial PrincipleA ofUniversology. Seo 
Dmlll aud TJrnnax. 'l'he Principle in the 
Condlitutio11 of ALL Tbi11gii whinh u tkriMl 
from, and luu relation to, the Number 
On; Tho Spirit of O:in:; (Latin Unw, 
0.Ns), as Duiam from Latia Duo, Two, and 
Trinism from Latin Tru, TuBu. Quart-
um, Quintilm, Hu::ilni and Heptiam (or 
Septilm) arc other and secondary Principles 
in the Univeralll Order of Evolution, rc
luted to the Numbers, JiOvr, (Latin Qva-

tuor), Five, (Latin Quinqw), Six, (Greek 
H~), and Seven, (Greek Hl[lta, Latin ~ 
um), respectively, less ba&ic, llimple and 
inclusive than tha three first wunod, (t. 
203.) 

UNIPtnrOTl8ll, One-Point-ism, The Principle 
symbolized by the Single Point. 

t'11"1VBR11111K, The Principle embodied in and 
~~·mbolized by the Totality of the Univenoe; 
The compo~ity and interblending of C'-oe
mism and Antbropism. 

w. 
Wsuorui:, The Principlo of the Wedge

.Meohanical ; a compound instaoee merely 
of Inclinism, to which 0111 A8P~ of F01'1fl 
and JWtu~ Uniur8olntJg reduce•, bg Ul
tranalg1il, all tlu lltthanical Powr1, The 
J..ever, the Inclined Plane, the Wedge, etc. 
It (Inolinism) ia the Antithct of Proto-

z. 

dimenalonnlity which consi@ts of Lo'l"ela 
and Th.i Perpendicular; it is synouymou. .. , 
therefore, with I uterpMdimensionnlity. It 
iP relnted to n n• contrasted to o (l!lee Uni
TI.'l'!<olon under -OLOoY), and hence to 
?iloTilment. 

ZuolBK, The Principle embodied ia, and &ymbolized by, Zero= KOTBI11V. See Ncgatism. 
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VOCABULARY• 

, , 
RESUME and RESTATEMENT, 

In put. of the Technical Terms occurring in this Volume, ending in 
.ISM, J:9.aJ'langad under the Heade of UNISM, DUISM, and 

TBINISM, reepec:Uvely. (11rimnual Ideas are a 
Summation and higher Resultant of 

UNISM and DUISM.) 

L~ 2. I>uimtill. 8. 2"Mlfllal. 

(TD Goo:>. (To TKUK.) (To BJU.trm'VL.) 

tJNlSll, (t. 208, p. 1'8.} DUISM. TRINISM, (Cardiniam.) 
(lnt.eg'Nm.) (Di1l'flrentiation.) (lnt.egration.) 
(Syoatuie.) (Analysis.) (Syntheaia.) 

I.xv 

(Unity.) (Variety.) (Univariety-Harmony.) 
Pmmx. 
l.nQ11181l. 

OllDnna. 
brnoUllllL 

POllT!GI. 
lilSlllmlL 
Pnorm.. 
Ranm>J11JL 

GtoaWL 

Famna (bn A.JITA.·). 

Mormx. 

T-.. 
I N.a.Tt110-Allln'IU-. 
i Auruar-Coin:xanmr. 
!'( .A.T'C'alalt. 
C'omna. 
AllSnmlDI. 

(E.uaiuTuua. 
{ Suuno:s.u.mx. 
1. LTllJW.1,Dlt. 

~ 

P-.lln.JGJOr1111t. 
(.#,f~ Faith-giving.) 

~ 

lounmoJ1111C-. 
Ploft. 
C'mccmamas. 

SllOOllDWL Tmmux, (Ordiniem.) 
EQt111JL EQu.a.-hrllQUISK. 

C.uumnur. CA.BDm( .a. ).OBI>nnex. 
P A.BT1S11, FJWlTI01'Jllll, (Par-- FBAOTIOXA-11"'llOZBl'.lllt. 

ticulism.) 
NZO.A.TIIX. N11GAT.a.-Poerr1ex. 
V llOllTI8K. Alml:wi:. 
(R.on)J.lNJWt. Cnviex, C'mcuex. 
Rscmnt. MOD11I.WI. 

CnUIK. Ovwr, (f.eg Shape.) 
:M.il<lnJSX. N 11PTLU.111x. 

SuT111K. 8TATA.·MOT1111t. 
SPA.o-t11K. Suo1( .a. )-TI!mmt:. 
Scmm>-Annu.ona. ( A:&To )-C01'0BllTWI. } 

AJlmuOTWt. Co1'0BllTIIX. 

Sommax. Almex. 
AlrrullOPlll.11. U1'IV1111111ex. 
L<lolOlllK. L<loIOA.J&BJ.TBW(. 
TBA.1'IOll1'Dll1'TA.Ltll1L } MinmaK. INTEGRALISM. 
JDULJlll(. 

S:somroo·, or DllUT(n)o-So- TJmo.SOCillTIBJt. 
CIETlllJ(, 

8&0111fDo-, or DllUT(u)o-Rll- TKITo-RIU.lOIOl!IJlllt. 
LIOIONIDL (RaW>nal, Crit.- ( l.hmporiu.) 
ic:d.) 

6110t1JrDo-, or DEUT· ~. 
(ER)O-CHRISTIAN· 
ISI. (Transitional.) 

KomoLOOJOilllt. 
Puuirr. 
CuTu. 

P.um>-PBJconcrlll(. 
F11Tt11111. 
B.u>roa Y 11oro11. 

Kon :-Far • fOlldeneed Abitnct and Re-StatemW of The Conaummation of iheee 
?riv..Je Scala ol Idea, aeo Uie !ollowing P989 (lni.) 

5 
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lxvi VOCABULARY. 

, , 
FINAL RESUME OF RELATED IDEAS. (See p. lxv.) 

1. Unimlal. 

I. 

TEKPIC SUBDIVISION. 
9 . .Duilmal. S. Trinimlal. 

THE PAIT. 

(.ANTIQUITY.) 

THE PRESE~T. THE F11T11RE. 

(MODERN OR RECENT TnmS.) 

SPACIC SUBDIVISION. 
1. Unilmal. 9. .Duilmal. 8. Trinilmal. 

IUIMO'l'ENESS. PROXIMITY. THE NEW DEP.A.RTURB. 

3. 

(Picoto-) Tri-Unilmal. 

SPACI·TEllrlPIC CON.JUNCTION; 

IN8TANTIA.LITY-THE VIVID INSTANT; 

THE PRESENT AGE; 

THE GRAND CRISIS. 
HERE AND NOW. 

-IS MAL. 

-Illlil, The AdjectiYe Termination from denoted by the eom!Aponding ending -Ia.. 
the SubltantiveTerminntion -11111; tlint which (c. 1-1'• t. '3); see -X.11. 
CODcerm or rel.tee to tho Abstract Principle 

AI.Pll.UISTIO ABB4lfaJDnllrT, mmn -J111U.L, or WoBDe DI>ma m ·Illl.U. 

A . 

Alut.TTUJUL, relating to Analyai11 18 the AllBITlllllll.t.L, relnting to Arbitri11m; (which) 
higher branch of Mathematics 1md ita ll<le (under) -11111; (18 also -Jax.) 
Analoguea; and to Analyaie generally. ABTwLu., relatiDg to Artiem; see-Im. 

c. 
C.unlll'llllil, relatlnf to Cardinlsm ; see -I ax. 
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D. 
DWDLU., relating to the Principle of'Duiam; aee -lex. 

E. 
EocmuL, relating to Equiam; aee ·la:; 
E-, """' »w; relating to Moral and 
Commen:ial Equit7, to the Even Numbers, 

F. 

Fiamna:.u.. relating to Femilllam; see -Ia. 

l•&Ql!lS:IU.L, relating to Ineqniam ; aee .Jg ; 
OJJ. U uHTo, ttot Trw ; .related to In
equity, (Iniqnity), mor:i.I or commer-

I. 

L. 

and to Mathematicll Equation ; - In
equiamal. 

eia1; to the Odd Nnmbe1'8, and to Math
ematioal Ratio or Proportion; see Equia
mal. 

Loo1owr.u., relating to Logicism; see -Ia. 

• 
rela&ing to :Huonliam; see Minmax.&.r., relating to Mentism; see -1111. 

:Mo:<PDl811AL, relating to Morphiam, tho 
relating to Materilem; aee Principle of' Form. 

N. 

:SU'RllllU.L, rdAting to Naturiam; eec -1111. NvvnV!Mu, rela.ting to Numerlsm; --1111. 

o. 
0RG.L"OSJU.l., relating to Orgmiiam u a Principle: aee -Ia. 

s. 
Sali3'TUllliL, rdAting to Soicntiam; aee -Io. 

T. 
Tlmr~ relAtllig to tho Principle of TJwoax; - ·la. 

u. 
t:JIDmil, 1'elating to the Principle of'U1'W1; see -llDI. 

v. 
\'mcnmu.L, rehdug to V11eerlam; see -Ia. 

• 
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-ISMIC. 

-Iaxo, a Termination or Ending derived -IIJU..L, and c. 1-1', t. '3; relating to ihe 
from ·lamua, and which holds the eame r&- Realm or Domain named by the item or the 
Jatlon to it that -IIDUL holds to -la; eee word . 

.Al:.PuilET10 A.JulAxolUBJIT, vm>D -lllKio, or Wonua DDINO m -Imao. 

A. 

A.Jmmao, (adj.), relating to the Artilmua, or the Domain governed by Artiam; - -I-ra. 

c. 

CUDnruoao, relating to the Cardlniamua, or the Domain governed b7 Cardlniam; - • Inrva. 

D. 

Dmmoo, relating to the Duiamua, or the Domain governed b7 Dtnnr; see -IDU8. 

• 
N. 

NA.T'ITBW[lo, relating to the Naturiamua, or the Domain governed by N11turiam; aee .J .. va. 

0 . 

0.0.umoao, relating to any Organlamua or Organir.ed Dolllllin ; see -Iu:va. 

s. 
Sommmao, relating to the Solentiamua, or the Domain governed b7 Boientiam; see -Jnn:e.. 

T. 

Tiwrmoo, relating to the Triniamua or the D<>mllin governed by TJuma; ece -I11r1111. 

u. 
UJrUJ110, relating to the Unlamua or the Domain governed b7 Ul!IUK; see -IIDroa. 

v. 
Vmo&1UD10, relating to the vlaoeral Domain, the V11oerlamas; 1ee -IIXUll. 
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VOCABULARY. 

-ISMUS (plural -ISMI.> 

-Jmroa, a Termination or Ending which de- nation -lex applied to tho same Word-Stem. " 
Doc. • Realm or Domain or the Ir.ind in- (c. 1-14, t. 43.) A term in -la:iu.L, ·IS»IC or 
dicated by the Stem of the Word, and within -laxes may be furmtd, in every ca:Mi, li'ow 
or over which Domain presides the oor- the corresponding term in -Jax. 
nepoadiDg Princip'le aignilled b7 the termi· 

ALPHABETIC ARRANGEMENT, UNOER -ISMUS, OF WORDS IIAVING 
THAT ENDING. 

A~01rCUTWnJ8, The Doll\l\in of the 
A'lll"trsct-Concrete Scicncee, Spencer. 

Aanucrunrn, The Abstract ; The Domain 
of A l...tract Ideas ; CODtl'118ts with Con
Cftti•m~; 11ee Abstract, The. 

ADIU'TITUJiro8, The Domain of Adjectives, 
Predicate:<, or Attribntell, in Grammar, and 
~ thooe Aiopects, Rellect~ or Phenomena, 
In Nature, which are analogons therewith; 
- Sab•tanth·i•mna. 

Allvuwlt"a, The Adalt Age u of the In-

A. 

dividual or o( Society, with the wbolo 
a&1emblage of related facts and condi
tionR. 

A1u.wo1c1area, Tho Domllin of Analogic. 
ABBITRJS}[l:B, 'rho Domain of Aff11irs in which 

Arbitri•m prevuils ; allied with The Proto
Socictismud; eee Arbitrism nnder ·lex, 
nnd Proto-SocietidmUA, under -letrea. 

ABTtsxvs, The Domain of Arti~m, oilier\ with 
Tho Trito-SocietiemUA; ace Arti>lm under 
-lax. 

c. 
CADmtinrn, any blng&-wiM apparatns wbat

eTer; The Domain of Cardinalit7, or. ee
pecia117, The Grand Hing1~wise Arrang&
meot of the Foar C•rJinal Points, (plru 
the 1.enitb and Nadir), in the Grand 
Sc.tiooary Globe, or v11ckr Tli• Grand Sta
~ DOlD of Spece ; contrasts with Or
diniamm ; relates to " Extension " and So
lidarity. • the Ordinismns to Proteuaion 
IDd "Contlnuitr," (&. 67H71.) 

C.t.uL001c1sxva, The Domain of Catalo-
~~ . 

Co1mmo1naxo1, The Domain of Con<litions 
or Limitatiood ; The Conditioned, contrasted 
with the Unconditioned. 

CoNoUT1111re, The Concrete World ; The 
Domain of Concretiam ; or of The Concretll 
Sciencee, Spencer ; aee Concretism, under 
-1111. 

D. 
Dfi&IWJIDMCJ., The Detennlnate Domain 

Yilhin 11117 Domain ; • or " Detlnite Pro
portiom" ID ChemiaVy; (t. 132); aee ln
decaminiamna. 

Dsnl'alo-<'lllU.8TLL"'11XUI; see Dentero-So
c:ietbm and Dentero-Chriatianiem, under ., ... 

Dsnin)o-Rn1010ll'UXU'I; - Deutero-So
eietismus 1111d Deutero-Religioniem, nuder 
-1-. 

Diarr:a )O.S0Ctctmu:a The ~eoood, or Scien
tic {Grand) Slap OT Period oftbe De•elop
mm& of Collectin Humanity or Sot>iet7; 
Sbon; -rr-itional; The PftMnt Al!'e; 
The I>nilllulA, S-.li-•, or Scientiamaa 

of Soeiet:r, Critical, DestructlvP, but in
cipiently Reoonstrnctive; aee Proto-, Den
tero-, Trito-Societiem; (t. 428.) 

Duunnra, The Domnin of Dift'crentiutions 
and Intern>IAtion•hipe; the Net-work o( 

Laws and Relations undorlyinir the ex
ternal mllSS of Object~, Fnotll, and Pheno
mena, In all Spheres of Beinsr ; thot Reolm 
or Domain In the Constitution of Beinsr, 
whether of the UniverM ot large, or of 1111y 
minor depArtment or Sphere, or of any 
elnirle ohjcct or iden whalM>cver, in which 
ft• J+iflCipk of Dnaw irovems. pred<>ml
natl!I', or 8'1pecially abounds ; aee Duism, 
under -lax. 
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E. 

ELABoa1sxt'1, The h!gher,11nd more properly 
...... u~tituted Departmcut of auy Orga11ia
mu•, as the l:tymology and Sy11tax of 
Grnmmur or Lnnguage, contrasted with 
the Lower Jlomllin {subtmo~cendental, 
..-jentiftcully the Higher Domain) of Pho
uctic Elementll; eee Elementismoa. 

El.EJU:NT1111u1, The lower Analytical and 
Elemcutary Domain of auy Orgaui.awue, u 

the Phonetic Elements, by Ana1111ia, ot 
L1mguuge ; see EJ..boriamwi. 

EQum11ua, 'fbo Domain 01· ide1111 and objecta, 
or tbiog11 Eqvakd, made Eqval, Lewi, or 
Erna, with each other, or with eome obje« 
with which they are mutually compared; 
aymboliad by TBB Ev:u NUKUaa in the 
N nmerical Seriea (t. 708) ; io..e laequiamaa, 
F.quiawal, Inequiamal. 

F. 

F1t!ltml1CC'S, The Domain of Female Beings, 
u11d ot' their Annlogues in tho Iuorgo.nio 
World, nod in 1<le11l Spheres. 

Fn.\CT1os1e11u1, The Domain o( the Fractions 
iu N umcrical Serieas and of all tho Interior 

lll't>ETZRllil08Xt18, The lndetenninRto Do
main within 11ny Domain, 118 that of Amal
g~m• nnd Miztures In Chemistry; {t. 382.) 
8ee Detcnniuismus. 

ll1'11Qu1eKue, The Dom!lin of ideas amt objccta 
e,,r tl1iu~s which aro Sin?u or Si111Ju/,ar j 
OJd, FAYtntric or Unpairtd; lndil'id11al 
or lJnrelaU.l, sTmbolize<l b\' m• Ot>t> Nn
Dlll'.I! in the Nt;mcricsl Serie~, (t. 703); IK'e 
:Eqni•mu•, Equiamal. Ineq11iamal. 

b·olloANI8l1t:1, The Domnin of Unorgnnir.od 
T11i11i....,., Tho Inorganic World and its Ana
logn°" in mnjor and minor domains ; eee 
Orgllllismus. 

I. 

and Subjective Conditions and Relations of 
Being, aualogou• with Fractions within the 
Body of the Uuit; oontruta with lntege!'
i•mns. See Fraotionism, under -Ia, and 
Subjeotiviamua, under -Iaua. 

l1"'BOBB111Vll11, The Domain of the In~ 
or Whole Numbers in Number, and of all 
Exterior and Obj"ctive Conditions and Re
lations of Being anulogoua with the Re
lationR of tbe Unit with other Unite in a 
111m of Integers; contnlabl with Frat-tion
ii!mus. See Integerll!m, under -Im, 11Dd 
Objccth-ismn•, nn<lcr -IIKUI. 

lNTxonu.unroe, The Domain of Tntcgmlity, 
nlli~d with lnteg-erism, but Including alao 
Pi\'oto-Integrnlirlm, and in Subdominance 
Fmctioniam, as the Whole includes the 
Partll. See Integraliam, under -Im. 

L. 

l.Dn18KU1, Thnt department of Form whi<'h LootCll!l!U8, The Domain of Aft'l&irs in which 
i• constituted of Liacs; aee Pnnctia- Loicicii!w prevails; - Logiciam, under 
mas. -Io. 

MAsctrt.1nrue, The Domain of Male Bein~, 
nn<l of their Analoirnea in the Inorganic 
Wnrlrl ancl in ldeol Spheres. 

~'. ATBRll&Krs, The Domain of Matter. 

l\f111mnn7ll. The Domllln of Mind. 
?iloBPRISJIUI, The Domain or Form j ~nb'ua 

with SublltRn-ce-iamaa {or 8nbetancii11111u"' ). 
?dOTW1111, The Domain of Motion. 
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N. 

~~ The Domain of Nature; the 
&e;.lm or Domain of Being in which NatllJ'e 
or Naturiem pnivaila; the Crude Unde
veloped, Primitive Condition of Being, and 

the portions of Being which are in such 
Conditions; eeo Naturhlm, under -lax. 

N IJJBBW[t:a, The Domain oi' Number. 

o. 
0..iliOi'nwwwua, The Objective Domain of Be

ing; Exterior Outward-lying, oount.erpan
mg lhe world within (\he .Mind); - linb
jeetiYimlua and Integeris!J?na. 

Om>Dnml1la, any ooDOl&eoated or chain-like 
appullliM ; The Dolllllin of Periodicity and 
E'1!ntuaiion in Time; \he Continuity and 
S~on of Pheoomeon; atagea of de
ftlopment, epoch•, eru, d!Bpellllatiooe, dy
-W.. genera&iou of men; and new Crea
ti<ea of all llOJ'ta In the U ninne at large 
&Dd in apeoia1 Spheree; oonvuta with 

The Cardiniemus ; relate& to Protcnsion and 
''Continuity" u ii1e Cardinismos to Ex
te1111ion and "Solidarity," (t. 6iO, 671.) 

0BOAllWlUI, The Dowaiu of Organized Be
iugit ; 'l'he Organio World, and its An&
loguca in Mujoror Minor Domains; any Be
ing or Apparatus of Life organized in 
mntuD.1 dependence and co-operation of 
perts (ordinarily called heretofore, in Eng
lish, an OrlJOlliam). (Lat. ""?G""""• Gr.°"" 
qanon, All OBOAll, with the termination 
-Iuve for Domain.) 

P. 

J;.n.u.mrn, a Domain in which Plnrality or 
lJivenity preYaile. 

l'nvluniurua, Tl;e Spirit-World; The Do
main o( Spirita in the U nivenie at large, or 
ib.e Amlogona Part of 4111Y SIDl&ller DolDllin. 
(Gr. J>iw.Mo, 8l'llll'f.) 

l'mw.mxw, The Domain of Incipiency or 
Primsla ; eee Ultimati.smus. 

Pmaan, The Domain or Primiam; -
Priruiam, unJcr -Ia. 

P901°0-CB.1Wr1U.."'1DV9; - Proto-Socictl&
mus, und~r -luw, and PJ'Ot.o.Chrilltiauiem, 
11zider -lu. 

r.01o·Rm.uuosaK1J11; - Proto-Socloti&-

mn11, nuder -Jnroa, nod Proto-Religionism, 
under -Jell. 

PJIOT()-."oc1ETl8lll1&, The Fint, Cmdc (Grand) 
litago or l'«riod of the Development of 
Collective Humanity or Society, aknding 
f,,_. tM Bd<Jinning vp to Tl1t p,..,,enl agt; 
1.'he Unismos, Primimuu, or N.LTL'RlSlWI 
of Socic:y ; predominantly nnder the gov
ernment of Physical Force. See Proto-, 
Deutcro-, Trito-Socictlsm, (t. 428.) 

PuNOTl8lroe, Th" Lowest Department ot 
Form, constituted from mere Points; see 
Index. 

s. 
~CWI rww. 'nie Selentiflc Domain ; The 

Domain or Seini.'Ulnl; my Spheni In which 
Exoetitada, Equa&lone, and Reotism pre
nil ; • among Ctyetale in the Mineral 
Wnrld. See Scientlsm, under -la. 

hsan.mrn. The Domain in which Single
- or Unity prenilll. 

ET.umrn, The Domllin of Station, Quie&
-., or Bnt. 

£.nnc 111 D•W. The World within the Mind ; 
lie Objeeliviilmna, 1111d Fractionlamna. 

St111-NAT!7Rlllllt'I, thnt which ls beneath and 
beyond t~1c Nutnrismu~; Met.a-phyeical; 
(Lat. aub, U!roBB.) 

S1J118T.LK·CB-111111s, Thi· Domnin of Substance; 
contra.~te with MorphiAm1111. 

8t1Blft'.LRT11ll11a, The Domain of Thinl?S or 
Roal Ohjccts, to which the term Substun
tive npplie11 In Grammar, or ; 

SUB8T..unTVtevus, Tho DomGin of Sohst.'ln
tive~, the Grommatical Names of Objects 
or Thi Ilg"; eee Adjectivism1111. 
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hxii VOCABCL.A.ltY • 

T. 

TBCBNlllllJS, The Don!Jlin or Teohnical. 
Tern111. 

TUT1W1011, The Domain of Tert.iiam; aee 
T11rtii~m, under -lex. 

Tium8llc11, The Domuin of Compoeity, Ela
bol'lltions,aod Completen61!8; ot' Art, Gruce
fulncl!B, aud Grace ; that Realm or Domain 
in the conatitution or Being, whether of the 
Uni verse at large, or of any minor deport
ment or aphere, or of any single object or 
idea whotAocvcr, In which Thi Principu of 
Tannsx ~overna, predominatu or abounda; 
ece T.BU118X, under -Im. 

T!uro-Cu11m.ucwroa, eee Trito-8ocietia
wu~, aud 'J.'rik>o(;bristianiam, under -lam. 

Tarro-Raua101'W1Ue; aee Tr1to-Socie&iamu, 
1111d Trito-Beligiouiam, under -l1JL 

TBITO-Soc1En1un:1, The Third, Fiual, or m
terior and Perfected (Grand) St:tge or 
Period of the Development of Collective 
Humanity or Society, ~¢nninf tOitl tM 
i+-m .4,. and «rUndi"!f ittto tA.r F'ttJwf. 
The Trinl~mus, T..,.tiU...ua, or ABT111111)1 of 
Society ; The Age of Gl'llciou~nellll, G,,_. 
fulueae, and Gnice. See ~. Dentero-, 
Trito-Sooietiam. (t. 426.) 

u. 
U vmu.TISlloe, The Domain or Finalitiea or 

Ultim11tea; eee Prim.Wamua. 
UN1sxu1, The Domain or the Unit or of 

Unit~, (Objects, Facts, and Phenomena); 
as tho Entities, 11plll"t from the Element of 
Relation, of which any Oriraniamus iR com
posed ; p. 485, 487 ; that Realm or Domoin 

In tbe OODBtitutlon or Being, whether or 
the Univer..e at large, or of ony minor de
portment or llpbere, or of any single ob~ 
or idea whntaoever, in which n.. Pri10eipU 
of UN19ll goverM, predominates, or es
pecially nboundil; see Unhim, under -IP, 
(t. 761-766.) 

v. 
Y1ecEBIBJIUB, The Domain of the Viscem, or 

of the Principle of Visoeriam, or of Interior 
Vitality, of The Vitals; eee V"JSOeriam, 
under-leJL 

J. 
J CDAISX, see -I IX. 

K. 

KALUNUS, Term appliecl by the Hindoos 
to the expected future and final inoarnation 
ofViahnu. 

K.urruN, relating to the Philoeophy of 
Kaut. 

KEY, a figured notation to Indicate a par
ticular diviaion or depirt.ment of Science or of 
Affairs. 

K1'ow, to, (In an eapecial aeme, 1111 related 
to the lntlll«t, and iu pwf~ '"'-atr. 
tfom ;) .7b oopiu a:ad.l1 or ~ 
ti~z1. 

K:wowmo, The Second Grand Department 
of Mind (Dniamal) in the Metaphysical. Dis
tribution or the Mind ; lntellectnol, Thought
ful; oontraets with Fuling (Uuiamal), 1111d 
with Couation,"Will ond Desire (Trinwmal). 
Knowing, u a Department of the Mind, is 
the Jntellectu11l or Rational Faculty. 

Komo-Loo1crax; see ·lax. 
Konroe Loaoe, (Greek), The am.

Reason ; that wheniin all men agree. or 
mvat agroe ; oontraata with Ide&-.Phroneriia. 
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L. 
u lloail&, Comte i E&biCll 1111d Ant.bro

J:>Olon. 
L.urao.u-. The New Uninnal Scientiftc; 

-Alwa&o, Tikiwa, -Im, Uoiversology, and 
lDdez, words lADgnap, Alwa&o, Tikiwa. 

uw o~ Tllll 8smD, \he Grand Law of 
U9i..-..1 Cl~D 1111d Distribution j 
Lrti sm.iN, Fourier: IA ShVlle, Proudhon. 
Llw{a~ 1. All arbimry ediOl &om any 

lllllhority competent to enforce obedience, aa 
.. Law• of a CollDQ'y, or, eve.a, the Laws of 
Ge.I• lllldentood in Arbitriemal Theology. 
S. ~ &om Induction, or the 
llti8aal and Jl'ormu!Died genenl Inferences 
fromobeerndFaota; uthe"Lawaof Natvre," 
or Laws in \he meaning of \be Phyeicista; 
I. ~ N.-.ary altd Uni---U RdlJIMaliw 
~ of JJa.,; TM Jitmriuli«d EZJ,,__of 11. 9.-aJ ltll/latt.eu of D1 111'· 
llDDT N..,_,.... .,fUWlJing all Bnng. 
'l'llil i9 \h4 higbeei or Tl'd~ mean
illg of the term U.w; {u herein eetabliahed.) 

Lnma, light things. 
Lnounos, intervening Line, Limit, or 

Bel.tion. 
Lmu-Billll, that which liee or rellt.I upon 

a Une • 1-ia or follDdation. 
launo•, the drawing or making of lines ; 

m ~ment or congeriee of linee. 
Ltn-ia: - -11111. 
laaiw., {adj.), nlated io Tongue, Lan-

guage, or Speech. (Latin Lingua, Tw: 
ToNon.) 

Lnmu; see -Jm. 
LnmeJUL; see -le:KAL. 
Lnruelllll'11 ; see ·I 111rn1. 

Loo10.u. Oamra, the Order of Procedure 
&om Science to Nature, from Mao to the 
World, l'ro1n Retl.ection to Sensation, ftom 
Head and Cheet to Pelvis and Feet, from 
Within to Without, from Truths or Prin
ciples and Laws to F11cte or Pheoomcllll • 

Loo1cAB111TBUX ; eee -18ll. 
Loo1Cl8•; IM!e -lex. 
Loo1om1LU. ; eee -1 nu.r.. 
Loo1c!BKOLOOY; see -OLOOY. 
Loo1C1Blllll'8; see -Juua. 
Loooa, the Greek word translated' Word' 

in the let chapter of J ohu 'a Goapel; the 
spoken word or dil4C011ree, an.d alfo Reason as 
underlying aod being I.he solll of speech ; see 
Logicism, under -lax. 

-Looy; see -OLOOY. 
"Lon:," aa used by Swedenborg, la the 

whoJe Attractional and Repulsionnl Sp!1ere or 
the Mind ; hence it includes its Oppotiite, Ha
tred or Hate : equahu bstantially to the "Feel
ing" of the Metaphysicians, and the " Affec
tion " of Comte ; cont.msted with Wiedom, 
the "Knowiog"-Department of Mind, the 
two uniting in "Operation " = Coootion. 
See Wiadom. 

M. 

v-, \he Great 'll'Ol'ld; the outer 
me! gtntn.l world. (Gr. Jfa!ros, GBUt'; 
a-., Wo:n.D). See Kicrocoem. 

M..ao-CoaoLOeY; see -Ology. 
._lilorsuLOGY j - -OJ.oey. 
._l'llnlOl'.OCIY; see -0J.08Y, 

M~; - .J-. 
11.ucnzaAL ; - • Ia.u.. 
~LUllTII; - •lDt:L 
~;-.om. 
)(~AL: "8e -Om. 
JU.ot.ooy; "8e -0J.08Y, 

lfA'ftllULW( j - .)Ill(. 

1IAnmwl; - -Is•. 
M.aamnJ.; - . 11111.U.. 
••'l'IUllWl1!9; - -1-
11.nmom; aee -Om. 
llAnmot.oor ; eec -OJ.oay. 

MATHBJUT100-Loo10.u., e:icact; The exac
titude of Mathematica rests on a Logical &!lie 
lower, and more t'undamental, than mere 
Number • 

MATBB8111, (Greek), lenrning, particularly 
Mathematics ; used by Oken, for the entire 
Mathematical Domain. 

Mu11n:, the womb; any container; the 
medium in which anything i11 contained and 
from which It derives its support. 

MATl'llllOID ; see -Om. 
M.unu, (Latin, pl. of muimum ), the high

est or supreme numbers or things. 
M..uDIAL, that which relatee to what 11 

greatest, or moat. 
M.illlll8J(; Mt'! -Jiil[, 
.M.llDlllll, (Latin), highest point, largeet 

IDlOllDt. 
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lxxiv VOCABULilY~ 

Ms, I, mytoelf, contmsted with Not-me, as 
fhe 8ubject with 'fhe Ubj~ct. 

M11:oll.6JloLOOT; aec -OLOOT. 
MKDIA~ Lnu:, ()ledianiirn1), oCthe Ilam11n 

Bo<ly ; the line which would cot the body iuto 
two eqnal b&lvcs on the right and left. 

MEDJUK, (Llltin, pl. Mediums, or less 
appropriately iu Engliilh Media;) an inter
medi11te or intcrpoiied object or penonal 
communicator. 

)hr.nAno•, the uae of the mind in any of 
It• luuctioud, Thinking, Feeling or Knowing; 
any operation whateoever of the mind, 
whether Intellectual or Emotional, or of the 
Will or ~ire. We have been heretofore 
without 1111y word having this necetlllll17 large
nesa of meaning, C\'ery word relating to the 
operations of tho min•l being oooti.ued to 
10me ono department of the mind. 

M 11:1"'1ex ; eee -I ax. 
MKNT1811AL; 811(1 -l•IUL. 
MzKTiexc•; eee -lui;L 
liUirro1n ; aee -Om. 
JdJ:ln'OLOOT i eeo -OLOGT. 
Muons, (Greek), the Golden Mean,-SO. 

ara&es. 
M~, whatever ls lnterpoaited and 

modiatorial; what comes between. (Gr.,,.._ 
IOI, middle, 1111d IUMmi., TO PVr.) 

Muewnax, the Phi10110phy of Hob~ 
Wronski," The Absolute Reform of Buman 
Knowledge;" the general doctrine of a Su
preme Rop~ntative Man, to come in aome 
age and reign u a God over all Buman 
A train. 

MsucABP1711, the pat of the skeleton of 
the hRud con1priseJ between the carpus and 
the liuicen. • 

Ill ETWTs10 ; eee Index, word Metaphyaica. 
)IETAPUTillOO-:SUJIKBIOAL, relating to the 

lletaphydic.t or Number or of the :Mathema
tlCll; Lo:rie<>-Mathematical. 

)!BTJr.OJWLOOT; see -0LOGT. 
MBTBoD, a term applied, in reepect to Sci

ence, to the apcoilil "'°"' in which acientiflo 
truth it dit<coverod or Investigated; eon
tr.iated with the Syetem of Troth itaelf; .,Aici 
u 'fttt Rcinc>o. 

lhmwcoex, The Little world, the world 
within tbo lndividnal. (Gr. Jl'alttw, eJULJ.; 
c,,.,,.,.., w ORLD.) See Jiliiol'OCOllm. 

M1cao-C'oe110LOOT; ace -OLOOT. 
M10110-'.\1!11'1tRALOOT; - -OLOOT. 
)lw.o·PD1'110LOGT; aee -0LOG1'. 
M.J.DOir, defiuod, a. llO, t. ll06. 

MILLDlffC1l, literally a tboumnd ye:an; 
the ago ot' lloid Ilannony in human a6in, ~ 
the U'BD•itional period to that age. l LAL 
milk, A Teoue.urn, and 4llMl1, .A Y&A&.) 

M111KB.AI.1ex; eee -lax. 
MnaB18x; eee -lax. 
Mllml, the leut quantity, a 1tlmdard of 

lellllt measurement. 
.Mnmu., (Latin, pl. ot Kinim111D), tbl io.-

eat or least numbera or thinp. 
Mm DUL, that 1f hich relatea to what II~ 
llumoax; aeo -lax. 
Mumrnx, (Latin), 1-t point, leaat --. 
MnnTUD&, email qlllllllity, ooutnate wilb 

m:ignitnde. 
Mmi;a, (Latin), leea, 1- dim; with Iha 

enbtraction or. 
Mmce Qo.AJ1T11J1, the 1- or illferiar 

quantity. 
MlfhoeT.n, in Greek Mytbolagy. tlie 

Goddeu of Memory, and Mother o( U. 
llll80ll. 

llon10UJ1, (Latin), a moden&e qam&iiy, • 
1mall proportion. 

MoDOLATD>, slightly mOlllded. 
:tdODOLWI; aee -Ia. 
Moll'AD, llD ultimate atom or poinL ~ 

eucb atom or point ie held by Leiboita • 
contain all po .. ibUttt. """ 4'trikta; God 
himaelt to be merely \he lll09' ck•eloped 
Monad; (Gr. JfolMU.) 

Moll'Al'ITIDIOPOLOG1'; aee -Ot.oGT. 
)loKAS, (Groot), The On-, ua-1, L 

93, t. 204. 
llo1uex; aee ·In. 
MoKOCHJIATIC, rebting to th one thiac· 
MoNocREKATOLOOT; eee -0LOGT. 
Mo1moAKT, marriage o(Ooe wiUi One. 
MoNOOR.UI, a trcati.e on a Ullgle aabjed or 

branch of a subject. (Gr. -. IOU or 
ui<nLJ:; gram-, .A WIUTlll'e.) 

MoJ1011PHDUJ, relating to the Sm,18 J>.. 
maiu or Spbero; not to the Kelatiooebip or 
Comparison between 8phere9. 

MoK01ruEaor.ooT; 1ee -OJ.0111'. 
Mo:lfon1&1&11; aee ·Im. 
Mo1m110, relating lo ~·orm. (Gr. ~ 

Foax.) 
MoBPBl8KAL; lee -l11LU.. 
lloBPUl8.lft:a ; aee ·lexva. 
MoRPBOID; eee -Om. 
MoBPBOLOOT; ll8tl -Or.oeT. 
Mono, that wh!oh rein to lloYelDlllll; 

MO Static. 
MOTWI i ICl8 -Jax. 
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VOCADULAB!'. 

~;toee-r-. 

)(OIO-(.'o•ClU'l'OLOe1' ; - -0LOG1'. 

lloroU> ; - -Ou>. 
liloro1D11.11 ; eee -h .. 
Moroi.oey ; .ee -OJ.oay. 
Kni>us, •ablawary ; pertaining to this 

Drlher world. (IMin 11lUMtll, TBll w OBJ.D.) 

Konnu, (Latin), oeatneu, taa1tefulneaa. 
lk?ATlll xvr.unn., (Latin), wit.h auch 

claaop u are reqw.ite to be made. 

M tm7.ll1T1', the common iotel'ei!ta of 
Society; the Unitury Aspect of Society. 

M 1'8Tlo11x ; see -1 BX. 

M Y8Tlca, l'iiilo~opllers whose doctrines are 
Involved and inoomprehcosible from tho 
uaumption of Spiritual aod Tran~ceu<leotal 
premisell which ere uot proven, and from the 
nae of Intuition more than Reason and Dem
ODalz-.W.On. 

N. 

Non.u. OsDn, The Order of Procedure 
t- Nltlll'll so Science, from the World to 
Jlaa, from Senution to Reflection ; &om the 
Feet aad Pe!Yia to the Cheei and Heed; !\'om 
W-llhoat to Within; &om the mere Faotaof Ob-
8lml&ioo to Truth-, Priooiplea and Laws ; etc. 

NUVUL Pmi.oeoPBT, 1. Jo a limited and 
llOt "Uf 8CC1lJ'a&e ae11&e the Mechanical l'rop
lltiel md X.n of Bodiee, aod Physics; 
t. ha the enlarged and proper aenae, (Com
teua), t.he Geoenlized and Encycloplildio 
INalmem of the Poeiti'fe Scieo-; 11 N11tur· 
ilmaJ, tJoiaaW (or Pseudo-) etage of Sciento
Pbiloeopby; al8o bendo deoomiJWed Gener· 
llcc1,(L337.) 

NDVD, ia uaed in di'fene eeDllOS ; 110111e
timea for the Spirit or the Ideal Penooi1lca
tioD or the Spirit of All Thiop ; bat, cou
lnlte<l with Science and Art, it Lt 'l 'M Finl 
~ Cooditiom of any Sphere of Being. 
l!orDltimea it is used in eo rotal a aeoae thBt it 
indlldea all Science and Art, all, In a word, 
doit o.i. II.; bat., othcrwiee, and especially, 
ID the Univenological aet111e, it me1101 the 
Low.t or UniND&I 11'9gel or Denlopment, BB 

eaair.&ed with Scieoee and Art, Doismal 
and Trini:lm.ll, respecti'fely. (L 10, Ml.) See 
8deoee. Art, Natnrillm1111, nuder ·ID11L 

N.u"C'mA; - -Ia. 
NUl1mllU1.; aeo -ln.&.t.. 
l'ATa!SIOC; see -}IXIO. 

liunJB1n:a; aec -1111111 .. 

?i'ilnl811o; see Index, word Nc.tarillmal. 
NAT'C'llO-.\:unucr; see Ab!trnct-Cooanite. 
N .. n-..,·All9nl~CTJ••; eeo -Ia. 
1'.lnJl<llD; •Co -01:>. 

N~-~hrTil111'11:J, Metaphysics or Psy
cbolugy or 14• Oltl Ortkr, aa diiltiognillhed 
froai l!eiento-Philoeophy, (tbe New Style ot 
llebphy•~) S.:e Sciento-Philoaophy, .Arto
Philooopby. 

N1.T11BO-N11cuTITI1, that which ii Negative, 
&om the Unismul or Naturismal point of 
view, (t. 811.) 

NATtJBO-PBIL01<>mo1n ; Bee -Om. 
N1.T11ao-1'01mvs, that which is Positive 

from the Unil\mal or Naturianllll point of 
view, (t. 811.) 

NBOATIOlf, whatsoever is not, = Nothing. 
NsoATlllJI; sco -lex. 
NBoAro-AnaoLtrrorn; see -Om. 
NBBVAIJB.l; i;ce Odie Force. 
Nzxvs, (Latin), a neck or connecLiog link. 
N 1011.llf, the " Annihilation " of Bindoo 

Philoeophy. 
Nm1LJa:11; aee -Jn. 
Nonva, (IA1tin), a knot. 
NoBTlo, (Greek), know11ble, CO{!DiZBble. 
NoJllllfOLATl1RB, the system of Naminge. 

adopted in any Science; for that of Univer· 
110logy; lle9 Commentc.ry, t. '3. 

No:amr.il18'1'8, The Nominaliata were a sect 
of' philoeophers in the middle ages who held 
that genn-all, or the term need to denote the 
genera and species of thlngii, ore not properly 
designatior.s of thiog11 that exist, but mere 
names for the rosemblaooes and evidencee or 
things ; see Rc11li~ts. 

Noir-nunuNTUTltD, without Diffcl"('n· 
tiation; relating to a state prior to dill'er
eotiBtioo. 

N Olf-BXl'LIOATZD, not developed into the 
minutim of ditierentintion and dctalla. 

NoN-Svn11TANTUL1sx ; uo -Jax. 
Nolf-PLIJR.lLJUBLB. thot cnnnot be made 

plural; 1111id of Nouns-Snbl-tnntive which d~ 
ooto Substm1cesorStuff~ (Sub•tnncive Noun.) 
as piicli, butur, mud. Seo Pluraliz:ible. 

Nou, a role, pcttero, or precept ; n 
atandard ; a type-form. 

NolUIAL, Standard, Diametrical, Axial; ac
cording to Norm or Pettem; 11tandard, "ao-
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cording to an eatabliahed law, rule, or prin
ciple." 

:NOT-M•, The, tho Objective World; -
He. 

No1JlllCll'.&., (Greek), plural ofNoumenon. 
Noou!foN, the unknown andabeolute eub

et1"9tum of Being, back of Phenomena; aee 
The Abeolute. 

Nooe, (Greek), Mind. 
NOJWUex; aee -Ia. 

N11D11J1v.u.; aee -JIJUL, 
N t7X&Rluroa; aee -1.aJroa. 
NOKUOLOOT; aee ·ULOOT. 
N OKTll, (Latin, pl. of N unthu), An

nooncera, avant-oourlen, meuengers. 
N llPTLU., relating to marriage or oonjono

tion, t. 987 • 
Nlll'Tl.uax, Principle embodied in, and 

.ymbolbed b7, marriage and auual conjano
tion. 

o. 

OBncr, that which ii External, and con· 
templated aa Without, whether a 1ingle thing 
or the Whole External Univereo; The Outer 
World; aee Subject. 

Onncnva, 1. That which ia Exterior or 
E.'tternal to the Observer; 2. That which re
late& to the Externnl U uiverse at largo 1111 

oontraated with what relates to Hiw, Comte; 
aee Subjective. 

Oancnvt1w1; see -l.&Jroa. 
OB8EllVATIO~.u., Encyclopaidio, Aggrega

tive, relating to Fncts, Experiential; relating 
to Bmnd and fu:tcmnl Generalizntiona. 

0BRBVATIOll'AL G111BBALlllATIOlf1, Gene
ralizations founded on the obeervntion and 
cloaaiftcation of Facta ; Laws, aa General ex
pressions of Observed Phenomenn; see Ann
lytionl Generalization~. (t. 1010-1012.) 

OD10, or 0DTLIO Foacs, The occult Foroe 
emanating, according to Reichenbach, trom 
all objeota and aubetancea; alleged to be 
that which produce• the phenomena of Mea
meriam, Hypnotism and "P•yclwl<J?y," and 
eupposed to bo annlogous 'l\'ith magnetic and 
other forces; the anme, probnbl7, when 
emanating from tbe human being, 1111 the 
Nervo-Vital Fluid of Matteueci, or the Ner
vanra of Duchanan ; the 111Une, when inter
vening betwoen planets, os tho Aroma! 
Curren ta of Fourier, and, in I\ spiritunl aenae, 
as atrecting Soula or the Miu<!, the same, b7 
nnnlogy, as the Eftlux nnd Influx of Sweden· 
borg ; and in the Highest and Divine Sense, 
1111 tho Holy Spirit or the Holy Ghost of the 
etandnrd Theology, or, moro truly, of the 
New Catholic Theology; seo Theology, and 
Spirit; The Spiritnnl Hypolltasia of God, or 
the Third "Peraon" ot the Trinit7, It la 

thia emanation ot eubtle and attenuated 
epirltual ro,_ whioh .,,.. eymbollzied in-
1tinctuall7 by the radiating Halo or Glory 
plaoed b7 the old palnten round the heeds 
of Sainte, and eometlmee u pencila of 
streaming re71 from the hollow of the 
hands. What wu intultionally reeognbed 
and repreeented b7 the 1acred artiiita in the 
olden time u the occult dynamic relationship 
of being, la beoomingfamiliar knowledge with 
thOUIADdll of mediumiatlc persons and llden
tifto observen of the preeent day. It ii one of 
the culminating demonstntiona of Universol
ogy that, b7 Spiritual Radiations and Ema
nations,_,., &vl llM Body in Ult UttiwrM" 
int6'1MIUly aMI tritally eottMCUd t1ttd ~ 
tNh tttf"Y <llAw &vl nd Body, OOMtftvtittf, 
in tlu avgN(IOU, TM <hattd J£att, u a nal 
Or'1aniamw, tNh a Cimdatimt llM Lj/1, _. 
mott to all tlte pt1..U. Thie entiret7 of the Col
lective Humanlt7 ill what Fourier intuited and 
designated b7 the term the "Solidnrity of the 
Race." The Quieaccnt, Dift'u11Cd, Continent 
C'ircvmamlMncy of the Object, Planet or Man, 
the Aeriform Sphere of the Individual, an .. 
logous with the Atmosphere of the Planet, 
and tho Great Interplanetary Ocean of Ether, 
are allied with what is meant b7 "Etherla." 
For the special definition of this last see t. 60. 
The Ether-World is the Matrix or Continent 
of the Radiating Odylic Forcee, which pene
tratingly and dift'nsivel7 permeate it in all 
directions, oon1titutin1t the lladiatift? or Dy
namic "Splter1" (of' the Object or Indh·idual), 
arualogou11 with Llirht, Heat, Electricity, and 
Magnetism. (Gr. Hod!Ja, PA11uos, and Hv'/J, 
MATTER nr MATDI.u..) See -Ia, Medium, 
M886iAniam, D7namio, 
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OID. 

-Om, a Termination which Bll an Adjective Snbstant!vo it denotes a single Object or 
~ -lib or 1Wt1'tblinq, --.oltat tW, or Thing which embodie& and Typifioa the 
Wrililr, 1ynonymo119 with the expreeaive Principle named in the stem of the word to 
bas inelepnt Eogliilh termioation -l&H; u a which it is ail!Jted. (c. 1-14, t. '3.) 

A.LPll!BETIC ARRANGEm'T, UNDER -OID, OF WORDS fil1nING IN -OID. 

A. 

~ID, (Adj.) reeembling Tbe Abs1>
late; (S11ba.) any single Object which em
bodie1 aod illnatrates The Absolute. 

AmM.c!olJ), (Adj.) nearly abstnict; re
Htllbling the Ab.ltrac:t; (Snbs.) any thin 
er atteullated Object, embodying 11nd illua
tll&inf the idea or Th Abstract. (a. 2, t. 
675.) 

A11nemom'..u.), relating to Adjectivoidd or 
A<lje«oidA. 

AD111Cr1Tot1>a, or ANZCTOIDll, Annlogues 
ol Adjectiv• in Grammar or or The A&
pedll of Being repreeented by Adjccth·es. 

Aotl'l:rom, corresponding with the Adnltis
mu~ nod with whallloever chllracterizes tile 
Adult. 

ANALYTOlD ; sec Analytismnl. 
ANTHROPOID, (Adj.) aimilar to mnn, ea

pecinlly in regard to shape; (Snbs.) n 
Jlgnre in the human shape. (Gr • .&ntAro. 
poa, MAN; tid-08, FolUl.) 

A1'THROPOID·ULX, a little Anthropoid. 
Arro1n, (Adj ) analogical with Art; (Snblo.) 

an Object which embodies and symbolized 
the Spirit of Art. 

c. 
CUDCJ()tl), re;iembling a lingt, working like 

• hinge. 
C'nanoro, resembling the Heavens. 
Ct.:n.om, nearly Cll'Clliar, resembling a 

ei1cle. 
C'onA&t.vro. an:1logoas with Comparison. 
CosCUTUoo-PLA~OID, relatinjf to the onion

fike arrangement of Plauoida, (t. 637); see 
l'lmdd.. 

CoNcUTOm, (Adj.) nearly Concrete;' re
sembling the Concrete; (Snbs.), any thlok, 
heavy, obtuse Object, embodying and illus
trating the idea of The Concrete. 

Coimrr1oxoro (Adj.), resembhnir Tbe Con
ditional; {Sublo.), any single Object which 
emhodieA and illnatrates The Conditional. 

Cuaom, nearly cubic, rcaembling a cube. 

D. 
DmllOllom, tending towards, or rtl8embling 

diTiaion. 
DcviD, (Adj.), reeembling Duality or Du-

E. 

l!m; (Subs.), any aingle Object whfoh 
embodies and illustrates the idea of Duality 
or Duism. 

!U1C111DT1011>, 11milar to Experience ; analogous with Experionoo. 
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F. 

F1:11moro, oorn11ponding with tba1 which characteriJlea the Female. 

G. 

Gun.uoro, (Adj.), analogous with the Do
main aud Prillciple ofGencrality; (Subs.), 
any single thing which embodies lllld 
illuatratee the idea of Generality. 

Mil<lll'LOID, oorreeponding with th:it which 
clum1oterises the Male. 

M.t.TSRIOID, or Matteroid, having tho form or 
diameter of matter ; like matter. 

M.t.TrUOID ; see M.aterioid. 

I. 

G1.0aoro, nearly globulllr; aimi1:r in form to 
a globe. 

MsNTOID, analogous with a Mlnd. 
MoBPaoro, (Adj.), rceembling Form; (Subs.), 

ony 1inglo Object wliich embodies the ide:o 
ofFonn. 

Morom, analogous with :MoUon. 

N. 

?'.t.TlrROID, (Adj.), analogical with Nature; 
(Snba.), nn object which la eo. 

N.t.TUBO-PBILOeOPBOlD, relating to, or re
aembliug, Natural l'hil0:10phy. 

Nso.t.TO-AllllOLt:TOID1 analogical with the Nt
gative AllJK'ot or Department or Tho Ab
•olute. 

o. 
OPT11101D, that which la relatinly, not ab- OJ1Dmo1D, resembling Orclinality, or the Or· 

solut~ly, "The Beat." dinidmu~. 

0BoAJl'oID, resembling an Organ. 

P. 
P1:1&lll01D, that which la relatively, not ab

solutely "The Worst." 
Pa1L080;~om, correepondential with the 

Philo•ophical Domain. 
PLANOID, (Adj.), approximntcly Plane or 

Le,·d; (Suba.), a Plano-lllce cur\'ed 8ur
face, t. 637. 

PLlllW.OID, that which 13 lllllllogous -with the 
Plul'lll Number. 

Pauuo1om, analogo111 with or reeembliDg 
incipient etagee of Beiug. 

PYBAXIDOID, 11enrly pyr.imidal ; reeembliog 
a pyl'lllllid iu 1hnpe. 

R. 
R.t.01oro, diverging u radii from a common RacrolD, pro:ldmatefy or nenrly atraigbt; 

l'"ntre. straightiiih. 
f.ECTILINIOII>1 nearly rectiline11r or atralght. R:n.t.T.:ID; aec Conditionoid. 
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R&rtEDo:som, ool'l"Mponding with what RxouLOm, nenrly regulu ; approximating 
~ the age of maturity and re- without attaining to perlllot regularity. 
aeJloD, in the development of mind. 

s. 
ScJmnon>, (Adj.), analogical with Soience; 

(Sllbs.), an Object which ia eo. 
SuilOm ; - Senectoid. 
S&:nC10ll>, corr•ponding with that which 

rei.&ea to Old Age. (r.t. &iu, an old 
msn.) 

Suunoiroro, analogical with Sensation. 
S111ano11>, tlw which ia analogous with the 

SinJru!ar !S umber. 
Sr• -cs-oro, or Specioid, analogous with Space, 

.-mbliog Spaee. 
SPllCLLl.OlD, analogous with the Domain and 

Principle or Speciality. 
Sftlln'OID, analogous with Spirit. 
M.uom, (Adj.), allied with Station, Quiet, or 

Beet; (Sube.), any Object illuatrative of 
11tatiam. 

SOBST.ur ·o&-om, aruilogoua with Substnncie, 
Material, or Stutf, aa that of which thiuga 
arc composed. 

SUBBTA.llTIVOIDAL, !'elating to Substantivoid&. 
811BBTA.."ITIVOIDI or SUBSTA.ll'l'OIDB, aunloguea 

of Sub•tantives in Grammar or of the 
Inat:mces of Being (Obj,·ots) rcpl'el!ented 
by Snbstantlvee. 

St."BBTA.ll'l'OIDB1 or Substantivoids, RCA! Ob
jects, such as are named grammaticully as 
Substsntivea. 

ET..t1ro-C'oNDmoNome, 
SY1DBTB1com, proximately symmetrical. 

T. 

Tl:uom, T'nne-like, related to Time. 
T&1U'OBOID, tha& which ii analogoua with 

Time, or Temporalitiee. 

TJUil'om, (Adj.), similar to Trinity or Tri a· 
lam; (Subs.), an Object illustrative of 
Trinism. 

u. 
ruuu11om, resembling ftnality. 
'f ~m, analogoua with the Domain 

m:l l'ri!Mliple ot Univenality. 

UNom, (Adj.), Similar to Unity or Uniam ; 
(Subs.), an Object illuatmtive of Un!Bm. 

OLOGY. 

-Ot.ooT, -Ai.ooT, -LooT, a termination RlU.IOII', together with the Initial vowel o, as 
~ .Im• (Gel'IDall U4r"d) or &intu, connecting vowel with the atom of the word, 
Crom the Greek Logo., DucoUUB, WoBI>, u G9:0-logy, from <k, :Earth, and L>goa. 

ALPHABETIC ARRANGEMENT, UNDER -OLOGY, OF WORDS ENDING IN 
-OLOGY. 

"-1.nol.OOT, The Science of The Abso- ABBTllAC71'.COil'Oll'E'l'OLOOY, The !;ciencc or t.he 
luw; The Primlamua of Ontology, (t. Abstract-Concretismue; "The Ab•trnct-
'"-) Concrete Scienoea" of Spencer. (t. 24.'l.) 
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ABllTllAOTOLOOY' The Science or the Abstract
i:ou1U& • "The Abstract Scienoea" of 
Spen~r, illolndi.ng Logic and .Mathema-
tics. 

AOTioNOLOGY; The Science of Activities or 
PcrfortU1U1ce, reillted to Practical Philoe
ophy. 

Axmaoro-CoaPOBOLOGY, the Science of the 
. llumun Body, = Humun Phy~iology. 

AxmaoPOLOGY, (as Wied in this work), The 
Total Science of Man ; oontrasta with Coe
mology; (Gr. Alltlir.,poa, M.u), (t. 8.) 

bTBBOro-M11NTOLOOY, Peyohology, the Boi
ence of the Milld. 

APPETOLOOY, the Solenoe or effecting ends or 

purposes by the use of FaaoinAti.on or 
<Jhann ; of Government by Attraction. 

ABBITJU.lllOLOGY, the Science or the Aibi
triamus, or of that Domain of Admioialn
tion or Atrairs in the Uni vel'll6 at large, or io 
Minor Spheres, in whioh Arbitri.llm or Ab
eolntiam prevails ; The Theory of Admlzlia.. 
tration which rest.a on Abeolutiam or the 
Governing Authority of a Personal Will, 
whether of God or of any Autocrat or m
limiood Monarch whatsoever. 

AlmsxoLOGY, Science of the Artiam111; oC 
that Domain of Being in which Artiam, 
the Principle or Spirit of Art, predominatea 
or prevai.la. 

B. 

B.uoLooY, the Boienoe of Weight. (Gr. BIOLOGY, the Science of Living Being ; ve-
.Banu, BU.VY.) getable or animal. (Gr. Biol, Luz.) 

c. 
CLil/110'!.0GY, a branch of Concretology, em

bracing Tellurology, Meteorology, and 
Umnology. (Lat. C'laW, a RAN011 or 
CLA88.) (t. 634.) 

Co:W:PABOLOOY, Comparative Science; Science 
or the R&LATIONIIDP8 bat11un different Do
mai1u or Spheru ; as Comparutivo Ana
tomy, Comparative Philology, etc.; con• 
traata with Monoorematology or Mono
apherology, which aee. 

CoNCRJ!TOLOGY, The Science of the Concr&
tblmus; " The Concrete Sciences" ol 
Spencer, (t. 247.) 

CoRPOBOLOGY, The Science of Real Bodies; 
Concretology. (Lat. C'<>rpru, 4 BoDY.) 

COllXoLOOY, The Science of tho World, 11 

contrasted with AlmmoPOLOGY the Sci
ence of Man. (Gr. (){mnm, Tu& WoJUJ>.) 

E. 
EooNoXoLooY, The Science of the Economy 

of Labor 11nd ita Reanlta, In every depart
ment of Human activity and production ; 
u for instllnce R<>llcher propoeea to follow 
hla Principl.a of Political l',conomb by an 
Economy ef Agrkulturt, an Economy ef /n
dtut'71, etc., and TModore W eohniukotr 
labors in bobalfofan Ecmwm11 (i. t . a Bel
~ 1f the Econom11) of SomNTino /Abor1 
and {ktir RuulU. (Gr. Oik<M, Houo; No
mM, LA w ; Lx;oa, DI8do1111811.) 

Eol!TATOLOGY, The Science of Ecstat!cism, a 
branch of OntolOj!'Y, (t. '66.) 

ELEM"ENTOLOGY, The Science of any Elemen· 
tary Department of' Being ; 811 for ln&tance 
ot'the (Phonetic) Elements of Speech. 

ExBxYoLOOY, The Science ofFmtal Lire and 
Development. 

Eiroo-STABtLIOLOGY, The Internal or Sub
jective Department ofStabiliology, (t. 6'7.) 

EPI-Co8lloLOOY, Tho Science of thoee Ob
jects whioh are sustained upon the au~ 
o( the earth. (Gr. tpi, UPON ; a.-ot, 
WoBLD.)-Dolitri1J. 

ETIOLOGY, The Science ofCauaea. (Gr. A.ilill, 
C.A.UIB.) 

EnOTOLOGT, The EDct Sciences u one 
Grand Department or Science ; Ablitract· 
olQllY. 

Exo-8TAB1LI0LOOY, The External or Objeetive 
Department orStabiliology, (t. 627.) 
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F 

Fa&CllOllrmKor..ooT, The Science of the Frac
lioa.ilmua, or the lt4Urior 1£~ 1111d 
~or Being; contruta with In
~..,. (t. 808.) 

FmrOTioll'OLOOT, The Science o!Functiona in 
1:hyaiolog)'. See Geeturology. · 

G. 

GDDUOGT, 1. Olwrwliortal (GenerakJa), 
= LncydOplledio, Cotmean view or the Sci
-; Natural Pbiloeopb7 in thia larger 
- of the term; The Natoriamua of Sci-
10'6-Pbiloeopb7; eee Scieot.o-Philosoph7. 
l. A-'ftWl (Generalogy), Tau o., TBJ1 

Woim, bad, ~~ de
dooed from N_,.,. Trutha ; Proper; 
The Scientilmoe or Sciento-Philoeoph7 ; 
11e Sc:ieot.c>-Pbiloeopb7. a. GblapotiU (Gen-

eralogy), = Arto-Phlloeopby, to be here
after elaborated; Contmata with Speolal
ogy; (t. 837.) 

GUTVBOLOOT, The Soienoe or Gestures, Ex
terior Functlonology, and of the Natural 
Language of the Movements of the Bod7. 

GonoLOOT, The Science of 1111glea or 
comers, related to Crysta.la, (Gr. gonia, 
Alrau or CoBllD.) 

I. 

IDJotooT, The Scienee ot'Ideu. 
lonuJmror..ooT, The Scienoe or I.be Inde
~mua, or of the Indeterminate De
putment of 11117 Domain, u of Amalgama 
« lfuturea in Chemiatey. (t. 332.) 

lnmDt'OLOOT, The Science or lndividnal 
life a.• oonbuted with Sociology. 

brnuoLOOT, The Science of the HellR in the 
~t World ; (Lat. lnfemw, llZn.t.TR; 
lhu..) 

hnJmor.ooT, The Science of the ln1lnite; 
the Duiamaa ofOn&olOQ, (t. "7.) 

llroaoAMaxoLOOT, The Science of The Inor
ganiamllll, or The Inorganic World. 

hmlo11BUKOL001', The Science or the In
tegerLlmllll ; or of the Ezkrnal Arra~ 
nunt, the S~, ot Being; Conll'a8ta 
with Fractioniamology; (Lat. lnUger, ~ 
Waon.) (t. 310.) 

bTn1SJ10LOOT, The &lence of Purgatory, or 
of the World of Spirits. (Lat. Inkr, n
TWlWI' 1 /nln'ior, llllTDlll.u..) ( t. •19.) 

L. 
to..-oLOGT, The Science of the Logid&-

1111a or oftbai Domain of Being 1111d or the 
Admini8crarioo of A1rainl in the U Di vene 
a i.rg., or in Kinor Spheree, in which 

Logioiam or the Paramount Authority of 
Law. prevails over all Individnal Will or 
Willa. Contrutll with Arbltriamology. 
Bee Logioiam. (t. 861.) 

JI(. 

~T, CoemolOQ In a larger 
- embnaing Ketaph,..ioa 1111d Ph7aical 
Sdenc. ol the Lower or llalerial Order ; 
adl1diag Pnewnatology and Anthropol-

6 

ogy. {Gr. ma.lomr, GIUU.T.) Bee Typical 
Table, No. '1, t. 4.-0. 

MACJIO-MlXU.t.LOOY, The Science or the En
tire Kineral World In the enlarged eenae, 
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including the PlD.lletnry '\\ orlds 1111 Mineral 
Bodies, (Micro-) Minerology, <.:rystalogra
phy, Geology, etc. 

fuoBO-PuntoLooY, Physiology in the larger 
sense iucluJiug Anatomy, Physiology, (Mi
cro-Physiology), etc., aa bnmchtlll. (c. 1, 
t. 5.) 

~LOGY, The Science of Jfakriala, &uff, 
:>u'11tance, Ool in Chemistry; contrasted with 
Corporology, the Scionoe of Bodia di&tinot
i!led in form. 

M.a.TKa1owoY, The Science of the Mat.erial 
World, or of Mutter. 

M:soru.....,oLooY, The Science of Meeh11nics; 
tho th-o 01· seven mechnnical Principles re
duced to a single Principle, (t. 636.) See 
Wedgism, under -lelf. 

M.ENTOLOOY, P•ycliology, tho Science of the 
MinJ. (Lat • .AleWJ, MIND.) 

METsonoLOOY, The Science which trcnts of 
the Atmosphere, and its Phenomenn, par
ticularly of" Ilent and Moisture; of The 
Wenthcr; Thunder, Lightning, etc. 

M1cao-Cosx0Looy, Cosmology in the Minor 
or Ordinary sen•e; see Macro-Coemoloey. 

?1hcao-MINEKALOGY, llHneralogyin the Minor 
or Ordinnry r.enso; see Macro-Mineralogy. 

M1ono-Pnrs1otooY, Physiology in the re
stricted sense; Bee Macro-Physiology. 

MoNAllTBBOPOLOGY, T!1c Science of U1e In
diviJIU! ALw as contmated with Socio!~, 
while yet excluding .Physiology and Biol
ogy proper; somewhat iudetonniDAtely 
limited to .Phrenology, The Ten1pcrllDlents, 
etc., (t. 5.) (Gr. f1WMl1 BOLll or BlltOLll; 
.A1tlhr<>po1, llLur.) 

Mo11oc11.1uu.TOLOOY; sec MonOE<pberol~. 
(Gr. mt>11.06, sou or IL\OL&; l:rima, 
Tw110.) 

JaloNOOPBJUIOLOOY, The Science of The Si.Api. 
Sphre or Domuin; contl'IUlted with C-0m
parology or Comparative Science. (Or. 
mono1, BOLK orBINOL&; Spltain, ~ 8r!IEU.) 

MoBPnowoY, Tho Grent New and Rising 
Science whioh treats of Fou, and of Spe
cific Forms or Shapes, whether Abt<tractly, 
or of Real Object& in Nature; and of their 
Symbolism or Signlftcance; TJ.e lfaitJral 
HufQry of Jibrm; Contrasts diN:CJly with 
Substan-ce-ology, or MaM<>IOfY, and ill
tlirtctly with Corporology, aa Bodies are 
the Oomposity of Substance and Form. 
(Gr. MorpM, FoBX.) 

MOTo-Co:irOBBTOwor, tiee Actionology. 
MOTOtooY, The Science of the MotiamWJ, the 

Moving, or Developing and Progret<SiYe 
.ARpeot of Being; Historical ; Cont?Uta 
with Statology. 

N. 

No:ir~unILiot.ooY, Tho Scientifto Theory NUllEBOLOOY, The Generaliad Scionce of 
which counterparts Stabiliology ; oorrea- Number; corresponds to Morphology iD 
ponds to Nihilism in Philosophy. respect to Form; see Morphology. 

0. 

01"l'OLOGY, That part of the Soienoe of Meta
physics which investigates and explains the 
nature and essence of all Being, it.a quali
ties and attributes. 

0nBOtooY1 (Macro-Technology), The Sal· 

ence or Activities; = Actlonology and 
Practical Philosophy. 

0ROAN1s11otooy, Tho Science e>f the Organi.s
mns, or of tho Orgnnic World; of the Veg
etable and tho Animal Worlds, and their 
Analogues. 

P. 

P..1J1TOwoY; Bee Universology. (Gr. Pan, 
ALL.} 

PmtNOlDINOLOOY, The Science of Phenomena. 
Pu1toLOOY, The Science of Language, es

pecially as Comparative Etymology. 

PBo:irot.ooY, The Sclenoe of Sounds u ~m
ployed in Speech; 81111le 88 Phonetias. 
(Gr. P!lonoa, SoUlfl).) 

Pttran10RrRoLOOY, The Science of Minute 
Limitati<m and Conftgvralion; see Uni-
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!DO?phology. The IDghePt and Primitive (Gr. Pm:uiu., SpirU, A:r; A:t."T!!UP~s, 
&.::e of Plurimorphology concerns Quat- Man.) (t. 399.) 
i/4ti~ I>i§er-r..tialion, or tbe Lines of De- PNEU11AT0-Co8ll0Looy, The Science of tho 
marcstioo bet...-een tbe Shades or Quantity, SPnirr-WoRLD coW!iderctl a.~ nn ou:a 
Ill of color, weight, lntenaity, etc., and Thi world or Cosmos, apart from its Jnhabit-
IAMi"9 of Qualitative Phenomena (so dis- ants. See Pueumato-Anthropolog~·, and 
eriminated) into IMir' lkllztlbru constitutes Pneamatology. (Gr. P1'"J:mf.\, Spirit; Coe-
111 ~ of Logie; BS ne Linling of xoe, World.) (t. 31l9.) 
Quutitath-e Phenomena (Unimorpbic) into P:i."J:UJ[ATOLOoY, The Science of 8pirit-Lifo 
litir &latimu constitute& JfatAnnatia. and Beinir. 

l'nnul'.>-Anmtol'OLOOY, The Science of PPYOHOLOOY1 (or ME!ITDLOOY), The Science 
the lnhllbitants of the Spirit-World. Seo of the Mind. 
l'Detunato-Coemology, and PneumntoJogy. 

buoLOGT, A collective n11ma for the one 
~p.rtment or Science which includes tho 
•J«ial sciencee of the " Three Kingdoms," 
-{liaero-) Mineralogy, Vegetalo,.ry and 
Animalogy. (Lat. !Ut;'"'m, .a. Kurooox.) 

°RaPULStoll'vLOOT, Tho Science or Theory 
which counterparts the doctrine of attrac-
uun.- lV"aulota. . 

s. 
SoarotooT, The Science of (Haman) Society; 

L 0111>ar.t.aT, oooeerning itself with Sta
lilti<S. Political Eoonomy, Education, Pau
periNn, Crime, etc. j 11. 1'1u.iflOENDJ:NT.A.L1 

rtlating to the Radical Reorganization of 
Soc:iety, Scienilllcally and Paotarchnlly, 
the llillemUam to be introduced through 
Scieac:e and the Bevivillcation or the Re
ligiout Sentiment of Mankind on the buia 
ol the X-nc:iliation of Knowledge and 
Flit.Ii. 

toJwoLOeT, The Science of the General 
Properties of Matter, u Impenetrability, 
Grnity, ~Ml. (Gr. Soma, .a. Bony.) 

fftOl.A.l.OGy, The Sciences segregated and 
pvned ~h M independent o( tbe others; 
-U.U with <hnn-akx;y, The ComWll 
&il<tNl ~y, (t. 3871 839), and with 
Compvoioey. which M>e. 

fl'lll:n.oWQy, The Department of Metaphy
oi<'JI intennediate between Ontol<JjfY and 
TbeoJoa; or Metapby1ics ucl1111iYe of On-

tology aud Theology as special branches or 
aspectB of Metaphysics, (t. 845.) 

ST.A.BtuOLOOT, The Science of the Levels ond 
Stillldlll'd Lines in Space, in accordauce 
with which all things are concch·ed of 11~ 
coustituted and measured; sec Ili-Trinncri11. 

STAT0-CONOllJ:TOLOOY, The Science of the 
Stationary Bl!pect of the Concrete World. 

ST.A.TOLOOT, The Science of the Stati~mu~, 
or of the Stationary Aspect of Being; cou
trutB with Motology. 

STaucrUBOLooY, The Science of Structure, 
or of the lnlernol Amwgemeut of Part.I ; 
see Syatematology. 

SUPJ:lllfOLooT, Tho Science of tbe Spiritnnl 
Heavens, of the Spirit-World. (Lat. .uper
nru, .A.BOVE.) 

SnmowLOoY, Tho Science of' Symbolism. 
STSTJ:ll.A.TOLOOY, Tbe Scienoe of the Arrange

ment, externally, of objectll in System or 
Boheme, 118 for instance n System of Clas
aiJlcotiou ; aee Structurology. 

T. 

Tnlloi.ooT, Tlie Science of F"mal Cn1111es or 
Enda; the Demonetration of the Existence 
at an Inl1f'rent Plan or Scbtma, or of a 
Qoa,;-Plan or Schem.1, in the Evolution of 

tbe Univene nt Large, and In each Act of 
the Drama, in virtue of which all things 
complre to a dellnite D•11ovemmt, and to 
the beat poHible result: the ultimate 
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achievement oftbe Supreme (-eat PractlOGI 
or POet1ible) Perfection. (Gr. :ruo., an Elm 
or Am.) 

Tau.01t0L001', The Soienoe of the :Earth and 
of Object& directly upon the Earth, con
trasted with Meteorology, which relates to 
the Phenomena of the Atmosphere, and 
with Uranology which relatel to the 
Heavens. (Lat. Tlllw, TD Eumr.) 
~LOGY, The Scienoe of Tem

peraments. 
Tnot.001', QW111i-Scionti1lo, Semi-ScientlAo, 

Eooleeiaetical, a Faith or Belief rather than 
asaured Knowledge or Science, noticed and 
deftned, t. 17, 20. 

Theology, u Scimcl properly so called, !1 
the Soienoe which treat.a of the Existence, 
Nature and Attributes of God, or of hia 
Non-Existence or abeence of Attribute&
which, in other words, investigatee the 
question of bis existence and character ra
dically and impartially, and teaches only 
what becomes hiovm on the subject, u in 
every other matter of Science, and with the 
characteristic modesty of Science, leaving 
the unknown, for the time being, unatllnn
ed; denouncing or anathematizing no one 
for the natural leaningii of his ·own mind or 
bis educational belieftl, prior to the acqai
aition of reliable certainty on the subject. 

Existing Theological theories are mainly 
Three : 1. Christian Deism. S. Atheism. 
8. Pantheism. These are often strangely 
and unconsciously mixed. The Brahmina 
affirm that the Supreme God is &¢in, 
'with attributes,' and Nir?fln, ' without 
attributes.' (Posita-Negative.) Sir William 
Hamilton's Philosophy, extensively ac
cepted by orthodox Theologians, makes 
God, in so far as be is The Absolute, to be 
non-cognizable by the mBDifestation of 
any properties whatsoever. The Unrto«Jlttl 
God of the Swedenborgian Faith is likewise 
absolutely Unknown and Unknowable, ex
cept as incarnated in Christ, u "The Lord,'' 
and through him, In the Heavens and 
downward in the Buman Family and the 
World univenally. The Trinity of this 
Theology is a Trinity of Principle~, "The 
Divine Love,'' " The Divine Wiadom,'' 
and "The Divine Operation;" more ra
dically and abstractly, the U!mor, D11J1X 
and Tmmsx of the Ideal Conception of 
Di\·ine Character. The Divine Personality 
is conftned to the Lord in one Person. 

The Atheist, on the otheT hand, does no& 
deny the existcnco of God alJ«>luta1, or w 
all -· Perbape there is no intelligent 
thinker who doubts the existence of -
Central and Controlling Inftuence or Po
tency, some" Creative Energy of Nature,'' 
preiiiding over and d1reotlng the aft'aira of 
the Uuiverae. Ho denies, only, or faila to 
conalder u proven, the H utn&11-lilte and 
Belleotively Conacioua Chancter, the Devel
oped Personality, in a word, of tbie Central 
Potency. The critical Philosopher, it be 
doubts or deniee a Plan (or Conaoioua De
algn) in the Operations of .Nature, aftlnns 
at the aame instant, the existence or a 
Qvaa._Plan, a ~ in the Outlay and. 
Procedure of the Univene, which ia pre
ciaely li.ka the Plan of a Collllcioua In
telligence. In the acitntifo postu,._ qf 
-nil, and in ad9an« ef dnn<lMtra.titm, 
the question ia reserved, whether the 
"Creative Energy " ia, in fact, a colll!cio111 
Intelligence, or whether the AutoDllltic In
herent Neoes11ity of Being, operating u 
Law and Regulative Potency,"'"""" tM 
opp«iranc1 ef lnUlligmu, and tokn iAMl'
naUd in Hatt, and then only, btrconu6 br
TllLLIGUcs, Al'J'Jl:anoll', AND WILL. 

Thia latter Conception, that of Inherent 
Neoeasity or Law, ia Logicism, or the Ab
&tmct theory of Pure Rationaliam. The 
Nodm or Core of Self-Existent and Nee· 
eeaary Principles, which are thus conceived 
of u adequate to the government of the 
Univel'Be, are then spoken or u God, and 
referred to by t.bo relative& u., /Tu, and Irma, 
only, however, by an acknowledged figure 
or speech, which puts an Ideal Real Per
sonality for the Qnui-Pereonality really 
believed in. Thie habit of thought and 
epeeoh ia juatifted by the history of Theo
logical Beliefs, e!oce Attributes and Pro
perties have always been personifted, and 
then delfted u readily aa Persons. The term 
God bu thua become the oommon Rroperty 
of the Rationalist and of the Picwt. 
It ia this .Thritiof Form of the Abstra~ 
Conception which distinguishes the pceition 
of tho Theological Rationalist from the N.,.. 
atiw pceitlon of the Atheist ; ita Abstract 
and Logiclamal character and 1ta Centering 
Unity distinguish It on the other band 
from Ordinary Pantheism, which identifies 
God with the Substance-like aud MateriiU 
Univerae. 
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l'ietism and Arbitrlsm are identlfted with 
&be ltrnoNal Theological Conception, which 
leDda, by development, to becomo con
IUDtly more and more Rational. Thia ia 
lhe Natural (Naturaliatio, Materialistic, 
Natmo-Philoeophio or Ordinary) Order 
or the Progreaaion and Development of 
Thought. Rationalism and Logiciam are 
identified, OD the other hand, with the 
Cooeeption of origins from Abetract Prin
~ which conoeption tends, by its 
allisnoe with the idea of Ulterior Incar
Da&iGD, to become constantly more and 
more Penooal. Thia ie tlie Logical (Idoal
ilcio, Spiritualistic, Sciento-Phil080pbio, or 
Transcendental) Order of the Progreaion 
and DeYelopme11t of Thought. The former 
Theory is U..umal; the latter ie DvUn&al. 
The Grand Ultimate Trininltal Conception 
ol The Divine 'Katnre rest.a on Univon!O
logical Recoociliatioo and Integrali8m, and 
will be gradually unfolded iD the Religious 
Writinp of the New Catholic Church. It 
wW 'l'indicate iu a valid and vital 110D8e, 
die PieW.tio and Personal Conception of 
God on the one hand, and the Ratiooal
iltie Conception, on the other, conjoining 
aod bannolliziog the two in the larger em
br.e ofUDi'l'Wiant ldjuatment, in the Mil
llmlial Theology ohhe.Fnture, t.111~1128. 

(.N.U.. Deism, though 11ignit'ying properly 
belief in God, baa been employed by "In
lldels" to denote this amount of P08itive 
l'aith, while yet implying diRbelief of In
lpinll.ion and Revelation. The term baa 
in thia manner become vitiated for the nse 
ol davont Chrietians. I have adopteil 
dMlrefore the term <Jl<Ndian Dftnn for tho 
pamitive idea without the negative implica
aioai. Theism is not liable to the same ob
jection, but ia perhaps Iese popularly 
known.) See God, Catholic, Catholic 
Cbarcli, The New, The Old. Arhitrism, 
LogiGimt, l.otegraliml, Cardinillm, and In
da, tenm, Natanl Order and Logical 
Order. 

The entire Theological Field of Tbonght 
_,. now be expanded and re-prceenteil, 
iD a_,, tl'cal, as follows: 

1. The Human-like Pel'llOnal God; 4/
/~,. " Guel the Son," " The Mesaios," 
.. lmmaooel" or "God with U 11," "Christ" 
or '' The Lord," .4U fJ#Y07lall11-aoneeiwd-o/ 
thtlltood, even the Jehovistic conception 
ol the Jewi..h Theology-Uinmuz.; prior 

In the Order of Incarnation or Actual Rev
elation on :Earth ; Fil'llt, therefore, in the 
Naturu.J. or Historical Order ; ( Y .a.tr, 11u b
divided into Hypolltasea, or Impersona
tions, as Y1, Y.o1., etc.); aee further on; aeo 
also -lax, nud Meuiaa, 

ll. The Pure Ab.tract God, Abstract At. 
tribution, (seo -l&K); The Logical Tri-une 
Kno• oi Abeolute Inherent Universal 
and Necesaa.ry Laws (U1ot1SJ1, Du11111 1md 
TmlnBll) in the Origin 11nil Nature of Being; 
"ruling the Nations with a Rod of lrou," 
"Tho Fate back of Jove;" The "Logo•," 
who" Wll8 in the beginning with God," and 
who "Wiii\ God," and without whom "Wll8 

not 11ny thing mado that was made, "-Di:m
JU.L, Scientic ; prior in the order of N eo
eseary 'l'hought; First, therefore, in tile 
Logical Order; Universologicul; (W.o1.u,suli
divided into HypoeUules, 88 W 1, W o, etc.) ; 
~ee farther on. 

8. The Holy Ghost; SpiritwJZ ,- in the 
Supreme Senee; The Attoonuated, Ineen-
11ible Emanation from Ab•tract Inherent 
Truth or Law (a. 48, t. 204), permeating, 
irradiating and mysteriously regenerating 
all HUIDl\D Incarnation ("descending like a 
dove" and resting on" the Son of Man,") 
the wind which " bloweth where it lilltetb, 
and ye hear the 110und thereof, but cannot 
toll whence it comoth nor where it goeth ;" 
God "a Spirit," Interventionnl, Mcdiatol"" 
ial, SBBQUIIDUL; (H.o1.u, subdivisible into 
Hypostuses, H1, HB, eto.); see Spirit, Odio 
Force, SuquUm, under -IBll, and below. 

4. The Tri-Unismal Godhead, the Omni
varlantly Integml, Cardinismal, Di.ffeNn
tiatWn-and-lnUgrati.on of the three pre
ceding Conceptions, related to, but in a 
11ense transcending, the otherwise Incom
prehensible (Personal) Trinity of the Trin
itarian Theology; BOO TBIU~IBJU.L i ear. 
dinism, Uni variety. 

6. The One Sok God, pa,. nulUrw, the 
Abetraction of The UnismuJ. and Integrat
ing Aspect of the Conception of The Di· 
vine; Pivoto-Integral; The God (in the ba
ais-ideai) of the Unitarian System of The
ology (t. 128-132), ca.rdinated betwe~n tLo 
Subjective Individual Soul and the OLjec
tive Univel'l\8; hence halfradicated in Hu
manity itaelf, which ii, therefore, tends to 
elevate in the Scale of Dignity, in contn1•t 
with the 11eheme of Theology which makes 
the Objecti~e God to bo "All iu All," anil 
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Man to be virtually nothing; see Pivoto
Integnilidm; (also Yi, the Primitive Hy· 
po$tasis under YAU; see below.) 

6. The Aboitraction and Variegated Dif.. 
fr.iotioo of he Duiamal or Dift'erentiative 
.klpect of the Conceplion of The Divine; 
Polythci~m, Pantheism; ( WI, The Primi
tive I!JpostW>i under W AU ; aoe below.) 

7. Tho Dcninl of Go<l, o~ any other than 
the regulative form of our own Thinking, 
or the 0 bjectitloation of our own person
ality, making God to be crented in the 
imngo of Mao, revel'!liog an•l couoterpart
log the idea of Man as created io the image 
of God-Atheistic; (Auu, eee below.) 

ti. And, finally ; the Dift'erentintioo, Inte
gration nnd Reconciliation, Uoiversologio
ally, of all the Se\'OD preceding Forms of 
the Total Theol~ical Conception, in the 
demonatrution that they are all lnevitnble 
~ of a (Jqmplu 7Tut.l too vario11& in ita 
Complexity to have boon otherwise 11ppro
heoded by the Infantile Uoderl\tanding of 
tlie Human Roce, than in ~ta or 
Fragmentary Portions of tho Truth, whence 
cnme .~ and Systema; a truth wl:ich 
when inkgraUy M111Jled, inUIUctually, w 
tllf Omnirariant and Jl-Uiati~ Th«>l-
<>'/ll 'If tlu Ne111 OUlloliclty; (lhruu, see 
below.) 

It may seem tbat the preceding <li&
tribution, carrying up Theologicnl Diecrim· 
inations from the nsual twofold or three
fold dift'ereooe to a acale of Seven com· 
pounded or reoombined in an Eighth, mus~ 
be complete. It may be well, however, in 
conclusion, to mnke nn exhibit, (moro for 
future reference, elsewhere, than 88 a com
pleted demonstrntion at this point), of the 
power of the Principles of Alwato, tho New 
Scientific Univenal Language, not only to 
enbservo the purpoees of exhau•tive clas
eif\cation, but to compel the mind of the 
iovestigntor into tho perception of the most 
minute diMlnctions on the one liaod, as 
well as of tho brondest generaliz.iitioos on 
tho other; so serving aa an Instrument of, a 
Canon of Criticism 11pon, all clossiftcation. 
See for tho Vowel Beale and for a alight 
account of tho Meanings of the Elementa of 
Speech, Univel'BOlogy nnder..Ology, and, for 
other instnncet1 of AlwflaoComposition, Psy
chology and Tikiwn, (in this Vocabullll')'.) 

The Leading Elements of Speech tn
Tolved in the Alwaao NnminllS of Theolog
ical ideas are the three Ambign's A, g, w, 

110111etimea called Coaleeeenta, and ~ 
Semi-Vowela, trom their half-oonsonant, 
half-vowel character. The Meanings whicll 
Nature has attached to these three eonnda 
are stated below, bot the grounds of tho 
at.atement must be waited for until the ap
pearaooe of other works. 

RESTATEMENT. 

It le pointed out by Proudhon that Re
ligion deals with Sub.taMt, PhilOBOphy 
with CUuN(•) and Bcienoe with JAw. Thia 
is au batantially the eame ,;ow aa that of 
Comte, who employs tile tonD8 n.o1on, 
Jletap}lyaiu and R>nt'u &idtlN for Lbe 
three stages (ns apprehended by him) of 
the Evolution of the lluman 'Hind. I\ ia 
held by Comte that the eft'ort to penetratAI 
Sn batanoe and Cause(•) is 011110ntially futile, 
and that the investigation of Laws and 
Phenomena (io Co-existence and Sequence, 
Spece and Time-Relations), is the only feas
ible and fruitful domain of human intell«t
ual eft'ort. It reaultai from the Principles 
eatabllahed in tllia 100ri that, while, u t"4 
.4.bfolu~, Sn bstance and Cause aro inBcrnt
able, so, ill tA1 .Allfolut&, is Law; and that, 
on the other hand, neither con Substance and 
Cause, (io that relative sense in which we 
llJ'8 able to investigate any thing), any more 
thnn Law be banished from the field of our 
enquiry; that in other words: Religion, 
(Theology), and Metnphyaica will alwaya 
remain two of the Grand and Legitimate 
Domain• ot Ilnman Concernment. It la 
noverthelees true that the Dominant 
Stand-Poin~ of the investigating Human 
Mind changes progroeaively, and in the 
sense pointed out by Comte ; and that the 
EcAOllO]JAiC (or Troe Scientific) Spirit bas 
como to rule in this Age, and will, inevi
tably, reaot powerfully and reconstltntlvely 
upon all Theol~ioal and Metaphysical an~ 
jeot8. There will be no actn:il expulsion of 
any point of view which the Human Mind 
b88 ever oooupied, but, a let1Ding merely, 
in predominance, to other and for the 
period, more governing Mentlll Position~. 
There is lnXPtJGNABILJTr OJ' l'lUlDI Et.:ri
XUT9 (t. 226), TSR.JIIIl'.t.L CONVJU!SION UITO 

OPPOanu (t. 84), MDII PBEP<>ND&BA.NCJI (t. 
526), and OVBBL.\PPilfG (t.627), everywhere, 
but no nnnihilatiou of any Point in Space or 
Drift of Procedure, anywhere. The Man 
baa ceaaed to be a child, but the whole 
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distlnctlve child-cban.ctcr baa been aub
nmed in the character of the llllUl.. '.l'be 
old Po.int of View bl not, therefore, merely 
an Eveut of the Paat, but is also an Elfco
ii ve Element or Factor of the Preaent and 
ibe Future. 

The l'aoro-Dm:&X1NIDl1B (The U1u11-
11n} of UuiveraW. lleing, (11bove Chaos, 
The IR.deurmVW.nUI of Being), is SUD
ftAYCL The S1:ct:lll>O-DBTEIDIIlnlxt;8 
( l.>vulctw) i• Fou, (.LtmitatW.. nnd Quanti
~ or Jl61UUrd). The Tluro-IJETEn
JlllflQl;s (TBnr.wrt71) i8 BoDT (or BoulE8), 
die Compound Reenltant of Sulida1ice AND 
Ji'brtll. lntermedillte between Substanco 
md Farm, a Breath, (Mpirtd. and ezpird 
u it were, between tbe Lips of Existenco, 
i9 ~PDm', The SUQVI·Dll'l'Ulmrtllllt:B (Su
~¥1Tlll or Being (betweeu tl:e One and 
Uae Two); and inumuch as "God is a 
Spirit," the Domain of Theology is Pre
enJ.nently within this Spiritoal Domain ; 
bat inasmuch as Theology concerns itself 
in 111WU11ir l'euse, ulao, with SUB6TAlfCB 
• ~hown by Proudhon and Comte, it >.a. to 
Jo •NU• tAUd tw DamaiM, of Substance 
md Spirit, l'll8pectively. 

But now, the PJIO'l'O-l>nEaxnonrt'• (The 
t'11l9ll111) of the Elementii!mna of Speech 
(the Alphabetic Domnin), above Chaotic 
Sound~, The /11da-l11iamtU of Speech, 
la Tmi Volln':Le, the Analogue ot' Sub
tltaDce ; the Sll011l!IDO-DJmnlllline1COs (Tua 
Dnmrn) is The AJinlu.CTOm AlfD LIQUID 
Co:.-aos.urr..SOmroe (t, 11:, p, etc., m, n, I, 
r,) ihe Aual<>gnes ot Limits and Meuure; 
and the TBJTO-DsruENJnroa ('fna TBIX
mrrw) is tho CosCBETOID Co:seoNA!IT
~ (d, g, h, etc.), the Analogues of 
Bod• or Bodiee. Finally, The S1:squ1-Dz.
~11n (The 1:1uqi:mn:e) in this 
llpbere, embraces The Three (Semi-Vowel) 
Coaleleenta, Ambigu'e or BNGIM (h, y, and 
w). the Analogue o( t:pirit. Tho Alwa&O 
« N1tural Theological Tel'IIl5 should there
tbn be found ronatituted from The Vowels 
md The Ambigu•s (for Sobstanoo and 
Spirit.) Thie 1CCOrdingly they 11re, not 
without certain apparently fortuitollB 
contnmtioml from existiug lunguagea, as 
follow•: 

The diree Pl'l'Otal or Fundamental Vowels 
ve a (ah), i, (ee), and o, (the S1nserit 
Grammuians would eay o ( oo) tor the lut, 
iD place of o ; the preference of oh based, 

however, on sufficient ~rounds expounded 
cliiewbore (see "Alpbal>ct oC tho Uni
verse.'') The .drtialic Order of these Three 
Vowels is i, o, a; their Natural bot Inverted 
Order is i, a, o ; (llOO 'Alphabet of tho 
Universe.'') The :First of these Suceeseious 
or Orders of thu Pivotal Vowels (Domnin 
of Substiluce or Tlie Reolity of Being) ftn" 
nishes tbe word I,0,.1. (I-o-ah), wl1ich 'l\'ith 
the natural ingrowth of tho Related Am
bigu's becomes Yt-htHDO, substuntially the 
Hebrew Basis of tho EDglish Jd"n:ah. Thco
lo:~ian11 have always eu•pected the presence 
of some my~tical and inspired or semi-in
spired occult meaning in these vowels so 
combined. The oppoitite order, i, a, o, fur
nishes th~ word Ya,o (yah-o) by Contraction 
Fa, which is the Alwll&O word for Sntun or 
the De\·il, that is to Blly, The ..4.d11"1ary, 
ftom the /nuninn of the (Artistic or) Di
vine Idea. Yo, (the vowel short), mecus 
11lso, In Alwato, I (myself), ns in Spani•h ( ?r 
in Italian Io), and Swedenborg 11tllrms 
that the Individual propriu1n, the fluite 
Self-hood, is the euentially Infern11J Prin
cipk•, or that wbiob is most remote from 
and the m011t completely an Inversion ot 
Tbe Divine. 

The following ie, In short, a proximately 
complete list ot' the AlwW10 namings for tho 
Leading Personages and Conceptions of 
the Theological Domain-

Y, W, H, WlTB TKB VowllL-SoVNDa. 

Y signifies Spiritual Centricity, Unity, 
(Integration), Selfhood, Personality, Pivot
o.lly Radiating 118 from 11 Sun-Centre or 
other lt:mioous Point; (Absolutoid); see 
"Alphabet of the Universe.'' 

W ~igniflee Spiritual Di1ferenti11tion, 
Balance or Balunced Vibration, Intercoul'Pt, 
IntorroN"tlation; (Rel11told); see "Alphu
bet of tho Universe." 

H eignitleis Snr.IT aa auch, diffused and 
subtly permeating; Breath·, Air-, Ghoi;t
Jike; (cf. German G~iat, Eng. vua'); St-1· 
quoid., Intormodiative and in tum B&LA· 

TI01'.U. HltoMl Tu ABBOLVTJ: ana Tua RE

LATIVll); BOO "Alpb11bet of the Universe." 
Y1 ( Y•), The Absolute God; Tho Om· 

nlpreaent 11Ud Eternal God (lnstantial); 
God in the Inmost Consclousness of e\·ery 
indivld;111l ; God the Father, tho One Sole 
God;-Tl!e Juwiish1 Mahometan, Socinian, 

• 
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Unitarian Conception; (cf. T&Aow, .r .. 
AotiaA.) 

Nute. The God-Conception• of the older 
and less leading Religiollll of tbe World, 
Hindoo, Chinese, etc., have never ri~en 
into the True Spiritual Domain signified 
by the Ambigu'a (h, y, w), .77u SPIBn'-LllUI 
.Jlpltabtlic D0111D.in. • 

Ya (Ya), the (Externally) revealed God; 
the God of Taatimong or of "Eri<Uncu," 
(and John "came as a WuMU to bear 
Witnu1,'' etc.-John, ch. 1, v. 7); God 

the Son of Christian Theology ; the incar
nated or Hum~n God of the Orthodox 
Conception, Cntbolio and Prote11tant; (er. 
Yt, .u, J~WI.) 

Yrr111 ( Yu-ge) (for .Yi n E, or Yt = 
Twin.d-Ye), God aa Father and tfon, each 
personally and sCDJ1uously conceh·ed of, In 
their mutual relationship; omitting the 
Holy ~irit as to any distinct personality ; 
the ~yeeian Perfectionist (1) and Mor
mon ('!) Theological Conception. 

Yu: ( Yu-a), the Sabelliau Conoeption ; 
the Son derived from and leee than the 
Father. 

YEI ( Ya-1~), The Swedenborginn Con
ception ; "The Lord ;" subordinating the 
Unrevealed God (The Father) to the 
Anthropic idea of God revealed 1n 
Christ 

Y.o1. ( Yalt), TuDm:n:LoVlll(and Power) 
embodied and Impersonnted; The God of 
Nature and Natural Theology; The Su
premo God in a general sense, tho .Anti
thet of Yo, Satan, or the Advenwy; cf. 
the Ile brew J.Ji. 

Yo, S1tan or tli~ Dtl!il; the Adversary; 
( o the antithetic vowel to a) ; see Ya; he 
who, aa the Serpent, (Omni-dimensional 
Progression, the Screwing, Contorting Com
posity of all Ways nod Methods, charac
teristic of the Intellect), commended to in
cipient humanity, depnrture from Implicit 
obedience to tho First Word of God, (Gen. 

• It will be, I think, unque•tlonably demon
lltrated In "The Alpbahet of tho Un!TeHe'' that 
the Hebrew (Semitic) type of lingual etrnctura 
(language·bulldlng) la prior In the natural order 
or aucceaalon, not only to the Banaerlt (lndo
European). but eT~n to the Chlneee : If not the 
olde1t polllllble type. If tbla be eo, the 8cl.entlfto 
'Vorld will be compelled to return, In this ln
elance, to the OM anll OU&olcaceut Tbeologlcal 
Traditlonar7 belief. 

Ii: 17), !'tom the simplicity of mere faith, 
and urgent lnlllUctual lttNatiga/.itm, tbe 
eating "of the Fruit of tbe Tree of the 
Knowledge of Good and Evil," the sub
stitution of the Duiemal, or Reftective, for 
the Uniemal, or Credeneive Method), (Gen. 
Ii: 17; iii : 8); and who, speaking aa tM 
<>pptJlliU H1/P(Ml.aN of tlw Di.Me, (the Duia
mal Principle), aud hence 118 one of the Per
eonageaof theGrandPrimalTbeandrlcCoun· 
cit which had propoaed the Creation of Han 
in tlitir image (Gen. i: 26), uttered (ae the 
Second or Subsequent Word ofGod)-ftrat 
to the Intuition of the Woman (Uniemal), 
and then, through it, to the Intelligence ot 
the Man (Duismal)-thia promi..se: "Ye 
shall not surely die ; for God doth know, 
that in the day yo eat thereof, then your 
eyea shall be opened [intellectual apper
ception J ; and ye shall be as Goda, know
ing Gpod and E\'il1" (Gen. iii:" Ii.) Man 
accordingly did eat (or began to chew, c. 
201 21, t. 186), initiating bis new career, of 
inveatigation and reason, and in that da7 
did " surely die " to tho Primitive Eden 
Life of Simplistic Innocence, and did 
enter upon a new life of storm and trial 
1md long-battling endeavor; whilo yet, 
from an opporiU point of tMio, he did 
"not surely die," but hia eyoe tHrd opettal, 
and, by the subsequent testimony of God 
himself(Ya), be becumealsoaaaGod, bgtiil 
M"f act of d~~ f<I Ille fl.rd com1114114. 
" And tho Lord God said, Behold the mm 
1e become aa one of WI, to know good and 
evil," (Gen. iii: 22). Herein, then, la tho 
Complex Truth (Triuiamal) ftom the co-ap
tation of the two prior oprosite .Dinn• 
Utterances; tli1 R«onciliation of God atad 
Satan in tlt1 Complez Divine; of Gcod aa<l 
Evu in tA1 mgh4r tiliwior Good; ef J,,.. 
tuUio" and Reaaott, in tJu Compo1iU TMo· 
lcg~Pltilmopltg of lnt~liml. Yo is 
predominantly, however, the lower (infer· 
nal) grado of Intellect; Conoelt, nither 
than Knowledge; (see Wau, or the Refteo
tive type, whether Internal 118 Intuition, or 
External 1111 mere C<HlxiMencea and C<Hlc
qnoncea.) Thie lower form of knowledge 
is angular and imperfect, self-suggested an<l 
without teleologic applicatiollll; henoo (per
hape it is, thnt) the popull\l' instinct hes en
dowed tlie 11ame being who is representcJ 
in tho Scriptures under tho Symholi11m of 
the Serpent with Homa-the t<ymbol of An· 
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plism, Ow C'lllml J1fiof (ri<k-~ in 
\lie anangement of Fingen) ihe symbol of 
eo.uiatencee, and o Toil (mil-~ in 
the aaecesai.oo of vert.ebne), the Symbol of 
Co-eequeoeee in Time. 

TIM(Y6-<>a),Satana-Kuoaloid,} IJfMd. 
To... (Y6-M), Devilll-Feminoid, llllxw(/ 
Y AV ( Y ai-oo), God, in the agg~te of 

Ill the preceding Absolute, Personal, BDd 
Arbitrismal Cooceptioom, including even 
To, • the Jmpenonation of the lower BDd 
prt'll>ftlllJr af«Ud Intellectual Knowledge, 
.._ KMMJlo/fl't (Monospheric), as dia
tiuguiahed from W-aad«n ( Wo, Comparo
\ogical, lmpanial, which see.) 

lJ. 
IUv (HaA-oo), (cf. Ger. Haw.:h, BuATB), 

The Holy Ghost or Spirit; see .Aru:A below, 
Spirit, Odi.a Force. The Holy Trinity or 
~ (= Yiye +Hau), of the Orthodox 
Cbri&tiBD Theology, Catholic and Proteet
llll: The Father, Son, and Holy Ghoet, 
iJr whkh Yo (jab) may ordhwily be 1ub
ltiiated. 

W1 (We), God(•) In the Polylhel11tic 
Same, Buman Iodividuala BDd Qualities, 
ar Aun0u1a, dei!ed. 

Wa ( Wa), La'll'll of Nature and Cate
goriM of tho U ndentBDding penonifted 
llDd ..-pted •God; Abetraotoid or Logi· 
aal Pmtheiam (Ht:gdion.) 

WA(WoA), Nature, in ltlb4lancl~ J>N
_,.,ion, peraooilled BDd deified; God ut· 
ftretl i• Sub«an« ; Abetractoid or Real
iltio Pantheism ( Sp•iwan) ; An Oracle ; 
Reftlation; Utterance; The Dialectic (of 
Ezwrnal and Internal) God-Conception; 
(ct Wa-to, a .Di.akd, a LBnguage); exter
u.all y, Lingual, or inscribed (in Vowels BDd 
c~>11eonant.a); interiorly, the Divine Love 
and Wisdom; Spiritual Goodoeaa and 
Truth ; the very God revealed in W or!dB 
(Spinola), or in Words, The "Word," or 
Scriptorea (8wedenbof¥), both alike utter
lll>CN, Owt-eraooe11, or Expl'e88ions. 

Wo, "~"("The Word," [rationally 
oonsidered. eee Wa,) Johnl:l); Logi
e!Nn. The Dhfoe Wi•dom, peT!lonifled; In· 
~t Neoes&ity and Univenml L-iw adapt
ed to all Dh·ine Euda ; Self-existent, 

Creative, Replative, and Teleological Dea
tiny or Fate; the Infinite "fd«J " or 1!ipl
P1- of Union-1al Bri119. The Logo. ( Wo) 
la inherently prior to Nature, but is ~ 
-W to m, aa Truth, through the Mid
wifery (Soeratel) of Scientific Investigation 
(the analogue of Anatomy and Surgery), 
enrciaed upon the body of Nature, (the 
etudy of the Lawa of Nature), Nat1l19 
being "the Woman," or the Feminine im· 
penonation oontraated with the OrdiDllJ')' 
Theological Maaculine Impersonation of 
the Divine, c.llled God; (compare the 
Formula "Father God," and "Mother 
Nature," by Andrew Jaobon Davia); floC 
f'tflllJUd, like the current Theological con
cept.ion, through " Inspiration," the Ana
logue of Breathing, and 10 of Habitual or 
lolltinctuAl Life, and BO of Physiology and 
Pathology. Logoe or Law is the Bouy 
Framework, and Peraon11lity and Love the 
fieehly environment of the idea. The Lo
goa (W o) ii theAbetractGod (see-leK), and 
is, in the 1e111111 just explained, the "Son 
of the Woman," (Rev. 12: 6,) who wns to 
be caught up to, and installed in the throne 
of God, and deatined, as Science, "to 
rule the Nations with a Rod of Iron," 
(Rev. 12: 6,) that la to eay with tho de
flnitenel!I and certainty of ucertoined 
Truth. See Logicism and ArbitriBm. 

W AV ( Wa.\-<Jo), The Total Omnivariaot 
God-Conception of Rlltionalism, the Anti
thet of Tau. 

WTAV ( Wyov-oo), The Simple Combina
tion of the Oppoeite Conceptions of the Di· 
vine, signified aeparately by Wau and Yau, 
.Dvilmal BDd Un.iamal, respectively; the 
reeultBDt idea of the difficult, but not im
poesible, reoonciliation of Ratioualiatio 
Theology and The Theology oflnspiration ; 
a marriage which, when effected, 1Uulta in 
Spiritual Prolificatlon, "The Divine Ope
ration, Eftlcieney, or Creative Energy." 

HwAv (BINA<()()), The Combination of 
Dav with Wau, The Rationalistic and 
The Spiritualistic God-Conception, ornitting 
Yav, tho Persouality-Conception, as is apt 
to be done by "New Light.I" or Pro
greaaivee. 

8. 

HWTAV (HINA-oo), nearly unpronounce
able, the Alwaao word for the Intefral (all· 
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aided, exceedingly Complex and Diffienlt) 
Theological Conception-,God, in all the 
Aspects and Sell84l8, of the New Catholio 
Theology; the Combination and recon· 
ciliatiou of Wau (the Rationalistic Con· 
ception) with Yav (the Personaliry-Con· 
ception) through the Interme<li11tion of 
Rav, the Holy Spirit, (aee Odie Force); 
IM /njiniUJy &largld arwl AbloluUly Uni
•mological .Doctriru qf tM Bolf 7Hnitf,
Scientillo, Mediumistic, ln8pirational, or 
Traditional, combined, (11, + 1, + H.) The 
utterance of the word (HIDyav) is a High 
Vocal Gymn1111tio Eft'ort, •pecially of the 
Lips (see Univel'801ogy), the difficulty aris
ing from the tenuity and the complexity 
of the CombiDlltion of the Sonnda; but the 
Complexity is only inch ae precisely to 
correRpond with the complexity of Idea 
which the Truth bu convoluted in the 
knot of conceptions e&"llntial to a valid and 
complete Theology. It ie the greatest mle
take of the common mind to suppose that 
the Truth is S•mpk; it never la eo, except 
In its Pur'f Aliltract Eltrnmt&. In any Ex· 
tent Fonn or Substance of It, from the 
Point or Atom up to God, It is injiniUl9 
Complez. 

o. 
(Zel't?, tllf Anlitlite qf Ille Poritiw Numl>m.) 

Auh (all-ooh), Auel or av}, Inversion of 

u. 
UlftvER90LOOY, Tl1e Sclenoe orthe Univeree. 

The Science of Principles which are Uni
versal, and which apply to all Pans, Do
mains, and Relations of the Universe; 
(Lat. Unioer111m, Tu U:rnv1m911,) (t. 8, 
835, 980); or tlie &unce qf tlwu Unietraal 
I+inciplu, tohicA vnderlu and vn(fy all the 
&iettou, applying equall11 wit!a•n eoery Do
main. 

The Primordial Prlnoiplea of Univereol· 
~y are UNISM, DUISM, and TRINISM, 
derived from the Head NumbereO:ir2, Two, 
and Tmu:11 (t. 208, 2M.) But back (in a 
unee) of these Principle&, or surrounding 
and embracing them, more indefinite and 
''ngne, more broadly generalizing, more 
Philosopboid or in the spirit of world-wide 
epecnlation and conception, hence leaa 
Echosophlc or enct, (lea &oientiflc), are, 

Haw, .HavcA-Negation of Spirit u an En· 
tity, cf. Gr. ovcAa, or ovk, (ov) lfOT, :iro, xor, 
.AlfY, the No-God of Atbeidm,-a~ = 
Atheism; -tni a contraction for ·U.W. a ter· 
mination meaning a doctrine or th-, aa .,o 
meana Science = · Ology ; cf. San. ea,., TO 

fTBllTCB; I.st. tendo, tho nme, and L&L 
u-, ro BOLD, whence Eng. TllNlml. 

Even this final exhibit is only in tbe 
proximate and practioal sense exhauetive. 
Vowel-Sounds are auaceptible, like Colol'!, 
of an inftnite variety of Mad#, each or 
which hae, in theory, a distinctive •lta<U of 
meaning ; but like the primlatic colors of 
which they are analogues, the l.ading vow
el& are a very limited scale. The Con
eonanta are analoguee or the Prismatic Dark 
Baude. The 18811 leading onea among the 
ordinary vowels, o, u, eto., and the diph· 
thongs ai, an, etc., {see Univereology), an 
here omitted. 

Tlie following ia the Alwaeo rendering 
of the first verse of the Goepel of John: 

Na,teal,ni, a I Wo, n l Wo a sa Ya, n 1 
W o a Ya. L l!te a, nah, tllah.l,nl sa Ya. 
(Pronunciation :-Nah taal nee, ah lwo nl 
wo ah &ah Yah, nlwoah Yab. Lstayah, nab
teahl-nee &ah Yab.) Engliilh :-In the be
ginning, wu the Word, and the Word waa 
with God, and the Word Wftl God. The 
81111le wu, in the beginning, with God. 

al~o, the following Palr11 of General or Uni· 
vel'>llll Principles: 

1. ORD1:ns11, and CABI>om•11, the Spim 
of tho Ordinal NumberB, and the Spirit of 
the CardillAI Numbers, The Ordinary, and 
The Transcendental or Cardtnary respec
tively ; 2. 11"'110111!1811 and FBACTIOl!IUll, 
The Spirit of the Whole Numbere, and the 
Spirit orthe Fractions, reepectlvely; 8. Pos· 
lTll!ll and NEGATIIX, Positism, the Spirit of 
all Poeitive Nnmbert1, 1111 l, 2, 8, etc., up to 
Inftnity, (repreeented by the Absolute one), 
and Negatism, the Spirit of Zero. Thereis 
for each of theae paire a Tlaird T- and Prin
ciple denoting the Composlty and Cardini&m 
of the Two Principle& coupled in tbe Pair, 
for which our exiilting meagem8811 of Lan· 
gnage and Conception hae denied any 
proper Naminga; and the new toohn!O&l 
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deFignatiollll of whicb need not be repeated 
here; eee -Im, Cardiniam, Integralism; 
JU,i;ume under -I8JI; c. 11, t. H6. 

The Preceding three Paini of Principles 
are the Leut D~Aoite Ordel'll of Uuivenial 
Pri.Dclple., aod for this rea.eon, u Gener
aliling nther than Speci11c, may be denom
to.\ted PltilMoplloid. Next above these or 
outward in the direction of Deflniteneaa 1111d 
PllJ1.icu.larity, while yet alao General, ia an
other Pair or U oivel'Nl Principles, JN. 
SQCDJI and EQtr11<K, the Spirit of the Odd, 
and the Spirit of the Even Numbel'll, ro
speetively, ooolltitnting the buia of S01-
DTO-PB1Lot0PB1', which intermediates be
tween Jlewplipical Plailoitop/ly and TM 
Sp«ial ~ (L 471.) The &adiji-4 
Epil.orlu qf OJdu. ill found in the Three 
Terms of The Syllogism, A (the Larger) 
iiad..dt.ig B (the Lt:uer ), B (the I,ua,r ), i.,._ 
dwlfa9 C (tbe L«ut), and A, (the Larger), 
TJUCUFoas, including C, (the Least); which 
ia the Eeeence or all (Cata-) Logic. The &
llrli}«l EpiWme qf EH11- is found in the 
QttaA-Syllogiam of Geometry, A ia t.IJUal w 
(even with) B, B iuqual to C ; A is, TBEBE· 
J'ORL equal to C,-the .Eesence of all llathe
matics, the Spirit of which ia Analogic. 

Inequinn rcuons from the Greater to tho 
Smaller by the Ratio oflnclusiou; .Equiam 
reasons, with equal facility, from the 
Smaller to the Greater, by "Parity (Lat. 
pa,., EQv.u.) qf H«Uoning." See C1'M1tion 
iU 'fOr<lN-Proudlion, p. 86; (c. 1, t. 12); 
Vocabulary and Index, word Sciento-Plill· 
o.ophy; Logic, Analogic, eto. 

Above, and farthest out, remain The 
Specific, Univel'llBI Principles (RepreRenta
uve and Particularizing of nil the other Or
del'll of Universal Principles, namely, Ux
IllX, Dtn~ir, and TabuJL These are ape
oially Scientific, (related to the Special Sci
ences) 1111 contrasted with both Mllaph11lcal 
Phik»ophg and Scunto-Philoaophy. 

The following Tabnlar View of the Prin
ciples of Philosophy nod Science represent
ed by the~e Origina of Number-the Fundr.
mental Conceptions of MathematiCll-dnd, 
in parallel Columns, the Current Nam
iogs for the Analogons Principles, the rec
ognition of which bas aprnng up spontnue
onsly in Philosophy and in Science, will 
add to the clearer understanding of the 
subject. Read the Tabnlu Matter from 
below, upwuda. 

~IVERSOLOGICAL TABULAR VIEW-MATHEMATICALLY FOUNDED. 

Mostly 
Nrir TEIUlll (with weir Gronnds). 

71' T~ qf U~l/· 

'IRINISM (Tertliilm, Tritiam), p (f.); b (v.) 
(8. 3d). 

Dt:l:SX (Seoond.lsm, Deutiam), k(sh); g (zb.) 
(It. ¥d). 

mru;M: (l'rimlml, Protiam), t (a.); d (z.} 
{l; lat). 

f OrdilaUlll, Liniftr, Serial, Tempie. 

l ~l~ Groupial, Spicial. u /~Wholes. 
:\Ii;: /i"Ndi01lann, Parts. 
~... P0&mllll. Something!. Sound. 

Nse&Tl&JI, !\ot.hiug, :::;ilence, (l.eroism) 

Mostly 
OLD TBaKe (f.,,. analogovl likiu). 

Ovtnnl Terma m Plailofophg and .scunc.. 
INTEGRATION (Ultimates, Ultimation; 

Arto-Perfection). 
DIF.FERENTIATIUN (Medials, Sequentia

tion ; Sciento-RectUlcatiou ). 
INTEGRATION (t. 210, 211). (Primala, 

Crudo Nature). 

Tllll TBt:11; ngk, kw, = ; aee -Ism, t . 1()28, 
Index. The MathemMical Quasi..Syllo
gi~m (see above). 

Tn -Paoror.T1o:c.u, Ratio·nal; ml!!+-; The 
Faloo {or l'ervcrsc) dd«itd. "J. be Logical 
Syllog1&m (aee above). 

t1 (~), l, u, a, ln The Ordinary, Pmcti('tll. 
o (01), e, o, a, The (Cardtnary), Tran-

acendeotal, 'l'hoorct1cal. 
ail ( = A, o, 1l, etc.) ; The Long or Eutire 

Sound~. 
al\, Tho Short Stopped or Broken Sounds. 
Tua Poemva; Vowels~& Con~on.)} t. 115, 
Tmr;Ni;o&T1va; "Pause,' "Spaces." 263,i42. 
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Jtlauimt, at the bottom of the preoedlng 
Table, oomlllponda with Bomm(a), Vow&1.11 
All'D Coxeo:114.1"n, and N~ with the 
aueceuive Su.uo.11 intervening, denoted 
by what the printera call "epaoee," which 
eqaally with Soond or Sounds, oonetitute 
one of the Fecton of Speeob. 

Next 11bove, are the two p!lil'I of 1'l"-" 
p1wid. U nivel'Blll Prlnclplea relating to the 
Whole and the Part.a (Objective and Sub
jective) of the Subject-Matter of the Uni-

veree, and to !ta twofold Matrix, Time and 
Spece, Ordinal and Cardinal, reapeotively. 
Tb- have Voweliam for their Analogue 
in Speech. (See ~ubeequently Equiam and 
Inequiasm.) The Vowelureemployed with 
their general European Values, not as pro
noonoed in Engliah, the Engliah pronUD
clation being exceptional, perverted and 
inconvenient. The key to thia etandard 
method of pronouncing the Vowela ia ex· 
hibited in the following Tabular View. 

KEY TO TBB PRONUNCIATION OF THE VOWEL-SCALE. 

l:s#inkup. 
e = /1 in p11per. 
a = /1 in mare, or ahort in IDllft. 
a= all a in far. 

• = v in ovrd, or abort in OllL 
o = aw in a.-t'ul, o in nor. 
o = o in noble. 
u = oo in pool, or abort• In put. 

DIPHTHONGS. 

In .. t111 In w, or v In vnlon. 
ai = ai in ai&le, or i in pine. 

No/4. The Scale of Simple Vowela here 
given la found to be ftmdamental-theae in 
other words to be the Primary Yowla to the 
number otEight; but the UnivenialVowel 
Scale la then varionaly abridged, enlarged, 

The Grand Unlvel'BlllProto-~ 
aros of Phonetioism (Alpbabetios)ADd henoe 
or Bpeeoh, ia, the Vowels, the Consonants 
being the Seouudo-DZftBKl1'uxue, and the 
Syllable (the Elementary Word) being the 
Timo-D:ir:nwmnnroe, the whole contrast
ed with Confueed Soond, the lndetermlni&
mue of Speech. The Vowela are in char
acter Suhlltancive, and the CoDBOnanta 
Morpbic. The Grand Univenial Proto
Dln'ZIUIJNl8lro8 of Form la ~ity. 
(The Dimensions, as Lnigtl&, Breaatl&, etc.), 
the Bsol!Jl'Do-Dnuxnrawa being DI· 
UOTI01'1 and the TBrro-Detenninlamue be
ing F10UJU1 or Bnomo Sa.A.PS ; the whole 
distinct ft-om 11'DSTlllUU1'A'B FoBx, t . 609. 
So, The Grand Univenial Proto-DBTDllIJI'· 
11J1118 ot Number consists of the various 
N umerloal &nu, 118 l'ardlnol, Ordtnal, etc.; 

ol = Of in boy. 
au=- ou in bo11&e, (Gor. av in Ha11&.) 

or modified, for different purpoeo11, for the 
detaila of which ocourrenoes eee " Primary 
SynopBia of Univenology," "The Alpha· 
bet of the Univ81'86" and the "Unh·enal 
Alphabet." 

The SsoU1'Do-DBTllllJIJlrl&XV being Tmi 
Fll!!onON3 of Positive Numeration (u The 
Bum And The Difference, etc.). The TBrro
D:snmmmoros of N ameration ia. then, 
the Statement and the Operation of SutDA, 
or Problems, which are the Speoi11o Ana
logues of Figures or Sbapee in the depart
ment of Form. All oftbeee are contrasted 
with the 11'DllTltlUll1'IIJIUB of Number 
(01'S, :M.ufT, ALL), t. 610. 

The Inherent Meaning or th6"e Vowel· 
(and Diphthong-) Soon~ may be OUJ'l!Orily 
exhibited as follows : 

The Vowel-Sound i, the Central one, and 
the most slender, of the Vowel-Sounde, is 
produced by being forced through o narrow 
lmgt/lvri# ,,._ made by hollowing t.bo 
aurface or the tongue into a tube, ecmewhat 
as a wire, in being mana£ictured, is drawn 
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&hroagh a small opelliDg. It la, therefore, 
~ ProUMW. (Forl4-&r"6Mng), 
or ~~;..,, in direction and 
olwwder. It ia, thus, the Analogue of tho 
Dimemioo of Laitem ia reepeot to Form, 
and of The Ordinal (or Ou-going) Seriee ot 
Namben, ID niepeot to Number. 

Tbe e, !atleua the tongue, and even 
NnCehee the outer anglee of the month, 
...__.,and~. a.nd in oppo&ite 
direotiom, (hinge-wise), looting to \be 
Cardinal Pointe in the Horizon ; see Car
diniam. It. ia the Analogue of the Dimen
aoo or Bmwm1, a.nd ot the Cardinal Series 
ofNamber. 

Tbe a (it ia not n~ alwaya to pre
tlelTe tbe Mme order in •peaking of the 
TOtrela) ope1111 '11e mouth wid4and fills, uit 
were, fM. /TMgAl-arul-Ihpli (The Thickth-) 
clineeloo or the eavity. It ia u it a orayon
lllem or other lltick were aet up eudwile 
between \be jaW'I. Thia Vowel-Sound 11 
die Analogue or \he Dimeuaiou of Tmorrs, 
tbe ~ (or tlrovg~) 
Dimemion or Direction. Primarily and 
typically, it, (a), denotes Diametrical 
Du.c&ioo in the SruDABI> or StaMtng 
Seote, the &latiN or OrdiJlary PERPEN
DlCG LAR adjU&ted to aome Bau Ltru, or 
JUM IANl .RMu. It ii the Analogue, 
N omeriaally, of the mere <Nmulalimt or 
t'niU, I.he Sob&tDDce-Matter of &-, 
Thicll:th (Perpendicularity) oorreapondiog 
with the Heap, Pile, or CumulU&, u the 
Type, par -a-, of Substance. 

TIU4 Dimenaioo oorreaponda wil.b Sub
IC&Dee, or the B-, u that within the 
U aiS which ia dialributed by Fractioniziog 
or Sectiooizing, a.nd IO of that within the 
ID.dividaal which la amenable to Ethical 
i..,,., (c. 5, t. 5, t. 314). Sociologically, it 
Jaold. a certain P8lal.iou to Su/Jna- or 
J.DCihidaal Wealth, and with &. Publica, 
or the wealth or the oommunity-the Com· 
moo wealth. 

The-, which ii obaraeterised by Eng
liah grm11nari&1111 • the~ a, hold• the 
- ftlatioo to Borboutality, the Flat or 
Le•el Surtace (Buement Kembrane) eto., 
&Dd to Thiutb the antlthet of Tbicll:th, 
Ybicb a holds to Horizontality and Tbickth. 
It a,bo, the a-body, be a Cone (the ecieu
&i-1 Heap or Cumulua) then a,bo 11 the 
"1'nmeMed Cone, which by repeated tnmca
tion beoomel tbiuuer and thinner till it 11 

a mere &nrlhce-whence a aiguifies gener
ally .AtUnflilWm in the several i;ijl.l.llCll of 
that word. 

LmglA, Br«Jdtli, and Tll~h (i, e, and 
a) are the three true or propor Duo.Ns10Ns, 
the three primary Axial Duterwiuatiollll of 
Extension ; what remaiua to be reprcseuted 
by the remaining vowel-l!ounda is more 
lltriotly AIPBC'l'IJAL l'BDZNTATIOllll, snch 
aa are denoted by tho terllltl UP 11nd Do'ltN, 
Fou and An, R10BT and L11J'T, (aud 
certlliu more special incliwltions bctwoeu 
tbeee, indicated by rarer or exceptional 
vowela (aee Primary Syrwpril, t. 95). In 
thi11 sense o denote& Up, " Down, o Fore or 
Front, a &ct, ai Left., nod oi Right. 

The ground& upon which these aasign
meuta of meaning are madecnnnot be fully 
expounded here. See Prima"11 SynopN, 
t. 110-120. AB .hp«tval PrunitatioM 
theee remaining vowels, after the moro 
Elementary I, e, a, will receive especial 
oonsideration elsewhere. At thia point, 
they will be, themaelves, also treated 1111 

.Dinun.tion#, in au inferior aensc, or u Di
meneiona of 11 Seoondary Order. 

It reqWrell close thinking to reveal the 
fact that The " RE.U.lTT " or Form (its 
voweldom) oonaiata oftheae DiafTUIUr• and 
.bp«tual Prumtationa, of which tho Bulk 
or Magnitude and tho Condgtiratiou or 
Figure a.re then the " Limitation," (the 
Consonaotality). The Reality of Substance 
and Body la known techuically with the 
metephysiciaua as "tlitU which ia gi"11," 
llllmely within the Beat or Domain of Ex
istence. Per contra, the Reality of Form 
or of Limitation it.Bel~ which ia antitlut
icallv related to Substance, con~wta or 
.Diametricimt (tArt1Ugh-tAHmt~·Um--that 
which is inmoat) and of the way in which it 
gfruor prcaenta itaelf outwardly-the Faces 
or Faceta (of which Outline and Figure 11re, 
in turn, the Limitation). A subtle testi
mony to the accuracy or thia analysis oc
cnn in the French phmae donMr ,.,r, TO 

oiv.1 vpon, which la applied to the front or 
any other oatlook of a houae, u k• /mWiw 
gut donrum - la "''• TRll WINDOWI 
wmCB LOOlt Otrr UP01' TBK llTRlll T; d,t,,... 
fl#',.,,. U -d, TO LOOlt OR J'AOE TOWAJU>I 

TU Noam-literally, to~icA OIVll vpm tM 
.trwt, to oJVll uptm tlia NorlA. 

The bastard Vowel.Sound• v and o re
peat the primitive I and e in thia broader 
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and vaguer senae ; i and u coupling with 
each other ProteD11ionall71 and e and o Es:
tensiowilly. 

The so-called Natural (or Neutral) Vowel, 
v, is the let1St modulated of all the Vowel
Sounds. It i11 the reeult of merely permit
ting the sounding breath to ft ow, without 
effort, through the w1-tenaed vocul canal oi 
the entire mouth, whenoe it is elongate, like 
i; but unlike it, it is jlu:r:iJm,al,, laz, waw
liJ;e, and pre-emiueutly liquid. Thi& Vowel 
is the common sol veut of all the other 
Vowels. All of them tiill back into it, ea
pccially in Eu~lisb, when reliev•·d of the 
accent, (or nft"cctad by r), as in fir, con
fer, honor, myrrh, etc. It is the Ana· 
lugue of the Stroam or Current of Tnrz, the 
Forth·nnJ-Downward·tending Dimension 
or Direction, on which we may bestow the 
name of PROPENBION, (pro, l'ORTll, ptndo, 
TO eA..-.-o, 11~ the tendency of ftuid to find 
n iowcr level.) It is the Annlogue of this, 
as 11 Q"asi-Dimension, in reepect to Fonn, 
and o( Fbuenta in Mathemntics. 

The o is the most upanded or mouth-.fill
inf! of all the Vowel-Sounds, but has a 
general upward tendency (the oppoeite ot 
u), which gives the peculiarly solemn and 
lmpreSBive clfeot to the words aU¥ and a111-
ful, as if there were a lit'tiog of the Voioe 
towards Hc1min. It is tho Analogue of 
The Over11rd1i11v Dom~ 'If Spau, contrasted 
with the .Flux of T1.1111 (u), nnd hence of 
t.he Firmament, braced a.s it were by the 
Carpentry of the Dome; o( the Quiui-D1-
lllENBION which may be nnmed Suptrcircum
/t1·enlidlilg, (Lat. •uptr, ABOVE; circum, 
AROUND ; ferro. TO OAJmY, or lllAILE TO GO) j 

and tio111ly of Cm~tanu, or The Permanent 
or changeless Numbora, in .Mathematics. 

Finally, theo and u reproduce thou and 
o, in a Purer and Clearer, lees Vague, and 
conseqncntly More Perfect Manner. The 
o. rounds and moderately projects the lips, 
exhibiting a Clock-face or Disk-like Pro
tubernnce or Promlnonce, like the Pro
spective, Frontoscopie, Mirror-like or 
Rounded View or Portion of tho Open Sky, 
which is seen at any one time, ae we look 
t1ut upon the world. The o ie the most 
Ourt Rnd PreMntatiu, or Ob!'ioua, as to it.s 
Conformation, of nil the Sonnda, (whether 
Vowels or Con~onnnt.s.) It is that to the 
ehnpe o( which we ftrst direct the attention 
of the child in giving him an idea of the 

production of Sounds. Its signifteance ia 
l'ao&PEOT(ive), ABPEOT, CuAR Vu:w, R»
J'LWT or liEl'L&XJOll, at Right-Auglee, or in 
1''uli-Face l'reoeut.llti•>n t.o tho Face of the 
Observer, mirror-like, or glus:iy; T4t F~ 
qf .Dag, Dag; IDEA, IDEAL; 'fheory, (Gr. 
t/u<>reo, TO LOOK AT1 VIEW, DEBOLD.) It re
peats the Dome-tike Vucancy of the o, aa 
the adjusted Fr.ont-fuce or A•peet of the 
Dome repeat• the Dome. It denotes pv
alkl Fa«·fA>..f<JCt-MM with the Observer, Ro
ftei.:ion, Claritude, Ideality. It is the Ana
logue, Dimensionally, of tho Double and 
Exact Qu&i-Dnll N1110•, produced by 11 

PtrJMnt!kulur croasifl{l tl1t llorizontal t1' 
right .J nylM, mo king the bwiie of all p.,,.. 
Geometric11l Adjustment, on which may be 
conferred the term PaoSP~OTIVE, (as con
trasted with Perspectiv~, see below); and 
then of the Pure or Unapplied Mathema
tics genernlly. 

The u protru<lcs, wl1ile it rontTactl<, the 
Lips, somewhat more than o, into a proper 
Cylinder, Tube, Vagina, or Sheath; Con· 
verbro-Divcrgent, like the Interior Per
BJ>e~tivo of the N11ve of a Church, or of any 
Centering Pa888gc-way. Its Signillcauce 
or Symbolism is a Double 1Ncuir11x, the 
Wedge-Form, in ADAPTAnON TO .M.ico.t.l\'
IBJ( nnd MovEKZNT; DEOLENBlON, or FaU,. 
inu-aicay from Pvrt !A1UJar RtlaJWfl or from 
the Full-Fa~ Prta.1itation of o; DEvano:s 
from Clcllrn-, lienre 0DBCUBJTY aa qf 
Niul1t; PRAi:ncli: or Ta11 PaAcncAL ; (with 
its mixed Coutingencios or Iudistinctneae.) 
It ropcatt, in an especiul, :ind more positive 
or real sense, t-he Currental Protension ot 
v. It is the Flow or Flux of Time inftU«I 
byActualilg, ENntuat.ion, U11tJ<>r MovzmNT; 
Pract~ as cont1'118ted with TJi(Jt>ry; 1M 
~rientilll as against T!te Pure Ideal. It 
declines from the full-faced·nua of the o, 
(as v declines from o, and a from n ). It 
counter-pnrts t be o ; i1t allll)ogons, therefore, 
with Turhi<U.tg, Slrad<>111, and N 1011T, and 
Numerically, with the Applied Muthoma
tieo, made turbid or Impu~, darkened, u 
lt were, by considerations not pvttly Ma
themntical. It denotell, in respect to Form, 
withdrawing int,o tJu I>Wan~, thronirh, as 
it were, a Vi~ta of Oblacurity nnd Mystery; 
lntlfltigati-On and E.r,,eriMl~iali11m, M con
trnated with p.,,.~ Tl1eor!1; The WAT, of 
which o i~ the GATE; the Doinl!, of which 
o ia tho Ideal CVnCl'ption, and the Enticing 
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~. As a DmuMion, it is, there-
1<>n, PIMP&CTiv&, and is the Anlllogue of 
t!Je impure Mathematics. 

The l>ipbtboug iu combines the slender 
centering i wit!J the tubular a, M Piston 
md Cylinder; or like the Serptmt with hlB 
tail in bill mouth, the F.gyptian l'lymbol of 
Eternal Gener .. tional Succeii:iion. It hos a 
poeral relation to Coitioo, Copulation, 
C-0njuoction and Generation, and also to 
Median Lines or Linear Centres. It is 
allied with the Gnomon of a Dial or with a 
Peq>endicular let fall from the A ~x of an 
~!es Triangle, with the legs of the 
Angle equated in their divergency oo either 
ai·le of the Radius; or with" Radiua Vcc· 
tvr. whicll is at each 1mccel!l\i»e iDBtant 
tu<:h a RadiWI relatively to a new l808Celes 
Augle; aod hence with the Equatorial Idea. · 

AA a l>ime[lllion it mny be denominated 
rcurrtCA·EQUArol•JD. It is, then, the 
.\Baloo.;.rue of tho Geocmtion of a Lioe by the 
)!ovument or a Point, but Typically and 
~presen~ \'ely, of tlw Eclifl'i.cal LiRt, by 
l 1;e Soooeesive Points occupied by the Sun 
in ha ~ along the Ecliptic, hi& track, 
,:;,·e'¥io~ alternately to the oppoi1ite Side~ of 
the Eqnator 118 the Central or Median Clct\ 
or Cleavage of the Planet. The Corr~pon<l
iug :S nmerical ~oaloguc is the Calculus of 
The Geu<·l'Slion of LioeiJ by the moving 
Point, aod typically, of the Snn'a Track. 

nae ai oombines the a, for Substance or 
.liatter, and henoe weight, with i for Centre, 
and re!era to the CMIN <tf Graf!ily or to 
the 8oli<l llaterial Globe-Form, M con
tra!Ced with the Yacoal (mere-Space) Globe
Furm repre -outed by oi. (See below, and 
f°ljl'. a, D~.uu :So.°"• t. 653.) Jt is the 
Ana!C>'llle of 0XNJ-Dm£CTIONAL PzBPu-
1'11 -"C"UJUn, (or 01· the Couvergency of 11ll 
Relative Perpcndiculal'll upon a Common 
Centre); or of, in other wor<le, the All.Sided 
C-Onvergmcy ot the Lines of Weight. 
Heu.- it ,lenotc& tlte Solid Orb or Planet; 
tbie Earth or Foot.~tool; and is tho Ana
!Diroe of Tlae Fon<lamer.tal or Lower Ma
lh<'tDStit'lll Domain, (Jru1tance the four Fnn
~ntal Rules o( Arithmetic.) 

The oi mmbines the o for the Erpansive
- of ~pace (io Its simrle appearance a 
:O.:ime o.-el"heed, !'Ce o) with i for Centr~, 
tUur-lyi~ the oomplrtNl 1?loho!<ity of Space 
aro·1n>l a C'~ntre ). It denoteA the Omni-di
ftdioml Expanse of Space surrounding the 

Atom, or Planet, or Individual, which or 
who occupies the Centre; or the All·Sided 
Convergeney of the Lines and Conceutrio 
Planoids (Onion-like, "The Spheres,") of 
the Immense Globe of Spa()(', upon its own 
Centre, which Centre is, however, situated 
-;J.bloWUlg \•iewed-at every Point hap
pening to be that oburDtd, or tkat of tlze 
Obsercer; iu<lependeutly, however, of the 
governing circumstauce of Weight or 
Gravity invoked in ai. Relatioely, some 
given Point mny be T!ze Centre of Space par 
~enu, and by Analogy should be so. 

The oi is the Annlo!!ue, Dimensionally, 
therefore, of Omm>IREOTIONAL E:x:P.ur-
81VENl!88, or Di»ergeucy, and of the All· 
embracing Heavens; and, Numeri<.'aily, of 
the Higher and Illimituble Mathematics. 

The au unites Tlze Subatancive Reality 
(Su bst:1Dce) of a with Tlie Practical Mofle· 
mentor Wedge-lil:e PNpmnty to Mol!l11lent, 
of the u. It denotes the lndividualimtion, 
but, nt the same time, the Aggregation of 
the Mcnniug11 of nll the Preceding List or 
Scale of Vowels and Diphthongs, hence 
Omni-vnria-direetional Existeucc-and-De
velopm~nt; still, however, BB INDETEBKI· 

NIBJroe, or as The Renlit~·, 1111 distinguished 
from the Limitation, of Being; Limitation 
requiring for ita exposition tho c~msonant
Sounds, which ccnstitnte THE DLTfRMimll· 
xus of Speech. The au is the Anulogue, 
DimcnPionally, therefore, of .All the .Abovd 
Dt~crihed DimeMiom, ftl'!lt diff~rentiaUd 
from tach other, and then recombi1ud. For 
tli.L! Omnivuri11nt Compound Dimension 
we mny adopt the t<>cbniC1Llit.'· Oioa·vABIA· 
D1a1CT10NALITY; or, in respect to Nnm· 
bers, OXNI·VABI.\-SEBIATION. It should be 

• con•tuutly borne in mind that Tus Nu
KBBIOAL Szno:a, a• Cardinal and Ordinal, 
Integral 1111d l<'raetional, etc., are the .Ana
loguu of LINBll OJ' DlllBCTION. 

The following Tubular View, or Dia.
grammati~ Tllble of the Symholic Forms of 
the Twnn RADICAL Dnmxe1oxs ol' Foax, 
(a portion of the Alphnootiai of Form), with 
the Twelve Vowel.Sounds which form tho 
corresponding class of the Radical Element& 
of Speech (a portion of the Alphabetics ot 
Laniruage ), will nid the student in his ftrat 
apprehension of thie New and Recondite 
Development of Science, tJ1e &ho, ~ 
~. or Scientific Anal~. qf tlid EI.Jt. 
Dlml r!f all tlw Ddpartment& of Bnng. 
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(DIAGRAMMATIC) TABULAR VIEW. No. 1. 

-'----- Gl! tLDrGT11WJllJBlllJ, Fou-AMD-~:nu ; (LENGTH.) 
i / * (The Abeolute Perpendicular.) (See Note No.11 at End ort.hia Table.) 

~ ... •t--=~/A~//~ /ee::=:== ---. SmzwlDll'UI, Sms·aT-Sm&·:nu; (BREAD':H.) 
,,,-/ (The Absolute liorizoutal.) 

\ \ 
~·~---······ · ·- ···· · · · ·· ·· ·· 1--

ti 
\ 

-\··----·······'\ 

~u 

GIWID C'DTJU.I. El.Bv ATIOJf ; 8'r.tJn>.Ua>UK; 

(THlCKTH.) 
(The RelAtive Perpendicular.) 

GIWID Lrni.; Suu.a.a-1.svu.; (7lintl.) 
(The Relative Horizontal.) l Galerottic.) 

• 

G:lllnllLU. ELBVATIOlf; SW11LL; DO'IDl·DOX. 

(The Superiocumbeot Jiirrnament of Eua.) 
( Supercil'cu"lfn"tt!tialitg-,J.wial.) 

CBA.DATIOY; DBoxn ; CuRRUTAL 8UB111DDCL 
(The Ftuz or Flavl of Tnm-Aquroua.) 
(Proptnrion; Succe88ive Water Levels.) 
See Note 21 at the End oftbia Table. 
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VOCABULARY. xcvli 

No?f-l?foLill'UIJ(; (AlMNOI.nmDl); RzoTI-POBITION. 
(Proto- fuci· Dimensionulity.) 
(~. ~ic,-.LumiM1U, eua,..) 

l:lfOLill'UIJ( ; (Bil'!IMoumo.) 
(Convergo-Divergent Cruciality.) 
(Penp«tir;e-Sluzdd, Obacun.) 

M:snumax; (fQtrATOBmL) 
(Midway, the Eqnatorial Cleavage and Pro

duoed Line.) 
(N uptialism ; U nitlon of Hemispheres.) 
(t. 322-328.}--QJZo,.(fic. 

680 
\780 

!SUBDOJmr Al'IOW. 

(Feminoid Type ofStrncture.) 
(t. 990, and F.gg-Diagram, do.} 

S Ul'EllDOJmr.L"fCZ. 

(Masculoid Type of Structure.) 
(t. 990, and ~-Diag1'11Dl, do.) 

l:'ig. 1. Fig. 2. 

81 -----
____ ......_i 0JDOVABU. DDBl'!BtONALITT. 

(RCi;umc of all the Dimensions.} 
(Repreaentatively The Scrpent(ine). 
(El11borately TAI Hvman. Pigvn OutUru.) 

N<U 1.-From the Cmlt"tJ nf Oit Earllt every Radine going out from It la Perpendlcn1111', 
llO maUer what its Direction may be. This is what is mrnnt by the AbfoWt. Perpemlil'ular. 
Is ii the ume with Badu f,.om ang Centre, and, in fine, with ony Line viewed or considered 

7 
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xcviii VOCABULARY. 

in its Lengthwise or Protensi ve Direction or Aspect. It ia tlen. l'tr~icula,. to tlit poU.t 
from whick aml to which ft ntenda. ABSOLUTE l 'ERPBNDICULABJTY may, therefore, be defined, 
(with some danger of shocking the M11thematiciu11•) as l'crpendicularity to a Point, ..-hilo 
Rolutive or Ordinary Perpendicularity is Perpendicularity to a Buse Lino (or Plauc). Ab.>o
luto Horiaontality holdl! the eamo relation (mutatia mutandi#) to Relath-e Horizontality. 

J.ot~ 2.-Theil() two Vowel-Sounds, u nnd o, together with some minor rebtc·l shlldce of 
Sound, I denominate Baatard Vowels, nnd represent them by the Bastard or ltalfo Letters. 
So the Quosi-Dimensions whlch they repreaeut are Bastard or Neutral Dimen~iou,;, or rather 
Aspects, of the Space-and-Form Domain. They are, therefore, only Admitted to rank among 
the Dimensions by a kind of license, somewhat as we speak of the Ntutn- Gender in Grammar, 
111 if it were renlly one of the Gendel'>l, whercas the expression means, litornlly, of ,.\either 
Gonder. The following Seriatod Evolution of the two Varietiea of Symbolic Form which are 
Analogues of these two Vowel-Sound~, derives them from a single &cti.on (or Cutting) of the 
Great O!obe of Space, 118 by ti.Jc l'lllue of the Horiaon. 

Note 3.-Strictly, or clementnrily, the three Pivotal Vowels are i, n, o, (or u, 11eo mention 
of the Vowels under Theology, under -Ology); but, actually or practically, (iu Elnbori><mus), 
The Grand (working)TrinityofVowels isa, o, a, (seew.Tikiwa). These are, in tam, collec
tiYely represented by the Final Grand Diphthong, ua, (ah-oo), which th•1s becomes repre
sentative, also, of tho whole Vowel-Scale, or sums up, in oth,er words, all tltd fXJUJ([sfrom i to 
u incliufoe, in this single expression. Accordingly; all the Preceding Elementnry Dimeo· 
sions (and Qunsi-Dimcnsions) are summed up and represented, in thd /i'i,nal 0Jmplu aAd 
a/1,-Beprtuntatiu Dimensum signified by this Diphthong. Length (i), Brendth (e), Thicktb 
(11), Proeedence (u), etc., culminate in the Undulntory Spiral, the Type of which is the Serpen
tine or the Convoluting and Contorting Form of the Serpwt, interpermentio.: (Co-c:idsten· 
tially nncl Co-sequentially) all Exiiitence whatsoever, as the Rntionnl Element of Being, (see 
Yo under Theology, under -Ology). "Now The Serpent was more ~ubtle than any be.,ut C>j 
the jiw.l which the Lord God had mllde." (Gen. 3; 1). The Serpentine is therefore the 
simplest abridged Symbol of this Dimension, indicutiYe ofUudulating nod Contorting llove
mcnt of tho body 11long the Median Line, or of the Ecliptic along the Equator, in the Fructi
fying impregnntion of tho Earth by the Sun. The more Complex Symbols (Fig. 2 and 3) 
exhibit the Particulnr Symbols of the Primitive Dimensions more explicitly, in eombirultion, 
nnd evolYo the general outline of the Humnn Body. 

These Geometrical Types have, then, 
their Numerical Analogous Types, ns pre
viously described, und their Liugnnl Ann
logues (The Vowels) 88 both described, and 
118 shown, in the Table. There are thus 
several Analcgoua rangea of fundanumlal 
idea8, which relate, in other words, to Form, 
to :r-iumber, and to Language respectively. 
L:mguage is merely the Interpreter of the 

other two. Number and Form (Arithmc· 
tic and Geometry) are the fimdarraenta o( 
Mathematics, 88 tho Muthematil)ll nrc The 
F1mdament11m of nil Science. R-e--.4'1Ciy 
TllEBlt RANGES or Imi:u, the Orifins ef tJi1 
Mhthematu1 and ef Spe«h, in a. f!tnera! or 
Philoaophoid &nu, are, therefore, a very 
elementary fleltl for Comparology or Ana
logy. Let us now assume Wa, as n root, 
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to denote Language, Nt111Ur1 (Noom-C.r), for 
~amber, aud J/Drplt~. for Form, (tho 
aoooant of the claiwa of theae roots, or their 
jwlifa:aJwn, must be deferred), and then 

by Preftxingthc termination -io,(prooounood 
u o) nearly e1ynonymons with -inn'" {see 
-lsmns), the Following Series of Alwaso 
Words will be evolved. 

Lia9v4J; rOU't1-.AIJll\!i!lttic 
.Domaw. 

W 1-i-io (W ah-ee-ee-o ), etc. 
\\"~-io 
W.:1-a-io 
W:H-Jo 
W..+-io 
W'a-11-io 
\\'..o- io 
Wa-u-io 
'lfa-ia-io 
'If a-ai-io 
Wa-<A-io 
\\"...a-io 

TABULAR VIEW No. 2. 

Jforphk ])~. 

Morf-i-io 
Morf-e-io 
Morf-a-io 
Morf-a-io 
Morf-o-io 
Morf-u-io 
Morf-o-io 
Murf-u-io 
MQrf-iu-io 
MQrf-w-io 
Morf-<>i-io 
Morf-au-io 

Numerical Serna or Domat111 • 

Nnmer-i -io. 
N umer-e-io. 
Numer-a-io. 
Numer-a-io. 
Numer-o-io. 
Nomer-u-io. 
Numer-o-io. 
Numer-u-io. 
Numer-iu-io. 
Numer-ni-io. 
Numcr-oi-io. 
N uruer-nu-io. 

WOio means, really, all the 1- (ec) vowel 
department or Language; what the typo
lelkr hu before him in hia i- (ee) box, in 
liie ~. Thia ia the Lingnal Analogue of 
Ill P.-.ible ~umbers in the Ordinal Series, 
IDd of the Dimension of Length in respect 
ID Form; and eo through, in respect to all 
tbe wwda in the three oolnmns. Change 
tbe terminations to -ta or ta, and we nnme 
the Abetraci Principles, reigning in these 
Domaim nearly as by the DBe or -11!!1 nnd 
-rrr. (SNl -Tex.) A thonM!ld other vati
dies of words 111'8 built of these eame 
matulals, exhausting, in representation, all 
the poNible demands or Analogy, in con
llN"tion with these t'andamental ranges or 
Bens. 

It is to the Vowels, therefore, The Lin
gual Indeterminiamus, to which we are to 
look, for the formation of Alws(to)eoterms, 
to denote The Dimensiona of Space, The 
.Morpbio lndcterminismos, and The Nu
merical Series, The Indeterminiamos of 
Number; the Coincident Subdivisions of 
each of the Three Domains being, in ac
oordanoe with the Principles of U nivereol
ogy, Analogues of ench other. The Mean
ings Analogous with the Vowels, in these 
Two Departments, Form (Dimensions, In
determinate Form), and Number (Numeri
cal Series, Indeterminate Number), may 
now be tabulated as follows : 

t . .A1Jio\~-

i, («,) 

.. (a.) 

... (ah,) 

a, '' in mare, 1111111,) 

TAiltiLAR VIEW ;\o. ::. 

LDO'l'll, Pretension, Fore
and-At\-nees. 

BuillTll, Side-wiee-nesa, (I::t· 
tenaion, Level.) 

THICXTD, Height and Depth, 
(Gra\'itation.) 

TllilC'rll, Inclination, (Taper
iog to an edge, Dingonnl.) 

8. Number. 

Tm10BDDULSE1l1.E8. (t. 155.) 

Taz CAJU>JNAL f:EBD;;e. 

Tm1 FBAOTIOlfAL ~J:JUU. 

Taz llfTlloBAL Sltll.WI. (The 
lnterepm.'Ctl combining the 
Ports.) 
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u, ( v in curd, bvt,) P.,l'SlllJ01', f~-and-dlN!ri, FJ.u.KTll, (l!1o.xioos) &IDOlll 
118 the l!'lux of the l!' luid in JS umbers. 
the Stream. 

o, ( a1D in awful,) 8ll!'JU-CillOUX-nB&ll'IULlT1', Co1'8TAlml, among Numben. 
Convergo-dive~ut Ailcen
aion, Dome-like, (braced 
and at.anding); 118 of Aerial 
F.diftoes or Coostractions. 

o, (o In pole,) l'JioenoTJTII, Frontface-nese, Tu P't'U MATJmJU.nce. 

(Clock-face, Specoliam.) 
u, (oo,) P~, Vaginiam, (Via- Tu APPLIJUl MATBDU.TICll. 

ta.) 
io, ("" in fftll,} 
ai, (i in pine,) 

ol, ·(or in bof,) 
au, (ah oo,) 

PI11TON.A.-CTLIImRI011T. 

OJnn-PBBPJ:N Dl0l!LABIT1', 
(Earth, Pediment, &sis.) 

OJnn-Cmoux-l'DllNTrALnT. 
OJnn ·V ARIA -Cmoux -l'llB&ln'I-

MAT111:1Lt.TIOAL GJ:YEJU no•. 
lliTBJ:JU.TlCAL Fl'NDAJCJ:liT

lSl[, ( FIR8T RuLl:ll. ) 
MArllBlUTIOAL EXPA1HI01081L 

MATBJ:KATlOAL OJmIV .t.JU.An 
llrD:J:TDKllfWl118. .u.rrr. 

These aame etema stripped of all Preft:lee 
and used in their most Generali7.ed Mean
ings furniah the naminga of our most 
Genernl and Vague, but yet most inclusive 
and important Conceptiona of the divlaiona 
of the Univel'lle of Space; inch u F.arth, 

Heaven, 1111d Hell. The b-eound eignifles 
Spirit, (breath, ltalitul!), and when pre
fixed determinee the meaning u Spiritual 
rather than Temporal or Mundane. The 
following parallel 8eriea of leading Cc. 
milllll ldeu result. 

TABULAR VIEW No, 4. 

L .Mundan1. 

llo (Ee-ee-o), Tm: All80LUTB (World.) 
Elo, (etc.), TBB RELATIVE (World.) 
.Aio Tm ETBJ:B(ial) WORLD. 
Aio, To MATJ:BL\L WoBLD; The Earth; 

Monduf. 
U{h)io, Tli1 1Nnaunt or 1m&poro'1/ World; 

Bob-lunary, downward-tending. The 
Earth beneath ; Abdominal. 

O(w)io, TAI Pmlla-.t "" .Blmial World; 
The Astronomical Hoaveos, above. 

Oio, To TooDTIOAL, or IDJU.L W OBLD ; 
Speculative, Tranacendental, Cardinary. 

Uio(u = oo), To Pu0T10.A.LoBRIU.L WoBLD; 
Commonplaee, Ordinary. 

Iulo, To Co111ooo:mo WoRLD; The World 
of Clmjttnduru, Epochs, Climacterics, 
Generations, etc. Periodic Impregna,.. 
tlons and Biitha, or Or1ationa, " Pm· 
geneaie." 

2. Spiritual. 

HHo, Tu 11'T111Tlo!f.u. (World.) 
Ileio, THs RATIONAL (World.) 
Baio, 11.&nu . 
Haio, TD NATURAL (SPlBlTllAL) llu.Tmf(a.) 

Buio, IIm.L ; The Helle. 

Hoio, llu.ftlf; The Spiritual Reanna. 

Hoio, To DIVDO! HUlUlr, Ideal, Pure, or 
Typical Homan World, (Ho-Ii, or Holy.) 

Huio, THB AOTUAL (sin-stained) or ~ 
H'Dllilf (World.) 

Blnio, The Eztatic World, or World of mw ; 
Swedenborg's Idea of the eeaential na· 
tore of Celestin! happine1111 u oon1<isting 
of Eepoo11als, Exquisite Conjogiality, and 
Porpotual Spiritual Proli11oation. 
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Ailo, The .Earth-World, ensphcred; or the 
U nivene of Orbe, and it.oelf 11.i an Orb of 
Kauer, pivoted 011 a Umtre of Gravity; 
like the Earth· World. 

&i:o, The Circumambient Space-World, en
cbing the Earth· World; or The Uni
versal Globo of Space which repoata 
\Wit idea, The A.monomical Heavens, 
around. ( t. 000.) 

Aaio, The U11h-ene at large, l'llg1lel1 di1!'er
entlaied and distributed into all the 
(aboTo ~peciftcd) Genernlized and Incle· 
terminate Aapccts of Being, these all uni· 
~ed, by Combination, into the larger Uni· 
mriant Compoeity; The Univenie, or the 
W orid, 111 the most Indeterminate Senau· 
oaa and Vague eell58. 

Hallo, The World of "ffitimates." The 
Outer Material World from the IDterior 
or Spiritual Point of View. The Foot
stool ; The Pedimental World. 

Hollo, The Celestial Heavens, (8P11UTUAL.) 
The Complete, or Pivoted and Curdin
ateJ Omni-radiant and Omni-conspherical 
Heavenl1 Order. 

Hauio, The whole of "The Lord's" Domin
ions, Celestial, Mundane, Intermediate, 
and Infernal, distributed and yet united, 
in the larger Compoelty of the Divine 
Plan, Speculatively, Dogmatically and 
vaguel1 conceived of, r11ther than ecien· 
tillcall1 defined. 

The following table ehowe the eame roots with the termination -ma, to denote, Mau, 
S.bstance, W Mith of Material&. 

TABULAR VIEW No. 6. 

Ima (ee-mah), Eln'ITr; FoBOB ce11tering the Monad, Vital Energy. 
Ema (a-mah), R:D.AnoN; Lnteral Adjnstment; (L~t. r't, and Lattu, Sm•.) 
Ama (a-mah), Ernxa; The Second or Relined Form of Matter. 
Ama (ah-mah), 111.1.THB; The Fil'llt or GJ'088 Form of Matter. 
Uma (uh-mah), Tmao:a.u. JtatUr{1)-rclated to Tum, (Sublunary} 

= under the Moon.) (c. 2, t. 9.) 
Oma (aw-mah), SPIIUTtf.t.L Matttr( 1)-related to Snos, (Supernal.) 
Oma (o-mah), TDBOBY; Pare Ab&tmct, or Ideal, Being. 
U1n11 (oo-mah), P:uanrJ1; Mixed, Turbid, Obscure, Dub'ons, Eventuation. 
lnma ee-oo-mah (ExPBBmso&(!rnent); Vital Energy(i) penetrating the clooed but 

opening J>R"~nge-wny of Life(u); the Fcrpetunl Orgasm of Exietenoe. 
AimA (t-mah ), Gaomm; The Nucleus or Solid Core of Exietence. 
0Una ( oy·lll3h ), 'EJrvmoll'Xf.NT. 

Auma (ah-oo-mah), Haterinlll, Protopragmata, F, Substancioid Element& ot Being. 

The &im/"".A./J#rad Conceptione, prim
arily dr fnndamentally U1nex, Dlllnr, and 
Tllnnn, and tbe Determinismus of Nnm
beT, (tne actual naming of suma by their 
eomtituent Numbers) call into n1qniaition 
the Coolooant-Sounda, which must bo 
•mrmwilr diamiaaed here, with the single 
remark that all Consooant-Sounda resolve 
ai-IYeB upon IDtranalysia Into the t, .I: 
and p. which are Ullimlal, .DuUmal, and 
7'1-i.U-Z, re.<pectively. The t denotes the 
nniMl or toftjoitting of Distinct Units, (the 
t'W.V11 of Units iuto Unity), k the wt or dj,. 

llirion between Unite (or parts of a Unit so 
ocmverted into new Units, the Divi~ion of 
U11·it, or Un-ity into Un-ita}-both Elemen
tary Ideas; and p, at the Lipe, the Head of 
the Mouth, denotes the Cardinilm of the 
Meanings of t and .I:, in a binge-wise Mik· 
ton or Composity, Univariant; (tho Sepa
ration and Union, in thie Contra-posited 
double type of existence; the Cardinated 
or hinge-wise relation of Unltiou and Di
vision, k + t); aee -Jax, Cardinism, nnd 
Uolvarlety; lllld "The Alphabet of the 
U Diverse." 
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THE VOWELS NUMERICALLY; IN DECIMAL NUMERATION. 

The o,.a,,. of tho Vowels is varied almoet 
infinitely to eubi!erve dilferent uses, but 
alway• in accordance with an underlying 
law of Analogy, whioh is sometimes ob
vious, and sometimes wllita to be discov
ered. Used to denote Decimal ~umera
tion, as in Chemicnl N omenclnture, for 
example, a Nine-Vowel Scnle is required, 
with also a sign for Zero, (a Decimal Seale.) 
In the Eight-Vowel Scale, be•t adapted for 
printing the English, and for the General 
Lingnal Basis, (curried np to 12 by the 4' 
common Diphthongs, aee the first Tabular 
View), tho bustard vowels " nnd o, ( ull and 
aw), and also the bastard vowel o (a In 
man, mare), are admitted, and these occur 
in the middle of the scale. But to consti
tute the DeciJDAl (twice-five) Vowol-Scale, 

the l5 Pure Vowels a [ah], e [a], (i [ee], o, 
n [ oo ], occur first, as 1, 2, 8, f, and s., re
specth·ely ; then o and" (in thia order) for 
6 and 1 ; and finally fl (Fr. u ), and o (Fr. 
en in leur, nnd Ger. <8 in Gmthe ), for 8 and 
9. The k (for cnt-off', exclnsion) follow
ing and adjoined to the vowels ia then Zero, 
ao that ak is 10, ek is 20, etc. But &inoe 11 
and O are nn-English Sounds, those who 
do not know them, or who find them diffi
cult, may use a& substitute& (y)iu for 1l, 8, 
and ai for o, 9. The following Sche
dule exhibit& this Decimal Vowel-Scale 
with the Numerical Vuluea of the Vowels 
and their Geometrical Types with some 
alight modifications of these last, the 
grounds of which, generally, it ia unim
portant to explain. 

(DIAGRAMMATIC) TABULAR VIEW No. 6. 

,,.. 

A, OM, St."llllTANcE, Materiality, Nat11ral Reality :-,bo, a Heap, 
· Pile, Cumulru. 

E, &, Rrx..a.TION, Allaiatance (Ad-eiatence), Adjnnct-Tbing(a) ;--0,bo(a), 
Wing, or Wings. 

J.vu. The diphthongnl ie,bo, combining these two ·rnwols, haa for ita 
Fonn-Type Tho Winged Globe, a symbol ofeome special importance. 

e I, n,..,,, EJ:J!l"'X!(OE, Entity, Tl1ing;-i,bo, n Globe, or Solid Sphere, 
(bo for body), bot, typlcnlly, the Olobule or Atom ; t, bo, 11 

Prolate Sphere; I,bo, llD Oblate Sphere; l,bo, a aherd or frog· 
ment (of 11 sphere.) 

Nok. Iftbo Perpendicular or Lengthwise Line bo adjusted to the 
Axis of the Eye, it appean, u 11 Point, th11 Analogue of the Atom or 
Globule; hence Length ia nilled with Entity, Being or Thing. 

O, Jibtn-, Fou Front Vicnv, Proapect, Aspect;-o,bo, a Face or 
Front Aapcctual Presentation ; Pro«>po~ Countenanoe. 
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VOOA.Bt; LA.lff, cili 

U, .Fi111, MovuzNT, from lncllt1atiott; Shedding, ShadUig, etc.;-
11,bo, a Coue; u,boe, the Nappea of the Cone. 

O, &Mn, .Bt-1Mnacria, Signiftcant of SPAos;-o,bo, Canopy, Cover; 
over-archillg, over-shadowilli· 

lT, Biz, The t1pacic Heavens dissolving into Rain and OOOAn, Tnn, = 
Weather ;-,bo, basin, (pelvis), matrix-t1nd-ftuidity-Container. 

(Y)iu-like v in vnlon (~), &,At, Plwnt-likf FIWflt; Incident, Excita
lion; iu,bo, Tlaallw. (Compare Diagrammatio Tabular View No. 1, 
pp. cxi anJ cxii). 

Ai, (u), lfiru, SpaCl-arul-7ime-Lil:t Form, embracing gravity or gravid
ity (pregnaney);~1bo, Uterus-and-Vagina, Space, and Timo-Type 
(with f<etua) for oi and al. 

-k, &ro, Bttlunon; Cut-off, (so directly, although inversely it ia Incln
aive also); thus ak, tm; ek, ttDmty, etc. For the Jligher Numbers, 
the Vowelis are repeated, with a Comma between; each Vowel nttere<l 
delibel'lltely, and, as it were, 11eparately, thus: o,a, EU-, a,<>, 
Tlllflw, a,i, Thirlillit, a,e,i, Ont Hurtdm an<l Twent9· T11ru, etc. 

The .&/w o/ .SO..-, shown by the Dla
tnlmtion by Scalee (u above, following 
die V C1'nla, with sueh variatlona of order 

as may occur), in Different Domains, and 
tu bd10~111 Slq)I o/ 11,, aamt Ora~, in tAe 
di;fm'llt ~ is a tampk merely of wha\ 
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holds goo.i. all the way f'tom this Deep 
Region of Ax..u.YTio..u. GBJBJU.J.1Unoxs, 
\t. 1010-1012) upwlll'd and out to tile 
minutest twig& of Detail, in all the dilferent 
Departments of Bemg, the Clasaitlcation of 
which, in tho Infinitely Varied, 1''11J'·reach
ing ancl Univlll'iant Seuae, will be the Ela-
liorinntu of Univeraology, and iU Nome,._ 
clatu...- tAd Beplek ancl lnjiniWy .&ukrant 
Vocabulary qf Alwato. It is this ldenti11-
oation, in Of'i?in and De\·elopment, be
tween the Universe of Aetna! Details (Ma
terial and Mental) and the Correspond
ing Details of the /nirinaic Word-World 
which is to namo them, (the Discovery of 
which fumiBhcs Alwnto) which rende1'8 
this Divel'llion to Lingual Conoiderationa 
appropriate to a definition of Uni vel'l!ol
Of!Y • 

New Language. See in oonnootion Poy
ehology 1111d TikiwL 

As reglll'ds the popbllll' acceptance and 
adoption of Ahrato, in the World of Speecl1, 
that will provide for itself; for the ideas 
themselves, in their largenCBB of meaning, 
on the one hand, and in their minuteneM 
and exactncu of meaning, on the other, in 
their infinite variety, and in their ahaolwu 
n«JUritg, for daily and hourly expreeaion, 
when they shall have onco been awakened 
in the mind, are such that there is no other 
possible method of wuning them, than b7 
the use of the precisely analogical Ahruo 
terms. The New Language can, therefore, 
no more bo dispensed with by the thinkers 
and talkers of the future, than Science or 
Art can dispense with their appropriate 
apparatus and implement& Alwatoeqnall7, 
therefore, with Science, and pTe-eminently, 
Unh·el'llal Science, speaks not astheScribM 
(arguing to oonvince), but as one having 
authority. It does not 11ay " by your leave," 
but speaks apodidU:allg and authoritatively. 
It will be adopted simply because it cann~ 
ho dispensed with. 

Thie slight lllustration of Alwlll'lo worcl
hnilding, and of the Principle~ of Alwnto, 
is crowder! in at this point to atone in some 
meS11nro for the omission of this subject in 
the body of this work. Iti..Jofconrae lack
ing in fnlnese of demonstntion, bnt will 
be at least SUJWll'tive, nnd may sustain the 
e:tpectatione of the render until the publi
oation of more oomplete expoaitioDB of the 

UJU.NOt.OGT, The Science of Celestial Phe
nomena, Astronomical, (Gr. Uranot, 
liM.V&X.) \t. 888. 

-OLOGIC(AL.) 

-OLootoAL, (-alogical, ·logical), Adj., end- relates to the corresponding Science, tho 
ing for -Ology; or signifying that wl1ich designation of wl1ich enda in -OJ.OGT. 

ALl'lliBETio..u. Aluu..'(O&JOn tnmEB -OLOOtO(.A.L) OJ' WoBDI lmDDIG m -OLo<no(..u..) 

A. 

Axal'l'BmlOLOOIO..U., relating to Arbitrismology. 

c. 

<'onAltA.LOOto.A.L, relating to Compa'!'Ology. 
Cos:i::oUGJ~, relating to Coamology, and 

the Doctrine or the World BB contrut.ed 
with Man and the Mind within. 
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E. 

ELmmlm>LOOIOAl.1 relating to Elementology. 

I. 

L. 

Mo.8PlloLOOnw., relating to Morphology. 

N. 

NmosoLOOIOil, relating to Numerology. Na11B0r.oe10.u., relating to Neurology. 

o. 

P. 

u. 
t"~LOGIO.U., relating to Univenology, 

0.., or .d-, the Logos of the Blndoo Phll
«*>J>h7; - Logos. 

Oxlra TIT1!1I ai: ovo, (l&tin), every living 
Thing oome& ont of an Egg; d onuw nw,., 
1111d nerr thing ls living, t. 991. 

Omn-Dnmnio:ir.u.IT1'; aee Omni-Direction
al. 

Omn-Dnmcno:ir.u., extending In all dlreo
.S-, from 1101De common centre. (Latin), 
-i., ALL, and~. Dlucno•.) 

UIWloLOGIOil., relating t.o Uranology. 

ChmivABu.-Dlucno1uz., Extending In all 
Directions, not l'rom any Common Point, 
bnt in all the senses of possible Direct.ion. 

Chmiv .uw.-DDl&O'l'lolf .u.rrr, The Di1feren
tiation and their Aggregation of all the 
Special Dimensions; see Univenology, 
under -0LOGT. 

OKln-VA:ata.rr, Variant in every aspect and 
particular; Variant t.o the ntm0&t, or to tho 
InB.nite Depie. 
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011' II'' J. IJBOJT QU!i Dll J'AIBZ 8011' llivom., 
(Freuci1), Nu U!U1 ''""' anv Right Qedpt to d4 
Ai• Duty-Co11;te. 

ONTOLOGY j see -OLOGY. 
0PEBOLOGY j •e~ -llLOOY, 
OPTlllISll; see -Jeu:. 
OPTUIOID: see -Ow. 
OHoEB, A.Method of Procedure; a Way; a 

Drift of Direction; The Regularity of Na
ture, or of Society; the System of Natural 
or Artificial Reguli1tion in the Constitution 
and Administmtiou of Things; eee Natural, 
and Logical Order. 

ORDINAL, proceeding in an Order or Serie&, 
(Latin, Ordo, Or.tin-ii, AB 0BDKB), applied 
to the Series ol ti umber•, lot, 2d, 8<l, etc., 
oontrasted with the Cardinal Serill&, 1, 21 81 

etc. 
OBDINABillll; sec -TllJI. 
0BI>INARY, Ougoing in the Order of Time; 

Tnnporul, U1ual; reluted to the Or<linal 
Series of Numbers, controata with Card+
narg, or Tt'GmCt11dtntal. 

0BDINllKCI; see . J SllUB. 
Ommrnm; "ec -Ow. 
ORGANIC TYPB, (Actunl or Naturo.I), The 

highest or moat perfect apccimen of auy 

specie~ or order of development; the go...
eming form of any ~pecies, aub&tantiully 
real, while yet in some meuure idealiz.ed ; 
obsen·ationally central aud moJelic, (t.10.>8, 
aud Commentary.) 

OBo.ilfllll ; see -le•. 
OBO.ilfllKAL; see -leK.\L. 
0BO.ilf18lllO ; see -I 111110. 
OaoilllBllOLOOY; se~ -IJLOGY. 
Oao"'Nlllllil ; ~ee -Juve. 
01uu.N1UT10N, the co1nbining of the dill'erent 

Orgm1• ur l'urta of any compound object, 
as tho llumnn or Animal Body, the Army, 
or the Family, or Society at lauge, into nu 
Orderly Whole ; all the Parts oo-<>pel'lltillg 
to 11 Common Purpotoe or End. 

0BOillOID; see -OLD. 
Os nYomAS, 11 small bone 1itnated in t.Le 

throat, or nt the root of the tonllnc. 
0118JoULA "'CDITUI, little bones of the ear. 
On, (Lntiu), Egga. 
Ov.u.IAll', rel11ting to eg!l• or the egg l8Cb, 

or ovnries, (Lat. Ol>IJ, Eooa.) 
Ov"' TION, t. 991. 
Ov1aK; see -Jex. 
Ovcx, (Latin), Egg. 

p. 

P.ilfoRAKA, UniversRl View; (Gr. Jim, .il.L1 

and orao. to LOOK or 11:1:. > 
P .ilfTAROIUL, relating to the Pantarcby or 

U oi ve?l!al Conception and Scientific Type 
of Government ; of the Pantarchal Order 
or Kind. 

P Al!ITBE1e11 ; see -ID. 
P.ABT0LOG10, Univel'>lnl Logia, embracing 

Analogic and Cntnlogic. 
P.ilfTOLOOYj see Univcrsology, under-0L001'. 
P.ilfTOTnrr, The Totality of any Orgnnie

mus, including nll ita parta nnd relations, 
(Or. lUn, ALL, and tithemi, to POSIT or PIJT.) 

PAKA.PLEGIA, Paralysis or Pnl•y of tho lower 
portion of the Body ; of the lower 
Limb~. 

PAB EXCELLENCE, (French), pre-eminently; 
in tho highest degree. 

p ARTIALJ!l( ; see -I BK. 
J' ARTJS)( ; Ree -I 8)[. 

l'Aee10N1, Fouricr'd use of the term; nil the 
Jllotor-Forces of the Soul; any Loves, A tree-

tlons, or D!l!'irea, good or bad ; all the Im
pnlses of the Mind to Action. 

PAMIONAL ATTRACTION, Doctrine of Fonner, 
that the Pll3SionM, instead of being evil, nre 
the revelntion of God's pnrpOtlee in the 
soul, and only require to be undenitood, 
and balanced or arljoRted, to berome the 
sources of di\-ine hArmony in Social Ut'e. 

P1:Lv11, The bony basin which npholds the 
lower intestines. 

PEBAINOYT.I.; see Peras. 
I'zBAI, Limit or ~nndary. 
PERJ>UBl.No, la.~ting through. 
PJ:B&NNIUK, literally throug& (all) ytar1. (La

tin, per, THROUGH, and annm, "' Yun); a 
term proposed by Noyes for tile larger 
sen~e of :'tlillmnium. 

PERIPHERY, circumferential line. 
P•.BPUIDJCt'USll; >ee -IeK. 
Pi.a H, in and of, or through, oneself, or it.

~elf. 

l'LB818TBNT l:EKAUIDE.n1 a Guinmsologioal 
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~ehnic:i.Jity fbr 11 Burnving Soul, or Ghost; 
for the Etherial or Spiritual Part of 1my 
O~•ject or Pe™>n, or or an Idea even, whicu 
aur\i\"t:S the death or obliviousness of its 
~er outer Covering. See Spirit, Spirit-
1111fat, and Reh11bilitation. 

P&ari;cn.-s, what is seen through, or in
kriorly, with the lines of \"ision converging 
in the distance, and af/e1'1JJ(lrda diony/ing1 

~ w limili"f -Zu oftl&e lliew a,.• paut<l. 
PDanallJll; set> -Jex. 
Ps:minrom; see -010. 
PBALAKo.Ell, The hones of the 11ngel'll. 
PBALA.. ... x, a Cohort or Military Body; adopt-

ed, howe..-er, by Fourier, as 11 name for tho 
Compound Family, of about two thoul!4lld 
aoula, to inhabit the Bingle edifice, under 
the •• Harmonic Social Order" of tho 
Fut ore.. 

Pe; :.oJmiu., (Greek, plurnl of Phenomenon), 
Appearances, wbataoever happens or ill 
manif:i-ted by Being. 

Pe:nolllEXA.L, relating to Phenomena. 
l'IU!!>OlllEXOLOOY; see -OLOOY. 
l'm::sollCE!\"ON ; see Phenomena. 
PmwLooY; see -OJ.OoY. 
PB1L090PB1& l'oemv&, Comte's name tbr hie 

l'undamentul Philosophy. 
f'lllJ.080 MllllJI j SCtl • JSJI. 
l'lllLOMPUOlD ; ace -Om. 
l'no:.o:>:.OOY; !'ee -OLOGY. 
l'nnm1, 1. The Science of Nature; in a11m

ited sense the Genernl and Mathematical 
A~pect of !'i'ature, 118 tho Laws of Ligllt, 
11..-at, Electricity, etc., (Gr. Phgft8, NA.TURK, 
WJV6, D1•coau111 ;) more properly Jla;:ro
P'1y~u" or J/a-maero-Phyawl"'J!I as the 
rninr.alSciene<! of External N11tnre, ron
trnate<I with ,1/etaphyw, or Mtt.aphyriolO['y; 
and Jr~~Phyricl, for the limited sense ot' 
Phyiii~ (Gr. maero~, ORllA.T, ond micro#, 
L1TrLll: ; ma-macro, vnY eRBA.T, nn ang
rnentat;on of sense by reduplication.) 

PBntOLOOY: l'ee -OLl>OY. 
l'nnui, or l'urs111. (Greek), Nature. 
Prr: u rr11T1nc.1.nvu, docnmenlll adduced 

iu eorroborntion. 
1'1s .t.LLml. (French), rnde-&li~'t, kut ,.uorl, 

J1el-at-a-pin<:A. 
r~oT, a centrnl •t~ndard O'Jjed, Pno«m, or 

JJ,.,, aronnd which Mime ayatem revolve111 

or to which other things are attached in a 
•nbordinate way; the same in respect to 
what revol vu or a wings in varion~ direc
&luns, as a M"f/• is to what merely swings. 

PIVOTAL, th11t which relates to a pivot; see 
l'ivot. 

r1voTED, supplied with ft Pivot, Centre Post, or 
Srond11rd, around which the parts re\·olve, 
and to which they stand C<!ntrolly related. 

PIVOTED·EQU.1.TED, centred and ph·ot-like, 
BU•taining a Huluoced Vibration on the op
posite sides; liko the bearing point of the 
standard of Weighing Scales. 

PlVOTO·lNTEGBRlBJI j see -ISJI. 
l'LA.'l'OIDB, Plane-like curved surfaces, t. 687. 
l'L11Nu11, that which fills a space, the opposite 

ot'Vacuum. 
PLURA.LUIJI; see -JeK. 
PLURALllllll"S; see -18Jlr& 
l'Lt:BALIUBLll, which can be made plural; 

said of Nouns-Substantives which denote 
distinctly differentiated objects or thinl(''• 
as houM, horu, etc. ; see Nou-Pluralimble. 

PLURA.Lo1n ; •1•c -Om. 
PLum·MOKPlllO, having relation to the fiue

lincd, iuftlling, variety of Form, a. distiu
gnished from the bolder lines of Form, 
called Out-line; and hence to Line~ of 
Color and Qualitative Differentiation. 

PLum-MoersoLoor; see -OLoor. 
PLue, (Latin), More, more thGD; with the 

Gddition of. 
PLua QUANTl!ll, superior quantity; the larger 

quantity. 
P:Nll:UKA, Greek for Spirit. 
Pm:uKA TISJlt:"R ; see -lsJl:tls. 
l'NF.UlllATO-ANTRROPOLOGY; see -OLOOY. 
PN.EOlllATO·C'osmcA.L ; rel11ting to tlic Spirit-

World. 
Plo:UJIA.TO·C°OSllOLOOY; 800 -0J.OOY. 
PNEUJIATO-UNIVERSAL, Universal in reapect 

to the Spiritual Dornnin. 
PNEOlllA.TOJ.OOT; seo -OLoor. 
rouR, relating to the Poles or Extremities 

of an Axis ; Opposite; Antithetioal. 
roLmQuE PoBmVs, Comte's name for his 
Gr~at Treatise on Social Science. 

PoLY&A.llY1 Marriage of one with many. 
POLYTlll'!lllJI; see -Isv. 
PoBITA.-NEoATl8JI; see -IBK. 
PoB1TA.-N110A.TIVE, relsting, rollectively, to 

both the Positive and Negative Aspects or 
Si<les of Things; including Positive and 
Negntive. 

roslTltD, put or placed. 
Poems:ir; see -Ju. 
Posrr1rg Scl&NCJ:, Knowledge -iJi«i by the 

proper Scientific Methods. 
rosITIVIBJI; See -JSJI, 
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P08ITIVllTI, The dlaoiplea of Comte; -
Poaitiviam. 

POl1'-1U.TA.L, 11nbeequent to bilib. 
P081'11L4TS, a po!lition 111111wned 88 11a1ll.ciently 

evident, upon which aomethiug elae is theu 
to be hued; (Lat. po1tulo, I D&JWID.) 

PonirTU.LlZllfG, the adding or increase of 
power. 

Piuono.u. PBlI.OIOPBT, Philosophy applied 
to Action or Doing, oa, for illlltanoe, in 
Government or Social Organization. 

Pu-Cun, The initial part of the Figured 
notation in the Fourth Chapter of this 
work. 

I'urrx, a Syllable added at the beginning of 
the root ofa word to vary its m8111ling. 

Pauzn.t.TI01118K; see -1111. 
PJwu CAPITA, (Latin), Finlt Heade. 
PBUU.orom ; see -Om. 
Plmu. F.t.ot11, (Latin), fo-1t fa.cl., 111ed u we 

111e jirtt blvd, in the phrue, a jlrll bliuh 
lmpreealon. 

P1mu.IA, Initial or Primary Principles, Con
dition~, or States. 

Panu.uaxua; see -leiroa. 
PBUU. Pau.oeol"IW., (Latin}, a .Eint or 1le8le 

Philosophy. 
Pnnu, Fint. 
PBDWIJ( ; see -Im. 
Panuaxue; sec -hiroe. 
PBIKOBDIA.L, Fin1t in Order, original; high

est in rank, b«a"" lotout, or moet funda· 
mental in position; (Lat. Prim111, FI118?; 
OrdlJ, 0BD.SB.) 

PBnrnIPue, "Truths prior to all faote or 
makings, themselves anmade,"-Hickok. 

PaooBBlll, The ongoing and devolopment of 
Society tending towardit Perfection. 

PBOTB1'1'8IO!f, reaching forth, extension in a 
lengthwise direction. 

PaonlflIVB, fortbatretohing in a tingle di
rection. 

PaoTo-C'am8TI.t.ll, The Old or FArlier Chris
tian DU.pensation, now ooming to n c!Olle, 
which repagned the Principle of Rational
ity and rested on Faith 88 superior to 
Knowledge; (Gr. Prot.o., FIBIT); see Deu
tero-Chri&tian, and Trito-Christian, 

PaoTo-CB.Bl8TUllUX ; e~e -J m. 
PBOTO·CB.BllTI.llflllJlt:I; seo -Imroe. 
Paoro·DDBNBIOlfALITT, Tho oommon prop-

erty of Ori?'natit1e E.eact.ijlcatio11 which 
characterizes the Three Primitive Ase11 or 
Dimeneiona of Space, Length, Breadth, 
and Thiokth. See Bi-Trinaoria, Non-In· 

oliniem. The Intermediate or Inclined Di
meW1iona are characterized by the term Ix
TSBPBOTO-D~11011.t.LITT. 

Paoro-uo1-DDl.Kll810NALITT, That which i8 
in<lioated by the Adj11&ting Linea (Hori
zoutail and Perpendicular, Cl'IABing each 
other at right angles) of tlie Fronto11COpic 
or Full-Face View of an Object. 

Paoro-Rn.101ou11, relating to the Proto-B.
ligioniamus. 

PBOTO-PUOU., The Primitive milky, or plu
mal Substance, out of which Organic Sub
atancee and Beings are developed. 

PBoTo-PBAoK.t.TA, (Greek), }'il'llt Thlnga or 
Realities, u dietinguialied Crom Principlea 
or Fwlt .A.hatract /d«u. 

PBoTo-RlllLIGIONlllJ(; aee -Im. 
PBOT0-H111uo10:1111xce; eec -Jmroa. 
Paoro-Soow., relating to the Proto-Societi11-

m11s. 
PaoTo-SoomTUK; aeo -JllJI. 
PJ&OTO-Soo1111T18lllll ; seo -lsKUI. 
PaoHNllON, Tho Direction and DimeDSion 

which tends forworJ and dowuword. 
PaoPBitJ)(, whut is fundamentally oue'a o-.rn, 

oa dilfering from endowments, or what ia 
oonferred. 

PBoenOTIV111, Front View, Frontoscopic. 
Pe1m1>0-, or PseaJ-, (pronounced ~ud-), 

fulso, oouuterfcit, imperfect; (Gr. J>Ulldos, 
J'Al.811.) 

Peron, (Greek), The Soni. 
l'sYoaoLooro.u., relating to Psychology and 

the doctrine of the Soul or Mind. 
PeYOHOLOoT; ace -OLOGT. 
Pll?lcT.t.n, relating to Point or Pointe. 
PuNOT.t.TioN, the making of point or poina; 

a congeries or arrangement of pointe. 
PUl'IOTI<K; aeo -Im. 
P11?10TI1111.u., relating to the Punctiilmua.. 
PUNOT11111rna ; see -I~xua. 
PUl'loro-BABio, thot which etanda upon a 

point 88 a basiR or foundation. 
PUl'ICTUll VIT..s, (Latin, Point of Life), The 

theoretical Point at the base of the brain 
where the nervee deca."8&te in pas.~ing from 
the Lobes to the Spinal Cord, and in 
which the Lifo-Forcee centre. 

Puao.t.TOBT, Tbe Pnrizative or Depnrati~ 
Region in the Spirit-World between the 
Heavens abo\•e and the Helle beneath; 
onlled by Swodenborg "The World ot 
Spirit&." 

Pn.um>11111; ere -T~x. 
PTB.UUDOID; see -Om. 
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Q,. 

Qv.&J>!!.t.TUD, Squaring. 
Qi;.u.rr.a.nva, relating to Quality, (Substance, 

Tll.ing, Oblervation.) 
Q174ll'ID'IC42IOX, reduction to a giveu Qnan· 

titv. 
~~.a.nn, relating to Quantity, (Num· 

b.:r, Relation&, Form, LawiS.) 

Qu4BTIIU(; see ·lax. 
QUASI·, (Llltin), al if j IU it IDll,._. 
Quurnex; 11ee -Jex.. 
Quon EBA.T DJ:KONllTB4lfDUK, (Lotin), aome 

thing which wu to be demonatrated. 

R. 

Lmc.u., That goes to the root or bottom of 
a aobjec&; med in a good aeuse, meaning 
~/&, and, in a bad aense, meaning that 
whlch ~ upt.,,.,..,., 1111d ~rie; (Lat. 
&Jir, ... Boor.) 

i.a.DIC4L8, peraona who are RadiOAI. in their 
dootrines or tendenaice. 

JWno...uax; aee .lsJL 
R.a.Diom ; eee -Om. 
E....o1u•, (Latin), plural radii, literally a spoke, 

a liue going forth from the centre, t. 580. 
IUDros 'RCTOa, a Radiua exteniliug from a 

Centre to a mo\ing Point in the related 
Periphery. 

JUian-o;o, branching. (Lat. ramiu, A 

Bll.4lrc&.) 
Jano, Proportion, related etymologically to 

Re.on. 
R.a.no!uL.wr ; see -l8ll. 
B....no..a.Ll8Tlc, teuuing or belonging to R~ 

\iooa;i:!u1 or I.be methods of tho Reason. 
Lno:<.a.i.-SPDUTtJ..u., analogoua with the IIead 

and Chest. 
Bucno:nn-, backward-tending; recoiling; 
O(·~ing Pl'Ojll'l)3S. 

ltaAuaJl ; lleC ·JUL 
Ra.u.un, The Seet in Philoaophy who as

aigned a Real V aloe to Generol Tel'll'.l8, 
matiDR them to be aomething more than 
- empty Word.I or Names u hold by 
the Nominaliilta. 

h.u.rrr, w~ver Is, = Something. 
Ru.a. Pm:incrr.a.TIO!rUJI; - .J ... 
~;aee-IUL 
B.&enl.tJrJom ; ..ee -Om. 
~;-·JUL 
BacTom: - -Om. 
~c., a running back, (Lat. &, JUCK, 

an.J-, I atnf.) 
llax:ix:nom .u> 4B91l11Dl8Wlml, (Latin), Re-

ductiona to the moet absurd point con
ceivable. 

Ruucr, (Subs.}, The light thrown by any 
object which retleote ; the inatanoe or case 
of refiection. 

Raruonva, lmd'ng bac.I:, applied to mind. 
and to material things ; (Lat. N, E.a.oE, 
jkcto, TO BJ:ND.) 

R!:l'LJ:XIoN, or REFLll:OTION, Tho imnge 
thrown back by the extcroul light, or by 
the light of mind in tho act of thinking. 

Ruuiucmom; see -Om. 
Ri:oDB, (Frenoh), Order or System of Govern

ment, of the individwi.l conduct or life, 
or of other things. 

R110NoLooY; see ·OLooy. 
RE0BB;e1v11, Back-going. 
RxouLomNUa, Tho state of being rua,.ly re

guLir. 
IlllllilllLIT4TION, a renewed clothing upon, u 

of a ~urrectcd Soul with a new Bodv. 
An Idea forgotten in the mind iii dead, b~t 
having still, in its death or state of oblivion, 
a Pn-Ntmt lkmaiNkr, whenoe it may be 
re-called to life in the mind, or remem
bered, whiob is being ,.dabililaUd, or agalu 
clothed upon with the groaeer drapery of 
the external oonaoiooane88. na:a fact f!f 
nmembtring u tAm a rtal Raurr«lion <if a 
IJ•parled Spirit. The Idea so loet and re
covered is the ~ijl.c .dnalogw of the 
&Ml tbat dice, and yet Jh·es in a latent 
state, and which, at lea.st in somo cases, is 
deAtined ultimately to be reenacitated (t. 
~). · The ~huicality for the resumption 
of materinl bodies by departed spirits, as 
at "The Reanrrcction," is, therefore, T.\• 
Rellabilitalima of Pwmuttt Rnnaindtr1. 
(c.. :I, t. <l:>l); Ree Spirit, l'pirituali~tll. 

!!ELA.TIO:< AL, pertaining to the Domain of Re-
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lations, aa contrasted with the Entical Do-
1nnin. 

I:xu.now1, The Intervening Ideal Adjust-
111eut between Tl1inga or EntUiu; more 
~pecialized, however, than :;pace, Tiu Gtn· 
tral Jledium, which, whilu it surrounci8, 
11!~0 inten·enes, 118 lutcri1tice:1 or the Air 
coll\·erted into Breath ; hence l~elutioll8 ure 
~~·mbolized by Lina of O>nnutUm.; ex
'""led and generalized they are equivalent 
to Laws ; see Entities. 

l:l!LATIVB, The, The World of Related Phe-
1wmen11 or Appearances; the Shimmer of 
Ditfcrence~ upon a Ground of Unity, which 
Oround is Tho Absolute, -itself, how
e\·er, DO other t :1an The Counter ASPECT or 
The Relative, in tho lli~her, or Compo!!ite 
Absolute, or Actual Existenee. (t. 267); 
~ee A h~olnte. 

l:EL 'nvrry, of knowledge, the doctrine that 
nothing is known al>aoluUly or in 11 state of 
iu.Jepcndence from all other knowledge; 

• b:it only by virtue of its rtlationa to other 
things also known ; that thinga are rein-

ti'l"ely trne, but not, 10 far u we know, 
aboulutcly so. 

Rlluro10; see -Om. 
RBLIOIO·ARTllTlo, allied with the religiol19 

si<le of Art. 
Rsuo10-l 'BIL080PHT1 Tho l'hil0&0phic.A!lpC<"t 

of Hdigiou. 
R11XAINDER; ~cc Peri1U.tent Remainder. 
HEPETITIVE, iterating, repeating; that which 

rcpcut•, t. 81, p. 19. 
RsPETrronT ; see Rcpotitivo. 
REPt:LBIO!IOLOOT; see -OLooy, 
RBI OEST.ti, (Latiu), Things done. 
RESIDUA, (Latin), Things which remain. 
Ri:suLTANT, a pr<1<luct of things combined. 
R11:111na, (French), a con.Jcnscd re-statement 

of a auhjcct. (•'Ote.-lu adopting words 
f'rom the French I ha\·e usually dispenNld 
'l\"ith the nccent marks, when they could be 
spared without seriously impairing the 
Pronuocintion. Tho usage in this respecc 
!11 not settled. The flrst accent (') in thia 
word is not c••ont!ul, the second is so.) 

RETROOBll88IVE, tending to go back. 
ROTt'NDIHI ; 'cc -lex. 

s. 

F ACRt'K, Tho thick heavy bone or column of 
bone11 which fonns the posterior part of 
the pelvis, and i~ 11 continuation, down
ward, orthe vertebral column. 

~ABoooNoxr, Tho Science of Correlative Or
~1111ic Rcgiou11 in the Body or Trunk to the 
Pl1renologicOrgu11softhcllcad-Buchnnan. 
(Gr. San, Tui: FLEsn, ~°"• D1ecouRH.) 

~CAI.A, (Latin), a fiight of steps or sbirg; 11 
scale. 

~·· cAPUU, Tho shoulder blade. 
foesxA, an Outlay or Plan. (Gr. &~lmo.) 
;;ceBXAT.\, Plurnl of Schemn. 
'ou1unvs, relating to Schema, Outlay, or 

Pino. 
3crnos. The Antithet of Nature, ae being 

the staj.to of Intellectual Rectiflcntion, after 
that of Primitive Crudity, (Nature), and 
prior to that of Tasteful Modification, 
(Art.) 

~· OIE~ISll ; see -I Sii. 

:", IENTIBXCll ; seo ·I sxue. 
:·c1&:>T1zzn, rendered or made Scientific. 
~ cIE~"TOlD ; see -010. 

SotD'TO-ABmtACT, (Sube.), Tho Puro Ideal 
Abstract; (Adj.), Abstract In the Scientifto 
Sense; contr:••lt1 witll. the Naturo-Abstract. 
The Bones separated from the Flesh are 
Rn Analogue of The Bciento-Ab:!tract; The 
Fltlllh separnted from the Bones are 1111 
Analogue of tho Naturo-Abstract. 

Souncro-ABl!TRACTIIX; seo -lsx. 
Sotr:l!ITO-ELJ:an:NTARY, elemenlllry in~ 

to uiomatic Truths. 
S.::m!ITO-NBoATIVB, that which is Negative 

from t.he Duismal or Scientismal point of 
viow, t. 811. 

Soml!ITO-PmLOBOPmo, pertaining to Sciento
Philosophy. 

Sournro-Pu1L080PBT, 1. Philosophy passing 
over into Sci<>nce, 1111d famishing the Laws 
and Principles of the Spednl Sci~nree. 2. 
The new, ScUnt~, development of Phil-
080phy ; Metaphysical ancl Generalogicol 
Methode applied in the Science~, or, in
versely, Bcientiflc MethodA in Philosophy. 
Strictly speakinir, &Wito-Httapkgne should 
be applied to the regenerated Metaphysics. 
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111d Sciefttt>.P1.il0Mlplt1 t.o the New, and 
Higher, or Tran.~denial development of 
Pc»itiviam (EchOO!Ophy), nealting from 
Uirux, DllDll, and '1'1mua, the Primor
dial L61r11 <Jf Uuiveniology; but, these l'llll 
gn.atJ,- together, and, for aimplicity, the 
term &iDtlt>-PllilD«>p/ly may be UBed in
diil'enmtly for either, u happena in the 
Ten. In ftne, the Lower, Unhlmal, or 
Naturismal department of Sclento-Phil0&
ophy, in thia compoand Sell68 (prior tothe 
deftniiive ~very of Univel'Ml Principlea) 
Iii emm--1 by the worb of BDch thinkers 
•Kill, Spencer, and Bain, Metaphyaical, 
In a degree, and exact • may be without a 
UDiverNl C-0.. of Or-itieinn, but modula
ting cbiefty in Natural Philoeopby. The 
rigorous Uni ven.ological a p1'iori Method 
and Department, eonatitutee merely the 
OW.ma! or Scientiamal Subdivision of tho 
.uie, (Sciento-Philoeopby .) The Triniamal 
ltaiJe remains to be developed. 

Sciento - Philosophy ia the Fountain 
11-1 of the Sclenoee (c. 1, \. 12). 
F--4 Rzpillitnt (11'trodtldioit to tA1 
St..dy of ~lP~), tbas deftnee 
Philoeophy in thia new and more exact 
-. •• A hie111?Chical and positive ays
tematbatioo of the particular Scienoee, 
bued on the knowledge of their evolution, 
Ybich llhow• the connection of the tacta 
Tith the culminating ideu of knowledge, 
this which regulatee the mutual relatioue 
fll die divene ordera or knowledgea; it liee 
ID Che det.ermilllltion of the .hol, of the tie, 
flltbe ~ qf t1tm.ft-, oft.he~ of 
all \he brancbee of the thought ; it IH
-u. the nbmieaion of every order of 
knowledgee, whet.her Coemologioal or So
~. to the CODtrol or the ume bo
JDDgeDeOU-~ method, llOIIIOUmee Inductive 
-1 MnDetimea Deductive, but alwaya Ob
jedi.Te." There ia a radical dift'erence be
tireen tu "Positiviat" Conception of Phil
~1 and Hetaphyaical PhilOl!IOpby at 
!up. The Scienio.Phik>sophy ot Uoiver
eology is still, however, in pan only, oov
wed by thia Definition, inMmucb u br 
UltrtmaJ,.V ii ~ tUUrmWI tllilA pN

n.u.. YIU.T AD tJu <Jv""""""" ]d«u of 
r~ and eiitabliahea them • U111D1, 
Dvlml, and Tlmna. It then orirM ill 
....,, tbmee, not -i, to the ClaM!A
Clltioo of ibe Soiencee, u ._,,, ,_._, 
ba illll> all t.V /Htaa. wmmr JWJa Sc:z-

DCB, dmon. lo fM mmutut, thereby BllC01'• 

llTlTllTINO ALL TH& 8c1Sll'CB8 ur liAIUlOKT 

&AOD WlTH Tllll OTHBB, 1'801' TWB NJIW Sva
TIU.N8Clllll>&NT..U. PBILOBOPBJO POINT OJ' 

Vu:w, .u Tllll J:o'otniT411' oJ' ColfTBOLLiso 

OB PB.ESll>llfO KlfOWLl:I>OB8 j 4JID NOT 

ALOlOI OllllllCTIVllLT, BVT SUBJ:&CTIVJILT .u 
WllLL. See lndu, word Scieuto-Philoa
opby. 

Bomm>-Posmn, that which ie Poeitive from 
the Dulamal or Scientiamal poin\ of view, 
(t. 811.) 

8cIDTo-RBL101ova, relating to Religion ra
tionalized, or founded on Science and the 
diaoovery of positive Laws for the regula
tion of the Condnct. 

SBCOll'Dllll ; Bee -Ie:ir. 
811CTiol'l'1, a better term than Fraction! for 

the Aliquot divisions of the Unit, (t. 8'1.) 
SBOTO:a, the part or G circle included between 

two radii and the included are • 
SBOTOJUJ., relating to a sector of a circle. 
SllOTOBWlfG, the dividing or the cirole into 

aeotol'll. 
S:somn>o-; see Deut(er)o-. 
S:solllll'l'T, a part cut off from a ( clrole or 

other) llgure by a llue or plane; par
ticularly eo much ol a circle u ia out off by 
a chord. 

S:soKDT..u., refening to a segment. 
SllOKEllTl8X; eee -IIDL 
SDATOID ; eee -Om. 
Suaarom; see -Om. 
SauTiol'l'ALl81l; eee -IIDL 
Bnu.TIONOID ; see -Om. 
S:sQtJDOU ; see C<HSequences. 
S:sQl!llNTIA.LIT!', the property of following on 

in the train of points, tbi.oga or eventa. 
Smu..u., relating to a Series. 
S.DUL L..t.w, The Grand Law or Univel"l!81 

Diatribution and Snooesaion; of Co-exist
ences and Co-sequences, in the Universe. 

Sou.DD, arranged in eeriee, or aucceeaiou ; 
or in accordance with Serial Law. 

Snu.Tiolf, the constitution of a Series; the 
etate of being in Seriee, or auooeealon. 

SUQVUll; see ·Im. 
8:S~IWIOID8, small bones aituated in the llUb

Btance of tendons near certain jointa. 
Sum.m1; aee -Im. 
SDIPLl8Tlo, that which relatea to, or takes in

to account, only one, or aome few, or most, 
even, of the element. or fbctore which 
enter into any Composity or Compound 
Structure, omitting or noglecting the other 
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perhaps equally import.ant elemema or 
t'actol'L 

8DCGULIDI j see -JIX. 
8llf GIJLlaJf118 j aee -I nrua. 
Snco r LOID ; see -Om. 
SITl!ATJOK, diatanciated and related poeitloo, 

t. 1123. 
81u, ODe of the pel'llOna ot the Hindoo Trin· 

lty. 
BOOUL, that which relatee to Booiety, or to 

the oommunity ofme11 in Society. 
SooLU.Wl ; see -Iur. 
8oo10LOOY j Bee -0LOGT. 

8oLIDA.BITY, the Conditions ot Being which 
relate to Space and Co-existenoee, not 
viewed 1111 Mntin-or~ in Time; 
the intercombined relations of Humanity, 
making the Ezpemive Unity of the race 
aa distributed over the Yhole yorld. See 
Continuity. 

8oLIDWl; eee -Im. 
SoJUTOLOOY; - -0LOGT. 
Sovmto1'TY OP TU l!l'DITIDt7.U., Doetrine of 

The lnher<nt Right of All Men to be a lAw 
unto Thomaelvee; requires the Limitation : 
tDitlwu4 .EftcroocAnwnt, or ill "' /Gr 111 tAq 
6Mtain /"°"" ncroac/i"'? im otkn. 

SP.1.oLU., relating to Spece. 
6P.&Cio, relating to Spece, hence Ideal, • 

Tempie and Temporal relate to Tune, and 
to Materialitlee. 

SPACTO-, relating to Spece. 
Sr.&01010; see -Om. 
SnclALllTI, men devoted to a single object 

or pul'8uit, especially in the Scleuoee, to a 
Single or even to Several Domains of Sci
ence, but narrowed, in their attention, to 
these ; not imbued with the General Phil-
030phy or the Sciencce. 

fi:PSCllALOOY j Bee ·-0LOOY. 

fi:P:&OLU.OID ; aee -0ID. 

SPSCl!LOLOOY; - ·OLOGY. 
SPllSllU, g!obea ; Concentric Planoids; Ar-

omal or Spiritual Circomnmblenciea, en
veloping lndividnale or emanating from 
them, eomewbat • the atmosphere I.I re
lated to tho earth. 

flPIJL\LlaX; Bee -la. 
SPDllT, 1. Vapory, breath-like, gue<>llll or 

ethorial,Con-i~tencyormatter; aFloid,even, 
which bu dit1'1111ive and lltimolating ema
nationa or d'ecte; II. Mind or Mental Snb
atAnoe in a similar .Uenuaied ditl'uaive and 
radiatinir, or permeating, condition; III. 
An Individuabd HentalltT, twUWif in, 

or~/-, the material Body, a 0. 
ordinary vehicle and lmtrument of mind. 
It is then analogoua with the ti~ 
~-__,.,__ 
ail-radfatiou ot a planet, di11'erentM&ed 
from the eolid bulk or body or the p1aM& 
• 111ch; which Spirit of I.he planec maJ 
then be oonoeived ot u endowed with a 
ghoetl11nrvivonhip, or ae retalnln8' a P... 
NUnl ~. after the d9olntie ot 
the groeaer plauetary fabric. In the h1@'ber 
organiamua, oalled man, &Illa ~ 
Oo~&lo ia conceived or, from U. 
Bplritnallatlo point of view, • the -
Important part, u, in tne, the real DUil 

bilnaelt; of which all el.le are merely ... 
~riee. See Perai.ltent Remainder. 

(:PmmSX; 1169 •JUL 

SPU11T18'1'S, the lnnetigaton of apiri1aa! 
phenomena In a material and utmlal 
11enae. 

SP11UTV.U., re1ad.ng to Spirit In - ooe ot 
the eevenl aell8e8 ottbat word; - Spirit. 
Aerial, attenuated, IUfVid {like w ar 
'l>r«llli) ; relating to di11'nei•e and .aeuaated 
Matter·, or Hind-Bnbetauoe, and to IDOfto 

men ta or actlvitiea of auch ; (Lat. ,,,.,., 

I BllliTU; - PMVrN.) 
Sn&n'-MATTD, a more rellned Elbcr. 
SPDUTOID; - ·Om. 
SP1111T0-1Diw., aeml-eplritul, Mmi·lda 
8Pm1Tt1.u.1D ; - -Jm. 
8Ql1.UU111; - -1 ... 
STAlllUOLOOY ; - -OLOOT. 

6TUD-POurr, or Standing-poln\, die -
t.al position Crom which one Tiewa a Ab
ject. 

BTATA·KOTDX; - -Im. 
ST.1.nc, that which refers to Btedoe or Blllt: 

see Motic. 
STATJOK, Rest, qnletude, or qnl-oe, CICll)o 

trute with Motion. 
ST.•TIDI; eee ·Im. 
6TA1UJnll; Bee -J9X1111-
8TATO·C01'CJISTOLOOY j tee ..()LOQy, 

Su'l'O-Coll'Dmo•o10; - -Om. 
STATOID; eee ·Om. 
STATOIDIDl, the state or being analagou ..-;.iJa 

station. 
ST ... TOLOOY; - -0LOOY. 

STATU QtlO, (Latin), tho •late .. -- (thinr 
are) ; the existing etate. 

STDlfcx, the bl'M81.-bone or oohuma or baa9 
to which the long ribe .,.. ~ ill 
tront. 
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VOCABULARY. cxiit 

Smin1'8, (Latin, pl. Smruu), Pricb or 
Pointa, 11<> applied as to excite activity. 

Snocm:u, Cooatruction, Building, Shape, 
Kake. 
~r; aee-OLOOT. 
SnooD!r.uro-. Minor Governing In
a-. 

Snoo:imrAllT, governing in a minor 11enae or 
ct.;:ree. 

8nncr, the Obeener or Thinker In reepect 
lo hie OYD interiority or 11elfbood, which ia 
deded by, 1111d IO anbjected to impreulon 
from the outer world; eee Object. 
s~ that which ill interior, or within 

&Ila mind of the obeerver; that wliich re
ldea lo Humanity as eootruted with that 
which re1atee to the External Universe at 
large,--Comte; eee Ob~ive. 

8nnonTuoroe ; 11ee -Iiartia. 
Bn-Nuvu., the Domain of Metapbyaice. 
Sn-~~•; eee -Iion;s. 
Bn-woJDU.L, normal in a aecondary ae!lll8; 

- Normal, t. 860. 
8nm>mJcs, ainking. 
llnft.ur-ct-11111; aee -Inr. 
Stmft.Ur-e:i·l.IJIUll; eee ·lnroL 
Snn.ur-m-<m>; 1ee -Om. 
l!nn.ur~ relating to Substance (Natnro

At.tl'llCl), ~tracted-th>m-it&-embodi

meoi-in-Fonn,(which bat, when l\blltracted, 
it Scieuto-Abetract.) &bda"'ial relates to 
8a~mbodied-in-Form, creating 
the Beal Thing; ~H rfilatell to The 
Thing 90 eomt.ituted. 

San.a.s:nn, adj., relating to anySnblltantial 
Thing or Object. 

l!nn.L'<TITIT'I', Reality, embodied in Form. 
S~; aee -Jmree. 
EnftunlTom ; aee -Om. 
liC'Ml'AJrTOm; aee -Om. 
S~ an under-«ratum, or layer. 
~. tAlten up under; (Lat. "'11, llln>:O, 

and .-, I nu.) 
l!n-~llBSt>DT.U., Tnt.naeendental, or 
,,.....,, 6-JOfl'l (The Ordinary), in the Rad
bl Dinc:doo, or Direction downward. 

8nTIUlnOSSDll!ITALID j eee -Jn:. 
8~o•~ relating to SuC08811ion. 
Swvu 1 1 Bucceaeion, Co-eequent!ation. 

8 

SllJO(ATIOlf, tho constitution or a snm. 
SVPSBOIJIOVJD'J;lll!ITULITT, the property ot 

being over nnd around, as that portion ot 
free Space whicll we see 11bove and 
aro11nd us. 

SUPBRN.&.L18K; see -IBK. 
SVPBB-IU,TATION, swimming up to the sur

face; (Latin, Super, Allon; Natn, TO 
Swm.) 

SUl'Bll1'0LOOT ; see -01.00 r. 
SUPBBllURnO!.U.1 relating to SuperanrfOOes, 

and Elheri4; 11118 Univlll'l!ology under the 
vowel a. 

SlJ'Jll'AOIAL; 11118 Snrftcial. 
SlJ'Jll'AOUK; ace -In:. 
SVUiou.L, (or snrfucial), relating technically 

to the Geometrical Surfooe. Su~ 
from the Latin Superjicia, SuuAm:, hu 
acquired in prepondernnoe a more general 
1111d ideal meaning. 

SnL0019K; see ·11:11. 
STLLOOIJ!TJ01 relating to a Syllogism. 
SrKBOr., Sign, Type, Emblem. 
SnmoLlllX; see -IBJL 
STI010wwor; aee -OLOOr. 
Snoomuoom ; see ·Om. 
STNoBBoNoua, oontcmporaneons, (Gr. Sp, 

TooBTBBB; Chr()ftl)IJ, Tom.) 
STNoBA8111, (Greek), a breaking down Uld 

crnshing together. 
STNSTAS181 a standing together, the stat.e 

prior to Analysis, 118 Synthesis a putting 
together, is the state su b&eq nent to Aoalyaia. 

STNSTATIO, standing-together; not 118 yet 
analyzed or dill'erentiated, relating to a 
primitive, undill'erentiated state. (Gr. am, 
ll'ITB; daria, A ITANDINO.) 

S'l'NTBUll, a nnition or patting together ot 
Elements or Parts. Integralism; Trinism; 
uaed by Comte for a Conatitnted or Uuifted 
stage or order of Society. (Gr. qn, 1t'ITI1i 
tlthemi, TO :n'T.) 

STin'm:no(u), Integrative, conjoining, unit.
ing. See Analysis. 

STIIHJL\TOLOOT ; see -OLOOr 
Srrrou, the Contracting Stage of the Cinm

lation ; Contraction of the Heart and Ar
teriee. (Gr. qn, WlTll j IUllo, TO D21J1,) 
Bee Diastole. 
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cxiv VOCABULAJn:. 

T. 

TuLuu, (French), a Picture. 
T.a.OTOe llllt'Drrue, (literally, the learrutl 

toi<c.4). Tile practical or cultivated sense, 
especially of feeling. 

T.a. PoLLA, (Greek), The lllmy, contnu!ted 
with 1b Hen, The One. 

Tzomuaroe; eee ·laroe. 
'l'BuoLOOT; see ·OLOOT. 
TnJ.u.oLOOT j eee -0LOOT, 
T!Dmo, (Greek), to cut or divide, whence 

comes Time, oa a derivative. 
~LOOT; lee -0L001'. 

TlUlPlo, relating to Time. 
TsJ1P1ex ; eee -I8K. 
TbroRAL, relatiug to Time. 
Tbro1D; see ·Om. 
Tn!Poaom ; 11ee -Om. 
'ruDUTLU., that which tends, strains or 

roaches out towards; t. 81, p. 19. 
Tux, an End, a Period, an Expreasion, (t. 

680.) 
Tnxm.u., that which relatell to Enda or the 

End. (Lat. Tgminiu, Alf Elm.) 
Ti:BlDlfATIOlf, that part of a word, in Etymol

ogy, which follows the root and ends the 
word, with or without a connecting vowel 
between it and the root. 

Tzunroe, (Latin, pl. Urminf), End, Point 
of Arrival. 

Tll:BTILIK ; see -I nr. 
TsBTnsxue ; ROO - ! 11111:1. 

Tzrr, 1. The main Web of Disconrae, upon 
which a Commentary or Annotation is 
made ; 2. A particullU' single Paragraph of 
tho text in the larger aense. 

TnOOBAOT, that Stylo of Human Govern• 
ment in which God ie directly recogniud 
1111 the Governor ; or a State so governed. 
(Gr. T!ie<U, Goo; Erato., l'own.) 

Tm!OLOOIOA·MJ:TAPHY81CAL, relating to the 
joint Domain of Theology and .Metaphyaice. 

Tnl!OLOG1' ; see -0L001'. 

Teuxonoe, tho Science which treat& of the 
Laws of Heat. 

Tnuta, the Subject-M11tter of some diaoua
aion. (Gr. titMm{, TO PDT.) 

TmT, Thnt which is llrst laid down, aa a 
basis, with which some Counterpart ie then 
to be contmated. (Gr. titAmaa, TO PUT.) 

TmoJtTB, The Third Dimeneion, irrespective 
of the plus or lllinna q 11&Dtum of Enenaion ; 

an idea quite cliatinct from Thickn- • 
the plna-q11&Dtum of extension, in thla 
dimeu~ion, (t. 821.) 

TllnrJ:lll'o, Thing-ing, the Ideal or mental ~ 
lineation and constitution of things. 

Tao1:c11, (Latin), the roof or a temple; the 
superior columDAI' part of a dome. 

TeoBAJ:, the Chest, containing the Heart and 
Lunge. 

Tnawa; (Tee-kee-wuh), the New Scientific 
Univenial Language, derived from Uni
vereology ; the same aa Alwato, which see . 
.n meana Unition, and Ai Divi.,.jon. 
These two ideas are the moat ~ CJ:· 

presaione of Uniem and Duiem, the Fun
damental Principles or Uniotnal Being. 
Wa ie the root-word which means Speech 
or Language. Ti-ki-wa means, therefore, 
the Language derived from Abstract Uni· 
venial Principles. (The Aooent in tbia and 
other Alwaao words, ie variable, ad libitum., 
to bring out more dietinctively the Ditrel'
ont Elemente of Meaning. It is Empl.am 
within tho word. If requieite, the aooeut
mark is written.) Til:iwa ie tbua a tech
nical or philosophical name for the new 
langnage, but Alwa, or .4.lwato, The All
Speech, or All-Speech-Thing, ie tho better 
popular name, aa it ie more easily explain· 
ed, and ie, perhaps, more eupboniooa. 

Alwato or Tikiwa ia based on the dis
covery thnt every Articulate Sound of the 
Buman Voice (more vaguely this ia true of 
all soun<la) is inMNraily c],g,rypi., bg NlllMn 
kr1eJ/, with a Dellnite :Meaning; that theM 
.Jltaning•, so inhering in the Uni\•e1'11&1 
Alph11bet, (the Elementary Sounds, Vowela 
and Conaonante, or Exieting Languages, 
eit\ed 11nd unilled, alphabetically), are TM 
JI01t Oeneral Tli""fkU qf t/t~ Mind, and, ot 
the eamo time, The Moo Gmeral Elmw1t1 
qf &urnal Creation, and so of .•U Bein'} 
w~wr; (the Itleologk'lll Alphnbct nnd 
the Ontological Alphabet, 1C8pectively); 
and that, CONRQUlllfTL1'1 lfOl"IU built by 
combmill{I tM /Atur1 ~j,., tM 
&unth of tlia Unif!Wltll (Lanu11a~) ..fl-
p!.aba are tM If.A.TUBAL ana PBOPKB Na
t"fll of T/lbugl.u and Olf«U forne'4 bf 
tll4 corl'#JX»'dinf Combinationl qf thf 
Gmmu Ekmmta qf Tf.<>tight and iM 0-
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wal &-u o/ BMg""" 'l'Bll PAJmCVLAR 

,7l,,..ghtl a1Ul 06jeeu '° tMllW b11 tJuu 
N .&r11U.L W ortU. {See t. 203, 111d Int.ro
d iietion, p. xviii.) 

The Uboralc exposition ot the outwork· 
ing ot thia diaoovery wonld till many 
Tolomes; will oocopy in great prominence 
the labom of the University for many years, 
and will be, in a llelllle, the central ooco· 
pation of all \hiuke111 in all coming time, 
u the labor ia in1lnite and ineiliW1tiblo, 
or onJy to be me1111ured (in ita details) by 
the extremefi :ix-lblo development of the 
human mind. No attempt will be made, in 
this abridged encyolopedio deftnitlon, to do 
more than to render intelligible the Prin· 
ciple ot Word-building here indicated, and 
to direct attention somewhat particularly 
to the Paralkliml o/ DeHlopmenl in di.Jrer
ent Spheres. 

A eat'llcien~ preliminary a<.'OOunt of the 
Vowels, and their Natural Meanings {with 
90me alloaion to the Consonants) is found 
11Dder Univert10logy {in this Vocabolnry), 
which eee. The Ambigu's (h, y, w,) are 
ddloed under Theology. It remains, at 
this point, to exhibit, a little moro at large, 
the nature of the Consonants. I refer 
for the fuller etatement or all this aubjoct, 
and for the proof's, to "The Primary Synop
ns of Uwnnology," "The Alphabet of 
the t'nivene," "The Universal Alphabet," 
md other subsequent works. 

Tbe Vowels collectively denote (PlASmal) 
:R&il.nT. The Conaommta denote J.nu. 
nno:s. The Thin, Llght, or Abo!tractoid 
Cou.onanta, t, k, p, (th, tab), eh, s, t, de
note .dMtratt Limitation-Matbematic:il. 
The eom!8ponding Thick, Heavy, or Con
ereeoid Consonants, d, g, b; (dh,J), zh, 
s, Y, denote Concretd Limitation, which 
bi Bvdio ur ~ 1liny1 (.llinnal, 
f'~ or Jf.nimal.) or tho remaining 
c.omomnia, (Liquids) m, n, Dg denote 
Er.emional Incluaion, The PlWJ, Jlirnu, 
and Egucrffoll {or mean Term) of' Mathe
matiml Oenenlization, and so the Logio of 
Being; and I, r, denote Rates of' Velocity in 
Kocion, the Ru 111d M"anw of Movement. 

In detail I iB Poaitiou; Uh Extension aa 
loddnminate Stretch, l Figure or Cut, tA 
1'\•ot. 1111d p Hinge (Cardination, Cardinal 
:Limlta&ion); M Diapenion, 1 Collection, 
mid/ Operation, u the hinging (or win· 
llOWing) rclatioDlhip of Dlfruaion and Col-

!~ion; d is Resisting Solidity, j Mixture, 
g Force, dh Head with Halo, as the Sun, 
b Body ; zh Concrete Dispersion as of the 
Tree, Vegetisrn, z Concrete Re-com bina
tion, aa The Animal, ot a Diversity of 
Organs, v Life, Physiologicnl Vitality. 
m means Great, Much, Ont, l'tua; D Small, 
Little, In, Min.a; ng means Indifference, 
Neutrality, Msim Term, Equation.· L 
means Longness, Continuity, Unbroken
ness, "'noLBNEBB, Slowness, Lentitude, 
.Minua-:Movement; r means Shortness, So
lution of Continuity, Brokenness, Part
nua, Quickne68 or Violence of .Movement, 
Velocity, Plui-lfovcment. 

In accorcLmce with the model and ex
ample of Word-building, here more prop
erly suggested than exhibited, millions of 
words, which will be virtually self-defln· 
ing, may and will be formed, so soon AS the 
moohinery of their coustruction is acquired 
by the world. The prooeBB of' conatructing 
them, or the mere sight or hearing of them 
when constructed, will educate the thought, 
and force the mind Into an inftnite number 
of new and hitherto unthought-of discrimi· 
nations, both in the direction of the broad· 
eat generalizationa nud of the most subtle 
and uaot minutiai of particularity. Word· 
building, by this method, offers, as it 
wore, a apecial gymnastic for every distlnct 
ftbre of the mind, somewhat like nn nppa
ratus of the .Movement-Cure for the body, 
which ahould be so exquisitely contrived 
that it should be preciaely titted to bring 
every ftbrilla of every muscle into distinct, 
varied, and healthy action, in enct accor
dance with ita moat intimate nature and 
adaptationa. 

This wonderf'nl inherent potency of 
speech itself, not mu&y to lt1'1'd tl1d pur
poau qf tlwuyht, wllm tA011yJ1t 1uu ~"in
depmdmtlg uri.Ud, but to~ tlu chief meana 
of a.citing it, &fl.finitely ~yond a11y pad 
eonuption o/ tJu pouibili«u o/ thd .Wd«t, 
is tho special revelation of' the New Uni· 
vel'llal Science u it applies wit.bin the de
pertment of Language. And, what it ac
compliahes in this department is an aad 
tmagt, a preciu ~lie il.luitratW.. rlf tchat 
it d<JU or- u oomptUnt to d-0, /or ~oery 1pher4 
ef Tlwught and Bding. In Homan Society, 
for example, It will scrupulously thrca.l 
every aspect of possibhr human aft'ectious 
and relationa, u alsoofindividuaJcharactor, 
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c:xvi 1 VOCABULARY. 

or .,.in, In a word, It will radlcall1 ex
hana& wbat.toever Domain. 

Thu, Univenology not onl7 clueillea 
and explaiDa the Aetna! Creation, bot it 
previaes, ~'' or to the extent or oor 
mental abillt1 to apply ita Prlociplee, aU 
CPmlion .Mic/a u pouilM '" tJu Natvn of 
Tlii"U•· Given the Principles of thia Sci· 
enoe together with the Conditiona at an7 
point In time, which ma1 be uaumed 1111 

The Beginniug, and the Aetna! World in all 
lta Detaila might have been wrought out 
11 the Logical Neoeealty, and with Math&
matical oertllinty, by a mind competent to 
the task or the legitimate application or the 
Princlplea to the Conditiona ; and tAw 
tllitlwt.I umttiaU1 controtienillg tJu Jlmdom 
of tJu Will of any /lldMiidval i!MIOlflf<l 
t. tJu ~' WDO IHOVLJ> U 80 I>BVltlr 
OP.II> 411 TO BB nr HAJUloll'T WITH Unt
wr.U Natur•, or otherwise apprehended 
and stated, tDitA Tli• Will of Gad. 

We are thua conducted to the old 
and vexed question or Fixed ·Fate and 
Freewill, which Cl1ll hardly receive its 
ultimate solution in a 11iogle pamgraph, 
uu~ess the following statement can be ao
oepted ae such : All Rational Beings are, 
M to tAM /nmoll, perfectly ident.ifted with 
all other Rational Beioga, or have, in other 
words, tlltir root m God. 11iw u Th• Uir· 
UJUL hp«:4 of tluir lki"f. Their Diver
tlities or Contrasted Individualities belong 
to the Divergent Development of Universal 
Being outward and away f'rom thia Centre, 
oonatituting the Individual Pl'OJ"iv• of 
ench, ( exoept in reapeot to the Central or 
Pivotal Monad who fills the poeition 
which wo inatinctoally aesign to God.) 
nu ~ncy into Indffidual wcu. " 
n. D11W1A.L .4lpdCt of tJu Battonal Uni-
wrH. 

Hence, the appat'd'lll or u:Ur1ull Individ
ual Will, when being tJOJUtroilud by the 
operation of Universal Law, ia °"'¥ oon
l/tra4Aed In respect to the Individual's 
outer or <-inflv) Natural Will, while at 
the eamo m11tant he is being ruled in ao
oordanoe with bis own lnmoet Consent ond 
(more Interiorly Natural) Volition, which 
bia Outer Comciouaneu may not for the 
time be deep enongb to penetrate and 
reoognize. Convenion to God, or the R&
conciliation of God and Man, ia, therefore, 
llimply the lnterioriatlon, and the Univer· 

u.l Expanalon thenoa of the IndiTidwil 
Human Soul, met and ooneapouded to bf 
the Exteriorif.&tion, in turn, or The Diviue, 
and the permanent establiabment of lea 
oantred authority{" The J.n1iox of the Bol1 
Ghoet," "The Love or God abed abroad in 
the Heart,") in hie individwil ~ 
Thia ia the Regeneration of the Selfhood. 
It ill, in ot.her words, the Individual'• 
discovery and 11009J>tanoe or bis own higher 
Unity with the Cenlhl, and ao with the 
Univel'llAI, Goodness and Troth of all Be
ing. The Freedom or hia Will ill thua \in
dicated in ita reoonciliation with the Di
vine Will, •• being, in very deed, more 
tru17 bis own Will. 

7lu u tAm tJu Tmnex.u. Of' Ha~w 
Sl4gd (tM PujlJl:t«l .A.lptct) of BatUntal I» 
~ At thia point, the Theistic, the 
Pantbeiatio, and the Atheistio Conception1 
come into perfect acoord with each other, 
and will onl7 remain ea " The Penonal 
Eq nation,, or the dilferent obeervers in 
the !lllme Aeld, the leanings or preferencee 
of different organizationa for divene 
methods of the~ of phenomena, in 
respect to the euenoe of which all the pu'
tiea to the old oontroveny will oome aub
stantially to agree. The Morality deduced, 
or the Religion of the Life, will be identical 
with all. Such ia the Ga.um Raooxco.u.· 
noir which Sciienoe tenden to the contl..ict
ing Religion• SenW:nenta or Mankind, in 
the creed of The New Catholio Church; 
The Grand Spiritual-Rational Univariety of 
Being. See Psychology, Theology, Uni
vel'llOlogy. 

Tueuu, tho organised aublltanoea of which 
t.he animal or human body and vegetable& 
111'8 composed. 

To Ilu, (Greek), The All. 
Toma, the Keynote from which a tune takea 

ita departure ln mutlio, and by which the 
time is regulated. 

To rLDU, (Greek), The Plenum, t.halwbich 
fills a Space. 

Touo, Trunk of the Body. 
ToOT ualUIJILS, {French), The totallt7 or 

~· 
TIWT 1>'Uinoir, (Frenob), a ~ oon· 

nectiog line. 
TB..ufaoDI>, (Verb), to riae above; to eaaume 

the poeition f'rom which to look down upon 
a aobjeot from a higher point of view ; • 
in the political doctrine or " The higher 
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Law,"-Snvl. (Lat. tram, ovu or u
TOC'D, and llt:iJttdo, oo, or ro .uouu.) 

T&AJr.oKKDEBT.u.; aee Tramcend, 1111d Tran&
ceodentalhun. 

°flu.Jn.CJDCDUT.UUK; see .Jq. 
T11..uecu0En.u. SOIUOB, Science ~ 

dhiwd from ~--rv Prirteipl#. 
TlWfunoir, a puaing over from one atate to 

111:1otber. (Lat.. tf'4M, .&DJIOl8, ova, 1111d 
in, TO GO.) 

TlLumnoiu.x. ; aee Tranaition. 
Tuu:x ; - . llllL 
Tu·r:nax; M!e Tri-onism, nnder-Ia. 
'hl-DlJOJlllOK.u.nT, the &tate of having 

three dimensions, called "Length, Breadth, 
and Tbicknees ;" extenaion in all the Three 
Dimensiom, Length, Breadth, and Thlckth. 

Tmoa.u>a, developed in three Steps or De
gree.t. (Lat. T.w, TBBu; (ba(Jw, 
&ru.) 

1'1ao1LUU, Triangular Fignzes. 
'hDnaK; see ·lex. , 
Tzowu.. Trini:sm, ape<:ifically in the elabo

rate or concrete aeose, aa R«U .B1irv; ; dil!
criminated in kind from the Abatract and 
D~ID<lntuy Principles, UllDll and Dl1lD, 
(c. 1, t. 203.) 

Tllll!rDILU.; see • Iax.u.. 
T:auwuc; ~ -1&1110. 
T~; eee-Iexus. 
TlWloID ; see ·Om. 
'I111-111tcT1U>, cut in three, meaning, ueually, 

evt "' diflitkd bv IJwu plli- IU rig/it 1agk1. 
Tm-ucno•, the operation of trisecting, or 

the state of being tNeded. 
Tlmo-CR:&18Tl.Ur, relai.ing to the Third and 

Yuial C~riatian Diapenaation, or more 
largely, io &he New Catbolio or Ultimate B&
Jigiou Career, now abont to oommenoe in 
the World, to reault from the Reconcilia
tion and intelligible and perfed Harmony 
ol Ra&ionality ..um Faith ; of Scientifio Cer
tainty or Knowledge 'll'D'll Intuition, In
apinWoo, and Renlation ; or again, in 
oCher 1l'O?dA, of the JlntW"1n tlrougA Soi-
~ of Um day, with the ~io" tllrwg4 
!II. Iy..z of tla Ih.UU SpifW of the Put; 
lhia Beooociliatlon 1111d Harmony to be 
d'«ted through the aubde Analyaia 1111d 
Analogiea of Univenology. See Proto
Cbri&tian, and Deutero-Ch.riatian. (Gr. 
Trtto., Tsui>.) 
T~;eee-Iax. 
r-c~; eee -Iavt. 

Tmtooou, (-Field), the dootrine of the 
origiu and diatribntion of •thing11 in trio 
grade ecale. (Gr. tru, (tritot), TBJIU, 
(TBW>); ,.,w, llllllD, or BOBT.) 

T!uTo·RJ:LIOIO!IISX; Bee -!BX. 
Tmro-R1:1.1010Jr1&1roa; see -11111111. 

TBtTO -Soou.x. ; relating to the Trito-Sooieti&- · 
111ua, or Third Grand Stage in the Devel
opment of Human Sooiety. 

T!uTo-SooD!Tlllll; see -lax. 
Tarro-SoollmDW1 ; see -llKtle. 
Tm-UllWl; see -lex. 
TTn, a Model, Patkrn, or pWotal ard ~ 

Entity of 1111y kind. See Organio Type. 
Tn10.u., nilating to, or derived from a Type. 
Trno.u. PLil'; see Ideal Typical Plan. 
TTn·FoBll, (Ideal, Trllllaoendental), the 

Pullem in pun ideal conception to which 
any Object, Orgnnismm or Scheme of Be
ing whntsoever, tends to conform; or from 
which it may be conceived of, ideally, as 
having taken ita departure ; constantly in· 
timatMI, but never actually "1aitat6d, by 
the Actual or Natural Forms involved in 
the Orgaoiamus, howe\·cr typical, in the 
sense of reigning or predominat<t, these 
Actual or Natural fol'lllB may be. The 
Transcendental or Highest and true Scien
tio Ideal Type-Form embodies the -Isx 
rather th1111 the -Ry; (aee -lllll.) As re· 
cently expounded by Taine, the aim of 
ortutic prodl\otion ia " to represent eome 
fVlllitg of object& in a more impresaive 
JIWlller thllll ia done by the Objeota them
eelves ;" that ia to say, to 11bAtract 1111 At· 
tribute, or Quality, or Tendency, or Belir 
tion, even, and to re-nnlml11 it in an Ideal 
01(j.ct, distinct from any nal olgect, but 
more replete with the Spirit of the given 
hplCt of Being. Thia iii pr~g what, in 
Science, t'umiahoa lDJW. T-rn-Fo!Ul'a; ao 
that the Highest Science and the Highest 
Art conour. Aa Profeaaor Riobard Owen 
reoently obaerve.e, with, 1 think, no more 
than.a due amount of critical aeverity: It 
impliea a oertain degree of obtuseneas to 
confound tl1ia idea with Type-Form in the 
lower or less Transcendental aense, as 
merelythe eample-inatence among the Real 
Object& of a given Species or Cl&8d; (t. 166, 
111d Commentary; t. 1063, and Commen
tary); see Ideal Typical Plan. Type-Forma 
are of three kinda, Initial, Medial or 
Middle, and Final; (t. 1001, 1064.) 
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cxviil VOCABULABY. 

u. 

ULTDU.na, Finalitiee, Outer Ende, region of 
Ree11l!A!. 

'CLTUIATOU>; Bee -Om. 
t.:LTR.UrALYIJ.I, the deeper and more rad· 

ical uialyaia, like eu!Hoiling, in ISflcul· 
ture. 

ULTBA·AlfALnrc.u., reladng to Uhran&lyall. 
ULnu.·11'1>11onv&, beyond the lint and im· 

mediate res11lt ot Induction. 
ULTJU.·N.a.rou; eee Sub-Nature. 
Uir1-1>D1BN1tol!IALnT, extension in a eingle 

dimension, 1111 Length or Breadth. 
U:in-1>1B&Or1ox.u., exteuding in a eingle di· 

reotioo. (Lat. Unw, On, and I>irdio, 
Dmtano!f.) 

Um-LAT&JU.L, One-aided. (Lat. Unru, On; 
Latru, Sws.) 

Um·xolU'mo, having relation to Outline, and 
BO to Form and Quantitative Diacrimi
nntions, 1111 contraated with Plorimorphio 
Limitation. Ull'lJ(OBPBIO Configuration, 
t!10 Primary and Generul Outline of Ob
jects, •• dift'ering from Plurimorphio 
Conftgunition, the Jlittuu Con11guration 
fllithm tlie panda or it!Unpatw o/ tli1 Ovt
liru. For example, tho Unimorphio Con
figurution of the Presentation made by an 
EdiJloe con1iata ot the Bue-Line, the Up
right Linee at the Anglea ,or Edges, the 
Slant ot the Boor, the Outline of the 
G1'11Dd Openings, the Windows and Doon, 
etc., the lntel'llpacea being regarded 1111 

t1n!form, or deetitote ot Morphio Variety; 
while the Plurimorphio Con11guration re
lAtea to the Seams between the Bloob or 
Briob, between the Clopbouda, Shinglee, 
eto., the Linee of Color, otthe Fiber, even, 
ot the Materlala, eto., which are peroeived 
on cloaer inaJ*tion to variegate the inter
•i- ot the Outline, themMlvee. So, In 
respect to the Human Body, the Unimor
phlc Conftguration consists of the general 
Contour, of the grand Divisional Lines 1111 

the Median Line, (Linea Alba), and the 
Line or the Girdle, ot the Broab at the 
Joints, etc.; and the Plurimorphio Con11gu
ration consists, on the contrary, ot the 
wrinkles on the Surtaoe, the Light-and
Shade Lines, the Linea of DUference be
tween the T'!Muee, eto. The Dilrerence II 
like that between Goneral Anatomy and 
:Minato A.uatomy or Hiatology. Strictly 

and eclenti!cal17ddned, Unimorpbic ec.. 
figuration holds the aame relaioo to Plvi
morphio Conftgnration within the AbstrM
t.iamna, or the total Morpbiamna of Baas. 
(which the7 divide bet.ween them), .. &bll& 
w~oh the Inorganic World (The Inorpzill
mua) holds to the Organio World (The Or
ganiamna) within the Conereei&maa, ar 
total Corporiamna ot Being, (which the7 
ln turu divide between them.) See Plan. 
morphology, under -Ology, and the ftJa.. 
ti.on of P-':i to JIJ~ and or~ to 
Vauali, under Psychology (under -Oioa), 
and Tikiwa. 

UlUXoRPBoLOGT; eee Un·XORllIO; --OJ.oeT, 
UlflPUlfOTWI; - -Ia. 
U lllUIX ; - ·Ia. 
U 1!1U1XAL ; tlOC -Iau:r.. 
U )lllJllO ; ace -111110. 

U!m'ABY, what relatea to Unit)'. 
U!m'ABY LAw i 1188 Law. 
Ulm"ABIAlCT, that which combines an Aspecs 

of Unity on the one hand with an AaptcS 
or V llriety on the other. 

Ullm'AlUJIT!', the Combiua&ion or Combioed 
Besnlt or u nlty and variety; the c.rdilt
lam or hinge-wile relationahip of Uniry 
and Variety, or of SameoeA and D~ 
ence, In The Complex Totality of Bebif, 
111.UcA ii Uu t?IP' ef e:rim- in twry "J*n. 
In1ln!te Variety In Unity (or Unity in v .. 
ricty), or which tM kaM, ,_,., _,....,,,.. 
.ununta'71 orul all-in<luiw "'*- ia tbe 
Cardination of U.- and Dtna in tbe 
Compoeite Tmlrux of all reality ; -
th- tenne nuder ·lllll, and t. ~ See 
alBO Cardlnilln, Piv~lntegralilm, undfto 
·lax, and Univenology, (letter p), under 
-Ol01f7. Words of thla type ot ltruttlln 
and meaning (like Unlvariety) are whal la 
meant by the laaldng 'nlird Terms or Ez
!sting Langnagea 111d habita or thoaght. 
( o. a, t. !li6), both our 1anguagea and oar 
thonghta having beon hitherto ~ 
The words 71Uq and 11-itUMIJ are tbe 
beet lnstanoee orworda otthla l'1- HMo
tore exiating. Alwato will abound In ndl 
worde, AMf«' or oowepla in 11...U., al 
~-. sv.plUb, penooa whoee ord« 
of Inind or deTelopment la ~ 
(monotyplo), are aloeel7 related to~ 
""61, tho good old ADglo-Suou i.rm spce-
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VOCABULARY. cxix 

boeo1111ly e\"olnd to denote, upon the 
lower or common plane, the abience of 
ilia& complexity or many-eidencu (poly
cypWD) of mentality which will cbaracter
be pre-eminently the more Highly Differ
entiated HUlllADity of the Future. The 
world Till take a new degree in ita in
lelledual expaoaion, elevMion and power, 
6'om the time that ita habitual thougt.ha 
demand the emtenoe of terms of the u n
nrian& order. Phonetically they will be 
amstituted (Alwali) by the 11.11e of the 
Labial, or Lip-Conaonant-Sounda. The 
Loweet S.ngee "'1k entirely from the 

Throat; we have arrived at the Middle
mouth, with a alight addition of the Lip
Sounda; "the Coming Man " will talk, in 
preponderanoe at tho Lips, and will think 
in aooordance, with the doublen088 and 
pliancy of oapect so, symbolically, implied. 

Ul!CtVEBBALOm; see -Om 
Umvltll8lllJI; aeo -Ia. 
U lilIVllJl80LOOY j see -0LOOY. 

U NIVBB80LOOIOil j see -0LOOJO.ll. 

Ulfom; see -Om. 
Ulf80IDT1DD, not rendered or made lcient.i

floor uact. 
UauoLOOYj aee -OLOOY. 

v. 
'\" .l.«'1lJI, Space devoid or any .Pfmvm or V11 A TEBGO, (Latin), Compulaion, foroe from 

8ub6tance contained. behind. 
'\" UlAJIT, having 1111d exhibiting Variety or V1eou1s•; see -Inr. 

Dd!'erentiation, from the Environment, V1scu111uz.; see -l1J1.a.L. 
1111d u between the Parts, Propertiee, As- V180<BJaJUo; see -l81Uo. 
pecte and Relatione. ' V18CEBllllu1; see -Ia~a. 

l°HnUK,tbePrincipleembodied in nod sym- V11I1Nu, one of the persons of the Hindoo 
'boliad by the Treo, or Plant, or tho Vege- Trinity. 
iable Kingdom at large; Vegetable Life u VJTELI.INB, pertaining to the Yolk ofao ~-
distinguished from Animal Life. VooABU.LABY, Dictionary, Gloe&ary. (Latin 
V~ (Latin, plural verteb1'111!), an ind!- P'ooabulum, A WoJLD.) 

mu.al .tion bone of the beck-bone or ver- VoLUlOI, Space occupied by any enclosure 
tebml column. having the Three Dimensions, Length, 

YDTUa.U'JI, posaesaing an interior back- Breadth, Thickth ; the same relatively to 
bone. these three dimeuaione, which Area la 

'>Diez.a, a little v-1. relntively to the flnt two. 
\"u:m:-TKDA, (Latin), in the reversed order. 

w. 
W-: M!e -Im. 
lrmDOJI, The Snpreme Intelligence-Ele
-' of the Kind; \he Counterpan of 
"J.oq, "-8wedeoborg. 

WoJLD, The, the L1gt» of Plato and St. John, 
The Bcripturu-Swedenborg. 

z. 
,_,_., The Principle embodied in and 

111nbolimd by the mathematical 7Aro; 
The Spirit of Negativity or Nothing; aee 
Negatism. 

Znoe LOGOll ; tee Kolnoa Logoe. 
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CHAPTER I. 

GENERAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE SUBJEc'i'. 

Tezt. Primary Distribution.-Man and tho World, tho Compound Universe, 
p. 1. Definition of Univeraology, 2. Impression and Expression, 6. CoDSidera
tlona upon ihe Division of the External Universe in respect to Tuu~ and SPACE, 6. 
NATUBE, ScIBNCB, and AllT, 7. PHILOSOPHY, SCI.ENCE, and RELIGION, 9. Pm
LOllOPBY o• llrrBGJULillK, 10. SENTDI&.~. DoollA, R&LIGious CoNDuCT, 15. 
Kum, MATTER, MoVJDmNT, 16. Analogies between Philosophy, Religion, etc., 17. 
Grand Subdivisions of Science, 18. TENDENTIAL and REPETITIVE CoRREBPON. 

J>ilCE., 19. Comte's Distribution of Sociology, 20. The Ethereal or Spiritual 
Qimno8, 22. Coem.ology, Pnoumatology, Anthropology, 22. TYPICAL TABLB 
OP TBB UNIVERllE, 23. Analogy botween the Human Body and Human Society 
eontruted with C-0mte's Sociological Distribution, 27. DIVDGENT and CoNVEB· 

GOT bn>IVIDUALITY, 29. \Varron, Comte, and Fourier contrasted, 30. Their 
!elation to UNIVERSOLOGY, ~ EJcient()..Philoa<J]Jhic ~Wn of tM LaUJ of 
God, 34. Swedenborg as representative of the Pneumatological Domain ; the 
Bpi.ritista and Spiritualists, 37. Tendency of Modem Science to the recognition 
~the Spiritual Constitution of Matter ; Profs. Henry and Loomis; Reichenbach 
and Faraday, 38. Hickok, Mill, 39. UNIVEBBOLOGY, the Grand Reconciler of 
all forma of Thought, as Components of One Compound Truth, the Culmination 
~ God'• Revelation and the Harmonizer of Confilctlng SysteinB of Doctrine, 41. 
General Beaulta or Universology, 44. Morality a Positive Science, 44. Social 
lntegrallsm and Pantarchism, 44. Swedenborg's Grand and Divine Man, 45. · 
TmureuL Co:t'VBRSio!'f nrro OPPOSITES, 46. 

LUI of Dlagrama. No. 1. Correspondential Relationship between MAN and the 
WOJU.D, p. 3. No. 2. Enlarged and modified view of Diagram No. 1. TYPICAL 
T .un.uu 0. TllB UNITEB8JI:, 24. 

O..nnataru. The use of the term Uniwrl<Jlogy explained and justified, p. 2. 
Tu AlrnTaETICAL REPETITION o• THE LoWEST IN TBB HIGHEST, 2. Or
dinary Liien.ry Rules Uanscended by the Higher Laws of Criticism revealed in 
Un!Yenology itself, 4. Indefinltenem or Physiology and Biology and other Sci· 
at.ific Deeignations ; more accurate Designations suggested, 4. Spirit, &c., 6. 
Subatltutlon of the new ienn, &holt>phy, for "Positive Science" explained, 9. 
B:iplanation of the arrangement of Tables and Diagrams, 11. Logic defined, 12. 
On Typical Table, 24. NOKBNCLATUBE OF UNlVEBSOLOGY, 26. The Governing 
~t.ive of the Reallon, 35. Use of the word, lnexpugnable, 41. Allusion to 
die establishment of" The Church Universal,'' 43. Typographical freedom exer
dled in the quotations from other authors, 45 . 

.4nnotation. Soclology and Ethicadefined; the Sclence of Rellglon, 6. Comte·s 
Objective and Snbjeetive, 21. The Featu.rea. Hart, Flgme, and Gesture, 2:1. 
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2 ANTHROPOLOGY AND COSMOLOGY. [Cu. L 

1. THE Universe, as concretely embodied, divides most osten
dibly into MAN and THE W oRLD. 

2. The World is a Basis, Pediment, or Footstool ; Man is 
the Statue, Image or Eidolon erected upon it. 

S. The Science of the whole Universe, I denominate Um
VEBSOLOGY. c. 1-9. 

4. The two grand Departments of Universology correspond
ing with Man and the '\Vorld as Departments of the Universe, 
I denominate: 1. ANTHROPOLOGY (Gr • .Antkropos, MAN, and 

Commentary, Tm 8. 1. The term UniwrlOl,ogy is liable at once to meet the 
criticism of Purists in language, on the ground of Hybridity (as from the Latin 
Uniwraum and the Greek Logoa). The corresponding word 8ocio'logy baa, how
ever, completely overcome this objection, and established itself in ecientiflc 
parlance. The greater intelligibility ofUniversology over Pantology with non
classical readers has determined me to the use of the term, and the same prin
ciple of decision will be found presiding frequently over my choice of terms; ao 
much so, perhaps, as to form a feature of the work. This is apart from a philo
sophical defense which might be made of hybridity generally as a means ot 
ultimately ennobling language, instead of corrupting or degrading it. The 
question is the same 118 that of the effect of the commingling of all nationalities 
in the constitution of American Society, as against the older and more " respect
able'' idea of guarding the 11Ational purity of blood. Each party in all such 
controversies represents one side of the truth, as will be taught in the Text. 

2. Other criticisms of a similar kind on literary grounds may aa well be anti
cipated and forestalled. A very free use will be made throughout the present 
work, and other works to follow and accompany it, of Capitals and other ~ 
graphical Appliances for the emphasis of particular words and phrasea. This 
is also, I run well aware, in derogation of the current and common-place literary 
rules. This system is not adopted, however, through ignorance of those rules, 
nor without thoroughly considering the relative advantages of abiding by, and 
of transcending, them. The New Science will itself contain and teach the 
Prindpl.e in accordance with which the decision has been made. 

8. It will show that there are three stages of development in all things, and 
that the last and highest of these returns to a seeming conformity with the fint 
and lowest stage, but in a new spirit, or with a different purpoee:-TB::B Alm· 
TRETICAL REPETITION OF TUE LowEST m TlIE HIGHEST. 

4. To illustrate.-The Sophomorean or Tyro in literature makes the page glare 
with capitals and italics, and it may be with exclamation points, to bring out 
or render salient ideas which he deems important, for no other reason, per
chance, than because they are his, unaware that they may be as well known 
by others, and perhaps even have been better expressed by thousands. 

6. This is the first literary stage (Unismal, t. 203), and being Natural., it is 
nevertheless, or r<dMr indNd for that fJe111 reaaon. Vulgar. The avoidance of . . 
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CJL l) llONANTIIROPOLOGY-DIAGRAlC NO. 1. 3 

Logos, DiscOUBSE) ; and 2. COSMOLOGY (Gr. Cosmos, Wo:RLD, 
Logos, DISCOURSE.) 

5. The t.erm Anthropology has been used hitherto in a more 
restricted sense, so as to apply t.o the general attributions of 
the Individual Man, as Phrenology, Temperamentology, Sar
cognomy, etc., excluding the ordinary Sciences of Physiology 
or Biology upon the one hand, and Sociology on the other. 
Ii has not, however, become very fixed in its meaning, and it 
will be far more appropriat.e and convenient t.o apply the t.erm 
to the entire Science of Man, Individual and Collective. For 
the restricted meaning heretofore given to the word, I shall 
employ Monanthropology (Gr. Monos, SINGLE or SOLE, .Antkro
poa, )(A.N, Logos, DISCOURSE). c. 1-5. The following Diagram 
symbofues this first Distribution of the Universe into Man and 
the \Vorld. 

Diaaram No. 1. 

this rnlgarity then leads, by reaction, to the 11econd stage (Duismal, t. 203), which 
nproves and chastens the exuberance of the youthful folly. This goes in tum 
ultimately to the opposite extreme of prohibiting the necessary and proper use 
of the " Mechanics of Literature," as extra aids in the e::rpression of our ideas. 

I. The equally natural sud proper revolt B,,aainst this tyranny of classic pro
priety ronducts to the third stage (Trinismal, t. 203),which is that of the literary 
illdependence of the ripened and thorough scholSl'llhip which is able appro-
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4 THE LOGICAL ORDER A.ND THE NATURAL ORDER. [CB. L 

6. When we say Man and 'Vorld, mentioning Man first and 
World afterwards, we proceed in thought outward and down
ward to the Body, and thence to the Earth as representative 
of the more exterior World. This is THE LoG1cA.L or IDEAL 
ORDER. When we say the World and Man, we proceed, on the 
contrary, upwards and as it were inwardly to the Body, and 
thence to the Head of the Man, which is the seat of the Mind ; 

priately to judge of the conformity of the means employed to the relative 
intrinsic importance of the ideas to be represented. 

7. In the presentation of an entirely new Science, where often the whole force 
of a Principk or RaditxU Thought may depend upon the right emphasis, not of one 
but of several parts of the sentence, everything is exceptional and peculiar, and 
the law of propriety must be sought, not in the current rules of dilettantism in 
literature, but in the nature of the subject itself, and in a judicious considera
tion of the beet means of aiding in every way the clear presentation of ideas 
which may be found sometimes sufficiently difficult, even when we have availed 
onreelvee of all the helps with which the diversity of types can furnish us. 

8. The criticism, I venture to affirm, will not be made by those who have 
mastered the subjects about to be treated of, who will, on the contrary, be 
grateful for every increased facility in overcoming the intrinsic difficulties. It 
will be made by thoac only who criticiae by anticipation, and who meeting some
thing which they have been in the habit of condemning-and rightly enough 
ordinarily-will not in the first instance discriminate with sufficient accuracy 
the true principles of the philosophy of style, which should be in strict con
formity with the exigen'ciea of the subject. 

9. Universology teaches the Laws of Criticism, and until these are known, it 
submits itself, only in a very partial sense, to those Empirical Rules which are 
ftequently only substitutes for Principles which at tbe time are unknown. 

Commentary, t. 6. 1. The term Physiology is employed in the Text in the 
larger sense of that term,-General Biology chiefly in its material aspects, or the 
Science of the human body BJeciftcally, and then, by extension, that of all organ
i:r.ed bodies whatsoever. When, on the contrary, we aay Anatomy, Physiology, 
etc., enumerating the several branches of Medical Science, we use the term 
Physiology in a minor sense, for in the larger aenae Anatomy itself is a branch 
of Physiology. Great confusion exists in the naming of the Sciences from 
this and similar variety and contradiction in the extension of the meaning of 
terms. We shall meet with this confusion in other instances where it will be 
noticed, and so far as may be, rectified, by the suggestion of better Scientific 
designations. It may be well to adopt the terms-Macro-Physiology (Gr. 
lrfal.:ro1, GREAT, Ph'UIU, NATURE, Logo., DISCOURSE), for the larger aspect of 
Physiology, and Micro-Physiology (Gr. M"ihrof, SMALL, etc.) for the minor 
aspect. The distinction may, however, be dropped when from the context the 
WDbiguity is unimportant or does not occur. 

2. The other term coupled in the Text with Physiology (Macro-Physiology) 
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CB. Ll AVERAGE llEA...""'fING OF UNIVERSE. 5 

and as Man comes up out of the Earth by his natural genesis, 
or by his historical development in Time, this Ascending Order 
is denominated THE NATURAL, arid sometimes also THE His
l'OBICAL ORDER. (See Diagram No. 1.) 

7. But ordinarily we do not so much intend by the term Uni
verse, Man and the World as ol>:J"ects, or suck as they are in 
themsel1Je1J ,· but rather it is the Aggregate of the Experience, 

ia Biology (Gr. BWI, LIFE, and Logof, DISCOURSE). Unfortunately this term bas 
al.to been popularly applied to a mere branch of "Animal Magnctism"-tbe 
transfer of certain life-forces from one individual to another-which bas also 
been called Psychology, and for which Mr. Braid bas furnished the unexcep
tionable term, Hypnotism. Apart from the unpleasantness of this association 
and the duplexity of meaning, the term Biology would be preferable to stand 
in the Text alone, as its meaning may then be so extended as to include the 
phenomena of Mind as well as those of the Body. Thie would be precisely the 
nature of the term needed to be brought into a Trigrade Scale along with 
Konanthropology and Sociology. The distribution would then stand as 
follows: 

~ 
8. BocloLoov, Soience of Collective Humanity. 

A.TrJIROPOLOGY 2. MoNANTllllOPOLOOY (Phrenology, etc., t. 5). 
1. BIOLOGY (extended from Man down to Animals and 

vegetables.) 
8. Thie distribution is then cut across by the relation of these Sciences to the 

abstract Bases, 1rlatter and Mind, respectively. Thus Biology subdivides into 
1 . .Hacro-Physiology, covering the material aspect of organized objects as 
hued upon their anatomy and physical function : this, when restricted to 
Kan, is Anthrop<>-Corporology (Gr . .Anthropoi, JUN, Lat. 00f'J1"', JIODY); and 
I. Psychology (Gr. hgihe, THE SOUL, Logo., DISCOURSE), or Anthropo-Mentology. 
the Science of the Human Mind (Lat. Hem, HIND). Monanthropology and 
Sociology might then undergo similar subdivisions based upon their Corporeal 
and Mental aspects respectively. Instead of Psychology the term Mentology is 
preferable for the larger and universal consideration of Mind, as contrasted 
with all material considerations (Materiology). It is this discriminntion which 
ltrikes through the three domains of Biology, Monanthropology and Sociology. 

4. Konanthropology, on the one hand a Transition or Connecting Link be
tween Biology and Sociology, is then, on the other hand, a Transition also be
tween Anthropo-Corporology and Anthropo-Mentology. Phrenology, for 
imtanoe, a bmnch of Monanthropology, receives its name from the Greek word 
wbich denotes the Brain, which is a part of the Body, while it deals pre
'-i1t.aJ111 with the consideration of the Mental Characteristics. 

5. Ethics, or the Science of Morality, relates to the Individual Man in Society, 
O!' iD hi.a relations to life. It is therefore in a sense a branch of Sociology. 
llore properly, it is a Transition or Connecting Link between Monanthropology 
IDd Sociology. .. 1-3. 
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6 AGGREGATE MEANING; TIME AND SPACE. (Cu. L 

Knowledge and Use which we have of them in the Mind, which 
we mean by the term. The Universe is therefore, in some 
sense, different for each one of us; by a general mental 
a1Jerage, however, of the numerous indi1Jid-ual conceptions, we 
come to consider it as <me. 

8. The Universe may be again defined, therefore, as the 
.Aggregate of the Impressions which the External World 
makes upon the Human Mind, and of the Reactions of the 
Mind ; first upon tkose Impressions, to recast them into tke 
forms of Thought,· and then, ulteriorly, upon the same Ex
ternal World which originally produced the Impressions, to 
reproject them, modified, in the actions of tke body and in the 
products of these, as the means of Use and Beauty. 

9. TIME and SP ACE are the joint field and NEGATIVE GROUND 

for the display of the objects and facts which constitut,e the 
.External Uni1Jerse. c. 1-8. 

Commentary, t. 9. 1. There is a semi-scientific distribution of all the 
Contents of the Universe based upon the twofold character of the Negative 
Ground of Being, namely, 88 Time and Space respeeti'rely. [ Qtltr. 

Annotation, c. o, t. o. 0. M. 1. 
Ethics is the Science of the Individual in 
respect to his Relations to others in So
ciety. Sociologyis the Science of Society a.a 
l'UCh, that is to say, as an Organismua 
constituted or Individuals and of the 
Grand Complex of their Relations, but 
differing from the Individual as the whole 
dift'ure from the parts. More strictly de. 
fined, Ethics is the Science of Human 
Conduct as regulated by the sense in our. 
1fkcu of Duty towards other Individuals 
in Society, but in that eeDBe only in 
which the ftm1.m for the decision of tM 
quationa in~ud in tM i<ka of Duly is 
still the Indi!Jidual CO'Meienr,e, and. not 
an JJJmrnal Tribunal. 

2. Sociology includes therefore, Poli· 
tics, or the Science ofGovemment as well 
as Political and Social Economy and Ju
risprudence, and also extends to and in
cludes THE PROPER ScIENCE OF ORGAN

IZATION, in the highest application of 

that term. In this latter lleD86 it em
braces all of those higher ideas of the 
Reorganization or the Reconstruction of 
Society, which constitute the burden of 
Socialism. It covers the whole ground 
of Rights and Duties in the Domestic, 
Industrial, and Civic Aspects of our Rela
tions in Soclety, in so far ae these are not 
made o. special domain either of Morality 
or Religion. 

8. The regulation of Individual Con
duct with respect to the duties which the 
Individual Man owes to God 88 the C:en
tre or Pivot of the Unifying Sentimrot 
of Adoration or W orehlp b6Iongs neither 
to Morality merely, presided over by the 
Science of Ethle11, nor to the proper do
main of Sociology at large. It pcrtain11, 
on the contrary, to Religion properly •o 
called ; snd the Tbeologiool Ground11 
upon which that duty is based may be 
properly denominated, the &imu of 
Religion. 
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CJ.L] NATURE, SCIENCE AND ART. 7 

10. The first crude Impressions which the world makes 
upon the mind furnish substantially the conception which we 
denominate NATURE. The speculations which we institute • 
and entertain concerning them, in the Forms of Thought, are, 
in the first instance, mere speculations ; but when verified and 

1 All the preceding views of Man relate to him as a citizen or denizen of 
thia present life-scene, while yet the almost universal Faith of Mankind bas 
ever pointed to another existence aft.er death, which is called Spiritual. All 
thst relates to this present life is then called Temporal, and holds a relation to 
Time, as the word indicates (Lat. t.empua, TWB), as Spiritual Existence holds a 
similar relation to ~. or the Spheres, or the Atmosphere. 

3. Hore readily and popularly, Spiritual Existence will be recognized as 
haring relation to Eternity, the countt>rpo.rt of Time in another sense which 
still comes back, as it were, to the idea of SPACE; for the infinity of Time which 
makes up Eternity, ceases by its exhaustion of the idea of change, or progres
sion, to be apprehended as Tum; and can therefore only be apprehended-if we 
can bold fut to that abstruse and difficult id~ Time SOLIDIFIED m SPA.CE, 

or in the language of Scripture, "Eternal in the Heavens." It is the intuition 
oCtbi1 conception which has led to the adoption of the term SOLIDARITY, to 
apms the idea of the whole Universe, or any given Domain of Being, in rapect 
I.> iU Statie condition, and ill ~ occupation of Space. To this, the term 
r-0111uccttt is oppoeed, for the idea of the Motic condition and the consequent 
occupation of Time. The &lidarity and Continuity of any sphere of Thought 
or domain of Things are thus eqniv~lent t-0 the Bpau and TiTM JHUrminatioM, 
?l!lp«tively, of the matter in question, whatsoever it be. For the former of 
theie terms I am indebted to Fonner, and for the latter to Comte. 

4.. The question of the immortality of the Soul, or the survivorship of man 
after death, has hitherto received but little elucidation from Science, and still 
remains almoet wholly within the domain of Faith merely ; except with the 
modem Spiritoalists, whose investigations have not as yet been invested with 
the rank of Science in the estimation of the scientific world properly so called. 
A &od of light upon the subject may at least be hoped for ulteriorly in the 
dinoction of Universological investigations; but without too much promise of 
immediate atisfactory results in this difficult field of examination, I may, with
ollt fear of discredit, claim that any domain of thought and speculation is, in a 
lellle. A proper domain ·of Science ; since the search even after a Scientific 
lldhod adequate to the investigation, invests it with that character. I shall 
oat therefore hesitate from the first to include Pncumatology, or the Science of 
Spirit-Life, among the Grand Sciences of Man, at least in the sense of a legiti
rna&e domain for the effort to establish a science, a domain which bas always 
1'ttived more largely, perhaps, than any other, the attention of the discursive 
human intelligence. 

5. The whole Science of Man. aa related to this life, may then be characterized 
• Temporology, or Human Temporology, and that of the residence of man in 
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systematized, they become K MWledge, culminating in SCIENCE. 
The ult.erior reactions of the Mind upon the Ext.erior World, 
through 1. the Bodily Activities; 2. the Creations or Pro
ducts of those Activities ; and S. the Modificatiol).8 of the 
Exterior World accompanying them, correspond ~th what is 
called ART, in the most extended meaning of that term ; a 
meaning for which Practical Philosophy is sometimes em
ployed as the more comprehensive and appropriat.e term. 

11. NATURE, SCIENCE and ART are thus, representatively, .a 
threefold Grand Distribution of the Universe. 

the Spheres, whether superior or inferior to the earth-life, or on the earth-level, 
might then be denominated Spaceology, or Human Spaceology, (or Ex-Spare
ology,) from the relation above intimated, which this idea bolds to the Domain 
of Space. (Pronounce Spa.ce-ol~.) 

6. It may also be at times a conl'enient discrimination to speak of all the 
views of the Science of Man which relate to the Individual, and whether in 
respect to this or any other life, as Individuology, opposing it to the Science of 
Sociology, whether conceived of as here upon the Earth or in the Spheres. 

7. There is still another important Universal Discrimination in Nature closely 
allied to the Spaceal and Temporal one just described, but one which is eo dis
tinct as to require a slight degree of attention at this point, and ultimately to 
require a very large degree of it. This is the difference between Light and 
Shade, or again between Day and Night ; these states resting upon the question 
whether a given side of a planet or world is illuminated, or is thrown into the 
shade. This difference stands also analogously related to Life, as the Analogue 
of Light; and to Death, as the Analogue of Darkness or Shade. These last two 
states of existence come back obviously into a close relationship with the ideas 
expressed by the terms Spiritual and Temporal, drawn from Space and Time ; 
but with an important difference : Spiritual Things are considered from the 
religious point of view, as that which is truly living, and Temporal Things as a 
sort of prolonged dying. 

8. Light, as associated with the Brow and the Eye, and with Fonn as seen, 
coincides with the meaning of the term Ideal (Gr. Eidt>t, POBX, and J!Jidl>, I SEE); 
and Space, as the container of the Atmosphere (Pneuma, SPIRIT, Am), is simi
larly related to the term Spiritual. Id«JJ, and Bpif'itw:ll are often regarded as 
almost synonymous; both are opposed to H~ Spiritual is not, however, 
primitively related to the Brow and Eye, but to the Chest or Thorax, whence 
the breath proceeds. Spirit is from the Latin Spif'O, I BREATHE. The relation 
between Irkal, and SpiriWal results therefore from a relation between the Brow 
nnd the Chest both of which are thrown forward into the Light-and are pr<>
minmt in Space. Shade is associated with the 06tcur1 or IJwbtftd, as the true 
and direct opposite of Ideal (Bright, Glorious); aa Time ia with Temporal, the 
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12. The Speculations of the Human Mind respecting the 
Universe, in so far as they rise to the dignity of System, and 
are not merely chaotic, are a.gain susceptible of a threefold 
division, relating t.o that which precedes, but somewhat modi
fied from it. The three Subdivisions of this Order are 1. Pru
LOSOPHY, 2. EOHOSOPHY (Positi-oe Science), 3. P.RA.CTICAL 
PHILOSOPHY (including A.rt, GO'Dernment and Religi<m.) c. 1-3. 

13. PHILOSOPHY, from it.a generalizing character, similar t.o 
First Impressions from the Exterior World, is allied with 
NA.TUBE; EcHosoPHY, as the Spirit of Particu:lar In-oestiga
tWn, is allied with ScIENCE; and PRACTICAL ,?HILOSOPHY, as 
the Spirit of Do-ing, is allied with ART. The simplicity of these 
alliances is, however, disturbed by the fact that Philosophy 

direct opposite of Spiritu11l; (Spacic, pert.ainining to "The Spheres," .A.tino
Bpheric). 

Commentary, t. 12. 1. The term Positive Science is employed to designate 
all aywtematic knowledge of the kind which has been ~ after the rigorous 
methods of Close Observation, Experiment, or Demonstration, which characterize 
Srieuce aa di1fenng from 1Ml"t! Speculation, Intuitional Beliefs, Hypotheses, 1Mr6 

Theory, or any of the less certain or less intellectual methods of knowing or balf
knowing. Philosophy begins with Speculations of a Iese exact character, while 
they are correspondingly more broad or univel'l!al, and become more and more 
lcienb11c or poritiN at the conclusion of ita career, at which it undergoes a 
change-A TlcJucmAL CoNVKBSION INTO OPPoeITEs (t. 83), and becomes what 
may be appropriately denominated ScIBNTO-PHILOSOPBY, which is then the 
fountain-head of all the Sciences. 

2. The terms "Positive," "Positivist," and "Positivism" have been, how
ner, appropriated by Auguste Comte, and applied to the System of " Philo
IOphy" and "Religion" founded by him, based on the ideas of Positive Science, 
bat containing many things to which scientific men generally do not choose to 
be committed. Herbert Spencer, for example, has felt compelled to free him
lelf bom the imputation of being a disciple of Comte, while yet be claims to 
be a Poaitivist in the primitive or uMllCtarian use of the term. (1). 

S. To uoid the embarrassment resulting from the doubleneae of the meaning 
of theie terme, I enggeat and shall employ for the primitive meaning of Poaitive 
Science, the new term ECHOSOPHY. from the Greek «Min, TO HAVE, and 
~. WDD>OK or KNOWLEDGE. This will contrast very favorably with Pm-
1.0llOPBT, rrOm pMlein, TO LOVB, and 10phia, wtsoox, the modest name by which 
the early Philoaophere chose to designate their devotion to and search after 
tratb. 

1. fte Cbw1116tt.tlon of tbe Bdmeu, lo wblch are added reuoaa for 419entlllg from the Pbll~b1 
.rx. c-w. "7 ~ s~. 

9 
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seeks to go back Qf, and, in that sense, below and beyond 
Nature, to the region of SUBSTANCE and CAUSE, as the funda
mentum or background of Nature ; or that from which it pro
coods. Philosophy in this sense, therefore-and the term is 
most frequently so applied-is related. to, and is synonymous 
with Metaphysic(s), (Gr. Meta, BEYOND, and Phusis, NATURE). 
In so far, on the contrary, as Philosophy remains in direct 
contact with Nature-a wholly different kind of speculation
it is known as N .ATURAL PHILOSOPHY. It is then simply a 
generalized. aspect of Positive Science. 

14. Science proper, as both Positi1Je and Exact, speculates 
and definitely learns concerning the Laws and Phenomena of 
Actual Being. It intervenes between N atnre, or the Domain 
of Natural Philosophy which is its base, and Action or Art, 
the Domain of Practical Philosophy, which, as stated above, 
is projected from N a.ture and Science. The PmLOBOPHY OF 

INTEGR.ALISM, which will be introduced in the present work, 
includes and co-ordinates all Qf these depa.rtments Qf the Spe
culati1Je Scope of the IIuman Mind. 

15. Practical Philosophy, however,-the larger or more 
inclusive t.erm than .A.rt, (as this term is usually employed), 
relates to all Doing, or to the Execution of Projects of all 
kinds, but more especially to Government and the Grand 
.Administrative .A.ffairs of Mankind. The following Table will 
illustrate, with some enlargement of detail, the preceding dis
tributions. (For references to the Commentary see Table.) 

Commentar11, t. 16. 1. Philosophy tends, as its first Drift, towards tbe 
consideration of the Unity of the Universe, To Hen (Tm: ONE) of the ancient 
Greek Philosophers ; although in its progress it finds itself compelled to divide 
into branches. Echosophy (Positive Science) tends, in the first instance, on 
the contrary, to the investigation of the particrw11' caaea of existence, or what 
Bncon denominates Inata'Ma. Its primary Drift is therefore towards SpeclnliZR
tion, or the division of the Universe into separate and nnmeroU!\ domains; 
although it was from the first destined to end in the discovery of a Unitary 
System of Nature. It is these firat and clwraderi8tic Drifts of Philosophy and 
Echosophy respectively, which arc indicated by the terms Singuloid and Plu
raloid in the Table. We instinctively say most frequently, Substance and 
Cause, giving to these words the form of the Singnlnr Number, when speaking 
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::: ... 

n. ffuroloU 
or Multifarious 
Aspect of the 
Universe.. 

ECROSOPHY. 
c.1~ 

TABLE 1, 

8. ABT.-MOVEMENT-PRAC- 2. GoVBn.'WE'll'l'. { 

3. RELIGION. 

TiCAL PHILOSOPHY l ART { 8. Grand Art. 
(p.roper) 2. Fine Art. 

1. Artl:r.anlsm. l s. SKILL and APPLIBD SCillNCB (in the Arts). 
-Scientltlc Method included. 

1 8. Mathematica. 
I. 8CIE110E. 2. EXACT SCIBNCB 2. Analoglc. 

1. Lo21c. o. 7-11. 

{ 
8. Anlmai. 

1. N.a.TUJUL ScIBNCB 2. Vegetable. 
I. B&fl{/llloU 1. Mineral. 

•-n.·ct o( ... 6 1. JIATUBB.-NATURAL PHILOSOPHY-Somntology, etc. 
.......... ... { 8. ABTO-PHILOSOPBT. 
Universe. (Spirit of Mo>cmcnt.) 
PUILOSOPIIY j Sub-Natnre-IDtra Nature 2. SCIEl'<TO-PllfLOSOPIIY, 

c. l-:.1. • l (Metaphyslcs)-ea Ba.Ilia (Spirit of Science.) 
1. NATURO-MxTAPUTSIC1 

(Spirit of Nature.) c. 3-6 • 

16. A.n abstract of the preceding Table may be made from 
the Beginning, the Middle, and the End of it ; as follows : 

S. RELIGION. 

2. SCIENCE. 

1. PmLOSOPHY. 

of the Subject-matter of Philosophy; as, on the contrary, we aay most fre
quently, Laws and Phenomena, in the Plural Form, when speaking of the 
Subject-matter of the Sciences. 

2. The term Uni-variant denotes the Integration of these two phases of 
development-the Pluraloid combined with the Singuloid. Integral is a still 
larger word, meaning that which relates to all the aspects of a subject collec
tit"ely or distributively considered; or Uni-variantly, as between these two; that 
is to say, the Distributive and the Collective aspects conjointly. 

B. 1' may be observed here, once for all, that throughout the present work 
and other related works the Tabular Matt~r will require, as the rule, to be read 
.frrm« btlow upr.cariU, as the Numbers at the side of the page will indicate. 
If the order is at any time reversed, the reversal will then be indicated by a 
similar reversal in the order of the Numbers, so that they will then read from 
above downwards. 

4.. This arrnngement is important as corresponding with, and indicating the 
fact, that the Principles at the bottom of each Table are a Foundation upon 
which those higher up in the Table arise as an Edifice. This will become ob
Tious in the progress of the work. 

5. The Tables and Diagrams will also have Head-Numbers throughout, BS a 
means of more easy and definite reference. 

I. ~atter which aimply falls into numbered paragraphs, will not for that 
nuon be regarded as Tabular. 

7. Logic, in the llC1l8e of" Formal" or School, or Syllogistic Logic, might also 
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17. Religion is, so to speak, the pure product or essence of 
all knowing, arrived at in part by anticipation, or in advance 
of Philosophic and Scientific Methods, through Inspiration, 
Revelation and the deepest use of the Subjective Intuitions of 

, the Soul ; awaiting, however, all the possible accumulation of 
Knowledges from Philosophy and Science in order to its own 
ultimate perfection and the attainment of its own highest re
sults. The purport of Religion is to unite the Individual Soul 
of Man with God, conceived of as the Spiritual Centre of all 
Being, and through that central conjunction to bring the Indi
vidual into true relations with all other Individuals, and so 
with Human Society, and with the Universe at large. Theo
logy, or the Science of God in so far as He may be known, 
(Gr. 'l'keos, GoD, and Logos, DISCOURSE), is therefore the Central 
Scientij!,c Aspect or Department of Religion. .Around this 
there is gathered. a body of Doctrines, or a Creed ; and this 
Creed or Faith corresponds with, echoes, or an8'1J)er8 to, or re
peats KNOWLEDGE or SCIENCE, as this last occurs within the 
Larger Distributions of the Universe above given. This will 
be shown in what follows. 

18. PHILOSOPHY, while it covers the same ground as Science, 

with propriety be denominated Catalogic (Gr. Kata DOWNWARD, LOWER, and 
Log08); as contrasted with Analogic (Gr. Ana, UPW ARI>, mGmm, and Logoa)-the 
Lower and the Higher Logic respectively. Logic might then remain in a sort 
of fortunate Ambiguity, applicable to both, as the genus of which they l\l'e 

species. The ground of the distinction between Analogic and Catalogic will 
be shown later in the present work (t. 321), and more fully still, elsewhere. 
Under the present suggestion, the following arrangement replaces that in the 
Table. 

r _. j 2. Analogic . 
.&.A'lfae. ( 1. Catalogic. 

8. Or, finally, the tenn Pantologic (Gr. Pan, Pant,oa, ALL, and Logo!) might be 
substituted for Logic in the Universal or Generic sen~. John Stuart Mill bas 
recently well vindicated the claim of Logic to mean more than Syllogistic Logic 
(Catalogic); he bas shown that this More and Higher is identical in Principle 
with Induction, and this in turn with Analogy (Analogic) (1). It is surprising, 
however, that, along with Comte, he despairs of discovering any Unity of LaVJ 
between all the Domains of Being, Matter and Mind, for instance (2). I appre-
(1) Ezamluallon of Bir Wm. Bamlllon'a Pblloeophy, VoL IL pp. 1$-66. (2) Ibl4. Vol. VL pp. 86-6. 
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that is t.o say, while it considers the Whole Universe, or the 
Totality of Being, concerns itself, nevertheless, in prepon
derance, or mme especially, with MIND; so that Metaphy
sics, which is the other name for Philosophy, signilles prac
tically, or most frequently, no more than .Mental, Philosophy. 

19. ScIENCE, on the other hand, while it claims to include 
the whole Universe within it.a field or domain ;-while even, in 
theory, it recognizes .Material and Mental Science, respect. 
ively, as the two equal haJ,7Jes of thntt domain,-devotes itself, 
nevertheless, by a natural tendency, in such immense pre-

bend that it will not be long before, by one of those great Tranaitiona, Rerolu.
ti.ma, or T-inal C011wniom, which he indicates (1), it will come to be regur<led 
as" ~." that U-- aMtild l'IOT ~ w.ch a Unity; or that Absolute 
I.w or The Univeraal Logic should be different according to the different Do
mains; or should depend, in other words--0therwise than 88 Applied Science 
al•ays depends upon the corresponding Pure Science-upon the accident of 
the Domain in which it may chance to be found operating, somewhat 88 if 
Grarity were one thing at the Earth, a different thing at Jupiter, etc. Instead 
of the definitive triumph of Bacon qoer Descartes (2), an Integrnl Philosophy 
must be the reconciliation of Bacon ~ Descartes. 

9. t:nder the preceding suggestion the bolder readjustment of the whole Do
main of Abstract and Exact Science would then stand 88 follows : 

8. TuE LoG10 OP MATHDU.TICS or THE !IETAPHYSICS 

OJ' MATHEKATICS. 

2. MATBJDUTICS. 

1 P j 2. Analogic. 
• .AlfrOLOGIC l 1. Catalogic. 

10. The last and highest of these-the 'Metaphysics of Mathematics-is then 
the .dppli«l Pantologic, but still within the Abstract Domain, that is to say, it 
i! applied to Tm: MATBEllATICS. Professor Davies bas a work entitled ''The 
Logic of Mathematics." Mr. Mill refers us (8) to De Morgan's Algebra for 
what may be regarded as a contribution to this Science ; but of the full and 
miargEd meaning of this nam~ Lo¢c or t'M Metaphyaia of t'M Mathematica 
-the whole scope and drift of the present work will furnish the best and only 
ilhzatration,-snd especially the Third and Fourth Chapters. 

11. I haTe allowed the simpler distribution of Exact Science to stand in the 
~~ble of the Text, because, while in a sense accurate, it is more properly tran
lltti~ from existing ideas ;-Logic and Mathematic being the two Sciences, 
~Spencer, the latest ClaaWler of the Sciences, has assigned to the Abstract 

0) Eumhia:loo ol S1r Wm. Bamlllon'a Phlloeophy, Vol I. pp. SHI. (?) Ibid. \oL II. pp S~S-al. 
(3) Ibid. Vol. ll. p. ~ 
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ponilerance to the investigation of the External Material Uni
verse, that it is as intimately and as rightly associated with 
MA'ITER and materialistic tendency, as Philosophy is with 
MIND and purely ideal specu'lations. 

20. RELIGION, B.i:,onin, covers the same ground ; that is to 
say, it embraces, in its own way, the total Universe, and 
stdves even to go beyond the Universe,-inasmuch as it limit.a 
the meaning of the term by excluding the Divine Being,
and to hold in its em brace the conception of God as a Being 
who transcends the Universe, and is, so to speak, above 
and apart from it, while yet within it by relation, as it.a 
Centre and Source. For the existence of such a Being, the 
appeal is made in part by Religion to Philosophy and Science; 
or to reasonings which tend to conduct the mind to this infer
ence or result ; and in part to Faith or Primitive Belief; or, in 
other words, it rests this part of the claim upon a direct appeal 
to the Intuition. The Knowledge-Domain of Religion is 
therefore tacitly admitted to be imperfect,-as Knowle<lge; 
whence it is denominated Dogma, Doctrine, Creed or Faith,
and not Knowledge, except in the composition of the word 
Tkeowgy above noticed. (t.17.) The time is indeed prophesied 
of, in the Scriptures, when Faith shall be superseded by a '11U>Te 
perfect Revelation of 'l'ruth. '' Faith is the substance of things 
hoped for, the evidence of things not seen." (1) "For now we 
see through a glass darkly ; but then face to face ; now I know 
in part ; but then I shall know even as I am known." (2) 
"For we know in pa.rt, and we prophesy in part. But when 
that which is perfect is come, then that which is in part shall 
be done away." (S). 

21. Still, while speaking within the Domain of Religion, 
and with reference to the subdivisions of that Domain, it is 
the Doctrine or Faith of the Church which stands represenfa
ti1Jely for Knowledge or Science. Religion rests fundament
ally upon the Instincts and Intuitions of the Human Soul, 

(1) Heb. xl 1. (2) 1 Cor. x!Y. 12. (S) 1 Cor. :dlL 9, 10. 
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along with the belief in Exist.ence and our other fundamental 
beliefs ;-subject like them to immense transmutations in 
the forms of its development through the Feelings, the Int.el
lect, and the Life. These Instincts and Intuitions, in their un
difi'erentiated Mass, are the COMMON CoNsoxousNESs of the 
Mind. In so far as this offers a ground for the Superstructure 
of Religion, let us call it The Religi,ous InstinctuaJ, Basis. 

22 . .Above this Instinctual Basis, Religion Ulid.ergoes a 
three-! old distribution, as follows : 

1: THE SENTIMENT OB FEELING OF RELIGION; "the love 
of God shed abroad in the Heart," prompting to Worship, 
and to the performance of Deeds of Charity towards men. 

2. TnE DoG:HA, DocTRINE or CREED, semi-scientific and 
semi-credensive or faith-giving. Considered. in its most Sci
entific Aspect, this is Theology. Otherwise, it is the Faith 
and the Hope which are associated with Charity in the Chris
tian Trio of the Lea.ding Virtues. 

3. .ACTION, or RELIGIOUS CONDUCT. 
23. This last subdivides as follows, into 
1. 'VoBSHIP; the External manifestation, by acts, symbols 

and vocal expression, of the Int.erior Sentiment or Emotion. 
With these are coupled the Exposition of the Faith, or Preach
ing, Exhortation and Homily, or appeals to the higher moral 
seruse ; and pre-eminently Prayer, or the Invocation of Bless
ings, especially of the Influx from God of the Spirit of Unity 
with Him. Prayer is the utt.erance of the Desire of the Soul. 
These are, collectively, the External Service or Oultus, the 
maintenance of which in Society is preserved in the Church, 
and is usually entrusted to a special order of men called the 
Priesthood. 

2. The RELIGIOUS LIFE; the Daily Walk and Conversa
tion; the practical outworking of that which is symbolized 
and invoked in the worship. 

24. Religion thus ullima!,es itself in the LIFE, which is the 
grand or final form of Individual and Social ACTION or MoVE-
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:MENT. RELIGION has, therefore, the same repetUory relation
ship or Correspondence with MovEME.."'fT, by the preponder
ance of its meaning, which PHILOSOPHY bas with ML"fl>, and 
ScIENCE with MATI'ER,-as indicated by the JJecussating liooa 
in the Table below, in which these Correspondence8 are a~ 
propriately exhibited. 

TABLE 2, 

1. Abatraet Conatituent ' 2. Corrup<md&ng fYNlkml of H.-
JDntitiea of tlw Unioerae. RP.lationahip to UnifJ«'lal BMg.• 

3. MOVEllENT. S. RELIGION. 
2. MIND. ><" 2. SCIENCE. 

1. MATTER. 1. PmLosoPHY (Metaph. Psych.) 
(t. 30.) 

25. It will also be perceived, by recurring to the Suhdir:i
Bions of Religion above made, that they precisely accord with 
the Fundamental Subdivisions of the Mind (in Philosophy) as 
established by the Metaphysicians, Kant, Sir William Hamil
ton, etc., namely, into 1. FEELING, 2. KNOWING, 3. CONA· 

TION ; and also that both of these answering series or Sub
divisions,-within the Domain of Religion and that of Meta
physical Psychology respectively,-are no other than echou 
of the Primitive Distribution of the Constituent Entities of the 
Universe, as exhibited in the above Table, namely, into 
1. MATTER, 2. MIND, 3. MOVEMENT. The same i's true of tAe 
Suhdimsi<>n8 of SCIENCE, wkick is intermediate bemeen Reli
gion and Metaphysical Philosophy. (Table 3, t. 27.) 

26. MATTER repeats, echoes, or corresponds, more abstractly, 
to the WORLD, as a Concrete Factor, and the Material Basis 
of the Total Universe. MIND repeats, echoes, or corresponds 
abstractly, to lliN, as the remaining Concrete Factor, and the 
Intelligent Inhabitant of the same Universe. MovDCEn" is 
the Motic and Time-Filling Resultant or Product of the two 
Fact.ors, Abstract or Concrete; and is allowed, for its r1tal 
Sllpremacy, to stand in the Scale in preference over Emlen.tt, 
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•hich is the static and Spact-Fllling Resultant or Product 
ot the 11&111e set of 1',acton or Constituents. ExisTE!'CE and 
Yon:ia.vr are static and Motic respectively, and have cor
~nding relationship to SPACE and to TnrE. They are the 
SoUD .. UUTY and th~ CONTINUITY of the Universe respectively. 
(C. 3, t. 9). 

77. The 8uhditJlsion1 of Philosophy, Science and Religion, 
and the paralklinn of these several Suhdi~ Series with 
the Prinaitl~ DutributWn q/ tke Fact<>ra f»' Constituent Ele
aerab q/ Ou UnirJerae at Large, may be tabulated. and strilt
ingl,. exh.ibitOO., as follows: 

:i9 r 1. I. 8. H I _,.. w..... Taa C-O••"" eow-- BMut<>U>OT. oa. bn. Jla.101- BA· 
I!{ ......... ...._ AT"nll- ·- C&r·ACITID AlR> ICIUL l'llnPDftla OI' .... l!fTOmo ........ 
....; l - .... ...._.,._ ~ l&ATn& IUTIY1I Ba.om. 

~- The following Table exhibit.a the Plu.raloid or dis
niminated portion of the preceding Table (II. Table 3) in a 
f'OfDPWbat oondenSt:d form. The Numbering in respect to the 
First Two of the Three Elements in each Group,-whicb two 
Aft' in each case the Fact.on or Constituent.s,-is BEBE (in the 
nrxt Tablt>l reTJeratd, or proceedsfrom ah<YDe dmlmwards. In 
othtt .-ords tM Logkal, instead of fJl.e N aiural, f»' Historical, 
Ord.er, is adoptc>d. The Third Element of the Group, the Re
nltant or Product, is not aft"ected. by this change of order. 
1'1w Y..taphysicians, who are also Logicians, adopt instinct
tMy the ~ Ordn. They speak therefore of 1. Knowing, 
t.. F1.. .. ·lin$:, 3. Conatlon, and treat these subject.a in this order, 
-not 1. Feeling, 2. Knowing, 8. Conation. 
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TABLE 4. 

~pt. Group 9. Orou1> 8. GrotJp &. ----- -- ------ ~ -,. fl> ,. .. 
1. lli.'fJI. IC 1. Kxowuro. c 1. Euar Sotuas. g:~ 1. Dooll.o.. ~ .. x..na.i 0 

9. FlW.ll<o. 
:.c 

I. ~.LTUIUL Scwras. i !: t. 8UftJl.lDl"R. i ; 
s 0 ~!l ~ l'I 

29. In the following Table the arrangement of the Items in 
the several Groups of Elements is again modifled or -raritd. 
An inspection of the J)iagram next to follow,-No. 2, (t. 41.i
will reveal the fact that tke Middle Abstract Term, or Ute Ilea 
oftke Group which is numbered 2. in the Natural, Order, and 
1. in the .Logica'l Order-MIND, (KNOWING, lNTELLIGENCE}-il 

ca1'1'ied up al<mg the Mm or MEDIAN LINE, al>()'l')(!, and is tht're 
concretely embodied as Tm: HEAD, in the Institution if fke 
Human Figure. This converts what kas been present.e<l cu a 
Horizontal J)flJisi<>n into a Perpendicular one. The arrange-. 
ment in this Table (immediately following,No. 5), is made to 
conform, by anticipation, to THAT procedure of Nature, in boll 
these respects. The Elements are perpendicularly divided, 
(separated to the right and left), and the .Middle Item is lifted 
to a higher leveL 

Orot1p 1. 

TABLE ts. 

Group 9. 

PJIILOSOPHY. 
(Q/ Jli nd.) 

Or""p 8. 

•nTBJDK 

30. Philosophy has been previously spoken of as allit-d 
with Mind (t. 18}; and Science as allied with Matter (t. 191: 
and these alliances are again indicated. in Table 2 (t. 24h by 1 

the introduction into that Table of lines decussatiog (or C~'" I 
ing), so as to connect Mind with Philosophy, and Matter with 

j 
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Ca LJ TENDENTIAL AND REPETITIVE CORRESPONDENCE. 19 

Science respectively. But, in addition to these inclined lines, 
there are level lines introduced into the same Table, in such a 
manner as to indicate a direct alliance between Matter and 
Pliilosophy, and between Mind and Science, and between 
Religion and Movement, such as we have seen prevailing in 
the subsequent Tables and Explanations. 

31. This complexity, or seeming contrariety of .A.nalogies, 
results from the fact that there are two kinds of Correspond
~. Science corresponds with Matter or Materialism in the 
sense that it tends towards Matter, as its Natural Objective, or 
subject of Investigation. This idea may be expressed by say
ing that Science corresponds with Matter, tendentially ,· and 
I shall distinguish this kind of Correspondence by the Tech
nicality, TENDENTIAL CORRESPONDENCE. But Science cor
responds with Mind and with Knowing, the Scientoid Faculty 
or Mind, repetiti?Jely, as being mrtually tke same in kind, or 
as holding the same place in it.a own Correspondential Scale or 
Gamut of Distribution. I shall use for this kind of Relation
ship the technical phrase, REPETITIVE CORRESPONDENCE. 

32. To illustrate these subtle differences, which will prove 
very important Universologically: Man corresponds to Woman 
in the sense that he is organized correlatively, or by an an
swering adjustment to her organization ; for which reason they 
tend to each other as Counter-adaptations or Counterparts. 
This is TendentiaJ, Correspondence, and implies Difference, in 
predominance over Likeness. One Man corresponds t.o an
other Han, or one Woman to another Woman, on the con
trary, in the sense that they are like or repeat each other. 
This is Repetiti1Je Correspondence, and implies Similarity in 
preponderance over Difference. 

33. Object.a which correspond tendentially are antithetic or 
opposed to each other, as the face of a man and its image in 
a mirror. O~jects which correspond to each other repetiti?Jely, 
look, so to speak, the same way, like the faces of two soldiers 
marching in the same column. 
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84. Changes of Order, as from the Natural to the Logical · 
Order, frequently occur, as previously noticed (t. 28), in pass
ing from more General to more Special Distributions, or t.o the 
Subdivisions of larger Domains. This happens in accordance 
with the abstruse operation of Principles which it would be 
premature to investigate at this point. It is proper, howeve.r, 
to observe here, that the second Item or Step of the Scale, 
speaking in the Natural Order (t. 29) becomes, in the view of 
many Philosophers, the basis of their speculations, and, in 
that sen.Se, it may be placed appropriately at the bottom of 
the Scale, as in the Table in the next following paragraph 
(Table 6, t. 35). This is as if one should investigate the 
Human Figure inverted, or standing upon its Head,-or him
self positioned above the Head, and looking downwards, as 
if that direction were up. 

35. Auguste Comte, the founder of "Positivism,'' or the 
" Positive Philosophy," and the " Positive Religion," and 
who has sometimes been denominated the Bacon of the Nine
teenth Century, from the Encyclopedic character of his Specu
lations, has adopted and adapted the threefold Division of 
Mind from the Metaphysicians, carried it over into its legiti
mate application to Society, and made it the basis of his 
Primary Distribution of the new Science of Sociology. The 
following Table exhibits the Three Heads under which he 
considers the Constitution of Society : 

TABLE 6. 

3. "ACTION,"= Will and Desire, "Dynamique." 
2. "SENTIMENT or AFFECTION." 
1. ''INTELLIGENCE" = Mind, Science, Theory, '' Statique." 

36. This writer's great Treatise on Society (Politique) and 
"La Morale" (Ethics) covers the ground, after his method, of 
what I have above denominated Anthropology. It treat.a, in a 
sense, of the Universe, from the point of view of Man outwardly 
to the World, which Order he calls the Subjective Method. 
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Cs.. L] "POLITIQUE" AND "PlllLOSOPHIE POSITIVE." 21 

This work he denominates his " Principal Elaboration," and 
confers upon it the name of Positive Politics ("La Politique 
Positive''). This he has preceded by an Immense Scientific 
Preparation of a lower order, in which he treat.a encycloped.ic
ally or the whole store of the world's accumulated intellectual 
wealth. He undertakes also to establish a Hierarchy or Na
tural .Ascending Order of the Several Sciences, culminating in 
.Anthropology, and especially in the Societary and Ethical 
Branches of it. This Preparatory Work and Basis he denom
inates his "Fundamental Elaboration," and also the Positive 
Philosophy(" La Philosophie Positive"). He does not intend, 
however, t.o include, but expressly excludes, Metaphysical 
Philosophy, and defines that what he means by the'rerm Phi
losophy is that which in England has received the name of 
Natnral Philosophy. This Elaboration is conducted in the 
Order from the World to Man, which he denominates the Ob
jective Method. a. 1-3 . 

..4.1t1Wtatlon, t. 36. 1. The Ob. 
jective Method of Comte coincidu and 
~ tl'ith what I mean by The 
Nt.tunl Order, and his Subjective Meth
od with what I mean by The Logical 
Order; but the two eeta of terms are, by 
no means, synonymous, and mWlt not be 
mistaken for each other. By the Object
m Method, he Intends, Indeed, A Proce
dure from the World to Man (1), practl. 
cally limiting this term, however, to Ma.n 
CIODCl'etely ooD.lidered, as the Individual. 
or in Society. He does not carry the 
Procedure back of Man, the Concrete 
Embodiment, to Mind, the Abstract En
tity, and therein to the Nec:eeaary LaW8 
of Tbonght, as also the Necessary La'\VS 

. ti Being and the Unlvenal Logic, from 
which ln tum can be traced, in true 
Logical Order, proceeding outwardly, an 
Ideal Evolution of the Actual Universe 
ar W oriel, lnclud!Dg Man himself u a 

portion of It, in so far as he Is a Concrete 
Object. In other words, he omit.a or faila 
of any Metaphysico-Logieal Basis for his 
scheme of Philosophy. 

2. So, on the contrary, by Subjective 
Method, he does not here mean Subject
ive, in the radical eenee of the Metaphysl
cians, but Human merely, in the sense of 
that whlch rotates to Collective Human
ity. Both Subject and Object, in his nse 
of the terms, are lnclnded as Correspon
dential Subdivisions merely within the 
"Object," ns dlecrimlnatoo from the 
" Subject" by Kant and others. 

8. Tbe same rectl6catlon Is nooe91.ry 
for a right nnderstandlng of Comte's de
fence against the popular charge of Mr.
terlo.llem. What he dietlngulahee 88 

Material and Spiritual, are rather what 
other men would regard as Subdivisions 
of the Material Domain. Of the Spirit· 
ual Domain, as meant by Plato or Bwe-

(1) Preface to Politlqoe Poaltlft, VoL I . p. 6. 
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22 PNEUllATO-ANTHROPOLOGY A.ND' COSMOLOGY. [CH.L 

87. It is obvious from what precedes that the Fundamental 
Elaboration or "Positive Philosophy" of Comte corresponds 
-but in part only, however-with what I denominate Cos
mology,-the Science of the Great Basic Department or .Aspect 
of Being upon which the Domain of .Anthropology super
venes. 

38. Intermediate between .Anthropology and Cosmology, in 
a sense, but in a sense also transcending them both, there is 
another Great Domain of Being, almost wholly omitted. by 
Comte, and by the Scientific World at large, and which has 
hitherto held a dubious and mystical position somewhat. be
tween Knowledge, Faith, and;Superstition. I mean by this, 
the Spirit-World ; whether as the Ghostly Collection of a Dis
em bodied Humanity, or as the .Attenuated and Ethereal Cos
mos which these Spirits inhabit. That there is such a vVorld 
with its Inhabitants, and that both it and they are susceptible 
of a Scientific Enquiry and Treatment, by the Methods of 
.Analogy herein to be instituted,-and, as it were, a priori, or 
apart from the direct testimony of Observation,-will be as
sumed, from tltls point onward, in the present work, and the 
justification of the assumption left to the gradual accumula
tion of the proofs to be adduced. 

39. The Science of this intermediate Domain I shall denom
inate PNEUMATOLOGY ; and as this Domain repeats the whole 
of the Outer Universe, this Science will undergo corresponding 
Subdivisions, as P.NEUMATO-ANTllBoPOLOGY, PNEUMAro-Cos
lIOLOGY, etc. 

40. The Comparison between the Main Divisions of Uni
versal Being as here sketched, and those made by Comte, is 
exhibited in outline in the following Table, the details of which 
will be gradually expounded in the remainder of the present. 
Chapter and further on. 

~~~~~~~~~~~-

den bo rg for example, or by Pietists and religious devotion to, and ldeall::Nion ~ 
Religious Writers generally, be makes the Universal Human World, or Society 
really no account whatever. He would existing through Time, and in Bpaoe ;-a 
indeed create a Substitute for it in a cognate but new and di1rerent conception. 
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CLASSIFICATION OF BUMAN KNOWLEDGE. 

St~ tabls 29, L 894,p. 1119. 

TABLE 7. 

mICAL TABLE OF TIIE WIVERSE. c. 1-3. 

III. 
1. Unioenologiull Diltrihution. 

23 

AotilmtHogu. 3. ,. Il.l.ll>IO:<Y O• TDB l Harmonic 
r.ulllosa, ·-1''oua1a. 1~.::·i::~~ :.:.: ~ "Dy ........ i .... ue.." 

;.. ~ .i .......... 

2. "PoBititilt " Diltrihution. 

' . • 18. A.OTIO!<. .Acl& Coudud, 

S. SOCIOL
OGY. 

(SOCIETY.) 

!. Cm<TDGB!tT hm1vwt14L· 
UV. o. L 111 utuallt7 or 
Leadenhlp and Subordloa· 
tio'l.-CO>ITlt. 

1. D1naoDTIN1>m1>t14LITT. 
o. l. }'re~ Au..,nomy. De
mocracy. •· Sovm1noMTT 
OW' THK 1:.-Drt'lDUA.L," -
'V£Dr.lf, Andrew•, Spcn
,,.,., JlllL 

!::"Ii 
;;Ji..:~ 2. Arr.,.,..olf. Sentiment& 2 J The AlrectiTe, (Alfectioaal) 
~ ,;: IJfe. 

§~] . 
E:; S: ~ 1. INTICLLIODfO._ TllllugAU, 
~ 8': l ldeu, Theory, Mind. The O aJ ~ Head. "8tatique." 

I. K0'1A'.'ITHROPOLOGT.-Our., Buchanan. 
L BIOLOGY (l'byalology, Bor>T; Paychology,HllQ)), 

-(;lfTl.Sll, Oken, Bicha/,-Hicto1'. o. 3. 

~u;t, 
6. BIOJ.OGY; 7'abUofC

bral PuMtW1..,-ComU. 

II. 

j 8. The Cele1tlal IleaTena. 
a "TilP! TIP!AVENS ;" 9. The Bplrllual lleaTeno. 

-l!.....ctenborg. J, 1'be Natural lleaTen& 

t. "TIIE WORl.D OF Porg111<>ry,-EecleoiuLlcal. 
8PllUTS;"-Swod81l· ( t "Tb U -~ borg. • o ppenn~. 

Hell(•l," (ll&dee f). -
Swedenborg. 

t. "TllE HELLS;"- 2. "The Middle Heli(o)." 
Swedenborg. -Swed•nborg. <Sheol f) 

S. "The Lowest Hell(")." -
Swedenborg. (GeheDD&I) 

1 I. 
I:! 1 S. N4TUUL B<nuca (Concrete). Mineral, Vegetable, Animal. 
; 2. EXACT SclBNCa (Ab1lraet), Logic, and Mathemal.ica,-
;) s,,.ro«r, Aoaloglc,-A ndre1 ... 
z 1. lla:uo. (Abotracl-Coucrote). Chemistry, lllecbaotco, 
~ Pbyalea. 
~ "N.uua.u. PBIL060l'DT,"-C_,_Gnwralogy • 

An andevoloped 
Thoory ot a Bub
jocll.. Hamanll7. 
The Spiritual In· 
fluence- more or 
J .. CODCeiTed Of U 

penonal-otlbeAn
-try of tho R-; 
or of Ibo Dsd. 

•• PotLO&Ornn: PoetTIVK..'' 

~ ~ E I 4. CDDll8TQT, 
~ t 0 8. PUY8lC6. 
~"' . : :; T 2. A&'BOXOXT. .. ., ... 
Ii '= °:l l, l14TUE>UTICI, 

· 1 a. ARTO.PHILOSOPJIY. Interblendlng of Natnro-Hetaphyalo and 8clento-Pblloeophy, 

i { S. DlrecUon&l,-Dlrect,, lnTerae, Compound. 
!! 2. Geometrlcal,-Round, Straight, Com-
.! t. SCT'ENTO-PHILOSOPilY. Metaph,.. posit•. . 
~ !al or MatbemaUc:a,-~,..,....,.., I. Nuruerlcal,-U,.ux, Dtlux, Tamux,-
; l; 2. 

= II. 
0 

~ 
~ 

J NATURO-lfETAl'HYSlC -Plato, Art. 2. Sclent<>ld,-K<1nt.-Quallty, Quantity, Re· l S. Artold. -Hicl:oJ: - Fol'C8, Antagonistic 
and Dlremptlve. 

• • 11 • latlon, Modallty,-1; 0. 
lollr, egeL 1. M&t..rloM, - Old Grut. - EAllTl1, Am, 

F1u, W4TD-7'11111u,.A~ etc. 

NEGATIVE GllOIDiD-Nepto·AbaolotolcL - Old Hlndoo PMW.0,Av. (Chlne8e, 
Penlan, Egyptian, etc.) Su Yo.:abul<lry, '°· P•11chology. 
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24 AFFECTION, INTELLIGENCE, ACTION. (Ca L 

41. The following Diagram, resume from Diagram No. 1, 
nnd somewhat modified, will forward the explanation of the 
preceding Table. 

Diagram No. 2. 

TYPICAL TABLEAU OF THE UNIVERSE. 

l'.'(TELL!GENCE. 

AFFECTION. 

Co111111rnfm·y, t. 40 (Tablr 'i'). 1. The Representath-e names, 01 

I!egcl, Gull, Fourier, etc., mtroduccd into the Table, are such ns are specially 
identified with the particular Principles or Domains. 

2. For C<mDCr(Jcnt IndiDidwdity the !3ingle term Mutuality, or Collectit:ity (of So
ciety), may be substituted. The Unity of Society is often spoken of in this sense, 
but it is too ambiguous a term for a Techniculity. It may mean (unismally), 
th~ Unity-aspect, or Collectivity, or Convergent Individuality, as Contrasted 
with, and Contrary to, (Di \·crgcut) Individuality; or it may mean (trinismally), 
the Unity of Society as biss l up111, grmoin; out of uud yet reaching do~n t<I and 
bracin(J the (Divergent) Individuality or\' aricty-Aspect of the Social Constitution. 
For Diver(Jent liuliciduality tho Simple term I11diciduality may suffice when the 
Contrast between the two kinds of Individuality is not in point. The term 
lNorvIDUALITY, naturally tends to denote Diver!{cncy or Independence mainly, 
-especially as associated with" TnE SoYEREIG.ITY OF TUE INo1vmuAL." (1). 

8. Psycholog"y or !llentolog"y, as limited or r.onfined to the ~find merely, is. 
in a aens~, a hranch of Bioloi:ry, and is so reckoned by Comte; but as the Lo 'c 
or Law of }find tends powerfully to declare it!lClf as the Law of Uniter&.1l Being, 

(1) Seo" Equit11ble Co:nme:"Ce," by Joslob Warren, nod" Science of Society,"' by Stephen Pearl.An 
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CB. L] THE HEAD, THE HEART, .AND THE HA.ND. 25 

42. The HEAD of the Man is the Type, Symbol or Analogue 
of Intelligence or K1UJ'll)ing. The Left Side, or the HEART, is 
the Analogue of Looe, Ajf ectlon or Feeling. The Right 
IIAND, armed for Action, is the Type of Action, Execution or 
A.coompliskment. (Applied Science). These Analogies are 
probably too obvious to require an elaborate exposition. In
stinctively we vindicate them in our habits of speech, and illus
trate them every hour. We speak of a Man of Brains, or of 
one who has a Head, meaning simply a Man of Intelligence. 
The Heart is everywhere the symbol of the warmth and of the 
throb or thrill of .Affection, and the Right-Hand is the symbol 
of Power. We see, then, putting analogically the \Vhole In-

or to develop itself into the Unioeraal Logic, or Tranacmdental Philosqphy or 
.Vd<rphrae-terms in a great measure equivalent to each other-Psychology 
hu always stood, as previously obse"ed, (t. 18) intimately associated with 
Metaphysics or Philosophy as popularly understood. In tl1i8 1e11u it belongs nt 
the ~is or Bottom of the Table. Again, as exprcsaing itself ANALOGICALLY, 

tArovgA tlie F<n'1114 of thd Body, as in Phrenology, the &~ of Mind belongs 
still elaewhere, namely, to )lonanthropology. 

Annotation, t. 42. 1. The Tram 
al the Countenance (Fr. Tirer and Traire, 
Lat. Tralw, Tol>RAw), and theFeaturu, 
(Sp. Pac~ru,, It. Fat-tau, from the 
Uat. FtJC .. rt, •ro MAKE), all distinctive or 
the Head and Face, Indicate the DeliMa. 
Cioll and OBG.\!(IZATION or Carpentry of 
the Whole Body ;-the Drawing and 
Oallinlng, and the .lf<Jkl. Up and Con
ltihtion of the whole Fabric or Struc
ture; oC which the Face or COUNTENANCE 

(Lat. Gm, TOGETDEB, and Tenere, To 
Bot.o), is as a Tabk of CoNTENTB (Con 
ud TtlkTr) ; or u an INDEX TO A Boo&; 
or 11 THE FBon and REPBrBENTATIVE 
l'ussnATIOlf or AN EDIFICE. The 
Orpant:.ation or <AMtitulion it«lf ao Jn. 
dieated or signified (indexed) Is only ~ 
Yaled fully through ANATOMY, or the 
Ctd-C:p of the Structure, as the Interior 
Plui of any Structure or Mechanism Is re
Tealed by rotting ii or laking ii to pieces. 

10 

2. The Intemo.l Ji'undion is then allied 
with tM Heart and tht Cireuf{tlion of the 
Bl()()<},, and hence with PHYSIOLOGY, (Gr. 
Plwna, NATURE) BS stated in the text, 
and tM &ternal Mechaninll of tM Limb1 
and Trunk, with Doing, Eucutwn, Per
forman~ or ART. 

8. TM Permanent Organizat:Wn, re
lated to Anatomy, Is the STATIC ASPECT 

of the Body, allied with Its S!tape, For1n 
or Idea,- the Internal Funt.timud, rel~ted 
to Phyttiology, Is allied with the &nti
menta, Feding11 or Em<JtWn11, ("Tho bow
els of C-Ompa88ion," etc.), nnd is SUB
MOTic ; and finally, tM Trunk and 
Limba, as the total or completed Meeha
nismus, related to Calillthtnir1, Gym· 
naa(iu, Labor and Play, Is allied with 
Motion specifically, and is therefor11 the 
MOTic ASPECT of the Body. 
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26 A:'i....\.TO:UY, PIIYSIOLOGY, GESTUROLOGY. [CJI. L 

clividual lluman Body for the Body Corporate or the Domain 
of the SCIENCE OF SOCIOLOGY, what it is that Comte bas fur
nished us, by A.nalogy, as his Fundamental Distribuli<>Tt o/ 
Society. To say that it is Intelligence, Sentiment or Affection ; 
and Activity or Action, is the same as to say that the Funda
mental Distribution of the Body is, into Head, Heart and 
Ifo.nd. But this, more largely interpreted, is an immensely 
important, and in a sense truly, a Fundamental Distribution ; 
for, 1. By the HEAD, with its featured character or deter
minate traits or lines is again meant, by another stretch of 
analogy, the segmentation or sectionizing of the 'Vhole Body, 
(a 1.) and it comes therefore to be the symbolical representation 
of the idea of Anatomy or the Cut-up of the Body, (Gr . .Ana7 

TilROUGII, and Temnein, TO CUT); 2. The HEART, collectively 
with the Heart-Bent, or the rhythmical function of the Body, 
-the Diastole and Systole of the Heart, in the supply and dis
tribution of the blood-is that System of the Body which is 
representative of Physiology ; and 3. or finally, the Right
Hand, as symbol of the Combined ACTIVITY of the Booy as a 
systematized Organismus, represents the Common Fundi<m
ality of tho Body, not witkin, as Physiology (Nature), but 
externally, as Doing, Performance or Art. (a. 2-3). 

43. A."iATOUY is Scientoid ,· PnYSIOLOGY is Naturoid ,· and 
GESTURE or the :Movements and Applications of the Body, as 
a perfected Instrument of Use, .Artoid. c.1-14. 

r<mrmentary, t. 4.1. 1. Every Science requires to ha\"e an appropriate 
Nomenclature or Tenninolo~. and every ~ Science must frame one a<laptfod 
to its wnnts. t:ni\•ersology comes un<ler the same necessity in this rellpect u 
the other f'dcnc(•s. 

2. To express any department of the t:niTcrsc, any «ope, 1p~, roll.trlimt or 
anre9atinn <1.f thi119a 1rh11t!f>erer, I adopt the termination, -tSXl'S; aome11·bat as 
in Gem1an they say Or;~1mismus, for what u:e have herctofom <lenominat('(l an 
Ol'jlanism, that is to say, a Suhaf,mtiu Apparatiu ro111i.atin9 of Organ1.fun~w11'1t· 
iTVJ f<>[l'ther /,,,.a Mn111Qn end. This termination (-mrrs) ia therefore equivalent 
to, -dom or Domnin. 

8. From this Sul>!!tantive Terminlltion -tslres is formed the Acljective Ending 
-rsxtc (changing tu into ic), for that u:hkh relak4 w tJ1e ¢om Department ef tM 
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44. The leading distribution of Society made by Comte ; 
after the corresponding distribution of the Mind made by the 
Metaphysicians ; and correspondentially with the above Phys
ical Distribution of the Individual Body ; and again, by 

1Jnittrte or Collection of Principles, Ideas or Things. Thus, for example, by 
the .SATUJUSKU8 of the Universe, is meant that Department or Aspect of Being 
in whatsoever Domain of the Universe, which corresponds with those crude 
First Impressions which we call Nature, as stated in the Text (t. 9). By Sc1-
DTI1Dros is meant that Department or Aspect of Being which corresponds with, 
or is characterized by, Ezactituda like those or Science (as, for example,-in 
Concrete Spheres,-the Regularity of Crystals, or the Reflection and Refraction 
of Light). By the ARTillllUB is meant that Department or Aspect of Being in 
which there is tM preponderanM of Graaful Frrrm1, or of e<>rruponding Pri~ 
dpla. NATURl8lDC is then, therefore, that which rtllata to tM Naturiamm, etc. 

4. To express the ABSTRACT PBmcIPLE which pre1Jaill or pr«lominata in, and 
daraderiza any given Department of the Universe, or any Thing or Aggrega
tion of Things, I employ the termination -1sx, which becomes an Adjective by 
the adrlition of -AL, making -IBKAL, and then denotes that tDhich relata to tlUJ 
!Tincipl.e in quation. Hence the terms NATURIBlil and ScIENTISM are used to 
denote the inherent and governing Principles of the Naturiamm and the Scien
tilmiu respectively. NATURillllAL and ScIEBTISKAL are the corresponding 
AdjectiTea. 

5. Finally, for a nngk Object or Thing which embodies and is a Material or 
Real Type of an Abstract Principle, the termination -om (Gr. EUoa, FOJ.U(, LIKE
NUS) is added, as a .Naturoid, a Sdentoid, etc. A cube is, for example, a &;,en,. 
llliJ, or the Analogue of the 8cientismus in the primitive distribution of the 
tniverse, as will be explained i:lsewhere (t. 776). The termination -OID makes 
the Adjective in -omAL, meaning that 11Jhich relat& to tlUJ thing denoted bg tlUJ 
&httantioe. 

8. But -om, a1 itlelf an AdjectifltJ Tennination, <'ontinues to mean-as it is 
now extensively employed in The Sciences,-like or nmilar to. 

RECAPITULATION. 

8ubl/4ntitt1. AJjecticea. 
-IBlrrS (Department). -umc (relating to a Department). 
-m1 (Principle). -ISMAL (relating to a Principle). 
om (Thing). -OIDAL relating to a Thing). 

-oid, that which ia lil-e or Bimilar to that which ia named. 

7. The termination -om (contracted -m) will be used to denote any O~ject 
or Thing characterized by the Property named, and this, changed to -IT, will 
then denote the corresponding Ab3tract Conception. A Un-m is therefore any 
Individualized Object, or rral Unit: while Un-IT will continue to signify, as 
now, tAe mere Me.ant ideal q.f an <Jfded,-representntive of any ohject which may 
lftt.nrarcls be supplied to it-the mathematical Unit, in fine. So, Diametr-m 
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analogy, with the leading Sciences which relate to the Body; 
is therefore of a great, and-in a Common as distinguished 
from a more Radical Aspect of the Subject-of afunda~ 
importance in the true constitution of a Social Science. Comte 

denotes a REAL A:ri.t Of' Oentral .&am, and Dmmetr-IT an .AlurraACT LW center
ing any obfect in a limilar manner. 

8. By this simple adjustment of Terminations a great number of new words 
is formed, without the aid of which it would be very difficult, if indeed not 
entirely impossible, to convey a clear understnnding of the discrimiontions 
which it is necessary to make in the proper treatment of Univeraology. 

9. By the operation of the new Terminology, the English word <>rganima 
becomes sometimes Organism us as in the German from the Latin, and sometimes 
Organimwid, according to the special sense in which it is used; while Organima 
is reserved to signify tM Organie Principk,-the Principk flJhicA pruida in 
Organic Spheru awl Thing•, and maJ:u tMm dijf M" from IMrganie. 

10. By NATURISX is meant the inherent and governing Principle in the Na
. turiemua ,· that is to say in the Realm or Domain of Nature or of Reality and 
.Actuality, or of Thing11 and Events ;-or in aorM ECHOING Depart1Mnt of &ima 
t>f'Art. 

11. By ScIENTisv is meant the inherent and governing Principle in the 
Bcientiafmu; that is to say in the Realm or Domain' of Science, or of the Lirni/4-
tiona and MeaaureYMnta ot" Reality and .Actuality, ns Number, Order, etc., or in 
a word, of LAW; ""in I01Tle ECHOING .Departmmt of Nature"" Art. 

12. By ARTISM is meant the inherent and governing Principle in the Arlil
mua ,· that is to say in the Realm or Domain of Art, or of Harmony and Beauty, 
or of Symmetry and Pleasing Proportion between Reality and .Actuality, on the 
one hand, and the Law governing their exposition or development on the other; 
()f' in 8QtM ECHOING .Department of Nature ()f' Bcimce. 

18. Where one Noun is qualified by another in a compound way, it is usual 
to terminate the first noun in the vowel o, as in Sciento-Philosophy. Thu aigni· 
jla the Scientific half or branc.h of Phil,o,ophy. It ho.Ives or fractionizcs, therefore, 
the meaning of the second term. But there is another class of cases in which a 
compound is needed to signify the Joint Domain resulting from the addition of 
the meaning11 of the two terms. For this purpose I change the connecting 
vowel from o to a. Thus Scienta-Philosophy would signify the joint Domain 
compounded of Science and Philosophy (called in the Text sometimes Tmc 
UNIVERSITY,-putting the Institution for the Domain). 

14. A totally MtD Lingual .Department ariae• out of Unitierl!JWw itlelf, and will 
furnish the ulUriur Thesaurus of the Technicals of the Science, in tum. This 
new Scientific Universal Language (.Alwnto) receives some preliminary expo&i· 
tion in the Vocabulary; see the word Tikiwa. The Nomenclature here intro
duced is therefore in a sense tranlitional, although it may be absorbed into the 
new Language and remain more or less permanent alongside of terms more 
rigorously constituted. (See also "Structural Outline," to follow this work.) 
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has therein virtually discriminated between the Anatomy, the 
Physiology (or Int.erior Funotionology), and the f}esturology 
(or Ezternal, Functionology) of Society. In this he has made 
a great and valuable contribution to the constitution of the 
final and completed Science of Society. He has done well 
this immense preparatory work, and for this he deserves and 
will receive the gratitude and applause of the world in the 
coming ages. All this labor, as that of all the other Great 
Thinkers of the Past, is unhesitatingly appropriated by Uni
vereology. 

40. It is indeed said by Emerson that the greatest Man is he 
who is most greatly indebted. If the greatness of a Science 
or or a Syst.em of Philosophy can be measured by the same 
test, then should Universology and Int.egralism be classed as 
the Great.est of Sciences and of Syst.ems on that ground ; but 
to the accumulation and co-ordination of the labors of all past 
thinkers, Universology with its accompanying Philosophy 
will add also their own immense contribution of original Dis
covery. 

46. This Basic Societary Distribution or Comte is, however, 
as abo•e intimated, a distinguishing between certain ?Jery gen
eral .Aspects of Society merely,-symbolized by the Head, 
Heart, and Hand,-as if these were, or composed the whole 
Body. It is therefore a Generalized or Discursive Kind of 
Discrimination, as contrasted with another which is, at least, 
equally Fundamental, and which is far more Distinctive and 
Exact. Comte's Discrimination is, in other words, PIIILoso
Pnom, or NATUROID, as against this other, which is about to be 
made from the Universological point of view, and emphasized, 
and insisted upon, and which is specifically ScIENTOID. The 
distinction now in question is that which intervenes between 
the INDIVIDUALITY and the MUTUALITY (-Relations) of So
ciety ; or between tve Oentralizing and the Decentralizing 
Tendency ; or technically and precisely, between the DIVER· 
GDT and the COYVERGEYr INDIVIDUALITY, out of which the 
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COMPOSITE !NTEGRALITY of Society is inherently constituted. 
Comte's Di,scrimination is indeed derived, as I have already 
pointed out, from those very Meta.physicians, or Inde/,erminal.e 
Philosophers, upon whom he, as a Positivist or Scientist, baa 
as it were lavished his contempt, for what he regards as the 
vagueness of their speculations, and the barrenness of their 
results. 

47. It is apparent from the Diagram (No. 2, t. 41), that there 
is another and more exhaustive Distribution of the Parts o! 
the Body ; or as between the Parts of it and the 'Vhole of it ; 
which should also symbolize a correspondingly more Radical 
Distribution of Human Society. The distinction here alluded 
to is as between 1. The Limbs or Branches of the Body; 2. 
The Trunk or Central and Simple Integration of the Sub
~tance of the Body; and 3. The Bntirety or Compound Whole
ness, or Composite Integrality of the Body, a.a constituted of 
the Limbs (including the Head) and the Trunk, conjointly. 
Analogfoally, as will be seen by furthfr inspection of the 
Di3e,C>Tam, the Limbs in their Divergency or Branchiness sym
bolize the Principle of DIVERGENT INDIVIDUALITY in Society. 
The Trunk in its Collectine Unity symbolizes in turn the Op
posite Principle of MUTUALITY, COLLECTIVITY, SOCIABlllTY, 

or CONVERGENT INDIVIDUALITY. The cliffcrent aspects or 
modes of combining these two Grand· Constitutive Principles 
of Society, will be stated further on. (t. 54, 56.) 

48. Divergent Individuality, or the "SOVEREIGNTY OF THE 

INDIVIDUAL," as tho Ba.-;is of Social Order, and con&'q_uently 
as the Fundamental Principle of Sociology, is distinctively 
and pre-eminently the doctrine of Josiah '\Yarren of Indiana, 
and as derived from him has been elaborated by myself in a 
work entitled the "Science of Society." It has bef'n recently 
exhibited in a less fundamental and exact form, but moro 
popularly, by John Stuart Mill, in a work entitled "Mill on 
Liberty." It is the doctrine of the leasl possible amount of 
Intervention Governmentally, and l)y Social Restrictions 
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throngh Public Opinion even; and of the development of the 
Individual Man into a Law unto himself; his action limited 
only by the ethical inhibition of aggression or encroachment ; 
through the Intellectual Perception of the Abstract Principles 
of Equity and Right; which it is the object of this system to 
teach and to enforce, as the highest dictates of an enlightened 
self-interest,-so that ultimately Coercive Government shall 
become comparatively unnecessary. This idea predominates 
also in the writings of Herbert Spencer, and is made the basis 
of a distinct statement by him of one of his differences from 
Comte. It is this doctrine which is illustrated symbolically 
by the .Divergency of the Limbs or Members of the Body. 
'Ve instinctively speak of Indi?Jiduals as MEMBERS of Society. 
The free development and use of the Limbs is truly the Basis, 
but it is not the Top, nor yet the Centre, of the true .Autonomy 
of the whole Body. Mr. Warren indeed admits the Counter
principle of Leadership or "Individuality of Lead," or what 
Fourier would denominate Social Pivots, but he makes so little 
of it in the comparison with the Divergent or liberating opera
tion of Individuality, that bis name may well be put as the 
representative "par excellence," of this profoundly Radical 
Principle of Socialism. 

49. Comte, on the other hand, with no attempt even at any 
adequate discrimination, leans, by his natural affinities, wholly 
to the opposite extreme. He explicitly denies Rights to the 
Indimdual in Society, altogether. He affirms that Societ!I 
&lone bas Rights, and that the Individual has Duties to per-
form, only. (1). • 

00. Still, this ono statement of his views would not do full 
justice to Comte. He believes that the safety and protection 
of the Individual are sufficiently provided for by the system of 
guarantees which he has, so to speak, devised in his Synthesis 
of Society, or System of Social Construction. He even admits 

(I) Bis Dl4%hn I•: On n·11 droll quc de faire eon dewir. 
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the usefulness of the Critical or Divergent Principle in tlte 
great Crises or Transitions of Society, for the purpose of 
breaking up the incrustations of an old and imperfect Syn
thesis ; in other words, for revolutionary periods. He nowhere 
recognizes it, however, as one of the Ever-Present .Essential, 
and Vitalizing Principles of Society, t.o be guarded and 
cherished, as we guard and cherish the Existence and the Free
dom of our Limbs,-as something indeed never t.o be sacrificed 
except in the last extremity, and as a pis al'ler for the muti
lated preservation of the Body itself. 

CH. This important point has been so loosely considered by 
Comte; it is so little the Tonic or Key-Note of his system, 
while the opposite Principle, The Collecti1Je Interests of Hu
manity, and the absolute devotion of the Individual t.o them, . 
is insisted upon in such immense preponderance, that I have 
chosen his name to stand representatively for this Counter. 
Principle of Convergent Individuality,-which is, the Mutual
ity-Aspect or the Collectivity or "Sociability" of Society, as 
against its Individuality. The Analogue of this Principle in 
the Individual Body is the Trunk or Main-Stem of the Body, 
-the Torso, as against the Limbs. 

62. Divergent Individuality is the Principle of FREEDOJC 
and Progress, tending to Democracy, and ultimating in the 
Sovereignty of tl1e Individual ; Convergent Individuality is 
the Principle of ORDER or Conservatism, and hence of Im· 
mobility or Rest. While therefore the Sovereignty of the 
Individual is claimed by 'Varren as the Principle of Order, it 
is so, not airectly, nor in its own nature, but as a Reaction 
nnd as a Basis, and because the Ultimate and Harmoniuus 
Order of Society m1tst rest precisely upon this BASIS of In· 
dividnal Freedom, or must in other words be compatible with 
it. Louis Napoleon has uttered the great phrase, "Contented 
Nationalities as the basis of National Harmony." The 
greater conception still is Contented Indimdualities as tlie 
basis of the Order and Harmony of Society. 
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53. Comte, on the contrary, claims, at the opposite extreme, 
that a Constituted and even a Repressive Order is THE CoNDI
noy of Progress. It is so, in tum, only in a secondary sense, 
less radical than that in which a. Free Divergent Individuality 
conduces to Progress. He justly affirms that " Progress is 
merely the Development of Order;" but the Order of Nature, 
by which she is effecting her Grand Universal Socia~ Progres
sions, as indeed all other Progressions, is something larger 
than the Conventional and Established Order which this Phi
losopher would assign to her. This magical Order of Nature 
or of Providence is competent to embrace and to al>t!orb, and 
to utili.ze the Utmost Scope of that Divergent Individuality 
which is the terror of "Conservative minds;" nay, even de
mands that utmost scope of Divergency and Freedom as the 
indispensable Condition and ·Ground of its own Being. This 
is no more than repeating what was said above of the Doctrine 
of Warren. 

54. Fourier, differing again from both Warren and Comte, 
combines these two Opposing Principles implicitly, but not 
explicitly; that is to say, vaguely and somewhat unsatisfac
torily. He proposes "to harmonize the Passions," by which 
he means all the Motor-Forces of the &nd, by his discovery 
of still other and in a. sense higher Principles of Social Recon
struction and Harmony. These Principles are, especially, 
"Passional Attraction" and " Industrial Attraction." He 
therefore, so to speak, obliterates or blends and obscures the 
distinct idea of the Duties and that of the Rights of the Indi
vidual, under the concrete operation of those higher Sociolog
ical Principles. He trusts, in other words, to the influence of 
CJkarm, or to the delight of life under harmonious conditions, 
which shall make us forget whether we serve or are served in 
the supreme pleasure of Doing. The Analogue for this is, in a 
sense, the Totality of the Body,-Trunk and Limbs; but 
this not with any complete distinctification of those parts, 
but rather the Body as recognized through a flowing out-
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line, as of the draped statue or the fashionable lady in full 
toilette. 

55. 'Varren, in respect to the series of Sociological Prin
ciples here discriminated, is &i,entoid, .Analytical, or Dis
integrating, and truly Radical. Comte is Philosoplwid, Na
turoid, Synstatic, and only Pseudo-Reconstructf()e. His 
highest ideal of the Societary conditions of the Future is little 
more than a revivification of the old Catholic Church and of 
the Feudal System of the Middle Ages; with the men of Sci· 
ence as the new Priesthood; the Bankers and Industrial 
Chiefs engaged in the Organization of Industry and the pro
tection of the poor, in the place of the Barons and Kings ; and 
the ideal Entity called Society, or "le Grand Etre" (the Great 
Being)-despite of his horror of Metaphysical Entities-as the 
object of worship, in the place of the God of Theology. Fon· 
rier is A.rtoid, Composite, Synthetic, and profoundly Reemi
structive,-pre-eminently Radical and pre-eminently Conser· 
vative,-but without positive demonstrations, confused in 
method, and fantastical in manner ; the brilliant but shim
mering incipiency of the Grand Socio-Scientific Revelation 
of the Future. 

56. SOCIAL INTEGRALISM is the Theoretical, and p ANTARCH

ISll: the Practical Co-ordination, Combination and Co-opera· 
tion of a tru,e Social Organization ;-the Reconciliation of all 
Opposites ; the Integration of all Partialisms and Extremes. 
Pushing Individualism to its Ultimates along with '\Varren, 
but only as a Basis, they accept and magnify along with 
Comte the doctrine of Leadership or Social Pivots,-the true 
Aristocracy of Talent, Goodness and Power for the Aecom· 
plishment of Good,-as an essential condition of Society at 
large, and of every practical undertaking which is to embody 
any considerable number of men-blending these Antagonist 
Principles into HARMONY, by the intervention of the Fourier
istic Principle of Charm. In other words, they integrate and 
co-ordinate the Individualism of Warren, the Subordina-
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tion and Social Devotedness of Comt.e, and the Attractional 
Theory of Fourier. They go at the same time back of all 
these, and subsume the Great Religious Sentiment, the Spirit
ual Aspirations and Faith, and the profound Intuitional Ex· 
periences of the Race, in all the Past. 

67. Social Integralism purposes, in addition, to furnish, in 
tun, the Philosophy of History ; to give the significance of 
all the Doctrines, Rit.es and Sectarian Peculiarities, in the 
Religious World ; to reconcile and converge all Religions and 
Sects in the bosom of a Higher Social and Religious Unity, 
through the mediation of a Scienta·Pki'los<>]Jkic Re?Jelation of 
Ote Law of God existing in all Being, and t.ending ever to the 
final and satisfactory " Restitution of all Things." It will do 
the same for all governmental Diversities, and the Practical 
Incoherencies, in all senses, of the Collective and the Indivi· 
dual Life. 

58. The new Science or Philosophy,-in whichsoever aspect 
it is regarded,-does not, however, profess even, as mere Sci· 
ence or Philosophy, to do the work of the Heart, nor to dis· 
pense with the instrumentalities of Religious Culture. It is pre
eminently tke work of tke Head in tke seroice of the IIeart ,· 
but that Service in the highest of the forms which it assumes 
is specifically one of G01Jerning or Direction over the Senti
ment, as well as over the Action or Conduct of the Individual, 
and especially of Society. c. 1-3. 

O>mmentnry, t. l>S. 1. It is the characteristic or Key-Note of the Posi· 
tive Politics of Comte, that the Heart rules or should rule the Head. This 
suppMed Principle of True Social Order is stated very strongly by him, as 
fotlows : "The Intellect is not destined to reign, but to serve; when it aspires 
to go.-em, it enters into the service of the Personality, instead of seconding the 
purposes of Sociability, without being able in any manner to escape from tlle 
ettriCt" of some one of the passions. In fact, the real governing function de.
mands above all things FOf'ce, and the Reason has never anything to offer but 
Light: the Impulritm mnst come trom elsewhere." (1) 

t. Univenology and Integralism jnst as distinctly affirm the Opposite Prin· 

(1) Polltlque Poodtln, VoL L p. ttl. 
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59. Univ"'rsology is again competent to descend more deeply 
into the Arcana of Being, and to penetrate and disperse all 
Mystery; except the Mystery of Being itself. It proposes to 
carry the Methods of Exact Science into the Realms of Spirit
ual Phenomena, and to expose the whole Arena of Mythical 
Perception to the clear Sunlight of the Intellectual Under
standing. I have placed the name of Swedenborg as the most 
leading of my predecessors among the representatives of this 
department of Knowledge. Swedenborg is still, notwithstand
ing all that tlle modern Spiritualists or Spiritists have donP, 
the grand Coryphreus of Mysteriology and Symbolology. He 
has intuited obscurely the knowledge of the whole field, and 
has so furnished, in part, the N aturoid Stage of this Method of 
Investigation. He possessed vaguely that whole Doctrine of 
"Correspondences," or "Universal Analogy,'' which, when 
scientifically discor>ered, is Universology itself; although un
der this latter denomination,-Universal Analogy-Fourier 
has carried the Intuitional Phase of this discovery an immense 
st.ep beyond Swedenborg, especially in its applications to So
ciological Science. 

60. The followers of Swedenborg, or the acceptors, as thPy 
denominate themselves, of his doctrine, and other high religion
ists, would concur in objecting to the surrendering of the name 

cip1e, namely, that all the faculties of lian individually, and of Human Society. 
,JwuJd, be, and are deatiM!l to becmne, specifically submitted to the government of 
the Reason ; and that Force and Impulsions, instead of Governors, are the 
Subject-Matter or the living Reality of Being demanding fQ be g<>tt1'11ea. 

8. Tbe Hnnd of the Steersman on the Helm, (Fr. Gouf!n'Tlail, Lat. Gubmiat11-
lum, A HELM, whence comes the word Government), pradirolly, it is true, gor· 
ems the Ship, (temporarily and materially) ; but the Hand of the Steel'BIJllD 
moves in Subordination to the View or Sigltt, and to the accompanying word 
of command of the Pilot, who is the true Spirito-Ideal Governor of the Ship's 
course-so that the Merd Light is paramount over the Actnal Force, even when 
this last is engaged in governing,-the Legislative paramount over the Execu· 
tive Department. The Eye is higher in position and more truly dir«tiofutl tb1111 
the Heart or the Hand. This important subject will undergo a more elaborat6 
discuBllion in a subsequent work. 
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"Spiritualists" to those who have appropriateu it in these 
more modem times ; and here more generally in America ; of 
whom Andrew Jackson Davis and Judge Edmonds may per
haps be taken as representative men. These they call Spirit
ists, not for the purpose, or certainly not alone for the purpose 
ot discrediting them, but for the purpose of marking an im
portant distinction ; and since this same class of thinkers and 
believers in France,-" Modern Spiritualists" -have volun
tarily chosen the name Spiritiste, and not Spiritualiste, I 
have elected to follow the Swedenborgians in this particular. 
The difference between these two classes of believers is worlu
wide and important for all the purposes of Philosophy. The 
Spiritists hold with great uniformity that Spirit, as they under
stand and mean it, however refined, is only an exceedingly 
attenuated form of Matter. It is Etheria as distinguished 
from Materia. This doctrine is therefore the Spiritual Side or 
Aspect of Materialism. "'What they are discovering and in
vestigating is an immense field in tho larger domain of Truth 
now about to be annexed to the possessions of Positive Science, 
but it is still quite different in kind from, and should not be 
confounded with, a true Transcendent.al Spiritualism-although 
it tends to terminate in that, or is, to speak technically, ten<Zen
tially corresp<>ndential with it. c. l-4. 

Commentary, t. 60. 1. For myself certainly, by the introuuction of 
thele two terms I do not desire to be understood as pronouncing by so doing, 
throagb any implication of the words used, upon the superior truth or greater 
acellence of one form of doctrine over another, but simply to avail myself of 
the facilities of language to save an important distinction of ideas; nor do I 
aaign to any one an exclusive position in either rank. 

2.. By Spiritist I wish to designate one who believes in the existence and com
mmlicatioo of Spirits mainly through the testimony of " Physical Manifesta-
0--. ., or even of aemi-intcllectnal and ideal visions, but who tends to i.ssign 
to the Spirit-World an actual locality in Space, and eo generally to materialize 
hil conceptiooa of the Subject. 

I. By Spiritualilt I mean, on the contrary, one who, believing in the Spirit
lile, dos IO mainly through realizing it interiorly; by influx and faith affecting 
U. life religiously ; as a world of pure thought and aft'ectional or emotional 
experiences ·without much requiring or considering the testimony of Physical 
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61. The true Spiritualism, on the other hand, in respect to 
which Swedenborg is to be classed with the High Religionists 
and Orthodox Theologians, is a real Supernaturalism, and is 
the opposite or antithesis, therefore, of Spiritism. According 
to Swedenborg, this Mundane Universe is merely a coarser 
shell or outgrowth from a world of pure Spiritual Being, which 
is so distinct in kind from all that we call Matter, that it is not 
even contained in Time and Space, but absolutely transcends 
them both,-although there is in it, by correspondence, acer
tain appearance of Time and Space, the Time-phenomena being 
Thoughts, and the Space-phenomena being Affections. This 
.Mundane \Vorld is then a world of Ultimates, and not of 
Origins. According to the logic of this distinction, the very 
granite rock, the Basis of our Materiality, is only a consolida
tion of Spiritual Entities or Forces-Thoughts, Ideas, Feelings. 
Accordingly Swedenborg boldly affirms that Love and Wis
dom, the aggregations of Affections and Thoughts, are real 
Substances. 

62. Extravagant and mystical as this last statement may 
seem at first to the mere Materialist in Pl1ilosophy, or to the 
Materialistic Scientist, it is indubitable that the recent pro
gress of Scientific speculation, in the most conservative sections 
even of the Scientific World, is markedly and rapidly tending 
to similar conclusions. One has only to read some one of the 
more recent Scientific Collections, take for example " The Cor-

Manifestations: and who takes, or attempts to take, his conception of the Sub
ject out of the Dom!lin of Time and Space, and so, generally, to "lpiritualiu,'' 
instead of materializing the whole idea of the Subject. 

4. Within the ranks of the "Modem Spiritualists," or (Fr.) "Spiritistes.," I 
know many whom I rank habitually in my thought as Spiritualists, and othen 
whom I rank as Spiritists; while I recognize in many a strong tendency Ut unite 
the two forms of doctrine and mental state, more or less harmoniously blending 
them with each other. Each individuRl is free to the adoption of either term 
as rlesignating his own perception of himself, and will, I hope, be thankful for 
the help which the lingnal discrimination will offer him. The New Language 
will afford infinitely more numerous and subtle discriminations for subdivisions 
of the same domain. 
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relation and Conservation of Forces ; A series of Expositions, 
by Prof. Gove, Prof. Helmholtz, Dr. Mayer, Dr. Faraday, 
Prof. Liebig and Dr. Carpenter,'' to be struck by the immense 
strides which these leaders in Science are making towards 
what I may denominate the Spiritual Constitution of Matter. 
This is, of course, in their minds, in the first instance, in the 
form of the admission of a Materioid Etherial Substance, finer 
or more subtle than that which has been heretofore dealt with 
in Science, and which latter we must hereafter discriminate 
as the First Form, or the Gross Form of Matter. 

63. Professor Joseph Henry, Secretary of the Smithsonian 
Institution, at Washington, has recently admitted what we 
most now denominate the Second Form of matter, the Etherial, 
into a Scientific Classification. His words are : " Matter is 
found in three states or consistencies-Solid, Liquid, and Aeri
form or Gaseous ; and to these may reasonably be added a 
fourth: the Etherial." (1). Professor Silas L. Loomis, also of 
\Y ashington, is elaborating a profound and original Scientific 
Exposition of the nature and laws of "Etheria" or "the 
Sec-0nd Form of Matter." The world is already familiar with 
the Odie Force of Reichenbach, which Faraday, it is said, has 
admitted may have relations with his own discovery of Dia
Magnetism. 

64. The Scientists do not as yet, for the most part, consciously 
mean by these new attributions, or theories of matter, all even 
that the .Spiritists mean by Spirit-Matter; but the line of 
di1rerence is difficult to be drawn or preserved, and, as I have 
said, the Spiritists tend in turn to take the ground of the true 
Spiritualists or Supernaturalists, who tend in their turn to 
become more materialistic in their expositions or' Supernatural
ism. Take, for illustration of this latter statement) the Cos
mology of Hickok, who from the highest pinnacle of Ortho-

(I) Syllatm1 of a Course of Lecture• on Ph,..lcs, by ProfCMOr Jooepb Henry. 81!Crel.ary of the 
Sna•t.!o..,IP Iaatltatloa. Annual Report of the Board of Regent• of I.be Bmltbooulau IuaU\utloa. Milcel· 
..._.. l>ocluneDla: Senate: :So. l>l, page 19'~. 
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doxy, tmces down the Will of God into the detailed mechanism 
of the External World. 

65. Professor Hickok goes, indeed, the additional step 
beyond the Etheria.lists, of boldly discarding the idea of Mat. 
ter as such, and resolves all appearances of Matter into 
nothing else than the Standing-.Againsfr.Each-otker of Oppo
site Forces. Th~se forces are then retraced to their Spiritual 
Sources in the Will of God,-while ultimated as Matter. 

66. Not the least surprising of the manifestations of a new 
Spiritualizing tendency in the Science and Philosophy of the 
Day,-starting from the Materialism allied with Positive Sci
ence-is the recent work of that prominent Positivist (Echo
sophist) J. Stuart Mill, "On the Philosophy of Sir vVilliam 
Hamilton." Deriving his reasoning from the favorite Echo
sophic Aphorism or Formula, the ReUdi'Dity of all Knowledge, 
he is conducted substantially to the Extremest Subjective 
Idealism of Berkeley or Fichte, which means also the Spiritual 
Constitution of Matter. He resolves all that we know of Mat
ter into the Aggregate of " Our Sensations, as mental States, 
together with the Permanent Possibility of receiving Impres
sions." 

67. Thus, either as God, or Man, or Spirit.a, or as diffused 
Spirit, the purport of true Spiritualism is to resolve all Things 
into Supernaturalism, as that of Materialism is to resolve all 
things into Matter ; and of these both to change places. It is the 
Contest of the Realists and the N ominalists, or of Idealism anti 
Sensationalism, over again upon a higher and a broad.er plane. 

68. The tendency of these Doctrines, Naturalism and Super
naturalism, each to overlap the other, and so to speak radi
cally to change position, has been alluded to here, only ; it 
will be resumed elsewhere. Uni'lJerso'logy acce'pts them both 
as Phases ()1' .Aspects merely of a Compound Truth, no single 
.Eaposition of which is ()1' can be ezhausti'lJe. They are recip
rocally related to, or Correlative Halves of, the one Totality 
of Being, or Body of Truth, tke N atura'l and .Essential, 
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Counkrparts of each other, as much so as the two sides of the 
body. This is equally true as the Practical or Relative Fact, 
and as tke Law of Slibdi'Disional .Distribution, apart from the 
question, how, in ultimate Analysis, the Radical Ontological 
Question may seem to be decided. "In my father's House 
there are many Mansions." The Universe is that house. The 
Mansions are those numerous and seemingly Opposite and 
Irreconcilable Forms of Doctrine in which the Mind may 
legitimately rest as alike true,-in the Absolute. It is in the 
Relative only, and in the Undevelopment of our Knowledge 
prior to the discovery of any Unifying Law, that views which 
are different and opposed, are pronounced as necessarily for 
that rea.son,-one or the other of them-false. The two sides 
of the body are different and opposed, but both are alike true 
to the higher purpose, than that of their own sectarian pecu
liarity,-that, namely, of constituting the body. 

69. The Absolute and the Relative are themselves again, in 
the light of Universology, no other than Opposite Aspects of 
the One Compound Truth of Being-ineX']Jugnably united 
wifk each other. These, however, are the higher problems of 
Uni'rersological Metaphysic, and not proper-except in the 
mere glance-to this preliminary sketch. c. 1. 

70. It is proper, however, to affirm that Universology is 
CMn-peient to descend into the Utmost Minutire of Metaphysics, 
and to settle all the vexed questions of Abstruse Speculation 
by a Positive Method,-to settle at any rate the limits of what 
it is possible to determine by any Method which the human 
mind may be rationally supposed to possess. It promises to 
reconcile all the confilcting Schools, not by inducing any of 
them, necessarily, to abandon their favorite "stand-point.a," 
but by proving to them that the stand-points of all others are 

Cona~tarrf, t. 69. 1. I employ the term inapu{111Qllk in its strictly ety
mological meaning, literally : un--fltJ~ It ia a stronger word than 
ilwporalk, aa suggesting the utmost exertion to separate, and that exertion as 
anauiling. 

11 
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alike tenable ; or, at least, that they are representative or 
Some .Aspect of Truth, which, under some modification, needs 
to be represented ; and that the Integrality of Truth consiEt.s 
in this very varl:ety of its .Aspects within the Relational r nity 
of an .ALL-COMPREHENSIVE .AND RAMIFYING PRINCIPLE. 

71. But farther on, and more important than all else, '["ni
versology tenders a Grand Rational Reconciliation, as par
tially stated above, to all the Religions and Sects, not alone 
of Christendom, but of the whole 'Vorld. It decides that all 
are, in an important sense, founded in truth ; in other words, 
that the Basic Principle of every Form of Belief which has 
ever extensively commanded the human mind, is a Scientific 
truth and one of the St.ones (or it may be one of the .Apart
ments) in the Temple of the Living God. 

72. It was only while seen as fragments in the rude s~ 
of their preparation, apart from each other in the quarry and 
the wilderness, that they seem1;,'Cl uncomely, heterogeneou..~ and 
confilcting. The work of preparation completed, they are 
about to be brought t.-Ogether in a Sublime Edifice of Truth, ro 
quietly and naturally, that it may with truth be said, that 
'' no sound of the hammer was heard thereon.'' It will be the 
.M~ennium ina1lc,"1lrated through Science. The Stone which 
was rejected of the builders has become in a new sense the 
head of the corner. 

73. The Sects, Religious, Political and Social, are the Phre
nological Organs in the Head of Society or the Grand Man. and 
in their very oppositeness they constitute the lndhiduality of 
that Immen.se Being. When they shall mutually recognize 
this Reconciliatory Principle, a Friendly Co-operation in th.
presentation of the Great Composite Truth of .All Organimtion 
will take the place of the shameful dissensions which now rend 
the Unity of Mankind. (c. t.1123.) 

74. It is not intended to be affirmed that all Systems and 
Dispensations are alike in dignity or rank. The Feticbism 
of .Africa, for example, is not to be compared to the subli~ 
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beauties of Christianity, in respect either to the Elevation or 
the Progressed Stage of the Ideas, or the System of life. There 
are in it, however, two varieties of Truth, the Truth of Adap
tation to the Stage of the Development of the people who be
lieve or have believed in it, and the Truth of the immanent 
presence of God,-Him "in whom we live, move, and have 
our being''-in all the Material Objects of which the Universe 
is Composed-not in a merely Pantheistic Sense ; but ?Jitally, 
and as a fundamental Dogma of Theology. This is the lowest 
and consequenUy the Basic Truth of Religion. It was never
theless necessary, in order to initiate the Progression of the 
human Mind to the comprehension of Higher and more Spiritual 
Truths, to wean its devotion from this Infantile Instinct of the 
Soul. Such is the solution of the long war waged with Idola
try in the History of "U1e Chosen People of God." But when 
the .Spirituality of Man is sufficiently confirmed through a 
succession of Dispensations, it becomes safe to revert to, and 
heartily to accept, the earliest dawnings and all the inter
mediate suggestions of the many-sided system of Religious 
truth,-God's perpetual and unfolding Panorama of Revela
tion to Man. 

75. Christianity has never claimed for itself in its primitive 
or existing form to be more than a transitional dispensation. 
c. L 

76. The Jewish Dispensation was, previous to Christ, and 
is still, by its own interpretations, alike Provisional. 'Vith the 
Restoration of the Jews to the Holy La.nd,-in one sense a 
triumph of the Jewish Nationality,-the Jewish Nationality is 
destined, on the other hand, as their Scriptures are understood 

Conunentary t. '15. 1. What is alluded to in the Text is the universal 
~xpectation, in the Church, of a Second Coming or a Final Coming of Christ, 
or a Permanent Institution, in some sense, of his Kingdom upon Earth ns a 
New and Distinctive Dispen.'l&tion. The Pope, for example, as Hearl ~f the 
Church Universal, claims to be no more than the Vicegerent or PIRCe-Holder for 
the True Head of the Church in waiting, until he shall arrive and assume the 
pel'90llal exercise of his own functions. ' 
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by the most intelligent and progressive Jews, to be extin
guished in the higher blending of all the Nationalities into one. 

77. The Church must not then assume to dictate to God 
the mode in which a new Revelation or Dispensation shall 
occur. 

78. It is only possible here, again, to glance at the immense 
field of the .Applications of the New Science to the Ultimate 
Solution of all Religious .Affairs. Let the Religious world 
look to it, and see that they do not reject the Truth because it 
comes again "out of Nazareth," or in an unexpected guise. 
It is possible,-they should admit,-that they may not have 
understood, in advance, all the Immensity of the Complexity 
and Consistency of the Development of God's Providence on 
Earth. "His ways are not as our ways, neither are bis 
thoughts as our thoughts." 

79. In respect to Systems of Government and Political and 
Social Doctrines, Universology will effect the same work o! 
UNIVEBBAL RECONCILIATION. It spans the whole gulf from 
the direst Democracy in the So?Jereignty of the Indi1Yidual, to 
the .Apex of .Absolutism in a Theocratic Despot of Society. 
It teaches, not vaguely, but with all the precision of Science, 
how to be wisely C<>n8er1Jati7Je, and at the same instant un
limiied/,y progressi7Je. It is stupendously revolutionary, but 
without violence or injustice to any of the Institutions of the 
Present; while it subsumes, integrates and justifies all the 
Eventualities of the Past. It will convert Reactionists and 
Conservatives everywhere into more than all the enthusiasm 
of Radicals, and will recall Radicalism to the staunch defence 
of the Modified Rights of the statu quo. It will make of 
Morality a Positive Science, and will regulate beneficently 
everything from. the Greatest Industry down to the minutest 
.Affairs of the Common Life. 

80. It is thus that Social !NTEGRALISM and p ANTARCfilS]( 
find their complete .Analogical illustration in the Tot.ality of 
the Human Figure as indicated at the right hand side of the 
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last preceding Diagram (Dia. No. 2, t. 41); not, as with Fou
rier, in the likeness of the draped figure alone, but also in the 
Exact Outline of the Nude Body, and the rigorous exhibition 
of a trne Anatomy-softened and slightly disguised merely, 
under the scientific perfection of the Sculptor's Art. So also 
Universology and lntegralism have their .Analogue in Man 
and the World, with their intermediating, surrounding, and 
permeating, .Aerial or Spiritual Medium-in the Totality, in fine, 
of what is presented in this Typical Tableau of the Universe. 

81. In the distribution of the Total Mundane Universe into 
Man and the World, Man occupies that upper half of the 
Tableau, which in the corresponding division of the Spiritual 
Cosmos is assigned to the Heavens, as standing above and 
resting upon the Hells. See the Typical Table of the Universe 
(Table 7, t. 40). In accordance with this analogy, the Total 
Heavens should be, in some symbolical sense, in the form of a 
Man. Let us hear Swedenborg upon this subject. The fol
lowing extract will appropriately conduct us to the close of the 
present chapter : 

82. "That Heaven, viewed collectively, is in form as One 
Man, is an .Arcanum which is not yet known in the World ; 
but it is well known in the Heavens ; for the knowledge of this 
Arcanum, with the particular and most particular circumstan
ces relating to it, is the chief article of the intelligence of the 
Angels ; since many other things depend upon it, which, with
out a knowledge of this as their rommon centre, could not 
possibly enter distinctly and clearly into their ideas. .As 
they know that all the Heavens, together with their Societies, 
are in form as One Man, they also call Heaven the GRAND 

.um DIVINE MAN. They call it divine, because the Div:ine 
Sphere of the Lord constitutes Heaven, as shown above." (1). 
c.L 

Co••etalary t. 82. 1. In all Extracted Matter introduced into my Uni
TtnOlogical Writings I shall take the aame liberties typically as if they were 

(I) C11 u1s4 B- an4 Ila Won4en, and Concerning Bell-from Thlnga heard and Hell,-b}' .._.,,...._bore. 
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83. By passing in the NATURAL or HISTORICAL or MATERLlL 
ORDER, upward and inward, from the \Vorld to Man, and to 
the Inmost Mental and Metaphysical Domain of Research, we 
exhaust the Possibilities in that I>rijl of Directi<m, and find 
ourselves, often unconsciously, turned Outward again, to the 
External and Objective World, as the Trial-Field for the A.p
plication of our Speculations; <>r, 001ltrariwise,-In passing 
by the LOGICAL or IDEAL or SPIRITUAL ORDER, d<Ywnward and 
outward, into Nature, we analyze and refine upon Matter until, 
by a similar natural Transition or Revolution, we find our
selves brought back to Spiritual Considerations, or to the 
purely ideal Constitution of Matter. This Radical Change ot 
Direction results from carrying any Drift of Speculation out 
tc its Ultimates ;-as, if we were traversing a Stick, in thought, 
until we arrive at one of its ends, we must reverse the ~ 
tion, if we woUld continue to pursue the ideal examination of 
it. This I find to be an important Principle of Universal Sci
ence, having thousands of .Applications, and I f ormulize it, 
therefore, for Reference, as : 

TERMINAL CONVERSION INTO OPPOSITES. 
84. It is by this Principle that Extremists in any opinion 

tend naturally to go over to the Opposite Extreme ; and this 
at both Poles of the Difference, so that they often pass each 
other, and exchange positions. By this means Individual 
Opinions are constantly interwoven into the texture of 't'ni
versal Opinion, and that .Absolute .Di1Jergence which would 
otherwise ensue, is providentially preDenied. Not only is there 
Indi1Jidualit?1 in Different Minds, but there is Indimduality 
also in the States of the Same Mind, and of each Mind, from 
time to time. It is not, however, Opinions only, but ettr!J 

my own. In respect to Capitals, Italics, etc., the authors quoted from W111 Dot 
therefore be responsible. The reason for this courae is that it is frequently the 
purpoee with me to bring out into prominence ideas which were merely ind
dentol, or or no more than or the ordinary value in the minda of the original 
writers. 
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Varidy of Being, which is under certaln conditions to be 
gradully determined, subject to this Law; thus by persist
ently traveling to the West we find ourselves landed in the 
Extreme East. It will be shown elsewhere that .A.theism, 
the Extreme of Scepticism, logically tends to conduct, by a 
TEBMINAL CONVERSION INTO OPPOSITES, to a New Order of 
the Sublimest Theological Conceptions; and that the Excess
ive Veneration of an Extreme Piety, tends, contrariwise, by 
the same Principle, to become a Virtual .A.theism. It is then 
through this gate that mankind may pass ultimately to the 
REcoYCILIATIVE HARMONY OF IDEAS. The RerJersal or Oon
w-si<m may be Single, or relate to one end of the stick only, 
or it may be Double, relating to both ends, the two Drifts 
crossing and leading to a Mutual change of Position. Hence 
there is both SIMPLE and COMPOUND TERMINAL CONVERSION 

inti:> OPPOSITES. c. 1. 

a>mmnitary t. 84. 1. It is a familiar iden in the churches that Converts 
from Infidelity make tbe best Christians. It is equally true, on tbe contrary, 
that to be tbe molt intelligent Infidel it is necessary to bave passed through the 
deepest religious experiences. It will only be when the Leaders of Humanity, 
and, in part, their followers, shall bave completed the entire Trattrae of c~ 
eiaion.i and Mental Ezpn-Unu1 ,·-and this in both Drifts of Direction, inter
locking with nnd mo<lulating each other in a third and new Stage of Complex 
and di!!Criminating Faith-tind-K110UJ1.edge,-that a 811ffi&nt Baau of Mutual 
Tolwation and .A~~ will have been obtained, upon which the New Dispen
ation, bom of the Ripeness of the A.gee, can di.splay its Composite and Tran
ecendent Harmonies. 
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.., ..t.Daiope of UM ~- s,.,.,.., liralD, Kind, .t:;re. So. .llaceriallam Analogue of the J[....,lu, SS. 
~ l>oclrlDe of tbe Subject, 89. .ll&uon; Remofti ol Amblgu!Uea ; Dlveralty of AIJ>CCU, 
I), to. la UMre &11.7 'Cr or Dow,.? go. In wbal Kq are we opeaklngf Becumia In T lme-Naturt... 
-i; ID .t..t.olate lu.--8dent1amal, 91 ; 8ack1Dg &11.d Chewing, 111. OaeZB'l' .. TIOIU.L and AlcJJ.tT· 

ICU Gmra..u.au.TIOll'I, r.I ; Kllky Son..- and Exact Cn&-up, 92. P•rlodlclty Femlnoldal, "· 
Ti.. Ecs and Ule Cblckc ; Ezperlmtlall.lm &11.d T....._...ienta11.lm, 9S. Spencer delecUve In re8Jlff* 
to tbe Two GraDd Onkn ot EvolnUon Coanterpertlng MCh other, 113, 9'. Bio admirable Dls
cnmblalloo be\w .. ., the QualitaUve and the QunW.live Development of Sclence, IN, 96. Youmano 
- ......... M. Jlla CriUGlam OD $be lletapbymou Ket.bod CoWlterlll&ted. 911, 116. 

85. HAVING, in the preceding chapt.er, taken a general or as 
it were a bird's eye view of the Grand Typical Table (No. 7, 
t. 40}, and of the Primitive or Typical Tableau (Dia. No. 2, 
t. 41}, or the Universe, I shall begin more formally in the 
present cha.pt.er, at the bottom of the Table, and ascend step 
by step to .the top of it, in a more particular and detailed 
exposition, to continue in subsequent ~hapters. (c. 1, t. 14). 

86. But before proceeding with the more orderly treat
ment of the subject, let us revert to the Basic Distribution 
of the Universe, into MATTER, MIND and MovEHENT, and 
illustrate it by its appropriate Diagram. Matt.er is con
ceived of instinctively as External and Gross, and Mind as 
Internal and Fine. When we speak of our Exterior or Exte
riors, we mean our Bodily and Material Proportions; while 
by our Interiors we mean the MIND, Spirit, SoUl, etc. Mat
tA?r is appropriately symbolized, therefore, by the Thick or 
BraUJny portion of any Object, as of a Globe for instance, 
and Mind by its Centre of Gravity, or of Extension, and the 
Diverging Lines from that Centre, especially the Diametrids 
or Diametrits which, while centering it, are mean or mid-way 
of it, and measure, regulate and adjust it The \Vhole Ob
ject, the Globe, for instance, is then situated in SPACE; and 
it is the CJkanges of its Position, indicated by the Line of its 
Movement, in what.ever Direction, which are illustrative of 
MovEKENT generally. These changes are contained in TnlE, 
as the 2Tack or Course or Current in which the Movement 
occurs. This Primitive, Fundamental and Important Sym
bolism is exhibited in the following Diagram : 
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Dia1ira.:rn No. 3. 

' 

The comparison of this Diagram with the Geometrizea Egg
Figure upon tke Title Page will suggest a resemblance. The 
subject will be resumed and more fully expanded in the Fifth 
and Sixth Chapters in treating of the Symbolism of Form. 
L 1-3. 

87. At the very bottom of the Table (No. 7, t. 40) is placed 
the Old Hilidoo Philosophy, which is characterized as Abso-

Annotation t. 86. 1.- The Ety
mologies are here very Important, as cor
roborative of the Symbolism and of the 
Philosophy. MA'ITKR (Lat. Mat-mu) is 
related, on the one hand, to KASS (Lat. 
maua for mat-la, from Gr. maa-ao for 
mat-to, I BEAT, Sp. mat-ar, to beat or 
knock down, whence TO KILL) and to the 
English verb TO KAT, which ls to beat 
solid, or to makt'I firm, or close. Hence 
Solidity or Denlity and Deadneu are im
plied in the meaning of Matter. On the 
other hand, this word le related to 
MOTH-ER and MATRIX (Lat. ~. San. 
mdtd, mother), &8 that which is external 
w, and which produces from within. The 
whole idea le then that of an External, 
Solidified, Dead or Inert Mass, which 
covers or envelope-and hence may de-

velop or produoo from within itself some 
finer product. 

2. Mum (Lat. Mem, Mentu, San. 
Mantu, from Man, TO THum. whence 
the English word MAN, the Thinker), le, 
on the contrary, related 1. to MEAN and 
MEAN-ING, and thence to Mn>-DLE, (by 
dropping the n, as happens in the Greek 
Ma.ii, W1eooK, and Med-Mnai, I IN· 
TEND, from maiM, I AK ANGRY or JUD 

-give rein to the mind) ; 2. to KEABUlllil 

(Gr. Met-ron, Lat. Mena-uro, from Jlt
tecr, TO KEABURE) ; and 3. to Adjust
ment, a.e in MEANS, MED-IATION, MBI>
IATOR, also (inversely) MED-DLEB. 

8. MOVEMENT goes back to the ~ 
crit Me, TO CHANGE PLACES, and Jfaga
tai, mi: EXCHANGES, whence Lat. nn1tan. 
TO CHANGE, and the English COH·irorB. 

MUTABLE, etc. 
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lut.oid and Pneumato-Universal. The Analogue of this Im
mense System of Extravagant and Shoreless Speculation, 
-which has in it, nevertheless, the profoundest of Absolute 
Truths and the utmost stretch of the human imagination,-is 
found in the conception of Pure Space, unfilled by any Ob
jects or Oontents whatsoever, and Pure Time unfilled by any 
Events. This Shoreless Space and Endless Time are then the 
Joint Continent or Matrix waiting to be infilled,-as by an 
immense fcetus,-by the Actual Objective Being of the Uni
rerse. They are the Conjoint Negative Ground, of which the 
Substantive or Objective Universe is the Unit of Positive Con
tents. It is this Negative Expanse and Extense of Non-Being, 
as the Ideal Recept.acle of Being, which is here assigned ana
logically to the Hindoo Philosophy as the Arena of its stu
pendous vagaries. Where better could the infantile but intui
tive :reasoning faculty of Man begin its immense curriculum ot 
philosophical exercitation 1 

88. This almost impossible conception, when reached-let us 
oonfine ourselves for the present to the Spacic Half of it
confounds all RelatiTJe Conceptions, and either wipes out all 
Discrimination whatsoever ; or it converts every natural Dis
crimination of Being into every other,-if, for this purpose, we 
readmit the slightest modicum of the idea of Movement and 
Time. In Space, so conceived of, there would be no Up and 
no Down, no Right-hand and no Left, nothing Frontwise 
nor Back; no &ndk and no North, no East and no West; 
no Within nor Without ,·-or, contrariwise, Up would be at 
the same time Down,· Right would be L<'ft ,· Back, Fortk ,· 
N<Jrth, South ,· East, West; and the Within, the Without. 
The 'Whole, collectively, is a Negative Chaos of Pure Ideals; 
not even the Positive Chaos of the Greeks. This last was 
composed of the Realities of Existence in a similar confu
sion. 

89. The Absolulo-Absolute of the great body of all Philo
sophy,-and the Hindoos were the :first to go there,-lies still 
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back of this Double Domain of Chaos, at the line or point where 
they again lose their distinctiveness, and sink into the .Abyss 
of Primal Indiscrimination which admits of no Difference. 
Here, according to the Hindoo Philosophy, all things began 
and thither all things tend ultimately to revert. This is then 
.Annihilation, but no more Annihilation than Positive Being. 
It is that NICB.AN which the Hindoo Philosophers and Religion· 
ists have elevated., by a still higher strain of the effort at diifu. 
sive abstraction, into the Supreme Heaven. Personified, it is 
Brahm who is revealed through Om (or .AUin), the Logos of 
their Syst.em of Theology and Philosophy, whose name even 
is too solemn or sacred to be ever pronounced. Brahma is 
again the same Idea with the addition of the Element of Pro
motive Movement or Change-the back-lying Creative Energy 
of God, or the God representative of this tendency to Change. 
He then Creates through the Mediation of Ou-" Pro!J1'el8 
Subordinated to Order," a Principle recently formulized by 
Comt.e in those t.erms. (c. 1-3.) The following inspirational and 
mystical poem by Ralph Waldo Emerson is a remarkable 

Commentary t. 89.1. "The' Word' by which Brahma created the World 
is Om (Aum). See Von Bo1Jen, i. p. 169 88. 212. In the System of Zoroaster, 
Honover is represented RS the Word by which the World was created (DunU6, 
Logoet Just. Mart. Gott. 1847), the Most Immediate Revelation of the God 
Ormuzd; see K/,enJt,er, 1. c. and Stuhr, i p. 870, 871 [ BurWn, I. c. Leet. ii. p. 
14--48]," (1). Back of the Triad, Brahma, Vishnu and Siva, (Creator, Adminif. 
trator and Destroyer), and back of Om, is Brahm, the Supreme God, in Absolute 
Repose, without change or any known attributes, the Absoluto-Abl!olnte Con
ception, like that Aspect of the God of the Scriptures in which He is " without 
variableness or shadow of turning." Brahm must not therefore be confounded 
with Brahma, the Head of the Triad. It is this Conception, rather, which from 
the Absolutist Standing-point (Naturoid) is the First and Last Word of Phi· 
losophy. The Conception embodied in Brahma is 80 from the Practical Point 
of View (Artoid), and that embodied in Om (the Logos) is 80 again M«liatm
allg (Absolute Idealism-Hegel), or from the Scicntoid or Logical Standing· 
point. This is Allied with Space and with Geometrical Limitation, u the 
Practical or J[Of1ing Conception is with Time, and the Simple Absolute (Na
turoid) with the Denial of both Space and Time. (o. 1-10, t. 125.) 
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epitome of this first and last word of the speculative reason
ings of Man, which as a Principle of Philosophy I shall 
characterim as 

CONVERTIBLE IDENTITY, 
meaning that All Things are .All Things else ; or that Every 
Thing is in its 'DeT'fl GROUND one and the same. 

BRAIWA.-R. W. Exnsow. 
It the Red Slayer thiak he slays, 

Or if the Slain think he ls &Wu, 
They know not well the subtle ways 

I keep and paaa and turn again. 

Far or forgot to me is near, 
Sunlight and Shadow are the same, 

The ftll.iabed Gods to me appear, 
.And one to me are shame and fame. 

They reckon ill who leave me out, 
When me they fly, I am the wings ; 

I am the doubter and the doubt, 
.And I the Hymn the Brahmin ainga. 

The atrong Goda pine for my abode, 
And pine in vain the sacred Seven, 

But thou, meek lover o( the Good, 
Find me, and turn thy back on Heaven. 

9. In characterizing, in this manner, the Hindoo Philosophy by the idea 
of General Negativenem corresponding with the broad expanse of Pure 
Spece, the fact is not overlooked that there is vastly more than this in that 
grat preliminary excunus through the Philosophical Domain. All the grand 
8choola of Phil090phy, which have hitherto appeared in the world, had their 
Cartoon Sketches completed, IO to speak, within the immense body of the 
Hindoo lletapbysics. Their Philosophical Doctrines are indeed l'llglllarly 
dirlded into 1. Sensllalism; 2. Idealism; 8. Mysticism, and 4. Eclecticism. (1). 

I. What ia meant ia, that the System is nevertheleaa basically characteri1.ed 
by the Repreaentative Idea stated in the Text. and so in the case of the Greek 
Pbiloeopby and the other Philosophies referred to in the following paragraphs. 
EYerY System of Philosophy, inasmuch aa Philosophy deals with the Universe, 
coven the whole field in a aeme, so that all Systems ~lap each other. The 
onJ.r cbaracteriz.atious which they therefore admit of, or which indeed the dif
i!nmt Alpecta and Domains of the Universe itself admit of, relate to the 
Standing-Pointa of the Obeervera, the Beginning-Points of their Courses of In
vestigatioo, and the Jlm-e PrepondiJraTIC8 of Governing Ideas-the Clefs or Key
Notes o( the different Systems respectively. 

(1) Mad. Bot•"• Band Book of Ulllnral Lltent.tare, S 19, p. at. 
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90. The Greeks began in tke Positi11e Chaos, and arose 
thence into the conception of .Distinct .Elements of Being. 
From the Marriage of Chaos (Positive) with Night-as the 
Negative Chaos (substituted for the broader Space-like con
ception of the Hindoos)-was born Destiny or Fate, that is to 
say, the Limitation of Law. The clearer-minded modern 
German Metaphysician is but saying the same thing when he 
informs us that the fundamental Group of Categories of Exist
ence is compounded of 1. Reality ; 2. Negation ; 3. Limit.at.ion 
-which is again the Something, the Nothing, and the Ideal 
Relationship of Unity in Difference,-Relational Unity,-be
tween them. c. 1-2. 

91. The Greek Mind, taking a great step towards serious 
thought and practical knowing, began to seek for the origins 
of all things in what they saw and felt about them. They dis
criminated as the Elements of Being, EARTII ; .Am ; FIRE; 
and vV ATER. Different schools of Philosophy sprang up 
accordingly as one or the other of these Elements was thought 
by different orders of mind to be more fundamental than the 
others. Higher up· in the range of Thinking, the Greek .Atom-

Commentary t. 90. 1. The Chinese Primitive Philosophy expounded b; 
Confucius may be regarded as the Primitive Philosophy of the Line or Limit, 
intervening between the Nothing and the Something (Space and its Material 
Contents)-giving for the Straight Line an ideal of Right, and to the Crooked 
Line the idea of Wrong or Evil. 

2. "The Uk-king, by Du Halde termed Y-king, contains the Trigrams or 
enigmatic lines of Fo-hi, said to be first Emperor of China. These consist of 
three lines, varied by one or more of them being broken in the midst. Two CJf 
these Trigrams, forming six lines, are, in this work, placed in sixty-four differ
ent positions; in the first position, the two upper lines and the sixth are broken 
in two; in the second, only the fifth line is broken; in the third position, the 
second, third, and sixth are broken; and in the fourth, the second and third 
only. After each position follows a short sentence, and then a comment by 
Confucius, affixing certain ideas to each of these poidtions. It is highly prob
able that these Trigrams preceded the invention of the Chinese charactere, and 
that they were the first attempt to express in writing ideas relative t.o heaven, 
earth, man, etc." (1) . 

. (l) Marshman'• Llto o!Oonfuclua, p. :r:IT. 
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ist.s anticipated the modern Theory of Dalton, and Pythagoras 
in like manner furnished the prophecy of Universology itself, 
in that Theory of Numbers which has puzzled the world from 
his day to this. Plato prefigured Swedenborg, and Aristotle 
was the legitimate progenitor of both Bacon and Kant. 

92. But primitively and fundamentally the Greek develop
ment of Philosophy is characterized by its relation to the 
Four Elements just named. These were conceived of in a 
mixed way, partly as the Real Materials, which bear the 
names Earth; Air; Fire and 'Vater respectively ; in which 
sense this Philosophy is the precursor of Modern Chemistry ; 
and partly as Symbols or Mental Conceptions analogically 
related to these Materials ; in which sense it is the precursor 
of the whole range of Metaphysical Speculations from that 
day up to the great modern revolution effected in that domain 
by Emanuel Kant. Through.another branching of the same 
genesis through .Aristotle, Bacon, and the great modern scien
tific awakening, the Greeks are equally the progenitors of the 
Comtea.n Positivism, of the Science of Sociology, and of the 
grand promise, so far at least as Science and Philosophy are 
concerned, of a Reign of Order and Harmony in the Future. 

93. This Greek development of Philosophy, with its Four 
Material Elements, as Principles, I denominate the Materioid 
Stage or Form of the Naturo-Metaphysic. Matter (whence 
the term Materioid), repeating Nature, this signifies really 
(except for the cacophony of the repetition), The Naturism of 
Snb-Naturism,-in this Philosophical Domain. It is therefore 
very near down to the Logical beginning of things. c. 1-5. 

Commentary t. 93. 1. The Sub-Naturismus of the Universe of Thought 
IDll Being is the lletaphysical Domain. The Naturismus of this is the Phc
nomenismus or the Objective and Nnturoid Perception of Things and Facts. 
It was therefore with a Treatise on Phenomenology that Hegel began the ex
po!ition of hie Philosophical System. This was the Natural Ordct'. Ile after
wards brought forward Logic, or the Scientoid Aspect of Metaphysics, and 
gaTe to it the lending position. This was the Substitution of the Logical Order 
in the place of the Natural ; and the Phenomenismus was then in part set aside, 
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94. Modern Chemistry and Criticism have discredited and 
discarded Earth, .Air, Fite and Wat.er as Elements. The 
Chemists have substituted some Sixty or Seventy Elementsi 
by exact Analysis of the Constitution of Matter, in their 
place ; as, Oxygen, Iron, Sulphur, etc. Those Old Elementa 
of the early Philosophers were not, it is true, Elements, in the 

and in po.rt blended with the more format institution of" Nature." aa a Depart
ment of Philosophy, which, together with " Mind," is properly the Componnd 
Enstence from the Unition of Phenomena and Law. This vacillation in Hegel 
has not been overlooked by Chalybaiis, who says: " Hegel had at first cherished 
the intention to exhibit in Phenomenology the first part of his system ; bati 
th1a been done, Logic would have formed the second, and the Philosophy of 
Nature and that of the Mind would havo conatituted together the third part. 
In that caae Phenomenology would have an ascending, analytically regresstve, 
tendency, i. e., one going back to the proper principle; Logic would, as it were, 
occupy the culminating point of the whole or be in the middle, while the last 
portion would, as that which Weisse and others term Real-Philosophy, have 

• represented the Synthesis of the two fon:t1er, and at the same time tl1e reduction 
or return into the commencement of the ftrst portion. But afterwards another 
nrrangement o'f the system was chosen: Real-Philosophy was divided into two 
portions [the Physiology and Psychology of my Typical Table], the latter of 
which, the Philosophy of the Mind, was made the reduction" [a conducting 
back after completing the circle] "into Logic. Evidently two kinds of fund&· 
mental views run here through each other, etc." (1). 

2. Beside the Hindoo, Greek and Chinese Philosophies, there are several other 
a:icient forms of Philosophy which would require to be characterized if the 
oltiect here were to be exhaustive. The following statement must, however, 
suffice. 

8. The Persian System, connected especially with the name of Zoroaster, bas 
for its symbolism not Space and Matter and the Line or Limit between them, 
but Light and Darkness, or Day a·Hl Night, personified as Ormuzd and Ahri· 
man, or the Spirit of Good and the Spirit of Evil. 

4. The Egyptian Philosophy, embodied in their religion, passes over from 
Space and the objects in Space, to the dominance of the idea of Time, and 
prinlarily of Past Time. Hence tradition and the authority of the past we.re 
sanctified in every particular. Superstitious veneration was the life of the 
nation as perpetuated by their Monumental Structures. 

5. The Hebrew National Faith, "coming up out of Egypt," bas for its sym
})()l "The Future," as contrasted with "The Past,". the Covenant with Abra
ham, the Promise of a Messiah, and the ultimate gathering in of all nations. 

(1) Illstorlcal DeTelopment of Speculatln l'blloeopb7 from Kant to Beget, by Dr. H. K. Chalyl:.:., 
Edinburgh E<lltlon, p. 436. 
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Exact .Analytical and Scientoid Sense. They could not fill 
the place, in the definite furthering of Knowledge, which these 
Chemical Elements fill. They a.re not, however, -to remain 
obsolete and discredited. Universology recalls them upon the 
SfAoae, and will rehabilitate them as being exceedingly valua
ble Primary Generalliations of the Facts of Being. It is only 
necessary to examine the Typical Tableau of the Universe 
(Dia. Ro. 2, t. 41), to perceive how this is so. Earth appears 
there as the Basic Cosmical Substance-the Ground of being. 
The .Air is the Type of Spiritual Substance. Converted into 
Breath, it is literally Spirit, in the lower or materioid sense of 
that term. The word Spirit is from the Latin Spirare, TO 

BREATHE. Water as a measurer of the Common Le7Jel, which 
is the Limiiati'De Foundation of Things, and as a Mirror or 
Rejlecf,ur, is the Type of MIND, which is the Measurer, as it is 
the Reflector ot the Universe. Water is also limpid and trans
lucent. and when subjected to cold it becomes crystalline
like "a Sea of glass" (Rev. xv. 2). As the Ocean it is the 
bearer or Common Salt which is the Common Crystal,-the 
Universal Type of Crystals. '\Vat.er is thus doubly associated 
with .&df,ection and Orystalline Clearness. It is repeated by 
the Head or the Man, mirror and measurer of the External 
World ; this in turn by the Brow, the INTELLECTUAL Head of 
tlle Heaa ,· this again, in decreasing Miniature and focal 
CJlearneaa by the Eye, associated locally with the Brow ; and 
the' Eye again is finally repeated by the " briny" tear ; in 
which the Water and the Salt find themselves reproduced and 
intimately associated. Cool-headedness and clear-headedness 
are the pre-eminently characteristic descriptions of Mind. .All 
this is associated again with Luminosity or LIGHT ; the Light 
of the Eye, and the Light from Heaven affecting the Eye. 
c. L 

Commentary t. 94. 1. The diverse and remote Analogues here crowded 
together in the Text, may aeem auspicious and fanciful upon this first and inci
dental presentation. Subeequcnt and detailed exposition will remove that 

12 
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9o. Fire, the last of these Elements in the present naming, 
does not appear in the Tableau, and requires now to be espe· 
cially noticed. The predominant property of Fire is Heat. 
The Heat within the body is the manifestation, and as it were, 
the Source of the Life of the Man. This Calorifi.cation is 
affected in the Blood which centers at, and is represented by, 
the Heart. The Heart is thus associated with Heat and with 
Fire, as preponderantly as the Head, Brow and Eye are with 
Light ; or as Translucency and Reflection are with 'Vater, Na· 
ture' s Great Mirror or Reflector, and Leveling Agency. The 
Heart centers the Trunk. The Trunk is the Base or Grand 
Supporting Fabric of the whole Body, and is to the Head 
what the Earth is to the whole Body, and what the Cosmos is 
to Humanity or the total Rational Universe. Heat and Fire 
are again accordingly associated with the Central Forces and 
the Great Molten Interior of the Earth ; and further out, or 
more Exteriorly, with the Sun, as the Focus (Lat. f ocu.s, a 
FIRE-PLACE) of the Visible Universe. 

96. In the Sun, Light and Heat appear as One, and both or 
them as the AttributAts of this Great Central Fire,-and so in 
a Minor Sense of Fire generally ; but the Light of the Sun is 
ref!,ected, and so appears independently, from the Surface of 
Water, or of a Crystal, as the Diamond ; or of any Mirror. 
The Moon is such a Mirror ; hence THE MooN is a 'Pljpe of 
LIGHT determinately and preponderantly, and so the SUN o/ 
Heat and of Fire. ·c. l, 2. 

impression, and show how objects and ideas, far removed from ea<'h other 
in appearance, arc closely relat~d in respect to the Principle which they sym· 
bolize. 

C01nmentary t. DG. 1. The lllooN a rejkctur, and hy its stated return, a 
meaBUrer ,· MAN the thinker, or he who refacta and weiglu (pondrrs, Lat. p<mio. 
TO WEIGH) and fTWUfUrea ,- and lllind, the instrument by which be reflects, weighs, 
and measures; all have etymologically the same origin. " Analyze any word you 
like, and you will find that 1t expresses a general idea peculiar to the individual 
to which the name belongs. What 1s the meaning of Moon ?-the Measurer," 
etc. (1). "There 1s a third name for Man which means simply The Thinker, 

(1) Science of Language by Max )lilller (l.ecture1, ht Serle9), p. 879. 
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97. In our Typical Tableau of the Universe (No. 2, t. 41), 
the HEAD of the Man, repeating the Mirrored Surface of the 
Water, and in an especial Sense, the Eye with its Crystalline 
Lens and it.a Tear, are Nature's Hieroglyphics of LIGHT ; and 
the HEART of the Man, the Focus of Life, is Nature's Hiero
glyphic of HEAT ;-Light representative of"\VATEB, as an Ele
ment. and Heat representative of FIRE. 

98. Between the Head and the Heart,-involving as it were, 
and yet connecting them both,-is the .Apparatus of Breathing. 
This begins with the Nose, the Vestibule or Portico of the 
Head, and ends with the Lungs which surround and embrace 
the Heart. The Breath is the SPIRIT, and is representative of 
the Element .AIR. • 

99. The Torso of the Body, the Mass of the Trunk, then 
repeats, within the Figure of the Man, the whole Earthy 
Foundation of the Universe, or the World as such. This is 
the Cosmos within the Constituency of the .Anthropos, and is, 
in a secondary sense, representative of the Element, EARTH. 

100. It is of the nature of Correspondence that it echoes in 
tku manner from Sphere to Sphere, continU<dly repeating 
itself, so that while Man and the World are to each other as 
a Head and a Trunk respectively, yet the whole is again 
found repeated in Man collecti1Jely, and then in the Indi
mduaJ, Human Body, by the Head and Trunk therein, and 
still more minutely within the Head itself phrenologically con-

and this, the true title of our race, still lives in the name of Man. Mu in 
s.n.crit means w fN,(UU~, from which you remember we bad the name of Moon. 
lltm, a derivative root" L San.) "means w tliink. From this we have the sanS
crit inanu, originally tAinlu,.; then Man [Eng.]" (1). 

t. The Latin ment, xnm, and meMura, KEA8URE, and the English mM?l and 
~ are again etymologically the same word in different stages of develop
ment. The idea is a smooth, level expanse, as mirror, reft«tm', and adjtut,er, in
terpoeed as a m~m or~ object between the objects to be adjusted ;-Things 
and ldeu ; the External Phenomena and the Internal Representations. 

(1) 8deaoe ol IAnguage, Ib., p. 883. 
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sidered. It is in this repetitory sense, or, as it were, in a 
secondary echo, that the Torso repeats the World. c. 1. 

101. This Echo of Analogies from Lower to Higher Attenua
tions, so that the same Principles are repeated within a smaller 
compass, which has then to be unf oUed or magnified To EX· 

BIBIT the occult Analogy, might be called, with reference l,o 

our Mental Process in discovering or observing them, an 
E1>0lution of Analogies. But with reference to what may be 
called the Prior Process of Nature, by which she has fo'tded 
in the finer Analogy within the bosom of the larger one, it is 
an Involution. Choosing the latter view of the Subject, I 
formulize, and shall refer to this Order of Procedure from In
•luding to Included Analogies, as itself a Principle, under 
the Head of 

!NvOLUTION OF ANALOGIES. 

The Counter-Proceeding from Higher to Lower Attenuations 
of Analogy, so that the Same Principles are repeated in wider 
and wider Arenas or Domains, will then have for its Formula, 

EVOLUTION OF ANALOGIES. c. l. 

Commentary, t. 100-1. 1. The Enrth is a Trunk or Body ofwhieb )fan 
is the Head. Tins whole Symbolism Is, however, repeated, within the entirt 
Human Body taken singly, thus: The Trunk or Dody proper (the Torso), 
repeats the Earth, and the Head repeats Man as Head of the World. Again 
witb:ln the Individual Human Head, the Occiput, or .Bac»-a1id-Ba#ofthe Heed, 
is a Trunk or Torso of which the Ford-Head or Brow ill the Head ; (though ill 
another more Physical Aspect the Nose is the Head of the Head ns shown in 
n1y Monogram on "The Correspondential Anatomy of the Head and Trnnk"). 
So mil ngain, the Head of the Drow is the Drow proper, also called the Super· 
cihary Ridge, and correctly assigned by Phrenology to the Function of Percep
tion, which 1s the Head (or-in another aspect, or viewed by revel'Slll m the 
Opposite Or<ler-the Brull,) of the whole Knowmg pr Intellectual Fnculty. Thia 
is Mind strictly so called, -lodged in the whore Forehead or Front-Head. Theee 
succeasively diminiahing Repetitions of Analogy; or Augmenting, if we inspect 
them in the Opposite Order; will be expoun<led m detail and ~ elsewhere. 
AB simply indicated, they will serve here w illu8trau the INVOLUTION and the 
EVOLUTION OJI' ANALOGIES formuli7.ed in the text. The Involution is a species 
of lntcrsusceptlon, hke the closing-up of a Telescope. The fearful Railroad 
cbsastcr, by which one car is thrust and jammed into another, and so inflOIMl 
in it, is called technically among railroad men, ~ing. 
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102. EARTH, Arn, Fnm and "\V ATER are thus reinstated as 
the four Basic Material Elements of Being. The Intuitive 
Wisdom of the Ancients is thus triumphantly vindicated. 
Their discriminations have a wider reach, and a more all
embracing Pkflosopkical Stgnificance than the more micro
scopic and exact, and in another sense far more import.ant, 
discriminations of the Modern Chemists and Physicists. 

103. It now clearly appears from what precedes that HEAT 

and LIGHT are intimately associated in the Nature and Consti
tution of Things, and in a most especial sense, with the Heart 
and the Head of the Individual Man, or of Collective Human
ity, respectively. 

104. But previously we have seen that the Heart is the Type 
of Sentiment or Affection, and that the Head is the Type of 
Knowledge or Intelligence. 

105. Heat has therefore a direct or dominant analogy with 
.Aft"ection or Feeling, and Light with Intelligence or 'Visdom. 
This is the profound Intuitional Perception of Swedenborg, 
which lies, it may be said, at the very basis of his whole sys
tem of Mystical Philosophy. For Sentiment, Affection or 
Feeling he employs the term "LovE," giving to it this en
larged signification, as Fourier does to the term "Passions" -
the :Motor-Forces of tho Soul. LovE and '\V1sDoM are then 
the Correspondences or Analogues of Heat and Light. Or, 
more profoundly comprehended, Love and '\Visdom ARE, in
triMically, Spiritual Heat and Spiritual Light, respectively; 
and this Spiritual Heat and Light are the very Essence of t1:o 
Divine Being, of God himself, manifesting themselves in the 
Divine Operation or Creative Proceeding. The Divine Lo>e 
and the Divine Wisdom, or, correspondentially, Heat and Light, 
are thus, according to Swedenborg, the absolute Origins of all 
Things. The immense consequences flowing from such premises 
have not been comprehended by the Philosophic or Scientific 
World, nor even by Theologians. The Doctrine and its Results 
have constituted a huge body of Mysticism, because the Pre-
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Bill of the Categories of Being. Aristotle had contented him
self with an Empirical attempt, simply searching about in his 
mind for as many such Elements as he could think of. This 
was the first effort at Ontology, or a Proper Science of Being. 
Of these Categories, there were in number, Ten : Essence, 
Magnitude, Quality, Relation, tke Where, the When, Posi
tion, Habit, Action, and Passion. 
, 108. The peculiarity of Kant, on the other hand, was that 
he undertook to find a Law which should determine before
hand how many there should be of these Categories, and what 
precisely they were. By an examination of the Science of 
Logic which .Aristotle had successfully founded, he discovered 
the clue to such a Law. There are a certain definite number 
of ways in which it is possible for the Human Mind to act in 
the processes of Reasoning. It can think of things in regard 
to their Quality, as good or bad ; with reference to their Quan
tity, as one or more, with reference to their Relation, as one 
belonging to another, or one producing the other, and finally 
with reference to what Kant denominates their Modality, which 
is their Possibility and Impossibility, their Actuality and 
Non-Actuality, their Necessity and Accidence. These make 
four Groups of Categories, each containing Three, making 
Twelve Categories, exhibited, in tabular form, as follows : 

Quantitv. Qualitv. 

TOTALITY. REALITY. 

TADLE s. 
Rdati<m. 

SUBSTANCE A1'TJ> 

lNHERENCE. 

Hodalit11. 

POSSIBILITY .AND 

bIPOSSIBILITY. 

MULTIPLIC· NEGATION. CAUSE .AND DE- BEING .AND NOT 

"BEING. ITY. 

UNITY. 

PEND ENCE. 

LIMITATION. RECIPROCAL 

ACTION. 

N EC~SITY .U.'1> 

ACCIDENCE. 

109. It was the second group of these Categories, called 
Quality, which was virtually assumed by the German school 
of :Meta physicians as the fundamental group, and upon which 
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that immense subsequent elaboration of Thought excited by 
Kant, and proximately ended by Hegel, was almost wholly 
expended. This determined their procedure to be Philo
sopboid and Naturoid, and not Scientoid; BECAUSE Quality 
if&> Quantity, precisely what SUbs'lance is to Form, and 
Buhstance is to Nature, precisely wliat Form is to Science. 
It is therefore the group of Categories involved in Quantity
TKE METAPHYSICS OF MATHEMATICS-which is allied witli 
Ou Exactitudes of Science. It is this latter group, therefore, 
which determines the drift of Universology as Sciento-Philo
sophy, and the assumption of which, as a drift, carries over 
the development of Philosophy from the N aturoid to the Sci
entoid Stage of that development, as indicated in the Typical 
Table of the Universe (No. 7, t. 40). We have first, however, 
to proceed with the further exposition of the German Form of 
Philosophy, based on the Categories of Quality. 

110. The degree of Analytical ExactituQ.e which Kant intro
duced into Philosophy as a whole was indeed Scientoid, in a 
broader and less definite sense. I have therefore characterized 
th'is whole German drift of Philosophy in my Typical Table, 
as the Scientoid Stage of the N aturo-Metaphysic. Kant 
regarded him.sell as having, by the introduction of this prin
ciple, done what Copernicus had done for the Theory of the 
h"ternal Universe. But Kant himself, in part, by making the 
whole of his scheme binge on the Laws and Action of tho 
Mind, and his followers, still farther, by taking the Philoso
pboid group of Categories as Basis, whic11 were allied inwardly 
with Substance, and not outwardly with Form-and not, there
fore, with Positive Science-rendered Philosophy more in
tensely subjective than before. Oken, Humboldt, and tho 
School or N atn.ral Philosophy allied with this System of 
Metaphysics, were the Exception, not the Rule. 

111. Kant's understanding or the term QUALITY needs some 
explanation. Be divides it, as shown above, into NEGATiox, 
REALITY, and LIHIT.ATION, which are not so obviously sub-
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divisions of Quality. But by Quality in this high Philo
sophical Sense is meant the abstract constituency of the Sn
RTA.NCE of Things, as this last is contrasted with FORM. Form 
is here also employed in an equally elevated and enlarged 
sense, to mean not merely Figure or Shape, but the wlwk 
.Domaln of Mathematics and Logic, as Number, Figure and 
Order, or the .Armngement of Parts ; even the Forms or Cat&. 
gories of Thought itself. This is also, therefore, the grand 
Domain of Measurement. But Quality itself, as above defined, 
has its own less appreciable possibility of measurement, in the 
fact that it may be intense or feeble. Now the intensity of 
Quality to any degree which makes it to be felt or recognized 
by us at all is what we mean by REALITY ; that is to say, it 
is SoMETIIING. Its feebleness, on the other hand, to the 
vanishing degree, where we do not perceive it at a.1.1, is NEGA

TION; that is to say, it is then, NOTHING. Finally, as all 
Being is, as it were, the mere Limit or Boundary between 
these two Factors of Being, Reality and Negation, or Som~ 
thing and Nothing, LIMITATION is a third one of the Element.a 
which enter into the conception of Quality-in other words, of 
Substance; for the aggregate of Qualities centering upon an 
Ideal Entity, which groups them or holds them together as 
One, is a Substance. But the Oneness so achieved by insert
ing the Ideal Entity among the Qualities, which Entity is then 
something other than Quality, and may become 'lioo -0r more 
by Division, or Repetition, carries us over, or refers us back, to 
the next Group of Categories, namely, rather, thatofQu.ANTITY. 

112. Kant also introduced another Grand Discrimination 
into Philosophy ; the most fundamental, in one sense, of all 
the met.a.physical discriminations, namely, that between the 
SUBJECT and the OBJECT, or the Me and the Not-Me. This is 
in fact, when more concretely considered, the same discrimina
tion which is placed at the opening of the present 'Vork, as 
Man and the World. Individually and abstractly treated, 
the distinction belongs to Met.a.physics ; collectively and con-
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cret.ely, it is Sociological. It is then the basis of Comte's 
grand division of Sentiment into 1. Egoistic, and 2. Altruistic. 
Man is the Sul>ject of the impressions made by the World 
upon the Mind, and if it is my own mind which I am consider
ing, then it is the Me. The World is the Source of those Im
pressions on the one hand, and the O'fdect of onr Inspection on 
the other. Under the same conditions, it is the Not-me. Comte 
bas thus derived, again, his corresponding discriminations 
from Kant, and is thus still farther indebted to the Meta physi
cians, whom he habitually depreciates. 

113. Fichte, coinciding with the line of Thought of Berkeley, 
a previous English Philosopher, takes up the question of Sub
ject and Object where Kant had left it, and inquires what 
proof we have of the existence of any Objective World, since 
the impressions we have of it in the Mind, or what Mill now 
denominates, "the permanent poBBibility of such impres
sions," are the whole, as it seems, of what we can directly 
know of it. He evolves the whole Universe logically out of 
the Ego or the Me. c. L 

114. Schelling follows Fichte, and identifies the Subject and 
Object in a supposed common ground lying back of them 
both. Then comes Hegel. He fixes his attention so intensely 
upon the IAmit between the Something and the Nothing, and 
the Limit between the Subject and the Object, and between 

Commentary t. 113. 1. Destutt de Tracy, Buthor of "EU~ru d' L!fo
•·" was the Metaphys1C1an of the French Sensational or Materialistic School 
of Philosophy, the followers of Condillac-as Caban is, Garat, Volney, etc. Hence 
tJris School, by what Sir William Hamilton calls "a double blunder in Ph1lo-
10pby and Greek" (1), while beginning m Materialism acquired the name of 
I~. This occurs, however, not by any blunder, but by the Natural 
Operation of the Principle fonnulized at the End of the Preceding Chapter, n3 
TnlmrAL CoMTER&10K mro 0PP08ITB8. They, and after them, anu more 
speoficalty, now, Mr. Mill, pBlllling from Physiology to Psychology, arrive at 
the End of a career, with some difference due to the nature of their approach, 
AT the Point rnov: which Fichte, as Introspectional Mctaphysician, takes his 
deputure. 

(t) Bdin. Rn., Oclober, 1830, p. 182. 
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the so-called real Factors of Being in all senses, that he ends by 
finding nothing else in the Universe but tkis Limit. RELATION 
thus absorbs into itself all of wkat is related and otherwise 
called Real. Existence is from the Abstract Scheme Qf &
istence. This is Absolute Idealism. Cousin, the French 
Eclectic Philosopher, attempts the reconciliation of the Meta.
physicians. Comte, "the Founder of Positivism," goes over 
from Metaphysical Philosophy to Natural Philosophy, and 
confessedly abandoning the hope of any sufficient Intellectual 
Analysis of the .Absolute Foundati6ns and Laws of Being, 
attempts a Synthesis of Society, which, without any such In
tellectual Analysis as a Basis, must of necessity be exceed
ingly imperfect. In the place of such Absolute Basis he bas 
in part discO?Jered important Laws of the &cuniia,ry Order, 
such as arise from the Observational Generalliation of facts, 
and in part extended such Laws from the Lower Sciences into 
the Sociological Domain. In this he has made an important 
contribution, but only that, to the true Sociology. 

115. At the very foundation of the German Transcendent.al 
Philosophy lies, as appears from what has been shown, the 
grand basic distinction between Reality and Negation, or 
between SOMETHING and N OTIIING. This distinction, brought 
into relation with Number, is elementarily represented by 
ONE and ZERO (1; 0). The ONE (1), the Head or First or 
Numbers, is here put representatively also for the 'Vhole 
Series of Positive Numbers. The indication 1; 0 is placed 
opposite the name of Kant and the Philosophy represented 
by him, in the Typical Table (No. 7, t. 40). This is a text 
which will be resumed farther on. (t. 233). 

116. It is next in order, however, to introduce the important 
statement here that UNITY, as a Principle of Being, and as 
implied in the Number One (1), is, in the Natural Order <( 
Erolution, the Fundamental P:cinciple of All Things. 

117. It is not only, as above pointed out, the Focus wherein 
Quality and Quantity unite ; or, otherwise considered, the 
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centroid and nucleotic Transition, or Point of Decussation be
tween them. It also combines them in the same manner with 
Relation and Modality. It is the Center of Relation as the 
Substantive Entity, around which Quantities or Attributions 
are grouped in the constitution of Being, by which they be
come a ONE Thing. It is Cause as the Head or Pivot of that 
which depends or proceeds, and by the Analogy of ONE (1) 
with FIRST (lat), it is the Great First Cause ; and it is the 
Hinge or Turning-point, and in that sense again the Centre, 
of all Reciprocal Action. 

118. Setting aside now the Primitive Zero, Modality is the 
Primitive Unity developed, or sundered into its own Positive 
and Negative Sides; whence we have Possibility (Positive), 
and Impossibility (Negative), etc. It is the Positive Side, as 
Poasibility, Actuality, and Necessity, which is then allied 
with the Relatice Unit (1); and the Negative Side, Impossibil
ity, Non-Actuality, and Accidence, then fall back into their 
.Alliance with Negation and Zero (0). 

119. Unity is therefore the fundamental i<lea of Existence, 
<U contrasted with Zero or Nothing, in the one direction,- and 
as contrasted with All Plurality and .Dijf erentiated .De7Jelffp
men.t, in the upp<Jsite direction. 

120. It was in the true Order of the Evolution of ideas, 
therefore, that the German Philosophers who first arrived at 
the idea of definiteness in Philosophy, should expend their 
eft"ort upon the series of Conceptions which are symbolized by 
On: (1) and ZERO (0). The Hindoos had, so to speak, ex
panded theirs over the Domain of the Zero (0), as if it were 
All ; and the Greeks had done the same in the Domain of the 
Unit (1) of Reality-excluding the Zero (0). The Germans 
specifically contrasted the two Domains ; the Totality of Real
ity, the .Aggregate Something, on the one hand; and the 
Totality of Negation, the Aggregate Nothing, on the other ; 
and ended with Hegel upon the I<leal Line of .Dijf erence be
tween them, where they beoome indijf erent to, or equal to, 
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each otker. Hence his famous formula as the basis of all 
Philosophy-SOMETHING= (equal to) NOTHING. c. L 

121. Of the two corresponding Sides of Being, the Something· 
and Nothing-Hemispheres of Existence, the Something is the 
Domain of Natural Science, where the Greeks began their 
Philosophy ; and the Nothing, at first a mere Region of 
Vagueness when void, as with the Hindoos, is afterwards, 
when cut up by Exact Discriminations and Measurements, 
the Domain of Pure, .Abstract, or Exact ScIENcFr-Mathemat
ical, Logical, and .Analogical. The former (N atu.ral Science) 
is the CoNCRETISMUs, the latter (Exact Science) is the .A.n
STR.A.CTISMUS of Existence. Oken (in "Physio-Philosophy'') 
and Humboldt (in "Cosmos") following the Metaphysical 
School of Thinkers in Germany, but passing over from Phi
losophy to Science, took naturally the Concret.e direction. 
They were therefore merely or preponderantly N aturalist.s. 
It was in the direct distribution of Concrete Nature that Oken 
attempted a Classification based on .Analogy, which failed for 
the want, as in the case just mentioned of Comte's Sociology, 
of any ExAcT Basis. The development of Metaphysics into 
Science, in the .Abstract Direction-as the Metaphysics or tke 
LogicoftheMathematics, specifically, has heretofore remained 
unaccomplished; while yet it is precisely here that the E:roct 
Basis for all .Analogical Science, and hence for a true ScIENCE 

OF THE SCIENCES is to be sought for. This does not lie with 
the Series 1 ; 0, but with the Series 1 ; 2 ; as shown in the 
following paragraph. 

122. The Numerical Series 1 ; O exhausts itself at the first 
step of its development. It is not a Fructifying or DeDelnp-

Commentary, t. 120. 1. The Transcendental Metaphysics or Germany, 
and still more distinctly the Scicnto-Philosophy of Universology, are no other 
than the working back in a new and more definite sense, and as the completion 
of a cycle, to the point of view at which Fo-hi, the first (or third) Emperor o( 
China, as subsequently expounded by Confucius, began philosophizing in the 
exact seosc which verges on Science. (o. 11 2, t. 90.) 
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ing Series. In order to gain a single step farther than this in 
N nmeration, we are compelled to reverse the Order, and mak
ing of the Zero (0) simply a Negative and hidden, and, as it 
were, a d.isca.rded basis or foundation, or ground, to begin 
with One (1), proceding then not downward 'to Zero (0), but 
upward to 'J'UJo (2). 

123. The new Series of Numeration thus initiated with One 
(1), Two (2), will then prove both Multiplicati'oe and Precise, 
developing outward into Three (3), Four (4), Five (5), etc., oil 
ro Infinity. It is this which is Scientoid, as contrasted with, 
and opposed to, the Series 1, 0, which is Naturoid and 
Naluro-Pkiwsopkoid merely. 

124. This New Exact Series of Ideas, typified by 1, 2, with 
their compound or combined number 3, is the origin of that 
immense Seriation or Distribution of the Universe, wkick 
founds tke neuJ Science of Uni?Jersowgy. In its Fountain
head and li'irst Branchin,qs of Principles, this is ScIENTO
PmwsoPHY, or the New Grand Dispensation of Metaphysic 
which is to predominate in the Future. 

125. It is this new drift of Philosophy which has for its 
(J[ef or Signature, as it would be called in ¥ usic, 1 ; 2, 
representing the Scientoid and Developing Series of Evolution, 
as contrasted with 1 ; 0,-representing itself only, a stunted, 
Non-developing Series,-which is the Clef of the German 
Transcendentalism. 

126. It is, therefore, the Spirit of the Numbers 1; 2; 3,-in 
the Simple Unity, the Difference and the Compound Unity of 
that Spirit-UNISM, DUISM, and TRINISM, to be hereafter moro 
specifically defined (t. 206)-which is the Ideal Basis, or Log. 
ical Fundamentum of THE NEW PHILOSOPHY ; of THE NEW 
SctE~CE, and of THE NEW ScrnNTIFIO METHOD. It is this which 
is the legitimate Head and Source of a New and Universal 
Scientific Deduction, revolutionary of all the Science anc.1. Phi
losophy of the Past ; and of the Practical Life, Individual 
and Collective, of the Race. 
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127. The Absolute Unit, not even contrasted with Zero (0), 
but absorbing it into it.self, is the Analogue of THE ABSOLUTE 
of Naturo-Philosophy; and when the Element of Personality, 
or of Personal Consciousness and \Vill is centered within this 
Unit, it is then The Absolute of Theology : "THE ONE TRUE 
GOD." 

128. Monotheism, or One-Sing'le-Godlsm (Greek Monos, 
SINGLE or SOLE, and Theos, GoD), is, therefore, tke Central and 
Governing Religious Idea. It was this Grand Pivotal Con
ception which was developed, practically and administratively, 
in the Theocracy of the Jews. This Central Doctrine, having 
upon its Unitary Side,-for even it proves capabl,e of an in
terior distribution-no other Theory than this One Article of 
Faith, contained within itself, so to speak, no room for a Sys
tem of Philosophy. The Monotheism of the Jews broke up, 
however, subsequently into two grand Currents or Branches 
of Development. The ABSOLUTE Monotheism comes out, in 
Ilistory, as Mahometanism. It arrives at its fiercest and 
sternest assertion in the Shibboleth of that gloomy but powerful 
System,-a whole Biblical Creed and 11 whole Governmental 
Constitution summed up in a single Sentence : "THERE IS NO 

Gon BUT GOD ; AND MAHOMl!."T IS HIS PROPHET !" c. 1. 

129. The other Branch, apn.rt from the parent stem of the 
Jewish Monotheism, took on the ln.rger development ; and 
allied itself, in part, with the Philosophy of the Greeks; and, 
in part, with the high civic morality of the Teutonic :K ations 
of Europe. It thus became the Dominant Idea of what we 
now denominate Christendom. It has its own Central Develop
ment in Catholicism, and its Progressive Divergency in Pro
testantism. In its Totality, Catholic and Protestant, it is 

Commentary t. 128. 1. For an exceedingly able exposition of the In
dwelling and Governing Spirit of Each of several of the Older Grand Religions 
of the World prior to, or outside of, Christianity, the Student is referred to 
"The Religions of the World and their Relations to Christianity," by Frederick 
De;tlson l\fawice, Professor of Divinity in King's College, London. 
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itBelf a Progressive Divergency from the .Absolute Monotheism 
developed in Mahometanism, which is the Unoid, or Non
Developing Side of Judaism. Tke procedure from Unity 
outward to Variety, OT from One (1) to Two (2), and Tkree (3), 
and so onward, is always and everywhere progressional OT 

~ng; self-retention in the .Absolute Unity is, on the 
contrary, first ConseT1Jati1Je, and then, in· a secondary sense, 
Reactionary. Hence the underlying Principle of the General 
Progressiveness of Christianism, as contrasted with Mahomet
anism, lies in the Doctrine of the Trinity, the deeper Philo
llOphical Truth which denies the Absolutism of Unity, even 
in the Being of God himself, in that sense in which it would 
deny, in turn, the opposite and equally Divine Doctrine of 
Variety and Progression. Catholicism even is only Conserva
tive and Retrogressive when contrasted with Protestantism. 
It is, on the contrary, eminently Progressive and Developing 
when contrasted with Isla.mism. The specu.I. claim of Socinian
ism and of the modem development of Unitarianism to "Li
berality and Progressiveness," which claim is scientifically 
justified, comes nevertheless under a law of exception, which 
is too much a matter of detail for the exceedingly generalized 
treatment which is alone appropriate to the subject here. 

130. The Three Grand Attributions, or, otherwise conceived 
o~ the Three Personalities distinguishable in the one God
head, have for their Analogues the Numbers One (1), Two (2), 
and Three (3), representative of all Numeration, or Variety of 
Entity, on to Infinity-all contained within the .Absolute Unit, 
(1) ; this in turn, first contrasted with Zero (0), from which 
even, it must be conceived of as, in the .Absoluto-A.bsolute 
Sense, undifferentiated. 

131. UNITY is Personal, Centralizing and Hide-bound or 
Bigoted., but Arbitrarily Just. PLURALITY is Social, DiJfu
tire, Liberalizing and Equitable, but Reconciliatfre and 
Jiercif ul. The Monotheism of Islamism is the grim Vindica
tor of God's Justice, and the Exterminator of his Enemies. 

13 
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Christianity, with its Trinal and Composite Conception of the 
Divinity, is characterized by the tenderness which pities the 
Sinner, and provides the means of bis Redemption and Recon· 
ciliation with God. 

132. It is not the point here, at which to consider these 
Profundities of Theology, farther than to indicate their funda
mental and inherent connection with the development of all 
Thought, and equally with the development of all Being and 
Events ; and hence with all Cosmogony, and with the Philos
ophy of History. It is thus, however, by fixing a Basis for a 
Sound Sciento-Philosophy, that we shall be able to grapple 
ultimately with all the higher mysteries of Theology. 

133. I conclude this Chapter by glancing again at the most 
recent form of Philosophy (the Naturo-Metaphysic) heretofore 
developed, that given us by Professor Hickok, the President 
of Union College. 

134. This profodnd and able Philosopher and Theologian 
might properly be denominated the American Kant. His 
works on Psychology and Cosmology have not yet received 
the attention, in the world of Thought, to which they are un
doubtedly entitled. A.fter a powerful and condensed review 
of the past Progress of Philosophy, this great Thinker adds 
precisely those principles, and new elements, which bring the 
ideas of the Old Philosophy into a clear relation with the 
Standard Theology of Christianity. He places us at least at 
that exact point of Observation from which they can be ana
logically compared and revised. This statement relates more 
especially to his system of Psychology. His Cosmology, as 
pre-eminently a new Doctrine of FoRcES, has been already 
alluded to. Spencer bas also developed the idea of FORCE, 
as, according to him, the Prime Postulate of Philosophy. 

135. The Earth, A.ir, Fire, and Water of the old Greeks, as 
the Elements of Being, were the Naturoid or Materioid De
velopment of Naturo-Metapk11sic. Matter is the .Analogue 
of Nature. The Something-Nothing- (1; O'\ -Theory of the 
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Germans is the SC'ientoid Stage of that Development. Num
ber or Mathesis is the .Analogue of Science.-Finally the 
Force-Theory of Hickok and Spencer is the Artoid Stage, 
Transiti<»Uil TO ACTION. Force is the Analogue of Art. All 
these are within the Sub-Naturismal Domain. Here is the 
Germinal Point, as within an Egg in the Ovary, of all the In
tellectual Activities of Man. 

136. The Naturoid Dispensation or Stage of Development is 
FElUNOID ; the Scientoid is MA.scuLom, and the A.rtoid is PRO
GE:; 111 v E, or relates to the Prolification or Progeny from the 
Copulation of the other two. All True Organic Development 
re6ult.s from this Copulation of these two Principles. Whether 
'IM're Prim-iti1Jely and elementally,-as here, within the Sub
Natnrismus,--or subsequently and in more peifection, as be
tween the .Entire Naturismus and tke .E-ntire Stie-ntlsmus, the 
Distinction of Sex is ever present, the Sexes being as it were the 
two Poles of Organic Existence everywhere. ALL 0ROA.NIZA.·· 
TJO.N rs, BY A.~A.LOGY, THE SA.ME, that is to say, it is the same 
in respect to the Principles in1Jol1Jed, and in respect to the In
nermost Mode or Law of their Manifestation-whether it be the 
Organization of the Uni1Jerse as a Whole; tke Organization, 
by Nature unaided, or only partially aided by Man, of some 
Object or .Domain, as of tke Ckick, or tke Child ln the Womb l 
or the l!iSTINCTIVE, or again finally, the REFLECTIVE, Organi
zations and Constructions of Man, from the dead Jfeckanism 
of an Engine up to the Li1Jing Mechanism or ORGANIZATION 

ef Societ.y, in the Family, the Nation, or tke World. c. 1-44. 
Thus concludes the present condensed Review of the 

Naturo-Meta.physic. We are now prepared to pass to the 
consideration, more formally, of the new Sciento-Metaphysie 
or Philosophy, (or Philosophy, Science, and Method); which 
is the chief burden of the present work. 

Commnataru t. 136. 1. ORGANIZATION is best illustrated in connection 
with the Physiological Branch of Biology-Epicosmology-the Vegetable, and 
specially the Animal Kingdom-the iKH:alled Organic World. 

t. The first lltep or stage of True Organization,-Ciuu.TION in the Relatioa, 
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as contrasted with the Abaolut.e, Sense of tbat tenn,-results, m the Embryo, fnl!!l 
the action orinJlnence ofthelmpregnative.Mal.e Principle upon the Yolk which 
is to furnish the Materials (.Matter) of the new Being, and is~he pl'OCe'S6 tech
nically known, in Embryology, as &flmmtation. The Yolk or true ~t- o( 

Nutritive Matter in the Egg begins its course of development by belng, u i1 
wore, completely cut up, Mf1-mentized, aect-ized or aect-ionized (Lat. ~. TO 

CUT), iu tM ~ qur food '1'v cutting <»' chopping it into moradl,-:tint tritl 
Kn~, and then tcith the Tedh. The Mak Principk is, as it were, a Ktu/t,
analogous with the Mum, iu the .Differentiating, Anntomiring (or Analyzing1 i!t
ltrument (l>e-«ct-ive), acting on MA1TER; or, more restrictedly, the Analogue it 
the Pnre Intellect, as the Kun Filge or Sharpneu of Mind (acumen, Lat. .-tt"UO, 
TO SHABPEN),-acting upon the Mass of Materials in the Ovum (the locipie:~t 
<JonU!ption}, the Analogue of MA1TER, universally. It BO pcrfonna this oftitt 
of Segmentation, and preaidcs over, and leads the way to, the Complete and 
Ultimate <>rgrmUation of the future Being. This Organization is a true 5,YD
thesis (Putting-together), as distinguished from the PJ't'liminary Synstallia 
(Standing-together), or Syncrasis (Mashing-together), of the mere Materials ia 
tho Uuimprcgnated Egg. 

8. When the needed Impregnation bas taken place, then, if there be tht 
proper protecting and fomenting infiuences,-tbe Conditions of Dcvelop~t. 
-and especially the neces83ry warmth, as in the incubation of the Ilird's ~"' 
the further processes of Organization and Development continue to the C'omplt"ll 
and Permanent establishment of the Life of the New Being. TuE Fial.tu 
PruNctPLE tM7'up<mda, therefore, repetifa;ely with SUBsTANCE, and the ll.&.u 
PRINCIPLE with FolUl. 

4. Nor is this process of Segmentation a merely random rotting-up, but an 
orderly succession of Central and Equal Dfouwru of the Spheroidal Yolk, U:w 
Halves, Qunrtcrs, Eighths, etc.,-tbeorctically Hemi8pheroid, Quadra/Qi.J, CulMJ. 
-following the Maaculoid Principle formu!izcd hereafter in the Text. as Tu
DENCY TO (produce) EQUATION (t. 535). Segmentation in the Human Onim ior 
Ovule) is thus described by Cauaux: "According to Barry and Bh1cho8'. the 
Yolk undergoes the most remarkable changes of all, for, instead of fon01~. u 
hitherto, a compact, homogeneous mass, it is divided into two rounded por
tions" [the rounding by Modification after di!Mion, or as the division pl"O«'('IJf.;, 
"the number doubling succeSBively, in proportion as the ovum approac-bej t~ 
womb" [in passing from the Ovary, through the Oviduct or Fallopian Tube;,
" their diameter of course diminishing at the same time; conf1e<Jucntly, in tl'a('
ing the Vitellus" [Yolk), "along the duct, the whole Yolk will be ohsc"ed io 
divide, into two regular rounded halves, then into four, afterwards into eight 
little spheres," [modified from their Typical or Ideal Form as parti&l Cubits or 
Cubules], "and finally, each of the last subdivides again; llO that by n.oa cl 
these successive subdivisions, the ViteUine Spheres become smaller and amalltt, 
and the procese ultimately terminates by causing the whole masa of the Yolk 
to resemble a mulberry in appearance." (1). 

(1) A '"'"°"'tlcal aad l'r&dleal Treatloe on MMwlr~ry. by I'. cu ... nr. Member of Ille Imperial......._ 
_,. ol Mcdlclne, et.Cl. Fourth Amerlean, from the Sixth French Edition, p. 181. 
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~. The M.u.:s Plu:NCIPLB is thus Dualizfag, &gmenti.zing or &ctionizing 11' 
A.PJ'URABCE or M.urIFESTA.TION or FUNCTION, while yet, euentiatl!J, or m 
rrssLr, it ia,-l~ tJu Knife1-01'"E; or the essence of Unity. The FEllALB 
PalllCIPLB is, on the contrary, in appearanu and/unction, UNIFYING or Collectii;1 
(Ci»1«pliee, Lat. Con, TOGETHER, and Capio, TO TA.XE, whence, TO TAKE IN A.ND 

BOLD), while, IN ITBELP, it is DUil!llA.L or cleft. (t 203). In other words, 
.H.ucm.llllf corresponds tendentially (and oitensihly) with Duxsx, but rcpetiti,,e!,11 
(uid o«Ultl!I) with UNtSM: and Flwml8Y corresponds tendentiallg (and osf,engj}J,y) 
with U~IBlf, but repaitiul!J (and occultly) with Dursu (t. 19). This is in ac
cordance with the Principle formulized farther on, in the Text, as the A.llTI· 
TBETICAL REFLEXION OP' lmmRENCE AND APPEARANCE, or of E1'"TITY ..um 
F1!1'crION. (t. 75oi). See also what is said of the corresponding Antitheses 
between Philosophy and Science. (c. 1. t. 15.) 

6. ElmRYONIC 0BGABIZATION ia the NATURAL TYPE, or Goil'1 Erteroglyphic 
&pr-ntaUan of ALL 0RGA.NJZATION, in tlu Hi{/ht:r and C<>rnplete Meaning of tJu 
tmn,-wbether 88 studied by Man in Realms "not subject to Human Interven
tion" (Comte); or 88 bis Paturn and Guide, in Domains where Human Intcr
l'ention and Executive or Administrative Achievement aN possible, and 
needful. 

'1. &t]mentation is Inter-llld-ation, the breaking or cutting-up into &g-ments, 
&Id-ions or SECTS; and it is through the Inter-aect-ation of the Christian World 
(the llnltiplication of Bed•), from the ImprC[Jnative MtUCUline In.ftUtJnca of tlld 
I~ Rationaliltic Element-that Christendom is being prepared for an 
lnfiniUly higher and 1M1'e permanent SPmITUA.L ..um ORGANIC UNITY, a New 
Catbolicism infinitely more Comprehensive and Perfect than the best which tl1e 
Old Catholicism was competent to achieve. That was what Comte bas happily 
denominated a "Primitive Synthesis" of Society (ecclesiastically), and wns 
e!!!letltially Provisional, and destined, in a sense, to be superseded, and, in a 
BmSe, to be absorbed, or built upon as a foundation (snbsumed),-hencc rightly 
denominated the Mother(-Church)-Principle. 

8. Proto-Christianism, or more broadly Proto-Religionism, represented by t.'11 
Old Ca/Jinlie Churcli, is Femim>id and Naturoid; hence tendentially correspond
ing to, or f:lnatically devoted to, the idea of UNITY, while repetitiul!J or by it1 
NII Nature, and in accordance with its Methods of Coercion and Restraint, it 
is replete ";th the Principle of Schism ; whence it happens that She, (the Old 
Catholic Church), is tJu Mother of antar10nutic and hostile &cu. 

9. RA TJO"°'ALI&ll, allid teith ll11d partially embracing Scientific Scept icinn and 
~Um, is, on the other hand, Mruculaid and Scientoid, hence tendentiall!J 
and Olltensibly corresponding with Dms:11, BcJi,iBm or Sect, while yet there is in 
it the occult Principle of CompleU Adjustment and Ultimate Unity, TimouaJI 
TUE 0BTENTION OJ' A.N UNDENIABLE 8cIENTIFIC BA.BIS OJ' F AITII. These SR 

Solutions of immense significance which can only be glanced at here. 
JO. The presence of a Minor Proportion or SuM<>minancy of the :Masculine 

Principle in the Female Procreative Product (the Yolk), and hence ofa Primi
tive or Anticipatory Independence of all Masculine Aid and Co-operation, in 
the Female Generative Effort, (and indeed of a similar independence of Female 

• 
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help, in a still minor degree, in the Malo Product), is wonderfully illustrated in 
the following lesson from Natural History. 

11. "On the coasts of Spain (in the Bay of Biscay) which are so violently 
beaten by the wavea, we often observe small hillocks of sand pierced by an 
infinite number of minute openings half-<lOvered by a thin projecting margin. 
These mounds are either found behind some large rock or in some deep fissure, 
although OCCt1Sionally they are fixed on an entirely uncovered point. These 
little hillocks or mounds, which look very much like a thick piece of honey
comb, are in reality villages or populous cities, in which live, in modest seclu
sion, certain Tuberculous Annelids known by tho name of Hermellas,-creat.urea 
as curious as any that fall under the notice of the naturalist. Their bodies, 
which are about two inches in length, are terminated anteriorly by a bifurcated 
head bearing a double bright golden-colored crown of strong, sharp, serrated 
silken threads. 

12. "On leaving the body of its mother the Egg of the Hermella is composed, 
like nil perfect Eggs, of four distinct parts; that is to say, of a Yolk or Vitel· 
lus, a germinal vesicle (vesicle of Purkinje), placed in the interior of the Yolk, 
a g-erminal spot enclosed within the vesicle, and finally of a very fine membrane 
wllich envelopes tho whole. (In the eggs of birds tho white, or albumen, and 
the shell are merely accessory parts which are formed in the oviduct aft.er the 
actual egg bas left the ovary). The germinal spot and vesicle are two minute 
transparent globules; while the yolk is formed of very minute opaque granules, 
united together by a perfectly diaphanous Matri:e. 

12. "If we throw some of these eggs into sea-water in which some of tM Mall 
Organic Corpuacla are moving, we shall see, after a few moments' immersion, that 
it has become tho seat of a- condition of vital activity which may be easily 
watched through the microscope. A myaterWua f<>f"t,d seems to mould these ele
ments, blending thom together on all sides. 

13. "The Yolk pre'sents alternating movements of Contraction and Expan
sion, the spot and the vesicle successively disappear, a transparent globule 
escapes from the midst of the vitellus, and then begins the singular phenomenon 
discovered by l\IM. Prevost and Dumas. A circular streak is obstrvable round 
the vitcllua, which divides spontaneously first into two, and then into four 
parts, and goll:!I on subdividing thus succeseivcly until it is only composed of 
very minute globules. In proportion as this cleavage progresses, the granular 
character of the vitellus diminishes, and finally disappears. The entire mass 
assumes the appearance of young tissues. At this period we soon begin to 
perceive a few small filaments which are at first immovable, but which speedily 
begin to strike the liquid with a jerking motion. These filaments become more 
and more multiplied, when the young hermella, after having balanced itself for 
some time, as if to try its nascent organs, suddenly leaves the solid plane which 
supported it, and throws itself into the liquid under the form of a small and 
irregularly formed spherical larva bristling all over with vibratile cilia. 

14. "Such are briefly the phenomena presented by the fertilized" [or im
pregnat~d) "egg of the hermclla. In twelve, or, at most, fifteen hours, this '{It} 

b~comes transformed into an animal, which swims about, stops, and guides 

• 
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Itself, and thus gives evident signs of spontaneity. The same egg, if left. in the 
liquid tlJitllout being 'IHuught in IJ()ntact tcith tM f ertilieing element, becomes DECOM
POllCD in about forty or fifty hours. We muat not, ~er, wuppoae that it u tM 
lnr adW "" thil a«ount. TM cliaracterilltk activity of THE FmsT PHASES 01' 

DEYBLOPMENT art manifuUd here NO LESS THAN IN THE FERTU.IZED EGG. 
The Yolk dilates and contracts, the spot and vesicle disappear, the yitellus 
unrlergoes cleavage and becomes thinner. For tM firlt few lwura it u almolt 
~ f.o diltingviM IJ fmil.iud from a non;fertiliud egg. IN THE LATTER, 
however, the movements llfCREAllE IN RAPIDITY, while they nnuN1sn m 
BBGl'."LAIUTY, and, instead of resulting in the ORGANIZATION OF A NEW BEING, 
tllLf tnminaU in THB DESTBUCTION OF THE GEJUl. If, however, we take some 
of these eggs 11·bich SEE)( VERY NEARLY DECOMPOBED,.and bring them in (,On,. 

t.1d tDitA Uu fertilizing IJ()f"J'uacla, their movements llill BLACKEN and beron1e 
tM7't 1ucaULAB; and we may even frequently obtain numerous swarms of larvm 
from eggs that have been deposited for nearly forty hours. [Within the very 
Wt hoW' before actu"1 decomposition commences.] 

1~. "These facts, which I have repeatedly verified, appear to me to be 
thoroughly conclusive. They teach us that the Movements which have their 
-t in the Egg im11Wliately after ita apJJ«Zrana artJ entirely INDEPENDENT OB' 
FEBTILIZATIO!'i. The disappearance of the germinal spot and vesicle, the oscil
lations of the yolk and its cleavage, arc, m THE IBQLATED FEMALE ELEMENT, 
IO many signs of special activity and of a t>itality WRICH BELONGS TO IT. 
When the11e movements cease, and when the egg becomes decomposed, it is in 
Mlity dmd. 

16. "ThWI the fertilizing corpuscles after separation from the Mnle retain a 
certain amount of vitality. In tM aame manner, on their llf[Xl'1'atinn from tM 
'frntli<r, tM egg• po11e11 a rpecial and indiWlual life. Even in non-fertilized 
eo,;gs this vitality is manifested by spontaneous an<l characteristic movements, 
prtcilltly tAe aame <U we oblleree in tM casc of the Mak C<n-puaclea. In the lat
t.:!r" [the Male Corpuscles] "all indkatinm of f!itality dilappear in a cumpara-
tittlg IAm"t time, and it ii preci«ly tM aame ·in rupect f.o 'IW11-jertiliud tlJ7'· 
/11 tM fmil.iud eggs, on tM IJ()nlral"!J, VITAL MOVEMENTS ARE PROLONGED .All"D 

Tm: RESULT IB THE COlO'LETE 0ROA.~IZATION OP A LIVING BEING.'' [For 
"lble Corpuscles" put IntelledW!l &Aem..'3, ThMria, Abatract Oonceptiona aml 
Pltm.1., as for example of Social Reconstruction, never practicalized, that is to 
1111y, never adjW1tedand adapted to the Instinctual Living Movements of Society. 
For ".Non.fertilimd Eggs" put Spontaneous, Instinctually conceived, 'ltnintel
ldvnliMI, Movemcntl!, Institutions, and States or Stnges of Society, even though 
W.itWnally, or _,,iritually, or iMpiratiunally founded and guided. Finally, in 
the place of" Fertilized Eggs," put the Spontaneo!JB, Instinctual, or Naturie
mal Institutions of Society afterwards Dll'REGNATED-at any tiTTU1 before 
'"tWmnporitill1t" or dileolution-by the truly discovered Sr"ient{'/i<! Knowledg-e of 
the ~WB of Organization, as involved in the Universal Lawe, or the proper 
LJgic of Being-by, in other words, Universological Principles and l\Iethodil 
of Action.) 

17. "The Contact of the Egg with these Corpuscles" [Male] "is not, there-
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fore, to giu or to re-at£abn a life t11hich u already pruent in tM Egg, and which is 
manifested by appreciable phenomena, but rather TO REGULATE THE En:BcI5E 
OF TU(B FORCE, and thus TO SECURE ITS DURATION." (1). 

18. This Subdominant or Minor Presence of the Male Formative or Regulat
ing Principle of Organization, within the Female Mass of Prepared Materiah.1, 
giving to the Female Principle or Element an incipient and partial indepen· 
dence and a deceptive pro:nise of a fuU independence of the Male Element, 
and a similar shadowy independence of the Female on the part of the Male 
Element or Principle, involve and illustrate three Principles or three Modifica
tions of one Principle of Universology, suhsequently expounded in the Text, 
namely 1. INEXPUGNABILITY OF PRUlE ELEMENTS (t. 226) i 2. 0VEJLLAPl'ISO 
(t. 527) ; and 3. MERE PREPONDERANCE (t. 526). 

19. The Dissective Knife in tM Hand is repeated by the Tut,h in tk Mouth, as 
just intimated (o. 2, t. 136), and especially by the Incisors (Cutters) or Front
Teeth, and pivotally by the Cuspids or Eye-Teeth (pointed Cutters). These, then, 
arc also an Analogue of Intellect. Dentition, and especially the cutting of the 
Eye-teeth, is therefore, and is instinctively recognized as being, representative of 
the incipient development of the R«uuning Faculty. 

20. The whole Dispensation of Proto-Rclii,rionism in the World, extending 
up to the present hour, is pre-eminently represented in Christendom by the Old 
Catholic Church, though including also all the Sects, 1md by the Corresponding 
Entire Social Development. ALL DocTRINE pr-Wr to the ~ery of an Intdkduol. 
Ba~~of Faith and Doctrinal .Recmiciliation,-nll in fine t11hich haa BEEN, or which 
haa DEPENDED ON, the Faith of Belief instead of the Faitli of Knou:'le l~-C{l'f
rcaponda 'ICith the ABSORPTION of Nutritwn, or the SUCKING PROCESS of tM 
Infant. It is not to be despised, as it was indispensable for the infantile perio<l, 
-a perfect adaptation to that age,-nnd will ever remain, in Subdomi.naoce, 
through the adult age, in tl1e form of Nutritive Drinks, Gruels, Panadas, etc. 
It is not, on the other hand, to be hken, any longer, DcJn»nantl!I, or in Prq>tm
dcraMe, ns appropriate Adult food. 

21. The Deutero- or Sciento-Rcligious Dispensation (with the corresponding 
General Dispensation of Affairs) now about commencing its Inauguration iD 
the world, corruponda, on the other hand, with the perifxJ, during UJhich tf.e Indt
~idual u compla&y furnuhed 'ltith Te,eth. The Development of Protestantism 
and DiBBCnt represents the successive painful stages of Dentition, or rather, the 1 

procuring and subsequent loss, (the decay of Sects), of the whole Provisional 
Set of Deciduous or Milk-Teeth. The demand will now increase in the Uni· 
versa! Iluman Society for more solid Mental Food corresponding "\\'itb the 
higher development and maturity of the Being ;-in one case the Individual, 
and in the other Society at lnr~e. The accompanying process of A.blactation 
or Weaning must cost some suffering, more or less, according as the Being is 
more or IC88 healthy and harmonious. "All Transitions are painful." (Fourier). 
This Analogy of the Teeth is stated and illustrated in a general sense in the 
Text, later (t -161), but it seemed requisite to state it in this connection. 

(1) "Rambl.a of " N•tural11t." qunted by llui?h Doherty, ID "Orgaulc Pblloeopb7, or ll(aD't Tra 
Place ID Nature. VoL I.; Eplcosmolo;y." pp. 1~19~ 
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22. Primitive and Infantile Stages, and hence Childhood generally, CfYl'J'upond, 
rtpttilaeely, with tM Female, the Chil,d being intimately associated with tM 
JlotAer. Social Institutions pertaining to such stages are nci:essarily provisional, 
like the clothes of the infant and child, and are thrown aside, or pass into non
use, not alone from wear, but from inadequacy or want of sufficiency of accom
modation. Still nwre primitiee and tramit<Jry is the Effort of Feminism to 
tR'glllliu, and to pmlUM, UNAIDED BY TIIE MAscULINE ELEMENT ;-Feeling 
ap:in from K1uJ1dedge; Intuition and Inlpiratwn apart from &ience. 

23. The lesson drawn from the case of the Hennellae (c. ·10, t. 136) is repeated, 
iu the Iluman Female Function, by the phenomenon of Spontaneous Ovulation. 
'nie Ornm or Ovule leaves the Ovary, though unimpregnated, aa if it tJJere im
pregnated, and commences, UJith apparently flattering proapt;cta of auccm, an organ
ization, which is destined soon to run into confusion,-so soon as it has passed 
through the few first stages, and to end in premature dissolution. (o.14, t.136). 

U. It results from what bas just been shown (o. 221 t. 136), that whatever is 
ml of a Fcminoid Dispensation or State of Things, applies analogically and 
repetitil""ely, (mut.atu mutandil), to a Childhood-Dispensation or State of Things, 
(!11/antoiJ). On the contrary, that which is Masculoid hns a similar Rcpetitory 
Relationship with Old Age; the Senior (Senectoid or Senatoid) Dispensation; 
(Lal tma, A!l OLD MA.~, 1enatua, A SENATE or Coni,rregation of Seniors.) The 
Feeling or Sentiment of Youth is thus associated with the Female, as the Child 
with the llother, nnd the Knowing or the Wisdom of Age with the :Male. This 
is, however, in KEBE PREl'oNDEB.ANCE, as by the turning of a balance, as will 
he shown elBCwherc; and may by OYERLAl'PDIG be exceptionally reversed. 
(t. 257). 

2.3. But, why, if the Naturoid, Irnitincliual, or Pr~l Synthem, of Sodety is 
Fn11i11Uid, does it happen that l\lan (l\lale) has always, during such periods, or 
during the one whole period of that cbaracter, extending up to the present 
time, held and exercised an undue supremacy over Woman ?-And thnt it is 
only 'A;th the dawn of the Scientoid or Reflcxionoid Period, (l'llasculoid instead 
of Feminoid), that Woman is beginning to be elevated to a General intellectual 
nicogn.it;on of her equality, and aentimentallg to a corresponding Supremacy on 
her p.ut 1 It is precisely for the reason that each, unreflectingly, assigns the 
Supremacy-not indeed in their Primitil""e Selfishness or Proprium, but with the 
development of Spirituality and Sentiment-not to that which itae/,t" 1s, but to 
that torcarda tJJhich it worshipfully and respectfully tenda,-hence Feminism to 
Jl.uculism, and Masculism in tum to Feminism. 

26. It results that a Feminoid Age, Period, or Dispensation, looks naturally 
to the llale Element as its Lord and Master, such being the Spontaneous Ten· 
deocy, or Natnml Objectiw of Feminism (but ideally, or without full Knowledge 
on the Subject). Hence also and necessarily, such an Age is Theological and 
Religious (Proto-religious, Pietistic). God is Personally conceived of, and hal
lnwed and cherished as immeasurably above Nature, tJJhild alao He i.t tJJholly 
tllllowd teitA Jf<J«UliM .Attributa. This ie instinctual womanly worship. 

27. For the llBJlle reason a Scientific Age (Masculoid) tends to elevate the 
.Appreciation and Worship of Nature and the Laws of Nature into the Su-
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preme rank, and to depreciate or ignore the Primitive Faith. It ceases in other 
words to be religious in tile Primary Sense of that term, (Proto-religious), alld 
becomes Skeptical and investigative, tranaitionallg to becoming determi11atcl!J or 
mzcllg Krwwing, and thence Sciento-, or Deutero-Heligious. This is Ma;,culim 
(Intellectual) idealizing and doing homage to Feminism (Instinctual). 

28. The Third Period, Artoid, will discriminate, first, .Accurately and Scienti
fically, through the Intellect, and then, Esthetically or Artistically, through the 
Sentiment, the respective grounds of the Supremacy of the two sexes, in their 
several spheres and relationships to each other. The Second Period is of short 
duration, and is merely transitional to the Third. They arc therefore not al
ways very definitely discriminated, the Second Stage being put representatively 
for the Third alao ;-and a!AM.yt rtmiaining itt GotJeming Head. 

29. The last word of Prot: Bain's great treatise, "On the Emotions and the 
Will" is the following. •· The common use of the word FEELING is, being 
mentally awake or Consciotu,-being pleased, pained, or excited; and the only 
real question at issue is that above discussed with reference to Hamilton's 
Views ;-Is Feeling bnsed on Knowing [or contrariwise, Knowiug on Feeling}, 
or are Feeling and Knowing Co-ordinate, although Inseparable Functiorus of 
the Mind 'i" (1). 

80. When it is known that FEELING is Analogcnu with SUBSTABCE, and 
KNOWING with Foau (o. 1, 2, t. 136,' above), we see very clearly and more 
extendedly what is the nature of the question here put, and so laboriously 
discussed by these philosophers. It ie, nwnely, whether Substance (Matter) 
originates from Form (Ideas) W Or is the Order of Development the opposite 
of this ?-Or are Substance ancl Form co-ordinate, though inseparable f Inex
pugnable] Factors and Functions of all Being, tho joint NeceMary Elementa 
in the very Constitution of Things 7 

81. We are here face to face with the larger philosophical question which 
has come down from Plato, and which has divided the world of thinkers into 
the two hostile camps of The Materialists and The Idealists ;-with the third 
or Mediatorial School, The Eclectics,striving to balance tho Vibration between 
the other two. This is also the quest.ion of the Natural and the Logical Order, 
and of Priority in their Relationship ;-Which, in fine, is first, the Chicken or 
the Egg? 

82. It is a great step gained when we can thus generalize the special question, 
-translating Feeling and Knowing into Substance and Form, or Matter and 
Idca(s); and then finally into the two Grand Orders of Development which 
preside over all Evolution whatsoever. With the basis now laid in Universology 
I doubt not that the following answers will, after duo discussion, prove satis
factory. 

I. That jf'Om the Natural, Standing-point (Materialistic),-that is to aay, 
viewed with this natural bias of mind in the individual invcstigntor,-FEEJ,. 
nm, SUBSTANCE, MA'M'ER, NATURE, TKE NATURAL ORDER, and the Eoo are 
Firat, (that is to say, hhltorically, or as beginning the Natural Career of Develop-

(1) The EmoUou and the WUI, bJ Alexander Bahl. Appendl.s, p. 011. 
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ment, in Time); and KNOWING, FORM, IDEAS, (Thought), SCIENCE (or Lome)• 
TB LoorcA.L ORDER, and the CmcXEN (the Organized Being) are Last, or 
8econdary, Derived, Ultimate. 

IL That from the Lo¢cal, Id«d, Of' 8piritua.l, Standing-point, related to 
SplCe (c. 2, L 9), ALL TRIS IS RBVER8BD (-by TEIUIIN A.L CONVERSION INTO 

OPPOSrTEs, L 83), and the counter-verdict is entered: Knowing, Form, 
ldea.i, Science, Logical Order. and Organic Perfection, are, Firat, as the Causa
tive Inherent Necessity of Being, and Feeling, Substance, Matter, Nature, The 
Natural Order, and the Egg, are Effects or Results therefrom. 

m. That from the Abeoluh Standing-point (Absolute Idealism), FEELING 

and KNowmo, or SUll8TANCE and Fonv, respectively, are "Co-ordinate al
though inseparable functions of the Mind," and Factors of Being. They are, in 
other wonls, inex1>ngnably united, while susceptible of Development in either 
O!der, in accordance as one or the other of either Couple of Elements pre
dmairuJtu. (MERE PREPONDERANCE, t. 526). The C~ing C<mercte Ob
jeru (Egg and Chicken f<1r example) are distributed in the relations which they 
hold to our minds accordingly. 

IV. That, finally, from t'M Integral &anding-point (or -pqints) EAcrr of the 
prectdillg V'Utel and Btal,ements (I., IL, III.) u ALI.KE TRUE, tehen C<mfiru:d w 
iU wn prope1' Al]ltd Of' .A.ng'UJ of Vuion, wid each of them ALIKE FALSE, wl~n 
pYt for f,~ Wh.ok Truth of the Subject, Of' at ezcluding <J'I' denying the other 
t•l'tnferpouin7 and rdated 11tatemmta upon. t'M BMM 8U'fdect. This is nn instance 
and illustrntion of the REooNCILIATIVE HARMONY OF IDEAS (Title-page), an<l 
o( tM Gennal Metlwd of Un.i1'flrl01,ogy and ita rdat.ed Phil,oaophy of Integral
'-· (L 1-10.) 

44.anotatlon c. 32, t. 1.36. 1. n 
ii the !111.Dle question in another fonn 
which baa grounded the voluminous 
di8cu!llion of tht1 philosophers on tho 
Jl&i1lre of Perception, or the Order of the 
Acquisition and Mental Evolution of 
Ideas. J. Stuart Mm states clearly the 
diB'tll'COOl:l between the Kantean concep
tion of what OCC1ll"8 in the acts of know
ing and the earlier form of the theory of 
that tubject as held by Hartley, revived 
by James Mill and Profo880r Bain, and 
llCO!'pCed and defended by himeelt (1). 
Thill mt.ernent may be epitomi~ as 
follCIW!I: Kant bold8 that the common 
.-we qualitiee of things, aa whiteness, 
BW1!t-rnetu, etc.., are brought int-0 the 
mind 1.hrougb the 80llllCS, and pertain to 
~ in Tlumaeloe1 external to the 

mind; but that t'M Nue11M11 Condition.• 
of All Perception, as the ideas of Time 
and Space, and the categories of the 
Understanding, exist aa tM euential 
Fortnl of Tlwught, within t'M mind itaelf, 
and are contributed, by the mind, to tbe 
compound perception of the thing; which, 
as a conooption in the mind, has there
fore always two fuctors, one from with
out, and the other from within the mind. 
In Univel'80logicnl phrase, tM Substan~e 
of the conception is from tcithout, nnd 
tM Form of the conception from witl1in. 

2. The Hartleian theory, on the con
tl'llJ'Y, tmcee back the derivation of the 
second of these factors of knowing, an<l 
posit.a it in tile first, eo that, from this 
point of view, every thing which is ever 
in the mind comes into it originally from 

(I) Review oC Jlamllt.011. 
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83. It will be observed that t'M ImpNYJMtion of tM Ointm, BirtA iat.o t.W 
New (&tra-uterine) Life, Dentition, TlllJ .ArritJal at Puherly, or tM ..!dfllt ~. 
and finally, OU .Age itself, are associated, aa indicia, with JI~ and •"' 
that ~lasculism ns a Whole, is, in another sense, treaWd u characterUtic ~ a 
given Period or Dispensation. This is owing to a Principle of Ov~ 
and to TUE ColllONGLING OI' bALOGIE8 m THE HIGHER SPlllDl.E8, {;DiTI!c
sological Principles which will be expounded at other pointa. 

84. In a preceding paragraph of this Commentary (o. 21, t. 136), the~ 
or Sciento-Religious Dispensation is spoken of as only now about oommmciDg 
its Inauguration in the World. This is said in no canting or pretentiom •ay. 
but as itself a Scientific Truth, pregnant with importance, revealed and ~ 
lished by Univcrsology. It requires, however, to be explained why the ip«ia1 
Period of Scientific Evolution from Bacon to the Present Time is not f'lltitled Lo 
be regarded as being, or, at least, as belonging to this New Dispenatioa ill the 
Total Career of Humanity. The Magnificent Series of Scientiftc Diacoveriea -1 
Stages of Rational Progress occurring during that Period, as detailed, for ex
ample, by Dr. Draper in his "Intellectual Development of Europe, n wOQld 
seem to entitle it to that Degree of Consideration. 

8~. With no intention of depreciating this Great Modem Awak~ of tht 
Iluman Intellect, BDd the achievements which have already resulted from it. I 
must affirm, and will show, that it does not, however, fall within, nor constitmc 
a part of, THE PROPER INTELLECTUAL OR RATIONAL Dtll"ICN8ATt011J i• U. 
Larger Eoolution of Hvman AJ!aira. This latter Dispensation can only be iatlir 
caUd and initiated by the actual Discovery of THE UlllTY OI' nm Scuaca. 

without, and through tho avenue of tho 
nnses; (that is to say, from a eource 
relatively external, even though under 
the Berklelan conception, now called 
tho Relativity of Knowledge, tho whole 
operation be within the mind itself, and, 
in that sense, internal). 

8. Sinoe Substance is, in this relation, 
the External element, this latter doctrine 
la equivalent to aftirmiDg that Form la 
merely a sometWng derived from Sub
stance, and henoe that Sobetanoe Is tho 
bula and origin of all things-for, by 
Analogy, tlllJ e-01lltitution of an idea ii 
identkal ttith tM eQMtitvtion of a thing or 
of a wrld. This latter doctrine Is ther&
fore, in fact, in auordance teitA tM NA'l'

'CRAL GiMN of KMttkdgt- in tM mind, 
or, in other words, It le the proce111 of 
knowing viewed from the Natural Stand
Point, and in the Natural Order of Evo
lution-ea shown by CouaiD. 

4. The Myatlcal ud fl'lrtl• Im.I 
theory Of the ll&JDC proceM la Dl1' .... 
noticed by MW, and la still cl.i&rftit fftm 
either or thoee which he doee specif'.r. h 
ls, namely, that the SubeianciTI! Half .t 
Perception la, lteelf, on the cnatruy. 
toklg dtfWid from tlllJ N«-'7 1-
of T/wtlg~ in UM Jli"4 ; that. lJl ciGitr 
words, Id«ll Lafl', or AlMtrott F-. b
eelf, Is the Generator of all that ·~ 
as Subetanoe, and that &bat.ante eaa 
always, by analysis, be redueed 't.cll u. .. 
It ; that thili Ideal and Abnract .-_ 
pertains inherently to Mind. and Ml the 
God-Principle or the Creative PriDdp. 
in the Unlvcne of ~IJlll'; that ~ 
FomtB (Uftltnt to ~· )(att« ar 
Sublltanoe, and eo trtiaU t.he Real °" £s
ternal World. Such Is aut.&a.ntlallJ' tlae 
Hegelian Lo¢c on the one hand, aad ti. 
ldealillm or Plato, on the other. 

3. Thia Abeoluie or Pue ldeUiml .. 
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86. By the Principle fonnulized later in the Text (t. 111), as THE !NEXPUGNA
JIJIJTY or P1mm ELEXENTS, no Age can be wholly without the presence of 
the Intellectual Element, while in certain subdivisions of that Age or Dispen
eation, even though Unintellutual in the main, it must come forward and play 
a .,mew/14t conspicuous part, and upecially at the Dazc1i, and aa the Transition to, 
the P!loPEa InUlkctual Age. The Proto-religious Dispensation, mainly under 
the Control of Feeling and Instinct, has therefore nevertheless had its own 
remarkable Phase of Intellectual Activity, as the PRELUDE to the Proper Reign 
of the Intellect soon to be estnblished. Thu ia all that the wlwle lndudive 
Pmod in. the E1'<Jlution of the &ienea tDiU prote to ha'Od been. It is the Hru
nWid Sit.U of a Feminoid ~ merely; or, changing the Analogy, as 
we are allowed to do, by THE Co110UNGLING OF ANALOGIES IN THE HIGIIEB 

BPUEJU:S, it is the Adultoid Aspect or Stage of the Infantoid Period or Dispen
ation of Affairs, and Premonitional of the real Adult Life. 

37. From the Feminoid Standi119-point, (Intuitional, Pietiatic, Proto-religioua), it 
is a natural fallacy, therefore, to regard the Inw}lect as a atill more Feminoid 
A<ljunct to itself, and to regard itself as rela*'ely Haaculoid in the sense of 
being the more potent and Substantive Element of the two. The Sexual Ana
logies are tbw reversed by confounding a Minor with a Major Distribution. 
This happens, for example, with Swedenborg, who, after having correctly 
taught that Woman is [in Preponderance] "Voluntary" (related to the Will, 
or a" Form of Love," equivalent to Feeling), and that Man is a Form of Wis
dom pr the Understanding (1)-goes on elsewhere to affirm that The Will, as a 
Husband, espouses the Understanding ns a Bride (2) ;-which is the confusion 
alluded to, and a contradiction of the previous doctrine. 

nmee, in other words, that the Abstract 
Laws of Being are, in themselves, ldeo
&al Existences, and tltat, os such, they 
are the very Thoughts or God, and 
bcllC8 ~Potmtial, or Actual Creative 
Foroee, (the Log~Principle); oa, FINAir 

LT, and aa the Bnre.me of tM Doctri~. 
Thal thee Laws or Being TBANBCE."ID 

ALL Ensn::oJCE, aa themadoea the Primnl 
fir .4.ntV:ipalM"fl Inherent Ne,umnca or 
CJ.mditiQna of Being; 80 THAT, Ir God, 
~ exists, TB.ET must have created 
Him. and mast remain the Regulative 
Principles of ms Nature. Theology, ac
cording to this latter view, is a branch 
of Ontology ; the Science o! God a branch 
ar the Science or Being u nive1'1161ly ; and 
Religious Opinion is wholly amenable to 
Radical Philosophical Analysis and Pme 
Scimoe.. 

(l) BeanD •d Rell, No. aao, et pa.mlm. 

6. The Scheme of Theory, Opinion, or 
Doctrine (Unismal), which derives all 
Existence and its Laws from the Per
sonal and Irresponsible Will and Power 
of God, may be denominated, as a tech
nicality, ARBITRI8M. The Counter-Doo
trine, that All Being originates rrom 
Necessary Law (Duismal), is then Loot- . 
crsu. Other terms for the Allied Dis
criminations will be furnished else
where. 

7. There is here a TElunNAL CoNVER
sroN INTO OPPOSITF..8, and Sublltanu " 
made to be whollg deriMtillll from Form. 
This is the LoaicAL, and at the same 
time the Spiritual, ORDER, character
istic alike therefore of the High Tran-
11eendental and or the :Mystical Schools 
o( Philosophy. The Logical and the 
Spiritual Orders coincide, because it is in 

(2) Dlrlne Love and Wisdom, Noe. •02 et Mq. 
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88. It is in this fallacious manner that the Religious World generally regards 
Knowledge and the Whole Intellectual Development as, at the best, something 
merely Accessory to Religion,-ll servant, or hand-maid, or page, or, at most, a 
spouse, and so of the Feminine Order ;-not dreaming that the lad is her future 
Husband, and in a sense, therefore, her future Lord and Master. And hitherto, 
the Representatives of Mind have either violently revolted against, or have 
virtually submitted to this assumption, and this because their sphere bu been 
merely a Sub-dominance or Minor Manifestation within a Dispensation which, 
as a whole, is based on the Faith of Belief, and not on Positive Knowledge. 

89. Tk Intelleaual Age, AS sucu, tl~ Tru~ .M<UCl.doid Ikf>elopment of Human
ity, enters on the scene only when, by an ABsoLUTE ANALYBIB, all Intdl«tual 
'J'ruth can be deduced, in Ha1'f1Wnimu Adjuatment of Part1, from a Centir of 
L001c.u, NECESSITY aa ABsoLUTE as that which Religious Doctrine has 
assigned to the Personal Will of God. This will not result in the destructiou 
of the Previous Feminoid Dispensation; as the Pseudo-intellectual D~velop
ment, (Pseudo, because worki•g in trammels and in Abnormal Subordination), 
tDithin that Dispensation, has rireatcned to do; but in a lifting of it into a higher 
and truer dignity-though still in subordination to itself-by expounding its 
mysteries, saving, accepting, and cherishing the Spirit and the Renewed Forms 
even, of that earlier Dispensation. 

40. The Third and Ulterior Dispensation,-Artoid, Active-to which the~ 
ond is immediately Transitional, but of which it is perpetually to remain tli1 
~ing Head-will then arise from the Marriage and the Love-Embrace of the 
two former, in their Relation of Virile Supremacy and of a true Feminille Sub-

the same direction downward, whether 
we proceed from the lmno, or the cltut, 
to the fed. Cousin has again shown that 
.the Natural and the Logical Order co
exist, and must both be taken into the 
account in the constitution of every J>olr
ception, and I will add, in the cr~wn 
of each thing and of each 'UIOf'ld, and of 
the Mal Unif!erae of Being. It is some
what surprising that any one of the 
single or one-sided solutions of the prob
lem of Thinking and of :Being-which 
are idcntical-tihonld now be brought 
forward triumphantly, as if it were the 
whole. 

8. The Point is representative of Sub
tance, and the Line of Form. It wm 
be shown elsewhere, by the most search
ing analysis, that any poesible concep
tion of Point is resolvable, by analysis, 
into an infinity of Lines; and contrari
wise, that every Line, is, iir the same 

manner, reeoh·able into an infinity of 
Points. This is the inherent lNEx~G
NABILITY OF' PmHE ELEXE.'M'B, and the 
CoNVERTIBLE IDENTITY, which lit' at 
the very core and foundation of the ron
stitution of all Being. Neitkr of tM 
two Btmplimu on the tttJO A<k-1 of tlu c~·· 
pln Truth, mu# bd put, AS Ill' IT WERE 
THE WIIOLE, in the pkzu of tlu <Ampk.r
ity iUelf. Like the two rills which are 
disparted by a pebble on the summit of a 
mountain, the two streams of Phil()ll(\11l1y 
which originate from this seemingly 
trivial divergcne<>, are world-·wide in tho 
views which they entertain and inrul
cate upon every subject of human ron
cernment, and in their influence upcn 
the whole destiny of Man. They are 
the Sensationalism and the Idealism in:o 
which Morell, in his History of Phil<>:.'
ophy, subdividca the whole Philoeophk,J 
Domain. It is somewhat BUl'prising, I 
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onlination respectively. The Stalwart Youth who breaks a.way somewhat 
rudely from the control of the .Mother, becomes, when touched by Love, the 
utlent admirer and the staunch protector of the :Maternal Sex in the Person of 
his Bride. 

41. The Intellectual Dispensation, as such, will have also, within itself, its 
own Minor Development of the Faith of Belief, aa CtYmplementary to ita Sf,oc].; of 
JWitiu K~e. This will correspond inversely to the Preliminary Develop
l1lellt of Science and Rationality prior to the Knowledge in the world of any 
basis of Scientific Unity. 

42. The Discrimination to be made is therefore Fourfold, instead of merely 
Double, and analogom with what is suggested by the following tabular vie'v : 

lt llAscuLisluL 5 2. Feminoid Men. ("Effeminate"). 
(llale.) ? 1 . .Masculoid .Men. 

1. FElmflBlt:AL j 2 • .Masculoid Women. (".Masculine"). 
(Female.) l t. Feminoid Women. 

The terms, Proto-Christian, Deutero-Christian, and Trito-Christian, for 1. The 
Oltl, 2. The Intellectual-Transitional Dispensation about commencing, and 8. 
The {j)terior New Christian Dispensation, as the Composite Blending and IIar
mony of the two prior Dispensations, have been expanded above ( o. 8, t. 136) 
into Proto-religious, etc., to embrace more than Christendom; and inasmuch as 
Religion is still only a Phase or Department of the whole Societary Life, these 
term& ahoold take on a still further enlargement of the extension of their mean
ing, as 1. Proto-Social (or Societary), Deuter~Social, etc. As Periods we 

repeat, di.at, at ihls day, and after such 
di8criminations as ihat above alluded to 
by Cowrin, either of the pa.rtialisms in 
qaeation should be revived and insisted 
upon as if it were the whole of the case. 
The temptation is, however, excearively 
ltrong to fall into this error, inasmuch 
u tlio individaal organization of every 
mind leans in some measure to the one 
or the other Bide of the question ; and in
umuch aa it ia extremely difficult that 
he who hu uaveled over a road in one 
direction, should realize to himself that 
ho ouly Mlf../ml>w the road, until he has 
Je1'ened the operation, and Jl88B6<l over 
ls again in the opposite direction; inas
mach. in fine, aa each doctrine does ap
i-re:itly aod, in a eense, cover the whole 
powid, and exhanst the subject. But 
Naive is more complex and subtle than 
Man baa supix-L 

t. Thia Ideal Schema of Pure Abstract 

Law, (or rather of corrupqnd,in3 Spirit
ual Attenuation in the Concrete World}, 
with the energy inherent therein, and 
the emanations therefrom, constitutes, 
aooording to the Ideala·Spiritual Theory, 
ti~ mort IlEAL World, and tho Natural
Rool is then a world of Appearancu 
without Actual Reality. Such is Idenl
ism, such is Spirituali~m. such is Mysti
cism. Such in fine is Transcendental
ism. The details of this theory will be 
more elaborated at various points fur. 
ther on. See especially t. 0000. This 
&/u/ma or Fibrillation of Abstractions, 
and corresponding concrete Attenuntions, 
bas for its Analogue the Nervous System 
in the Body, and thence the Brain, and 
thence the Mind which inhabits tho 
Brain, and thence the Eye as a little 
Brain projected from the center of the 
great Brain,-the One All.Seeing Eye 
symbolizing God ; and thence tho Light-
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should then denominate the whole of the Race-Existence of Humanity up t-0 
the Present, The Proto- (or Primo-) Societismus; the Short Transitional Period, 
during which the Absolute Intellectual Analysis is being effected and estab
lished in its Governing Position, the Deutero- (or Secundo-) Societismus; and 
the Fiual Harmony of Feeling, Ideas and Action on the Planet, the Trito- (or 
Tertio-) Societismus. The New Language will furnish more Euphonious and 
Manageable Technicalities. 

43. Let not the staunch defender of" Woman's Right.s," or" the Equality of 
Woman," take offense prematurely at the idea tht there is nny sense in which 
W om!\Il is legitimately subordinate to Man. The whole Actual or Relati'l"e 
Constitution of Things in the Entire Universe deals in Superiorities and Sub
ordinations, of different Styles, Grades, or Series of Distributions. What is 
Superior in one Aspect or Order of Aspecting the Subject, is Inferior in another 
and different one. There is a Sense in which the little cWld is the Supt>rior 
and Govemlng Personage in a household, as all interests are apt to be centered 
on it and its wants and needs. This is government by Influence, and not by 
Administrative Authority, and it is, preponderantly, in a manner aUud to this, 
though Rti!l different, that Woman will always influence so potently the desti
nies of Humanity, and only exceptionally, or in Subdominanu, as a Ruler in the 
External Administrative Sense; though in this respect she should, on the broad 
grounds of Universal Rights, be absolutely without hindrance or obstruction, 
in making available all the talent she may have. Political Rule is allied with 
Laws, Jurisprudence, the Legal Profession, Abstract Principles, Logic, and Ex
act Science. What is meant is that Man by Ws .Mental Constitution stands 

Rays emanating from and impinging 
upon tho Eye, or else constituting the 
IInlo or Glory of the Roliglo·Artistic 
Conroption, nnd thence Water and nil 
Mirrors and Reflectors M representing 
nnd eymbolizini the Light. This is 
ar;ainst, or antitlwtical to, the Muscle, 
Flesh nnd Bulk of the Body, which sym
bolizes tho outer Material ·world ; the 
Nervous as against the MUBCulo.r System 
of Philosophy, Christianity, Science, etc. 
In simple terms, Man is the Head of the 
\Vorld, nod corresponds, therefore, or is 
analogous with, the Head of the Man 
himself within the Individual Human 
Dody, (Rationnl). The Breast of the 
World is the Atmosphere, which then 
corresponds with tho Breasts or Breath. 
Region (Spirituo.l, Spiro, TO BBEATIIE). 

The Loins and Basis or Fundamentwn 
of the World are the Surface and the 
Body or Mass of the Earth ; (the Lap and 

Bosom-the External or Burfaoe Breast, 
allied with the Lap-and Womb of 
Mother Earth, wl1ich are often poetir-ally 
and figuratively alluded to). The&' ooncs
pond with the Abdomen (the Lap, Womb, 
and Bosom or External Breast) togetbt>.r 
with the Brawn of the Seat and T!iigha 
of tho Individual Human Body. Tht> 
Limbs of the World are the projecting 
Arms nnd Legs of the three Diametrida 
rectangularly arranged relatively to eacll 
other, denominated elsewhere the C-0&
mical Bi-Trinacrla, (t. 596),-the Ex· 
tremities directed to the Four C.ardinal 
Points, the Zenith and the Nadir, ret<p('(1-

ively. These correspond with the Four 
Limbs and with the Cephalic and Caudal 
Elongations of tl1e Trunk rel'pec.tively. 
These statements are entered here mere
ly, and reserved for further explanation! 
at other points. 

10. It will be readily perceived now, 
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more immediately related, (Repetitively Correspondential), with this whole De
p!U'tment of Aft'airs, and Woman more so with Physiology, the Medical Profes
sion, Concrete Conceptions, the Natural Sciences, and with Art. It is the 
[niversological Doctrine, therefore, that in The Absolute, the Two Sexes nre 
.4btolutelg Equal, that is to aay, by balancing all different considerations; but 
that in the Relative or Actual, No TWO Thing11 ard etJer Equal,- and that by 
Analogy we may determine scientifically and accurately the Relative Superior
ity and Inferiority in any given case of Relation, no longer leaving the matter 
to the decision of prejudice or interested opinion. An important Universo
logical Formula, expressing this Conjunction of the Democratic Equalitia with 
the Hidrarcli.ie ,z Superimitia of the different Entities of Being, is 

EQUALITY 011' WORTH WITH DIFll'ERENCE 011' RANX. 

.U. The relations of the Sexes in the sense here discussed will be resumed in 
the Tei:t, further on (t. 772). Whatever may be the General Statement, the 
Actual Results, it must be borne in mind, are greatly affected by the Princl. 
pies of OVERLAPPING, and HERE PnEPoYDERANCE. The Subject is one, hence
forward, for Study, and not for preconception and partisan violence. 

that the Kantean Philoeophy holds mid
dle ground between the Sensational and 
the Idealist oonceptions, assigning one 
fact-Or of Knowledge to Matter, and the 
other to Mind : whereas they derive the 
.-bnle of Knowledge from Mntter, or 
flnm Mind, euluneely. 

11. Finally, I am now able to state, 
without stopping to enlarge upon it, 
the t:'nive1'90logical aspect of the ques
tion. It i.9. in the first place, integratiu 
or all the preceding views. It then en
wgu them all: for, in summnry, it 
Is this: That Matter and Mind anti
tNtM:a!/11 rejkd each other ; that each of 
~ ba.s in il#lf. by Echo or .Analogy, 
ALL or the Elements which are in tM 
othn-,-that is to eay, both Substance 
ud Form ; that the External or Senaa. 
tiona1 side of a Perception Is the EJu1>. 
w,,_, and that the T/wughl-f orm, 
l•bether called "a Category of the Un
derstanding," or "a law of al!80Ciation, "') 
it the F<Tr1A or the Idea; that the Sub
ltanee and Form or Ideas in the Mind 
rorreapond euctly to the Substance and 
Fonn or .Matter or Tbinga in the World ; 
bat with A1'TITHETICAL R>rFLE:tioN in 
l1!9pKt co P.roportion ; IM Form-Ekmmt 

14 

L· 

predominating in the Mind, and thd SulJ.. 
atanu-Element predominating in Matter,
and that, hence, Mind is relntively Mns
culoid and Governing, and .Mntter relo.
tively Feminoid and Conceesive, in their 
antithesis and conjunction with ench 
other. This is eo notwithstanding the fact 
that Matter-11.11 the process is vie\ved in 
the Natural Order-originally impre88e8 
or impregnates Mind, 11.11 it will be shown 
elsewhere that the Female primarily in
fluxes and excites the Male,-by a Species 
of Spiritual Impregnation. 

12. A very worthy contribution to the 
Progress nnd Systematization of Phila. 
ophy haajust been made in England, by 
David MaBSOn, in a small work entitled, 
"Recent British Philosophy." The espe
cial value of the work centers on the 
important discrimination which the au 
thor institutes between, 1. THE Cos. 
1"0LOOICAL CoNCEPTION; 2. THE Pi;y. 
CBOLOOICAL l>IFF'ERE..-.CE ; and, 8. TRB 
ONTOLOGICAL FAITH of different Phi· 
l08llphers and Schools of Philosophy. 
This is precisely in the nature of what I 
mean, etlll more lnrgely, by THE DIF
FER~ ASPECTS of, or TIIE DIFFERENT 

MODES OF ASPECTING any subject. The 
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recognition and elucidation of these dis
tinctions will forward, almoet more than 
anything elee, the Ultimate Reconcilia
tion of Doctrines. Writers suppose them 
selves discuslling the l!&Dle thing when 
In fact they are viewing the Subject from 
di1ferent stand-points, or at di1forent 
planes of elevation ; and that difference 
is often the whole source of their diver
genoe, when otherwise they would agree. 
The remark is by no means new, but it 
has not practically received the necessary 
applications. 

18. Let me illustrate from physical 
questions. Let the enquiry be made, 
whether there is actually any Up or 
any Down ? If one of the parties at. 
tempting to answer the question goes 
radically (ontologically) into the investi
gation of it, and transports himself, in 
imagination, out into Blank or Pure 
Space, where there are no Planets and no 
objects whatsoever, he will bring back 
the answer that there is no such dis· 
crlmlnation, really. (abaolutely), 88 Up 
and Down. If another confines his at
tention to the Ordinary Conditions of 
Being in the Universe as actually consti
tuted, and 88 he is naturally positioned 
in it, he affirms that it is Up from the 
Center of the Earth in a Line passing 
through the head of the observer as he 
stands, out to the zenith. This may be 
taken by Analogy, as the Common Sense 
Theory, in the phrase of the Scotch School 
of Philosophy-i!O called in contradistinc
tion from the German Transcendentalism, 
or more accnrntely, from the more Ex. 
pansive and Negative Hindoo Philosophy. 

14. But within the body of even this 
more homely and modest inquiry there 
arise difficulties and differences ; for the 
Knowledge of Astronomy comes in to 
inform us that the Head of the Observer 
points at each succeeding instant to a 
different portion of the sky, and also 
that the earth occupies a different 
position in Space; and so the ques
tion is renewed again whether really 
any one of these directions is Up or 

Down; or whether Up and Down are 
purely relative and contingent. Again, 
bringing in the direct antithesis between 
the Earth-Centre and tho Sun-C<"ntre 
taken as baaee, the question is still fur. 
ther complicated. If the question be, on 
the other hand, restricted to the mere 
connection of tho Planet's Centre and the 
Head(in the normal position) of the ob
server, we find always and uniformly, 
the important relation of Up and Don 
thoroughly well established, and 1t ii in· 
dispensable In all practical se- to be 
recognized. 

15. Now, there are in fact, here,just eo 
many different questions before the mind, 
-all covered, however, by the same one 
form of the question, le there any Up or 
Down? To discUBB the subject at a!L 
therefore, there should be a Preliminuy 
'Vork of Exhaustive Discrimine.tion in 
respect to the questions themseh-€8. II 
this were sufficiently accomplished, in
stead of being, as is usually the Clll'C, 

almost wholly neglected, it would gen
erally be found that nothing rem&inrd 
to discUBB, and that all parties would 
agree upon the answer to be given to 
each question thus clearly individualized 
and discriminated. This is a kind of 
labor which has received but little sys
tematic attention heretofore, and which 
can only be radically performed by the 
aid of Scientific Analogy. Such writers 
as Cousin and Sir William Hamilton 
make many such distinctions incident.ally, 
and from a natural tendency to lucidity 
of Style; but Mr. Masson'& invaluable 
Discrimination, above alluded to, is more 
comvletely thought.out as one of tlie 
essential conditions for putting an end 
to controversy. Universology will im· 
mensely expand the ecope of such Pre
liminary Elucidations, as the Condili»n 
precedent of all profitable discus.sion ; 
and it will wonderfully_ appear, that, so 
soon 88 t\vo people wholly know what 
each is talking about, they tend inenta· 
bly towards agreement in the place of ' 
dissension. The simplicity of mathe- , 
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matical statement is favorable to this 
mutual understanding, and to ita greater 
eeriainty, Jll:LATIONALLY, QI baUJUn DIJ'· 

F.li:JlE.~ KlllD8. Labol'8 like those of 
llr. Musou are, therefore, directly in the 
line of the RBcONCILUTIVE liA:lu.l:O.NY• 

or lt>E.il. 
16. A.a, in Music, the Key in which the 

Mosic:al Performance is to be pitched, is 
irr. &o be determined, and as everything 
wiihin the Performance is radically af. 
lec;ed by this goveming consideration, 
., it is of eqUfl importance to know in 
what Key, or in other wo~ in what 
Range of Thought one is speaking or 
writing. It is especially, and in the first 
~ce. of vital importance to know 
whether it is in the Key of THE AB o
Lt'TE or of TDB RELATIVE that we are 
diJCOursing, inasmuch as, between these, 
there is a :Satuml Disharmony amount. 
Ing to A."M"ITBETICAL REFLEXION or 
POI.ill A.'nAGONISX of Ideas. 

Ii. The SunsTA.NCIVE RaolldWn of 
.AU Thir;g11 into tkir Primitiu Ekmenu 
by a Going.back (a RecUl'Bus) in TWE, 
to their first conceivable condition (the 
O>~t.ion modified by the indications 
of Observation. or Natural Science), is a 
:Saturismal or Naturistic Procedure, In 
that Ba.ck.tending Direction, to Natural 
Origin. or Primtth in respect to the 
EvoLilTIOl'J ; or to Natural mtimata in 
rspect to this Order and Kind of IN· 
\"£3TIG.\TION. The Evolution originates, 
and the r&grellllive Investigation ter. 
minates, In the " Great Ocean of Milk," 
the Primitive Ether infilling tho other. 
wile Blank Space, of the Old Hindoo 
Phlloeophe1"8 ; tho " Proto-plasma" of 
Oken, or the "Primitive Milky Nebu. 
la" of Mamon. This is, then, the Milk 
In the Breasta of" Mother Nature," from 
which the Young Creation, regarded aa 
to ita Historical Genesis, drew ita ear
liest nutriment ; and this whole Evolu. 
W)D. "Experiential" [J. S. Mill], Em. 
pirical, Naturo-Historical and Historical, 
is diaraderistically and specifically, the 
btfaAta • Feminoidol (Mother.and.child) 

Dispensation of Being,-Naturlsmal. 
'l'he Analogy is eccn when we recur to 
the Period of mere Absorption, the 
Sucking-and.Suckling Period, in the 
Evolution of tho Individual Animal or 
Human Being. All Natu.rismal Theories 
go back, for their Origins of Things, to 
some such condition. 

18. It is wholly different with the 
Sciento-Logical Analysis. This makes 
ita recur11U, not to a Primary Miijty 
Emulsion of Matter, but to the Prim~ 
till6 JOINING and SEPARATION of LIMITS 
in the Oomtitution of FoIW ; thus to 
MORPBIC, In the place of Subltanci-oa, 
Elementary Conditions. This Method 
accords, in part, with the Primitive 
Unition o.nd Separation of the Incisor 
Teeth (l<'ront-or-Cutting.Teeth) ranged · 
upon the Jaws like two Knives, in Otoaing 
1'pon tho Morsel of &lid Food, and in sub
sequently rdeaaing it. These are the U W. 
ma1 and Duismal, or Unifying and Separat. 
ing Sides, factors, or aapl'Cts, of one Halt 
of the Process of Chewing, which Half 
ls collectively U nismal,-so characterized 
by ita Initiation-aa CQ1Uraated lbith the re
maining Half (Duismal) about to be char. 
acterized. This MothoJ accords, in other 
part, with the <Jkfl or &parated condi. 
tion of the Morsel, as it is /le(/11Untiutl 
[a Duimial Aspect], in preparation for 
ulterior plasmal unition with other sub
stanccs [tlfo Corresponding Unismal As
pect ], n unition which OCCUl'll in tho mixed 
composition and preparation of tho food. 

19. Tho Closure and subeequont Open. 
ing of the Jaws [Unismal) and tho See· 
tionizing and subsequent commingling 
of tho Solid Lump of Food [Dui11mal], 
then combine in a larger Complex Unity 
of Operation, as viewed collectively or 
conjointly [Trinlsmal]. 

20. In the stlll larger view the whole 
Natural Procese and Dispensation [Ab
sorptional, Mother.and-Child Relation· 
ship] is Unhnnal, and the whole Chew• 
ing, or properly so.called Eatlng-ProcelB 
and Dispensation [ Adultoid) is Duismal; 
and these are, tn turn, the two facton of 
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the higher Trinism [or Combination of 
Unism and Duism]. This Discrimina
tion then relates, by an exact corres
pondence, to the Immense and Radical 
Difference between OBSERVATIONAL 
GENERALIZATIONS ( Uninnal) and ANA
LYTICAL GENERALIZATIONS (DuiMnal), 
ns subsequently developed in the Text 
(t. 1008). 

21. So, then, the Observational and 
Naturalistic Solution of Being, allied 
with Natural Science, and the Empir
icism or Experientialism of Mill in Phl
loaophy, goes back, invariably, to a 
Primary Nebula, or to some Milky or 
Liquid Softness of SUDSTANCE with it8 
adaptation to early conditions, or to 
being moulded into organizations; -
"The 'Vatcrs," upon which "the Spirit 
of God moved" in the act of creation 
(Oen. I. 2) ; while the Rational or Logiral 
Solution of Being goos back asine.-itnbly 
to the Cut-up of Matter or Substance, 
by the in-cia-ive interposition of Lmca, 
related to Cuts, Lina, or Limits, and 
hence to Out-line or Fomr, so corres. 
ponding with .Maaticatiun as contrasted 
with Bucking or Imbibing ;-1Jery differ
ent ORIGINS truly. The Ultimate of this 
latter solution is reached and found, as 
will be demonstrated in the whole body 
of the Text of the present work, in the 
two Primordial Principles V::\ISH and 
DUISlll. 

22. It is precisely the same In respect 
to the Elements of K.'l'OWING as it is in 
respect to the Elements of Being. These 
are traced back by one set of Philos
ophers, as recently by Mr. Mill, wholly 
to a Proto-pl&Eana of mere Undiscrimi
nated Senl5ations and Consciousnl'SI!, 
which, in one of its aspects, has been 
aptly denominated by Mr. l\IaS!jOn - in 
his very pertinent Review of Mill'" Re
view of Hamilton-a" certain curdling" 
of Phenomona definable simply as Feel
ings (1). The "curdling" carries us 
back, as before, to the idea of .Milkinfas, 

or to the turbidity of the Primitive Wa. 
ters. This recuraua belongs to Expeiien· 
tialiem, or to the Historical Evolution of 
Things in Time ; Time and Eventuadon 
or Succesaion in Time being Feminoid, 

1MI contrasted with Space and Geome
trical Segmentation (or Discrimination) 
as Masculoid. Periodicity is the grand 
Feminoidal In6ignium, nnd the Premoni
tion of Maternity. .Menaual (Lat. maW, 
A MoNTH), .Menatrual, relating to Period
icity, and .Menaural, relating to Measar
ing, as of Time into Periods, are cognate 
words.. Current or curlit!e reasoning 
(mena, :HIND) ls pr«lominantly the Femi
nine Mode of Thought. Even Rta1<J11 is 
a word having primitively the same 
curai"6nlll8 of meaning; while Ezad 
J>iacrimination is the more Masculine 
Type of .Mentation. 

23. The latter 11et of Philosophers g-~ 
back f-:>r the Origins of Knowing to 
Primary Diecriminations of the Forms 
of Thought; Categories, Lawe of AlilOo 
ciation, etc. These are Transcendental
ists, not merely nor chiefly in the· Popu· 
Jar meaning (Emersonian) of that won!. 
but in the German Philosophioo Sense. 
Every thing originates with them in the 
Laws which give Form to the Given 
Substance, and which are, therefore, 
logically prior to the Substance. ThlB 
Eitad variety of Tranl!Cendentalism is 
then the Analogue of Chewing-the 
chewing or " chopping" of Logic. 

24. It will naturally occur that Chew'· 
ing is later in fact, in the development 
of the lndividnnl Economy, than E:nck 
ing, and so, the cont~t for priority 
seems, at first blush, to be BC'ttled, by 
Analogy, In favor of the Sueking-process: 
in favor, in other words, of Experiential
ism over Transcendentalism. But, on 
reflection, the Atomic .Analysis and Syn 
thesis (chemical, for instance), of any 
Substance, as of the Primitive Milk, is 
seen to involve, in a finer sense, the 
whole Process of Chewing or Eating. 

(1) " Bccent Brltlah Phllooophy, ~ by David Mdoon, p. 311. 
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This again seems by ita differentiatioe ca
pacity to antedate Substance itself, upon 
which it operates. We talk of tho Chem
icl Pl'OCE88 of Oxidation, for example, as 
o( a Corroding or EATING; and so all 
Sobetance has in it a FOIUl-a.I &/u:maand 
Pl'OCC!!8 which is logically prior to itself, 
illllllllluch as the Bubatanu could not be, 
witbvotit as the condition of its Being. 
And eo the strife is renewed in the more 
eecret rece!l!e8 of Being. We find our
eell"es fucc to face, again, with the prob
u:m of the Egg and the Cl1icken. 

20. Mr. l'daa>0n thD.B brilliantly states 
the cue in summing up, as between Em
pirici.•m (" Experientialiem") and Tran
ICelld~n:aliem: 

26. " Deliberately I have brought the 
qaestion between Empiricism and Tran
IC:elldentalism to this pe.ss, knowing what 
will be said. • What is the mighty dif
ference,' it will be said, • between Em
piricism and TraDllCCndentnlism, if thi& is 
TraDBCendentalism? Would Empiricism 
deny aught of what you have here called 
in Tr&lllCendent.alism to maintain? If it 
is the llOle dilf"rence between Transcen. 
dentalism and Empiricism that the one 
maintains that in every thing, or procees, 
there is an a priori or inherited element, 
zweasa.rily assisting to determine what 
aball be the history of the thing or the 
l'ellllt of the process, while the other 
maintains that this also, on onr mount
ing higher in the evolution, may be 
n90lved into expericne&-i! this is all, is 
it not only the old story of looking at 
the gold-and-silver shield from opposite 
lidm, and pronouncing it golden or silver 
according to the side looked at f Not 
llO; I cannot think that It is so. Send 
Traucendentalism and Empiricism back, 
Lugging with each other on the very 
terma ~bed. through all stages of the 
evolmion Crom the present moment, and 
at rrery atage Tra7MU11dentaliam ii tM 

(I) M a.-t Britlab PbUOIOOpby." pp. 816, 811. 

mode of thought that kupa U-.e fldd, wh~ 
EmpiriciMn m!Ut 8ti/l, be the fu:;itiu. 
That is something. And at the utmost, 
when the Nebula, or whatever else mny 
be deemed primordial and homogen2ous 
in the phenomenal evolution, is reached 
and rD.Bhed through by the two combat
ants, the pursued and the pursuing, is 
there not a mighty COJUK>~ueuce in th\l 
ultimat\l victory ? If Empiricism, fuJi
tive till then, can then turn at bay and 
conquer, it can only be because its back 
is against Zero, against Nihilism, agui.Dst 
a wall of absolute blackness. If Tran
scendentalism is still courageous and 
sure of the victory, it can only be be
cause it sees in the middle of the wall of 
blackness a blazing gate, and knows it to 
be the gate whence the chariots issued 
and issue of an eternal a priqri. And 
here perspective is as nothing. Wher 
ever we stand, it is either the wall of 
absolute blackness that terminates our 
view, or the blazing gate shoots its radi
ance to where we aro and move." (1). 

'21. Mr. Spencer hos (at times, at lea£.t} 
rightly if not radically o.pprehended the 
Twofold Order of Evolution, from the 
stand-point of Mind and from that of 
Matter, respectively. His doctrine is, o.s 
stated, in summary, by his disciple, Prof. 
Youmans ; That " Mind and -Matter ar~ 
alike inscrutable in their ultimate na
tures;" are manifestations of Som,;tlting 
unknown ; "are manifestations of the 
aame Unknown, and are made to seem 
different to D.8 by belonging, the one set 
to our Consciousness, and the other set 
to Existence out of our Conscious
ness." (2). Had this distinguished pl1l
loeopher more radically comprehended 
this Dualism in the fotmtain of Legiti
mate Philosophy, he would have ab
stained, while elaborating hie own De
velopmental Theory, from deprecio.ting, 
from indeed almost throwing contempt 

('!) f"irl.W.o F.nmlner (New Yorlr.), Karch, 18GT, p. 216. Article: Herbert Spencer and hls Re
n.wen, by E L. YOllDWla. 
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upon, the Subjective Method of Hegel (1). 
lle would have sought, IDBtead, rightly 
to penetrate the real Significance and 
U Bell of wch Method, and to have learned 
how to Integrate them ill!ltead of merely 
substituting the one for the other. Thia 
Inst le a procedure which pronounces the 
Partialiem and lnsuftlciency of his own 
System. The Logic of hia own Premise&, 
above stated, would be that there muat 
exist two Orders of Evolution In the Uni
verse, one taking its departure from Mind 
and Pure • Ideas," or from ·• Thought" 
itself, and the other from " the Things 
thought of" (2). 

28. If, then, the System evolved from 
the pursuit of one of thel!C Orders is ln
a.dcquate to do the work of the other, 
the Integral Philosopher will Inquire, 
I~mST, \Vhat is the nature and value of 
the work which it dooe accomplish, or 
mny accomplish, when perfected ; and 
what, in tlu nnt place, is the Correla
tive and Reeonclliative Harmony of the 
two Systems? The AbStract Mathe
matics deal In O>neiderations logkallt1 
evolved from Necu8(1.rg or Axiomatic 
PremWI, millions of which Considera
tions never find any practical applica· 
tions iJi the Actual World of " Things 
thought of." Does it follow that the 
Mathematics are, for that reason, absurd 
and useless, or that they must be abol· 
isbed or discarded as n Method of inve&
tigatlon of the truth ; or even that They 
are not of Infinite. and of tlu GQf!trning 
Impqrtanu, within this very Domain of 
"Things thought of." Hickok has ad
mirably discriminated between the two 
Domains of Prlnclplee and Facta (a. 1-7, 
t. 198, p. 136). To attempt to make 
Mathematics stand in the . place of N• 
tural History, would lndloed be an error; 
but to exclude the Mathematics from 
Natural History would certainly be not 
the lees so. 

29. Led and authorized by such appre-

elation as Mr. Spencer baa ac\ually a. 
hiblted ot the Duallsm In queetion. Pro( 

Youmans proceeds In the Article jmt 
quoted from (8), to •:r that " Be (lb:. 
Spencer) bas been, ever elnoe be com
menced publishing, an An~ of 
Pure Empiricism. The An\agooim> .... 
displayed In hia fint work, • SodaJ Sea&· 
ice.' It" waa still• more definitely 11»
played In his • Principles of P&ych~,' 
where, In bis doctrine of the • C 11.iftnaJ 
PoBiulate' [Force) be conk'tlded. bl ~ 
poel.tion to Mr. Mill, that urlai11 '""" 
mtUt be acupltd u ntUaa~. The Cca
troversy betwet'll the two, pending lince 
that time, has been recently ~ved. la 
the •Fortnightly Review' for July 1$. 
lSM, .Mr. Spencer 1'6-Ullerted and • 
enforced the position he bad bf'6in 
taken, that, even euppoelng aU KJIOWi. 
edge to be interpretable as having orig
inated In nperimc~. ·there arc ntm!ftbe. 
leee oertain truths which musi beueepce4 
as a pri<>ri, before the lnterpreta1iaa 
becomes poesible." It la f'l"Obably -
where within the implication of thie b.c 
sentence that Mr. Spcnoer would fiDCI far 
bim&elC, although it ia not obviova. th. 
reconciliation between poaitiom Jib 
thoee here urigned to him, ud o&ber 
explicit avermente of hia doctriM, la 
which he tttma to adopt the Tf!fY worda 
of Mr. Mill In the preciee mNlliJI&' 
which Mr. Mill uaigna to them : far 
example. as folloWll: In bis Criticlma 
of the Cl8118ification of the Scic- bf 
Oken, (allied to Hegel], Mr. Spmerr 
obeerves: "It will not be tho~ 
worthy of much oonsideration by tho. 
who, like our«lou, hold that Erve"
le the aole origin of Knowledge." (.&). 

SO. Mr. Spencer makes, In the ... 
Treat18e quoted from above, an adDW
able dlecrimination bctwa>n the Qtl.l.Ll
TATIVB and the Qt!ANTITATITE ~ 
menl of Science ; and wi8ely lhows \Jaaa 
the Qualitative le an earlier or plft'IN. 

(1) !lpPn.,.,r'a Oeaeal1 of Rclen.... .. -lllu~tratlona of Unlnnal ~ pp. 1~ 130. ("!) i.. 
(S) (;luiati&D El'.lllDIDer, llarch, 18.il, p. ~13. (~) lllllL o( I'roc.. p. l:S. 
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illg ltage [lnfantoid], u compared with 
the Quantitative, which is later and riper 
[AdnhoidJ. It ill this -.me Discrimina
tion enlarged in application, which ex
iats u between the Naturo-Metnphysie 
ex\ending up to and including Hegelian
i.!m, u the Spirifof Nature,-Qualu&iu, 
and Seien&o.Philoeophy developed in Uni
Ter10logy, u the Spirit of Scichce,
Qv~ [Adultoid] (Typical Table 
the UniTcrae, No. 7, t. '°' t. 111). 
Qaali/1 is again allied with Subatanu, and 
Quantitr with Form. (a. 19, c. 32, t. 136). 
Sabtit411U is again, by Analogy, .Mcm<r 
tpAme and FoNn Comparatiue (t. 0000). 

29. The following are the most preg
nut e:r:tnicts from Spencer upon this 
Snbjeet: " AB we pass from Qualitative 
to Quantitative Prevision we pass from 
!1ttllldiu &ienc~ to Deduaiue &ienr.1. 
Science while purely Inductive is purely 
QualitatiYe; when inaccurately Qnanti
tati\"e it usually consist.a of part Induc
tion and part Deduction ; and it becomes 
aa:untively Quantitative only when 
wholly Deductive. We do not mean 
thal the Deduction and the Quantitative 
lft! ~xtensive ; for there is manifestly 
much Deduction that is Qualitative 
only." [iNExPuGNABILITY and OvEB
L\J'PINo]. "We mean that all QW1.nti
tative Prevision is reached Deductively; 
and that Induction can achieve only 
Qualitative Prevision." (1). 

80. ":Moreover it must be borne in 
mind not only that all the Sciences are 
Qualitative in their Firlt &agea" [In
!anq ]-" not only that eome of them, as 
Chmniltry, have but recently reached 
the Quantitative Stage-but that the 
IDOllt adnnoed Sciences have attained to 
their preeent power of determining 
Qlantitlee not preeent to the senaee, or 
Do& directly meaaurable, by a slow pro
Ml of improvement extending through 
tbooeuda of yean." (2). 

at. QualitatiTe and Quantitative are 

recognized above (a. 28, c. 321 t. 136). 
as Infantoid and Adultoid, respectivel7 
(c. 24, t. 136). This was done, however, 
provisionally, and as true only by an 
F.cho of Analogy. &aay and radicalJg 
all th8 Quantitatiu &ience 1W1D known. 
(prior to Uniuraological bcues), though 
DeducUoe in a aenM, is so only in a frag
mentary way ;-not as ABSOLUTE DE
DUCTION from d prWri Principles of Uni,.. 
«raal .Application. Hence it also, in its 
totality, is only an Adultoid phase of the 
Infantismus of Science, and does not per
tain at all to the Proper Adultismus of 
Human Knowledge. It is, in turn, a 
Subdominant Deductive or Deductionold 
Domain of the lnductionismus, in the 
111Lme Itlllllner as the Inductionismus en
tire is a Subdominant Domain of the 
Proto.Societismus, as shown above (c. 
421 L136). 

8"2. It is not, in other words, Quantity, 
even with all its External l!.'xactness, 
which is the true Fountain of Universal 
Deduction ; but the Spirit of Quantity 
in th8 Uniooraal Logic; the Metaphy
sics of the Mathematica ; the Common 
Fountain of Sciento.Philosophy. Tl1is is 
then allied with Mnm; with the LoGICAL 
ORDER ; with a more rigorous d pl"Wri 
than that of Hegel even ; and with the 
true, and at this day incipient, Universo
logical Development of Human Knowl. 
edge ;-destined to be reached ofter the 
Inductive C-areer, though foreshadowed, 
priur to it, by the Kantean and Hegelian 
Metaphysic and Logic. 

83. Obviously then the criticism of 
Prof. Youmans, in which he is joined by 
the Positivists generally, of the Doc
trine that" Unity must be found in the 
Equipoise and Dynamic Correlation of 
Being and Thought, which are welded 
into one in the act of Knowledge iteelf," 
loses Its point, as against the New 
Metaphysic. "Pray," he says, "what 
Unification of Fragmentary Knowledges 

(1) O...U of llclenee.-mwitratlooa of UnlTenal Progrea, p. 122. (2) Ib., p. 1'?8. 
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has ever boon ac.compiished by that 
recipe?''-" 'fhe old file at which Meta. 
physicians have been gnawing these 
thousands of years; and which will 
probably continue as sharp as at first, so 
long as this species of mental enterprise 
continues." (1). As rightly ask depreciat
ingly ; what Ma.nly work did tho infant 
ever accomplish? The &act, balic Uni
jkatwn. of All Knowledge, through this 

Method carried still hlgher, is the An-
1 

ewer which Univereology propc:ieee to 
offtJr to this inq ui.ry. 

36; Ii is by Anticipation that these 
Abstrusitiee have been introduced here. 
The Subjects need not be deeply con
sidered by the reader or student, 118 yeL 
Their Ultimate and Complete Solution 
will depend upon the treatment of the 
theme of the Text. 

(1) Chri.aUan Enmlner, Karch, !SST, p. 900. 
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CIIAPTER I I I. 

int. Tiie Grand SEttlAL LAW ol Dlatributlou, p. 99. Primary Annlogleal Dlatributlon• or :Mind 
&Dd of l:nlnnal Bein,;, 09, 103. lo.&. Tbe NATtlll&L and the LootoA.L 0Kntll8. JOO. )fathemat
i.. the Fonnat!Yo Pri .1ciplc. JOI, 102, Analogy of Matt.er and Jo'eellng, Ill'!, 117. Meaning or 
Aoalogy, 10:.-Fourlor, Oken, Eme...,n, 106-Swedenborg, 111. Sclentlflc Awalogy, In the Unl
nnologieal eenoe. dedned, llt-116. la the BulaofUnlnraology, 11~. Feeling, lutellect, Conation, 
'"""'°"'•I IT, 1 IS. Hogcl, Oken, l!chmldt, 119. ComparatlYe Anatomy-Richard Owen, 1211. KRut, 
Cbalybaus, Arthur Young, l~I. 123.. Mathematl08 the Neutral an•I Judicial Domain, 12i'. Hickok, 
Speoeer, lhe Old Greeks. do. ; uo daoi,,..r that a Uolveraologlcal dlacoYery ahould be the end of 
~ ttT, as. The Orderly Beginning, OD the contrary, or Rational Progre.<A, 129, 180, 1~?. 

The Three Senral Drifts of Progre;aloo, u 8clenUdc Method, AuUclpatory, IoducUve, Deductive, 
1:n.1tt. 

llege1'1 claim to UnlYeraallty, IS3. Such claim not lrreYerent-Rlcltolc. )fatter, ~atbematle.., 
and Spirit not properly Prlnclplet, 13t. Tnuz P!mrn:iorAL Pu1,.c1rue to bo .. otlelpalive, 136. 
Trialty I• l:nlty. do. lllustratiooa, IZG. The Beginning of Universal Sclentlflc Deduction, do. Thu~ 
Prlndple1I derlnble from !\lathematlca, 137. CoJDte cited, do. The Number Three, bow C8labllshe•I 
• "1ft"Dlng. 13t. Numbers O"Z:. Two and Tu&EK the lleada or the Numeral Serles, 141, 1:13. Tho 
Taree Prlmilln La..-. of Unlversology, U:SIS:I!:, DU!Sll and TIUSIS:'d 1L11t>d and defined, 143-HO· 
The Outworltlnl{ of Unlvcraal Bdng thence, 146. A true and legltlmato Dcductlv" Mdhod result·~ 
147. tiSISY. DU!SY and TR!SJS)l further deftacd, 148. DUforeotlatloo &11d Iotegntloo, 149, 100. 
ltrsn....., A:<ALTare. SY~T111s111, UH. 

Tbe Tbree Prhclpltl9, U" 18lt. DuWI and 'l'lu:<ta11, not mere method a of oar own Thinking. 152. 
O•s. Two aud T111Lll belong, otlll, to a ainglo claaa of Number-tho Cardinal Serl•!!, J:.3. Sclentiflo 
Sgpremacy of the Cardhal :SumbPra onr the Ordinals, the Fractions, etc., JM. fodeteraulnatc :Su· 
-.tloa. Ol<z:, Jol.l,.T, .,LL, Kant'• uoe of thil terlCll of !'lumber, 1~. Tho Echo!iOphiota err In 
wholly oYalook.lng it, 1:.6. F11'8T, Sl!CO"D and Tntllr>, An:ilogy or, with Order or Procedure, rn•. 
TM Ordlaal Samben and Serie•, Jl>S. llALVa, Turuva, Fouirros. etc., do. 

Tbe Oppool\eo- or Poua AsTA00,.1111 of O:<c and Two, JGO : Ncvertholcaa, tnaepnrably "niltd, 
t•t: Wbeoee, 1"UPt:oluwLITY of PBlllK EL•'.llCST8. !OJ. Tran1ltlon to tho geueral cuoaldcraUo:i 
of !'(amber a11d Form, aa at the foundations of tho true Pbilo!l<>phy, JG3. 

J'wbl'•· lCo. 9, The World a:ul )find di.tri:mted, fl· 93. So. JO, UnlTcl'l&I Being, 104. ' So. 11, Tho 
O.menllaDu &lld the Elaborlwnus, J•l5. No. l~, Syuatasla, Analytdo, Syntheala, 151. (Commentary, 
pp.1~1'3.) 

Liat o/ l>i"fP"I,,..· No. 4, Induction and Deduction lllnatrated. 
t· • .,.,......,.,..,, Sympathy of One and Three, l.oYe and Will, p. 100. Symbolism or the parts of the 

Body. IOi. One and Two; the Sum, JOS. Language, Grammar; Suti.taoce, }'orm, lllovement; 
Sla&loo or BeR, Elementiamu1 and Elaborl1ruua, The Canon Q_f Crlllclom, J()&..108. Analogy In Elc
-1.1, II!. ~· and !Ucbard Owen, 121. Perennhuu, Millennium, Oneida PerfecUuni•ts. 
ISi. The Within and The Without, do. Comte'• lllcrarehy of the Science• otatcd by J . Stuart 
Xill, J~14-L Unlam. Duism, Trl-lom, TriuOU.m, Trlnlam, Trlnlsma, lt:i. Inclu•lon by Uul•m, 
l>alam, a'ld Trinlam of all prior Sy1te1111 of Phlloeophy, 16~ and 163 (Table I), Jo1t11ieatlou, expLma
llou and Wutratlon of the•e Term1, lG-l-163: -especially from movable Types, In prlnllng, JOO. 

d•-MW.. Swedenborg'• expooitlon of the meaning of the term Corrupo11d•11.cu, with Ulu1tra• 
tiom,pp 111-l!S:-:lilan a Heaven and a World iu miniature, II~; Tbe Grand Man, 114; Resident.I 
bl Ille di&reot membera and organs of, 11!!: Correspondence of the Splrltnal and the S ntur.il Mind, 
ea.. of Beauty, llT; three HeaTCnt and three Kingdoms, 119: Divine Order dellned, JU): Anl-
11111 A.Mloeu .. ofcbaraeter, 120. Vegetable, do. Other alatement.I of Analogy: George Herbert, 
'li'all Whitman, Feaaa, 123. F11el4 dloUngulahed from Prlncipl.., etc.: Hickok's l!ational Psy• 
dlology, 136-14'. 0Ml:ln'ATIO!'IAL and AI<A.LYTIO.lL GSl<llll.lLIZ.\TtOlfS, 1.U. t!ynatula, Aoalyala, 
6191bella-Swedenbol'f (Table I, p. l'-'I). 

u .. -. Dt:r,.,. and TSl:<ta11, with U"rn:aot.00T, the re-dlscoYery, re-1latement, and enlarge
- of the Pythagorean doctrine of N ambera, 14G. Prot Ferrier'• llatemeot of tbe doctrine uf 
~ 14'-1!'19. Pbilneophy defined aa thc pursuit orTrutb-Ferrler, 146. Truth of two kinds. 
Abdute or t'nlYttal, and Relatln or ParUcolar, 14?. Reuon th~ Universal Faculty. 149. Further 
.. _,,t ol the true uature of Phll<MIQpby, do. Philolaua a:1.i .\riatotle, J:);), The fonic l'hilu..,_ 
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phera, lM. Number the true Unlnnal, llit, Illa Dow Number can be 11altl, with tho Pylha:;omo!, 
\o be the Substance of thlugs, llill : Number an Object of Reaaoo, not of Sense, do. The i;,.u•m:n, 
The Lt•ITt"o and The Ltll lT&t>, 1113, IM. •:,.ery thing and cTcry thought a Cosc!LlATIO" or CoxTUA· 

JUE8, which la, therefore, the Norm or Model or all .l::rutence, do. Plato 011 Pythai.'Oreaulam : the Pfl'G4, 
the ap"'ron and the m£tton, do. ArlatoUe, the muotu or" the golden moau," IM. Tbe Limit and lhe 
Unlimited the two Elementawblchgo to the conatltutlon of every thlug, do. The two dlstingulahable, 
but not aeparablo, IM. The NoM• and tbe cwrilltoa duaa, d•llned and t<xplalncd, do. (1"be One and lb< 
Manyl-Ferrlcr, lb'>, IM (:Ice Note). Monad and Duad, 15T. Conatructlon of a Sulid, on PylbagoR&tl 
Principles, 1~1. The Eloatlcs-The One and the M.wy-Xe~ophaneo, lflB. The Spirit of the Mathe· 
maUca the l,;IUwate llecoucller, 160. Parmenldea, Being and Not-Being-The llccomlog. 16'1. 
Xolnlloglci&m and Idi&phrooeclam, 141. Ethlea, 162 :-Tho Unh•eraological, 143, Homoiowerl&, 
14'. Tbe Sophbita: Socrates: Virtue; s- and &<Jton; l'oll!T and Luca, 16.'I, 16S, IT3. Thought 
deftnod-Ferrler, 1411. Renewed, 16T. bulTllleK, Lootcta•, (I + ll: ll + 1), 168. Tbonght free. 
Senoe compelled, 168. ETolntlon In Time, In Space, 16). Thought r~emratu, 16), liO. Right. 
eou1oea., 169. Plato--ldeu, 169. 8elf·Coa.oclou1n..-Ferrler, 1611. True Sympathy, Socl&bUily, 
etc., 169. Gho1t-llnea, Analogue of Spirit: L•~d and Stmi11ht of "Tu& SPOUT or Tamu," iro. 
Mlsalon of Christ, what, JTO. SplrU of Truth predicted by Christ aa a HigMr O<upd, ITI. Whol 
It wUI do, ITI. Abolition of ll)'ltery, Babylon, 171, 1T2. The Plagitea of the Apocalypee on the Old 
Order, 119. Triumph of Log!clsm OTor · Arbltrlam, 118. Swedenborg, Tulk, Jamee; lotellectolll 
RevelaUon, 113. .Measure of & Ku, o! 1111Angel,113. .A.xloma denied, awl eJllrmed, 1'14, Cb.ti&tian 
Theology, 104.. 

137. IT has been gradually becoming obvious, in the course 
of the two preceding chapters, that there must be some FUND!· 

.MENTAL DISTRIBUTION of Ideas, 01' Principles, 01' .Entities, 
which underlies all Specid Distributions, and which has in 
itself the power of unifying or integrating them all; some 
UNITARY LA w, under which .All Sciences and .All Branches 
of Knuwledge shall be arranged and slumm to ka1Je CERT~ 
DEFINITE RELATIONS TO EACH OTHER. Such Governing 
Principle, or Grand Serial Law of J)istribution, must be 
found to apply, not singly, to the Mind, or to Society, or to 
Language, or to Music, or to any one of the Single Depart
ments or Domains of the Universe, but to the entire ·world, 
or to the Universe itself, as well as to each smaller Department 
of the Universe, and so to form, in its ulterior development, a 
veritable UNIVERSOLOGY, or SCIENCE OF THE UNI
VERSE. 

138. Taking our departure again from the Sphere of Mind, 
let us recall the distribution of it by the Meta.physicians into 
1. KNOWING; 2. FEELING; 3. CONATION (The Will). Fourier 
has furnished a corresponding Oosmical Distribution of what 
he regards as the Principles of Being, which is far more com-
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CB. III.] TABULAR PARALLELS. 99 

prehensive than that which Comte derives, as we have already 
seen, Sociologically, from the same Metaphysical Principles. 
The following is the distribution of Fourier : 

3. SPIRIT ; The Active and Motic (or Moving) Principle. 
2. .MATI'EB ; The Passive and Moved Principle. 
1. MATHEMATICS; The Neuter and Regulative Principle. 

The Tot.al Human Being, not the Mind alone, is then composed, 
according to him, of Three Corresponding so-called Princi
ples, as shown below : 

3. THE PASSIONS. Active and Motor Principle. 
2. THE BODY. Passive and Moved Pri.Ilciple. 
1. INTELLIGENCE. Neuter and Regulative Principle. 

The following Table will present these several distributions in 
their striking and important parallelism with each other. 

TABLE 9. 

Tk Jfet.aphyiieiam. Fouri.er-Tha World. Fourier-Man. 
3. CO.NATION. 3. SPIRIT. 3. THE PASSIONS. 
2. FEELING. 2. MATTF.B. 2. THE BODY (Senses). 
1. KNOWING. 1. MATHEM.ATICS. 1. THE INTELLIGENCE. 

To these are to be added Comte's Distribution of the Elements 
of Humanity in Society, as follows : 

3. ACTION. (Dynamique.) 
2. AFFECTION or SENTIMENT. 
1. INTELLIGENCE. 

139. Swedenborg, omitting the Body and the merely sen
soons part of the Mind, which repeats the Body within the 
Mind-the Senses-had, contemporaneously with Kant, dis
tnouted the whole Mind, not in a Threefold, but in a Twofold 
manner, thus : 

2. 'In: WILL, (= Conation). 
1. THE UNDERSTANDING, ( = Knowing). 

But he accompanies this with another Twofold distribution, 
into 1. LoVE, and 2. WISDOM, as previously noticed, which 
he regards as substantially identical with the former-Love 
and The Will coinciding or being, according to him, virtually 
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Synonymous; and so of Wisdom and the Understanding. It 
is obvious enough, however, that the" LovE" of Swedenborg 
is the "Feeling'' of Kant. It is confounded with The Will, 
only as Extremes meet, and in accordance with a certain in
limate relation which will be hereafter explained as existing 
between them as the two Extremes of the Natural Scale of 
these Faculties. The following addition to the Table will then 
introduce the Harmony of this distz:ibution with the othen 
above exhibited : 

Kant. 8wden'lx!rg. 

{ Will (Determina-
3. CONATION ]) . [ti ) s. THE WILL. esire. on . 
2. KNOWING. 2. THE U~rDEBSTAND~G-
1. FEELING. 1. LoVE. (\VISDOll. 

It is the latter Order, in which FEELING is numbered O~'E ifl, 
and KNOWING Two (2), which is the NATURAL ORDER. The 
Reverse Order (1. KNOWING, 2. FEELING}-so employed in
stinctively by the Metaphysicians, because tl1ey are Logicim-.~ 
-is THE LoGICAL ORDER (t. 28). The ONE (1) and the TuRDr 
(3) of the Natural Order, are intimately related and easily con
founded with each other. This is the point which, as I have 
just said, will be explained fa.rtner on. Hence Swedenborg 
has, by a natural tendency, but yet somewhat erroneously. 
treated Love and the Will as virtual Equivalents. (t. 899). 
c. l, 2. 

Commt>ntnry t. 1.'19. 1. The subsequent explanations of tbe Confluent 
Trnilency of" Love" and "Will" (Feelin~ and Conation) promised in the T~n. 
relate to tbe Sympathy existing between the Number One (1) and the Knmhtr 
Three (3). as both of them Odd Numbers, as bej?inning and terminating tath 
Natural Tri~e Beale, and as conjointly <'ontraste<l witb the )ljddle T•·rm. 
the Typi<'al El"en Number Two (2). Without awaiting, however, thb mon1 
trchnicnl Exposition (t 898), it will tbrow liJ?ht on tbe subject to ob8el"ft bft1! 
tbat "Love,'' as an Emotion. is Feeling in ita finer e&Sence, and BO stands "'Pft'
sentatively for that whole Department of Mind, down to the Senaes and the 
most external and fteshlv lusts, on tbe one hand, while on tbe other it ucenda. 
at the other extreme ~f tbe Scale of Mind, to the highest Sanctities of the 
Soul, mingling with the Will, and becoming, u it were, one with it. 
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• 140. The largest or most truly Cosmical of these Distribu
tions is that of Fourier relating to the World. By the term 
Mathematics he intends far more than the Calculus. He 
means to signify all that the Old Greek Philosopher means 
when he affirms that "God geometrizes" j all that the Metaphy
sician means by the Logic of Being ; and ?Jaguely, in addition, 
all that I intend spe<Ji,flcally by Sciento-Philosophy. This is 
Fo&.\I, in the large sense of that term (t. 111), impressed upon 
Matter as the SUBSTANCE of Being. Forms (of Thought) are 
again Ideas. The Greek word eidos, whence we have the 
word IDEA, meant originally FORM, and nothing more. 

141. This idea-called here Mathematics-is manifestly 
an extension of Knowing, Intelligence, or Ideas, the ordi
nary attributions of Mind, INTO THE UNIVERSE AT LARGE, 
in the sense of being, not then the same thing: indeed as 
Knowing, but a Oorrespondential Prinmple, .Element, or 
Attribute, in the UNIVERSE at large, the other and larger 
Domain. It is an ANALOGUE or TYPE, that is to say, of 
Knozcled!Je or Intelligence, inasmuch as it (the Mathema
tics) is The FoRM-ati?Je and Regulative Element of Uni-

2. Whil<', therefore, the discriminations of Swedenborg are somewhat less 
accurate than that of Kant, they embody the Spirit of the whole truth of the 
l:iubject, and furnish even a broader Generalization,-rcducing the Mind to a 
twofold inste.'.Kl of a threefold First Division; but the threefold distribution of 
Mind is restored by Swedenborg in what be denominates the Natural, the 
Spiritual and the Celestial States or Degrees of the Mind, respectively; and 
Tulk, the boldest and most original of the Commentators on Swedenborg, in
cidentally restores the harmony of Swedenborg with Kant, when instead of 
Love and Wisdom, or the Will and the Understanding, he discriminates 

1. TUE SENsES, 2. Tm: INTELLECT, and 3. THE WILL. 
The following (C'-0mmentated) Epitome of Spencer's Distribution, or Modifica
tion rather of the Kantean Distribution of the Mental Constituents will help 
to coi)rdinate these several Classifications: 

8. YoLITIOY (WILL, Conation). 
2. COGNITION (UNDERSTANDING, Knowing, WISDOH). 

t. FEELmo j Emoti?ns (Lovx, etc.) 
l Sensations (The Senses). (1). 

0) llnVY of Bala oa the Emollon.t and the WW. ruustratlotJA of Unlvert81 Progrea, p. 8tO. 
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'IJe'l'sal Being, precisely as Knowing is the Fou.-atioe a11d_ 
.RegulatiTJe Element of Mind. 

142. In the same manner, Maf,ter [Substance] is the Cosmka1 
A.nalogue, within the World of Feeling, or of " .LofJe' as thi5 
term is used by Swedenborg, within the Mind, and finally, 
Action, or Spirit, as the Active Element of Universal Being, 
is the Cosmical .Analogue of Conation-Will and Desire-
in the Mind. Conation is from the La.tin oonari, TO PUT FOKTB 

EXERTIONS, TO EYDE.A VOR TO A.CT. 

143. In other words, Mathematics is the F<>rm, and Matter 
the Suhstance [or Material] of Universal Being; and Spirit, 
producing Action or MoTJement, is the indwelling reality of 
.Existence which is the result.ant of the two Elementary Fat· 
tors-tke Form and tke Suhstance ,· precisely in the same 
manner as Knowing, or Intelligence, is the Form.Element, u 
FEELING, AFFECTION, or "LoTJe," is t.he Substance-Element. 
within the Mind, and as Will is the indwelling reality or per· 
sonality of that M~nt.a.l Existence which manifests itself in the 
Exertions and Movements of the Mind. Tkis Echo or C»n-tl· 

pondence in diJferent .Domains is wkat is meant by ANALOOT. 

c. 1-8. 

Commentary t. 1.43. 1. The obeervant reader will notice that .cprit it 
here put as representative of MoVBKDT 1 while yet Spirit ia itaelf l"l'J>fta!'ll~ 
by the Brtlllth (and the AtmoapMre), aa heretofore shown (o. 8, L 9), and whilf 
the Right-hand has been given BB the representative of Movement and Powtr 
(t. 42)-iu the Constitution of the Individual Human Body. 

2. The relation of these diJferent embleIDB ia this : The Breath iB tl#"""1 or 
throum out, and bits or acts upon objects, u well 88 the Hand. The Brath C1I' 

the Wind (the Moving Air, Bpiritoid bl.otDI; and the hand gives a 6/ow. C'b.rut 
said, "The wind 1>lowtA where it liBteth, and ye bear the BOUDd thereo( hut ~e 
cannot tell whence it cometh, nor whither it goeth ; 80 is every one that ia born 
of the Spirit'',· that is to say, 80 is the action of the Spirit upon him. To 
utter the &unding Brtath, which ia the Voice, foreibly, iB to bawl, ..-hich 
despite the orthography iB the Bame word as '6all, the ordinary miallile or thbig 
&eut, and made to do execution, and so to express Arli1m. 

8. The Breath, as Speech-Utterance, ie then, one, and a higher and fintt 
representation of Movement than the Hand, though not. for the BMW! ~ 
so obvious and basic a type. The one may therefore be put for the other. , 
Besides, the flaah of vital energy along the nerves, in putting tbe hand in moTo- I 

J 
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144. In this manner, therefore, an Analogy is established 
between the Mind,. with its threefold Subdivision above the 
Common Consciousness, and the Universe at large, with its 
threefold Subdivision, above the Common Chaos in which all 
Elem~nts are confusedly combined. The Common Conscious
ness in the Mind and the Chaotic .Aggregation of the Elements 
in the World at large again repeat each other analogically. 
(Tab. 3, t. 27). 

ment, is again most naturally and primitively conceived of na an Atmospheric 
Current 80 directed; 88 when we speak of a Spirited Blow, or of a SpiriW Action . 
.L.1t.er, or when more scientificnlly aided in the Selection of our Analogu<'8, we 
aa.imilate the motic nerve-energy to a current of Electricity; but this is only, 
popularly considered, a.finer eaaenu of the Air. · 

'- It reaulta from this explanation that all the Members of the body are, in 
tum, snd in some degree, emblematic of Spirit, and of Movement, respectively; 
Alto Function and Gesture are 80 (t. «) ; but the Right Hand and the Breath 
ui, pre-eminently 80. This is the Principle of MERE PREPONDEUANCE (t. 526) • 

.5. By attention to the Typical Tableau (Dia. 2, L 41) it will be seen that the 
word ACTION is int~rposed between the Hand armed for Execution, and the 
Bl't'Sth. It bas its application, as may now be understood, to either, or to both. 

fJ. It ia indeed only in the Primitive or Naturismal Aspect of the Subject that 
it ii the Riitht Hand, rather than the Leti, which represent.a Action. In the 
!\atural or Untrained Condition of the body the Man rue. upon the Left. Foot, 
&3 his Pivot of Poaition, and deals bis UuuJ with the Right Hand or Fist. All 
th.fa is reversed, in "&ientiftc" Boxing, in which the Uow is dealt with the Left 
Hand. This is the TERMINAL Co.NYERBION INTO 0PPOSITE8 (L 83) which 
occur;; in p~ing from Naturism to Scientism, or from the Naturismus to the 
Edentismw (c. 3, 4, L 43)-thu.t is to say, in this case, from an Untrained Con
dition into and under the Exact Laws of Training. Natural Aspects govern, 
however, in a Primary Presentation of a s11bject. ' 

7. As SPmIT is involved in Action, Rnd as the Breath accordingly accompa
nies the Hand in the Symbolic Representation of MOVEMENT as universally con
si·.lercd-justifying this Intuition of 1''ourier; so the MATHEMATICS (Mathe.au) 
acrompanies the Featuring of the Head and Face (Compare Lat. Furma, FoaM; 
~d FQ,.._it1U, Beauty-depenrling on the Features), and also the Anatomical 
Cvt..-p of the Body in the Symbolism of FoBx; and, finally, MA'M'ER accom
panial the BLOOD, Planwz•, and Sublt,ancu of the body, in the Symbolism of 
SC"B9TA.."{CK. Pru has been instinctively named" Matter." (L 42). 

8. The :Somber Two (2) is the tlirtual &uu of the whole of Mathematics. 
8-ome Arithmeticians refuse to consider ONE (1) 88 a Number. More properly 
~king, it is not a Sum. Two (2), the Fil'llt Sum. is the simplest Form of 
Dil""ision, it.'I included Unit.a being dillided even before it is a Sum; and Division 
by Thought-Linea or Real Lines, is the Essence of Form. Two (2) is to FoRM 
What QN1' (.JJ is to 8UBBTAliCE. 
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The following Table is a. resume (and in a sense, a. cor
rective) of the preceding Discriminations, and will add a. new 
degree of lucidity to our examination of the Subject. 

TABLE 10. o.1-10. 

UNIVERSAL BEING. 
[Elaborated.] <t.145.) 

:r: d} ~ .. ~ SPACE. ~ o ~ :;. [CO-EXtaTDor.a]. 
tll ; 

TIME. { ~ 
[(CO-)Saquocm]. o 

:II 

{
I. KNOWING, "W'ldo""" &jlutlon, UNl~r-} 

lllanding, I..Ullect, In-rou.alion, Intelll-

geoee. CONATION 
1. FEELING, "LOff, .. A§ectlM&. "The Pu- " W4U." 

stone." 

EXISTENCE. 

{

9, FORM, R•ftecliftfl fa«te, or Surfacu-} 
mlrror·llke-;and Determining L&nu; .AT· 
TBI 01:rro10. 

KOVEICDT. 
L SUBSTANCE, Brnbodl•tl AlaMn, and &p.. 

nttntntioe Cdntru, Tnt}(G8, BBIKG8; Sa• 
JBOTOto, aa oppo1ed lo Attrlbulold. 

145. Hence it results that a more Fundamental Distrihu· 
lion of Universal Being-prior to all that has been stated or 
shown-is into Three Sets of Discrimination, cutting each 

Commentary f, :144, :145. 1. Language is a lfirror and Type of tbe 
Universe, and is itself an Echoing or Corresponding Universe,-in such a seme 
that the Grammatical Analysis and Distribution of Language is a perfect Guide · 
and Model for the larger Analysis and Distribution such as that which we , 
arc now instituting of the Entire Universe. Unii:er10logy ii, in other word.<, ! 
THE GRAMllAR OF THE UNIVERSE, QT' the Key wits 01m1trudion. 

2. In the Radical Analysis of Language, MATTER is represented by the Hotly 
of Speech, or by the Sounds and Words of which Language is composed, im
apedice of their .Meaning-as when we bear an Unknown Tongue. Universal : 
l\Inm is then represented by the .Meaning, &rue, Ideal, in other words, by the 
special quantum of MIND conveyed by this Body of Speech ; as for instance, in 
the definitions of the words. This is, then, the Matter-and-Mind Discrimination ' 
in Language corresponding with the same Discrimination in respect to the Uni· • 
verse at large, the MATTER and MIND of the Table in the Text. 

8. The other Distribution (Secondary) into SUBSTANCE and Follll flndli in 
the Domain of Language, its Analogue in TUB PARTS OF SPEECH, th115 : • 

I 
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other as it were at Right Angles, or each bisecting all the 
others, as shown in the following Table. c. l-1L 

T AB LE .11. o. 1-10 

I. THE ELABORISMUS. 

{ 
2. llOTJOX-ContaifWd m TillE. } Conditioning llA'l'l'D and Knm · 

3 '" rup4d to SVBBTAl<CJI and 
' t. STAT.OX (Reltl-ContailMld in SPACE. FolUI. 

r t. FO Rll, Adjected, 01' Pertaining Coneretelr aa AttrlbnlAlll and Aeddent., to 
~. -! Subetand•e Tblnp. 

l 1. SUBST A." CE, Concretelr contained In Sub.ltantln Objecta or Tblnga. 

{ 
t. llln!D, .A.grepte ot lad!Yidual Minda. 

l. 
I. JI.a. TTER, Aggregate ot Objoclll or Tblnga. 

II. THE ELEMENTISMUS. 

::I llEXTS and CATEGORIES OF BEING; C:oncclYe<I, aa I& "ere, out of Spau 
~ { All of tbe .AboYe-reprel<!nted Dllcrlmlnatlom, .Ab«racUd aa P'CRE ELJ!:. 

~ ancf 2'1-, u ma l'la,.ctPLlll or Tu1,.oe. !1'114 LoorcAL and llAm1>1 .. TlOO-

:;i Lo8UlAL Doll.Ulf, Pa1LoeoPB10 and Scna<'IO-PDILoeoPnro Bure. o. 10, 

146. Let us endeavor, before proceeding farther, to obtain a 
clearer understanding of what is really meant by ANA.LOGY, 
as that term is now about to be applied as a new Element of 
Science-the basic Element in fine of All Science when Science 
shall be rightly conceived or apprehended. 

8ililll41V;11 is represented by SunsTANTIVES together with the BUBSTA.ln'IVZ 

Ym (TO BE). These, or the Corresponding Things and Beings in the Real 
t'nivenie, are SUBSTAMTOros (or Substantivoids), and their Domain is the Su.s
ttA..'""1s.>rrs. Form, on the other hand, is represented somewhat variously, by 
all the R>~maining Ports of Speech-Al>.JECTIVEs, PBEPosITIONS, Oonjundiona, 
~c.-except the Participla, and the Verba denoting Moument (in Tense or 
Time) compounded of Parlicip/a and the Subatantiu Verb. Adjectioa corres
pond with the Fun, Faau, Aapecta or Rejkct1 of Objects or Things in the Real 
World ; Prq><>aitiona with their C1J11nectiona or Relation•, etc. These are conjointly 
the CoNDmolliome or MoRPHOID8 of Being, and their Domain is the CONDI-

• no~rl!lCUs or MoRPHISllUs. 
1 4. Finally, Partieipiala have relation to MOVEXENT, ns S'llhatantfou have to 

5t:ll8T .L"fCE, and Adj«tfoe1, etc., to FoBH. These, in turn, subdivide into 
L bPllUTit E8 (Verbs in the Infinitive Mode), which are RulJ6tantiwidal, or 
repetitive of Substantives; and 2. PARTICIPLES proper, which are ..:Jdjectiimdal, 

15 
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147. ANALOGY, in a less precise, semi-poetical ~nse, is exten
sively recognized in the writings of the Past. Among the 
Mystics and Rhapsodists especially it has taken a leading 
position; but it has failed hitherto to become scientijlc. It 
bas ·suggested Everything, but has really explained N otbing. 
With Fourier, who is still a Mystic, and with Oken, the cele
brated German Physio-Philosopher, it has made magnificent 
promises, and a certain approximation to the Scientific charac
ter. With them, however, it was destined to be far more dis
appointing than satisfactory. Fourier has made no impression 
upon the Scientific World; Oken has lost the hold which he 
gained, and his method even has lost it.a repute. 

148. As the brilliant Kaleidoscope of Thought and Imagina
tion among great minds, but in the very opposite of the Sci
entific Spirit, Analogy is thus described by Emerson : 

"Herein is especially apprehended the Unity of N atnre
the unity in variety-which meets us everywhere. All the 
endless variety of things make an identical impression. Xeno-

or repetitive of Adjectives. Thcac last may stand apart, like Adjectives, or 
comhine<l '\\;th the Copula (Substantive Verb), may appear as Finite Verbs.. 
For this Subdivision of Participials, sec Kiihner's Greek Grammars. 

I>. The Parlicipla and all y.,m, implying Movement, correspond, then, with 
MovEHENT, and hence their Analogous Movements in Real Being arc MOTOlll6: 
while Substantoids and Adjectoids (or rather All Stato-Conditionoids) are Su
TOIDS; (or correspond with Station or Rest, and hence with Space, in the place 
of Time). 

6. Th<'se important and crucial Analogies hetween the Gnmd Inclusive and 
Exhaustive Distribution of the Total Universe, such as Universolo~ institutes. 
and the established D1stribu~ions of Language, are resumed and more e:rt~n
sively treated in the Last Cliapter of the" Structural Outline," which is chiefly 
occupied with Lingual Considerations. They will be wrought out still more 
in detail in other works, and will be found exceedingly interesting and instrn<'
tive. It would be premature to insist upon them, or thoroughly to expand 
them at this point. The penetrating min<l of the reader may, however, percein' 
even at this early stage of the investigation, that we have a CANON OF CRITI
CISM upon all our rea10ning1 so soon as we can establish a OompkU Paml/ditlr11 
'bcticeen the Diatrilndion of the Unif!erae at 'large, and that of any (/if>en one of it4 
Departments <l1' Subordinate Domaina, a1 that of IAngtuUJe, f<lT' exampl.e. With the ' 
acquisition of such a test we pass over from the Va1:,rueness of Phikw>plwid Sp«-11- 1 

latioru to the Certainty of &ientflic Investigation and Research. 
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pbanes complained in his old age that, look where he would, 
all things hastened back to Unity. He was weary of seeing 
the same entity in the tedious variety of forms. The fable of 
Proteus has a cordial truth. .A leaf, a drop, a crystal, a mo
ment of time, is related to the whole, and partakes of the per
fection of the whole. Each particle is a microcosm, and faith
fully renders the likeness of the world. 

149. "Not only resemblances exist in things whose analogy 
is obvious, as when we detect the type of the human hand in 
the flipper of the fossil saurus, but also in objects wherein 
there is great superficial unlikeness. Thus architecture is 
called. 'frozen music' by De Stael and Goethe. Vitruvius 
thought an architect should be a musician. '.A Gothic 
church,' said Coleridge, 'is a petrified religion.' Michael 
.Angelo maintained that, to an architect, a knowledge of ana
tomy is essential. In Haydn's Oratorios, the notes present to 
the imagination not only motions, as, of the snake, the stag, 
and the elephant, but colors also ; as the green grass. The 

7. It appeare from what precedes that in strictneM, the Compound Resultant 
of Jfatter-and-Nind is not .Jlooement, but Ea:i.atcice (t. 26),-the Static and not 
the Motic Aspect of Real Being. It is Suhatancs-and-Form, on the contrary, 
which yield Moomaent as their Product; Buh8tanu being Inert or Statoid, but 
Form always implying or, indeed, causing Motion, from the subtle fact that it is 
primarily Di-miorwid, and hence Di,..remptfoe, and hence Incipient of .Movement, 
or, in other words, essentially Cawati11e or Causal in its nature. There is here 
one of the most important arcana of the Universe, and one which will demnncl 
a radical investigation at numerous points in the more extended exposition of 
Universology. The current Tri-grade Scale, 1. MATTER, 2. M1ND, 8. MovEUENT 
is, therefore, an Abridgment by election and Condensation from two such Dis
tributions. ( t. 26). 

8. STATION (or Rest), the Content of SPACE, which is in tum ITS ContiMnt, 
JfatN, Me,t/,ium, or Oonwiner, and MOTION, the Content of Tnm, which ie in 
tum lT8 Omitinent, give, as tMir Compound Resultant or Joint Product, THE 

CO!'CRETE TOTALITY oi UNIVERSAL BEING. We must still rest'rve, however, 
the Consideration of the Existence of a Spiritual (Real) World ; (Pneumatology1 

t. 39). This, in a sense, transcends, it is claimed, the Space-and-Time Existence 
of the External Univeree, while yet it is amenable, by Refla Oorrupnulenee, 
it i! admitted, to the Laws of Distribution manifested in Spau and Time. 
See Swedenborg and Tulk for the Extremest Attenuation of this subtle Doctrine. 
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law of harmonic sounds reappears in the harmonic colors. 
The granite is differenced in its laws only by the more or less 
of heat from the river that wears it away. The river, as it 
flows, resembles the air that flows over it; the air resembles 
the light which traverses it with more subtile currents; the 
light resembles the heat which rides with it through Space. 
Each Creature is only a modification of the other; the likeness 
in them is more than the difference, and their radical law is 
one and the same. A rule of one art, or a law of one organim· 
tion, holds true throughout nature. So intimate is this Unity, 
that, it is easily seen, it lies under the undermost garment of 
nature, and betrays its source in Universal Spirit. For it 
pervades Thought also. Every universal truth which we ex
press in words, implies or supposes every other truth. Omne 
1Jerum vero consonat. It is like a great circle or a sphere, 

9. Finally, in Table 10 there is exhibited a still backlying Twofold Discrimi· 
nation of the Universe into 1. THE ELABORISlWS (~, and 2. Tm 
ELEMENTISMUS (Abatractoid). The Ekmentiamua of Real Being consists of the 

Abstract and Ideal PRINCIPLES of Being, and is another Realm which virtually 
Transcends Space and Time. This is the Domain of Transcendentalism. 
Vaguely and poetically treated, it furnishes the Platonic and Emereonian Type 
-MYSTICAL TRANSCENDENTALISM. Profoundly and analytically treated, but 
without the a'id of any CANON OF CRITICISll upon its own Speculative Pro
cesses, such as is furnished by the Discovery nnd Demonstration of Exact 
Analogy between the Distribution of the Whole and that of the Pa.rt&, it fur· 
nishes the Kantean and Hegelian Type-METAPHYSICAL Tlu:NscENDENTALI8lL 
WITH thu newly dUctniered Teat of ScIENTIFIO ExACTITUDE and VERITY, it 
furnishes the type herein exhibited-ScIENTo-PmLosoPmc or UNIVEB80LOG

ICAL TRANSOENDENTALI8¥. 

10. The Order of Presentation is here naturally THE LOGICAL ONE; so that 
the ELEMENTIS11ue, though numbered II., stands, still, at the bottom of the 
Table (Dia. 10), tU the BaaU <>1' Foundation of the Whok (t. 28). Hence it ii 
that the Transcendental Domain, and especially that of Sciento-Philosopby, 
will be also spoken of at times as Sus-tran8Ce71dental. 

11. The Corresponding Elementismus, and Primitive Basis of Language, or of 
the Lingual Universe, consists, as the intelligent reader will now readily recog
nize, of the Analyzed El.emenu of Speech, the Realm occupied by Orthography 
based on the Alphabet (the Scl1edule of Elements) ; by Phonetics or Phonology, 
the Rigorous Analym of Sounds; by Etymology; by the New Science of Com
parative Philology by SgllaMc MEASURE or METER, etc. These hints must suffice 
for the present. 
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compnsmg all possible circles ; which, however, may bo 
drawn aml comprise it in like manner. Every such truth is thu 
a~lutt· Erul seen from one side. But it has innumerable sides. 

150. .. The central Unity is still more conspicuous in actions. 
\\. ords ~ finite organs of the infinite mind. They cannot 
cover th•• dimensions of what is in truth. They break, chop 
and impcm·r~b it. An action is the perfection and publication 
o( thought. A right action seems to fill the eye, and to bo 
relaW to all nature. 'The wise man in doing one thing does 
all. or in the one thing be does rightly, he sees the likeness of 
all which is done rightly.'" (1). 

1!>1. The school of Fourier-who was himself intuitively 
MLrehing out aftt•r a New and Complete Scientific Method, but 
with no just appreciation of the rigorous demands of Science-
has prest'nted the idea of Analogy, with some increased ten· 
dency to Scientific accuracy, as follows: 

'"The tt>nn Arwk>gy is one of those to w11ich Fourier has 
gil'•'n a particular signification, which we will endeavor to 
make comprehended. 

'"Two Hom<>!JenclJus quantities, two things of the same 
naturi', may be pl~ in relation with each other ; it is pos
&ibl•· to compare them, and to find between them a common 
~n or mnz8ure. 

" Are thl•re, as betw~n l/derogene01U things, also, Points 
ol Contact, and possible relations t 

"To this question Science would bo grrotly tempted to 
a.nswer, Xo; but for a Vf"ry long period tho instinct of the 
JD&89f'S has respondec:l in the Affirmath·o. 

"All languagt-s ha\•o wonls whid1 have first a proper, 
and t111•n a.ftt111ralir.e &•n8" ; that is to say, tht>y apply t>qually 
well to things of' ditY'crent OnlPrs ; to Physical Properties, an<l 
k> Moral Propc-rti<>S, for t>X&mple. 

"Thus Uae Adjective hard, in its propn- sense, expresses 
a Physical Property of' Solid~; a~ a hard body. 
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"The same Adjective, in its flgurati'oe sense, expresses 
an accident.al vice of the Soul ; as, a hard character. 

"Why are there, thus, real relations, independent of any· 
thing conventional, between physical properties and mo-ral 
qualities,· why is there in physical hardness something 
which corresponds to moral hardness i This correspondence 
does not originate in chance, nor in habit; and every one 
knows that it would be absurd to try to awaken the idea of 
the same moral quality by employing the opposite physical 
.Adjective; by agreeing, for example, to call an inflexible man 
a soft (or mild) character; the adjective soft retaining all the 1 

time, its own proper sense, that which it has in the expression, 
a soft body. 

" There are then real or true relations as between things 
wltlch are heterogeneous. These relations, very different in 1 

kind from those which exist between homogeneous things, are ! 

denominated by Fourier Aruilogical Relations. Such is then 
the meaning we shall give to the word ANALOGY." (1). 

152. Swedenborg, with whom the term Correspondence is 
used in the place of Analogy, abounds in the exposition or 
this doctrine in ltls own peculiar Theological and Mystical 
way. The following extracts are a sample of his mode or 
thought upon the subject: 

" It shall first be stated what Correspondence is. The 
whole natural world corresponds to the spiritual world ; and 
not only the natural collectively, but also in its individual 
parts: wherefore every object in the natural world existing 
from something in the spiritual world, is called its corres
pondent." [Analogue]. "It is to be observed. that the Natural 
World exists and subsists from the Spiritual World, just as 
the Effect exists from its Efficient Cause. .All that is called 
the natural world, whlch lies below the Sun, and thence re
ceives its Heat and Light; and all the objects which thence 

(I) A•llOclAtlon. SyntbeUc Views of the Doctrine of Chall, Fourier, by IllppolllAI llepaud. Spuibh 
Tranal&Uon. Cad~. ISl>i, p. 16), i;o. 
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subsist belong to that world : but the Spiritual World is 
Heaven ; and the objects of that world are all that are in the 
heavens." (1). 

" The nature of correspondence may be seen from the face 
in man. In a countenance which has not been taught to 
dissemble, all ~e affections of the mind display themselves 
visibly, in a natural form, as in their type; whence the face is 
called the index of the mind. Thus man's Spiritual 'V orld 
shows itself in his N atura.l World. In the same manner, the 
Ideas of his Understanding reveal themselves in his Speech, 
and the Determinations of his Will in the Gestures of his 
Body. .All things, therefore, which take effect in the body, 
whether in the countenance, the speech, or the gestures, are 
called CORRESPONDENCES." (2). a. 1-17. 

153. Analogy, as I employ the term, embraces, clarifies, 
and explains all that is meant by these writers; but in addi
tion to all this it is an exact and measurabk echo of Likeness, 
so far as the underlying Law of Distribution is concerned, be-

..4nnotatlon t. 152. 1. "It ls un
known at this day what Corrupondencs 
la. This ignorance ls owing to various 
ea111e11 ; the chief of which ls, that man 
baa removed himself from heaven, 
through cherishing the love or self and 
of the world. For h"o that supremely 
lovl'tl himself and the world, cares only 
for worldly things, because they soothe 
the extemo.l sen-. and are agreeable to 
hla natural disposition ; but has no con
cern about spiritual things, because these 
only soothe the intemo.l sensee, and are 
~le to the internal or rational 
minll. These, therefore, they cast aside, 
aylng, that they are too high for man's 
comprehension. Not so did the ancients. 
With them the Science of correspond
ences was the chief of all sclenocs ; by 
m12ns of its discoveries also they lm-

(1) 8weclmborg'1 BeaTen and Bell, 89. 

bibed intelligence and wisdom : o.nd such 
of them as belonged to the church had 
by it communication with hraven ; for 
the science of correspondences is the 
science of angels. The most ancient 
people, who were celestinl men, absolute
ly thought from correspondence, as do 
the angels ; whence o.lso they con•crscd 
with angels; and whence, likewise, tho 
Lord often appeared to them, communi
cating instruction. But, at the present 
day, that science is so utterly lost, that it 
is even unknown what correspondence 
is." (8). 

2. "\Vithout an apprehension or what 
correspondence is, not anything can be 
clearly known respecting the Spiritual 
world; nor respecting Its influx into the 
nataral world ; nor, indeed, respecting 
what that which is spiritual is, com-

(2) lb., 90. (S) lb., ST. 
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tween any two or more given Domains of Being, 'let their 
superficial diJf erences be what tkey may. This may be illus
trated by the fact that all the geometrical properties of a circle, 
including its radii, its concentric rings, and its related angles, 
would remain the same, (if it were symmetrically divided) ; and 
be the same, for all the different sectors and arcs of the circle, 
no matter with what dioersity of coloring the suifaces of tlte 
diJf erent sectors might be overl,aid. There would thus be an 
Exact SCIENTIFIC basis of Likeness underlying a superflci,al 
manifestatwn of numerous differences. Universology demon
strates that precisely such is the plan of the Universe, and that 
there is thus UNITY OF LA w in the midst of an I'Tlji,nite Va
riety of Manifestations. c. 1. 

154. Emerson, speaking, in the Extract above, of what may 
be denominated the poetical appreciation of Analogy, says: 
"So intimate is this Unity, that it is easily seen,'' etc. On 
the contrary, Scientific and Exact Analogy is so recondite or 

Commentary t. 153. 1. It has been the universal defect hitherto of all 
who have undertaken to treat of the subject of ANALOGY or CORRESPONDENCES, 
that they have sought for the manifestation of this principle in the Elaborated 
or Concrete World, or, as it were, in the top-branches of the tree of Existence. 
It is the peculiarity of Universology that it primarily verifies the existence of 
the Principle in the ELEMENTS (or Elementism) of Universal Being, and of the 
several Departments or Domains of Being, and then works up from this Ele
mentary and Abstract Sphere to the Elaborate and Concrete Sphere of Being. 
To inquire or to affirm what is the meaning of the different animals or vege
tables, for instance, before the existence of A1udogy in Elemmta haa been pt'O'D(:TI, 

pared with that which is natural; since 
also, nothing can be clearly known 
concerning the spirit of man, which is 
called the soul, and its operation upon 
the body ; nor yet concerning the state 
of man after death: • •" (1). 

8. "Since man is both a heaven and 
a world in miniature, formed after the 
image of heaven and tho world at large, 
he, also, has belonging to him both a 

splritnal worl<l and a natural world. The 
Interiors, which belong to his mind, and 
have relation to his understanding and 
will, constitute lliB epiritnal world ; but 
his exteriors, which belong to hie body, 
and l1ave reference to ita senaee and 
actions, constitute his nat.nral world. 
Whatel'er. therefore, exists in his natural 
world, that la, in his body, with its 8f'lUICS 

and actions, by derivation from his spirit-

(I) Swedenborg"• Deo.ven and Ilcll, No. 88. 
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occult, so much the grand arcanum of Nature, that it is as 
it were the very last of the Principles of' Science to be dis
covered and demonstrated. Even when it is known, it is not 
easy to give a simple and convincing illustration of its truth 
and of its radical &ientiflc imporf,ance, in advance of the ex
tended study of the subject. In respect to simplicity and 
elementary character the following illustration is perhaps the 
best. 

155. There are two great Series of Numeration which we 
denominate 1. THE CARDINAL NUMBERS, as One (1), Two (2), 
Three (3), Four (4), Five (5), etc., on to infinity ; and 2. THE 

0RDIN AL NUMBERS, First (1 "), Second (2'14), Third (3rd), Fourth 
(4111), Fifth (51h), etc., on to infinity. These have very differ
ent and distinctive meanings from each other; which is their 
tuperficial dijf erence. Three (3), for example, means three 
Units collectively, or grouped into a joint body of numbers, 
which we hold in the mind at the same instant of time, or, as 

is like studying Architecture by attending to the Individual Forms of 
Houses, instead of beginning with the Abstract Geometrical and other Mathe
matical Considerationa. This is the Concrete and Unscientific method, and one 
which has ended in no result other than an lntuitional and Superficial percep
tion of certain runnlJlancea [SnmoLISM]. To inquire, on the contrary, what is 
the correspondence of tM Elemanta of Nu~ with tM El,ementa of Form-of the 
ituml>ers ONB and Two with the PomT and Lnra, for instance,-wbere Pythagoras 
began to investigate-is the Abstract and Analytical Method which leads to poai
me ~ion, and to the full understanding of the subject SCIENTIFICALLY. 

ual world, that la, from his mind, with 
!ta undumanding and will, ls called lta 
correspondent." (1). 

4. " From these obeervationa m11y also 
be eeen what the Internal man is, and 
what the external; or, that the internal 
la that which is called the spiritual man, 
Mid tho external that which la called the 
natural man. Aleo, that the one is dis. 
tina from tho other, as heaven is from 

(1) 8wedeoboJS'• Reano and Doll, No. 90. 

the world ; and likewise, that all things 
which take effect, and exist, in the ex
tP.rnal or natural man, ao take effect and 
exist from the internal or spiritual." (2). 

ti. " Thus much respecting the corres
pondence between the internal or spirit. 
Ual man, and the external or natural; in 
what follows we shall treat of the cor
respondence of the whole of heaven with 
all the individual parts of m1111." (8). 

(!) Ih., No. 99. (8) lb, No. 93. 
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it were, side by side of each other ; and so of Five (5), or Five 
Hundred (500). 

156. The Third (3"1), or Fifth (ot.h), or Five Hundredth (5001h) 
-Ordinal Number-is, on the contrary, always a Sing'le Unit, 
not a Group of Units. This, again, is the superficial difference. 
Its place in a Series of Single Units has always, however, a 
relation to some Group among the Cardinal Numbers, to 
which it is therefore ana,l,ogous, or to which it corresponds. 
The nature of the relation is this : In arriving at the single 
Ordinal Unit, the Third (3r4), the Fifth (51h), or the Five Hun
dredth (5001hJ, for instance, the Mind has had to pass along a 
Row or Series of such Single Units, in succession, equal nu
merically to the corresponding Group of Cardinal Numbers
the Three (3), the Five (5), or the Five Hundred (500). This is 
the Underlying or occult Likeness which subsists in the midst 
of their Superficial Unlikeness or ])iff erence ,· and this occult 
Likeness or Unity of Resemblance in tke Manner of their de-

6. "It has been shown that the uni
versal heaven is as one man, and that it 
is in fonn a man, and is therefore called 
the Grand Man. It has also been shown 
that the angelic societies, of which 
heaven consists, are henco arranged in 
tho same order as the members, organs, 
and vil!ccra in man ; so that there are 
some that have their station in the head, 
some in the breast, some in the arms, 
and some in every distinct part of those 
members. The societies, therefore, which 
are in any member in heaven, correspond 
to the same member in mnn. For in
stance: the societies which are there in 
the head, correspond to the head in man; 
those which are there in the breast, cor· 
respond to the breast in man ; those that 
are there in the arms, correspond with 
the arms In man ; and so with the rest. 
It is from that correspondence that man 

subsists ; for man derives his subsistence 
solely from heaven." (1). 

7. " In tho Grand Man, who is heaven, 
they that are stationed in the head, arc 
in the enjoyment of every good above all 
others: for they arc in the enjoym<'nt of 
love, peace, innocence, wisdom, and in
telligence; and thence of joy and happi· 
ness. These have an influx into the 
head, and into wl1atever appertains to 
the head, with man, and corresponds 
thereto. In the Grand Man, who la 
heaven, they that are stationed in the 
breast, arc in the enjoyment of the good 
of charity and faith: their lnfluI, also, 
with man, is into the breast; to which 
they correspond. But in the Grand Man, 
or heaven, they that are stationed in the 
loins, and in the organs belonging to 
generation therewith connected, are they 
who are eminently grounded in conjugal 

(1) Heann an4 Ren, No. 9'-
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tJelopment-in spite of the fact that in one case we have Groups 
of Units, and in the other a SinJle Unit standing in a Series 
of Units-is the Underlying Law of Unity, or Correspon
dence, or AN.A.LOGY, which may be taken to illustrate EXACT 

OB ScIENTIFIO .ANALOGY, e?Jerywhere. 
157. It is due to this .Analogy between the Cardinal and the 

Ordinal Numbers, that the namings of the Ordinal Numbers 
are, for the most part, regularly derived from the correspond
ing Cardinal Numbers; the word Third from Three, F'f/'tlt 
from Five, etc., (3•d from 3 ; 5th from 5, etc.) ; and also, that 
everybody recognizes, instinctively, the Essential Likeness or 
Correspondence between these Two Orders of Numbers, even 
'11UY/'e distinctly than they ha7Je heretofore had defined to them 
the nature of the Dijf erence. 

158. So instinctual, indeed, and so radical is this perception 
of the Underlying resemblance or .Analogy-this in turn not 
heretofore explicitly defined to the mind of the observer
between these two Orde~ of Numbers, that the perception not 

Jm-e. They who are stationed in the 
r~. are grounded in the ultimate good 
or heaven, which is called spirituaJ.nat. 
ural good. They who are in the arms 
and hande, are in the power of truth 
derived from good. They who are in the 
eyes, are those eminent f'or understand
ing. They who are in the ears, are in 
attention and obedience. They in tho 
nO&trils, are thoee distinguished for per
ception. They in the mouth and tongue, 
are nch as excel in discoursing from 
understanding and perception. They In 
the kidneys, are such as are grounded 
in truth of' a ~bing, distinguishing 
and castigatory character. They in the 
lin>.T, pancreas and spleen, are grounded 
in the purification of good and truth by 
nrioua metboda. Bo with those in the 
other membeni and organs. All bavo an 
in4ux into the similar parts of man, and 

correspond to them. The lnftnx of 
heaven takes place into the functions nnd 
uses of the members ; and their UIK'B, 

being from the spiritual world, invest 
themselves with form by means of such 
materials as are found in the nntnral 
world, and so present themselves in 
effects. Hence there is o. correspondence 
between them." (1). 

8. "On this account it is. thnt by those 
same members, organs or viscera, aro 
signified, in the Word, such things ns 
have just been mentioned ; for o.11 things 
named in t11e Word have a significa
tion according to their correspondence. 
Hence, by the head is signified intclli· 
gence and wisdom; by the breast, chnr. 
lty ; by the loins, conjugal love ; by the 
arms and hands, the power of truth ; by 
the eyes, understanding ; by the nostrils, 
perception ; by the ears, obedience ; by 

(1) lleaYen aud Hell, No. N. 
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only does not depend upon, and is not deri'Ded frQ'/71,, tke 
resemblance qf the namings, but persist.a equally when no 
such verbal resemblance is found. In respect to the first t'U)() 
of the Ordinal Numbers, for inst.a.nee, there is no verbal like
ness to the corresponding Cardinal Numbers ;-First does not 
resemble One, .nor Second, Two, so far as the forms of the 
words are concerned; yet every one underst.ands that First 
CORRESPONDS WITH One, and Second with 'l'wo, as truly as 
Fourth with Four, where the verbal resemblance is obvious. 

159. It is this underlying Sckemative, formal or regula
tive RESEMBLANCE or UNITY, such as the Superficial Di1fer
ences of Existence strive, as it were, till the last moment to 
conceal or obscure, which, when clearly apprehended-as, 
now, in the preceding illustration-becomes the intelligible 
Law or Mode of Measurement between Spheres of Being, 
despite their differences. This Law, when UNIVERSALIZED or 
extended to ALL SPHERES, becomes tke BAB18 Qf the New Science 
Qf Universology. · 

the kidneys, the purification or truth ; 
and so with the rest. Hence, also, it is 
usual to say in familiar discourse, when 
speaking of nn intelligent and wise per
son, that ho has a head ; when alluding 
to one who le influenced by charity, that 
)1e is a bosom friend ; or a person emi
nent for perception, that he has a good 
nose (or a sl1arp eccnt) ; of one distin
guished for intelligence, that he le ehal'I>' 
sighted ; of one po88e88ing great power, 
that he h08 long arms.; or a person that 
speaks or acts from love, that he says or 
does it from hie heart. These, and many 
other sayings in common use, are derived 
Crom correspondence ; for such forms of 
speech enter the mind from the spiritual 
world, though the speaker is not aware 
ofit." (1). 

9. "That there exists such a corres
pondence between all things belonging 

(t) Heann cd Hell, No. OT. 

to heaven and all things belonging to 
man, bas been evinced to me by much 
experience-so much, indeed, as to con
vince me of it oa or a thing self-evident, 
and not liable to any doubt. Bnt to ad
duce all this experience here, le Ullneeee
eary, and, on account of Its abundance, 
would be inconvenient. It may be seen 
in the Arcana Ca:leatia, in the Sectiooa 
on Correspondences, on Representations. 
on the Influx of the Spiritual World into 
the Naturi.I, and on the Interoourse ~ 
tween the Soul and the Body." (2). 

10. "But although there Is a correspon
dence between all things that belong to 
mnn 08 to his body, and all things 1 b'l.t be-. 
long to heaven, still man is not an image 
of heaven 08 to hie external form, but aa 
to hie internal. For the interiors of man 
are recipient of heaven, and his exteriora 
are recipient of the world ; In proportion. 

(2) lb., No. 98. 
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160. It is by an Analogy of this sort that Feeling, from the 
bare Sensations up to the holiest affections, in the mind, is put 
as the Analogue or Echo, within the mind, to Matter or Sub
stance, in the Universe at large; the Impressions on the mind 
from Nature without, and the Feelings excited thereby in the 
mind, being the Material upon which the Thinking Faculty 
reacts when the mind reflects or thinks. They are the Sub
stance which the Intellectf orms into Ideas. 

161. It is by Analogy of the same kind that the Intellect, 
Unders!,anding, Intelligence or Knowing-Faculty of the 
Mind, is then put as the .Analogue of the "Logid' of Hegel, 
tke "Mathematics" of Fourier, and the Sciento-Pkilosophyof 
my T!JPical Table (No. 7, t. 42), in respect to the Universe at 
large. This Knowing-Faculty impresses Form, Forms or 
Ideas, upon the Feeling or Feelings as a Material or Substance 
in the Mind; and the Sciento-Philosophy, as a Formative and 
Regulative Element, does the same-whether as mere Con
ception in the Mind of the Creator or Observer, or as Immanent 

therefore, 88 his Interiors receive heaven, 
ihe man is, 88 to them, a heaven in 
miniature. funned after the image of 
heaven at large . but in proportion 88 

his int.eriors do not thus receive, he la 
not such a heaven, and such an image. 
Still his exteriors, which receive the 
world, may exist in a form which is ac
cording to the order of tho world, pos
llletl8i.ng various degrees of beauty · for 
the e&ll8e8 of external beauty, which is 
that of the body. are derived from a per
aon's parents. and from his formation in 
&he womb, and it is afterwards preserved 
by the common influx which the body 
receive& from the world ; in consequence 
of which, the form of a person's natural 
man may dift'er exceedingly from that 
of his spiritual man. The form of cer
tain pere<ms, 88 to their spirit, has some
timee been shown me ; and in some, 

having fair and handsome fa~, I have 
seen it to be deformed, black and mon
strous, so that you would pronounce it 
an ·image of hell, not of heaven ; whereas 
in some, not outwardly handsome, I have 
seen it t-0 be beautiful, fair, and like that 
of an angel. The spirit, also, of a man, 
after death, appears the snme as it had 
been in the body, while he lived, eo 
clothed, in tho world." (1). 

11. " But correspondence reaches much 
further than to man · for there is a cor
respondence between all the heavens 
respectively. To the third or inmost 
heaven corresponds" [tendentinlly] "the 
second or middle heaven ; and to tho 
second or middle h6!'ven corresponds the 
first or ultimate. To the first or ultimate 
heaven also corresponds the form of 
man's body, called its members, organs 
and viscera. Thus the corporeal pan 

(I) Rea.en and Hell, No. 119. 
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and Constitutive Law in Nature herself-for the Matter or 
Stibstance of which all things are made. 

162. It is again by Analogy of the same kind that Oona.tion, 
the Effort towards Action in tke Mind, embodying the Will 
and Desire, is put as the Analogue of the UNIVERSAL CoNATUs 
or Effort of all Being, manifesting what we sometimes call 
"Spirit,'' along with Fourier, in the Movement or Action of all 
things in the Universe. (c. 1-8, t. 143). 

163. Stated with more condensation, Feeling is the SUB
STANCE, Intellect the FORM, and Will the Oonatus towards 
MOVEMENT, in the Mind ; and, hence, SUBSTANCE, FORM, and 
MOVEMENT, as these Elements of Being appear uni'oersally, 
that is to say, in the Universe at large, or in the Constitution 
of all things, are tke Analogues of these three Departments of 
Mind, respectively. 

164. We thus begin to bridge over the immense gap which 
bas always heretofore yawned between the Metaphysical 
and tl1e Physical Domains of Knowledge and Inquiry, by 

or man is that in which heaven ulti
mately cloees, and upon which, as on its 
base, it rests." (1). 

12. "All things that belong to the 
earth are divided into three general 
kinds, which are called so many king
doms. There Is the animal kingdom, 
the vegetable kingdom, and the mineral 
kingdom. The objects of the animal 
kingdom are colT<'8pondences in the first 
degree, because they live those of the 
vegetable kingdom are correspondences 
in the second degree, because they only 
grow ; and thoee of the mineral kingdom 
are correspondences in the third degree, 
becnnse they do neither. C-0rrespon· 
dences in the animal kingdom nre ani
mated creatures of various kinde, both 
l!llch as walk and creep on the ground, 
and such as fly in the air; which It is 
needless to mention specifically, because 

(1) Bea Ten and Hell, N"' 100. 

they are well known. Correspondences 
in the vegetable kingdom are all such 
things as grow and flourish in gnrdena. 
woods, com-fields, and meadows; which, 
likewise, it is unnecessary to name speci
fically, because they also are well known. 
Com>Sp<>ndences in the mineral kingdom 
are all metals, both the more noble and 
the more base, precious and common 
stones, and earths of various kind11 ; not 
exchuling water. Besides these products 
of nature, those things also are corres
pondences which the industry of man 
prepares or manufactures from them for 
his own use : such as food of all kinda, 
garments, holll!e8, public edifices, and 
similar objects." (2). 

13. "The objects which are stationed 
above the earth, such as the sun, moon, 
and stars ; nlso those that are seen in the 
atmosphere, such as clouds, mists, rain, 

(2) lb., No. tot.. 
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finding the Law of the Distribution of the Plwnomena of the 
.Mind and the Law of the Distribution of the Phenomena of 
th.e &/,ernal Uni'lJerse, and so of the Universe at large to be 
Identical,, or the Same-<>ne with tke other. 

165. This Idea of .Echo between different Realms or Domains 
of Being, and hence of some kind of .Aruilogy between them, 
is not, as we have seen, new. Poetically and Mystically, that 
is t.o say, Imaginatively, it bas abounded in the Past. In a 
most profoundly Thoughtful Sense it is the Basic Idea of the 
Hegelian Philosophy. It is propounded, however, therein, 
still in that vague and generalizing sense which is the Philos
ophoid or Naturoid Style of Conception, as contrasted with 
the Definitiveness of true Science. The great.est effort of that 
Development of Thought to attain to Scientific Applications 
and Uses was the labor of Oken, and the fat.e which attended 
it bas been already mentioned. A remarkable little work of 
the same order, a summing up of the drift of German Philos
ophy towards Science, is "The Harmony of the Worlds"(" Die 

thunder, and lightning ; all likewise &re 

eorreepondences. Those which proceed 
from the l!Wl, and his presence or ab
ll'lllOO. as light and shade, heat and oold, 
are also correepondeneee; together with 
~hoee which thence exist succeBBively; 
like the l'lellllOns of the yea:r, which are 
cailed spring, summer, autumn, and win
t.er; and the times or the day, or morn
ing, noon, evening, and night. In a 
word. all things that enst in nature, 
from its m.inutai parts to its greatest, 
aro 4X>rrespondeneee." (1 ). 

H. "Every object is a correspondent, 
which exists and subsists in nllture from 
Dirine Order. That which constitutes 
DiTine Order la the Divine Good which 
proceeds from the Lord : it commences 
from Him; it proceeds from Him through 
the heavene in succearion Into the world, 
and i.e the.re terminated in ultimates. The 

(1) HcaTeD &ud Ben, No. 106. 

things which exist in the world accord
ing to order are correspondences. All 
things there exist according to order, 
when they are good, and perfectly adapted 
to their intended u11e ; for everything 
good is such according to its use: its 
form bas relation to truth, because truth 
is the form of good. Hence it is that all 
things in the whole world, and partakinJ 
of the natnre of the world, which are in 
divine order, have relation to good and 
truth." (2). 

15. "The animals of the earth, in gen
eral, COrrel!lpond to afft'Ctions, the tame 
and useful animals corresponding to 
good affections, and the fieroo and usclel'ft 
kinds to evil affections. In particular, 
oxen and bullocks correspond to the 
affections or the natural mind; sheep and 
lambs t-0 the aifectione of the spiritual 
mind ; and birds or winged creatures, 

(2) lb., No. lOT. 
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Harmonie der W eloon"), by Dr. Karl Schmidt. That whole de
velopment of Thought functionaoos, however, in the Clef, 1 ; O ; 
which is still too vague and generalizing for definite Scientific 
results, as contrasted with the Clef, 1 ; 2 ; which is emphatically 
Scientoid, and which now remains to be more extensively 
expounded. Science Proper has become disgusted with, and 
chary of trusting to, Analogy, from the promises heretofore 
made and broken. Universology accepts the difficulty of over
coming the unfavorable judgment thus rendered, and appeals 
to its own current of demonstrations. 

HlO. SCience has itself, however, made some noteworthy 
efforts towards the Comparison of different Domains of Being. 
This new drift of investigation has been nowhere carried far
ther than in Comparative Anatomy. Perhaps the Diagram 
of a Typical Vertebra in Richard Owen's" Homologies of the 
Vertebrate Skeleton" is the highest point to which Science has 
heretofore attained in the world. A more extended statement 
of what Science has heretofor.:! accomplished in this field of 

according to their species, correspond to 
the intellectual faculties and exercises of 
both minds. Hence it is thnt various 
1mimals, ns oxen, bullocks, rams, sheep, 
s!w-goats, h&-gonts, and male and female 
lan1Ls, a!SQ pigeons and doves, were em
pl,,yed In the Isrnelitish Churcl1, which 
was n representative one, for holy uses, 
it being of them that the sncrifkcs an<l 
burnt-offerings consisted; for when eo 
employed, they corl":sponded to certain 
i;piritual things, and were understood in 
heaven according to their correspon
dencce. Animals, also. according to tl1eir 
genera and species, actually are affcc· 
tione ; the reason .of which Is because 
they live; and nothing can have life, 
except from e.ffection, nnd according to 
it.. Hence, likewise, It Is, that every 
animal possc!!Setl an innate knowledge 
according to the a1f.Jction of its life. 

Mnn, too, ns to hie nnturnl man, is like 
the nnimnls ; wherefore, also, it is usual 
to compare him to them in common W. 
course. Thus a man of mild disposition 
is called a sheep or a lamb; a man of 
rough or fierce temper is called a bear or 
a wolf; a. crafty person is termed n fox or 
n snckc; a.nd so in other instances." (1). 

HJ. " '!'here is a similar corl'C'81JOndente 
with the ohjcct.s of the vegetable king
dom. A gnrden in general corresponds 
to heM·en ns to Intelligence and wifldom, 
wherefore heaven is co.lied (in tbe word) 
tho garden of God, and Paradise, and is 
also named by man, the heavenly Para
dise. Trees, according to their species, 
correspond to perceptiona and knowl
edges of good and truth, from which are 
proc11red intelligence and wisdom. There
fore it was th!\t the ancient.a, who were 
skilled in the science of corrcspondencee, 

(I) HeAven nn-i llctt, !'loL 110, 111. 
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inquiry, the Compa.ri.son of Different Domains, will be found 
in the "Structural Outline of Universology." c. L 

167. While previous thinkers have admitted the Idea of 
Analogy, they have not to any extent planted themselves 
centrally upon it, that is to say, upon the Line or Limit of 
Dift'erence between Domains ; or, otherwise viewed, at the 
centre of Unity between them; but have always occupied some 
one Domain more or less exclusively. Thus the Categories of 
Kant, as understood by him, are Categories only of the Under
standing, a department within the Mind, and not Categories, 
as I mean them, and propose to demonstrate them to be, of 
Universal Being-the Logic of the External World, precisely 
as they are the Logic of the Mind. Chaly baiis, one of the 
latest of the expounders of the German Philosopliy, says 
el.i>licitly, in speaking of Kant: "The categories of which we 
ha.Ye spoken, are not Laws of Nature, in accordance with 
which External Objects in Nature are obliged actually to 
move or to act · they are merely the Laws of that part of our 

Ct>mnientary t. 166. The magnificent contribution made to Science by 
Desc:irtes in the reconstitution of Geometry, through the application of Alge
bra, is in fact simply the discovery of a branch of the Exact or Scientific Ana
loizy which exists between Number and Form, whereby it becomes possible for 
Figure and Position, and even Direction, to be expressed in Numerical Terms. 
This of course is more basic and more extensive than the instance cited from 
Owen; but it does not advance so far into the Concrete and l{omogeneous, the 
more difficult domain; and it is in that sense only that it does not touch llO 

high a point in actual Scientific Solution. 

celebrated their sacred worship in groves; Hence, bread in general corresponds to 
and hence it la that, in the Word, trees the atrection of all good, because it sup. 
are 80 often mentioned, and heaven, the ports life better than other aliments; 
el1urch, and man, are compared to them, and because by bread ls meimt all food 
~ to the vine, the olive.tree, the cedar whatever. On account of this corres
and others; and good works are com- pondence, aleo, the Lord calls himself the 
pared to fruit& Tho various kinds of bread of life ; and for the snme renson 
food, a1eo, which are obtained from them, loaves were applied to a sacred use in the 
fl<J'P<"inllv thoee from grain, correspond lsTaelitish Church, being placed npon 
to d'ectimu1 of good and truth, because tho table in tlie tabemnele, nnd called the 
t:1t'I!<~ sustain man's spiritual life, 118 ehe,v-brend; and hence, likewise. all the 
Earthly food ausi:Uns his natural life. divine worship performed by encri.fleee 

16 
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Nature which thinks, of our Understanding, in accordance 
with which it has to proceed." The Categories of the Under
standing are, on the contrary, in the view of Universology, 
identical, in a sense at least, and by a precise Echo, with the 
Categories of External Being, and thus tke Science of Mind is 
identical with the Science Q/ .Nature, or, otherwise, echoes or 
corresponds to it. 

168. Even with regard to Hegel, Chalybaiis again says: 
"It seems most difficult to discover a necessary transition 
from Logic to the Philosophy of Nature; and this is the point 
to which his opponents, and Schelling at their head, are wont 
to address their most strenuous attacks." (1 ). · 

169. Fourier, on the contrary, as a Naturalist, for he must 
be reckoned on that side in bis approach to the consideration 
of Society, has distinctly propounded a doctrine of Universal 
Analogy, but still one characterized by vagueness and scien
tific insufficiency. At the start he has dipped down into a 
metaphysical discrimination for his Basis, as quoted in the 

and burnt-Oft'er!ngs, was called bread. 
On acconnt also of this correspondence, 
the most holy solemnity of worship in 
the Christian Church is the holy Supper, 
the elements used in which are bread 
end wine. From these few examples 
the nature of correspondence may be 
seen." (2). 

17. "Man is all symmetrie-
Fu1l of proportions, one limb to another, 
And all to all the world besid<>s. 
Each part mny call the fnrtheet brother ; 
For head with foot hath private amitie, 
And both with moons nnd tides." 

" Nothing hath got eo farre 
But man hath caught and kept it ae his 

prey, 
Hie eyes dismount the highest etarie ; 

He le in little nll the sphere. 
Herba gladly cure our ftcalt, becatue that 

tMy 
Finde tlieir arquaintance tltef'e." (8) 

" A ooat 8'm ilitude lnterlccke all, 
All spheres, grown, ungrow11, small, 

large, 
Suns, moons, planets, comets, uteroide, 
All the substances of the same, and nll 

thnt ie spiritual upon the enme ; 
All distan<'.es of place, howe\"er wide, 
All distances of time - all inanimate 

forms, 
All souls-all living bodies, though tl1ey 

be ever 
So different, or in dift'ercnt worlds, 
All gaseous, watery, vegetable, mineral 

proceeee!!-
The fishes, the brutes ; 

(I) HUtorlcal Development nf Spec. PhUoeophy, trom Kant to Reg<'!, pp. 4T, 
(2) He&Ten and Heu, No. 111. (3) George Herber&. 
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last preceding Table ; but for Metaphysics as such, and the 
Metaphysicians, he had, as well as Comte, a profound con
tempt. It will appear in the end, however, that true philosoph
ical greatness is hardly compatible with habitual contempt 
for any sphere of Human Thought, or even for any grade or 
variety of Human Character or Development. 

170. The three discriminations of Being assumed by Fourier, 
1. lliTHEH.ATICS; 2. MA'ITER; 3. SPIRIT, he denominates the 
Principles of Being. They are not, however, in any proper 
sense, PRINCIPLES. They are, on the contrary, no more than 
broad generalizations of the Facts of Being, and may properly 
enough be denominated Spheres, Domains, or Departments, 
or still better, Factors, of Being. 

171. Arthur Young, of the school of Fourier, with more 
tendency than any other of that school to a Mathematical and 
Positive Treatment of their subject, has adopted, in a work 
recently published,-"The Fractional Family,'' -this threefold 
Distribution of Fourier as Basis, choosing the Natural Order, 

All men and women-me also, 
All nations, colol'll, barbarisms, civillza.. 

tiona, languages, 
All identities that have existed, or mar 

exist, on tbia globe or anr globe, 
All lives and deatia-ll of )?Cl8t, present, 

future, 
This vast limllitudc spans them, and a}. 

ways bas spanned, and shall forever 
lp&I1 them, and oompactlr hold 
them." (1). 

" All animals are living hlerog11Phs. 
Tho daahing dog, and stealthy-stepping 

cat, 
llawlt, ball, and all that breathe, mean 

eomething more 
To the true eye than their ebapee 

ahow." (2). 

• • • " An all.explaining spirit, 
Teaching divine thi.ngll br analogy 
With mortal and material." (3). 

(1) 1-T•olGra& Wal' Whitman, p. 230. 

18. In addition to Swedenborg and the 
Poets, for the Doctrine of Analogy as a 
seml«ientific, semi-imaginative, and aJ. 
ways Mystical Exposition of Nature, or 
of previous Scriptures, the student mar 
consult the Hermetic Philoeophcrs, the 
Spiritlsts, and numerous other writers. 
Among the most interesting and striking 
recent instances of this style of Literature 
arc the Divine Drama of History-The 
Rock and the Sand, by Rev. Jamee E. 
Smith, London ; The Arcana of Chris
tianity, by T. L. Harris, of New York, 
professedly an exposition of the Celutial 
Meaning of the "Word" or Scriptures, aa 
astep beyond Swedenborg's exposition of 
their Spiritual Meaning, which he ac
cepts as his basis. See also a Sym. 
bollc Exposition of the book of Job ap
pended to the Frothinghsme' work [Bos
ton], entitled Ontology an Exact Sci
ence. 

(2) Feataa, p. 249. (S)lb.,iS3. 
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as, 1. MATTER; 2. MATHEMATICS; 3. SPIRIT. The following 
extract from this work is too cognate with the purposes of my 
own labors to be omitt.ed here : 

lTJ. "The Universe is a Compound of only Two PRIN

CIPLES, or, it is SPIRIT-MATTER, when we consider it under 
the aspect which first and most readily presents itself: 

Bpb-U. 

+ 
t 

aatter. 

but it is a compound of THREE PBINCIPLF.S, or it is SPilllT
MATHEMA.Tics-MAT.l'EB; 

BpfrU. 

+ JllA THEl'tlA. TICI. 

t 
Jflatter. 

19. There la no field of Analogy which gether with a revised English~dapted 
will be so Immediately and extensively Phonetic Alphabet in aid of the Spelling 
labored, and with such rich results, as Reform of the English Language,"-ro
Language. It la the echo of identity spectively. The sixth chapter of "The 
between Sound and Sense, first to be Structural Outline of Universology" will 
ecl.entiflcally established, which will then be, in addition, preparotory for the New 
found the New Scientific Universal Lan- Language. These will be followerl by 
guage. Two works are far advanced in "THE lNTRODUC-'TION TO ALWATO," and 
preparation, and will be among the ear- by Grammars, Vocabularies or Dictiona. 
llest to follow the present volume, to be rice of Alwato, with Readers, and with 
entitled "THE ALPHABET OJ.I' TllE Um- portions of the Scriptures and other 
vtmsE, with the Solution of the Problem Standard Works translated into the New 
of the Origin of LangW1jZ6 and of Lan. l.anguage, all of which are in nrioua 
gwi.g(!fl,'' and "The UNIVERSAL ALPHA· stages of preparation or advnnooment, in 
BET, including a Cosmopolitan or Eth- tho Sciento.lit.erarr Laboratory of the 
nical Alphabet, on t!ie Basis of the Roman University-an entire new literature, 
Alphabet, for printing and writing all in fine, of the Univel't!al, or Planetary 
Languages in a uniform JlllUUlor ; f.<>. order. 
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when we consider it under its true and complete aspect, by 
inserting betwixt the two opposite, contrasted, or Polar Prin
ciples, their Central Principle of Connexion and of JJistribu
tice Order. 

173. " SPIRIT is the Principle of Action, Force or Movement ; 
" MATTER is the Principle of Reaction, Attraction and 

Passivity ; and 
"MATIIEMATICS is the Principle of Numerical and Geomet

rical Distribution, by reason, or by the ratio-nal laws of . 
which, Spirit distributes Matter progressively, into all its 
varieties of Form and Combination, Properties and Functions ; 
and regulates and proportions each to each, and all to all. 

174. ''Wherever, therefore, we have Being or Thing, Form, 
Property or Function, we have Spirit and Matter mathe
matically distributed and co-ordinated,-

" -co-ordinated, viz., according to numerical and geome
trical laws, from which their respective and relatively diversi
fied aspects, and properties, and functional activities flow. 

175. " Spirit acts, and Matter reacts, along a Primary 
Axis, which connects the two opposite Poles ; and the Mathe
matical and Distributive Centre of this Primary Axis, where 
the contrasted Forces combine, originates a Transverse Axis 
of DISTRIBUTIVE MoVEMEN'l', of a Three-fold Nature: 

Splril. 

l11w:r.e or Segatlre.----1.,.-----Dlr«I or Po8Ulff. 

a attn-. 

"First. An Inverse or Negative Movement of Injferentia
tion-or that which distinguishes the dijf erent parts of a mass 
or whole-which individualizes its constituents or elements, 
or separates, or parts, or fractionates progressively, and which, 
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pursued to its extreme, reduces everything to the Infinitdy 
8m:ill. 

"Second. .A. Direct or Positive Movement of Integralion., 
or that which maintains the fundamental One-ness, i; nity or 
\Vhole-ness of the individualized parts, notwithstanding their 
sepJ.ration, partition or fractionating, and which, pursued 
to its extreme, embraces ..All in the Infinitely Great. 

" Third. .A. Central or N eutra.1 Movement of <Jo-<>rdinatioo., 
which connects the Inverse and the Direct, or Differentiation 

'and Integration, by ref erring the constituent elements <>r part.. 
of any Unities or Wholes to SfYIM common fixed points "" 
principles,· as when we Co-ordinate lines by referring them 
to the Triangle and Circle, and thus constitute Geometry ;
or by distributing su,ch constituents <>r elements, <>r pa,rts bilo 
progressive Scales or Series ,·-as in the case of the Musical 
Octave ;-.Arithmetical and Geometrical Series; or also as 
exhibited in the following distributions : 

INVEBSE. 

The Individual, 
Ji'ractional Groups. 

NEUTRAL. 

Tlw Series, 
Series of Groups. 

DIRECT. 

'l'he Group, 
Integral Gr()tlp. 

-or by determining proportionate Numbers; as in the case of 
the composition of Water, the constituents of which are 8 parts 
by weight Oxygen, and 1 part by weight Hydrogen; in which 
case Oxygen and Hydrogen represent the Inverse or Difft>ren
tiating Distributive Movement, Water the Direct or lnU>grnt
ing, and the ratio of 8: 1 the Neutral Movement; and which 
we may exhibit thus : 

!.NVEBSE. 

Hydrogen, Oxygen, 
NEUTRAL. 

HO. 
DIRECT. 
'Vater. 

-or by establishing limits; as in the case of the Neutral Idea 
of Space ; or in that of Maxima and Minima, etc. ;-or also 
by determining Geometrical, arrangements ,· as in the ca..~ of 
minerals and crystals, or Symmetry of fonn in gen{'ra). 
And from all this 'it 'lDill be seen that the problem.' of l:teutral 
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Movement (Mathematics) are at once tke most difficult and 
the most important qf Phiwsuphy, and that they require our 
utmost attention in questions which have reference to Society 
and Industry." (1). 

176. The gist of this extract is in the perception, therein so 
clearly stated, first, That the Mathematics are a Neutral, and 
hence an Impartial Domain, and secondly, the implication, at 
least, that there is lying, as it were concealed, in this domain the 
final Solution of our Philosophical and our Practical difficul
ties. This intimation accepted, as I understand and intend it, 
is a perception alike new to the Philosopher and the Scientist ; 
for by Mathematics is here meant, not the Calculus, but THE 

SPIRIT OF MATHEMATICS, as a Phiwsuphy ;-the Metaphysics 
Qf' Mathematics ;-the Logic qf Hegel, not speculatively and 
'IXl{/Uely, but exactly and mathematically, d(J'l)eluped ,·.not 
TRANSCENDENTAL PHILOSOPHY under the clef 1; 0; but 
SCIENTIC PHILOSOPHY under the clef 1 ; 2. 

177. It is in this Neutral Domain of Being that the richest 
mines of human thought are to be worked hereafter. The 
" FoBCES" of Hickok and Spencer are no more adequate to 
give the final answers to the Interrogatories of the Sphynx, 
than the EARTH, Arn, FIRE, and "\V .ATER, of the Greeks; or, 
than the 1 ; 0 Theory of the Germans. The ARTOID Aspect of 
Philosophy is no more the Umpire of Truth than the NATL'"
ROID. The Impartiality and E.?:actitude qf SCIENCE must 
intervene in the end, to judge and to decide. The Head must 
come to preside alike over the Heart and the Hand. 

178. The allusion above to the end-as if Philosophy were 
in some sense to attain its end, and, in so d-Oing, come to an 
end-furnishes an occasion for correcting a misapprehension, 
and for making an important distinction : 

The idea is entertained in some quarters, that, should the 
real discovery be made of the Scheme and Laws of the Uni
verse, such discovery would bring about the prevention of all 

(1) The FneUonal Family, lh~ J:-'irsl Part of Splrlt-llathcmatlca•Hlltter, by Arthur Young, p. 1-4. 
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farther progress, and be in a sense, therefore, the destruction of 
the Intellectual \V orld. This Idea is parallel to that Religious 
Paradox of Opinion: That the advent of the Millennium on 
Earth will be synchronous with the destruction of the Material 
World ; that is to say, of the same Earth into which the Mi}. 

lennium is to be introduced. This point in respect to the World 
of Thought. is strongly put by Chaly baiis, as follows: " We 
observe that every object in the economy of nature presnp· 
poses what we would term its antagonist; the leaf on the 
branch seems to call forth another on the opposite side, as if 
to preserve the equilibrium. The same law manifests itself 
also in the growth of mind and in the organic development of 
consciousness. '\-Vhile progress in the formation of the whole 
is the aim, the alteration in the individual parts is due to the 
appearance of contraries; for it is noticeable, that, whenever 
any philosophical fundamental view was pronounced in a 
decided form, it also stood forth, ipso facto and necessarily, 
as one-sided. But immediately an opposite statement, roused 
up· by contradiction, made its appearance, and criticism 
entered the lis~ on both sides of the question. But both these 
extremes only served to call forth a third '\-iew, to add a new 
sprout on ,the branch, which in tum was destined to pass 
through the same procflss of development. Whether and 
where this development shall result in that blossom, which 
would at the same time be its termination, we feel to be an 
inquiry to which, as yet, we cannot return a reply. Such an 
actual perfection of consciousness, were it attained, would also 
mark the end of the development within the reach of our 
species; and our globe, in its present form at least, would 
then have also served its purpose for the general economy of 
intelligences. Its ulterior fate would belong to a period yet 
future in the llistory of the World,- nor shall we hazard any 
speculation thereon.'' (1). 

(1) Chalyballa, Spoculatlvo Phlloeophy, p. 211. 
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179. So far from the kind of discovery in question being 
c' tke end of the development within the reach of our species," 
it will, on the contrary, be the true Beginning of .All Orderly 
and Spiritually Organized Progression. The entirety of Mental 
Struggle and Progress previous to this discovery is first 
Chaotic, and then Embryonic, and at best Infantoid, and such, 
therefore, as is destined to give place to another Order of Pro
gress, under the guidance of Known Laws, and directed to a 
Definite End, which is the Infinite Practical Perfection of 
Humanity, or of the Total Rational Creation. 

180. The true Analogue of the valid Discovery of a Unitary 
Law is not, therefore, the blossom which perishes, but some
thing far more radical and elementary. It is, namely, the 
Oentre of tke Circle of Being, towards which all the rays of 
Primitive Mental Progression have been hitherto irregularly, 
but gradually converging. 

181. When this Centre is reached, Progress of that kind is 
arrested. Every Pilgrim to this Mecca or Jerusalem then 
turns his back upon the Caaba, or the Holy of Holies, and 
proceeds outwards from the former object of his aspiration to 
his Home in the Distance. That is now his point of departure, 
which was previously the Goal in prospect. 

182. So the Unitary Centre of all rational Thought and 
Principle, wken disco1Jered, becomes, by a Total Re7Jersal of 
the Di,rection of Progress, a Point of Departure for the New 
and Orderly and Organized Movement of the Reason-and of 
the Conduct then regulated by the Reason-outwardly upon 
every radius of the same circle, to Infinity. 

183. Each of the Special Sciences, for example, has hitherto 
been working up, blindly and tentatively, towards some Centre 
of Common Principle, which seemed to preside, in a recondite 
mannE>r, over all the Sciences. This, when discovered and de
monstrated, becomes the Common Bond of all the Sciences, or 
tile Unity of tke Sciences, or the Science of the Sciences, or, in 
a word, UNIVEBSOLOGY. This initiates a new Universal and 
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Infallible Method of Deducti011t-from the Centre Outward
in the place of the painful uncerla.inty of Induction-from a 
given circumference of Observation inwardly towards an w.
known Centre ;-not indeed to the total exclusion of Induction, 
but as reducing it to the secondary and less important position. 
So far, therefore, from coming to an end of Progression by the 
discovery of the Unity of Law in the Universe, we shall oome 
only to an end of Progression, unregulated and vacillating in 
character, along a quasi-radius towards the Unknown Centn>~ 
and feeling its way, as it were, for the discovery of that Centre. 
Then, by a Polar Inversion, or Tenninal Change of Direction, 
we resume Progress, with a finn step and a reliable guidance. 
from the now Known Centre, outward upon all the Radii ol 
the Circle, or upon any given one of them, in a career which. 
in this outward direction. is bounded by no circumference, and 
is, therefore, infinite or endless. 

184. In the First D.ri.ft; of our Progression, from the atti
dental circumference of Observation at Individual Positions 
towards the Unknown Centre of Rational Law and Order and 
Harmony in the Universe, we are chiefly under the reign of the 
Instinct or Intuition. The Reason is indeed active. It i~ 
however, as a Rebel, a Dissenter, a Sceptic, a Protesta ut. or 
an InrJestigaior striving to thread tke lahyrinth and t.o regn
late or to find tke mean8 of regzilating the disorders Qf E.rid
ence: In this effort it becomes INDUCTIVE, that is to Eay, 
broadly Observational, with the Classification of Phenomena. 

185. In the new and reversed cl.rift of Progression from the 
Centre, although the career of Mind is outward to Infinity, it 
will be ever consistent and regulated, because it '\\ill l'\c'6t as 
its point of departure upon a Fixed Centre Qf Inklkdual 
Unity, by which also the Affections and the Conduct will 
likewise be drawn into a Co-operative Harmony, and Unity qf 
t/1,e Race will thus be practically secured. 

186. What Chalybaiis therefore dreads, as the end of all 
Progress, is only its Proper and Orderly Tu-ginning. It is tht! 
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same ns with the Millennium which the mor~ intelligent 
Theologians explain to us as the Prospective, and at this 
hour, the Imminent Destruction of an Old and Imperfect Dis
pensation of Human .Affairs, and the Replacing of it by a 
Higher and more Perfect one. c. L 

187. The change of the drift of Direction into the precisely 
opposite drift of Direction, when any career has been run to 
it.a natural terminus, and the inauguration of the Return 
Career by this total change of Drift, is the important and 
frequently recurring Law of Universology, which bas been 
already stared, as TERMINAL CONVERSION INTO OPPOSITES. 

(t. 83). c. L 
188. The Mathematical or Scientoid illustration of the Circle 

with its Radii, descriptively introduced above in the place of 
the Plant and its Blossom used as the illustrative metaphor 
by Chalybaiis, is so important for the purposes for which it is 
adduced, that I add the following Diagram, as still further 
illustrative : 

<:Ommentary t. 186. 1. The Oneida and Wallingford Perfectionists have 
a Scheme of Theology, derived from their founder and leader, Rev. John H. 
Noyes, in accordance with which the Second Coming of Christ actually oc
curred, according to the literal prophecy, within the time of the generation 
living upon the Earth at the time of his Crucifixion. Christ came, according 
t.o them, about the year A. D. 70, "like a thief in the night," and called away 
int.o the Spirit-World the handful of True Believers, and set up his Kingdom, 
not on Earth, but in the Spirit-Life. That was, according to them, the begin
ning of the Millennium (the thousnnd years) the whole of which is now past. 
They concur, however, with the general expectation of the Christian World, 
mentionetl iu the Text, that Christ is MW about to ei;tablish formally an<l exter
nally bis Kingdom upon the Earth ; and they hl"c recently proposed as the 
appropriate name for this nev.· Societary Order the term Perennium (through 
all yenrs). The word, quite appropriate in itself for. the expression of their 
Tiew;a, is unfortunate in its Adjective Perennial, which has already a well
estsblisbed non-technical meaning. Millennium and Millennial may very well 
be retained in the sense they have already acquired, beyond their Etymology, 
u relating to a reign of Harmony not literally limited in Time. 

Comme11taru t. 187. 1. This TmurlNAL CONVERSION INTO OPPOSITES 
applies, as \Yell RS to any other line or stick (t. 83), to a Radius of a Circle 
along which we may travel inward to the Centre, and thence outward, from the 
Ctnt.re, or t'ia M'lll. And when this occurs with reference to all the Radii of a 
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Diaaram No. 4. 

NOTE:.-Thc crooked lines from the circumference to the centre denote Induc
tion : the straight lines outward from the Attained centre denote Deduction, after 
the Unitary Law is discovered. 

189. The importance of this subject will justify still another 
illustration. The Universological Basis of Truth is no more 
the Finality of Philosophy, and of Human activity, than the 
discovery or invention of the Multiplication Table was the 
Finality of Mathematics. The whole past effort of Philosophy 

Circle we have A TERKINAL CONVERSION from INvOLUTION to EvoLUTIOK, or 
mce ~ersa. It is important to familiarize the mind with this application of the 
Principle as between the Within and the Without of Circles and Globular Ob
jects and Conceptions. In the case in the Text the change is from the cautious 
In-gathering of the Inductive Method to the Bold and Well-assured Outgoing 
of Deduction. 
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has been to find an Epitome and Regulator of all Thinking, 
which should be to Philosophy and Science Entire, what the 
Multiplication Table is to om· particular knowledge of the 
Combinations of Numbers-a guide to special applications 
and a guard against errors. It is obvious, therefore, that 
such a Discovery, while it is the end of an Incipient Career 
employed in the searck after its discovery, is the beginning 
of the Normal and Superior Development. 

190. This illustration is also good for another purpose. It 
takes from my Personality, in propounding the Principles of 
the new Science, the position of Arbitrary and Dogmatic 
Authority-an .Authority which would vitiate the true Sciento
Philosophic point of view. If we bad never bad a Multiplica
tion Table until now, the fortunate Discoverer of this sys
tematic arrangement of the Elementary Relations of Numbers 
~ight or might not prove to be the most able of mathemati
cians in the application of that Table to its ulterior uses. That 
would reinain a question of fact, to be decided afterwards. 
In the same manner, in tendering the Unitary Law of the 
Sciences as the Science of Universology, I am placing in the 
hands of all others, an instrument which they as well as my
self can and will gladly employ. I am also teaching a Method 
in the use of the Instrument which will in their use of it as 
readily and severely criticize me, and coITect my eITors, as in 
mine it will do the same for them and theirs. 

191. Since Hegel, there has been no distinct and prominent 
pretension, even, to the discovery of a Unifying Scheme of 
Ideas in all the Spheres of Universal Reason. .All Europe 
was agitated by his claim, and the promise, contained in it, of 
the IDtimate Solution. "\Ve have seen it fail practically of a 
full realization of the promise, and I have pointed ont partially 
already, in what precedes, the cause of the failure. His Dia
lectic of Positive and Negative, while true as a Contribution 
to the whole Truth of the Subject; while almost Ultimate in 
the Direction of Radical .Analysis ; and while immensely im-
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port.ant in it.self, is still in the Non-developing and Indefinite 
Series under the clef 1 ; 0 ;-not in the Developing, Definite, 
and Fructifying Series under the clef 1 ; 2. (t.176). 

192. Hickok, one of the latest of the Philosophers, cau
tiously and modestly disclaims the pretension of having arrived 
at, or completed such a discovery. We have also his author
ity, as a Theologian, for the position that there is nothing 
irreverent in the search, nor, if well founded, in the claim 
itself. The following extract from the Introduction to his 
work on Cosmology covers these points : 

193. " Inasmuch, then, as Nature is a rational creation, the 
Creator must have put his own idea into it, and the Principles 
that determined in the making, must come out in its on-going. 
The development of the determinations of the pure principle 
must harmonize with, because they have necessitated, the 
Laws in the actual Facts ; and the study of the facts in the 
necessary laws, and of those laws in the determinations of 
their Et.emal Principles, is the only possible method for attain
ing to the Creator's idea, and thereby rising to any Science of 
the Universe, and attaining what may be termed a Rational 
Cosmology. It is no presumption to seek for this Divine Ide.a; 
it need have nothing of irreverence to disclose so much as may 
be attained; yet it will be premature, doubtless, for a long 
time to come, to announce that such idea has been com
pletely apprehended, and may be adequately stated, in any 
Human Philosophy. So much as has been gotten and given 
in the following P8.oaes, the careful reader will at length dis
cover, and some may perhaps hereby be led to seek further 
and to see clearer. The process is dirt'ctly on to the vindica
tion of a pure Theism, and the exclusion of both Atheism and 
Pantheism." 

194. I return now to my previous affirmation, that Matt.er. 
Mathematics, and Spirit cannot, except in a very generalized 
sense, be denominated PRINCIPLES. I should prefer to namei 
them Factors of Being. We should not name the Bricks, the 
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Mortar and the .Architectural Plan, as the Three Principles of 
Building, nor even the Materials, the .Architectural Plan and 
the Uses of the Building; although these are certainly, three 
generalized aspects of the whole subject. The Principles of 
Building, in any exact or scientific sense, would all require to 
be sought for within the mathematical Science of .Architecture 
itself. So if, in any exact or positive sense, we are to seek 
the Principles of Universal Being as a guide to the Arts of 
Construction, Social or otherwise, in our own hands, all of 
these Principles must be sought within the exact Domain, 
namely, within what Fourier denominates the Mathematical 
or Neutral Department of Being. The two remaining Factors 
or Departments of Being, Matter and Spirit, and even this one, 
the Mathematics themselves, as a Facfm' or Department, are 
not then, in any proper or exact sense, the Principles of Uni
versal Being. They are only the joint and several subject
matters or masses of materials in a Three-fold Distribution, 
which the Principles of the Science of the Universe, to be sought 
for and educed from the Neutral Domain, are to be called 
upon to explicate or expound. 

195. From a higher and Transcendental point of view, we 
might then anticipate, from the prevalence of this number in 
all Primary Distributions of the Unity of Being, that there 
should be THREE PriTMrdial and Fundamental PRINCIPLF.S 

of the Saience of Being, as exact as the Principles of any Sci
ence, and derivable wholly from within the Exact Domain of 
Being here named Mathematical ; and also that these Prin
cipks ahovld be so cmnbined and related that they should be, 
in another sense, one single Principle. 

196. Weare reminded ht this manner of the Trinity in Unity 
of the Theology of the Great Body of the Christian Church; 
and at the same time of the Unitarian Protest, which reverts 
to the absolute Monotheism of Mahometanism, the Unitive 
Branch of the Hebraic Monotheism, and so affirms the Unitive 
.Aspect of the Idea, in its abstract isolation. .All that is predi-
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cated, in these dinerse utterances of Faith, of tke Inherent 
OonstituUon of the Being of God, will find itself completely 
illustrated and reconciled by the Scientiflc La'los of the In
herent Oonstitution of the Uni1Jerse. 

197. These Three Principles of Science exist, and are coming 
to be recognized empirically in the Scientific World. They 
are what Young, in the extract above made, denomina.teS, 1. 
Differentiation ; 2. Integration ; 3. Co-ordination. This is the 
Logical Ord.er. In the Natural Order, the relative positions 
of the first two are reversed, and the Trigrade Series then 
stands as follows: 1. Integration (or the Primitive Wholeness); 
2. Differentiation ; 3. Co-ordination. Differentiation and Jn. 
tR.gration are the bases of the Philosophy of Spencer. He in 
the first instance propounded Differentiation as the sing1e and 
sufficient Law of Development, but with the outworking of bis 
own scheme he incurred the counterworking of the opposite 
Principle : Integration. 

108. These three Principles are stated with approximate 
accuracy by Mr. Young, but this whole Trio of Principles, now 
struggling for recognition, as Transitional from Philosophy to 
Science, lias been hitherto only half discovered, even as Induc
tive Principles, or Generali?.ations of the Facts of Universal 
Being. Still less have they been demonstrated AS THE lNHER· 

ENT and NECESSARY PRINCIPJ,ES OF ALL BEING, and hene.e 
as the secure Basis of a Un·i'Dersal Deduction of all the Facts 
of Eristence (t. 321). Without this no Universal Scientific 
Principles can be said, in the higher or proper sense of Tran
scendental or Pure Science, to have been discovered at all. 
To effect this Demonstration, and so to inaugurate the Reign 
of Universal Scientific Deduction, is the purpose of the present 
work; and to accomplish it will be to found the new Science 
of Universology. a. 1-12. 

Annotation t. 1.98. 1. "FACTS by their Maker; and In knowing onl7 
are things mode-rea geatm,f<Uta. They tho Facta, there ls no capability for 
have the nature that is given to them knowing w~ their nature is th111 and 
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199. We are carried forward already to the expectation that 
the Universal Scientific Principles of Being are to be found 
in some connection with Mathematics ; and also, to the a priori 
probability, from the p~valence of that Number in · all the 
great Ruling Distributions, that these Principles will be, in 
some leading sense at least, Three in Number; but as yet we 
have secured no rational [J'l'OUnds for these beliefs. We may 
be told, or may perceive, that the Facts are so, but we have 
no knowledge of why they are so. 

200. Comte has furnished the Rational Basis for the first of 
these Beliefs-namely : that the FUNDAMENTAL Principles of 
all Science are f,o be sought in the Mathematics-by establish-

not otherwise. The Maker baa so con
sti,uted the Fact, but in our ignorance 
of what determined Him in the making, 
we can only find in experience that the 
fact 18, and can by no meiwe 11ay whg 
It i.1. 

2. " PRINCIPLES are troths prior to all 
fncte, or makings, and are themselves 
unmade. They stand in immutable and 
et,•rn4l Decel!Bity, and while they condi
ti<>n all power, can themselves be con
dhioned by no power, Even Omnipotence 
can be wise and righteoUB, only as deter
mined by immutable principles. The 
insight of the reason mny often detect, in 
the fact, the principle which determined 
the nature of the fact, and in the light 
or each principle we can any tohg the fact 
U, and not merely that it is. 

3. "The perception of the eenee gives 
&cts ; the insight of the reason gives 
principles. The t180 of facts may lead the 
mind up from particular to general judg
ments whereby we may classify all the 
attainmente of sense, and secnre an in
telligible order of experience; the t180 of 
principles may guide the mind to inter
pret and explain facts, and raise its 
knowledge from that of a logical ezpe. 
rimC4 to~ ldence. Not facts 

alone, no matter how logically claasUled, 
but facts expounded by principles, con-
stitute philosophy." (1). • 

4. "ContlictWn.from tutifrwn11 iBFAITII; 
~mnu in ~ iB K.Nowi,. 
EDGE; and the facts in experience car· 
ried back to a Law which binds them 
together in Syatematic Unity is ScmNcE. 
When this Law le found by bringing 
many COillJ}>iring facts together, and ae
amned to be univereal, booat180 it ex
pounds and combines them eo fnr as ap
plied, it ie Induditld or Empirical &i
ence. \Vben the Law iB determined from 
n Necuaarg Principle, and thus in the 
Principle it is beforehand seen what the 
Law, and therein also, what the Facts 
must be, it is Tranacendtntal w Rational 
&ienu. 

5. " The Principle must be an Ulti
mate Truth, which in the insight of the 
reason is given ne having in itself Nt
cuaity and Unif!eraalitg and which con
sequently i1 Ml eonditioned by Polllf', 
bm mtUt, ITSELF, conditWn. ALL POWEB. 
It iB thus no Fact, or thing made, but an 
Eternal Truth which in the reason deter
mines bow things must be made. Thus 
no three points can be made, which must 
not be in one plane; and no cone can be 

17 
(1) Ulekok'a RaUoD&I CoamolOCY, Iotroductlon, p. 18. 
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ing the fact that the Mathematics are the Basis or Fundamen
tum of the Pyramid of the Sciences, in virtue of their greater 
Simplicity and Generality,· properties which constitute the 
Elementary Character of this, as of other Elementary, Domains. 
Ue failed, however, to draw from this demonstration, the con
sequence which I am here educing from it; namely, that it is 
in this Elementary Domain of Science, that THE FIRST PRIN. 
CIPLES OF .ALL SCIENCE must be sought. c. 1-5. 

TilE SAME O.ABRIED ON. 

201. For establishing the Second of these Beliefs, namely : 
that the Fundamental Principles of all Science, and corres
pondentially, of Being itself, as the Subject-Matter of Science, 
must be Three in Number,- we have only to pursue the same 

Comm,entary t. 200. 1. "M. Comte classes the sciences in an ascending 
series, according to the degree of complexity of their phenomena: so that cnch 
science depends on the truths of all those which precede it, with the addition 
of peculiar truths of its own. 

2. "Thus, th trutli,a of NUMBER are trtl4 of all thing•, and depend ooly on their 
orcn lawa; the Science, therefore, of Number, consisting of Arithmetic and 
Algebra, may be studied without reference to any other science. The truths of 
Geometry presuppose the laws of number, and a more special class of laws 
peculiar to extended bodies, but require no others: Geometry, therefore, .can 
be studied independently of all sciences, except that of number. Rational 
mechanics presupposes, and depends on, the laws of number and those of ex
tension, and along with them another set of laws, those of Equilibrium an<l 
Motion. The truths of Algebra and Geometry nowise depend on these Inst, 
and would have been true, if these bad bapptmed to be the reverse of what we 

made, which must not with its diameter, 
on all sides through its base and surface, 
be a right.angled triangle. With such 
Principle as an ultimate truth in posses
eion, it must further be competent to 
carry Its determinations all through the 
process that is to be passed in the mak
ing, and thus beforehand to eoo how the 
Principle is a perfect scheme for the 
Fact ; as in the cone, it is competent to 
sec that a right.angled triangle revolving 
about one of its si<les containing the 
right angle, ls a perfect scheme for its 
making. The Universal Principle goes 
through, and determines every part of 
the process, and, except aa you can so 

carry the Principle through the Proct"'S8, 
yon can never detcnnlno that you have 
made an Exact Cone. In this perfect 
scheme for the fact we have beforehand 
a complete Idea of the fact. But so fnr, 
this ls only a science or the poui/M, and 
not yet a science of any realit11. Perliaps 
there Is no actual maker, or no existing 
material , that shall secure such a fact 
really to be. The animal could not make 
the e:xact cone, lf he bad the material. 
and the rational man could not make it, 
if he had no other than fluid materials. 

6. " Some really existing fact must be 
given in which we can find a La•o run
ning all through it, and which gives 
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'Method of Reasoning, which ,places the Mathematics at tho 
bottom of the Pyramid,-downward to the Simplest Elements 
of Thoughts and Things. If mere Number is the Simplest, 
most General, and hence the most Elementary of the Domains 
of Thought and Being, we have next to inquire what iB most 
Simple, most General, and most Elementary within this whole 
Domain of Number. Here tho Numbers ONE (1), Two (2), 
THREE (3), the beginnings of the Numerical Series-or of all 
Count-answer to our call, and appear as the First Heads or 
Principles [Lat. Prin-cips, (Norn. Princeps, Gen. Prin-crP-is 
=Prim-CAP-is) for Prima Capita, FIRST lIEADs] of the 
whole Positive Numerical Domain. It iB here that the 

find them : but the phenomena of equilibrium and motion cannot be under
stood, nor even stated, v.ithout assuming the laws of number and extension, 
such as they actually are. The phenomena of Astronomy depend on these 
three clasaes oflaws, and on the law of gravitation besides; which last bas no 
influence on tile truths of number, geometry, or mechanics. Physics (badly 
n.:ime<l in common English parlance Natural Philosophy) presupposes the three 
matbematicul sciences and also Astronomy; since all terrestrial phenomena are 
affected by influences derived from the motions of the earth and of the heavenly 
bodies. Chemical phenomena depend (hegidea their own laws) on all the pre
ceding, those of physics among the rest, especially on the lat\°s of heat and 
electricity; physiological phenomena, on the Jaws of physics and chemistry, 

exact relationship to, and is an informing if we can take t.he La,v, and find it to be 
bond for, all the parts, and which ex. in complete accordance with the Idea 
pounds the being and working of the which has been determined by an Etcr
whole thing, and in that law we shall nal Principle, then have we a Bclence for 
have a Science of the thing. H the Law, the Law, as well as for the fact in the 
however, be only hypothetical, viz., that Law, nnd such b 0 comes a transcendental 
which would expounil the thing if wo or rational BCience of a reality. We 
knew the Law itaolf were true, or which know both that the fact ls, and lww it ls. 
we &llllUJlle to. be true and universal, ~ The reality has a Law determined in an 
cause it eerves eo well to the extent that Eternal principle; and thus both Law 
we can apply it, then is the science of and Idea come together in exact corree
that f'act only induditllJ or empirical; pondence. The only valid criterion for 
vis., good or valid so far as the induction true science ls, then, thil determined «Jr. 

of particular exporlences has gone. But rupondenu of Idea and Lal/J. (1). 

(I) By the " determined Idea" Is meant tho Tranocendenllll Law, or tbo Law u It la In tbe Pare 
"""*'11.. By Law I.I bere m•ant !Aw In tbe lower senoe u "'"•llled In tbe Facl Would It not be the 
t...iur lt&Umeot then, that tbe only .....Ud criterion for true Science !1 the e<>rrespondence or coincidence 
Cl( UM Tnn-de11tal Law with tbe Emplrleal Law. or or tbe Illgher with the Lower Law, or or De
.Sadlon wbll Induction? For the DM of the term "delfrminfd 'dea" ICC end of tbla extract. (&. 9.> 
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child begins t-0 acquire Science in the pure and exact mean
ing of the term, and it is with these Numbers, or with the 
recognition of the Spirit or Meaning of these Numbers, enlarged 
into the Universal Principles of all Being, that the Thinking 
World will pass from its infancy-the Stage of mere-Observa
tion-and-vague-Speculation-to an Exact Comprehension of 
the Universe. It is at these Simple Beginnings that the Scien
tific '\V orld, imitating the progress of the child, must make its 
commencement of the New and Exact and .All-Embracing, or 
Universal Scientific Career. "Unless ye become as little chil
dren, ye can in no wise enter into the Kingdom of Heaven." 

and their own laws in addition. The phenomena of human society obey laws 
of their own, but do not depend solely upon these: they depend upon all the 
laws of organic and animal life, together with those of unor<.,>nnic nnturc, these 
last influencing society not only through their influence on life, but by deter
mining the physical conditions under which society has to be carried on. 
'Chacun de ces degres successifs cxige des inductions qui lui sont prop res; 
mais ellea ne peuvcnt jamais devenir systematiques que sous !'impulsion deduc
tive resultee de tous lea ordres moins compliqncs.' (1). 

8. "Thus arranged by M. Comte in a series, of which each term represents 
an advance in speciality beyond the term preceding it, and (what necessarily 
accompanies increased speciality) an increase of complexity-a set of pheno· 
mena detenmncd by a more numerous combination of laws; the sciences stand 
in tho following order: let, Mathematics; its three branches following one 
another on the same principle, Number, Geometry, Mechanics. 2nd, Astronomy. 
8d, Physics. 4th, Chemistry. 5th, Biology. 6th, Sociology, or the Social 

7. "It will make no di1ference which 
is first found, tho Law or tho Idea. The 
fact taken will ordinarily lead to the 
Law, and the study of tho Law in the 
light of reason will bring out the Idea, 
and thus the science will be learned, or 
the Idea may be first attained in the 
reason, and the fact made from It, and 
this put as law Into the fact, and thus 
the science will be rrt.ated. But whether 
as creator or learner, in each case tho 
Idea In the reason, and the Law in the 
fact, are both attained, and found to be 
ha complete accordance. The Inventor 

of the steam.cngine flm had the Idea, 
the observer fil'St had the Law, but both 
came to have Idea and Law In known 
correspondence. 

8. " The appearance in consciousn('f!8 
mny be termed knowledge; but it is 
only the philosophical interpretation of 
the process by which tWs knowledge or 
appearance in consciousne111 is attained, 
that can properly be termed &ienu. 
And, moreover, since U Is not from ex· 
pcricnce that we seek to attain our su~ 
jcctive Idea-which could only attain to 
the affirmation that so our form of cogni. 

(t) "Spt<)mo de Polltiqno Pollii1'1'." IL 88. 
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202. The Numb~r ONE (1) is the Head of the Odd-Number 
Series of the Cardinal Numbers; the Number Two (2), of the 
Even-Number Series; and the Number TIJREE (3) of the In
tegrat.ed or Composit.e, or .Reconciliative Seiies. Conjointly 
they are, therefore, the Heads and Representatives, or, other
wise, the Joint-Head-and-Representative, of the <Jardinal or 
Chief Series of N umeration-t'h.e Grand .Domain of .Abstract 
Hatkematical Science. 

In a more general sense the Number ONE (1) represents 
itself alone, as the Simple .Absolut.e Unit. The Number Two 
(2) is then representative of all Plurality, or the Spirit of Plu
rality, which is Pluralism. This is in turn all Variety or 

Science, the phenomena of which depend on, and cannot be understood with
out, the principal truths or all the other sciences." [Ethics was subsequently 
added as a 7th. J " The subject-matter and contents of these various sciences 
are obvious of themselves, with the exception of Physics, which is a group of 
lciences rather than a sin~le science, and is again divided by M. Comte into 
five dep:irtments: Darology, or the science of weight; Tbermolo;;y, or th:\t oE 
heat; Acoustics, Optics, nnd Electrology. These he attempts to arrange on the 
Ame principle of inctcBSing speciality and complexity, but they hardly admit 
ofsuch a scale, and ~L Comte's mode of placing them varied at <lifforent periods. 
All the five being essentially independent of one another, ho attached little im
portance to their order, except that bnrology ought to come first, as tile connect
ing link with astronomy, and electrology last, as the transition to chemistry. 

4.. "If the best classification is that which is grounded on the propert"i<'S 
most important for our purposes, this classification will stand the test. lly 

tion i1 ; or, that so in future it must be, 
on the hypothetical 118811mption that all 
experience must bo 11niform ; and in this 
way merely an ind11ctive ScienC<J, which 
la incompetent to exclude skepticism 
from Its very foundation-but we eeck 
th.is subjective idea as tramundemal, 
and co:iditWnal for any uperienca in 
/mouing, and such as that according to 
li only is the proceeto of intellectua.1 
agency at all po!!l!ible, and thereby at.. 
iaining to a rational science which may 
expel all skepticism from both founda
tion and superstructure ; It becoml'S ne
ceeeaiy that we attain to a position w hicb 

transcends all expcri~nce, and in thnt 
pure region int<>lligently and demon. 
strably po88C88 ourselves of the condition· 
ing idea, detenninntivo of how a know!. 
edge in the sense, and in the understand
ing, and in the reason, respectively, ia 
poMible ta bt, and, therefore, if such 
knowledge ever actually is, how it 
must. be. 

9. "But, further, inasmuch as such 
subjective Idea is but a mere void 
thought, and only determinative of bow 
tt Is poeeible a knowlc<lge may bo In 
either one of the faculties of the sense, 
Uie understAnding, and foe reason, U 
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Difference whatsoever. The Number TnREE (3) then repre
sents the HIGHER UNITY of the Primiti-oe Absolute Unity
represented ,by One (1)-WITH the Variety or Dijference
represented by Two (2). In other words, One (1) is the Type 
of Simple Unity; Two (2), the Type of Variety; and Three 
(3), the Type of the neUJ and compound Unity of the Simple 
Unity WITH the Variety. This is that INFINITE UNITY IN 
v .ARIETY, and v ARIETY IN UNITY, which, it will be demon
strated, is tlie Positi7Je Type of EVERY EXISTENCE and MOVE

MENT WHATSOEVER from the least to the greatest. For this 
last, and Composite Idea, I have ad.opted the new technical 
expression UNI-VARIETY. This subtle Complexity is what 

placing the sciences in the order of the complexity of their subject-matter, U 
presents them in the order of their ditflculty. Each science proposes to itself 
a more o.rduous inquiry tho.n those which precede it in the eeries: it is there
fore likely to be suscl'ptible, even finally, of a less degree of perfection, and will 
certainly arrive Inter at the degree attainable by It. In addition to this, each 
science, to establish its own truths, needs thol!tl of all the sciences anterior to it. 
The only means, for example, by which the physiological laws of life could have 
been ascertained, was by distinguishing, among the multifarious and compli
cated facts of life, the portion which physical and cberuic!l.l laws cannot account 
for. Only by thus isolating the effects of the peculiar organic Jaws, did it 
become possible to discover who.t these are. It follows that the order in which 
the sciences succeed one another in the series, cannot but be, in the main, the 
historical order of their development; and is the only order in which they can 
rationally be studied. For this Inst there is an additional reason: since the 

becomes necessary that we go further, 
in the ~ase of cnch, and attain, in tho 
actual facts of such ditfercnt kinds of 
cognitions, a manifest law running 
through the facts, and binding them up 
in 1<ystcmatic order; and then also dct~r
miuo th:i.t this law in the facts, is the 
exact correlative of that determined idea 
which it had alre.ady been found mOBt 
rr,gulatc all possible experience in know
ing." (1). 

10. "TM In.ductiu Proeu11 is that by 
which a general Jaw is inferred from 
particular facts. Thls consists generally 

in making a number of suppositions or 
guel!BP,8 as to the nature of the law to be 
discovered, and adopting the one which 
agrees with the facts. The law thus 
adopted is usually further verified by 
making deductions from it, and testing 
these by experiment ; if the rt.'Sult is not 
what was anticipated, the exprelll!ion of 
the law is modified, perhaps many times 
in succession, until all the inferences 
from it are found in accordance with the 
facts of experience. 

11. "Dr.duction, which is the inverE 
of Induction, eonsi.ets in reasoning down-

(1) lllckok'a R.~tloa~I P17cholo:;y, r>.ii· 11-•6. 
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one of the German Meta.physicians, Herbart, has shrewdly 
perceived to be the ultimate Law of Being, and what he hM 
called with great propriety, despite the paradox-struggling 
with the difficulty of expression-the IDENTITY OF THE IDEN
TITY WITH THE NON-IDENTITY. 

203. From these Three Primitive Numbers are then derived 
the Three PRIMITIVE LAWS or FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES of 
Universology, which may now be formally introduced an'd 
defined as follows : 

1. The First LAw OF UNIVERSAL BEING (in the Natural 
Order of Precedence) has relation to the Number ONE (1), and 
may be regarded as the Spirit of ONE; whence it is denomi-

more specilll and complete sciences require not only the truths of the simpler 
and more general ones, but sttll more, their methods. The scientific intellect, 
both in the individual and in the race, must learn in the more elementary 
studies that art of investigation and those causes of proof which are to be put in 
practice in the more elevated. No intellect is properly qualified for the higher 
part of the scale, without due practice in the lower. 

5. «Mr. Herbert Spencer, in bis essay entitled "The Genesis of Sciences," 
and more recently in a pamphlet on "The Classification of the Sciences," bas 
criticized and condemned M. Comte's classification, and proposed a more ela
horate one of bis own ; and M. Littr6, in bis valuable biographical and philo-
60phical work on M. Comte ('Auguste Comte et la Philosophie Positive') hns 
at some length criticized the criticism. Mr. Spencer is one of the small number 
of persons who, by the solidity and encyclopedicnl character of their knowl-

wards from a law which has been catab
liahed by induction, to o. system of new 
facts. In tl1is proce88 the strict logic of 
mathematics is employed, tho laws fur
nished by induction standing in the pince 
of axioms. Thus all the facts relativo to 
the movements of the heavenly bodies 
have been derived by mo.themo.tical 
'l'eaBOning from the laws of motion o.nd 
univenial gravitation." (1) 

12. The above definition of Deduction 
exhibits it as it is ordinarily understood 
&Dd admitted In the Scientific world-as 
the hand-maid of Induction. Deduction, 
lo. the higher Universological sense, is 

on the contrary, o. derivation of trutli, 
not from laws established by Induction 
ns commonly understood (although thl11 
is Deduction in tho lower sense), bnt o. 
deduction of truth from laws discovered 
as of inherent and uniDeraal nece&ity; 
l1cnce from laws wrought out of the puro 
rationality, with no other facts neces
sarily involved than the facts within t110 
consciousnCf'S itself. These are the Un
made Prin<"iples spoken of by Ilickok. 
Wben these o.rc discovered and rationally 
demonstrated, a ro,·olution occurs, and 
Deduction asilumcs legitimately and In 
respect to Positive Science itself, tho 

(t) Prof. Jf~nry-Smlthaonlau Rep. 18"6, p. 189. 
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nated UNISM, from the Latin Unus, ONE. It ramifies, or 
permeates, constitutively, ALL THOUGHT, ALL ExlsTENCE 
and ALL MOVEMENT ; and is ONE of the TWO organizing 
Forces, or Factors, or PRINCIPLES of all Things in the Uni
verse of Matter and Mind. 

SECOND LAW OF UNIVERSAL BEING. 

2. The Second LAw OF UNIVERS.AL BEING (in the Natural 
Order) has a similar relation to the Number Two (2), and may 
be regarded as the Spirit of Two ; whence it is denominated 
DUISM, from the Latin Duo, Two. It likewise ramifies, or 
permeates, constitutively, .ALL THOUGHT, .ALL EXISTENCE and 
.ALL l\IovE.'1ENT ; and is the remaining ONE of the TWO 
.Antagonistic but Co-operative organizing Forces, or Facfnrs, 

edge, nnd their power of co-ordination and concatenation, may claim to be the 
peers of M. Comte, and entitled to a vote in the estimation of him. But after 
giving to his animadversions tho respectful attention duo to all that comes from 
Mr. Spencer, we cannot find that he has made out any case. It is always easy 
to find fault with a classification. Thero nre a hundred possible ways of ar
runging any set of objects, and something may almost always be said against the 
best, and in favor of tho worst of them. But the merits of a classification de
pend on the purposes to which it is instrumental. We 11ave shown the pur
poses for which M. Comte's classification is intended. Mr. Spencer b:lll not 
shown thnt it is ill-adopted to those purposes; and we cannot perceive th'.:.t 
his own answers any ends equally important." (1). (c. 17 L 2'70). 

higher rank as compared with Induction ; 
and that minor Deduction, which ls now 
the servnnt or Induction, will then be 
recognized ns the sub-dominance or 
minor presence merely of the superior 
principle within the iufcrior domain. 
The whole ground is covered, however, 
by the use of the more incisive term, 
.Analysis, instead or Induction ; for the 
highest nece8111UY laWB are, equally with 
empirical laWI!, dillcovered in the facts 
snd arrived at by Analysi& It is then, 
however, the Analysis or what miut,,., in 
the nalure of thinga, and not merely of 
what u, and of what is known by the 
observation or phenomenn. 

13. Principles are dUeQIJered by Induo-

tion, the Process of which is alsn e&Iled 
Analysis. Principles nre then appli<-d 
Deducti.,,dy, and this Proct!SS is ahJo 
called Synthesis. But a Prmiatu~ Sm. 
thesis, or rut her a long tm~ion ·of 
Premature Synthes.."8, is sure to be at· 
tempted before the Pl'OCt'91 of AnaI,-si~ 
is absolutely completed. The 6<"!leraiim
tions so effected are 0BSEln"ATlO:HL 

GE..'iERALIZA.TIONS; are DecessariJT im· 
perfect and partially l'rroneoa8 ;

0 and 
hence tend to bring Dedlldioa a11 a 
Method into disrepute. .\."t.u.rn AL 

G ENERALIZ.\ TIO NB are, Ml th<- ront?"ary, 

such as result from thf' "'6i..o.,/ aDd 
txha!uli'D6 preliminary ~· m 
Analym, [ffitra-Inductire llttbodl. and 

(1) Article on Phlloeopby of Auguste Com:e, by J. Sta&rt KllL W ~ llnieT, .lp;I.. U1i5. 
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or PBINCI.FLES of all Things in tke Universe Qf Matter w 
Mind. 

8. 'The Thiril LA.w OF UNIVERSAL BEING has relation t.o 
the Number THREE (3), and may be regarded as the Spirit of 
TnREE ; whence it is denominated TREISM, or TRINISM, 
from the Latin 'Pres, THREE. It is either the Gon}oint, and 
Bknded, and Absolute, GROUND, which YIELDS UNISM and 
DUISM by Analysis,· or otherwise viewed, it is the Product 
of the Synthesis of those two Fac'lors, which are inherently 
and inexpugnably united in it. TREISM-repeated in a 
higher sense as Tre-Unism or Tri-Unism-or these two collec
tively as Trinism,-is therefore identical with REAL BEING 

Commentary, t. 203. 1. UmsK and Du1s:u are the only Abstract and 
.Analytical, Prineiplea of Being-PRINCIPLES in the TRANSCENDENT~ BenM of 
IU term-tM Abaolute RATIONAL Prime Elements of Being. Trcism and Tri
unism, or, collectively, TRIN1sv, are PRINCIPLES in on opposite and ConcreU 
l!ellSe, as Awrt11Jate E1timau1 <>r Generalizatitma of Being; hence Actual or 
Prodiml Prime Elements-Starting-Points in the Natural Order of Observ:l
tional Investigation merely. For this latter variety of principles tho termi
nation -ISKA is more specifically technical. The Three Principles of Uni-
1'er!!Ology are therefore strictly, 1. Umsu, 2. Du1su, and 3. TnINISMA. 

tlllCh alone therefore 11.8 can FOUND the 
UllimaU, Le,gitimate, and truly &icntif.c 
Sywtem of Deduction. (L 321). 

14. The following admirable definitions 
of A:SALYSIS and SYNTHESIS in these 
llel19e8, nre given by Swedenborg: "There 
are two usually received ways or Methods 
!or dil!covering Truths · tbe Synthetic 
and the Analytic. The Synthetic com
mences from Principles and Co.uses, and 
palllCtl therefrom to Phenomena. and 
Effects. thus procooding from the Prior 
Ml the Posterior; from Simple to C'.om
pound!I; from Superior to Inferior, from 
Interior to Exterior ; or, what amounts 
to the aame thing, from the Universal to 
Slngulani. and consequently to Expe
riences confirming prior things. The 
.Analyt.icnl Method, on the other hand, 
ri.ee from Phenomena and Eft'ecta to 

CnU806, nnd evolves from them PRINCI
PI.ES; consequently evolves Universals 
from the Experience of Singulars; In
terior things from the Exterior; Simples 
from Compounds; in a word, the Prior 
from a. Posterior. Thus Analysis as n 
method of proceeding is tho Inverso cf 
Synthesis." (1). 

lG. Premature Synthettis, [Deduction], 
the Anticipatory Method, is for Method, 
or Procedure, what Synstasis is in respect 
to Existence. The Parallelism ls shown 
in tho following Tnblo: 

TABLE 1. 

IWaUflct-St.atlc. Xtthod-Jfntie. 

8. ST:<mr.slB S. Synlheab,-Dedlkli•• Jlet.'lod. 

9. AK.U.T8t8 2 Analysla,-[ndllctir• Jletlwd. 

1. 8T!<BTABl8 1 P1u:1uT11U 8nrm•.a111,-.d.ftl4-
(t. 211). clpatory Jltthod. 

(1) The ADlmal .IJJJgdom, bf F.m&11uel Swcdenborg,-Prologuo, p. S. 
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or CoNCRfil'E EXISTENCE it.self. Hence it is rather, strictly 
speaking, the simple fact of Being, than a Law in that .Ab
stract Sense, in which the t.erm is applicable to UN1s11 ancl 
Dms.M. In its lowest form it is the Apex of the Conjunction 
of the two underlying abstract Laws or Principles-and con
trariwise, it is, then, the genninating point or primary cell of 
all the compound forms of Existence-or, in other words still, 
it is the Source of all actual Evolution above it, in the Con
crete or Real World. (c. 1). 

204. From these Three Laws or Principles, the whole Uni
verse is wrought out, by their successive repetitions in new 
forms of manifestation, in infinite variety, but in SERIAL 

ORDER, and TRACEABLE REGULARITY OF STRUCTURE from the 
Lowest to the Highest Domain ; from the Basis of the Scientific 
Pyramid in the Abstract Mathematics, up to its Culminating 
Point in Theology, or the Science of God. a. 1-20 . 

.Annotation t. 204. 1. The Doe. 
trine of U:i."18¥, DUISM and TRINI8¥, as 
the Three Fundamental and Primordial 
Principles of All Things, along with the 
Science of Universology resulting there
from, is no other than the re.discovery, 
and the carrying out-t the top and 
height of Modem Philosophy and Sci
ence-of the Philosophical Principles 
striven for, and indeed discovered, so far 
118 discovery wo.s compatible with the 
general development of that day, by 
Pythagoras, twenty-four hundred years 
ago. 

2. The following extended account of 
the Pythagorean Philosophy of Num
bers is extracted from Prof. Ferrier's 
Lectures on Greek Philosophy. It ia 
expanded, perhaps, BOmewhat, by the 
geniUll of Ferrier, and so made even more 
approximato to the baaes of Univorsol
ogy. It will t\lrow much light on the 
aubject, and will eave explanations which 
I should otherwise be roqulred to add. 
I shall, however, precede this account by 
other condensed extracts from this work 

of an acute thinker, upon the Genernl 
Purposes of Philosophy and tho NatW"e 
of Truth, aa these preliminary extracta 
will contribute to the better understand. 
ing of the special subject. 

3. "Philoaophy iB tl'6 purl!Uit of 
Tm:rn. 

" This is the first and simpl<'at, and 
vaguest ooaception and definition of 
Philosophy which we can form. This 
definition calls for some explanation as 
to what we mean by Truth. 

"What then do we mean by Trulli 1 
"I refer to the distinction of Truth 

into Relative and Absolute. Firlit of 
Truth aa Relative. A Relative Truth ie 
a truth which is true for one mind, or 
for one order or kind of minds, but which 
u n-0t or may net be true for another mind 
or kind of minda. All Sensible Truth" 
[truth of Observation, whether by the 
External or the Internal Scnlle8, or, in 
other phro.sc, by Experience]" ia or may 
be of this character. 

4. " If our eyes were constructed like 
microscopes the world would prescnt to 
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205. This Congeries of Universal Principles, or of Principles 
governing throughout the Total Universe of Matter, and Mind, 
and Movement, institutes a true an<J, legitimate Deductive 
Hetkodf<YT all future Scientijlc In7Jestigation, counterparting 
and co-operating with, while also rectifying and governing, 
the Baconian Method. .As Laws or Principles, they have an 
equal exactitude, an immeasnrably wider significance, and a 
correspondingly higher Scientific value, than Newton's Law 
of Gravitation, the Three Laws of Kepler, or any other of the 
Lo.ws of a limited application heretofore discovered in the 
Sciences. 

206. In theirTri-Unismal.Aspecttheymay be regarded as One 
Law, THE UNIT.ARY OR SERI.AL LA w OF .ALL SCIENCE: which 
distributes all the Departments of Being in the Universe, all 

lll an upect very diJferent from that lt 
MW WCll.J'!I ; if they were formed like 
ieleeoopes, the spectacle of the starry 
hea\'"ens would be wonderfully changed. 
U the Sensibility of our retina were 
either increased ordiminishod, the whole 
order or colors would undergo a corres
ponding variation. So, too, in rognrd to 
eounds and tastes : alter the organism 
on which th- depend, and what was 
once true in regard to them would be 
tru~ no lon,,...,r; the thunder might sound 
eoftcr tban the zephyr's sigh, or the 
lover's lute might be more appalling 
than the cannon's roar. So, too, in 
ttgard w touch : if our touch were strong 
and swift aa the lightning's stroke, the 
1D08l solid matter would be lC88 palpable 
than the air. So purely Rclotir>e" [Indi. 
Yidunl or Particular] "is the truth or all 
our Kn.wk lmprossions" [External or 
Internal] " truths merely in relation to 
iu, and to beings constituted like us, but 
not ru«wrrilg truths to other order• of 
illtclligu~u. 

5. "Swmdlg, of truth ns Abeolute. 
Ahl!olut-0 Truth is truth which Is true for 
an minda, !or all orders of Intelligence ; 

not truth placed altogether oot of r«a. 
tWn to intelligence, for that would be 
equivalent to saying that the highest 
truth could not be apprehended by the 
most perfect Intelligence, not even by 
omniscience. 

6. "Relative Truth is truth which ell:· 

ista only for some, but not nueaaari!11 for 
all minds; while Absolute Truth is that 
which exists necC88arily for all minds. 
We shall find hereafter that this dis
tinction Is of great service to us in lead
ing us to understand the grounds upon 
which philosophers generally have set so 
little store on the truth of our mere sen. 
slble impri•sslons. No philosopher ever 
denit'B that the Intimations of the senses 
aro" [or may be J " relath·ely true, or that 
we should pince complete confidence in 
them ns presentations relatively true. 
But many have denied that these intima· 
tions were abaolutel11 trtU, were 1'alid of 
nect88it11 for ALL Minds. The grounds, 
however, on which these philosophers 
have proceeded have been frequently 
mistaken. Hence many perplexities have 
arisen, and hence speculative thought 
has been often unjustly charged with 
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the Special Sciences relating to such Departments of Being, and 
all the Items, Details and Particulars, Things, Aspects, Fact.a 
and Phenomena, within each Department and Science, down 
to the minutest shade of their discriminations from each other. 

SPIRIT OF llEAD NUMBERS. 

More simply defined-
UNISM IS THE SPIRIT OF THE NUMBER ONE; 
DUISM IS THE SPIRIT OF THE NUMBER TWO; and 
TREISM IS THE SPIRIT OF THE NUMBER THREE. 

Tri-unism is then the congeriated Unity of these three Prin
ciples, in their bac);t-lying and mystical identity,-or, when 
functionating as One. Trinism is the indifferent or collective 
expression for Treism and Tri-unism. 

207. In a still more condensed way, this entire Congeries of 
Principles, with the Science and the Philosophy to flow from 

inculcating absurdities, which existed 
nowhere but in the misapprehension of 
lta accusers." (1). 

7. "The Attainment of Absolute Truth, 
as truth 118 it exists for all intellect, is 
tho principo.1, though not the exclusive 
aim of PhilO!!Ophy." " This is the point 
at whkh all the higher metaphysicinns 
of every age and of every nation have 
aimed, and at which It ie their duty to 
aim (however fo.r short of the mark their 
efforts may be doomed to fall), if they 
would be true to their vocation." (1). 

8. "Her<' is" [then]" where the distinc
tion lies: Relative Truth is truth which 
comes to us by virtue of our Particular 
nature as human intelligences; Absolute 
Truth ie truth which comes to us in 
virtue of our common nature, as Intelli
gcnce,a simply, whnt is here looked to 
being merely the circumstance that we 
are intelligences at all, Md not the cir
cumstance that we are this or that par· 
ticular kind or order of intelligence. 
Let us suppose a number of intelligences 

divided into dift'erent kinds, into varioua 
orders and degrees ; you will obsen'e 
that, by the ordinary Logical doctrine, 
each of these kinds must. embrace 80tll&

thing Peculiar to itself, and also eome
thing common to the whole number, 
however numerous the claesee of intelli
gences may be. Now, what I want 
to impress on you is this: that each 
of these kinds or intelligence will know 
and apprehend partlg in conformity 
with tho Ptculiar endo""ment of which 
I have spoken, and partly also in con
formity with the Common endowment 
of which I havo spoken. And what it 
apprehends in conformity with its Pecu
liar caparity is Relative Truth ; what it 
apprehends in conformity with its a,m. 
mon capacity is Abeolut-0 Truth. Thia 
Analysis of the mind into a Common 
Capacity and a Peculiar Capacity fur. 
niehes us, as we shall by and by see, tlie 
true ground of the well-known distinc
tion of the human faculties inw Sentie, 
Understanding, and Reason." (2). 

(1) Lecturea ou Greek Pbll-phy.-Jamea Frederick Ferrier. VoL L Introductory pp. T-10. 
(2) lb., pp. 15, lf. 
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them, is signified by the Clef 1 ; 2 ; previously introduced, 
(t. 123), and contrasted with the Clef 1; 0; (t. 125), as that 
which has presided over the German or Transcendental School 
of the Metaphysics. 

208. UNISM coincides with what has been loosely denomi
nated Integration ; loosely, because frequently a Primitive 
state prior to Di,jferentiation, and the ultimate Synthesis 
IUhsequent to .Differentiation, are confounded, under this 
term, as if they were the same. 

200. Du1su coincides with Differentiation. Both are related 
to the Number Two (2), inasmuch as Two (2) stands represen
tatively for all Plurality, a~d hence for Pluralism, which is, 
as stat.ed above, all Variety or .Difference. The technical 

9. " If it be true that there is no 
Common nature, no U~vereal. faculty in 
all Intelligence, no point in which all 
minds agree ; in that case it must be ad
n1it:oo that the objection is fatal to our 
dcfuiition of Philoeophy. In that case 
man can have no dealings with Absolute 
and Univel'!!lll Truth; the only truth of 
whi<::h he can be cognizant must be rele.
ti\"•! an<l particular. But observe the 
contmdiction in which we get involved 
lf we take up this position," etc. (1). 
" A di!forence in the Truths justifies us 
ID maintaining a difference in tho Facul
tiee or Organs by which they are app1'6-
bended." (2). " Say that Reaaon is the 
Uni\"ersal Faculty, the fa.culty of truth 
as it o:tista for all intelligence, and that 
&llllC and· Understanding are divisions 
of the Partir.ular Faculty, that is, of the 
fuulty of truth as it exists for some, but 
not for all intelligence, and light breaks 
ln UfOD the distinction" between the 
PUl'e Rcuon and the Understanding. 
"You begin to comprehend something 
of the constitution of your own mind, 
and also or mind universally." (3). 

"Man's faculty of nueaaarg" and uni
versal "thought is properly called his 
Reason. So that tho definition expreased 
shortly is this : Philosophy is the pursuit 
of Absolute Truth conducted under the 
direction of the Reason. But the defini
tion under this compendious form ex
pre88C8 a mere vague truism, unless you 
keep in mind what we mean by .Absolute 
Truth, and also what we mean by 
Reason." (4). 

10. "Throughout the whole history 
of Philosophy we find Sensible Knowl
edge" External or Internal, " held in 
but slight esteem. The truths of the 
Senses nro denied to be truths at nil in 
the proper and strict acceptation of the 
word Truth, and we are referred away 
to some other form of Truth of which no 
very clear account is given. To the 
young student of Philoeophy this is a 
most disheartening and perplexing pJ'O. 
cedure. He cannot undel'Stand why the 
the trutl1s of sense should be set aside as 
of little or no account, and why another 
set of truths, which seem to him far 
less" immediate "and satisfactory, 

(1) Ledol'8 on Oree!< PbUoeophy.-Jam .. Frederick Ferrier. Vol. I . Introductory p. 18. 
(!) lb.. p. M. (3) lb., p. ill. (4) lb., p. 21 • 

• 
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scientific designation of the Principle of Differentiation is there
fore Durs:M. 

210. For Integration in its Primitive sense, the Principle of 
which is UNISM, I shall sometimes employ technically Inte
grism, which will then be discriminated from IntRgration. 
This last will be employed for the Second meaning of Integra
tion, confounded with the first by Spencer, and called by 
Young, Co-ordination. This is Synthetic, or the Return to 
Unity subsequent to Differentiation. It is therefore coincident 
with Treism. The composity of these two aspects is the Trin
ism ; in which sense Integration also occurs (t. 208). 

should be brought forward in their place. 
And in no work, either on Philosophy 
or its History, does he find any very 
satisfactory re880n assigned for this 
preference. But let him be told nnd 
called to consider, that the truths of the 
Senses are not necessarily truths for aU 
minds, but only truths for beings with 
senses like ours-arc, in fact, only truths 
for aome intelligences ; and he ·will no 
longer be surprised at the disparnging 
tone in which &mibk Truth is spoken 
of in tho History of Philosophy. He 
may be of opinion that Philosophy is 
wrong in this, ino.smnch as he may think 
that nil truth for man resolves itself into 
mer" '' ·nsible truth. (a. 2, c. 32, t. 136). 
But whether Philosophy be right or 
wrong, the student now underatandl 
distin-ctly the ground on which Philoa. 
ophy proceeds in holding as of little or 
no a.ccount the Knowledge which comes 
to mlln through the Senses,. ... affixing 
a brnnd on all Sensible Knowledire, 
stamping It as comparatively Invalid 
and irrelevant." (1). 

11. "Philolans and Aristotle are the 
Principal Sources of the Pythagorean 
Phlloaop,hy in its earlier form. 

12. "Aristotle lays down the general 
principle of the Pythagoreans in the 
following terms. •Number,' he says, • is. 
according to them, the e&11ence of all 
things; and the organization of the Uni
verse, in its various determination111, is a 
harmonious System of Numbers and 
their relntion11.' ' The boldnetl6 of such 
nn al!llertion,' says H<'gel, • impresllCS ua 
M very remarkable; it is an assertion 
which strikes down at one hlow all that 
our ordinary representations declare to 
be cssentinl und true. It displaces &ri· 
liblc existence. and makes Thought and 
not &nM to be the criterion of the 
eesence of things. lt thus erects into 
11Ubstanoe and true being 1101Dething of a 
totally different order from that form of 
Existence which the Senses place before 
us.' (Werke, XIII., 237, 238.) 

13. "What Pythagoras and his follow. 
era meant precisely by Number it ill not 
easy to say. One point seems to be cer· 
tain, that Number, In the Pythngomin 
sense, denoted L&w, Order, Form, Har. 
mony. It is said that Pythagoras wu 
the first wl10 called the world ()<>MnOI, or 
Order, thereby indicating that Order was 
the essence of the Universe-that Law, 

(t) Lecture• on Greek Phllo!l<lphy.-JAmea Frederick Ferrier. Vol. L Intro4nctory pp. at, 88. 

• 
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211. For these several St.ates we may also employ, tech
nically, the three terms exhibited in the following Table : 

TABLE 12. 

TB.I-1J1'1Sll i { 3. SYNT.HF.SIS, (Integration, Treism ). 
(= Integra.lity; 2 • .ANALYSIS, (Differentiation, Duism). 
lntegralism.) 1. SYNSTA.SIS, (Integrism, Unism). 

212. SYNSTASIS is the St.ate of any Subject prior to Anal
y8'is, that coniUtion of things to which tlte Analysis is about 
to be applied, the primitive lntegrism, Unity or Identity. 
ANALYSIS is the dissol?Jing, sundering or differencing of the 
parts or properties. SYNTHESIS is the puttin,q togetlter of the 
primitire Synstasis witk the subsequent Analysis; so that 
the Synstasis shall not be a complete anniki'lalion by the con-

or Number, or Proportion, or Bymme. 
try, wu the Universal Principle of All 
Things. 

14. "Hwe compare this poeltion with 
that occupied by the Ionic philosophers," 
the Earth-Air-Fir&4Uld· Water School, 
• we shall pe~ive that It ls an advance, 
an ucent, to llOIDe extent at least, from 
Sense to Reason. In fact, the great dis
tinetion between the Beneee and the 
Reuon here begins to declare itself. To 
revert for a few moments to the Ionic 
Philoeophy. This pblloeophy ls an ad· 
nnee on Ordinary Tliin1cing ; Ordinary 
ThmJting is held captive by the Senses. 
It accepUI their tllJla implicitly, or with
out quNtlon. In the estimation of Ordl· 
nary Thinking thing& are precisely as 
\bey app«ir; and their Diversity ls more 
atieaded to than their Unity. In a 
word, Ordinary Thinking bas eyes only 
hr the Particular, and ls blind, or nearly 
eo, ta the Univereal. The Ionic philos
ophy 1011e Into a higher position thnn 
thi& It aimed at Unity; It souirht for a 
llttieeranl amid the Diurlitg or Sensible 
Things : and this W88 an advftnce, & step 
m the right dhec:tlon. . ... StW ihla pla~ 

form ls fnr Crom being the platform of 
Reason. The Unity was sought for by 
means and under the direction of Sense 
iteslf. It was a mere Sensible Universal 
wnter, as infinite matter or air; in short 
it was something in itself material, and 
therefore something which Instead of 
being itself The Universal in all things, 
did itself require to be brought under a 
Universal, or reduced to Unity under a 
higher Principle. 

15. "Number ls a truer Universal 
than either water or air, or any other 
sensible thing. It ls poBBible that it mny 
not be an adequat8 conception of the 
Universal in All thinge, .... but it is 
certainly a nearer approximation to this 
than any conception which we find set 
forth in the Systems of the Ionic phi· 
losophers. The test Is this : Suppose 
you had to explain eomethini about the 
Universe to an intelligenceditrerent Crom 
man's, unlCl!S that tntelllg-encc had senses 
similar to man's, he could not understand 
what you meant by water, or air, or 
earth, or fire, or color, or sound, or heat, 
or cold ; but whatever bis sen8C8 were, 
or whether he had any senses or not [ nc ], 
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densati<m of all dijf erences, and so that, on the other band. 
(he Analysis shall not be an <ihsolute dijfu#renas,, d~ 
structi'De of all Unity. Tm-UNISM is the Comp'lek Whok. 

The Principles here named are not mere Methods of oar 
own thinking as are the terms .Analysis and Synthesis, » 
these have been employed in Mental Philosophy ; nor are they 
Methods of our own Doing as the same terms .Analysis and 
Synthesis have been employed. to mean in Chemistry. They 
are here so enlarged. as to mean, Universal states-and-Pro
cesses, the LAWS of Universal Cosmical Evolution, the Way., 
in Theological terms, in which God proceeds in the work of 
Creation and Destruction. 

213. The Numbers One (1), Two (2), and THREE (3), haTI' 
been, so far, treated as if they were directly representative of 

he would nnderetand what you meant 
by Number, he would know what OM 
llleant, and what Many meant .•. . Un-
1C88 he could be made to understand 
this ..•• It seems to me that he would 
not be an intelligence at all And there
fore It may be eaid that Number Is a 
true Universal, that is to say, it Is a 
1wU11ary tlwugld ,· it expre81!C8 somo 
thing which le tho truth for all, and not 
mcrdy the truth for ~ intelligence. 
At any rate it is a truer Univcraal 
than either water or air, or any other 
sensible thing. 

16. " We are now able to understand 
the apparently very paradoxical aaier· 
tion of the Pythagoreans, namely, that 
Number is the Subetance of Thingto, the 
.E.ence of the Univene; and we are 
able, moreover, to perceive in what eenee 
this doctrine is true. The whole paradox 
Is reeolvcd, the whole difficulty le cleared, 
by attending to the distinction to which 
I have so oftt•n dinicted your thoughts, 
the llistioction between truth for AU 
and truth for &TM; or, otherwise ex'. 
pressed, between the Universal Faculty 
In man and the Particular Faculty in 
JDIUI. 

17. "My J't'UOn, then, for holding u.& 
Number le an obj~ ol pme \1-ip& 
rather than of sense le thla : Tha& e1fW1 
sense has its own epeclal object. aalll Alt 
not atfected by the objecte ol lhe CICW 
eenaee. For ill8tance eight bM color w 
its object, and can take no ~ _, 
sound. In the ame way~...,,_ 
hends sound, and takes no~ fll 
color. lo like mnnn<'r we callllOt &IDd 
colors or sound&, hut oaly .aiids. Na. 
ther can any man taste wiUl bill ~a. .. 
mncll with hia ears. If Number, ~ 
were an object of -· it wnald be 0-
epecial objt.d of l!Omc one - ; bas it. 
is not this. Jt aecontpartv• ov ...,... 
henaion or all the objedll ol theo ~ 
and is n<>' appropriate to aay M!lllib1e 
objects in Particular. It bl DOt. like .a 
the other objeota of eeme, the Spl'Cial 
object of any one lll!DBC. t.Dd thf'f'l!laa l 
conclude that it is not an objt'd ol S.
at aU, but an object of Thought ~ B.o. 
eon. 'When we look at one nilor whM 
we "~ le eolor, what we &AW i9 -. 
l. t., numbtr; when we look a& _..,. 
colors, what we ~ le color, wbal .. 
think ls manr. i e., numbrr. Thie .. 
tlnction, the d.Jatlnctioa by whida ?\ _. 
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all the aspects of Number. They belong, nevertheless, to one 
particular class of Numbers, namely: the Cardinal-Integral
and-Determinate, or -Exact Numbers, which must now be dis
criminated from other classes of N um hers in various direc
tions. 

214. The Cardinal Numbers, Hinge-like or Pivoted, (from 
the Lat. cardo, A HINGE}, are, indeed. from the Scientific point 
of view, the principal domain of Numbers. They are, how
ever, as we have already noticed, directly contrasted with the 
Ordinal Numbers, of which the particular Numbers, FIRST 

(t" ), SECOND (21ld), and THIRD (3rd), are the three Heads, 
or Conjoint-Threefold-Head. These are, nevertheless, repre-
8ented by the ONE (1), Two (2), and THREE (3), by virtue of 

bcr is udgned to Ree.son and not to 
Senee, Is, I think, an important aid to
wards understanding the Pythagorean 
phil090phy. 

18. " Number, then, or Form, and not 
Matter, as the Ionic philosophers con
timded; Number and not The Number. 
11!1!!1 or A.peiron or Allaxhnander, Is the 
true Univen&l, the Common Ground, the 
Ultimately Real in All Things. With 
Pythagoras, Form or Number is the 
r-ntial, Matter the U neesential; with 
the Ionics, Matter Is the Eseential, and 
Form or Number the Une&Bentlal. Jn 
tMir respective poeitiona the two Schools 
ltand diametrically oppoeed. But the 
PythagoJe&D Is certlLlnly a stage In ad
ftllee or the Ionic. 

19. "' Every thing,'" •YB Phllolaus, a 
c!lsdple o( Pythagoru, "' which Is known 
hu lte number, for his lmpoarible either 
to think or know anything without num. 
ber.' Be thus makes Number the Source 
and oonditloo or intelligence, and the 
ground or the Intelligible U nlverse. But 
the following Is even more Important. 
'It ls n-.ry,' 88)'8 PhilolaUB, 'that 
eTerythlng should be either Limiting or 
Unlimited, or that everything should be 
kA Limltin2' and Unlimited. Since, 

IS 

then, it appear11 that things are not 
made up of the Limiting only, nor of the 
Unlimited only, it follows that each 
thing oonslsts both or The Limiting and 
The .Unlimited, and that the world, and 
all that it oontains, are in this way 
formed or adjUBted.' This is a remark
able extract, for it shows that the Pytha
goreans had to some extent anticipated 
the great principle or Heraelitus, namely 
that every thing and every thought is 
THE UNITY OB CoNCILIATION OF CoN

TRARIE8; a prifl{'ipk. ths depth and fer· 
eility of fllhich ha'D6 ne1Jer to this day b66'l 
rightly apprthenckd or appr«iated, far 
leu fathomed and ezhauated. 

20. " In his dialogue entitled Phlleb'Oll, 
Plato touches on this Pythngorean doo
trine. For the word perainonta, which 
la PbilolaUB' expreasion for The Limit
ing, he subetitutes peraa, The Limit : and 
ihe Union or the Two (the Limit and the 
Unlimited) he calls Xikton, The Mixed. 
So that, according to Pythagoras, (and 
Plato seems to approve the doctrine), 
every thing is cvnstituted out of the 
peraa" [Dms11J "and the apeiron" 
[UNISM,J "the Limit and the Unlimited" 
this last being the Unitary or Continu
ous Ground of Being; thnt which Being 
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the Scientific Supremacy of the Cardinals over the Ordinals, 
and by virtue of that Repetitory .Analogy which exist.a, as we 
have seen, between them. (t. 155). 

215. The Cardinal-and-Ordinal-Numbers-collectively, as 
INTEGERS or Whole Numbers, constituting THE GRAND IN
TEGRAL SERIES OF NUMERATION, then stand contrasted with 
the total FRACTIONAL SERIES OF NUMERATION, of which the 
JJenominafnrs are Ordinal, and the Numerators Cardinal, 
in form. 

216. The Integral and Fractional Series of Regular or 
Mathematical Numbers then constitute collectively what I 
denominate technically THE DETERMINATE SERIES OF NuM
BEBS, as contrasted with an Indet.erminate Series which will 
now be noticed. 

would be if it had no Limits; The In· 
finite ; "and the result is the Mikt<m, 
that is, the nnion of the two. This prin· 
ciple, afterwards applied to morals, led 
to Aristotle's doctrine of the meaotU" 
[" the golden mean"]," or of virtue as the 
mean between the Extremes. The peraa 
in the Physical World was a limit ol' 
la10 imposed on the Infinite lawlessness 
of Nature: the ptrraa or meaoti11 in the 
Moral World wns a limit imposed on 
the infinite lawlessness of Pnseion. 

21. "To get a farther insight into this 
matter, let us consider the conception of 
the Mikton. This, I conceive, is eqni· 
valent to The Limited. Now let us ask 
what It Is, In any case, that ls limited? 
Perhaps you would say that It is The 
Limited that is limited. But that will 
be an inept answer. What would be 
the llCDS8 of limiting The Limited, the 
already limited ? That would be a very 
snperfinous process. Therefore. if the 
Limit is to answer any purpose, it most 
be applied not to The Limited, but to 
The Unlimited; and this accordingly is 
the way In which the Pythagoreans 
apply it : Tiu Limit ia an ELEME · T fo 

tM C!onltitution of TM LimiUd; TM 
Unlimited being tM OTBBB ELEHBNT. 

22. " Here is another way of putting 
the cue. Take any instance of The 
Limited, any bounded or limited thing, 
a book, for example. No one can say 
that the book is without limits. The 
Limit, then, is certainly one element In 
its constitution. But is the Limit the 
only element? That certainly cannot be 
maintained. There is something in the 
book besides its mere limits. What is 
that something? Is it The Limited T 
Clearly it is not; because The Limited 
is tM total 8ubjut of our analy.U ; and 
therefore, to hold that The Limited is 
the ot'Mr element-would be equivalent 
to holding that the whole subject of th!' 
analysis was a mere part or element of 
the analysis •• • . This would be analyzing 
a total thing Into that total thing an•I 
something else. ],int IC The Limitcrl 
cannot be the other term of the analyfie. 
that other term must be The Unlimite tl. 
What else co.n it be? The Limited, 
then-in this case the book-oonsists of 
the Limit and The UnJlmi&ed, and tlu~ 
artJ the TWO ELFKBNTB t£hkh go to tlu 
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217. INDETEBlCINATE NUMERATION has for its Three t.erms 
ONE, MANY, and ALL (Beginning, Middle, and End). 
This kind of improvised and all-embracing, but indefinite and 
unsatisfactory Numeration. has for its Analogue, in the whole 
field of Knowing, that which is the most definit.e thing attained 
to in that Primary Speculative Philosophizing which precedes 
Exact Science, and which strives by a few single leaps of 
Generalization to embrace and exhaust the Universe, without 
the detailed labor of attending specifically to its Parts, and to 
the Laws of the Relationship of those Parts to each other. 
It is remarkably in point, to observe, in this connection, that 
Kant, to whom belongs the honor of introducing the method 
of PrO<Ximaie Exactitude into Metaphysics, goes no further 

C•JIUltitutitm of eurgthing. Suppoeo the 
limit&-Cor example, the two ends of a 
lin<>-taken away, and no ends loft, that 
which would remain would be The Un. 
limited. But that cannot be conceived, 
you will say. Certainly it cannot. But 
it can be conceived to this extent, that 
if that part of a line which we call it.a 
ends or limild, be taken away, and no 
new limits posited, then the remaining 
part. considered in and by itself is neccs
arily Unlimited. Thie Element, which 
truly cannot be conceived without the 
other Element," the two are dietinguish
&blo but not separable, " is tho apeiron 
of the Pythagoreans; and it cannot be 
c:oneeiveJ for this reason, that CoNCEP

noN ii itld/ eonatiluted by IM Union or 
~ of~ t11JO Ekmcnta, Th8 Limil 
oAd tM Unlimited. Such le the Pytha
go:eua doctrine, and it eeeme to me to 

be not only perfectly intelligible, but 
also perfectly true. 

23. "Another Conn which tho Pytha. 
goreane employed to expre.se their prin· 
ciple wns the expreasion 1'/Ulna.t, THB 
ONE" [UNIBMA.L,] .. and aori#toa duaa, The 
Indeterminate or Indefinite Two" [Duxe
JIAL.] "Of these terms the latter in 
particular is very obecure, and hns been 
very insufficiently oxplaincd. I will en. 
doovor to throw what light upon them 
I can out of my own reflections. First 
of all, these terms seem to bo merely an
other form of expression for tho peraa 
and the apeiron ; tho monaa or One is 
the pcras or Limit ; the aoriatoa duaa Is 
the apeiron, Tho Unlimited and Indeter
minate. Everything in being limiteJ is 
On~. Thie is expreeeed by the tenn 
f1WnlU which stands for the Sameness or 
Identity in Things (1); but the Divelllity 

(l) Tbe1'e Ill a 80btlety lmplUd, whether It was eTer und•rllf4od or net, by the Old Greeks, In Ulla 
Cocube of PJtbagoru which Prof. Ferrier bu fAlled to Indicate. In pualng Crom the ElomenU.. 
••s, wbere the 1ttm1 p•ra1 and t1pdrtm are appropriate, to the Elaborl•mn1 oC Being. whore moft<U 
on4 °"""'°' d11a1 are the proper techolcalltlea, tb~ro occura a Ta1un><4L COllTEUIO!I Jl<TO 0PP08Jtta, 

wbld1 ID - upeet reTenea the rclaUon or the members In each pair of terme. The mnna• or One Is, 
iil ti.t• ~in11 of tlw COH, the ptrll• or Umlt, o"lV fo tM .. nH that It 11 OOIUlllloted or tlt1hort1'"'1 by 
ti..: appHc.lloD of the IJmil to the Unllmlkd, and that It la that form of the produc\ which la predoml• 
... uy cb:r.racterl&ed ~ 144 limit. It do .. not, boweTer, th~n "1tand for the Samen ... or ldenUty In 
llihp,•· bat Jwot tbe contrary, for their JndlYlduallty or Separaton- and Dt.tlnctn- from each other, 
11 nlMM or" pro<:'Urt4 by 11<4 '""'l"tlott nf Limlu. The mOtUW 11 In lhla Tlew Dvll>UL or Anti· 
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than this, and makes this precise distribution of the elements 
or categories of Number, namely, into ONE, MANY, and ALL
a distribution too vague entirely to have any practical relation 
to Numbers in respect to their Scientific exactitude. 

218. It does not follow, however, as Ec'hosophists, going to 
the opposite extreme, are prone to suppose, because these 
Generalizations of Number are not fitted to their purpose, that 
they are wholly useless. We could not have a language 
adequate to all our wants without the words One, J-fany, and 
All, any more than we could discard the definite or det.er
minate Heads of Number, One, Ttoo, and Three. It is neces
sary, however, to understand that one of these two sets of 
terms is Generalizing and Vague ; and the other Specializing 

in things is inexhaustible; and this 
capacity of infinite diversity is indicated 
by the term a<>1Vtoa duaa, indefinite dif. 
ference ; 80 that, according to the Pytha
goreans, the general scheme of the Uni· 
verse, as regarded by pure reason, Is 
Identity, combined with a. Capacity of 
Infinite Diversity. Neither of the terms 
has any meaning out of relation with the 
other .... the true conceivable Limit"[ cd], 
"whether considered a.s a. thought or a 
thing, is the result of their combina· 
iion. 

24. "We shall perhaps get more light 
thrown on these terms if we consider 
them under a purely arithmetical point 

of view. It might be thought that these 
words, monaa and a<>7Vtoa duaa simply 
signified One and Two, or One and In· 
determinate Two. But this is not iill 
the meaning which the Pythagorcnns 
attached to them. According to them 
eoery number consisted of these two 
parts ; the Monaa and tho DU<U were 
not Numbers, hut were tlle mere ELE· 

llENTB of Number. This seems a per
plexing position, yet it is Slll!Ceptible of 
explanation. For example, every num· 
ber is difforent Crom every other num· 
ber; 1 is different from 5, 5 is different 
from 10, 10 is different Crom 20 and from 
100, and 80 on. But every number a1ao 

unitl"a In tho oamo manner •• BeU!shneoa. (monism, egolom) I• destrnctlft of the Common or Indeter
minably Plural, l'll&lly the Unitary, Interest• of Society. The <10..Ulol d1UJ4, the Indeterminate Plnl"ll
lly of tbe Kaueo, la on the other band U:n•x.u., or rolatcl to the Unity or Collectivity of Society. aa 
oppo&ed to lndlviduallty. All or tblo precision, and thou ... nd1 or almllar minute but Important dis
criminations will occur In the ulterior and detailed atudy of UnlTenology. They are hardly In plate 
hero, and this la only notlcod to obdato a posltiTe ambiguity. Thia Interchange of meanings,... prob
ably not obeened by the Greeb, and the two aell or term• were doubt!- employed aa 111bctantl&l Eqnl· 
nlenta, u they arc expounded here by i'errler. There la, Indeed, a rapru.nlatif'd """"'' Thence 
comes the term t11mJf1rrll11 (11W1uu, &IllGLS, and arcl•i, oov1:a~11E1<Tl, which •land• for tho UDitlTe or 
Common lntero1ta (Unlsmall. The dUferenM! lo the two views I• a1 thnt bet .. cen ••The SoYerelgnty of 
the Individual"' [i. "-•of 81'0f1 Individual] which la the uUimatum of Democracy,aod Softftii;nty in tile 
ordinary repruentat!Te .. ....,. u that of a monarch. Jn the more cuM"eot undentandlog of the ... 'llJed. 
tho mmuu la rightly lclantlftecl with the JMrtU, u In this Annotation No. 23. and with the .R8U01ll the 
Conscloua Cenll'e of Limitation, or the Llmlllng and RegnlaUng or Monlll'cblc:ll Faculty: and the aorl. 
to• d...u with 8en1e or tlie Senaca. ' 
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and Precise ; and to employ each in its true place. 0.NE, 
Two and THREE hold the same representative relationship to · 
Echosophy, and especially to the new Sciento-Philosophy of 
Universology, which ONE, MANY, and ALL bear to the Proto
Philosophy or Naturo-Metaphysic ;-the One, Many, and All 
being as it were a detail of the more General Indefiniteness, 
embraced under The Clef 1 ; o. (t. 115). 

219. The terms FIBBT, SECOND, TmBD correspond, as just 
stated above, to ONE, Two, THREE as Ordinal Numbers in 
place of the Cardinal. By this is meant, that they relate to 
the idea of Things or Events going on and succeeding eacl1, 
other in an ORDER or SERIES,--one after the other,-as con
trasted with the Idea of a collection of objects, CARDINATED, 
or turning upon a centre, as a GROUP. (t. 155, 156). 

~ with every number : and in what 
respect bi i' that all numbers agree f' 
The answer io this question and the 
lllustration are omitted for 'be eake of 
brevity. (1). 

25. .. The Monad and the Duad being 
the ElementaofNumbermuat be viewed 
as AnUwknl to Number. There Is 
thus a primary OM which Is the ground 
or root, out or which all arithmetical 
numbers proceed, and there is also a 
primary Duad from which numbers de
rive theirdivenity. These two enter into 
the Compoaition of every number (even 
ink> the compoeition of the numeral 
One). the one of them giving to all 
numben their unity, or agreement, or 
Identity ; the other of them giving to all 
numbers their divenity. The primitivu 
numbel'll, the numbers antecedent, as we 
may ay, to all arithmetical numbers are 
the Pythagorean monad, and the Pytha
gorean duad. Of these the former ex. 
J1ftMe8 The Invariable and UniverB&l in 
all number; the latter the Variable and 
Particular. .And, inasmuch as the Par-

tloolnr is inexhnwrtible and indefinite, 
the dund is called aoristo1 or lndetermf. 
nate. Better to l1old tlum ELE!itENTB 011' 

Nmmot than Numbers. 
26. "As an illustration of the spirit of 

this philoeophy, let me show you how a 
solid, or rather the echeme of a BQlid, 
may be constructed on Pythagorean 
principles. Given a mathematical poiut 
and motion, the problem is to construct 
a geometrical solid, or a figure in space 
of three dimensions, that is, occupying 
length, breadth, and depth. Let the 
Point move-move its minimum distance, 
whatever. that may be ; this movement 
generates the Line. Now let the Line 
move. When you aro told to let tho 
Line move, your first thought probably 
Is thnt the Line should be carried on in 
the same direction-should bo produced; 
but you BOO at once (the moment it is 
pointed out to you) that such a move
ment Is not a movement of tho Line, but 
Is still merely a movement of the Point. 
You cannot move the Line, then, by 
continuing It at one or at both ond& 

{1) ~ oo Greek PbllollOphy.-Pro( Ferrier, YoL I. pp. GO-rt. 
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220. The Ordinal Numbers relat.e therefore to SERIES, or 
. Co-sequences in Turn; and Cardinal Numbers relat.e to 

GROUPS, or Aggregations, or Co-existences in SP ACE. 

221. This very important discrimination and Analogy will 
be restat.ed and elaborat.ed at another point (t. 6~9). It is 
introduced here simply for the purpose of completely clearing 
the Grand-Head-Numbers ONE (1), Two (2), THREE (3), from 
all complications with other and analogous designations of 
Number. 

222. So again, HALVEs or Seconds, THIRDS, FOURTHS, etc., 
designat.e Fractional Denominations which echo or correspond 
to, or are the Analogues of, ONJ:; Two, THREE (as Integral 
Denominations). 

To move the Line you must move It 
laterally. That alone Is the movement 
of tho Line. The lengthening of the 
Line is, as I said, merely tho movement 
of the Point The movement of the Line 
then generates o. Surface. Now, move 
tho Surface. Here, too, you must be on 
your guard ago.inst continuing your lat
eral motion, for that is merely a con. 
tinuntion of tho motion of the Line ; and 
this is not what is required. You are 
required to move not the Line, but the 
Surface • you must therefore mov1> the 
Surface either up or down into the third 
dimension of space, namely, depth; and 
those three movements give you the 
fX:heme of solid. You have merely to 
suppoeo this scheme filled with visible 
nnd palpahlo matter, tl1at is, with some
thing which is nn Object for tho Particu
lar Faculty In man, to obtain a solid 
atom ; nnd out of atoms you can construct 
the Unirnrso nt discretion." (1). Our 
author had here evidently In mind an 
inherent connection between Number 
nnd Form, such as results from the oqulv
nlency of the Numerical Unit and the 
Geometrical Point, and from the deep 

Metaphysical Analogy throughout be. 
tween tho Elements of Number and the 
Elements of Form. He bas failed, bow. 
ever, to make the connection, in terms ; 
leaving it to a vague Implication merely ; 
and the present is not the fitting OC<"a· 
Bion for supplying this deficiency. I 
have in my manuscripts almost the iden
tical illustration here made of the genera
tion of the solid, which was not con
sciously derived from any other llOUl'CJ8 

than my own refleetions,-t1CCOmpanioo 
by the connecting demonstration which 
it needed. It will be brought forward 
elsewhere. 

27. Cognate with tho Pythagoreans 
were the Eleatic philosopher& Of 1he 
C!SOnce of tl1eir doctrine Prof. Ferrier 
says : " The great distinction or Anti
thesis around which the whole Eleatic 
philosophy revolves and gravitates, is 
the Antithesis of the °™ and the Xany, 
the Permanent and the Changeable, the 
Universal and the Particular, in Greek, 
To Hen and Ta Polla. This .Antithetlia 
is merely a varieiy of expre88ion for the 
Antithesis between Reuon and Senee. 
Or if we may distinguiBh between the 

(1) Lcctarca o:i Greek PMloe~pby.-Pro• F ~rricr. Yol. f., p. 'lli. 
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223. These are of a Secondary, not of a Leading character. 
They have, nevertheless, a Scientific importance of their own 
which will be exhibited in tte sequel. . 

224. We have now cleared the Numbers ONE, Two, and 
THREE from their connection with the other Head or Primitive 
Numbers, which might seem to be their com1ietitors, and have 
thus fully vindicated their pretensions to stand numerically as 
representative of the First Principles qf Being; and-as it 
has been shown previously that Number is the General Domain 
of Being in which the First Principles of Sci~nce as the rationn.l 
account of All Being are to be sought-it appears, as demon
strated, that Unism, Duism, and; Trinism, the SPIRIT qf ONE, 

Two, and THREE, respecti?Jely, are representati7Jes qf THE 

two (omis of the opposition, we may say 
that the one expreaeion, the Permanent 
and the Changeable, or the Hen and the 
Polla, denotes the Antithesis in its Ob
jectiYe form ; the other expl'C88ion, Rea.
eon and 8ell86, denotes the Antithesis in 
its Snbjective fonn." (1). Ferrier here 
oonnotes the identity of the One and the 
Many of the Eleatics with Reason and 
8eme (a. 27, \. 20'). He might also 
have identified it with the Hmuu and 
Dua.I (Umsll and DUisM) of Pythogoro.s 
(ebooeing the monarchical or representa
tive Sell86 of the Monaa) {NOTE, a. 23, 
t 2°'; c. 1-6, t. 226.) 

2S. " Xenophanee," Eleatie, "soems to 
have dwelt more steadily than any other 
pbiloeopher, whether Ionic or Pythago
rean, on the oonception or the Ono or of 
Unity as the -nee of all things.. His 
conception of Unity as the Principle of the 
Univeree, and as a Primary Neccasity of 
Thought, ~s to have been moro do. 
terminate than thAt of any of bis prc
deoe890Tll or oon&emporariee. Ho held 
that the One was everywhere; and Aris. 
totle adds that Xenophanes, lookinJ 

(I) Ferrier'• Greek Phllooopb7. Vol. l, p. 81. 

forth over the wholo heavens, that is, 
tho Univel'l'O, declared that The One was 
God. Tho first position of Xenopbanes, 
accordingly is that there ls Unity in all 
things, and that this Unity ls God. It 
is in and through God that the Universe 
ls a Universe, that is, has Unity." (2). 

29. "In tho Pythagorean School tho 
conciliation of the One and tho Many was 
rather taken for granted than discussed 
and explainotl. They either ignored or 
touche:l li;;htly on tho problem and tho 
difficulties which it involved. The El<.oa
tics, I say, wero the first who seriously 
adtlrcsscd themselves to its consideration. 
And it is on this account, in part at least, 
that their school has been characterized 
as Dinlccticnl, or Logical and Metaphy· 
sical, while t!ic Ionics were characterized 
as Physical, and tho Pythagoreans ns 
Arithmetical and Mathematical." (3). 
Yet the doctrine of Pythagoras logically 
involves tho other, and is therefore the 
Fundamental Philosophy. Universology 
evolves nnd c:tplicntcs the Metaphysics, 
or Logic, or Dialectic, implicitly involved 
b. t':o ~fothcmatics. 2 ~c!lcc it i.~ sald to 

(2) I">., p. s:. (!J) Ib.,M 
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PRIMORDIAL PRINCIPLES of ENTITY, THOUGHT, ana MOVE

llENT in the Universe at Large. 
225. Inasmuch as UNISM and DuISH have now been shown 

to be the Pru.ME ELEMENTS, or the .Abstract Principles repre
sentative of, the Prime Elements of Being; and inasmuch as 
they are, in turn, the Spirit of One (1), and the Spirit of Two 
(2), respectively, it follows that the Relations of One to Two 
have their echo in similar Relations between the Prime Ele
ments of Being. Pre-eminent among the Relations of One and 
Two is their (}ppoMteness or Polar .Antagonism to each other. 
One is the Opposite, and as it were, the denial of Two ; and 
Two is the Opposite, and as it were, the denial of One. The 

. corresponding relation between UNISH and DuisM, first in their 

rest on tho Metaphysics of tho Mathe
matics. In oJlirming it to be therefore 
the revival and enlargement of Pytha
goreo.nism, I do not moon as antagoni
zing or denying the fundamental ideas 
of nny other of the distinctive schools of 
Philosophy, but, on the contmry, as 
MEASURING, CQ-Qf'dinating and Conciliat
ing nil of them, with tho exactitude of 
tho l\fathcmntical Spirit. As the Mathe. 
matics aro tho Measure and Regulator 
of all Substances, Spru:es, and Times, in 
the External World, eo tho Subtle Spirit 
of Mathematica, as a Philosophy, will 
prove to be the Measurer and Regulator 
of all possible systems of Ontological and 
Cosmical Speculation. It holds in the 
firm grnep of a Single ARAL YTICAL GEN· 

ERALIZATION all tho different but related 
Antithesce, or Seta of Controriee, which 
have laid at t11e foundation of all tho 
various philosophical doctrines, and eome 
one of which must ever lay at the foun
dation of any doctrine. 

80. The Trinism of univereology is 
the Mikton ~fi"'.ted) of Pythagoras, but 
in that enlarged 8Clll!6 that It is the 

reconciliation or all Contradictions, Op. 
posite Elements, or Paire of Faetora, 
whatsoever ; hence not only of the Anti
theeee within Systems, but of the Phy. 
slcal and Mathemo.tlco-Logical Systeuu!, 
-to which all others are reducible,-aa 
between themselves aleo. 

81. As Xenophanee modulated cape. 
clally in the dletlnction between the One 
and the Many, one of the DBpecta of 
UNISM'. and DUISM, 80 did Pa.rmenides in 
that between Being and Not-being, an
other of those Aspects. Heraclitus com. 
bincd this Antithesis in the TatNJS)( of 
Existenu, in Perpetual Fluz 01" A!Of>t
m~nt, which phlloeophere from him have 
denominated "TllK BBOOHll(G ~· (that 
which is perpetually coming to be, and 
c.eaeing to be). "He BllYS that Strife or 
Opposition is the father of all Thlngs''
PoLAB .ANTAGONISM oir PRnm EL:s. 
XENTS-" and that Harmony arises only 
out of the union of diecords" (1). "He 
likens theU niveree to a river the waters of 
which are continually paseing away ; and 
he says that no man can bathe twice in the 
same stream, because the stream is never, 

(1) Ferrier'• Greek Phllosop!iy. Vol. L p. 114.. 
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lowest and most Elementary and .Abstract Presentation, anu 
then in their subsequent presentations, higher up in the scale 
of Concreteness and Complexity, is then formulized, as a tech
nicality of Universology, in this phrase: 

THE POLAR .ANTAGONISM OF PRIME ELEMENTS. 

226. But while the ONE (1) and the Two (2) are thus Oppo
site to each other, they are, nevertheless, inseparably united 
with each other. It is impossible even to think One without 
thinking Two, since the One is One only by virtue of being 
SEPARATED from all other Ones, or at least from all else in the 
\Vorld of Being considered collectirJely as another One; and 
Two, it is obvious, cannot be thought without involving the 
idea of One, since it is two Ones which are UNITED to constitute 

even for a single 11eCOnd, the snme. He 
ays that a thing in separating itself trom 
ita&lf unites" at the same instant "itl!t'lf 
to it.eel!; that in going asunder it goes 
M>gether ; and in going together it goes 
UWlder ; in short-that Separation nnd 
Unfon" Dt1I8K and UNISll "are ineepnr
able, and the same : that Separation 1i 
Union, and Union ia Separation" (1)
bUPt!GNABILITY 011' PRIME EJ.EMENTS 

(t. 226); CoNVERTIBLE IDENTITY (t. 89); 

TBJUUNAL Co:NV.EllllION INTO OPPOSITES 

(t. 83). 
32. "And, finally; giving to his doc

Uine, which is that everything consists 
of antagonistic and heterogem,'Ous ele
ments-giving to this doctrine its high
eet or m08i abstract expression, he de
cla:ree that ererytl1ing iN and ia not;" 
-SoVF.THL"'iG and NOTHING or I ; 0 
(i. 115); "a formula which, in modem 
Umea bu been adopted by Hegel, and 
bu proved the stumbling-block and rock 
of olfenco to all who have ventured on 
hia pagca." Theee points contain the 
whole of lhe philosophy of Heraclitll8, 
.. in eo tar as they ha'\"c been handed 

(1) Fcrrler'a Greek PhD090ph7. Vol L, p. llll. 

down to us, and it is obvious that they 
merely repeat the snme idea with very 
slight variations." (2). 

83. " The distinction between the Uni
f!trlal Faeultu and the Particular Fac
ulty in Man is expressed more particu
larly in hie f:rngments," those of Hera
clitus, "than in these of nny of the pl1i
losophere who pn,'Ceded him. The Uni
versal Faculty he calls Kuitun or Zunoa 
Logoa,'' (Koinologicism); "the Pnrticu 
lar he calls Jdia Phronem," (ldiaphro
niciem). "The Koinca Logoa is evidently 
the quality or power common to all 
intelligence, the principle in which they 
all ngree. Tho Idfa Pl1ronesia le. e\"i· 
dently the quality or power peculiar to 
different kinds of intelligence. The one 
kind, the koinoe logos, Jaye hold of 
absoluto truth, ne it ls for nil ; the other 
principle, tho idia phronfeis, lays hold 
of relative truth, truth ne it exists for 
some, that is, for man considered as a pe
culiar,'' or particular, "intelligence." (8). 

84. " The substance of hie ethical doc
trine is this, that man lives and acts 
rightly in so far as he act.a in conformity 

(~) lb,, p. 114.. (~) lb., p. 1:1. 
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it Two. This act of separating the One from all other Ones, 
(or the fact of Separation between them), in the one case, 
and the act of uniting the two Ones, (or the fact of their Uni
tion), in the other case, is an instance of what is meant by the 
SPIRIT of these Numbers, respectively ; since Separation is the 
Spirit of the number Two, and Unition is the Spirit of the 
Number One. What is meant is, therefore, that the Spirit 
of One and the Spirit of Two intimately and inseparably 
interblend with, and co-inhere in, each other, notwithstanding 
their mutual POLAR ANTAGONISM, or utter and equally in
herent difference of character. The corresponding relation of 
Intimate Unity between the corresponding Prime Elements of 
Being, the marriage between them from which there is no 
divorce, in the possibilities of thought even, is then formulized 
as the 

INEXPUGNABILITY OF PRIME ELEMENTS. c. 1-5. 

227. In the following Chapter, we shall pass to the con
sideration of the Entical Universe, or the Domain of T11L.~GB 

Commentary t. 226. 1. The Unfrersality and Scientific Fitness of 
UNISH and Dum1 to include under a Single Generalization all of the Funda
mmtal Distinctions of Being will best oppenr by applying them to the Anti
theses or Sets of Contraries, upon which the different Schools of Philosophy 
have been founded, as these are exhibitccl somewhat in detail in the Aecom· 

with the Kainoa Logoa, the Universal phroncsis, when it is yielded to, binds 
Renaon, in which he participates, but him down within the sphere of his 
which does not properly belong to him; own eelfishneee, and makes him regard 
and that he lives and acts wrongly in ao his own private advantage as the great 
far as he lives and acts in conformity and sole end of his existence. Thus 
with the Idia Phronena, or that pnrt of viewed ethically, tho koinoe logosmay be 
his Nature which is more properly his called the great mornl law; the idia phro
own. The koinoa logos, when its behests nesis may be called 'man's own conceiL' 
are obeyed, leads him away from his own Heraclitus thus seems to have been tbe 
private and personal aims; it lifts him first moralist who ident.ified man's true 
above the sphere of his own eelfish inter. moral noturo ~ith the Univeranl Faculty 
eats, and teaches him t-0 think of some- in man, and man's wrong and immon..l 
thing far greater than himeelf: the !dia naturo with his Particular Faculty." (1). 

(1) Fctrler'1 Grecl< Phlloeoph7. YoL l.,p. 188. 
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Numbered; and shall establish the Scientific Analogy be
tween Number and the· Realities to which Number relates. 
It will therefore treat of the Analogues ef Number, but not 
exhaustively, as new ones of these Analogues will be sub
sequently called up in treating of the .Analogues of Form (in 
the Fifth and Sixth Chapters), and even farther on, in connec
tion with other subjects. On the other hand, some of the Ana
logues of Form will, from the intricate connection of the two 
subjects, be treated in anticipation, in the Fourth or next 
Chapter, in connection with Number. 

panying Annotation upon Text No. 204. (L 12-33, t. 20,). This Comparison 
is again effected, in a condensed way, in the following Table: 

TABLE 1. 

I. UNISM. 

LOYE <+ Hate, Sub-duilmal): 

Lo-n (1'Alli11, Attnctlon). 
Tas Fln.L ( 7b Pflru, plmum, Atoms). 
CACS& (Elllelent). 
Bt:X:'!E. 
Bcn•o (Tbe Idea-Beal). 
Tus t'YIVDllAJ.. 

T•• p.,......,. .• ,.T (or Unchangeable). 
Taa ONR (To Hm~ 
Taa UlfLU11Tm (.AJH(ron, Xonoa, The 

ID4nlte). 

2. DUISM. 

WISDOM <+ Folly, Sub-nnlnnal c Blm-}B.,edMt!m-g 
pUclty, u or the Simpleton). . 

Hus (.Vrilm, Repolalon)-Bmpufoc!u. 
Tus EMPTY, (To Kenon, Vaouum, Bpaceo). } 7'lllJ .Atom-
ENn (Final Cauee). isla. 

REABOX. } i lf,1tl. 
Nor-B1m10 (The Idea-Unreal). Pf.ato. 
TllR P..urrt011LA11 (Individual). A11<11MgOf'ttL 
Tmc E'nNr.ecBlCT (or Changeable). .fbnll<midu. 
Tn& M.un (Ta Alla). • I"'°_phanu. 
TDI! LurlT, (/'mu, .Aorlatoa Dua., The } PrmAeo&A& 

Limiting, or Floltlng Came. 

3. TRINISM. (7b .11'/J:t.on, The Mixed, The Limited, The Flnlte.}-Fythogonu. 

2. Each of these Antitheses is, indeed, itself, Universal, in a sense, lllld ml\y 
be made to cover the whole i;1:round occupied by the others, by sufficiently 
etretching the signification of the Contrasted Terms. Each act of Contraries 

35. The body of the Univereological (Con'\"'ergent or Unismal), and the free 
System of Morals may be conveniently Srd>dominant antl Subordinate play of 
and shortly stated in this connection, Idiaphronicimi, or the Individual Con· 
eomewbat technically as follows: The ceite and ldiosyncracies of All, (Diver
Predominant and Supreme Acceptance gent or Dnismal) ;-these two conjoined, 
of, and the Consecration of the life to, the mutually modulated and harmoni7.ed in 
b ,bf..'Sta of Koirwlogici8m, or the Truth a larger Compound or Complex Unit.y 
u revealed in the Universal Reason, of the life, Composite, Unlvariant, TRIN· 
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means, in fine, UNISH and DmsH in some Special Aspect or Domain, and em
braces, by implication, UmsM and DursH everywhere. None of these Couple& 
are, however, convenient for the purposes of this larger conception of Uni venial
ity. The LoVR and WISDOM of Swedenborg, for instance, are the Unismal and 
Duismal Factors, respectively, in the Constitution of the Human Mind, of the 
Mind of Angele, and of God ; and, inasmuch BS the full carrying out of Swe
denborg's doctrine (see Tulk) reduces matter universally to Mind merely, thia 
would render Love and Wisdom true Univel'll&lS, and the Universal Equivalents 
of what I mellll by the Mathematical Designations Unism and Duism. But the 
Technicalities of the Universal Science should not be drawn from an occult· 
doctrine, which requires itself, as yet, to be scientifically este.blisbed ; besides 
which, it would at leut be awkward, even if these premises were admitted, to 
talk of the Love-Principle or the Wisdom-Principle in Geometry, or Chemistry, 
for instance. It is the obvious dictate of Scientific Simplicity that our Ele
mentary Technicalities should be drawn from the most Simple, Elementary, and 
Obvious Domain, which, os has now been abundantly shown, is Number. 

3. Few of these Couples of Contraries ore furnished, in Existing Languages, 
with any satisfnctory Third Term, to denote their Composity or Mixed State. 

ISMAL. All of these three aspects, first 
in their Severalty,-including even their 
inversion in which the normally Bun. 
DOMINANT is made DOMINANT-a.nd then 
reinverted and united, first jn Theory 
and then Practically, oonstitute and illus
trate the Philosophy of Intcgralism in 
this one of its applications. 

30. " Anaxagoru contributed t-0 Phi· 
losophy a doctrine, never heretofore very 
well defined or understood, under the 
name of Homoi!>m6'/'ia," sameness of parts 
(to their wholes). " It is discussed by 
Lucretius, in the first book of his poem, 
D~ Natura Berum. The statement is 
thus rendered in Cruehe's translation: 

•For tl1is it moons; that bones of minute 
bones, 

That flesh of flesh, nnd stones or little 
stones, 

That nerves take other little nerves for 
food, 

That blood is made or little drops or 
blood; 

That gold from pnrts of the same nature 
rose, 

That earths do earth, fires fire, airs air 
composo, 

And so in all things else alike to those.'" 

For tho statement of this doctrine as 
gathered from the writings of Sweden
borg, see Emerson'.s Essay on Sweden· 
borg. S\vedenborg hi!D.861f, in his Animal 
Kingdom, credits it to the early modem 
Pbysiolegiets of the times immediately 
preceding bis own age. Anaxagoras alao 
introduced into Philosophy the clear con
ception of Noua or .Mlnd as the Unity or 
Oneness of Things, oontrasting it with 
the :Multifariousness of Matter and Ma· 
tcrial Phenomena. To him is due Bl8G 
the idea of FinD.1 Causes, or of a Deter
minate Purpose or Quaai-Pnrpoee, in 
creation, the basis of the Science of 
Teleology. Thero is, in each of these posi
tions, A TERlllNAL CoNVEIUllON INTO 

OPPOSITES from the older views. The 
ID<:AL Standing-point is substituted for 
the MATERIAL ONE, and the FUTURB ia 
substituted for the PAST. These ehangee 
coincide with each other. T~P.Y are in 
the same Spirit, and mnrk nn important 
advance in the evolution of idcns. 

87. The Sophists, in pursuance of thla 
New Thought, made Man the Measure 
of the Universe; but as they applied thla 
sublime idea. in Its lowest &nd immoral 
sense; Socrates arose, and it was his~ 
elon to recall the World to the oomddera-
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The .Mildon of Pythagoms is of this clll88. Swedenborg has END, CAUSE and 
EFn:cr. The deficiency, where it occurs, will be supplied hereafter in the new 
Language,-ALWATO. 

-'· UNISK and DuIBla: mwit not be confound~l with mere SINGLIS¥ and 
PLURALISH in the vague sense of Unity and Variety (To Hen and Ta Polla). 
It includes this discrimination, indeed, as one of the Instances of its mea.ning 
or application,-the Indeterminate Sense. Determinately, UmsM and Dmsx arc 
contrasted, not as Singular and Plural, but as One and Two; or as Odd and 
Even; conducting onward to the Analogues of nil the Definite Relations of the 
Higher Numbers, and of the different Classes of Numerical Series,-witb Mathe
matical Pn:cieion, and id an Infinite Variety of Spe,cific Development. 

:;, It seems appropriate at this point to add some illustrations and practical 
applications of UmsM, DursM, and TRINilllf, in their more general sense, as 
Constituent Elements witllin Determinate Spheres. This bas been in part done 
al.ready, in regard to Society, by characterizing UNISM as CONVERGENT INDI
VIDUALITY, or the Centralizing Tendency in Collective Human Affairs, repre
sented pivotally by a Monarch, Pope, President, Chief, Leader, Boss, or other 

Uon M the claims of VIRTUE; or of that 
which is higheat and but in man, as 
distinguished from hie inferior nature. 
Sensation, according to Socrates, (as ex
pounded by Ferrier), is peculiar or single,· 
tbnt is to say, it is of the Unilmal char· 
ac:er. Ench sensation or impression, ne 
of pleasure or pain, is ITSELF and noth
i11g e!ae or f'MTt than it8elf. "The pain 
I ft>el from the prick or scratch of a pin 
la that peculiar pain only." It is not 
another case of pain, either rimilar to or 
diferent from the pain which I am 
actioe!g feeling." "But when you think 
that pain, you do not think that pain 
merely, you think other pain. as well." 
That is to say you c-0mpare Sensations; 
you introduce a Thought-line of RELA
TION between them. Thought is, there 
fo?e, n-:>i, like &nsation, peculiar, but is, 
on the contrary, unfoer&al, n KIND. 

The first step from Singleness to Plural
ity, extending to Infinity or Universality, 
la taken fDhen we go from One I() Two, or 
from the Single Point or Thing to more 
Pointa or Things than the one, ea we 
always do and miut in every case of 
C<lmpariaon or &lation. Thought or 

the whole Intellectual Process ls the 
Perception of Relation and nothing 
else, (1), the Sensation itself being taken 
as ENTITY. It iso.lways therefore a pro
CC89 of Comparison, and is this elt1Mnt
arilg or primarily between Two PoinU 
or Things (or Properties or other Ilela .. 
tions even). Hence Thought is Duismal, 
as Sensation is U nismal. As Thought 
is thus nn interposed Line-of.Relation 
between Points ; eo Sensation Is by anal
ogy the Point or Pointe to which the 
Line is relatoo, that is to say, it is the 
Stimulm or Stimuli, tho prick or pricks 
of unrelated Impreuion upon tho Sensi
tivity. Seneati,!Jn and Thought are there
fore as ONE (I) to Two(~). in the realm 
of N wnber, and as POINT to LINE, in the 
realm of Form. Sensation, Point, Unit, 
and all their Analogues, I denominate 
EntiMl; Tbonght, Line, Duad and their 
AnaloguE'B, I denominate Relational. 
This is an exceedingly deep and valuable 
mine of Analogy to be wrought more in 
detail nt our leisure, but which can only 
be Indicated here. 

88. T11c Sophists had held, and after 
them all Sensationalists or Experiential-

(1) VM!lgea of Clrllwtlon, p. 41 and pa.mit. 
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head of Organization and Movement; Du1sx as DIVERGENT IND1vmt:.u.1TT, 
ending in the Sovereignty of tho Individual, the last word of Democracy; and 
TRil'IIBM as the Composity and Balanced Vibration between the former two ; the 
Universological or Pantarchal Theory of Government. (t. 661 NOTE, a. 23, t. 204). 

6. But perhaps the most simple and appreciable popular illustration of 
Umev, DureM, and TRINIBM may be derived from the art of printing. Books 
have been printed from BWcla of type-forms, in China, for at least two •housand 
years; and yet we date the Invention of the Art of Printing properly so called 
a few hundred years back, and attribute it to Faust or Guttenberg. In what 
docs the 11iff'erence consist 1 What is the characteristic Element in this new and 
true and Effective Art, which has given a new impulse to civilization, and 
almost revolutionized the world 1 It all consists in the simple idea <>f cuttu.g 
the block into liUl.e bWcla, each one containing but a single type.form or letter, so 
that when they have been used in one combination or relation, they can be 
separated, changed and recombine<f at will. It consists, in othPr words, of 
Indi'oidualizing the Types, or of introclucing tM Prindpl.e of I11difJiduality, and, 
as it were, of free Autonomy, among them, instead of tM Fizetl Unity ef rela· 

fsts hold to this day, that Thought 1s; 
therefore, a Secondary and Derived, and 
not nn Original and Primitive, far less a 
Governing and Paramount Element of 
Mind. This is saying that the Lin().of. 
Intcn·ention between two given points 
is suggested to the mind, or generatc<l 118 

a Line, by the previous existence of tho 
Points. Such is undoubtedly the fact in 
one aspect of the subject, that is to say, 
\Vhcn tho attention Is first directed to 
the Pointe. The Element Line is then 
accessory to, and dependent upon the 
Eleml'nt Point. This Is the Natural 
Order; but it is equally true that a Lino 
first apprehended in thought, or to which 
the Attention is originally directed, 
posits or generates the Points which arc 
its ends, and between which it inter. 
venes ; and that in thia ~ of Reurae 
Order,-tho Logical Order,-the Ele
ment Point is accessory to, and dcpen<lcnt 
upon the Linc-Element. And, here, that 
ls ti) say, for all the purposes of Tran· 
sccndental or Pure Science, as the cruie 
is also in Geometry, The Point (with the 
Une accessory) plays a very subordinate 
pnrt, and the Line (with the Point acces· 
sory) plays the governing and importnnt 
part. The Cll8C is the pr<.-ciee scientific 

Analoguo of the two kinda or Truth, 
Particular and Uniuraal, insisted upon 
ln the commencement or thia Annota· 
tlon. (a. 3-16, t. 204). The PolNT ttith 
its adjunct Line le the Analogue of J>ar
tirul<lr Truth, as it is of Sensation, (or 
Quality, or Substanc.c): the Line mth iU 
adjunct Point is the Analogue of () ni. 
ce.raal Truth, as it is of Thonght, (or 
Quantity, or Form). 

89. This exceedingly important TEB
)llNAL CONVERSION INTO OPPOSITES, the 
counterparting of the Natural Order of 
Conceiving the Evolution of Mentation 
by the Logical Order of the Conception or 
the same process, has been partially dE"
tected by Prof. Ferrier, and as ably ex 
pressed as it contd well be without thE" aid 
of Scientific Analogy to illustrate it. Tbt• 
following is his account of the matter. 
It will be seen that be goes to the extreme 
of denying the Natural Order: 

40. "This' Something more"' than Sen
sation, which is the essence of Thought, 
" has been designated by the names of 
Class, GE"nus, General Conception or Con
cept, or Universals .••. Now these tennto. 
according to the meaning which 1'"C 

attach to t.hem, arc either very mislead· 
ing, or they throw much light on the 
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fon, or of Indissoluble Connection, which previously existed; ancl, inasmuch 
as the Simplat Instance of Such Divieion,-illuetrative of every Other Instance, 
-ia the Division which intervenes between an11 ttDO typu, this Individuality· 
Principle, a1 a Principk, or iu tha Bimplat Form ef iuch Indif!idualit11, is appro
priately denominated DutsM; while the Principle of Fixed Unity from which 
the Types are rescued by this Dnism is, with equal propriety, called UNlll:u. 
The aolid block retains still, however, its own special class of advantages, as in 
in the case of wood-cuts and the stereotype-plate. The whole Furniture of 
the Printing-Office with its Movable Types and its Solid Blocks included, nn<l 
collectively viewed, then illustrates the Composite Principle, or TRINISM, com
pounded of the Umsx and the Dmslll in the larger Unity of a Complete Equip
ment. Even the Movable Types come into a Temporary Unity, and are firmly 
bound up by an iron'' chase," when they are destined to be used collectively,
and their single use is very limited. They have, however, the immense advan· 
tage that they can then be " distributed," and pass freely into an infinite vnricty 
or new combinations. This is like the soldiers of a republic where there is no 
atanding army, who assemble and come under military discipline for the emer
gency, and afterwards disperse to their several occupations in the other rela· 

Subject, Tis.. ihe Nature of Thought, 
which we are ai preaent considering. 
Thea! expreesl0118, as usually undel'
ltood, are held to expret111 merely one or 
\he modes in which Thoughi manifest& 
ileelf, its other mode of manifestation 
being its apprehension of Parliculaf' 
TAiitg1 or 8ingular1 • . Having apprehend
ed theee, in ihe first instance, Thoughi 
is then auppoeed to fabricate Cl&a1e1 or 
General Conceptio119, or Univeraals, b7 
means of Abetractlon and Generaliza. 
tion, that is by eeparadng the qualities 
whieh things have in common from the 
p«ulia-J' or di,fermtial qualities which 
they have, and by giving names to·theee 
eommon quaUties, which names (names 
such aa man, animal, and so foTth) are 
liguificant of the Clames to which the 
things belong. TAat DoariM I regard 
41 aeudinglg milkading. It is the doe. 
triDe taughi in all our Logics and Psy· 
chologies. But I regard it, nevertheless, 
u erroneous in the extreme ; erroneous 
for this reason, thai U deceives ua as to 
tM4t TMug'M u in itlel/; blinds ws as to 
it.a irDe nature. 

41. "It seems to me that Thought 
lugim al>lolutelg with Clasees, Genernl 
Conceptions, or Universals, and that it 
cannot begin otherwise. Thinking in, 
in itl "M1I ~. the apprehension or 
Something more than" and dilJ'crcnt 
from " the Partimlla1'; and, therefore, 
to rcpl't'llent it as dealing in the first in· 
stance with TM Particular merely, is to 
represent it as being what it is not its 
nature to be. To think is precisely not 
to think of any siDgular ihing exclu. 
slvely, but to think It iu an irutanu of 
t11hat mag be again, antl again, antl again. 
Every Thought transcends the particular 
object thought of; and that transcend. 
ence is not one mode in which Thougl1t 
operates ; it ii tM tmlg mode; it is 
Thong ht itself in lts very essence ..•. I am 
convinced that Thought lugim by re
garding the pain" for instance "as one 
of a class; begins by thinking something 
more than the particular pain itself, and 
that that eomething-moM is a ClllBll, a 
Genus, a Conception, a Unive1'8al, or, in 
the language of Plato, an Idea." (1). 

42. This acoou~t of ihe matter is eel'-

(1) Perrier' a Greet Pbll~by. VoL L pp. 281, 938. 
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tions of life. The Movable Types thus illustrate UNillK, DUISx, and TanmDI, 
in thtir oum Erolutio111. The solid Block11, the Movable Types, and the Com
bination of these two as Furniture, do the same, as just shown, in a larger 
sense. Finally, if we consider more ottentively the Single Block or Type, (o!rl. 
ma! from the other points of view), we shall still find (in a more minute sense) 
the presence of these same three In4Zpugnab1.e or Omnipt"eaent Principkl. Thus 
the block or type (or any 1ing1.e object) is, in itself, ONB only; and in that aspect 
it is UmsMAL; but at the same it is sundered or severed by Limits from all 
the others (or from all other objects); and this aspect of the subject, by which it 
is made a oM object, and which cannot be set aside in considering it, is DUillll.AL ; 

the reunited aspect of the Object after this analysis of its Constituent ideal 
Elements is then TRINISMAL. If, still more metaphysically, we were to enter 
upon the consideration of the Composition of the wry SubatanctJ of the Single 
Object, we should find nothing else down to Infinity, as we pursued the Analy
sis and Synthesis, but these three Principle11, in new and varying manifest.a
tions. It was in this sense that Pythagoras saw, somewhat dimly, no doubt, 
th"t all things aro reducible to the Spirit of these Elements of Number. 

t:linly correct in TM .Abaol'UU ,· that ls 
tu say, regarding Sensation and Thought 
11!1 wholly separable from ea.ch other, 
,.,hlch in point of fact they Mt>er aro. 
What wo have therefore to do practi
cally or in tM Relativo is to distribute 
~fonta.tlon, a compound process mo.do up 
of the two abstract Elements, Sensation 
nnd Thought, but never completely sep. 
amble into thl!m. The actually correct 
distribution is then into 1. Naturismal, 
Arbitrismal, Experientioid or Fcminoid 
Montation, proceeding in the Natural 
Order, from Sensation ns Principal to 
Thought as Accessory, represented by 
tho numerical formula 1 + 2 ; and 2. 
Seientismal, Logicismal, Refl.exionoid or 
Mll8Culoid Montation, proceeding in the 
Logical Order, from Thought to Sensa
tion, represented by the numerical for
mula 2 + 1. It is the latter which is 
specifically connected witll Pure or Tran· 
sccndental Science, and which la para
mount, from tltc &ientijicPoint of VinD. 
It is allied with Abstmct or Exact Sci
ence, as the other species of Mcntntion 
ls allied with Natural and Observational 
Science generally; or with Natural Phi· 

losophy. The l!&llle ground la traversed 
in each Order of Investigation, but in the 
opposite direction, with the same result 
in a sense, but of a diff'erent character, 
through tho intervention of the principle 
of MEtlE Pn&ro:SDERANCE. 'fhe One 
(1) takes the lead of the Two (!I) in 
one form of the Composition of i.he 
Three (3). Io the other form the Two 
(~)predominates over tho One (I). 

43. Again, " The Mind is frt• and 
acti1'0 when it thinks; it is compdled and 
pamu when it full." (1). Hence men 
are eaid to be enslaved by Senee, by 
their Senses, by their piraiiona, etc. 

44. Scnso.tion finding its An&logue in 
the Point, and Thought in the Line, let 
us reason from this Analogy a atep far
ther. In the finest .Analysis h may be 
assumed, in contravention of the prima 
/<UM appearance, that it i8 imponible to 
think the Point, that is to arrive, in tho 
Mind, at the conception of a Point, prior 
to hnving the conception of Lin<'B or a 
Lino; thus that we must first think th~ 
C'0-0rdino.tea or C'-0nverging and indicat. 
ing Lines which determine the locality 
of the Point in the imaginary space which 

(I) Femer'a Greek Pbllooopby. VoL I. p. 98'r. 
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ii to contain it ; that we must at lea.st 
..ume in thought one such Though~ 
lioe along which the Mind Jl8111M'8, u it 
were, from its own ideal position to that 
at which the Point ls posited. Granting 
thia &llllUDlption which ls ONE of the 
A«Uaary aspects of the subject, and the 
C'A>nception of Point ls then subsequent 
io, and dependent upon, the Conception 
of Line ; that of Thiug subsequent to, 
and dependent upon, that of Law; Crea
tion, to the Scheme of Creation in Pure 
Ideal ; Origins in Time, to Final Causes 
in the Perfectibility of the Future ; 
Semation, to Thought ; Sensationalism, 
t.o Idealism ; Materialism, to Spiritual· 
imn; Common-place Conceptions, toTran-
9Cendent41 onee, and, in a word, Primitive 
:'iatural Conditions, to the ffiterior &ien,. 
lized Divine Social Code. Hence, the 
Whole Historical Evolution of Being in 
Time (Temporology) is inferior and sub
ordinate to the Logical Evolution of 
Belug in Space (Spaceology) ; this last 
being peculiarly the domain of Uni· 
Ycr&ology, or the Universal Logic, ns 
cmitruied with Systems of Prncticnl 
PhiJOS>phy 1-1 on Historical Data. 

43. It was then the point of the de
morurtration implied m the reasoning of 
Socratee that, while Sensation is the 
Pllu.U or Nature of Man, it is only his 
Lower or Inferior Nature, and that 
Thought is a IDgher or Superior Nature 
In Man.~d so entitled to govern. It 
aleo appean upon further reftection that 
the Typical or Governing Manifestation 
nr Department of Sensation ls Sensuality, 
which le Vice (the Scriptures abound in 
tb.19 doctrine] ; and that the Typical or 
OoYenrlng Manifestation of Thought ls 
the Apprehemion of Truth, which, when 
applied in Action, la what we mean by 
Right; and the practice of which Is Vir
tue. It ls the function, therefore. of 
Thought, or the JnteUect,toREGENBRATlll 
N-.n•tlon; to elevate it from Sensuality 
to ~timent, culminating in the love of 
Truth and Right; or, in theological 
J>hrue and form of conception, to "the 

19 

Love of God." The Intellectual percep
tion of Right, reinforced by the regen
erated Sentiment, which is the Love of 
the Right, is then RIGHTEOUSNESS, which 
Is the highest of religious endowment& 
We find herein the ne:mu between Jn. 
telligence or the enlightenment of the 
intellect, and Morality or Goodnees. 
Hence the Socrntic axiom,-which can 
only be accepted with the above modi
fications,-ntzl all VirttU ii KMUJledge, 
and tluU all Vito ii Ignorance. 

46. Plato developed the Socratic per
ception of the Priority and Superiority 
of Thought over Sensation into his pecu
liar doctrine of ldeu, 88 the pre-existing 
Types and Models of all Sensible Objects 
or Things. The moral affiliation of the 
idea took, however, a different develop. 
ment. Prof. Ferrier proceeds to show, 
in further exposition of Socrates, that in 
the lowest sensuous development of Mind 
there ls no true Self-Consciousness; that 
In order to the existence of a true Belf
Consciousness, the Self must be thoug"' 
as well as felt, or in1tea.d, rather of being 
felt; thought apart from all other Selves, 
and yet into relati.on tDith all others, by 
discrimination and comparison, which 
the animal, the child, and even those 
tmtrained in thinking among men, can
not do ; that this true Belf-Consclousnees 
(along with the abstract understanding 
of Truth and Right) Icade, and is the only 
thing that can lead, to a true Sympathy, 
beyond the mere animal lmtinct of herd
ing, and eo lays the foundation of true 
Social Organization ; that there Is and 
can be no true sympathy, and no true 
buis of Society, except 88 grounded upon 
Thought, and a developed Belf-Collllclous
nees or Personality in the Members of it ; 
the clean-cut discrimination of Self in 
comparison with other Selves ; the un
derstanding of all relAtionehipe, affini
ties and repulsione., duties and rights; 
and, in a word, of the Laws of a true 
Societary Organization, or of the Divine 
Social Code. Ferrier need not be held 
responsible for all of these conclusions, 
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but such is tho truthful logic of his re&

BODing on this subject. 
4i. Consider now that every Actual 

Line drawn, for instance on paper, or 
thought of in the Mind, is produud or 
continued, in the rational natme of 
things, outward to infinity ; that every 
real Line, therefore, has a Ghoatly Lina 
emanating Crom it, vague, intangible, 
and unreal, or only half-real, but infinite. 
These Ghost-Lines, emanating from (or 
else preceding and causing) all real lines; 
lnterblending, cl'OllBing each other at all 
angles; almost impalpable even to the 
thought ; are the .Analogue or Spirit, as 
the Actual Lines are the Analogue of 
Thought. ~tJ and Btraigllt Lines are 
the Analogues of Truth and Right. The 
Ghost-Lines emanating from such Lines, 
a.'"e then the Analogues of " TM SpirU 
of Truth." But, in a minor sense, all 
Lines give oft' their" Spirlt"-emanatlon; 
still le&B sensibly every Point serves, by 
Its radiation, also to Mna'M Spirit; but 
the Radiations are Lines, and so it is 
only through the Llne-(or Logo.) Prin
ciple that the Point can diff'wle itself into 
Delng. The " Spirit" Crom Lines even 
in their confwdon, having in them al
ways something of Straightness or Truth, 
(such being the OMentlal Nature of Line), 
is then regemratif>~ In Its Influence upon 
mere Points, tending to bring them into 
some degree of Harmony or Order. [For 
I.Jnes keep In mind Thought ; for Ghost. 
Lines Spirit; and for Points Bense or 
Sensation ; and finally for the Ghost. 
Lines which emanate from, and prolong 
Level and Straight-Lines, which are the 
Analogues of Basic Bclento-PhilOBOphic 
Thoughts, or the Primordial Principles 
ofDeing, keep in mind" TM 8piril of 
TN1th"]. 

48. It was the Mll!l!ion of Christ In 
Judea to announce especially, and to 
lead in, the Bplritual Dispenaatlon of 
human atralrs, and to carry over thereby 

tho Socratic idea of Mora1s, Crom Knowl
edge merely, or the True and the Right, 
to a conformity In the Heart or Senti
ment (Sensational), with the True and 
the Right ; to announce and to lead in, 
In other words, tM SpirUual Regenem
tion of Man. Continue In mind the 
Idea that " Spirit " is the Emanation 
Crom Thought, aa Ghost-Lines are eo 
from Real Lines ; and in view of the pre
ceding explanation let us now interpret 
some of the words of Christ. While in 
the act of preaching Reg~Mration to Ni
codemus, he affirms, " Tltd SpirU blow. 
eth where it lleteth, and ye hear the 
sound thereof, but ye cannot tell whenee 
It cometh, nor whither it goeth, so ls every 
one that ls born of the Spirii." (1). Wft 
say habitually that such or such a thing 
la "in the Wind" or "in the Air," when 
It is an Idea which comes vaguely t-0 us 
merely. Even this" Spirit" which ema
nates vaguely from the Inherent Wi.t
dom or the Divine Logos, was truly held 
by Jesus to be capable of a regenerating 
Influence over the Natural or SemuoUB 
man. Buch has been and is the Sen
timental Regeneration which has oocur. 
red in the experience of Christiana. But 
Christ waa apparently aware, and meant 
also to Intimate, on another occasion, 
that there was in reserve for humanity 
anotlier ancl l1igher kind of REGElUOlA

TION, to be effected through a " Spirit" 
of a somewhllt dift'~rent character ; name
ly as we may now say, 1718 Ema1Ulli<nu 
from LEVBL and STRAIGHT Lina; the 
foundations, beaml!, and comer-poet& of 
the New Jerusalem; 118 againat the ema
nationa from the Congeries of Confused 
Lines generally-mystical and insptra. 
tlonal teachings. This he distlndly de
nominated, not "Spirit" merely, but 
" The SpirU of 'l'ndh." He declined to 
attempt this higher teaching, to minds 
so little developed as those then in the 
world, and spoke of lt, by pel'llOnifl.catian, 

(1) Jobu h•. 8. Thia wu m711tlclam oul7 to be uudentood through Inaplralfou, JntuUloo and Im· 
prellllon. 
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1.11 of eome One who was to come after 
him. His memorable words on this sub
ject are, "I have many thlnge to say 
unto you, but ye can not hear them now. 
Howbeit, when He, TllB SPOUT ol!' 
TllUTU, ill come, He will guide you into 
.Aa Tndl&/' [&ient\fic ARD Moral.J 
This i• no lees broad ihan the claim of 
Universalogy iteelf; "For he shall not 
11p0ak of hilllll6lf, but what.Boever he shall 
bear that shall he ei-Jt." Thill seems 
obviously to foreehadow the impM'IOnal 
character of Univenal Science, tM .Ab
IOlllU Spirit of Truth, as contrasted with 
the Ptraon.al Claims and Avermcnts of 
&11 the previous " Guides" of doctrine, 
not even excepting hie own pot!ition ns 
laen &811WDed in the world. It is tho 
foresha<lowing, in other words, of tho 
S11perseduro (in predominance) of tho 
Arbitrismal by the Logiclemal Regime, 
in human affo.lrs: and "He will show 
you things to come." Pr~n le the 
distinctive characteristic of Bcleuco; lt 
ill prophecy made certo.in. "Ho e~all 
glorify me ; for he shall receive of mine, 
and shall show it unto you." Tho true 
and perfect Intellectual Dispensation, 
when decisively and triumphantly in
augurated, will, instead of condemning 
or depreciating the Sentimental Moral 
Regeneration inaugurated by Christ, ae 
the Fragmentary and Imperfect Intellec
tual Development of the pDBt has in a 
meaBUre done, will glorify Christ by 
magnifying the importance and eB11ential 
nOOCllBi ty of hie doctrine and life. ( o. 
30, L 1315). It will also receive of the 
thingll which are hie, as in the instance 
now before us, and will expound them,. 
or llhow them to the world. " All things 
that the Father hath are mine: therefore 
llald I that he shall take of mine, and 
!hall show it unto you." Christ as the 
LoTIMIWl, the personal representation 
and embodiment of Divine Love, or Sen
timent in ha higheei form, (the Bplrit
ully regenerated Sentient Nature), pos
IC8le8. in right, everythln~ which there 

ls Inherently in Being, even in the Mas
C!Uloid and Benectoid Hypostasie of Divine 
Being. Wisdom, while it governs, ia 
still the Servant of Love. It can do no 
other, therefore, than to take and mani
fest the riches of Love. (o. 1-31 L 68) • 

49. It results, nevertheleee, that there 
is aomething higher in the prospective 
development of the Human Race, than 
Proto-Christianism, or the First Form of 
Christianity, could propound. It :results 
also that all Mystical, Merely Symbolic 
and Ordinary Spirltualizing Methods of 
teaching, whether employed by Christ or 
any other teacher,-Inspiru.tiolllll, In
tuitional, Impnll!Bional,-were and are 
merely pr<>'llinonal, pr!JPhetic, adumbra
titJe, and prcparatqrg for the Higher 
I>iwpematiun (Dcutero-Chrietianity). The 
Ultimate, and Perfect, and Precise Com
prehension of the Operation of Spiritual 
Laws, and of the Mode of Spirit.Life, and 
of the related subject of Human Destiny, 
must be derived from a Reflection cast 
by the achieved discovery and completed 
understanding of the Laws of the Ex
ternal-Material, and of the Intellectuo.l
Rational Universe. This must be re
vealed to the Intellect through Science, 
carried down by Radical Analysis to Uni
v~rsale, and then, from the foundation so 
laid, up, by an Infallible Synthesis, t.o 
the full proportions of the Scheme of the 
Universe. It ia in this way that the 
Abolition of Mystery, prophesied or in 
the Scriptures, ls destined to occur. 
" And upon her forehead was a name 
written, MYSTERY, BABYLON TUE GREAT, 
TDE MOTUER 01!' IIABLOTB AND AB0-
Xl 'iATION8 ol!' TUB EABTH." "And 
after these things I saw another angel 
come down from Heaven, having great 
power ; and the eerth wae lightened with 
hie glory ; and he cried mightily with a 
strong voice, Saying, Babylon the Great 
ls fallen, and ls become the habitation of 
devils, and the hold of every foul spirit, 
and a cage of every unclean and hateful 
bird." (1). 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

(1) BeyeJaUon svfi. O, and mil. t, I. 
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liO. Ohllcrve here the word, egm~to, 
BAB BEOOME ; not that it W88 80 while 
this Mystery was the best that was 
known in the world, and a proper adat>
tation to tho infancy of the race ; but 
.from tM timll whm tM Light of tM 
Pure RMl<m ahinu in tlie tJ)()1'/d; " when 
the earth is lightened by his glory;" 
thwe ii rw aalMtion out of tM pak of tM 
Regenerate and NEW Catholic Church; 
that is to say, in the continued rejection 
of tho Truth as revealed to the Intellect 
through the medium of Science. As to 
the old Babel or Babylon of dogma, 
bigotry, dubious faith, conflicting creeds, 
and persecuting opinions, it has from 
that time bocome "the habitation of 
devils and a cage of every unclean and 
hateful bird ~· "a m888 of rottenness 
and corruption to be deserted with the 
utmost spued ;'' The" Other Voice from 
Heaven" in respect to her is: "Como 
out of her, my people, that ye be not 
partakers of her sine, and that ye receive 
not of her plagues." (1). The sudden
nees of the collapee of the old syet6m of 
doctrinE'S, and of the methods of their 
inculcation is also strongly put. " There
fore shall her plagues come in OM day, 
death, and mourning, and famine ; and 
she shall be uttt>rly burned with fire; 
for strong is the Lord God who judgeth 
her." (2). So &gllin: "For in one hour 
80 great riches has come to 11aught." (3). 

31. The whole Church, in common 
with Swedenborg, gives a symbolic in
terpretation to the Apocalypse ; for it 
will of courae admit of no other. (He, 
indeed, affirms as much of the whole 
Scripture Narrative). Swedenborg in 
turn, in common with nearly all Protes
tant commentators, makes the .Babylon 
of tl1e Apocalyptic Vision to signify the 
Old Catholic or Roman Catholic Church. 
I apply the eame interpretation, only 
more radically, to the whole Feminoida
lufantoidal Dispensation of the Paat, the 

(1) ReftlaUoa, ntll. 4. (\!) lb., 8. 
loglaal Ezpolltlon or tho ApocalJPse. 

Proto-Bocl.etiamu (o. 2's t. 136) founde.I 
on Tradition, Inspiration, vague guesst':l 
and Mystery of all 80rts, in the place of th<> 
KNOWLEDGE 01' Ali8TRACT TRUTH, and 
THE LOVE 01' IT as a basis from which 
to proceed to iU datrminau applVa
tiona, in the construction and adminis
tration of the Individual Life, and of all 
Social A.trairs. By Babel or Babylon is 
therefore here meant the Primitive In
coherence or Confusion of all Human 
A1fairs, aa a. State or Condition of Things 
l>rior to the Scientific discovery of the 
Lawe of Order and Harmony in the 
world. By such diecovery the Old and 
Incoherent Order is in fact instantly (in 
a day or in an hour) blaated, or affect«! 
by the cause of ltB rapid prospective dis
solution, however lt may for a time 
linger and nitain an apparent and nom
inal existence. The old Co-Matrix of So
cial Gestation, like any other Placenta, is 
destined to be cast aside and to go into 
decay from the instant of the true Birih 
of Humanity through the Unification of 
Intellectual Perceptions ; for it is Science 
which addresses iteelf to the Unfom1al 
Facultg in Man, and TllE ACHIEVKD 

l:NITY OF THE ScIENCES will compkk 
the argument asaddrcesed to that faculty. 
Fuith, Inspiration, Subjective Pel'llOnal 
Illumination, and all other appeals, ad
dress themsel \"OB to the Parlicular FtM:fd. 
t11 in Man, and could only achieve, tber&
forc, Sectarian and Fragmentary l'etlulta
as Methods of Knowing-however much 
they may continue to serve, in various 
ways, for the culture of the Individual 
Soul. In another sense, however, all the 
leading Doctrines of all the Religions or 
Sects of the Past or now extant, will bl' 
rescued, reburnished, and reconciled or 
adjusted in the Sciemiud character, the 
Faith founded in Knowledge, of the 
Universal Cbnrcp of the Future. 

32. It is by no means meant that all 
Knowledge is instantly opened up to the 

(S) lb., 1 T. See al.lo the fonhcomlllg Unlnno-
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world through the discovery of Uni- related philosophies which have been 
venology ; but that the central knowl- evolved from Modern Spiritism. 
edge is bad, from which it becomes pos- 54, Thought is then pre-eminently 
Bible to proceod outwardly, upon any The Man, as held by Socrutes, aml n,t 
radius, in an orderly manner, to the in- mere Sensation, as held by the Suphists. 
veatigation of any given point (t. 183) ; The Straight Lines and Levels and Per· 
eo that the acquisition of any particular pendicul&n1 of the Mythical Cuific city 
knowledge within the legitimate scope seen in the Apocalyptic Vision desccnd
of the intellectual faculty is merely a ing out of Heaven, symboliw thoee Fun
matier of time, and of the requisite ap. damental and Regulative Lines anJ 
plication (t. 183); and that, henu, UJ/w. ·Exact adjustments of Thought, which 
-er clwo«11, herea~r. to remain in the are at the eamo time the Laws of Uni
o/.tj Babd or wnfu.aion of ideaa, 1Mll be vereal Being, and the Principltls of the 
plagued tDitA tM pl4guu UJhich are de- Universal Science-The .A.ua or Axi3-
n.owiad upon her. The clear demonstra- mata of Being. As the Laws and ll!ct1-
uons of those who see the light will be sure of the city repreeenti~g Human 
gall and wormwood to all such, and a Society, so thoy arc the Lawe ancl Mcn
just. retribution for the hindrances and BllJ'C of Man, and especially of Man as a 
Wl'OngB which the Mystical teachings of Spirit or Rational Being superior to 
the Put have heretofore thrown in the ee~in other words, an Angel. l\Ian 
way of the Reason. Savonarola, Gall- is therefore, still, only in a higher sense 
leo, Bruno, and Se"etus will be amply thnn that of the Sophists, the Meaaure, 
aTenged. "Reward her even as she while be is also thti Meaaurcr, of the Uni
rewarded you; and double unto her don- verse. This WILB testified to by John, 
ble according to her works ; in the cup the Revelo.tor, In these words : " And ho 
that she bath filled, fill to her don· measured the wall thereof, an hundred 
ble." (1~ Only that the tortures inflicted and forty and four cubits, according to 
by the Light of Intellectual Truth will th8 mea11Ure of a man, that is, of the 
vex the Mind and Spirit, and not the Angel." (1). 
bodies of men The New Order will be 55. The kind of Truth which is thus 
the final and complete triumph of the identical with Thought, and with the 
Loo1Cl8KAL over the Arbitrismal Regime. Meaaur~ of the Universe, and with .Mind, 

63. The writ.ings of Emanuel Sweden- and with Man ns the Measure or Mta
borg are a Semi-intellectual, Semi-mys- mre·r (c. l, 2, t. 96) is, of course, ll8 '"ill 
tlcal, and partial, illumination of the now be understood, &lf-Ecident, Necu-
8pirit and meaning of the Older Scrip. llar1J and UniTJeraal Truth. In other 
lures and Philosophies. They are, as it words, it is Axiomatic, when rightly 
were, halfway-ground between the ear- brought before the attention of any com
lier Mysticism and Universology. The petent mind, or of all such minds. I am 
writings of Tulk and Jamee are then not nnaware that some philoeophers 
another halfway~ between Sweden- have deniod that there is any truth 
borg and the Scientific comprehension which is absolutely axiomatic. Edgar 
of Spiritual Laws. A.II of these specula.- A. Poe, in a Philosophical Treatise en
tionll will likewille undergo modification titled Eureka, has thus denied the exist. 
and a new exposition from the Light of ence of Axiomatic Truth in the absolute 
a Purely Intellectual Revelation. The eelll!6, and J. Stuart Mill, in his recent 
ame will happen for the great mas11 of "Criticism on Sir Wm. Ho.milton," d<XS 

(1) Benlatloa, al l'f. See farther, mr forUlcomlng Ez~tton of tbe .&J:IOClllypa. 
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n~arly the same. This extremism finds 
its parallel in ·the denial that there 
is, iii tli.e Ablolule, any such direction 88 

Up or Down (a. 111 c. 321 t. 136). 
To diecwis it here would lead me too 
far away from the present purpoee; ee-
11ecially as, however, in the Absolute 
the issue might result, the distinction 
rdative-lg, and for all practical purpoeee, 
between Univenial Truth and Particulo.r 
Truth. so ably elaborated by ProfCSBOr 
1''errier, would remain intact, and no lesa 
radically important. The Absolute of 
Philosophy being, in strictness, a region 
where all distinctions are wiped out of. 
existence, we must necessarily return 
to the Relative whenever we would dis
criminate anything whateoever ; and 
hence for the terms Absolute and Rela
th·e 88 applied to different classes of 
Truth after the manner of Prof. Ferrier, 
the terms Absolutoid and Belatoid might 
better be substituted. 

56. The doctrine of Dh'ine Spiritual 
Influx and of the consequent regenera
tion of the human heart, and the other 
cognate doctrines of Christ., reinforced 
and modi6oo by the Greek learning and 
philosophic tendencies of Poul, and by 
the PW.tonizing Transcendental Philo
sophy of John, and still later of the Neo
Plotonists, have formed the burden of 
Christian Theology and of Christianism, 
88 an inftuence and drift. of development 
in tht1 world. We need not here pursue 
further the growth of Philosophy. All 
the modem systems are radicated in 
some one of the ancient Greek PhilOll(). 
phies which we have pueed rapidly in 
review. At another point the divergence 
from Plato towards Philosophy, and from 
Aristotle towards Science, 88 brought out 
under subsequent culture, will receive 
some additional notice ; and other featarea 
of the subject will from time to time oc
cur in the Commentary and .Annotation. 
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Id ... both Matterold and 8plrllold, 292. The Three lleavon.-8,,.edenborg, !93 ;-<Ill within the No.
turiADaa, 2M, lr.l8. Tus Ga.."1> Rn.aaAL, now, 2911 . The 8elf-Con1elou1 Ego In the MIDd. Tho 
Lord In Beaven, ~.we. "The Resurrection of tho Dead '"-Modem Splrltlam, we. Impending 
Uoltlon of the Splrl~ World and thla World, !IDT. The Three Stages, 298, 806. Dr. Cumming, Bbl· 
..,..U-Propbecy. 300. Indlcifl of thd GBUT Cme1s, ~ Analogy of Phymologlcal Conception, 
305. Normal Progft9 t.o•arda Life, not toward• Death: from Old Heaven and Earth to Ne•, S01. 
Cb&np of Pace mm Ea& to Weat: mm &lief to Knowledge, 809. The New Calhollc Creed, SIO. 
Tbe Klllennlom to be lnaognraW through 8clenee, 810. V ar\etlee of Onlologleal Faith, 811. TIUI 
~ Tn lsrnrtT&, Ta• EcsTATIO, 912, 316. Natural Philosophy-Comte, SHI. Two ...t 
Prlon"•; T•o..t Po.tmon"•, 814. "The SulQectlYe Synlheol• "-Comte, S15. OlQo:etlYe Method; 
llabjeeltn Melllod, 31:1. Heed = Man, Trank = World, (Woman>, 816. Three Pblloeopbl .. of 
Comte. 318. Seven 8clenCl89 or do., 919, 321. Dody and IJmbs, 820. A1tronomy = Whole Body: 
Et. Neck, Ne"119, Eqnatlon, 813. Decu-Uon, 824. Ratio, 82'. Analog\tll of the Skeleton, with 
Comte, 92G, with Kant, m The two feet, ll'Jll. Prlneiplu UstvnaALOID. Gll.HDALOID: 8PB· 
CUI.Orn, 381. Petril and Skull; Teelh and Nalls, 832. Leaat Atom, S83. Bl-lateral Equation; 
t;nolda, Daolda, 833, S4S. No. 82-Fourler: Rlbl, 3.'14.. Trlgrade 8er\e1 of PIYotal PolllUoaa, 
Incipient., lledlal, Final, 33'. Abeolutology, 836. The Frothlnghams, a.~. F.apou•ls, F.cstatlclam, 
1.'11. hntbelnl, lly.tlclaiu, Allthropomorphlam. 938. Compoaltion of N amber Two, Comparolow, 
8cnr.<To-PeILOllOPHT (Proper), s.t0-341. SU. 947. AB&OLUTI: ANALYSIS. Uiuatrated In Phonotloa, 
"5, 3'6. UnlAcatlon of BamAn Speech; ".dbrl&ni •• Jlllaplayaloal Equations, UT, 348. Eoolt.tion 
~ S•lllbn'• ms br..LLIUL• Gums. 8':1. Cu11&1r10.1.TIOK, 8:50; Xo1<oaPUDOLOG1'; Co»PJ.BOLOOT, 
Ill NotadoD proYlaloaal, 8111. 
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176 NUMBER .A~:-D TilE UNIVERSE. [Cu. VI. 

Tables 18-35; pp. 118, lSS, 2M, 9-26, 241, ~~ 249, 250, 9511, 2:56, ~. HS, tt'- 91'5, 116, 2'1'11, m. 
293, 811, 8311, 836, SSS, 841. 

Llat of »Wurama. No. II, Ca11ouL Seen .. , 189. No. 9, Abatrac' of aamc, 16'. No. T, 211. No. 8, SH. 
Comnwmtary. Tho Elementlsmua of the Numcrl1mu1, p. lTT. Dlabibutlon of the llathemaUcs

Dariea, Comte, Spencer, (Table 1, Dia. 1), liS-183. Concrm-j, 189. Form, Llmil&don, Sub-
1tance, Reality, 102. Spencer'• Di1bibuUon of the Sciences, (Table 1), 191. Pre-Clcfe, 204. 871-
tematology, 226. Co-EXUJTKI<Cltll and Co-SEQn:<cm-Clancy (Buckle on MW): Loo10, Al<UOGIC, 
r .... TOLOOIC, 228-234. INIJ110T10N and DIIDIJt:TION, (Analy•I• aud Synthesis), 2'3-249. Vi .. , • ......., 
Vi1«1ra, 249. Oodism-Unlty, Trinity, 249. Coleridge-Grammar, Theology, 271: Addition and 
Suhtractlon the Wbolo of Muthematl.,,, 21-l. Tn& Gu .... D Rro0Nc1L1 .. T1o:c of Idcae, 290. No Apol
ogy for accepting Spir!Luallotlc Facta, 291. Swcdonborg and Harri., 2H. Victor Ilui;o, Ilcquem. 
bourg, Kalunltee Incarnation, Prophecy, Mlllonnlum, Tho Grand New Nation, ll'JIWIM. Tho Jadc
ment by the Salnte, 20l. "The Gnuid Crial• ;" IleW'itt; lbaun1L1T .. T10>< or PrlllllBTC!<T ns. .. , •. 
DDa, 308. Decreue of Prayer, Increue of Labor, 810, Dceth a blunder; Immortality normal: 
lllale and Female Brain, SlT. Wronakl-He .. 1auilm, Panaclav\1m: Ruula, America, S~. Hew
ltt'1 Architecture, 821. New Jeruealem, 32S. Hair and Bcerd: lllen and Women, S'U-S31. Jlulc&l 
Octave, 1139. Education-Doyle, S.19. Wrons1tr1 Formula, 849 • 

.Am&<1t11tion. Tho Ahaoluto-Ferrler, lll!S, 200: Hill. 200: Hamilton, Conlin, 20T, 208, !13, 215; 
Comta, Lewee, Metaphyalca: Counter.Statement., 191. "Scnlcle11 Ab1tracUon1 "-MW, 20'1. !Cle-, 
210, 211. Contradiction The Type of Being, rn3, 206. The Mnacular Thlnltera, !11. The Uncon· 
dltloncd-ltamllton, 21'. The Ab•troct nr.ver Actually true, 219, Spencer, 220. ){amen-Reem& 
Drlllah Phlla1ophy, Extract., 2!50-2:iT; 261-2~ Swedenborg, Dant.a, "World of Spirito," " Pur
gatory," 28L 

228. IN the present Chapt.er we are to establish the Analog
ical Relationship between NUMBER, as the General Domain of 
the Abstract Mathematics, and THE UNIVERSE AT LARGE, in 
respect to those Primary Metaphysical Discriminations which 
are-within this less definite Domain-equally funda·mental, 
but-apparently-'less exact than the corresponding' Element
ary Distributions of Number itself. Such are those concep
tions which the philosophers have denominated THE ABSOLUTE 
and THE RELATIVE :-Reality, Limitation, Exisknce, and 
Mo7Jement ,· THE ABSTRACT and THE CONCRETE, and numerous 
others of a similarly ideal and intangible character. Into this 
latter Order of Discriminations we may now hope, for the first 
time, to be able to introduce Scientific Exactitude and Preci
sion, by ?Jirtue of their disco?Jered definite Analogy with the 
Primitive .Discriminations of Number. Subsequently, the 
demonstratfon will be. confirmed and completed, through the 
Analogy, to be shown in the Fifth and Sixth Chapters, between 
the Discriminations in both of the above-mentioned Domains 
or Departments of Being-Number and the Elementismus of 
the Re.al Universe-with Correspondential Discriminations in 
an intermediate Department, still more obviously definite 
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CH. IV.] .ARI'l'HMJ<rl'lC, GEOMl!.'TBY, .ANALYSIS. 177 

than either of these two ; namely, that of FIGURE or Geome
trical FORM. c. 1. 

229. We are here, it is obvious, within the Mathematical 
Domain. Yet it is not the whole of that Domain which we are 
about to investigate ;-except for the purpose of excluding 
certain grand Sub-Domains, and thereby narrowing the field 
to that which is most elementary within the .total realm of 
.Mathematics. 

230. Davies in his Philosophy of the subject divides The 
Mathematics into three Parts : 1. ARITHMETIC, 2. GEOMETRY, 
3. ANALYSIS, (including Algebra and the Higher Calculus, (1). 
These are the Pure abstract Sciences of Number, Form and 
Spacic Relation. It is none of these Sciences as Pure and Ab
stract Mathematics which are now to occupy our attention ; 
nor is it th~ Applied or Impure Mathematics. It is, on the 
contrary, a Lower or More Elementary Abstract and Fun
damental Department of Numerical, Morphic, and Relational 
Considerations, one which· has hitherto escaped attention, but 
which is of the last degree of importance, that, namely, of 
determining the .Analogical Values of the Elements of Number 
and Form, and so of Relation universally. 

231. The following Table exhibits the Subdivisions of this 

Commentary, t. 228. Inasmuch as the department of the Universe at 
large, which is here to be brought into Analogical Relations with Number or 
the Numerismus, includes the Basic Discriminations of Ontology only, and as 
the Basic Discriminations of Ontology arc the Elementismus of the Universe at 
l&rJ?e, it follows that it is the Elementismus of the Numerismus only which will 
here come into play. This Elementismus relates to the Elements of Number, 
and still predominantly therefore to UNISlll and DursK, and similar Metaphysico
Numerical Considerations. The Elahorismus of Number gives, on the contrary, 
1ucb discriminations as Arithmetic, Algebra, and the Transcendental Calculus, 
and the Real Analogues of these Departments of Science will come into play 
later, and will assume somewhat more prominence in connection with the Sci
ento-Analogy of FoBK in the two next following Chapters. This simple state
ment is lllfre elaborately made in the following paragraphs of the Text. 

(1) Danca· Loglo and UUllt, ol the lll11thcmatlca, p. 98. 
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178 NUMEROLOGY; MORPHOLOGY. [Cu. IV. 

whole Domain. The words in Capital Type indicate the por
tion of the Domain to which we are about to attend ; and 
those in Smaller Type the portions to be excluded. c. 1-10. 

I. NtllDIBlL 

8. .Applied Arithme-
tic. 

2. Pure Arithmetical 
Calculation. 

1. NUMEROLOGY. 

TABLE 1.3. 

~. (8) FoBJ1. 3. {2) BPACIC OR NUMERG-MORPRtC 

RELATION. c.1.-1.0 . 
.Analgril: (tM ffl{JM-r MatMmatia.} 

.Applied Geome- 8. Calculus of Vari&-
try. tions. 

Pure Geometry. 2. Int.egral and DUreren. 
tial Calculus. 

MORPHOLOGY. 1. Algebra. 

232. The treatment of Analysis is not specifically introduced 
in this work, and it is the same with the subjects placed against 
the Numbers 2 and 3 in the First and Second Columns of the 
preceding Table (No. 13), as already stated above. Number 
and Form, in so far as they furnish the Domains of the two 
new Sciences, Numerology and Morphology, are all that 

Cotnmentary t. 231. 1. In the Distribution of Mathematics by Davie.a, 
adopted in the Text, Mechanics, which (as well as Thennology-the Laws of 
the Operation of Heat) M. Comte reckons, along with Geometry, as helping to 
constitute the branch of the Mathematica which he calla CONCRETE, is omitted. 
In this omission Mr. Spencer coincides. He assigns Mechanics not to Abstract
ology, but to .Abstract-Concretology, along with Chemistry and Physics. (c. 1, 
t. 269). I suggest that both arrangements are justified by recognizing Therm
ology as The Jfechania of tM .At.omic Omutitraion of Hatter, and this as belong
ing with Chemistry and Physics {the A.fi'ections of Matter-Gove), while Jf«Jaa.n... 
iu pr<JJ>W, as dealing with F'<WU embodi,ed in 01JjecU of &ruihl~ MO{!Tlitude, belongs 
where Comte has placed it, alongside of Geometry, as a branch of foe Con
cretoid Side of:M:athematics,-itselfa branch of Abstractology. Obsene, how
ever, that it is not my purpose, at this stage of the development of Univel'BOl
ogy, to intenene between Scientists or Philosophers to settle points npon which 
they are at variance, so much aa it is t.o farniah tMm tcith a Jfethod whereby 
they can intelligently meaiure the aunt of their dift'erences, and arrive ultimately 
at a satisfactory adjustment. It is the primary object of the New Science to 
furnish a System of Classification and Nomenclature for all Ideas and Theories, 
of such unlimited Capacities that each author can express definitely his own 
conceptions, and that they can be brought into positive and definite comparison 
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remain. Of these, Form is :remitted to the next two following 
chapters. It is Number, therefore, as the subject-matter of 
JJ'"umerology, embracing, it may be said, the Philosophy and 
Natural History of Number, which will constitute the subject 
of the present Chapter. This will include the consideration 
of the several numerical Series, and specifically of the Inci
pient Numbers 1; O, and 1; 2, which have been adopted, in 
the previous chapter, as Clefs of the Naturo-Metapbysic, and 
of Sciento-Philosophy, :respectively. 

with those of all others. The following table taken from Gillespie's Translation 
of the Philoeophy of Mathematics by Comte, exhibits the more elaborate dis
tribution of the Mathematics as given by the Great French Philosopher: 

TABLE l.. 

THE SCIENCE OF MATHEMATICS. 
1. 

ABSTRACT MATHEMATICS. 

I 
AlULYBIS; or, The Calcult11. 

I 
OrdiDar7 Anal711ia I 

or, 
Cblovl111 o/ J)iNd JU!ldiolu. 

I 
Alpbra. 

2. 

Tranaoendental Ana171111 I 
or, 

lllloul.u of IndiNOt IUnclioM. 

I 
I>UrerenUal aucl 
Inl4gnl Ct.lculnt.. 

Ot.lculu1 of 
Vt.tlt.llou. 

CONCRETE MATHEMATICS. 

BJ'n\hetto 
""SJHClaZ 

Geometry. 

I 

GBOKBTRY. 

I 

Onpblcsl Al!="bralc. 
I>McrtptiTe a.omev,.. Trt&o:iomcv,.. 

I 

Analytlo 
Of' <hMral ' 

Geometry. 

I 
Of two 

dlme"81ona. 
Of three 

cttmeim-
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180 PURE, AND APPLIED ll.ATHEMATICS. [Ca. IV. 

233. By examining the Typical Table of Existence (Table 
No. 7, t. 40), it will appE>.ar that the Applied Mathematics 
(No. 3 of Tab. No. 13) correspond with the upper part of the 
arrangement in the Typical Table culminating in the Laws of 
Harmonic Movement or Action (Art and Religion); or the 
Principles of Theory applied to tlte Life; that the Pure 
Mathematics (No. 2 of Tab. No. 13) then correspond with the 
whole general range of the Pure Sciences, or of the Sciences 

2. It will be observed that NmmEBS 1 ancl 3 of Davies' distribution (t. 231) 
constitute t,ogether "THE ABSTRACT MATHBMATics" of Comte, and that NUll
BER ~. of Davies', answers to " TM Concrete Mathematics" of Comte. It ap
pears therefore that Davies bas interposed a Oo'flCT'eU Domain (Geometry) be
tween a Lower Abatract Domain (Arithmetic Abatract-CoNCRETE), and a Higher 
Abstract Domain (Analysis). This is the converse of what, in his distribution 
of tM tl!Mk fidd of tM Sciencu, Spencer bas done, in interposing " The Abstract 
Sciences" (!l) between " The Abstract-Concrete Sciences" (I) below and "The 
Concrete Sciences" (3) above. (Table 14, t. 24?). 

3. This illustrates an Antithesis which is important lllld persistent between 
the Natural Order of Classification applicable to a Wlwk-t.0hich ii altDaY• o 
CoNCRETOID Domain-and the Logical Order of Distribution which is cognate 
to the Abstract Half of Being, as a Special Domain. This is the 

ANTITnETICAL REFLECTION OF CONCRETE AND ABSTRACT DISTRIBUTION, 

and is illustrated in the following Diagram : 

Diaa:ra:rn No. 1. 

Pig, 1. Tnz Coll'CUTll u Meaaurer ot the 
DUtrUn.Jlon o/ Tnz .AB&-ta4cr. 

(Trlgr&cle.) 

l Higher 

f AbetracL 

l Lower 

f Abdrac\. 

Fig. ~. TRB Al!lrraACT u Mcuurer ot the 
Dt.trlbulion n/ Tuz CoJ<CUT& 

(Trlgrade.) 

t Higher 

f Coner-. 
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properly so called, in the Typical Table, from Somatology up 
to Sociology ; and finally that Numerology and Morphology, 
as above defined (No. l of Tab. No. 13), correspond with, 
and answer to the bottom of the Typical Table (Tab. No. 7, 
t. 4o) ;-that region of the Table especially which is divided 
into Naturo-Metaphysic (1: 0), and Sciento-Philosophy (1 : 2). 
These Subdivisions of Philosophy, the old Metaphysical 
(1 : 0), and the new Sciento-Philosophic or Universological 
(1 : 2), then repeat or echo to the two larger grand divisions 
of the whole Typical Table ; 1 ; 0 to Philosophy at large ; 
and 1 : 2 to Science at large, or to the Sciences below the 
range of the Laws of Harmonic Movement or Action, which 
involves, as we have ~n, the application of Science to the 
Life, and which have a Special Relation to the Clef l It ; 2nd, to 
be subsequently adopted from the Ordinal Series of Num
bers. (t. 269, 282) • 

.(. The Diagram also illustrates another Suhtle and Important Principle of 
Gniversology-LoYALTY TO THE DOMINANT OF TIIE DOMAIN (t. 523); that 
is to say : In the Distribution or The Concrete the INSTRUMENT employed is 
TnE ABsnucr, and 'IDithin it The Principle of A.bstractism (as of the Abstract 
Sciences, Fig. 2), occupies the Central and G{)f)erning Position. It is, in other 
words, THE DolllINilT, to which the Extremities are Subordinate or Loyal,· 
while, on the contrary, in the Distribution of the Abstract, the Instrument em
ployed is TIIE CONCRETE (inasmuch as we mensurc any object not by itaelf, but 
by iU Crnmlerpart), and hence, Mt-e, it is the Concrete Department (Geometry in 
respect to the Mathematics), or the Principle of Concretism which occupies the 
Central and Governing Position, and is THE DOMINANT to which the Extrem
ities are Subordinate or LoyaJ,. 

5. Not only, however, is Centre a typical Position of GOVERNING or REIGN· 
mo eltaradn', but AnoYENESs, or Superiur Height, es the place of the Head 
~the Body, is so also; and Nature is never satisfied until she bas reconciled, 
by combining these Two Positions, as at the Apex of a Cone, with each 
other. In this sense, by a further distributive operation, the Hig-her and the 
Lower Concretes (Fig. 2) are both carried below, where they stand side by side 
as the two Halvee of the Body, and the Middle Region, the Abstract, is carried 
above as the Head, which then reconcila by uniting the Central with the Su
perior Position. See for illustration of this complexity the Text No. 29; Table 
& ; and Typical Tableau of the Universe, t. 4.1. 

6. If then the }fiddle Region of the Abstractismus of Science, namely Geom
etry and Mechaziics, in the Distribution of Comte (see this Commentary Dia. 
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234. The following Diagram is a Distributive Exhibit of 
this Elementary Domain of Number. 

000 ex: 

3 ~· 
• • Oi°"'# 
~ 2 (j\ 2nd 

~{1·1" 
JC X> { • + - - ±= 

1/ . 0. 
/lj 1 ONE. 
~ {Few . 
. ~ Some. ... MANY J l ALL. • 
~ 

ift'~· 2; 
1'~ /2 

8/ 
/8 

235. The CARDINAL SERIES OF NuMBER..':i, the Direct, Cen
tral and Standard Series or Department of Determinate Num
bers, appears at the Middle of the Diagram in Perpendicular 
Position, like the Spindle, Standard, or Centre-Post of a Turn-

No. l, Flg. l) be~ by Analogy with what has been shown to happen in 
the larger Distribution, for which procedure there is a Sub-dominance of jus
tification, the Two Extremities, Arithmetic and Analysis, will in turn be thrown 
below as one, and the Concrete Middle, Geometry and l!echanics, will be car
ried above as the Head of the Mathematical Domain, which is precisely whnt 
Comte has done; and herein is the Philosophy of the difference of bis mode of 
Distribuiion from that of Davies, which is more simple or primitive, though, we 
may now say, Iese elaborate, and in a sense, le3s correct. 

7. It appears, then, if we return to the parallelism between the Normal Dis
tribution of the Mathematics, as evolved from Davies and Comte, and the 
Spencerian Distribution of the Whole Scientific Domain, Arithmetic may be 
denominated the Abstract-Concrete Domain of llbthcmatics, Analysis the Ab
stract Domain, and Geometry (with or witllout :Mechanic.;;) the Concrete Domain 
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Stile, or that around which any apparatus is cardinated or 
kinged. It arises out of Indet.erminat.e Number as the Ground 
or Confused Mass of Supporting Mat.erials in which it is 
root.ed, and from which it is derived-made, or created, indeed, 
-by the lnt.erposition of the Peras or Line, the Limit-Prin
ciple. (a. 20, t. 204). 

236. The ORDINAL SERIES of Numbers, continued cl-Ownward 
and backward by the FRACTIONAL SERI.ES,-Ordinaloid at 
bottom, or in its basis, the Denominators, third(s), fourth(s), 
etc.,-then crosses the Cardinal or Perpendicular Series at an 
angle, which is not properly a Right Angle, inasmuch as the 
Proper Ordinals are Afliliat.ed with the Cardinals (and Prim
ary Attractions are by Affiliation), while the Fractions are 
similarly allied with Zero (0) and the Indet.erminate Numbers. 
It results, therefore, that the particular Peras, Limit, or Form
Element, which enters into, and organizes, the Relations of 
these Primitive Numerical Series, subdivides in ideal into a 
Perpendicular .Lilne crossed by an Inclined Line. .An Ab-

-wonderfully restoring the harmony of their joint Mathematical Distribution 
with Spencer's Basic Distribution of all the Sciences. Arithmetic la appropri
ately Abstract-Concrete, as being, what Comte denominates it, a Calculus of 
Values, tluit is to say, of Units dlrectly representative of Atoms, or Objects, or 
E1nTrIEa generally, and so collectively of SUBSTANCE. It is then contrasted 
with Algebra, etc., which be characterizes, on the contrary, as the Calculus of 
[lfere] Functions, that ls to say. of RELATIONS (Abstract). . 

8. Geometry ia then the Statology of the Concretology, or the Stato-Con
cretology of llathematlcs ; and Abstract Mathematics la the Moto-Concretology 
of the !!&Ille. 

9. The whole of this Commentary requires to be read in connection with 
Spencer's Distribution of the Sciences, for which see CoHllENTABY on Text 
lfo.270. It would be too much a matter of detail to trace out, at this point, 
the harmony of the Spencerian Subdivisions of the Mathematical Domain. 

to. It appears also, from what bas been said, that there are Two Orders, a 
Natural and a Logical One, for presenting the Second and Third Degrees oi the 
Trigrade Scale of the Mathematical Distribution. Thia difference can be iudi 
cated, when requisite, by the resources of the Figured Nomenclature intro
ducecl later in the present Chapter. It ta this Duplexity which is referred te 
by the double figuring in the Headings of Table 13 (t.. 231). 
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stract of this Lin~ Ideal, so underlying the Relations of 
Primitive Serial Development, is shown in the following Dia.
gram. The several Figures present the same morphic ideal in 
d.iff'erent st.ages of development. 

Diaara:m. No. 6. 

:rtr· J,. 
Ilg ... 

237. In Figure 1 of the above Diagram the Lines are left 
open, as the pure Abstract Ideal of Lines produced to Infinity. 
In Figures 2 and 3 the intervening spaces are inclosed by Hori
zontal Lines of Parallel Analogy between the steps of the differ
ent Serial Lines, as between 3 and 3!'d of the preceding Diagram 
(t. 234), (t. 156). In Figure 3 the Morpbic Type undergoes a 
further modification by the reduction in size of that inferior por
tion of it which indicates Negation, IndeterminateneBB, and the 
Fractions, corresponding with, or typical of, the Inferiority of 
Rank, or the Comparative Obscurity, of this general depart
ment of Number, as contrasted with the Integral-Cardinal-and
Ordinal Department. These Morphic Types come into View 
at subsequent points, and will acquire new significance, uni
versologically. 

238. The Standard or Perpendicular Line (!'ig.1, Dia. 6, t. 236), 
coinciding with Cardinal Numeration, is the Analogue and 
Type of ST.ATISM, and Spa,ceology; as the Inclined Line (or 
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Plane) is BO of the Abstract Principle of MOTisK and nm. 
porology, or of Suocession or Ongoing in Time. Cardinism 
and Perpendiculism are Organic or Structural, and Systematic, 
or Scbemative ; Ordinism and Inclinism are Functional, Pro
~ Transitional, Evanetteent, or '' Becoming-Wmo
IBJl-ell "MEClli.NlCA.L PRINCIPLES reduced to this ONE." (c. 
J..-8, t. 9; .. M, t. 20I; c. 219; .. 15-23, c. 32, t.136; •. 31, t. 20t). 

239. Finally, there appears in the Table a Horiz.ontal Cro88-
Line constituted of the following signs, a:x> a DO X> ; + - = ±=. 
Thia Line bu t.o be 80 inserted on the Jevel page, but the true 
ideal position to 888ign t.o it is that of another Inclined Line, 
like that made by the Fractions and Ordinals, but 80 related 
to the dimension of depth, that the a io Q x » should fall back 
ol the ll1ll'face of the paper and downwards, as allied with the 
FractiODS and 1 ; 0, and that the + - = ± should rise in front 
at the sm1ace and above, as allied with the Cardinals and 
Ordinals. The Clef aX> then denotes THE UNOONDITI01'1ID; 

the Clef a TUB INFINITE ; and the Clef X> THE ABSOLUTE. 

MetapbysiaUly, as shown by Sir 'Villiam Hamilton, THE As
soi.m and TUB llrl'llUTE are the two Species of TnE UNCON

Drno:ow, which is their including Genus. In the Mathematics 
the Sign a iii employed to denote Infinity. I have adopted 
the other two of these Signs for the two remaining allied Ideas. 
Taz C'~oonmoNED, a:x>, in the Domain of Number, consists 
ol the Inoomprehensible Ideal Lnurs-Quasi-Determinate,
hnp<JMd by the Neceadties of Thought, upon all Numerical 
SeriaUon whaUoeYer. THE ABSOLUTE, :o, is One = All, 
11 ftlaal to All); the Sin1tle Unit Undift'erentlated into par
tic1alar Unite; The NON-DIFFEREl'fTIATED UNITY. Tiil!: 
bnicna, er, is the Unlimited repetition of Units; Unbounded 
5~ Difrenantiation; THEALL-DIFFF.RVITIATED UNITY. 

A.a theee Limiting Ideas are alike incompr,.llendhk, their 
t'aion or Conjunction Is no other than hE UNCONDmONED. 

BetwNn the trign for the Absolute and that for the Infinite 
~ OOCtll'B In the Table (c. 234) an fnk>rmediate sign, •. 

20 
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This denotes THE INEFFABLE or EcST.ATIC. It is not expected 
that the appropriateness of these distinctions will be fully 
apprehended at this point. The subject will recur else-
where. · 

240. The remaining, or Anterior-Superior, Portion of this 
radically Abstract Series of Numerical Considemtions, the 
+ - = ±=, then denotes THE CONDITIONED. This, in respect 
to Number, is the Totality of all Finite and Relative Numera
tion, both Determinate and Indeterminate. These Signs a.re, 
therefore, significant of the broadest and most lro:ruln/1ne1ual 
Mathematical Genera.lizations ; which are, namely, RATIO 
( + -. or±, t. 248), and EQUATION ( =, t. 248). It is by the aid 
of the latter of these that .Algebm is constituted, as the Calculus 
of the Pure Abstract RELATIONS of Number(" Functions"
Comte ; as contrasted w:lth Arithmetic, the Calculus of N umer
ical ENTITIES or Unities ("Values"--Comte). The sign+ de
notes .A.ffirmative Quantity. The sign - denotes Negative or 
Privative Quantity. The sign= denotes EQUATION, or static 
Oo-wdination, between the MoRENEBS and the LEssNE:Js,-tlu 
UNIBM, in ftne, of tke Du1sH, wkick consists of The Atftrma
tirJe One and The Negati?Je One,· or other sums treated as Ones. 
The ±= is a sign devised to signify + - and = collectively, 
and is thus the Clef for THE CoNDITIONED, to be contrasted 
with (lCX) , the Clef for THE UNCONDITIONED. The sign of the 
Conditioned is constituted of the Plus-Minus sign ±, and 
the sign for Equation =· There will also occur, separat.ely, 
the Plus-Minus sign, signifying RATIO, and having an Analogy, 
as shown hereafter, with the Total Concrete. (t. 248, 249). 

241. From the Diagram (No. 5, t. 234), let us now, in the 
next place, dismiss the Ordinal Number Series as having rela
tion, as will be pointed out further on, to SuccESSIVITY in 
Movement rather than to Co-ExlsTENOE in Being, which last is 
now under considemtion. 

242. We may in the next place dismiss the Fractions, which, 
it may be observed, merely, in passing, furnish the Clefs and 
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Analogues of the InteriM .Df.atrilndion of THE SuBJEOTIVIS
llUS of Being. (t. 307-311). 

243. And finally, we may set aside for the moment the 
Clef 1 ; O, which, as the student is now familiarly aware, is 
representative of Metaphysics, as contrasted with the Scient.o
Philosophy of Universology (1; 2), which last underlies Echo
eophy, or the Positive Sciences. This Metaphysical Domain 
u the Subjectivismus, which is interiorly distributed by the 
Fractional Clefs. (t. 242). 

244. The Clef 1 ; 2 ( ; 3) (or 1 : 2) is, then, the representative 
ot Scient.o-Philosophy as the Elementary Sub-Stratum of the 
several Sciences; and hence it is, in a Secondary way, repre
sentative of the whole Domain of Scienoe, as apart from, and 
contrasted with, Philosophy ordinarily so called-that which 
is herein denominated the Naturo-Metaphysic. (t. 122). 

245. Respectively or separately these Numbers 1, 2 and 3, 
are the Specific Clefs of the Three Primordial Principles 
of Sciento-Philosophy as defined in the preceding chapter ; 
namely, t is the Clef and Representative of UNISM; 2, of 
DUISK ; and 3, of TRI.NISH. The 3 is the Composity of the 
1 and the 2, and may therefore usually be omitted for the sake 
of brevity. These Numbers 1, 2 and 3, as the Cardinal 
Head-Numbers, are then echoed to by tot, 2nd and 3"1, the Or
dinal Head-Numbers; and again, by the corresponding Initial 
Fractional Numbers; and still again by the Indeterminate 
Leading Numbers One, Many, All. Finally there are the 
higher metaphysical discriminations represented collectively 
by the Clef 1; 0; (which is, in strictness, a Duism to be con
trasted with a Hypothetical .Absolute Unism, which is the 
Synstasis of 1 and 0 ; together with a Hypothetical Trinism, 
the Synthesis of this Unism and Duism). These Principles, 
Unism, Duism, and Trinism, while predominantly Sciento
Pbilosophic, are therefore, as already shown, .Absolutely Uni
'Dt'1'1al, as the Element.a of all Numbers, and correspondentially 
as the Elementary Principles of All Being. (t. 224). 
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246. But, specifically, within the Domain o! Eebosophy, Wt' 

are carried up by a new Echo of .Analogy, from Sciento
Philosophy, as representing the Sciences, t.o the Sciences tkem
ael'Dea, which then undergo their primary and most radically 
exact classification, first specifically point:OO. out by Spencer, 
int.o what he denominares 1. THE ABsTBAOT-CoNcBETE SOI
ENOF.S ; 2. THE ABsTB.A.OT SclENoF.S ; and 3. THE CoNCRE'l'E 
SoIENc:ES. The nature and radical importance of this Distri
bution o! the Total Scientific Domain will appear in part by 
the following Table, and the subject will be resumed at an
other point. (t. 170; c.1, t. 270). 

247. As the Three Fundamental Scient.o-Philosophic Prin
ciples are usually mentioned by their appropriate names
U NisM, DursM, and TRINISH-The Elements of all Domains
these Ca.rdinal Head-Numbers 1, 2, and 3-a.sNumbers-may 
be taken, then, ordinarily as the Clefs or Signatures of these 
Three Departments of the Spencerian Distribution of Scientific 
Domains. These we may also denominate, 1. The Naturo-Ab
stract, (Clef 1); 2. The Scient.o-Abstract, (Clef 2) ; and 3. The 
Concrete, (Clef 3) ; as Domains of Science which correspond or 
echo in tum t.o the larger distribution of Being int.o Nature, 
Science, and Art. See the following Table : 

TABLE l.4. 

Clef 8. THE CONCRETE SCIENCES; Body-Jike-Tw-, A.Jrracmnrr. 
TIDI CoNCllBTWCOll.-A.BTOro. (The Concrete-Concret.e; CoBPOBOLOGY.) 

Clef 2. THE ABSTRACT SCIENCES; (Sciento-Abstract) ; Fonn-like
Tvf>e, GzoKBTBY. Tm: A.n8TBACTltDro8, or (Sc1EMTO-) AllaTB.AC'l'l8KUS.-
8cmlm>m 

Clef 1. THE ABSTRACT-CONCRETE SCIENCES; (Naturo-Abetract); 
Substance-like; MA.BSOLOOY,-Twe, CHEMillTBY. Tm: A.Banu.CT ConOBB:TD-
111.oa (or Naturo-Abstractismus).-NATtJBom. (t. 270). 

248. The First and the Third Degrees of this Scale concur 
in the po88e8Bion of a Concrete character, differing, in some 
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sort, but uniting in respect to the feature of contrast with the 
True or Seiento-Abstraet. The common and less specific dif
ference between the Concrete and the Abstract is therefore 
indicated as follows : 

Clef 1 ; 3 THE CoNOBETF., (Proportional, Ratio-nal). 
Clef 2 ; 2 THE ABsTRAOT, (Equational). c. L 

249. 'I'llE CoNoRETE has a repetitory relation to Arithmetic, 
the Elementary Concrete Department of Mathematics (.Ab
•tract-CoNCRETE, c. 2, and t. 231), the Typical or characteristic 
" Rule" of which is Proportion, or the " Rule of Three." THE 
ABSTBAOT has a similar relation to Algebra, the Elementary 
(True) Abstract Branch of Mathematics, the Essence of which 
is Equation. (t. 240). 

250. Recurring to the preceding chapter, we have therein 
c-0mpleted a first Voyage of Investigation, or a preliminary 
Survey of Number as the First, or Elementary and Analytical 
View of the FACE or Phenomenal Presentation of Being
representative of all Difference and Phenomenality whatsoever. 
Substance, back of all discrimination of it into Thing and 
Things, or One and Many,-which is the meaning of the term 
Substance, or rather of the synonymous term Reality, in 
Transcendental Metaphysics,-is purely and absolutely Un
intelligible or Unthinkable ; because the very Process of 
Thought is the insertion of Limits into this Hypothetical Un
limited Substance or Substratum of Being. (a. 37, t. 204). What 
we can really think or conceive of,-or conceive of ourselves 

Commentary t. 248. 1 . .Aa the Concretismua subdivides into two Do
maine, 1. Tma .A.B8TRACT-CONCRETISMtr8 (I), including Mere Substance, Mass, 
Stu1f, or Hateriala, (Non-Pluralizable, Massological); and 2. Tn {PROPER) 
CoNCBBTI8VU8 (3), including Organized, or Semi-Organized Bodies (Plural
Uable, Corporological) ;-so there are, in strictness, two Corresponding Do
m.ma of the Abetractismus ; the FIRST contrasted with Mus, and the SECOND 

with Body. Theae are repreaented, respectively, by the Fn and &ctm4 9, in 
the Clef 9 ; 9. 
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or another as distinctly experiencing through any other faculty 
than Thought,-is always the Mixed, or Limited, constituted 
ot these two Elements, The Limit and The Unlimited. (a: 20, 
t. 204). 

251. Number is, then, the Simplest, or most Elementary 
and Primitive Kind or Variety of Limitation. The Mathemat
ical Unit, representing the Individual Thing (Singular, One, 
SUbstance-like, &msationoid), is in turn represented, Geome
trically, by the mere Point,· and Number as an .Aggregati<m 
of Units by an .Aggregation of Geometrical Points. This is 
lower down in the Elementismus of Limitation than the Line 
which pertains t.o Figure or Form, and hence to Geometry 
above the Domain of mere Arithmetic. It is here. therefore, 
in Number, and in the First Elements of Number, that the 
definite Limitations of Being must first be considered. (a. 8, 
c. 32, t. 136; c. 8, t. 143; a. 37, 38, 44, t. 204). 

252. It is nevertheless by the Conjunction, or rather by the 
recognized Co-inherence ot Substance or Reality, incogitable 
by itself, witk Limitation, that the Unit becomes Thing. 
Hence we have, 1. Substance in the less Transcendental Sense, 
or an Aggregate of Substances, involving Limitation in a 
Subordinate Way as inci,dental, while nevertheless the Sub
stancive Element is that to which the attention is mainly 
directed; and 2. Limited Being, involving, subordinately, the 
<Jounter-presence of SUBSTANCE. The Mikton (or Mixture of 
Substance and Limit) subdivides therefore again, so soon as 
it is constituted from the two inconceivable Abstract Elements, 
int.o, 1. .A more SUbstance-like Mikton, which we mean by 
Substance in the less rigorous strictness of the meaning of the 
Term; and, 2 . .A more Limit-like Mikton, which by similar 
license we still call Limitation or Form ;-for by a closer ana
lysis it is found that Limitation, and even this Elementary 
Limitation called Number, is also constituted of a Substance
lik.e Element ot Number, which we now call Unism, and a 
Limit-like Element of Number which we call Duism. Either 
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Unism or Duimn is alike totally inconceivable in a stat.e of 
entire separation from its Opposite. It is only in the eonstita
tion or the Trinism that they are discov~rable., by such partial 
Analysis as can be effected. They are distinguishable, but 
not eeparable. Every particular Number, One it.self, no less 
than Two, or Throe, or any other, is a Mikton or Compound 
of t;nism and Dnism; in POLAR ANTAGONISM, (t. 225), but 
nn:x::rcmu.BLY UNITED (t. 236) with each other. 

953. The <J<m11titution of 8ul>stance, in that less absolute 
eense in which alone Substance is Intelligible for the Human 
Mind,-or Conceivable as being Intelligiblef<Jr any Mind,
and the <J<mstitullon of Limitation, of which the instance now 
before us is Number, is therefore of one ideniical lllJ>e ;-the 
C nitio~ in a Mikton or Compound, of two Elements, each pair 
rq>«zling orrorru-ponding to the other pair; and all of them 
ab@olutely incogitable, or pure Non-sense, except as they are 
found so united with each other. 

154. It now appears therefore in what sense Number and 
~ Distributions of Number become (or may become) the 
Intelligible Guidt>S, by a corresponding echo throughout, to 
the understanding of Substance and the Distributions of Sub
.tan~ as well as of all Forms, or Schemes of Arrangement, in 
the l:nivt>rSe at large; and bow and why Number is appro
priatdy rallf"d the Face or Phenomenal Presentation of Being, 
and Substance that which Jies back or. and pn>sents, the Ap
pearance; why, in other words, Number is the proper Index 
to the whole Volume or Being; the Inventory and Label ot the 
Contents or the Universe. 

!M. W'hat is addoet~ in the present Chapter is therefore a 
Sapplenu•nt to, and Counterpart of, what was exhibited in the 
lMt prt'<'t_iding Chapt••r; it is a presentation of the Substanclve 
FJelnf'ota of Universal Being (Ontological) in Analogy with 
the ElMm•nts or N um \)(>r. The Morphic ElPments of Being are 
limilarly dealt with in the Fin.h and Sixth Chapters. 

2S6. It ls only, therefore, in the Chapters following this, in 
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which the Domain of Form and it.a Analogues will be ex
pounded, that we shall arrive at the Second and more Govern
ing, though less Primitive, Stage of Sciento-Philosophy,--tbat 
which is marked in the Typical Table (t. 40), as Geol¥ 
trical, both within Sciento-Philosophy having the Clef' 1; I 
(t. 125). c. L 

257. The Naturo-Metaphysic, having the Clef 1; O (t. 125). 
which we have previously gone over, in a sense ; and whiclt 
is here brought into more definite subjection ro the Exacti
tudes of Thought derived from the Domain of Number, 
includes, indeed, both SUBSTANCE (Static Aspect), and FoJICI 
(Motic Aspect), under the name of Substance; and has in tbil 
sense SuBSTilOE as the Grand Total Subject-Matter of it.I 
Investigations. Our previous subdivision, in a sense equally 
fundamental, of this whole presentation of the Universe, into 
SoxETmNG and NOTHING, (t. 115), must also be recalled by 
the reader. 

258. Sciento-Philosopby bas, on the contrary, for its total 
Domain, Foror, in that largest of all the various Senses of lbf 
word in which it is synonymous with all that is meant by 
Limitation and all that is derived from Limitation, as Shapt 
or Figure, in the Static Aspect of the subject, and then extend
ing over ro, and including all Sequences or the Limitations 

Commentary t. 256. 1. Foax is more properly the embodied. ..S 
hence the~ or actual LolrrATIOK counterparting BU118TAXC&, u the ta
gible RsALITT; while, on the other band, Limitation is the proper t.ena • 
counterpart the Metaphysicnl conception called Rellliiy. Reality and LiJaita. 
tion are theretore properly Technicals of the Clefs I ; 0; and Bubltaooe ud 
Form are the corresponding Technicals of the Clef I ; 9 (t. 123). Thee d»
tinctiona in the UIC of tel'ID6 Ille not thoroughly well established, ud caDllGl 

always be abided by, because, in the absence, heretofore, of any clearly ddlaed 
dift'erence between the Domains of Philosophy an(l Science, the two etts al 
terms have become in a great measure confused with each other. Thu.a. in dlf 
next paragraph of the Text (t. 267) Substance and Cauae, are, in ~ 
with usage, associated and cast in the Met.aphyaical Domain, while in &rid
neae, Substance and Forco are terms of Science, and Ralit7 and Ca11m1 • 
proper corresponding terms of Philoeophy. 
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upon Motion or Movement, equally with those of Existence. 
It includes Number by lapping back upon it, as an Abstract 
of its own Elementary Domain (Geometrical Points ; t 251) ; 
as Number, in turn, includes the Elements of Form by the 
Involution of Thought-lines in its Metaphysical Constitution. 
(c. 8, t. 143). 

259. Arto-Pbilosophy treats of the blending and elabora
tion, in a Composite Existence-and-Movement, of these two 
Grand Factors of Existence, Reality and Limitation, or Sub
stance and Form. Its more particular definition, and the ex
position of its nature, will occur later in this work. Its Do
main is the Elaborismus of Being, as in the Constitution of 
the Human Body, for example. (t. 480). 

260. Returning now to the Naturo-Metaphysic (1; O), the 
8o11ETHING and the N OTB ING are obviously in a sense Hemi
spheres of the Tot.al Possible Conception of Being. They are 
RELATIVE to each other,· and can only exist, in the mind 
~ a1 ideas, by virtue of that Reldi1Jity. The Something 
can only be conceived of as the Opposite of the Nothing, and 
the Nothing as the Opposite of the Something. The fact that 
they are thus Two, then involves, as its counterparting idea, 
an ideal Unity ba,ck of, and C01Tlhining, them, in a Spherical 
WMlenesa, of which they, in their Separateness, or Division, 
or Opposition, are the Hemispheres or Halves. 

261. llALF1sx, or Hemispherism, is the first Equated or 
Simple and Regular, and hence the first Scientoid or Exact 
Stage of Partism or Fractioniam ,· and, as such, it is repre-
1entaJ,iu of ALL Partism in the ea.me manner as Two is repre
sentative of all Plurality. 

262. We have, in contrast here, therefore, the ideas of 
WHOLENESS and P ARTNESS, the Partness subdivided into the 
&nn,et/ting and the Nothing, they being the Halves or First 
Parts specifically, of All Being, otherwise 1Jiewed aa a W?u>le. 

263. The discrimination between the Whole and the Parts 
is therefore, from this point of 'Diew, a more Primitive and 
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Ji'undamenJ,al Di,s<:rimination than that wkick f urnuku Ou 
SOMETHING and tke N O'i'HING, or their equivalents, THE POSI

TIVE and THE NEGATIVE, as Factors of Being. 
264. The Wholeness-Conception, contrasted with the Part

ness-Conception, is, it is obvious, Unismal or related to I;nity, 
or One-Thingism, as it is equally obvious that Partism, and 
especially Halfism, is Dnismal, or stands related to the N um
ber Two. 

265. But we are compelled now to seek for a still higher 
Unity of conception : that in which the 'Vholeness and the 
Partness shall lose tkeir difference in a blended and back
lying Unity, which absorbs all into itself-at least as recon
ciling and balancing the vibration to the opposite Poles of the 
Difference. 

266. We must seek for this Higher Unity, from the fari 
which we are now discovering, that the '\Vholeness and the 
Partness are, like the Something and the N othing-altbough 
back of that discrimination,-:-still nothing more than Term.r or 
Opposite Poles of an Antithesis, and hence that in their dift"er
ence from each other, tkey are also RELATIVE and Dui~mal, 
(i. e., related to the Number Two or to Plurality). We are 
oompelled, therefore, to seek for the contrasted Unism of tba& 
Radical Variety which the Wholeness and the Partness, in 
their Severalty, exhibit. 

267. It may at this point be affirmed and intelligently ap
prehended, that the Something and the Nothing, 8landing 
a.'Junder, and yet inseparably related to eack other, together 
with the Relation or Limitation between them, and still further, 
the Wholeness and the Partness, constitute a prime instance 
(or Prime Instances) in tkat swnilered relatiurukip, ot what 
the Philosophers denominate THE RELATIVE ; and that, on the 
contrary, the Back-lying Wholeness-Aspect, in which th~ 
two (or other two, or any two) Elements ot Thought and 
Being, and all tke 81/JJsequent Discriminations and &lali<nU 
flowing from tkem lose their difference, and conseqnl'ntly 
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their character of Re'l<di'l'Jity, in an Absolute Ideal Unity, is 
what the Philosophers have usually meant by THE AnsoLUTE. 
a.1-30. 

268. The reader has now become completely familiar with 
the use of the numerical combinations 1; O and 1; 2, as 
Clefs of the Domains of Philosophy and Science, respectively. 
We a.re prepared, therefore, to expand considerably-to the 
dimensions at least of our Typical Table (t. 40)-this method 
of Notation, indicated by the use of Elementary Figures ap-

• plied to GQverning Discriminations and Domains of Concep
tion. 

269. Omitting, in the first instance, the 1; 0-Domain, which 
is the Inverse or Downward-tending Department" of Universal 
Being, corresponding with the Foundation, Basement, and 
Cellars of an Edi:fice,-the Realm of Philosophy, the Ele
mentismus of the Universe, sought by Metaphysical .Analyses ; 
let us consider, for the moment, the 1 ; 2-Domain, which is 
then the Uprising Fabric of SCIENCE, or "THE TEMPLE OF 

· THE ScIENcF.S," as it presents itself ostensibly t.o the Intel-

Annotation t. 267. 1. This point 
will be round strongly put by Prof: Fer
rier in the following Extract : "In Na
ture, pw te, there Is neither Unity, nor 
Phuality- Nothing Is either One or 
Many ; because there cannot be one thing 
unle88 by a mental Synthesis of many 
things or parte ; and there cannot be 
many things or parts unless each of them 
Is one thing; in other worcle, ln Nature, 
ptr ~."[the Abeolute Substratum or 
8ubetaoce of things,]" thero Is nothing 
but Abeolute Inconceivability." Yet 
there Is in Theory and IJl'eming necessity 
a Something there which remaln.s to 1i'5 
lUlrited ,· a Matrix for the reception or the 

' Linear Insertion. " Ir she," Nature, "can 
place before us ' thing.' she cannot place 
before us a or one thing. So said Pytha
goru. According to him, It Is Intelli
lr!DC8 alone which contributes a to 

'thlng,'-givee Unity, not certainly to 
Plurality (for to suppose Plurality is to 
suppose Unity already given), but to that 
which is neither one nor many ; and this 
converts the Unlntelllgible Into the In
telligible-the World of Non-sense into 
the World of Intellect. 

2. "This doctrine has been strangely 
misunderstood. Its expositors have usu. 
ally thought that things are already 
numbered by Nature, either as one or 
many, and that all that Pythagoras 
taugl1t was that we re-number them 
when they come before us ; as if such a 
truism as that could ever have fallen 
rrom the llpe of a great thinker; as if 
such a common.place was even entitled 
to the name of an opinion. A theory 
which profeeses to explain how things 
become Intelligible must not suppose 
that they are Intelligible before they be-
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lectual Vision. This is the Elaborismus of the Universe sys
tematically represented in Thought. (See, in the Typical Table, 
t. 40, the Parts of the Table which stand opposite the words 
PHILOSOPHY, and ScIENCE, respectively.) We also omit, in the 
first instance, the significance of those Clefs which are derived 
from the Head-Ordinal-Numbers, 1•; 2nd, etc. These will be 
introduced subsequently in the course of this general discus
sion of the subject. (t. 282.) 

270. It is the latter of these Two Grand Departments of 
Being ; SCIENCE pr<Yperly so considered; the Elaborismus of · 
the Entire Constitution of the Universe ;-and this only in its 
lowest and simplest presentation, like the Lower Story or 
Ground-Floor of an Edifice-having three Stories or Floors;
which Spencer has so appropriately distributed, (as if, how
ever, it were the whole), into 1. THE ABsTRACT-CONCRETE; 
2. THE .ABSTRACT; and 3. THE CONCRETE Grand Depart-

come BO. If a man undertakes to explain 
how water beMma ioe, he must surely 
not suppose that it already ia ice. He 
must date from some anterior condition 
of the water-its ftuidity, for instance. 
Yet the Pythagorean theory of Number, 
u the ground of all Intelligibility, is 
usually represented In this absurd light. 
Number, by which 'thing' becomee 
intelligible, either as One or Many, is 
believed to be admitted by this theory to 
be cleaving to 'thing' even in its un. 
inUlligil>le etatti. Were this eo the thing 
would not be unintelligible, and there 
would be no explanation of the conver
sion of the Incogitable (the .Anodic) into 
the Cogitable (the Noetic), the very point 
which the theory profe81188 to explicate. 
The theory may be imperfect, but it is 
one of the profoundeet speculations of 
antiquity. The modem interpretation 
hu emptied it of all significance." (1). 

8. This pmely unintelligible Substance 

of Being-The Unlimited-ls the Reality 
or Substance. of the Philoeophers, exclud
ing, and contruted with, Limitation. 
When made to exclude every dift'erenoe, 
88 that even between the Something and 
the Nothing-Aspect of Being, it is TnB 
ABsoLUTJI: of Naturo-Metaphysic. Now 
it might seem, and indeed doee aeem, to 
all that large portion of mankind who 
have no appetite for Metaphysics, t.hai 
this confeeeedly pure NomuUNJ as the 
basis of all ~ or Knowing, might aa 
well be left unattended to. To thia 
numerous body of thOl!e always uninter
ested in the subject, h88 recent.ly been 
added the Positivist School of Natu'f'tlJ. 
Philoeophel'll, some of whom have been 
lif~time devotees to Metaphysical Phi
loeophy, who now proclaim that Meta
physic bas, by pushing investigations 
back to the .Absolute, and by showing Its 
utter Incomprehensibility,convicted itllelf 
of futility, and that it is therefore deU. 

(1) Ferrier'• InaUtatc• of Het.apb,.Sc. 
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ments of Science. c. 1. These I have elsewhere denominated 
1. THE NATURO-ABsTBACT, 2. THE SoIENTO-ABSTRACT, and 
S. THE CoNo.BETE Departments respectively (Str. 0). The First 
of these is ~ bstract in the sense that it is separated or divided 
from the Second as the Second is from it, both being Element
ary ; but it is Concrete in its character, and sympathizes with 
the True Concrete, or Embodied Substantial World, as Chemis
try (Mass-Science) coincides with .Astronomy (Body-Science); 

Commentaru t. 2'10. 1. The following Table exhibits Spencer's funds.
mental Distribution of the Sciences, subsequently enlarged in detail by him, but 
not otherwise varied. I have simply taken the freedom to invert the order 
ofit, IO as to make it read trom below upward, in accordance with the System 
of the present work (o. 3, t. 16). (To restore the Natural Order completely; 
&hat which ia numbered 2, would be brought between the 1 and the 8). (1). 

TABLE 1. 

In their J Cowcnn Payebology, 3 { 
BodolotrT, etc., } 

Tol&Ullea l 8oW<Oll Geology, Blotoa, • 

( 

that wbleh treat. of the { A.lltronom7. 
~ Uaeuulel'rW 

In their { AlllftAor- { Meehallica, } 
8CJEMCB la Element. C'O,.OUTR Ph,...tca, 1. 

Bcuucos Chemistry, etc. 

that wbleb treats of the Forms In J A88ft•OT j Logic an4 l 
wbleb PbeDomena are known to u l 8c1Poa l Katbematle& f 2. 

It will be perceived that there are reasons for transposing the Biology, Pay- , 
cbology, Sociology, etc., of this Table to the higher general department, against 
which stands the word Anthropology, in the Typical Table (t. 40). It will 
a1IO be found, as we proceed, that there are similar reasons for regarding Me
chanics proper as a branch of Mathematica. 

and hereafter a 118eleea punuit-especlally 
u lte profe9ld object has been to pene. 
vaie the EJr.IMtanu of Being. M. Comte 
proDOUDced ibis oondemnation of the 
Metaph79ka ez catA«lrcS; and Mr. Lewes, 
from his high position aa a worthy hi&
&oriaD of Philoeophy, reitemted it, and 
re.DOanced Phlloeophy as an impouibilitg 
b Uie human mind. Nevertheleas 
Philo8oph7 •till livee, and has recently 

revived, and the further di8Ct1S81on or this 
very question of The Abeolute is now 
occupying inteneely many of the very 
best minds, especially in England. 

4. There are three important counter. 
statements to be made to this olf-hand 
condemnation of Philoeophy. 1. Men 
often find, by prosecuting a aearch in· 
tensely, sometbingelseofvalue, dlfi'erent 
from that which they were more specl· 

(1) The CluolAca&loo of the Sele-. by Herbert Spencer, p. «. 
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198 UBE OF EXPONENTS OR INDICES. [Cs. IV. 

both as contrasted with Mathematics (Abstract Form-Scienee); 
or as One, an Odd Number, coincides with Three, an Odd 
Number, both 88 contrasted with the intamediat.e Even 
Number, Two. 

271. As the Clef 1 ; 2 is the Indicat.or of the whole ScientiJic 
Domain ; and 88 this numerical formula is an abridgmeni 
merely of 1 ; 2 ; 3, the First Heads of Cardinal N umeratioa 
(t. 201), it results that 1, 2, and 3 singly are the proper Cle& 
of the Three Sub-Departments of this Grand Domain ; but, u 
these three Figures, standing undistinguished by any otht"Z 
sign, might often be confounded with some one of the nulllt'r
ous other non-technical uses of the same figures, it is better 
that they be discriminated 88 (Jl,ef 1 ; Olef 2 ; Clef 3, respt'Ct
ively; or, otherwise, as (1.), (2.), (3.). This latter method 
may be regarded as indicating a sort of First Power or l>egret' 
of the Value of the Number; an indication which, in Ordinary 
Mathematics, is unnecessary ; any figure there, which is not 
raised t.o the 2nd or 3"', or n'b Power, being regarded as, ot 
course, pertaining to the first. 

fl.cally looking for. Thia has been the occur to, though I have not IMll ti.. 
case with the Metaphyalclana, who, lf put by, any one. The remalntDg -
they have not intelligentlg cognl7.ed The would not be apt to nggeat it.If. a
Ul(mTELLtomLB, have, while seeking to cept from a knowled19 of UlliTl!l'D
do eo, incidentally diaoovered and eetab. ogy. It afrecta thla 'f01'7 qumdoe al t9 
llshed Principles or untold value, which Abeolute, and ita lnftuenoe OYer the .\el.. 
lie at the bottom of the beat efrorta to ua1 and the Cognizable ConaltllliOD of 
muter Positive Sclenoe, that of.M. Comte Being, thus: 8. While tbe Abeola» 
included. 2. A Negative Result ia often Abl!olutc of Phlloeopby, u aboTe df6DrJ. 
no 1- nluable than a Positive 0nt'I; is, Indeed, utterly unintclligibff!. ~ 
and in thia caae, to diaoover and clearly upon further reftection, it la no 1DOft' • 

demonstrate tM Limita ttpon tM P<>1- Ulan any othm- tnffll .Alpttt or /"-1 A. 
libilitg of Knml'ing, ia itaclf an immenae ~ of Bting, when u rlgorotm an ~ 
and indlapenaable contribution to the &traction should be inaiated on.. Tbt- mliJ. 
Positive Knowledge or mankind. How take consieta In treating an uptd u lf k 
ha11 the PO!litiviat come to know the were an entitg, aa tr we were inc-& apaa 
llmitlr or his own legitimate field of in· grasping the Whlteneea of the 8Dow 
quiry, except through theeevcry lnveatl· apart from the Snow. Or, toAalie It o&JMir.. 
gatlona? Tbeae two statement& belong wlae. since Du18ll la Limit (Tab. 1. o. l. 
to wbat may be called the ordinary de. t. 226), the Unlimirod, the lnflajce,. tJa. 
fence of the Mctaphyeiciana, which mlgbt Snbetnnoe, la UKIBKAL, aad the c11i>rt so 
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272. Clef 1, or (1. ), then denot.es, in strict accordance with 
this Analysis of the subject, what Spencer denominat.es THE 
.A.BsTRAOT-CoNCBETE Department of Science. Of this the 
TgpicaJ, 8cience is CHEMISTRY, which treats of SUBSTANCE in 
the concrete sense, that is to say, of the Staff or Mat.erials of 
Being. More largely, this Department of Conceptions is repre
sented by the Bricks and Stones, and Wood and Mortar, of 
which an Edifice is construct.ed, whether considered in their 
Chemic.al, or in any other of their merely Massive Aspects; 
that is to say, as the Substances or Mat.erials at the command 
of the Builder, and which are to ent.er, or have ent.ered, info 
the Construction. This ext.ends to their Physical Properties 
(Physics), and to their Laws of (Internal) Force or .Action 
(Endo-Mechanics, Thermotics). 

273. Clef 2, or (2. ), then denot.es what Spencer denominat.es 
THE .ABSTRACT (and what I denominat.e the Sciento-Abstract) 
Department of the Total Domains of Science (Exactology ), 
the 'l'ypical, Suh-Science of which is THE MA.THEMATICS, and 
especially Geomef!r1J, including, as it were, the Form or Shape 

eognbe the Abeolute Is a mental eft'ort 
eompletely to Abstract Ulnsx from Du
mr, which by THE brED>uGNAJIILITY 
OF PBnm ELEKE!ml (t. 226) It is lm
poBBible to do. But what cannot be 
done completely, or "abllOlutelg," can be 
done proximately, or In degree. Certain 
things are more U nisma.l, and certain 
other things more Duismal In the Actual 
and .Inulligibk Constitution of Things : 
and It now appears that wharever is in 
mz PllEPoNDs··AJl!cz Unismal, ls. for 
tha& reuon, ABl!oLUTOl'D, or repetitive 
of the Abeolute In Its Unlntclllgible Un
limitation, which, while we cannot call 
11 a eonstituted One, bolds a predominant 
likeneae to One : and that whatever is 
ID preponderance Dulsmal is Relatold. 
Hence, it happens, that the Actual and 
Intelligible Universe takes Its most fun. 
damen&al Diec:riminat.lon from thia very 

dlft'erence between the Absolute Aspect 
and the Relative Aspect of Being-both 
alike unthinkable in themadou, or in 
Pure Abstraction from the other. It is 
precisely as, when Philosophy pronounces 
that there is no Matter in the Universe 
cognizable by us, and that all is Mind, 
or the Phenomenality of Mind, this Phe
nomenality undergoes at once a Subdivi· 
sion Into a Mattcroid nnd a Mentoid 
Phenomenality, which Immediately re
place what we sought for under tlie for
lller designations. So, under this Uni
versologlcal Analysis and showing, The 
Absolute re-enters the field of Thought 
and claims its position in Poeitive Sci
ence, no 1088 than In Metaphysical Specu. 
latlon-only not In the Abaoluw Sense. 

5. All of the preceding dim188ion re
lates to The Absolute as undel'8tood by 
the older Metaphyllica-prior to Hegel and 
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200 CENTRE AND PERIPHERY; FOCUS, BODY, ADJUNCTS. [C'11. IY. 

of the Edifice, and so its Exact Architectural Outlay or Plan. 
This subsumes Logic and Analogic as the Metaphysical Bum 
on which the Mathematics, (themselves Physiooid) rest. 

274. Clef 8, or (3. ), then denotes THE (proper) CoNCRETE Dea 
partrnent of Science ; Cosmology in its Elaborated perf'edioa. 
the 'l'!/Pe of which is the Science of .ASTRONOKY. This includes 
our fully embodied conceptions, all Bodie8 properly so-called. 
those bodies which we inspect with reference to their .Arti!tie 
Combination of Parts and Movements, as especially the Plan
ets Combined and Functionating in the Solar System, like~ 
Limbs and Organs in the Human Body, or the Members~ 
Society as an Organismus. This accords with the Central-and
Per!pheric Actual Embodiment of an Edifice ; as of a Temple. 
for example, in which the Altar as the Centre-piooe eorrespondl 
with the Sun-Centre as FOCU8 (I.at. fire-place) of.the So1ar 
System, and the Extensions of the Edifice in varions direetiom. 
with the Limbs or Quarters of the Sun; and finally, the out
lying or Adjunct Edifices and their Adjancts, with the Planet. 
and their Satellites. (Certain secondary views of this Depu&-

FE>rriet ,-who BOUght to ftnd l!ODle eegre. 
gated Element of Being to which they 
ooultl appropriately attach the Absolute 
cha1'1\cter. That was what we may now 
ch!l111Ctcr!ze u the Unlsmal Doctrine of 
the Abeolnte. Ferrier brings forward 
an:l demon!!trates the proposition that 
tho Only C,o1Veirntl6 Abeohite Is Being ln 
Its Ac-tuallty, as a Complex of Anttt.het
lcal Elemmts. Thill we may call the 
Trinimlal Aspect of the doctrine. This 
he h111 done In the Institutes. Bot when 
Ferrier distinguishes two kinds of .A~ 
.tr/JCl Truth, and c.alls one of them .Ab-
80l!IU, on the ground that It Is Univeral 
and Nt'Ct't!Bary, as In bill History of Oroolt 
PhilU110J>hy, he Is then using the term Ab. 
solute In nn intermediate l!Cm1e, and dcllv. 
erlng tho Duismal ~rino of tho A!Jeo. 
lnte-{Itegt>llan): an Absolute which at
tachee t.o Law and not to Entity ; Loglct. 

mat, not Arbltrlsmal {UnbanaJ). nnrO
poslte (Trinlmnal). Ferrier'& ~ 
Doctrine of the Abeolute will be- tarta.r 
~at another point. (a.28, t. 2er. 

6. The qneetlon ohhe Abeoluwr
ovcr from Phlloeophy lnt.oTheol~. ad 
sertoU81.y alfect8 that whole Danmia • 
well as Logic ltllelf. or the ~ f!I 
sound reaB011ing. Jn what W'll9" shall IC 
be held that God is abeolute! Whal lit 
the Criterion of Truth e1'ell In an ordJ. 
nary argument? J. Stuart Mm. iD mt> 
clzlng B!r Wm. Bamllt.on aptmt <"cJllllla 
on the subject of the Abeolate. 1- dit 
following: 

7. "If we are tlltd. th~ that 
there Is some One Bt>ing wl;o bl or•~ 
is The Abeolute,-n~ ""1tdU"f .._. 
lu~. but the Abeolutc ltlll'lf,-tlM> propo&. 
tlon can be undt"T'ftOod In no~ -
&ban t.hat t.Jie suwc-t Being i--
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ment are, however, fully represented by the panels or inter
spaces within the Linear Plan of the Edifice, which is other
wise a bare Skelet.on or Ideal Framework of Points and Lines 
:representing A bstract.ology as eueh.) 
~5. It is obvious, when pointed out, that, of these three 

Departments of Conceptional Being, the First (1.) could not be 
exhibited, with any perfection, diagrammaticaJJ,y, or by a 
picture or diagram of the Hou.ee or Edifice in which they are 
contained ; and that the Third (3.) can be so exhibited only 
Yery imperfectly, except by the aid of Color, the use of which 
belongs rather to Art than to Science. It is equally obvious, 
on the other hand, that the Second of these Departments (2.) 
is, on the contrary, especiaJly well adapted to the purposes of 
Diagrammatic exposition and illustration. All the Strictly 
Geometrical aspects of an Edifice, the Plans, or Formal Sche
mata of the building, can be strikingly exhibited in this 
manner; and within the Spaces of these Plans there is an echo 
of the two Department.a which cannot be so directly reprea 
sented. (1.) and (3.). 

bl abeolnte completene11 au the predi
c:atee: is absolutely good and absolutely 
1-1. aheolntely wise and absolutely 1tu
pid ; and IO forth. The conception of 
IUiCh (a Being, I will not aay of 111ch a 
God. la wone ihan a • fascleulus of nega
tiona-: it is a f'aecicuJus of contradictiODI; 
and ou.r &Gthor might have spared him
llllf the trooble of proving a thing to be 
uknowable, which cannoi be 1pOken of 
but in words implying the impolllibillty 
of lie ntst.ence. To lnsilt on auch a 
traiaan ia not superfluo1111, for ihere have 
been philoeophen who aw that thll 
man be the meaning of 'The AblOlute.' 
end yet accepted ii aa a reality. •What 
kind of aa AblOlute Being is that,' asked 
Hegel, •which doe& not contain in itself 
all tha& leaetual, even Evil included f (1). 

Undoubtedly: and It la therefore n~ 
ary to admit, either that there is no 
absolute Being, or that the law, that 
contradictory proposltioDI C&Dnot both 
be true, does not apply to the Absolute. 
Hegel choee the latter aide of the alter
native ; and b1 thll, among other things, 
hal fairly earned the honor which will 
probabl1 be awarded to him by poeterit1, 
of having logically extinguished Tran. 
1Cendental Metaph18ica b1 a aeries of 
Mluaionu ad ablurdimmum. 

8. " What I have 18.id or the Absolute 
i1 true, mutaN mutandil, of the Infinite. 
Thia also is a phrase of no meaning, ex
cept in reference to some particular p?&
dlcate ; it must moan the Infinite ia 
IOfndhing-e.s in sir.e, in duration, or in 
power. Bui an abltract Infinite, a Being 

(1) Q1IOte4 bT Kr • .lllUllel, " TIM IJmlte ot IWl&lo1!ll 'l'hoaght, .. p. IQ. 

21 
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276. Recuning, then, to the idea of a Temple or Edifice of 
the Sciences, it will be perceived that (1.) and (3.) must be 
omitted from the direct or immediate representation ; although, 
by virtue of the Principle of our Science, which is ecko or .Ana
logy, they too, together with all of their Subdivisions down to 
the minutest, may, and do, find a Secondary or Echoing, that is 
to say, an .Analogical Representation (a Re-representaiion) 
within the Diagram-elsewhere exhibited--of Science as a 
House or Intellectual Dwelling-place for Man. 

277. It is obvious, also, that we have not as yet arrived at 
anything which is strictly analogous with the .Matkematical, 
Powers, as the Square, the Cube, et.c.; not analogous at all, 
indeed, except through a succeflsion of repetitions, or echoes, 
of .Analogy. That precise .Analogy must be sought for within 
the Exactological Domain, ( 2 . ) exclusively, of .which the 
Three Sub-Keys or Clefs are (2.) 1:, (2.) 2:, and (2.) 3:, res
pectively. These then denote, consequently, 1. LoGIC ( 2.) 1:; 
2 . .ANALOGIO ( 2.) 2: ; and 8. MATREMATICS (2.) 3 : The Co-

not merely Infinite In one or In several 
attributes, but which Is ' The Infinite' 
itself, must be not only lnflnite In great
ness, but aleo In llttleneea: it.a duration 
Is not only Infinitely long, but infinitely 
short ; it Is not only infinitely awful, but 
infinitely contemptible; It Is the same 
mass of contradictions as its companion 
• The Absolute.' There ill no need to 
prove that neither of them Is knowable, 
since, if the universal law or Belief ill of 
objective validity, neither or them exist.a. 

9 " It le these unmeaning abstrac
tions, however, these muddles or self. 
contradiction, which alone our author 
has proved against Cousin and others, to 
be unknowable. He hu shown, without 
dlftlculty, that we cannot know •The 
Infinite' or •The Absolute.' He has not 
shown that we cannot know a concrete 
reality as Infinite or as Absolute. 

10 •·We have seen hie principal argu
ment, the one on which he eubetantially 
:relies. It is, that the Infinite and the 
Absolute are unknowable because iD 
conceivable : because the only notiona 
we can have of them are purely negative. 
If he Is right in his anteoedent, ihe coo· 
sequent follows. A conception made up 
of negatlona Is a conoeption of Nothillg. 
It is not a conception at all, or u a COD· 

ception, by the fact or its being a concep
tion or 1omdhing infinite, reduced to a 
negation. This Is quite true of the ll8D9I> 

less abstraction ' The Infinit.e' ; that, in· 
deed, is purely negative, being formed 
by excluding from the concrete concep
tions classed under it, all their positive 
elements;" and so on. (1). 

11. Mill here &lllUJ!lee thU whataoever 
le a " flUICiculue of contradictions," ia 
"lmpoarible to exist ' Now I venture 
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Ion, (Semicolon, or Comma,} refers to those EcuoING SUBDIVI· 
s10Ns, respectively, of (1.) and (3. ), which are of similar Rank. 
For example, ( 2.) 2 : means AN.A.LOGIC, as the middle depart
ment of Exactology or .A.bstractology (2. ). The middle depart
ment of Abstract-Concretology will then be represented by 
(1.)2:, and themiddledepartmentofConcretology, by (3.) 2: 
If these Echoes are to be excluded, and .Analogic solely, as the 
middle department of (2.) is intended, the 2. is included in 
parenthesis, and prefixed, as has been done above, and in ac
cordance with the system of Pre-clefs explained in what follows. 

278. In other words, all the Subdivisions of EXACT ScIENCE 
in the Typical Table, t. 40, fall within the Key (2.) ; and as 
there is, in accordance with what is above stated (t. 275), an 
echoing Division less prominent, but real and traceable, (when
ever the occasion arises to go there}, within the (1.) and the 
(3.), it follows that it will be convenient and appropriate, 
when these Clefs (1.) and (3.) are under consideration, to 
denote their several Sub-domains specifically, as follows, 
( 1. ) 1 : ( 1 . ) 2 : ( 1. ) 3 : - ( 3 . ) 1 : ( 3. ) 2 : ( 3 • ) 3 : The 
Portion of the N ot.ation contained in the Parenthesis is then a 

io a!Brm,along with Hegel, just the con
tnlr'y, namely, that whatsoever exiBts, 
exist8 under thJs prec'lae condition, that 
of being a " faeclculus of contradictions,'' 
-that such is, in fine, the characteristic 
and inevitable Law of all Being and all 
Existence whatsoever. 

12. .dblUrdiaftma as this proposition 
may seem, I cite Mill hiII186lf, six pages 
further on, to illustrate it. He says: 

"Again, even if we concede that a 
thing cannot be known at all unlea 
known as plural, does It foUow that It 
cannot be known u plural, because it ls 
also One 'l Since when have the One and 
the Many been incompatible things, In. 
ltead of different upecill of thE' 11LD1e 

thing~ in POI.AB AXTAOONil!K, we may 
add, or in other words, in utter contra.
dicdon to e.ch other. So, the very type 

of Contradiction itself, that from which 
we derive all our ideas or contradiction, 
ls the diff'ercnce between the Something 
and the Nothing; between the Posltlve 
and the Negative; between the "Eternal 
Yea" and the "Eternal Nay;" of the 
Union and Ruonciliation or which with
out the DESTRUCTION of their dilfercnce 
neverthel618, All Actual Existence ls com
pounded. And yet the basis or all sound, 
of all axiomatic reasoning Is that : or 
two Contradictions both cannot be true 
(called the Law of Contradiction). What 
then ls the reconciliation between thud 
two C<l11tradidorg Statement& ? Simply 
this : That any two tel'D11 of a Contra
diction, in Pura Ideal Aberaction from 
each ot/ur, are mutually inet>mp<Uibl8, and 
that the Admls8!on of the one politiwly 
anAibita tM .Admilli<m o/ tM other; but 
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Special Key or Pre-clef to the remaining portion ; and must 
be changed when the echoing distribution of other Domains is 
in question. For example, if the popular Subdivision of the 
Concrete World into Minerals, Vegetables, and Animals be 
accepted as sufficiently acclll'8.te, scientifically, (3.) 1 : will 
denote the Mineral Kingdom ; (3. ) 2 : the Vegetable King
dom, etc. The 1 : or 2 : 01' 3 : without any Parenthetical Pre
jt:c, would then denote all the 001"l'espondin,q Subdi'Disioiu of 
EACH of tke three l,arger Di'Disions qf tke whole Scientlflc 
.Domain-that is to say, they would go round the Circle. 
They a.re restrained to a particular one of these Divisions by 
the Appropriate Pre-clef. The Table below exhibits the 
Sta.Bdard Distribution of this view of the Sciences. c. L 

! 
frl 
0 z 
r:.r1 .... 
0 m 

TABLE l.~. 

l't1NDAKIN'l'AL EXPOSI'l'ION. 

{ 

8. 9rABLIOLOOT (8 , ) 8: . 
0o1'0BBTOL- { URANOLOGT 8. 9· : 8"1; 

OOT, (3 , ) !!. CI.Asin:OLOGY (8.) !! : JdETBOROLOOY 8 . 2 : 9'>d; 
(Corporology). TBLLUBOLOGY (3. 2 :) l•; 

{ 
Animalogy (Zoology) (3 . ) 1: ) 3"; 

1. RJllGNOLOGT (3 . ) l : V egctalogy (Botanr) (3 . 11 : )2-'; 
Mineralogy (3.) l : ) l •; 

{ 

8. lliTBBJUTICB (2 • ) 8 ; 

ADlmuOTOL-
(... ) 2. ANA.LOGIC (2 . ) 2 : 

OOT, • • { Seqnenoee(Conclulone)(2.)t:,....; 
1. Loo10 (2 • ) l : Minor Prem1- (B . )1 : ) s-t; 

Major Premi8ee (I.) l:) t•; 

{ 
3 Mecbanica, (1 . ) 8 : 

AB8T&At'l'-Co1'0Blft'OLOGT, (I , ) 2 Pbyalca, (1 • ) 2: 
1 Cbemlatiy (1 . ) l : 

that an ancb Pme Ideal Abl!traetlon 18 Actual En.tenee la the recond1ldon, 
purllg Ideal, and nowhere exists ill in. /ad, of these ame Contndictoriea. • 
Reality, and la therefore non~xlatent, or There la therefore, the aune lnherenil1 
equal to Zero (0) ; while the very con- Contradictory ch&rllcter of the J'eladOD 
clltion of the POlllliblllty of any Beal or between all E:uci Reuonlng,-which al-
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279. Diagrams which are to follow, will add new features 
of Intelligibility and Lucidity to the distribution in question, 
and be to the World of Science, and to the Science of the Sci
ences, what the Map of the World or the entire Atlas is to 
ordinary Geography. 

280. The preceding Table is susceptible of being enlarged 
or carried out in detail to any degree of Minuteness. precisely 
(in principle) as the Map of the World is expanded and 
filled in, in parts, to constitute the Maps of particular Conti
nents, Countries, Counties, or Townships, even down to the 
Garden-plot, or the individual Farm. To preserve, however, 
the Simplicity appropriate to an Elementary Work, and on 
account of the less prominence of other parts of the pre
ceding Table, I shall do no more, at this point, than to ex
pand descriptively the Subdivisions of Abstractology or 
Exactology (The Department of the Abstract Sciences), upon 
one of its Radii, to what may be denominated its 4ih Attenua
tion, or Power, yielding Algebra as a Type of that degree of 

wayw assamee the POl!llibility or a Pure 
Abetraction of Elementa,-and all Actual
liy-wblch u explicitly denies that pos
aibWly. How \hen shall UUe Ultimate 
Conindietion ; that beiween all Pure 
Ratiocination (the domain or all scientific 
demolllltrations) and all Concrete or Aci. 
ua1 Existence ; or what ii the ame 
thing, between R&AloN and Sun, find 
iU rocoueiliation T Why, by an applica
tioll ltill in ihil Jae& atronghold or myw. 
tery. or the same Principle, namely thus: 
Thu the 8enae and \he Reason, wblle 
they are the two Coaatituent Elcmenie 
of Mind. and while they are, In Pure 
Ideal Ablltradion, ..4bloltlU C<ml1'1JdicW. 
riu. and 10 irreconcilably antagonistic 
to each otber,-re lli:VEB, itt fad, com· 
pletely abAracied or eeparated Crom each 
otber, bu are. on \he contrary, Inex
pugnably conjoined in their Elementary 
Being. u manifeeted In any lea1t item. 
ol Mentation, whet.her then called Feel-

Ing or Thought ; and hence destined to 
an ulterior Reconciliation ln the Uni· 
venal and Elaborate Constitution of all 
Thinge, in every Domain. 

18. But lei us test this statement of 
Mr. Mill 88 mere matter of Abf!tract 
Reasoning. Are noi the propositions, A 
le one, and, A ill many, 88 dirc..-ct contra. 
dictoriee a11 l t Is potl8i ble to ltate, pro. 
vided only that the Onenet111 and the 
Manyne1B be taken in the 88me eenee, 
conversely? Would Mr . .Mill's tailor be 
eatisfied with Mill's logic if Mr. Mill 
ahould attempt to prove to him that one 
pound sterling le o.t the eame time fifty 
pounds sterling, or many pounds sterling 
in any degree whataoever T 

14. If, therefore, Onenel8and Manyncee 
are not incompatible predicates, it Is only 
because they are taken in different -
pectll or se- It is beeaUBe we mean 
thai A is one in one aapect or sense, and, 
at the 111D10 time, that A ii many in a 
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Subdivision, adding some general views of other branches and 
of the totality of the subject. 

2Sl. The Second Attenuation, or Power of Abstractology, fur
nishes, as we have seen, 1. Loo10, (2. )1:; 2. ANALOGIC, (2.) 2:; 
and 3. MATHEMATICS, (2.) 3 : • It is the Mathematical branch 
\vhich we will now submit to a further division, thus : 
1. ARITHMETIC, (2.)3:) 1; 2. GEOMETRY, (2.) 3 :) 2; and 3. 
ANALYSIS, (2.)3: )3; WewillnowchooseANALYSIS, (2.)3: )3; 
as the branch to be further subdivided, as follows: 1 . .ALGE
BRA, (2.)3:) 3;)1, 2. DIFFERENTIAL AND lNTEGBAL CALCU

LUS, ( 2.) 3 : ) 3 ; ) 2, (For this splitting of the Second Term of 
the Trigrade Scale into Two, see Text 000 ). 3. THE CALCU

LUS OF VARIATIONS, (2.)3:)3 ;)3, (Abridged thus 2)3)3)3. 
282. We now recur to the Clef 1 •t; 2nd. This denores the 

Ordinal Series of Numbers and all that is analogous with that 
Series of Numbers in the Constitution of the Uni1Jerse. It is 
an Abridgment of 1 •t; 2nd ; 3r4, as 1 ; 2 is so of 1 ; 2; 3 (t. 271). 
The Clefs have, as we have seen, broader and narrower appli
cations, according to the Punctuation which accompanies 

diiferent 1111pect or acnse. Returning 
then to his criticism of Sir Wm. Hamil
ton's conception of The Absolute, and 
allowing the 8&11le · license of Interpret
ing the contradictions, wherein la the 
difficulty T Why may we not then affirm, 
-fO far aa the eonliateru;y of th8 attJU
tMnt ill concerned,-that the aame Being 
Is absolutely good and absolutely bad, or 
absolutely wise and absolutely stupid, 
etc.; that is to aay, absolutely good in 
one aspect, or measured by one standard, 
and absolutely bad in another aspect, or 
measured by another standard T Since 
when, I might ask, have such proposi
tions been deemed incompatible T So 
of the ideas, infinitely great, infinitely 
smo.11. etc. The co-existence of two pre
dications absolutely contradictory, that 
is to aay, affirming and denying the same 
attribute in preci«lg th8 aaTM 1enae, is, 

indeed, incompatible : and it is this on17 
which is rightly meant by the Law that 
contradictory propositions cannot both 
be true. Short of this absolute Limi&. 
contradictions in terms, contradictions ill 
aspect or appearanoo, relative contradic
tions of all sorta fasciculated around an 
ideal and qnasi-inconceivable eubeiance. 
are tM Barie Norm or T~ of~ 
and Being, UNIVERSALLY. 

15. By affirming then that all exisl· 
ence is a " fasciculU8 of contradictions," I 
mean, of course, oontradict\ons in ~ 
and contradictions in aspect, precleely u 
onenees and manynEa, may be comi:-ti
ble (Mr. Mill even 11811eD.tlng) : while ye&. 
if they were meani in absolutely iden
tical sensee, conversely, nothing oould 
be more contradictory. I mean, in fine, 
precisely and iu th8 t~ of all otMr re
concilabU contradictioni : that every 
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them. (t. 277). But the 1 ; 2, 1 ; 0, 1" ; 2nd, etc., occur most 
naturally when the scope of the Clef is somewhat indifferent. 
EJpeciflcally they denote the medium range of Scientific dis
criminations of which the difference between Arithmetic 
and, Geumetry is the ezamp'le; but, in the generalized or in
di11'erent sense now referred to, 1; 2 is more apt to be used 
represenJ,ati'Del,y for the varied range of the Special Sciences 
than 1. 2, which more formally denotes the utmost breadth of 
scope, and might, on the other hand, be regarded as exclud
ing, in a sense, the minor views (as 1, 2 for example), whereas 
1 ; 2 is Pivotal or Mediatorial between the broadest and the 
narrowest discriminations, and so alike representational of 
them all. The Clefs 1 ; 2, 111 ; 2nd, 1 ; 0 predominate, there
fore, when there is no special reason for deviating from this 
form of the Clefs. The 1. 2 for (1.) (2.) (3.) denotes specifi
cally the Spencerian Distribution of the Sciences which is re
stricted to their Cosmical or Basic Development. They are to be 
understood. as meaning (1 .) 1": etc. For Pneumatology and 
.Anthropology the 2n4: and 3rd : must be written ; but it is im-

thing Is, In one aspect, One, and, in an. 
other aspect, Many-Uniamal and Duis
mal respectively. 

18. What then Is Hamilton's. or more 
generally, the TraI18cendental conception 
ohhe Absolute? It Is no other than the 
Unitanal Aspect of Being: as the Rela· 
ti1'e iB the Duismal; The whole " mud
dle'' reeulte, with them, and equally so, 
with their critie11, from oonfUBing, instead 
ol d~nguillaing and kuping di.ttinct, 
the Abetrad and the Q>ncrete coneep
tioos respectively, both of tJJhich are alilu 
imporlant, btd l>Mnging to entirely dif-
1~ 01'dt!r1 of int>Utigatibn ,· from, on 
t.be one hand, in other words, treating 
and endeavoring to conceive mere AB
peetll tU if they wre tAing11, and, on the 
other hand, from diaearding tM mer~ 
.dapecta aUogttlu-r, as "senseleeB abstrac-

tions," because, tu mer~ tupedl, they are 
not, and cannot be conceived of tu thing1. 
These are the two sta.ndard blunders ai 
this day of Philosophy. There is no in. 
superable difficulty in reconciling contra· 
dictory ASPECTS of the same thing, so 
soon as we understand that Ii Is the 
tuped1 of the subject merely with which 
we are engaged. 

17. " Sir Wm. Hamilton," Mill con· 
tlnues to ea.y, " surely does not mean by 
Absolute Unity, an indivisible Unit . the 
minimum, instead of the maximum, of 
Being. He must mean, as M. Q>usln 
certainly means, an Absolute Whole ; 
the Whole which comprehends all things. 
Ir this be so, does not this whole not 
only admit of, but necessitat4', the sup
position of parts? Is not a Unity which 
comprehends every thing ~ 1'i termini 

(t) Examination of Sir Wm. Ramllton'a Phlloeoph7, VoL I, p. et. 
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plied here, this Basic Domain being the Usual or Ordinary 
one. (t. 384, 285). 

283. Strictly speaking, the Clef 1·~ ; 21Ml, as a Domain by 
it.self, that is to say, when neither having, nor implying, any 
Parenthetical Prefix, denotes CAREEBS of Progression in Time; 
Progressive or Regressive, as the case may . be ;-in other 
words, Movement as contrasted with Existence (t. 143) ; the 
Motismus a.s contrasted with the Sta.tismus (c. 21, t. 503); in a 
word, Ordinology a.11 contrasted with Ca.rdinology (t. 155). 

284. But within the proper Domain of Existence or the Statis
mus of Being, there is, nevertheless, a peculiar Mr·ie/.y of 
Development which repeats, WITHIN this Domain, the whole 
of the Motismus as an outlying independent Domain of Aspect 
or Consideration. This happens in respect to SPACE, or 
ORGANIZATION IN SPACE, when this is elongated, or extended 
in a single direction,-Time-wise-as especially in the direction 
of Height ; the Tallness, for example, of a House, or of the 
Individual Human Figure. · 

known 88 a plurality, and the most plu
ral of all pluralities, plural in e.n unsur
passable degree ? If there is any mean
ing in the words, must noi Absolute 
Unity be Absolute Plurality likewise? 
There is no escape from the Alternative: 
The Abeo:uieeither means a single atom 
or monad, or ii means Plurality in the 
extreme degree." 

18. But neith01' Hamilton nor C-Otlllin 
mean ai all either of the ideas here u
signed to ihem ; or rather, perhaps, I 
1hould say, they would not mean either 
of ihem, if they were quite clear as to 
what they, aa Transcendental Philosoph
eni, should mean. If they did mean either 
the minimum or the maximum of & 
ing, the single least atom or the whole 
which comprehends all things, theywould 
be doing what Mr. Mill, predominantly 
Echosophical in his order of mind, 
would be likely to do, and what he has 

jnst complained of the Metaphyaiciam 
for not doing ; that is t.o 11ay, they would 
be talking of C-Oncrete embodiments of 
Existence, and noi of the Abstract Prin
ciples or Aspects of Being 88 rendered b7 
e.n ultimate Metaphysical Analylia
wbich last is the true domain of the 
Transcendental Logic. Ii is, mdeed, 
certain thd thia clBl!e of phllOllOphen 
have not alwaye perceived t.hia, and ~ 
they mix Ahetraet and Concrete id
unduly together, or try hopelemly t.o 
construe literally the reaeoninga of the 
one into the terma of the other, whidl 
is like attempting t.o discover the rigor
ons exactitudes of Mathematica in the 
actual products of Nature. 

19. What, then, in the proper ab8md 
sense, and within the Tranacendent;al 
Domain, do they mean, or should Uie7 
mean, by the Abeolote? Not, as I have 
eaid, tho single "mon.u.d" or " atom," nor 
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285. There is, in accordance with this statement, a Cross
division of the Whole Science-World accompanying that 
which is furnished by Spencer; one in accordance with 
which the whole Map of the Earth, speaking analogically, 
is but one Degree in a Trigrad.e Scale of Distribution. What 
is now referred to is a Subdivision by .De{J1'ees of .AUitude, 
the Earth-land and Water-mapped out as in Geography, 
constituting the Lower or Ground Department merely, in 
this New Distribution; the .Atmosphere above the Earth, 
strictly the Spirit-World, constituting a Second Elevation or 
Story, above the Earth; and Man a Third Elevation, theo
retically above the Atmosphere (see Typical Tableau of the 
Universe, Dia. 1'o. 2, t. 41). To change the Type of the llius
t:ation, this Threefold Distribution of the Science-World cor
responds with the Three Stories of the Elevation of an Edifice 
of that height (which is the Typical or Normal Height in Archi
tectura.J. Construction); or again, with 1. the PELVIS (with the 
Abdomen, Sea!:, and Lower Limbs); 2. the THORAX; and .. 
3. the HEAD,in the Organimtion of the Human Body. 

" The Whole ~ but that Aspect, or Prop
erty, or Principle of Uuity, which Is con
cretely ill?Utratad. Indeed, predominanag, 
by the monad at one extreme of magni
tude, and by the grand whole Ai the other 
extreme, but which yet also"underlies,
and exists ~nantly In the midst of, 
-tbe total range of Plurality between 
tboee extremes ot Concrete Being : and 
tM:ieA contradlcU, or ii Dppo«d tD, Plural
ity u tM Co1t11Ur-..4aput, Property, or 
Prindpk. The Relative Is then the Coun
terparting Duil!IDl to this Unism; and, 
finally, Concrete Existence Is the result
ut from the Complexity or theae two, 
and Is their rooonciliatlve hlg'her Unity 
-the Trinl8Dl from the prior UniBDl and 
Duism conjointly. This, in tnm, sub
di'V'ldcs Into two Domains characterized 
by relemblan.et to the two abstract b88es 
respectively : hence there is an ..dbaolu
loid and a Belatoi4 E:s:lstence, which 

repeat and echo, In a degree, but inacen· 
rately, The Absolute and The Relative, 
which are tlu pure abltract b<uu or limits 
of Thl)Ught involved in the conception ; 
but which should not be confounded 
with theae Concrete Reproductions. 

20. It is this Concrete Existence In Its 
totality, either In its least or Its greatest. 
which Mill supposes must be.meant by 
the Abeolute or Transcendental PhilOl!O
phy: but this Is a total misapprehension, 
tor Philosophy is only tran1Jeendental by 
virtue or the fact that it goes ooek of the 
Substantive Thing to the Adjective Prop
erty, and thence farther still to the Pure 
Relation (Prepositiona1). 

21. AD Adjective Properties, all puro 
Abstractions. In fine, are necesearily, In a 
sense, " a bundle of negations," and "a 
bundle or eontmdlctlonll'' also, if viewed 
trom the stand-point ot Substantivity, 
that Is to say, as Things, and not as 
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286. By inspecting anew the Typical Table of the Univene 
(t. tO), it will be perceiv~ that the distribution which we bare 
previously effected of the Science-World, following the k'9d 
of Spencer, is confined to that part of the Table against whidl 
the word SCIENCE appears in the margin. That whole Depa.rt. 
ment of the Table now constitut.es a First Plateau, or the 
Ground Floor, in the New Distribution which is at this point 
under consideration. That portion of the Table again.st which 
the word PNEUMATOLOGY stands in the margin then oonstituSee 
the Second Story of the Ideal Edifice. This corresponds widl 
the Atmosphere above the Earth or Ground. While this ia 
in one aspect a Story or Lift in the Ascending Scale, in an
other aspect it permeates the whole, and expands to the dimen
sions of the who] 3 Edifice. The Hells, the Intermediat.e World, 
and the Heavens, then become themselves equivalents to ('1()111-

plete Stories or Stages (Fr. Etages). It was in the perception 
of this view of Being that Carlyle has said that "The three 
kingdoms, Inferno, Purgatorio, Paradi1:m, look out on one an
other like compartments of a great edifice;' a great super-

what they are, merd Aspects, Properties, 
or Relations. When taken for what they 
are, however, as pure abstractions, they 
are not only consistent enough, but the 
most consistent, In Cact, or all our ideas 
Crom the pure absence or the disturbing 
reality ; and, Cor that reason, they become 
the regulative forms or all just thinking, 
and tM paramount rafl{µ of idta In the 
whole Scientlc and Sclento.Phlloaophlc 
Domain. Ii Is the pure Ncgatismua 
which ls pM dUdknu tM Domain or 
Science. The things with which all 
Exact Rclcnce deals, if we must nae the 
term things, in a modified sense, are 
therefore Pure Nothings, judged or by 
any other faculty of the mind than the 
Pure Rcaaon. What elae than a b11Ddle 
or Negations ls a Point, for example, as 
deftned by the Geometer, position with
out length, breadth, or thicknem! It ia 

the lnconcelvably least item of Si:-, 
itselC virtually nothing, pMl«i or UmM4 
as if it fDM"d aomething-made a .-. 
thiug by the mind for the mind"• aw11 

uaes, while In ltselC it le a mcze DOCJm&, 
or lll88 than nothing. 

22. Mr. Mill would be one of the lilll 
to condemn the nae, or to depredarr U. 
the value, or such pure abstr.cdom Pll 
negations In the Mathematical Do:mlabi; 
yet how llOOUllugly elfectin, bat ~ 
really absunl. would be a erlti~ "1 
aome one who had never eeised tbr epiri& 
or the Mathematics, or all the lai,ta 
mathematl~ conceptions, by ebo__, 
that Mathcmaticl&na pretend to talk 
leamedly of limita which bani no~ 
alon, no reality, In ~; of t.heU mia1ma 
and their maxima, which are rmll1 
nothlnga; and even or di&l"9lt orderul 
Infinity, all or them lying wbol.'1 .s.. 
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natural world-cathedral, piled up there, stern, solemn, awful ; 
Dante's World of Souls I" The Third and last Story of the 
Ideal Edifice is then Ma.n, indicated in the Typical Table, by 
the word ANTIIBoPOLOGY in the margin. 

287. Mwe definitely, the Three Stories of the Edifice, in the 
ordinary sense of Stories, constituting the Cuboid portion of 
the Structure, correspond with the Three Divisions of the 
PNEuHATISMUS or W OBLD OF SPIRIT, as indicated by Carlyle 
in the quotation just made ; the Dome of the Temple then 
repeats the great Dome of the Sky over our h~s, The Heav
ens above the Atmosphere, overarching and enclosing the 
Atmosphere, and corresponding with the Face and Cheeks of 
the Individual Man ; and finally, it is the Statue surmounting 
the Dome, which stands in the Edifice representative of Ma.n 
·himself, as above Nature both Material and Spiritual, repre
senting the Sun, and Standing, like a God, centrally in the 
Heavens. This, in turn, corresponds with the Head, or more 
specifically with the Brow, of the Man, in the total Constitu
tion of the IndiVidual Human Body. .All the .Analogies here 

aide, not only or the domain or Real proven to have been, by Mill, when he 
Being, but or all conceivable number entered upon the Mathematical Domain. 
iteel.f. Mr. Mill knows, however, per- Their intellectual fingers are all thumbs 
haps better than any one, how abeolute- for the purpose or manipulating the Ho
ly dependent for 9.11 its highest triumphs mreopathic attenuations of this German 
the Science or Mathematica is upon the research. They are, indeed, robust, mU&
amamption or these extreme rational cu1ar and powerful, abounding in what 
&Uenuations. He hu, indeed, in this might, by a bold metaphor, be denominat 
Terry work, caustically and most darnag- ed the bruU //YIU of tlu fotellect, while 
ingly criticlaed Hamilton's Criticism on they lack the microecopic eye, and the 
&he Mathematica, for his failure to appre- delicate capacity for handling, which are 
elate the instrumental value or these requisite in the Transcendental Dom.Un. 
ame llCilleletw abstractions. And yet, The Mathematica and Formal or Scholaa
Dot only Mr. Mill, but the whole of his tic Logic have been the Abatractismua of 
IChool or thinkers, the recent Echo- F.choeophy, and this iB the furthest back 
IOphic Generalize!'B-Comte, Mill, Spen- into the Domain of .Abstraction that 
eer, Buckle, etc., are, if I see clearly my. these thinkers have aucceaafnlly ven-
11111, jut as inexpert, when they attempt tured; while, of co\U'8e, thenceforward 
to appreciate or criticiae the immense through the whole range or the Poaith·e 
IDd invaluable body of German Tran- Sciences, they find themselves at home, 
IDeladental Philoeopby, u Hamilton is and are upon their own appropriate tel'· 
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sketched must be a.ceept.ed, however, as the first rnde cbalk
marks of a picture which is destined gradually to receiTe 
shape, and become definit.e in it.a parts, as the work proceeds. 
.A great variety of subsequent modification must be anticipated 
and allowed for. 

288. We instinctually and co:rrootly indicate the Stories, or 
the successive St.ages of the Elevation of an Edifice in their 
ascending Series, by the Ordinal Numbers, 1st, 2nd, 3d ; not 
by the corresponding Cardinal Numbers, 1, 2, 3. This is in 
accordance with what has just been stated of Elongation or 
Serles in Space, as repetitory of a real DURATION and Suc<JEB
s10N in Time. (t. 284). We do the same inversely (or reckon
ing downwards) in respect to the succeeding Individuals of a 
Dynasty or Series of Ancestors (or Asceniiants) and Descend
ants; as when we speak of George tke First, George the &t,. 

ond, etc. (The French Language furnishes a whimsical excep
tion to this Rule in the expressions Henri Quatre, etc.) 

289. But inasmuch as we a.re still within the grand Domain, 
denominated Existence, and not in that of Movement; (al-

rltory. In view or these mutual short
comings, one is tempted to say, without 
bitterness or h&rsbne.-N11 ataor ultra 
e-repidam. (1). 

23. It cannot be doubted, however, 
that Mill has found an abundance or 
cracks in the armor or Hamilton, even 
within the Metaphysical Domain. He 
has bad for bis subject the incomplete 
works of a great thinker, who was often 
too intent upon the idea immediately 
before his mind securely to guard his 
defeneea, and to preserve his oollBistency 
with what he might have eeen or said 
upon former occasions ; but along with 
thia genuine and valuable criticism, there 
is, at the BnlDe time, the other kind or 
which I have spoken, resulting from a 
deficiency, which 1166ms almOllt to inhere 

in the nature of the English mind, of 
what I may call the aptitude for tbe 
Tranecendenta.l, or the apprecla.tion of 
the true epirit or all trameendental 
thinking ;-which la, to find the pure 
abstract origins of alt the speculatift 
p?OCe811e1! or the mind, and or the ideal 
oonstitution of matter, and hence, or the 
total Univel"ll6 of Being ;-the Pare 
Nothings which, when dll!COVel'ed, shall 
be, "1g r~.JW,non. the measure and guide 
to the right understanding of all the 
Somethings which exist, in a mann"' 
corresponding with that in which the 
Infinitesimals of Mathematics are a-. 
llOry to, and tranBOendently Important in, 
the 110lutlon of the relation11 of actual or 
appreciable numbera. 

24. The defect, for this pmpoee. of the 

(1) Let no' tbe llhoemaker BO be7<>Dd bJ8 lad; let no oue "91lkan lojadp 011W4e the Bmlt olW. 
owndomalll. 
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though by the :Echo or Analogy, we may aeem to be in the 
latter) ; it becomes proper, on the one hand, to indicate these 
Grand Stages or Spacic Ascension in the Science-World by 
the Ordinal Clef's, 1 n ; 2..i ; 3rd ; and then to prefix to these 
indications, parentheti.caJly, the Pre-Clef 1.2 to denote the 
Static Domain; thus (1.2), t•, 21111, 3"'. 

290. As the Pre-Clef or Parenthetical Notation prefixed 
to any Special Notation of a Particular Domain is used to fix 
the locality, in the larger Distribution, of the Particular Domain 
in question, (what.soever it may be), it will assume hereafter 
a proportional importance, and may demand, even at the risk 
of some repetition, a. more Specific Explanation. 

291. The Clef 1 ; 2, hitherto used in a. general and represen
tative sense, undergoes an interior distribution for Specific 
Uses. When employed to denote exactly Tke Whole of Sci
ence or :Echosophy (or the Domain of Being covered by it) as 
dift"erenced from Tke Wkole of Philosophy, and hence, espe
cially when used as a. Pre-Clef denoting this larger Domain 
under ci.rcu:mstances where it is to be distributed into Minor 

Tnuu!cendental tblnkera ls not, tbel'6- (Unlsm), le thoughtlell!ly aaeamed to be 
fore, at all what It le euppoeed to be by a Thing, or a Domain of Things, within 
the F.chOBOpbic or .Mueeular School or the larger Domain of Concrete Existence. 
thlnkel'8 and eritiee, namely, that it goee It le indeed true, by another Principle of 
away fJom ihe domain or reality, and UniverBOlogy, that every Abstract Prin
lnto that of eontradletion, or oppoeltee; ciple has a corresponding Concrete Do. 
bat jun the contrary, namely, that they main charaderiuil bg that Principle, or 
have not been purely Tranacendental in which that Principle predominatee
enough, and have 15'1dft,red themselves to although then never excluding the minor 
drop doWD from this Je&lm of the pure preeenco of other Principles, not even of 
and radical Analyaia of Thought and that which ls most directly opposite to 
Being, into 'he eoncrete applleatlone and it. But to confound the Abetract Ideal 
embodimenta ot the Principles which with its Concrete Embodiment ie a fault 
they were engaged in endeavoring to which vitiates the whole habit or think
diecover. Tb.la detect le illustrated when ing. B i8 in thia .Abltract Domain of the 
the Abeolut.e (The Abeoluto.Abeoluie), 1'ranacernknlal Jfetaphgaia emit!. tllat 
which should be tranecendentally defined tDe can gr<Up tllal hiflher Logic of the Un'
.., the Unity which excludes all dlft'er- Nr#, which fJf'Of'U oho, ft'hen tlWAnJered, 
ence, and which is then admirable u an lo lid ~lg cognttte 1Dith the &ienu of 
Abstraction, having an infinity or appli· .Analogic itatlf. Thie ls rightly dlecriml
cationa iD every department or Thought, nated from formal or eeholaatlc Logic tor 
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Domains, a Period is inserted between the two Figures, thu: 
1. 2 ; and then, as a Pre-Clef, it is sWTOunded by a Pareuihf
sis, thus : (1. 2). But by deductions covered by special Clef&. 
as shown in the next paragraph (t. 292), the (1.2) remains~ 
extensive with the Spencerian Distribution merely. (t. 282}. 

292. The Grand Echosophic Domain undergoes, then, a Prea 
liminary Subdivision,as follows, into I. + - or ± as the CW 
for NATURAL PmLOSOPllY, treating of the GENEKAL Colrnl
TIONS of Science and its ..Applications, as will be more ~ 
cally pointed out farther on. (t. 000). IL 1. 2 as the Clef for the 
SPECIAL Cardinismus or Statismus of Being (t. 291), which, ill 
respect to Science, is the ..Abstract Theory of Science, Sta
tionary, in Thought or Idea (or, as it were, in SPACE); or, 
typically, the particular Statement of a Problem. (Compart 
state-ment etymologically with stat-ion and stat-~ from 
Lat. sto, I STAND); m.1• .2nd, as the Clef of the Ordinismusor 
Motismus of Being, which in respect to Science is the Actual 
Curriculum of Study (in Tnrn), or a specific Operati.lm of Sci
ence, as the "Doing of a sum ;" or the Solving of a Problem. 

many reasons, and even Mr. Mill him- Plurality, and the most plural al Ill 
Belt' has shown that markedly different Pluralities, plural in an UDArpumWr 
aspects of the same subject may suffi- deiree?" The Spirit or At.tr.ct Pria
clently ground a division of the 8ciencce. ciple or that which i. plual in .. -

25. A word further upon Mr. Mill's s~ble degree i. what la DH!ald "1 
criticism. " If there is any meaning in "The Infinite" u an abet.rad ierm. wliicl 
the worde," he says, "mUBt not Abeolute is at the oppoeite terminus, u H .. D
Unity be Abeolute Plurality likewise?" has clearly perceived, from "n. .&i.r 
Clearly not, in the seruie in which I have lute" (Tran10e11dental). which ia tlw 
above defined The A beolutc, as an Aaput Spirit of The One, u if it wen DO& OJ'8 
of &ng. But, juat the opposite. J:o'or ble or Plurality in any delft'tl. la othtr 
the Idea which he intends by Unity, I words, the UndiJ'ernitiakd c-.. u, ti 
have needed and adopted tho new term Being 1111 a pure Limit or thougbi--oia 
U nivarlcty ; but Simple .Abeolute lJ nity 1111 a thing, or being ol any kind. baua 1 

(more strictly Unism),u the opposite or Spirit or Principle or thinp-it tht> .111• 
contrndictory or Plurality, should not eolute In this eeruie or the ierm ; ud &M 
be said to include Plurality. We must AJ..J,J>t.rtrmtiaUd Untt, la thto 1Dbi1e. 
ha,·o finer analy8C8, and discriminate Thoee two are therefore .,...., ~llt11 
moro cloeely than this. Again he adds: regarded by Hamilton u 8periel ol t.W 
"11 not a Unity which comprehends same Genus, denomimated by him tlw 
evcrr thing, ea: .,; termini known as a Unconditioned. I pel'Clllft iD th» • 
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CB. IV.) SEC01'""DARY CLEFS. 215 

293. In Clefs ef a Sec<mdary Rank or .Degree, the Colon, 
and not the Period, is inserted between the Figures. By this 
device the Pre-clef may be ordinarily omitted, as 1 : 2 for 
(1.2) 1: 2, or singly 1: and 2: for Subdivisions of (1.) and 
(2.). So also (±)1: 2 and (1". 2°4 ) 1 :2, in which instances 
the Pre-clefs being of a Special character, must be retained, 
the .A. bridged Clefs not being sufficiently distinctive. 

294. The Clef 1.2 (t. 291) then has, in addition to the Car
dinal branch 1 : 2, an Ordinal branch of equal rank, denoted 
by (1. 2) l" : 21111• This includes the kscension by Stories, from 
Cosmology to .Anthropology-the three Serial Elevations of 
the Temple of the Sciences ; thus, (1. 2) 18\ for the basis, 
Cos¥OLOGY; (1.2)2nd, for the middle region, PNEU.MATOLOGY; 

and (1.2) 3n1, for the crowning portion of the Edifice, ANTHRO

POLOGY. (t. 285). 
295. In strictness the Spencerian Domain is then t. 2) 1 "', but 

this ordinal (1 ") may be safely omitted ; as it is predominantly 
implied in the absence of the others, (2nd or 3"'). (t. 282). This 
brings ua back to a. point previously occupied, where the orcli-

1111eb jumble or ldeu 88 Ml11 seems to 
dheover, but on the contrary,~ magnifi
cent generalimtlon in the highest range 
of Metaphysical Speculation. 

26. Y ct there is such a conoeptlon poe
l!Sble of the Abeolute 88 that which Mill 
here indicates-one Inherently and inex
pugnably compound or complex ; a Com
posite or Trini111D&l, Conception ; hence 
an Abeolute lden&ical with Actual Exiet
e&oo ltaelf. This Is the Abeolute pre
<!ominantly of Univeraology and the 
Integral PhllOt!Ophy, but not the Abeo
lute of the Transcendental Metaphysic 
In any of it.a forms, if we except that or 
Ferrier, erpounded in his Inetltutee ot 
Metaphysic. The Ordinary Tranecen
dental Abeolute being UllI8MAL, the Re
lative is the Antithetical and Correlated 
Dut811cs, and this New Abeolute of Fer 
rier and Univenology 11 Tllli: TmNis-

HUS which Is the Compolity of theee two, 
-the Only Real Being, embracing the 
other two Conceptloilll as Aspects of 
Being merely. They are, however, euen
tial and neUWJ."1/ Aspects "·!thin the 
whole Domain of Philoeophy, neither 
excluding the other, both Included and 
reconciled In Real Being- and· not 
"Senselese," except when put for more 
than what It Is their nature to be. 

27. Every system of Philoeophy is 
characterized moet especially by Its view 
of the Absolute, which le its point of de
parture, and 88 It were, its foundation. 
The Phlloeophy of Integraliem nccepte 
th~ Totality of All Being and .l!/.ri8tenet 
tcilhin tM Totality ancl Compleritg of all 
M1>1Je1M11t or Chan1A 88 ite (predomi
nant) conreptlon of Tmi: AllsoLUTE ; but 
it does not confound thie view with that 
which lies at the basis of other Sybtcms 
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nary significance of the three Cardinal Head-Numbers was 
pointed out as denoting Spencer's threefold division of the 
Sciences. It was there also stated that in this use of these 
Numbers the word Olef was prefixed; or e]se that the Figures 
are enclosed in Parenthesis. (t. 271). The t. and 2., when 
they stand together, and are not a Pre-clef, drop the Paren
thesis, however, and take only the Single Period between 
them. This Notation then indicates specifically the Spencerian 
Distribution, (1. 2. 3. in full); but it is then used in a Gen
eralized or Indifferent tense for any story of the Bdiflce,. 
predominantly meaning the First. The 1•1 2"" 3"'; added., 
make it definite. · 

296'. .A similar Series of Modified Notation is also applied to 
the Subdivisions of Philosophy, which will be explained in 
the sequel, and with which the student will become gradually 
familiar. 

297. When 1.2and1• .2nd are to be combined as one, the 
Clef 1.11' expresses the combination. The Clef 1". t i.s sub
stituted if Practical Study, the .Actual Cuniculutn, is regarded 

of Philosophy. Integralism thus resta 
upon TDE INEXPUONABILITY OJI' PRWE 
ELEMENTS. (t. 226). .Mr. Mill seems 
vaguely to 11.pprehend ihis new and prac. 
tical conception of the Absolute, and to 
suppose that a view in which he is, in 11. 
sense, in advance of the Traneccndental 
Phil~sophers (except Ferrier}, is that 
which they must have had. In another 
sense he is less than the Transcendentnl
ists, inasmuch as he has not gone back 
upon and thoroughly comprehended the 
spirit and imrin@ic value of the radical 
analytical discriminations which they 
have sought to make; which are so e& 

scntial; and which I have found it ne
cessary to carry back of them even, in or
der t.o find a thoroughly safe ground for 
the subsequent Synthesis. It is the pre. 
eminent fault of Comte, as it is of all 
this robust modem French and English 

school of thinkers, that he attempta a 
synthesis of ideas and of the Social Life. 
before having re!\ched any comple&ely 
radical Analysis as beck.ground and 
foundation. 

28. The lncognizability and Incompre
hensibility of the Absolute, as alleged by 
llo.milton, amounts then simply to thia. 
All attributes or predicates wha*'-ver 
are" Ne.gative Predicates," in the 8ell8e 

that by virtue of their abetraetn- they 
are Nothings. and hence inconceivable 
aa real Uring1. They are p1ll"e Notbinga 
when we attempt to conceive them as 
unattached to any Substantive Thing. 
They are the realms of Adjecllvity and 
pure Relativity as contrasted with Sub
stantivity, which last is the only realm 
of Reality thence it follows, on the wie 

hand, and in one f!Eln&e, that the;r are 
lncognlzable and inoomprehemlble ; the 
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Ca. IV.] NATURAL .AND LOGICAL ORDER NOTATED. 217 

as the main point of view. The 1. lat expresses the combination 
if the former point of view is preserved, which subordinat.es 
The Practical to The Theoretical. 

298. The Natural is convertOO into the Logical Order by 
reversing the order of the Figures in any Clef; thus, (2.1) 1• 
denotes ..A.NTllRoPOLOGY aa First,· (2.1) 2"" PNEU:MATOLOGY 

as Secunil; and (2.1)3rd COSMOLOGY, as Third, in a Descend
ing Order, as in passing from the top of an Edifice to its Foun
dation~ The .Applications of this Reversal or TERMINAL 

CoNVEBBION INTO OPPOSITES are numerous and important. 
They will be gradually introduced and rendered familiar. 

299. When a second or third Pre-clef occurs, the single 
Parenthesis-mark (or clamp) is added to · include it; thus, 
(1. 2) 2114) 1 ", denotes the Unismus of the Spirit-World, known 
as Hell, or The Hells. The method of reading this Notation is 
thus: One, period, two, clampa; aeconil, clamp; flrst. 

300. The Subdivisions of the Spirit-World-the Pnemna
tismus-and their Denotation will then be as follows : 1. For 
THE HELr..s, (1. 2) 2 .... ) 1"' 2. For PURGATORY, or THE 

Abeolate and the Infinite along with all 
tho 1'e8i of them. But, on the other 
hand. it does not follow, as we have 
-n. that u accemory ideas and die
crirninations, they are uselem, or not 
even ol the utmoet and governing lm· 
portanoe in the domain of ideas, no more 
than it follows that Limits, in the Mathe
matical aenae, are U8Clees and aenaeltllB 
contrivances, because in themselves they 
are mere Nothings. 

29. When we descend, (or ucend, as 
we may view the cue) Crom this region 
of pure Abetraction to the Concrete, u 
in pualng Crom the Infinite to the Some
thing InfinUe of Mill, we may doabtleu 
eeoompllah eomething else very import· 
ant, but ll01llething very different in 
kind. An illUlltration occurs within the 
limiwd sphere or the Mathematics them
Bdvm. Seba Smith, an American writer 

22 

or genius, but little known in the eelen· 
tiflc world, undertook in good faith, and 
with great astuteness, a criticism or the 
Geometry we have derived froin Euclid, 
applying similar concrete conceptions. He 
asaerted, what Comte also asserts, that no 
line la really without thlcknesa ; but he 
went further, and 888erted that it should 
have, geometrically considered, this ele
ment of thickneu recognized and treated 
as equal to the unit or meuurement. 
He failed algnally to upeet the Abstract 
Geometry based on "the old senaelees 
Abstractions," which has come down to 
us from the Greeks ; but this novel kind 
or investigation really did lead to a new 
species of Geometry, IC I may use the 
expre88ion, which may, at some future 
day, receive a great and valuable develop. 
ment. This, in turn, Called to be appre
ciated by the Scientific World, too tho!\. 
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218 THE OLD, NEW, AND FINAL ORDER. [CU. IV, 

W OBLD OF SPIRITS, (1. 2) 2"") 2 1111 ; 3. For THE HEAVENS, 
(1.2) 2n4) 3n1, (The Colons, etc., implied by position). 

301. The following will denote the Subdivisions of the 
Heavens as rendered by Swedenborg: 1. For THE N A.TURAL 
HEAVENS, (1.2)2"")3rd) 1"; 2. For THE SPIRITUAL HEAVENS, 
(1.2) 2"") 3rd) 2"; 3. For THE CELESTIAL HEAVENS (1.2) 
2nd) 3rd) 3rd, 

302. In the Department of the Typical Table (t. 40) against 
which in the margin is the word ANTHROPOLOGY, the first 
Grand Subdivision of the Static .Aspect of this Domain is 
notated as follows: 1. BIOLOGY, (1 • 2) 3rd} 1 ; 2. :MON.AN
THROPOLOGY, (1 • 2) 3rd) 2; 3. SOCIOLOGY, (1 • 2) 3rd) 3. 
BIOLOGY subdivides int.o PHYSIOLOGY, (1. 2) 31'4) 1) 1 ; and 
PSYCHOLOGY, (1 . 2) 3rd) 1) 2, etc. SOCIOLOGY subdivides int.o 
1. PRoTo-SooIETISMUS, (THE OLD SocIAL ORDER, or, simply, 
THE OLD ORDER), (1. 2) 3rd) 3) 1"; 2. DEUTO- or DEUTEBO
SocIErISMUS, (THE NEW ORDER-TRA.NsmoNAL), (1. 2) 3'4) 
3) 2 1111 ; and, 3. TRITo-SooIETISMus, (THE ULTERIOR, or FIN .AL 
ORDER), (1.2)3"') 3) 3rd ;-TnE OLD ORDER, (till1WW), under 
the governance, in Preponderance, of FEELING (.Affection, 
whether .Amiable or Inverted); THE NEW OEDER, (from 'TWlD 

oughly imbued with their abstract con. 
captions to find anything of value in their 
concrete counterpart, and Mr. Smith's 
book is now, therefore, probably out of 
print. Mr. Smith calls the straight line 
without thlckn-. a eenael- abstraction 
In the same way, and with the 111.mo 
juetlce that Mr. Mill eo characterizes the 
Absolute and the Infinite. .Each thinker 
is quite right ID ODO view of his subject. 
while wrong in negating or ignoring the 
opposite view. 

80. We have the utmost need, In Sci
ence u well as In Phll0110phy, for the 
abstract term TBB ll'fl'INITE, to mean 
precisely what Mill seems to consider so 
absurd; that is to say, to Include under 
the same head the Infinitely Great, and 

the Infinitely Small, o.nd all other special 
Infinities, no matter bow much, in all 
other respects than In this one of In
finity, they mny diJfcr from, or contn· 
diet, each other. As a term of Science 
and Philosophy it is by no means entitled 
to be derided as a Benselcss abetraction. 
Yet it is very true that this Abstract 
Infinite m~. when put for an Infinite 
Being, undergo all the modifications of 
Idea which are always implied in pMBiug 
from the Abstract to a ooneepouding 
Concrete Domain ; and it is in point.ing 
out in pan the Incompatibility in em
ploying the enme term in the two seneee, 
that Mr. Mlll is here dolug nllant Bel'· 

v!CB in behalf of the truth. The subjcci 
is one that needs to be vastly more ex-
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CU. IV.] COHPOSITE UNITY. 219 

and in the Immediate and Transitional Present), under the 
governance, in Preponderance, of REASON, THE lNTELL:ECT, 
or lNTELLIGENOE; THE FINAL ORDER, (NoBMAL, llA.BJ10N1c, 
ACTIVE, and DYN.illIC), under the governance of THE REA
SON .A.ND THE FEELING IN BALANCED VIBRATION and .Ecstatic 
Harmuny with each other ;-the Reason, the Masculoid Ele
ment, still, however, surmounting the Affectional Element, 
impressing and impregnating it with the Spirit of Law, Obedi
ence, and Orderly Progression. 

303. This Harmonic Order of Society inherently involves, 
and rests upon the complete vindication of both INDIVIDUAL

ITY and UNITY ; each separately, and then tkemsel-cea cumbined 
in A NEW COHPOSITE UNITY with each other. (See Typical 
Table t. 40 at top, and under the two Heads, 2. Positimst 
Distribution, and 1. Uni-cerso'logicaJ, Distribution; also 
t. 40-60; NOTE, a. 23, t. 204 ; c. 1-5, t. 226 ; t. 311, et 
passim. 

304. In the Analysis of the Principles of AcTION, carried 
up to, and occurring as the Normal Harmonic Movement of, 
Society, there intervenes a TERHINAL CONVERSION INTO 0PPO-

tensively venfilated, and in the light or 
the most ex.act discriminations or the 
nature oC the two domains. 

31. All an Abetract Mathematical pl"()
poaition it is true that two are equal to 
two (2 = 2), and this Ir.ind or knowledge 
la not only not or no value, but from the 
ecientific point of view, it is of superior 
ftlue to any ooncrete truth whataoover, 
ud ill goveming over the ooncrete truths 
oC Scienee universa.lly ; but translated 
Into the terms of the Concrete, it is never 
true that any two apples, or two oruges, 
are equal to any two other apples or 
OJ'IUlgM. So again, that all men are 
created free and equal, is a fundamentally 
important truth of the abetract Bide of 
the Science of Polltlc:., and not only not 
unimport&nt, but of paramount and gov
eml.ng importance u furnishing a baeia 

and point of departure for all righteous 
reasoning in respect to the rights and 
conditions of nil men in Society. But 
translated int.o the terms of the Concrete 
it is never true. No one man is ever 
free, and no two men are ever equal ab
solutely; and there is a lower practical 
order of mind which can only appreciate 
this f acttvll. side of the truth, and can 
never rise to the divine beauties of the 
higher abetract side of It. All actual or 
oompoelte or II'igh Practkal Truth is 
made up of these opposite fllct.ore, con
tradictory in terms. It is hence, as it 
were, necessary to tell two falsehoods 
(for every half-truth ii false) before the 
Hl{Jh Practical Truths can be stated as 
the Comparison is adjudicated between 
them. 

82. It is tJie distinction between the 
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220 DISTRIBUTION OF SOCIAL DOMAINS. [Ca. IV. 

SITES ; a normal change, for this region, from the Natural to 
the Logical Order; and the DIVERGENT INDIVIDUALITY,
DuISHAL-here becomes Basis, and the UNITY OF SoCIEl'Y,
UNISMAL-(represented by Social Pivots, Monarchs, Leaders, 
etc.,-NOTE, a. 23, t. 204) arises, as a Consequence and Super
structure, out of it. TIIE COMPLEX UNITY of THE UNITY WITH 

THE INDIVIDUALITY, then arises still, as the TRINISU, above 
them both, and is the Harmony or Balanced Vibration be
tween them. The Notation for these Three Principles thus 
occurring in the Analysis of the ACTION or MovEMENT of a 
truly Constituted Society is as follows: I. DIVERGENT INDI
VIDUALITY (or merely "INDIVIDUALITY"), (1.2)3"') 3)3"") 2. j 
II. CONVERGENT INDIVIDUALITY, (or" Mutuality," or Collec
tivity, or "Sociability"), (1. 2) 3r4) 3) 3rd) 1.; III. UNIV ARllNT 

INDIVIDUALITY, the BALANCED VIBRATION between DIVER
GENT INDI~IDUALITY, or the Freedom-Principle, and CONVER
GENT INDIVIDUALITY, or the Principle of Order, (1. 2) 3rd) 3) 
S"') 3. 

805. Carried farther than this the Technismus and Notation 
of Universological Discriminations in these Superior Spheres 

Abstract In thia rigorous sense and the notwithstanding their dift"erence and dis. 
Concrete which has been 80 admirably tance, or both tl1ese domains, are snb
eeized upon, and adopted by Spencer ns jects which cannot be too much insisted 
the basis oC the first division oC the Sci- upon, and the Importance oC which can 
encet.. It Is, contrary again to the hardly be exaggerated. Tranecendental 
opinion o( Mr Mill (1), a Car more radl- Metaphysics are the pure Abstractnea of 
cally Important and truly philosophlcnl Cosmical Laws. or COIUl!e, when tram
ground of distribution than any of the lated Into the terms oC Echoeophic Real
practkal grounds adopted by Comte. lty, they are Pure Nonsense. They arc, 
The entire separateness, the Immense nevcrthele&!I, true In their own way, and 
distance between theee two departments will e~er remain of the same ruling im· 
of knowledge, which are confusedly portance over all just thinking in this 
treated both by the Metaphysicl11ns and higher Domo.in of Rationality and Law; 
their critics, the utter lmpoaaibillty of whence tbey will deecend, not as Real 
rendering the One into the term& o( the Tbings,buLn&regulativeformsofthougbt, 
other directly, or otherwise than by an throughout. t11e whole pol!llible aceomuJa. 
all-pervading analogy or echo of reeem- tion o( our knowledges In the Concrete 
blance In the midst or dominant differ- World. 
encee, and the yet equal im:xirtance, 

(1) Artldee.., Comee, ID Tba W-laater Renew, April an4 J11ly, ll!Gll. 
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becomes too Complex and Special for an Elementary 'V ork. 
I must here advert, before dismissing Echosophy, to the Do
mains of Aspect and Consideration which are analogous with 
the Numerical Fractions, and with the Metaphysical Clef, 
1 ; O, together with their Indeterminate Accompaniment, ONE, 
MANY, ALL. To carry out this Classification of Human 
Knowledge in detail will require special volumes and works 
as technical as the Nomenclature of Chemistry; and, perhaps, 
more of accuracy, in some respects, even in these beginnings, 
than it is quite possible to introduce at this early stage of the 
development of the Science. The discriminations now in ques
tion are especially difficult, and will require the most cautious 
and extended investigations before the New Science of the 
Subject shall be allowed to crystallize into its ultimate form. 
Besides this, they belong primarily to Philosophy, and will 
recur presently under that head. (t. 340). Here, in Echoso
phy, they are Subd<>minant merely, an Echo from the more 
Subjective Philosophical Domain. Some of the following 
Statements are so general as to apply indifferently to the Phi
losophic or the Echosophic Aspect of the subject. 

806. Among the Fractions, as seen in Tab. 14, t. 234, the 
reader will, in the first instance, notice the unusual combina
tion of figures 1/ 1 , as if Unity could be divided by itself. Tbis 
is a Metaphysical, though not a Mathematical, idea. . The 
Mathematical Fractions coIQmence with the Halves of Unity, 
indicated by 2 f:, leaving unaccounted for the first place in 
the Series, which is here supplied in the Table. · This Clef 1/ 1 de
notes W HOLEN.ESS as the Opposite Aspect of Being to Partness, 
ilJ,e first stage of which in regular order is IlALFN.ESS ; hence 
also 'ELEMENT.ARY ODDNESS as contrasted with EVENNESS ; and, 
finally, ABBITRISM as contrasted with LoGICISH or EQUITY. IN
TEGRISll or '\VHOLENESs-.A.spect is the Unity of Being, apart 
from any Actualitr of Division into Parts ; excluding the idea 
of such division, indeed, to the utmost ; but of necessity cover
ing the Susceptibility to such Division, which Susceptibility 
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222 SUBJECTIVE AND OBJEO'l'IVE LA we. [Ca. IV. 

is suggested by throwing the Unit into the form of a Fraction, 
or clothing it, in other words, with the Fractional dress. It is. 
therefore, for this Abstruse Metaphysical idea-the Wholenees
Aspect of Being-that the Notation in question is employed ; 
still, lwuJeDer, not in the Absolute Degree X> (t. 466). 

307. The subsequent regular Sections of the Unit into .Ali 
quot Parts of the Wholeness, which are then ealled. Fractions. 
(properly Sections),-'/27 for example-denote Internal or 
SuJJjectiDe Di'IJ'ision anil Distribution, or, in other words, and 
more largely, THE LA ws OF SUBJECTIVE OB.DEB AND IIAB
KONY, in the Universe at large, or in any given Department 
of it; as the corresponding 'Vhole Numbers or lntegers--
1, 2, for example-denote .E:dernal or Objectiu Diatriln.dimi, 
or THE OBJECTIVE LA we OF ORDER AND lIABKONY. This 
important Sciento-Philosophical Difference may be ill~ 

trated in connection with the House or Edifice, as a Type of 
Being universally, thus: The F.qual Division of the House on 
the Right and Left Sides from the Main Entrance and Center· 
ing Hall or Passage-Way, the Bi-lateral Symmetry of the 
Building internally, relating to the ranges of rooms or apart.. 
ments, and All that is An<dogOU8 'IDitlt such Distrilndi<m, in 
the Unicerse at large, is signified by the Cler 112• 

SOS. The more specific Division of the House into Four 
Sq_uare Rooms,-a typical Simple Order of arrangement-bas 
as Us Clef';,. (Compare 2.2, t. 248). This ;principle of Frao
tional and Su bjeetive Qu ABTISH (or Quarterism) governs e.xten
sively in the Outlay of Being, as, for example, the Four Quarters 
of the Animal Body, the Four Quarters of the Heavens or Out
spread of tho Earth's Surface, intervening between the Four 
Cardinal Points of the Compass ; more vaguely, the Quarters 
of a. Camp, of a City, etc. In Spanish, the word Quarlt>, from 
the La.tin Quartus, A FoURTH, is the word which signifies A 

Roo:u, in a house. (Similar uses characterize the remaining 
Fractional Clefs%, %, etc.) This is 'Em>osPACIC and St'B
JECTIVE ORDER. The Domain so distributed. is the S~B.TECTIV· 
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I8llus, whether of the Universe at large, or of any Minor Do
main of Being, within, and echoing to, the entire Universe. 
THE ORDER OF '.DISTRIBUTION itself, as a Mere Scheme of 
Relations, is the Sc1ENTo-ABsTRAOTISHUS of the SuBJECTIVIS
KUS. Such is the General Analogy of the Fractions, The 
Fractionismus of Number or of the Numerical Domain (The 
Nnmerismus), to the Elementismus of Universal Being. 

809. The Subjectivismus of Humanity is that which concerns 
tke Indi1fidual Members of Society as Individuals; and 
mentally, it is that which is within the Indi1fidual Conscious
ne88 of each person. This stands opposed to SOCIETY as such, 
the 0BJEOTIVIBMUB of the Whole Human Domain, the En
compassing Human Medium, in which Individuals, as the Con
stituent Monads or Society, live, move, and have their being. 
The Fractionoid .Distribution (Clef 1/ 1 ; % or abridged, thus, 
1; 1/%) within this Subjective Domain, and considered in respect 
to the Mind, relates to Rational Ar]J"ustments of the parts of 
the Indi'rJidual Character. The Clef 1/ 1 may indicate the In
herent Self-Centering Wholeness (or Holiness) of Character; 
"the Single Eye;" or the Simplicity and Goodness, in SENTI
KENT, or the Entire Character, aided by Inspiration and Good 
Intentions ; or else the Self-Conscious Ego. The 1/ 2 may 
denote the balance of character, consisting of the Enlightened 
Judgment from Intellectual Perception, or else, the whole 
Mind and Reason; and 5/s will then mean the Combination of 
those two Grand Bases of Character. 

310. The corresponding \Vhole-Number Clefs l; 2; 3, 
relate, as stated above, to .External Ortler,-THE ExosPACIO 
or OBJECTIVE ORDER of Existence. This is the Ord.er of the 
Re/,atU>ns of fke Individual ObJ°ect or Person to other ObJects 
qr Per1ons, outside of the Self, or of the Identical Inscribed 
Sphere. It is the Scheme of .Arrangements, as between such 
Obj~ta or Persons in the Surrounding Organismus or System, 
(as of Society). Thus in respect to Houses, these Clefs would 
indicate, not the Internal distribution of the apartments, but 
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the External adjustment of several houses to each other, with 
respect to the regularity and harmony of their positions, in the 
Cluster or System of houses, which might constitute the Vi.1.lao~ 
or City. In respect to planetary bodies, they would denote, not 
the individual Planetary Body cut up by Equators and other 
lines, but the External Relations of many such to each other 
in Space and Time, and in the Constitution of a System-as, 
for instance, the RelatiGns of our Solar System, by Kepler's 
three Laws. This Ulterior Exteriority is repeated, however, 
by the Immediate Exteriority, which is the mere Ou.UUk 
Aspect ·of the Single Object, as contrasted with the Interior 
or Viscerismus of the same Object or Body. (t. 307). 

311. In respect to Individual Man and \Voman, these Clef:i 
would signalize their Relations, and the Order and Harmony 
of their Oonsociations in the Collective Mass, or as the Con
stituent Parts of the Larger Human Organismus which we call 
Society ; or, more restiictedly, of the Church, the State, etc. 
As the Ji'ractionismus of Number corresponds, therefore, f,o 

the Internal Man (Visceral), as he stands related to his own 
Oonscience, and to God ideally Ooncei'Ded of, so the Integeris
mus is related to Society and to Man in his relations to that 
Human Governor or Social Pivot who may stand to him in 

1 

tke place of God, and, thence, to Society as a W7wle. 
312. In this Outer Objective Relation Men reappear in

deed, first as Individuals ("Single }.fon," or "Single Women," 
unmarried)-the mere Monads of Society-repeating Chemicnl 
.Atoms, Planets, or Single Objects in Mass-"THE M~.\SSF.S," 
in fine. In this sense they are under the Clef (1 . ). Secondly, 
they undergo the action of Elective .Affinity, and are mar
ried or coupled, in accordance with Sexual Laws, in which 

1 

case they come under the Clef 2,-these Laws being .Abstract, 
.Equational, Mathem.atico-Logical (typically), a.nd Exact. 
Finally, the Clef 3 denotes the Embodied and Systematized 

1 

.Aspect of Society (.Astronomic) under the joint Constituency 
of Individuals and Masses on the one hand, and of Marriage 
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and other Relations on the other. Society is the INDIVIDUALS 
(and Masses) of Society as ENTITIES plus their Intangible Ab
stract RELATIONS, culminating in the Institutions of the Col
lective Life of Humanity ; hence Government ; the Church 
and the State. 

313. ENTrrY and RELATION are the Elementary Constituents 
of Being, to which NUMBER, the Individual Unities as .Entities, 
and FORM as the Aggregate of .Relations, correspond ; Form 
is repeated again within Number by the Interposed Thought
Lines by which the Units are constituted into Sums. (c. 8, 
t. 143, t. 531). 

314. FRACTIONISMOLOGY is, in other words, STRUCTUROLOGY, 
Structure being that which is Subjecti1Je, Internal, or Oonsti
tuti1Je of the Indi1Jidual (Object, Planet, Edifice, or Human 
Being); IYTEGERISMOLOGY is, per contra, SYSTE:&lATOLOGY, 
System being taken for that which is Objective or External, 
(from the Standing-point of the Individual), and constituti?Je 
of that Ideal Abstractoid NET-WORK OF RELATIONS within 
which the Indi1Jidual is enco:npassed, and to iohich he belongs, 
as a Member to Society/ or to any Collective Order of Being 
whatsoever, Class, Genus, Species, Ascendant and Descendant, 
Collateral, etc., to whic.h he pertains; as, in fine, the Atom to 
the Mass. Take, as illustrative of this kind of Scientific Dif
ference, the Structurology and the Systematology of the Vege
table Kingdom, the two-fold basis of Botany, as they furnish 
the respective titles of the two volumes of Gray's treatise on 
that branch of Science. Structurology is Physiological (more 
properly Biological), and Systematology is Sociological, in 
character, analogically speaking. Structural and Systema
ioUl are the better forms of the correlated Adjectives, as the 
term Sys!,ematic has other less specific meanings, and would 
involve ambiguity. 'Ve have ascended here from ( 1.) 1" to 
(1.)3". c. L 

Commentary t. 314. 1. The illustrations of .&latiom as the subjcct
matter of Syatematology, given in the Text, namely Class, Genus, Species; 
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315. Fractions, to resume, have as their leading .Analogues 
and Clefs, but still Subjectively or Interiorly, that which is 
exhibited in Scale in the following Table. 

TABLE l.6. 

3, INTEGRATION, or SYNTHESIS, or Co.KPOUND WuoLDESS, S/s 
9. Dill'FEBENTU.TION, or ARALTBIB, '.'1. 

t. INTEGBISK, or SYllBT.UIS, or SOCPLB WBOLEKEll8, l/1. 

316. The typical Inst.a.nee or Monad of Integrism is the 
aspect of Simple Wholeness (t. 306), that of Differentiation 
or .Analysis being Halfness or Equation, and that of Integra
tion or Synthesis being the Univariety of Whole-and-Halfn098 
cardinated upon each other; whence the Clefs 1 lu % , and 1 ;,, 

respectively. Integrality, whence the name of the New Phi
losophy, Integra.lism, is the larger and inclusive term, related 
to these three as Tri-Unity is related to Unism, Duism, and 
Trinism (Tab. 12, t. 211) ; but including this distribution also. 

317. It will now be perceived that the whole of the preood
ing treatment of the Clefs 1, 2, 3 ; the Spencerian distribution 
of SoIENcE; falls within the Systematology, or the Objective 
Half of the Clef 1 . 2, and that there remains to be con
sidered. the Strnctnrology, or Subjective Half of the Sam~ 
( 1 . 2) 111 , 1/ 1 , 3/ 3 • .At all events, in the preceding treatmeni 
of the Spencerian Domain, these two aspect.a of the subject were 
not sufficiently discriminated from each other. 

Ascendant and Deacendant, Collateral ; etc., are cboeen on account of tbc.V 
familiarity, as occurring in Natural Science, and in the Naturiamus or x.,. 
&ientiud Organizr.tion of Society. The Higher and Truer ideal of System and 
Order, and that which Systematology normally and more characterbtioall7 em
braces, ie found in the Perpendiculars and Levela, and the Relative /Mia. or 
Clef•, of Mathematical Outlay or Plans. the Analogues of Statute&, La-. Rank. 
Order, and Ed1flcial Institutions in a Society tcientiflcally and axxtl1 ~ 
Thus the Integer (9 . ) ia the Clef of Enctology ; I" ; 9"' of Alcendba{r and 
Descending Relationship; 9 ; 9 of Collaterality ; and On, ll.un. ALI., of Tbe 
Special (Species), The General (Genus), and The Uoivenal. It is then by fCbo ol 
Analogy that these are taken to illustrate a S\"l!TElll OF REI.Anon. 
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318. This new Domain ( 1. 2) 11i, 'ft, 3/a, is somewhat ob
scure. What is the Suhjecti1Je .Aspect of Massology (the .Ab
stract-Concrete Sciences of Spencer), of Chemistry, for exam
ple t Here it may be safest to suggest merely, and I accord
ingly propound as probably belonging in the Clef (1 . 2) 1/ 1), the 
Doctrine of "Progressed Simples," brought forward by the late 
Prof. Mapes, as that Chemistry within Chemistry, for which 
all Ordinary Chemical tests are inadequate, but which, never
theless, demonstratively exists, as proven by effects. 

319. For the Subjectivology of Concretology, (namely, of The 
Concrete Sciences of Spencer, Corporology ( 1. 2 ) %), I suggest 
as an instance, Physiological Intuition, or the Knowledge of 
the Relations of External Nature, and of the Adaptation of 
Simples or the Products of Nature to the Nutrition and Cure 
of the Bodies of Men and Animals-which seems to be the 
spontaneous inheritance of certain persons. 

820. Finally, for the Subjectivology of .Exactolody (that is 
to say, of the Abstract Sciences of Spencer ( 1.2) %), I sug
gest, as an instance, those Extraordinary Psychological Phe
nomena, in which, in exceptional cases, there seems to be 
immediate revelation, (Interior, Subjective, .Absolute), of the 
most abstruse and yet exact relations of Number, and, per
haps, of Form and Force also, as in the case of Zerah Colburn; 
where the intermediate processes of what may be called, for the 
sake of contrast, Objecti1Je Calculation, seem to be dispensed 
with. 

821. We may, perhaps, reckon here the lntuitional Perception 
of the Internal Outlay of Being by analogy with Objective 
Form, in so far as these Subjective Revelations of Universal 
Structure may have risen above conjecture and the obscurity 
of mere mysticism. Some of the utterances of Plato and 
Swedenborg seem to belong to this Order. These relate 
basically to the Necessary Thought of HALVING, as the First 
Step, or the Intellectual Monad, of all Regular Subjective or 
Internal Distribution. Brought out, and intellectually demon-
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strated, and so made objective a.s Science properly so called, 
this is ANALOGIC, which has the same rdation to Co-EXIBr
ENCES (or 8ide-by-8ide-neas), which (Gata-) Logic k<U f,o Co
SEQUENCES, or Succeasion in the Chain of Re<Uoning. c. 1-9. 

822. The Bi-lateral Constitution and Symmetry of a Planet, 
the Earth, for example, from Hemispheres, united, while 
severed at the Equator, and tending away oppositely to the 
two Poles, finds its analogy in the Bi-lateral Constitution and 
Symmetry of the two Sides of the Human Body, uniting while 
severed at the median Line, and tending outwardly to the two 
arms. Each side of the Body is, in a lower sense, a Complete 
Individual ; the two standing" side-by-side of ea.ch other, Sn
.TECTIVELY or within the body, and so indissolubly married to 
each other as the indispensable condition of the larger Indi
vidual Existence ; -although in Hemiplegia or One-sided 
Paralysis there is a wonderful exhibition of the proximate 
independence of the two subordinate Individuals so uniW.. 
The two Sides of the Body are eorrespondentially Male and 
Female, respectively. This is related t.o Plato's idea, that 

Co1nmmtary t. 321· 1. At my request, my pupil and collaborator, Pro( 
M.A. Clancy, of the Pantarchal t:nivendty, baa funushed me the followhif 
Commentary upon this text: 

"Mr. Buckle, reviewing John Stuart Mill, condenses the latter's reeearchs 
in reference to Logic (Catalogic) as follows: 

2. 'Logic, considered &'.l a science, is solely concemed with Induction : ad 
the bu~iness of Induction is to arrive at c~; or, to sprak more strictly, to 
arrive at a knowledge of the Law1 of Cautation. So far llr. Hill agT'l'ft with 
Bacon; but from the operation of this rule be removes an immcme body n( 

pbenomen11 which were brought under it by the Baconian pbil090pby. Be 
asserts, and I think be proves, that, though Uniformitia of~ may be 
investigAW<i indudif!ely, it is impossible to investi~te. after that (aahion, r.,._ 
formitia of ~; and that, therefore, to these last the Baconian method 
is inapplicable. Ir, for instance, we aay that all negroes have woolly hair, wt 

affirm a uniformity of Co-existence between the hair and some other pro~rtf 
or properties eseential to the negro. Bot if we wero to aay that th4';t° batt 
woolly hair in ~of their skin being black, we should affirm a uniform
ity not of Co-existence, but of Succession. Unifonuities of Succeaion art 
frequently amenable to Induction: Uniformitia of Co-a~ Of'e 11ntr -""""' 

lo it, and 11re consequently out of the jurisdiction of the 'Baconi!U! pbilmophJ. 
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Man and Woman were primitively Hemispheres sunde~d 
from the same sphere, and ever seeking to return and posseBS 
their own. It is the foundation, also, of Swedenbqrg's cele
brated doctrine of Conjugiality. 

823. In the larger Organismus called Human Society the 
\ 

two Sexes again repeat and correspond,-OBJECTIVELY from 
the point of mew of tke Individual Monad in Society, but 
still SUBJECTIVELY, or WITHIN, from the point of ?JieUJ of So
ciety aa a Whole-to the two Hemispheres of the Individual 
Planet, or of the Tot.al Heavens as an Ideal Globe; or to the 
two Side-Halves of the Individual Human Body. (t. 322). 

324. So, finally, the Individual Bridegroom and bis Bri~e, 
in the Coupling or Mat-Oh which is the proper Social Monad 
of Society (above the Individual); st.anding side-by-side of 
each other; repeat the two Side-Halves of the Individual 
Body ; each, however, a Complete Individual, in a higher 
sense than the Side-Halves of the Individual Body, and capa
ble of a more absolute autonomy. The Relation here, too, is 
OBJECTIVE, from the point of view of the Individual. It is 

They may, no doubt, be treated according to the simple Enumeratian of the 
ancients, which, however, was so crude an Induction as hardly to be worthy 
the name. But the powerful Induction of the moderns, depending upon a 
separation of nature, and an elimination of disturbances, is, in reference to Oo
~. ABSOLUTELY IXPOTENT. The utmost that it can give is Empirical 
Laws, useful for practical guidunce, but void of Scientific Vnlue. That this 
bas hitherto been the case the history of our knowledge decish·ely proves. 
That it alway• tMll be the ~ is, in Mr. Mill's opinion, equally certain, because 
while, on the one hand, the study of Uniformities of Succession h811 for its basis 
thnt absorbing and overruling hypothesis of the Co116lancy of Cauaation, on 
which every human being more or less relies, and to which philosophers will 
hear of no exception; we, on the other h9.nd, find that the study of the Uni
formiiin of Co-ezilUnu bas uo such support [in the absence of any knowledge 
of Scientific Analogy], and that therefore the whole field of inquiry is unsettled 
and indeterminate. ThllB it is that if I see a negro suffering pain, the law of 
causation compels me to believe that something had previously happened, of 
which pain was the necessary consequence. But I am not bound to believe 
that be possesses some property of which his woolly hair or his dark ekin are 
the necessary accompaniments. I cling to the necessity of a unifonn Sequence; 
I reject the necessity of a uniform Co-existence. This is the difference between 
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not 80 primitively and absolutely indispensable, as the Static 
Condition of Individual Existence ; but none the less 80 to the 
Continued Existence of Society. 

325. As Objective, this Sexual Matehood comes under the 
Exactology-Clef carried up, by the proper Notation, to the 
top of the Table, or the region of Man. It suggests, therefore, 

· .ANALOGIC universally, and, by another echo of Analogy, 
the Algebraic Equation. It is a question for Science whether 
in this latter case the Conjugiality is, in its Normal or Legiti
mate character, in accordance, in other words, with the be
hests of the Divine Social Code, equally fixed and indissoluble., 
as in the case of the two Siues of the Individual Body; whether 
it is so by the Higher Spiritual Law of Man's Individual 
Nature, and whether it should be so by the enacted Laws of 
the Legislative Authority. This question involves in its solu
tion all the subtle and difficult and abstruse questions affect
ing Love, Marriage, and Divorce ; and, through them, the 
whole consideration of the Final or Millennial Cast of Human 
Society. The world has sought, hitherto, to adjust these mat-

Comequenea and Concomit.antl. That the pnin hns a cause, I am well assarcd. 
But for aught I can tell, the blackncu and the woolliness may be altimate 
properties which are refemble to no cause; or, if they are not ultimate proper
ties, ecuh may ~ deperuhnt on it1 own cauae, but not ~ necaaarily conn«ted. The 
relation, therefore, may be universal in regard to the Fad, and yet casual in 
regard to the St:ie1ice. 

8. 'This distinction when once stated is very simple ; but its consequences 
in relation to the science of Logic had escaped all previous thinkers. When 
thoroughly appreciated, it will dispel the idle dream of the universal applice
tion of the Baconian philosophy ; and in the meantime it will explain how h 
was that even during Bacon's life, and in his own hands, his Method frequently 
and signally failed. He evidently belkred that, as e\·ery phenomenon bas 
something which must follow from it, so also it has something which must U'f' 

with it, and which he termed its Form. If he could generalize the form-tbot 
is to say, if he could obtain the law of the Co-existence-he rightly supposed 
that he would gain a acientific knowledge of the phenomenon. With this rlcw 
he taxed his fertile invention to the utmost • • • •. Yet, in regard to 
the study of Co-existences, all his caution, all his knowledge, and all ha 
thought, were useless. His weapons, notwithstanding their power, could mak<! 
no impreuion on that stubborn and refractory topic. Tho laws of CCHlxistcnces 
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ters. solely or mainly, through Tradition and .Authority, if we 
except a few spasmodic efforts, as in the times of the French 
Revolution, to inaugurate some crude and ill-digested theory. 
But Tradition and .Authority, Inspiration and Special illumina
tions even, address themselves to the Partic'lilar Faculty in 
Man, Science a.lone to his Uni'oersal Faculty. 

826. It will be ultimately through Science, therefore, and 
specifically through Scientific Anawgy, that the intricacies 
of the Social Question will be threaded. Hitherto there remain 
in the world the same conflicting opinions and usages, the 
same incoherence and chaos, in respect to it, as in respect to 
religious subjects, more generally. Polygamy, Monogamy 
and broader views of Freedom jostle each other, in passing 
from country to country, or from one social circle to another; 
nor is the divergency growing less, but greater. Who would 
have thought, thirty years ago, that in this decade, next to 
Slavery the most embarrassing political question in the United 
States of .America would be the Polygamic Institution of the 

[A1uwo1c] are as great a mystery as ever, and all our conclusions respecting 
them are purely empirical. EDm-v Inducti~ Bcimw notD tziati1ig ii, m ITS 

Bl'IUCTLT SCIXNTIJl'JC PABT, llOklg a genn"alillation of &quen«a. The reason of 
this, though vaguely appreciated by several writers, was first clearly stated and 
connected with the general theory or our knowledge by Mr. Mill. He bas the 
immense merit of striking at once at the very root of the subject, and showing 
that, in the Science of Logic, there is a fundamental distinction which forbids us 
to treat Co-existences as we may treat Sequences; that a neglect of this distinc
tion impairs the value of the philosophy of Bacon, and has crippled his succes
sors; and finally, that the origin of this distinction may be traced backward 
and upward until we reach thoee ffitimate Lawe of Causation which support 
the fabric of our knowledge, and beyond which the human mind, in the present 
stage of its development, is unable to penetrate. 

'-•While Mr. Mill, both by delving to the foundation and rising to the sum
mit, has excluded tho Baconian philosophy from the investigation of Co-exist
ences, he has likewise proved its incapacity for solving those Vast Social Pro
blems which now, for the first time in the history of the world, the most ad
vanced thinkers are setting themselves to work at deliberately, with scientific 
purpose, and with IOmlJthing liU adequate resources;' (1)-tbat is to say, hi&
torically and observationally, but noM fJJ'hatewr logically. 

(t) ~78 b)' Thomu Ben17 Backle, pp. 90-81. 
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Mormons 1 The next great Social Agitation will cover the 
whole ground of the true status of Woman in Society, and the 
true Relations of the Se:us. llistory and Experience, fTUf'tly, 
are wholly inadequate to the solution. The final answers to 
these, the most delicate questions affecting human atl'airs, 1riD 
require the aid of the most radical understanding or Univeml 
Laws. Competent investigators in this sphere of inquiry aze 
only those, first, who are brave enough fearlessly to inquire; 
secondly, those who can compel in themselves that indifference 
to results which will prevent them from importing, as facton 
of the solution, their own prejudices, preconceived opinions, or 
personal preferences ; those, in other words, with whom the 
Truth on the subject is more important than that it shoold 
prove to be of any partfoular Complexion, to which their pecu· 
liar dogma, fancy, organization, or experiences may have in
clined them, as Individuals. 

327. The Competent Investigator, indeed, in any branch of 
Social Science, above the mere Statistics of common life, is he 
who can most completely take his own personality out of the 

Ii. " No better statement than this of the extent to which modern 'I'hoagli& 
has penetrated, and of the limitations necessarily imposed npon it, riew«i froa 
the Inductive or Baconian point of view, can probably be found in the 11-orU 
of any writ.er. 

6. "The truth of tha statement contained in the first paragraph of the abaft 
er.met-that the business of Logic is to arrive at a knowledge of the IAwa ol 
Causation-will become more apparent on reference to DiagnJll No. 4., &. 1 ... 
where the converging crooked lines repreeent Induction, and the diY~ 
1traight lines represent Deduction. The effort of the inductive inquirw ii, 
literally, to arrive~g meana of tM ring~ liM of Ail in-ii~ tJw pd 
in the progress of bis labors where Causation actually takes ita Ne. h it • 
inquiry in the 'l>adwaf'd.tmiding dirtdlion, ao to speak, toward origins, or eamn. 
with the end constantly in view, mad n«ataril1 lw/»tlfor, of obtaining IUda • 
knowledge of those causes or origins u will enable him to revene all bis optn
tions, and by the adoption of a Deductive method, to previse Co-SeqQ('.D()Clll ia 
respect to an Order analog0ua with Tom, and with no hope, even. u &bo1n1 by 
)Ir. Mill. of deducing Co-Existences, collie.\ pertam t.o cJA Ord«-~ w -.. 
'loJOIU witA SPACE. 

7. " The investigation of Bequencea-whioh is, then, the aole proriDce of 
Logie (Catalogic)-involvea progreaa V. a lingU lW, either forward, • Os» 
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inquiry, and study the subject Ob:jecti7Jely; as much so as he 
would study the moves in a game of chess played by indiffer
ent parties, or as he would solve a mathematical problem. 
In so far as he lets his Feeling into the subject his competency 
is vitiated. It is not, primarily, a question of what he or she 
would chooee, but a question of what the highest conceivable 
well-being of Humanity demands,-tbis again tested by the 
known operation of Universal Laws. To investigate in this 
sphere requires, therefore, the impartiality of the umpire or 
the judge, or, in one word, it requires the true Methods of 
Science; the absence of any undue leaning to the New or 
the Old. . 

828. In other words still, it is only those who can pray with 
unfeigned sincerity to be led into the Knowledge of .ALL 

TRUTH, how much soever it may crucify the AffecQ.ons, or set 
aside the the most cherished Opinions, who have the right,
in the most radical sense of the word Right,-to discuss even, 
so solemn a question; upon the wise answer to which will 
hang the destinies, in a great measure, of millions of Men and 

lfABY SYLLOGIBTIC, or bnckward, as INDUCTION (brvBRs11: SYLLOGIS'l'IC). (See 
Hickok's Empirical Psychology, pp. 147-150). It finds, therefore, ita appro
priate analogue in the Progression of Time-or in ita Retrospective aspect. 
So long as Primal Causes are unknown, the Induction which founds the 
ReSl!Oning, must be from Effects to Causes, and from Causes to anterior Can
ees, until the ffitimate Cause is reached or assumed.-The elimination of dis
turbances by which modern thinkers have clarified the Induction of Aristotle, 
baa consisted in . stripping the Proposition of those adjuncts which tend to 
complicate the question of Seqnencee with considerationa of Co-Existences; 
because, as is now apparent, the application of the Simple Inductive-and-D&
ductive Method must be ' absolutely impotent' in ita endeavor to travel upon 
lwo Zin& tolaieh an fid6.11y-nde of each other, SPACB-Wiae; or upon the Orou-lind 
or .Parallel Orou-liMI of connection between the Successive Points, at equal 
Diatances outward, along any two such Radii or Time-Lines rigntfying DD'l'B:a
DT &rief of~· 

8. " The final point in this ~ marel of 'JY1'09f'U' tofhat'd a Prima OaVM 
-represented in the Diagram (No. "' t. 188) by the Centre of the Circl&
being once attained, however, an entirely· new character of the Procedure is 
taken on, in a double sense. First, a veritable TluumrA.L CoNVERBION INTO 

Onoe1TB8 occurs,-eo that the Progress is for the future solely outward and 

23 
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Women as yet unborn. Else, "Draw not nigh hither: put 
off thy shoes from off thy feet ; for the place whereon thou 
standest is holy ground." (1). .A profound consciousness of 
the Purity and Sanctity of Love, a well-assured Confidence in 
one's own possession of clearness of intellectual perception, of 
an unbiased. judgment, and of unbounded. devotion to the 
Right, and to the supremest happiness of Mankind ; to all 
which should be added the aid of an infallible Scientific guide 
as compass and chart ;-these are the only sufficient warrant 
for propounding a Positive Doctrine, almost, it may be said, 
for entertaining a positive opinion on the subjecl .A.gain, to 
cilli.nge the illustration, such are the requisite qualifications of 
the Social Surgeon who should be competent to probe the 
great Social Ulcer which the balm of Christianity, applied 

ontDMd from the attained Centre of Research, and a Universal Deduct\on (Cata. 
logic) takes the place of a wavering and tentative Induction (Observation and 
Analysis). In the second place, it is obvious that the jlrat ~ forward in thil 
Deduction,from fM Uniuraal (JentN of R«uonillg <>r Pri11ciple, upon t1JhaUotlw 
JAM of Bequencu, is accompanied by a SIDEWISE step, on either hand, (through 
the diverging of the radiation from the common centre), which SUUunae step 
holds Precise Mathematico-Logical relations, capable, therefore, of Exact Scien
tific treatment, with the ungthtJJiu step forward and outward. These Steps in 
EXTENSION, or Sidewise Expan11ion, are, in other words, exactly co-ordinated 
with the step in PROTENSION and are related to SPACE precisely as the other is 
related to Tnm; and hence, to Co-EXISTENCES in Space, as the other t-0 Co-
8EQUENCE8 in Time. Not only, therefore, is Deduction rendered universal by 
securing a Universal Intellectual Fountain of Causation; but, behold I another 
new and most resplendent marvel of Scientific Discovery reveals itself, at the 
same instant, in fM (,(}l/ateral fact, whereby The Science of .\NALOOIC is dc
finit.ely constituted. It ii in thil manMr that Analogio hoUa tA8 Mmd repdil,ory 
rilati<m.lhip t.o .Eztenaion, t.o ao-~. and t.o BPACB it«lf; al one of tM Uni· 
t1eraal Oontinenu of Being, 10hich Logic lw'l<U t.o Protenlitm, t.o (Jo-&quenat, and 
t.o TnlE, the other feint Uniti~aal Continent of Being. 

9. "Thirdly and finally, the Pantologic, t-0 result from the interworking Com
posity and hannouy of the Regenerated and Completed (Cata-) Logic, and the 
almost unhoped-for, new and genuine Science of Analogic, must be exhaustive 
ond complete; must be, in fine, inanrrative of a new era." M. A. C. 

(1) Ezoclu UL G. 
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during Eighteen Hundred years, has utterly failed to cure. 
The dominance of crude passion, and equally so that of blind 
eentiruent, and, finally, tllat of theorizing sentimentality, must 
be ert absolutely aside from this inquiry. 

329. To resume : The Hemisphere, in any bi-lateral conjunc
tion of Bdng, which at first presents itself as Male or Mascu
line, exhibits, in the next instant, attributes which seem to be 
Feminine ; and so contrariwise of the Female. That is to say, 
the Malo is 'IUUally reckoned as Positive rclativdy to the 
Femal1.·, and tile Female as thercf ore Negative, in the same 
relation. But no sooner have we settled upon this understand
ing of the subject than it presents itself in some new aspect 
throughout, and the Female functionates as the Positive, and 
tlH.• )tfah_• as the Negative party. Ilence, we are, in the first 
plat'•\ J'l•fem>d back from the Sexual discrimination to the more 
radical Positive-and-Negative distinction which rests, in tum, 
upon the SoKETIDNG and N <>THING, as Original Constituents 
of B ·ing. The Right and the Let\ Sides thus become ex
ponents of the Positive and Negative Potency respectively, 
and, in some senS(', alternately. In the next place, we dis
t"owr a fl"rpc'tnal See-8aw, .or mutual interchange of position, 
betwt"f•n these two; as, when the body turns around, that 
whkh was Right ~omcs relatively Le~ and 'f)ice ?Je1'8a; 
"trben it turns back the original position being resumed. Or, 
u a betu>r illustrntion, wl1en the right foot is put forward in 
wnlkin~. that foot is positive in function, and the left is nega
tive or pa..~ive ; but at the next in!'ltant, the left foot is active, 
and the right is passive ; while, however, the whole body has 
advanCi'd to a new position by means of this Dialectic (Gr. 
di~ A<'ROAA j and k9rln, TO SPEAK, like di8-CUUion-connter
points; counter-positioning). This is the connection between 
th.- /dMJ1 or 'l'Jlpe-Form1 of Plato,-basically, as we have eeen, 
the Bi-la.t.>ral Symmetry of the Primitive Something and No· 
thiitg M t.Jniversals,-and the whole Pldlo8oph11, or Srienl'e qf 
Itkas, which he denominak>d Dialectic. This Dialectic or 
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236 HEGEL'S DIALECTIOAL HE'l'HOD. [Ca.IV. 

Counter-positioning of the two Sides of any development what
soever, based on the Primitive Difference of the Something 
and the Nothing, is, finally, the distinctive feature of the Phi
losophy of Hegel. We pass backward, therefore, naturally 
and easily from the Clef 1. 2/i to the Clef 1.0; from the Sub
jective Department of Science as a Special and Obscure Do
main, to the broad and somewhat . Indeterminate Realm of 
Universal Philosophy. The most determinate or Science-like 
section of this new Sphere is, however, precisely this doctrine 
of Dialectic. 

330. The following is Schwegler' s account of the Dialectical 
Basis of Hegelianism : 

"Hegel's dialectica.1 method is partly taken from Plato, and 
partly from Fichte. The conception of negation is Platonic. 
'All negation,' says Hegel, ' is position, ajftrmation. It a 
conception is negated, the result is not the pure nothing-a 
pure negative, but a concrete positive ; there result.a a new 
oonception which e:dends AROUND the negation of the preced,. 
ing one. The negation of the One, e.g., is the conception of 
the Many.' In this way Hegel makes negation a vehicle for 
dialectical progress. Every pre-supposed conception is de
nied, and from its negation a higher and richer conception is 
gained. This is connected with the method of Fichte, which 
posits & Ji'undamerdal Synthesis; and by analyzing this, 
seeks its Antitheses, and then unites again these antitheses 
through & second Synthesis-e. g., Being, Nothing, Becoming, 
Quality, Quantity, Me.asure, etc. This method, which is at 
the same time Analytical and Synthetical, Hegel has carried 
through the whole system of Science." (1). 

831. Before attending to the distribution of Philosophy, we 
are, however, to complete the previous investigation by giving 
a passing notice to the Indeterminismus of Numbe.r (ONE, 
MANY, 4LJ,), and to it.a Analogical Relations in the Ec"/w-. 

(1) Schwegler'a Jllato17 of Pblloaoph;r. Beel:rc, p. MT. 
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B<>pkismus. I have previously observed that this Sphere of 
Being falls mwe especially within the Philosophical Domain, 
which, in the Aggregate, is characterized by greater Indeter
minateness than belongs to Science properly so called-but, in 
a subordinate way, it finds its place also in Positive Science. 

332. Back Special Science has WITHIN ITSELF an Indeter
minate Department, as contrasted with the Determinate and 
more properly Scientific portion of the same Science. An 
instance of this is found in Chemistry, for example, in what 
relates to Mixtures and Amalgams, the region of Indefinite 
Proportions, as contrasted with the more properly Scic-ntic 
Department of Chemistry, that in which the Law of " Definite 
Proportions" absolutely prevails. The difference is as that 
in respect to Number between Singulism and Pluralism (One
ness and Manyness) on the one hand,-Indeterminate,-and 
Unism and Duism (Oneness and 'I'woness), on the other hand, 
-Determinate. Chemistry as a whole, as characterized by 
its Determinate Portion, by virtue of which it is made a Sci
ence in the strict sense of the term, belongs under the Clef 1 ;
but the Indeterminate portion of Chemistry, or of Any Science, 
may then be discrimina~ by the Addition of the Clef -, 
which has the Indeterminateness of ONE, MANY, ALL, as ap
pears in the Crucial Schema of the Universe. (t. 234): 

333. The sign -. is employed in Mathematics to denote mere 
Indeterminate Numerical Difference. Its appropriateness 11ere 
is therefore obvious. I have adopted the expression ONE. 
)llyy, ALL, as the ruling form of this idea from Kant (t. 217) ; 
although the discrimination ONE, SOME, (Few, Many), ALL, as 
shown in the Crucial Schema, is more special and accurate. 
The MANY naturally usurps the place of the SOME, (Fr. quan
tik'), and stands representatively for it, precisely as we say 
:MAGNITUDE (Lat. magnus, GREAT) for Dimension generally, 
whether really great or small, to the exclusion of the equally 
authentic, but almost unknown word Minitude (Lat. minus, • 
LEss). 
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334. The question now natnrally arises : W'hat is the Jn. 
determinism us of the Scientismns generically-{1. 2) - -as 
distinguished from the Indeterminate portion of the Special 
Sciences (t. 332) 1 My reply to this is, that it is the Depart
ment of SCIENTIFIC CLASSIFICATION, which is an Indeter
minate Distribution of the Ma.nyness of Particular Objecta 
within the Unity of a Class, Genna, or Species. GE...'iER'-' ru. 

TION and CLASSIFICATIOY are habitually classed together, in 
scientific parlance, as very universal .Attendants upon Scienc.e, 
the Preliminaries or Conditions, as it were, of all Science; 
themselves not properly Sciences, nor their locality in the 
Scientific fielcl anywhere very accurately defined. I shall now 
bo understood when I say that Generaliz.'l.tion, under the 
Clef ±, in addition to its occurrence witldn the body ef eaci 
.<;pecial Science, as Unisma.l and preliminary there, furnishes, 
by itself, the Grand Unisma.l and Logically Preliminary 
Pepartment of Science,-in a sense a Universal Scien~alled 
NATURAL PHILOSOPHY; the word is taken in the large or 
Comtean sense of the term as previously pointed out. It is 
the Science which I have elsewhere denominated Generalogy. 
It has its Classification, under the Clef 1-; in additi.cm to 
its occurrence within the body of each Special Science as 
just shown in what precedes; and its own Universal and Gen
eral Laws, and will also constitute a distinct Grand Depart
ment of Science. It will be one of the tasks of Universology 
to elabomte it as such. The subject will recur, in other 
connections, in the present work. (t. 338). 

335. Prof. V ander W eyde, of the Cooper Institute, has fur. 
nished me, in advance of publication, some of the sheets of an 
extensive classification of all our mental acquisitions, now in 
preparation by him, far more elaborate in detail than any 
which has preceded it. All Human Knowledge be dirides. 
in the first instance, into 1. ScIENcES, and 2. .ARTS. This 
accords in Principle with the Grand Distinction, as insisk'll 
upon in this work, between STATION and MoTioN, or ED:,,.. 
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ENCE and MOVEM.ENT, Science repeating by .Ana.logy Station 
or Rest, SPACE, or Ment.alEX]Jatiation as mere Knowing apart 
from .Doing; and ..A.rt repeating in the same manner Motion or 
M01Jement, related to TIME and .Doing, as distinguished from 
.Abstract Knowing, which is Science, (and from Being merely, 
which is Nature). 

336. He next distinguishes, within the Domain of Science, 
MENTAL PHILOSOPHY from four remaining branches to be men
tioned presently. This he makes include both what I have 
called Philosophy, and placed at the bottom of my Typical 
Table (t. 40), and what I have denominated Man (.Anthropol
ogy), and placed at the top of the same Table. The Region 
which I assign to Pneumatology he has omitted altogether. 
IDs four remaining branches of Science are : I. PosITIVE SCI
~CE, divided into 1. Mathematics, and 2. The Science of Na
ture. This approximates the .Abstractology and Concretology 
of Spencer. II. History; III. Languages; and IV . .A Knowl
edge of Trades developed by the real and imaginary wants of 
Society, what I should call .Artisanship, and regard as a lower 
department merely of ..A.rt. .As History is also an account of 
the Res Ges"t<e, or things done in Time, it also falls within my 
larger understanding of the meaning of .ART. The basis of 
History is <Jkronology, the Science of Time (Gr. Okronos, 
TI11E). So again of Language in its .Art-Side. 

337. Dismissing the further pursuit of the other parta of this 
Distribution, let us give a little further attention to the Sub
division of the Science of NATURE. This our author divides 
into two Branches, the first of which he calls "NATURAL PHI
LOSOPHY, the Examination and Explanation or Natural Phe
nomena, in a general sense." This is the region occupied by 
all the lucubrations of M. Comte, if we add a foundation laid 
in a similar general view of Mathematical Science. This view, 
on account of its Generality, Comte denominates Abstract, 
while the Special investigation of the Sciences, Echosophy 
proper, he ca.lls Concrete. This use of the terms .Abstract and 
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Concrete, where Generality and Speciality a.re alone meant, is 
sharply and justly criticised by Spencer. (1). The larger 
meaning of N aturaJ. Philosophy here intended must not be~n
founded with a narrow use of the term which has obtained a 
footing in England and .America,-inclu~ no more than 
certain branches of Physics and Mechanics in their most Spe
cial aspect. To avoid this confusion, and for the intrinsic 
excellence of the designation, notwithstanding a. cert.a.in un
couthness of the expressions, I shall sometimes designate 
this Department of Science, GENERALOGY. And inasmuch as 
the Domain of N aturaJ. Philosophy em braces The General 
Conditions of Being, or THE CONDITIONED, as contrasted with 
THE UNCONDITIONED, which is the Special Domain of Specu
lative Philosophy, the Appropriate Clef for its Notation is 
+-or± (See Crucial Schema, t. 234, 334). 

338. For the . remaining Branch of Cosmical Science, this 
aut}lor finds no single term, but describes it as the " Simple 
contemplation of the Objects of NATURE." Let us discrimi
nate this on the contrary as SPECIALOGY. This he subdivides 
into: 1. The Consideration of the Heavens, which he de
nominates Cosmography, for which I have, however, preferred 
the term URANOLOGY (Gr. Uranos, Heaven). 2. That of the 
Earth, for which he has no name, and to which I have applied 
the term TELLUROLOGY (Lat. Tellus, THE EARTII). This last 
he divides into 1. "The Products of the Earth," the Science 
of which I will denominate REGNOLOGY (Lat. Regnum, A 

KINGDOM), the well-known Science of the Three Kingdoms, 
Mineral, Vegetable, Animal ;-Mineralogy to be taken, in an 
enlarged sense, to include Geology and the related Sciences; 
2. HYDROLOGY, and HYDROGRAPHY (Gr. Budor, w ATER) ; 

and 3. AEROLOGY (Pneumatics, etc.)-(Lat . .A.er, THE .Am). 
339. The discrimination between Generalogy and Spe

cialogy, recognized by Comte and V ander "\Veyde, is wholly 

(1) Clull&allon of the Scloncu, pp. 4-lL 
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omitted by Spencer. It is not inserted in THE FUND.AMENT.AL 

ExPosITION (Tab. 15, t. 2'18), which is confined. to the Special 
Sciences. The other distinction of Vander W eyde, also omitted 
by the other authors, between Celestial and Terrestrial Science, 
I have placed in the Table under the names Uranology and 
Tellurology, between which I have inserted Meteorology, cov
ering, as it were, the d9main of Mid-air, the Meteoric region 
between the Heavens and the Earth-all branches of (3.) 2. 
( t. 278). These three Domains repeat the three Stories of Eleva
tion in theprimitiveandlargerdistribution (Typical Table, t.40) 
into.Anthropology, Pneumatology, and Cosmology. The Paral
lelism between the two Series is shown in the following Table. 

TABLE 1.7. 

t. Of'OAd IHpa,.,,,_,, of KMU>kdq .. 

8. AlmmOPOLOGY (Celestial). } !;' 
. If 

I. P:nlnuTOLOOY {Aenal). : e: 
• <IQ 

1. CoimOLOOY (Earthy). r 
Or, distributed by Clefs, thus : 

( 1.2) 3"'. 
( 1.2) 2nd. 
( 1.2) 1". 

9. CornapoNUraq DnlriOM o/ Conor.toiow. 

. ~~ 
MBTBOBOLOGY (Aerial). i ~ 
UBANOLOOY (Celestial). } Ei' 

• 0 

TBLLUBOLOGY {Earthy). ~ 

(3.)2)3r4. 
(3.)2) 2114 

( 3.) 2) 1". 

340. We come now to the Distribution of the proper Domain 
of Philosophy, of Naturo-Metaphysic specifically, as the SUB
JECTIVE Counterpart of Echosophy, which is OBJECTIVE. 
Each bas, however, within itself, an echo of the other ; that is 
to say, Echosophy has a Minor or Subordinate Department, 
which repeats locally the whole Philosophical Domain ; that 
in other words, which is relati1Jely Subjective, although still 
within the Objectivismus of Knowledge. So, on the contrary, 
Philosophy has a Minor Department answering to the Positive 
Sciences; a Branch or Aspect relatively Objective, although still 
within the Subjectivismus. The Clefs 1.2/: and 1.0, as they 
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have just now been discussed (as Subordinate Clefs) beloIJti, 
as already statro, to the Subjectivismus of Echosophy. They 
furnish, on the one hand, therefore, a natural Transition to 
Philosophy, the true Subjective Domain, while, on the other 
hand, they will be therein repeated, simply from a dift'erent, 
and more sUl>jectively radical, point of view. They are here, 
then, to be cursorily distributed in accordance with the plan 
or pattern insti~uted in what precedes, for the 1 ; 2. They are 
to be brought forward as Primary Clefs ; not as Secondary 
and Subordinate ones, as in the previous case. 

341. The Clef 1 ; 21, denotes The Fractions, which continue 
The Ordinal Series of Numbers, downward and backward (see 
CRUCIAL SCHEMA t. 234 ), and so into the Bowels, Viscera, or 
Vitals of the Individual Unit. This, then, is within THE So
JECTIVE DOMAIN. The Fractions are the Ordinal Seri~ of 
this Subjectivismus, and Counterpart therefore the Clef 1"'. 2"' 
of Echosophy, or the Objective Sciences. (t. 236). 

342. The Clef 1.0 as Primitive, which it is here in the J)o. 

main of Philosophy, then counterparts or corresponds to t .2 
in the Domain of Science (t. 291). This is Static and SPACIC 
(Ex-spatiative) in character, and hence Cardinal and con
trasted with the Ordinality of the Fractions. 

343. Finally, the Echo, in Philosophy, to± for Natural 
Philosophy (t. 337) in Objective Science, is cxx:>. By examin
ing the C&ucu.L ScHEHA (t. 234), it will now appear that the 
Cardinal Series, The Ordinal Series (of Numbers), and the 
Plus-Minus-Equation-Basis of Numerical Relations go con
jointly to the Representation of Echosophy, or the Objectfre 
Sciences ; and that, contrariwise, the .Abortive One-Zero Series, 
together with The Fractions, and the Signs of Unconditional
ity,-The .Absolute and the Infinity of Number-go to the 
Representation of Philosophy, or of the Subjective Domain ~ 
Investigation. 

844. The VUalic or ViBceral region of Philosophy (1 ; ';,\ is 
THEOLOGY, as the Scientific Inquiry after the Inmost Fini 
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Cause of .All Being in respect to .Action or Movement, Forth
putting, or Creation-hence Ordinal or On-going,-while yet 
also Subjective Interior, or Hidden. This Echoes to Practical 
Science and the so-called Practical Philosophy externally. 
{t. 283). 

345. The Middle region of Philosophy (1.0), which answers 
to Scientific Theory generally, or to Specialogy (1. 2), I shall 
denominate SPECULOLOGY. (Lat. Spe<nilum, a Looking-glass 
or REFLECTOR). It is the effort to discover the scheme of the 
Universe in respect to its Constitution and Laws by Subjective 
Contemplation or REFLECTION, mainly, without the aid of 
Observation and Systematic Induction. It has led to more 
Premature Deduction than is dud' even to Imperfect Induc
tion, c.1-7, and hence to that erroneous Method in Science 

Commentary t. 345. 1. It is very important to observe that the Terms 
Induction and Deduction are used with a certain amount of equivocation, and 
even of contradiction, in their meaning, insomuch that they may be BOid to 
change places, and to reproduce each other,-a circumstance which, unex
plained, is very confusing. Induction is, in atrictneaa, synonymous (or co
incident) with Analysis, and Deduction with Synthesis, to which point Sweden
borg baa been already quoted for definitions of the latter set of terms (a. 14, 
t. 198). If more recent authority is required, Prof. Henry says expressly, "In
duction and Deduction are sometimes called Analysis and Synthesis." (1). 
Hence Analytical Generalir.ationa, or the true Principles of Science, are reached 
by the Inductive llethod in this meaning of the term, and it is entitled to all 
the high praise bestowed upon Analysis by Swedenborg, in the eloquent sen
tences which follow the words quoted from him. Deduction, then, deserves the 
corresponding depreciation; and each would continue, rightly enough, to bold 
the relative rank which they ordinarily do in the estimate of the Scientific 
World. 

2. But, by a curious TERKIIUL Co1'VERSION INTO OPPoetTES (t. 83), Induc
tion and Deduction have, in another sense and usage, precisely the opposite 
signification ; hn>UCTION meaning Obtenational, Empirical, UnMrtain, or related 
to F Acrs; and DEDUCTION meaning Purely Rational, Tra~. Inkrently 
Nttit#tf17! and Unioeraal, and hence .Abeolutelg True and <krlain, or rdaUd t,o 
PluNCIPLES aa U11C1't!Ot«l and Et8rnal. It ia in this sense that ffickok habit
ually employs the terms Induction or Inductive, and Deduction or Deductive. 
(a. e, t. 198). 

(l) llPUb8oDlul Jleport. 18111, p. t•. 
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and Action, which I have denominat.ed The AnticipatA>ry 
Method. It is by no mea.ns, however, the unimportant or 
useless thing which modem Echosophi.st.s are prone t.o con
sider it. 

346. Finally, the Nethermost region of Philosophy, that 
which answers to Natural Philosophy or Generalogy (t. 292), 
in respect to the Positive Sciences, is then ONTOLOGY ( cx:o ), or 
the Attempt at the Constitution of a Science of BEING itse~ 
(in se). This is the Ultimate of Transcendental (or Subtra.n
scendenta.l) range of Thinking; the region of the purely UN· 
CONDITIONED. The inquiry here is not, as in Theology, after 
the First Cause, (relat.ed to Time and Creation), but after the 
Primitive Ens or Ultimate 'Substance of Being, back of any 
manifestation whatsoever. Hence, this is the Neutral Ground 
of Indifference between the Relations of Time and Space, striv
ing t.o withdraw itself from the CONDITIONS of either. 

8. This divergency and ultimate reversal of meaning has arisen natur.illy aa 
follows : Induction being Analysis, and Analysis furnishing the true basis 
of all Scientific Construction or Synthesis, the Induction could only found a 
true and always reliable Deduction, (Construction, or Synthesis), when it should 
have been, itael,f, completed, or made absolutely radical; that is to say, tcAen 
.Analg1u iJwuld ~ been carri«J, to tu Ultimata, and tM UniNraal Prindpln '1 
&ien« 1XJ dilcoured and #fAbl,iiJl«l. Such Analysis would go through and past 
the domain of "Facts," and would plant itself in the heart of the domain of 
the Eternal and Necessary "Truths" of Being. But inasmuch as this had not 
heretofore been done, in any sense entitled to the character of Scientific, it baa 
resulted that Induction in the sense of Imrrftd Analysis, has been, at it.a 
various stages of Progress, continually founding a succession of Imperfect and 
Premature Syntheses. These, whether confined to Theory, or carried ovet into 
Practical Constructions, as in Systems of Government, or in Efforts at Social 
Reform, for instance, were, therefore, closely related to the Total ANT!cIPATO:aT 

Hrruon, or, what is the same, in effect, to that Fanciful and Unauthorized DB
DUCTION1 in Philosophy and Science, in which all Systematir.ed Knowing had it. 
origin ; that which preceded the true Understanding of the nature and require
ments of hmUCTION as expounded by Bacon. 

4. It has naturally resulted, therefore, that Induction, in this continuom 
insufficiency of its successes and consequent alliance with failure of certainty, 
has acquired, in the high cast of Philosophical Minda, just that character of 
imperfection as a Metho<l, which in the popular mind (of the Scientific World) 
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347. The following Table will exhibit the Parallelism be
tween the Primitive Trigra.de Distribution of Echosophy (Sci
ence), and that of Philosophy, respectively: 

TABLE l.8. 

Q oi' 8. AcrroNOLOGY ( O[wrolow, Doctrine of Careen), 
ci {,:.;- 1". 2nd, 

tJ .I.. 2. SPECIA.LOGY (Sciences proper), 1. 2. 
~ 

l IlfDBTD· g:::::: ! 1. GENERALOGY (Natnral Philosophy), ± ( + -). 

JUJfOLOGY ....... c:i... -{ .~ 
~ 0 8. THEOLOGY, 1 . 2/s. 

~ i 2. SPECULOLOGY1 1 . 0. 

= ~ 1. OftoLOGY1 &inu:e of fM Uncondition«l, <XX>. 

S! 

it has iteeif cast upon Deduction. This illustrates the difference between the 
Tnmacendental and the Ordinary Standing-points of observation. From this 
Transoendental Point of view Induction is identified with Imperfect Synthesis 
rather than with its own Primitive character as Analysis; and, on the other 
hand, Deduction allies itself as readily with Ultimate and Radical Analysis, and 
with the Absolute and Univel'B&I Truth in the Nature of Things; with, in other 
words, the Final and Normal Synthesis, whether of Theory or of Practical 
Construction. 

5. As this Final and Normal Synthesis then lies, as it were, beg<md the Ulti
mate and Radical Analysis, it is properly Ultranalytical (Ultra, BEYOND, and 
AlrALTBIB); although by A TEBllDIAL CONVERSION INTO OPPOSITES (t. 83) it 
reverses the direction, and tends outward and upwardly to the surface, ns it 
were, and away from the deep centre, which by the Analysis has then been 
penetrated. (Dia. 4., t. 1881 t. 183118'7). And, again, Induction, in so far as it 
remains short of the Complet.e and Final Analysis, which yields the Universal 
Principles of Science, is Oitranalytical ( Oitra, ON TBIB SmE o.r, ancl A1u
LTBIS). 

6. In this eecondary use and meaning of the terms Induction and Deduction, 
Induction (Citranalysis) is associated with merely Observational Science and 
&entative methods, and hence with those Preparatory Stages of Science which 
correspond repetitively (c. 36, t. 136) with the Proto-Societismus, or the OLD 
0BDBB of A.fl'airs; and Deduction (Ultranalysis), with The Unity of the Sciences 
and with the ULTERIOR or FmAL ORDER in the Collective Life of Humanity, 
The mere Instant of the Discovery of Unive1'8111 Principles and the Constitution 
of a True UDivel'llOlogy btJ canying .Analyril w iU Ultimate. is, then the Tumr-
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It will be observed that Sc1E11"'To-PnII.osoPHY, which appears 
in the Typical Table (t. 40) under the General He.ad of Philos
ophy is here carried to the side, omitt.ed from the present dis
tribution, and furnished with the Clef (1.1). This peculiarity 
of arrangement will be explained subsequently. (t. 476). 

848. Let us dispose in the first instance of Theology, 1 ; 'Is, 
together with some answering Subdivisions of 111 ; 2"', which 
were omitted in treating of Echosophy (Objectivology). Theol
ogy is the Science of THE ABSOLUTE concref,ed in an I<kal 
.Active and Oreative Personal-Uy (whether also Real, or not, is 
the fundamental question of the Science). Its Domain is, 
therefore, that of the Central Life and Force, or Energy, or 
Universal Being, or it is, as I have denominated it above., the 
Visceral Region. c. 1. 

349. The most fundamental discrimination of Theology is 
into I. ARBITBISMOLOOY, the Conception of Gon (or Gods) as 

ma POINT or CRISrs-EPoclt in tlie Whok Oare,er of Human .A.ffaire, and com.
sponds with the Birth of Society from an Old and Provisional Order of Life to 
the New and Normal Career,-the substitution, through th~ triurnpA of ~ 
oft11e Church Triumphant for the Church Militant. (t. 3021 o. l-", t. J..,_ 

7. In other words, in this sense the Scientific idea aeeociated with lnducdoa 
is Impure or Mixed, resting partly on the Facts of Ol1t1ervation, and partly oa 
Insufficient and Inconclusive reasonings upon those facts; and Deductioe ill 
a..sociate<l with the prevalence of Pure Ideal Conceptions and Exact Laws • 
the guides of both our Observations ancl Reasonings in every Sphere and Dl>
main of Being. Still, however, in strictness, the discovery of Unive1'90logy ia 
only the Culmination of Induction, or t11e Completion of Analysis, as the (o-
dation and starting-point, and hence it is true, inJeed, as Tax H&AD of U. 
True ancl Ultimate 8ynthesis ( c. 28, t. l 36) ; while Deduction is, in the Miiie 

strictness, not a Method of Scientific Discovery at all, but only a Md.bod o( 

carrying out, and applying, the discoveries made by Induction. Scimtific m. 
covery, in the large sense of the term, is completed for all time when the l7mty 
of the Sciences is established, in the same manner as Physical Geography ,.... 
a Completed Science, from the higher or transcendental point of view. wbm 
the rotundity of the Earth and its exact measurement were determined, wba
ever minor ancl included observations remained to be instituted. 

Commntfary t. 348. 1. Compare the Latin JU, FoBCZ, and r-; 
Plural Vil-cera, the Entrails or Vitals; the Domain of the Vital Principle ia 
the.Individual Economy. 
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an Arbitrary Irresponsible Will (or Wills), from which ema
nate the Laws of Being (as well as all Events and Changes 
whatsoever); II. Loo1c1s:MOLOGY, the Conception of LA.w, as 
'l'ke Inherent Necessity of Being, the Same for God himself 
as for the Created Universe; and of God (if conceived at all) 
as the Administrator of Law merely (a. 5; c. 32, t.136); and 
ffi A.PPETOLOGY (Lat. ad, TO, and peto, TO SEEK), the Doctrine 
of the Gmcious Interblending and Pmctical Unity, in the 
Divine Nature, of .Authoritative Personality and The Logos 
or Law-Principle, so united and modulated as to inspire the 
Sentiment of Charm, or the Love of God shed abroad in the 
Hearts of Men. Hence arises a true Worship, or a "Seeking 
unto the Lord." The appropriateness, analogically, of this 
term Appetology, will be made, gradually, more fully to ap
pear. The .Arbitrismal and Fatalistic Principles of the two 
previous Varieties of Visceral Energy, in the Constitution of 
Being, are reconciled in the natural Indiscrimination of Love, 
.Appetite, or Charm (t. 54, 56). This, therefore, is the Non
critical and Faith-giving aspect of Theology, . and that which 
is more properly Pietistic, and in that sense Religious. 

350. The justification and significance of these discrimina
tions will be gradually unfolded, in the various connections in 
which they will occtir. They are more vital, more fundamental, 
or radical, more tru1y Theological, than the Fetichism, Poly
theism, arid Monotheism of Comte, which are Subdivisional, 
or, at most, Cross-divisional, of this distribution, and which 
have relation to Fact, and an Order of Development in Time, 
more especially than to tlte Static or Permanent Essenti<ility 
of Principle. If .Absolute Monarchy prevailed all over 
Europe, as the Sovereignty of Particular Reigning Personality, 
(Arbitrismal), and if Republicanism prevailed all over .America, 
as the Sovereignty of Law over all Personality, (Logicismal), 
the difference between the Systems of Government on the two 
Continents would be far greater, IN PRINCIPLE, than anything 
which could be involved in the Subdivisional question in 
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Europe, whether there was One Ruler for all that Continent, 
or whether there were many countries, as now, each having 
ita own different (but in that case .Absolut.e) Monarch ;-a dif. 
ference analogous with that between Monotheism (One-000-
ism) and Polytheism (Many-God-ism). 

851 . .ARBITRISMOLOGY in 'l'keology CO'incidea (or correqmuh 
repeti.ti7Jely) with .Autocracy, Despotism, Imperialinn, or 
<Jasarism in GO?JernmentaJ, 4/faira, or in the Sphere <t' Social 
Organization. LoGICISHOLOGY coincides in the same man11t:f' 
with RepUhlicanism, or the Doctrine of the Supremacy of~ 
Laws; and, finally, .APPETOLOGY corresponds with Gottrn
ment by .Attraction or <Jharmfrom the Perfection of ITUtitrr 
tlons coupled with tlte Wisdom, Goodness, &ecutifJe A~ilify, 
and Magnetic Potency of 'Prue Leaders, tke " Idols'' qr 

Soci.al Gods of the Peo']Jk. PRINCIPLE (or Law) and PEBSO:'f· 
ALITY ao blended will <n>ercome Schism and Rebelli<m ,· flCill 
establish Hea7Jen on Earth,· and will bring back, 11J>01' 
a new basis, and in a loftier and more rational aerut, 
the Hero-worship, or tke MAN-GoD-ISM of the Primitiflt 
Ages. 

852. Arbitrism, in respect to Will-Force and Creative and 
Governing Power, coincides with Pro}ectirJe Mechanical Foree~ 
Dri7Jin,q Force, 7Jis a tergo Compulsion; and Logicism wiih 
Availability; tbe cautious Preparation of Conditions which 
will lead to Consent ; with Management, Co-ordination, and 
Adjustment in Progression; with the See-saw (or Wee-waA\ 
or Movement, as of the Walking beam of an Engine, or of the 
two sides of the body in walking, wagging or u:adaUng; or 
the sculling movement of a boat. And, finally, APPETISX 
coincides with Attraction or Charm, (the force of the magn~\ 
as a mechanical mode or action, and as a means of Gove-m
ment, in the higher Mechanimtion of Society, and in the 
Divine Administration in all things. Th following Table 
exhibits this Parallelism, with the respective Clefs of Nota
tion. 
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TltlJology, 1 • I/, • 
8. AlTJ:ToLOGT, 'la• 

I. LoGICDDIOLOGY1 'la. 

TABLE 19. 

I>ynam#m of C'af'l!m, 1". 2"". 
8. ATTBACl'IO.K ; InVJard or Return Carew, 

8". . 

1. REPULSION, Compulsion, Projection, 
Driving Power, 1 ". 

353. The Unitarian and Trinitarian Difference in Theology 
has been already glanced at, as very fundamental (t. 127-132). 
It is, however, merely an Echo within the Arbitrismus of the 
major difference between Arbitrism and Logicism. c.1-3. 

354. Dismissing Theology, Speculology (1. O) is next. This 
Middle Region of Philosophy subdivides primarily and most 
basically, into L Tm: CosMOLOGIOAL CoNoEPTION ; II. Tm: 

Commentary t. 868. 1. Monotheism, in any aspect of it, echoes to the 
Number ONE (I). Unitarianism and Trinitarianism are Subdivisional Aspects 
of this Unity. The High Monotheism or Unitarian Conception,-that of Islam
ism, for instftnce, is the Unism of the Unism, which ezcluda all Variety of Rela
ticity; it is the Pure Unism of the Theological Idea. The Relative Unity in 
Variety of the Trinitarians is the Duism (or Pluralism) of the same. The Trinism 
then resulting from, First, the distinct separation, and then the recombination 
in bannony of these two,-the Trinitarian and the Unitarian Conception-in a 
corresponding BALANCED VmRATION or UNITY WITH EACH OTHER, as the larger 
and-inclusive Truth on this sublime subject, is the highest point attainable in 
this sphere of Conception, ancl is illustrative of the reconciliative character of 
the New and Higher Theology which will result from the Unification of the 
Sciences. God, or Nature, working in History, has wrought more subtly in the 
actual discriminations of Nationality and Sect than the finest metaphysical 
mind bas heretofore done in its most attenuated analyses. ~ Rau, eoery 
Natilm, eoery Generatwn, and eoery Bdief, atan<h a &pruenta.tioe and a tcitnul 
f qr tlte aeparate ()'/' di~t ~Wpment of aome OM tuptct of the wlwle Trutl&, and, 
hence, of some one Article of the Grand Compound Uni-variant Creed of the 
New and Harmonic Catholic Church of Humanity, about to be constituted. 

2. First-Headism is Godism ;-the numbers ONE (I), Two (9), and THREE 
(3), are the Prima Capita or Fmll'l'-HEADS of all Number. Number is the 
Typical or Sciento-Elementary Domain of Being. One, Two, and Three, nre the 
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PSYCHOLOGICAL DIFFERENCE ; and III. THE ONTOLOGICAL 

FAITH-of philosophy. (a. 10, c. 32, t. 136). a. 1-9. 

355. The following Tabular Presentation exhibits the cor-
• responding Departments, in this quarter of Philosophy and 

Echosophy, respectively. 

..... 

TABLE 

Sp«tilology (in Philosophy), 1. O. 
8. ONTOLOGICAL F AlTH, (1 . 0) 3n1. 

9. PSYCHOLOGICAL DDTERENCE, (1. 0) 2nd, 

1. COSMICAL CONCEPTION, a. 0) 1". 
(The Subjective Cosmos). 

2 .0. 

~ (in Science), 1 . 2. 

A.Nrn:aoPOLOGY1 (1. 2) 3n1. 

PNJctTKATOLOGY, (1 • 2) 2nd. 

COSMOLOGY, (1 . 2)1". 
(The Objective Cosmos) . 

• Sacred or Divine Numbers par ~. The question of the Unity or the 
Tri-Unity of the Constitution of the nature of the Divine Being has been 
appropriately the supreme question of Theology. Theology is the apex, as 
Jtlathematics is the basis of the Hierarchical Pyramid of the Sciences. This is 
demonstrated by the application of the same Law by which Comte bas consti
tuted bis Pyramid, although he has illogically left it, as a truncated Cone, 
stopping at Sociology, and short of Theology. (L 200). 

8. The case is precisely the same, for the present purpose, whether we assign 
a Human-like Personality to the Being of God, or whether we rationalize his 
Existence into the Immanent Presence in all Being of a Central Fountain of 
Operation and Law. The two con~eptions will in the end be reconciled with 
each other in the identity of the exposition they will make of the Facts of 
History, and, finally, of the Creation itself. To illustrate: if the Purely Ra
tionalistic Conception be assumed, it still appears (t. 128), that the Jews are 
still in an unexpected sense, "the Chosen People of God," that is to say, that 
the Hebrew Nation has been the Historical Depository of the Highest Theo
logical Truth ; of that Compound Monotheism which, by its branching, has 
furnished the Pure or Absolute Monotheism of the Mahommedan Countries, on 
the one hand, and the Relatoid Monotheism or Trinitarianism of Christendom, 
on the other hand. These doctrines relate, as already shown, to the Head
Numbers, ONE, Two, and THREE, and the Jews were, therefore, even from this 
purely rational point of view, the EliU or Oho.en among those peoples who 
have excelled in the profoundest instinct or intuition of these recondite Verities, 

· in advance of that Intelkctual ~ which, in the proper sense or the 
term, ultimately d~• them . 

.Annotation t. 31>4. 1. The follow- OBY, and the Ol'IToLOGICAL FAJTB of 
Ing Statement of the ColmoLOGICAL Philosophy, ls extracted from the recent 
CoNCEPl'ION, the PSYCHOLOGICAL Tam- work of David MllB!On (a. 10, c. 32, t. 
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The Cosmological Conception divides most fundamentally 
into 1. THE INSTINCTUAL ; 2. THE DIALECTICAL ; and 3. THE 
El.ABoRATF., (The True Cosmical, or Ornate). By the Instinct
ual Cosmical Conception, I mean that Conception as it is in 
the Mind of an Animal, a Child, or an Adult even, who has 
not attained. to the Rational Development which gives Self
Consci<>'u$ness, or the consciousness of himself as apart from 
Nature, and of Mind consequently, as apart from Matter. 
"To Newton and to Newton's dog, Diamond," says Carlyle, 
"what a different pair of Universes I" This means that the 
Cosmological Conception of the two is different. Ferrier has 
dwelt intensely upon the significance of this discrimination. 

356. By the DIALECTICAL Cosmological Conception is 
meant the Opposite of the Instinctual, but only in the next 
grade of Naturalness. It is, in part, what is described by 
Masson as "The popular or habitual conception of mankind 
in general," which is, "that there are two distinct worlds 
mixed up in the Phenomenal Cosmos,-a world of Mind, con-

136). It is given in fall as an important 
reference for the better understanding 
of the eame subject as discU811Cd in the 
Text. 

I. TuE Co8XOLOGICAL CONCEPTION. 

2. " By ' Cosmological C-0nception' I 
do, in effect, mean very much that gen
eral image of tho totality o( things which 
each one carries about with him, and 
which is sometimes spoken of more 
grandly as his 'Theory of the Universe.' 
The beauty of the thing for our pur
poees is that every one has it. A 
• psychological theory' is a learned lux
ury which the immense majority of 
people may go from their cradles to their 
graves without consciously poeset!lling; 
but every one has a 'cosmological con
ception,' though he may not bo aware of 
it under that pedantic-looking name. 
Yon cottager who spins at her own door, 

has her 'cosmological conception,' lur 
working image of the world she lives in. 
There is a past of mystery, all opaque 
beyond her own immediate memory, or 
the traditions of her kith and kin, su.ve 
where tho Bible lights up a gleaming 
islet or two in tho distant gloom; there 
is a present of toil and care, not without 
help from on high ; and a little way on 
the hour is thought of, when body aud 
soul shall be severed-the one to its 
rest under the church-yard-grass, the 
other to. that heaven above tho stars 
where loved ones that have gone before, 
will mayhap be seen again: 

• We 'II meet and aye be fain 
In the land o' the loal.' 

And from the cottager upwards. we hue 
t1ndless varieties of the cosmological 
conception, accordlng to charnctcr and 
knowledge." (1). 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

(1) Becent Drltlab PhUOIOphy, by DATid llUIOO, pp. ISJ, M. 
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sisting of multitudes of Individual minds, and a world of 
Matter, consisting of all the extended variety and immensity 
of material objects. Neither of these worlds is thought of &!I 

the other, but each of them as existing independently, in its 
own detinit.e bounds, though they traffic with each other at 
present. Sweep away all existing minds, and the deserted 
Earth would continue to spin round all the same, still whirling 
its rooks, trees, clouds, and all the rest of its material pomp 
and garniture, alternately in the sunshine and in the depth! 
of the Starry Stillness. Though no eye should behold, and 
no ear should hear, there would be evenings of silver moon
light on the ocean marge, and the waves would roar as they 
broke and retired. On the other band, suppose the entire 
fabric of the material Universe abolished and dissolved, and 
the dishoused population of spirits would somehow sunive in 
the imaginable vacancy. If this second idea is not so easy or 
common as the first, it still virtually belongs to the p<>ptJlar 
conception of the contents or constitution of the Cosmos. Tb.> 
conception is that of a NATUP..AL DUALISM, or of the contact 

8. Mr. MB880n proceeds to clasaify the 
Cosmological Conceptions, which have 
prevailed in the recent echoola of British 
philoaophy, and in doing ao he haa, to a 
considerable extent, covered the ground 
which haa been thought possible in any 
philoaophy. These he divides mainly 
into aix, with the exception of a seventh, 
that of Hegel, which will be aubeequently 
noticed in the text; and of thcee six he 
furnlahea a tabular statement, aa fol
lows: 

1. Nlhlllam, or Non-Snbatantlallsm. 
t. Matt>riallam. 
8. Natural Rcaliam. 
"- Constructive ldcaliml. 
6. Pure ldealiam. 
G. Absolute Identity. 

See tor further expanalona ol Uie subject 
the Text Noa. 356-365. 

Il. To PsvcuoLOOtCAL TII1DOllT. 

4. "Nothing ia known tom. n<'f'JI' b 
and through the mind. It 18 in tb 
Conaciousneea, which each oC us carrlel 
about with him, and which, be ll or b. 
tt not the di!!80lnble rmult ol bodil~ 
organization, ia t/lqughl of .,,, all ~I u 
not under any image "~ by tha1 
organb:ation, but rather lU a f11Ya1 eA.ia. 
ber of aerial traMparnu-y, trilll01ll "":f. 
whvut tNIU, rihout bou11dit. a .. d , .. 1 
aomchow eneio.td t.rit!ain tu, and bf.~. 
Ing to W!-it la within thia chambior allaa 
all pretk'llt8 iteelf, that •e <'&ll know or 
think about. Except by Mmlng withla 
thia chamber, or revNllng lt.-lf thr!T. 
nothing can be known. \~nor may 
exlat, only aa much aa can bl'Nlt th~ 
into thia apbere, or eend a ~ 
o( lt8el( Into lt, oxleta for our lntelltr-
From the farthest ends of SJ*C!, 6-
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in every act of perception of two distinct spheres, one an in
ternal perceiving mind, and the other an external world com
posed of the actual and identical. objects which the mind per
ceives. 

357. "On the very first exercise of philosophic thought, 
however, this conception is blurred. .An immense quantity 
of what we all instinctively think of as existing out of ourselves, 
turns out., on investigation, not to exist at all as we fancy it 
existing, but to consist only of affections (effects produced 
upon or in] the perceiving mind. The redness of the rose is 
not a real external thing, immutably the same in itseli'; it is 
only a certain peculiar action on my physiology which the 
presence of an external cause or object seems to determine. 
'Vere my physiology different, the action would be different, 
though the cause or object remained the same. Indeed, there 
are persons in whom the presence of a rose occasions no sensa
tion of redness such as is known to me, but a much vaguer 
sensation, not distinguishable from what I should call 
green,'' etc. (1). 

the remotest moment of time, whatever 
fact, objeet, or event would be known b7 
me as happening or existing, or as hav
ing ever happened or existed, can be so 
only by having itself announced, some
how or other, within this present room 
or chamber which I call my mind. That 
comets are at this moment pursuing 
their eu:rvee at mighty distances unseen 
from our Earth ; that there was a period 
when the Earth was a cooling maBS of 
hot matter not yet habitable by organ
isms known to us ; that there came a 
later period when it was poseesaed by 
strange saurians and other animal forces 
now extinct; that there once lived a 
Julias Ca!ear; that the Earth is a spher
oid ; that there is an Australian Conti
nent-for u7 of these conceptions or 

beliefs my sole warrant lies in correspond
ing facts of my own oonsciousnCSll. The 
Universe, past, present, and to come, 
rolll into my ken only thr<ntfJh my mind. 
On this ground of ConsciuusneBB then, 
as the repository, storehouse, or conven· 
ticle of all knowledge, all philosophers 
take their stand-even those who enc9by 
explaining Consciousness itself as a 
temporary result or peculiarly exquisite 
juncture of the conditions which it em
plo78 itself in recalling and unraveling. 
So far ihere is no difference amODg phi
losophers, no division into schools. 
Should any one attempt to set up as a 
philosopher on any other ground, it 
could only be because he did not under
stand the use of terms. 

6. " But let us advance a step. What 

(,1) 8-t Brltlab Pblloeophy, p. 04. 
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. 
358. The last paragraph quot.ed conducts us forward to the 

third variety of the Cosmological conception named above as 
The Elaborate, The True Cosmical, or The Ornate. 'Yith the 
discovery of the Philosopher, that his first Rational Perception 
is not to be trust.ed implicitly, and that his very Senses deceif'f' 
him, Philosophical Skepticism ensues, and he enters upon his 
long and weary task of answering satisfactorily the question : 
'Vhat is truth 1 Since Socrates, the Philosophic World has 
bad no rest from this inquiry. When the whole subjf>Ct is 
reconsidered, or radically studied, in this deep Speculatir>e 
way, the Thinker arrives at his Cosmological Conception, 
which is the third variety in question. .At this late day, and 
in the highest spheres of thought, the second form subsumes 
much of the character of the first in the composition ot the 
third. Ferrier, for example, repugns the merely Rational 
Mind, as being no more the Man himself than is his material 
body, and falls back upon the EGo, in the Actualitg Qf iU 
Experiences, which, while in a sense the most remote from, is, 
in another sense, not unlike the Instinctual C<meeption. The 

is the ORIGIN or all those multitudinous 
ideas, notions, or Informations which 
Butter through our Coneciousness
wbich rise there, at our bidding or with· 
out our bidding, in nil sorts of combina. 
tions, and out of which we construct our 
kn.ledge or beliefs aa to what baa 
been, or is, or is to bo 1 WHENCE come 
the ideas int<> our mindl that we find 
there, and that constitute our intellectual 
stock? Is any portion of our knowledge 
or a diff<Jrent origin from the rest, and 
or a diff.:irent degree of validity in conse
quence of that different origin f On this 
'lueetlou there hu been a polar antagon· 
Ism among philoeophel'll since there were 
phUosopheJ'll in the world. In nothing 
have philoeopheni, in nothing have men 
at large, differed eo C88Cnt!Rlly as In the 
11n,.weJ'8 they have given, knowing-ly or 
Implicitly, to this question. Hero is that 

difference of PlflCMlogkal TA'°"J whfte.. 
in, as I have said, we must look for the 
first split among phil0110phel"A, and the 
explanation of further dillerepanOllL 
The history of Philoeophy bitheno bu 
been mainly a atruggle, nrying in fona 
from age to age, but no& in 11lt.tana-, 
between two ndically o~ Paycta. 
logical Theories. 

6. "According to o~e echool or llleriea 
or phiJoeophera, hitherto, all ()Qr knowl
edge, all our notions, all our belit-A, .,. 
derived solely from ExPEluua;. Tht!'ft 
ls a streaming Into oar minds, th~ 
the eeneea, of multiform impf'Ollllioas fJ'Qlll 

the external world, which are -biDNI 
witWn the mind by la"9 of .-ndaike. 
and are dhlcrlminated. clusifted, .-. 
lyzed, re-collected, grouped, and wt.at 
not, till thl'y ronn the !'ntire mitll"t"ll .. ~ 
of our fo.cte, oognltlons, and hablta, a.nd 
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following Table presents here again the Pa.rallel of the related 
Domains of Philosophy and Science. 

TABLE 2l.. 

l. l'oamical <Jimuptitm (1. 0) l ". 2. &ienfA>.<Jo11M'tngy (1. 2) l". 

S. Tm: ELABORATE, True Cosmical, CoNCBETOLOGY1 Corporology (3. ). 
or Omate (1 . 0) 3. 

2. Tm; DIALECTICAL (1. 0) 2.~ 1. ABBTRACTOLOGY (2. ). 

1. Tm; !NSTmCTUAL (1. 0) 1. ABBTRACT-CONCBETOLOGY (1. ). 

Of these three varieties of the Cosmological ConceptiQn, the 
third shall first be pursued into some of it.a subdivisions. The 
more important are 1. REALISM ; 2. CONSTRUCTIVE IDEALISM ; 

Commentary t. 3/JS. 1. Tho Dialectic here is between Matter and 
Mind, furnishing the Natural Dualism of the Popular Mind. .As Dialectic it 
goes back, however, to the Primitive Something and Nothing; and thence to 
The Whole and The Parts; and so, in tine, to Unism and Duism. 

even our highest principles, propositions, theory or &naatWnalinn. The former 
axiom.e, and generalizations. All that i8 name (though it unfortunately has re· 
in Man-11 that he calls Truth (let it be proachful associations) i8 only intended 
eYcn mathematical truth, or hie highest to imply what the philosophers in ques
notions of right and wrong, or any ideas tion avow, when they 8"Y that they own 
he may have of beauty, or nobleness, or no other origin or our knowledge than 
even Deity)-ie but a deposit or induc· Experience; and the latter name only 
tion from the circumstances in which expresses what has also been admitted 
Man is placed.. Had these conditions by the most thorough of those philoso
been dilferent, the deposit woold have phe~to wit, that the aeeertion that all 
been dilferent. ·All truth, therefore, is our knowledge originates in experience 
contingent or historically arrived at. is tantamount to the a88ertion that it 
There ie no such thing as innete or a all comes intl> the mind through the 
priori truth, or direction to truth ; and channels of the senses. 'Nihil eat inttl
any higher certainty that some truths leetu quod mm priiu j'uerit in aenm' 
may poeeeeB over others, is but the con· ('Nothing is in the Intellect which has 
eequence of a wider, more perfect, and not before been in the scn8<'s'), is the 
more frequently repeated induction. formula of this class of phi!Ol!Ophers, 
Buch, more or Jess clearly recognized, propounded by some of themselves. and 
avowed, and arguPd from, bas been the adopted by others in describing them. 
theorv of one school or series of thinkers Another of their phrases is that the 
since· Philoeonhy began. It is usually mind is to be conceived as originally a 
called the Empirical theory, or the tabula raaa, or white pnper, containing 
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3. PURE IDEALISM. These are the Philosophical Analogues 
of 1. TELL UROLOGY; 2. METEOROLOGY; and 3. URA.NOLOGY 

Tab. 15, t. 278), respectively ; or jointly of CLA.SBIOLOGY, thus: 

TABLE 22. 

{PHILOSOPmcAL). TM ElnlKYraU (EcuosoPmCAL). Con-
Connical, Crmu:ption (1. 0) 8. er~ (3.). 

8. PURE IDEALISM (1.0) 3) 3. 

2. CONSTRUOTJVB IDEALISM (1. 0) 3) 2, 

1. REALIBX (1.0) 3) 1. 

URANOLOGY (3.) 8. 

JrlETEoBOLOGY (3.) 2, 

'hLLUBOLOGY (3.) l, 

359. TELLUROLOGY answers, here, to REALISM, and is· collect
ively a branch of CLASSIOLOGY, representing the Earth or 

no characters whatever, but receiving 
whatever is inscribed upon it wholly 
from without.* 

7. " To this view, however, there bu 
been, on the part of other philosophers, 
a continued opposition. There have 
always been philosophers who main
tained that there is another source of 
our knowledge than Experience or Sense 
-that there are Notwru, Principlu, or 
Element• in our Minda which could mur 
lw:oe been f abrkated out of ang amount 
of E.tperiencu, but mmt have been bed~ 
fa the "1'11 atructure of the mind itaelf. 
THESE ABB NBOE88ARY BELIEFS, a 
priori NOTIONS, INNATE !DEAS, Conati.
tutional Forma of Thought, Pruth811Jhich 
we cannot but think. 

8. " There have been v.ILrlous forms of 
this doctrine, some of them confused and 
mystical enough. But amid all the 
diversities there is recognisable a com. 

mon P111chologi(,al ThMry, contradictory 
of that of Sen~tionalism. It is known 
as the theory of a priori ideas, necie. 
sary beliefs, or, latterly, ns the theory of 
Intuitionaliam or Tran1MT1dentalimi. By 
this lnst name is Implied the supposition 
that there are element& of knowledge 
the origin or reason of which tra11aeenda, 
or lies beyond the horiwn of hi.d<>rical 
conditi<nu." (1). 

III. THE ONTOLOGICAL FAITlL 

9. "Mind or Consciousness, whatever 
it may be, le that Organism( us] in the 
midst of llll things, through which all our 
Knowledge of all things mul!t come. 
Philosophers, therefore, may make a 
study of that; and they have done ao 
under the name of Psychology. Round 
this Organism(us], however related to 
ft, is the vast and vnried CosmOll, or 
phenomenal and historical U n!veree, 

(•) "Tbe o~eotlon to the word Stmellionaliam, u detlulng the theory or the reaolnblllty of all 
Truth, or Knowledge or Faculty, Int<> Experience, la that oorue who bold the theory would r?podlate 
111ch a name for I\. The objeoUon to the DAme Bmplricir/I\ la, that It lmporta mere popular pttj...UC. 
Into a phUooopblcal quelllon, by calllng np U!IOCiaUons with the word •Empiric,' u uoed In a1> oppn
brloua oenae. A• Kr. Mill bu used the adjecUTe • ExperlenUal' u unexceptlonally ec>..,..ytng die 
meaning for which a word la oougbt (Ar\lcle on Corute, In Wutmin1w Ifni-, April, 18611), perbafa 
the 1obetantln B--ptritntialiam, though crude to the ear, might be brought lnto Ole." 

(1) Beceut Brltlah Pbll-pby, pp 8', 40. 
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Ground as contrasted. with the Superior Cosmical Strata. But, 
this same Ground reappears distributi1Jely as the Mineral, V ege
table, and .Animal, Kingdoms. In this regard it is REGNOL
ooY, a lower division of CONCBETOLOGY, than CLASSIOLOGY, 
entire. REGNOLOGY then corresponds to 1. MATERIALISM, 
which re-echoes to THE MINERAL W OBLD in the Scientific Do
main, as the Ground or Gross Solid Substratum of Conception ; 
2. N ATURA.L REALISM, allied with The Dialectical Cosmological 
Conception, or Natural Dualism (Tab. 21, t. 358). This echoes 
to the Tree and the VEGETABLE WoBLD; growing upward to 
the Light, the Spiritual Tendency, and downward, by its roots, 
to the Earth, the Material Tendency or Half of the Conception. 

which the OTganiem[ us] reports to us as 
hung in Space, and voyaging throogh 
Time. PhilOBOphers may make a etody 
of tluit; and such a ·study would be 
Ccsmology. But, beyond this whole 
phenomenal Universe or Cosmos, which 
baa the Mind of Mon in its midst, it has 
been the peseion of Philosophy to 888Crt 
or epeculat~ a Trnnllcendent Universe, or 
Empyrean of Things in tMmlel1't1, of Es
eential Causes, of Absolute or Nownenal, 
as distinct from Phenomenal Existence. 
What enspheree the Coemoe, what BUJ> 

ports it, of what absolute reality under
neath and beyond itself is it significant, 
of what Absolute Meaning is it the ex
preMion, the allegory, the poem 'l 

10. "May not the entire Phenomenal 
Cosmos, bung in Space, and voyaging 
through Time, be but an illusion-and 
thll!, whether we consider it to be, with
in itaelf, a play of Matter alone, or of 
Spirit alone, or of both Matter and Spirit ? 
U we feel that it Is not, on what warrant 
do we eo feel 'l In what ti88Ue& of facts 
and evenlll, material or moral, in this 
Phenomenal Space-and-Time World shall 
we trace the likeliest filaments of that 
golden cord by which we then suppose 
U atiached to a World 110t of 8pau and 

Time; and how shall we, tknizena oj 
Space and Time, succeed in throwing t11e 
end of the cord beyond our Space-and
_Time World's limits? Is the Cosmos a 
bubble? Then, what breath has blown 
it, and into what Empyrean will it re
melt when the separating film bursts 'l 
Asking these questions in all varieties of 
forms, Philoeopby has debated the possi
bility of an Ontoloou, or Science of 
Thing1 in themael-cu, in addition to 
Psychology and Coemology. These t''"o 
are sciencee of the Phenomenal [Tho 
Relative], but tluit would be a Science 
of The .Absolute. It would be the high
est [the lowest] Metaphysic of All; and 
indeed, in one sense, the only science 
properly answering to that name, It 
would be the Science of The Super
natural. Can there be such a science 'l 
A question this which seems to break 
itself into two-le there a Supernatural? 
and, Can the Supernatural be known 'l 
It la the differences that have llhown 
themselves among philoeophers in their 
answers, expressed or implied, to these 
questions, that I have in view under the 
name of their differences in respect to 
ONTOLOGICAL FAITB." (1). (t. 3'6). 

(1) Beoenl Brldah Phlloeopby. Kueon, pp. TO-Tl 
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3. VITAL REALISM or Trina.l Realism, which considers 
Matter and Mind as equally void factors of the Cosmos apart 
from a third which is the Observing Ego or the Me. This is 
the Cosmical conception of Ferrier just noticed (t. 358; 
Table 20, t. 355). The following Table completes this view: 

TABLE 23. 

{PmL080PHICAL) &ialiam (1.0) 3) 1. 

8. VITAL 'REALIBK (1 .0)3)1)3nl. 

{ECBOBOPmCAL) &gno'low (3.)1., 

Almux.ooY (3 .) 1) 3". 

2. NATURAL 'REALIBX (DUAL) (1.0) 3) 1) 2n4, VBGBTALOGY (3.) 1) 2nd. 

1. MATEBIALWl (1.0) 3) 1) 1". llrBBJULOGY (3.) t) 1 '*. 

360. CONSTRUCTIVE IDEALISM ( 1. 0) 3) 2 echoos to METEOR
OLOGY, which repeats Vegetalogy as (3.) 2) 2°d, must repe,at 
(3.) 1) 2°d. The "vicarious assurances, representations, or 
nuntii of real unknown objects," (L 4, t. 366) intervening be
tween the Real Outer and Lower World and the Interior and 
Higher Mind of the Observer, echo, in the Domain of Philo
sophy, to the Region of Mid-air, between Earth and Heaven, 
and to the " Signs and wonders," of which that region is the 
arena of display ; and hence to Meteors and their attendant 
Phenomena, the Subject-matter of the Science of The Weather, 
in the External or Objeetive Domain. 

361. PURE IDEALISM echoes, in this sense, to URANOLOGY. It 
is the Universe looked down upon from the heights of Heaven. 
It is the World of Matter projected from the World of Mind ; 
the World of Matter as a World of Ultimates or outward Re
sults, or Effects, from a Spiritual Subjective 'Vorld, which is· 
a "\V orld of Causes. This Spiritual World is predominantly 
Heaven, and Pivotally or Centrally within Heaven, and yet, 
in a sense, himself the whole of Hea'lJen, is the LoRD Goo, from 
whom, therefore, all things are. Such is, at least, the Cosmo
logical Conception of Swedenborg, the most elaborate by far 
of the Pure Idealists. ~he Material 'V orld, he adds, repeats 
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or c<>rresponds w the Spiritual World as an Effect to its Cause. 
Tulk, following out more logically, and somewhat less mys
tically, the Principle of Swedenborg, affirms very intelligibly 
the Unity of Law, hence resulting, between the two "\Vorlds, 
and by consequence, throughout the Universe. This is also 
meant by "The Universal Unity" of Fourier. 

362. But CONSCIOUSNESS or THE CONSCIOUS Eao, says 
. Ferrier, is Tke Man, triumphing over both Matter and Mind. 
This is virtually ascending from the Heaven of Mind above the 
Earth of Matter and the Meteoric region of " Representations" 
between them, to the .God within the Heaven. Ferrier makes, 
indeed, of this Individual Consciousness, a real God, first 
Self-Oreatir;e, and then Gor;erning over the Natural Manifesta
tions of Mind, as well as over the Outward World of Matter. 
The striking and pregnant position of this earnest and astute 
philosopher, upon this point, is well put in the follo'\\ing 
extract; (Read, for Consciousness, Self-Consciousness): 

363. "It is here objected that unless these st.ates of mind 
existed, Consciousness would never come into operation, and 
that, therefore, it falls to be considered as dependent upon 
them 1 In this objection the premises are perfectly true, but 
the inference is altogether false. It is true that man's Con
sciousness would not devel<>p itself, unless certain varieties of 
sensation, reason, etc., became manifest within him; but it 
does not by any means follow from this that Consciousness is 
the natuml sequent or harmonious accompaniment of these. 
The fact is, that Consciousness does not come into operation in 
.ccmsequence of these states, but in spite of them ; it does not 
come into play to increase and foster these states, but only 
actively to suspend, control, or put a stop to them. 

364. " This, then, is the reason why Consciousness cannot 
develop itself without their previous manifestation ; viz., 
because, unless they existed, there would be nothing for it to 
combat, to weaken, or to destroy. Its occupation or office 
would be gone. There would be nothing for it to exert itself 
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against. Its antagonistic force, not having been given, there 
would be no occasion for its existence. This force (the power 
existing at what we call the mental pole), does not create Con
sciousness, but as soon as this force comes into play, Con
sciousness creates itself, and, by creating itself, suspends or 
diminishes the energy existing at that pole. This fact, show
ing that Co.i.sciousness is in nothing passive, but is ah origine 
essentially active, places us upon the strongest position, which, 
as philosophers fighting for human freedom, we can possibly 
occupy ; and, it is on/,y by the maintenance of this positi<ni 
that man's liberty can ever be phi'losopkically vindicated and 
made good. In truth, possessing this fact, we hold in our 
hands the profoundest truth in all Psychology, the most awful 
and sublime truth connected with the nature of man." (1). 

365. But now comes James, also expounding Swedenborg, 
and avers that the only Absolute Conscious Ego is God ; that 
the merely Individual Human Consciousness is not in any 
sense original,- that it is purely phenomenal and derfred; 
that it is created by The Absolute, or emanates from God, 
and is, in itself, absolutely Nothing. It is made to appear to 
itself as Something ; as, indeed, self-existent and free in a 
sense which founds a moral responsibility, but that in very 
truth God is "All in All." He gi~s a seeming Self-hood to 
the creature, where, in fact, a real Self-hood is impossible. 
Time and Space are the constitutional conditions of this Indi
vidual and Dramatic Consciousness, but have no existence for 
the Absolute Consciousness. (2). This is the acme of Pure 
Idealism, and here we must stop for the present. This is the • 
highest domain of Speculology, and may occupy our attention 
most specially, at some other time. 

366. An excellent condensed account of these several varie
ties of the Cosmical Conception of Philosophers ('l'able 22, 

(1) Penier' I Greek Phllooopby and Bemalna, vol. n., p. 19. 
(2) Sublt&Dce and Shadow,paarim, and oilier Worlul, b7 Remy J-
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t. 358, and Table 23, t. 359), except Vital Realism; is given by 
Masson, as epitomized and arranged by him from Sir 'Villiam 
Hamilt.on. With these he includes NIHILISM, and p ANTHEISM 

or .Absolute Identity, t.o which we will in the next place give 
our attention. This account of these (six) Cosmological Con
ceptions by this writer I have extracted and thrown into the 
Annotation, to which for further elucidation the reader is re
ferred. a. 1-7. 

367. We arrive now at a very important point in this investi
gation. It will have been observed that all the Clefs denoting 
the Distribution of Philosophy (.Naturo-Metaphysic) have 
always, prefixed t.o them, tha Pre-clef (1.0), while, in respect 
t.o Echosophy, (Science), the (1.2), which answers in a general 
sense to the (1.0), breaks up into its own constituents; as 

0(1. ), (2. ), (3. ), for the first subdivisions, and that hence the 
(1. 2) is not requisite as a prefix to them. .All of this has 
a deep significance. The Sub-clefs under (1.0), as (1.0) 1 '\ 
for instance, correspond, with the Lowest basis of Echo
sophic Distribution ; but J-Ietaphysical Analysis sinks the 
Slwft of Im;estigation to a lower level than any which is dis
tinctir;ely known in Ob;"ective Science; (-although instinct-

Annotation t. 366. 1. "There is 
the system of N'tliilW1n, or, as it may be 
better called, Non-8ubatantialW1n. Ac
cording to this system, the Phenomenal 
Cosmos, whether n>.garded as collllisting 
ot two parallel succeeslons of phenomena 
(}(ind and Matier), or of only one (Mind 
or Matter), resolves itaelf, on analysis, 
into an abllolute Nothingness, -mere 
appearances with no credible substratum 
ot Reality ; a play of phantasms in a 
't'Old. If there have been no poeitive or 
dogmauc Nihilists, yet both Hume for 
one purpose, and Fichte for another, have 
propounded Nihilism as the nltimate 
k&uo of all reasoning that does not start 
with aome a prWri postnlate. 

2. " There Is the System of Material
ism, or .Materia.liatic RealW1n. According 
to this system, a certain sum-total of real 
existence is assumed as underlying the 
conscious succession of Ideas, but the 
seeming dualism or co.ordinate independ
ence of two worlds, one of Mind, and the 
other of Matter, is got rid of by euppos. 
ing Matter to be the primordial unity, 
and Mind to be, or to have been, educed 
from it. There have been avowed Mn
terialists among Philosophers, of whom 
Hobbes is an early . English example. 
But many have been called Materialists, 
who have really not been snch; nor, if 
we consider the contradictory varieties 
of thought which may exist within one 

• 
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ively there is an echo from this deeper deep, within the Scien
tific Domain); and it is into this lower department of the sub
ject, that we are now to re-enter, for we were already there 
when we previously discriminated the Primitive Something 
from the Primitive Nothing. (t. 115). 

368. We re-enter this domain, now, by analyzing the Met. 
physical Pre-clef (1.0), or, in Logical Order (0.1), into the 
Parts of its own Constitution. The zero (0.) denotes the In
determinate NOTHING, whence ("') O may be chosen as the Clef 
for that one of the two Additional Cosmological Conceptions, 
which is known as NIHILISM (a. l, t. 366), from the Latin Nihil 
or Nil, N OTBING. The Clef ("' )1, will then denote the remaining 
and exactly opposite one, called PANTHEISM, or, more strictly, 
.ABSOLUTE IDENTITY (L 7, t. 366). It is of these two conceP: 
tions that Masson says, when introducing them:· "Tkat they 
bring considerations into tke clas.r;ification, he thinks, which 
are not exclusi'Dely Cosmological." ·we shall see presently 
how this is so. 

869. Of these two Exceptional Cosmological Conceptions, 
this writer elsewhere gives us the following explicit account. 

apparent drif\ of specolation, onght the 
name, while odium attaches to it, ever 
to be applied to any one without his own 
permiBSion. 

3. "There ls the SystCJn or Natural 
&alum, or Natural Dualinn. Accord
ing to this system, while Mind or Spirit 
is regarded as an undoubtedly real es
sence, or subetancc, or energy of one 
origin or nature, the extended Material 
World In the midst of which this Mind 
or Spirit seems to find ltsel~ nnd with 
which It seems to have commerce, is also 
assumed as a distinct reality, and not as 
a distinct reality of some highly removed 
sort, acting upon us lllusively through 
mediate signs and lmpnlses, but as act
ually very much that solid and substan
tial world which we get at throngh our 
senses. Thero have boon varieties, ho,v-

ever, cruder nnd finer, of this Natu:ral 
Realism. What do mankind in general 
believe t They believe that the material 
world is exactly and in every respect the 
world which our senses report to us u 
ex~mal to ourselves. They believe ibAt 
the rocks, the hills, tho trees, the~. 
that we all see, are not mere hieroglyph
ics of a something diJTe.rent from them
selves and from us, but are really what 
ls there. That outer vastness of space l.n 
which orbs are shining and wheeling ls 
no mere representation or visionary all&o 
gory of something; it ls the thing iteelf. 
This is, nnd always has been, tho popo. 
lar belief of mankind in general. All 
mankind mny, therefore, be dcecri.bed, 
generally, ns Natural Realists. But, 
strange to say, Natural Realism has beell 
tho system of but one or two modern 
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" There has been a. drift leftwards, through Materialism or 
Materialistic Realism, towards Nihilism, or the Conception 
of an ultimate Nothingness, or, if the expression is preferred, 
the resolute Non-Conception of any ullimate anything. There 
has simUarly been a drift rightwards, through more and more 
refined varieties of Idealism, towards the notion of .Absolute 
Identity, or an eternal real Oneness of Sul>}ect and Ob}ect, of 
which all the vast cosmical periodicities from Nebula to Ne
bula, or whatever may be the terms, are to be conceived as 
living pulsations." (1). 

370. But, as between the Something and the Nothing there 
arises the idea of Limit. (t. 120). It was here that Hegel fixed 
bis attention, and from thls view of the inmost constitution of 
Being be elaborates still another Cosmical Conception. This 
is brilliantly introduced and characterized by Masson as fol
lows. Ref~rring to thls divergency on the right and left to 
Nihilism and .Absolute Identity, respectively, he says : "Well, 
was anything more to be done~ It seems difficult to conceive 
that anything remained to be done. One might run back
wards and forwards among the six schemes, (a. 354), returning 

pblloeopher&-among whom Reid is 
named as a type. Nay, more, nmong 
th- philoeopheni it is not the popular 
form o! the belief tho.t is entertained. 
Mankind in general suppose sweetness, 
ahrillneee, oolor, etc., to be qualities in
herently belonging to the objects to 
which they are aitribut.cd, while the 
philoeopbeni who are Natural Realists 
admU that at least these eo-called 'aec
ondary qualities' of objects have no 
proper outneBB, but are only physiological 
aiJ"ectiom-elfections of the organs of 
tute, hearing, sight, etc., produced by 
particular objects. Thus the Natural 
Realism of philoeophere la itself o. con
siderable remove from the Natural Real
ism of Ule crude popular bellet It doee 

not, with the crude popular belief, call 
the whole appareni extemal world of 
eights, sounds, taBtee, touch, and odors, 
the real world that would be there 
whether mau were there or not; but it 
deeerlee in that apparent world o. block 
or core, if I may 80 say, which would 
have to be thought of as really existing, 
even If there were BWept awa1 all that 
consiete in our rich physiological inter
actions with it. 

4. "There is the system of ComtnictifJll 
I<kalilm. It may be so called to distill. 
gnieh it from the more developed and 
extreme Idealism presently to be spoken 
of. Aooordlng to this system, we do not 
perceive the reo.l extemal world imme.. 
diately, but only mediately-that is, the 

(!) lleooot B:1Uah l'hlloeoph7, p. n& 
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from Nihilism or from .Absolute Identity centrewards : but, 
either to leap oft' Nihilism on the one hand, or to leap oft' .Ab
solute Identity on the other, was a feat apparently beyond all 
rational gymnastic. Well, but what if the two extremes 
could be united 1 What if a logical bridge could be thrown 
at once from Nihilism to .Absolute Identity, overspa.nning all 
the intermediate systems 1 What if the mind could be hung 
as a pendulum, necessarily taking the exact arc from Nihilism 
to .Absolute Being in its easy swing, so that one swing of it, 
one single act of thought, should actually receive, apprehend, 
nay, repeat and represent, that vast cosmical beat of Period
icity, from Nothing to completed Being, and from completed 
Being back to Nothing again 1 

371. ".At such a suggestion we Britons naturally feel un
easy. We would rather not have our minds swung sot 'For 
any sake, don't,' we cry ; 'we haven't been accustomed to it., 

objects which we take as the things 
actually perceived are not the real ob
jects at all. but only flicariolu auurance1, 
rtpreallntalioea <>r nuntli of real unknown 
obj«tl. The hills, the roclta, the trees, 
the stars, all the choir of heaven and 
earth, are not, In any of their qualitice, 
primary, BeCOndary, or whatever we 
choose to call them, the aaual existences 
out of us, but only the addresees of a 
'Something' to our physiology, or educ
tion& by our physiology out of a ' Some
thing.' They are all Thoughts or Ideas, 
with only thil peculiarity Involved in 
them, that they will not rest in them· 
selves, but compel a reference to objects 
out of self, with which, by eome arranp 
ment or other, they stand in relation. 

5. "Difficult as this system may be to 
understand, and violently 1111 It wrenches 
the popular common sense, it is yet the 
system into which the great majority 
of philosophers In all ages and coun. 
tries hitherto are seen, more or lem d1a-

tlnctly, to have been carried by their 
speculationa. While the Namral Bea.l
ists among philosophers have been v<sry 
few, and even these have been Realista 
ln a sense unintelligible to the popular 
mind, quite a h08t of philoeophers have 
been Constructive Idealist& Theee migh' 
be f'ariher subdivided according to parti
cular variations in the Corm of their 
Idealism. Thus, there have been m&ny 
Constructive Idealists who have regarded 
the objects rising to the mind ln exter
nal perception, and taken to be repze. 
sentative of real unknown objects, aa 
something more than modifications of 
the mind itaell'-aa having their origin 
without. Among these have been 
reckoned Malebranehe, Berkeley, Clarke, 
Sir 1-c Newton, Tucker, and pollllibly 
Locke. But there have been other Con
etruetive Idealists, who have suppoeed 
the objects rising in the mind in exter
nal perception to bf only modificatiou 
of the mind iteelf. but yet_ by eame 
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Absolute Oneness, if you please, or Nihilism, if you please ; 
we should not so much mind which ; but who ca.n live on a 
shuttle between them 1' Yet this is precisely what he whom 
his admirers regard as the last of the world's great meta physi
cians, tells us we must do, and, indeed, are doing every mo
ment, whether we know it or not. And who is he t Hegel, 
the terrible Hegel, the brain-benumbing Hegel-on scraps of 
whose doctrines modem Germany is said to have been living 
for forty years, but whose entire system no German soul, even, 
is believed to have yet fathomed or got round ; who himself 
said, after his system had been before the world for a sufficient 
time, and hundreds had been doing their best with it, ' There 
is only one man living that understands me, and he doesn't.' 
What Hegel gave to the world, as principally wanted, and as 
the foundation for all else, was a new Logi,c, or Science of the 

arrangement, vicarious or real unknown 
objecte, and intimating their existence. 
Among such have been reckoned Dee
ca11etl, Leibnitz, Condillac, Kant, and 
moet Platonilltll. The general name 
• ldealisUI, ' it will be seen, properly 
enough includes both the cl888e8 as dis
tinct from the Natural Rea.liats, inasmuch 
as both cm- hold that what the mind 
Is directly cognizant or in external per
ception ta only ideas. But, inasmuch as 
theae ideas are held by both cl.88868, 
though under divers hypotheees, to refer 
to real e:dstenoee beyond themselves, 
and distinct from the petceiving mind, 
the thinkers in question may alao pro~ 
erly enough be called Rt>.Iiste or Dual
ista. though not •Natural' Realists or 
Dualist&. They occupy a midway place 
between the Natural Realists and the 
Philoeophen next to be mentioned. 

6. " There is the system or Pur~ I<ltal
ima, which abolishes Matter as a distinct 
or independent existence in any &enee, 

and resolves it completely into Mind. 
Though this system is named in the 
echeme, ror the sake or symmetry, and 
as the exact antithesis to Materialism, it 
ls dilflcult to cite representatives that 
could be certainly discriminated rrom 
the merely Constructive Idealists just 
mentioned on the one hand, and from 
the School or PhiloeopherB next follow
ing on the other. Fichte is, perhaps, the 
purest example. [Swedenborg, Tulk]. 

7. .. There is the system or ..tl.lMol'UU 
Idmtitg. According to this system, 
Mind and Matter are phenomenal modi
fications of one common Substance. The 
whole Cosmoe, both or Matter and or 
Mind, is referred to a one .Abeolute En
tity, or which it is to be conceived u 
but the function, ~ivity, manifestation, 
or forth-rushing. This system, it will 
be noted, is at the opposite extreme from 
Nihilism. It is the system or Spinosa, 
and alao, though with a diJference, or 
Schelling. (1). 

(1) 8-nt Britlah Phllolopb7, pp. 81-IT-

25 
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necessary laws of Thought ; and in this Logic the fonndation
principle was the identity, the insP.parability, in thought, of the 
idea of Being and the idea of Nothing. The most abstract 
thought of man, that in which he ends by the most intense 
effort of reason, is the idea of pure Being ; and in every way, 
this idea is the same as the idea of pure Nothing ; and each 
merges into the other necessarily ; and both are forms or one 
combining idea, the idea of Becoming. (a. 31, t. 204; t. 385}. 
Ana this a'lternation between the idea of Nothing and tke id.ea 
of Being, through tke idea of Becoming, is tke "law of eoery 
thought tkat man thinks or can think. Every thought is a 
poise, a beat, a pulsation, between the two contradictions, 
comprising them both in one organic act as inseparable, 
though distinguishable. .And this law of Thought is also the 
law of Being ; and Logic, which is the science of Thought, is 
also the science of Being. Logic and Metaphysic are iden
tical. What takes place in every thought, also takes place in 
every fact. 'Nowhere in Heaven or in Earth is there anything 
that contains not both these-Being and Nothing.' .And, 
on the largest scale, with respect even to the vast cosmical 
periodicity itself, the entire rounded object of the cosmological 
conception, the same, according to Hegel, if I understand him, 
is the desired explanation. The Universe is a thought, a beat, 
a pulse, of the Absolute Mind. The apprehension of the 
logical law of this thought constitutes our Metaphysic, and 
again this Metaphysic re-appears as the Logic of our own 
minds, and of each of their minutest acts. In tke minutest 
act of our minds is the same Secret-Logical, Physical., 
Metaphysical-as in the entire Uni1Jerse I 

372. "Of course, we by no means see the Complete Hegel in 
this speculation, even if it has been rightly stated. It is only 
the most abstract form of that one special principle, the leaven 
of which threw German Philosophy, as received by Hegel :from 
Kant, through Fichte and Schelling, into a new universal fer
ment. Hegel had his philosophy of Nature, his philosophy or 
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History, his philosophy of .A.rt, his Politics, etc., in addition to 
his Logic, but declared to be in consistence with it. He had 
also his Theology, which he discriminated from the Pantheism 
of the mere Identity-System as it had remained in Schelling's 
hands. By the new Hegelian law of the pendulum-movement 
of the mind between Nothing and Being, it was not Pantheism, 
but a theology much more at one with the common theology, 
that was necessitated. .And, in point of fact, most of the recent 
religious development.a of Germany, orthodox and heterodox, 
Catholic and Protestant, Straussian and .Anti-Straussian, refer 
themselves to Hegelianism. .A. tincture of Hegel has also ap
peared, with various effects, in the most recent speculative lite
rature of France. It is, I think, a later influence in the French 
mind than that of Cousin, or that of Comte. I trace it in the 
writings of Proudhon, if not in those of Renan." (1). Mr. Mas
son concludes by a notice of a recent work in England, by Mr. 
James Hutchinson Sterling, entitled: Tke Secret of Hegel; 
being the Hegelian Sysfmn in its Origin, Principle, Form, 
and Matter. 

373. For this Cosmological Conception of Hegel, planted on 
the Limit and the Interlocking between Nihilism (Nothing) 
and .Absolute Identity (the Pure Something, or the .Absolute 
One, or 1 = All), the Special Universological Clef 1 = 0 may 
be adopted ; (or in the Logical Ord.er 0 = 1). His own precise 
formula for this basic idea of bis system is, as we have seen, 
the precise equivalent of this, namely Something = Nothing. 
(t. 120). .A.a a technicality this Conception may be denomi
nated THE ABSOLUTE DIALECTIC. The first Subdivisions of 
Hegel's System of Philosophy arising out of this conception 
are then indicated as follows. The further Subdivisions the 
student can readily extend at his leisure. (2). 

(1) ""-1t Brlu.h Phll.,..,pby. pp. tt'l'-!90. 
(!) <'..ontall llorrell'1 Hlltory of Phil0110pb7 Air a ftll-4lgellled and exteutre Tabalatlon of Bep1'1 

Dlalribadon oldie t!clen-. 
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MIND 

LOGIC 

TABLE 24. 

( 1 = 0) 3 - ( = MAN). ~ 

( 1 = 0 ) 2 - ( = ScIENCE). 

NATURE (1=0)1. 

t.10, 1L 

874. Through the Vibratory character of the Limitary Con
ception, that of Hegel's Equation between the Something and 
the Nothing, we are carried over into a double connection 
with Domains beyond the Sphere of Naturo-Metaphysic, which 
we have now been engaged in investigating since the introduc
tion of Table 18 (t. 347). We are first led into connection with 
the Second branch of Cosmical Conception, THE DIALECTICAL 
( 1.0) 2, Table 22, (t. 358). It was the Elaborate or Ornate 
(1. 0) 3, which we have been considering. '.v e are, in the next 
place, led into connection with ScI&""iTO-PHILOsoPHY having 
the Clef 1 . 1, and also having n.n Antitheticn.1 and Dialectic 
character of its own sort. Let us, for the present, consider 
THE DIALECTICAL FORM OF THE COSMICAL CONCEPTION 
(Tab. 23, t. 358) ; and first let us determine, more precisely, 
the meaning of the term I>ialectical. 

875. We recur to 1 ; 0 in the sense in which, in accordance 
with what has been said (t. 115), this Clef denotes the Priini
tive Something and Nothing (The Positive and Negative Prin
ciples of Being). Hence it relates to the I>iakctic- the 
change from side to side, the walk or waddle-of Development, 
throughout the entire Universe. 

876. The portion of the basis of the Doctrine of Hegel which 
he derived from Fichte consisted of the doctrine called THESIS, 
.ANTITHESIS and SYNTHESIS. These, applied to the SoKE
THING, the NOTHING, and EXISTENCE thence derived, are as 
follows : The Something is Thesis, from the Greek tithemi, 
I PUT ; that which is first put or laid down ; that, at least, to 
which the attention is primarily directed. The Nothing is 
then the Anti-thesis (.!.YTI, OPPOSITE, COUNTER, OVEB-
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AGAINST) ; that which is contrasted with the Thesis, and which·. / 
counterparts, while it opposes it. The Synthesis (syn or sun, 
TOGETHER, WITH,) is then the Composity or united resultant 
of the former two,-the Thesis and the Antithesis. This is 
given as the Norm or Pattern of the Constitution of Being 
universally, as also of the Order of Development. 

877. There is in this doctrine a crude and limited apprehen
sion of the riper doctrine of UNISM, DUISH, and TRINISM 
(t. 126); but disconnected with the Orderly Series of Number 
it proved a barren, non-developing idea, interesting as a specu
lation of Philosophy, but virtually useless as a working Prin
ciple of Science. Still, as a branch or special aspect of · the 
Omnipresence of Unism, Duism, and Trinism, it deserves to 
be clarified, elucidated, defined, and enlarged. 

878. Observe, in the first place, that what is taken as Anti
thesis in any Conjuncture of the Aspects of Being, may, in 
turn, be treated as Thesis, in which case the previous Thesis 
assumes the position of Antithesis. This is a shifting merely 
from the Natural to the Logical Order,-A TERMINAL CON
VERSION INTO OPPOSITES, in this respect. For instance, if we 
take the Globe, or all Globes, (Matter) as the Something, and 
hence as Thesis, and vacant Space as the Nothing, and hence 
as Antithesis, we proceed in an order of Thought which makes 
Matter primitive, and the Containing Space secondary and 
8ccessory. Let us represent this conception by the Clef 1; o. 
But we may proceed in the counter-order. We may well con
ceive and insist that Space, as a place in wkick to be, must be 
prior to Matter, as the thing which is within the Space. This 
is, indeed, the Logical necessity, while in Nature it is true that 
Space falls into the secondary or more unimportant position. 
Put for the Logical Order the Inverse Clef 0 ; 1. The mere 
Negative Realm of Space is the Domain, par excellence, of the 
Out-up of Science, especially of Mathematical Thinking. The 
Two Orders here involve, therefore, by analogy, the whole ques
tion of precedence, as between Nature and Science (t. S; 11), 
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between Arbitrism and Logicism (a. 6, c. 32, t.136; t. 357), and 
between scores of analogous antithetical pairs of the Aspects or 
Principles of Being. 

879. Observe, in the next place, that the use here made of 
these terms, Thesis, .Antithesis, and Synthesis, in accordance 
with the usage of the metaphysicians, is inaccurate and oon
fusing. .An .Additional Discrimination is wanted. They are 
applied, as terms, to the .Aspects treated as Objects of which 
Existence is composed,-including Existence itself, as com
pleting the scale. For instance, if the Left Side-Half of the 
Body be taken as Thesis, the Right Side-Hal! is then the Anti
thesis, and the Wholeness of the Body, as compostc>d. or these 
two, is the Synthesis. But, .Antithesis and Synthesis are also 
used, non-technically, and far more frequently and correctly, 
for two aspects of the Inter?Jening RELATION between the two 
given Bntical .Aspects or Objects. The Antitkeaia between 
the two Side-Halves of the Body, in this sense, is their stand
ing-asunder (POLAR ANTAGONISM, t. 125-real or in idea\ 
and their Synthesis is their Recombining or Putting-U>getA.n 
subsequently (in seeming) to their .Analysis, (which Putting
togetker, as it is really a perpetual Phenomenon, in regard to 
the Prime Elements of Being, is THE llmxPUGN ABILITY OP 

PRIME ELEMENTS, t. 126). To these expressions I have added 
Svnstasis for the state prior to .Analysis. (Tab. 12, t. 211). 

380. Let us reserve, therefore, this trio of Terms-Synstasis, 
Analysis, Synthesis-for these essential discriminaticms qf 
the InterWr Oonstitution Qf the InterDening ReU:dfon iUel/. 
\Ve require, then, to reconstitute the other Trio, which we are 
to employ in the meaning of the Metaphysicians, that is to 
say, for the two Termini, (Ends, or Sides, or Side-Halve-5,) 
between which the Relation occurs,-plua their Totality as a 
Third term. For these let us say TnET or THEs1s for the Firs& 
("Thesis"); .A.NTITHET for the Second (" .A.ntithesis''-the 
Opposite End or Side, whether Aspect, Principle, or ObjN.'t• ; 
and SYNTIIET for the Third (" SYNTIIESIB'')-tho ~sultaru 
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Composity or Wholeness. The following Diagram will suffi
ciently illllBtra.te these two set.a of discrimination. c. 1-3. 

Diaa;ram No. 7. 

PAN'l'O'l'lIE'l'. 

381. It is this which I have denominated THE DIALECTICAL 

Cos11ICAL CoNcEPTioN, and which echoes, in Philosophy, to 
ABsTRACTOLOGY, in Science (Tab. 21, t. 358. It accords with, 
and repeats, the Natural Dualism, or Natural Realism (1. 0)2. 

Commentary t. 880. 1. I can best illustrate the effort to apply the old 
philoeophical discrimination of this kind within domains of Positive Science, 
by quoting from Coleridge. His tables are inverted to ogree with my plan. I 
add in brackets my own modification of his terms. 

1. Partl of Bpuch-Grammar. 
2. " There are seven parts of speech, and they agree with the five grand and 

uninreal divisione into which all things finite, by which I mean to exclude the 
idea of God, will .be found to fall ; that is, as you will often see it stated in my 
writings, especially in the Aids to Reflection (p. 170, 2nd Ed.). 

Synthesis [Synthet.] 5. 
Thesis [Thct.) 2. Mesotbesis fMesothet.] 4. Antithesis [·thet.] 8. 

Prothesie [Prothet.] 1. 
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of Masson, in the general fact of its bifurcate or dual charac
ter ; but must not be confounded with it, as that is the Ana
logue of the Vegetable Kingdom or the Tree (t. 359). It is 
in respect to Dialectic generally that we need to erect into 
Formulas of Universology the two opposite descriptive ex
pressions 

.ANTITHETIC.AL REFLECTION, and BALANCED VIBRATION. 

382. This relation of .Antithesis, or of .ANTITHETIC.AL R~ 
FLECTION, as of a man viewing himself in a glass, and of 
BALANCE COUPLED WITH MOVEMENT or RECIPROCAL INTEB
CH.ANGE OF THE POINT OF VIEW, may occur as between the two 
Worlds of Matter and Mind ; as between the Conscious Ego, 
as Subject, and those two Worlds conjointly, as Object ; as 
between Cause and Effect in a Series or Order of Events, or as 
between any Couple of Partner-elements or Principles, stand-

Conceive it thus: 1. Prothesis, the Noun-Verb, or Verb-Substantive, I m11 

which is the previous form, and implies identity of being and act. 2. Tbesli, 
the Noun; 8. Antithesis, the Verb. Not.e :-each of these may be converted; 
that is, they are only opposed to each other. 4. Mesothesis, the Infinitive 
Mood, or the indifference of the Verb and the Noun, it being either the one or 
the other, or both at the same time, in different relations. Ii. Synthesia, the 
Participle, or the Community of the Verb and Noun,-being and acting at once. 
Now modify the Noun by the Verb, that is, by an act, and you have, 6. The 
Adnoun or Adjective. Modify the Verb by the Noun, that is by being, and you 
have, 7. The Adverb. (1). 

2. Tli«Jl,ogy. 
8. "In the Trinity there is, 1. Ipeeity; 2. Alterlty; 8. Community. You 

may express the Formula thus : 

The Spirit = Synthesis [Syntbet.] 
The Father= Thesis [Thet.] The Son = Antithesis [Antithet.] 

God, the Absolute Will or Identity 
Prothesie " [Prothet. (2). 

I would euggeet here, for the better carrying out of his own idea, this alten
tion : The Spirit = Meeothesis, and the Triune Godhead = · Synthesis [lleeo
tbet and Syntbet ]. .All Aspect& are Pantothct. Sec Diagram in the Text. 

(1) Colerl4ge'1 Table Talk, Vol. L p. 8'.. (I) Ibid., p. '1!. 
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mg or moving side-by-side of each other ; between, in fine, 
.Analysis and Synthesis themselves as Thet and .Antithet withln 
the Interior Constitution of a Relation, even ; and, hence, 
especially, between the primitive Something and N othlng as 
constituents of the very conception of Being. 

383. The mere Static Conception of the Oppositeness of these 
two fact.ors, the Something and the Nothing, is expressed by 
the Hegelian Equation between them. This is the basis. But 
it is when the idea of Vibrat.ory Movement is added that the 
meaning embraced in the term .Dialectic is completed. The 
two conceptions are, therefore, naturally affiliated, and both 
are centered in the Hegelian Philosophy. Both are themselves 
centered, in turn, upon the Idea of tke Limit between Thet 
and Antithet ; and the Positi'De consideration of Limits founds 
the Abstract Sciences, or the .Abstractology of Echosophy. 
This, therefore, is the nearest approximation of Naturo-Meta
physic t.o the Objective Sciences of Logic and the Mathematics. 
('Tab. 14, t. 247). 

384. When the Antithesis and Balanced Vibration are be
tween that which precedes and that which follows, in Time or 
Succession, as between Cause and Effect, for example, we 
have the Philosophy of THE BECOMING (a. 31, t. 204). This, 
" it it be a transition from Nothing to Being, we call an 
.Arising, or, in the reverse case, we call it a J)eparting. The 
still and simple Precipitate of this process of Arising·and De
parting, is Ezistence" (Ger. J)aseyn). (1). 

385. This BECOMING is the .Analogue, in Philosophy of 
Logic in Science-meaning Oata'logic, the Logic Qf SEQUENCES, 
Co-Sequenciation, or Oon-SequenciatWnr--the Science and Art 
of Reasoning. (t. 371). 

386. When the .Antithesis and Balanced Vibration are be
tween things collateral, or standing Bide-by-side of each other, 
we have the Dialectic proper, that of Stationary Being, or of 

(1) Schwegler'a H1atorr of Phllaeoph;r-An!cle, Hep!, p. 548, A.mer. EcL 
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Being at rest in Space. This is the Analogue, in Philosophy, 
of ANALOGIO, in Science, which is, par ezcellence, the Science 
ofCol-la.temtion, or of Co-EXISTENOEB. (c. 4-9, t. 321). 

887. Finally, when the relation of Antithesis and Vibratim 
is that of Real Existences, or their Numerica'l .Abstracta \the 
Units of Number), as, Correlated in Space-the Groups or 
Sums of Unit.a (t. 115)-AND, in Time-the number of 
Times or Repetitions in which each group is to be taken-we 
have another, and compound species of Dialectic, which is 
the .Analogue in Philosophy of the Mathematics in Science. 
This may be denominated the .Em!,entWJ, I>iakctic. The 
following Table exhibit.a these important relationships of 
Ana.logy: 

TABLE 2ts. 

8. ExI8TEKTuL DIALBCl'Ic (1, 0) 9.) 3. 

9. DIALBCTIC PaoPEB 

1. PmLoeoPBT 01' II TBB 
BBCO¥mo" 

(1. 0) 9.) 9. 

(1.0) 9.) L 

lUTJDDU.TIOI (9.) 8. 

(j,) I. 

Looro (j.) L 

SSS. The Existential Dialectic then subdivides, to accord 
with the First Threefold Distribution of Mathematics into 
1. ARITHMETIC; 2. GEOMETRY; and 3. ANALYSIS (t. 230). 
These three branches are, 1. TnE DIALECTIC OF AOOREGA· 
TION .u~:D DISPEBSION, which, in its fundamental aspect, is 
that of ADDITIO~ and SUBTRACTION {PUNCTATION}-..!rifA
m<>id. c. L 2. THE DIALECTIC OF Co-LINEATIOY A.'YD DE-

Commnitnru t •• 188. 1. I have among my manuacripta an elaborue 
demonstration or tho proposition : That the whole or Arithmetic is redacible 
to the two Procesees of Addition (Unismal), and Subtraction (J>uismal} :
Multiplication being a Compound Met11od or Addition merely. and DiYisi011 a 
Compound :Method of Subtraction. Perhaps the idea is too obvious, on a tJIS9 

Btatement, to require any other demonstration. Recently, I find. at all neDta. 
the simple statement to the same effect, in a work entitled " The Living FM:'M 
of the Universe," by George Wm. Thompson (or West ·nrginia). Thil b.10k 
la one among the many noteworthy efforts, more or less conlcioua, ~ 
ma<lo towards tho Discovery or a reA1 UnivCl'llOlogy. 
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LINEATION (LmEA.TION or Limit.a.tion)-Geometroid. 3. THE 
DllLECTio OF COMPOSITION AND DEOOllPOSITioN, the method 
of investigating which is by ..A:Nil.YSis-Analytoid (Puncta
lineation ). The following Table makes the corresponding 
exhibit: 

TABLE 26 . 

8. Du.LEC'l'IT OF CoXPOsmol!I' Al'ID 

l>BcoKPOSITION (AlU.LYTOm). 

2. DIALECTIC OF CO-LDIEATIOJ!I' Aln> 

DE-LimU.TION (OF LllUA.TIOl!I' OR 

LDlrrATION). 

1. DIALBcrio OP AooBBGATIOl!I' Ain> 

l>tsPBBSION (ADDITION Al'ID Su:a
TJWlTION). 

(1.0) 2.) 3) 3. 
(1 .0) 2.) 3) 2. 

(1.0) 2.) 3) 1. 

(2.) 3) 3. 

(2.) 3) 2. 

(2.) 3) 1. 

889. THE DIALECTIC OF COMPOSITION AND DECOMPOSITION 
then subdivides into the .Analogues of 1. ALGEBRA ; 2. THE 
DIFFERENTIAL AND INTEGRAL CALCULUS ; and 3. THE CAL
CULUS OF v ABIATIONS (t. 281). COMPOSITION or SYNTHE
SIS has no definite recognition in Mathematics, but only the 
Critical and Inverse process of .AN AL YSIS. It is this, there
fore, which must furnish the .Analogues in question. The 
basic or fundamental .Analysis of .All is that which discrimi
nates THE PARTS from THE '\-VnoLE (t. 265). This it is which 
furnishes the Principles now being recognized as fundamental 
in Science, called DIFFERE..."'n'IATION and INTEGRATION-the 
first related to the Parts, or the Part-like .Aspect in the Con
stitution of the Compound or Univariant Whole, and the latter 
to the Simple 'Vholeness-aspect as the other and EQUil. Fac
tor of the same Compound Conception. ( t. 306). 
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890. More fundamental than the other pole of the dift'erenoe 
-between the Differentiation and the Integrism-is the Ideal 
Unity which resides in the EQUALITY or Parity between them. 
This, then, is the essence of EQUATION; and the Extttnal or 
Objective Science of Equation is Algebra. The most fund.a.. 
mental idea of all Science, says Spencer, is that of »JuaUty. 
Algebra is therefore at the bottom of the Trigrade Scale in the 
distribution of ".Analysis," and the corresponding depart
ment of Philosophy we may denominat.e THE DIALF.CTic o~ 
EQUATIONS. Next above Algebra is the Express Antithesis 
of the Differential and the Int.egral Calculus. To this I will 
oppose, in Philosophy, THE DIALECTIC OF P A.RTNESS A.)i'l> 

WHOLENESS, or of Fractionism and Integerism ; which brings 
us back again to the discussion previously had of the Sub
jective and the Objective Difference (t. 310). Finally, 
against the Calculus of Variations stands, in Philosophy, 
THE DIALECTIC OF STATIBK AND MonsH, in Space and 
Time, as involved in Rotation and Rates of Velocity ; in 
deviation, in other words, from the Simplicity of mere static 
distribution into the Whole and the Parts. This is the cul
mination of the idea of .Antithetical Reflection and Balanoed 
Vibration in Philosophy and in ScienOE'., respectively. The 
Table below makes the corresponding Exhibit: 

TABLE 2?'. 

8. DIALBCTJo OI' STATION A.l(J) 

MOTION. 

9. DULBCl'IO OP TBB P A.llT8 

ilD TBB WBOLB. 

1. DLU.ECTIO OP EQUATIONS 

(Comparisons of Equality). 

(t.o) 2.) 3) 3) 3. 

(1.0) 2.) 3) 3) 2. 

(1.0) 2.) 3) 3) 1. 

(2.) 3) 3) 3. 
(2.) 3) 3) 2. 
(2.) 8) 8) 1. 
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391. There is space for a word only concerning the Philo
sophical Analogues of .A.bstract-Concretology, Clef 1. The 
.Analogue of Chemistry (1) 1, is the Philosophy of Affinity and 
.Attraction, whence Gravitation, but enlarged to the Unification 
of this Phenomenon from the relation of .A.toms in the Consti
tution of Substance or Matter to that of Worlds in Space, 
(..Astronomical), and of Individuals as the .Afmn- Worlds which 
constitute Society, (Sociological). There is then, here also, less 
prominently, a real Dialectic between .ATTRACTION and its 
opposite, which is REPULSION. This last is expressed with 
great (proximate) uniformity in the Lower Domain of Nature 
by the conception which we call Heat. Hickok has accord
ingly grandly conducted his whole discussion of Cosmology 
t.o its Ultimatum in the Antithesis of ATTRACTION (or Gravita
tion) and 'HEAT. In the Higher Social Domain, by a character
istic TElnnNAL CONVERSION into Opposites, HEAT, as Love 
or Passion, becomes .Attraction ; and Coldness, its Opposite, is 
Repulsion. The Mutual Complacency, by Organimtion and 
Culture, of certain Characters or Natures in each other, has 
become of late much talked of as "Affinity." It is an idea 
spoken of lightly, as yet, in the Scientific World, but one, 
nevertheless, which has immense significance. It is at the 
basis of Fourier's doctrine of " Passional Attraction," of 
Powell's " Compatibility of Temperaments and Scientific Pro
pagation of the Race,'' and of much else that is new and 
startling in the world. This is properly the Domain of SoCI.AL 
CHEXISTRY, a Science heretofore without a name, and which is · 
blindly struggling to get itself constituted as a Science. 

392. P1IYsics, (1) 2, is the counterpart of Chemistry, as 
Aspects are so of Substance. The basis of the Science is 
Somatology, or the Summing up of the Universal Attributes or 
Properties of Matter. These are enumerated by Prof. Henry 
as the following : 1. Extension, 2. Impenetrability (these two 
necessary to our perception of Matter), 3. Figure, 4. Divisibil
ity, 5. Porosity, 6. Compressibility, 7. Dilatability, 8. Mobil-
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ity, 9. Inertia, 10. .Attraction, 11. Repulsion (8, 9, 10, and 
11, the Ultimate Properties, according to the Molecular Hypo
thesis), 12. Polarity, 13. Elasticity. (1). Thedistinctdiscrimina
tion, as between Chemistry and Physics, that Chemistry is the 
Science of the Substance, and Physics of the Properties (or 
".Affections") of Matter, although, by Overlapping, each in
vades the domain of the other, is important, and, I think, new. 
They have in this respect an analogous relationship, which will 
be elsewhere pointed out to a part of the Substantive and to 
the .Adjective Grammatical Domains. For Physics I would 
suggest Symbolology as the Philosophic Counterpart. 

393. THER:lIOTics, or the Specific Science of the Laws of 
Heat, as Endo-Mechanics, I have elsewhere suggested, as 
appropriately replacing Spencer's " Mechanics" among the 
Sub-sciences now in question. (t. 272). This has the Clef 
(1.) 3 ; and its Philosophical .Analogue is the Social Mechan
ics (of Worlds or Men), in so far as these are allied with 
Chemistry rather than with mere Mathematics. The following 
Table makes the corresponding Exhibit: 

TABLE 28, 

8. RzFoLsIONOLOGY c1 . O) 1) s. T.mmxoLOGY a . > a 
2. BnmoLOLOGY (1 • 0) 1) 2. PlrrBica (1.) I. 

1. TmroBY 01' A'l'TBACl'ION (1. 0) 1) 1. CIDDIJSTBY (1. ) 1. 

394. We are prepared now for a restatement, in a more 
thorough sense, of the Distribution of all the Possible and 
Actual COSMICAL CONCEPTIONS of ordinary men and Phi
losophers. These, in an order now reversed, and ascending 
from below upwards, are exhibited in Tabular Form below. 

(I) Syltabua of a Coone of Leeturea on Phyalce, by Prof. Joeeph Henry, Beoretary of the 8mllh-
110nlao IMtltuUou-bea4, Somat..Iogy. Annual Report of \he Board of Bepnla, t7. S. 8eDale, K18o. Doc. 
No. 6', MU. Cooer-, \bird Sealloo, lSDO, p. 192. 
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The .Analogical Scientific Discriminations are made the basis, 
and the Philosophical Discriminations are simply annexed. 

TABLE 29. 

1 ( = A.LL.) BTA.BILIOLOGY. The Flrmamct of Aanipte E:1ia- = A.niioi.UTS 
h>mrnn. 

! l 
§...! z 
~~ ~ 
~~ ~ 
O>o .. 

~§ ~ 
-- a 1. 2,_a. COB'llOL-<Iii ,S OGY. Dbtrlbatm! 
S > Variety of ibe Aa-
0 j: ~ i-ta or Being. = I 
~ :'! ::r The Proper Coemo-
- :l -<! logical Coaoeptlona. 
~ ~ 11 (t. 368). 

oo ~ 
o~ I 

~~ g 
~i: ~ 
~ = 

3, Colf· 
Clll&'IOLOQT, 

(8.) 8HllILIOL09T, 
(reper.ted here). 

Ide&lism. . 

(.2,) Cr..t.118tOL09T= The MllnftlLOLOOT=Coa. f: U&AlfOLOQT = Pun 

Elaborate Cosmo- •tructln ldeallam. 
loglCll Coocej>tlona. 
(Tboee of l'biloa- TEI.LnoLOGT= Beal· 
opben). t.111., 

{

Brd. Anlmal<>gJ = Yilul 
• Realllln. 

(1.) ltmt<OLOGT, (re- 21>4. Vegelalo117 = Ka· 
peat. Tellnrology). tural Rcaliam. 
(t. 369). 

la. ~ogy = Jr.. 

(ii,) A.118TtiO'!OLOGT = The Dialectical Cosmological Conception, 
or Popular Natural Daallma. 

{

I. TBnxOLOOT = BepuldonoJ. 
ogy. 

(1,) Aarr1lor - CowCDTOLOQT t. Puntca = Symbolol<>gJ. 
= The lnlllincmal Coa-
m.ologtcal Conception. t. CBDllBTllT = A.ttracUonol· 

"17• 

O. NON-BT.1..BIUOLOGY. The Firmament redaeed to mere A.ppearance1 = NmlUlllL 

395. With this we conclude the present consideration of the 
COSMOLOGICAL CONCEPTION, and we pass to the next lower 
Grand .Aspect of Philosophy, which is THE PSYCHOLOGICAL 
THEo&Y. This answers to the Science of Pneumatology, the 
next higher Grand Aspect or Elevation of Echosophy ; for, as, 
in descending into the Cellars of an Edifice, it is the Lowest 
Vaults which repeat, inversely, the Vaulted Roof above, so, 
in distributing Philosophy, we descend from depth to depth 
in answering gradation to the ascent .by successive Stories 
which we make, in passing from the baee to the summit of the 
Temple of the Sciences. The Psychological Theory is then 
(1.0) 2 .. , as counterparting the (1.2) 2°4 of Ecbosophy. 
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396. Soul and Spirit are terms which, if not synonymous, 
are often confounded. The Greek for Soul is Psyche, from 
which we have Psychology. The Greek for Spirit is Pneuma, 
from which we have Pneumatology. Such is the nearness of 
the relationship between (1. 0) 2nd and (1. 2) 2n4-the middle 
regions within Philosophy and Science respectively. 

397. The question of the Origin of Ideas, or of the mode in 
which Ideas enter the Mind, or of how they primitively exist 
there, called also the Philosophy or Theory of Perception, bas 
been the chief battle-ground of Philosophy. SENSATION 
stands, in this discussion, opposed to, or contrasted with, the 
INNATE Element of the Mind itself, which perceives Relation 
or Law as intervening between the Items or Particulars of Sen· 

· sation. It differences them while yet uniting them, in a new 
and compound Higher Unity, for which the term UNIV ABIETY 

is appropriate. Sensation is, therefore, the SUBSTANCE, and 
this Innate Element, supplied by the Mind, Perception, as dis
tinguished from Sensation ; is the FoRM of Ideation, or, more 
properly, of Mentation entire. Is then the Perception wholly 
derived from the Sensation, which is the Doctrine of Sensa
tionalism ; or is the Sensation an appearance merely, wholly 
projected from the imaginative and, as it were, creative Mind, 
which is the Doctrine of Idealism ; or are the Sensation and 
the Perception (the Feeling and the Knowing) Co-ordinate, 
although Inseparable Functions of the Mind, which last is the 
Integralistic Position, towards which all Philosophy is rapidly 
tending ;-although Integralism finds a place, on it.a Transcen
dental Side, for each of the other opinions, and so is recon
ciliative of them all. (c. 29-33, t. 136; a. 1-10, c. 32, t. 136). 

398. The question is transferred, by our Scientific Analogy, 
from the Intangibilities of Mentation to the Tangibilities of 
E:\.-ternal Substance and Form. From these it is brought, 
finally, wholly within tke realm of .&eternal F~ as fol
lows: Substance is composed of .Ai<>ms. .Atoms are re-pre
sented abstractly by the Units of Number. Number is hence 
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the department of the .Abstractismus which echoes to, o.r 
repeats, Substance, or the Concretismus entire; while Fomr, 
aJJ a department of the Abstractismus contrasted with Nwm
ber, an opposite department, echoes to, or repeats, the .Ab
stractismus itself within the Abstractismus, as it is contrasted 
with the Concretismus. But, finally, Number is it.self again 
echoed and represented within the domain of Form, by the 
Punctismus of Form ; the Liniismus representing, on the 
other hand, Form within Form. 

399. PoINTS (the Punctismus) come therefore to be the .Ana
logues of SUBSTANCE ; and thence by a recursus to Mind, of 
Sensation also ; and LmEs of FORM universally, and then of 
Thought, Ideas, Knowing, or Perception, as contrasted with 
Sensation. The question at issue is therefore transmuted into 
this : .Are Lines in all Senses derived from Points; are Points in 
all Senses derived from Lines; or is it ~like true, Conversely, 
and by Inherent and Inexpngnable Conjunction in the nature 
of Being itself, that each is derived from the other in turn, and 
that both as elements are ever-present in the Constitution of 
each ; as in respect to the two Sexes in the ordinary process 
of generation 1 .As Elements of the Conception, but then as 
pure Abstractions, which are always pure NOTHINGS, having 
no real Existence, they may be, theoretically, separated-but 
this is then Pure Transcendentalism. (a. 8, c. 321 t.136), 

400. Sensation and the La.tin sentire, TO FEEL, a.re Etymo
logical Cognates of the Gr. Kentron, Eng. CENTRE (the k 
broken down into s, as in respect f,o pronunciation it is also, 
in the English word CENTRE). Kentron is from kenteo, TO 

PRICK, GOAD, STING ; TO HAKE POINT or POINTS. Sensation 
is then the aggregate of Pricks, Stings or stimuli, analogous 
to Point or Points, which External Nature makes upon the 
Subject-Mind; and as this penetration is done by pressing 
in upon the Mind, Sensation is also called IMPRESSIO.N. It is 
a Preliminary Impregnation of the Mind by Nature, as the 
Woman impregnates the Me .. n with passion by her feminine 

26 
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.Aura. ·It is not the Analogue of masculine impregnation, 
which is a subsequent and reflex action, like what the Mind 
performs upon External Nature ; with prolification thence, 
namely, the Products of the Culture of the Earth, and Works 
of .Art. 

401. The successive stimu'li of Sensation constitute Ex
PERIENCE, whence Sensationalism and Experientialism are 
Synonymous. Both are related to Materialism, as substan
tially another Synonym. Perception is primarily Discrimiwv 
tion, and discrimination is primarily division or CUT, whence 
also LINE. The Least Element of Fact or Experience is then 
the Analogue of a Point ; and the Least Element of Discrimi
native Thought is The .Analogue of the Least Element of Line. 
Lineation is f,o Thought what Punctation is f,o SensalWn, 
discriminating and then connecting all the least Element.a, 
.Atoms, or Points of our Sensation or Experience. 

402. The PoINT, the Analogue of Fact, Sensation, or Ex
perience, is at the same time Monochrematic or Monospheric, 
terms subsequently introduced and explained as mooning 
that which reldes f,o a SINGLE Thing or Object, or f,o a Single 
Sphere as contrasted with the CoMP .A.RISON between DIFFERENT 

Ob}ects and Spheres. (t. 403). 
403. The LINE is, on the contrary, OomparaWid, or, by its 

very Nature, IntenJentional, or alternately Separati'De and 
Oonnectional between Points, Objects, .Ann.logous Spheres, 
etc. The .Antithesis between Monochrematic or Monospheric 
Science on the one hand, and Comparative Science or Sciences 
on the other, is hereafter to be a leading and profoundly im
portant distinction, as will be shown more extensively in the 
" Structural Outline." We are now to have Transcendental 
Science and Sciences, as we have had heretofore Transcend
ental Philosophy. Hickok has, indeed, already introduced 
and variously reiterated the term Transcendental in con
nection with Science as such. It will now be readily ap
prehended how this .Antithesis echoes, in the Scientijlc .Do-
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ntai n, to ae dutinctU>n in guution between &n8ati<>nalism 
and 'l'rarucendentalism • 

.fOf. But in a more special and concrete way tkia distinction 
alao echoes to the leading division between the di1ferent Sto
ries, Elevations, or Domains, of the Pneumatismus. The Tran
Bi\ional Processee of Impregnation, Birth, and Death, find 
themaelves especially intricated with Spiritual .Affairs. The 
Mind and the Entrance of Ideas into the Mind are the .Ana
logues and Precise Types of The Spirit-World, and of the 
Entrance of Souls or Spirits at death into it. Points represent 
Entities or Individuals, Tilings, Objf>cts, Persons. In this 
more special connection they represent Individual Persons. 
It is certainly not Objects themselves, BODim 88 such, which 
enter the Mind in the crisis-action of Sensation, but some film 
or gkolt of the Mat<'rinl Object; "the ?:icarious assurancea, 
7Yp1'eaentalioM or nuntii of real unknown Objects" (L 4, t. 336); 
such at least is the view of the operation held by Cosmothetio 
ld1-alist8, which, even by the admission of Hamilton who prefers 
another view, have 'been the vast maJority of all philosophers. 
The Real Object din then, and is buried 88 rubbish, at the in
stant when its ghostly essence is transferred to the Mind, and 
is raised or resurrected in it, a$ an I~a,-or by Analogy, u 
a Spirit in the Spirit- World. Swedenborg, looking 88 it were 
from "within the Vail," mak<'s the entrance of the Human 
Indh-idnal Spirit, at dPath, into the Spirit-'Vorld, to be "Tmc 
&~urrttti<>n." 

405. The lnft>riororLow<'rand Earthly Cnreerofthe Point or 
Thing in this Transitory (Exp<>rif'ntial) Sublunary or Temporal 
". orld, may, it would SPem, be repeated in a worse 8"n&'., by 
the Gb~t of the Point after entRring the world of Ideas, if 
then it retains still the sensual quality of the outn world in a 
drgn-e to unfit it for the normal destination of the new abode. 
Dence it is in that ca.~' condemn"d or DAHXED; and assigned 
to the Lowest Rangii of this Attenuated and Ghostly "~orld. 
IIE"Doo IIell or "The Hells" :repoot in that ". orld, The Outer • 
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Material World, "The Earth;" and Heaven, or "The Heav
ens," repeat the Higher Interior Ideal World, re:presentatiuly, 
within that World. There remains, then, an Intermediate or 
Trial World between these two; a mere Judgment Hall, where 
the quality of each Spirit is tested, and the determination is 
made which assigns it to Hell or to Heaven. This is the Pur
gatory of the Roman Catholic Church, sometimes also called 
Hades, and "The World of Spirits" of Swedenborg (to be 
carefully distinguished from the larger term "The Spirit
W orld," which includes the Heavens, the Hells, and the '\Vorld 
of Spirits). L 1-2. 

406. Furthermore, Transcendentalism, as the Supernalism of 
Ideas, is the .Analogue of Heaven :-Coinciding with Space or 

Annotation t. 406. 1. I copy 
from one of the daily papera, the N. Y. 
Timu (Review of Longfellow's Transla
tion or Dante's Dimna Oommedia) the fol
lowing judicious discriminations between 
these different views or the Intermediate 
Spiritual World, and other related sub
)ects: 

2. "DANTE, adhering always to the 
dogmas or the Roman Catholic theology, 
depicts purgatory as a place where, after 
death, the good are cleansed or the evils 
which still cling to them, and prepared 
for admission into heaven. In Sweden
borg's counterpart of this picture, not 
only are the good thus purified from all 
~t ls depraved and false, but the wicked 
also are purged of whatever good quali
ties and true idcns are still lodged in 
them. Thus persons of both classes nro 
gradually rendered complete and con
gruous with themeelvcs, tho one being 
prepared for hell as the other are for 
heaven. Acoording to Dante, the blessed
ness ot heaven consists in the immedinte 
intuition or the divinl'l ideas by the indi
vidual spirit, that Is to say, in the vision 
or God himeelf; but with Swedenborg, 
heaven ls not only the abode or the high-

est truth and of perpetual progress in its 
knowledge, but it is also the BCene of 
infinite varieties of art, industry, ud 
beauty, and of aocial harmonies, felicities, 
and usefulness, without limit or end. In 
the theory of Dante, the future life ill in 
some sort but an extension of the p~ 
sent. The punishments of hell are ma
terial torments ; and there, as well u in 
heaven, men carry with them forever 
their present material bodies of 1leshand 
bone, raised at the last judgment and 
restored to their poBSelBOrB. In the doc
trine of Swedenborg, on the other hand, 
the last judgment Is a spiritual e~ent, 
long since past, and not a future thing to 
be expected. The materiol body decays 
and is never restored ; but each man baa 
a spiritual, incorruptible body of humo.n 
form like the material, in which hla eoul 
lives forever ; while the world beyond 
the grave is so intrinsically superior to 
the present world. that its inhabitants, 
though always spiritually aseociated with 
the souls or men on earth, can have no 
perceptible contact with them, nor any 
knowledge of the outward occurrences 
and circumstances by which they are 
surrounded." 
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the Great Expanse seemingly over our Heads. Experiential
ism (Lat. ex, FROM, per, THROUGH, and ire, TO GO-going from 
a beginning through to an end, as in Time, whence Temporal, 
La.t. Tempus, Turn) is the .Analogue of Earth, or the External 
Sensible and Material World, and then by repetition, u:itkin 
tke Spirit- World, of Hell, as the Infernalism or Lower Do
main of Ideas. There remains, then, between these two, 
the Purgatorial '\Vorld which is mixed. These are in respect 
to Philosophy, then, ( 0 .1 ) 2Dd 1 •i, TRANBCENDENT.ALSIM 
( 0 .1) 2Dd 3rc1, SENSATIONALISM, and ( 0 .1) 2•d 2•d, ECLECTICISM. 

407. I would ask pardon of Mr. Mill, or of whosoever else 
may be taken as the representative Man of Experientialism, 
for making it the .Analogue first of that which is " of the Earth, 
earthy," and then of that which is infernal; but really I am 
not responsible for the fact that my figures bring me out in 
this way. Perhaps also in the end it may appear that Earth 
and Hell are somewhat more respectable in the total constitu
tion of things, and Heaven somewhat less so, relatively, than 
our theologians have taught us to suppose. Indeed, even 
in their own Scriptures there are intimations that the Old Hea
vens and the Old Earth are not permanent, but that both are, 
"in the fullness of time,'' to be "rolled up as a scroll," and 
to disappear. (1). Let us see if we can discover in a manner 
how this may occur. 

408. Heaven again finds its .Analogue in The Interiors and 
Superiors of the Human Bod.y-typic<illy and objectively in 
the BRAIN and HEAD ; Earth and Hell have their .Analogous 
Regions in the Exteriors and Inferiora-typically and object
iuly in THE TRUNK and LIMBS. Finally, The Ingestive, 
Digestive or Discernant Region of the Interior World ; the 

(I) Ancl all the boet of Hea...,. eball be cllaolTed, ancl the Henena •ball be rolled together u a 
_..u: and all their bM\ eball fall down, aa the leaf falletb off from tbe Tine, and u a falling Ilg from 
tbe Ilg-tree." la. x.u:IY. 4. "And the Reano departed ae a ACroll when It Is rollod together: and 
_., mounlaln and Island were mom out of their places.~ Rev. YI. 14. "And I saw a New lleaYen 
ud a N- FAnb: for tbe Finl HqYen and tbe First Earth were pa8ld away." Rev. xxl. 1. 
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Purgat.orial or Purgational Passage-way from the Exterior t.o 
the Interior, and from the Superior to the Inferior Domain
"Purgatory" or "The World of Spirit.s,"-has its Ana.logue 
in the Alimentary Canal-typically and objectively in the 
N eek, or, more specifically still, in the Throat or Gullet, &he 
Swallowing-place, which repreaenb the entire Canal. To 
recapitulate: Heaven is represented by the Head ; Hades, the 
Immediate Entrance from the External World by the Throat ; 
and the Lower World, Earth and Hell, by the Trunk of the 
Body. These Correspondences will be reconsidered and com
pared with those of Swedenborg on a subsequent occasion. 
The subject occurs here only incidentally. That which is 
down or beneath is instinctively regarded as base or vile ; u 
that which is ab01Je has the opposite characteristic-a senti
ment subject, however, to certain ulterior reversals which will 
be indicated elsewhere. 

409. If these analogies be accepted as correct,-and further 
investigation will tend constantly to confirm them,-then any 
absolute Separation of Heaven from Hell (or of Transcendental
ism from Experientialism), such as did not leave them still in 
a constant and vital connection through the Intermediate 
Region symbolized by the Neck and Throat, has ita Analogue 
in the destructive process of Decapitation, or in it.a representa
tive, Tliroat-cutting. This has been, in fact, hitherto, the 
favorite method of Suicide, both in Theology and Philosophy. 
Abstraction (drawing asunder) carried f,o tM Abaol:uu, u 
always Death. .A Heaven which is to be the pme, unalloyed 
abode of Good, without even an Element of Evil, and a Ilell 
as an equally abstracted .Absolute and unalloyed abode of 
Evil with no Good,-no Compensations whatsoever,-are such 
violent contra.dictions of all .Analogy and sane IWa.soning that 
th(>y end in the destruction of Faith a.lt.ogether. These are the 
ideal Heaven and Earth (or Hell) of the Old Order, which, a& 

the Advent of the New Order, will take their flight forever 
from the Human Imagination. Still, however, as doctrines 
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held in the Past, they have not been useless conceptions, nor, 
in their influence in the Future, as Limits or Regulative Forms 
of Thought, will they cease to have an essential importance. 

410. So in Philosophy, Ferrier has shown triumphantly and 
conclusively, in his Institutes of Metaphysic, that Sensation 
and Perception, (Feeling and Knowing), Sense and Thought, 
are not separate and aiJf erent cl,asses of Ideas in the Mina, 
but that they are DIFFERENT ELEMENTS OB .ASPECTS inherent 
in EVERY IDEA. OB MENTAL STATE WHATSOEVER; or, jf any 
confirmation of this doctrine were still wanting, it would be 
found abundantlyin theExpositionsof Universology, through
out. To separate these factors in even the least item of Menta
tion, would be the same as to separate Unism and Duism, the 
Wholeness-, and the Partness-aspect of Being absolutely from 
each other. This is impossible and inconceivable ; since they 
are, as abundantly proven in this work, the inexpugnably 
united Aspects, Elements, or Factors of Being as Such, or of 
the Conception which we necessarily entertain of it. 

411. If now we reflect these Characteristics of Mentation 
upon the Theological, or rather the Pneumatological Subject, 
it will appear that a Heaven of .Absolute Good, and a Hell of 
.Absolute Evil, are alike impossible; that neither can these two 
Elements-Good and Evil-be .Absolutely Separated. in the 
Nature of Things ; that the most which can be effected in the 
Concrete or Real World is in the- nature of A llERE PREPON
DERANCE, (however extreme or tending towards the A bso
lute), of the Good over the Evil, or of the Evil over the Good ; 
that in the .Abstract only can the .A.bsoluto-.A.bsolute Separa
tion occur. This Absolute Abstract is unreal, imaginative, 
a pure assumption of the Mind, with no corresponding Objec
tioe Reality, as addressing itself to the Understanding, (what
soever Faith may still continue to proclaim). The Heaven 
and the Hell of tkia Order must therefore disappear from our 
intellectual conception of the Actual or Real Constitution of 
Things. Like all .Absolutisms, they are convicted of being, for 
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us, or for beings constituted as we are, or as we can conceive 
any beings to be constituted, in themselves pure Nothing&
while yet they remain the legitimate LIMITS upon our Cun,cq>
tions, in the two Opposite .Directions. The Angels correspond 
then t.o the higher, more refined, and more intellectualized. 
classes of our ideas ; and the Demons of Hell t.o those which 
are comparatively sensuous or base. 

412. It results, that the middle region of the Spirit-""" orld 
between the Limit of Absolute Good and Absolute Evil, 
above and below, is the whole of what is real, and fills the 
entire space assigned to the Conception. The 'V orld of Spirit.a 
of Swedenborg expands, in other words, in a sense, to the 
dimensions of the Entire Spirit-World. Apart, in still other 
terms, from the true Intestinal or Purgatorial World, the 
Analogue of the Alimentary Canal, the whole Interior of the 
Head and Trnnk of the Grand Man, as the whole Rational 
Universe is called, are likewise Concretoid, or a Mik-ton of 
Good and Evil; that is to say, it embodies, throughout, ALL 

Abstract Principles, whether in their ideal Abstractness they 
are regarded as Evil or Good, the real di1ference being in the 
Proportions and Adjustment of Elements. .A.bso'lutis~ dis
appear upon investigation, on all hands, and vanish into pwe 
Nothings. The two Primitive Elements, reappearing them
selves under new diversities of form, and then in di11'erem 
degrees of admixture, constitute the Actual Totality of Things. 
Life and Death, Good and Evil, Simplicity and Complexity, 
are infinitely and everywhere compounded. Optimi8111 and 
Pessimism must give place, therefore, t.o that which is Op
timoid and that which is Pessimoid, merely. 'Ve are resto~ 
thus, to the freedom of the Intellect, and are autboruoo to cri
tically investigate the Supernal and the Infernal Spheres, and 
rigorously to scan the respective pretensions of each. It may, 
in the end, be found that there are Occult Elements of Good 
in the Lowest Hells, and hidden Germs of Evil in the So. 
premest Heavens of the Old Order, and that the True "Final 
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Judgment" will make some serious disturbance of things 
long since thought to be definitively settled. Still the fact 
remains that there are Higher and Lower ; that there are 
Health and Disease ; that there are Proximate Perfection and 
Gross Imperfection, in this world and all worlds. The .Abso
lute Heaven and Hell disappear only to give place to a Rela
tive Heaven and Hell, more tangible and appreciable. There 
is at least such difference between the different Stories of the 
Great World-Cathedral in the World of Souls, as we witness 
between the different ranks and conditions of life, in the world 
here. 

413. Hitherto I have treated the birth of Spirits into the 
Spirit-World as analogous with the birth of Ideas into the 
Mind, in accordance with the theory of Constructive Idealism, 
which separates the film or ghost of the External Object from 
the body of the Object which at the instant of this birth it 
leaves to be buried away out of sight, as the bodies of men 
have fallen away upon their definitive entrance into the Sub
jective Spiritual .Abode. But Sir William Hamilton, among 
the latest and greatest of the expositors of the doctrine of this 
subject, abjures this method of construing the process, and 
discards the separate ghostly stage of the procedure. Presen
tative Knowing, according to him, may very well dispense 
with this filmy intervention. We may, nay, as he thinks, do 
have "a direct, immediate, face-to-face Knowledge of Objects 
in an External World." (Masson). 

414. It is the ffitimate Postulate, the QUOD ERAT DEMON

STRA..."VI>Ull, of Universology, that where?Jer any sane mind has 
aeen a trutk, tkere there is a truth; that tke whole 'Pruth is 
tkeref ore as manif oU as tke Capacity of .Apprehension,· in 
other words, and in general terms, that e?Jery .Doctrine, e?Jen the 
'fll,QSt di'oergent, that has e?Jer seriously been keU, covers some 
Aspect of the 'Pruth ; and that the Final Harmony of 'Pruth 
1.Cill cMUJist in the Recognition, Specific .Designation, and 
<Jomplete Systematic Uniflcation of all these seemingly Oon-
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/Ucting and Irreconcilable Phases of Truth. Such is TnE 
GRAND RECONCILIATION of .All Doctrines which THE Pm
LOSOPHY OF INTEGRALISH propounds. c. 1-3. 

415. This doctrine, then, of Real Presentationism in the act 
of Knowing the External World, held by Reid and Hamilton 
-what does it signify 1 The Analogy has held good be
tween Constructive Idealism and what we know or tend to 
believe of the Separation of the Soul and the Body at death ; 
as the facts of life and death have existed in the Past. But 
suppose that, in another age, from now on, for instance, it shall 
happen that the Spirit-World and the Outer World have so 
interpenetrated and blended with each other, that, in passing 
from the one to the other no such violent disruption of the 
Soul and the Body need actually to occur ; suppose it shall 
prove as the scientific verity that Death, as it has happened in 
the past, is abnormal and destined to be abolished; that the 
Spirit-world with all its Capacity for at least Proximate Im
mortality is to be let down, so to speak, into and among men, 

Commentary t. 414. 1. The precise statement of this Principle, so as to 
guard against all possible cavil, may require to be hedged about by more cau· 
tious provisos. I have preferred, however, that it should stand here boldly, 
and that it submit subsequently only to such limitations as it must. The 1pif"U 
of the statement will hold good, whatever deductions from ita literir.l exactness 
the microscopic eye of criticism may discover in respect to it. Perhaps theaa 
will be more than compensated by the penetrating glances at recondite and ex· 
ceptional phases of truth caught by diseased or insane minds, which may on 
single subjects be wiser than the more cautious and commonplace convictiona 
of sanity. 

2. It is easy to criticise an epigrammatic and terse statement of doctrine. Of 
course, it may be said: Where any one sees a truth, there there is a truth : but this 
is the very question at issue : tch8t,Mr- tchat 'M 1ee1 IB a truth. Let us chan~ the 
expression and affirm that where any one sees a tree, there there is a tree. W'bat 
is meant obviously is that: The conviction that one sees an object (a trutl& or 11 

tree) is the strongest presumptive evidence that such an object is there.-11ub
ject to only so much occasional exception as imperfect vision or hallucination 
may induce. When Christ says, "From him that hath not shall be taken away 
even that which he hath," nothing can be more absurd than the literal terms 
of the statement; but we have no difficulty in understanding it, and we feel 
that it is more forcibly said than if the language were more mensured. 
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whelming them with the same Spiritual Capacities ; suppose, 
in fine, that Immortality in the Body, or its equi?Jalent, is the 
normal or God-inteniled Destiny Qf the Race : Should we not 
have in this smelting, as it were, of the two worlds into One, 
the proper Analogue of Reid and Hamilton's Psychological 
Doctrine t May not therefore both Doctrines be true and 
assi.gna,ble merely to different, Epochs or Stages Qf De7Jel<Yp
ment, in either case 1 

416. We have, in the Phenomena of Trance, the image and 
prophecy of this nearness of the two worlds and of their capa
city to co-exist in the experience of the same individual. The 
Trance-Subject is therefore a real Medium,· and may not Men 
and Spirits both become incarnations of the powers and ele
ments of each world in a sense superior to the manifestations 
of life hitherto put forth in either 1 c. 1. Is not this the overt 
signification of what has been Mystery in the past ; the bur
den, perchance, of the Pregnancy of the Womb of Time ~ Are 
we not now at the birth, as it were, of this New Order of 
Life for Humanity 1 One hundred years ago, speaking with 
proximate accuracy~ by the testimony of Swedenborg, he wit
nessed, in the Spirit-World, the occurrence of a Grand Event 
which he regarded as" The Final Judgment," prophesied of 
in the Older Scriptures. From that time there was to be a 
new influx from that world into this; the passing away of Old 
Things and the making of All Things New. Certainly, the In
tervening Century has been in some sense a remarkable fulfil
ment of the Expectations of the Seer. Some twenty years ago 

Commnitar11 t. 416. 1. I do not feel inclined to apologir.e to the Con
eervative and backward-holding portion of the Scientific World for assuming 
here that Trance and " Mediumsbip " are real Phenomena, and that in those 
states new faculties of the subject are brought into action, or ordinary faculties 
10 wrought upon us as to exhibit extraordinary function. If these facts are not 
eK&blished, no amount of evidence can establish any fact, ancl it does not be
come those, with whom such occurrences have Jong been a part of their ordi· 
nary knowledge, to defer to the voluntary or prejudiced ignorance of others. 
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Andrew Jackson Davjs witnessed, in one of his interior states, 
a somewhat similar transaction, a Congress of Representative 
Spirits in the Spirit-World, and a formal preparation for a more 
definitive intervention in the affairs of this Outer Sphere. The 
Outburst of Modern Spiritualism, with its Conversion of Mil
lions, and its influence over all minds, has followed, and is not 
an ordinary event. 

417. I am thus forced by the current of investigation to the 
borders of some of the most extreme views of Human Destiny, 
and to a glancing notice, at least, of some of the great In:flu
ences and Events with which the age we live in is in labor. 
A full discussion of these subjects would be premature. A 
Scientific Exposition is not the occasion for the propounding 
of a Creed ; while yet all things are so interlocked with aJ.l 
things else, that, from the strictly Scientific point of view, these 
subjects are now legitimately before us, and demand a some
what further consideration. 

418. The Idea which enters the Mind from without, (analogue 
of the Individual Spirit entering the Spirit-World), may be 
more or less cognate with the Superior, that is to say, with the 
more Attenuated, nature of that world. If it be Matteroid 
or Experientiod or Temporoid, and so still predominantly 
refo.tcd to the External Fact only ; "of the Earth, e.arthy ;" 
it is destined to descend into the Inferior Sensuous Portion of 
the Mind, which is then the Analogue of Hell in the Spirit
World. On the contrary, if the Idea be in its nature Spiritual, 
such as the Mind has loaned to Matter and reclaims from it; 
as Heaven lends superior Souls to earth and soon reclaims 
them; it passes upward to its native abode in the Superior 
Portions of the Mind, analogous with Heaven. Ideas which 
are still in the process of being sifted, and purged, and as
signed, then correspond with Spirits in "The World of Spirits," 
the Vestibule of "The Spirit-World." 

419. But Ferrier has wisely and conclusively shown that 
every Idea has in it both a Matteroid and a Spiritoid Element. 
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This doctrine is the Analogue of Swedenborg's statement that 
all the Angels are derived from the Human race ; and also 
with bis other statement that Men, while in this wwld, · are, as 
to their "Interiors," already in the Spirit- Wwld,-into which, 
it may be added, the Medium swoons away more or less com
pletely when in trance. So also Swedenborg adds that Spirits 
in the Spirit-World a.re at all times consociated and conjoined 
with men here ; insomuch, in fine, that it is not always pos
sible for us to know our own individual thoughts from such 
as are interpolated into our minds from that source. We are 
thus brought back to the intimacy between the two Ele
ments which Conspire in the Constitution of our lives, like that 
of the two Elements in the Composition of an Idea (Ferrier), 
and like the face-to-face Conjunction of the Mind wfthin and 
of Matter without in the act of Perception, according to the 
Real Presentationists or Natural Realists (Hamilton, for in
stance). The following Table will now exhibit the parallelism 
of the Philosophic and Scientific Distribution of this region 
of Being and Knowing:-

TABLE 30. 

PmLo8oPUIC (1. 0) 2nd. 

8. 1'RABscJ;nmENTALim (Pure Ideas). 

2. Ecui:CTicmt: (Discriminative). 

1. 8DSATIOlU.LJ8lC (Sense, Experience). 

(1.0) 2"") 3rt1, 

(1. 0) 2"") 2"". 

(1 . 0) 2"4) 1 "· 

EcnosoPmc (1. 2) 2at1. 

SUPEB.NOLOGY (The Hervene). 

l.NTERISMOLOGY (Purgatory). 

lm'EBNoLOGY (The Hells). 

(1. 2) 2nd) 3"'. 

(1. 2) 2Dd) 2nt1. 

(1.2) 2Dtl) 1". 

420. Of the Three Swedenborgian Heavens, the First or 
Lowest is that in which the Sensuous Element, though not pre
dominating in ruinous excess, is still characteristic ; it is 
therefore Sensuous Harmony The Second is Rational-Spirit-
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ual ; and the Third is the Harmonious admixture of the 
Sensuous and the Rational-Spiritual,-the ecstatically Divi· 
nized Domain of High and Pure Sentiment ; Sense, Intelli
gence, and Sentiment, respectively, all in their harmonious 
and normal development, and harmoniously united. c. L 

421. Observe now the Analogies. .All of this Display.is 
within the Natural or Primary Course of the Development of 
Ideas in the Mind, and within the Primary Development of 
the Spirit-World; namely, the Development of that World such 
as it has e:cisted in tke Past. During this Primary career of 
Philosophy, Materialistic Conceptions have predominated, 
and Transcendentalism has played a Subordinate part,
strnggling for recognition merely. But with the Scient.o
Philosophio discovery, and the Conclusive demonstration of 
Uni1Jersal Laws, .A GRAND TEx:MINA.L CoNVERSION INTO 

OPPOSITES occurs,· a Trenchant and Decisive Revulsion of the 
Human Mind ; a Planting of Permanent Foundations .Above, 
in the Empyrean of Thought; and the Subjugation ,of .All 
Sensuous Experience to the Dominant Sway of a Supremely 
Transcendental Philosophy,-not to the Exclusion of the Sen· 

Com1nentarv t. 421. 1. Such rather is the Celestial Heaven or Ultimatt 
Harmonious Development of Humanity in its Divinized State as contemplated 
by the Philosophy of Integralism. It will be shown at various points that the 
Conceptions of Swedenborg were everywhere limited and, in a sense, crippled. 
by the omission of the true Logicismological point of view. They abound in 
the Spirit of Intellectnal Truth, "l'lithout the rigorous exactitude of Bciell(e 
TM Religion of tM ftlllu.n tDill ha~ ita 1>alil in a Pttn Rationaliam, tDAi1t .. 
.umill{l and rmoifyi11f1 all tM Old f er-D<Yr of Sentiment. The Arcana of Christian
ity, by the Rev. Thomas L. Harris, claims to be an unfolding of the Cele!'lial 
Sense of the Divine Word, and so to be founded upon, while yet ~ 
ing, the Exposition of "the Spiritual Sense of the Word" by Swedenbo~. 
There is in it certainly a superadded Element of Sentimental Ideality, a {'~lts
tial E!.ement, undoubtedly, but coupled in this work witb a positiVt' diminai.ti<C 
of the Intellectual Element, as compared with the writings of Bwedenboi)!: 
whereas, the True Third Degree or Story in this Scnle of Ascension *"1-! 
ezcel in both f acton <>/ MerUality, and tMn in tM Perf «ti<m <>/ tli.a harmony ~ 
tkm. 
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&tloos FJcment, but in a Preponderance over it, correspond
ing inversely to the previous preponderance of the Opposite 
Element. This repeats, in the \Vorld's History, what hap
pens in the Individual Mind, when the Mind, as Intellectual 
Pok>ncy, REFLECTS, (bends back), and RE.ACTS t'PON the accu
mulation or SenkU<>U8 Ideas in the Mind, and brings them 
into Rati<mal Order. This is the next Process of Thought 
after and above the Preliminary Sensation. It is truly and 
really a Passing qf Judgment, upon the History of the Past, 
in the Mind. 

"22. This then is as if The Heavens were to rfn)erse tlte ~hole 
dirttli-<m qf tltcir merely Spontane<>U8 energy-by which thl'Y 
were retiring by higher and higher attenuatiOM, auay from 
tortA,-and, by reflecting and reacting upon the Ei"tcrnal 
World and the Hells, icere to redu,ce them into Order. Or, if 
we adopt the form or thought of Ferrier instead, then it is 
2'ae Centering Seif-Conacioukn.eBB within the Mind, the Eoo or 
ABMLl'TE PERSo:'ll'ALITY, which reacts in this Kingly way upon 

All within the Mind,-operating, through the Laws of the Rt>a-
80D, up<m the Material in tho Mind contributed by the Senses. 

423. The Analogue or this last Conception is that the Hea
vens ad, in the Graml Remdaion here sketched, not qf their 
otOn Sponlanrity, bot that THE LoRD IN REA VEN, the Central 
and only Ab.,olute Personality therein, reacts, first VJ><m th~ 
Heaven..~ and then, through them, upon the Outer or "Ulti
owk '' Domains lx>yond. This whole transaction, whf'n com
plt•ted,wonld then bo literally "the holy City, N<>w Jerusalem, 
4:'f 1ming down from God, out qf Heaven, }l)"('pal'('(} as a bridn 
adomt-d for her husband." (1 ). The Beginning or First Stag" 
of this dt~•·nt,-the account and meaning of it left somewhat. 
TagUe and incomplf't.-,-is, appaJ"f'ntly, the nntu)"(' of what 
Swedenborg claims to have witm.·~'<l, in the Spirit-'Vorld, as 
" the Final Judgment." It is also in tho recogni~on of this 

(l) ......... al : t. 
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thought, that he has figured as the founder of H The New 
Church," also called "The Church of the New Jerusalem." 
The .Analogous First Stage of the .Analogous Event in re
spect to the Indi'Didual .Mind is what was adverted ro at 
the commencement of this work as : The reactions of the 
Mind, first upon the Impressionsfr<Ym without to recast them 
into the Forms of Thought. (t. 8). This First Stage of the 
Grand Event is, in both cases, however, only transitianal, 
and preparatory for an Ulterior and more manifest Action 
objecti'oely, or in "Ultimates" themsel?Jes. 

424. If then the re-awakening of Men in the Spirit-World 
after death, is entitled, in a sense, ro be called a Resurrection 
(t. 404), how much more trenchantly and decisively so would 
be the regurgitation of the population of the Spirit-World upon 
this world, should some event of this kind actually occur 1 
Such an event would come up to the dignity of the traditional 
Conception of "The Resurrection of the Dead," while it would 
also revert, as the Tkird ro the First, into Harmony with the 
Primitive Doctrine, as held in the Churc11, from which the 
Second or Swedenborgian Conception of the Resurrection is a 
rotal departure. Is not the patent uneasiness of the Hadean 
\V orld at this hour premonitional of some crisis of this kind ! 
It is the arousing of the place of the dead ro the external con
sciousness of the outer world. Like the half-dreaming, half
waking of recent slumber, it is for the moment disturbed and 
fitful, and filled with incongruities and extravagance of all 
sorts. It will soon, I doubt not, be clear and beautiful. It is 
already replete with significant symbolism, and profound in
tuitions, with sweet promises, rich consolations, and enchant
ing ideals. Let narrow scientists and bigoted sectarians, 
whose fears or prejudices have hindered them from knowing, 
be modest in judging of the nature or claims of modern 
Spiritism. "Judge not, that ye be not judged." 

425. So, also, if the Incipient Reaction of the Central Energy 
in Heaven (called "the Lord") upon the accumulated Spiritual 
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Materials in the Heavens, preparatory to an IBterior Reaction 
and Grand Reconstitution of .All Things upon Earth and in 
the Hells, was entitled to be regarded, in a sense, as " The 
Final Judgment" (t. 416), or the closing up of an Old Dis
pensation and the commencement of a New One, how much 
more trenchantly and decisively so is the Complete Scientific 
Revelation, in the Objective World, of the Positive Laws of 
Order and Harmony in the Universe of Thought and Being, in 
accordance with which .All Things must now and hereafter be 
measured and judged, purged and cleansed, reorganized and 
made newt 

426. Finally, the Third and Ultimate Drift of the Grand 
Pneumato-Cosmical Evolution will prove to be the Oomplete 
Effusion and Re-Projection of the Forces of the Internal 
Spiritual World upon the Outer Objectiu World, and the 
Blending-together of the two Worlds in the fullness qt .the 
Realization Qf Harmonic JJJnds ,' and, especially, in the 
Complete Re-Oonstitution oi Human Society in accordance 
with the ..Archetypes concei1Jed in Heaun. This will be, in 
the IBterior and Completed Sense, the Coming down of the 
"New Jerusalem from God" out of Heaven. The \Vise, and 
Rich, and Mighty, will gladly assume the function of a Social 
Providence over the Simple, the Poor, the Feeble Classes. 
Religion will be a Divine Socialism wisely directed by a True 
Social Science. War will cease. Poverty, Disease, and Death 
will be either totally abolished. or greatly mitigated. It is a 
matt.er of the measure of our Faith whether we can literally 
credit with Paul, that : " The Last Enemy that shall be de
stroyed is Death,'' (1 ), or with John, that : "There shall be 
no more curse" (2) or affiiction of any sort. It is this mterior 
Reaction Qf the Higher and Internal Spiritual Potency upon 
the Lower and Outer Material Sphere which is the ..Analogue 
of Oie Ulterior Reaction of the Indi1Jidual Mind upon the 

(t) 1 Cor. xv. : .. (9) ReY. x:d : 4 ; nil. : 8. 

27 
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.External World from which it originally derived its im
pressions ,· to reproject them, modified, in the actions qf the 
body, and in the products of these, as the Means qf Use and 
Beauty. (t. 8). Matter thus comes to its own again, in a new 
and more intimate marriage with Mind. 

427. There are, then, in addition to all that has been dis
cussed by the philosophers under the head of Psychological 
Theory or Conception, two remaining grand modifications of 
the idea; corresponding, 1. With the Reaction of the Mind (or 
of the Central Consciousness within the Mind) upon the ideal 
materials accumulated within the Mind through the Senses ; 
and, 2. The IDterior Reaction of the Whole Mind, concentrat.ed 
in the Will, upon the Natural World exterior to it, to conquer 
and bring it into subjection; to impregnate it, in fine, in the 
sense which is more specifically the Analogue of the Masculine 
Act. There are also, as we ha'De seen, tzoo NeiO Drifts of 
Relation between the Spirit- World and this World, which 
exactly OORRF.SPOND WITH these J!tew stages qf the PhiWSQ]Jki
cal 'Diew. 

428. The whole of Swedenborg's Pneumatological Distribu
tion, (Heavens, Hells, etc.) falls, therefore, as SubdivisionaJ, 
within the First or Primitive Stage, in this larger Distribution 
of the Development and Activities of the Spirit-World,-his 
Vision of the Final Judgment lapping over merely into the 
Second Stage, which is Pransitional. The larger division into 
Three Stages or Drifts now in question, being heretofore un
recognized, and therefore, in a sense, as yet exceptional, I 
shall notate as follows: The portion of the Clef which relat('S 
to this larger distribution will be inserted in full parenthesis, 
and may then be dropped when this view of the subject is not 
involvE)d, and the harmony of the Notation so restored with 
that previously given (t. 301). The Primitive State of the 
Pneumatismus (the Spirit-World) prior to Swedenborg is dis
tinguished thus : (1. 2) 2nd (1 ") ; the First or Natural Heaven of 
j.t, thus : (1. 2) 2nd (1 ") 1 ", etc. The Intermediate or Transition 
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Period is tl1en (1. 2) 2"d (2"d) ; and the Third or Ulterior Period, 
the full Externalization of the Spirit Life and Excellency in 
the Natural World, is (1.2) 2"d (3'd). This last echoes to the 
Three Heavens of Swedenborg by Subdivisional Epochs of 
Harmony in the Social Destiny of Man. These may be regarded 
as coinciding, in a general sense, with the epochs sketched by 
Fourier, as, 1. THE DAWN OF HAPPINF.SS ; 2. HARMONY ; 

and, 3. Hmu H.uuloNY, or the Completed Happiness of the 
Race on earth. 

429. When the Ordinary Cardinal Clefs (1.), (2.), (3.), etc., 
are introduced ail.er (1. 2) 2"", they denote the repetition, in the 
Spirit-'Vorld, of the distribution of the Outer World, as indi
cated in the discrimination previously noticed between Pneu
mato-Cosmology and Pneumato-Anthropology (t. 39) ; thus: 
(1.2) 2"d (1.2) 1"\ for Pneumato-Cosmology, etc. 

430. The One Hundred Years immediately preceding the 
present date (1867),-since the vision of the General Judgment 
had by Swedenborg till now,-may, I think, be taken as the 
first half of a bi-pennate (or two-winged) Transitional PeriOd. 
The Identical Present, the epoch at which this Sciento-Schema
tive Programme of Careers is indited and published, is then 
the Orisis-<Jentre or Abstract Mere Line of the Transition 
(c. 6, t. 345); and the Hundred Years now following are to be 
the Completion or other Wing of the same. The Conception 
or the next Century as the Grand Arena of Events in the 
World, and especially in the direction of External Organiza
tion, is beginning to take possession of the leading Minds, and 
will soon make itself more and more decidedly felt. c. 1-10. 

Commentar'/f t. 430. 1. In Victor Hugo's eloquent and impressive 
introduction to the Paris Guide (1867) he drnws a vivid picture of a new and 
wonderful nation which is to arise in the world during the coming century. 
With this nation the Millennium will not only commence, but will attain an 
extraordinary degree of development. "It will abhor war, and will find it im
po!Sible to eee the difference between •the purple of the general, and the re<l of 
the butcher.' It will regard the slaughter of a Waterloo or a Sadowa with as 
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431. Dr. Cumming, the Rev. Mr. Shim.E".all, and numerous 
other laborious and learned expositors of Prophecy, fix upon 
the present times, some of them upon this very year, as The 
Critical Epoch in the World's History. An idea like this is 
extensively diffused in the Churches. Many leading theo
logians are looking with anxious expectation for the occur
l'el}Ce of some Great Crisis, the happening of some Supreme 

much detestation as we now read of the massacre of St. Bartholomew. Instead 
of devastating wars, we shall then have grand conE,rreaees, a federal council of 
mankind, in which will be settled the disputes that would now occasion an 
appeal to arms. Justice will everywhere prevail, and peace and innocence will 
descend, white-robed, from Heaven, to preside over the destinies of the human 
race. The name of this extraordinary nation will he Europe, and its capital 
will be Paris I" (1). "It will be called Europe in the twentieth century, nnd, 
in the following centuries, still more completely transfi1:,rured, it will be Clllled 
HUJrlANITY." (2). It does not matter that this sublime prophecy o'\"erlooks 
America and the rising destiny of the Occident. In far less than a century, it 
can hardly be doubted that the W estem Continent will outrank the Eastel'D, and 
be the Acknowledged Head of this New and Progressive Humanity. 

2. In an important sense all Periods are Transition-Periods; and it is only in 
degree that certain Epochs are so signalized in particular. ~ instead of sup
posing that the next hundred years from this date will be a complete transit to 
a period of Harmony, we assume that it is to be merely the border of a broader 
belt of History which, aa a whol~, is to be the Transition in question,-a suppo
sition calculated to seem far more probable to most minds ;-if, in other word&. 
instead of One Hundred, we assume One Thousand Years, for this purpoee, we 
have a literal Millennium, (Lat. mille, A THOUSAND, and anntu, A YEAR), as the 
Transition in question, with then its own vestibule of the past Hundred 
Years. 

8. Many things, under this supposition, come into harmonious relations which 
have seemed to be very diverse. It is a growing doctrine among stndents anJ 
expositors of the Scriptures, that there have been, and are to be, not OM merely, 
but two at least, and perh11ps thne Crisia-Events in the World's History which 
are covered in a mixed way by the several prophecies of the Old and New 
Testaments which relate tot.he "Day of Judgment" or the" Final Judgment," 
the "Resurrection," and" the Millennium." 

4. The first of these, under this interpretation, connects with the Judging and 
Condiimnation of an Old Dispensation at the period of the Destruction of Jeru
salem, an event which is then held to have been accompanied by a " Second 
Coming of Christ," which is, therefore, now, in that sense, a long-past event. 

(I) EpUomlsed by one of the Dally J oumai.. 
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Event. These are not" Millerites," nor technically "Second 
Adventists," but outside of that faith. They are not, for the 
most part, mere literalists. The Second Coming of Christ to 
reign on earth in person may not occur; but, in the place of it, 
s<nne Equi'oalent Change in the Order qf .All Human Affairs. 
The End of the \Vorld, and the Burning up with Fire, may 
mean no more than such completion of an Old Dispensation 

This view is held as indispensable t.o the consistency of some of the express 
words of Christ, I have elsewhere (o. 11 t. 186) alluded to it as the doctrine 
of a branch of the Perfectionist.s drawn from " The Berean " and other theo
logical works of John H. Noyes. For a similar exposition, from an entirely 
di11'erent source, the reader is referred to a very liberal hut strictly "Orthodox" 
work by Rev. C. L. Hequembourg, entitled, " Plan of the Creation: or, Other 
Worlds, and who inhabit them." (Boston, 1859). 

5. Both of these writers look also for an event in tM ptWent ag~ which will 
be what ~Ir. Hequembourg denomi.n3tes a judgment of the Gentile World and 
of The Semi-Religions now extant. This he believes is to be followed by The 
llillennium, a.ta TraMition-Perwa to that completely regenerated condition of 
the World which is afterward to be perpetual. At the end of this Transition 
there will be, for a short period, a renewed Struggle of the Powers of Evil ; and 
then, in a sense, a Third Judgment, which will complete the Transitional :Mil
lennium, and be the definite beginning of the Final Reign of Harmony destined 
permanently to endure. The peculiarity here is, that the Millennium is con
ceived of, not as the state of Normal Perfection, but as Semi-perfect, or incipient 
of Harmony merely. If we aesit,rn a corresponding Hundred Years to the latter 
Edge of this Millennial Transition, the Thousand Yurs is carried up by its 
marginal Supplements to Twelvo IIundrcd Years from the date of the h1teri<>r 
"Final Judgment" witnessed by Swedenborg; and 2967, or, proximately, 8000 
years from the birth of Christ, will witness the (supposed) Complete Expulsion 
of Evil from the Composition and Administration of Human Affairs. By Uni· 
versological doctrine, the same Element of Evil will continue in Kind, Subordi
nated only in Degree, or reduced to its Minimum, as we attain the Minimum o; 
Friction in Machinery. (t. 411). . 

6. These several divisions of the subject, 80 far as comprehended by him, Mr. 
Hequembourg not only finds necessary to harmonize the various Scriptures 
relating to it-especially in the Worda of Christ, in Daniel, ancl in the Hevela· 
tions-but he ia surprised and delighted at the reconciliation 80 effected also 
between the different views of the aubject which have been held in the Church. 
"It will be. perceived," he aays, "that all have erred, in common with our 
brethren of the Adventists, in conceiving of the Judgment as a single and dis
tant event. The Adventists, it appears, also, have been right, and all the rest 
oC the world wrong, as regards what they call the Pre-Millennial Advent of 
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or World-Order, and the Advent of a New One, together with 
the Consuming Criticism and Fierce Destruction of Old Things 
destined naturally to accompany the change. c. L The Pietism 
of the Past, and the Social Aspirations of the Present. are 
becoming reconciled and confluent. They will be, from now, 
more broadly co-operative in the Grand Socia.I Reorga.niza-
tion. 

Christ, for the Judgment was to occur before the regeneration of tbe World. 
It is remarkable in bow fragmentary a form this subject has been received in the 
Church. It must be contemplated also as an interesting fact, that the explana
tion of this subject by the only key which unlocks it-the Saviour's Discourse 
-should result in showing that all are right, as the Conversion of the World 
is a great truth also, and that all can unite in a harmonious opinion. The 
author deems it one of bis greatest causes of thankfulness to the Father of 
Mercies, that a union of so many minds-which might have been regurded as 
impossible-may be effected by a less fragmentary view of the subject." (1). 

7. But the same drift of enlightened exposition must still go an immense 
step further forward. It would not be difficult to show, by an extended exposi
tion of views, that the anticipations of Fourier, Comte, Victor Hugo, and the 
rndicnl reformers generally, including many who rank as infidels and atheists, 
are, in a broad sense, identical with tho11e of the Christian Church. Changing the 
dress and shibboleth of Sect, the same ultimate idea underlies the AspiratioDI 
of men who stand nominally at doctrinal antipodes from each other. Outside 
of Christendom, also, a similar Prophecy of a renewal of the Earth and its In
habitants lies hidden in the hearts and religious utterances of the good men of 
all ages. Interpreters are not, and will not be, wanting to seek the Bpi.rit of tbe9e 
utterances, no matter how uncouth the shell, and to cause the backward nations 
to resume their march, from thd lxuil of their oum Bcripture., only a little behind 
the Unity of Christendom, to the Common goal of a Regenerated Ilumsnity. 
I quote the following from a little work entitled, The Strength of Hindooism, 
or Hindoo Mythology; by Eli Noyes, late Missionary at Orissa: "The tenth, or 
KALUNKBE incarnation, (of Bishnoo, or Vishnu, The Preserver, or the Presiding 
God over Providence or Human Afthlrs), is to appear with the body of a man, 
and the head of a horse. He is to be attended by a flying horse, and to hold 
swords eighteen feet long in each hand, with which he ii to dutroy all the tcic.W 
and oommeMe a nN era. 

8. "Some Hindoo enthusiasts declare that the English arc the Knlunkee incar
nation. Such accuse their brethren of blindness in regard to the Spirit of their 
Prophecies. I once saw an old religious mendicant get into quite an ecstasy on 
this suhject. Said he, 'I tell you, brethren, you are all in darkness; you look 
only to the~' and do not understand the Spirit of prophecy. The veil hu 

(1) Phn oflhe Creation, by r.cv. <.:. L llcquombourg, p. ~ 
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432. The meeting of Sovereigns in Paris at this hour, not 
under the banner of War, but of Industry ; the spanning of 
One Ocean by Telegraph, and the Other by Steam Navigation, 
belting the earth with vital Communication by this New High
way of Commerce ; the definitive reversal of the currents of 
intercourse from the Old Eastern to the New Westerly Direc
tion, the significant symbolism of which will be expounded 

been taken from my eyes, and I see that the English are the Kalunkee incarna
tion,-Glory to the Immortal Bishnoo I'" THE GB.AND UNIVEBSAL RBCoNcn.u. 
TI01'1 to be indu.ctd throtPJh the UNITY of tll4 Scieneu, which, while it judgu, also 
mMiata, will reach to and embrace, not merely the Churches and Sects within 
Christendom, but all the Religions and Segments of Humanity outside of and 
beyond it,-eonstituting effectively the Social Unity of the Race. 

9. It would seem, in accordance with all views, whenever any definite exposi
tion of the prophecies bas been ventured upon, that, if Christ is to reappear 
and reign personally on earth, that event should transpire near to this time. 
Should it not occur, the Church will be compelled to re-adjust its exegesis, 
and to 1tccept a less literal interpretation; to substitute an equiMlent eunt for 
the form of the fulfillment which has been previously cherished in idea. 
There need be no greater difficulty in this than in previous adjustments 
which the unfolding of events has enforced, by a rigorous necessity, on the 
Charch. The Old, or Roman Catholic Church can only keep good its record 
by accepting the New Order as the Logical Continuation of its own History;. 
and Protestantism means nothing but chaos, '!lnless it be the attainment of ROme 
higher ground of Unity through the inrerae process of dissent (o. SI, t. 136). 
But, undemood in the li~ht of this New Intellectual Order of Truths, the 
Old Catholic CQurcb appears as the Centering Stem of Unity in the midst of 
the fo~ and branching of the ~t Protestant Divergency. The Numerous 
Sxt.a of Protestantism are then the Leaves, and Twigs, and Branches of the same 
Tree, striving to ignore the Stem, which is alike anxious to be freed from all 
Connection with them. Christendom is hence a house divided against itself, 
and in its present at.ate it cannot stand. The New C"tholic Church recogni7.e8 
and combinea the two Bides of the Complex Truth : the Unity and the Variety 
in t:nivariety. It ezUndl the~ of iU <Ullptan~ fr<>m the Uaciend root in the 
Preoi.tnn Dic~J of Ibatheninn, t.o the latat tendrill and Ezt"'11itiu of the Limbt 
Vi Jlodem Radicalinn, and aMUmdl t.o carry f or1D<1,rd the Oultu'l'd of the WMle t,o 
the fv/Inea of frv.itage, thrmv.fh the Reconciliation, or the Mutual Undmtanding 
and ..4CllllplanM of .AU. It is in a new sense the "Broad Church," and also the 
lli;th and the Deep Church, which establishes and defends the INHERENT Cox
PLEXJTY or TBUTB, and forever excludes the puerile Conception of its Snr
PLicITT, ezttpt ill C1M Note in the Variety, on4' Pluu4' of the COMPLEXITY iUdj. 
The Truth of Idea, and hence of Doctrine, is precisely as manv-1idd as Truth 
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elsewhere ; the Completion, in this age, of the toilsome re
searches of Physical Geography which have busied the world 
for thousands of years ; the Simult.aneollS Completion of the 
Criticism of all the Doctrines and Institutions of the Past ; the 
Triumph of Freedom, Education, and Religion in the iSSlle of 
the Great .American '\Var, and the definitive Intervention or 
the " .American Idea" in the affairs of the World, marrying 

Actualized in the Concrete Universe, which it is the task ofall Philoeophy and 
all Science to unravel and comprehend. What place remains, then, for Dog
matic Assumption and the ez-Mthtldra Condemnation of Others t 

10. To those who are skeptical of Prophecy altogether, as Philosophen and 
Scientists are apt to be, a word ouly can be addressed here. Science in it.a 
maturity will accept much which Science in its half-developed state has been 
prone to reject (o. 391 t. 1315), but will accept it doubtless with BOme modifica.. 
tion. At bottom, nothing is more unpbilosophical than that · Science should 
contest the possibility of foreknowing the Future. The essential element of 
Science itself is Pre-oiNm which is foreknowledge or prophecy. And if it be 
possible to foreknow definitively the precise event of an hour in the Future,-an 
eclipse, for instance, to occur many thousand years hence, by one faculty of the 
mind,-is it unreasonable to suppose that some other of our faculties may cognbe 
more generally and vaguely the concrete form of future events, when perhaps 
those faculties are elevated into some ecstatic and abnormal state of lucidity I 

· This question is wholly apart from that of the degree of authority or infalli
bility which attaches to this variety of pre-vision. If the seer avers, from within 
the charmed circle of bis ex11.lted state, that "be sees a panorama of future 
events spread out before his vision," and that "it is God who, by a direct inter
position, enables him to see it," it would accord with the methods of Science to 
individualize the questions, and t-0 ask, 1. Does he see what be professes to 
see 1 2. It' so, does the Vision really accord with any future aeries of events t 
aocl, 3. Does the testimony or the conviction of the seer to that effect suffi
ciently demonstrate the divine intervention; or may the Viaion and the Pro
phecy lie sufficiently accounted for upon simpler principles of interpretation. 
It was believed in one age, that the voice of God was heard in the thunder. 
Science now accepts the fact of thunder, but 'benrs the voice of GOO in it no 
more than in any other of the BOunrls or noillell of Nnture. While Science dis
perses the prejudices of Superstition, it, as well as Superstition, bas prejudices 
of its own to be overcome. There is a bigotry of learned infidelity which is, at 
best, only a little less dense than the bigotry of traditional and unreasoning 
pietism. · 

Commentary t. 4:J1. 1. It is a leading thought with Hequembourg, that 
the Final Judgment is a process instituted and carried on by " The Sainta, ,, iJa 
t1ie applicatUm of higMI- f 01'111,1 of truth to paat and imperfect conditiona. "' ID 
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the two Hemispheres; the rapid Consolidation of Nationalities, 
as by the Growth of Russia, and other European Dominions, 
in Asia, and the extinction of the smaller States of Europe ; 
the Pla.netary .Abolition of Slavery; the War upon Intempe
rance and other Social Evils ; the Incipient and Progressive 
Emancipation of W om.an; the Advent of Modern Spiritism and 
Spiritualism, as indicative of the closer embrace of the two 
'\T orlds ; the wonderful development of the Arts and Sciences ; 
the belief in the fulfillment of Prophecy Converging upon this 
Period; the Unification of Weights and Measures, Currency, 
etc., for the whole World, now taking place; the New Uni
versal Language undergoing Development ; and, finally, and 
more than all, THE UNIFICATION OF HUMAN KNOWL
EDGE through the .Disccnery of THE UNITY OF THE ScIEN

c~, together with the foreshadowing of a P .ANTARCHAL R.£
GDIE, or UNIVERSAL SPIRITUAL GOVERNMENT FOR MAN

KIND, and the Foundation of a MEDI.ATORIAL CHURCH, upon 
the basis of that Unity of Ideas ;-these are some of the indica
tions, merely, that THE PRESENT is the birth of a TOTAL NEw 
ORDER of Events on the Pl,anet. ( c. 6, t. 345). 

488. I will restate the Analogies of the Three Stages of 

another pMBage, the Saviour says, ' If any man bear my words, and believe 
not, I judge him not; for I came not t.o judge the world, but to eave it. He 
that rejecteth me and receiveth not my words hath one that judgeth him ; the 
Word that I hove spoken, the same shall judge him in the last day.' (John 
xii.: 47, 48). The Saviour here quite consistently declares what his purpoaa 
was in coming to the world-it was to save it. Judgment or CondemnRtion 
was. therefore, incidental. But the p0888ge explains itself, and is very impor
tant in exhibiting to us the nature of judgment. The Saviour disavowed any 
purpose of judging the world .in pet'lltJn ; and in fact he did not personally 
come, and never will. But he established and left a power of judgment in the 
world. and a judgment-seat. Bil Word, hil PtQ[>k, and th4 ProW!ence of God, 
will declare and execute all the purposes of judgment which be intended. Ile 
eaya, in the paaeage, that the Word which he hRB spoken will judge those who 
reject him. Both, also, in the Old and- New Testaments, the &inti are repre-
9e11ted as judging tlie World," et.c. (1). 

(1) Plan of Ibo Cnatlon, p. 21'~ 
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Pneumato-Cosmical Action with the Three Stages of Menta
tion involved in the enlarged Psychological Conception: 
I. THE PRIMITIVE HEAVEN, into which the Ghosts or Spirits 
of dying men enter from Earth, and, casting off the body, pro
ceed from finer to finer degrees of attenuation, (identifying 
now deeper degrees of Interioriza.tion with higher .Ascension). 
This is the Analogue of lMPRESSIONAL Perception, in which 
the Representative Films of External Objects enter the Mind, 
and gradually attenuate into Pure Ideas ; II. THE TRANSI
TION AL HEAVEN, in which the Central Energy, "The Lord,'' 
reacts upon the Primitive Heaven, bringing it into ~n Order 
preparatory to its final descent on earth. This is analogous 
with the reaction of the Self-Consciousness within the .Mind 
upon the primitive ideas assembled there, classifying and 
arranging them by " a Final Judgment" preparatorJt to the 
reprojection of the whole Mind, through the 'Yill, upon the 
World of Matter, in the Actions of the Man ; III. THE ULTE

RIOR HEAVEN, or the Paradise Regained on Earth, through 
Art and the Artistic Rehabilitation of the Planet, as the per
petual and perfected Celestial Abode for the Human Race. 
This is the Analogue of the EXPRESSION of the Individual or of 
the Collective Human Mind,-first in Discourse as Prediction, 
and then in the Works of Human Creation, and in the Perfect 
Conduct of the Individual, and of the Collective Life of Man. 

434. In a Secon<lary sense, PHYSIOLOGICAL Conception, with 
Gestation and Birth, is the Analogue of the same train Qf 
Events. The Compound World hitherto, including the Hea
vens and the Earth,-the Proto-Societismus in both Worlds,
has been a footus in process of growth and preparation for an 
Ulterior Life. The Spiritual Hea1Jens Qf the Past were the 
Fcetal Brain at rest, and being constituted from the Choicest 
Materials fed to it from without. The new energy and the 
premonitions of birth were the first half of the Transitional 
Epoch. THE HOUR OF BIRTH IS NOW. The severance of the 
umbilical cord, and the consignment of the Placenta,-the old 
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Mystieal Ground of Life,-to dissolution and decay, is at the 
touch of Radical Scientific Surgery. The gasping incipiency 
of the life of the New-born Infant will fill the coming century. 
The External air will, from this instant, commence to inflate its 
lungs. Farther on in the future is the robust development of 
Luminous ages. Humanity, as the Grand Man, gets itself in 
this manner ultimately constituted. Tke Normal Progress 
of JJevelopment is not in the direction qf Death,-except as an 
initial and preparatory recoil,-but in the direction of liij'e; 
not towards Interiors, but towards Exteriors and the Ob}ec
tiji,cation qf Ideals in the Actual Oreations of this World qf 
Ullimation and Power. A GRAND TERMINAL CONVERSION 

INTO 0PPOSITF.S of the whole drift of Human Aspiration and 
Faith, away from the Old Hea1Jen and Earth, towards the 
brigld Acclimties qf its own Earthly Celestial JJestiny, will 
mark the Ad1Jent qf the New Order. c. 1-5. 

Commentary f. 434. 1. It is the peculiarity of this view, that D«Jth, like 
DUeaM!, of which it ii the fruit and culmination, is held to be afalUng awa11from 
tAe Nurrnal Duign of Being; which Design waa, and is, at least a QUASI-per

pel!Vll life in tM body; for, while Life and Death have, in tM Abtolute, an Equiv
alence as Elements (t. 412), the praetW.Zl triumph of Life over Death by the 
principle of Preponderance, in tM RelatiN or Actual, is precisely that which 
God or Nature is striving to realize in Man. It follows, therefore, that MAN, in 
bis Normal Perfection, is more than a "Spirit," inasmuch as be is Spirit and 
Body,-The Body not an Encumbrance, l\CCording to traditional repute, but the 
Spiritualized Attendant, the Perfected Servant of the wants of the Soul. Hence, 
Anthropology is placed above Pneumatology in the Typical Table (t. 40) ; 
although still there is a sense in which the order is reversed, ns, in a ae11MJ, the 
Air or Atmosphere is Alme Man's position in Nature, while it is yet beneath 
h~ along with the Earth, also. 

2. Except for the reserve which I wish to impose upon myself in respect to 
tbe utterance of mere Opinions or Articles of Faith in a Preliminary Scientific 
Buis., I should speak here more specifically of the possible and probable return 
of Individual Spirits into the Earth-Life during the present and coming Crisis ; / 
of the bigber Spiritualization of those who will remain in the body; and of 
the germination from these two sources of a New and Superior-that is to say, 
o{ the Normal-Humanity, on the Planet. I will only so far transgress the limits 
of Formal Scientism, as to say, that some have died whom I should not be' sur
pri9ed to greet again in material bodies of a superior mould; and that, as for 
thoee now here, I believe Death is not (practically) the perpetual necessity it is 
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435. Transcendentalism in "The Psychological Conception'' 
of Philosophy echoes to and Repeats Idealism in "The Cos
mical Conception ;" and Experientialism repeats in like man
ner Mat.erialism. c. L .All the other forms of the Cosmical. 

supposed to be. For those,-few, it may be, who shall be willing t.o Cl1'IM into 
tM KMrriW{ld of ..d.U TntJ,la, and t.o M'W it tMth 1UlllceMJing .ft<Ulitg and deu>t;m. 
and tM ftdl eoMllCl'<J.tion of aU tMy hr.JN and Md, in thU OmU.A~ of tM Worl •"• 
Dating, I klieoe, that tM cur• of d«Jth mag be al)(Jf't«l ; IUcA UJemptiqn b..~ 
ning from th8 ti1M tDhen th8 requilitd ma.l4rial and 1piritual 0Mditio1u tall be 
tmn/Jined at a foctU of trua Social OrganVa.tion. Nor is this opinion, notwith
standing I have chosen t.o otfer it in that form, a mt'N opinion, unsuetained by 
the inferences of Science. These I am unable at present, however, for lack of 
spBCe, to expound. The subject wiU come up again, from time to time, in my 
subsequent writings, as a part of the Gospel of this Hour. 

8. To tilcilitate the discussion of this subject, I have adopted a few techni
calities, which may be introduced here. The Surviving Film or Ghost after any 
death of the External Gross Body, whether of a Man, of an Idea on Entering 
the Mind, or of Any Thing else Analogous, I denominate a· PERSISTENT REllAL~
DER. Assuming, then, the possibility that this Film should re-assume to itself 
a new accession of more solid materials, and so recover a Body, this process of 
virtual Resurrection I denotninate THB REHABILITATION OJ' PERSISTENT RE
MAINDERS. 

4. The suggestion of such a Change in Human Destiny arouses at once a 
thousand clifficulties and objections, Physiological, Psychological and Ana
logicnl, and may seem doubtless to be the very weakness of credulity. I con
tent myself for the present with having propounded the subject. There will 
be ample time and occasion hereafter for considering the objections. 

5. Mr. Hewitt, a gentleman subsequently mentioned in connection with ideas 
supposed to be derived from the Spirits (o. 11 t. •53), hM been earnestly pre
dicting for several years a "Great Ctisis" in the affairs of this world, to 
occur near to this time ; to extend from Man to the Physical Constitution or 
the Planet ; annealing it, as it were, and changing essentially the character of 
the Earth itself, its Soils and Atmospheres, and fitting it to he the residence of 
a higher or more Spiritualb:ed Order of Beings; while at the same time the 
change is to be fatal to the inferior orders of animals and meu. Fourier be
lieved in the early happening of New Creations on the Planet, to occur just 
when the World of Men should commence definitively the Reign of Hannony. 
Cantagrel announces that the World is organizing, in Humanity, a World-Soul, 
which is, when organized, to assume the same full control over the Earth-Ball 
itself which the Individual Man wields over bis Body. Analogy seems indeed 
to point to Synchronous changes in the Subjective and the Objective World. In 
accordance with the General Principle of Universology upon the subject, thetie 
impressions, becoming so prevalent, 171Mn llfJ'mething; bow literally they are 
destined to be fulfilled it is unnecessary now to attempt to prognosticate. 

Coinm<!ntury t. 431>. 1. The Analogies here adduced, both Psychological 
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Conception have, likewise, echoes to themselves here ; but 
space forbids any farther expansion of the subject. 

436. We pass now to the consideration of "THE ONTOLOGI
CAL FA.ITH." Here, as in the preceding case, the sphere of our 
observation must be greatly enlarged. By Ontological Faith, 
(1.0) 3rd, in Philosophy, opposed, as the Lowest) to .Anthro
pology, (1. 2) 3rd, in Science, as the Highest Domain, is now to 
be understood far more than has heretofore been intended in 
Philosophy ; far more than Faith in respect to The .Absolute, 
transcendent.ally conceived of, as the Substrate of Being. 
Placing our backs against this dead Limit of Mental Impossi
bility,-w hether as the Noumenon of Philosophy, or The 
Unrevealed God of Theology,-in either case the Great Un
known,-with the tacit acceptance that we yield to our own 
Identity and Self-Consciousness ; with the implicit Faith and 
Trust which men give to Foundations and Backgrounds ; 
affirming, cherishing, and relying upon, while yet ceasing 
ma.inly to regard them, we direct our 'Cital and working Faitk 
oatwardly and forward upon HUMANITY and THE FUTURE oF 
TnE RACE HERE o~ EARTH. We turn our faces westward ; 
no lo11oo-er to the East. Our faith is in the Possibilities of 
Accomplishment. We worship God as re?Jealed, and to be 
reDealed, IN ms "r ORKB ; as incarnated, and to be incarnated, 
IN MA..."""i. \Ve open our eyes upon the light at the same in
stant that our lungs are filled. 'Ve find ourselves in a New 
'Vorld. 'Ve venture to begin to say, within definite limits, 
"I know," in the place of "Credo," the fitting utterance of 
the Preparatory or Incipient Career of Mankind (t. 20). 

and Physiological, are only proximately correct. I present them for the pre.K'nt 
u they will be most popularly and readily understood. The real nature of tl1e 
relations involved is more complex, and mu!!t await a more detailed and exnct 
exposition elsewhere. The double action of the two Hemispheres oftbe Br:iin 
is involved. The first apparent relationship of the two Worlds, as to relative 
SopE>riority and Inferiority, and Male and Female Function, will be subject to 
various modifications. partial reversals, and other adjustments, which it is 
impracticable to introduce now. 
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437. And yet, we too .have our Creed. We believe in All 
that has ever been believed in, in tke Past; revised, clarified, 
syst.ematized, by the Light of Knowledge ; and we add to this 
the whole immense Chapt.er of Possibilities, Capabilities, and 
necessary Actualities in the Future, already irradiated and 
made glorious by the prophetic endowment of Science. The 
Conduct of All Humanity in the Infinit.e Ages hereafter is the 
.Arena. of our Faith. The whole of what has been and is, 
together with the Teleological Necessity, and the Realizations 
to ensue, are THE .ABSOLUTE of Int.egralism. Ethics, Politics, 
and Sociology loom up in this Domain ; Religion translated 
into Life ; the Millennium inaugurated through SC'ience ,· the 
SOLIDARITY and Coherence qf' the Universe fn SPACE, and its 
unbroken CONTINUITY of .Dependence in Tnra, 'Cindicated and 
clearly comprehended. c. l, 2. 

438. We arrive at this immense Subject, only, for the 
present, to dismiss it. It is that for which the whole of this 
treatise is, in a sense, merely an Introduction; but it is too 
extensive to admit of furnishing more than its Prime Divisions 
in this already overcrowded chapter. It covers the ground, 
and more than the ground intended by Hegel by the t.enn 
" Mind" -after "Logic" and "Nature," -coupled with all 

Commentary t. 4:1'1. 1. The prolonged and agonizing Struggl~ after a 
merely sentimental and ideal Unity tDith God, which bas been the life of the 
Religious World in the Past, mrut f!irtually uaae, for all Progre!l8ed and Supe
rior Natures, at I01ll4 ti~,· and when so appropriately as at the imtant U!M11 
the identiw.Uy parallel Btrugg/,e of the &iMtifa World after Unity of Law and 
Syatein in the UflirMr~ oomu to an end, through the discovery and realization, for 
those who are prepared to understand it, of more than nil that was consciously 
hoped fort While the struggle exists, it is the confession, in either case, that no 
such Unity bas been os yet attained to. When Unity with God is reached an<l 
realized in the sense tbnt the Soul rests in it as calmly as in its own Se!!· 
conscious Existence, t"M Manif eatation of E.f!'ort in tll/it direction tcill Urrllir.nt~. 
Men will pray leas; but they will l,ahor more earnestly, os well as more inten:
gently, to actualize divine purposes or ends, in all Spheres: to inaugurate an<i 
maintain the high and completed fonns of life,-mnterial, moral, and &OCi:il. 
Prayer, or the petitions of helplessness, pertain, in preponderance, to the Jn. I 

funtoid, and earnest labor, in preponderance to the Adultoid Age of Develop- j 
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that Fourier means by "The Social Destiny of Man." The 
following Table, exhibiting the Natural Affinities of the first 
branchings of Ontological Faith with the Several Drifts of 
Pneumato-Cosmical Development previously sketched, must 
conclude the Subject:-

TABLE 31.. 

~ FaitA (1. 0) 3rd. 

8. TBB hTBGRA.L Ol'l'roLOGIOAL 

F.&rm. 

2. THE Umn:RSOLOGICAL O:NTOLO
GICAL FA.ITH. 

1. TBB Tm!:oLOGIC.&-MB'l'A.PHTBIC.AL 

OlrroLOOICAL FA.ITH. 

(1 • 0) 3rd) 3rd. 

a . o> 3rd) 2"4. 

a. o> 8nl) i•. 

Pneumato-~ Q. 0) (2""). 

ULTBRIOR REACTION. 8rd Drift. 
Final Ezternal Order. 

REVERSAL. 2nd-ry Drift. " Final 

Judgment in Spirit-World." 

PlmlITrvE DRIIl'T. The Old Hea
vens and Hells {and Earth). 

(1, 0) gad {3rd). 

a . 0) 2°4 (2'"'). 

(1 • 0) 211d {111). 

439. We pass now to the consideration of ONTOLOGY itself, 
the Science which discriminates THE ABSOLUTE, THE INFINITE, 

and THE EcsTA.TIO. This is not the basilar Antithesis of Anthro-

ment. Some Ages, some Nations, and some Individuals are btl.oto, others are 
tiporn a level with, and others again are, or ~ill be, alloN, the felt necessity, for 
instituted or habitual prayer, as an ezpre888lon of the Soul's want. 

2. With the averment in the preceding Paragraph boldly made, I nevertbe
le98 accept most heartily the sentiment contained in the following Eztract from 
one of the most pious and devoted of authors: "Therefore let not the man who 
is !iO far mentalized that be catches these correlations [between the Spiritual 
aad the Physical Nature of things] with lees difficulty of analysis and syn
thesis, heedlessly destroy the useful forms by which his younger brother is 
aacending to the Li~ht and Love and Actuation of the higher moral Life. 
They are the ladder by which be himself bas ascended, yea, and has yet to 
llCeDd-only in other and higher forms." (1). 

(1) Ttie IJTing Pcm:es of the Unlnne-Oeo. W. Thompeon; p. 
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pology (1.2) 3n1, the Crowning Science of Specialogy; that is, 
as we have just seen, The Ontological Faith (1.0) 3n1. It is, 
on the contrary, in a sense, the still more basilar Antithesis of 
t!ie, in a sense, still more crowning department of Echosophy 
which we now know as Genera.logy or Natural Philosophy. 
It is therefore oc:o, as contrasted with ±. This is, however, 
pre-eminently the Supreme Department of Naturo-Metaphysio; 
while it is Unismal, as contrasted with Speculology (t .0), 
which is Duismal; and while, in the Echosophismus, on the 
contrary, it is Specialogy, Duismal, which, on the whole, pre
dominates over Genera.logy, which is Unismal; for, by acer
tain Loyalty to the I>ominant Principle of each I>omain, it 
is that which ACCORDS WITH UNITY which takes the lead in 
Philos<>pky, as it is that wkick· ACCORDS WITH DUALITY 
whieh does so in Science. Philosophy is Generalizing, and 
Science Specializing. GENERALITY by it.a drift towards 
Totality or Wholeness, is Unismal,-inasmuch as the Integer 
(or Whole) is a Unit; and SPECIALITY, by it.a drift towards 
Partism, and thence to Particulism, (Little-, or Least-Part
ism ), is Duismal. 

440. It should be observed, in explanation of the preceding 
paragraph, that the Clefs which consist of other signs than 
the Arabic Figures, as ±, etc., are merely substitutes; and 
that the same Branches of Knowledge might, with a little less 
or abridgment merely, have been notated, by a different Ad· 
jnstment, by the aid of Numbers alone; thus, (1 .2) 1, in the 
place of ± ; (1. 2) 2 in the place of 1 . 2, etc. It is in this 
sense that ± and o::o are U nismal ; 1. 2 and 1. O Duismal, ere. 

441. Let us recur, in the first instance, more specifically 
to Natural Philosophy ( ±") ; first, to indicate it.a primary Divi
s:ons, and then to compare it with the subject now to be 
brought under consideration ; for while as a Generalization of 
Echosophy, it belongs with Science ; yet by it.a character of 
Generality, it is still a Pkilosopky, and is better considered, 
in it.a details, at this point. A few Para.graphs must su1fice. 
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It subdivides primarily, with reference tO the Twofold Nega
tive Continent of Being-SP A.OE and Tnrn. Comte has fallen 
upon this ground of distribution. It has furnished to him 
the di.fl'erence between the St.a.tic and the Dynamic (or ::Motic} 
portions of his Philosophy-or between the Theoretical and 
the P~tioal halves of the Subjeo~ ± 1.2, and ±l"'.2Dd. The 
±then subdivides into the+, which is the Major Aspect of 
the Statio-and-::Motic Aspect, and is "The Objective Method" 
of Comte; the-, which is the Minor Aspect, "The Subjec
tive Method," and the =,which may be assumed as the 
Generalized ANALOGY between the Objective and Subjective 
Methods, from the similarity of Law empirically obserDed as 
existing between them. (t. 443, 444). 

442. The+ and - signs combined with the Number-Clefs, 
as + 1., - 1, etc., denote that practical blending of Gen
eralogioal and Specialogical Considerations which almost al
ways OCCUI'S in the treatment of any of the Sciences. N aturo
Metaphysioal Principles, (1 ; 0), also glide, unobserved, into 
the treatment of subjects professedly scientific--a fact sig
nalized, exposed, and much inveighed against by the author 
of Positivism. 

443. In respect to the Generalized ANALOGY between the 
Objective and the Subjective Methods in Natural Philosophy, 
(the Study of the Universe from the World to Man, and from 
Man to the World, respectively), which Generalized Analogy 
is the Central and Unifying Domain of Genera.logy, Comte, 
who has, as it were, created this whole Science or Philosophy 
±, comm~nced before his death a Third Great Elaboration 
which was in part to cover this precise ground, though not so 
definitely as it might have been made to do. This final 
work he denominated The Sul>jectiu Synthesis, and defined 
it as The Uni'nersal System of Conceptions proper to tke 
Normal 81,ate Qf Humanity. These were, of course, deduced 
.A Posteriori, and stand accordingly contrasted with The Uni
rer•a,l, Sys/,em, of the NECESSARY and UNIVERSAL Conceptions 

28 
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of the Human Mind, to determine which, by .A. PrWri invest.i
gation, has been the perpetual effort of Philosophy properly 
so called, 1 ; O. 

444. More strictly speaking, both Naturo-Met.aphysic, 1 ;O, 
and Natural Philosophy, ±, have each an .A. PriQTi, and au ' 
.A. Posteriori. Let .A. Prfori Method be symbolized by a Pro
cedure downward from the Head to the Trunk and Feet of the 
Human Body ; and .A. PosteriQTi Method by the opposite 
Procedure, upward from the Feet to the Head. The Method 
of the Metaphysician is The .A.. PriQTi Procedure FIBST, fol,. 
lowed by a Re?Jersed Procedure dependent upon it, which, in 
respect to order, is then .A. Posteriori; while the Method of the 
Positivist or Natural Philosopher is The .A. Posteriori Procedure 
FIRST, followed by a Re?Jersed Procedure dependent upon i~ 
which, in respect to Order, is then .A. Priori. But in the matter 
of the Metaphysics, the two Drifts are not so distinctly pro
nounced. It is only in the case of Fichte and Hegel that the 
effort t-0 return from the External World to the First Prin· 
ciples sought to be established in the Metaphysic is formally 
made. In the Great Mass of Metaphysical Philosophy, the 
whole Procedure is .A. PriQTi, and from The Absolute to The 
Infinite, or from Absolute Unity (Unism), to Absolute 'Va
riety or Multifariousness (Duism) (a. 25, t . 267), as will 
elsewhere be shown. At a central point in this career, 
analogous with the locality or the Genitals in the Individual 
Human Body, occurs the Conjunctional Effect and Manifesta
tion of the Principle which I denominate &staticism, as the 
Third Term between The .Absolute and the Infinite. Finally, 
it should be observed, in passing, that the ScIENTO-PmJ.o. 
SOPHY of Universology and lntegmlism is the Identification, 
by a Closer Analysis and Comparison, of the Universal Prin· 
eiples of the Metaphysician and of the Positivist, respec
tively ; and of the logical bases of .A. Priori and .A. Poskrif>ri 
Methods, universally. 

445. The striking and appropriate motto of this last gtea& 
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work of M. Comte-The Subjective Synthesis-is this: Induc
tion conducting f,o .Deduction for tke Sake of Construction,. 
(Induire pour deduire a fln de construire). The work was 
planned to consist of three Parts (in four Volumes). These 
Parts were to have been, 1. Tke System of Positi1Je Logic; 
2. The System of Positi1Je Morals,- and, 3. Tke System of 
Positi1'e Industry. Of these Parts, the great author, "founder 
of Positivism and of the Religion of Humanity," only lived to 
complete the first, The Positi1Je System of Logic. His disci
ples in France propose, it is understood, to endeavor to com
plete the two remaining Parts, as well as may be done, from 
the indications and the spirit of his other works, and from their 
own understanding of the subjects involved. The meaning 
which he attaches to the term Logic is, of course, quite distinct 
from both Logic in its ordinary Scholastic Sense, (Cata.logic}, 
and Logic in the now well-known Universal Sense, as the 
Equivalent of Metaphysic. according to Hegel ; and equally 
di1J'erent from the Special Scientific .A.NALOGIC which is pre
dominantly meant in the present work by this latter term. It 
ie, on the contrary, what I have denominated it, Generalized 
Analo{!ic, or the Appropriate (Logic as Universal Conceptions, 
and the) Analogic of Generalogy, which is the Generalized 
and somewhat Indeterminate Aspect of Echosophy. With the 
"Universal" Principles, (as the Three Laws of Physics, ex
tended to Sociology, in the PoUtique Positi'De), abstracted, and 
dealt with in their rigorously Analogical aspect, it would have 
constituted the real Nexus between his two former works. 

446. Such is then the threefold Subdivision of Echosophic 
Genemlization: 1. The Objective Method- World-ro-Man ,"
'I'runk-U>-Head; 2. The Subjective Method-Man·ro- World,· 
-Head-U>-'Prunk ,· and, S. The Connecting Logic of the former 
two, "The Subjective," properly the Intervening, Synthesis,. 
The Intermediation between Man and World, as Logical 
Nexus ,·-by .Analogy, The Neck qf the Indimdual Human 
Body. The Head, formerly presented as the type of Intelli-
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gence (Dia. 2, t. 41.); and then as that of Heaven (t. 408), re
appears here as the .Analogue of Man, the Sub;"ect of Intelli
gence, and the Superior or Celestial Product of Being. The 
N eek, previously spoken of as the .Analogue of the Inter
mediate Spirit-Vi orld between the Head (Heaven) .Anthro
poid, and the Trunk (Earth and Hell) Cosmoid, was so, espt:
cially in respect to the Throat as Breathing and Swallowing 
.Apparatus, representative of the Viscera (t. 408); here, it i~ 
so mainly in respect to the bony framework of the Cervix, 
representative of the entire skeleton, the more complete .Ana
logue of Generalized Logic (t. 440). 

447. Echoing to these Subdivisions is then the threef<;>ld 
Subdivision of Ontology above alluded to. Herein, as seen 
by Tab. 1'o. 32 are, 1 . .A.nsoLUTOLOGY, which is Objective, or 
related to the Universe as apart from God, and is hence Philo
sophical or Metaphysical, as contrasted with Theology ; and 
2. INFINITOLOGY, which is Subjective and Spiritual, and hence 
Theological, or associated especially with the Supreme Being. , 
God is recognized at once, both in Theological and common 
phrase, as meant by Tke Inflnite; while the phrase, Th.e Abs~ 
lute, carries the thought over, just as naturally, to Meta.physics. 

448. The .Absolute 'O of Naturo-Metaphysic echoes therefore 
to Objective Generalogy +,The Universe to the World; and 
the Infinite a to Subjective Generalogy-, or God to Man. In
termediate and 3'4, is x, THE EcsTATIC, echoing to = ; or the 
Intermediation and Conjunction of The Infinite and The 
.Absolute,-or of God and The Universe, or of Man as God and 
of Woman as the Universe (or 'Vorld), (t.1065),-ecboingto 
The Intennediation and Conjunction of Man as the Subjective 
World, to the Immediate Objective 'Vorld as his Medium of 
Surroundings and Support or as the Matrix which contains 
him. So, finally, by a similar .Analogy, the Genitalia connect
ing the two Sexes, echo to the Throat and N eek connecting the 
Head (.Analogue again of Man) with the Trunk (.Analogue of 
Woman) within the Individual Body. (t. 408). I have shown 
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elsewhere (1) that in the Neck and Throat are repeated a~l the 
Organs of Sexuality less specifically, and with a lower ~stasy 
of function ; and that Ea.ting and Conversation, oq Speak
ing and Hearing, are both analogous functions wit;O. Coition. 
c. 1-7. . 

449. The following extract from the Subjecti?Je Synthesis of 
Comte requires a word of Comment to bring it into harmony 
with what has here been said : "We ought normally to regard 
The First Philosophy and the Third Philosophy as the N eces. 
sary Types [.Analogues] of Abstractness and Concreteness 
(respectively]; the former concerning the Entirety of Pheno- · 
mena, and the latter concerning the Totality of Beings. Con
nected with both, so as to institute a Unity between them, The 
Second Philosophy participates simultaneously in their respec
tive characters, the combination of which forms its own, 
according to the proportionate degrees of Proximity." (2). 

450. It might be supposed here that by "First Philoso
phy" is meant the same as by "Objective Method" (t. 36); 
by "Third Philosophy,'' the same as by "Su~jective 

Commentary t. 448. 1. It would appear from these Analogies that 
Religion, BSBOCiated with God and Theology, ia Masculine (The Male in the Con
junction), and that Philoaophy, 8890Ciated with The Universe and Metapl1ysica, is 
Feminine (The Female in the Conjunction). So they are by Repetitive Ana
logy (t. 31); but UwkntiaUg it is the Oppoaite. It ia the Male Type of Mind 
which ~ itMlf t.o Philoaophy for the re880n that it u intrinncallv Feminine, 
and it is the Female Type of Mind which devotes itself to Religion, because it 
;. intrinWnJly Masculine. In Manifeat.ation, the case is therefore reversed, and 
Philoeophy app«Jr• aa Masculine, and Religion aa Feminine. 

2. But both the Philosophy and the Religion of the Put are merely Sub. 
d.i'risions of the Naturiamus; and, hence, Ill a tohole, Feminoid and Infantoid 
(c. a4, t. 136), aa contrasted with the Scientismua, and with Sciento-Philo
eoph1-Masculoid Ioatead of ttDO Indiciduala of the Oppoaite Su we have 
before us really, therefore, analogically, the two Side-halvea of the Individual 
Female Body enacting the part of, or echoing t.o, Separate lndividuals-lfale 
and Female. The Left Side,-Thd Hearl, Ajf«tWll (t. 42) atands now for 
Religion, and the Right Side,-.Abltraanear, R«t!flcation, .Lato-terminating in 

(l) .ADllJoclea1 Anatomy of the Bead and Tnuik. (t) 8711t~1e Su~octlYc, Vol I. p. !IN. 
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Metll?d" (t 36); and by "Second Philosophy," the same as by 
the Nexus between these two, above alluded to, and now under 
considet~tion. Such is not, however, the author's meaning, 
but, as Le explains elsewhere (1 ), by First Philosophy, he 
means a Body of "Universal" Abstract Principles which he 
has discovered (empirically) or adopted and codified, fifteen in 
number, their Type being THE IMMUTABILITY OF LA. w; by 
Second Philosophy, he means another Series of Principles, 
less comprehensive and more numerous; General, merely, in
stead of Universal; but still .Abstract, the type of which is 
GRAVITATION; and by Third Philosophy he means the 
Generalization of Concrete Science, in which he is unable to 
present either Universal or General Laws-the Laws therein 
being Special or Particular. The consideration of these 
Classes of Laws will be resumed elsewhere (t. 455). 

451. The above exposition of .A Priori and .A Posteriori 
Method (t 444) exhibits the Human Head as the type of Man, 
and the Trunk-and-Limbs as the type of the World (446). 

Action or Practical Philosophy, stands for Naturo-Metaphysic. These cohere at 
the Median Line, bnt are sufficiently cleft fundamentally to admit the penetration 
and disparting sccess of the tnu Masculine Principle ; that of thorough Scientic 
Analysis and Research. In this Congress is aeated the inmost of all Principles, 
the Ecstaticism of Regenerative Being; the Exquisiteness of Nascent Life 
itself. 

8. There is a seeming Contradiction here of the .Analogues previously stated 
(t. 24), where Philosophy is made to echo r1Jpetitiuly to Matter, and tendentially 
to Mind, while Religion is the Analogue of :Movement or Action (here assigned 
to the right band, and associated with Philosophy}. It is, however. merely a 
complexity and modification in the higher evolution. The Internal ACTION. 

~l. is still the Heart.beat, associated with the Left ijide, and so with Reli
gion; the External Action signified by the Right Hand is 8880Ciated, first, with 
B«tijicatU!n (Lat. &ctua, the RmHT HAND), tbe Attribute of Science (l 519), 
and then with Extemality, the Attribute of Matter (t. 86), and ultimately with 
Practice-e.nd so with PmLosoPRY, as related in tum to all these. 

'- The Progeny begotten by Scientism upon the body of Naturism is the 
New and Resplendent Naturism of Art, or the regenerate and newbom Uni-

(1) SyntMoa Sabject!Ye, Vol L p. 14. 
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The entire body of the Universe resulting from the combina
tion of these two factors, the Founder of Positivism then :finds 
subdivided somewhat, I may add, as Language is divided into 
Parts of Speech, into Seven "Natural Categories," the do-

. mains of the Seven Grand Sciences which constitute his 
Ascending Scale or Hierarchy of the Sciences. These I have 
elsewhere exhibited in Diagram as a Pyramid, and they will 
often recur for consideration. Their names, and the order in 
which they arise, are the following: 1. MATHEMATICS (1. The 
Calculus, 2. Geometry, 3. Mechanics) ; 2. .A.sTRONOMY ; 3. 
PHYSICS ; 4. CHEMISTRY ; 6. BIOLOGY ; 6. SOCIOLOGY ; and, 
7. ETmcs (La Morale). (t. 200). 

452. I shall state here in brief, trusting in part to future 
exposition, and in part to the Obviousness of the Analogies 
themselves, when stated; in what manner this Grand Distribu
tion of the Sciences stands related, corporeally ; that is to say, 
with the Parts and Aspects of the Human Body. The Mathe
matics are the Analogue of the Limbs aµd their Conjunction 

verse, predominating in Goodness, Truth, and Beauty, in every Sphere of Being. 
It should be repeated, that we are autbori7.ed by a Principle of our Science 
(c. 38, 136) to identify successive Crisis-periods found in the Ordinary Evolu
tion of Events in Time, as it' they were one and the same event, in respect to 
the larger Ideal Evolution (Spaceoid); and hence, to speak of the Impending 
Crisis-Event in Human Afi'airs, sometimes 88 a begetting, sometimes 88 a birth, 
10metimes aa the period of dentition, and sometimes as an arriving at puberty 
or adult age. ll u tM Spirit of D«UiN and Cli~ TraMition tchUA ia 
fft«lnt. 

ti. Religion becomes identified above with the Left Side of tbc Body, Md yet 
the Left Side tendentitilly with THE ABSOLUTE as the Basie of Philosophy. TI1is. 
Abt!olute-Representative of Wholeness-is the lfedian Line, totcarda which 
the LEFT Sim: ronf10lua; while from that Line, 88 its Base, the Rm HT IIAND, 
out8tl"etched, witl1draws in its reach after &ltttion or Something otl1er. In this 
manner the Left Side (FREE or LBFT, Lat. Aliaolutua, FREE) becomes consociated 
with Tn ABSOLUTE, and the Right Hand with Tllli: RELATIVE; the Left re
peating the Back, and the Right the Front or Face. Absolutism is the recog
nb:ed characteristic of The East, or of Asia, and of Antiquity; and Relativ
ism ·(or Relativity, the Modem Scientific Spirit) that of the West, or of Europe 
(and America), and so again of Modern Times and the Future. 
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with the Body ; thus : Arithmetic of the Extremities, the 
Fingers and Toes; Algebra of the Equation of the Limbs 
and Extremities upon the two Sides of the Body; the Dif
ferential and Integral Calculus of the Diverse Branchiness of 
the Limbs and of the Integrative Mass of the Body, respec- · 
tively ; repeating DIVERGENT and CONVERGENT INDIVIDUAL. 
ITY as Abstract Principles illustrated in Tab. 2, t. 41.; and 
the Calculus of Variations of the Suppleness and Gesticula
tion of the Body. The Ten Fingers are the Basis of all Count 
and so, as it were, of all Number. The Figures, representing 
Numbers, are called Digits, from the Latin Digiti, FINGERS • 

. Two-sided Equality is the basic idea of Algebra, of Analogic, 
and more radically of All Science; Difference and Integration 
relate to the Parts and the Vvhole. Geometry is the Analogue 
of the Limbs, as such, between the Trunk and the Extremities, 

6. The grandly conceived Philosophy of Hoiin~ Wronski attempts to inter
vene reconciliatively between these two Standing-points and Drit\s. He is the 
o.utbor of Me#ianilm, of The Abaoluu Reform <if Human KnotDUxlge, and of other 
numerous and very rem11rkable works, only not estimated because they are not 
extensively known. He is a mo.n who, like Comte, combines an extraordinary 
scientific endowment with complete devotion to the ulterior and supreme eleva
tion of mo.n, while more imbued with the spirit of the older religious sentiment 
of the Christian World. He he.s put forth, as the Basis of his system, the Con
ception that the Civilization of Asia, Absolutoid o.nd Intuitional in character, 
and the Civilization of Europe, Relativoid, Skeptical, o.nd Purely lntellect.ual, 
have come to a dead lock, or rather too. total divergency in their several careen 
of mental progress, and that neither is now competent to raise the world to a 
higher plane of Development. In this dilemma he appeals to, and foresees, the 
Providential intervention of the Sclavic Nations, e.s a New People lying, geo
gre.phically, between Asia and Europe, having e.s yet their Philosophical Con
ceptions to evolve. These will naturally tend to partake of the oharactcr of both 
the other systems, while yet, as he believes, to rise higher than either. It is 
this Ideal Mission struggling somewhat blindly to realize itself, and not any 
merely Political strife for e.scendency, which he regards ns the meaning of Pan
sclavism. He too (c. 1, t. 430) bas forgotten America, a still Newer People than 
the Sclaves; and has not seen so clearly e.s he should that it is by an "1lnz.. 
development of the Pure Intellect, symbolized by the .till farllier West.em 
Longitude of thia Continent that the race will begin to return to the Absolute 
Convictions and Deep Intuitions of the Ee.st and the Early Ages; that, in ~ 
the Cosmical Wave of Emigration and of Ideal Evolution is destined to go 
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or of the Extremities as Limbs. The Units of Measurement 
take their names from these parts of the body, as the Ell (cf. 
elbow), the Span (or reach of the arms), the Foot, Inch (Fr. 
pouce, THE Tumm), etc. The Limbs are the Diametrids of 
the Body, and so, analogous with the Standards and Bases of 
all Geometrical Construction (c. 7,. t. 43). Finally, Mechanics 
has for its Analogue the Compagination of the Parts of the 
Body as Parts of a Machine, or the Constituents of One Total 
Mechanismus moved by forces from the Vital Centres. 

453. AsTRO:NOlCY is analogous with the Whole Body exter
nally viewed. The Head and Brow, in another sense repre
senting Man (Male), now represents the Sun as a God in 
Heaven, a Male Figure; the Trunk then represents the Mother
Earth, and is al.so representative of Woman (t. 448). c. 1-10. 

round the Globe, rather tb11n to revert or become stationary at any middle posi
tion. Still, while this is the truth of the subject, in preponderance, as I think, 
I recognize that, co-exilitently, the rising wave has its immense reftuxional cur
rent, represented by the Rnssi11n Empire and the other Sclavic people, and thnt 
there is hence a genuine inspiration in the Conception of Wronski. The Entente 
Cordiak which baa spontaneously arisen between Russia, the 1\Iost Absolutoid 
(A..rbitrismal), and The United States, the Most Relatoid (or Logicismal) Na
tiona of Christendom, may have in it an occult significnnce the grandeur of 
which the Future alone can devtllop. Their divergency should embrace, a.'I 
Pivot of Unity, the Pantarchal or Spiritual Government, Interventional, Volun
tary, or Self-authorized, and functionating predominantly in the discovery and 
promulgation of Sciento-Pbilosophical, and -Political Laws. 

7. The yawning schism heretofore extant between Arbitrism and Logiciem, 
the Spirit of the East and the Spirit of the West, so healed inullectually, or fa 
Princi.pk, as it now tends to be ~ibilly and inatindiuly, between the two 
Youngest nnd Greatest of Nations, wouhl readily be healed by that influence, 
and otller co-operative tendencies between the Older Branches of the Planetary 
Commonwealth; between Asia and Europe; ond between the Catholic and 
Protestant Factious in the bosom of Europe herself. Let Ruseia and America 
consent and unite to govern by the Force of Ideas demonstrating the Co-opera
tive Unity snd Potency of Opposite Principles and Systems, subordinating the 
ambition of merely territorial and material aggrandizement, and the way is 
broadly open to the disarming of Europe, to the immense and rapid develop
ment of Industry and Learning, to the Conquest of Prejudice and Selfishness 
in the World, and to the rapid and early realization of all high ideals. 

<frnn1nentary t. •463. 1. Simon C. Hewitt, formerly from Boston, now, 
I believe, residing in one of the W cstem States, was a distinguishe<l pioneer in 
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PHYSICS conesponds with, and echoes to, the Aspects, Reflects, 
Faces, or Facets of·the Body, and hence to its FoRM as ab
stracted from its Substance,- CHEMISTRY holds the same rela
tion to the SUBSTANCE of the Body abstracted from its Form. 
BIOLOGY-consisting of Vegetalogy and Animalogy,-echoes 
to the Vegetative and Animal Physiological Systems within 
the Body, respectively,-they having again their Respective 
Centres, in the Trnnk for the Vegetative, and in the Head for 
the Animal. SocIOLOGY conesponds with the Separate Guilds 
or Local Centres and Systems dependent on them, consociated. 
in the Unity and Co-operative Harmony of the Whole; from 
the Grand Nerve- and Blood-Centres and -Systems down ~ 
the System involved in the Constitution of the Single Primi
tive Cell. And, finally, MORALS, the Science of Posture rila
tively to others, is analogous with the Abstract Lines of Direc
tion which regulate the Body with reference to its Normal 
Uprightnes8 of Position, and its Various InclinatWrul and 

the Spiritist Literature and Experiences of the last few yeara, and connected espe
cially with that branch of the Movement known as " The Practical Spiritual
ists," of whom John M. Spear has been the leading mtdivm,-a aect of Spiritista 
strongly tending towards Socialism. Mr. Hewitt exhibited, at one time, the 
model of ll new order of MCbitecture for a Unitary Home, the plan and prin
ciples of which were, as he claimed and doubtless believed, communicated t.o 
liim through impression, by the Spirits. The Edifice embodied in a surprising 
degree the idea of the Female Body,-the Home regarded, eeemingly, aa a 
Matrix protecting and accommodating it.a inh11bitants. There was quite ob
viously presented in the architecture a woman Beated upon an eminence. The 
Outline was moulded or modifted artistically so as to differ entirely in that 
respect from the Temple of the Sciences ideally suggested in this work, which 
cleals almost exclusively in Straight Lines and Severe Anglea; in other respects, 
however, there was a striking resemblance. (o. 6, t. '3•). 

2. The Dome and Parts above answered to the Head ; the Entablature to the 
Neck, and the Upper Story (of three) to the region of the Bl't'38ta. In front of 
this upper portion of the Trunk were two detached balconies artistically 
rounded below and in the form of their covering above, so as to suggest the 
MammGB. The Wings of the Edifi.ce answered to the Arms. u the ~ of 
birds are the recognized Homologuea of the Superior or Anterior Extremitiea 
of Mammals however modifi.ed. The middle region was .the Abdomen and the 
Lower-Story or Basement was the Pelvis. The Interior Arrangements of the 
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.Declinations. It should be added that Theology has for its 

.Analogue the Centering Point above the Head to which the 
Unitary Uprising of the Body conyeys or points, and to which 
it defers,--0r such other Teleological Point as may prove to 
be most commanding. 

454. We return now to the Consideration of the nexus be
tween the Head and Trunk, to which I have assigned the 
Clef=, which is the well-known Sign of .Algebraic Equation. 
Now, it is not the N eek, precisely, as nexus between Head and 
Trunk, but the Median Line down the Centre of the Head and 
Body, the nexus between the two Equal Sides, which is en
titled to this sign, first as corresponding with Algebra specifi
cally, and secondly, with The Algebraic Spirit of Pure Specu
lative .Abstraction pointed out by, and especially distasteful 
to Comte. But, in the N eek, this Equation of the two Sides is 
brought to a Species of Focalization. · It is there that the 
Nerve Lines from One Side of the Head cross to the Opposite 

Apartmmts, relatively to their u~, conformed to these Analogies in a more 
or lees perfect degree. The RoRds a!Ce!lding the Eminence on either side, and 
converging at the base of the building, indicated in vague outline the Lower 
Extremities. If nature is immodest, or if some of our prevailing ideas regard 
as immodest what she does not, the difficulty must be compromised as it best 
may. Nature, Science, and Art, all seem combined in making slight account 
of conventional pruderies of all sorts. The Figure or Symbol of the Human 
Body as a Temple of the Soul, or a Residence for Man, is not new, and was 
boldly employed by Jesus in one of his contests with the Jews. "Destroy this 
T-pk," he said," and in three dnys I will raise it up." (1). "But be spake 
orthe temple of his body." (2). So, in the Apocalypse, both Babylon, the Old 
and Evil City, and The New Jerusalem, the New and Beautiful Homo of 
Humanity. are symbolized under the form of a Woman. The term" City" is 
there used for a Bingk Cumple:e FJdijiu. This is shown by the cubic form of the 
New JemBSlem which is precisely applicable to the single residence, with ita 
"Many Mansions," bot not at all so to the literal City as an aggregate of 
bouaes. (c. 6" t. 198, 1015). 

8. Without further ob8erving the dijfmmcea between the two models (the 
Artistic and the Scientic), a few additional remarks are in place upon the gen
eral Subject. The Neck has been specified in the Text (t. 408) as the region 

(1) John IL : 19. (i) lb., '" Sl. . 
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Side of the Trunk, and so inversely. This is called Decnssa.
tion ; tying, as it were, the two sides of the body together. 
The Figure resulting is this : 

Dlaarazn No. s. 

This denotes a new Variety of Equation. It breaks into > and 
< which are the remaining Primitive Signs in Mathematics, 
and denote indeterminately declining and augmenting Ratio. 
The compound figure >< denotes therefore equation between 
these two Varieties of Ratio. It is a special Variety of the Equa
tion more generally signified by =, which properly denotes 
more radically tke Universalized Ornception of EQUALITY, as 

which coincides especially with the Intermediate Spirit-World. The Throat in 
addition to the Esophagoua contains the Truchea or Windpipe (the Wind-, 
or Air-, or breathing-passage-way. This is the Stem of the Lungs-the Aerial 
or Pneumatoid region of the Body (t. 98). This region extends from the 
Nostrils to the Lungs, and includes centrally the Throat. But in this same 
region occul'B, in striking predominance, The Hairy Development of the body. 
The Hair of the Head falls over and conceals the back of the Neck; and the 
Beard of the Male does the same, in front, in respect to the Throat. What do 
these facts signify 1 And what is the specific Symbolism of the Beard conferred 
upon one of the Sexes and denied to the other I 

4. The Hair is the Analogue, within or upon the body, of the Shade or Sba
dow which falls backward from the Penon, or from an Edifice, in the direction 
away from the Light, aa from exposure to the Sun, for instance. In the Woman 
it is a Vail or Symbol of Concealment or Retiracy, anll is significant of that 
characteristic in her. Shade implies the Radiation of Light, inversely, and the 
<JMo«,ure (or Head of Hair) is, to use a bold figure, a /aacicu/,t11 of the Bayt of 
ShaiJ.<Jw <>r Darknnl. The general contrast of Light and Shade, as from the otr 
jcctive Sun, affects the two Sexes equally, except that the Woman is immersed 
more deeply in.the Shade, of which she is more predominantly representatin. 
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lying at the basis of Alge bra, Dialectic, Analogic, and so of 
Science universally, as its most radical Principle,--pivoting 
on the Decussation which occurs, as it were, at The Punctum 
Vita, in the Neck. (t. 1079). 

455. The so-ca.lled .ABsTRACT Principles, The Observational 
Generalizations really, which constitute Natural Philosophy, 
or Genera.logy, are collectively Analogous with the Skeleton 
of the Hu.man Body, as will be shown more at large else
where. The Skeleton Qf the Man is the ABSTRACT Man in 
this proximate sense, though still Concrete. (The Purely 
Abstract Human Body, the Analogue of another class of .Ana
lytical and Transcendental General:imtions, is the Body as 
sketched by Schemative Lines in Pure Space with no infilling 
whatsoever, either of Flesh or Bone,-the System of Typical 
Plans, the Ideal Outlay of the Body, which Logically precedes 
it in Being). The Grand Group of UNIVERSAL .Abstract Prin
ciples (in this Modified Sense of Abstractness) which constitute 
the " First Philosophy" of Comte, and which ajf ect all the 
Science.,, or "apply equally to .All Classes Qf Phenomena," 
have their .Analogue in the Vertebral Column (or The Back-

Both have, therefore, Heads or Hair, falling in the Bame general direction, such 
being only somewhat more distinctive of the Female. I will 888Ume here, for 
the present, trusting to prove it, to what will be incidentally adduced else
where, that the prevalent tendency of women to wearing the hair long, and that 
of men to wMring it short, is based upon true instincts in the several natures of 
the two Sexes, e.x~pt a temporary reversal in transition periods, as now among 
" the Long-Haired Reformers" (lien), and " the Short-Haired Women Reform
ers," who are developing in themselves, for good uses, some of the qualities of 
the opposite seL I will aesume, upon the same terms, that length of hair, (as 
traditioually in the case of Samson), is related to, and coincident with, some 
Tariety of Strength, physical, or mental, or both, endotmoltxJ, through these capil
lary tubes, from Nature at large; and finally, that o.mong the forces 1K1 sym
bolUed o.nd aided is that of NATIVE, or SENSATIONAL INTmTION, a faculty of 
Knowing, in which woman is superior to man to a degree which compensates 
remarkably for the snperiority of the man in Pure Intellect, the penetrating 
power or abstruse scientific discovery, now about to be signalized. 

5. It bas been noticed above that the ordinary Head ot' Hair endows equally 
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Bone proper). They constitute, in other words, The Back
Bone qf the Total Constitution Qf Being. The Pelvis is the 
Something-, (Ground or Ba.sis), and the Skull the Nothing
Domain, (the Counter, Negative, or Logical Ground), of the 
.Abstractismus,-they two combining to represent SPACE (the 
Firmament beneath and the Arch overhead), hence one of 
the Two Abstract and Negative Continents of Being. The 
Concatenated Vert.ebrre, (Separate Bones of the Back), of the 
True Vertebral Column are then the Analogue of Tnra, the 
remaining one of these Two Abstract Negative Continents. 
The Particular or Individual Bones of this Column, in addi
tion to Periods in the Succession of Time, denote The Indivi
dual UNIVERSAL .Abstract Principles of the Order empirically 
or discursively discovered or formulized by Comte-consti
tuting his "First Philosophy." These he has found only to 
the number of 15; they should and will be, when fully dis
covered and formulized, 24; the number of the Human Verte
brre; 8 groups of 3, instead of l5 (1), at which he has given 
over the pursuit. The Four and Twenty Elders seen in vision by 

the two Sexes, saving this tendency in the Female to preserve it in its full native 
growth. But in respect to the Beard it is different. If in addition to the Ex
ternal or Objective Light, (the Outward Sun of Common and Natural Illumina
tion), there were placed an Interior Lamp or &urce of Light, a sort of Pharoe., 
WITllIN The TholUll, or within the Head of the ImtZ9e, surmounting an Edifice., it 
would cast an inverse shadow from tho Swelling Centre of the Dome, inter
rupting its rays, which shadow wonld fall upon, and envelop, the loUJef' p<>r
tion. of the D<Yme (analogoui tcith the l<Jtoer part of the f<JM of a man). This 
shadow, contradicting the shadow from the External Sun, would then be the 
Analogue of the Beard of the Man. Nature so indicates, if I understand her 
language, that there is o sense in which the Male Intellect, the Light within 
the Brow, is original or Godlilu, as thot of the woman is not, in any thing like 
the same degree. If her mind is refulgent with reflected Intelligence, his mind 
is ful,gent with con-genital and generative Illuminating Power. There is, by 
the Laws of Analogy, Se.x of the Mind, no less than of the body, and o( every 
parcel and atom of the whole being. The Purely Intal.ectual Mentality of the 
Woman is pndqminati'Oely receptive and conceptive, gestative, amplifying, 

(1) Pollllqae Poeltlve. Vol. IV., p. lTS-180. 
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John, seated, as it were, "round a bout the throne," (the Skull · 
and its vital inhabitant, The Soul) are the Four and Twenty 
Universal Laws of Being of this Order: and numerically the 
seer was the more accurate of the two observers. These are 
Obaervationally or Empirically discovered Universal Princi
pl.ea, related to Time (Induction and Deduction, c.1-9, t. 321). 
They are to be contrasted with another Series of such Prin
ciples (the Categories of Kant) related to Space, and with still 
another Series, &iento-Pkilosopkic, those announced espe
cially in the present work, which Compass, as it were, the two 
Realms of Spaoe and Time in the Unity of a Transcendental 
Relationship between them. 

456. The remaining Small Bones of the Body, of The Face 
and Limbs e.specially, represent the Secondary Class of Prin
ciples discovered by Comte, constituting his "Second Philo
sophy." These are "also Abstract," that is to say, by Ana
logy, Pertaining to the Skeleton, and "more numerous," but 
local and special as affecting not "all Phenomena," but those 
respectively of "the 7 Categories of Nature, or the Domains 

organizing as well as reproductive, and fostering of the WISdom of the Man. 
The :Male Intellect ie, on the contrary, in like preponderance, discovering, pene
trative of C:iuses, probing, experimental, crucial, and severe. All physic11l 
diJ!'erenccs of the two sexes are either co-incidental with, or correlative to, cor
re.ponding psychological differences. Woman is the Analogue of N11>ture and 
The World; Man of Science and of Mu (or Mankind), as Antithetical to the 
World; the Coition and Co-action between the Sexes and the Reproduction 
thence, ofliovement or A.rt, and of successive Creation as such (t. 136). Womnn 
is predominantly Physiological ( Gr. Phylil, NATURE), and man Psychological 
( hgeM, SoUL for Mnm ). Woman is psychologically the Satellite of man ; man 
physiologically the Satellite of woman. ..41 Principlel reprtMnted, all Being is 
generated of them; a constant succession of births ancl d<!athe; of the Arisings 
and Departings of the Universal BECOVING (a. 31, t. 204). 

8. A.gain, however, the Head coincides with the Abstract, and the Trunk 
with the Actual or Concrete. In thti Abatrad the tt~ Principle• are carried 
ah.ol.uUlg aaurukr (saving by INEXPUGNABILITY, a mere exception); the Man 
bas all the Beard and the Woman noM (or nearly so). But, in tlit1 Cuncrett1, or 
.Adu.al, the equilibrium is restored. The hairy ornamentation of the body is 
mun impartially distributed. Sex is everywhere; more distinct in the higher 
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·of the Seven Grand Sciences singly (t. 457). Finally, The 
Principles of "The Concrete,"-" The Third Philosophy"
which he could neither enumerate nor distinctly discover, are 
represented by, or have for their Analogues the still more 
Numerous and Indeterminate Distribution of Muscles, Nerves, 
Viscera, etc., which, as every Anatomist knows, it is espe
cially difficult to classify. 

457. Such are, by analogy, the Principles of Being, falling 
into these Three Classes, as they are observationally and in
ductively delivered by Comte, as derived from the Generali.z&
tion of the External Facts of Science. Let us now consider 
the Categories of Kant, as Universal Principles of Mind, and 
thence of Being (t. 455), as derived from Logic or Direct 
Intellectual Analysis,-Subjective Investigation; (the ana
tomizing or cut-up of the Body primarily down the Median 
Line and crosswise at the Girdle). These Principles fall, in 
the first instance, into 4 Groups-of-Categories,-QuA..Ll'l'T, 

types of Being; more blended and obscure in the lower types ; Jess ~ 
theretore, in the Edifice than in the human body; still, however, analogicaDJ 
trnce:inle in the outline and distribution of the parts. 

7. But it remains to be B:lid that by the Principle of xm Pmil'oM>Ell.umB 
(t. 526) the Woman is not wholly female, nor t-he Man wholly male. E8ch 
Sex has a wing which laps over upon the Opposite Character (o. '2, t. 136); 
so, also the Woman is not without a downy, pubescent beard, and some whole 
races of men are very slightly endowed in th11t respect. And, by so much • 
the Mnn excels the Woman in Projective Original and Impregnative Intelleo
tu:il Power, the Analogue of Light, by so much (proportionally) doe.a the 
Woman excel the Man in the tenderness and delicacy of Sensibility ; the genial 
warmth which swells the breasts and rounds the tlgure,-the Analogue of the 
Heat which fosters and delights our bodies, and prepares our food. The ex
tr:ior<linary Original Fountain of Intellectual Light in the Brow of the :Man is 
thus compensated by the Extraordinary Warmth of Sentiment in the Heart ol 
the Woman. The discrimination above made between Physiological and 
Psychological (Mentological) Excellence is the most obvious and ready defenee 
of the Male Sex against the forcible Physiological Argument of .Mrs. Farnham 
for the Superiority of Woman. (1.1. 

(I) In another eerue It la more true to reprMent Han u a Ma)or Xode ot botb Light an4 Heel, _. 
'W ;111ao aa a llbor Mode of tbe •me ; Light abacle4 an4 Heat re411ce4 to Warm&b; Porer iao4111aiei 
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Qt:ANTITY, RELATION, and MODALITY (Tab. 8, t.108). Each 
of these Kant subdivides into S simple Principles which are 
the Single Categories. The SubdivisiOilS of Quantity are 
represented by On; MANY, ALL. This, as the basis of In
deOOrminate Number, I have augmented to 5, and represent 
them by On:, Son:, FEw, MANY, .A.LL (Dia. 5, t. 234; t. 333). 
Let us assume that each of the 4 Groups is capable, as by 
.Analogy it should be, of a similar and equally appropriate 
augmentation, by increase of Speciality, and we have 4 
Groups with 5 Subdivisions of each. The Analogy in the 
Body for this Distribution is found in The 4 Quarters of the 
Body (t. 308) extending into the 4 Limbs, and terminating in 
the Hands and Feet, with their respective Groups of 5 Fingers 
and Toes. 

458. The Two Feet are Quality and Quantity respectively, 
the bases Metaphysical and Mathematical, respectively, upon 
which the whole System of Truth and the whole Fabric of the 

8. But, lest in this age of Special Sensitiveness on the subject, some indivi
duals of the "Feminine Persuasion" should still object to a conclusion which 
a,'lirms in any sense the Intellectual Supremacy of Man, let us see what Science, 
urged a step further, may enable us to do for them. If they will consent to 
SWTender the claim of Woman to be the Paragon of Pl1ylical Perfection, the 
other arm of the dilemma will then Blving round favorably to their side. Mr. 
John Frankenstein, an Artist and Art-Critic peculiarly endowed with insight 
into the more recondite constituents of Artistic Effects, affirms that the Lines 
of the Contour of the Male Figure have a higher quality of Gracefulness and 
Beauty than thoee of the Female Figure. If this be so, it is because of the 
greater C",omplexity of the Elements of the Curves,-an ulterior Exhibit, or a 
higher Potency, of the Hogarthian Principle of Beauty (t. 51<1), 88 contrasted 
with the Simple Swelling Rotundities of the Feminine Form. In this secondary 
and ulterior sense there should then be, pm' contm, a corresponding refinement 
in the quality of the Female Intellect; a kind of Subtlety in which the Mind 
of the Woman excels thaat of the Man, even 88 an Apparatus of Intellect itself 
The Beard (as well as the Hair) has another function than that of mere oma-

lllto 'lenlaltty, Oentl-, and the extreme delloaclee ot Peeling and Knowing. The snllJeet i. t'be 
focas of all eomrlexltle9, and eannot be exhibited In lta many.oldedne• In a few paragraph1. If lnJ.,.. 
II"" 19 dooe, In thlo ...tlmat<o, to the qnalltfo• of either ""'· the Mdlwd I• adequate when followed far· 
lkr, lo ,...,Uf7 all mltltalte-. ud to conduct to 1111 exhauaUn and atlllfacto17 eolutlon. 
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Universe stand. Each member of the Upper two Groups, Rela
tion and Modality, the Right and Left Hands, respectively, 
has, it will be noticed, a doubleness of Development, (Sub
stance and Inherence, for example, Tab. 8, t . 108), which is 
wanting in respect to Quality and Quantity, the joint Pedestal 
of the Universe. This difference is analogous with the great.er 
flexibility of the Hands, which can be folded in and out, as 
compared with the greater fixedness or rigidity of the Feet. 
A more extended effort would reveal the Corporeal Analogies 
of Universal Principles as conceived by Hegel, Spencer, and 
other Philosophers who have been less systematic and distinc
tive; an effort which must be for the present, however, perter
mitted. All of these Distributions of the .Abstract First Prin
ciples of Being, (with their indeterminate .Addendum of Con
crete Principles, or Principles of the Concrete), belong, when 
radically considered, as already stated, to what I have else
where characterized as OBSERV .ATIONA.L GEN:ER.ALIZ.ATIONB 
(t. 1012). They are derived, in other words, from an investiga
tion of the Body (of the Individual, or of Universal Being), 

mentation. It gathers, contains, and transmits the Vital Magnetisms or Spiritua.l 
Forces of Nature. May not the diminutive Downy Beard upon the face of the 
Woman perform this service in a more attenuated, and yet.in some refined sense, 
in a more efficient way, than the more sturdy hirsuteness of the Male t If the 
appeal were from Science to Sense, few men whose lips have come in contact 
with the cheek of the woman they have loved would be inclined to doubt it.. 
It is thus that the Dialectic of Ulterior and Still Ulterior Stages of Develop
ment,-new waves in the Perpetual Flux of Principles in the Combination of 
their Activities,-brings ·first one and then the other member of any Antithesis 
uppermost or farthest forward,-euggesting the Precise Equality of the two 
Elements in tM .Abaol?IU. Still, practiMlly, or in respect to the M08t ObrMu. llnd 
Promin8nt A8)Jllt of Mental ()rganizati.lm and Action, the Verdict of Science re
mains unaltered, as it seems to me, that Man (Male} is, Psychologically, 
the Supreme and Governing Power, and that Woman is the Physiological 
Paragon. 

9. In making an estimate of the relative worth or value of the two Sexes, the 
strength and quality of their faculty of Knowing is by no means all. There is 
1rround for affirming, as our Science will elsewhere demonstrate : That the 
Woman bas a Moral Function which gives to her another kind of Supremacy. 
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' somewhat in tke gross, (Fr. en gros). This statement applies 
with greater force to the Method of Comte, and less so, but 
still essentially to the Method of Kant. Neither begins in 
Radical Analysis, the Single Olean Out, inclusively represen
tative of the Whole .Anatomy of the subject. 

459. There remains to be noticed then, in direct contrast 
with this whole Combined Method of Comte-and-Kant, still 
another Method, and another Whole .Assemblage of the First 
Principles of Being, thence derived, still more Radical and 
Fundamental, the working of which Method, and the collec· 
tion of which .Assemblage of Principles, belongs to the new 
kind of Philosophy herein elaborated, and which I have de
nominated Sciento-Philosophy. The Generalizations in ques
tion are, as also previously stated, what I have denominated 
ANALYTICAL GENERALIZATIONS (t. 1012). The .Analogues in 
the Body for this new, and, for exact Scientific purposes, 
greatly more important, Class of Principles, are of three kinds: 
1. UNIVEBSALOID, 2. GENERALOID, and 8. SPECIALOID. The 
Primitive and Uni1Jersa'loid form of Sciento-Philosophic UNI
VERSAL PBINCIPLES corresponds with the Single and Primi· 

under the bead of Influence, over the Man. Tbe True Woman has a power and 
a responsibility in elevating and maintaining the Moral Natnre of Man at the 
A.eme of bis own innate possibilities in that direction, "'hich is wholly different 
from any influc..'tlce, which in any similar degree, the Man is capable of, or called 
upon to exert, over the Woman. This fact was first confidently affirmed and 
urged upon my attention, out of the testimony of her own profound feminine 
intuition, by such a woman. The subsequent investigation of the proposition 
by the light of Universological Principles confirms the 888umption. 

10. The whole of this discussion bas, however, occurred incidentally here. 
The point for which the Hair and Beard are now considered is to call attention 
to tMW Ana/.ogical Politiun and .Rilatil>nlhip uith the InUrmediate Spiritual fJf' 

~ Region of the Body-from the Nostrils to the Waist. They cover in 
this manner the Throat, Neck, Chest, and Lungs, and accord with them by a 
Ct'rtain identity of Function. They fio:it upon the same ocean of air, which, 
entering the Lungs. becomes Breath, and is exhaled in Rays of Vapor which 
repeat the Hair. They symbolize Shadd or Shadow; and the Ghosts in the 
Spirit.. World are conceived of, and denominated" Sh<Uks" or" Shadows"--(the 
inhabitants of Had41, a word also etymologically cognated with Shadn). 
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tive Division of the whole :Body, (Head and Trunk), at the 
Median Line, into the two Equal Side-Halves of the Body ;-or 
rather with the Synstasis, Analysis, and Synthesis of the Body 
at that Central Line (t. 322). These are in turn the primitive 
UNISM, Du1sM, and TRINISM, as illustrated in the Constitution 
of the Body ('l'ab. 12, t. 211). This Lateral or Sidewise Dis
tribution is Spaceoid {t. 386). 

460. The Secondary and Generaloid illustration, in the Body, 
qf this sty'le of UNIVERSAL PRINCIPLES is found in the Sub
divisions of the Pelvis and Skull, the two F'undamenta of the 
Bony Framework, into the particular bones which compose 
them. The Pelvis is a Unoid; or divides by Odd Numbers. 
It consists of 3 Aspects ; 1 ", of the Sacro-Coccygeal Col
umn-Unismal; 2"d, of the 2 Coxal Bones (Ossa Innominata.) 
-Duismal; and, an1, of the "\Vhole-TrinismaL The Unismal 
Base then divides by the higher Odd Numbers in Series, 3 
bones in the Coccyx, and 5 in the Sacrum. The Skull is a 
Duoid; or divides by Even Numbers. It has 8 bones, 8 being 
the 3n1 power of 2. It has adjunct t,o it in the bones of the 
Face, the double (equal) of the next higher and governing Odd 
Number, 7,-these bones being 14 in number. The Sub
dominant 2, Sacral, (even), in the Pelvis, and the Subdominant 
7, (odd, though doubled), in the Skeleton of the head vindicate 
the Principle of !NExPUGNABILITY,-tke Mirwr Presence of 
the Opposite Prin<Jip'le. This Distribution of Skull and Pel
vis, as Ends of the Main Extension of the Body ; successional 
or lengthwise, is Temporoiil, within a Spa<Jial Domain (t. 4551. 

461. The Tertial or Spe<Jialoid illustration, in the Body, qf 
this style of UNIVERSAL PRINOIPLES occurs in the Teeth and 
Nails, the Nude or Exposed, and highly finished or Enameled, 
Termini of the Bony Framework. These bone-like Extremities 
of the .Extremities of the Body, converted, as it were, into the · 
clearness of Crystal, symbolize a New and Important Kind of 
Universality and Representative Value, in respect t,o the whole' 
system. We are in the presence here of a New Kind of GEii-
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ERALIZATION passing up to UNIVERSALITY, while resulting, 
ner;ertkeless,frum carrying SPECIALITY down to the JiBnutest 
Points of P ABTICULABITY. This is then JY'e-eminently the 
domain of ANALYTIC.AL GENERALIZATION (t. 1012). At this 
point, analogically, The .Definite Epitome qf A.LL UNIVERSAL 
PRINCIPLES is found in the rigorous .Analysis of any, the 
'lea8t Atom, of Matter, of Mind, or of Movement ; of the Minu
test Thought or Thing even ; in accordance with the intuitive 
statement of Swedenborg, that ".All things are contained in 
the least thing." There is, therefore, in what is analogous 
with this view, a Magnificent TERMINAL CoNVEBSION INTO 
0PPOS~ from Universal. Laws gathered by commencing in 
General Observation and Encyclopedic Estimates, to Laws 
more Exact, more Obvious when pointed out, and equally, or, 
in another sense, more Absolutely UNIVERSAL deri1Jed from 
the Analysis of any lea8t Item qf Being,-the paring of a 
finger-nail even. The basis is so laid for a new, distinct, and 
precise classification of all the Phenomena of the Universe, the 
understanding of which, instead of demanding an elaborate 
educati<m in the Special Sciences, shall be itself the initiation 
and the instrument/or the speedy accomplishment qf that edu
cation. .All this is analogous, again, with the use made by the 
ZoOlogistofthe Teeth and Nails (or Claws) in the Classification 
of the Animal Kingdom; reading by them alone the whole 
Physical Structure and the necessary habits of life of the 
.Animal, whether the Species be living or extinct. 

462. UNISlr, Dms:v, and Tm:NISH here re-appear at the 
outer Extremities of the Body, echoing in a Fuller Expression 
t.o their Primitive Occurrence at the Median Line (t. 459). 
The Bi-lateral Equation of the Limbs follows that of the two 
Halves of the Body. The Thumb, in the Constitution of the 
Hand, is a Unoid (single). (The Nail of the Thumb follows 
the Thumb, as the Analogue of UNisM, the Abstract Principle, 
follows the Unit, as thing; and so of the Nails of the other 
Digital Extremities). The 4 Fingers of the Hand are a Duoid 
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(2+2); and the whole Group of Fingei-s and Thumb is a 
Trinoid (1 +4). The Jaws are the Limbs of the Head. The 
Teeth repeat the Nails. (1). The Unism, Duism, and Trinism., 
is here carried out in higher Complexity, or in more elaboraie 
Perfection. The Jaws are properly 4, not 2, as ordinarily 
reckoned. Each Jaw, (half-jaw), has 8 Teeth distributed into 
Classes, as follows : 1. Canine, equal to Thumb, a Cnoid 
(Point); 2. Incisors (Edge, Line) + 2 Bicuspids (Two-Poinf.8) 
= 4, a Duoid (doubled}; 3. Mola.rs,-Grinders, Trinoid (Sur
face and Solidity). Fourier had a perception of some relation 
between this Distribution of the Teeth and a Governing I.aw of 
Distribution Universally. He insisted that the Number 32, that 
of all the Teeth in the .Adult Jaws, is a Grand Governing N um
ber in the Numerical Distributions of Being throughout the 
Universe. He ma.de a similar use, in an obscure way, of the 
Numerical Distribution of the Ribs, 12 in Number on either 
side, with the Composition 7 + 5, (the Long and Short Ribe 
respectively), relating it to the Diatonic Scale in Music (7\ 
and the 5 Semi-tones. 

463. This immense text, here crowded into a mere Synopsis 
in a few pa~l71'8.phs, will require volumes and the combined 
labors of the University for many years fully to elncidat"" n. 
Reference is had for the present to other portions of this 'Vrork ; 
to" The .Analogical .Anatomy of the Head and 'l'runk"; and to 
the forthcoming ''Exposition of the .Apocalypse." 

464. It is obvious that The First Cleavage of the Body into 
Ha.Ives ; The Two .Abutments of the Trunk, (Pelvis and Skull); 
and the Least and Last Extremities, (the Teeth and Nailg) ;
the Analogues of the Three Stages of Sciento-Pbilosophy.
Universaloid, Generaloid, and Specialoid,-constitute A Tm
GRADE SERIES OF PIVOT.AL POSITIONS; I'ft.Ci,pient, Medial,. 
and Final,· holding, as it were, in Clamps or a Framework, 
all the other Part.a and Aspects of the Skeleton (and Body).,-

(1) llel .lnaloglcal AnalomJ of the Heall an4 TmlJI. 
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which have been assigned as the .Analogues. of "The Universal 
Principles" of the other Systems of Philosophy. In the same 
manner, the New Philosophy here adduced is more radical and 
comprehensive, embracing all other Systems, and bringing 
them into a Common Unity, while it is still, in itself, a. new ' 
and distinct System, in addition,-as tkat which doe~ so em
brace and bind the parts of the other Systems into one. 

465. Allusion bas been made to the existence of a. Sub
dominant Semi-Scientific .A.spect of Na.turo-Metaphysic, Conn
t.erparting the Naturo-Metaphysicoid Subordinate portion of 
Echosophy, (t: 340). This is imported from ±, and is charac
teristic of Mill, Bain, and other stanch Echosophists, when 
they treat Metaphysics in the vein of Critical Science, or from 
the exterior point of view of the Inductive Sciences. It may 
be notated thus, (1. 0) (1. 2). We are now prepared to return 
to the consideration of ONTOLOGY, the Corresponding Depart
ment of Naturo-Metaphysic. 

466. .ABSOLUTOLOGY, the lowest branch of Ontology, :o, 
echoes to "The Objective Method" in Genera.logy, +, Comte's 
"Fundamental Elaboration;" lNFINIToLooY, the highest, o:, 
to "The Subjective Method,"-, Comte's "Principal Ela
boration" (t. 36) ; and, finally, EcsTATOLOGY, the Middle 
Branch, oc:, to . the Genera~ .Analogio between those two 
Methods, (t 441), =; or thus: 

TABLE 32. 

(Pm:LoeoPBICAL) Ontd.ogv CXX>. 

bFilllTOLOGT O: 

Earr..t.TOLOGT OC: 

AmloLUTOLOGT X> 

(ECHOBOPBICAL) Gmwal.Dw ±· 
Stra.JECTIVE METHOD 

GJCNEBALIZED ANALOOIO = 
OBJECTIVE METHOD + 

These Gradations of Genera.logy echo in turn to the funda
mental or Spencerian Distribution of Specialogy (the principal 
domain of Echosophy) ; namely, to Clef 1, Clef 2, and Clef 3, 

• 
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respectively. It is worthy of note, then, that contemporane
ously with the announcement by Spencer of the true basis of 
the distribution of Ordinary Science; (the Scientic portion of 
the distribution of Cosmology, Typ. Tab. t. 40), the Frothing
hams (of Boston) produce a remarkable Work, entitled. Phi
losophy. an .Absolute Science, founded on tke Uni'DersaJ, La11Js 
of Being, and including Ontology, Theology, and Psycho
logv, made one, as Spirit, Soul, and Body. (1). Their posit
ing of the Laws of Being, stripped of Amplification, and as I 
apprehend it, may be represented. as follows: 

[Rea4 from below upward.] 

THE INFINITE, 

TABLE 33. 

E:z:twnal or P~ 

EXISTENCE. 

TM <Jf'Mtima. 

.Marriage, or <Jonjundion, 

THE ABSOLUTE, 

God, a• Abaoluu CMJ.ting OaUN. 

(9) 

THE FINITE, 

467. God, as well as the External World, is here conceived of 
as a resultant Compound Existence, so to speak, from the Mar
riage of two Opposite Principles, The Infinite and the Finite. 
This is an Absolute allied with Ferrier's Trinismal Absolute, 
(L 5, 26, t. 267). But it is more accurate, as Ferrier has shown, 
when expounding Pythagoras (L 21, t. 204), to put THE 
FINITING-Principle, Peras or Limit, in the place of The Finite 
(The Limited), and then to Identify The Finite with (at least 
Phenomenal) Existence. On the other hand, Mr. Mill ob
jects, rightly enough, to our substituting The Absolute, as 
.Abstract, for God, as the Ooncrete Absolute Being. It is also 
certainly more in accordance with instinctual usage ro as
sociate THE F.mIT-ing Limit with External Existence, and 

(1) B7 E. L "'A. L . Frothlncbam. (2) lb., Vol. I. p. 81. 

• 
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hence with Science, and The Infinit.e with Subjective Onto
logy, and hence with The .Absolut.e of Philosophy. Submit
ting to these Criticisms, and making the necessary .Accommo
dations, it is as between the Infinite and the .Absolute, the two 
Partners in "The Unconditioned" of Hamilton, that the really 
First Ontological Marriage takes place. 

468. Marriage, or Espousals, and Conjunction, imply and 
correspond with Ecstaticism or the Ecstatic, "The Ineffa
ble" of Paul, and The Unspeakable, (Fr. "Indicible"), of 
Wronski, which I have placed between the Infinite and the 
.Absolut.e in this recondit.e and Incomprehensible Domain. 
(t. 239). Of these it is now said that The .Absolute, or The 
Metaphysical EJuhstance, back of Phenomena, echoes, from 
the Domain of Philosophy, to the .Abstract-Concrete Domain 
-Type, Chemistry-the Science, in fine, of Suhstance or Mass, 
in the Cosmical Scientific Domain ; that The Infinit.e, as the 
.A.11-Differenced Opposit.e of Mere Mass, echoes to The Con
cret.e or Corporeal, which is the Perfect or Ultimat.e Manifesta
tion of Substance through Form (in.Body or Bodies); and, 
finally, that the Ecstatic, the Realm of Espousals, Conjunc
tion, Exquisiteness, and Creative Result in The Finite as 
Progeny, corresponds with .Abstractology, the Conjunction
and-Transition-Point between the Unlimited Mass and the 
Limited Body; the Inception of the Nascent Stat.e, or of the 
Process of Creation or Generation ; the Cleft or Crack, and 
the Blade or Line attendant or inserted. ( c. 2, 4, t. 448). 

469. The Clefs X>, x, oc, stand in the place of ( oex>} 1.2, 
that is to say, of the Cardinoid view of the subject. There 
remains an Ordinoid or .Ascending Series, which is ( o:io } (1. 2} 
1".2od, the notation of which has to be written in full. We 
have here what corresponds to Cosmology, Pneumatology, 
and .Anthropology, respectively (Typ. 'l'ab. t. 40). These divi
sions of Philosophy I take to be, I. P .ANTHEISH (Cosmo
logical) which upon its Negative Border terminates in .Atheism 
(N on-theologic.al and .Anti-theological); II. MYSTICISM; and, 
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IIL .A.NTHBOPO-MORPHIBM, (the Doctrine of the Human Form, 
as impressed on All Things). The full justification of this 
Classification must be postponed to other occasions. The 
Parallt:llism between Philosophy and Science in this particular 
is whibited in the following Table : 

TABLE 34. 

Phil,otophg 1 : o. 
.AlmmOPOKOBPHISK <XX> (l , 2) 3rc1, 

MY8TIOI8K OCX> (1, 2) god, 

P.6.lftllBI8X 

(ATDiu) <X"O O. 

Ee/llJIOphg 1 ; 1. 

.ABmBOPOLOGY (1. 2) 3 .. , 

(NDDL18K) (1. 2) - o. 

470. We have now concluded the Notation of PhilosQJ>hll 
as heretofore understood in tke World, or mo~ specifically, 
of N aturo-Meta.physic. We come, in fine, to that of ScIENT(). 
PmLOSOPHY (1.1). Here, again, the subject for which all 
that has been said is merely a foundation, must be dismissed, 
for the present, with a slight notice. The whole of our present 
labor is, in a sense, merely a clearing of the ground for future 
construction. The New Philosophy now mentioned will be 
pre-eminently The Philosophy of the Future ; but, at this 
point, I can do no more than to define it.a domain and the 
starting-point of it.a development. 

471. In the preceding consideration of Natnro-Metaphysic 
on the one hand, and of Science on the other, it will now be 
observed, when attention is called to the fact, and by reference 
to the Numbers I., II., III., at the Left Margin of Tab. 18 
(t. 347), that we have really passed directly upward from ONE 
to THREE in respect to the Ideal and Analogical Basis of our 
System of Exposition, and that the consideration of the Inter- ' 
mediate Number, Two (analyzed into 1.1), has been virtually 
omitted. It is the same, Subdivisionally, within what is the.re 
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marked as III., that is to say, the 1 ; O, the Clef of Philosophy 
in this Lower Sense is only equivalent to UNITY in the Practical 
and Natural Sense in which the Mathematician would unhesi
tatingly write the equation 1 + 0 = 1. The tot.al Fractionismus 
of Number Counterparting the total External N umerismus, is 
contained. within, as the B<>Wela of, this Single Positive Unit; 
the Zero being no more than the Unheeded Cavity, or Vacancy, 
which accommodates them there while it extends out and 
around. The Zero is therefore practically thrown aside from 
recognition, altho~gh it glides into Mathematical Calculation ; 
and, Metaphysically, we have now taken the pains to restore 
it to a Quasi-Equality with the Unity. 

472. For the present purpose, however, we may recur to the 
statement that the Naturo-Metaphysic is, virtually, repre
sented. by the Single Unit ONE; notwithstanding the more 
elaborated character of it.a ordinary Clef, 1 ; O. 

473. On the othe1 hand, the Domain of Science, or Echo
sophy, as hitherto developed in the world, and in the present 
treatise on the subject, elsewhere defined as Monospherology 
(Str. O). having the Clef 1; 2 figures throughout in the Spirit 
of the Number THREE (1+2 = 3), and centres upon Cosmical 
Concretology, with the Clef (3.) 1 ". 

474. There is, now, intermediate between these two Do
mains, a MIDDLE REGION, more Occult; more Rational-Spir
. itual, and hence more Obscure, while yet intrinsically more 
Gorerning and Supreme in the whole realm of thought. This 
is that which has for it.a range of Existence all that echoes, in 
the same generalized sense, to the Number Two ;-so found
ing a new Aspect of both Science and Philosophy, cognate 
with the Internal and External Constitution and Character of 
this Rational Governing or HEAD-Number, Two. c. L 

C-Ommentary t. 474. Naturo-Science-and-Mctaphyaic, (Monospherology), 
piles up one Octave above another-to illnstrat~ from Music-eonstitnting 
the Total Key-board or Register. Sciento-Science-and-Pbilosophy, (Compar
ology) eliminates the Do or Re of every Octave, and identifies it with the Do or 
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475. By the constitution and character of the Number Two 
is meant especially its Composition from a ONE (1) and another 
ONE (1), together witk tke Interior Frame-work of Thought,. 
Lines (of .Dijference and Union)-tke true Mesotket between 
tke two Units in1Jol1Jed, by which they are constituted into 
the Sum which we name Two. It is just at . this ultimate 
depth of Analysis that we arrive at a perception of the in
herent Oonstitution of Number universally ; and hence of 
RELATION as the Grand Domain of LA w throughout the Uni
verse of Being. It is here that the Occult Presence of FoB~, 
(with its Elementary Constituency of Points and Lines), is 
revealed in tke Interior of Number; as, on the other hand, 
we are already a.ware that Number measures the Obvious 
Constituency of Form. (t. 258, c. 8, t. 143). 

476. The Clef properly adapted, then, for the New Aspect 
of Number, and for the Universal Corresponding Relations of 
Being, extending through Philosophy and Science, is 1; 1. 
Of this Aspect of Twoness, the Internal Ideal Unity, that which 
makes of the two Ones the Sum which we call Two, is the 
Thought-Line (or System of Thought-Lines) between the Con
stituent Entities or Units. This splits into a Numerousness of 
Aspects, under Microscopic Intellootual Analysis, equiTJ<ilen.t 
to .All the Views wkick are POSSIBLE of tke FUNDAMENTAL 

LA ws OF BEING. This i~ then, the Domain, par excellence, 
of "the Absolute Truth" of Ferrier, which alone addresses 
itself supremely to the Uni'lJersaZ Faculty in Man, (The Duis
mal Absolute, a. 5, t. 267); that of the" Unmade Principles" 
and "Transcendental Science" of Hickok; and, lastly, of the 
INHERENT NECESSITY of Hegelianism and of Universology. It 
is a region habitually overlooked by N aturali.&m, or mere Ob-

& of every other Octave, 80 that the Whole of Music is treated of tU if it were 
contained within a Single Octave; or, in other wo~s, the P:amoIPLES of Every 
Science are found contained in each Science, 80 that an entirely new distriba
tion of the whole fteld-tM Sdemo-Phaolophie, takes place, not rcla!ing t.o Dc>
HAINB, but ~ tM PB.mCIPLB8 toAich pweadl ALL .lJomt.UM. 
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servational Inquiry, both in Philosophy and Science. It is 
"the stone reject.ed by the builders," but which is destined to 
be "the Head of the Comer." This New Sciento-Philosophy 
converts readily into Co.MP ARA.TIVE Science, the nature and 
claims of which are somewhat extensively expounded in the 
last Chapter of the "Siructura.l Outline." The following Table 
exhibits by the naked Clefs the relations of the Several Aspects 
of Science and Philosophy here brought into connection with 
each other. 

TABLE 35. 

0 

I.(=1){ 1;0 

! 1". 9ad, 

(3.) 

ua~ (9.) 
(1.) 

+-

f 
1.2/2 

(1 .0) 3. 
1.0 ~ (1.0) 9. 

(1.0)1. 
l (XX) 

• 
.... for 1.. llol>ft'Dlftl<OtOGT, Chaotic; torn.. DrrDMtlfOLOQT; for m .. UKITDllOLOQT, which. 

M -lmidng Ila owu Totality, and then tbe t'tl'O ID!er!or Domain• In a Componnd Tr!·Unlt7 (IIL + L 
+ IJ.) .. &be Pblio.ophy of JJI~ 

477. An instanee is given of Sciento-Philosophic Distribu
tion, though not brought under the Notation now indicated, in 
Text Ko. 248, where the Abstract-Concrete and the (Concrete-) 
Concrete of Spencer, Clefs (1.) and (3. ), are brought together 
as constituting conjointly THE CONCRETE (1 ; 3) which is then 
contrasted with THE ABSTRACT (2 ; 2) ; a Dual Arrangement 
which the popular jnstinct has long since adopt.ed, in the 
place of a. Trinal one, as more Fundamental and General 
than the Trinal Arrangement ma.de basic by Spencer. It 
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amo1mts to Classing the two Odd Head-Numbers, ONE (1) and 
THREE (3), together, on the Ground of their Oomnwn <Jharac
ter Qf Odilne8&, and opposing them to the remaining Head· 
Number, Two (2), which represents EVENNESS, the Opporite 
Principle to this Oddness. Curiously enough, a most impor· 
tant REVERSAL then occurs ; the Oddness, Primitively and 
N aturismally single or associat.ed with One, is now, Secondarily 
and Scientismally, double in its mode of occurrence, (the 1 and 
the 3), and the Evenness, Primitively and N aturismally Dual, 
is now Secondarily and &ientismally Unismal, (2 as a single 
Sum) ; that is to say, we arrive here a.gain at the Unity of 
Relation int.ervening between the Di'IJersity of Bntity in a way 
which repeats the Int.ervention of the Pure Thought-Line be
tween the Units in the Composition of the Two. In other 
words again, Duism is the &lenti.ftc Unism, (the Monad of 
Thought, c. 8, t.143), or the Primitive Cell and Foundation of 
Science in the Transcendental or Supreme Sense of the term. 
The Sciento-Philosophic Notation for the Abstract is then 
(1.1) 1, and that for the Concrete (1.1) 2; for their Com· 
posity (1.1) 3. 

478. The Naturismal Order of Distribution springs at once 
from ONE (1) to THREE (3), omitting the Two ; and this is 
Charact.eri~tic of Observational, or Ordinary, Science and Phi· 
losophy. Tki8 Higher &ientismal Order of Distribution 

1 

results from recovering the Two (2), and making it salient, as 
furnishing a higher Branching of Being and Knowing. 
This is charact.eristic of Sciento-Philosophy, and relates to 
Transcendental or Pure Science, to Comparology, in fine, the 
Governing Aspect of both Science and Metaphysic. To omit 
the distribution by Two, related to the Algebraic Equation, to 
Analogic and Dialectic, to the Primitive Division of the 
Human Body at the Median Line, and to Equality as the bati.c 
idea of All Science, is to ignore THE PURE CANON OF CRITI· 
CISM upon all our distributions furnished by The Necessary 1 

.Eoolution of the pardinal Series of NumJJers,-tke heart 
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and e<>re of Uni'cersology,-and to degrade all our Olassiflca
ti<ms into the rank, again, of mere In<lti'Didual Obser?Jations 
and Preferences. 

479. On the other hand, even in the N aturismal Distribu
tion, there is a counk>rparting tendency on the part of A bstme
tion, (represented by Two), to split into a double Manifestation 
echoing to the Primitive Constituency of this Number from 
two Units, (giving f..rst 2, then 4, and then 8 as opposed to 
the 1). 1his has been previously referred to in respect to the 
Differential and Integral Calculus, which, under a double 
designation, is still. reckoned as a Single Calculus or Depart
ment of Mathematical Science (t. 281). 

480. Arto-Philosophy, (.Artismology, or the Science of the 
Artismus), is, or rather is to be, the result of the Mutual action 
and reaction of Naturo-Science-and-Metaphysic, (Naturis
mology, Monospherology), and Sciento-Science-and-Metapby
sic, (Scientismology, Comparology), blending into each other; 
with the Addition of that Freedom of the fancy which is char
acteristic of Art. The forthcoming Exposition of the Apoca
lypse is intended to be an illustration, in a degree, of this Order 
of Philosophic Writing ; with a Basis in the profoundest Scien
tific Aspect of things, but discursive and illustrative in method. 
Nature is in a Crude Synstatic Condition. Science sharply 
divides and unites, as illustrated by the meeting of the differ
ent colors of a checker-board. Art tones down the edges, 
obliterating and blending the trenchant differences of Science, 
and gracefully tends backward to the confusion of Nature, but 
without completely restoring it. (t. 259). 

481. We turn for a moment more, in conclusion, to the 
Peculiar Character and Applications of Sciento-Philosophy. 
Let the One (1) represent any Object whatsoever, and the 
Zero (O) the surrounding Vacant Space, (or Sound and Si
lence, respectively, (Str. 0). The 0 ; 1 = 1 ; 0 will then 
denote the equal Two-sidedness or Bi-lateral Symmetry of the 
Object ; as of the Human Body, for instance; together with the 
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Vacant Spaces which appear at the Right and Left, or on 
either side of the actual Object. (The Compound Clef 0 ; 1 = 
1; 0 (1 ; 2) would then denote the Static .Aspect of the case, 
while O; 1=1; 0 (l".2nd.) would put the subject in Motion, 
and suggest the Walk or Way of Practical Dialectic). ( t. 383). 

482. But 1 + 0 = 1. If then we cancel the two Zeros, (t. 481), 
we shall have remaining 1 ; 1 (or 1 = 1), the Distinctive Clef 
of Sciento-Philosophy (t. 476). The 1 denoting the External 
Wholeness-Aspect of Being, 1 ; 1 denotes the two Halves of 
the Object, each SerJered from the other, and figuring AS 

A 'VHOLE; as for instance, the two Side-halves of an animal 
carcass, or of a human body, ~y sundered by the sur
geon, in the first and fundamental step of Dissection. This 
Clef 1 ; 1 has, therefore, as its legitimate signification, RADICAL 
.ANALYSIS, (stricUy Anatomism), or .ANALYSIS IN THE .A.Bso
LUTE DEGREE; which is the Sciento-Philosophic Peculiarity. 

483. All of the Distributions we have been pursuing corre
spond with Analysis in some form or degree, inasmuch as they 
fall within the Elementismus of Being (Tab. 10, t. 145), not
withstanding the fact that Echosophy is re'latively Elaborate 
as compared with Philosophy (t. 270). Sciento-Philosoph1f 
only dijf er.'! therefore from Ordinary Science and Phiwsophy 
in the Extreme Cleanness, Olearness, and Thoroughness <>/ 
its Primitive Di,s<JT'iminations. It differs especially from 
Transcendentalism of the Old Order only in the fact that by 

• being still more Transcendental, like the voyagers after the 
North Pole, it finds an open sea beyond obstructions, and so 
becomes clear and perfectly determinate. (a. 24, t. 267). 
".Analysis" in Phonetic Teaching furnishes an excellent 
illustration of what is here meant. There is, first, Analysis in 
the Ordinary Degree, which has furnished us the letter-sounds 
of the Alphabets of all the Languages which have Phonetic 
.Alphabets. Here the namings of the Sounds, as pee, bee 
(p, b), etc., contain, however, a Mikton or Confusion of two 
Sounds, a Consonant- and a Vowel-Sound united, p, ee, b, ~ 
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etc. It requires an E.ff ort of Extreme Practical Analysis to 
utter the Consonant-part of the Sound apart from the Vowel
accompaniment. Indeed, this is neTJer possible in the abs<>
lute sense. For in this sense, and as implied by the literal 
meaning of the word Consonant, (Lat. Oon, WITH, and &mans, 
SOUNDING), the Consonant, absolutely stripped of V ocality or 
Vowel-accompaniment, is, in itself, NO SouND AT .ALL, or 
equal to Si'lence, (a. Something=Nothing); that is to say, it is 
mere Limit on the Sounding Breath, (V ocality, Vocalized 
Breath, or the Vowel) ; and here, as in the '' Senseless A bstrac
tions" of Ma.thematics (a. 29:, 28, t. 267), mere L'lmit has no 
Breadth or Real Being whatsoever. But, again, inversely, · 
Vowel-Sound absolutely stripped of All (Modulating) Limita
tion, (which limitation is, per se, the Consonant-Element), is no 
Sound at all, or is in turn Equal to Zero (0). Here, then, at 
both Extremes, by ABSOLUTE ANALYSIS, we are carried down 
to the "Senseless Abstractions" which, nevertheless, effectu
ally underlie all real Being, and which constitute the bottom 
Hard Pan upon which must be constructed all thoroughly 
gecure and permanent foundations. 

484. There is then-in respect to Sound, illustratively of all 
other Spheres,-a Secondary Analysis in the Extraordinary 
Degree, which ends in the Annihilation of the subject, or rests 
on the Absolute Zero; precisely as the deep cut of the surgeon 
implies the death of the subject ; which radical Analysis, or 
Anatomy, bases, however, a more thorough Construction, as 
the Cut-up of the dead subject by the Knife is in aid of the 
better nnderstanding,-the only understanding, indeed, worthy 
of the name,-of the Laws of Life, and the Constitution con
sequently of a. true Hygiene or Theory of Physiological Living. 
This Analysis, as conceived in the Absolute Theory, is 
practically impossible ; as in Geometry it is impossible to 
draw a Line which shall hav~ no breadth or thickness; but 
the .Effort, in practice, TOWARD THE lMPOSSIBLE, is nevertbe-
1~ not only practicable, but exceedingly important,-hardly 

.30 
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less so than the possession of the ideal tkeury as a reguldif>t 
form of thought. It is as important, in other words, to the 
nicety and precision of the labors of the draftsman, that he 
make thiB, delicate and exact lines, as it is to those of the 
Mathematician that be conceive, or assume as conceived, lines 
having no breadth whatsoever. Phoneticians drilled in this 
species of Vocal Analysis will recognize especially the force 
of this illustration. The utmost effort at the utterance of the 
Pure Consonant- and Pure Vowel-sound, stripped of the pre
sence of anything of the opposite element, has not only a 
theoretical value, as distinguishing these and the Subordinate 
Classes of Elements more thoroughly in the thought, but is of 
the utmost practical utility, as a vocal Gymnastic, giving a 
clearness and purity of enunciation, and a quickness in the 

1 

apprehension of Sounds, which nothing else can. It is predsily 
here that all lingual education should commence with tke 
Child, PRIOR TO TilE LEARNING OF ANY ALPHABET OF LE'I'TEBs 
OR SIGNS. It is here also that will commence the Uniflcation 
of the Speech of all Nations, (Str. 0.); c. l; and i.t is in 
that which is precisely ana'logous with this Radical Elimi
nation of the First .mements of Speech, and this PractieoJ 

C01mnenfary t. 484. 1. There are but few even among the technical 
Phonetic Teachers who understand and practice this thorough and radical drill 
upon the "Explosive" utterance of the Elementary Sounds. It was carried to 
its utmost power and beet results by Prof. Augustus F. Boyle, now of the 
Pantarchal University, whom I associated with myself, more than twenty years 
ago, in the Introduction of Pitman's Phonography, and the Science of Phonetics 
generally, into our American System of Edncntion. Prof. Boyle combines an 
ideal of Education from the most Elementary teaching up to the Organization 
of the University upon the Grandest Scale of Scope and Efficiency, coupled 
with practical ability as a teacher, which leave him without a rival. He 
stands, in my own thought and estimate, as the first Educationist in the 'World. 
Personally I owe to him a larger debt for bis influence over my own mt>ntality 
as a stimulus to thoroughness and practical breadth ofview,-for a certain in
tellectual audacity,-than to any other person, unles8 an exception be made in 
favor of tbe noble woman adverted to in the introduction to this work end 
whose influence has been of a kindred ch:iracter. ' 
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Drill upon their 8eparate Utterance, that the entire System 
of Education skould, and kereqfter will, commence. This 
will be the distinctive characteristic of the System of World
Instruction to be inaugurated by the New: University. 

485. That which is so analogous in the Universe at large 
with this Secondary and Extreme .Analysis in respect to the 
Elements of Speech is Sciento-Philosophy. It is the Scientific 
and Precise Assertion of the Duismal Absolute (a. 5, t. 26) in 
theory, and the Effort, as a Discipline, to arrive at it in prac
tice, though known, like the effort to get rid of friction in 
machinery, to be of impossible attainment-in the Absolute 
sense. It is then this Assumption of a " Senseless A bstrao
tion" as theoretical Basis, and the Proximate Realization of 
it as Incipient Effort, which founds the New Order of Life ; for 
this is the distinguishing Basis-Philosophy of Universology 
and lntegralism, themselves the Basis of Pantarchal Institu
tions in all spheres. It is, in other words, Subtranscendent.al
ism carried down to its IDtimate, whence the Resurgence or 
.Anastasis of Humanity must logically and actually ensue. 
It :reaches the dead-line of impossibility from which we shall 
rebound with new vitality, and reverse direction, into the world 
of Actuality and positive Achievement. It is the only true 
and radically correct basis of either Theory or Action ; the 
completed discovery of the ALPHABET of all true Learning, 
and the source of the IDterior A pplioation of the Knowledges 
so derived to the right constitution and operation of the Indi
vidual and Collective Life of Mankind. 

486. Assume the 1 ; O as equivalent to 1 (by the elimination 
of the O (t. 482). The 1 ; 1 is then, apparently, and, in a sense, 
equivalent to 2. But the Oneness of this 1, (from 1 ; 0), and as 
Antithet of the ~ro, is only an Abstract Essence of Unity im
possible of conception ; for there is no real One except as con
trasted with the Not-One (or Zero). Hence follow certain very 
remarkable Meta.physical Results: First, 1=0 (or Something= 
Nothing, the Hegelian Equation). Next, inasmuch as these 
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two Nothings, (the Positoid Nothing and the Negatoid 
Nothing), are, as .Aspects of Being, 'l'IDo Qwui-&nnetkingi. 
if we treat ea.ch of them as being, therefore, Units, we ban 
the following Extraordinary Equations: (1+(0=1) = 2; or 
1 = 2,-as startling as Hegel's Something = Nothing. But 
again, 1; 0 is repeated in two Orders; (1; 0and0;1); and the 
Zeros Eliminated leave 1 ; 1 (t. 482). These ONES, in so far 
as they are contemplated distributively, or as having no 
Thought-Line or trait d'uni<>n between them, can never be
come Two, but still remain ONE, (although repeated). On the 
cont.rary, in so far as they intersume this Line of Connection, 
they are the Sum Two. N<nJJ neither qf these stata tm 

exf,st in suck perf ecti<>n as wkolly to exclude the olJier. Hentt ' 
1 ; 1 = l,_ on the one hand; while l 1 l = 2, on the other 
hand; and as both the 1-.Aspect and the 2-.Aspect are always 
and inexpugnahly united in the Sum Two, hence again 
2 =(1 + 2)= 3; or 2 = 3. And by similar .Analyses n , 
might add, 3 = 4, 4 = 6, etc. We are now in the presen(I(". 
therefore, of the most remarkable results. 'Ve are autborilll'd 
by a perfectly legitimate .Analysis to institute a Set of Equa· 
tions which traverse or contradict all the Fundamental C-OD· 
ceptions of Mathematics. These are: First, O = 1 ; Second. 
1 (for 1 ; 1) = 2 ; (for here, as the sum Two js not yet ooosti
tuted, ea.ch one must be taken singly) ; Third, 2 = 3; Fourth, 
1 = 2 = 3, etc., or, finally, 1 = ex, (or ONE= .ALI.). 

487. The first of these ~1;ra.ordinary Equations is fumisOOl 
by Hegel; the others are alike necessary to the Completiotl 
of the basis of Sciento-Philosophy. In accordance with thl9 
view, the .Abstract-Concrete of Spencer is the only Concrete: 
the Concrete proper being a. Compound from it plus The Al>
stract. Substance and Form, combining as Pure Element!.. 
make, in other words, the Totality of what is known as Body. 
Other illustrations will abound in the details of the ScieDCt"!.., 
and, notably, in the further treatment of the Science of Lan
guage. Is it not fairly presumable that a Philosophy com· 
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petent to the upheaval and overturn of all Mathematical 
foundations, and to the Equation of all contradictions and 
inequalities, will prove also adequate to the resolution of all 
di1f erences in the opinions of Mankind 1 

488. It is tnie that we are here beyond the realm of Actual
ity, even the ideal Actuality of the Units of Number. We 
have passed to that which is analogous with Adjectivity and 
Prepositional Relations in the place of Substantivity; but 
.A.djectivity and Relation are that into which all Substantivity 
resolves itself by radical Analysis, and the Conceptions thence 
derived not only claim their representation in our range of 
thinking, but they will prove regenerative and governing in 
that whole domain. (See Vocabulary, word -IBM). 

489. It appears, therefore, that the True Order of the Distri
bution of All Things begins with that which is Analogous with 
Zero (0); ascends to the Analogy of ONE (1) ; thence to that 
of Two (2); thence to that of THREE (3), etc., on to Infinity. 
We have thus by this precise echo · to the Evolution of the 
Cardinal N nm bers an infallible guide to the Fundamental 
"Law of the Series" which "distributes the Harmonies" of 
the UD.iverse. It is this which is so often alluded to in the 
present work as THE NUMERICAL CANON OF CRITICISM upon 
all our Thinking. c. L 

490. Attention may now be drawn to the fact that the whole 
System of Classification (t. 334 ), as it has come instinctively 
and experimentally to prevail in the N atnral Sciences is herein 
reproduced in the Distribution qf the Sciences themselves 

O>mmentary t. 489. 1. I resign to the Mathematicians the identification 
or this Phil,o.,phk Law of Universal Analogy, with "The Universal Mathematical 
Formula," or "The Supreme Law of Mathematics," propounded byWronski,
expl"e8Sed in the following terms : h =A 0. O 0 +A l.O 1+A2.02 +A 3. U 3 + 
etc •• etc. This Formula was presented to the Institute of France in 1810, and 
received the approval of the following report, notwithstanding which it has 
been, I beheve, practically ignored in the Scie.ititic World. Was it fallacious, 
or was it eimply too compreheneive for a just appreciation by the Specialiltic 
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which has now been completed; that we have, in other words, 
achieved a Syst.ematology of the Universe; or an Exhaustive 
CLASSIFICATION of the Sciences; a deslderatum never here
tofore realized. Gray, in his Syst.em of Classification, in his 
Structural and Syst.ematic Botany (V egetalogy) furnishes the 
following Scheme of the subject of Classification: 

Kingdom.t, 
Series, 

Cla8aes, 
Bubclaeaes, 

Orders or FamUw, 
SuborderB, 

Tribes, 
Subtribes, 

Genera, 
Subgenera, 

Spedu, 
Varieties, 

Individuall. 

491. Agassiz, (in respect to the Animal Kingdom), pre
fers the t.erm Branches for the first great (fourfold) Divi
sion intervening between Kingdoms and Classes. We thus 
save the t.erm Series to apply to the whole Seriated Scheme. 

492. Observe now that to answer to Kingdoms in this Series, 
we have a Science of Regnology (t. 359), (Lat. Regnum, King
dom), including all the Natural Sciences of the three King-

Spirit now prevalent in the Sciences 9 "The Commissioners appointed to exa
mine declared that this Law bad excited their surprise. These are their words: 
•That which bas struck your CommiSBioners in the Memoir of M. Wronski. u 
that be draws from bis Formula all tboae [Formule] which are now known for 
the development of Functions, (that is to say, all the Modern Mathematics), 111d 
that they are only very special illltanta [under this Law]. 

(Signed) l.AOBAROB, 

LBcBoxx."' (1). 

(l) Abllolute lleform of Humau Knowl..Sge-lfatbematlc.-Ol!u6 Wrouald, p. 10. 
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doms. Above this, in column, (Tab. 29, t. 394), is Classiology, 
(related to Classes); and then StalJiliology, related to Orders 
or Families. (The word E-stab-lishment is used for the home
stead, or luibitd of a Branch or Stirpes). Stabiliology and 
Seriology have been rather hinted at than expounded in the 
present work, and must await their development elsewhere. 
GENERA coincides with Genera.logy, or Natural Philosophy, 
(t. 334), and SPECIES with Specialology (t. 338). These con
stitute together the Salient Centre of the whole Series. · Indi
vidualogy, at the other extremity, has met with a bare men
tion. It is related, however, to Monochrematology and Mono
spherology generally, as contrasted with Comparology, which 
then has more relation to all the remainder of the ~eries, 
inasmuch as it relates to OonsociatiQ11,1J between Individuals 
based on the Oomparis<m of their Likeness and Unlikeness. 
(c. 6, t. 9; t. 403). 

493. In conclusion, a word should be said in respect to the 
Notation introduced and used in this chapter. Some obscwity 
ma.y seem to exist in respect to the grounds which have gov
erned its application, as for inst.a.nee, especially, in respect to 
the choice of Ordinals or Cardinals for specific Series of Sci
ences. To have rendered the whole subject clear would have 
required a minutia of discussion incompatible with the present 
purpose. The subject will be resumed and treated more ex
haustively in another work. If the Notation meantime were 
regarded merely as arbitrary, the convenience of it would still 
be conceded. It will, however, be in a great measure super
seded by the inherent constitution of the Technical terms of 
Alwato, which will exhibit the most perfect System of N ota
tion in their own composition. 
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CHAPTER V. 

2'alC. Porm: 8cleDoe of, Morphology; Namber iitvea J>nnmpU. and N-41'1(19; Poma gl"'9 Dlo
gra,,.., p Sll3. Form Uu Governlug Element: Fa.eta Inferior \o Lan, SM. Morphology aocl SaJ>. 
atanclolo.;y; Echo ol DIAribuUon1 of Form \o Alt DUlri1"'lio111 ; The Grand IUualralion of A.nal· 
ogy, SM. Brldii\n1 the pp betweea PhllooopbJ' and llclenoe; Phlloooph1 SCW.llizod; The lntullioaa 
lotelllgenU1 appn1hended; Intellecl acoepted b1 I.be IotulUon: S umber, Form, LlmU; Two Poinll 
In Space; The Number. Two; all&, 883. Korphlom within Numerlsm: }'orm from Numb.or; Poillt. 
Bna, Line, Llmlt, Reladon; c .... taln }'orm• B~/I. 81i1. TYJ'lOAL FolUla the 8qu&n1 and Com
pau of UnlYeraoloa; Symbollom ot Fonu, FreemuonfT • Nambera not I.be Whole of Namber, 8:5a. 
Dl1trlbuUon of Form the o .. KOIC or CatTIOWI upon All Other'Dlot.rlbuUona• lead1 that of .Number, 
follow&, then, I.bat of UnlYen&I Being. 8(1.) Form·Analoguea of Spenoeri&u Dl•tribulion of Sdeaca, 
860. Numerloal do., llOll. Illd"4lrmint&U Belog, Form, aad N11mbor, ll6'. Qu&&l-determillat<i, 0..., 
Jfa"!I, All; Wlldneu of Natun1 ; BegWarlty of Scleuoe; Composlt1 of Art, 866, 370-3<1. 
&imlized Nature, aymboll&ed within Dtrt.rmlnale Form, 8611. AaTt&TIO Mot>U"IC..Trox, Sil. 
Roundneu N .. TllU; StraiglllMU Sotmoa; Nodulalilm An, 818, 389, S!l4, 400. ltsat>"t...IUTT de
fined : St.ralghtD811, Enc:ID- Abstractn.-. etc., 817. T.\a S"Jl"'li"", Hogarth's Line of De&nt,., 
818, 389. Cul'Ylam, DeTl&Uoo ; Straight; Oompromlae, 818, 319 · All Tbl11gs In AU Things elle, Sit. 
LorALTI' TO ma Do1mu.irr or ma Do11 .. u•, 819, 380: IlluatraUoo, Hao and Woman~wedeoborr. 
880. Maa P&&POICl>UAlfOS, 881. OYDLAPPllfO, ll3j. ON&, T .. ·o, Tuan, Analo;;nea or :s .. ....., 
Bo1a,.o&, Att, SSJ, SM Po1MT, Lt•a, and AlfoL.., BS3, 884, 889. T&l<D&:."<CT TO EQv•TIOlf, 38:1. 
PoinJ alld LI""' Bllmantt.m..., SIU''izl» and Solld lrlaboriam'" Q/ Arm, 886. P061T•o:r, Ea
Ta,.a10,., F1011&::, Bonr; Jf«U"1' .. ass, 881. OK& Reall11. Two Extension, Taus Beaat1, m. 
889. Solidity, what; Snb1tauca deftnod, 88~. C11rvo (from Point) and St.raight Line, a:>o. LIDgnal 
Analogu.., Point and Vowel, etc., S91: Adjectln Degreea, ~ The Egg and Chlct, SM. 
Thoug/ll.Lirw, lKealllUCT Nao-tTT, 8911. llonmeat, Track, Wa1, TUI&, (Space), 8911. l>ri~ 
Buecurion, a9S. Co!fVOTUJJ.• Iour1n of lloUon and Real, 39T, 398. INaTJ.1<0ULtTI', 398. 8-
and B:i1~r•: RoulMI S11mbnr .. !199. Ro11nd Number and Form, VarieUee or, 400. Ou1- Ja
neu, and Kean Polldoo, .If, N, Ng, L, R, .01. 4l>i. Alwato, I.be New SclenUftc Unlnraal I.&ngup, 
401, (o&'!llJ. The Crou, Symbol of EquaUon. Science, and Trut)I, '6a. Roundnesa, Rotation, llc'YOID
Uo:i, "°" llo&PUlO Alf .. LOQl!M or ma Sr&McllllUK l>lftSlBVTlOlC, 40CI. Abstract }'orm dlalribllae4,, 
408. Inlerlocted or Concatenated, and OYerlapplng or lmbrlcaled Form, 409. Tbe Syll~ d. 
Terms, (Ende), Limit&, De4DIUona, '10. Swedenborg and Hegel: Order of Creation; God, hl-1! .. 
a being of Experience and DeYelopmon&; Homan ldentlJlcallon with God. 411. External and IDltrnal 
meaalngof wordl-Swedeoborg. 'Ill. AKT!otP .. TOar, llfnl!OTIYS, and D&r>COTITK li!JmJon, 41& CS
Form-Analoii\c, Perpandlculbdl, Lengthrison-.-Loglc: llorlzontallam, Sldewt.en-.-Analoglc:. 
'1'- Degreea of Complexlt1, '11. Geometrleal and Arithmetical Powaa, 411. Stnlgbl Bait LJae 
= ·Lo.w; Ende o( Analoguea of Pal>COIPLJlll, '18. Ul<ta11, DlrWI, Ta1M1u: Function& of Iha 
llftAl&llT LDC11, •111. Premi.ea. Seqnenc.. and Conclnolona: Lioel, 8quarea. and Cubes; Argu
ment, ''lO. Pantoloiito and llathematlet1, ,'11, IKOLIKATIOM, m. Form-Analoguea or Arllluntlic 
and GeomelfT, 42'. Et<'l'IT'I' and Rm.atolf : DllOIPll, , .?e. l'unctate Form, 4'l6.429. Other Vute
llea of, '80-433. GhoaU1, Seml·roal, Spirit.like Forro, 438. Anthropic Fonn • Dri/FA of Dlredloa. 
484, 486; Notation. '31. llOTement, Order, Method, Drift, }'OlloO&, '37. Puab, Pull, and llqro
jectlYe Plllh; PrlmlllYe Force, Indaotlon, Deduction ; Sw .. Y, or Sldewioe Movement, '38. F---. 
Power, Roota ; lnYolutlon. Evolution, '811. Logarithm•; the Screw-Monmeut, 440. Conerdaloc>' 
dllt.rlbuled; Regnolo117, Olaalology, Btablllology, <MO. Perpendicularity, Horizontallt1 lnellnaliaa; 
MtMaa.u., V1111111T.uu.a, .A>C111AJ.. An objection answered, 442. Animal and Vegetable KorpholoCY. 
"3. E:rl&lenoe and Extension, '44.. The Fm or more Mecbanlcal PrlnclplH reducible to On., '-I&. 
Splrallam, Hel\elam, '41. Ghoat-1.Jneo; Rotation of Thought, 448. IDE>ITITT op LAW DI al•Tn<S 
~ Muon, '49. Bl-fureatlon and Trl-furmtlon, 450. Intellectual Gymnastics, -IM. Sothfag. Blau 
Space; Something, Enllllea, 4119, 4e8. Lngloal and Natural Orders of, 41Se. Tlll<l>E,.cr TO t:QV •

TIOK, 4oG4. Cardiual, Ordinal; Space, Time, '1)7. 8olldarlt7, Coutinalt1: Rea&, MolioD; ~. 
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Orbit. ~ lalepn, Planet&: Fract.ion1, Panl, '53. BtalM of Matter. Solid, Fluid, etc.. 460. 
llu~ AlolWI, l'olala, Ualta: i'urm, '6i. Suboi....._, Tlllaga; Nuu·pluraliubl.., J'lura.lluble, 
~ t;oncrdold and AbatnclOld Thlog., '6J. Odd and Ena, ~ 011.., Two, l>ual Objocta, 406. 
a-der, 8"": Mala, Female; .Lmbryonlsm, '66. Genorat.ioa, Number, 4di. Serlea and Groups: 
Free and lll..ured, 4Gd. ~Kaul and Hegel, 46), 470. l'lenuw and V acoum, 410. ANTlTllial& 
OJ' FolUl AJ<D Fu11~-r10,., 411: ol Enr.lty and lllaulfeatalioa, 41U: of SplrU and Matt..r, 486. FKlUN· 
lall, lUao.lDLlllll, 472-481. The !Joe A.Wy&ed, 4;~ l : 0 Pemlnotd, 1; 2 lll&sculotd, 418, 4W. 
'Co.ism, Duiam • Singull.lm, Ploralbm, 48J, '33, 49&. Material Unity, Splrilual Di&rence, and 
""" ...,.., 4&. The llldlridoal aod U>e St&&e, 4 .o. AraM of GoYtll'IUllellli, 488. 

~ 3'.-64 : PP. 886, m, m, 39S, 4llO, 411, 4"18. m. 
LIM of Dtaqra,,... No. 9, Indelerminale Form, p. SM. No. 10, FOIUl·AlfAL08Vla or NATDU, 

l!ctc<ca, An, ST!. No. 11, Hvgarth•a Line of Beauty, Si8. No. 12, Point and Line, 383. Xo. 13, 
Polo&, Line, and Angle, as& No. U, Triangle-Determinate Trlnlatm, SIJ.I. No. US, Quadrature, 385.. 
No. lS. Equllatenl Pyramid, 3a:i. No. IT, PoaltlTo, Comparative, SuperlaUTe, 393. No 18. Out
-. IDDeu, and Jle&A-Clrcl.ia and Crou, 402. No. 19, i::quated Crou, 403. So llO, Jf, 4V, Xg, 4o.&, 

No. 21, Form typlcal of rat.o of Jllot'emJOt-L, R, ~. No. 22, AlleTJUCT-Co!<c.B&T., All8TJUr.T 
(Pvul, and Co"cun Follll, 4'.!T. No. ZS, Neal ot Conoentrlc Spher-SyUoglam, 409, No. 24, 
Type& of Anologle, '14 No. 2:1, Type1 of Co-Sequencea and Co-ExllltellCel, 416. No. 20, Typ .. ol 
La ... , Phenomena, Ballly, 4:6. No, 21, Implied, Explicated, and Applied Lol(lc, ttl. No. 28, Paa
tcloglc, 422. No. 29, lacllncd Line, 428. No. 80, 8&. Anclnnn' Croa, 423. No. 81, Types uf.tbe 
Kathe1DAIJC1, 4~S. No. 3'!. Arithmotlcal, Geometrical, and Allalyr.lcal Form, 4211 No. <IB, do., rc
pe&ted and expanded, 42:1. No. M, Punctate Form-Pbonographr, 421. No. SG, Punctate •·orm
Leigh'1 System ofSlattnlcal Tabl91, 4:!8. No. 30, Puncto-bulc, Llnea-baalc, and Panclo-Uneate Form, 
'3G. No. BT, Trlgcnometrlcal, Ccnl-Uonal and pore Geomelrlcal Form, 430. No. SS, R.>eum6 ot 
Plare-Form-Typel, '81. No. 311, Analoguoa of Algebra, 432. No. 40, Analogue• of Departmenlll of 
llatbematlca, '32. No. 41, Drifta of Direction, 4311. No. 42, 81Ablllologlcal Form-Concretold and 
Abolnctoid, 4". No. 43, Tua Ga.un C08KIOAL Du.0LU1, 446. No. «, 'l'ypt,·Forma of .Vaturnl 
....i LogiaJl Ordtr, ~ !'lo. 45, Pu."rr AlfD Oa111~--C.ill>n<A.L AND Oanor.u., 41111. No. 40, 
8lde-Hal ..... -Po11Uft and Nega&We, 4TO. 

CoM.......,a,.,,, CA2"02" or Ca1T1c1all, p. s:s3. Nallo, teeth; dlltrlhnUon of Body, ~T (Table 1, 
llSl)-315. Numben 4 and 3 Atmlyzed: T11uT11 and Oooo-Syedenborg, (16j. Conrnmuca and COB.· 
aunooc, SQ. Space, Time; LoTe, Tboagh'-Tulk, SGi. S•edenborg, Barrio, 368. Sciento-l'hl· 
loeophlc Bolutloa, ll69-3TS. Swedenborg eatlmated, 814. 0"6rlapping, 8~!. Types of Coocrotenesa 
and A.batracloeu, 408. SuP&a!<ATIOJ< or LEVtTl'-11; 8c•m111<c 11 or CBA .. tTDDD, 409. Law• and 
Princ:lplM; Point& and LlnP.., '18. "8pherea," 434. Generation of Point& and Unea, "8. Num
lmtnc Alco...., 4114 Number, Q11&llty-Swedenborg, "41. Famlnlam. etc., p. 4TS. Tempold 8y1• 
..__ W . II. Jtlmball, 416. Chun{/, Yung, and Ho, 414. Monism, l>ualiam, 483. 

........,..,,_, BltlT, SUila, dtU.11, p. 881. 

494. Wrm the present Chapter we enter upon the Con
sideration of FORM, or the Science of MORPHOLOGY. FORM 

is the most determinate and exact of all the Domains of 
Bring. As NUMBER furnishes the Uni?Jersal PRINCIPLES 

of Things, and their Technical N AMINGS, so FoRM fur

nishes their PRECISE and DIAGRAMMATIC ILLUSTRATION. 

c. 1, 2. Ruskin affirms that even in the Art of Painting, which 

Commentary t. 494. 1. The Definitive Test of the Scientific Character 
of any System of supposed Universal Truth is that it furnishes a CANON OF 
CRITICISM upon its own Methods and Conclusions. This CA."'fON OF CRITI-
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is ordinarily understood to be the representation of objects 
by color, the Drawing or the Element of Form, underlying the 
color, and obscured by it, is still the more distinctive and 
truly artistic Element. It is the same, by correspondence, 
with the Universe at large. The Typical Plan ef CrealiQn, 
the Linear .Drqft ef the Primiti1Je Conception, is overlaid by 
the coloring, or by the glare ef the Facts and Phenomena, 
the subject of our first Obser1Jational Generalliations. 

495. The relative importance of such Obser1Jational Knowl
edge is beginning to pale before the rising appreciation of the 
.Discovery ef Laws, and it is the Department of Form in the 
Universe of Being, which is most especially illustrative or 
these Laws. Agassiz, Buckle, and other philosophers in 

CIBll, in respect to UNTVERSOLOGY, is found in the Evolution of Number, and 
especially in the Parallel Coincidence of Development, and the resulting Accu
racy of Correspondence, between the two Elementary Domains of Number and 
Form. These furnish a Sample and Guide in respect to every other Speciea 
of Correspondence and Distribution. As an Ulterior and Reactionary Rectifica
tion, however, of our Analogical Observations in these Elementary Domains, the 
Elementary Analysis of Speech, or Language, has a remarkable function to 
perform. Seemingly not one of the Exact Domains, Language has, nevcrthe
lllSll, a central or intermediative position between Matter and Mind. of a ChaJ"llC
ter which renders ita Elementa, in a aenM, TJIE KOST ELEKENTARY Dmunr. 
This Quality and Function of Language will, however, only partially appc.ar 
in the present work. Language is so much a Speciality that there is much to 
be taught in respect to it before it can be employed for guidance and illustra
tion. Music, Logic, and Rhetoric belong with Language as parts of the same 
General Domain. 

2. Without this sound basis of Comp!lrison hetwesn the Ddaila of Different 
Elementary Domains of Knowledge, with its rigorous rectifying influence over 
all guesses, approximations, and vague intuitive perceptions, no auppoeed Law 
of Serial Development is truly di~; and nothing so founded can be more 
than Semi-Scientific. The numerous claims to the discovery of such a Law, 
someofthem embodying, in fact, a large portion of Truth, can be readily tested 
in this manner. Whether they chance to contain much or little of Truth, they 
are not PBOVEN to contain any of it, until they can be applied otherwise than 
in Broad Generali:r.ationa at a secure distance from the Special Caaes of Com
parison between the Details of Different Domain&. No severer test can be 
demanded than the Analogies between the two Exact and Elementary Domainl 
of Number and Form. 
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Science, affirm that Science is now overburdened with Facts, 
and that the discovery or Laws alone can conduct to the higher 
grad~ of appreciation in the Scientific \Vorld. Morphology is 
therefore to be the Scientific Domain of the Future, in prepon
derance, as Snbstanciology, the Observation and Classification 
o( Facts, bas been the Special Arena of tlie Science of the 
Past. 

"96. The important st.ep now to be taken is to announce, and 
to prove, that each of the fundamental Principles, Elements, 
Factors, Domains, Stages, and Aspects of Being has, cor
responding with it, in the Outline and Midline or lnline of 
Things in the W'orld at Large, an EQUALLY FC!\'DAHENTAL 

V AB.IETY OF Fon, echoing to it, and representing it, aJJ it 
trrn, Diagrammatically, but really Symbolically, so that this 
D•'W Dt.•partml'nt, namely, that or Form, thus becomt•s the 
Grand Jfanif esting, or lllustrative, Department of Being. 

497. The Configuration, first, of the \Vorld which we in
habit, and then of the Human Body as a minor, repetit<>ry, 
world or Microcosm, will be assumro as special Domains for 
the illustration of tho Principle here announced-that of 
Ou .&ho, UJitltin the Domain o/ Form, (Jforpholo[/1/), by 
/Jpt'cial Di8trib1dioiu of Form, (or Figure), to the Funda
~Special DistrihutiOTU of all Being tJ)katlJoerer. 

498. The statement of this Principle of Echo or Analogy 
betwt'ell all tlte Special Domaiiu Qf Bcin!J, and the illustration 
of the Common El1•m1.mt between thrm by corresponding 
Forms, may, indeed, be enlargt>d l>y affirming that the E1·ho 
or Analogy is not ronfined to g<'neral discriminations, but that 
ii continu~a tcitk Jlathema.tical .Exactness down to the utmost 
minutia oj' tAe delaila • 

.. 00. Bnt we have primarily to do with Genna!, Distributions, 
and with those especially which have be<-n hitherto named in 
the PJ't'('A-ding ChaptE>rs. In the single fact or SUCCf'S.<ifully 

establishing the Principle in respect to these Distributions 
only, Wl' shall transcend completely the old Domain or Meta-
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physics, although commencing in it, and shall plant our fft't 
securely upon the new ground of Positive Science, while ytt 
dealing with Metaphysical Discriminations; thus int.erlock
ing, as no one has hitherto attempted even to do, by a 
double chain of Metaphysical and Mathematical demonstra
tions, the two sundered Hemispheres of Knowledge,-Phil4> 
sophy and Science. 

600. The Philosophical Basis of Being is more interior, and 
in that sense, prior ; but it is, for that very reason, less explicit. 
or more obscure. 

601. It is, therefore, with the Scientific Basis that these de
monstrations will begin. It will then be by a Reflection ca.st 

• from Science, that Philosophy will become Scientized and in
telligible ; that it will be, in other words, interpreted to it.eel!. 
It is by .Analogy with this procedure that the Intuitions or tbt' 
Race will be apprehended and corroborated by the Intellec"t : 
and while they will confess a debt of gratitude so incurred. t.M 
Intellect will in turn discover the worth of Intuition, and be-
come deferential to it. 

602. It has been previously shown that the leading Concep
tions of Number, as Cardinal and Ordinal, for example, are 
gent:'rated from the conception of any Ideal Limit,· as that. 
for instance, between the Something and the Nothing. (t. ll.1\. 
But LIMIT is also the Incipiency of Form, as the concept:i@na 
derived from it are the Incipiency of Number. It will now bto 
shown in1'ersely, that the Conceptions of Form are neeessarily 
generated from the Conceptions of Number. 

603. Posit, through the imagination, two points anywhere in 
Space, and let these two points represent two Units. C-Oncei~ 

of them then as the Sum called Two, that is to say, collec
tively, or as co-existing at the same time in the mind ; and 
this conjoining of the two individual or separate Units into a 
co11l>ctive Twoness is necessarily effected by drawing a ~ 
of abstract thought as a trait d'union or connection be~n 
them. This Line so improvised and interposed by the Opt'l"&* 
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tion of the mind itself, is then, LI1111T, and as such it is the 
governing element of Form. This is the Morphismus within 
the Numerismus. Form is thus generated from Number 
(c. 8, t. 143). t. 475. 

504. We thus pass up from the consideration of Number to 
the consideration of Form; from the Abstract Mathematical 
Domain to the Geometrical ; from Ontology, the Science of the 
Point-ea.en Ens represented by a Unit-to Morphology, the. 
Science of the Line, (Lines, Lineation)--each Law represented 
by a Line; from Substance-as Aggregative Entia or Beings 
-and .their label, Number, up to Shape or Figure, as the 
Solidifying Constraint or Limitation, imposed upon Sub
stance. 

505. Form or Shape is of Infinite Variety, like the Combina
tions of Number. There are, nevertheless, certain Aspects of 
Form which are Elementary, bi different Orders and Grades 
of Elementation. The Discovery of the true Distribution and 
Significance of these Primitiu and Typical Varieties of 
Form is, for the reasons above stated, an exceedingly im-

Commentary t. 603. 1. As we come now from the Domain of Nux
na, we ahall be occupied still, for a time, in some measure, and especially in 
the Commentary, with Coneiderotions of a mixed nature, which are transitional 
between these two Domains; and even with some which belong more properly 
to Numerology, but which, from the crowded state of the preceding chapter, 
were excluded or insufficiently treated there. 

2. Something remains, thus, to be added in respect to the Numerical Distribu
tion of the Parts connected with the Figttn of the Human Body, os symbolic 
of 1'RE UMIVEJUIAL PamcJPLBB OP BEING. We terminated the investigation 
in the preceding chapter by arriving at the Nails and Teeth, the Extremities of 
tlie Ez:tremitiel, and the Symbols of Speciflc Analytical or EkrMntary Generali-
artiMa. (t. 4.62). . 

8. The Naill of the Fingen1 of a Hand repeat the Fingflrl of the Hand, and 
represent them in a more Al>atraa way, as Unism, Duism, Triniam, (Quartism 
and Quintism), the Allltract Principles of the corresponding Digital Numben1 
repeat the Numbers themselves. The Nails collectively bold therefore the same 
Anal<>jlical Relationship to NUllEROLOGY, The Metaphysics of Mathematics 
which the Finger• thcnselrea bold to Mathematics as such (Tab. 13, t. 231); 
or, more strictly, to Arithmetic, the Incipiency of Mathematica. The Nails 
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portant part of the total Uni'Dersological DisC<J1Jery. It is this 
which will now ocoupy our attention. This .Analytical and 
Primitive Understanding of Form is, in fact, the Square and 
the Compass of the New Science. The Symbolism of Form 
intuitively prevised has been the Special Depositary of the 
Institution of Free Masonry. Intellectually discovered, it per
tains to th~ Science of Universal Morphology, which is, in the 
sense above explained, the Fundamental Domain of Scientific 
Analogy. 

506. It must not be supposed that the Notation exhibited 
in the preceding Chapter-though consisting of certain Num
bers appropriately chosen as analogous with the Departments 
of Being to which they were assigned-contains in it.self an 
exhaustive Distribution of The Domain of Number in accord
ance with the Distribution of Being at large. Numbers (as 
1, 2, S,) are themselves only a Subdivisional Department of 
NmrnER, as itself an entire Domain of Being. There are many 
things, as Values, Functions, Series, etc., which fall within 
the Domain of NUMBER, and which are not Numbers. It 

correspond, in other words, to the Abstract Elements of Number. They occur 
in Groups of 5; the double group, 10, being the Natural Baais of Nnmeration. 
The toes, by their comparative grossness, symbolize Indet.erminate Number, 
which is also distributed by 5 (t. 4&'7}; the Fingers denote the True Digital 
Numbers. (t. 462). 

4. TM TMIA b«Jr tM llHM re/,atian to tM Abatmct Eltmenu of Jibrm mad 14 
MorphO«Jgy, ~hi.ch tM Naill bear to tM Abetmtt E~ of Numl>w and to ll"v
merolhfly. The Teeth are the Radical E:l:IA'emitia, or (inversely) the Ultimatl 
Ori')in• of the Bony Framework of the Head, in the same sense as the Nails are 
so of the Bony Framework of the Body (or Trunk). Form btlunga ttitla tk 
Head, a.a ~or BuJJe (~tHl by Number or Suma) bebmg• UlitA tM Bod7. 
(or Trunk); Form ~itA ScU!nN, lAbatNu:toid), a.a Subttan~ fDith Natvn, (C
crttoid). The H«lil ii tM &at, and T1J?, and Bymlxil, of Beien~, mul KNNktlge, 
and TrutA, a.a tM Body ii of Natu~, and Obter1'atinn, and Fact. 

5. TM Alntract Elmnmu of Form ar1 Ptmcrrsx, tM Spirit of tk PDint; Lms
mr, the Spirit of tM Out, Lin1, or &lg1; mid BURFACIBK, tM Spirit .of tJu &1' 
f<W or SUU, (r~ntatiH also of SoLIDIS)(, tM Abltmct Principle of IM C.Cm· 
crete). These echo and correspond with Umsw, Dum.t, and Tiu:NISM, respcc· 
tively, as tM Ab.tract Ekmentl of Number,' (Trinism representing also Triunism 
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results, therefore, that we have still to distribute the Domain 
of Number, analogically with the Distribution of Being; or 
ot the Universal Domain of Science and Philosopay, as effected 
in the preceding chapter; and then-which is now the Gov
erning Point of View-analogically with the Distribution of 
the Domain of FoJUl, 7WW also to be effected and to be made 
the CANON OF CBITICISM upon all OTHER .Distributions. The 
Distribution of FoRM will, therefore, take the lead in what 
follows, relating itself to the Distribution of BEING completed 
in the preceding chapter. That of NUMBER will then follow, 
and be related to it. .A Parallel Distribution of Form, . of 

-the Concretism118). The Cuspid or Canine Teeth symbolize, as previously noted 
(t. 462) Punctism; the Incisor or Cutting Teeth symbolize Liniism, (repeated 
try the Bicuspids or Two-Point-Teeth,-Two-Points implying, and being, in 
another form, the Equivalent of Line). The Molll.I'B or Grinders, also called 
}lulticuspids, symbolh:e Surfacism, (covering and implying Solidism, the bulk 
and strength of the Concrete Idea). Mashing and Grinding are done by Op
pOte<l Surfaces, as Cutting by Opposite Edges, and Piercing by Points. Sur
face is aleo Many-pointism, as contrasted with Two-pointism and One-pointi!lm 
or Unipunctism. 

8. In this Allltraet Jll«Mnt,atilm of Num/Jtno and Fonn, and in tJu Ec1w of tJ4Ch 
t.o tJu otMr- ~~. is the Incipiency of all pOBBible Knowledge of Ema or Scim
tfjie Analot;y. We are here in the Elementismus of Being and Thought, as 
contrasted with the Elaborismus, or Grand Body of Observational Generaliz.a
tiona, such OB have constituted the Philosophies heretofore extant. The Ele
mentisruus of Number is a Simplification or Abridgment of the Elementismns 
of Form; inasmuch as Nature is simpler than Science, and Science ex11eter 
than Nature. Instead of ruling in the Number 8, which has relation to Cuba
ture, and hence to Exactitude, it rules in 5 (Aul£mented from S) (t. .f.57). See 
also Dia. 80, t . 1039, for the Type-Form of the Human Hnud. 

7. The following Numerical Formulte express the Constitution of the Typical 
Numerical Outlay of those Parts and Aspects of the Body, and especially of the 
Skeleton and i~s .Armature, which have now been cited, (in the prececlin~ chap
ter), u symbolizing and correspondential with the different kinds of Universsl 
Principles characteristic of different Systems of PhilO!!Ophy. Their Evolution 
&om Unity, and then from Umsv, Dutsx, and Tanmw, will be sufficiently 
obTious. 

1 = The Whole Body,-the Subject to be distributed. 
1 + 2 = 8, or thus: 1, The Simple Wholeness; 2, the Bi-lateral Sym

metry; and, 81 The Complex Wholeness of the Entire Body. 
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Number, and of Universal Being, will, therefore, result from 
this Analysis. 

507. The Spencerian Distribution of Science, (1.), (2.), (3.), 
(Tab. 15. t. 278), has for its .Analogues in respect t.o Form, (1), 
ABsTRACT-CONCRETE Fo1nr, (or Naturo-Abstract Form), which 
is the Actual Form, as ezkibited in Nature, of Un.embodied 
Substances and Phenomenal Aft"ections of Matter; the Forms, 
in other words, belonging to, or involved in, Chemical Ele
mentary Substances; in the Rays of Light; in the Vibrations 
of Heat, etc. ; for Vibrations and Motions of all sorts are a De
partment merely of FoRM ; (this is Form concreted with the 

1 + 2• = G, (for 8) ; the 8 strengthened or carried, aa ii WN, to a higher 
Power), (1), or thus: 1, The Thumb; 21, The Four Fingers; 
G, the Wholeness or Collective Group. 

1 + 21 + 8, ( = 8 the Collective Wholeness), or thus: 1, The Cuspid; 
2', Incisors and Bicuspids; and, S, 'Molars; (of the IJJllf-Jaw). 

8 (for 1 + 2"d and Srd Intensities of 1) + 21 + 2', or thus: 1, (with interior 
Constitution of 8 and IS), The Sacro-Coccy'geal Column ; 111d 
2, The Coxal Bones,-for the Pelvis ; and 2' ( = 8), for the 
Bones of the Head (t. 460) . 

. The above Formullll belong to Secondary, or to Bcient;o.Philosophy. 
1 + 2' + G (for S)-in a more general sense, as relating to the whole 

Body instead of the Hand-, or thus: 1, The Simple Whole
ness of the Body ; 2', The Four Quarters, terminating in the 
Digital Groups; G, The Numeral Measure of each Digital 
Group. (t. 467). 

The above is characteristic of the Kantean Distribution. 
(S (for 1, as HigheT Intensity of 1,) + 2' = 7) + (S (for 1) + 2 = 5) = 12. 

(Add 1 at the beginning for Simple Wholeness of Group, 
and 1, (18)1 at the end, for Complex Wholeness). 

This is the Schedule of the Numerical Arrangement of the Ribs in two Gronpt 
of 7 Long Ribs and G Short Ribs. It is Artoid as contrasted with the PreTioll! 
Distributions which are Naturoid and Scientoid, respectively. It is coincident 
with the Ml\in Distribution of the Musical Scale (t. J.031), and is finally tbe 
precise" Law of the Series" as delivered by Fourier, and made the Basis of hi, 
entire System. Fourier is pre-eminently the Artistic Philoeopher, or the Artist 

(1) When an 044 Number la to be angmented. or to reeeln a Higher Ini.n.lty, U 18 c!o,.. bf---'· 
Ing a degree In the Natural 8eri1W; an Enn one, b7 a Hl1ber JI~ Power ;-Na&inrDldal all4 
l!c:lcatoldal Method1, 1'98peCtiTel7. 
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Substance which manifests it; either more perfectly identified 
with Materials or Gross Matter, as in Chemistry ; or partially 
abstracted from Gross Matter, as the Phenomena of Light, for 
instance ; or manifest.ea in Mechanical Motion, as the result of 
Internal Force, as of Heat); (2) .A.BsTRAcT Fomir, (or Sciento
.Abstract Form), Form not specifically related to any given 
Substances, Motions, or Objects, whatsoever, but.Abstracted or 
withdrawn, and constructed into .Arrangements, and Figures, 
or Shapes, in Pure Space, and by the ind~pendent action of 
the Mind; (3) CoNCBETE FonH (or Composite Form), The 
.Actual Form of Real or Existing Objects or Things,-of Plu-

among Phitoeophere. His Seate of Sacred or Ilonnonic Numbers is 1, Seo, '1, 
12cun. The 1 is Sub-pivot, and 13 Super-pivot. The 8, 71 12 are the Grand 
Reigning Numbers in'' the Distribution of the Harmonies." The Ribs cover
ing and moriilg with the Rhythm of the Heart and Lungs, are the Rhythmical 
Portion of the Corporeal System. It is here, therefore, that Swedenborg aa a 
SpiritUJJl Philosopher also modulates. Art and Spirit, (Elprit, MDMMnt), are 
related to the same region. 

8. Finally, Comte furnishes the coarse, strong, practical Backbone of Philo
sophy. The Numerical Formula of his Encyclopedic First Philosophy-a 
enlarged from 3 to 8 groups of Principles (t. 456)- is (7 + IS = 12) + 
(7 + lS = 12)::: 24, the Normal Number of the Vertebne. The' first Group l!US

tains and coincides with the Rib&-Dorsal, ArlQid ,· the second Group is 
di'tided by it, as interposed between, into one of 7-Cervical, &i6Tltoirl, (un
plying the Skull as l; so = 7 + 1 = 8-or an Octave)-and one of IS-Lumbar, 
Naturoid. The " Second and Third Philosophies" of Comte are indeterminate 
numerically, as previously stated (t. 466). 

9. The following Table exhibits in Coup d'mil the Relations of theae Pivotal 
Namben to Nature, Science, and A.rt. (See also c. 89). 

TABLE 1. 

1 
~ I l ..q ,_,,___ 

~ ~ 

ABT 841+1) ?'a+ u 11as+1> 
8cnmcB 9 4 8 
NATUBB 1 a IS 

31 
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the First and Foundational stage of tkis Parallel Distribu
ti<>n of BEING, FORK and NUMBER. 

509. But before exhibiting in Diagram the Three Funda
ment.al Varieties of Form above described Verbally, let us clear 
the ground by disposing of lNDETERllINATE OR CHAOTIC Foo, 
the Analogue of INDETERMINATE BEING and NUllHEB, -

(t. 244) ; and for this purpose certain varieties t.aken some
what at random, as Samples of a Determinate Form are brought 

included), bu reference to SPA.OB o.nd Too:, the Joint Negative Ground of all 
Limited Being. The following Extract put.a very clearly and forcibly the 
current Swedenborgian Conception : 

15. "The two most Universal Properties of the Natural World, which enter 
into all Sensuous Forms, as Necessary Conditions of their Existence, are SPJ.Ci 

and Tum. 
16. "To these <Jll1'1'UpUIUl the two most Universal Properties of Mind which 

are necessary to its Existence, whatever be it.a Form; and these are LoVE [Goo»1 
and THOUGHT (TRUTH). 

17. "These two kinds of Properties, Mental and SensuoUB, <Jorret1p011d tD
gtft'Mr, not because there is any natural analogy between them, for t.hey are un
like in Kind ; still less because they have any direct resembhmce, but because 
the Universal Mental Properties are the Producing C11uees of the two C-Orre
sponding Natural Properties [The Appcanmce of Time and Space;-This is 
Pure Idealism]. 

18. " Spau is the Representative Effect of Finite LoVB, and Time the Repre
aentative Effect of Finite TnouoBT. 

19. "In other words, the Space of the Natural Universe is an Effect of the 
C-Ommon Condition of all Finite Wille; and the Time of the Natural Uni· 
verse is an Effect, of the Common Condition of all Finite Int.ellecta." (1). 

20. Thie whole statement is, again, in precise accordance with what is said 
above of the Number 4; a t»mplete ~r/Jlll of what UniM"aology l!"°P""nd• a• tlit 
PRnlARY Q'f' Leadill{J Truth of tM Suhject; while, nevertheless, the Swcden
borgian statement is vindicated, in a Secondary emiati. Space tmn.cida tritA 
Station, or Co-Existences, of which it i11 the Arena, and so with the Static or 
Standard and Permanent Fundamental Cut-up of 8pace in Idea by the Elemen
tary Mathematics; furnishing the Measuring Points and Lines of Existence; and 
then with lfftziaUnce itself as that which infills this Negative Continent or Ground 
with its Ideal Framework of Governing Relations. AU of this Stationary Ap-

(1) Tulk'• Apborlama on tbe La,,. of Creation, u 41aplayed In &be Correlpon4ence1 that 8'lbGa be
W- Ktn4 an4 lh"81',-pp. •• 10. 
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into Comparison with it in the following Diagram. I shall also 
interpose the Morphic Analogues of NATURE, SCIENCE, and 
ART, before recurring to the Spencerian Distribution. 

~ 

~ 

• 

Diaa;ra:zn No. 9. 

Fi.gure 1. Ind.eterminate Form. 

ffe & @ 
~ 0 @ 

Fi.gure 2. Determinate Form. 

~OD 
~OD 

610. INDETERMINATE NUMBER has in it, by lNEXPUGN.ABIL

ITY OF PRIME ELEMENTS (t. 226), a certain Minor Portion (or 
Subdominance) of Regula.rity, which enables us to classify it 

pa.ratua of Being, Conjointly, <J~, in other words, repetiti~ely, with 
Space, and is represented in, and meant by, Space, in the sense in which we 
are now considering that subject ; and within the llind, the Mind-Space, or 
Capacity for Receiving and Comprehending i<leas, together with the Dis
criminating Points and Lines of Attention, Observation, and Thought, (the 
Truth Cognizing Faculty), hns again, coDSOCiated with it, the Content of Fact 
filling the Hind-Space, and subjected to these Thought-Limitations ;-AU of 
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as ONE, MA.NY, .A.LL, etc. Indeterminate Form has a Similar 
Relation to Single Objectness, to Partnes8, the broken or 
fragmentary aspects of objects, and to Wko'leness of .Aggre
gates, .Assemhlages, or Groups of Objects. In its General 
Character, it is nevertheless Lawless or Chaotic ; and as such 
it is associated with the Wildness or Unrestricted Freedom and 
Un pruned Extravagance of NA.TITRE, as contrasted with De
terminate Form, the Analogue of ScIENoE, and with a Balance 

thil, conjointly, npeata, or coincidu fDith, External Space with it.a Static Ap
paratus of Limit.a and Content ;-the Statismuil of Miu d with the Statismua of 
}fatter; and b<>th with Science or Systematized Thought, and hence 'lllith 
Truth, the Statismus or Standard Domain, or Domain of Standards, or Statutes 
and Lays or Laws, in the Universe at large. 

21. Time, on the contnry, coin.cidel, or corrup<mill repetitkiely uith, Motion or 
Co-Sequences, of which it is the Arena or Continent, and, hence, with the Flue· 
tionnl or Progrcssional Development of Dein~ ; and so with .MoVJWE."'T 88 tlie 

. Counterpart of EXISTENCE. (t. 42; t. 66; t. 140-143, c. 1-9, t. 321 ). The 
.Analogue here in respect to Mind is Affection, (making towards), Appetite, 
(seeking towards), or WILL, or Volition, (the Flight or Determinate Drift of 
the Mind). What Swedenborg calla Love. and what he calls Will, are here 
blended, like the two Concretes (t. 248), as the Counterpart of Thought ; or as 
Nature and Art are the Counterpart, conjointly, of Science. They, again, coin
cide with Goocl, 88 Thought with Truth. 

22. SPACJt, therefore, by this Method of Aspecting the Subject, corresponds 
with TnouoBT, and Tnm with Lovx, which is the~ in quatUni of the 
Fundamental Statement of Swedenb<>rg and Tulk. But we can still trace in 
what manner they were viewing the subject, and to what extent their statement 
from that aub<>rdinate point of view is authorized. They were, in tlie jirlt plar.t, 
wholly within what I, in this larger Distribution, denominate the Tnnpic ...1~ 
of the Subject, omitting the tr!ld Spacid Aapect entirdy. Hence their Distribution 
is Sub<livisional merely of One Half of the whole Outlay of the Subject; and 
it is a recognized Principle of Universology that such Secondary Distributiona 
yrecUely contradict, or 1t.a11d antithetically oppol«l w, the Primary and Governing 
Distribution; and no on11 heretofore, in attempting a Universal Distribution, 
has compassed more than a Single Hemisphere of the Subject. (c. 24). 

23. Man, says Swedenborg, is a Form (or Embodiment) of Thought, lnklli· 
gence, or Wisdom, and Woman is so of Love, or Affection. But it is cle.ar th4t 
the Female Organism us is the Especial Embodiment of Periodicity, and hence, 
of Time (Menstruation) which is, therefore, the Love-Essence or Ground, and 
that Man (Male) is not so characterized. But Sulxlin.ionally within the Life of 
the W omau, her Prime (Lat. Primus, FrasT) or E;rpannN Age, capable of C.00. 
ccption and Pregnancy (Fr. GroSIUle), is the Analogue of Space, and the 
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and Compound of these two which echoes to .A.RT. It is the 
Skill of the Landscape Gardener, for instance, to break the 
Monotony of Regular Forms and High Culture, by com
mingling patches of Primitive Wildness and Objects of Rus
tic Construction in the Scene, and thereby to enhance the 
.Artistic Effect. 

511. But, by NATURE is here meant Crude, Untamed, Un
scientized Nature; Nature as she is in herself, and not as 

Bt,tpul or later Pat/i,fll(Jy of her Life the Analogue of Time, in the Outward or 
Natural World-the Scientific Aspect of the Subject. (Pregnancy interrupts the 
Periodicity). All this is Phyai.ologicnl. It is true, again, that by ANTITHETICAL 

REFLECTION, this is, in a sense, all reversed from the Interior, Mentoid, or 
Spiritual point of view, or in respect to the Mind itself, and with respect to 
that First Stage of Mcntation in which the Mind is (though really Male) appar
ently the Feminine Porty in its relation with Matter, that is to say, impressed or 
impregnated by it. Discursive Reasoning, Catalogical, is 8ur.u81ioool, or Repeat.a 
the Pericdicity of the Feminine Physiology. It is only Scientic Analogic which 
is Spaceoid, and truly Ma.sculoid. 

24. Further attention to the language of Tulk, in the above Extract, will 
justify tltls Criticism, and point out very defirutely the Nature of his defective 
estimation of the real Correspondences. It has been el11ewhere shown that 
Procedure from Causes to Effects is, by likeness or Analogy, a Procedure in 
Time-Lot;ical,· and not in S~-Anal,ogkal (o. 1-9, t. 321). Consequently 
the Analoizy or Correspondence between Causes and Effects is always Ten.dential, 
never Repditite; always C<>rrel,atitJn, never Ct>incidenee,. always SueeuMn, never 
Bide-by-Side-nua ,' a Chafa of Reaaoning, not a true DialaUcof Equatitln; Catua
twnal, not Crrmpamional,. <mgoing, 'fTI01Jing, ~ital, and l]>iritual, not lltationary, 
im-abk, dead, while yet Sciai~, or fundamental,· hence, in a word, N4-
Tnuc, and not ScIENTJC. Now the External or Naturoid Space and Time are here 
predicnted as Eff edl from the Internal Love and Thought, as the Causes which 
project them. This whole Procedure (so conceived) is, therefore, Su«AJ#ional, 
not ~ial ,· hence it falls entirely within an image of Time, not within 
an image or a Compound Universe with one Aspect or Development falling 
within Space, and another Aspect falling within Time. Hence, again, the Dis
criminations so ma<le can be no more than Refiedi<ma of the larger and Primi
tive Discrimination ; and, like all Reflections, they are .AntitMtical to the 
Original or Fundamental Truth of tlid Su'fl.ject. (o. 22). 

15. In tk aetmUl pl,ac,e, all impressions in respect to Static Foundations gained 
from Progress, are nece880rily blurred and obscured by tM Mooe>Mnt. It is like 
the idea of a machine obtained from seeing it in action, as compared with that 
gained from taking it asunder; or like Physiological Observations on Living 
1lan oompareJ with Anatomical Investigation of the Dead Subject. Thia ii 
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she subsequently becomes when herself also a Department ol 
the Scientific Domain. We have, subsequently, The NATURAL 

S{Jiences as contrasted with Exact Science, or Sc1EScE more 
strictly and properly so called, and it is in respect to them that 
Nature re-appears, tamed, polished., and subdued; and ao 
purged of her Primitioe Wildness and Crudity. Nature aa 
the cultured Domain of the Natural Sciences; Nature as a 
Department of Science, when Science is employed with that 

BOIENTJZJID NATURE. 

«JUlllly tf"IU ~"4tMr w tpMi of Natural IMp«tion by tJw &umal Sau., w 
Spiritual Inap«tilm by t1uJ Internal &MU. Both are ~itllin tM NA~ • 
co11tra.ud tm.th tJw SclEl'ITIBllUB. Swedenborg wu inspired with a Bpirita.1 
Emanation from Scientific Truth, but bllll'red and obscured from tbeee ca--. 
While Spiritual, be was still Natural, aa compared with the higher RatiCJe&l. 
Spiritual Insight of the Pure Intellect. His utterances upon Symboli&m an 
incipient and transitional from the Olrl Literal and Lower Natul'lll ~ 
of Truth to the perfect Claritude of Exact Knowledge. (c.11 L '20). 

26. If the Obscure Spiritual Utterances of Swedenborg wl·re denomilra&ed 
Pseudo-Spiritual, then the further Utterances by Harris, ba.~·l upon thmi., 
might be called the Pseudo-Celatial Degree of this Series of "llluwinated"' 
Deliverances. But the prefix Puud<>- should not be used in either c.. • 
denoting actual falsity, either of the conscious or the uncon!lcioua varie-ty, bU1 
simply as signifyinp; the Imperfection or Shortcoming of thl'llC Writing11 fJga 

lack of the strictly InUIJ«tual Element, and hence of the true &ient!fie Chanr
ter. As collateral branches of the Development of Ideas they are fra.ngt:t vi:l:i 
a peculiarity of their own indispensable to the largeness and wholeDa"a oi OQJ' 

Cosmical Conception, and with an originality and "'ondcrful richDeN of -.. 
gcstion unsurpasaed and hardly equaled in any other class of writings.. h a 
general sense, the works of Boehmen, Fourier, Andrew Jackson Daria, &Ad tbr 
Spiritista at large, ba'fe similar qualities. As Positive Guideii of Doctrine, tbq 
must undergo the siftin;1; process aud modifications which will result from &A. 
.final judgment to be pllSSCd upon them by the more !lasculine l7tterancs llDll 
Positive Demonstrations of Univel'!IO!ogy. There is a peculiar cl- al relaced 
works which should be mentioned here, entitled OA,_ tM Spirit,· ~ 
a Hermetw Piil~, etc., which, though anonymous, I may, I think, •ilhoa 
breach of confidence, attribute to my friend, Major-General E. A. Ilitcbcock. ol 
the United States Army. Althou~h the esteemed Author has not, in my j~ 
ment, seized, by any means, the full significance of Swe,lenbo~'s llethoJ. l!llClr 

given any due consideration to the great event in bis life which be bim.d 
re?rded as Illumination, yet no one can entertain, without profit.. thU writa,.• 
peculiar point of view of the significance of either the Ancient or the llodda 
Scriptures. 

27. But we must now retnm for " moment to a more radical Aspect etil1 ol 
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general extension of meaning which e::rt.ends to the Natural 
Sciences,-must be distinguished from Crude Nature, or Nature 
per se, and its Form-Analogue is then to be sought within the 
range of Determinate Form. This will now be pointed out in 
what follows. The difference between Chaotic Form, (Indeter
minate, Crude Natural), and Determinate Form, echoes to the 
Cosmical Difference between Chaos and Organismus ; that 
between the Form which corresponds with Cultured Nature 

the Rel11tiouoft3paceand Time t.o the Knowing- and the Feeling-Sides ofMlnd, 
respectively. In all that has been said above, it has slruply been shown that the 
llabltual Preeentation of the Subject by Swedenborg and hls expounders is from 
the Spiritual, Internal, Ideal, or Psychologi.cal St:mding-Point-Philoaophoid; 
and that this presentation is exactly reversed from the Materialistic, External, 
Objective Point of view,-Physi.ological and &ientqid, But there remllins to 
be presented the BcIENTO-PmwsoPmo Solution, whlch combines and recon
ciles, as it were, the two views-positing itself upon the Ideal Limit between 
the two Opposite Worlds of Conception, and abstracting the Principles which 
are identical, or in common, in both. 

28. The Final Proposition from this Point of view is this: SPACE ia PRI:MA· 
JUL~ and BA.BICALLY rmrupondential with, or the Analogue of, EITHER KNO\V
DlG tn' FEELING, 01" of BOTU KNOWING AND FEELING, conailh:rcd 
a:J PxlUlANENT FACULTIES, 01" Inatrumental C<mditiona of the Mnm ; and 
TDlE lv.u tM aame Repetiti'Dt! .ATl4logy with KTWUJing AND Fcdi11g wUtiderccl 
V'ilh reqtJCt to tMir ACTIVITIES, EMOTIONS, Q1' OPERATIONS, in the Mind. SPACE 
IS THEREFOBB PxmABILY TRB ANALOGUE or STATION OB REST, AND 

Tnu: OF MOTION oa MOVEMENT, WHETHER m RESPECT TO l\1A.TTER on 
)IJxD. We llaoe therefore, in lhu tiicw, a Common Fountain-Head, from u:ltkh to 
Prouul outt«Jrdlg, tcUh the iktaila of either and both, Matter and Mind, tltread
i!lfl tluir RBPETJTIVE SAXENESSB:S in the midat of tMir ANTITHETICAL DIFFER· 
E.NCBS, througlwut: tJJhiJ.e, yet, nef!erlheltu, SPACE, coincident ma.inlg with StatUm 
qr Bat, or the Static .Aapcct of Thing11, ia predominantly, and in the Outer or 
&ientijk &n18, THE ANALOGUE OF THE KROWING·FACULTY·il'D-FUNCTION of 
IM Jifind, fJJhich ia, in likt! manner, CQincident mainly U!ith PErulANENT MENTAL 

FACULTY (of either IOl"t); and TIXE, CQincident mainlg trith Motwn or Opera. 
Uon, tn' the Nolle A8P«t of Thinga, ia, predlnninantlg, and from the Outer 01" 

Beientijk point of mete, TUE ANALOGUE OF THE FEELING-FACULTY·ANI>FUNC• 
TJO:'f of the Jfi,nd, tehkh ia, in turn, in l~ manner, CQincident mainly ttith Menta.l 
FlmcrlON OB CHANGING STATE (of either aorf). 

29. Bnt there is here ANTITHETICAL 'REFLECTION (t. 381) and TERllllNAL 
CoNVEBSIOlll INTO OPPOSITES (t. 83), if we go with Swedenborg t.o the In· 
teTDal and Absolute Standing-Point of Observation. It is there that Time, 
&lidifi«l. in 8pactJ aa .Eternity (c. 3, t. 9), becomes what Space is in the Outer 
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and the Form which represents the Exactitudes of Science is 
then Subdivisional within the Organiamus Qf Being. 

612. The following Diagram exhibits samples of the kinds 
of Form which are Analogous with NATURE, SCIENCE, and 
.ART, respectively. It is Nature in the Refined or Cultured 
Sense, (Unismal), Science in the Exact Sense, (Duismal), and 
.Art, as the Composity or Modulated Unition of Science with 
Nature, (Trinismal), which are here meant. 

World, permanent or instantaneously CIHll!tant throughout all the part.a of it; 
and on the other hand, Space converts into the Successive Measures of Time. 
Swedenborg Wl\8 himself aware of this precise difference, as shown by the fol
lowing extract, although he has not always maintained it, nor informed us when 
he is speaking from One, nor when from the Other point of view. The extract 
is this: "I was once engaged in thought respecting what Eternity is; and I 
found that I could conceive by the idea of Time what to Eternity might be, 
namely, Existence without end; and that I could not thus conceive what j1'V111 
Eternity could be, nor consequently, what God was engaged in before Creation, 
from Eternity. Falling, in consequence, into a state of anxiety, I was elevated 
into the sphere of Heaven, and thus into the state of perception respecting 
Eternity which is enjoyed by angels. I then was enlightened to see that Eter
nity is not to be thought of from Time, but from &aU [Statically], and that then 
a perception can be attained of what from Eternity is; which, accordingly, I 
then experienced." (1) It would seem, therefore, if we admit both of these ideas, 
that, as between Space and Time, there is in the last .Analysis, CoNVERTIBLB 
IDENTITY (t. 89), or that at least, they are INEXPUGNABLY UNITED (t. 226); 
as are their Analogues, Knowing and Feeling, as Ferrier has demonstrated. 

80. Swedenborg does alRO, indeed, by Implication (though nowhere explicitly) 
exhibit a pllrtial sense of the doctrine above stated, namely, that the Firllt A.ua
logy of Space is with Permanent Facultv, whether of Knowing or Feeling. He 
says in the Arcana CO!lutia, (No. 2625), that "In the Spiritual World there is 
neither Space nor Time, but instead thereof Stat,u, and that States in another 
life correspond to Space and Time in Nature: fQ SPA.CB St,atu iu to Esaz, allll 
to Tnni: Stat.a aa t,o Ex1sTBNCE." In Heuven and Hell, (No. 154), he defines 
the word " States," in respect to Love and Intelligence, (Feeling and Knowing), 
and makes it apply eq1U1llg t,o both. But the mORt important passage, relating 
to this recondite subject, which I have met in the writin~s of Swedenborg, is 
found in his treatise on the Athanasian Creed, (No. 45), and is as follows: "All 
Acti?Jitia are dianga of Stau, and Variationl of FolUI." "The Latter [Varie
tions of Form) are derived ftom the former [Changes of State]. By State iu 
Man we mean his Love ; and by Changes of State the A11'ections of Lo'fe; by 

(l) Beaven and Hell No. let. 
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C...S from below apnrU.] 

Form-Analogues of AB'l'. 

l'lg. a. Fig. 9. 

J'orm-.Analogues of SCIENCE. 

l'lg. 1. 

Fig. I. Pig. a. 

J'orm-AnaloguesofNA'l'C'B1 

l'!g. 9. Fig. a. 
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513. At the Left-Hand of the Departments of Nature and 

Science, in the above Diagram, and at the Bottom of the Art
Department, we have the Simple Curve, the Simple Straight. 
Line, and the Serpentine, respectively, (Figures 1), as the 
ELEMENTARY Types of Nature, Science, and .Art, respectively. 
To the right of these, and midway, in the First Two Depart
ments, and next aJJove, or midway, in the Third, (Art), (Figures 
2), are the Types of the Abstractismus of the Elaborismus,-

Form in him we mean bis Intelligence, and by V arintione of Form, hie Thought!; 
the Latter [Thoughts] are also from the Former [Affections]." 

81. Observe, in the first instance, that the word Stau is here confined to a 
special sense, and applied to the Feeling-Side of tlte Mind only, contrary to the 
larger definition just quoted above. Observe, in the next ploce, that LovB and 
lNTELLIGBl'ICE, (Feeling and Knowing), as Permanent Fruwltia or Imtn1ment4l 
C<J11ditionl of Mind, are here carefully discriminated from TuouoHTS and AFFEo
TIONB, as the .Actioitia and Operatiom of those Faculties. Love and Intelli
gence, in this sense, are therefore, it is obvious, STATIC or Stationary Aspects 
of Mind, and Thoughts and Affections Dynamic or llfoTic; but all Statism 
requires Spoce, and all llotism requires Time as the Conditions of their Being. 
It should, therefore, be added as the Naturnl Corollary of these Statementa of 
Swedenborg, and as the Explicit Doctrine of Sciento-Philosophy: That Lore 
and Wisdom Conjointly, and cu Permanent Famltia of Mind, Correspond Repe
titively with SPACE, and that Affection and Thought Conjointly, and a1 ~ 

mtJumal Procedures of Looo and WiMit>m, Correspond Repetitively with Tna. 
These fundamental discriminations are obscured by Tulk when he takes Lore 
from one of these pairs, and Thought from the other, and reduces the four. 
fold difference to a simple duplex one. Swedenhorg himself, in his ordinary 
utterances, does much the same, and nowhere radically explores the doctrine. 

82. It must be added, then, that Space and Time in a real External way, and 
their Analogues in the Spiritual Domain, undergo Subdivisional Orders oC 
Development, echoing to this Primitive Distribution repetitively, but yet in
versely to each other, as a Man and hie lmal(e, seen in a glass, in a sense repeat· 
ing, and in a eenee antithetical to each other, and that it requires the most 
cautious and exhaustive Scientific investigation-not merely a broad general
izing appreciation-to found a System ~f Lawe and accurate reasoning upon 
these Correspondences. 

38. To illustrate: Swedenborg affirms, in the last preceding extract, u if 
without the possibility of contradiction or Counter-Aspect, that "Variations of 
Fonn" are derif!ed .from" Changes of State," and so that "Thoughts" in the Intel-

, ligence are derived from" Affections" in the Lov~, or Feeling-Side of the Mind. 
:N'ow this is a complete be~ging of the whole question in dispute between the 
Experientialists BDd the Transcendentalists in Philosophy, and curiously enough 
places Swedenborg essentially smong the Former, or on the Materialistic Side 
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the Ex-plan-atory Realm ; and quite to the Right, in the 
First Two Departments, \Nature and Science), and at the Top 
in the Third Department, (Art), (Figures 3), we have the 
Types of the Abstractoid Concretismus, the Department of 
Pra.ctica.l illustrations. 

514. Observe, in the next place, that all, of the Figures in 
Oie DepartmenJ, of Art are CoMPOSITIONs, in different de
grees of Complexity, or in different modes, of the PRINCIPLE 

of PhiJoeophy, notwithstanding the general position I have assigned to him as 
a Pure Idealist. Ile is indeed a Pure Idealist so far as Pure Idealism of the 
Old Naturo-Mctophysical character could go, for it could not save itself from 
falling into contro<liction ; but the Pore Idealism of the New Sciento-Philo
aopby is of a different order. It goes up, analogically, from the Chest or 
Breathing-, or Herd Spiritual Region, to the Head and Brow, the Idealistic 
Region properly so called (o. 8, t. 5>). 

34. To illustrate still farther: "Variations of Form" (if, as here, distin
guished at all from Ohangu of State) means Varieties or Different Types of 
Fonn, or Different Form-Types-Statoid. Now it is the Pure Idealism of 
PL1to, (a Semi-I uminous Conception prophetic of the clearer ideas of the Sciento
Philosophy of lotegralism), that the "Ideas," or Primitive Type-Forma of 
Being, are eternal or underived, the only things, indeed, which are so ; that 
they are, at all events, prior to any and all Ohangu of St.ate, (the Processes of 
Creation), ancl are causative of them ; these Chan~es of State deri!Jed, therefore, 
from the Varieties of Form, (in Pure and Perfect Ideal), and solely taking pince 
in order to conform to them. This is then a complete reversal of the Statement 
of Swedenborg. Or if we take, instead, Thoughts and Affections : Swedenborg 
affirms that our Thoughts o.re all, and in all senses-for be does not discriminate, 
or limit the assertion-derfoed from our Affections. This is true, undoubtedly, 
In the merely Natural Order and Aspect of the Subject, and after we can be 
aaid to have any .Affections; but the Logical Order of the Evolution is ~ tM 
<>ppo.ite. How can we have any Affection whatsoever for any thing which is 
not previously tlunujht of, or jirat in the Mind as a Thought 1 Is it not this 
Thought in the Mind which first calls ou~ and, as it were, creates the Affection 1 
Are not the Affections therefore derived; as it were, wholly, from this point of 
Tiew, from the Thoughts; which is again the exnct miertal of the Statement of 
Swedenborg f The reader is referred to the discussion of this same Subject in a 
previous Commentary (a. 1-7, c. 32, t. 136). 

M. 'What, then, is the Sciento-Philosophic Doctrine on this Subject 1 It is 
that it is alike true that Varietia of Form ard deri/Jed fr<rtn Ohangu of State, and 

, that, contrariwise, Ohangu of Beau aN derfoed from Variationa (Varieties) of Form; 
that it is alike t""' that tM ThOt11JhU are derit:«l from tM ..4.Jf«ti<lna, and that 
Ck A.ff «tinn• are ckriwl from the Tlwughta; as it is alike true that Men are 
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OF NATURE and tke PRINCIPLE OF ScIENOE, CO'Tljoined or 
1/lended witk eack otker; that is to say, that the Third Depart
ment, that of .Art, is derived from the two Departments of 
Nature and Science, as its Element.a or Factors ; thus : The 
Hogartkian Line of Beauty is compounded of Curvature and 
Straightness, as shown more in detail below (t. 520) ; etc. The 
Columns on the Left of the Art-Department are derived Crom 
t~e combination of Roundness and Squareness ; the Pyramidal 

derived (or descended) from Women, and that Women are derived (or de
scended) from Men, or that the Chicken is derived from the Egg, or the Egg 
from the Chicken. (o. 31, 321 t. 136). 

86. The Philosophical Doctrine of Swedenborg, coming with a. claim of 
Divine Authenticity, a" thus saith the Lord," is, nevertheless, like every other 
System, hitherto, a Half-Truth merely; and all Half-Truths, or Part-Trutbe, 
are, from the larger and Integral Point of View, Falsities. Ta.bm for tM tl!liok 
7ndll they are the Standard Fallacies of the lluman Mind. Taken for wbst 

, they are, as Parts of the Truth, anu then integrated by the aid of a radical 
Universal Philosophy, they are 88 true as they are otherwise false; and cer
tainly, in this sense, there baa never been made any single more magnificent 
contribution to the construction of the Entire and Final Temple of Truth than 
is contained in the Elaborate and Profound Religio-Philosophy of Swedenborg. 
I am too greatly indebted to him, I feel too lovingly and veneratingly towarda 
him, to say willingly any word disparagingly of him, beyond what the item 
behests of an honest criticism imperatively require. In my judgment, many of 
the very beat single Minda are held captive at this day by the subtle fallacies 
of Swedenborgianiam, and hindered of higher progress, while I am just u 
certain that as many thousands would be immeW1ely benefited by being in
ducted into those same doctrines. 

87. It was stated above that the ordinary Swedcnborgian view of the .Ana
logical relations of Space and Time to the Grand Divisions of Mind are defec
tive on the score of their relation to the Motic Aspect of Being as one-half of 
the whole Domain merely. Thia, however, is not always the case. The rela
tion, when Swedenborg speaks, is often, on the contrary, to the Static Aspect 
of Being; but then to this also 88 a Half,-the other Half merely; so that in 
either case the discrimination adduced is aul>divisional, and therefore not 
Primitive or Radical. Indeed, the only reasons aaaigned by Swedenborg for 
the stfttement that Space corresponds with Love, and Time with Wisdom. are 
derived from this Static Hemisphere of the subject. They are that we instine
tively speak of those who are in friendly affection RS _,. to each other, and 
when the affection cools, as diltant-Nearnua and Di•tn11Ct1 being terms which , 
belong to Space. Similar reasons are, or may be, adduced with respect to 
Time and Thought. Thia is 88 if we were to discriminate Space iUeV' from the 
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Figures, while composed entirely of Straight Lines, have in 
them, nevertheless, representatively, the Principle of Round
ness, by virtue of the Convergency and Divergency of the 
Side-Lines, like. the Radii of a Circle, contrasted with the 
Side-Lines; of all Square Form which are parallel to each 
other. Finally, the Semi-Oval Figures at the Right are the 
Resultants of still further combinations and interblendings 
of Rotundity and Squareness, such as will be elaborately 
demonstrated elsewhere. 

615. The Principle of the Modification and Blended Har-

Od-Up of BpaM by Lina, and make thia <Jut- Up to correspond with Time, in 
accordance with the Etymology of Time M derind from the Greek Tnnno, TO 

CUT or DITIDB. All this, if we confine ourselves within the Stntic Aspect of 
the subject, and are engaged in the subdivision of it, is quite true and impor
tant ; but it will now be easily seen that there is a prior distinction between the 
whole Static and the whole Motic Aspect or Domain, and that in this larger 
discrimination both the 8pacd itl4lf and its Cut- Up by Linea are to be recogniud 
as Spacic or Spacioid, if the idea of <Jliang6 or JfO!lem81&t ii c:luded, mid if the 
Lina l1f'fl tleref ore permanent,· and that the idea of Time attaches only to the 
Acr of Cutting-Up-that is to say, to the Procaa or Opmmtm. 

88. Many things have been presented by anticipation in this Commentary 
which will be found discussed more in «lltenao, subsequently in the Text. It 
eeemed necessary, however, in this connection, to make this statement, even at 
some risk of its seeming obscure, for the want of necessary explanations. 

89. A word now in respect to the alternative Figures in parenthesis in the 
Art-Line of the Table No. l, o. 9, t. 603. These are 8 + 1, 7 + 1, and 12 + 1. 
It is the Peculiarity of Art, and 80 of the Trinismus universally, that it tends to 
a ~ of detielopment, which repeats. as it were, the two Elements from 
which it is derived, (the Unism and the Duiem), 80 that there is a tllaM"ing be
tween the Aspect which presents the Subject as tAr~fold, and that which pre
&CDts it as fourfold. This tendency to Bifurcation in Art expresses itself in a 
Series, at the End, or, as it were, in the laat link; as, for example, in the Duhita
tum whether an Octave in Music consists of 7 Diatonic Notes or of 8; whether, 
in other words, the Do of the next octave above is w be reik<m«J. in or r«hmed out. 
There is an Overlapping at the Extremities of the Successive Octaves. This 
same Principle, Semi-ezprulion or dubiousness of claim, prevails in the Musical 
Sc:.Ic. somewhat beyond where it has been accurately deacribed. The 8 
Ton~ divide equally into two Serial Wings, a Lower and an Upper Wing. ERch 
is compoeed of Three Whole Tones, and a &mi-Tone at the End of the Serit'B; 
Tbn.<1, Do, Be, Jli {Whole Tones), Fa (Semi-Tone).-Lower Wing: Sol, La, Si, 
(Whole Tones), .Do (Semi-Tone)-U pper Wing. Each Wing may be said to repre-
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mony of the Primitive and Typical Forms, Ro~nd or Square, 
which they undergo in assuming the more Tast.eful and Grace
ful Varieties of Form which pertain to Art, is properly formu
lized, and will be copiously referred to, as the Principle of 

ARTISTIC :MODIFICATION. 

516. It will appear, on a slight examination of this Diagram, 
tha.t Perfect Roundness-ROTUND ISM, of which the Arc of 
a Circle-the Simplest Form of a Our?Je-is ELEMENTARILY 

Representati?Je, kas been assigned to NATURE, as its Ana
logue or Type; that STBAIGHTNESs-RECTISM-of which 
the Simple straight Line is the Lowest Representatiu, u 
assigned, in like manner, to SCIENCE; and tkat Forms com
pounded and modulated from these two-MODULIS:M-a.re 
assigned to ART. The mere Exhibit and Statement to this 
effect are so striking that to many minds they will carry their 
own conviction ; the proofs, however, of the accuracy of this 
Distribution will rapidly accumulate with the further con
sideration of the subject. 

517. The Simplicity of Nature, with yet the entire absence 
of that Exactness and Precision which belong to Scientific 
Abstractions, is symbolized by the Circle, which, while it has 
its own simple Unity of Constitution and Curvation, refuses, 

sent, numerically, 8!. The Diatonic Octave may tben be represented hy 7j (the 
first Semi-Tone raised to the value of a Full Tone); and the Chromatic Scale 
by 12~. These Numbers may now be substituted for those contained in the 
Art-Line of the Table (S or 8 + 1, etc.) There is in this Halfness added to 
the body of the Series taken as One an Echo of the Principle of SESQi;tllll, 
One-and-a-Halfness (Lat. Saqui, Omc-Am>-A-HALJP). 

40. In Natural Joinings, there is an Indeterminate Overlapping, as betweEll 
the Valley and the Mountain : iu Scientic Joinings there is a Shrup Line 
of Separation and Contact, with no Overlapping whatsoever; and in Arti!ltic 
Joinings, as here in Music, there is a mea#Ured and proportionat~ Overlappinfl:, 
ao that the Transitional Link, while distinct and determinate in itself, ii &till 
dubious in respect to position. It may be assigned to either of the Series 
hetwecn which it occu1"9; to both of them; or to neither, acconling to tbe 
view which is adopted. 
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nevertheless, absolutely to be measured by the rigid Straight
ness of the Square. The Quadrature (Squaring) of the Circle 
is mathematically impossible ; and it is the catchword of .Art
ists, That Nature has no Straight Lines ; while yet both 
Nature and the-Circle are instinctively accepted as Types of 
that Unity and Simplicity which are sometimes, though not 
with entire accumey, denominated Regularity. 

518. TRUE REGULARITY is, on the other hand, the Distinct
ive Characteristic of ScIENCE. This is typically evinced only 
in the ExACT ScIENcl2 ; for it must still be borne in mind 
that The Natural Sciences, to which we now may add .A.rt 
also in so far as it is Scientific, fall within the larger meaning 
of the term Science, as contrasted with Orude Nature. 

519. Regularity is Straightness. The Rule or Ruler (Le.t. 
Reg'lila, A RULE) is the Type of Regularity. (The Le.tin Rego, 
I RULE, is the Cognate Verb, and gives Rectus, whence RIGHT, 
which we apply to a Line instead of straight). Rigor is also 
a cognate term. The Typical mode of procuring Straightness, 
and hence Regularity, is by Strekhi1tg or Drawing out. 1b 
draw out, is to <ibstract ( Lat. .Abs, FROM, and trahere, TO 

DBA w), and THE .ABsTBACT is the Domain, especially, of Ex
act Science. stretching is Cognate with Strictness, Strain 
and STBAIGHTNESS or Strekhedness. Exact is the same idea, 
with a different mode merely of producing the Straightness. 
It means Dri'Den out, (Le.t. Ex, FROM, and agere, TO DRIVE), 
the result being the same, namely, to produce straightness. 
Regular, Straightened, or Exact Form, is, therefore, ScIENOE
FoRH, as Round Form is NATURE-FORM. RECTIBM. in other 
words, is ScIENTISH, as ROTUNDISH is N ATURISH. The Simpl,e 
straight Line is here the Elementary Type, as The Simple or 
Elementary Oune (the .Aro of a Circle) was so in The Former 
Case. 

520. Alms:v is the Blended Composity and Result of 
Naturism and Scientism, variously combined. The Simple 
.Elementary Form-Type of .A.rt,-the Primitive Representa- · 

32 
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tive of Estheticism or the Sense of Beauty in the Domain ol 
Form-is TBB SERPENTINE LINE, familiarly known a.a a. 
gartk' s Line of BeaUty (Dia. lfo. 10, t. 5l.2, ART, FJg.1). Thil 
by reflexing the Simple Curve retains tlie Principle ol a Pr. 
vailing straightness in the midst of Simple OurtJiam ,· or, sym
bolically, it inserts the Rigor and Rectitude or Precision of 
Science within the Tendency to Oontintun.U DeM<dion or 
Regulaid Irreg'lilarity, characteristic of Nature. I>e't!iatin 
is from the Latin de, FROM, and 'Dia, THE WAY ; a changing 
of Direction Which, when Continuous, is Curvature, or CUIT&
tion. The following Diagram will illustrate what is here said 
of the Unition of the Two Mere Elementary Principles iD iJ. 
production of the Mikton of the Third : 

Diaarain No. 11. 

521. To repeat, then,-at a point where the intrinsic impod
ance of the subject demands every amount of emphasis wbida 
repetition can give,-The Simple or Elementary CUBVJC is the 
Primitive or Elementary Form-Analogue of NATURE, (as &hf 
Domain of the Natural Sciences); The Simple 8'nu.IGBT \or 
straight Line) is the Elementary Form-Type of ScIENCB. ii 
the Exact Sense of thP Term ; and the Simple SerpmtiM 
(Hogarth's Line) is the Elementary Form-Type of ABr and 
Beauty. The Simple Curve is then Representative ol Ali 
Roundness ; the Straight Line is in the same sense Repl'el!leD
tative of All Straightness (as of The Square, The Cube., etir.·1. 
and the Simple Serpentine is so of All Inkrbkn.ding-aad
<JomposUy-of-RO'Undnesa-an~Straigktnesa, in the produrtn 
of a Reconciliative Harmony of Form, and of that Satisfactory 
and Pleasurable Combination of the Freedom of Nature and 
the Regularity of Science (or Rigorous Abstract Truth) whit~ 
we recognize instinctively as Beautiful .All Beauty, ud 
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hence Art, is the Result of a judicious Compromise between 
the Wild License, or else the more measured but still easy
going Freedom of Nature, and the Rigorous Exactitudes of 
Scientific .Abstraction; which last is repeated in the Moral 
Sphere by STRAIGHTNESS and Uprightness of O<mduct, which 
is then called JusTioE, EQUITY, RIGHTEOL"SNESS, etc. TRUTH 
(for Through-th, that which goes through, or centres) is a term 
applicable in any domain. Truth of Feeling is Virtuous Sen
timent ; Truth of Knowing is Science ; Truth of Conduct is Vir
tuous Action. 

522. The beginner in Universology will be liable t-0 stumble 
over the fact, that Nature has within herself, as studied scien
tifically, Specimens of all the Varieties of Form, as in the 
Rotundity of the Planet, the Ou/Josity of the SaU-Orystal, the 
Blended Beauty of the Landscape, etc. ; and so of Science, 
and so of Art. The solution of this difficulty is in THE L""iEX

PUGN ABILITY OF PRIME ELEMENTS (t. 227), and in several 
Modifications of that Principle, some of which will be supplied 
in what soon follows below, with distinct Formulre. Far short 
of CoNVEBTIBLE IDENTITY (t. 89) we discover practically that 
there is a Sense in which All things are Contained (as to the 
Principles of their Constitution) in .All Things Else. There is, 
in other words, Subdivisionally, a Department within Nature 
which is ESPECIALLY OkaracterizedbyNA.TURISM; and this is 
the Go1Jerning .Aspect or Department there; there are, how
ever, two other Su/Jordlna"te Departments, also within Nature, 
which a.re Scientoid and Artoid, respectively. There is then 
within Science (or the Scientismus) a Department which is espe
cially ckarackrized by ScIENTISM ; and this is here the Go-cern
ing Department ; while, nevertheless, there are two remaining 
Subordi1Ude Departments, which are N aturoid and .Artoid, re
spectively; and so also, mutatis mutandia, within theArtismus. 

523. Within the N aturismus, the Scientismus, and the Artis
mus, respectively, THE PRINCIPLE which is AT BOllE there 
DOMIN ATES, and is called the DOMINANT OF THE DOMAIN, 
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while the two remaining Principles which are borrowed from 
the other Domains are Subordinant in function there, whlle 
they each appear as DOMINANT if we transfer oursel:oes i<J 
the Domains where THEY are respectively AT HOME. Within 
any given Domain, Every Thing converges, and hinges, or 
pivots, upon THE DOMINANT OF TH.AT DOMAIN; the other 
Principles which, while present, are still, as it were, subjects 
or foreigners, conform to the Governing influence of the Domin
ant. They are, in other words, Loyal to it. This somewhat 
Intricate but Important Doctrine is expressed in the following 
Formula, which will be from time to time invoked, furnishing 
abundant illustrations of the Principle, namely : 

LoY.ALTY TO THE DOMIN.ANT OF THE DOMAIN. 

524. When either of the Subordinate Principles within any 
Domain, although Subordinate, still assumes comparatively a 
Somewhat Governing influence or position, it is said to be Sus
DoMINANT. It will be shown elsewhere that even UNIS'M, and 
Du1sM are so inexpugnably united or interblended, that in 
Unism there is always a minor or sub-dominant podion of 
Duism involved; and in Duism a minor or sub-dominant 
portion of Unism. 

525. To illustrate this lnterblending in Diverse Proportions, 
Swedenborg affirms that Man, Male, is a Type or Form of 
Intelligence or \Visdom, and that Man, Female, is a Type or 
Form of Affection or Love,-,Visdom being the Duism, and 
Love the Unism of this High Spiritual Domain; but then he 
has immediately to explain that this is not, in such a sense, 
that 'Voman is without any portion of the Principle of Intelli
gence, nor Man without any portion of the Element of Love. 
In other words, what is meant then is, that Intelligence pre
dominates in the Man, and Affection in the Woman. Indeed, 
if we assume that, of the two Principles named in such a con-. 
junction, the one first named is dominant, and the following 
one sub-dominant or minor, then putting 2 for Int.elligence or 
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Wisdom, and 1 for Love, the Constitution of the Male Charac
ter, as here conceived, may be denoted by the Mathematical 
Expression 2 + 1 ; and that of the Female Character by 1 + 2. 
In the Absolute, it may then be said that the two are iden
tical, and that in the Relative only do they differ. 

526. In Universological Technicality it would be said that 
Intelligence and Affection are inexpugnably united as Prime 
Elements in the Constitution of Mind itself, Male or Female, 
and that there is then a Mere Prep01Uierance in a mathema
tically measured ratio of the one or the other of these elements 
in the particular composition which furnishes the Masculine 
or the Feminine Type of Mind, respectively. Preponderance 
is here represented by the greater or leading prominence of the 
Number first mentioned. This idea of Overbalance in a 
measured degree is so important as to require its own definite 
Formula, and will therefore be alluded to as the Principle of 

MERE PREPONDERANCE. 

527. Any two Principles, Elements, Domains, or Factors, 
which are separated and contrasted with each other, as if they 
were wholly distinct from each other, while we treat of them 
as Pure .Abstractions or Icleals, a-k, in the Actual or Concrete 
World, intermingled or inexpugnably combined, so that when 
we speak of a given Principle or Element, in Concrete, we no 
longer mean it as it was in a Pure, Abstract State ; we mean, 
instead, a. Composity or Combined Substance of Principles or 
Elements, (a Mikton), within which the one mentioned merely 
preponderates. It is thus that in the Abstractismus only, do 
we have Pure Discriminations, which are .then always Ideal 
or Fictitious, even though indjspensably useful ; the Basis, 
indeed, of all Pure Science. Everywhere within the Concretis
mus, on the contrary, that is to say, throughout the Actual 
or Real World, or the Total Realm of Nature herself, we meet 
the 0Derlapping of Principle upon Principle, Element upon 
Element, and Domain upon Domain. Here it is that we can 
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never fix precisely the point at which the valley ends, and the 
mountain begins. This Fact or Principle of all Concrete Ex
istence will be referred to under the Formula : 

OVERLAPPING. c. 1. 

628. The InezpugnabiUty of Prime Ekmumts, Mere Pre
ponderance, and O?Jerlapping, are, therefore, three important 
Secondary Principles and Formulre of Universology closely 
related to each other, and which will often be mentioned in 
connection. 

629. Let us return now to the discrimination between De
terminate and Indeterminate Form. Indeterminate Form, 
we have seen, covers the same ground, analogically, which 
is Elementarily distributed numerically by the terms ONE, 
MANY, ALL. Determinate Form should then have an 
equally Elementary Distribution, holding an echoing rela
tionship to the equally Elementary Distribution of the Spirit 
of Numbers as allied with the three Head-Numbers ONE, 
Two, and THREE (t. 206) ; and inasmuch as Determinate Form 
has one Primitive Distribution, as we have just seen, echoing 
to the Distribution of the Universe into Nature, Science, and 
Art ; it should result that the ONE, Two, and THREE, should 
also echo to NATURE, SCIENCE, and ART, respectively. This 
Prognostic of Science we shall find, on examination, amply 
confirmed. 

630. The Form-Analogue of the Numerical Unit is the 
Point. This is so obvious that it needs not to be demonstrated. 
But as both Point and Unit are abstract, the Point, to denote 
the Unit is made Thin or light. The Thick or Hea1Jy Point 

Commentary t. 52'1. 1. For the principle of 0vBRLAPPlll'G I am in
debted to Fourier, although he has not discriminated it.a exclusive appropriate
ness to concrete spheres. His French technicality for the principle is En
(Trenage. Jt stands also intimately related t-0 another Principle announced b7 
hi:u a3 the CONTACT Oil' EXTBIUllDS. 
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is then the Analogue of the Concrete I"tem, Object, or Thing, 
of which the Unit is the Abstract Ideal Representati've. Tke 
F<>rm-Analogue of Two Units is, acc<>rdingly, Two Points; 
of Three Units, Three Points, etc., on to Inflnity. 

531. But when two Points are posited in Actual Space or in 
Thought, or two Units in Thought, there is immediately an. 
other Ekment, a smnewhat more than the Mere Points, or 
Units, involved. The Mind NECESSARILY Supplies a 'I'lulUght
Line traversing the Real or Ideal Space intervening between 
the two Points, or the two Units Connecting them by this Ideal 
Relational Intervention into an Elementary Figure or Line. 
If only one Point is posited, the inferential presence of the Line. 
Element is less obvious, and we may, for the present purpose, 
omit its consideration (a. 38, t. 198, 486).' 

532. For the SPIRIT of the Number One, (UNisH), as well 
then as for the Simple Unit as such, the mere Point is still the 
Appropriate Analogue in the Domain of Form ; but for the 
SPIRIT of the Number Two, (DuisH), (which Spirit is itself a 
Unit, notwithstanding the Dual Constituency of the Sum, 
Two, a Unit of Intervening Relationship between the two Sepa. 
rate Units), the case is different. It is not two Points, but 
a Single STRAIGHT Line which is here the Appropriate Ana. 
logue-Straight, because, in the absence of any Motive or 
Cause of Defiexion, Straightness as the Simplest is the Typical 
Form of the Line. The Straightness of the Line is, therefore, 
due to, and an instance of, the Tendency to Equation defined 
in a following Paragraph (t. 535). The most Elementary 
Morphic Analogues of :.Number, those which echo directly to 
UNIS:M: and Du1sM, and more remotely to The Head.Numbers 
ONE, and Two, are, then, THE PoINT and LINE ; as seen in 
the Diagram below. 

Dlaaram No. 1.2. 

Pip,.• L Fi(IW'• t. 

• Olla or 1 ; {U:KIBX). -- Two or 9; (DuuK). 
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533. If another Unit be added, Two Lines and one Point are 
the most Elementary (or incomplete and fragmentary) Repre
sentation of the Spirit of the THREE, which is the resulting 
Number, as shown in the following Diagram : 

l'lgvr• 1. 

O:NB or 1; 
(U.NWI). 

Di aeraJD. No. 1.3. 

l'ig111'tl 2. 

-- Two or S; 
(DUISll). 

ligvr• .. 

___/ Tu:au or a; 
(bmB'1'BBlll1'ATB TBuuax). 

634. More fully or determinately expressed, the mere Angle 
(Fig. 3, Dia. 13) becomes an Equilateral Triangle;, the Three 
Point.a representing the Three Units, and the Three Inter
mediate Lines of Conection between them being in this case 
all preserved. The Points are placed at Equal .Distances 
from each other ; for if Three Points were to be posited in Space 
(or Three Units in the Imaginative Mind-Space) they would 
most simply and naturally arrange themselves in this manner, 
(at Equal Distances), in the .Absence Qf any special Oause <>r 
Motive soliciting or requiring them to assume a less simple 
or less regular relationship. They present, therefore, the 
Figure shown in the following Diagram : 

Dia11:rani No. 1.4. 

Form-Analogue of DETEBKllUTB TBl111BX, 
or, in a General Bense, of the Number 

THBEJ11 or 3. 

536. This Principle of Adjustment by which the pa.rt:s of a 
Figure arrange themsel1Jes in tke Thougkt,-and then by a 
Fundamental Principle of Universology, in tke .Actual Or
ganizing Processes Qf Nature also (t. 000),-in the Simplest 
and Most Regular manner, is an Instance, and, indeed, The 
Typical, Most Analytical and Most Elementary Instance of 
The Law of GREATEST SrnPLICITY often assumed and advert.ed 
to by all Scientific men, and which has been formally elimi-
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nated by Comte, and made the First in the Catalogue of his 
"Ylfteen Universal Laws" (t. 455). .As another name for 
this Law, more expressive in respect to its application to the 
production of certain Typical Figures, and their Analogues, I 
denominate it 

TENDENCY TO EQUATION. 

536. If four Point.a or four Unit.a be posited, under the Limit
ing Condition that they be in the same PLANE, this same Law, 
the TENDENCY TO EQUATION, will prescribe that they and their 
Interposed Lines shall constitute a Square. Quadrature or 
the Square is, therefore, the Morphic Analogue of the Number 
FouB, as has been previously stated (c. 10, t. 503). 

Diaaram. No. 16. 

537. But if now we remove the Limiting Condition (t. 536), 
and allow the Point.a to arrange themselves in Absolute Free
dom, and, hence, in any Plane, the Figure which will result 
will be the first of the Simple Solids, as shown below. 

Diaaram. No. 1.6. 

538. Observe now that the Equilateral Triangle is the Sim
plest Figure which can embrace· an .A.BEA OF SuBFACE, and 
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that the Equilateral Pyramid is the Simplest Figure which can 
embrace a VoLU.lllE. OF GEOMETRICAL SOLIDITY; and Geomet
rical Solidity is, it is obvious, the Analogue of Real Solidity 
or Actual Substance. .A. Cube ideally constructed in Pure 
Space is an echo to the Real Cu be cut in wood or meta.I, etc. 
On the contrary, the Point and Line embrace neither Area nor 
Volume, while yet they are more Elementary than either Sur
face or Solid. POINT AND LINE bel<>ng, then, to the ELE
MENTISMUS OF FoBM; SURF.ACE AND SOLID to the ELABO
RISMUS. 

539. In fine, THE PoINT is representative of \>os1TI0N; THE 
LINE, of EXTENSION; THE SURFACE, of FIGURE; and THE 
SOLIDITY, of Symbolic or Schemative REALITY ; or thus: 

8. Btml' J.Oll 

9. LID 

1. Poll!IT 

TABLE 36. 

(Schemative) RBillTY. 

FIGUBB. 

Errosro11. 

Poamo11. 

040. POSITION, EXTENSION, FIGUBE, and Schemative REAL
ITY, are the four Fundamental Grand Divisions of Form. A 
POINT posited in Space is the Type and Symbol or Represen
tative of POSITION It is, in fact, the very Definition and 
Ideal of Position itself. The Straight Line is the same Ele
mentary Type and Representative of Extension Universally. 
But the tendency of Duism to split int-0 a double manifesta
tion has been previously indicated (t. 281). The Straight 
Line is readily conceived of as Two such Lines, the one co
aptated or applied to the other, one or more times, and so, by 
the Comparison, ascertaining the Quantum of it.s Extension. 
This Quantum of Extension is MEASURE. The Gi1'en Line, 
the Line as a Standard and Instrument of .Ascertaining Exten
sion, the Line as a Rule, is The .A.na'logue and Represemati:oe 
Qf ME.A.SURE. Measure is the Quantification of Extension. 
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Every Variety of Measure, (even Wet Measure, Weight, etc.), 
is reducible, 88 its own standard, to Linear Measurement 
The Given Straight Line is typical, the ref ore, First, of Exten
sion, and Secondly, of Measure. It is the Unit of Extension 
and Measure, as the Single Point is the Unit of Position. The 
Equilateral Triangle is, in the same manner, the Unit or Least 
Instance of Figure, and the Tetrahedron the Unit or Least 
Instance of Rectalineoid Solidity, and of that which Geomet
rical Solidity represents, which is Symbolic Reality. 

541. But the Single Numerical Unit, the Number ONE, or(l), 
represents, corresponds with, echoes to, or repeats THE POINT, 
and, hence, represents, corresponds with, echoes to, or repeats 
POSITION. Assign to each particular Unit a REAL VALUE, give 
to it not merely a Schemative or Symbolic, but an Actual Solid
ity, and it becomes an Item of Real Being; in other words, an 
Object, a Thing. The most Obvious and Typical Object or Thing 
is the Planet, Heavenly Orb, or World. Things, in the Plural, 
are the .Aggregate of such Worlds. L L These are NATURE 
or the Cosmos. Singly, but enlarged by Proximity, our Earth 
is such a Thing or World, and is, hence, for us the Aggn'.gate 
or Body of Nature. This \Vorld, and still more largely THE 
UNIVERSE 88 a One '\iVorld, (Lat. Unus, ONE, and ?Jert-0, TO 
TUBN), and either aa NATURE, is represented by the Single 
Numerical Unit. Tke Single Nwmerical Unit, or tke Number 
ONE, (or 1), and specifically UNISM, the Spirit of ONF,, is 
therefore tke Type, .Analogue, or Representati?Je Qf NATURE; 
qlUJil erat demonstrandum. In other words, The UNIT in 
Number, and UNISM, derived, as the Fundamental Principle 
of .All Being, from tho Unit; THE POINT in the Domain of 
Form, and, hence, POSITION, universally; and finally THE 

WoBLD, and NATURE, a.re Repetitive .Analogues Qf each 
ofAer • 

.A.11notatlon t. l'l41. 1. &ella is the word, means TO POllIT, PUT or PLACB. 
Latin for STAB. The Star or Planet is The Relation of World and Nature with 
a World. &dim, the German cognate Poeition ia thus ahown etymologicall1. 
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542. So again, DuisM, the Spirit of the Number Two, (or 2), 
represents, corresponds with, echoes to, or repeats THE LINE, 
and hence represents, corresponds with, echoes to, or ~peats 
Extension and ME.A.SURE, or Measurement of all Kinds. 
SCIENCE is the Intellectual Measurement or Exactification of 
the Universe of Real Being, which last is Nature (a. 2, t. 86). 
DmsM is, therefore, the Type, .Analogue, or Representative of 
SCIENCE, as UNISM is so of NATURE; quod, iterum, erat dt· 
monstrandum. In other words, DuisM, derived from Two, 
the Ruling, Regulating, or Gourning Principle of .A.11 Being, 
(as Unism is the Fundamental or Basic Principle); THE 
STRAIGIIT LINE in the Domain of Form, (Regula, Rule, 
Ruler), and hence, Extension and Measurement or Quantify· 
ing Certainty; and finally, therefore, SCIENCE, (as contrasW 
with Nature), are another set of Repetitive.Analogues of each 
other. 

643. In fine, TRINISM, the Spirit of the Number THREF., (or 3), 
represents, corresponds with, echoes to, or repeats SURFACE, 
and hence, represents, corresponds with, echoes to, or repeats 
FIGURE or Shape, as the Third and SupremeStageofDevelop
ment in the Domain of Form. Form itself is often used to 
mean no more than mere Figure. .A.RT is the Skape-liness or 
Come-liness of Being. Compare the Latin forma, FORM, and 
formositas, BEAUTY (the Spirit of Form or Figure). TRnus!l 
is, tberef ore, the Type, Representative, or Analogue, of .A.RT, 
as DUISM is so of SCIENCE, and UNISM of NATURE; quod erat 
demonstrandum. In other words, TRINISM derived from the 
Number Three, (or 3), is the Combining, Reconciling, and 
Integrating Principle of All Being, as Duism is the Regula
ting, and Unism the Fundamental Principle ; the Limited 
Area of Surface, (the Face or Presentation of Being), and 
11ence, FrnuRE; and, Finally, .A.RT, as the Realm of Beauty, 
are a third set of Repetitive Analogues of each other. The 
following Table resumes these several .Analogues : 
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TABLE 37. 

SURJ'ACE FIGURE ART (Being). I. TRINISM 

S. DUISM Lms MEASURE (of Extenslon) SCIENCE (Form). 

1. UNISM (or Unit) PoINT Posn10N NATURE (Substance). 

544. The Geometrical Solidity, hero omitted, being not Real
ity or Substance, but only Schemative or Symbolic Reality, is 
still, therefore, within the Domain of Figure. It is only that 
Aspect or Department of Figure which repeats, or echoes to, 
Reality or Substance-for in e1Jery .Department of Being, all 
other .Departments are represented by some interior Sub
di1Jision or Portion of the gi'Den Department. 

54l>. Substance embodies the Goodness or Value of Being. 
The Substance of the Land is the Fat of the Land. A Man 
ol Substance is a Rich Man,-one possessed of Goods. Sub
stance, and hence, Nature, correspond, therefore, repetitively 
with GooD or THE GooD. Science corresponds in like manner 
with TRUTH or THE TRUE, and ART with BEAUTY or THE 
BE.A.u'fili'OL. This relationship is exhibited tabularly in the 
following arrangement: 

TABLE 38. 

3. Titnrn!x THE SURFACE 'fIIE AllTISXUB TRJll BEAtlTIJ'UL. 

2. DUisx THE Lnr& TrrE ScIENTISMUB Tu Tnmi: 

1. U!!! .1!1( TnE Ponrr THE NATURISl!US THE Goon. 

546. We incur now, however, some seeming contradictions. 
It was stated and shown above that Roundness is the Ana
logue of Nature, and Straightness the Analogue of Science 
(t. 516), whereas now the Point appears as the Analogue of 
Nature, and the Straight Line (merely) as that of Science. So 
also once the Serpentine or Line of Beauty has been given as 
the Analogue of Art (t. 520), and again here, Figure or Sur
face, bas been made to functionate in that capacity (t. 543). 
These apparent inharmonies are only apparent, however, and 
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a.re readily reconciled, as follows: The Point is itself Essential 
Roundness ; or the least Element of Roundness, precisely as 
the Minim or Least Extension of the Straight Line is Essential 
Straightness, or the Least Element of Straightness. The Point 
is, in other words, the Monad or Starting-Point of Develop
ment of all Rotundity ; as the Minim of Straight-Line is so 
of all Rectism or Rectification whatsoever. The Point and 
Line (typically the Minim or Least Quantum of Linear 
Straightness) are therefore the Residua or Resultants of the 
Last and Lowest Analysis of Form, and hence, conversely, they 
a.re the First or Primitive Elements of all Morphic Construction 
whatsoever ; and as the First Grand Divisions of Form (Unis
mal and Duismal, respectively) are Roundness and Straigh~ 
ness, so the Point and Line are most elementarily representa
tive of these two Grand Divisions of Form, respectively, and 
consequently of whatsoever they represent in other Domains; 
and hence, of N atu.re and of Science especially. 

547. The Point, if the sliglttest JJJ:xpansion is allowed f,o ii, 
if it be permitted, in other words, to take on Dimensions at 
all-and it always does so Really, even in our Thought, how
ever we may define it in Theory, since Abstraction is never 
Absolutely accomplished,-is a Little Globe, the Face and 
Outline of which are the Area and Circumference of a Circle. 
If the Circle be then cut into Segments or Arcs, as we cut 
the otherwise infinitely extending Straight Lines into Jf ea
sures, or Given Straight Lines, we have THE SIMPLE or Cm
CULOID CURVE, which, in the Relative or Actnal, we are now 
authorized to substitute for the more Primitive and Absolut.e 
Point, as the Companion and Antithet of the Gi?Jen Straig'llJ 1 

Line. It! is then the Minim of such Curve which is the True 
Antithet to the Minim of Linear Straightness. 

548. The Mikton or Mingle of the Circuloid or Simple Curve 
with the Typical Stmightness is then the Serpentine, which is, 
therefore, in like manner, the Elementary Type of Art, while 
yet Figure, Universally, which has in it, inherently and inez-
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pugnahly, the two Elements of Roundness and Straightness, 
(Point and Line), is the Higher Elaborate .Analogue of Art. 
Each Qf tkese .Di'oersities in tke Modes Qf the Manifestation 
of the same Principle signifies a corresponding an<l intrin
sically impurtant diJf erence in Basic Philosophy, or in tke 
Science Qf the Uni'oerse. Each one of these is a pregnant and 
significant Hieroglyph of the ·Infinite, fraught with a portion 
of the meaning which ~rtains t.o the most exact Science. It 
is a mere glimpse of the subject which is compatible with the 
narrow dimensions of an Introductory Work. 

049. It may be stated, in passing, that the Point, in the 
Domain of Form, is an .Analogue of the Vowel-Sound, (the 
Single Impulse or Monad of Utterance), and the Line the 
Analogue of the Consonant-Sound, (the Limit on the Vowel), 
in the Domain, and in the Elementismus of the Domain of 
Speech ; and that the Surface or .Aspect-View of Form is the 
Analogue of the .Adjective or Predicate, and Solidity, (the 
Reality-, or Substance-View), the .Analogue of the Substantive 
in the Domain, and in the Elaborismus of the Domain of 
Speech . . (Str. 0). The merely Geometrical Solidity, how
ever, given by the addition of the Dimension of Thickness t.o 
mere Surface, but still with no real Value or Slibstance, is the 
Analogue, specifically, of .ABSTRACT Noun-SUhstantives, as 
Virtue, Vice, etc. It was the observation of Kavenaugh, a 
Philosopher and Discoverer in Linguistic, of the last centucy 
or the beginning of this, that the .Abstract Noun-Substantive 
is a true Adjective carried, as be shrewdly avers, t.o the 
FOURTH .Degree qf Comparison. It means, he says, the En
tirety or Fullness of the Quality or Property which the cor
responding Adjectives (Virtuous, Vicious, etc.) signify in some 
Degree less than the whole. 

050. Thin-, or Suiface-Form is Abstract and Objective, as 
when we take ourselves out of, and aside from, the Object, • 
and look at it superficially or Surface-wise (Lat. Superftcies, 
a SURFACE). So when we stand in front of a Globe, what really 
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meet.a the eye is a Level Surface surrounded by a Circular 
Limit. Thick-, or Solidity-Form (whether infilled with Real 
Substance or nut) is Concretro. with the Observer, and hence 
Subjective, as if the Observer were standing within and iden
tified with the Real (or Ideal) Substance of the Object. 

551. A Single Point posited in Space is naturally and neces
sarily surrounded by an Infinity of Blank Space extending 
outwards in all directions. The Point is then-in this Com
parison with its Negative Matrix-the Analogue of Something, 
(the Least Something or the Least Monad or Elementary Con
stituent of Something), and the Surrounding Vacant or Pure 
Space is the Analogue of N otbing-the Something and the 
Nothing being the Primitive Constituents of QuALITY,-Ote 
AflJ"ective :Domain (t. lll). If then we practically limit this 
Theoretical Infinity, in thought, as we cannot avoid doing, some
where ; if, in other words, we surround this outlying Nothing
ness or mere Space by a Limit or Boundary, we have, as the 
result in the mind, an Immense Globe of Space with tpe 
Posited Point at the Centre of it ; and, finally, if we now view 
this Immense Thought-Globe, (Posita-Negative), Abstractly 
and Objectively, that is to say, as if we· could and did place 
ourselves outside of it, it will present itself to the Conception 
as a Circular Surface, to which also we commonly apply the 
term Oircle. Surface generically corresponds, as we have 
seen, with the Adjective-, or Predicate-Domain (t. 549); the 
Domain of Faces, Facets, Aspects, Reflects, or Visual Pre
sentations. Round Surface is then the Analogue of the .Ad
jective in its Primitive or PosITIVE :Degree, (centring on the 
PosITED Point). Square Surface is the Analogue of the other 
Adjective Degrees ; thus: The Square is the Instrnment oC 
Superficial Measurement, and Measurement is effected sol.ely 
by Comparison. But the Half-Square or single Right-Angle 
we are authorized, in a sense, to regard also as a Square. It is 
this that the carpenter means in a Concrete Sense when he 
speaks of the implement which he calls his "Square." The 
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Right-Angled Triangle, with one of the Legs of the .Angle as a 
Base, is the Most Sciento-Fundamental Figure in all Geometry. 
It is the Lay-and-Standard Means or Instrument of all Com
plex Adjustment and .Arrangement in the whole Domain of 
.li'orm and Direction. It is the very Type (above the Primitive 
and .A.bstractoid Simplicity of the Para.Ile} Lines) of CoMPARI
soY, it.self the great Scientific Idea. The word Comparison is 
etymologically, from the Latin con, WITH, and par, EQUAL; 

and the two Legs of the " Square " are adjust.ed at Equal or 
Right .Angles, as themselves Oompared, and then as the means 
of Comparing other things. 

552. The Square, so defined, really the lower Half of a True 
Square divided diagonally by a Hypothenuse, is the Ana
logue, in Form, of the Comparative Degree of the Adjective, in 
Grammar ; and then the Antithetical or Superior Opposed 
Half of the same Square is the Analogue of the Superlati'De 
I>e!JTee, in the Comparison of the Adjective. Superlati?Je, from 
tmper, ABOVE, and latus, a SIDE, means simply that which is 
ABOVE or on the Upper Side, or at the TO'p. The following 
Di&oaram exhibits these Analogues to the Eye : 

Diaa:ram No. 17. 

ihtpmatAN 

f. J 
1Ht,rlw. 

553. Finally, Modulated Surfaces, partly Round and partly 
Square, and pre-eminently among these the Oval, as shown 
elsewhere, (t. 554), are the Analogue of Adjective Property, 
A. bstraction made of the Particular Degree ; or, in other 

33 
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words, the Different Degrees blended, and their differences obli
terated. The Geometrical Solidity which is an Ulterior Modifica
tion of this Figure,-mere Surfaces interposed in Space depih
wise as well as expansively; so as to represent and symbollie 
the Real or the Concrete Solidity ; the Eggshell, so to speak
as a further Modification of Surface, is the Analogue, as we hare 
seen, of Abstract Substantive-Nouns, or Kavenaugh's Fourth 
Degree of Comparison (t. 549). The surface Ovoid is the 
shape of the highest Type of the Human Face; and the Solid 
Ovoid that of the Human Head, the Ultra-Superlative Parts 
of Man. The Shell of the Egg is then the Representation of 
the Abstractness of Form, as the Limit upon, or the Container 
of, Substance. The Content.a of the Egg are the Analogue or 
Substance ; the Yolk, Positoid, represented germinally in the 
Germinating Vesicle and Point ; and the "\Vhite of the Egg, 
N egatoid, or the Analogue of mere Space as negative Ground 
or Medium. 

504. But Round Form, it has been shown, is the General 
Analogue of Nature; Straight, and especially Square Form, 
the Analogue of Science ; and Composite Form, the .Analogue 
of Art (t. 516). Hence it appears that the Positive Degree of 
the Domain of Adjective Property is the N aturismus of the 
Adjectivismus, the Comparative Degree tliat of the Scientismus; 
(see Comparology, in the "Structural Outline," as the Typical 
or Ruling Form of Science); and the Superlative Degree that 
of the Artismus of the same carried up into great.er fallnees of 
Expression in the Composite Entirety of the Egg as the .Ana- , 
logue of Incipient Completed Existence. By a Discrete 
Degree we then ascend to the Chick bc;>rn of the Egg, the Ana
logue of which is the Completed Proposition in the Domain of 
Language; or, in theComplexityoftheVert.ebrateOrganimtion. 
it is the Analogue of the Completed Argument, with threefold 
interlocking of Propositions (t. 578). The Fourth Degree. 
that of Abstract, Ideal, Modelic Substantivity, is then the 
Analogue of the Total Schemative Outlay of Real or Concrete 
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Being ; f ()'f', the Idea/, Ji'ramework of Being is the Sarne, 
whether it is injUled by a real, Concrete Content, or left 1Jacant 
of all Rea/,ity. 

555. If, instead of the Single Point, any Two Points be 
posited in Space, or in the Thought of Space in the Mind, 
there is immediately generated, by an INHERENT NECESSITY 
in the Nature of Things, a Connecting Thought-Line between 
them ; and by TENDENCY TO EQUATION (t. 535) this Inter
vening and Connecting Thought-Line is by the Same Inherent 
Necessity Straight, Straightness being the simplest form pos
sible to it. LAw, symbolized by the LINE, is by the same 
Analogy inherently Co-existent with Relative Being or Exist
ence, (Lat. existere, TO ST.AND OUT), symbolized by the one 
Point standing out from, or apart from, the Primitive Point,
the First Step in the Creative Process of Being. 

556. But the Process of Standing out, as that of Going asun
der, is inherently and in last Analysis a Process of Motion. 
The Single Point we may conceive of, and do conceive of, as 
in a sense Stationary or Static ; but the differentiating of the 
Second Point from the First Point is a quasi-process of 
Parturition, Parting, or &parting-the Incipiency of Move
ment. The New Thought-Line generated between the Two 
Points is a Track or \Vay along which the operation has pro
ceeded. This Operation or Movement involves in turn the 
Idea of TnlE as the Continuity of Movement, or Tke Negati1Je 
Ground, of this New Phase of Being; whereas, the Single 
Point statically considered had had, for its Negative Ground, 
SPACE only. 

557. Even though we assume the Standing-Asunder of the 
Two Points, as a mere Being-Asunder, the still precipitate of 
Phenomena after their primitive Going-Asunder, and so elimi
nate the idea ot' Motion from them, objectively considered; still, 
in concei?Jing them, the Mind is compelled to traverse the dis
tance between them over the Thought-Line of Connection; 
and so the Conception of Motion is only transferred from the 
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Objective Points to the Mind within ; from being Objective it 
is made Subjective ; but Movement and Time are, nevertheless, 
equally involved. 

068. But even yet the Lengthwiseness so generatro in idea 
by the positing of Two Points in Space, while it involve.a and 
echoes to the idea of Continuity in Time, is not the Radie.al 
and Absolut.e Analogue of Time, as Duration. It is, primarily, 
mere Protension or Forthstretching in Space still, and an Ana
wgue, as such, of the mme radical, or the Truly Fun<lamental 
.Duration, or Protension in 'lime. The Type of this Last 
Idea, that of Duration itself, is furnished, in the Last .Ana
lysis, by the Sing"le Point, even prior to, or apart from, the 
positing of a Second Point in Space. The Method of it is this: 
The Sing"le Point cont.emplated as Pol;ited in Space, during 
a Sing"le Instant of Tlme, AB IF the Fl:ua: of Tim.e 1cm 
arres-ted, is the True Analogue and Sole Type of A.bsolult 
Statism or Immobility. The Continuous Persistency in Im
mobility itself, so to speak, of the same Point, during t1ro 
·8UCcessi1Je Instants of Time, or from One Instant to the Nert, 
is still PROGRESSION OR MovEME~T IN TIME, whick is tau$ 
tke True or Pr·lmitive Lenuthwiseness of Being. It is thi~ 
Pure Static Duration which is echoed to, ·or repeated by, 
Lengthwise Progression, (or Protension, in Space), but which 
is not, nevertheless, to be confounded with it. Observe. 
however, again, that the Mere Continuance or Persistence 
of Being in or through Time, is, itself, by still farther .Arul· 
lysis, susceptible of a twofold Aspectual Presentation-lJrus
mal and Duismal, respectively, so that the Continuance itself 
is a Trinoid or Mildon ; thus: The Continuance as Persistent't'~ 
viewed as pure unchanged Condition, is DURATION strictly 
and properly so-called, and is Unismal by virtue of its being: 
destitute of Variation or Difference ; but we cannot exclude 
the opposite view, namely t11at, by enduring merely, the Object 
passes from one Instant of Time to the next, and the next; and 
this transition is then St'CCESSION. Duration and Succession 
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are, therefore, the joint factors of Existence in Time. Time 
itself is still different, namely the Negative Ground or Path
way along which the wboJe procedure occurs. The following 
Table resumes these several Components and Conditions of 
the Tempoid and Primal Elongate Constitution of Existence: 

TABLE 30. 

{ 

MoVE]l(El{T or MOTom EXISTENCE 3 

PoritiM Ekmenta SuccEssxox 9 

DURATIOJ!I 1 

Ne,gatirJd GMJnd-Tnm 0 

559. Succession is also called PROGRESS ; and Duration, or 
the Permanent, and as it were, regulative, Element is also 
called ORDER; hence the appropriateness of Comte's grave 
and significant Formula: "The Subordination of Progress to 
Order." 

560. Otherwise stated the Flux of Time, or of Eventuation 
in Time, never is, in fact, ARRESTED even for the One Instant 
of Time. Station is, therefore, INEXPUGNABLY co-existent 
and combined with Motion. Motion must, on the other hand. 
have a Point or Position at which to occur, and a Space (or 
the image of Space) extended, through which to pass. Viewed 
therefore Conversely, Motion is also INEXPUGNABLY co-existent 
and combined with Station. Station is an Instance of U NISM, 
Motion, of DUISM, and their Composity, of TRI~ISM. 'Ve have 
here, the ref ore, modified merely, as in many other cases, THE 
lNEXPUGNABILITY OF PRIME ELEMENTS (t. 226). But, again, 
it is the Immobility of TnE S1~GLE POINT (Entity, .Anything, 
Something), PERDURING, which thus furnishes the Most Fun
damental Conception of Movement, as the Flux of Time-so 
describing, or converting into Line ; while, on the contrary, 
THE LINE,-in its own nature the Type of Track, Pathway, 
Procedure, and so of Movement or Motion,-if it be sustained 
by the Points at its two Ends, and viewed objectively by an 
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observer stationed away from the Line,-becomes, as a Le?el, 
Bi:Llw-Line, or Foundation, the Type of J)eadness and Im
mobility, (proper characteristics of Point and Position) ; of the 
Fixedne.'Js of LAW, and hence, of the Most Fundamental Con· 
ception of STATION or Rest. Herein, then, there is TEIDIIYAL 
CONVERSION INTO OPPOSITES (t. 83), and even CONVERTIBLE 
IDENTITY (t. 89). So it is that these several Fundamental 
Formnlre of Universology are illustrated at the very origin of 
Things. 

561. The Point at which Tlme and Space, (a Point in Time, 
and a Point in Space), meet and concur is, finally, the True 
INSTANT, 'I'ke Occasion, Tlte OonJuncture, Tke Happening, 
'I'ke E1Jent. It is the Copulation of the Static and the ::Motic 
Principles of Being ; the Becoming; the 'Vhole in an Abso
lute Sense of what is. The Principle of this Virid Instant, 
which, repeated to Infinity, is the totality of Space, of Time, 
and of Being, I shall refer to as INSTANCIALITY. It is the 
Third term of the Series of which Time and Space are the 
Primary and the Secondary Degrees. Time and Space are 
here mentioned in this order, because, in the Natural Order, 
Time is Unismal or First, Space Duismal or Second, and Jn. ' 
st.anciality Third. It is only in the Logical Order, more 
cognate, it is true, with SCIENCE, that Space is Unismal, Basic, 
or First, and Time Duismal, Secondary, and Derived. 

062. Assembling now the several Sets of Cosmical Ana· 
logues llitberto paraded in this connection, I place them for 
reference in the following Table under the Heads of UnismaJ, 
and J)uismal, respectively,. according as in their Natural 
Order they belong : 

TABLE 40. 

Unilmal. Duitmal. 

ExlsTENCE (&iltm) BEING (El#). 

Tnra 8PACB. 

MOTION STATION. 

SunsTANTIVtTY (Reality) Al>.JEcTIVITY (Phenomenality). 
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563. Existence-Relative Phenomenal Being-is Logically 
Subsequent to, or conceived of as Derived from, Being pro
perly so called, which last is the Entical or Absolutoid Sub
strate which upholds the Phenomena, and upon which the 
Limitation of Relativity is imposed ; but for that very reason 
it is in THE NATURAL ORDER, prior: that is to say, we Ob
BenJe Existence in tke first Instance, and Infer Being fr<Ym 
it, by .Abstraction, which is a Dualizing Process. In the same 
manner, Space is Logically prior to Time, but in Experience 
it is different; so of Station and Motion ; so, in fine, of Sub
stantivity, (the Real Objects of Being), and Adjectivity, (the 
Attributes and Properties of Objects). This Last Discrimina
tion, (Substantivity and Adjectivity), repeats the First, (Esse 
and E:dstere), only in greater Exteriority and Development, in 
the Elaborismus,-in fine, instead of the Elementismus of the 
Universe. 

564. The Numeral Analogue of Crude or Chaotic Nature 
and of Chaotic Form is Irregular Number, Numbers taken at 
Random, unreduced to the Order of Count or Calculation ; as 
6, 63, 102, etc. ; that of Science and Regular Form is Orderly 
Number; and that of Art is that largeness in the view of 
Number which finds a place in the Constitution of things, sub
ordinate though it be, for the Irregularity or Chance-governed 
Arrangement of Numbers, as in the casting of Lots, along 
with the properly adjusted regularity of ordinary Count and 
Calculation. 

565. For Nature re-appearing withln Science, the Morphio 
.Analogue of which is Roundness, (t. 516), the Numeral 
.Analogue is ROUND Numbers, so called, from an instinctive 
perception of the Analogy, that is to say, Summation Proxi
mately correct, rounded or "lumped," as when we guess at 
a number, and do not care to take the trouble of an actual 
Count or Calculation. Round Numbers are intermediate in 
their grade of Organic Summation between Indeterminate 
Number-ONE, MA.i."\"Y, ALL, (t. 333), and Exact Number. 
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EXACT NumlJer, that is to say, Number rectified (Lat. R«tu1. 
STRAIGIIT), or straightened out, is then the .Analogue of Sct
ENCE in tke Strictness of tke term, which is Exact Scit"DC!e; 
and with Straight or Exactifled Form (t. 516). The Blend
ing of Exact (Counted or Calculated) Number, l\ith the Free 
Estimates of Proximate Reckoning, as happens in the Opeta
tions of Trade, is then the Numerical Analogue of Art, and 
of Modulated Form in the Domain of Form. 

566. Estimati'De or MENTom Round Number is not the only 
Variety, but is a Leading and Important Variety merely d 
Round Number-Analogous with NATURE. It subdiTide 
into Three Branches, as follows: 1. MAXIMAL, or Gross Num
ber or Numbers; 2. MINIMAL, or Net Number or Numbers; 
and, 3 . .A.VERA.GE, or MEAN Estimative Round Number. mid
way between the other two Varieties. These have for thl'ir Ana
logues in the Domain of Form, 1. MAXIMAL Estimative or 
Mentold Round Form, (.A. MENTAL Conception of .,_Yatun),
as the Gross ~ound Form, as of the Earth, illu~trated by an 
Imaginary Circular Line, (or Curved Plane), touching the 
Highest Points of the Irregular Surface, the Tops of the !\f oun
tains merely, and so including the whole Earth ; ~IX.Al 
Estimative or Mentoid Round Form, (Conceptive), the :Xet 
Least Round Form, as of the Earth, illustratt.'<l by an Imagi
nary Circle coinciding with the Deepest DepfC'~sions, as the Lo.-. 
est Beds of the Oceans and Seas ; 3. Intermediate or .A. '\"'EJUO:l 

Estimative Round Form, (also often and Readily SquarNl
by TENDE~CY TO EQuATioN)-see the Cross in the following 
Diagram (t. 567). This coincides with the Mean DL~antt 
between the two previously described Circlt>s, and wifli /Ar 
'VATEB-LEVEL or Su'(face Qf the Oceans and Seas. Estima
tive or Mentoid Round Number and Round Form or this 
kind are the Numeral and Morphic Analognes, respecti~Jy. 
of GENERALIZATION, and so of GE:vERALOGY or N A'lt"lt.AL 

PmLOSOPHY (t. 337), in the Distribntion or the Sciel'IC."f'$. 
Maximism or Extreme Outness generalized. or mPntallv esti-
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mated, coincides with the Objective Method ; Minimism, or 
Extreme Inness, with the Subjective Method ; and .A VER.AGE, 
or Mean Intervention, with "the Subjective Synthesis," or 
Generalized Logic of Genera.logy {t. 443). 

667. The Generalized OuTND>S, INNESS, and MEAN Posi
tion of UNISMAL EXTENSION, coinciding again with the Ideas of 
GREATNESS, SMALLNESS, and EQUATED SIZE, universally, are 
represented in the Elementismus of Speech by the Three so
called Nasal- or Nose-Sounds M, N, and Ng, respectively. 
The Nasalization or Metallic Ring of these Sounds produced 
in the Nose or Head denotes their Generalizing, Mentoid, or 
Mind-related character, and distinguishes them from all other 
Sounds. It is not anticipated that this statement will be ap
preciated at this point, but it is convenient to make it in this 
connection for future reference, when treating of the Elements 
of Speech. Some other .Alphabetic Signs will be introduced 
in the present chapter, and gradually substituted for the 
Figured Notation. The use made of them will be partially un
del'8tood by Student.a of Phonetics. In the "Stmctural Outline" 
especially, a beginning is made towards the explanation of 
the .Analogues of these Elements of Speech ; the full exposi
tion of the subject must. await the appearance of a Subsequent 
work-17ie Introduction to .Alwato, the Ntro Scientific Uni-
1Jersal Language (1 ). The ordinary reader may, for the present, 
receive the .Alphabetic Letters and Combinations introduced 
here, as if they were merely Arbitrary Signs of the Kinds of 
Form to which they are attached. The real idea at the bot
tom of this subject, namely: That each Elementary Sound is 
inherently laden with a meaning of its own, is too difficult 
and important for an incidental presentation. The foil owing 

(1) The full 'nUe ofthla work la aa f~Uowa: An lntrodactlo11 to Alwato. the Nt!Wly Dlt'COftrcd Ulll· 
wnai Language DeTeloped from the Prlnclplee of UnlTe1'110logy, and farnlahlng the ElcmenlAry D<>
ll>&ln far tbc fall Applleatlo11 and lllucldaUon of thoee Principle., by 8T1!1'n1Df P&AllL A:cnuw1.
.lllvJl1J11 "'""eolu Li•llJIUll, -lutt""3 una..-IlOMAI ,..v 8"'11'0<< rAO'M'AI, ,.,. 1.' Al""a"'"'"·
- KllftJ' Lanpacee for Ko11ala, one only for lmmortala."' See TiUe-page to Bag81er'• Ed!Uons to \be 
Btble. 
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Diagram will sufficiently illustrate the three Varieties of Form 
now under consideration : 

li68. The general features of the preceding diagram will 
be sufficiently underst.ood from the explanations already 
made. The appearance of the Cross within the Diagram 
requires, however, additional explanation. Of three con
centric circles, equidistant, the middle one denotes, even in its 
Actual Curvation, a Species of Equation or Equalization- the 
Average, in other words-between the other two. But a1Jerage 
(Lat. ad, TO, and 1Jerum, THE TRUTH) has relation to Truth; 
and Truth has a radical relation to Straightness (t. 516, 521). 
So, also, if we excerpt the Least Element of any circle, it (this 
least Element) will be, in Pure Theory, a Straight Line ; for 
it is not an .Absolutely Least Element, unless it is the mere 
distance between a gi'Den Point ln the Line and the next Point 
to it in the Continuity of the Line; and the Ideal Line be
tween any two Given Points, with no intenening Poi11.t <Yr 

Points of I>i'Dergence between them, is, necessarily, a Straight 
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Line, qu.od e-rat demonstrandum. This Least Element of 
Straight Line is then at right .Angles to a Radius of the Circle, 
and when Equated or Extended, tangentially, on either side, 
and the conception enlarged, the resulting figure is the Cross, 
as the more Radical, Elementary, and .Exact Symbol of 
Equation, Science, and Truth. This then is the Tr.i.usition
Point from Generalogy to Specialogy, and as pivoted between 
them is the Figure which is most espeoially typical ·of the 
Entirety of these two Domains of Science. The Exactological 
Department of Generalogy, Comte's Subjective Synthesis, 
(t. 443), is his nearest approach to Speciality in Science. 

569. As the Square is an especial .Analogue of Exact Science, 
so the Cross, wholly equated, that is to say, with the same 
length of arms in either direction, as in the following Diagram, 

Diag:ram No. 19. 

is also an .Abstracted Emblem of the same Principle of Exac
titude ; whereas the Cross introduced in the preceding Dia
gram (No. 18) is a compromise between this extreme exac
titude of Specialogy, and the broad, generalizing freedom of 
Natural Philosophy. The proportions resulting under those 
conditions, from TENDENCY TO EQUATION (t. 535) somewhat 
KODIFIED ARTISTICALL y (t. 515) or practically, are precisely 
those of the Standard Ecclesiastical figure of the Cross. It 
will be shown elsewhere that Science or Pure Reason is the 
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Cross upon which the Fleshly Man, or the Body or the Mec
tions, has to be crucified. 

570. Returning to the Plus-, Minus-, and .Equat'ion-A~ 
of the subject, these Three Branches of Form, ±=,will also 
be reduced and represented by the following more Elementary 
Linear illustrations of the same Morphic Principles, to whkh 
are attached the Numerical and Alphabetic Signs. re&pee

tively, which are appropriate to them. 

' Diacra:m. No. 20. 

~-, +, M. ... u:;;cve~..,,-, N. ~ =, Eg. 

571. The preceding paragraphs dispose or the Static A.sped 
of Generalogy, ± (1 . 2), (t. 441). The Motic AllJ>eC~ :::: 
(1•.2n4), (lb.) means Generali7.ed Movement, and subdh'ides, 
by + , and-, to denote Rates or Velocity. The Letter-sounds 
corresponding are the two Remaining Liquids. R ror the Plfu
quantum of Velocity (Rapidity), and L for the Minu.s-quan
tum, (namely, Lentitude or Slowness). The Roundne.s1 of 
MovEMENT thence resulting is Rotation or Revolution. H aa 
object be impelled to Rapidity of Movement in one ~ at the 
same instant that it is hindered or detained in another part. it 
can only rotate. Rotation is a Cornposity, therefore, o( th! 
Motoidism and the Statoidism of Motion ; !or Rapidity is allied 
to, or repeats, or is like, Motion ; while Slowness is alJied to, 
(tends towards), or repeats, or is like, Station or Rest. The 
Plus-quantum of Motion is then Rapid Rotation, and the 
Minus-quantum is Slow Rotation. The Rotation is signified. 
in the Domain of Form, by e. Ring-like Roundness of Figure, 
the greater Oloseness, Kinkiness, Orankineaa, or steepM11 ot 
the Curvation denoting Rapidity, and its greater Rt>laxation 
denoting Slowness. Together they modulate each other, and 
produce a Spiral Folding-in, orelse Unfolding, (Development~ 
according to the Drift of Direction. Movement or all Kinch 
is identified with Art, and so a Variety of the Serpentine re-ap-

• 
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pears here. The following Diagram exhibits this Type of 
Form, and adds the corresponding Numerical and .Alphabetic 
Notation: 

Diaeram No. 21. 

Tbe + olgn In the Order let. Bod, alto repl"e1181lted by the Sound B, denotee Rapidity; the -
lllgn, or L, sz-nu.: and the =, or Rl, the Mean Velocity. Tbe two Drlfta of Direction are In· 
•llcated by the Arrowa. The Unfolding of the Coll correoponda with Retardation; the Folding lo of It, 
lA I.be Coanter-dlrectlon, wllh "'-laratlon. 

572. We have now cleared the ground sufficiently-for in 
addition to what was announced above (t 509) we have dis
cussed Generalogical Form-to be prepared to expand, and 
to exhibit the Morphic .Analogues of the Spencerian Distribu
tion of the Sciences (t. 507) : 1. THE ABSTRACT-CONCRETE; 
2. THE ABSTRACT ; and, 3. THE CONCRETE. 

573. In Scientific Research, which prefers the Logical to the 
Natural Ord.n, it is the Abstract, the Middle one of these Three 
Divisions, which is leading or dominant. This is, therefore, the 
Position in Echosophyofthe Spencerian Abstract. It is then the 
Peculiarity of the Abstract here meant; (the Abstractismus of 
Echosophy) ; that it is symbolized naturally and appropriately 
by Figure (or Figures) entirely composed Qf LIGHT or THIN 
Lines. These represent the Tenuity and Sharpness, the proxi
mate and theoretical Nothingne.'ls, of Pure Abstraction, as 
contrasted with Concreteness, of which, therefore, the Natural 
Morphic Analogue is Figure (or Figures) composed of IIEAVY 
or TmcK Lines (or Points and Lines). "The Concrete,, is 
THE CORPOREAL, or the full Incorporation or Embodiment of 
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the Substancive Element of the Abstract-Concrete with the 
Pure Form-Element of the Abstract. It is, therefore, properly 
The Compound, or The Composite. This is again BoDY, 
properly so called. The Common Body of N atu.re is the 
World in its Orderly presentation of Use and Beauty,-the 
Completeness of the incorporation of the Underlying Consti· 
tuent two Principles, the Abstract and the Concrete, or Sub
stance and Form. Hence ·Cosmos (Greek), means · both Tm; 

WORLD, and Beauty, or a Thing of Beauty (whence Eng
lish Cosmetic, a beautifier) ; and so the Latin MundiUa, 
NEATNESS, TASTEFULNESS, from Mundus, WORLD. Com· 
pare also, for incidental coincidence of sound, the Alwato 
word Bo (Body) with the French Beau (FINE, HA.Nnsom; 
pronounced bo). 

574. Observe, therefore, that the Symbolism of merely Thick 
Lines (and Points) is not with the Concrete (or the Composite), 
but with what Spencer denominates the Abstract-Concrete. 
By this term he should be held to mean Concreteness wholly 
separated or Abstracted from all connection with the .Ab
stract, or, as we may now say, with Lines uniformly Thick or 
Heavy, that is to say, not in any part of them tapering out 
into Lightness or Thinness. Such a Concreteness is then a 
variety of Abstractness, (or separateness from something else); 
and as it is The Variety which Nature presents, (there being 
no proper Abstract in her), it is what I have called Nat~ 
Abstract; while Spencer's .Abstract is my Sciento-Abstract 
(t. 270). The advantage of these latter terms is that we are 
brought by them into analogical relations with the primary 
division of Being into Nature, Science, and Art, respec
tively. (t. 11). 

575. The Remaining DivisionofForm, the Composite, (t.573~ 
is then .A.rto-Abstract, viewed with reference to the distinctive
ness of its Elements, a.nd their Graceful Interblending; or, 
simply, The Concrete, viewed with reference to their Confn· 
sion, or Growing together, (Lat. con, WITH, and crescere, TO 
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3. 
Concrete Form. 

(~Abstract). .Ana-
logue of CoNCRBTOLOGY, 

(Tab. 15, t. 278), and 

of the Elaborate or Or

nate .C-Omnlcal Conception. 

('l'ab. 21, t. 358.) 

2. 
Abstract Form. 

(8cientc>-A1*ract) • .Ana
logue of ABllTRACl'OLOGY, 

(Tab. 15, t. 278); and of 
the Dialectical C-Omnlcal 

Conception. (Tab.21,t. 
358.) 

1. 
Abstract -Concrete 

Form. 
(Natura-Abstract). Ana

)Dgu.e of A..Bt!TBAcr.CON
CJUlTOLOGY, ('l'ab. 15, 

t. 278) ; and of the In
adnctual C<ismical Concep

UOD. (Tab. 21, t. 358.) 
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Diaaram No. 22. 
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GROW, whence CONCRETE), into Unity with each oth<>r. The 
.Analogue of this Variety of Form is then, consequently, Lines. 
or Figure (or Figures) composed of Lines, which TAPll or 
GRADUALLY ATTENUATE from Hea7Jiness or Tlticknut to 
I.dghtness or Thinness. Thick or Hea1JY Lines conespond 
with, are the .Analogues of, or echo to, Sn.ADE or SHADOW, 

and hence, to DARKNESS and NIGIIT. Tltin or Light lines 
have the same relation to LIGHT and BRILLIANCY or C'lelr· 
ness generally, and hence to DAYLIGIIT and DAY. Tbete 
.Analogues coincide with the difference between ConcJ'C'tell(9. 
(for Shade), and .Abstractness, (for Light), and will grow into 
constantly increasing clearness and importance with the 
further development of the Science of Analogic. c. 1. ~ 
Ditl.ocrram on the preceding page exhibits very strikingly these 
most basic and important Discriminations of Form. 

576. If now .ABSTRACT FORM be first classified,-for it i3 thi! 
Variety which is the Dominant of the Domain (t. 533 .-ill 
First Grand Subdivision is into 1. INTRICATED or LoG1c..u 
FoRM (2.)1; 2. CLEAR or DISTINCT FoRM, or A:'iALOOIC.\l 

FORM (2.) 2; and, 3. CALCULATED or MATHEMATIC' AL Fou 
(3.) 3; in other words, Oata'logi,cal, Analogical, and .Jiatlt
matical Form, respectively (Tab. 15, t. 278). 

('.-minumf,(try t. /Ji:;. 1. It may not be inappropriate to exhibit, at dit 
point, without waiting for Ulterior Dernonstrntions, a somewhat largu mt d 

the Natural Analogues of The Abstract and The Concrete. 
2. To the Abstract echo, or conupond, not merely Light or SJ~ Fora 

Ii<Jlitness of Weight, and Light itself, or the Light of Day; bot ~ Ml!! 
8len<ler Ohjects generally ; L~ht Tonai, as those of the UnvocaU:&P.<l or .. WU. 
pcred" Consonant -Sounds, (the Sounds P, T, K, etc.,) o.nd the Sharp « 
Stopped Vowel-Sounds; the Pure Intellect in. the Constitution of lliDd.. Pl:t 
Ideas; Space, (o. ?, t. 9), Ideal an<l Spiritual Entities, etc. 

8. To The Concrete echo, or correspond, not merely Htnry or Thick T:t"' 
JJ. ·r1cinea of Weight., and the tendency to sink down out of the Light. a.Doi '"":... 
be Dark, as the Dllrknesa of Night; bot Rt>avy, Thick, and C'ru1I~ Ot?'O 
,:cmerally; Heavy Tones, aa those of the Vocali7.ed or "Spokt>n" C'om11.:ad 
Sounds. (The Sonants B, D, G, etc.), and the Dull or Full Vo•~•-~~ · 
F\·elin:r in the Constitution of Mind; Mere Sensation; Time and T~porair.
or Low c.nd )fatcrial T:1ings gcnemlly. 
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577. Intricated Form properly includes, however, several, 
and especially two, Grand Varieties, only one of which is 
Logical (Cata.logical). These two Varieties are : 1. INTER

LOCKED or CONCATENATED Fomr, the Analogue of Logic; 
and, 2. ODerlapping or Imlrricated Form, the Analogues of 
which will be noted elsewhere. 

578. The Type of CONCATENATED Fonx is the Chain (Lat. 
Catena, A CHAIN), with the Links interlocked ; or the one 
including or holding the other. More primitive and truly 
typical, however, is the Nest of Concentric Circles or Spheres, 
one containing the other, as in the Diagram below : 

Diaeram No. 23. 

It is obvious here that, if .A. is in B, and if B is in a, 
then, (and THEREFORE), .A. is in 0. This is the TOTAL BIGNIFI-

-1. The Analogy and Close Relationship between Lightneee in respect to 
Weight, and the tendency to Float or Swim upwards and t188Ume High Poaition, 
-end hence ffigh Position itself, and Objects in High Position, as the Human 
Head and Fac&-and 80 to represent Levity or Lightneea and Clearneae, and 
hence The Abstract, are expressed in the Formula: 

8UPRRNATATION OF LEvlTms; 

And the Counter-Analogy and Relationship between Heavineea in respect to 
Weight and the tendency to Sink or Subside into Loi and Dark Positiona,
and hence Low and Obscure Position itself, and Objects 80 situated, as the 
Posterior of the Body,-aml so to represent Darkness and RetirRcy, and hence 
The Concrete, (as the thick-fangled Growing-together ot the jungle), are ex
pre81ed in the Formula : 

8tp111IDENCJC OP ClussITUDBB. 

34 
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C.ANCE and tke PERFECT TYPE Q/ tke Syllogism, which iJ 
in turn tke Crowning Sphere, and, in a sense, THE \VHoLE op 
Lome. • 

579. .A.ltl1ough the Three Concentric Oirc'lea are the most 
explicit type of the Syllogism, and so of Logic, yet impli· 
citly, or in respect to the Lowest Analysis of the Principia 
involved, Logic (Catalogic-), is equally well symbollied by the 
Single Radius, with its Beginning (at the Centre), its Shaft.like 
Continua.nee (or Sequence), and its End or Conclusion (at the 
Circumference). \Ve have in it Premise (Lat. Primus, Fnm), 
Sequence (Lat. seqwr, TO FOJ;.Low), and Conclusion (Lat. con, 
WITH, and cludo, TO SHUT). See c.1-9, 321; 000. Applied 
Logic is also denoted at the other extreme by Concentric 
Spheres (Onion-like) in the place of Circles. 

580. But in strictness, and when we pass to details, it will 
appear that the Radius is the Analogue of that Elementary 
Entity in Logic called a TERM, lit.erally an END, or that which 
sticks out or exists, individually, as the single spoke of a 
wheel. Radius means lit.erally a spoke. The Periphery, or 
the Base-Line at right Angles to the Radius (or Perpendicular\ , 
is, par excellence, 'i'uE LIMIT and the Analogue of DEFINITio~, 
(de, OF, and finis, END or LIMIT). TERMS and DEFINITION5 
constitute the Elementismus of (Cata)logic, as Propositions 

1 

and Syllogisms do the Elaborismus; hence it is that the three 
Parts of the Single Radius, Beginning or Inmost (in the Na
tural Order), :Middle, and Exterior or Terminus (whence , 
TERMS), repeat, or echo more elementarily, to the Three Propo
sitions of the Syllogism. But, by TERMINAL CONVE~ION 
INTO OPPOSITES (t. 83), as between Elementismus and EJa. , 
borismus, (or the ANTITHETICAL REFLEXION of the Two, 
t. 381), the Order is reversed in the latter case, or, in otht.>r 
words, the Logical Order predominat.es, and the First or i 

Major Proposition echoes to the Out.er and most Inclusive 
Circle in the Diagram above; the Second or Minor Proposition 
to the Int.ermediate Circle ; and the Third. Proposition or CM· 
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clusion, to the Inmost or Central Circle or Mere Point. There 
is in this Going-forth on the Single Radius, through suc
cessive st.ages, and the subsequent return, more elaborately, 
through the successive Converging Circles and Spheres, to the 
Centre as Conclusion, or Teleological aim, a complete image 
of both Swedenborg's and Hegel's Conception of the Order 
of Creation, or of the Evolution of Universal Being-from God, 
or the Absolute Mind, out into Creation; and thence, back, 
by successive Spheral Elevations, to the Point of Departure;
as God now become Man ; Oi' incarnated ; and arrived at the 
Acme of Perfection. The Evolution is the same again as that 
of the Individual Consciousness which is first projected out
wards spontaneously or irreflectively into the Actualities of 
Being; and only afterwards reverts, abstracts itself, as it were, 
from surrounding Nature and Phenomena, even the Pheno
mena of its own Being, and comes into the Knowledge of 
itself; and so, from being Conciousness merely, it becomes 
&if-Consciousness. 

581. In accordance, and by Analogy, with these Doctrines, 
God, in the Relati1Je, or actually, is himself a Being of Ex
perience and Development, only heretofore and now striving 
and tending to arrive at the Realimtion and Self-conscious 
possession-incarnate in man-of that power and perfection 
which we have ideally attributed to him, and which He may 
rightly be said to possess in the Absolute. According to this 
doctrine, again, Prayer, in the Infantoid Development of man, 
is the Inward Aspiration and Striving of the Divine Principle 
within us after the Vague Ideal Perfection of a Completed 
Manhood, and after what is then the same thing-complete 
Identification or Unity with God ; who is, by this Theory, to 
come to bis own Absolute Self-Consciousness primarily in us ; 
pre-eminently in a perfected and Divinized Universal Human 
Society ; and Supremely in the Central and Governing Indivi
duality of such Society, or Millennial " 7 orld. 

582. Logical Terms are, with a difference, the same as 
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Grammatical Words. The meaning of the Fact, that the 
Radius, .Analogue of the Term, bas three Aspeots or Stages 
of Development : l. Outer or ffitimate ; 2. Middle, (Spiritual, 
oorresponding with the Breathing-Place or Chest, as midway 
between the Extremities of the Body) ; and, S. lNHosT, is, that 
all Woims or TERMS, WHATSOEVER, have, by the inherent 
Oonstituiion of Things, three Meanings or Varieties of Cor· 
respondential Meaning, folded, as it were, into each other, and 
revealed one after the other, in succession, to the Unfolding 
Faculty of Man. The Natural Meaning which the child 
attaches to a word, which conveys to him a mere Fact, is lifted 
to a new Rational-Spiritual Plane in the developed Intellect, 
which sees in the Fact not this Fact merely, but an Embodi· 
ment or Typical Representation of a Principle or Truth ; and 
to a still other and Celestial Plane in the Mind of one who 
!eeS in the 'I'rutk a Means of Di'oine Uses for the blessing of 
Mankind, and who loves it for that sake. Swedenborg laid hold, 
intuitionally, of this occult Principle in the Constitution of 
Language ; but being predominantly theological, and only 
subordinately philosophical, he restrained its application to 
the Reading of the Scriptures, which he called The Word, as 
if it were a Special and Divine Property residing in them, 
instead of being, as it is, a Truth of profound Scientific Signi· 
ficance and uriiversal application. The result of this narrow· 
ness in the perception of the seer has been that his followers 
have made of "The \V' onl" the same Sacramental Thing, the 
same object of a Semi-Idolatrous Worship, and the same 
hindrance tu Progress which other religions and sects have 
made of their Church, their Pictures and Images, their literal 
Bible, their Sundays and Holy Days, and of other legitimatf 
means, in a rational degree, of Grace in the Soul, and Develop
ment in the Mind and Life. 

588. Inasmuch, indeed, as the general scope of the semi·. 
illuminated vision of Swedenborg was limited to the First of 
Three•Grand Stages of Cosmico-Spiritual Evolution (t. 428) i 
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and, inasmuch as, consequrntly, what he saw in Trigrade 
Scale, was merely Subdivisional of that Third of the whole 
Career,-it results that the Whole Number of Meanings 
more and more interior, which attach to every single Term or 
Word, should be susceptible of being carried up to Nine 
instead of Three ; and, by the bi-furcation of the Third or Last, 
the Artistic Grand Division; then up to Twelve, plus the Uni
versal as Pivot, making in all Thirteen. This, at least, is the 
Standard Measured Series ; the .Absolute Series, here as in 
every thing, is Infinite. The Total Procedure outward along 
the Radius symbolizes the First Grand Division; the Retul'Il 
Career, through Concentric Spheres, to the Centre, symbolizes 
the Second ; and the Reprojection from the Centre of achieved 
Self-Consciousness, (t. 580), which bi-furcates as Predomi
nantly Progressive, and Subdominantly Regressive and Col
lateral, symbolizes the Third Grand Division of the Tot.al 
Evolution. These accord again with the Three Orders or 
.Methods in Science: 1. ANTICIPATORY or PSEUDO-DF..DUCTION; • 2. INDUCTION; 3. REPROJECTION, TRUE DEDUCTION or CON-
STRUCTION (c. 1-9, t. 321). Even this does not compaBB the 
possibilities in this direction; for all the three Methods here 
mentioned, and subdivided by Three, are Cata.logical. There 
remains Analogic and Pantologic, suggesting Thirty-Six and 
Forty-Eight as Limiting Numbers on Higher Measured Series 
still. Such subtJeties and glimpses of the almost endless de
velopment, which Future Critical Science may take on, are 
bewildering, and need not be insisted on here. 

584. CLEAR OR DISTINCT FORM is the Analogue of .Ana
logic. This may be represented typically by two Equal 
Circles or Spheres disengaged or separated from each other, 
not concentric, but side-by-side of, or wmpared with, each 
other. Still more primitively the Two Hemispheres of the 
single circle cut by a Diameter ; and thence even, as the cause 
of this Dialectical Equation of the Halves, the Mere J>iametrit 
or Measured and Equally divided Straight Line itself, is Tm: 
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TYPE and Symbol of Analogic. The following Diagram 
makes the necessary ,exhibit : 

Diaera:rn No. 24. 

Flg.1. ----------------- --~ 

Fig. 8. 

585. still more radically, .A.nalogic is symbolized by the 
Simple Straight Line, fS the Chord of an arc of a circle ; that is 
to sa.y, as a Level or Base-Line, Horizontal as contra-distin
guished from a Radial Line, which is Perpendicular or Length
wise in position ( c. 1-9, t. 321 ). A Diametrit is simply the Chord 
of t11e Largest Arc of a circle (180°). In short, therefore, PER
PENDICULISM, or LENGTHWISENESS, related to ON-GOING, and 
hence, to Co-SEQUENCES, (t. 321), denotes Logic ; and Hom
ZONTALISM, or SIDE\VISENESS, related to EXPANSION, and 
hence to Co-EXISTENCES, (c. 1-9, t. 321), denotes Analogic. 
Perpendiculism and Horizontalism are here taken, as sl1own by 
the associated terms, in an enlarged sense ; A Radius, as Per
pendicular to a Centre-Point as its basis, and any Base-Line as 
Horizontal, even when standing perpendicularly related to other 
Objects or Lines. .A. Radius is the Type of this Enlarged .Aspect 
of Perpendiculism, and a Diameter or Diametrit is the Type or 
the corresponding conception of Horizontalism. The Chords 
of Arcs, which should connect any two juxtapositional Radii 
at the same distance outward from the Centre, in Dia. 1'o. 4, 
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t. 188; c. l-9, t. 321) ; or, what is the same thing, the Side-Lines 
of any Polygon, are in this sense Horizontal Lines. They cor
respond with Breadthwise Extension, and so with Space, and 
are, as a distinct Family in Morphology, to be distinguished 
from Radiating, Protensive, or Fo1ihstretching and Time-like 
Lines. As "Horizontal" and "Perpendicular" have more 
limited meanings, these two Radical Varieties of Lineation will 
be better distinguished, the true Analogy once established, as 
.Analogical or Analogicoid, and Logical or Logicoid Lines, or 
Classes, or Families of Lines-Analogicoid for Horizontal, and 
Logicoid for Radial. Combined and intricated with each other 
they constitute a third variety of Form, an instance of which is 
seen in the Spider's web, then Analogous with Mathematics, 
and hence, denolninated Mathematical or Mathematicoid Form. 
The Diagram exhibits these Three Varieties first reduced, by 
analysis, to their proximately Simplest Expression ; and then 
to their Simplest Symbols in the Single Lines, (the Sub-figures 
of the Diagram), which indicate their respective Principles. 

Diaa;ram No, 20. 

Fli!ur• 9. Flgare8. 

~ • 

Bab-Figure 9. Sab-Flgare 8. 

/ 
586. An intimation has been made in what precedes that the 

same Form-Analogue reappears in Varying Degrees of Sim-
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plicity and Complexity, a fact already somewhat illustrated, 
in the Dia.gram, by the difference between the Lines marked 
Sub-figures and the Figures; but this Subject,-the existence 
in the Constitution of all things of an .Ascending and Descend
ing Scale of Relative Simplicity and Complexity,-is so im
portant that it demands to be more formally stated, and more 
fully expounded. .As the last word upon the Subject, all 
Differentiation whatsoever resolves itself into the kinds of 
Variety which are susceptible of being measured by th.ill 
Sea.le; but, neDertkeless, there is a Special Ki'fl!l of Vari.ety 
wldck is mure directly and ob'Diously to be ref erred to a llERE 

difference as between a Simple and its Compounds. It is 
clear, for example, that a. Cube is only a higher power of the 
Square ; a higher Degree of Complexity, in other words, in a 
definite proportion, of the Same Principle of Squareness. 

587. This kind of Variety in the Constitution of Things 
appears in connection with the subject now under considera
tion. Logic, .Analogic, and Mathematics occur in Different, 
Distinct Degrees of Development, without ceasing to be Logic, 
.Analogic, and Mathematics, respectively. We have seen, 
(t. 579), that the Logical Premise, Sequence, and Conclusion 
may all be illustrated by the Beginning, Middle, and End of 
the Single Radius of a Circle. We have seen also, however, 
(t. 578), that the Major and Minor Premise and Conclusion 
are more explicitly ilh;strated by the Three Concentric Circles, 
the outer inclosing and containing those within. So, again, 
now, in respect to .Analogic. The Single Horizontal Straight 
Line is the most Radical or the Simplest .Analogue of this 
Middle Department of .Abstractology. Let us assume that 
this Line is the Diameter of a given Circle, and indicate it 
numerically, as, say, 12 (inches, feet, or other units of Length). 
This will define it to a given Length. If now we erect a Square 
upon this Line as a Base, we have the Second Power, both in 
Number and in Form of the given Line; that is to say, 144, 
(12 x 12), in Number, and an .Actual Square, in Form, each 
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of the four sides equal to the Base Line. The next Power will 
be 1728, (12 x 12 x 12), in Number, and an .Actual Cube, in 
Form, or Corresponding Dimensions. The LINE, and with it 
the PornT, are then ELEMENT.ARY; the SURF.ACE and the 
SoLIDITY are, on the contrary, ELABORATE. 

588. The Given Straight Line or Base,-properly the First 
Power, though seldom or never so denominated, -the Square, 
the Second Power, and the Cube, the Third Power, are, then, 
the First, Second, and Third, Degrees, in TnE Sc.ALE OF REL
ATIVE Sn(PLICITY .AND COMPLEXITY, in respect to the Aspect 
under which they are investigated. Observe, in . the first 
place, that this precise parallelism in the respective involution 
of Form and Number, suck that the ?Jery same terms (Square 
and OulJe) apply indiscriminately to either, is the most 
deci8i1Je and best illustrati?Je case of .Anawgy between these 
two fundamental Sciences anywhere to be found,· unless, 
indeed, we should assign that rank to that more Uni?Jersal 
Echo of Number to Form which is the Basis of Modern 
Analytical, Geometry-(Descartes). Observe, in the next 
place, that, applied with the same rigor of Analogy to .A.na
logic it.self, as the Department of Being upon which we are 
now converging the rays of our inquiry, the Scale of ascending 
Simplicity and Complexity is equally discernible and im
portant. The Given Straight Line is the .Analogue of the .Ana
'logic of Laws and Prinmples. This is .Analytical, Radical, 
and ELEMENTARY .A.nalogic. The Square is the Analogue of 
.Ana.logic as ex-plain-ed. by reference to Specific Phf>nomena 
which are coincident wiijl or correlated to each other, Tke 
Analogic of Phenomena. The Cube is then the Analogue of 
.Analogic as not merely ex-plain-ed in words describing Phe
nomena, but as illustrated as well by actual 'objects in which 
tke giDen Prinmples are embodied, or which are characterized 
by the girJen Phenomena. This is Tke .Anawgic qf Concrete 
Reality. It goes over to, and is, in a sense, a part of, Con
crotology. The following Diagram, extracted from Dia. No.10, 
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(t. 512), illustrates this most central and important portion of 
Morphology, and its accompanying .Analogic (t. 277): 

Figure 1. 

Analogic of 
Law and Principlu. 

Diaerani No. 26. 

Ffgore 9. 

Analogic of 
p~ 

Figure&. 

Analogic of 
(Pure) <Amcrete Reality. 

589. The STRAIGHT BASE LINE (Fig. 1.) is the proper and 
abiding Analogue of LAW or LAY, thefoundation, as it we~ 
upon which all above it is erected. The Ends of this Line, at 
the corner-stones, as it were, of an Edifice, from which the Line 
itself is derived, directly and inversely, are the Analogues of 
PRINCIPLES, (Prima Capita), strictly so regarded and dis
criminated from LA ws. But usually LA ws and PRINCIPLES 
are spoken of collectively, and frequently also confounded 
with each other ; a species of confusion for which it is not 
essential at present to propound a remedy. c. l. 

590. The Fundamental Laws (or Principles) of Analogic of 
which the Elementary branch of the Science consists, as the 
very basis of Universology itself, are UNISlll, Durslll, and 
Trums.M. Th~se are related to the Cardinal Head-Numbers 

Cmmnenf<rry, t. 689. 1. The intrinsic difference between Pimi'CIPLE& 
ancl LA ws (POINTS and LINES, in this Aspect), coincides with the difference 
between Premise and Sequence (Centre-point-beginning and Linear Protension 
of the Radius) in Catalogic (t. 6?5>); a difference which does not here come 
prominently forward as it does in that case; the Line itself being here taken as 
the Base, whereas in the other case, it was the (Ccntre-)Point. The Discrimi
nation i.s not, therefore, here essential. 
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ONE, Two, and THREE, and to Ext.ension in Space, and hence, 
to Horizontalism ; as Premises, Sequences, and Conclusions in 
Catalogic are related to the Ordinal Head-Numbers FIRST, 
SECOND, and THIRD, and to Protension in Time, and, hence, 
to Perpendiculism). (The Latin for FIRST is Primus, Secun
dus, Second, is cognate with sequor, whence SEQUENCE. 

591. The first office of a given Straight Line viewp,d as a 
Base Line, Threshold, or Limit, is to unite the two Points be
tween which it extends. This Function is Unismal. Its 
second office is to cut, sunder, or di1Ji<ie the two Portions of 
Space which lie upon its opposite sides, and of which it IS 
the Limit. This Function is Duismal. Its third and com
pound office is to perform this Uniting and Di1Jiding at one 
and the same time, and in a composity of the relationship of 
each function with the other, (in a Cardinated or Hinge-wise 
manner), and this office is Trinismal. 

592. Still more radically, if we confine the point of our 
critical attention to the Sidewise function of this Line merely, 
it ALONE unites as well as di1Ji<ies the two portions of Space 
which lie upon the two Sides of it, (or, in other words, these 
two portions of Space unite at the Line by which they are also 
dfrided), and hence it both unites and divides these portions 
of Space in a Hinge-like or Cardinated function, a Species of 
Balanced Vibration between them. UNISM, DUIBM, and 
TRINISM are all, therefore, illustrated in this one Aspect of the 
Horizontal Line or Limit,-that Aspect which is most charac
teristic of this variety of Line. 

593. In the FUNDAMENTAL EXPOSITIO~ of the CJassificatio;i 
of the Sciences, (Tab. 15, t. 278), Analogic undergoes no Di:-o
tribution. Logic is divided into Premises, Sequences, and 
Conclusions, (the first of these into Major and Minor Pre
mises). It is now obvious that this Distribution lies farther 
back than the one we have just instituted above between the 
differrnt kinds of .Analogic (t. f88), inasmuch as it relates to 
the dift"erence between Point and Line, while this latter distri-
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bution relates to the dift"erence between Lines, Squares, and 
Cubes (as Geometrical Solids). 

594. It is now to be observed that within Logic (Cata.logic) 
there is, subsequently, an echo to tkis Sul>dfoision of .Ana
logic, as follows: Logic, as symbolized by the Single Radial 
Line, is the Recondite, Non-Explicated, Logic which actually 
underlies all Reasoning, although the Reasoner may have no 
knowledge of it. In this case the Major Premise slninks to 
an implied. Postulate, a Point tacitly assumed. as granted. 
This kind of obscure Logic is the Analogue of THE ANA.LOOIO 
OF LAws AND PRINCIPLES (Fig. l, Dia. 10, Dept. of Science). 
Secondly, there is Logic formally Explicated. The mere 
Point (Previously assumed.) is now expanded. into an Outer 
Circle typical of a distinct Major Premise, and which on in
spection is found to include a Minor and then a Least Circle 
within it, the latter as the included Conclusion. The Outer 
Circle alone may practically be taken, and made to serve dia- , 
grammatically as the Ordinary Analogue of tliis Variety or 
Logic, and as the Analogue, at the same time, of the Square, 
in the preced.ing Diagram. Finally, the Circle thickened to a 
Pure Sphere (that is to say, still .Abstract, or Figured in Pure 
Space with no Material or Real Content), is then the Analogue, 
in Logic, of the Pure Cu be in Analogic, and denotes Logic 
applied. in the .Actual Construction of an .Argument . .An.Argu
ment, or Syllogism, is composed. of Three Propositions,-Tbe 
Major, the Minor, and the Conclusive. This is the Major Kind 
of Trigrade Scale. But the Single Proposition is also composed 
of Three Parts,-The Subject, , the Copula, and the Predicate. 
This is analogous with the Trigrade Scale perceived in Uni
versal Logic by Swedenborg, Comte, and others, and which is ' 
only a Subdivisional Distribution of One Third of the True 
.Argument. They do not, therefore, arise "to the Height of 
this Great Argument."-(Milton). Every thing, completely 
organized, even the Universe itself, is, by Analogy, an Argu
ment, as the genius of the poet has devined.. The follow-
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ing Diagram exhibits these Subdivisions of Logic. Compare 
with Dia. Ho. 23, t. 578. 

Figure 1. 

haLmD LOGIC. 

(Elementary). 

Beginning (Premlle). 

DiaKra:rn No. 27. 

Figure 9. Figure 8. 

EXPLICATED LooIC. PoRE APPLIED LooIO. 

(Theoretical Elaborate). (Pure Practical Elaborate). 

595. We pass now to the third Variety of A bstract-Ology ; 
that which results from Combination of Logic and .Analogic. 
This splits, however, immediately into two : 1. P ANTOLOGIC ; 
2. MATHEMATICS. Pantologic results from the simple Addi
tion of the two Elements, (Logic and Cat.alogic), and is so 
simple a product that it is suffered ordinarily to subside into 
the same Class with the Elements or Factors from which it is 
derived. Hence it does not appear formally in the Funda
mental Exposition (Tab. 15, p. 278). Here, however, in the 
more Elaborate Exposition of the subject it requires to be 
illustrat.ed, and arises in fact into the most import.ant Aspect 
of the whole subject. 

696. The Crossing, at Right Angles, of a Radius or Perpen
dicular by a Horizontal or Base-Line,-the Analogues of Ele
mentary Logic and Ana.logic, respectively, (t. 415, and Sub
flgareS 1 and 2, in Dia. 25, t. 415),-produces a BASIC CROSS 
which is then the .A.nalogue of Elementary Pantologic (t. 269). 
cSee before reference to the Bi-trlnacria, a. 10, c. 32, t. 136.) 
The Mingling or Blending of the Circle and the Square results 
in the production of an Ovoid Surface, which is the Analogue 

• 
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of the Theoretical Explication of Pantologic ; (see in relation to 
the Egg-figure t. 514); and the assignment of the Third Dimen-

• sion, that of Thickness, produces the Pure Solidity of the Egg. 
figure, which is the .Analogue of Pure .Applied Pantologic. The 
following Diagram will, sufficiently for the present, exhibit 
these new Correspondences. (See also on the Egg-figure t. 773.) 

Diaaram No. 28. 

Flgu!9 t. FIRUre ~ Plpre I. 

Blementary Pantologic. Th«JraticaJ, Pantol,ogio. Pfwd Appli«l Pantologie. 

597. MATHEMA.TICA.L.Fom1, also, results from a Combination 
of Logical and .Analogical Form ; but here it is a more radical 
and intimate blending of the Spirit of Logic and the Spirit of 
Analogic, respectively. It is a Subjective Combination, not an 
Objective one, or a mere .Adding. There is, intervening be
tween Perpendicularity and Horizont.ality, a third Variety of 
Posture or Position which partakes of the Spirit of each. 

1 

This is what we denominate INoLINATION. In Fig. 1, Dia. 
1 

28, above, there is interposed between two of the .Arms of the I 
Basic Cross a mere trace of an Inclined Line, to serve as a 
transition to the subject next to be treated of. It is then L~
OLINEI> FORM in all its Varieties which is the Type of :Mathe
matics. The Inclined Line em braces in Principle, and tbor· 
oughly commingles, Horizont.ality and Perpendicularity, in a 
Compromise or Blended Mikton with each other. It is this, 
therefore, which I have designated, and shall continue to de
signate, as Mathematical Form. 
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598. .A mere Inclined Line is then the .A.nalogue of .Elemen
f,ary Mathematics; thus : 

Dia.rram No. 29. 

The Counter-Inclined Line is again a suminary representa
tion of Elementary Panto logic, and the two combined make 
the Form known as St . .Andrew's Cross, as below : 

Dia.rram No. 30. 

MATHOLOGY. 

599. Correspondentially with the Exhibit.a made in Diagrams 
lfo. 27 and 28 (t. 594, 596), the Three Ascending Degrees of 
Complexity in Mathematics from .Abstract Elements to Ex
planation and .Application, are illustrated in the following 
Diagram: 

Dia.rram No. 31. 

Figure J. Figure 9. Figure a. 
~ MatMmatia. T/wweti,cal Ezporititm. Pun Appli.«l .Matlum&atiu. (1). 

(1). By Pare App11e4 may be undemood the Working or Suma, but not 1Wl ID the - of Ap. 
.JllW ll•sbem•t.ica Properly 1a called, or Concretely ooldidered. 
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600. We are now prepared to consider a. new and important 
Discrimination or Form, one at all events hitherto omitted, 
one which, as it relates to the Mathematics, may best be derind 
from the Analysis of the Triangle here exhibited, (Fig. 2), but 
which laps back upon, and applies equally to, Every Variety 
of Figure whatsoever. The Discrimination in question is that 
which corresponds with the First Grand Distribution of the 
Mathematical Demain, as presented in the Fundamental Ex
position (Tab. 15, t. 278) ; namely into : 1. ARITHMJ:.'TIC ; 
2. GEOMETRY; and, 3. ANALYSIS. 'Vith the Phrase "Geo
metrical Form " we are all already familiar. It signifies 
Abstract Pure Form, indicated by .Abstract Lines or Limits. 
The corresponding term, Arithmetical Form, is entirely new, 
and at the first sound of it, perhaps uncouth; yet when pointed 
out, it will. I think, be at once perceived that Every Figure 
wllich can be drawn in Spa.ce, in idea, can also be indicated 
by Points ; and again, that Point-Form has the same Analogy 
with Arithmetic, the Points standing for the Units of Num
ber, (t. 530), which De-lme-ated Form holds to Geometry. 
Finally, .ANALYSIS, the Third Branch of Mathematics, is de
noted by Point-Form and Line-Form co-existing, as they 
always do, within each other ; but in the case under con
sideration, so far analyzed as to exhibit them both in the 
Composition of the Total Form. This will be denominated 
Analytismal or Analytoid Form. The following Diagram 
shows the.se important differences: 

Diaaram No. 32. 
Figure L Flgore ll. np:re 8. 

bitllattical Fann.. G«J'/Mtrk;al Form. .Analytoid Fona.. 

:·· . 
... · ·· .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

.: ·. . . 
..... ·· .•. ....................... 
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601. As this difference laps back, as previously stated, 
and covers many varieties of Form, it will add to the perti
nency of the discrimination to repeat it with respect to those 
figures above alluded to, (t. 588), in which the Geometrical 
and the .Arithmetical designations are identical ; the Square 
and the Cube especially. This repetition is made in the fol
lowing Diagram: 

Diaaram. No. 3 3. 

Pigue 9. PlgmeL 

G«l'IMtrieal Form. .AnalgtWl Jlbrm. 

t:·::::::.:::1:::-'l 
: : : 

L ..... u .... f .... : LJJ [j 
.-••MM ... 1 
! i 
t .. -....... J D D 

602. The Contents of Figure 1, Figure 2, and Figure S of this 
Diagram correspond then with an ..Arithmetical or N umerolo
gical Aspect, a Geometrical Aspect., and an Analytoid Aspect 
of the Trigrade Scale of Analogies in Diagram No. 32, t. 600. 

603. Punctate, Punctismal, or Arithmetical Form is such as 
concerns the .Arrangement of mere Points, or Modifications of 
Points, or of Objects representative of Points, in Space, and in 
certain relations to each other; as the Stars in Heaven, the 
Trees in an Orchard, etc. Such Form, it is true, involves and. 
implies an Interposed entire System of Lines, and hence a 
Scheme or Framework of Ideal Lines, between the Points. 
Such are what we mean by Relations ; as the Relations, in 
Space, between the Stars ; but) in this case, this Liniismus is 
ideally interposed merely, as also between the Units of Number, 

35 
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making them into Series and Sums. It is. therefore, Subonli· 
nafo, or Su bdominant, and occult ; or is brought to the Attai· 
tion and Thought only by this especial .Analysis. Ccmur1dy, 
in any Actual Liniar Diagram, the Lines have, interposed be
tween them, by a similar necessary implication, a System of 
Points, occupying all the Angles, and repeating Puncti#11Ullly 
the Entire Liniismal Outline. But here, inversely, the Point· 
Scheme is Subordinate and Dependent. Arithmetical and 
Geometrical Form, are both, therefore, botk Punctinnal. 
(or Entical), and Liniismal, (or Relational), as rer.eakd b!J 
Analysis, the dijf erence being in the MERE PREPO?fDERA~CJ: 
of the one Element or Factor over the other Element or Fac
tor; and this is tlie Type of tlte Constituency of all Thill[!' 
whatsoever. E~TITY and RELATION constitute conjoinD:, 
WHATEVER IS; the fundamental difference, in the Product. 
depending on the Predominance of the one or the other Ele
ment or Factor over the other, and in the Degree of that Pn-
ponderance. The whole difference is, indeed, reducible to mel't' 
Difference of Degree. ALL TmNos DIFFER, in tke last AM· 
lysis, ONLY IN DEGREE. Entity and Relation are, them· 
s~lves, indeed, in this Last Analysis, CoNVERTIBLY I.DD· 
TICAL. (t. 89). 

604. Punctate Form has heretofore played only a TefY 
Subordinate ROie in Science, as might be inferred from tht· 
fact that it has not been recognized as a distinct variety, nor 
named even. Still we are not without some examples of its 
uses. Punctuation in Literature is an immense help to &i· 
entific exactitude. It is a new step, with the Modems, in ad· 
vance of the Ancients, to the precise signalization of Thought. 
It is the Punctismus of the Elementismus of Language~ as th
.Alphabetic Letter-Signs, (especia1ly of the Consonant-soun<h. 
consisting of Characters, Strokes, or LINE-like Fi~, al\' 

the Liniismus of the same. Vowel-Signs vascillak> bt-hrt't.>n 
the two. In most Languages they have been treated as W· 
ters; in a few, however, as mere Points. Diacritical and 
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Accent Marks affecting the values of the Letters, or represent
ing Vowel-Sounds, as in Hebrew, belong also here; that is to 
say, t'l the Punctismus of Language. In Pitman's Pbonog
raphy the utmost economy of the Point-Element of Form bas 
been effected, by multiplying it into its Cognate Idea, that of 
Position ; the same Point, placed in one Position relatively to 
the Accompanying Consonant-Sign, bas one Vowel-Value, and 
placed in another Position it has a dift'erent Vowel-Value, as 
shown in the Diagram below: 

Dia11:ram No. 34.. 

I" tak, I· tay, I. tea; f dak, I· day, l dee, etc. 

605. But it has been reserved for Dr. Edwin Leigh, a dis
tinguished .American Phonetician, to discover, outside of the 
Domain of Language, the true Field for the Application of 
this Most Primitive, but Least Known and Least Used Depart
ment of Form. This Field consists of what may be rightly 
described as Maps or Pictured Presentations of Statistics, and 
other similar uses of Number, by employing the Punctis
mus of Form. He accomplishes, in. other words, the repre
sentation of Ideas by means of the Units of Form, that is to 
say, by mere Points, or Modifications of Points, as Quadrats 
or small Blocks, etc., arranged in Groups, so as to present a 
picture directly to the eye, of Actual Numbers, and of the 
Relations of Numbers; as, for example, in the Statistics of 
Population, Illiteracy, etc. The System exhibits Number, 
first in respect to its Absolute l\fagnitude ; then in respect to 
the relative Magnitude of different Sums; and, finally, the 
Geographical Distribution of Numbers, (as of Population), or 
their Relations to Space, and their Historical Succession, or 
Relations to Time. The same thing has, it is true, been proxi
mately effected, but far less perfectly, by means of Geomet
rical Forms of different proportions, and by the Proportional 
Length of mere Lines. In Dr. Leigh's Punctate Notation, 
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there is, however, an .Actual Picture of the Groups of Units 
themselves. The following Section of one of these Maps ex
hibits the .Application of the Principle. (1). 

:::::::::::: ............. . _ ................... . ............. 

.. ... 

,.C. TllS ... .... 

Diaa:ram No. 30. 

. .. .. 

.. ... ... 

A BIRD'S·ffi VIEW 

SLAVE PDPULATID 
in No:th·E t 

MISSOURI . 

. .. . .. ... ... . ... 
.. .. 

606. The field which opens for the application of this sim
ple device, (the Greatness of wl1ich, like that of the .Art of 
Printing, c. 6, t. 226, is obscured by its very simplicity), is 
immense, in aid of the labors of Scientific Men, and in respect 
to Education especially. A single glance at one of the&> 
Statistical Maps accomplishes more than months or years 

(1) Frnm .. n111n'a-F.n Vnnr or 8LATDT 11' Mruotrat." Entered, aeeordlog to Act o( coai;nia. 
In the y~ar 1882, by E1>wn< L&1ea, In the Clerlt'a Oftlce of the U. S. District Coan f'or the u.n 
Dtnrtci of M.IMoort. 
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devoted to the same subject in studying Statistical Tables 
print.ed in the ordinary way. It both conveys ideas which 
the sums of Figures do not convey, and makes a more vivid 
and lasting impression on the mind. As a new instrument of 
Scientific Research, it promises to be, to a large scope of inves
tigation, what the Atlas is to Geography, or what_ Algebraic 
E::\.-pressions are to the processes of Mathematical reasoning. 
It brings together within a glance of the eye facts which need 
to be compared, and exhibits relations which would otherwise 
never be thought of. The numbers of Slaves in the several 
Counties at the given date, their proportions to each other, 
and their geographical distribution in the State, are strikingly 
presented in the single view. 

607. But though Punctate Form, as such, has hitherto 
played only a very subordinate part, still, in a certain echo, a 
Suhdivision of Geometrical Form comes prominently forward 
to represent it. The Distribution of Geometrical Form which 
furnishes this Subdivision is this : 1. All Form wkick pivots ar 
is based on a Point, wkick Point supports or predominates over 
tke Contiguous Lines of tke same Figure, I shall denominate 
Puncto-basic Form, and it is this species of Geometrical Form 
which repeats and represents Punctate Form. It is immaterial 
whether the Point-base, which is also an Angle, be really 
below, above, or at the side, provided this view of its govern
ing value be taken. Such is peculiarly the case in the measure
ment of Crystals, the Science of which has hence received the 
name of Goneology (Angle-Science). This Variety or Aspect 
of Form has Especial Relation to the Mineral Kingdom, as 
will appear farther on (t. 628). 2. All F<>rm wkick kas 
relation mainly to Line or Lines, Linea-basic Form,- as in 
the Linear Branchiness of a Tree, for instance ; (the Internodes, 
as Reeds,.Rules, or Measuring Rods); is the Prominent Repre
sentation of Geometry within this Total Realm of Geometrical 
Form. It has also a relation of the Vegetable Kingdom 
(t. 629). 3. Finally, Form which combines tke Punctate and 
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Linear Point of View in a C<Ymposity and in prozirnalt 
Equality, is Lin<>.a-Punctate or Puncta-Lineate, and has rela
tion to the Animal Kingdom (t. 628). This is the Substitutl 
within Geometry for the true Analytoid Form (t. 600). Tut 
following Diagram exhibits these Looding Varieties of Oro. 
metrical Form : 

Dla11:ra:m. No. 36. 

Li~Form. 

These Varieties of Figure, and the Middle one in each in
stance, will hereafter be employed vicariously for the trot 
Arithmetical, Geometrical, and Analytoidal Types. as follows.. 
They relate to the Prominent Subdivisions of Geometry, u 
shown in the Headings of the following Diagram. Figure 1 
is to be viewed downwards, as if based on its upper Angle. 

Dla11:ra:m. No. 37. 

Trigonometrical Form. Conico-mional Form. 

Figure 1. Figure t. 

x T 

(_j_) 
608. It remains to give a somewhat more collected ViE"11' ol 

the Distribution of Form throughout the Abstractismu: 
Form which is analogous with the Department of Cnil'enal 
Being ; that is to say, Ideal Being, and which is COl'eJled by tht 
Science of Abstractology. This will be effected by b~ 
together, in one Exhibit, the Substance of the Several rnagra. 
which have occurred since we entered upon this branch of tht 
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Subject. The following Diagram is the Resume in question. 
Its several parts are little more than repetitions of what bas 
been previously exhibited and explained : 

Dia11:ram No. 38. 

a 
J_ Pure 0- x meU1cal 

~ 
Mathematical J'orm. j jX Collfco.Seo- i 

&loDa1 

~ 
i J ', .. / 06-..... 

/'·, .. .. "' .. " ... etrlcal 

609. The Interior Distributions of Arithmetic and Geometry 
by their Analogical Relationships, though very interesting. 
must still be omitted, as was done before, and we pass to the 
Subdivisions of Analysis. (t. 281). These are, 1: ALGEBRA ; 

2. DIFFERENTIAL and INTEGRAL CALCULUS; s. CALCULUS 

OF VARIATIONS. The Analogue of Algebra is the Base-Line 
of the Pyramidoid Triangle, consisting of the Shaft of the 
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Line interposed between its Points or Ends, as distinctly ex
hibited by the Analysis. For these single Points we may 
substitute in thought Groups of Points differently constituted 
of minor Groups, but equal in the aggregate; and for the 
Single Shaft Line we may substitute Parallel Lines as indicat· 
ing the Apposition of one Level Line to another. These Varie
ties of the Symbolism are shown in the following Diagram: 

Diai;i;rtun No. 39. 

ANALOGUES OF ALGEBRA. 

·::} { ·: :· 
• • • 5 + 7 = 6 + 6 : •• 12 12. . . .. .. 

610. The corresponding Analogues of the Differential and 
of the Integral Calculi are then the Diverging or Inversely 
Converging Side-Lines of the Pyramidoid Triangle viewed 
from the Apex as a centre. Compare what is said of the 
Trunk and Limbs, as analogous to the same (Dia. No. 2, t 
42; c. 2, t . 40; t. 47-58). The Apex of the Triangle, or what 
is in this respect the top of a Line or Pillar, is the Fulcrum of 

1 

a Lever or Yard-arms; the Horizontal Diameter resting, mov
ably, upon the Head of the Radius. The Compound Figure 
then resulting is the Analogue of the Calculus of Variations. 
The folloWing Diagram presents a Collective View of the Ana
logues of these three Subdivisions of Analysis: 

Dia'l;ra:rn No. 40. 

Dijf erential and Intf{!ral, Oalculu1. OalculUI of Variatiou 

,,_,--..... \or=== 

611. If, in fine, to the movement of the Ya.rd-arms or Lever 
resting on a fulcrum, (Fig. 5 above), a weight or resistance be 
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opposed, we have'arrived at the conditions of True Mechanical 
.Action. Here, therefore, we pass upwards, and arrive again at 
Cle Science of Abstract Mechanics, which Comte has rightly 
mnked, in this view, as a .Superior Branch of Mathematics 
( c. 1, t. 231). For the Science of Mechanics, in this sense, 
which goes over from the Proper Domain of Existence, to that 
of Movement, (for its Subject-Matter), we have .to adopt the ex
ceptional Clef (2) 31 / 2 , for the purely Mathematical Aspect of the 
Subject; or, simply, 31/ 2 , for either it or the corresponding Con
crete Aspects as well. This is like the Natural Semitone which 
crowns the Trigrade Scale of Full Tones in Music (c. 39, t. 503). 

612. \Ve have now exhausted the purely Cosmical Depart
ment of Abstractology (2) l''. It remains to glance at the 
Pneumatological (2) 2n4, and the Anthropological, (2) 3•4, • 

Domains of the same (t. 282). 
613. First is PNEUMATOLOGICAL Fomr, (2) 2nd. All .Actual 

De-lin-eation is interpenetrated, and then extended, by a 
Gho.-;tly Semi-real or Spirit-like Accompanying De-Un-eation, 
(or Punctation), as an Emanation which holds to the .Act. 
ual or Real the same relation which the Spiiit-\Vorld holus 
to the Actual External vVorld (a. 47-49, t. 204). The Mor
phic Analogue of this Spirit-Form is the Tracing of Filmy 
Indistinct Lines and Points, Radiations,· Centres of Radiation, 
etc., as in the Halo with which the Painter instinctively adorns 
the Head of the Saint. This may be Light and Airy, and so 
Celestial and Supernal, or Dark and Lowering, and so Infernal ; 
or of intermediate Splendor, and so Purgatorial. It is not 
necessary to trace out these distinctions in detail. The Head, 
it shonld be observed, however, is identified with this region 
of Halo, and especially with the Celestioid or Superior Va
riety of it. The origin, in idea, of this Variety of Form, was 
shown previously in one of the Commentaries, to be the Semi
N atnral, and as it were, necessary, Ideal Extension of every 
Real- or Thought-Line, beyond its own termini, outwards, as 
a Glwst-Line, to Infinity (a. 47, t. 204). 
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614 • .ANTHROPIC Fomr, (2) 3n1, is then t11e conjoined and 
interblended Tout-Ensenible of Cosmical, or Matteroid, ANU 

Pneumatological, or Spiritoid, Form, as in the Outline of the 
Human Body proper plus the H~Jo or circumambient Radia
tion of Filmy Form which permeates, while it also helps tA> 
constitut;e "The Sphere" of, the Individual. c. l. 

615. Spiritoid and Anthropic Form, (in the superior sense 
of the latt;er term), are difficult of Diagrammatic Representa
tion, and can be better imagined than exhibited. 

616. The Aspect of Form, (1"'; 2nd), which corresponds 
repetitively with THE ORDINAL SERIES OF NuMERATiox, and 
hence with MOVEMENT, (t 283), is found in the Lengthwi..~ 

• ness of tl1e Line, and then in that Analytical Aspect of it 
which distinguishes the different DRIFTS OF DIRECTION which 
are involved in this Lengthwiseness of any single Line wba~ 
soever. DIRECTION, as such, is a Peculiar Department of the 

Commentary t. 614. l.,It is part of the Affirmation of Swedenborg, 
from interior perception, that every Man and Angel is surrounded by a 
"Sphere" analogous with the Atmosphere which surrounds the Earth, and 
that the Activities of the Soul extend outward into this "Sphere," so th:it the 
Man resides in part, and in a certain sense, outside of himself; comes in fllcl 
into contact with the External World, nnd ns it were, with the whole 'Lniver.!t', 
by virtue of this Sphere. The "Sick Sensitives'' of Il:iron Reichenbach ptr· 
ccived a sort of Magnetic Aura or Luminous Emanation from Metals, and, 
indeed, from all objects whatsoever, in all varying degrees of brilliancy and 
distinctness, somewhat annlogous with the Personal "Spheres" of Swedenborg. 
The Analogies of Universology go to confirm the theory that such is the plan of 
Creation, and that every object whatsoever has hoth a Matteroid and a Spiritoid 
Constitution, somewhat independent, while yet intimately ~lated to each other; 
that Matter and Spirit-Matter, or Materia and Etheria (t. 62, 63) separated (ss 
they may be partially) from each other, are mere Factors; and that the Nonna~ 
Compound, or Composite Constitution, of every thing, an Idea, a Mathematical 
Point or Line, a World, an Angel, or reverently speaking, of a God even, is s 
Material Basu tcith a Spiritual <W' Spiritoidal Centre arid Enrirorimer.t. The 
Analogue and Type of this last is in part the Atmosphere, in part the Infinire 
Ocean ef Ether, the Common Matrix of all Material Objects, and in Part the 
Emanations and Radiations of all Actual Bodies, permeating and penetrating 
all Space. The Composity of the two Factors is then Anthropic, Man being the 
Normal Type of Universal Existence. 
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whole Domain of Form, which is for the present omitted, and 
which will be treated of in the next following Chapter. THE 
DRIFT OF DIRECTION is something different from mere Direc
tion, and must now be explained. The Procedure along any 
given Line from .A to B, or from the First to the Last end of it, 
is its First Drift of Direction. It is this which corresponds 
with the Anticipatory Method in Philosophy, the First Flight 
of the Human Mind, outward in ·pursuit of Truth, (c. 3, t. 345), 
and with the Natural Order of Evolution generally (t. 6; c. 6, 
t. 345). The Return Course from B to .A, or from the Outer or 
IDtimate End to the Beginning, is the Second Drift of Direction. 
It corresponds with Reflection and Analysis, with the Induc
tive Method of Science, and with the Logical Order, in the 
.Movement or Operation of All Things. Finally, the Reprojec
tion then mainly fixed and secure, or the determinate Sec<mil 
Outgoing from .A to B, over the Track originally traversed in 
Uncertainty, and then painfully and cautiously retraced, is 
the Third Drift of Direction, and corresponds with, or repeats, 
the Deductive Method in Science, and the Artistic Order, or 
the Order of Construction in the Universe at large, and espe
cially in the Conduct of Human Affairs (c. 6, t. 345). A some
what similar explanation has already occurred concerning the 
Difi"erent Stages of the Evolution of the Logical Idea (t. ~). 
The following Diagram illustrates these Several Drifts of 
Direction, with their appropriate Notation: 

Diaaram No. 41. 
(lot, Ind) 9Dd 

A _ _:-<~==::'4!!!!1~r __ B -www 
~.. >- ---

(lot, Ind) 1 
> c 

(lot, Ind) 3rd 

From .A to B (111 • 2nd) 1 ot is the Primitive Drift ; from B to .A 
(1 ... 2ad) 2°d is the Second or Reverse Drift; and from .A to 0 
(1•.2Dd) 3"' is the Ultimate Drift. 

617. The Natural and the Logical Order in respect to Move
ment may be, indeed, appropriately denoted by a simple 
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change in the relative position of the Figures of the Cler; 
thus 1 a ; 2ad for the Natural, and 2n4 ; 1"' for the Logi~ 
Order ; but this Method of Notation exhausts itself with these 
two Steps merely, whence the one employed in the Diagram 
is superior to it, for ordinary purposes. 

618. What corresponds, in the Domain of Number, to these 
features of the Domain of Form, is the Primitive Ascent 
through any Series of Count or Enumeration ; the Return or 
Reverse Procedure; and, finally, the New and .Assured or 
Rectified Procedure Outward. The Same Threefoldness of 
Drift is especially illustrated in respect to Calcnlation. thus : 
The First " Performance of a Sum" in .Arithmetic is the Ana
logue of The .Anticipatory Method in Science, and of the 
Natural Order ; " The Proving of the Sum" by reversing the 1 

Procedure is the Analogue of the Inductive Method, and or 
the Logical (or Scientific) Order ; and the Ulterior .Assured ' 
Completeness of the Renewed Calculation is the Analogue of 
the Deductive Method, and of the .Artistic or Final Order, in 
the General .Admjnistration of .Affairs. In the Renewed and 
Final Calculation, or in subsequent Calculation based upon 
the Habit of "Proving," there is still a remnant of the Primi
tive Liability to Mistake. .Art is a Higher Repetition merely 
of Nature. In a certain High Rigorous Sense, both Y .&· 

TURAL FoRM and AnT Fom.r (Dia. 10, t. 512) are L~DETEB
MIN ATE Fom1, and SCIENTIFIO FoID£ alone is DETERMINATE 

FORM (Dia. 9, t. 509). 
619. But all the Methods and Orders above specified belong 

still to the (Cata-)Logicismus as contrasted with the Analogicis
mus. They proceed along a Single Line, backwards and for· 
wards, as along a Radius from the Centre outwards, and back, 
and thence again outwards. (t. 321, and c.1-9; c.1-7, t. 345\. 
They are purely Inductive,-Deducti'De,-and SyUcgistk, 

, (c. 7, t. 321), excludingoromittingthe Relation of Comparison 
or Side-by-Side-ness. Hence, in a more Extended Seriation, 
they all fall within a Su bdivisional Distribution of a First De-
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partment of the Larger and More Comprehensive View, which 
Larger View has, for its Several Departments in Trigrade Scale, 
1. THE (Cata-)LoGICISMUS or LoGIC.AL ORDER; 2. THE AN.A
LOGICISHUS or ANALOGICAL ORDER ; and, 3. THE p .ANTO
LOGIC.AL ORDER or Aspect of Being, or the Composity of the 
other two. (c. 7-10, t. 15). As this Larger View is, however, 
New, and, in that sense, Exceptional, the Notation which 
relates to it will be, as in a former parallel case, constituted 
by the Addition of a Second Preclef (in full Parenthesis), 
which may then be dropped, and the Ordinary View restored 
without trouble or confusion, (t. 4~ 8) ; thus, (1•t.2nd) (1 .. ) for 
the Catalogicismus ; (1". 2nd) ( 2nd) for the Analogicismus, etc. 
For the Anticipatory Method (c. 3, t. 345) within the Cata
logic we then have (1"'. 2nd) (l '1) 1" ; for the Inductive ( ib.) we 
have (l". 2nd) (1 "') 2nd, etc. By dropping the Second Preclef, 
the usual Notation is then restored. 

620. Tb.e Analogical Method and the Analogical Side-by
Side-ness, in respect to Form, have their Numerical Analogues 
in Parallel Series of Numbers, and in Parallel Processes 
arriving at the same Solutions and serving in a still higher 
sense than mere Re1Jersal of Process, to PROVE or sustain 
each other. The Pantologic of the Mathematics is the Unition 
or Composity and Mutual Corroboration of All Diverse 
Methods of Operation, Direct and Inverse. 

621. Directly connected with the subject of Movement or 
Motion, and so of Order, Method, and Drift, is that of FORCE, 
and so of Mechanics or the Science of Force, and of the Balance 
of Forces. We are thus carried back and over from the Gen
eral Direction of CAREERS merely as such, to Mechanology as 
the highest branch of Mathematical Science (c. 1, t. 231); for 
MOTION is the FORM of FORCE, as FORM PROPER is that of 
SUBSTANCE, and hence the Existence and Law of Force 
e.:rpress tkemsel'Des only through the Motions which it 
OO'U8e8. 

622. It facilitates the conception of Force to e.lly it with 
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some Object which manifests it, or in which it is manifested; 
and no Object is more favorable for this purpose than the 
Human Body. Force herein derived originally from its int.e
rior Source in the Mind expresses itself first upon the Interior 
or Vitals, and then Outwardly upon the Limbs and Members, 
and, finally, through them upon the External Objects sur· 
rounding the Body. In a Generalized Sense this Force is, 
1. The Uncertain Pusu-forth of the Hand or Limb by the 
Infant, till it meets with resistance, and Grasps an Object; 

1 

2. The PULL or effort to Appropriate or to Unite with it.self 
the Object seized ; S. The new and assured or skilled and 
confident Pusn or Thrust of the 'V eapon or Tool ; or the Com
pound Push and Pull. .A.11 of these, however, acting in the 
same Right Line, appear as one, when contrasted with the 
Sway (or Swagger) of the Body from Side-to-Side; as a second 
and different Variety of Movement. There is then, thirdly, 
the Compound Movements, writhing, wrenching, twisting, etc., 
which result from the Combination of the Direct and Side
wise Forces. Tke Pusn, the PULL, and tlte Reprojectire 
Pusn are the ..Analogues of THE ANTICIPATORY METHon (in 
Science), THE NATURAL ORDER and THE PRlllITIVE DIF
FERENTIATING ENERGY OF NATURAL DEVELOPMENT, for tlt.e 
PusH ; THE INDUCTIVE METnoD, Tim Lomc.A.L ORDER, and 
THE SCIENTIFIC INTEGRATION OF IDEAS for the PULL ; and 
THE DEDUCTIVE OR CONSTRUCTIVE METilOD, THE .ARTlsTIC I 

ORDER, and THE SUCCESSFUL and EFFICIENT ORGANIZATION 
.A.ND OP:ERATION OF THE SIMPLE M.A.OHINE, for tke REPROJEC
TIVE PusH. .A.11 these are, however, Simple or Simplistic, as 
compared with the Higher Order of Development now to be ' 
mentioned. These Simplisms taken Collectively as Unism, 1 

the Corresponding Duism is the Sw A.Y or Side-wise Movement, 
and the Corresponding Trinism is the CongE>ries of Composit~ 
and Univariant Movements and Uses derived from the Union 
and Co-operation of the Former two. The Push is the Primi
tive REPULSION, or the Unregulated Centrifugal Force of Na-
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ture, (1); the Pull is ATTRACTION, or Centripetal Force, and 
the Reprojective Push is Measured or Regular Repulsion. 
The Sway is the Graceful Curve and the Oscillation of the 
Planet in its Orbit; and, :finally, the total .Mecanique Celeste 
answers to the Ultimation and the Combined Working of all 
the Forces involved. 

623. Fo.RCE is also denominated POWER. In the Mathe
matical Domain, PO'lCers are the Products of the Multiplication 
of a given quantity successively into itself. This Successive 
Multiplication, or the raising of a Series of Powers, is called 
Inwlution. The given quantities which produce the Powers 
by tbe Multiplication are called Roots. The Extracting or 
Ascertaining of these Roots from a Knowledge of the Powers 
is an Inverse Process called Evolution. Volution (Lat. 'DOlw, 
TO ROLL or TURN)-whence In1Jolution, ROLLIXG IN, and Ew
lution, ROLLING OUT-suggests the operation of the Screw, as 
the Emblem of Force or Power, and hence Mechanical Opera
tion generally. Involution is the Push or Lift to a Higher 
Power; Evolution is Extracting or Withdrawing, (which by a 
certain Al'ITITHF:l'ICAL REFLEXION is in this Abstract Domain 
the more difficult Process). We have in these two, Analogically, 
tberef ore, the Push and the Pull of the Mechanical Domain ; 
the Analogues of the Induction and Syllogistic of Catalogic. 
(c. 7, t. 321). 

624. But, in Addition of the mere . Raising of Powers, and 
Extracting of Roots in the Single Line or Series, Direct and 
Inverse, the genius of Baron Napier, Lord Murchison, dis
covered a Comparati1Je Relationship between other Simpler 
Series of Numbers and this of Powers and Roots of such a 
nature that very Simple Operations relating to the Simpler of 
the Parallel Series might be effectively substituted, practicall: 
for the more Complex Relations of the Complex Series. This 
Substituted. Simple Series, he, by a happy instinct, denominated 

(I) 8eefor the elaborate Conception of thb the " Eureka " of F.dgltr A. Poe. 
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Logarithms, or, as it were, Tke Spirit of Logic; for the 
basis idea of this Admirable Instrument of Mathematical 
Operations is THE SIDE-BY-SIDE-NESS of different but BB

LATED Series qf Numher; in other words, THE ScIENTo
ANALOGIC existing between them. This, then, is the ANALOG'l"E 
of a Style of Mechanical Movement Superior to the Mere 
Push and Pull ; as of the Piston in a Cylinder ; namely of 
Sidewise Movement, as of the Oar Sculling a Boat. The 
Screw-Movement is really, (though spoken of above without 
distinction from the Push and Pull), a True Artistic Composi
tion of the Push and Pull with the Sidewise Movement. The 
Department of Considerations treated of above may be de
nominated the Mechanics of the Mathematics. 

625. \Ve have now sufficiently disposed, for the purpoBf's of 
a Primitive Analysis, of the Abstractismus of Form. We 
should then, in the most natural order, return to the Abstract
Concretismus. But this Department of Form, relatRd to 

·Chemistry, Physics, etc., is inherently obscure, and cannot be 
properly distributed without going into a minuteness of detail 
which would be neither very entertaining nor very intelligible 
to the beginner in this class of investigation. For this reason, 
and also for the sake of brevity, the subject will be dismissed 
for the present with this mere notice. 

628. 'Ve come, then, immediately to the consideration of tho 
Concretismus of Form, properly so called, or of THE Co~
ORETE, in the Spencerian sense of the term. 

627. The Primary Division of Concretology is into, 1. Rm
NOLOGY ; 2. CLASSlOLOGY ; and, 3. STABILIOLOGY (Tab. 29. 
t. 394); but the Stabiliology so contained within the Con
cretismus is adopted and repeated from St.abiliology in the 
Larger View which is Abstract or outsi<le of the Concrete 
Sphere of Being, and purely ideal ; it is, in other words, 
Endo-, as distinguished from Exo-St.abiliology. This last is, 
(as shown in the same Table), the Antithet of Non-Sta.bilio· 
logy,-related to it as Primary Abstract Limitation to Pure 
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Nothing-and they Two are the Bases and Constituent Fac
tors of COSMOLOGY, or of the COSMOS at large. The Concretoid 
Stabiliology (Endo-Stabiliology) denotes the Standard-Posture 
-and-Basis-Level, the Fundamental and Governing Limitation, 
of the Actual or Real 'V orld, as contrasted with Pure Space, 
as the Surrounding Medium and the Analogue of the Pure Ab
stract Nothing. These two, The Standard and LerJel, or Per
pendicular and Horizontal, The FlBST-EQUATED-AND-An

rosTED-OuTLAY of the .Actual World, and SPACE as its Nega
tive Matrix or Container, are then, in like manner, the 'l'wo 
Prior ConditWn8, the Ideal Foundations, in fine, of the 
whole Cosmological Superstructure. PERPENDICULARITY, 
HoRiroNTALITY, and INCLINATION, or the Angle Qf .Declina
ti<m fr<Ym these standard-and-Outstretching First Limits, 
are then pre-eminently the Sul>}ect-Matters of .Endo-stabilio
logy. 

628. These three, PERPENDICULARITY, HoHIZONTALITY, and 
INCLINATION, which BO appear, in respect to Stabiliology, as 
DIRECTIONAL merely, then reappear immedia'lely as the Go'D
erning Varieties of Figure assigned to the Three Kingdoms 
ef NQ/ure, or the Three Grand .Departments of Refl'TWlogy ,· 
the MINElli, the VEGETABLE, and the ANIMAL Kingdoms, 
respecti-cely. This has been already in part indicated (t. 607). 
These Grand Features recur here, however, in the reverse 
order; that is to say, Inclination, Angulism, Punctobasic 
Form, or Goneology, appears lowest in the Trigrade Scale, as 
especially characteristic of Crystals, these in tum the Sciento
basic Department of Mineral Science-so much so that Miner
alogy, in its present popular meaning, resolves itself almost 
wholly into Crystalography, and Crystalography almost 
wholly into the Measurement and Relation of Angles. The 
Analogy of this Variety of Form with Trigonometry has been 
already pointed out (t. 608). The Mountain-top, or the Sierra, 
repeats the Angularity of the Crystal embedded in it. 

629. The Typical Form, in a sense, of the Vegetable King-
36 
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dom, is then the Doubleness of two Opposed and Reversed 
Angles, as in the Outline of the two Nappes of a Cone. The 
General Figure of a Tree, with its Diverging Roots down wards, 
below, and its Diverging Plume upwards, above, is that of 
the two Cones so opposed to each other, while yet, in their 
Combined Posture, there is attained the General O<m.eeption Q/ 
PERPENDICULARITY. The· Main Shaft of the Tree is Perpen
dicular to the Earth's Surface and Centre; whence Perpen
dimilarity is, in the more Elementary Sense, the T!JPical 
Form-Attribute of the Vegetable Kingdom. 

630. Finally, the Main or Typical Form of the .Animal 
is shown in the higher Vertebrate Skeleton, below that of Man; 
for in Man we have a Composity of all the Kingdoms, and of 
all Single Varieties of Form, which mark him as Something 
more, even in the Mathematics of his Physical Structure, than 
the Mere Animal. Of the Mere .Animal Vertebrate, of the 
highest types, the Horse or the Ox, for instance, the typical 
Form and Posture are then Horizontal, as distinctively 6o as 
that of the Tree is Perpendicular. MAN combine9 the Form
featuring of the mere Vertebrate with that of the Tree, and 
even subsumes more obscurely the Goneology of the Mineral; 
as witness the shape of his coffin. (t. 631). 

631. Here, somewhat as previously, in respect to Nature, 
Science, and Art, (t. 522), the incipient learner will be apt to 
stumble over the fact that each of the three Kingdoms seems 
to abound in illustrations of almost every variety of Form and 
Posture, whereas, at this point, a Particular Variety of Posture 
or Positional Form is made typical of Each Kingdom. It is 
indeed true that there is a multiplicity of Special Types within 
any Single Kingdom, as the Animal Kingdom, for instance, 
and notably, within it, in respect to the four distinct Plans of 
Structure of the Four Grand Branches of that Kingdom, so 
much insisted on by Agassiz. It is, nevertheless, equally as 
true, that Horizontality is no less distinctive, in the Aggregate 
and Major Manifestation of the Animal World, than Perpen· 
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dicularity is so of the Vegetable World. Some Plants creep, 
some incline, some are round, but the erectness of the Axis
Sta.lk or -Stem- of Plant, Shrub, and Tree, is tlte Prevailing 
and G01Jerning Fact. So, in respect to Animals, not to go into 
details in the lower departments of this Kingdom, it may be said, 
1. That the Vertebrate Constitution is the Dominant of this 
Pomain; 2. 'l'kat the entire aggregate of .Animals without 
a Vertebral Column, lun.cever numerous and rich in Genera 
and Species, is accessory merely to the V ertebrismus; which is 
the same statement inverted ; 3. The Beasts or Mammals are 
equally Dominant within this Jllgher Department qf .Animal 
Life; 4. The Vertebral Column wltich confers the name, is the 
dlstincti'De Feature or typical Portion of the Superior .Animal 
structure; and, o. The "Vertebral Column, especially in the 
Mammals, is as uniformly or prevalingly Horizontal as the 
Stalk of the 'I'ree is Erect,· and all the otlter parts qf the 
Btructure are ad}usted to this arrangement. In the Human 
Anatomy, the Vertebral Column is repeated in the bony Struc
ture of the Head itself (1), the Lengthwiseness of which is still 
Horizontal, while the Primitive Vertebral Column, that of the 
Trunk, rises to the Perpendicular, and repeats that of the 
Tree. (t. 630). 

632. The Details of the Morphology of the Three Kingdoms 
belong to the Ulterior Development of Universology. Those of 
Vegetalogical (or Botanical) and Animalogical (or ZC>Ological) 
Morphology will occupy us a good deal in "The Structural 
Outline of Universology," previously announced. It is the 
merest Outline of the 8ubject, therefore, which will be in
timated here. We return for the moment, and glance again at 
St.abiliology. The following Diagram will exhibit its main 
features, both in the Concretoid and in the A bstractoid Aspect 
of the Subject, the two Compared and Contrasted with 
each other. Primary Abstract Limitation is Synonymous 

(1) Bee " Conapondentlal Anatomy or Head and Trank." 
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with the Basic and Universalized Terms and lJtetinitions of 
Logic (t. 580), and with these as contrasted with the Pure 
Nothing of that Order which is the .Absence of .All Term or 
Definition, that is to say, of all the Ideas of the Relative or 
the Limited. · 

Diaaram. No. 42. 

l!if/w• 1. CONCBETOID. llgwe I. ABBTliCTOm. 

§ 
Exton- CD Ilion Definition 

633. EXISTENCE, or Real Phenomenal Being, addresses 
itself to the Senses, and primarily and pre-eminently to the 
Sense of FEELING or Touch,-the Representative Sense of 
SENSATION. ExTENBION is, on the contrary, more purely a 
Mental Conception, related analogically to the Ken or Vision 
of the Eye, and so to the Sense of SIGHT. Putageiin Vegetism 
for Perpendicularity and Existence, and .Animism for Hori· 
zontality and Extension ; the former set, Sensuous or Mat
teroid ; the latter, Ideal or Mentoid. Within the Human Body 
the Vegetati1Je System or Economy is accordingly .Allied with 
the Erect Trunk, and the Animal System or Economy with 
the Horizontal Lengthwiseness or Longheadedness of the Head 
and Brain. This subject is, however, too intricate for a slight 
exposition, and must await a more extended opportunity. 

634. Existence and Ext~nsion blend actually into One; 
whence arises the Compound Conception of a Cosmos ; and it 
is within this that the Three Kingdoms, Mineral, Vegetable, 
and .Animal, actually exist ; added to which are the TWee 
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Stages or Stories o! Classiology, furniishing the Sciences of 
Tellurology, Meteorology, and Uranology, respectively. The 
following Diagram, with a slight explanation of its partB, mw;t 
conclude the present notice of Concretology: 

Diaa:ram. No. 43 • 

Jllzten•ton 

• 0 
i:: 

• .. 
• ... 
M 

Jir1 

• ~ 

i:: 
c .. 
• ... 
M 

Jir1 

Ezten•ton 

63lS. In this Diagram, and within the Globe-Figurt' or Cos
mOR, A denotes a Range of :Mountains, Single-peakt-d or An
guloid, as type or the :Mineral Kingdom (t. 628); B dcnutt-s 
the doublo-<'OOOid Figure or a Tree, with its pn.•\'niling Pn
pendicularity, \t. 629), as type o! the Vegetable Kingdom; 
and l' exhibits the Horizontal Attitude and Square Build 
of a Mnmmal, as the type of thf' Animal Kingdom. Abo\"(' 
and to the Right, D denotes the Earthy or Ground-Form Do
main or Telluroloszy; E, the Intermediate Region of MefA'<>r
ology. abounding "·ith the :Mit•ty Outline of Clouds, the Zi~'7.ag 
or the Lightning, etc. ; and F dl•nott•A the Punctate and Radial 
Features of t:'mnology (Tab.15, t. 278;. 
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636. It should now be observed before dismissing the Sub
ject, that, by a Modification similar to that described and ap
plied to Abstract Elements, in Text No. 29, the Abstractismus 
of Science, and so the Light-Line-, and Middle Variety of Form, 
marked 2 in Diagram No. 22, t. 575, is virtually carried to the 
'lop, the position of the Head in the Human Organllation, 
furnishing the Light d.nd Delicate Outline and Features of the 
Head and Face ; and that the Composite Form, marked 3, is 
then carried down and associated with No. l; as the Right Hand 
and Side of the Body with the Left ; they two forming the 
Trunk as contrasted with the Head, (Dia. 2, t. 41) ; as again the 
Two Concretes are contrasted with the One Abstract (t. 248). 
Composite-, or Art-Form belongs with Action or Movement, 
and thus, in respect to the Mind, with the Will, and so with the 
Right Hand through which the \Vill is Execuied,. as Natural 
Form with Affection or Love ; and Scientic or Abstract Form 
with Intelligence or \Visdom. Composite or Art Form is Ta
pering or Wedge-form, and Art, in the Large Sense, includes 
.Artizanis·m, and so also the Principles of Mechanics. The 
Mechanical Principles, usually reckoned as Five or More, the 
Wedge, the Inclined Plane, the Screw, etc., are all reducible, 
by Universological Analysis, to One Principle, namely, that 
of the \Vedge, or more simply to The Inclined Plane, 'll)hich 
is one side of a Wedge, and finally, and in the last IJegret 
of Simplicity, to !NcLINISM, or the simp'le fact of Declina
tion or Inclination, as of the Slng'le Inclined Line, the Same 
which, abstractly, denotes the Mathematics (Sub-Fig. 3, Tab. 
25, t. 585 ). Concretely it is Force expressing itself in Mathe.. 
matical Ratios. The Culmination of the Mathematics is in the 
Science of Mechanics (c. l, t. 231). The Doctrine of Powers is 
the Central Region of Mathematics (t. 623). Power or Foroe 
is the Subject-Matter of Mechanology (t. 621). L""iCLINATIOY 

is the Morphic Analogue of Power or Force, and so has 
relation to Mathematics in ite governing and representative 
Domain. 
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637. The Culmination and Supreme Type of lNCLINISM is 
the Spiral. The Spiral or SPIRALISM, the Abstract Principle 
of Spiral Form, is a regu},oid Continuous Inclination or .De
fliatlan in a re{J'lll<>id Continuously .Deviating .Direction PLUS 
a re{J'lll<>id Continuous .Deviation in tke Ratio or Successi1Je · 
Degree OF the .Deviation. Without the last clause of the 
Definition we have the Helix, or llELICISM merely. Spiral is 
the Etymological Cognate of Spirit and Spiritual. Spirit and 
Movement are related, and, in a sense, identical ideas (t.138). 
The Spiral is the Type of Spiritual Progression. The Inter
spaces of Concentric Circles, or rather Planoids, (onion-like), 
are called, in Spiritual parlance, SPHERES. Concentrico-plan
oid Form, represented by a nest of such Planoids, is the 
Analogue of Primal or Primaceoid Being, Generaloid, A bso
lutoid, the Common Undifferentiated Fountain or "Great 
Deep,'' from which Specific Creation is Born or Proceeds. 
Radioid Form, diverging from the Universaloid God-Centre, 
crossing and cutting the Primalismus at rectoid Angles, out
ward-tending in every direction, and disparting into Indivi
dual Radii or Rays, is the Analogue of IBtimated or Indivi
dualized Being ; each Ray an Individual, (its Outer End, Point, 
or Head, representatively Typical of the Ray) ; and, finally, 
Spiral Form, the Perpetual Transition and MEDIUM of Com
munication from Primalism to IBtimatism ; from the Great 
General Ocean of Diffused, Liquid-like, and Confluent Being 
( ± = ), to Differentiated, Distinctified, and properly Created, 
Individual Existence (l .111) ; and inversely ; is the Analogue 
of Spiritual Being, or of, in Theological Lallgl!age, The Holy 
GLost, which mediates between God and Man. 

638. The Mere Spiral of Real Lines is the Analogue of Spirit
Matter, in the Grosser Sense of the Term, and Abstractly, of 
Pantologic, as the Conspiration of Catalogical and Analogical 
Reasoning (t. 619). (The two Drifts of Force at Right Angles, 
(Dia. 40, t. 616), generate, as Resultant Force, one of the In
clines in Dia. Bo. 30, t. 598, and Compound Inclination is the 
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Spiral (t. 637). Such is the reconciliation of the Several -r~ 
rieties of Form mentioned as .Analogues of Pantologk, at 

these several Points of the Text). The Ghost-Lines which att 

thrown oft' continuously at each new angle of the Deriatioo, 
and fill all Space, represent " The Spirit" in a Higher ud 
more Ethereal Sense, as the Essence of Logic ; and fina.'ly, 
"The Spirit of Truth " as the Essence of .Analogic, at.d the 
Highest and finally Governing Principle of All Being ,. a. ta. 
t. 204). Metaphysicians, Theologians, and Mystics will un
derstand something of what is here meant, while, however, tht 
Subject, as here present.ed, is a mere hint and text, or a 
foundation laid for ulterior expansion elsewhere, and by all 
who may choose to enter upon it. • 

639. A Geometrical Solid-Globe, Cube, etc.-resolves itsel!. 
by Analysis, into a Fasciculus of Surfaces. .A Surface resoln-5 
itself, by Analysis, into a Fasciculus of Lines. A Line re
solves itself, by Analysis, into a Series of Points. c. L .\ 
Point resolves itself, on minute consideration, into an ldt>al Glo
bule infinit.ely small. The Ideal Globule, steadily regarded. 
expands into an Immense Ideal Globe, and the Ideal Glo~ 
is again, through this return to the Primitive .Aspect, a Geoioo
rical Solid. This is the Necessary and Exhaustive Rotatior. 

Cotmnrntary1, t. 6:19. 1. Theoretically, Every Line is generated frna • 
Moving Point. The Points in the Substrate Space, at which the MH~ Ped 
rests, as it were, at tlflch 1ucce«U11g l111tant of Ti~, make or mark C.W U
ducribed ,· but, in theory, these Points arc i'lfiniiely ntar to l'&Ch otbn, -!. 
hence, confluent; and, hence, the Result is practically Mt a "'"" ·""""- "' 
Point., but a Line. The Line, however, still inrcltta the Scriea of Point&. 8lllll • 
in fact, both Li11~ AND Seria of PoinU, included in the larger meaning of tb 
word, Linc. Let the Line as a Whole be taken to denote Timt>, and the t.
abltraeted from tM Point-Scriu is then tho Analogue of Dt'IUTt05 pm-.e Cl! 
simple, and tbe &ria of Puirltl is then the Analogue of St'ccastox: for TD 
suh<livi<les under Analysis, or strictly, bas as its Content, these twt> Elt'11Dt'tU 
1. Duration; and, 2. SucceMion, as previously shown. Jt is. in otlM-r WT~ 
the Bynthet or Composity of the two. Duration is the Statoi<l or, u it """" 
the Spaceoid Element within the Compoeition of Time; and 8uoc 1 1· JA, ~ 
Motoid or Tempoid Element or Factor within the same. 
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of Thought, through Analysis, and back to Ideal Construc
tion. The same Order of E-oolution and Re-involution occurs 
in the C<>ncrete D<YTnQ,in, or the ..Actual World. It may be 
repeated, ezactly, upon Real Solids, Surfaces, Lines, and 
Points, the same as the .Abstract Ones pVu8 Substance or a 
Real Value ; or, more 'Daguely, and with more ..Artistic :Jf odi
fication, thus : The GlobU.la.r Solidity of the Earth exfoliates 
into Geological Surfaces ; the Earth-Surface produces and de
lineates itself in Trees (Vegetables) which are Concrete Lines; 
the Tree, first through the .Analogy of Buds and Blossoms,
and then, in a higher sense, in the Animal, which repeats the 
Blossom,-evolves and resolves itself into Animated Points. 
The Highest of such .Animated Points is Man. Man, in the 
Absolutoid Aspect, is a Spiritual or .A.bstractoid .A.tom, a.Mere 
Icleal Point; Contempl!\ted in Thought, or Developed in Form, 
he enlarges to a Sensible Size, a new vVorld, which repeats and 
echoes to the Earth-,Vorld from which his Evolution and Re
in>olution, in this Natural Order of Progression, proceed. If 
for the Commencing-Globe of this Circular Career we put THE 
U:nvERSE instead of the Earth-Ball, then also does Man re
turn to the Primitive Goal ; for Man also-each Individual 
Being-is Potentially, and in a certain sense Actually, the 
Entire Universe; or A Universe equal to every other, and to 
the One Inclusive Universe ;-as an Emhodiment of ..All Pos
sible Principles. 

640. This Echo and Parity of Career between the Consti
tuent.a of Pure Form in the Thought, and the Constituents of 
Real Being in the World, illustrates the Fundamental and 
Most Important Concretoid Principle of Universology; THE 

ANALOGY BETWEEN MATI'ER AND Mnm. This Principle is 
consigned to the following Formula : 

IDENTITY OF LAW IN M.ATl'ER AND MIND; 
Or, otherwise expressed : 

THE PARALLEL OR REPEn11vE ORDER OF DEVELOPMENT 

IN THE CONCRETE AND .A.BsTRACT DOMAINS. 
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641. At one point Duism bas been spoken of as ~nding Lo 
Bi-fw'C&tion, or a Splitting into Two Branches or Modes oC 
Manifestation (t. 281), while in another sense Trinism ~ht as 
well be so characterized. In strictness, Duism tends to Simplr 
Bi-furcation or Doubleness of Development, which the-n, by 
the necessary or natural neglect of one of the two branc~ 
while the Attention is commanded by the other, sinks, at the 
given instance, to Unity. Trinism tends, on the contrary. to 
Tri-furcation, which first by the minor importance of the inter
mediate branch, (as of the Ambigu's between Vowel- and 
Consonant-Sounds), falls first into a Doubleness merely, and 
then throws one of the remaining branches into doubt, (as the 
question is raised whether a Consonant is a Sound at ~ or a 
mere limit on Sound). The Trinism, that is to say the C-0m
pleteness- or Art-Domain, is thus made dubious, as between 
One and 'l'wo; or at the Height of the Trigrade Scale~ as bf.
tween Three and Four; a dubiosity which is resolT"ed by 
regardingitas 81/,, (c.39, t.503; t.611). 

642. The .Abstract First Distribution of the Element~ ol 
Being, whether into Unism and Duism, or into Something and 
Nothing, seems to be a 1nere Bi-furcation; and the Real Im
tribution of the Concrete World by Trigrade ScalE"S, to be a 
Tri-furcation. This Seeming or Obvious Presentation bring! 
us into relations with the Orderly Evolution of Cardinal ~ u
meration, as the CANON OF CRmCIBM on all our Distributiom. 
as previously intimated (t. 478). This I.aw of SuCCl'f58in> 
Increasing Complexity in the Branchings of Higher and 
Higher, or Finer and Finer, Scales of Distribution is illustra&N 
in the following Table : 

TABLE 41, 

G. Plvoted.F,quated Distribution, etc. 
4. F,quatcd Distribution, by DistlnctlftcaUon of the Bi-turcated Thbd Tna 
8. Concrete Distribution, by Trlgrade Scatee, of the Real W ortd. 

2. Abetnact Distribution of Law Into Fll"Bt Abstract Prindplea. 

1. Undl1fcrcntlated Unity of Being. 
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643. But notwithstanding the appearance, and the practical 
advantage of the recognition of these Successive Varieties in 
the Law of Evolution, yet in the 4.bsolute Analysis of Sciento
Philosophy, they are all reducible to one and the same Model. 
The Abstract Distribution (No. 2) is primarily Twofold, but 
secondarily Threefold (with the incidental addition of all the 
more numerous Styles); the Concrete Distribution (No. 3) is, 
on the contrary, primarily Threefold, but secondarily Two
fold, (the Order of Predominance reversed hereby, with simi
lar incidental Additions, etc.). To illustrate: Take the Un
differentiated Unity of Being as Unismus ; its Division into 
Something and Nothing, or the Something-and-Nothing-Stand
ing-against-each-other, is then, Conjointly or Collectively, 
the Duismus; and, finally, the Compound Unity of the Unis
mus and the Duismus is the Trinismus. This is the Concrete 
Aspect of the Subject, (No. 3), and the Distribution is Three
fold, reducible to a Twofold One, however, by casting the 
Primitive and the Ultimate Unity together as against the Dual 
Middle Stage, as the Two Concretes are contrasted with the 
.Abstract (t. 248). . 

644. Abstract now the Something and the Nothing, and 
consider them separately, applying the same Principles. 
These are the Abstractismus. Here the Something and the 
Nothing in their Separateness and Difference are a Duismus as 
before ; and within the Interior Character of the Two, the 
Something is Unismal, and the Nothing, (Excluded, Sepa
rated), is Duismal, this being apparently the whole of this 
Abstract Distribution (No. 2). But on a closer inspection the 
matter stands thus : Something and Nothing, in their differ
ence, but Conjointly or Collectively, are Duismus; but Some
thing= Nothing; and Equality is itself UNITY of an I<ieal 
or Logical Kind. This Logical Unity, their recondite charac
ter of Sameness underlying their difference, is Unismus ; and 
finally, this Duismus and this Unii::mus conjointly are the 
Trinismus,-and all of this without ascending out of the Pure 
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.Abstract. This Series 80 repeats inversely, but identically, 
the former Concrete Series, (No. 3), qU<>d erat demonstrandum. 
It would require too much picety of discrimination to trace 
the still greater Complexities of the Higher Numbers. This 
is the Domain of Intellectual and Transcendental Gymnastic, 
and it will suffice here simply to open the door for an instant, 
and cast a glance at the performances. 

645. We have thus passed hurriedly, and in a preliminary 
sense only, over the Form-Analogues of Echosopby ; those 
of the Philosophical D@main, more interesting if possible, 
while yet more minute and closely analytical, must be for the 
present entirely omitted, on the sole ground of necessary 
abridgment. They "ill appear, in part, in treating of the 
Morphology of the Vegetable and Animal Kingdoms, in sub
sequent works embracing those subjects. In part, they must 
await a more minute exposition elsewhere. 

646. The attentive reader will discover, in what follows in 
this Chapter, a return in part to Matters relating more to 
Number than to Form, and some repetition-not in the same 
terms indeed-of Principles already stated in this or the pre
ceding Chapters. This is due in part to the intrinsic impor
t.a.nee of the Subjects, but more to the new Force the Principles 
will acquire by collating them directly with each other, and 
with new and varied applications, for which the Mind of the 
investigator was not, at the previous mention, 80 well pre
pared. 

647. Something and Nothing have been spoken of, in what 
precedes, as Hemispheres of the Tota.I Sphere of Thought. 
This is, by remote Analogy, symbolically justified. The actual 
and immediate Analogue of the Metaphysical Something, as an 
Element of Being, is, however, The Tking, whatsoever it be ; 
and typically, or in a leading sense, a Planet or any Celestial 
Orb, as a Grand Tking, or more especially still, The Earth. 
which we inhabit. 

648. Tke corresponding .Analogue of the Nothing-Element 
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is then the BLANK SP.A.CE in whick the Pl,anet floats, and by 
which it is penetrated and surrounded. 

649. The Concreteness, in this view, is the Indiscriminate 
.Aggregation of the Material Substance infilling the Space and 
of the Space infilled by it ; furnishing the total Presence or 
Prospect exhibit:OO.. The Abstract is then these Elements, 
Factors, or Constituents, in their partial Apartness, as we 
strive instinctnally and then reflectively to separate them in 
our minds from each other. 

650. The Consistency of Real Being is, in fine, the Higher 
Compound Unity in which we partially accept the Concretie 
blending of Elements, and partially strive to abstract them, 
that is, t.o place and retain them in their separate entity ;
these two drifts of mental tendency again co-operating and 
interblending with ~h other. Thus step by step the Com
plications of Being arise out of Simpler or more Primitive Ele
ments. 

651. The Consistency of Being is then the Analogue of the 
Total Domain of Number, based on Zero, (O), and ascending 
from the basic Unit above Zero up to Infinity, or the Infinitely 
Numerous ; a Seale of Ascension which we instinctually divide 
into High and Low Numbers. 

652. All Matter involves a Something-Element-the true 
Substance, or Material, or Stuff, and a Nothing-Element-the 
Interstices of Space-whence it derives its Porousness and 
Compressibility. The Something-Element repeats the At.oms, 
or Objects, or Planets, in Space, the Earthy Body. The 
Nothing-Element repeats Space generically, the Air as the 
cognate finer Substance of Space, and the Breath as the Air 
drawn into and expelled from the Body. The Analogue of 
this intimate Com bi nation of the Something- and the Nothing
Elements, is, in the Domain of Number, the interspersion of 
Zeros in all Numeration along with Units or Significant Num
bers, which then derive their Spirit, or Relative Values, from 
these interspersed Zeros which correspond with the Pores of 
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Matter, (the Inter-Atomic Spaces), or the .Air-Cells or the 
Lungs c.1, a 

653. This functional use of the many Zeros corresponds 
with Spaces, and not with Tke Universal Space which sur
rounds and contains all Materials, or upholds them as a 
Ground. The .Analogue or this last is the Single Zero (0) 
below the Total . Series of Numeration, and equal to all the 
Positive Numbers above it, denot:ed by 1 =all. This Zero, 
(0), the .Analogue of Universal Space, bas been described 
above as occurring in two forms, (t. 647), once as a Hemi-

Commentary, t. 652. 1. There was no ejficient Mathematical Notation 
prior to the Arabic, which consists of the nine digits and the zero. The excel
lence of this system mainly depends upon the addition of the zero. 

2. It bas perhaps never been distinctly observed that there are in fact twn 
wholly different Styles or Orders of the Series of Digital Numbers,-if we so 
name the first ten Numbers of the Cardinal Series,-according as we begin 
with Zero or with Unity; thus: 

0 1 2 8 4 5 6 7 8 9 - JfetaphyMaJ. or L<>rMal ORDEJL 
1 2 8 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 -- ~nt~ or Natural 0RD&R. 

This is merely the Developed or Extended Seriation which is incipiently in
dicated in the two Clefs 

0 ; 1 PMw80phU:al. 
1 ; 2 Echofl()phical (t. 12). 

There is an intricacy involved in the naming of the two Orders, as introduced 
in this Commentary. The Scientific Order has now become the Natural Order. 
The Cause of the seeming Contradiction is too subtle for exposition at this 
point. In this manifestation it is not, however, without its practical bear
ings upon the Simplest Applications of Figures, as in the following illustn
tion. An attempt bas been made to arrange the books in one of the Boston 
Public Libraries decimally, so that the number of a book in' the printed Cata
logue should correspond with its place in the Alcoves. The Alcoves are num
bered l, 2, 8. and upwards; in each Alcove are ten ranges of shelves, num
bered from 1 to 10 ;-there are ten shelves in each range, and the book! 
are placed in the order of their numbers on the shelf. Thus the book num
bered 1.2.S: 16, is book No. 16, on shelf S, in range 2, Alcove 1. All thi! 
seems very well ; but, from a non-recognition of the facts that a Decimal Ar
rangement and a Decimal Notation are two different things, and that there 
is more than one kind of decimal Arrangement, as there is also more than 
one kind of Decimal Notation, the numbering and the position of the books 
were not found uniformly to correspond, to the no alight inconvenience of 
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sphere and once as a Surrounding Matrix of Tking or Posi
tive Being. These two Modes of Conception are represented, 
translated into .Analogous FORMS, in the following Diagram : 

Diaa:ra:m. No. 4.4.. 

l'!gan t. 

654. Fig. 1 represent.a the Union, hemispherically, of the 
So&ething and the Nothing, or Numerically, of the One= .All 
and the Zero, (0), in tke Logical or Scientic Order, which pre
vails, of course, in the .Abstract Mathematical Domain. The 
Nothing or the Zero is here below, and the Something or the 

the librarians. Book No. 2.0.8: 16 ill foun<l, not on the third shelf, in the 
O range in Alcove 2, but in the 10th range in Alcove 1. And BO on for more 
than one-tenth of the books in the library. Besides, for books No. 9.9: 16, No. 
1.0.9: 16, and all numbers helow 1.0.9, no alcove or shelf is provided. In carry
ing out the proposed decimal arrangement, it was found convenient to number 
the tklflel in the ranges from 0 to 9, but the ranges and alcoves were numbered 
in aeries beginning with 1. It aeems, therefore, that the principle rcquirin~ 
the numbering of the alcoves, ranges, and shelves, by a decimal serie11 beginning 
with 0, and ending with 9, in order to correspond with the peculiar decimal 
arrangement of the Arabic Notation, was not discovered or discerned. The 
difficulty was seen, but it.a nature and cause not understood, and the proper 
lemedy not provided. The practical remedy for the Boston Library is, to 
1'!1ove all the rangea of shelves (or the nu11lMr1 of the ranges and the books in 
~em) forward one place in the alcoves, BO as to make the 10th range in Alcove 
I.. the tlm or 0 range in Alcove 2 (or nu7nMr the 10th range 9, and move for
inud the books in it to 0 range in Alcove 2l. This, however. would leave the 
Int or 0 range in A.lcove 1, empty, to ffil which and provide for the Numbers 
llelow 1.1.0, a new 0 A.lcove and books to fill it should be provided. 
i 
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(Infinite Positive) Unit ab01Je; as, logically, there must be 
Space as a Negative Ground before there can be Thing or Real 
Being as a (Jon/,enf, of that Oontinent, or an Elevation or Exist
ence, (Lat. e:c, OUT OF, and stare, TO STAND), above that 
Ground. Zero accordingly occurs in the Ordinary Seriation 
of Number, before the Unit, and as a Basis or Ground,-the 
Lowest of Logical Foundation. 

655. Fig. 2 represents the same connection of ideas reversed. 
They here st.and in the Natural Order, which is illustrated in ; 
Nature by the Material and Solid Earth,-the Footstool of · 
the Observer,-as the Something ; and the Dome of Sky and 
Air above the Earth, as the Nothing (or Zero). These are the 
Matter-and-Space-Analogues of the Visible World, as it lies 
in prospect before and around me, when I st.and as at a on 
the Earth, and e:cisting, as it were, between the Earth beneath 
and the Open or Vacant Space above me;. and centrall!J+ or 
equally removed from the Horizon in every direction. The 
Open Space above assumes then, by the Laws of Vision, the 
Appearance of a Dome, or Superincumbent Hemisphere; and 
then again, by a Principle of Analogy which will frequently 
occur, and which is accounted for in the next following para
graph, the Earth-Element below assumes symbolically the 
appoorance in thought of a collllterparting Hemisphere, as ex
hibited in the Diagram. 

656. The Principle here adverted to, in accordance with 
which, whenever a symmetricoid side of any conception is 
gi7Jen, there is a tendency in the mind, and in Nature herself 
even, to fill out tl1e Correlative Side which is wanting, in some 
mode of Corresponding Symmetry with the side which is given. 
is what has been previously formulized as TE:NDKNCY TO 

EQUATION (t. 535). 
657. Of these figures 1 and 2, each represents a Uni-<lin'e

tional Order from below upwards, or inversely. This c-0r
responds with a Special or Seriated Numeration, as in the 
Ordinary Numerical Series. 
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658. Fig. S represents the Something-Element at the centre 
as a Glooo or Planet, or, for example, the Earth-ball entire, 
and the Nothing-Element as the Universal Space surrounding 
and embracing it. This Omni-directional (Lat. <Ymnis; ALL, 

and directio, DIRECTION) Order corresponds with the Gen
eralil.ed Groupial character of the Cardinal Numbers taken 
in Mass,-any Given Group of Units Massed or Gathered, and 
turning, as it were, around the single unit,-whichsoever one 
is selected,-as the Pivot or Centre. The Surrounding Zero 
or General Space is then the Matrix in which all other Units 
are to be sought, lying more remotely outwards, as the other 
Planets or Stars a.re found in the outlying Space from the Earth 
or any given Planet. 

659. The two Orders, Logical and Natural, also occur here, 
but in a Generalized Sense, applying equally upon any radius 
of the circle ; or, in a general way, upon all radii synchron
ously. 

660. We have hitherto been occupied chiefly with the Ana
Jo;ues of the Cardinal Numbers only. These, as Groupial or 
Collective in their Character, are Space-like, and at the same 
time Static or Stationary, or, as it were, at rest. 

661. The Ordinal Numbers, on the contrary, by virtue of 
their Successi'oity,-One Unit succeeding another in an Order
or Line-like Procedure by successive Points or Steps,-are 
Serial in their character, and Time-like, that is to say, they 
suggest the idea of, and have in them a natural analogy 
with, Movement along a track or pathway, as E?Jents occur 
in tlie current Qf Time. 

662. The Cardinal Numbers correspond therefore with the 
'G niverse in SP ACE, and as if arrested or solidi.fled, in respect 
to Movement or Change in Time; and the Ordinal Numbers 
col'n:'Bpond with t.he Universe of Events or Occurrences in 
l'n£F., and with Protension, (forthstretching), as contrasted 
with Extension in Space (t. 220). 

663. These are Fundamental and Important Descriptions of 
37 
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Space and Time, which will be resumed at other points. They 
occur here only as related, by Analogy, to these two grand 
fundamental Series of Numeration. 

664. 'l'ke &atic Eristence of Uni1Jersal Being in Space 
may be denominated Tke SoLIDARITY of the Uni1Jerae; and 
the Motic Eristence of Uni1Jersal Being in Time may then 
be distinguished as Tke CONTINUITY of tke Uni1Jerse, and is 
fluid, currental, or flux-like in conception (t. 26). 

665. REST or STATION corresponds with SPACE; 
MOTION, MoVEHENT, CHANGE, or EVENTUATION cor

responds with TIHE. 
BEING corresponds with lNSTANTIALITY, or tke Virid 

Instant; the Point of Contact between Space and Time (t. 561). 
666. Station and Motion in Space and Time collectively 

make THE CONSISTENCY of the Universe. 
667. The Consistency of the Universe re-divides int.o 1. Bz

istence, which is substantially Synonymous with Solidarity ; 
and, 2. Movement, the Grandis Ordo .Eventuum. In theolog
ical language these are, 1. The Creation ; and, 2. The Order 
of Providence (Tab. 9, t. 144 ). 

668. THE CARDINAL NUMBEBB are again, therefore, repre
sentative of the Creation, as it stands, binging upon Divinity 
as Unity, and hence upon Theology as the Science of ~ 
the Central Focus or Fountain of Being. 

669. THE ORDINAL NUMBERS are in like manner represent
ative of the Order of Providence, or the Perpetual On-going 
of Events, under the Divine Guidance and Direction. 

670. "\Ve may now put a Planet moving through Space as~ 
Analogue of the 'fotal Creation, or of Solidarity of Being, as 
has been done virtnally in the last preceding Diagram (No. 441. 
We may then attach to it, as a train or trail, the chain of 
Globoid Positions which the Planet has successively filk>d 
from moment to moment in Space, as the Analogue of its 
.Movement, and hence, of the order of Procedure of Provide.ntt, 
or of Events in Time. The Diagram below exhibits the Com. 
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pound Figure resulting from the combination of these two 
Analogies: 

Dia a ra:rn No. 45. 

6TI. The Compound Figure so resulting, in the Diagram, 
cont.a.ins, as will be more fully shown elsewhere, Nature's 
Primitive Sketch of the Typical Plan of the Human Figure,
the bony frame,-the Skull and its Train of Vert.ebrre. The 
Space-.Analogue constitutes the Head, and the Time-.Analogue, 
the Trunk of the Figure. Technically, the Head is the Car
dinismus, and the Trunk tlte Ordinismus, of the Human 
Organismus, and hence of the Entire Human Figure, which 
is tken the Analogue of the Uni1Jerse in respect to its Total 
Consistency in Tnra and in SPACE. 

672. Let us, for the present, set aside the Continuity, or the 
Ordinality of the Universe,-its manifestation in Time,-and 
confine ourselves to the Consideration of its Solida.rity, Car
dinality, Consistency, or Existence in Space. 

673. Objects conceived of as Integers or Wholes, of which 
the Planet.ary Bodies are the best illustrations, have a relation 
to Int.egers or the Integral Series of Numeration ; and Frag
ments or Fractions of the Single Planet, as the Minerals of 
the Earth-Globe, have a similar relation to the Fractional 
Series of Numbers. 

674. More rigorously and scientifically, it is the Sections of 
the Heavens without, and of the Earth within, marked off in 
Qnadratoids or Proximate Squares, by the Lines of Latitude 
and Longitude, Celestial and Terrestrial, respectively, which 
correspond with the Integers and the Fractions of Arithmetic. 
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This analogy is, however, too special and Scientoid to be 
elaborated at length at this point. 

670. Coming down from the Heavens to the Earth, we next 
encounter the Consistency of the Planet in the limited sense in 
which that term bas been, and may be, still, usually employed. 
Technically it is the Sta.to-Consistency of Being which is here 
intended. It is this which Professor Henry, as previously 
quoted, divides into the Solid, Fluid, Aeriform, and the 
Etherial States or Conditions of Matter (t. 63). There should 
be added at least another State, intermediate between Solid . 
and Fluid, which is the Slush or Slime or Soil of the Earthy 
Mass, and which corresponds with what the Anatomists hare 
appropriately enough denominated the " Soft Solids" of the 
Human Body. 

676. The terms Solidarity, (Solidity), and Fluidity have ju~ · 
been employed above with reference to the Cardinality and , 
Ordinality of Being. They are here confined to a narrower 
circle of meaning, in the same manner as the term Consistency 
has just now been also restricted. t. 675). 

677. The Grand Solidity of Number is the Aggregate oi 
Values and Functions which are the Subject-matter or Mate- I 

rial of Mathematical Operations. 
678. The Grand Fluidity of Number is that Confluence of 

Numerical Quality which is, properly speaking, Numerical 
Magnitude. It is that which is generalized and expressed 
collectively by the three Signs + - = (plus, minus, equa
tion). The Analogies of this Distribution of Number with too 
whole Science of Generalogy have been previously pointed 
out, (t. 337), and also its relation to the Liquidity of Sound, 
as in the Liquids M, N, and Ng (t. 570). 

679. The Plus or Major Magnitude of Quantity is the 
mounting of the Fluid Wave above the normal level of the 
Great Deep. The Minus or Minor Magnitude is the Sub
sidence of the Wave beneath the level. Equation is tke 
Water Level (t. 566). 
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680. The Constants and Fluents of Number, as special 
Mathematical Designations, repeat, by subsequent Echo of 
Analogy, these first Numerical Grand .Analogues, Solidity and 
Fluidity. 

681. Logarithms are the .Aeriform Consistency of Numera
tion, the Extract or Spirit of the general Consistency of 
Number. 

682. The Spiritual Significance, or Meaning of Number-as 
Unism in the place of Unit, etc.-is, finally, the Etherial Con
sistency of the Numerical Domain. 

683. The several preceding Distributions of Number, with 
their Analogues in the General Distributions of the Universe 
of Being, are resumed and collectively exhibited in the follow
ing Table: 

TABLE 42. 

lnJKEBATOBS, } 
Cardino id. 

FRACTIONS, 

DElll'OXIllATOBS, u Aoaloguee of 

Oniinotd. Pan. of Plallela. 

JIC=~l::~ I { Bp. of No11. lftMrlaL 
Continuilv. Logorlthm11 .Aerl/orm. 

INTEGERS, + - = 11"'4. 
Samethhlg, 1 =All l CARDINAL 1'08. u Analoguea of yoi...,, BoU4. 

BotbiDr, 0 f &~--&Udarltg. l"lallelll u Totala. 

684. We may now again narroV: the range of Observation, 
and confine our attention to the .Analogy of Solid Bodies with 
Numeration. In the Solid Object, Typical of all Object or 
Thing, we have, 1. SUBSTANCE; and, 2. FORM, as the Grand 
Fa.ctors of the UNIT or TmNG. 

685. Suhstance is theoretically composed of Atoms. Ato11UJ 
repeat or are the Analogues of Geometrical Points, and 
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Geometrical Points repeat <>r are tke Anawgue8 of the Con
stituent Units of Number. c. L 

686. The Suhsmnce of Number is then the Congeries of 
these Units, Abstraction being made, so far a8 pos8ible, of 
tke Connection8, <>r Lines of Relation in Thought, (tke Form 
Element), between tke IruU1JiduaJ, Units (t. 503). 

687. Form, as .Abstract Element, in the Constituency of 
Number, consists then of tke Abstract Lines qf Thought 
which we interpose between the Units, and by the aid of which 
we constitute tke Separate Unit8 into Sums. One and another 
One, for example, do not constitute the Sum which we call 
'l'UJo, until we have interposed, in Thought, a line of connec
tion between the individual Units (t. 503). 

688. This abstract consideration or the Subject is very 
attenuated and abstruse, but very important. It will be 
resumed elsewhere, and not now further in!:'listed upon. 

689. Substance and Form, when united in the Concrete Ob
ject, are again partially separated as they are manifested by 
different classes or Objects, in some of which the Element of 
Substance preponderates, and in others of which the Element 
of Form is most ostensible. 

690. We have first a class of Objects which go back t.o, and 
repeat by correspondence, Substance abstracted so far as may 
be from Form ; and then another class which are Types of 
Form. The former are usually denominated Suhstances, and 
the latter Thinga. 

Commentary, t. 68/J. It may be understood from this what Bwedenbo1' 
means when be affirms without explanation that Number is " Natural," and 
corresponds with </u<Uity (A. R. 10). Numhtlr, NATURE, Quality, and Rv!.t<ntC1 
coincide, 118 contrasted with M«m.tre, Scni:NcE, Quantity, and Form (L 28,c:. 32, 
t. 136; a. 66, t. 204). Swedenborg also aaya elsewhere that" the same Number 
which signifies what ia full and aufficient,"-roond, globoae, groupial,-" ~hen 
it is predicated concerning Quantity,"-atatic extension,-" signifies Duratiolt 
when predicated concerning Time" (A. E. MS). There ia here apparently a 
dim perception of the relation of the Cardinal Numbers to Space, and of die 
Ordinal Numbers to Time (t. 300). 
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691. For example, the Earth, Air, Fire, and Water of th'.) 
Ancients are Substances; that is to say, they are mere Masses 
of Mat.erial or Stuff, wholly indefinit.e in respect to Form. It 
is the same with the Substances of which our bodies are com
posed, without the necessity of going so low as the Chemical 
Elements ; the Fat, the Sugar, the Starch, etc. The Suhstan
ti1Jes which name these Form-less Substances, are grammati
cally rwn-pluraJ,izable, because they do not exist as things 
capable of being numbered. (Number is itself the incipiency 
of Form, still nevertheless, allied with Substance.) U we some
times say Sugars and starches, the plural form is used in an 
exceptional way, to denote Kinds of Substances, or, at most, 
different parcels of the same substance, and not as naming 
different individuals, as when we say Houses or Horses. These 
Non-pluralizable Substantives may be denominated Substan
ci1Je Suhstanti'Des. 

692. Plnralizable Substantives denote O~jects in which the 
Element of Form is at least distinctly cognizable. But here 
we meet in a Subdivision what is characterized above as a 
Partial Separation of Substance and Form, in the different 
classes of these Objects. The difference just stated above 
finds its Numerical Analogue in the Common Apprehension 
of Number as a mere Aggregation of Units, for the Sub
stancive Aspect, or for SUBSTANCES ; and in Numbers ana
luzed as to the Formati'De Lines qf Thought which constitute 
tkem into Sums-a new universological Proces~for THINGS 
(Pluralizable Nouns). These are Morphic Substantives. 

693. In the Subdivision of TmNos, now under considera
tion, it is thick, hea7Jy, globose, or club.-like Objects which 
represent Substance in Preponderance, in the Domain of the 
Concrete. These have their Numerical Analogue in .Applied 
Numbers. It is, on the other hand, thin, light, expanded, or 
gossamer-like Objects which represent Form in Preponder
ance, or else those which are scrawny or liniar, as the Skeleton, 
which is the form-giving framework of the Body. But even 
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here, a person who has but little flesh is designared as fAiJL. 

These objects have as their .Analogue Pure, Unapplied, ot 
Matltematical Numbera. 

694. These two varieties of Objects correspond with, or 
repeat, also, what the Meta physicians mean by Bmpi rical. 
and Pure Object, respectively. The Substantives which name 
them may be called Substantial or Heavy Substantives, and 
Morphous or Light Substantives, respectively. 

695. It is with Unapplied or Pure Numbers, and tAeir Ana· 
logues that we have mainly to do ; for it is among Light or 
Trivial Objects that we find the instruments of measurement. 
and the types or miniatures of the Heavy or Cosmical Objects 
of the Universe; precisely as it is with Unapplied or Pure Nu
meration that we treat scientifically of the Problems which 
concern the Concrete World of their ultimate npplica
tions. 

696. We come, finally, to the most important of all Nu
merical Discriminations, if we except Unism, D~ ~ 
Trinism. This is that difference which furnishes, 1. The Seri~ 
of Odd Numbers; 2. The Series of Even Numbers; an~ 3. 
The Compound Series of Odd-and-Even-Numbers, alte~ 
and interblending with each other in a Balanced Vibration ol 
mutual relationship. This discrimination is exhibited in ru 
greatest fullness within the Cardinal Series of Numbers. Tbt 
Morphic Analogues of these Numerical Series will appear iJI 
the next Chapter (Dia. No. 57, t. 843). 

697. The Odd Number Series corresponds with the :Number 
One, (1), the Head of that Series, and with Unism, or the Spiri! 
of One. It is therefore Unismal. 

698. The Even Number Series corresponds with the Numb« 
Two, (2), the Head of that Series, and with Duism, or tht 
Spirit of Two. It is the ref ore Duismal. 

699. The Compoun~ Odd-and-Even Series co~ 
with the Number Three, (3), the Head of that Series, and wia 
Trinism, or the Spirit of Three. It is therefore Trinii'l11l&L 
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700. These Three Series in their primitive Synstatism, that 
is to say, as undistinguished in the Mind into different Series
a Unismal Stage of Conception; then in their Analysis as 
three different Serial Aspects-a Duismal Stage of the Con
ception ; and finally as rt>eom bined into a Synthesis-a Treis
mal Stage of the Conception,-all of these Aspects conjoined 
in a. Uni-variant Compound Unity correspond with One, (1), 
Two, (2), and Three, (3), as the Joint-and-Several Head of the 
entire Numerical Series, in its jointness and in its severalty, 
respectively. This Uni-variant Head of Number in the Bal
anced Vibration of its Wholeness and its Parts is then the 
Analogue of Tri-unism, the Ultimate Composity of the three 
Constituent Principles. Unism, Duism, and Treism. 

701. Pluralliable Objects are, as we have seen, the General 
.Analogue of Things, as distinguished from mere Substances. 
These divide into Singleness and Plurality, expressed gram
matically as the Singular and Plural Numbers of Nouns, 
respectively. Singleness corresponds with the Number One, 
and Plurality with tho Number Two, as the Head of all Plural 
Number. Singulism and Pluralism are thus the primitive and 
crude Aspects of Unism and Duism. 

702. But the Number Two reappears immediately in its own 
right, not now merely as the Head and Representative of the 
immense family of Plural Number. In this new and specific 
sense it corresponds with the Dual Number of the Gram
marians, which is also confined specifically to the Num
ber Two, as contrasted with the larger aspect of General 
Plurality. . 

703. The Analogue of the Dual Number in the constitution 
of the Universe at Large is that class of objects or things 
which go in couples or pairs-Things which are symmetrically 
adjusted to each other, as Hemispheres, for example, when 
each has an individual entirety of its own. Such objects are 
Ec<'n, or Equated, one with the other, or correlative and t{'n
den tially correspondential with each other. Objects not so 
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arranged are Odd, and not Even. It is in accordance with 
this difference t}lat we speak of Single Men and Women, as 
contrasted with those who are married, that is to say, paired 
or evened ; and of Singular Individuals, otherwise called 
Odd, Original and Eccentric. One, the Primitive Odd N um
ber, is Original,, as the Beginning of Number, and it is 
Eccentric, as ·being one-sided, or away from the Balancing 
Pivot or Centre which intervenes between the individuals em
braced in a Pair. 

704. From Dual Number, pre-eminently Even or Paired, 
we pass readily over to the conception of Grammatical Gen
der, which in respect to the Universe is Sex. This results 
from the fact that of the two Units or Individuals, coupled 
in the Duad, one is Originative, Generative, and Projective ; 
and the remaining one, Receptive, Conceptive, and Reproduc
tive,-the one brought first into view, the other sUhsequent.ly. 

705. The Male Principle reappears in connection with the 
Female Principle, in one Single Human Body, and that the 
Female. The Male Principle is herein represented by the 
impregnated Footus. The Footal or Embryonic Life (Ante:
Natal) then becomes Original or Generative, with respect to 
the career of the individual, through the successive stages or 
his earth-life; that is to say, the Embryonic Life, prior to the 
event which we call birth, repeats the backlying paternity or 
ancestry of the Man, as the Source or Origin whence he is 
derived. The Principles of Creation are, in sim{lar manner, 
the Origins of Universal Being. They impregnate the Fretns 
of Matter in the Womb of Space and Time, and are thus trans
ferred to the developing germ of Creation. Embryonic Life 
thus becomes the Analogue of the Prima Oapita, First Heads 
or Principles of Being, as the man, subsequent to birth
the Train of Events constituting what we ordinarily mean 
by Lifo,-is then Consequential upon the events of that prior 
life within tbe Precincts of the "\"\.,. orld of Causes. The .Ante
natal and the Post-Natal Life stand thus related to each other 
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in Time, as Cause and Sequence. Sex thus passes over into 
Generation, or the Successive Generations of Men in the His
torical Career, passing down along the Current of Time. 

706. Generation has also it.a Numerical .Analogues. The 
Primitive Unit broken in two, furnishes, as we have seen, the 
Male and the Female Unit. By the Copulation of these two, 
another unit is generated, and so on to Infinity. More largely, 
the three Numbers, One, Two, and Three, are the Principiis
mus or Domain of Principles, being as we have seen, the 
Head Numbers of the Numerical Series. The Series itself, as 
following from this Head, then repeats the Successions of 
Generations in Time. But we have now inverted the order, 
by assuming this larger view, and it is the Head of the Human 
Being as the Domain of Higher and Reflective Principles, 
Scientific, instead of Natural, which is now represented by 
these Head-Numbers; and not any longer the Fmtus, which 
is the Head Qf the Indi'oidua:t, in the Natural or Historical 
Order only. It is the Head itself which is the Head of the 
Individual, in the Logical Order. We have here an instance 
of what is meant by TERMINAL CONVERSION INTO OPPOSITES. 
But the subject is becoming too detailed and abstruse for our 
present Elementary purposes. 

707. By considering the Cardinal Numbers as a Series, we 
bring them into a nE>...arer relationship with the Ordinal N um
bers. This is only because any arrangement of Entities or 
Ideas, when Seriate<l, resembles or repeat.a the Specific Ordi
nality of the proper Ordinal Numbers. It is thus that any 
Track or Procedure through Space, as along the surface of the 
earth, for example, repeats, and corresponds to, the Track of 
Universal Procedure or Eventuation down the current of Time. 
Hence we apply the term Series to the Cardinal Numbers 
almost as appropriately and readily as to the Ordinals. The 
Cardinal N um hers are in strictness, however, a Series Qf 
Groups, a Group being put here, in each instance after Unity, 
in the place of the Single Unit of the Ordinal Series (t.155, 156). 
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708. A Series of Numbers may be, in the next place, either 
a Measured Series, corresponding then with our .Mt'8Sllling 
Rods or Rules, or other instruments of measurement and 
exactification, or it may be a Pree and Unlimited Series, as tht 
Number of the Sands on the Shore. Fourier was the d.L<:eon'ft'! 
of this difference in the kind of numerical series, in resp!'('t 
to it.s bearings analogically upon the Distributions of X~ 
throughout the Universe of Being. The lower raDgt"S cl 
Being are, as he points out, distributed in accordance with the 
Free Series of Number-a mere unlimited plurality. .All tht 
higher and choice Department.a of Being are, as be aftirms. 
distributed in accordance with the Measured Series,-Three. 
Seven, and Twelve, predominantly. These he calls the Pin>tal 
Numbers, and points out that they are also the Sacred Num
bers of the Theologians. He compares Nature's Distributions, 
in Free Series, to Prose '\V riting, and her Distributions ia 
Measured Series to Poetry. This is the meaning of his my. 
tical but significant formula, "The Series distributes the 
Harmonies." 

709. If a Series be limited or measured, it may chance to 
cross another Series, and by the Copulation of those two, theft 
may then be generated a new Series of another order. 

710. I have thus endeavored to exhibit the .Analogy, within 
the Domain of Number, of Generation and Geneological &>.ria
tion or Descent. This effort, however, may be far more satis
factorily accomplished, after the aids which will be obtaiMd 
in the next Chapter from the analogical exposition of Form. 

711. A slight review of what has been accomplished in this 
Chapter, with the Analogues of Number and Form, and a (£1' 

new considerations upon the Subject, will conclude the p~ 
Chn.ptt•r, and also what is essential to be said, in this prelimi
nary way, upon this abstruse Subject. 

712. I return to the consideration of the Something and th~ 
Nothing, or, numerically considered, to the whole field of PM
tive N nm bers, the Analogue of Substance or .Matter, contra...catcd 
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with the Universal Zero, the Analogue of Space. The very 
fact that these are coupled or paired as Troo, or as Hemi
spheres, involves the counterparting idea of their Wholeness 
or Spherical Unity in another sense. 

713. We have therefore Unism, or the Spirit of One, repre
sented in the aspect of Wholeness or Sphericity of idea, that 
absolute Unity in which the Something and the Nothing are 
synstatic or concrete, or undiscriminated; and Duism, or the 
Spirit of Two, represented in the abstract Something and 
Nothing, the Factors rendered, by Analysis, from that common 
ground. The Trinism into which we may usually regard the 
Treism as absorbed is then the Composite Idea, the Hinging 
and Mechanization of the whole Combination. 

714. It is in this joint Domain of Something and Nothing, · 
and then of the limit between them, that Kant finds the three 
aspects of the Category of Quality. These are, according to 
him, 1. Negation (Nothing) ; 2. Reality (Something) ; 3. 
Limitation~ or the Ideal Line of Demarcation between the 
Something and the Nothing. Hegel pushed this Analysis still 
farther, and found, as he supposed, that the Something and 
the Nothing, the Positive and Negative Factors of Existence, 
have no other virtual being than that which is given them by 
the Limit itself-so that, according to him, Limitation is the 
Whole of Existence (t.111, 114, 115). 

715. In any point of view, the Something and the Nothing 
are a joint, . common, ground of indiscrimination, until they 
are made into Troo Opposite Ideal Entities or Aspects, by the 
interposition of an ideal line of difference between them. 

716. To illustrate :-If we throw an inclosing line around 
a portion of Spar.e, A, Figure 1 in the Diagram below, we have 
immediately before us three Aspects of the subject to be dis
criminated. There is, 1. The Space Excluded at B, which wo 
may call Negative, or cut off-enclosing it V8.c,"1lely by an 
outer line-(comp. Lat. neco, TO CUT OFF, and nego, TO DENY). 

2. Space Included, which we may call Positive Space, (.A), and 
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which, as it has usually a Plenum of Matter, is here shaded to 
indicate its denser or weightier character ; and, 3. The Line 
or Limit or Limitation (0) between the Included and Excluded 
Space, the Analogues of Something and Nothing, without the 
intervention of which line, these two portions of Space .would 
fall back into ~ne indiscriminate whole. The two Spaces, 
Positive and Negative, may still therefore be held in idea, 
when abstracted from, and contrasted with, the Limit that 
separates them. Figures 2 and 3 of the Diagram are modified 
presentations of the same ideas, the curvature of the enclosure 
being successively straightened, more ·and more, until the 
Positive and Negative Portions of Space are equated as 
Hemispheres or Opposite Side-Halves in contrasted apposi
tion with each other. 

Dia1rra:rn No. 46. 

Plgnn 1. 

B 

c 

717. Neither Kant nor Hegel connected their abstruse meta
physical discriminations with the elements of Number or 
Form, as I am now doing ; nor with any thing else distinctly 
existent in the Echosophic or Positive Domain. They had 
therefore no CANON OF CRITICISM upon their own thtnking, 
no guide to the further development of their primary distinc
tions into the outer world of actuality, either of Thought or of 
Being, and consequently their speculations, although of the 
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utmost importance, as help~ to higher discovery, were not 
immediately fruitful of any great Scientific results. 

718. It is in the closer .Analysis of the Line or Limit between 
the Something 8.nd the Nothing, symbolized by two portions 
of Space, that we shall discover the origin, in the nature of 
things, for the Primitive Classification of Numbers into Series, 
as Cardinal and Ordinal, Integral and Fractional, etc. 

719. Observe, in the first instance, that Okaracter and Func
ti<m are the Opposites of each other. The Line or Out be
tween the opposite portions of Space is in character, One
that is to say, it is, in its primary aspect, at least, One Line 
only. But its office or function is to make the otherwise com
mon or unbroken Unity of Space into Two,~that is to say, 
into two Portions of Space, then lying at the opposite sides of 
the Line. Suppose, instead of the Line, a knife-blade which 
is a One Thing. This is character, by which is meant that 
which the Thing ill, in respect to its form and entity. But its 
office or function is to divide or to make into two. This oppo
siteness of Character and Function, will be technically ex
pressed by the Formula: 
ANTITHETIOAL REFLECTION OF CHARACTER (OB FOBll) AND 

FUNCTION. 

720. It is by the same principle that the two portions of 
Space which are, in their abstracted state or character, Two, 
have for their function to enclose the line between them by 
applying to the two sides of it, and, as it were, pressing upon 
them as lips upon a tongue, and so tending functionally to 
condensation, which is Unity. 

721. The two .Abstract Sides or Lips of Space, as Positive 
and Negative,-tbe Positive Side representing Matter infilling 
a Space,-and the Negative Side representing a vacant or 
pure Space, are conjointly the .Analogues of the two Sides of 
the Human Body, which are Positive and Negative respect
ively. Between them is the Median Line, at which the two 
Halves of the Body conjoin. The two .Abstract Sides, namely 
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the two portions of Space, or the.two Sides of the Body, with· 
drawing, by the force and drift of th~ Abstraction, from the 
Median Line, leave that line itself Negative, Va.cant, or Cleft 
and Tube-like, and furnish the Typical Form, in this funda
mental relation, of the Female Body. 

722. The Line, on the contrary, as a Positive Entity, is pro
trudent, insertive, and invasive, and is the suggestive Ana
logue of the Male Organimtion overlaying and penetrating the 
underlying Ground of Being. 

723. Both the Male and the Female Organismi have in 
them both the Principles, Unism and Duism, but in a. dift'erent 
order· and proportion. Both end also upon a Trinism or Com· 
pleteness, ea.ch in its especial Type of Perfection, as manifested 
in Function. 

724. Feminism is first U nismal in Absolute Origin or Charac
ter, as when the Positive and the Negative Space a.re, by the 
want as yet of any line of discrimination between them, equal 
to One, (1), and this One equal in turn to Zero. Feminism iSi 
secondly, Duismal, as represented in the abstracted Halves of 
Space, Positive and Negative, respectively. It is finally and , 
functionally Trinismal, as reconverging and clasping upon the · 
Median Line, and so tending to a Compound and Ultimate 
Unity. 

725. Masculism is, in origin, Duismal, as two sides of a 
blade, or two opposite aspects, concur in its production. 
It is then Unismal in resultant character as a One blade. It 
is again Duismal in Function as penetrative and separatire 
of the edges or lips of the Space or Matter which it divides. 
Its Treism is its responsive Swell and Unity with the com
pressive resurgence towards Unity of the co~lative Feminism, 
and their Trinism is the totality of the conjunction of the Two 
Contending Types of Existence. 

726. The Scientific Formula numerically representative of 
Feminism as the Subst.ancive Ground of Being is 

1 + 2 =3. 
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m. The Scientific Formula numerically representative of 
:Masculism as the Limitative and Lawgiving Superincumbent 
Department of Being is 

2 + 1 = 3 (t. 525). 
7'28. Or, otkerwise staied, Unism as the Primary, Maj()'f', 

and .Dominant Principle, with the addition of .Duism as the 
Secondary, Minor, and Suh-Dominant Principle, furnishes 
the Feminine 'l'gpe of Existence; and 

729. .Duism as the Primary. Maj()'f', and Dominant Prin
ciple, with the addition of Unism as the Secondary, Mlrwr, 
and Suh-Dominant Principle, furnishes the Masculine 'l'gpe 
of Existence. 

730. These abstruse discriminations are important, and will 
be made obvious by illustrations when Universology comes to 
deal with the distribution of the Elements of Mind. c. L 

731. As the Positive Space .A, and the Negative Space B 
(Dia. 46, Fig. 3) press upon the two sides of the Line 0, the Line 
is a Divisor between them-Unismal in character, but Duismal 
in Fnnction-Masculoid-a One Thing making Two of what 
woulil be otherwise One. In this mere counteracting pressure 
there is the idea of Be.lance, but none of Movement. 

732. So, the Inserted Line which separates is met and 
bounded by the two Edges or Lips which are separated ; and 
these in turn illustrate merely the Duismal aspect of what was 
originally the One Line separating the two Spaces. Conjointly, 
the former and the latter case are the Trinism of the Line. 

733. Consequently, as the line is neither Unismal nor Duis
mal exclusively, but as, on the contrary, these two opposing 
characters co-exist in its constitution, it results that they are 

Ot>mmentary, t. 130. 1. More strictly speaking, Feminism is prepon
derantly 1 ; O with the Sub-dominance of positive numeration, 1 ; 2 ; and Mas
culism is Positive Numeration, 1 ; 2, etc., with a Sub-dominance of 1; O. These 
are abetrusitie11 which it is not essential for the beginner to master, but which, 
to avoid the criticism of tl1ose who may have become more expert in Universo
logical discriminations, are inserted and noticed merely. 

3S 
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relat.ed kingewise to each other, as Counterparts or joint Fac
tors in the total composition of the Line or Limit ; and that 
they furnish, by thus hinging upon each other, a third aspect 
more complex than its two Factors, the Trinismal Aspect, 
namely, Hingism or Cardinism (Lat. cardo, A HINGE). .All of 
this complexity is repeated upon the Positive Line singly, and 
more minutely, as the two Sides of the Body and the Median 
Line are repeated in the Corpora Oa'Dernosa of the male mem
ber and the urethra between them. 

734. All of these aspects of the Line as Limit are predomi
nantly Static, or independent of the idea of Movement, or of 
any order of proceeding in Time. They fill a Space, but with· 
out implying Action. In other words, the Line as Limit is 
viewed sidewise or horizontally, across the line of vision, and 
not lengthwise, or as perpendicular to the axis of vision. 
Horizontality, Cardinality, and Limitation are thus primarily 
nnd predominantly related to Space and Extension, and not 
to Prot.ension and Time. 

735. Every line viewed sidewise or as a limit, has in it still 
these three constituent aspects: Unismal, as a one line; 
Duismal, as two lines-the edges or li}'s of the two spaces 
which it separat.es ;-and Tri.Dismal, as the hinging of the 
Unismal and the Duismal Aspects upon each other. It is 
thus that the idea or Metaphysical Limitation, the highest of 
the Categories or Quality, developes into the Basis of Cardinal 
Numeration, the Spirit of the Head Numerals, One, Two, and 
Three. It is here that we pass logically over, therefore, from 
Quality to Quantity. 

736. But if now, instead of considering the Line sidewise, or 
as an int.erposed limit between two Spaces, we follow the Line 
itself lengthwise in our imagination, a new and dift'erent Series 
of Phenomena develop themselves. The Line is then consti· 
tuted of a succession of Points, and however minute a portion 
of it we take under consideration, so long as we leave to it the 
linear character at all, the portion so select.ed will have, at the 
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least, three Prominent and Distinguishable Points ; namely; 
a Beginning, a Middle, and an End ; and in passing from 
one of them to another, and to the last, we are then consti
tuting and pursuing an ORDER or Series ,·-as if we were 
proceeding onward in '1.'ime. It is this inherently necessary 
Relation of Ideas which lies at the Basis of the ORDINAL 

Series of N umera.tion in the Mathematical Domain. This 
Ordinal Series of Numeration furnishes again the Law of 
Careers in the manifold distributions of Nature in the Uni
verse at Large : First, Second, and Third, the Head Numbers 
of the Ordinal Series repeat the idea, Beginning, Middle, and 
End. c. 1-8. 

m. The Posit.a-Negative Ground of Being-primarily One, 

Commentary, t. '136, 1. These three terms of every progression or career 
are, when idealized, the Ground, Means, and End of the Metaphyeicians (1), or 
in a different order, the End, Cause, and Effect of Swedenborg. These are the 
First Heads, or Prima Capita, of the practical aspect of Speculative Philosophy, 
and arc a Seriated Instance merely of Uniem, Duism, and Triniem, as the Oardi
nal Principles of all speculation. Thotld relate to Tnm, as thele relate to SPACB. 

2. Several attempts at the Elaboration of Universal Law have got themselves 
stranded upon the substitution of the Ordinal and Pbilosophoid point of view 
for tbe more exoct Cardinal and Scientoid basis. Each of these efforts has, 
however, doubtless wrought out some valuable contribution to the general 
result ; and to all true efforts of the kind must be conceded the portion of merit 
which is their due. From correspondence and through the report of Prof. . 
Clancy, who bas bad some opportunity for personal explanations, I am dis
poeed to consider what I may denominate the Universological Efforts of Mr. 
William H. Kimball, of Concord, New Hampshire, to be among the best of their 
kind, while yet I think them falling precisely under the criticism above stated. 
The "Germ," "Growth," and "Fruit" of Mr. Kimball repeat the "Ground," 
"Means." and" End" of the Metaphysiciane, or, inversely, the" End," "Cause," 
and " Effect" of Swedenborg. They are all Ordinal or Motmd, while the true 
Regulative Basis is Cardinal or Btatoid. 

8. .A.11 of these efforts, so far as I know them, incur alao the fatal criticism 
ihat they have not been connected, by positive discovery, with the evolution of 
the Numerical Series, nor with that of Form. Hence they have had no definite 
guide for their own evolution, no CA.NON Oii' CRmcts11 upon their own pro
cedure; and, of necessity, they run, therefore, into confusion after the few 6rat 
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and that One correlated. with Zero, is then overbid and fructi. 
fied by Limitation,-insert.ed, as it were, between the two lir
or hemispheres of that recipient matrix of Existence which ~ 
the Type of the Feminine Principle of Being. It is A..nalogial 
also with MATrER (in Space or with Space) as the Ground or 
underlying Element of Being in the Triad of Principles, Et
ments, or Factors, extracted farther back from Fourier (t.131. 
The protensive impregnator, or radial insertion called limit. 
is then the supervening Male Principle called by him lUrJu. 
llATICS. These are Substance and Form, respectively, in ~ 
large, metaphysical, sense of those terms. Substance ia Ff'Dli. 
noid, and Form Masculoid. The Embrace and Copulatn 
of these two is Existence, and the Spermatic Ejaculation. t:.r 

aimple st.eps in the application of their Principles, and become, at that ~ 
practkally unavailable (o. 1, 2, t. 4.!>4.). 

4. Ordinality is the Jliddk Track or Highway of the On-going of E.-nsu. r 

of Count,-ropresenting succeeeive Items or Events. Cardinality is thf. U... 
nizing or regulating Basis of Direction, to which the Order (or Onlimj;; 
relates, and upon which it rests as a Foundation. It is striking and in~l"r'ILL.:..: 
this opposite end of the long career of Mental Ernlution contained in ffi,c, r 
to aee how the mind of Confucius, or of Fo-Hi, his predece!80r, attrmpkd 1 

grapple at once with these deepest problems of ScientcrPhil090pby. Tbt k 
lowing extract will exhibit the profundity of Philosophic insight, un tbr SJ 

hand, 'and the childish simplicity of that early age, on the other : 
lS. "Cmnom or MIDDLE is the Great Foundation of all Things, and Bo •Bit 

mony) is the All-Pervading Principle of the Universe. Extend C'ut:1fo IDd ~ 
lliddle" (Order) "and Harmony-to the utmost, and Heaven and E&nJa •. 
be at rest, aud all things will be produced and nourished according '" 6': 
nature." 

6. Ancl IU!Bin : "Not to indiM to either .u~ is called Clrmr&-Xi~ ; u 
not to chan~ is YONG. CHUNG is the patb of universal Rret.ituclt- "-....~ 
ness, Order. "YONG is the jlZJtJd Law of the Univeree "-Faential Law. l ~ 
dination. 

7. Again: "When Knowledge is perfect, it rectifies the motina. 'lin.c 
inclinations lead to exemplary personal conduct." 

8. Let us now substitute our own technicalities, and put OrdinaJity iii di> 
place of Chung, Cardinality in the place of Yung, and the com~ty aat ~ 
justment of Ordinality with Cardinality in the place of Ho <Harmoay\; a> 

reviewing tbcae estracta in this sense, the closcncss of the thin.king al Ult .:i.. 

Chincsc Sages will be made 1t.rikingly to appear. o. 11 L 28'). 
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ghostly Essence of Limitation permeating and impregnating 
Subst.ance, is the SPIRIT of the Fourieristic Triad of Basic 
Ide.as. 

738. Out of the further analysis of these Primordial Ele
ments it is possible to trace the purely rational suggestions 
and archetypes of all the sexual and procreative forms and 
functions, and 80 to anive at the understanding of their in
most meaning. Such an exposition belongs, however, to the 
Esoteric Arcana of Univer80logy. It is a lifting of the veil of 
Isis, which would be totally inappropriate here. 

739. The allusion to the Principle of Sex will, in a general 
sense, be resumed, at various points, in other parts of this 
work. At this point it is introduced chiefly for the purpose 
of founding the remark, That the discrimination made by the 
.Metaphysicians, Hegel especially, between Something and 
Nothing, as the Two First Elements of Being, is a Distribu
U<>n or Suhdi1Jision of the Feminoid Hemisphere of Being 
<mly; and that a prior and inclusive division of the Totality of 
Being is that between this Feminine Hemisphere or passive 
ground, which is Matter, Substance, and Nature, and the 
supervening Limitation contributed from the Mind, the Coun
ter and Masculoid Hemisphere, which is Mind, Form, and 
Science. The former or Feminoid Hemisphere is also A bso-
1 ntoid, the latter or Masculoid Hemisphere is Relatoid. Every 
Ground, or Fundamentum, has relation to The ABSOLUTE, 
and every Line or Limit has relation to RELATION or The 
RELATIVE. 

740. As the Feminoid or Lower and Supporting Hemisphere 
of Being subdivides into Something and Nothing, 80 the Mas
cnloid or Superincumbent Hemisphere subdivides into Car
dinism and Ordinism, the Limitative Infilling, or Content of 
Space and Time, resiw.ctively, as shown above. 

741. ot these two the Cardinismus is the Typical and Lead
ing Domain. Within this Domain, the Unism and Duism 
furnished by One, (1), and Two, (2), the Head Numbers of 
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the Domain, take the representative position in the Superior 
and Ascending Order of Limitation, which in the Lower Order 
of Substance is held by the factors One (1), and Zero (0), as 
shown below. 

TABLE 43. 

L Feminoid Hem"P'Mr1 z. JftUCUloid Hemi6p'lun 

of Being. o/ Being. 

SoKETBING (1). UNISJ( (1). 

NOTHING (0). DUIBX (2). 

742. Philosophy has heretofore functionated in the region 
of the distinction between the Something and the Nothing. 
It is these two Elements or Aspects of Being which give origin 
in Nature to the Two Principles, called Positive and Negative. 
These Two Principles are, it is true, very fundamental, in the 
nature of things, and are not without their important manifes
tation in the Scientific Domain, as in the case of all Simple· 
Polarizations,-Positive and Negative Electricity, Magnet
ism, etc. 

743. Sciento-Philosophy or Universology functionat.es, how
ever, mainly, not in the difference between Something and 
Nothing, of which the Mathematical Analogy is 1 ; O, and 
which, when alone, is barren or unproductive ; but, first, in the 
difference between Unism and Duism, the Mathematical Ana
logy of which is 1 ; 2, a generative or augmenting and fructify
ing Series, opening out into the immense variety of the Higbtr 
Numbers on to Infinity; and then in Copulation of the two. 

744. More radically still, the Male and the Female Prin
ciples are Hemispheres of a prior Ideal Unity of Being accord
ing to the mystical perception of Plato. They there con
jointly, or side by side, represent a .Duism, and the Ideal 
Unity itself, as the Total Sphere, represents Un ism. These 
then-this Duism and this Unism-being the Masculoid Set of 
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Primordial Principles, are thus made t;o go back of, and to 
embrace, the very distinction itself between Male and Female, 
as also that, within the Feminine Domain, between the Posi
tive and the Negative; as illustrated in the following Table: 

MALE 

UB'IBJl-'lblal Bp1--e. 
(A.nt.hrogyne). 

TABLE 44. 

'--------------

740. The Unism and Duism, (1 ; 2), which are _ordinarily 
contra.st.ed with Positive and Negative, (1; 0), are here repre
sented more fundamentally and originally in what may be 
called a Sub-Transcendental sense as underlying ana em
bracing all other discriminations ,· for whether we say Unism 
and Duism, or Positive and Negative, we are in either case 
halving the Totality of Being, and all Halving or Pa.rtness 
whatever is Duismal ; and this, in turn, is contrasted with the 
impossible conception or pseudo-idea of the Absolute Being, 
which has no differentiations, as the Counterparting Unism to 
this Sub-Transcendental Duism. 

746. But Unism and Duism, occur wheresoever they may, 
are the Masculoid or Scient.oid Set of Primordial Principles, 
as contrasted with Positism and Negatism, the Feminoid or 
Philosophoid Set. This recurrence t;o the profounder and in
cl nsive, and, as it were in that case, prior and generative or 
productive Position and Relation of the Male Set or Principles, 
from which the Female Set is propagated by Scission.or Halv
ing, may be ta.ken as that which is symbolized by the deep 
sleep which came upon the Man after his solitary creation, 
and then by the rib taken from his side,-the rib put by a 
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figure of speech for a Side, or Hemisphere entire,-from which 
it is said the Woman was subsequently formed. 

747. \V'hile the Man is born of Woman in the ordinary and 
natural process of Generation, there is, it now appears, a more 
recondite, Logical process, in which this order is reversed. 
Woman is born of Man or created from him in this Ideal, ' 
Spiritual, or Symbolic sense: That the Feminoid or Naturoid 
Set of Primordial Principles is derived from the Masculoid, 
Scientoid, or Rationoid Set ; and by echo, that all actual 1 

Being, or Nature herself, the Female Idealization of Being, is 
derived from the back-lying and generative Law or Logos, 
which is personified as Masculine or Male. 

748. In other words, and more simply, Unism and Duism, 
the Masculoid Set of Primordial Laws, are more original or 
primitive in the Sub-Transcendental or Recondite Investigation 
of the Universe, than the Something and the Nothing of the 
Naturo-Philosopher8, which are, from this point of view, both 
Feminine and derived. The lesson from this is that rigorous 
Scientific Analysis, (Science being Masculoid), will impregnate 
and radically vitalize Philosophy, which in the Past has been, 
as the \V' oman apart from the Man not truly created or mad~ 
into Woman while unimpregnated by the male Principle, and 
so not generative or fruitful of the higher result. 

749. It was said above that Cardinism and Ordinism oor· 
respond with U nism and Duism. There is, nevertheless, an 
important diffel'ence. Unism and Duism, as Primordial Prin· 
ciples, are the .Absolutoid presentation of the Masculine or 
Limitative Hemisphere of Being. Cardinism and Ordini.sm 
are the Relational Outworkings of those Principles into Space 
and Time, either as Numerical Series abstractly, or as the 
Serial distribution of Things and Event.a, concretely. The 
Absolute is the Pre-eminently Naturo-Spiritual Domain, and 
it may now be seen what Swedenborg means when he says 
that the Spirit-World is not in Space, nor in Time, but that 
it transcends them both. 

• 
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750?- The solution of this seeming Paradox is twofold, as 
follows: First, The Inexpugnability of Prime Elements, in 
respect to the fact already stated ; namely, that all the Prime 
Elements of Being, or, in other words, all Primordial Laws, 
are inexpugnably united and intermingled ; so that any sepa
ration which we make of them by abstraction, for the purposes 
of classification and naming, are never anything more than 
partial and incomplete. 

751. The Second part of the Solution is: That the occult Dy
namis of Being is, as the rule, and in a sense, the Opposite of 
the Ostensible Manifestation of Character. More strictly, there 
are in all things Two Orders, and in respect to either of these 
Orders, this Inversion occurs. An illustration is found in what 
bas just been said of Generation, as proceeding from the Man 
and the Woman respectively. In the ordinary and natural 
sense Man is born of Woman; yet there is, as we have seen, 
a Transcendental sense, in which Woman is born or created 
from Man. One of these is the Natural, and the other the 
Rational or Logical Order. .It is in the Natural Order that 
Feminism is Absolutoid, and Masculism Relatoid. In the 
Logical Order, this is reversed, and Man is rationally Abso
lutoid, and Woman Relatoid ; and again, within the Mascu
loid Domain, the same kind of Subdivision occurs, and herein 
Unism and Duism, the Sub-transcendental or Fundamental 
Discriminations, the Ground-work of all the Principles of 
Being, are rationally A bsolutoid, as compared with Cardinism 
and Ordinism, pr~jections into Space and Time, respectively, 
of the Schemata of Being, which are· Limitoid. This was the 
point to be elucidated. 

752. Rest and Movement, and hence Space and Time, are 
ine.xpugnably united with each other. They are distinguish
able, but not separable in Thought even. There is no Abso
lute Rest, having in it no remnant of Motion, and there is no 
Motion which has not in it a relative Rest. 

753. So also there is no Absolute and no Relative, no Posi-
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tive and no Negative, no Masculine and no Feminin~ no 
Duismal and no Unismal, in the .Absolute Degree of their 
.Abstraction from each other. They do not e:tUt ~ tU 

ENTITIES, but only as PHASES or ASPECTS of~ 

The process of Abstraction is never completed by any mental 
analysis. I! we could abstract these element.a completely. !IO 

as to separate them from all connection with their oomrter
parts, they would cease to exist to our apprehension, aDd 
become equal to Zero. The true PRACTICAL .Ab8olute u, tAn-t
f ore, Existence itself, AB IT IS, in the <»mponly tll' all 
Principles, in their Balanced Vibration and karmoniQfu ooa.
junction and co-operation with each other (a. 5, 26, t. 267). 

754. The ANTITHETICAL REFLEXION (t. 383) and PoLA..S 
ANTAGONISM OF PRIME ELEMENTS (t. 226) becomes thus ill 
one of the branchings of these Principles by it.self as formula: 

THE ANTITHETICAL REFLEXION AND POLAR .AN'fAGO~ASll or 
llmERENCE AND .APPEARANCE, OB OF ENTrfy (OB &

SENTIAL CHARACTER) AND FUNCTION (c. 5, t.136). 

This repeat.a, with an important shade of dift'erence, THE A.."'nI· 
THETICAL REFLEXION OF Foruc AND FUNCTION (t. 719\. 

755. By this new formula is meant, that the Inmost or Inher
ent Truth of a Subject is, as the rule, the Opposite or~ 
Ostensible Truth or the Truth of .Appearance; as, for exam
ple, it is the truth of .Appearance that the Earth is stationary 
relatively to the Sun, and the Sun movable and moving 1"1.a
tively to the Earth, while yet the Recondite Truth of the sub
ject, only revealed to the reason on the investigation and 
comparison of obscure indications contradicting the primitiw 
appearance, and by Mature Reflexion, is precisely the roo
trary ; namely, that the Sun is stationary relatively to the 
Earth, and the Earth movable and moving relatively to it. 

756. This is again the Intrinsic OppositRness of N OlllD<'f.IA 

and Phenomena ; or simply of the Inside and the Outside al 
Being. Let us apply and illustrate the Principle in so el~ 
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tary a matter of Science as the Difference between ONE and 
MANY ; ........ SinguJ,ism and Pluralism, (specifically Duism). 
c. l, 2. 

757. Singulism and Pluralism a.re a more vague and general 
kind of UNISM and Dmsx; so that what is now to be · said 
applies equally and more specifically to these last also. Singu
lism, apparently and ostensibly, and hence in common repute, 
relates to Unity or Oneness, and to that only ; but inherently, 
-<>r in respect to the origin of the conception, and to what at 
all times it involves as the foil or background of the more , 
conspicuous aspect of the Conception, and hence of the Con
ception itself,-it relates, on the contrary, to MANY or to V ARl

ous ONES, from among which tke Particular One which fixes 
the attention (and which is called Single) is segregated or 
selected. Hence SinguJ,i in Latin means V .A.Rlous or SEVERAL ; 

that is to say, .Dijf erent or Plural ONES. 
758. On the contrary, Pluralism is, in appearance, or osten

sibly, MANY, or tke Spirit of MANY; but in essence, the 
Oentral Idea of Plurality is. the UNITION into one Su.M: of 
many Units, so that here, inversely, this Unition or Back.lying 

Commentary, t. '166. 1. The AbaolllU "Monism" of Philosophy, (Unism), 
is the lnexpugnable lnherency of the Unism in the Duism, and of the Du ism in 
the Unisrn,-88 the Essence and Condition Precedent of All Being, or of any 
Being. Each doctrine taken alone, (".Monism" and "Dualism"), and deny
ing or neglecting the opposite, is an Aspect of the Truth, or a Half-Trqth 
merely. 

2. It may tben be said that this Compo~d Doctrine is Du1sm, or a Dual 
Doctrine, hy reason of this doubleness of aspects or sides. Yea, verily, but yet 
no more a Duality than a Monism, (Gr. monoa, SINOL&), inasmuch 88 the two (or 
many) Aspects belong to the one Substance-which, nevertheless, is no sub
stance, except 88 through these Aspects, t1Jhich SulJat,anu ii, theref<>re, iuaf an 
.Aap«t merely of th6 unreaoloabk Ct>mpound Troth <>f All Being. The Abso
lute Substance is not, therefore, on Entity separable from its Phenomena and 
Conditions; but is itself an Aapect of th6 Compority of Being, and is as depend
ent upon its Properties and Conditions 88 are the Properties and Conditions 
dependent upon it. The mistake of Philosophy is the putting of Aspects into 
the category of Entities, that is to say, of separate or separable realities (t. '763). 
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Unity is the Soul of Plurality; and hence of Duality, ~ 
Simplest form of Plurality. Here, again, therefo~ is tllr 
same .Antithesis between the Inherence and the A ppearantt. 
So, also, in general, Truth is not Simple, but Complex or Co&
pound ; in fact, Bi-compound, and so on, to higher dt>grM 
of Complexity. 

759. Taking, then, the INHEDNCE, (the Intrinsic or Reconditt 
Truth), as the Spirit or &ul of the Idea, and the APPEARA~CL 
(the Mass or Body of the Phenomena), as its Material Body. 
the two following statements will be readily apprehe~: 
1. That MATERIAL or CORPOREAL UNITY, as of the ~ 
Unit or Object, implies, and rests, as its ground, upon a 
SPIRITUAL v ABIETY or DIFFERENCE ; and that the Prime 
Instance of this Spiritual Variety is Relational, &para/Na 
from other Units or Objects; and thence, derived, an achiM-ed. 
or completed Individuality of each Unit, Atom, No1Wlll.. 
Thing, World, or Indi1JiduaJ,; so that All TRUE CoRPOiun 

ORGANIZATION rests upon this Basis of an UUimal~ • 
.Achieved Indi'Diduality of the Parts or Members; ~ i. 
That, contrariwise, the CORPORATE v ARIETY-a8 of Ou &ttroJ 
Units in the i!Jum, of the SeDeraJ, Ob:jecu in a Grqup~ or '1f 
the inflnikly numerous Individuals in Society-implia, aati 
rests, as its Ground, upon a 'Prue Spiritual Unity or ~ 
ordination of these Parts or Memhers qf the EJum., "1' tit 
Group, or of Society itself, as a Whole, or Qf any nllOll6 
Consociatlon, alt tke Family, tke Sect, or the Natitm. 

760. The Spiritual Unity of the Parts or Minor 'Wholes ia 
the Collective Unit or Major WholP, as or the Limbs or Mt.'ID
bers of the Body in the Main Trunk, or of the Yem ben ~ 
Society in the Body of Society, in Subordination to the Social 
Pivot or Head, is, therefore, synonymous with CONVEBGDT 
INDIVIDUALITY; and, contrariwise, the . Constitution ol • 
Individual Parts or Members into the most perfect Individllal 
Separateness compatible with the possibility of their remaiai•I 
Parts or Members, in true subordination to the Head, and m 
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true s3rvice of the Main Body or Trunk, is the Legitimate 
Operation of D1vEBGE...."i"T INDIVIDUALITY in Society, (t. 47). · 
".All things," says Swedenborg, mystically, "are most per
fect in proportion as they are most .Distinctly One"-that is 
to say, in proportion as tbe Parts are most Completely Dif
ferentiated according to Function, and yet most harmoniously 
and completely adjusted to each other, and to their Pivot or 
Centre of Organization, in the Major \Vholeness of the Total 
Organismus. This is also the "Infinite Variety in Unity" 
of Fourier, as the Type or Norm of the Constitution of all 
Things. In Schiller's Letters, the Antithetical Relation o( the 
State and the Individual is ably discussed in this sense. The 
Individuality of Warren means indifferently or confusedly 
either or both of these Varieties of the Principle, and is the 
Scientific Exponent of all Freed.om. It is a magnificent Gen
eralization, but it lacks definiteness in Practical Application, 
or as a working instrument of Politico-Ethical Action (above 
anu beyond its mere basic character), until the distinctions, 
which these Antithetical Designations (Convergent and Diver
gent) introduce, are superadded and noted. 

761. So it results that while tke IndirJidual Ob}ect or Per
son, tke Indi1Jidual Member of Society, for instance, is a 
Type of Singleness, of Unity, and of Unism, yet that the 
NtrMERous:vESs OF INDIVIDUALITIES witkln .tke Unity of So
ciety is tke DUISMUS of Society as opposed to, or contrasted 
with, the IDEAL AND SPIRITUAL UNITY of Society, as tke 
U NISMUs thereof. The Resulting Composity of these two is 
Oien tke TRINISMUS. (This applies to ORGANIZED Society). 

762. It is the Individual (Member or Part) which a.lone 
manifests a Material Body. Society appears only in the Per
sons of its Members. The Spiritual Unity is unseen, because 
it is Spiritual ; in the sense that it is Sentimental and Ra
tional or Ideal ; although it may be represented by a Material 
Pivot, as in the person of the Mo~arcb, the Priest, the Military 
Chief, or any other Leader of Organization and Movement. 
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486 ONISM OF NATURE; DUISH OF SCIENCE. (CB. V. 

The Contrasted Oppositeness in question reappears, there
fore, as: 

THE ANTITHETIC.AL REFLEXION OF SPIBIT AND MA.'ITER. 

763. But Spirit and Matter are .Abstractions until they are 
embodied in their two Worlds, respectively. The same Oppo
sit.eness of Presentation then recurs in a concrete way ; it is 
expressed in the Formula : 

THE .ANTIT.HE'l'IC.AL REFLEXION OF THE SPIBIT-W ORLD .A.ND 

THE WORLD OF MATTER. 

764. But what has been shown and inferred is still not the 
w~ole of the Complexity in this simplest of Domains, the 
Relation between Singulism and Pluralism, or between One 
and Two. Unity or Oneness is e1Jeryiohere, fr<nn the Primi
ti'oe Universological Point oj'rJiew, tke Badge of .Nature, and 
Duality or 'Pwoness is equally tke Badge of Sci,ence,. while yet, 
however, Nature coincides with Body, and so with Bodies or 
IndividuaUzed Real Ob}ects, and is apparently, therefore, ' 
Plural and Material; and while Science coincides with tAe 
Unity of Law underlying the Manifestation, and is there
fore ostensibly Singuloid or Unismal, and also Spiritual or 
Invisible. These seem to be contradictory appreciations of i 

the Subject, to those previously stated, and so in a sense they 
are; but the So}ution is at hand, and is this: Nature does 
indeed consist of Numerous and Real Bodies and Phenomena 
of Bodies, and is, in that sense, Multifarious or Pluraloid; 
but these Bodies and Phenomena are, as first presented, con· 
fused or indiscriminately poured together, (Lat. con, wrm, 
and fundo, To POUR), and so made into One Undiscriminate 
Mass (Unismal). It is incipient Science which then comes to 
the rescue, and Differentiates, Separates, or Dualizes and Dis
criminates, these Confused Objects and Phenomena. The fiist 
stage of Science is this merely distinct Observation which with
draws the Individual Objects and Phenomena from their 
Undistinguished Primitive Unity. So, on the contrary, Sci-
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ence being inherenily the Unity of Law is, nev~rtheless, func
tionally, and so in a Secondary .Appearance, Pluraloid. From 
the Higher or Transcendental Universological Point of View, 
-that of Secondary .Appearance,-it is tme, then, that Nature 
is Duismal, and Science is Unismal ; but ordinarily we speak 
from the lower Understanding of the Subject. 

· 765. So it is in Primary .Appearance that Singulism presents 
itself as ONE only ; in Secondary .Appearance it is Plural 
(SinguU); and it is in Pt1mary .Appearance that Pluralism 
presents itself as Plural or Diverse, while in Secondary .Ap
pearance it is, from the Spiritual Unity of the Sum, Collective 
or Singuloid. There is then here a COMPOUND TERMINAL 
CONVERSION INTO OPPOSITES, (t. 84), and CONVERTIBLE lDEX· 

TITY (t. 89). Secondary .Appearance coincides with Inher
ence. It is the reverse of the Picture, still, however, observa
twnally considered. .Appearance, of all Grades, has still to 
be contrasted with Radical Inherence which is The Law of 
Being revealed by Ultimate .Analysis,· that which is not 
Appearance at all, except to the Rational Faculty in Man. 
Tke Ostensible Multifariousness of Nature is a Secondary 
A:ppearance, contrasted with the Primiti1Je 0011j'used Unity 
of Nature, and repeats, or echoes w, Science; but it is still 
not Science in the Higher or Transcendental Sense of tl.. c 
Term, until the Underlying and Inlterent LA w OF TIIE 

PHENOMENA is disc01Jered and demonstrated w the Reason. 
This last is the Basis of the Higher Spiritual Unity, the com
plete Consensus .Anim.orum. 

766. It is because Primiti1Je .Appearance is related to Na
tural Unity, and Law, or the Secondary Aspect of Inherence, 
to Spiritual Unity; and because, by LoYALTY TO THE Do
KINANT OF TUE DOHAI~, (t. 523), Primism Leads or Governs 
in the Naturismus, and Secondism in the Scientismus, that 
Intuition, which cognizes Primary Natural Appearance, is in a 
Kind of Unity with Transcendental Science, or the last word 
of Scientific discovery, despite their Natural Antithesis. It is 
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again this kar~y wkick opens tlte way· to Ute reconcilUWo. 
of all extremes. 

767. A word further is needed of explanation in n.>gard to 
the two Fundamental Varieties of lnherence. Primarg I• 
herence is the Unity of Individuals in the Group; and in 
Absolute Priority, it is the Union of the Parts and Propertiirs. 
(treated herein as Subordinate Units), around the Ceo~ 
Principle or &nil, in the Constitution of the Single L"nit. ~ 
ject, or Individual. The Pivot of the Group, rep~ 
this lnherence, is the more Immediate and Ostensible Go'""emcr. 
It is allied with Comte's idea of the Temporal Gol"el"DJDl1d. 
It is the Over-Soul of the Transcendental Naturalist. In a rm. 
versa} Sense it is the God of Arbitrismal Theology (~ 48.191\. 
. 768. Secondo.ry Inkerence is the Unition, by I~ntity cf 
Law, of Groups into Series and Systems of Groupe ; or <l 
Special Domains into Domains-of-Ctm1.iparison-~J». 

mains, (Transcendental). It is the Abstract Law here whirii 
functionates predominantly, instead of the Personal or Objed
like Pivot, which last may still be interposed, however, by 
Subdominance or in a Secondary Sense.. The Law first, ud 
then the Subdominant Pivot under the Law, (Personal or ot>. 
ject-like), is then the less obvious, but it may be the mon.-f'6ir-. 
tive Spiritual Governor. This is allied with Comte's id~ ol a 
Spiritual Government for Mankind, based on Science. It is th&: 
Inherent Universality of Law which is the Key-Note of Scimtt. 
nnd of Transcendental Philosophy. Theologically, it is tbt 
Logos, or the God-Conception of Pnre Rationalism. 

769. The Tertiary Inherence is the Composity and ~ 
ciliation of the two precedmg varieties. It is the Int~ 
of the Temporalities and the Spiritualities of Being and d 
Society by virtue of a higher understanding of the natuft. of 
tht>ir Relationsh!p. It is the Pantarchal Regime in GoTfton. 
mc>nt; the God-Conception of a New Catholicity in ~ 
and Religion; the R('C()nciliative Harmony, in fine., in all 
things, of Opposite Extremes. 
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.,.,.__ Fonn resnmed, Symbolism of, In Freemasonry, 490, M9. Su, 401. Ea-Stmctnn, 40t....t81, 
491. Globe, Cube, ud Egg. 498-490, MT, 11&8. MT, IS68; ll~TS: 1183, !Mil, 616-418. Tiie Grau 
.8llU or Gloo. of Space; The Grand Trail or Track of Time, 49e. Identity of Figure of the Ideal 
and or a Real World, .jll8, 4119, lilt, Iii" lilT. AKTll'ftO JIODIPIOATIOl<, 496. TTPIOAL RllnoDDOTIOll 

own• Sc11acT1'H 1• TBS 011190'ITH Woiu.n, 498. Science of the Unlnne ho" ~ble, 4119. 
Trl·dlmenlionallty, do. GeMrul Al>ltruct DiaerlmfoaUClflll Of ..Pbrm,-Analogo• or Something an4 
?Codling: T"o Poe1nns .ucn Two NsoATIVD, ~. ~ l507-609. FemlnlmDna and MaacaU.. 
mn•; The World-Female; Man-Male; Tbe M..-o Female, Government Male, 002, 008. The Uni· 
TWfM and "The Lord," do. Ao Octave of Octaveo, IS04. Mulical Time, Rhythm, liOIS. Mulic and 
Onl1Speecb,1116. A ne" Prtoclple lo Pbllooophy, li08. LoYALTT 'IO To• Do111i<.ucT or mz Do
iunt, liOO. HeayY and Light Line Form, 1110, 1118. Point, Line, and Angle, 1110, 1129. Globe-Figure 
=Thing, Atom, Point, Greet and Small, IHI, 1114, 1111. Globe, In ouUlne, a Clrclo, Type o( Eternity, 
1119, 1113. Centero, Polnta, Clrcle&, 1114. Atom, Monad, Cell, llnman Body, Soul, 11111, llUl, 1118, l519, 
1186. Rnman Orpolsmna, Tbe Uolnrae, GIT. Identity or 'fype In Great and Small, !SIT. Station 
a...i :Motion, 519, t>?O, ~91. Fractlono, !lectlono, do. Point, Dot, IndlYldual : Unit; Plurality and 
Society = D<>U, do. Odd and Even Numbers and Formo, MO, IS'l8, MO, 1141. Cardinal and Ordinal, 
1119, !521. IS·M, MT-639, 1>M-M4. 

A.Hi"°"- S.Wracliarl, etc., Ml, 1199, ~T. Hinging, 1129, 620. Bnbotance and Form o/ Jl'orm, 
:s·.!'?-.'l:U. Zero and Nine. 11'.U. Schemeo or Numeration, 1126. Integral and Frectlonal Forms and 
Numbe..., OhjcctlH and Subjective, ll-.!t. Tbought-llne, Number Two, Stralghtneas, 630. Point, 
Unity, ReaJ.\ly, 1>31 . PnnctatJve, Aotbropoldule, li3'l. TSIUlll<AL CONTICUIOK OP brCIPl&n<CT AKD 

Fuuun, 113·!, 1133. Cu"e (Round), Straight., Line of Beauty, NATllBE, SclE1<cz, An, 1134-&6; 
Pathwsy, Venebral Column, 113?~. Sil. Etblco, Sociology, MS. Po!Hra, 1144, GG. Elomenta of 
Form., Increulng Compleslty, ~i. Architecture, Hierarchy, Bault, etc., M3. UMIUI, DvIUI, 
and Tzn•m• of Form, 111>4. Curve• of dUfereot Curvature, IS.'l:i. 

)(011PDOLOGY llOT UMtVllUOLOOT, 11116. MWenolal Sociology, MS, MT. Pbrenologr-Bucbanan, 
11118-'!80 Uulnnologlcal, Ml. Line, Surf'aee, and Solid; Lmigth, Br•adlh, 'l'l1ictth; Sacred Nam. 
be.., Harmony, New Jeruaalem, 1182, l'i03, 666, ~~ r.93. Cao-, .l!:ftlclont and Final, ll87. Man 
Form., Family. ete.., ~T3. Pbyalology, Sociology, Pathology, llTS. Nuptial Form, llT6-6T9. Blg
mdlana and Lltt.I,...udlano, llTT. eo.mtam, Antbroplam, Nuptl&Uam, 111ll-MS. Polot., Ontology, )(a

tbematlCI, Logic, etc.,~. Minim• or Form, l!ST, MS. 15111. Two GLUID 08DSllll OP GsNDAL

laATlO!f, !58S-ll80. U"'Nl'«llogr thjtn«l, 11116. Streight., Square, and Cube, 1191~1. Beriated 
!'(amt.en, 80'!-tM, 820, 821. PsnfOIPLS OP AmuDQJIL"<T, ~ Trunk and Llmba, llan4-
Bone9, etc~ 80~18. Typical Number 84, 808: Rednced to 39, 801'. Typical Plan, Type Formo, 
etc., 806-el9, 1!1. Number&, re1umed, 619. Interior and Ezterlor of tbo Unit, • Bead-fetua, 
Cepballsatlon, Gil, 62l. D•cnallltlon, 828. Abllolute and Relative Form; Morphlc CompoeiUon; 
Jl'lirunt Dlreetlon and C<>mpneltlt>n. 8U. Arto.PbUoeopby. ft1i, IM,-Comte. The Fro&hlngllaJu, 
~ Vestlt!el o( Chitls,tlon, ~ Jame•. Blood, Doherty, Wiltlnaon, Smith. flZf-631. 

1,. CondtUion. Nal1fl'Gl mHI LOf11cal Orden. reanmed and defined. 831. Damn, do. Co11cn.u.
T10• or Cm•ft4B11!11 mz U1<rv1n111u TTPW OP Rnxo1<Y, 682. Baptl.R, Quaker. and Athelat, do. 
Tus S•w Cuoouorn. THE GRAND RECONCILIATION, 832, 8.'!11. CathollcA, Pre•byterlana, 
Jlethodlata, do. T1ae Jl'trtwrt ~f Religion. "In_llniU Vnrln11 (n Unity"; LnTJI ftonl C<>DllYUI Q/ 
Cr«dA; H11rran"" nf Aftnity, and H11rmon'!J ~f Cbnlraat, 833, 8311. Tho Largenua and Complu· 
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tty of The Troth; Ulterior Reconciliation: Piao of Planetary Social Enlution. 833, 834 Tbe All· 
lmportanoe of true Belief ; Error of 1'1.ril&llam. do. Conffictlng Aspect.a or Trulb, lo Moral .,.. 
Natural World. 6S-i, 63:1. Tho CreW. and Vu /Wlgtoua Cha.r- o/ tht .fl'Mtun-Dnono~ 10 Au. 
TallTlt LUn woua tT """• GM. The Intellectual Unldcatlon of the Race, lllll, 186. 1-
Contnt.riu, Reconcillatlo• of, 631. Ia there any Up or Duwn 1 ali. The Adult Age of Hamaolty.do. 
Only a que•tlon of time, do. The Jl'inol<l,-wbat wm have happened, at. Lea .... t.lklDc ily IM 
aulhor, dJl>, 6'11. 

Xabk•. No. 46, p. 609. 

I.l•t of Dla{IJ"O,,.., Nos. 41, "8, 49, Ddtrlbutton of Egg.Shape, pp. "2, 4113. No. 60. Elabomed 
Nature, Globe and Cube, 1gs. No. Ill, Egg reaumed, 496. No. 112, do., 4111. No. 118, ctrde ""' 
C.ntre-Polnt, lllS. !llo. M, do. elaborated, 111:1. Xo. 1111, Dot and Point, 1116. No. Ml, do. elaborat<d 
u Cell, do. So. 67, Odd and E.-en Form; Punctate aud Llulate, 6il0. No. 118; Pnuctate, Unlale, °"' 
Llula-puoctate do., 6:Uo. No. 611, Morphic Analoguoe of Numerical Berlatlon, 621. No. ao, Antllnpoi. 
dole, Primitive Trace, etc.,~ No. 61, Elementary Llutll, Cntte, Straight, Lbie of Beauty, ~"
No. fi , Cardinal and Ordinal Form In Human Figure, MS. No. 63, Cardinality, OrdlDallty, ~. 
No. 64, Odd and Even Form, House-Type, Mt. No. &:S, Addition and Snbtraction, Mt>. So. M. 
Numerical and Morpbologlcal Squares, MG. No. 67, Three Powen of Form. MS. No. Ql. Nm. 
Line, Surface and Solidity, 6'9. No. 69, Tho aame elaborated, Ml. No. TO, Cu!'Te of tile llont• 
tgnre, M.'I. No. Tl, Vertebnt.I Scrlea, 1184.. No. 12, do. elaborated, 5el. No. TS, Famlly G"'11p. etc.. 
688. No. 1., Malo and Female Figure from Egg-Shapes, :.rr. No. 111, Mathetnatice aD4 Logk. ill• 
&rated, 68:l No. 16, Caryalld<-e, 11')6. No. TT, Segmentation of the Cube, 600. No. 18, Masleal Gulla~ 

.toll. No. Tll, The 4-quarterlng of the body,~ No. 80, Typical Plau of Slteletoa of &be Hand.,•"
No. 81, Troop of SerlCll and ln<llTldual, Dead-fetaa, 621. 

Co>n1,.,.,.t11ry. Geomotrlc.11 Form Sclentlc-tbo Meuurer: Spirit of do., Gill. WOIQft u S..-
erelgna. ti03. The term Thidalr. defended, 612. Proper Bula of Numeration-Comte, Mill, (,'iancr. 
Jlarland-illatbematlcal result.a promised from Unlvoraology, 6~. Graded De"1llopment c( th• 
Jlogarthlau Principle of Beauty, 68c. UnlYCNality of Antbropomorphology, ~. ~ Naa
btora, 8, T, 12, especially, Ml~. Bymboll1m of Porma or Sbapioga, 651-2. Gonrnment u th< 
Hlgbelt of the Arts, Schiller, Lycurgu., ~ill-80. Scleocea whlcb pertain to .Man, Comte, Leiber. ~I . 

Cuboid Point, :.SS. Confuclua cited. do. OtllE&VATtONAL and AllALTYICAL Gs.,EBALl&Arto>a : I.Jr 
ductlon, Deduction; Analyala, Synlhe•l• ; NUUll4"1f and Uniotrattl Truth•; The Two oro.rt · 
Bucltle'a deftnltlona; bla wall over failure : a true aolutloo will neither fall nor be delayal: C.. 
fuclua cited again, ~1. Dar'll'lnlan Theory atated, crltlcleed, 613-U. Analogical Phll-pil;
George Field, 629-30. Logical Order, Loglclamal Regime, etc., 636. Man and W omu comp&M Ill 
roepect to do. , 631. 

Annntntttm. Poetical cltatlon-Srenaer, MT. Do .. Horbert, r;m, MllJ on Comte, comm~tal °"' 
Lewea cited; claim• of Comte for Poaltlvlsm, and of Noyet1 for Cbrlatlanlty contrasted : UnlVfnoiobY 
again stated-here on the aide of lbe ThoologlaDI, 111lultlonl1U and Id et.Ila ta; lnte&ntJlsm. wllat : 
liS1-MT. Cepball&atlou-Dana, 622. 

770. WE resume in the present Chapter the consideration 
of FoRM ; ascending merely to higher and more concrete Elab
orations of the Symbolism of the Subject. The Symbolism of 
Form, intuitionally prevised, has been the special Depository 
of the Institution of Free Masonry. Intellectually dis~ered, 
it is the Science of Unfoersal Morphology, anil tke Central 
.Domain of Sci,entlflc .Analogy (t. 905). 

771. Number, as representative of Entity or Thing~ is Na
turoid or Philosophoid. Form, which furnishes the Rule and 

• 
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the Square, is Scientoid or Echosophoid. As compared with 
each othel'.', Number, as representative of Substance, is Femi
noid, and Form is Masculoid. 

772. To gain a farther entrance into this new Domain of 
Thought, let us recur to the question of Sex. This great dis
crimination really permeates all Being. It is recognized by 
the Scientific \V orld, in a glimmering and indeterminate man
ner, lower down than the Vegetable ; quite distinctly in the 
Vegetable Kingdom ; but most clearly among Animals; and 
in the full richness of its Material and Spiritual Significance, 
omy as between Man and Woman. 

773. Evny animal, or, at most, with the minimum of excep
tion, originares from an Egg. " Omne ?Jivum ex 01Jo" (Every 
Living Thing comes from an Egg). The Egg, in the midst of 
an infinite variety, has yet one general characteristic or typical 
shape-that which is indicated by the word O?Jal (Lat. o7Yltm, 
plur. 01Ja, an EGG, EGGS). The egg of the turtle is virtually 
round or globose; that of some birds but little removed from 
that type; that of other birds more elongated or distinctly 
Oval,. The Egg of the common domestic hen may be taken as 
the standard shape of an Egg, as that with which man is most 
familiar, and to which his thoughts of an Egg ordinarily recur. 

774. The Egg everywhere originates with, and is character
istic of, the Female Animal. It repeats the Seed of the V ege
t.able and the Atom of the Mineral. It is the Epitome of the 
Female, and of Substance or Matrer. It is therefore Na
turoid and Philosophoid. It is the storehouse of tke Mate
rials of all Future Constructions unimpregnated (at first) by 
the Spiritual or Formative influence of the Male Principle-
that which is subsequently to introduce specific Limi/,ations 
or Featuring among these primitive Materials (Practical 
Oreation). The Contents of the Egg are the Posita-Negative 
Mass (receptive of the Creative Act). The Yolk is·the Posi
tive, and the White the Negative Content. In the Human 
Female the Eggs are very small. They are called O?Ja, and 
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the Sacs or Organs that cont.a.in them, are called OM.Tiu 
(c.1-44, t. 136; t. 553, 000). 

775. It is then, and for these reasons, the Outline and JI'uJ. 
line of tke Typical Egg, that of the Hen, with which we are 

· now concerned, as illustrative in this more Concrete Depart
ment of Form of ·the most import.ant Principles, the Prima 
Oapita or First Heads of Being. The Domain it.self is Femi
noid. Form which is a Maseuloid Element is herein presen~ 
therefore, ouly in a Subdominant or Obscure way, which it 
requires the keenest observation rightly to analyze into its 
component elements. The following Diagram exhibits the 
Egg in its Ideal Mathematical Constitution in respect to it.'! 
Outline, and to the Interior General Plan of its Construction 
or General Form, a little more fully (Dia. Ho. 28, t. 596) : 

Dia&ram. No. 4.7. 

776. This Diagram then dissolves by Morphic Analysis into 
the Three Elementary Shapes or Head Forms, exhibited in 
the following Diagram :. 

Diaeram No. 4.S. 

1. <hMral Outlina. 2. JiJNd &gmenta"'®. a Pla.rmal and CtwltpllU 
Naimoid. Sclentold. FM'M. Art.oid. 

L z 71 
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777. Of the first of these Varieties of (Concrete) Elementary 
Form-the General Outline allied with Nature-there is an 
important Subdivision, as shown below. The Roundness is 
disengaged from the Moulding or .Art-Line of Compromise ' 
which encompasses the Egg-Figure (t. 775). 

Dlaa:razn No. 49. 

( 

778. The Globe, freed, as in the last preceding Diagram, 
from every appendage,-but there represented superficially, 
or in Outline, by a Circle,-and the Cube, taken from the 
Interior of the preceding Diagram, (Ko. 48), are the two Grand 
Symbolic Head-Types of all Elaborate Form :-the Former 
Unismal and· Naturoid; the l.fl.tter Duismal and Scientoid. 
They are brought prominently together for comparative in
spection in the following Diagram : 

Diaa:razn No. l50. 

2'P of Unitg-Unilmal; Natrwoid. 2Wa of ~DuUmal; &itntoid. 

B7mbol or El.ABoJLATJU> NATUBB. S)'lllbol or ELilloBATED ScmNCB. 
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779. The Generation of the Cube from the Globe, and O.e 
subsequent interblending of these Two Forms in the Form ol 
the Egg, are rationally accounted for, as follows : 

Let a GWbe be cut tkrougk tke Centre by tltre.e Pla11a 
at right angles with each other. This is the Simplest or mall 

Elementary Complete Segmentation of the Globe. This ad
justment of the planes is demanded by the operation of a 
Principle heretofore introduced and formulized ; namely, 
TENDENCY TO EQU.~TION (t. 535). 

780. The resulting figures from this Segmentation are Eigil 
InC'ipient CulJes, each ha?Jing a SOLID .ANGLE AT THE Cu
TRE OF THE GLOBE. 

781. By the Incipiency of these (JulJes is meant that, in 
consequence of the roundness of the Surface of the Globe, tM 
ratJ,ical Strai,qhtness, Squareness, and Equality, which are 
impressed upon the Inner Lines and Surfaces of the Eig'/U 
Segments are not actually carried out on the oburse silk~ 
tke Segments, which, with each of them, is a Portion qf at 
Suiface of tke Gwbe. The completion of each Cube may ~ 
effected ideally, or by inference, as indicated by the dotted 
lines in the Diagram below ; and the doing of this is a natunl 
tendency called up and justifj.ed by the principle above mt'9-

tioned,-that of TENDENCY TO EQUATION. 
782. Two only of the dividing Planes can be conveniently 

indicated on paper by Diametrical Lines or Axes ~Diami
trits). The Third, lying on, or parallel to, the level face m 
the sheet or page, must be imagined. 

783. Of the Eight Cubes thus begotten of this Elementary 
Segmentation of the Globe-Figure, any ONE may be eeltttecl 
and made typical, to enter by blending-with-the-pri.mitift
globe-figure, into the composition of the 01>0Ul ,· while~ in 
compensation, and for other uses too recondite for our pftll!lt.'tl& 

purpose, the Seven are chosen, and the one is rejected. 
784. It is by then casting a Modukding Line qf Co•p,.. 

mise or General 0011/ormity, (Plastic, Artistic), around both 
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the Globe and the Selected and Included Cube, that the Trinis
mal lnterblending of the two in a higher form is exhibited, 
and the Egg-Form revealed as the type of that Trinism. The 
Principle of ABTISTIC MODIFICATION (t. 515) is involved in 
these changes. With the preceding explanations the follow
ing Diagram, pre-eminent among the illustrative diagrams of 
Universology, will be readily intelligible: 

Dlaa:raJ:D. No. 61. 

·· ·············---··· .·· : .----r---=··········-.. ·-··1· ; 

1 1 
: ...... 

785. In accordance with the indications of .Analogy now 
established, it will be made gradually to appear that the 
whole Dmnain of Pkilos<Yphy is subdi?Jided into Departments 
wkick c<YTrespond with, and are exactly syml>olized by, the 
dijferent aspects of theformof the Egg. The Egg being the Em
bryonism or First-Principle-Domain within the Feminismus; 
Feminism being N aturism, and N aturism, Philosophism. In 
other words, the forms so embodied in the Egg are the Univer
sals of Elaborated Form ; and Philosophy deals with First Prin
ciples of the kind, which are Uni'~ersals in a sense analogous 
with tl1e Elaborate; The Absolute, the Domain par excellence of 
Philosophy, being an .Abstract of REAL Being, as the Relative, 
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the Domain of Echosophy, is so of IDEAL Rela.tknu. }((ft 

directly, however, the Varieties of Egg-Form relate to the Real 
Universe as such, and to what may be called the Natural~ 
tory and Natural Science of the Universe at large. 

786. The Principle by which the sharp dift"erences of Primi
tive Plans and Discriminations are compromised and blt"Ddfd 
and toned down, in the ultimate finish and perfection of tb¥ 
-as, for example, by the enclosing Outline of the :Egg, uni.l
ing and blending the Globe with the Cube,-is, as ju.st ~ 
(t. 784), ARTIST.IO MODIFICATION. 

787. The reader is already partially familia.rized with tbt 
assumption of a Globe, Ball, or Planetary Body, as the Typ
of the Natural, Uni'oerse in SPACE. This idea must now b! 
expanded, and somewhat more fully justified, as well as thr 
related idea of the Orbital Track, or Tail, or Trai4 of tlr 
Planet, as the Analogue of the Procedure of tM UniN"rse ~ 
.Affairs in Turn, or as the Order of Providence, or the On. 
Going of Events (Dia. Ko. 45, t. 670). 

788. The Universe conceived qf as stationa.ry, <YT in a lhtlL 
o/ rest, fills a given Space, which Given Space has assagiwJ 
to it, by a necessary Law of Thought, a certain d~fuUk 

Form,-tkat of a Sphere or Globe. Ooncei:Ded as und.ergoiltt) 
successive changes of Slate, this Grand Universal Glo~ cl 
Space seems, at each new Period or Instant of Time, to Ott'UrY 
a different Position (within, as it were, notwithst&nd..i.ng dU! 
Paradox, a still larger Extension of Space); to hal"e p:o
gressed, in other words, along a pathway of development ; ad 
to have taken successi'oe steps also through another spt.'Ci~ ~ 
Negative Medium, which we call Du.ration or Ti~. B~"l' 

it is that Space corresponds with Station or R~ and 'fi.m
with Motion or Progression ('l'able 10, t. 144, t. 220. 672:. 

789. Let any one attempt bJ tki'Tlk qf 'the Unirerse al Largl 
as w its Material Extension in Space, and if ll~ J>08il 1;, 
own mind centraJ,ly, as an ABSTR~CT Potency qf tAiAliaf 
with equal facility in all direction, tM Uni1Jerse will~ 
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SABILY assume in his thought tke Form qf a Globe, qf ap
parent/,y intflnite dimensi<ms ,· for since his imagination 
will go outward in eDery direction, and since there is nothing 
to pr<>11ipt it to go farther in any one direction than in all 
other directions, it follows that, at whatsoeDer distance the 
Imaginati.on may rest, and gi'De 01Jer the hopeless ejf ort to 
grasp the Infinite qf Extension, it will rest AT THE SAME 

DISTANCE OUTW .ARD, UPON EACH OF THE DIVERGING RADII; 

hence, tke resulting figure can be nothing eke but an e:roct 
Globe. 

790. But concretely, the Observer, while positioned at the 
Centre of this Globe-like Universe, is also positioned precisely 
at the inner .Angle of each of the Eight Ouhes int.o which the 
three Elementary Planes of Existence segmentize this Huge 
Globe ( t. 780) ; and as the actu<il powers of the Observer are so 
limited as to compel him to think in some single direction out
ward, in preponderance ever other directions, he most naturally 
looks or thinks diagonally through some one qf these Oubes, 
and the resulting figure is then, by ARTISTIC MODIFICATION, 
the Egg Form, futerblending the Globose Figure rendered by 
the alJstract Conception previously stated. God only is sym
bolized by a single All-Seeing Eye, and is the only Being 
with whom, therefore, the Globe or Circle is the Typical Form 
of Perfection. The following Diagram will add to, and com
plete, the illustration : 

Dlaa:ra111. No. 62. 
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791. It is thus that the Conception of the Static Universe in 
Space,-and, in miniature, and as typical of it, that of the 
single Planet with i~ Centered Inhabitant and Observer,-as a 
Ground of Being, is Typical of the combination of the Head.
Forms, (theGlobeandtheCubeintheEgg); and typical, byan
other Analogy, of the HEAD-PRINCIPLES of all Being. These, by 
re-inversion from the Logical to the Natural Order, would be 
more properly denominated the Ground-Forms and Gr(jund
Principles of Things. In German, Grund-sake, GROUND SETS or 
SETTINGS, or PosITINGS, is the word which signifies Principl,es. 

792. The Student, beginning to think upon so ?Jast a S"ul>
Ject as the Science of the Universe, cannot but be ·struck by 
the cfrcumstance of an exact conformity in shape or figure 
between the great planetary bodies-Suns, Planets, and Slar1, 
each of which, as well as the Uni1Jerse at Large, is called a 
lVorld-and the ideal conception of the shape or figure o/ the 
WHOLE Uni'oerse or World of Matter and Space as it rests, b!J 
a NECESSARY LAW OF THOUGHT, in his own imaginati(jn. 

793. This conformity of shape between 8i Pure Abstract 
Ideal,-a Metaphysical Conception of the Universe imposed tin 
the Mind by the Logic of its own Operations, -and that or a 
Real Oon~ete Thing, also a limited World of Matter, results 
from, and illustrates, a Fundamental Principle of Universol· 
ogy, which may now be formulized in these words: 

THE TYPICAL REPRODUCTION OF THE SUBJECTIVE IN 'IHE 

OBJECTIVE w ORLD. 

794. By this is meant that Nature, or the Real World, is, 
so to speak, buiU up on the plan o/ repeating in the real 
form,-that is to say, in s&me Positive Oreation, some 
Actual Thing, or some Department o/the O~ef,e UniTJerse,
each primitive Metaphysical Element, and each Opera.ti.on 
o/ the NECESSARY LAWB OF THOUGHT, so that every 0B.JECT 
in Nature becomes the REFLECT and TYPE, or CoUNTERP.ABT, 
qf s&me Phen&menon qf Oonception IN THE M1ND. 
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795. It is in accordance with this Principle,-THE TYPICAL 

REPRODUCTION OF THE SUBJECTIVE IN THE 0BJECTIV1'~ 

1'T ORLD,-that the Planet, or other Celestial Body, repeats, in 
its conformation, the Ideal of tke Entire Uni'lJerse of Maller 
and Space; and from the operation of this Law we may 
infer inversely, that tke Total, Real, Uni1Jerse of Matter and 
Space-if limits be assigned to it at all-is Globular in form. 
It is in accordance with the same principle, and is another 
illustration of its operation, that Matter repeats, in a real con
crete way, the Prime Metaphysical Element, Something ; and 
that Space repeats the Antipodal Element, Nothing. 

796. From this we may also authorize the expectation, which 
will be verified as we proceed, that all the other Prime Ele
ments of Being :-Motion and Station, Matter and Mind, Sub
stance and Limitation, and the Combinations of these, and all 
their relations as Aspects of Being-will ha'De special depart
ments of the Real, or (Jonerete Uni?Jerse, corresponding with, 
<Yr anawgous with, themsel1Je8. 

797. This Echo or RepeUti'De Relation between the .Abstract 
and tke Concrete, between the Metaphysical and the Pltysical, 
betw~ Minil anil M attcr, is what renders a Sci,ence of the 
Uni1Jerse possible. It lies at the founilation of the Unity of 
System in Nature or the Uni1Jerse, anil of that Grand Scheme 
of Correspondences or Uni-cersal .Anawgy in all Spheres of 
Being, which has, in all time, been dreamed of, and assumed, 
by tke Poets, and suspected by all the .Qreat Thinkers, but 
which is now for the first time DISCOVERED AS SCIENCE, 

and being speci.ftcally demonstrated. "The congruities of 
Material Forms to the Laws of the Soul are divine allure
ments," (-Swinton); but hitherto these congruities have been 
intuited, merely, and never scientifically proven to exist. 

798. But while the Globe, the Cube, and the Solid Ovoid, 
with a definite Solidity given them by their Tri-Dimensional
ity, are the First Heads of Form in the Concrete Aspect of the 
Subject in which we are now considering them, there remain 
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some other Discriminations, of a purely Abstract Order, which 
should still precede and take rank above them ; Discrimina
tions which lie, indeed, at the Opposite or Occult End of the 
long line of Morphio Development. 

799. To these New Abstract Discriminations I shall, for a 
moment, direct the thoughts of the reader. From them we 
shall then return gradually to those Concrete or Elaborate 
Views of Form with which we have been dealing hitherto in 
the present Chapter. 

800. In this regressive search after the most general .Ab
stract Discriminations of Form, let us attend more carefully 
to that one among them which repoo.ts the Something and the 
Nothing; or the 1 =All and Zero (O); or Maller as the Con
tent of Space, and Space as the Continent of Matter,-the 
Negative or Vacual Hemisphere or Factor of Subst.ance. 

801. This Discrimination we find, 1. In that Variety ofFonn 
which is infilled with a Plenum or Content ;-Form as the 
Outline of some Actual Substance ,·-for the .Analogue of tlte 
SOMETHING ; and, 2. Pure Form, or that which is ?Jacant QI 
any actual content,-an Outline made in Pure Space by the 
imagination,-as the .Analogue of the Nothing (and of its ..Ana
logues, among which is Space itself as the Negative Counter· 
part of Positive Substance). (t. SSO, 573, 574). 

802. But it is very important here to observe that by a 1)e.. 

cussation or TERMINAL CONVERSION INTO OPPOSITES, like 
the changing of position by the partners in a dance,-Pure 
Form, which is thus repetitively the Analogue of the Su1Jstan
ci7Je Nothing, (Non-Substance), and which is itself, from tke 
Substanciu point of ?Jiew, A MERE NOTHING, is, neverthel~ 
the Morphic SOMETHING; that is to say, it is the Positi~e 
Depaiiment, Factor, Element, or Principle, of the JJomain ti 
Form in the Pure Abstractness of that term ; and, on the con· 
trary, P'lenal Form-that whick conj'orms to an actual, 
Content, as Planet-form, Tree-form, Human-form, etc., and 
which is therefore governed in its features by this actuality-
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is the .1tegal:lve Department or Principle of Fo1n1 properly so 
called. This becomes obvious if we reflect that Pure or Sci
entie Form is predominantly Geometrical Form ; and that 
Geometrical Form is that which is governing in the Total 
Morpbic Domain; and that consequently Plenal, which is at 
the same time Natural Form, is sn bordinate, less important, 
or N egatoid, in this Domain. c. 1. In other words ; Tltere are 
Two PoSITIVES and Two NEGATIVES in all the Universal 
and Particular IJistributions of Being. This Fundamental 
Discrimination is then Fourfold, not Twofold merely ; Bi
Compound, and not merely Compound ; again, these two Seta 
of terms, with what they signify, are Antithetically related 
to each other; whatsoever is JYaturo-Positive is Sciento
NegaU7Je, and vice ?Jersa. This Complexity is strikingly 
illustrated in the relationship between Galvanic Electricity 
and Chemistry. The Electro-Positive Pole of the Battery 
is allied with the Electro-Negative Chemical Substance, 
and the Electro-Negative Pole with the Electro-Posi
tfoe Substance. THE ELECTRICAL POLARITY is SCIENTIO 
QT MABCULOID ; and MATERIAL SUBSTANCE, the IJomain or 
Subject-Matter of Okemistry, is N :ATURIC or FEMINOID. 
It is obvious, therefore, how futile and deceptive is the mere 
distinction into PosITIVE and NEGATIVE, for any purpose 

Commentary, t. 802. 1. Geometrical Form, (t. 600), here as9tlmed by 
Science to represent all Pure Form, is Scientic or Scientoid Form, and from its 
exactitude is first the actulll, and then the symbolic Jl«UUrer of all other Kinds 
of Form. Plenal Form is Naturic or Natnroid, and is that which is observed, as 
actually existent in Nature, by the Artist. Merely to copy this Naturoid Form 
from Nature is, however, the very lowest style of Art. It is when Geometrical 
Form (as in Architectural and Mechanical Drawing) or the Spirit of that Form, 
as the ideal lines of beauty seen in the imagination of the real artist, and ex
pressed in free band drawing, are posited as basis beneath the actual fonne 
seen in Nature, that we arise to the .A.rloid Expression of Form. When the 
drawing i11 actually Geometrical, 1t is, from the artistic point of view, lower 
In rank. On the contrary, from the scientific point of view, it is then highest 
in rank, as more truly atfjtuted and adjtuting. 
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of exhaustive Philosophical reasoning, until it first be known 
whether we are speaking from the Natural, (that is the Phil<>
sophical), Standpoint ; or, inversely, and reflectively, from the 
Standpoint of Objective Science. 

803. But we are not at the end, yet, of this Complexity. 
More closely considered, we perceive that both the Electricity 
and the Chemistry are within the Domain of Matter, as con
trasted with the Domain of Mind; and it is Matter, or the 
Materiismus, (with its SuJJcl-Ominance of Mind as the l'llr 
manent Non-Explicated Reason lying hid in the Nature <f 
Things), wklck is the True FEMINISMUB, in the 'l'oUil Unlrerse 
qf Being,· white it is Mind EXPLICITLY EVOLVED INTO SELF

CoNSCIOUSNESS AND VIRILE PowEB, (with its SuJJcl-Omina:nce 
of Etkerial and Material En'fJelopment), which is the 1hle 
MascuL1sxus in the Same Total Uni1Jerse. In other words, 
The World is Feminine, and Man is Masculine, in the Grand 
Cosmical Marriage of Being (t. 1). The '\Vorld, as Universal 
Cosmos, contrasted with Man, (the Entire Race), is then re
peated in a finer Involution of Analogy, (t. 101), wholly within 
the Human Race, by "THE MASSES of Mankind," "the 
Common Herd," (Materialistic), as against "the Men ol 
Mind," "the Elite of Humanity," the True Governors of the 
Race, (Idealistic, Transcendental). The Mass of the People, 
or in short, the People, is, in other words, Feminoid, and the 
Government Masculoid. The Government, then, in tum, 
pivots upon the Single Individual who is the Head of it, as 
Monarch, President, or Chief; and it is He who is symbol· 
ically Masculine, or the Lord, as contrasted with the Whole 
Mass of his Su bjer.ts, (Lat. suh, UNDER, and ,jectus, THROWN). 

Such a Personal Pivot of the 'Vhole Rational Universe with 
his and its Footstool in the Material Cosmos, and whether as 
a Real or as a purely Ideal Being, is Gon or "THE LoRD," of 
Theology. The Elite of Humanity in the same Theological 
sense, but now in the SuJJject-relation to the Lord, is the 
Church. It is in accordance with this Symbolism that <Jkris~ 
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as God, or the Lord, is impersonated, in The Reotlations, as 
a Bridegr<><Ym.. and Tke Okurch as His Bride. Such is the 
lntuitional Prevision of Underlying Scientific Verities destined, 
from the first, to be finally revealed to the Understanding. c. L 

804. It results from what precedes that the Trace of Mascu
liSin and Feminism above discovered and pointed out, (t. 802), 
as between Electricity and Chemistry proper, or the Mass of 
material Substance operated upon, pertains to a Subdivi
sional Aspect of the Feminine Half of the Total Creation ; 
that is to say, to Matter exclusively, (or in Preponderance). 
We have before us, in this connection, 1. MATTER, ( Tke Chem
istry) ; and, 2. THE A.FFF.CTioNs OF MATTER, (The Elec
triclty). Gove has employed this term, "The Affections of 
Matter," to denote Light, Hea~ Electricitv, Magnetism, and 
Motion,-the Various Correlated Manifestations of' Force. 
Matter (the Chemistry) is then essentially or inherently Femi
noid, and the Affections of Matter (here as Galvanic Electri
city) are essentially or inherently Masculoid ; both precisely 
as Feminine and Masculine Traits are f<ntnd in the Woman, 
(or the Han), indi'Didually. But by a new Complexity, a 
legitimate operation of the Principle of THE .ANTITHETICAL 
REFLEXION OF INHERENCE A.ND APPEARANCE, .AND OF Foxx 
AND FUNCTION (t. 754); and by LoYALTY TO THE DOMI
NANT OF THE DOMAIN (t. 523), Matter functionates in this 
Material Domain, (The Materiismus), as .Masculoid, that is to 
say, as of g(fl)erning prcmiinence and impor'tance, (as, among 
.Amazons, Feminism is Supreme) ; and the Affections of Matter 

Commentary, t. 80.'l. 1. By the Principles oflmaPUGNABtLITY, (t. 226), 
)hu PREPONDERANCE, (t. 626), and OvERLAPPJNG, (t. 62?), it may happen 
that the Pivotal Personage of Society should be a Woman, as in the cuse of 
)[aria Theresa of Austria, Catherine of Russia, Elizabeth of England, and other 
great Women who have reversed the ordinary drift of History in this respect. 
Such exceptions will become more common with the higher general develop
ment of the Bex, without disturbance to the Fundamental Principles of the 
Dominant Law of Evolution as expounded in the Text. 
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functionate as Feminoid, that is to say, M l!Julxndinate and 
Accessory,· while nevertheless it is the .Affections of Matter, 
Heat, Light, Electricity, etc., which <Joincide with Mind, the 
true Masculism of the Universe, (c. 12, 20, 24, t. 503). 

805. It has appeared in the beginning of this discussion 
(t. 802) that the Echoes of Something and Nothing, or of 
Positive and Negative Being and Principle, are Fourfold, and 
not merely Twofold, while still we were confining ourselves 
wholly within the Domain of Matter. It will now be readily 
apprehended that even this enlarged Number is again doubled, 
when we extend our field of Observation, and include the Do
main of :Mind. This happens necessarily, by virtue of the 
Echo of Analogy universally, and especially as between Mat
ter and Mind. There is that within the Mind which cor· 
responds to .Jfatier, and that which corresp<mds to tlu Affec
tions Qf Matter,· and within each of these a Positiu and a 
Negati?Je Side, THE TWO SETS OF PosITA-NEG.ATISll THEN 

ANTITHETICALLY ARRANGED WITU RF.SPECT TO EACH OTJIBEj 

as in the case of Electricity and Chemistry. Precisely itow 
all this happens it would require too much space to expound 
at this point. The Subject will recur elsewhere in connection 
with the Science of Mind. 

806. There remains only one point further to be noticed 
here upon this Subject. It is this: We have now assembled 
under the focus of our critical attention, a full Octave, (8), of 
Fundamental Aspects of Being derived from, and related to, 
the Primitive Philosophoid Discrimination into Positive and 
Negative, they derived, in turn, from the Quasi-Entities, Some
thing and Nothing. By a Continuous Involution of Analogies, i 

this Octave of Discriminations is augmented to an Octau <I 
Octa7Jes, as on the Keyboard of the Piano. By Intercallation 
of Finer Analogues,-Analoguesof the Semi-tones,-tbe Eight 
Diatonic Notes are carrird up numerically to the Twelve 
Chromatic and the Twenty-Four Enharmonic Notes; so that 
the Keyboard, or Mechanizing Platf<>rm Qf Mu8ic, echoes 
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precisely to the Mechanizing Keyboard or Plalf orm of all 
Concrete .E:xistence. This perception vaguely entertained was 
the basis of Fourier's profound intuition, that in the Distribu
tion of the Harmonies of Music is the Key to the exact Under
standing of All Harmonies whatsoever in all Spheres ; reach
ing down to the Primitive Distributions of Being itself, and 
thence, re-ascending, in traceable Order, and Seriated Succes
sion, through every Domain. The field of Enquiry so opened 
is immense ; ample to enlist the labors of Millions of Thinkers 
in the Coming Ages. A glimpse of the Method and the Possi
bility must suffice for the present. TIME in Music, with its 
Divisions of the Minim, into Semi-Breves, Crotchets, Quavers, 
etc., is the Scientoid Hemisphere of Harmony, as TUNE is the 
Natnroid or Philosophoid. It has its basis in ONE, Two, 
(Unism and Duism), as the Tune-Department of Harmony 
has its basis in ONE, ZEBo, (or Something and Nothing, or 
Som."D and SILENCE). From the Philosophoid point of view 
the 'Vhole Universe is wrought out from the Primitive Some
thing and Nothing, (1 = All and Zero); from the Scientio 
point of view the Whole Universe is wrought out from the 
Significant Head-Numbers ONE and Two; and finally, from 
the Sciento-Philosophic point of view, the One = All of the 
First Couple of terms is identified or found to coincide with 
the ONE of the Second Couple, and the Zero (0) of the First 
Couple (as denying, and hence Exclusive and Separative), 
is identified or found to coincide with the Two of the Second 
Couple ; and tkus, finally, Pkil-osopky and Science are 
brought under tke operation of tke same Law. 

807. By TIME, in respect to Music, is meant Rhythm or the 
Rhythmical Department of Music, a Subdivision of the Mu
siea.1 Domain, as the WHOLE Musical Domain is itself Sub
clivisional of SPEECH or UT.rERANCE. Music is the STRAIN or 
Unified Extension of Utterance, like a Skull ultimating in 
the Nose with its Sonorous Twang, and is, thence, as a whole, 
the .Analogue of SPACE, while Oral Speech or ARTICULATION, 

40 
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(Little-Jointing, Lat . .Artlculus, a LITTLE JOINT), Seriated Ut
terance, like a Vertebral Column, is the .Analogue of Tno:. 
Music is therefore the Fixed strain, and hence the STAnsx 
or Speech, related to the Head ; and Oral Speech the FLU~ or 
Fluency of Speech, (Successivity), related to the Trnnk-(by 
.Analogy). This is, however, Repetiti'De .Analogy, or C<>inci
dence. The Tendential .Analogy or Correlation is just the 
Opposit.e ; Oral Speech being the .Adaptation to the Expres
sion of the Tkougltts of tke Understanding which relate 
analogically to the Head, and Music being the .Adaptation to 
the Expression of the Voluptuousness of Feeling which relates 
to the Body or Trunk (t. 31, c. 12, t. 503). In speaking, 
therefore, above of Musical Time (Rhythm) as the Analogue 
ofTnrn (t. 807) there is the same inaccuracy as there is with 
Swedenborg and Tulk when they make Time to correspond 
with "\Visdom and Thought, and Space with Feeling, (c. 12-38, 
t. 503). That idea is true, only when we are speaking of the 
Space-like SulJdi?Jision of Total Being as if it were tke Whole, 
and SulJdividing it into its Secondary .Anawgues of Tltougllt 
and Feeling, which contradict tke larger and all-embracing 
.Distribution of the SulJject. In accordance with this larger 
Distribution, it is the "\Vhole Musical Domain which answers 
tendentially to Love or Feeling, and repetiti'nely to SPACE, 

and the "Whole of the Oral Speech-Domain which answers 
tendentially to Wisdom, or Thought, while yet repetiti'lJely 
to TIME. Oral Speech is the Back-bone of Utterance or 1.An
guage upholding the Head. Music is the Faced and Featured 
Head of the same Domain resting on Oral Speech as its Basis 
and Support. (1). 

808. This curious but exceedingly significant change of 
relative charact.er-in passing from the Subdivisions of Form 
viewed from the Standpoint of Substance, to the Subdivisions 
of Form viewed from its own proper Standpoint, as .Abstract;-
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is accounted for as follows : Form is, in itself, a Pure, Ab
stract, Rational Conception, and is, therefore,-from the Sub
stancive, which is the Naturo·Positive Point of view,-itself a 
Pure Nothing. For example, a Point, the First Element of 
Form, is defined as being without length, breadth, or thick
ness ; and the Line, the Second Element of Form, as being 
without breadth or thickness. Now such Entities are,-to the 
sensuous perception, or to that faculty of the Mind wkick ob
serrJes e:dernaJJy,-an absolute Nothingness. On the other 
hand, to the Pure Reason and Understanding,-Elements of 
Mind which are analogous witk Form, or which repeat Form, 
with its Points and Lines and other phases of Limitation, with
in the Mind,-these purely Abstract Entities-whether con
ceived as existing in Matter or in Mind-are tke only true 
&nnetking, tke Whole of all Positi'De, Self-Existent, and Ab
solute Being, tke Law- or Logos-Element whence the common 
and unreal awearances of Substance proceed (c. 34, t. 503). 

809. From the Rational or Logical Point of view, therefore, 
or in the Logiool Order of the Conception of Creation or De
velopment, the Substancive or Naturo-Positive or Sensuous 
Phenomenal Department of Being is itself reducible to pure 
Nonentity, or, at the most, to a relative and contingent or 
merely seeming Existence. 

810. In a somewhat similar manner there is a reduction to 
Nonentity of the apparently real \Vorld, effected theologically, 
in respect to Evolution in Time, by placing God, or the Logos
Conception, back of the Visible Creation, as a First Cause and 
absolute Fount.a.in of Being. The same Subordination, ending 
on the Annihilation of the Natural World, is effected meta
physically, and in respect, as it were, to Existence in Space, 
by the Transcendental Philosophy, of which Hegel is the 
culmination, as previously defined, (t. 114). With him the 
Lineation or Limitation of Being, the Logos-Element ab
stractly, not personally, is the Totality of Real Being. Sweden-
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borg is intermediate between the Ordinary Theology and th£ 
Pure .Abstractness of Hegelianism. 

811. It results, from what precedes, that the simple term.s 
Posrrrn: and NEGATIVE ha1Je no true scie-ntiftc fXlliditu, /<IT 
the want ef sufficient definiteness ef meaning. The N ATUEO

PosITIVE is the SoIENTO-NEGATIVE, (Logical, Rational'); and 
in1Jersely, the N ATURO-NEGATIVE is the ScrENTO·POSITIVE.. 
The whole Department of Being which is occupied by Pure or 
Exact Science is, from the Natural, Observational, or Sensuous 
point of view, a Domain ef Pure Nothings. The Arena of 
this Ideal Branoh of Being is, in the first place, Pure Space 
or Boundless Vacuity ; and, secondly, the Discriminations in
troduced into it by the Reason and the Logical Understand· 
ing, as Points, Lines, and Planes. These last are then equally, 
from this point of view, Pure Nothings; while from tlze Ra
tional or Scientific point ef 1Jiew,-endorsed by Faith which 
belongs in conjunction with Knowledge, (t. 17),-this is tlu 
only Positi1Je Domain, so much so that POSITIVISM is the 
pre-eminent boast of Science. 

812. It would seem to be the last and decisive word of Uni
versology and Integral Philosophy upon this Subject, that 
these very Discriminations themselves, between the Sensuous 
Perception and the Highest Rational Conception of things, art 
alike indispensahle to each other, in or<ier to the O<m..8ti.tutWn 
ef any Real Being or Existence whatsoe?Jer ,· that, in other 
words, they are Aspects merely ot the Totality of Being, and 
not different and wholly independent Entities. While these 
and other similar Metaphysical Discriminations are real and 
eminently important as Discriminaticms, the distinct Percep
tion that this and all .Analogous differences are Aspectu<il, and 
not Entical, will, it is thought, introduce a new Principle into 
all our future Philosophizing. (c. 21, t. 267, t. 000). 

813. .Another important Principle connected with this Solu· 
ti on is the fact that: In the Subdivisions of any Domain, Ourt 
One of the 'l'wo (or More) Halves (or Parts) which has in it the 
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most of the Principle which ·characterizes the IJomain as a 
Whole, or which, in other words, is the IJominant, or, as it 
were, the Kingly or Royal Division, takes the lead or governs 
within that larger IJomain which is so subdi1Jided, and the 
other Divisions are subordinate, and, as it were, loyal to it. 
This somewhat complex but important idea is an instance of 
what has been previously ·expounded, and which was then 
consigned to the the Formula: LoYALTY TO THE DOMINANT 
OF THE DOMAIN (t. 523). 

814. The illustration of this Principle is found in the case 
before us, in the fact, that within the Natural and Sensuous 
Domain of Being-the Naturismus,-the Subdivision Some
thing, which is more Sensuous and Palpable than the Noth
ing, takes the lead, and is Positive or Governing ; while within 
the Rational and Logical Domain-the Scientismus,-it is 
Pure Form, or that which approaches most nearly to what 
from the Natural point of view is Pure Nothingness, which 
takes the lead over Plenal Form, notwithstanding the fact that 
this last, by association with Substance, has in it a shade more 
of Palpable Seeming. The Sub-IJominant or less leading 
members of each Partnership are then frequently omitted from 
mention, and the Entirety of the Department represented, in 
either case, by the Dominant Subdivision-to which the others 
then accede or are Loyal. It is in this manner that the other
wise Fourfold Discrimination-Something and Nothing in 
Plenal Form and Pure Form respectively,-is abridged and 
reduced to the simple naming of the terms Substance and Form, 
while tllere is at the same time a scalene, skewed, or diagonal 
direction given to the New, A bridged, and Concrete, Classifica
tion as illustrated in the following Table : 

TABLE 4ts, 
Pure Form. B<Mnlo-PNUlll<!I = FORM. 

~ 
80METHINO. Nahsro-JWUl" = SUBSTANCE. Pl-1 Form. l!lelmto-Nrqatl-
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815. Plenal Form is allied with the Ahrt.ract-Concrete cl 
E~hosophy (t. 574). PtrnE FoRH is graphically or dia
grammatically represented by Light Lines, tending, as far &! 

may be, to Absolute Thinness. PLEN AL FOR>I, associakd 
with Substance, is then analogically represented by Thick or 
IIeavy Lines, which are also suggestive of the conception ol 
Object or Thing, or of the Concrete World as con~ with 
the Abstract. INDETERmNATE FoRH is analogi~y !'eJll"'
sented by Broken and 0011/used Line or Asaeml>lage q' 
Lin.es, crooked and interlocked in all various direction.s--a 
Chaos of Limitation, (t. 509). This Chaos of Limitation mah 
of light or thin Lines, is the Analogue of the Natu.ro-N~ 
Chaos of speculative ideas, as in the Hindoo Philosophy 
previously so characterized, (t. 87, 88). A similar Chaos ol 
Limitation ma.do of heavy or thick Lines is the Analogue ol 
the Naturo-Positive Chaos of the old Gref'ks-the confusioa 
of elements, substances, and things, (t. 90). All other Vari~ 
of Form have similar Analogical Alliances with Department! 
of the whole Domain of Philosophy. 

816. The PoINT, LINE, and ANGLE are the Simple and 
. Primitive Abstract Morphic Analogues of the Numbel'S ~. 
Two, and Three, (t. 530, 532, 533). The perception o( thit 
Analogy is as old as Pythagoras. The lwuJ of this echo o{ 

ideas is this : The Point is obviously enough the Vl'ry bt"5t 
repre&-ntation of Abstract Unity-its Abstractness by its wa.at 
of dimensions, and its Unity by its concentricity or the gaf.lkor
ing of all its being at a single Absolute Centre. The Line is 
an ideal Connection between two Points, as previously demoo
strated (t. 531). It is thus, while in itself a One Thing. tM 
Abstract or Rational Representative, nevertheless. of the idm 
of Two, sensuously signified in the two Point.a. The ~le is 
the Twoness of Line,-as such single Representativftll.
brougbt to a Point of Unity at their apex or conjunction. 
which as a Point is representative of One. The legs and the 
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apex of the Angle are therefore representative collectively of 
Three, (t. 533). 

817. Previously the Globe Figure has been taken as the 
concrete Symbol of Thing universally. Here we have the 
Point, as the abstract Symbol of the Unit, and hence of any 
or every Thing or Person considered as One. The relation of . 
the Globe and the Point and their mutual repetition of each 
other, through Atom and Monad, as Concretoid Entity, is 
traced out as follows : 

818. The Universe has been virtually described above as a 
Point expanded infinitely in all directions (t. 789). At the Op
posite Extreme of Magnitude, on the contrary, is the Ultimate 
Atom or Least Portion of Substance which the mind can in a 
given state possibly conceive. The Least .Atom is allied with 
the A bstraet Point. This is likewise naturally and neces
sarily apprehended in thought as a Gwbe or Globule (a little 
ulobe), and for the same reason 'IJiewed in?Jersely; that is to 
1ay, in contracting more and more the dimensions of any 
imaginary o1J,ject, the Uni?Jerse itself,for instance, its exten
sion, in the absence of any moti?Je to determine the mind to 
an <>]Jposile procedure, is diminislted equally in e?Jery direc
tion until the least concei?Jable size is attained, and the resuzt 
is, NECESSARILY, the globular form of minutest extension. 
Hence the Possible Space beyond the limits of the larger of 
these Globes of Conception, with its inexhaustible possibility 
of further expansion,-for the Mind recognizes in failing to go 
farther in either direction its own weakness only, not the limit 
of Possible Existence,-is the type of the Inflnitely Great, or 
qf I11flnity in the direction of Magnitude,· and the Interior 
qf the Smaller Globe is in like manner th.e type of the In
finitely Small, or of Jnflnity in the dlrection of Minuteness 
(or Minitude). 

819. The Intermediate Space between these Two Opposite 
Poles of Existence, the Infinitely Great and the Infinitely 
Small, is filled by the Actual Universe ; that is to say, by 
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Bodies of various dimensions, and by the Interstices of SplP. 
between such Bodies. 

820. The largest and most prominent of the actual bode 
which compose the Universe are the Suns and Planets of om 
domestic Solar System, and of other Systems, and especially-

. ·in appearance to us-the Earth and tha Sun. These T'&riom 

bodies either include or sustain all other sensible bodia 
These great Masses of Substance are Globes, coinciding ii 
form with the absolute Conception of the whole Univer.1e oa 
the one hand, and on the other hand with any possible COD

ception of a Least Particle, .A.t.om, or Molecule, (t. 789, 8111. 
821. These Planetary Globes are presented to our obsern

tion through the sense of sight-the most external and out
reaching of the senses, and that which is most especially alli8l 
with Form or Outline,-and as they appear to it, they 81\' 

disks merely, and not globes. It is only by the aid of reuoc 
that we ascertain them to be round in the globular sen~,.., in
asmuch as the eye takes no cognizanze of the dimension of 
thickness). The Outline of a Disk, and, therefore, that ol .1 

Globe, as seen by the eye, is a Circle. The Level Su~ elf 
the paper on which we write and print, corresponds to tl:.• 
Sense of Sight in the fact that it present.a object.s e.l.."tt.~ 
lengthwise and breadthwise, but not in the dimension ~ 
Tkicktk (thickness) c. L Hence the natural and proper dia
gram to repre~nt the Globular Form on pa.per is the CUdr.. 
and since, as we have seen, the Universe is conceiT"ed mm 
the form of a Globe, a Circle in its Sidewisene88, and u u 
Area, is the Hieroglyph of the Universe itself, of which il ~ 

C01mnentnry, t. 416. 1. The novel, and, to the ear of the pa:riilc • 
speech, the barbarous, term TAidth, will be benocforward uaed in ccwwd• 
with Length and Breadth, to designate the three Dimensiona paftlJ • ~ 
aions, and wholly apart from their plua or minus quantum of Ex~. n> 
tenn will be juatitlcd, and its eB11Cntial ncce88ity u a technicality of the ~ 
Science demonatrated in the l&St Chapter of the Structural Outline, ill U11S1i1iJ 
of the Radical Constitution of Language. 
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then J\•garded as describing the Outline or Circumference. 
Tile Ouning Continuity <>r Lengthwi1enu1 of tile Circle, aJJ a 
Peripheral Line, is, on the contrary, the well-known Symbol 
or Eternity, or the Endlessness of Time. 

82-J. If a Circular Expanse be diminished on all Sides until 
we can distingoi8h no longer, even in imagination, between ih; 
Cent.re and its Circumference, the Residuum is a Point, which 
Point will then occupy the Position in Space which was the 
Centre of the Circle originally assumed. Hence a Point at tho 
Centre of such Circular E.."q>8086 symbolizing the Universe js 
the Natural Hieroglyph of the Primitive Atom, or I.east Por
tion of Substance ; thus, 

Dl••r•m No. 63. 

899. The External Space outside of and beyond the Limit 
or the Circular Expanse corresponding, as it does, to Tm: 
l:nt1'1TELT GREAT, which is beyond our cape.city of conN'p
t.ion, t11e Circular Periphery ll1elf is merely the Limit of t/1e 
F1~'TI'F. Unirene in that direction ; that is to say, of th" rni
nrre such as the imagination is capable of conceiving it. In 
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like manner, inasmuch as the Interior of the Central Point
wkick Point is still, theoretically, a Circle (or Globoid1 E---:
panse, capahk, as we admit in our reason, ef in.flnit.e d~-'!11"' · ~ 
ef diminution beyond where the imagination is able t.o folio~ 
it,-corresponds to THE INFINITELY SHALL; the Rim ~ Ott 
Point, so to speak, is the Limit of the Actual or Finite r ni
verse in that direction (towards the Minute). 

824. The Limited Space included between the Centre anJ 
the Circumference of the circle, (which space is usually al!o 
meant by the common t.erm, Circle), together with the Objt"CU 
and Lines thereafter to be inscribed in it, then correspond t.o 

tke Actual or Finite Uni'lJerse. 
825. In the first place, while we recognize rati<>nally that 

a Point is, in the aspect of it above described, a Circumferelft 
containing or surrounding a Vac.ancy too minute to be detttlt'd 
by our vision, which Space itself has then a still finer Ce1,trer 
Point,· it (the Point) is, nevertheless, theoretically taken.• 
self, for an Absolut.e Centre. Still again, it iS, to our BM15a

tion, a minute Disk or Dark Spot of the Slight.est Possibie 
Diameter, on the paper. As a Disk, however, having ang 
appreciahk diameter, it is the Superficial Hieroglyph or 
Graphic Sign of a PRIIDTIVE ATOM, or of the Least Cun
stituent Portion of Material Substance. 

82B. The Circle (as a Circular Expanse representing a 
Globe) is, therefore, the Hieroglyph of the Universe, and al~ 
of any Orb, Planet, or Globe ; of a \Vorld, therefore, in eitht-r 
sense of the word; and the Appreciable Point at the ~tre 
of it is the Hieroglyph of a Primitive Atom situated as the 
Centre of that 'V orld. 

827. But, observe that, with respect to the Circle rep~ 
ing the Universe, the Centre-Point of it is the preci..~ stand
point of the Observer, whose imagination, going outward 
equally in all directions, has dictated, by the Law qf iu or11 
<Yperation, the Globular Form, which is repreeen~ by the 
Circle. The Selfhood, the Conscious Ego, the Living Spirit-
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ual Soul, which thus prescribes, by its own potency, the Out
line Scheme of a Universe, is it.self seemingly without exten
sion, a UNIT of Spiritual Being, a mere metaphysical or 
Supersensible POINT, corresponding not · with the Sensible or 
Visible Point even, but with the still finer ABSTRACT RA
TIONAL POINT, which is, theoretically, the Centre of IT (t. 825). 

828. The following Diagram is representative of the Uni
verse, or of a World, with the Atom of material Substance at 
its Centre: 

Diaara:m. No. 454. 

0 

829. The Circle represents the Universe or World ; and the 
Sensible or Visible Point at the Centre denotes the Primitive 
Atom of Matter, now with its enveloping Cell-Wall. Still at 
the Centre of this Visible or Sensible Point-itself theoretically 
a Circle contracted to its least dimensions-is the In7Yisible, 
8upersensible, Metaphy.<Jical, or SPIRITUAL Point, which 
represents the Soul or the Conscious Ego of the Molecule ; the 
EJpiritual Atom enclosed within and centering a Material 
Atom, which is its bodily Envelopment. The 'I'ype of the 
Atom und then of the Primiti'De (Jell so Oonstftided is, then, 
equally the 'l'!JPe of the OonsUtuiion of a Man,- the Sensible 
or Visible Point, (]entering the Uni'rJerse relati'Dely to him, is the 
Body of the Man, and the Finer Supersensib'le Point within 
it, and only rationally procured, is the 'I'ype of his &ul. 
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830. The Graphic Symbols of these two, the Material and 
the Spiritual Atom, respectively, when, however, d.ise~ 
may be a Large and a Fine Dot; thus: 

Diaa:razn No. oo • 

• 
831. As we are compelled to give some dimension to the 

Point when written, although it is, theoretically, without dimea
sion altogether, so again, here, for the purpose of represeia. 
tion, we are compelled to assign a di1ference or ratio of dimat
sions to objects, each of which is, theoretically, and in a C('rW:l 

sense, in each case, infinitely small. The Calculus of the 
Higher Mathematics has made us familiar already with the 
idea of different Orders of Infinity in the realms of the ln1iniu.Iy 
Minute. 

832. But, again, to represent the two objects, the 1I111t.-.rbl 
and spiritual atom, in situ, (in their natural positions n-1&
tively to each other), the Smaller Dot should be within, and 
at the centre of the Larger one. To effect this arran~'mad 

the Larger Dot which has been theoretically derived from 1M 
contraction and diminution of an immense (Heavy-Lin«"-,« 
Concretoid) Circle as large as the Universe, m118t be agajs 
relaxed and slightly expanded so as to become recognimbli! 
by the eye as a Circle, and not as a mere mote, in order tlull 
it may then accommodate the Smaller Dot at the Centre ~ 
the Space within it. We ha?Je thus, precisely eeolrM., ON 
Typical Morphic Representation qf the PRDmn'"E CELL, tM 
Basia qf all ReaJ, Organization; thus : 

Diaa:razn No. 0 6. 

833. We have now, also, in this combination or idea. the 
exact reproduction of the Leibnitzian Notion or the Primitift 
Monad; a least Element of Being, still compound, presenting 
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a Material and a Spiritual Aspect inseparably combined, and 
yet clearly distinguishable from each other; a Personality, so 
t.o speak, in the least form, its Soul or Conscious and Mentoid 
Focus contained within, and centering its Material Body. 

834. It will be seen, as we proceed, that we are gradually 
revealing the Primitive Type of the Structure of the Human 
Organismus, and, at the same time, of that of the Universe at 
large, and of every other subordinate or inferior Organismus; 
and that we are establishing TUE Ecno OR REPETITORY RELA
TIONSHIP OF ORGANIZED BEING IN .ANY ONE REALM OR 
SPHERE WITH TH.AT OF ORGANIZED BEING IN ALL REALMS 
.AND SPHERES OF POSSIBLE Ex!STENCE OR CONCEPTION. 

835. We are here also illustrating the Most Subtle and yet 
perhaps the Most Important idea at the foundation of Uni
versology, namely: That THE NECESSARY EVOLUTION OF 
THOUGHT IN THE MIND is at the same time the LA w AND 
MODEL of the ACTUAL EVOLUTION of REA,L Ex!STENCE in 
the Uni1Jerse of Matter; so that tliere is a D1scovERABLE 
AND PRECISE Ecrro, IY GENERALS p,nd IN p ARTICULARS, 
between tke LOGICAL PROCEDURE OF PURE THOUGHT and 
THE PRACTICAL PROCEDURE of God or Nature in the Oreatlon 
of the Uni1Jerse; the Disco1Jery and Oodiji,cation of 'lDhich 
Parallelism of Evolution is Uni1Jersology itself (t. 930). 

836. But again, the Thick or Heavy Point, while it is a 
Globule, is also typically a. Globe, and a Universe itself; for 
the question of Mere Size, from the time an object is sufficiently 
developed to begin to be appreciated at all, as having size, up 
t.o Unlimited Immensity, is nQt, from the Point of View of 
Universological Science, an EssEN'1'IAL .DiJference, but one of 
.Degree merely, of that which is in fact the same Entity. TnE 
INFINITELY MINUTE AND THE INFINITELY EXTENDED ARE 
SUBJ"ECT TO THE SAME MODEL IN ORGANIZATION OR TYPE. 
In other words, from the Universologicnl point of view, ques
tions of Mere Magnitude, as well as those <'f the Material 
Wr()?.J,{lkt in, lose their importance, and questions of M<Xlel 
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and 'I'!/Pe, or of the Mode and the Law of .DeDel,qpment, comr 
uppermost and complet.ely transcend them. To rendo- OtU

self thoroughly familiar with tkis CH.ANGE OF BA.SE, tnn 
do'liblless, require a re?Jolution, sometimea gradual, and 80IM

times perhaps 'Diolent, in the mental haMb.t&a qf Ou ~ 
Specialist in Sci,ence. 

837. The Thick or Heavy Dot becomes, therefore, the AM
logue of Individualized Body, generally, and h~ in a 
more concrete sense, of MATTER ; and the RaJi<mal ~ 
Point, the Thin or Light Dot, is then the Analogue of dlie 
indwelling SOUL, SPIRIT, or MIND. (Specific meanings of thet 
several terms will be established elsewhere.) 

838. In respect to the Numerical Unit, the .Analogue of~ 
Morphic Point, and hence also the Analogue of Body or diit 
Body and its Centering Rational Soul, it is the Graphic Sip 
of this Unit ;-namely, the Written Digital Figure (One.
which is the auperftcial Anawgue, as it were, a J>rua ~ tM 
Body. Within this is Tlte Spoken Word, the Body of thEI Lail. 
as when we pronounce the word, One. The Mind or Soal ~ 
the Unit,-the Rational and Spiritual Unit itself,-is then~ 
Meaning or Idea, the thought of the Unit in the Min~ or Ida! 
Unity, which we embody, firs~ in the outward, (the Spokm 
\Vord), and then in the more outward sign or expression, \J'hP 
'\\" ord as a written Sign). 

839. It is thus that we ha'lJe in the 1'eTl/ first Elemnsl ti' 
Form,-the Point,-and in the corresponding Flrat EZnwa.• 
of Number,-the Unlt,-prec-ise Ana'logues of t1te Cotutih- , 
tlon of THE TOT.AL UNIVERSB, and of tltis again cu r~ ' 
by another echo of Ana'logy in the (Jonstitution o/ THE H t"lLA.3" 

BEING, with an External En7Je'lopment or J>resa a~ ~
most, then with an Interior Body,· and finally, riO. a. 1 

Inmost Rational Sou"l. All of thi8 repeah again tlu 0.. 
stitution of the Primiti'De (Jell, the Basis <(/all NahtrTa: 
Organization. 

840. 'Ve have thus traversed the Numerical and Morphic 
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Analogues (in conjunction) of the SOMEI'HING and the NOTH
ING, and then of MATTER and MIND. The next Couple of 
Primordial Elements is : 1. STATION or REST ; and, 2. Mo
TION. The exposition of this class of Analogues has, however, 
already been made in part, while treating of Number in the 
preceding Chapter (t. 616). It was then shown that the Car
dinal and the Ordinal Numbers are. the Analogues of Station 
and Motion respectively, and secondarily of Space and Time, 
the Negative containers of these Positive Categories of Concep
tion. (See Dia. No. 45, t. 670). 

841. It may with propriety be repeated here (t. 307) that 
L.~GRAL NuHBEBS are Objective and External, as FRAc
Tio~s are Internal and Subjective. The last are strictly not 
Fractions, (Lat. frango, TO :BREAK), but Se_ctions, (Lat. seco, 
TO CUT), or Compartments WITHrn any single Unit, precisely 
echoing to the external apartness of the Integral Units, which 
enter into the corresponding group. Fractions correspond, 
therefore, with Internal Form, as the Rooms of a House 
(Sp. quartos, ROOMS, QUARTERS or FOURTHS) ; and Integers 
correspond with External Form, as of the Front and Sides of 
the House, and its directional relations to other houses. 

842. The Single UNIT or Individual Thing has for its Mor
phic Analogue the Single Dot or Point. PLURALITY-and 
hence Aggregation, Masses of Substance, and Society-as we 
say the Masses, for the People-have for their Analogue the 
Aggregation of Dots or Points (t. 251, 400-2, 530, 552, 600, 
609, a. 8, c. 32, t. 136). This may be Incoherent or Irregular, 
as Society in its period of social Incoherence-a mere mob of 
Individuals ; or it may be Orderly and Organized, as Society 
when Organized in Groups and Series, of which we have a 
compulsory type in the Organization of the Army. Free Or
ganimtion in Industrial and Social Groups and Series, presided 
over by THE ScIENCE OF ORGANIZATION to be derived from 
Universology, belongs to the Future. Singular Number or the 
Unit corresponds, therefore, with Monochrematic Form, (one-

. r 
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thing-form), and Plural Number or the Group of Units, or.the 
Sum, corresponds with Groupial, Racemous, or Collective Form. 

843. ODD NUMBERS correspond with Inclined or Sedmal 
Form, as was sufficiently explained elsewhere. This echoes 
in turn to Round Form, and hence to Reality, Substan~ 
and Mass, in respect to its freedom from the constraining in
tluences of Normal or Segmental Form. We say IncJi.na. 
tum, or Leaning, for that which is governed by the Spon
taneity or mind, as against the Leoel and Balance of .Rea
son. EVEN NUMBER corresponds with Segmental, Normal, 
or Square Form, and therefore with the idea of Ooeformity to 
Law,-the suppression of Spontaneity, and thence with the 
Orderly Description and Training or Things, or of Minds, or of 
Shapes and ldE>.as, (in-formation); and hence with the Form
giving Element itself, even as distincti1Je wllhin the I><rmai1l 
o/ Form. The following Diagram illustrat.es ODD and EVEN 
NUMBERS, and their Analogy with ODD and EVEN FoBM: 

Diaara:rn No. l57 . 

OOBBBSPOBDDIO IJlAPll. 

(1lep...,..11t.e4 by tbe Poln'-Eleme11t of Form.) 

a. 

·11 
II 

a . 

1 a • 

844. The larger and more general Analogue for STATION is 
Statement, as of Sums or Problems, to be solved or worked 
out; (both terms from the Latin stare, TO STAND). The cor
responding Analogue of MOTION is, then, Numerical Opera
tion, or the actual Performance of Calculations. The 8flJk- · 

ment or a Sum is, in preponderance, static and EJpacic, as it 
stands or lies expanded upon the slate or the sheet before me. 
In ot11er words, it occupies Space, or some measure of Expan-
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sion. The Numerical Operati<>n is, on the other hand, Motic 
and Tempie, in preponderance. The Operation or Calculation, 
even when ca.rried on in the mind, consists of a Succession of 
Changes, and occupies Time, while in the Multiplication of 
Number into Number we testify the Analogy of this Succes
sion or Repetition with Time or Times, by the very form of 
the expression which we employ in describing the Operation, 
as when we say: Five times five are twenty-five. 

845. NUllERICAL STATEMENT is, therefore, again another 
and higher .Analogue of THE CARDINAL SERIES OF NUMERA
TION, which is, on the contrary, more Elementary. It cor
responds with STATIC, FrxED, or l:MMOV ABLE FoIW, (C:RANGE

LESS Fo1n1). 
846. NUMERICAL OPERATION or CALCULATION is another 

and Higher .Analogue of the ORDINAL SERIES 011' NUMERA
TION, which is more Elementary. It corresponds with .MOTio, 
FLuxioN.A.L, or Mov ABLE FoIW, (CHANGING FoRH, which is 
MOTION). 

847. ADDITION is, in like manner, a higher or concrete 
Analogue of UNISM. It is the Unition of Unit to Unit in the 
production of the Sum. Its Form-Analogue is the Adding or 
Conjoining of Form to Form at Limits, (Affinity, Lat. ad, AT; 
fines, BOUNDARIES). 

848. SUBTRACTION is the similar Analogue of DmsM. It is 
the Sundering of Unit from Unit in the production of the Dif
ference. 

849. ADDITION, SUBTRACTION, MULTIPLICATION, and DIVI
SIO:'f aro reckoned as the four Fundamental Rules of Arith
metic; but Multiplication is reduced by .Analysis to Addition, 
of which it is merely a more condensed and comprehensive 
method, and Division is reducible in the same manner to Sub
tmction (t. 000). 

850. ADDITION and SUBTRACTION are, then, in the last .Ana
lysis, the two, and the orily two Fundamental Rules of .Arith
metic, ns also of Algebra, as expressed by the Plus-, and 

41 
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Minus-Signs. .Addition, or the Plus-sign is, then, Ums¥AL, 
and Su/Jtraction or the Minus-sign, is DuISM.A.L. The Com
posity and Co-working of these two is the Trinism or Com
pleteness, in this fundamental sense, of tke Total Calculut. 

851. ADDITION thus repeat.s, as the higher or concrete Ana
logue in Number, the Number ONE or the Single Unit as 
simple element ; precisely as the coming together of two Lim.~. 
Limits or Boundaries, -as between countries or farms,
repeats the Unity of Point as the simplest element of Form. 
We say habitually, (notwithstanding the contradiction under 
more critical examination), "the Point at which Two Linea 
meet," even though we contemplate them as meeting side by 
side, and at e1Jery point along the extension of each Line. 

852. SUBTRACTION repeats, as the higher or concrete Ana
logue in Number, the Number Two as simple element; pre
cisely as the cutting off of a portion of country or of a farm 
by a Line which is then viewed as separaiing the parts, is 
only a higher instance of the same kind of differencing as that 
by which any two Points are separated from each other. 

853. NUMERIC.AL OPERATION or Oalculation, repeat.s, as the 
higher or concrete .Analogue in Number, the Number Three, 
as simple element. Its .Analogue in Form is the Hinging of 
the Line, in its double aspect, as at the same time the Point of 
Unition and the Point of Separatlon, between two Spaces. 

854. If now we pursue the Analogues of Number in the 
Domain of Form, those of these several discriminations of 
Numbers, and of some other related discriminations, will 
occur as follows : 

855. It was previously shown, in respect to Number, that 
the Substance and tke Form of Number, that is to say, the 
.EnUcal and the Relational .Element which combinedly malte 
the .Existence of Nwniber, are the Individualized Units of 
Number, for SUBSTANCE or THE ENTIC.AL ELEMENT; and the 
connecting Lines of Thought, or those Lines of Inter-relation
ship between the Units which constitute them into a Sum or a 
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Series, for Fom1, OT THE RELATION AL ELEMENT, within the total 
Composity OT Existence of Number, (t. 503, 555, a. 37, t. 198). 

856. Let us place Nine Digital Units in a circle or group, 
an a.rra.ngement congruous with Cardinal Number, Eight of 
them sn..""TOunding One, which is then the Central Unit, and 
as such, the Pivot of the Group, or-what is the same thing
the Oard<J or Hinge of the total Oardination of the Units thus 
represented. Let the eight outer Units arrange themselves at 
equal distances from the central Unit, all of which they do, 
naturally in Nature, and in the Thought, by virtue of that 
TENDENCY TO EQUATION which is equally the Law of Nature 
and of 'I'hought, (t. 555, 535). 

857. Let us then abstract the Lines of Thought which con
nect the Central Point and the Outer Points, retaining now the 
Central Point as Pivot or Nucleus of these Lines, or as it were, 
for the Hub of the Wheel, of which these eight lines are the 
Spokes, or Radii. This constitutes a second figure differing 
from the first as the predominance of Line, the formative or 
Relational Element, over Point the Su bstancive or Entical Ele
ment, causes it to differ, (t. 687). 

858. Let us then constitute a third Figure, by inserting the 
Lines within the first figure, or between the central and sur
rounding Points; the Points and connecting Lin~s· making 
com binedly what really exists synstatically prior to our 
Analysis. In this Composity of Points and Lines, and in that 
h> which they cOTTespond in the Mind; the Points of Sensa
tion, (a. 37, t. 198), Attention, etc., and the Lines of Dis
crimination, Comparison, etc., we have THE TYPE OF THE 

CONSTITUTION OF ALL THINGS, WHATSOEVER, whether in the 
Material, OT the Spiritual Domain of Existence; the EN
TICAL and the RELATIONAL Factor, respectively, united in the 
Trine wkick is EXISTENCE and BEING itself. UNIT and DU.AD, 
Pol~ and LINE, in their INEXPUGNABLE CONNEXITY, and 
CONVERTIBLE IDENTITY, symbolize the Constitution of all 
Things wkatsOe?Jer, (t. 839). 
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859. The following Diagram exhibits the three Figures above 
described with their Numerical Analogies : 

Flpre a. * l'tpre I. * 
• • • 

Figure t. . . . 

~ 

Dlaa;ram. No. OS. 

{
To&al Compollll7 or Conatlmlloll ol Namber = l!IXIBTEBCJ: 

(ol Namber). 

'3 {The Korpblo or ~ Elemea' al Kamber; J'OBX (cl 

a- Kamber.)= Ioter-rel&Uou, (l£n). 

• iiJ {The BalMllanetre or B'lltlcal Elemeo' al Kamber: StJB. 

BTANOJ!I (of Kamber.) = Groop of IodlYldml CeDo, 

Atoms, or Pereooe lo 8oclel7. 

860. We have here also the solution of the mystery of the : 
Number Nine, which is the fascination of the Poets, and was 1 

the puzzle of Pythagoras. The Line-Figure, Fig. No. 2. is con
stituted of the first two Normal Diamitrits, the Horizontal and 
the Perpendicular Axial Lines ; crossing each other at right 
angles ; plus the two Sub-Normal Diamitrits, inclining at the 
angle of forty-five degrees, and crossing each other in like 1 
manner at the Centre. These make the eight Arms, or Spok€'S, ! 

or Rays, which, with their Centre-Point or Pivot, make Nine. 1 

The Arms represent, in turn, the Eight Outer-Points, or Units. 
which, in the First Figure, take the place of them. 

861. The Outlying Vacant Space, surrounding either Fignn>. 
is then the Analogue of ~ro, as already repeatedly demon
strated. The Central or Pivotal Unit, as representative of the 
entire Group and of all higher Gtoups of Number, up to In
finity, is then what I have meant by 1 =.A.LL, so repeatedly 
contrasted heretofore with Zero (t 867). 

862. Zero and the Nine Digits are not," therefore, an acci
dental basis of N nmera.tion. They are one of the measu.red 
Series of N atnre, revealed to the early Intuitions or Man. 
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863. The Decimal Numeration, so constituted, is, however, 
only the Naturismal or Unismal Stage of the development of 
the Total Scheme of Numeration. For the higher purposes of 
Science, Universology reveals the fact that a Duodecimal 
Numeration is far more congruous and effective, and it pro
vides the instrumentality, and will expound the method and 
advantages of, this Scientismal or Duismal Stage of the devel
opment of the total Scheme of :Numeration. .As the Decimal 
Scheme will remain, however, the more convenient for popular 
use, the Trinismus of this Domain will be found in the Com
posity of the two previous Schemes. c. 1-5. 

864. The Morphic Type of the Duodecimal basis of N umera
tion is obtained from the figures in the preceding Diagram, 
with the addition of the Third Normal Diamitrit which would 
stand at right angles to the surface of the paper. 

Commn1tary, t. 868. 1. Fourier insists upon the number 12 as the true 
1 Basis of Numeration, as that which bas the greatest number of divisors. Comte 

has curiously enough fallen upon the number 7, which, for a Mathematician 
who would be supposed to have in view practical convenience as well as theory, 
ls not a little surprising. J. Stuart Mill, in criticizing Comte upon tbis point, 
has the following : "The number Seven, therefore," (from Comte's love of 
fanciful Sylltem) "must be foisted in wherever pOBSible, and aDlong otber thin1-'1! 
is to be Dlade the basis of numeration, which is hereafter to be septimal instead 
of decimal; producing all the mconvenience of a change of system, not only 
without getting rid of, but greatly aggravating the disadvantages of tbe exist-

. fog one. But then, be says, it 18 absolutely necessary that the basis of numeru
. tion should be a prime number. All other people think it absolutely necessary 
~ thst it should not, and regard the present basis as only objectionable in not 

being divisable enough. But M. Comte's puerile predilection for prime num
. bers slroost p&SIC8 belief. His reason is that they are the type of ineductibil
. lty: each of them is a kind of ultinlate arithmetical fact." (1). 

2. The far greater working convenience of the number Twelve for high 
· llatbematical calculations, bas been in aome measure tested by aome of my 
. aociates in the labor of practically applying the Principles of Univeraology 
' in the Special Sciences. 

8. These principles, operating within the Elements of Speech, furnish a con
~ tenient naming, by a single two-letter syllable, of each number up to 12 x 12 

(1) .. Laler Spooulatlona of Aacune Comte." WClllmlDater BeYlew, July, 19(.11. 
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865. The Morphic .Analogues of the Cardinal and Ordinal 
S~ries of Numbers, respectively, were given in the preceding 
Chapter. (See Dia. No. 45, t. 670). The single expansive 
Circle is the .Analogue of Cardinal Numeration, and thence of 
the Cardination of the Universe in Space ; or of Universism 
itself, as One-Truism a.round the Single Pivot, (Lat. umu, 
ONE, 'lJerto, 'lJersus, TURN). The Succession of Circles is, then, 
the Analogue of Eventua.tion in Time, or the Ongoing of 
Events, as repetitive again of ·Numerical Ordinality, (Dia. 45, 
t. 670). This .Analogy is so important that its repetition ai 
different points is not inappropriate. It is strikingly shown 
in connection with the Morphic Analogues of Integers 
and Fractions (t. 840) in the Important Diagram which 
follows: 

or t«. Taldng this bL.'lis from me, Professor Thomas Harland, assisted b! 
Professor M. A. Clancy, of the Pnntarchal University, attempted the consmic
tion of a System of Multiplication in which the relative changes of coDSODlll1 
and vowel sounds, under a law of change inherent in them, should register, in 
tM form of the deri:ced tD<Hd or naming, the corresponding number which should 
he the product of the two factors sepamtely represented by the syllable ID 
which the law of change was applied. Thie subtle conception cannot perhaps 
be b;itter described than by saying that the attempt to which it led was an 
effort to construct a Babbage's calculating machine, the materials employed 
being the vocal sounds of which the names of the numbers are composed; 
materials produced at will in the mouth of each individual. 

4. The law of change requisite to the desired result revealed itself very 
beautifully within the Consonant Domain, and, at one time, those gentlemen 
announced to me that the result would be that every child would be able to 
multiply up tot« times t« with as much facility ae now we multiply 6 by 6; 
that every individual would, in other words, carry a calculating machine m his 
head. 

5. Subsequently, on entering upon the Vowel Domain with the experiment. 
difficulties were encountered from some complexity in the working of the r..w 
which as yet the experimenters have not been able to solve. Professor Harland 
has promised to endeavor to furnish me with a paper explaining the nature of 
this investigation, the progress made, and the nature of the di1Bculty; hut, 
owing to the pressure of bis present engagements in the business of the GoT· 
ernment at W aeliington, it will very probably not be forthcoming in seaaon to 
accompany the present work. 
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KORl'HOLOGICAL TA.BLEAU OF NUMBER. 

Dlaaram. No. 09. 

Figure l, 

OARDINAL SERIES 
(of Groups). 

Figure 2. 

Sub-Figure 1. Sub-Figure I. 

D 
Figure 3. 
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866. Figure 2 represents the Important Morphic .Analogy 
of the ODD and EVEN Numbers, within the Cardinals (Dia. 
No. 50, t. 834) ; and Figure 3 resumes the Cardinality and the 
Ordinality in a Single View, as of a Planet and its OrbUal 
Line, a basic Universological Idea destined to a great rarieCy 
of Elaborations. (Dia. No. 45, t. 670). 

867. In Figure 1 of the D~"mm the Groups of Circles at 
the right hand indicate the Groups of Units, which are thal 
seriated in the Cardinal Series of Positive Number. The wh~ 
array consecutively on to Infinity is, collectively, what is meant 
by .Absolute Positive Unit, or 1 = .A.LL. On the left of the 
Figure is Zero, counterparting this Absolute Unit. Theee 
are the Numeral reproductions of the Metaphysical So•i:
THING and the NOTHING, respectively ; the Circles are DO 

other than points enlarged, (t. 118), and, as we have seen, #tzc 

is a matter Qf indifference in uni'oersology. (t. 836). 
868. The Groupial character of Cardinal N nmeration is 

generalized, in its totality, as One Infinite Group ; and this ~ 
an individual body or globoid mass. This, in turn, is l'f'J>re" 
sented by the single Circle, Figure 3 of the Diagram, ana
logous with the Universe in Space. 

869 . .Above the Central Circle Figure, 1 representing tM 
Initial and Central Unit, is tlu Series Qf Sing'le Circl.e1 t.e1io\ 
is the .Analogue Qf tlte Ordinal Series Qf ]{umber1. Thit 
accords with the idea of Succession in Time, and when epitom
ized down to a Single Line, as constituted of a succe88ioo ot 
points, the Line or Track is the .Analogue of Time, as shon 
in Figure 3. (t. 155-156, 214, Dia. No. 45, t. 670). 

870. Below the Central Circle, the .Analogue of the Primitin 
Unit in Figure 1, there is, extending downw~ a Counter
Series of Circles which are subdivided or sectionized interiorly 
into Parts or Fractions. These Parts echo, number for num
ber, to the Corresponding Cardinal and Ordinal 'Whole N Unt

bers of the Integml Series. These are tl1en the Morpbic Ana
logue of the Fractional Series of Numbers. (t. 305, 314, 311'. 
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871. The Fractional Divisions of the Single Unit, as Halves, 
Thirds, etc., are here exhibited abstractly in a series of differ
ent circles for the sake of the illustration; they ALL, however, 
ACTUALLY OCCUR WITHIN THE SINGLE UNIT, and, tlterej'ore, 
they are properly Sul>di'Disions, MERELY, WITHIN A srnGLE 

CIRCLE. There is, thus, an Infinity of Fractional Units within 
eDeTY Single Integral Unit. In this sense Every Single Unit 
is lit.era.Uy a 1 =ALL, or a Unit embracing an Infinity of 
Units within the compass of its own organization. 

872. The sectionizing of the Single Unit within itself in the 
production of the so-called Fractions is, as it were, a process 
that proceeds in the dark. It is like the interior divisions of 
our own bodies, which are hid from our view. Fractions are 
thus the Analogue of the Subjective Domain; and as the 
Int.erior of the Earth is associated in respect to Darkness with 
the Shaded or Night-Side of the Planet, the Circles illustra
tive of Fractions in the Diagram are shaded for the sake of the 
Analogy, (t. 341). 

873. The Integral Groups and Series, that is to say, the 
Groups and Series of 'Vhole Numbers, are, on the contrary, 
outlying, the Individual Units separated·from each other with 
Int.erstices of Free and Luminous Space between them. It is 
as when the Observer, instead of looking into himself sul>,jcc
ti'Dely, looks outward ob,jectiuly, upon the Groups and Troops 
or Trains of the Bodies of other Men, or upon the Planets in 
the Heavens. Even his own body, as externally viewed, be
longs to the same objective cat.egory of perceptions. The 
circles representing this style of numbers are left unshaded 
to indicate the general day or luminosity of the Objective 
Domain. The Primitive Unit standing midway between the 
Fractions and the Whole Numbers, to both which it is HINOE

wise or pi1Yotally related, dips down halfway into the obscur
ity of the Subjectivismus, and arises with its Aerial Dome or 
Hemisphere like our Residence on the Planet, and like our 
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outlooking Mental Experience, into the luminosity of the Ob
jectivismus (t. 307). 

874. Fractional Numbers are thus the Numerical .Analogue 
of the Subjective World or the World within ; and the ".h.oM 
Numbers, with their orderly arrangement in Groups and &!ties 
of Groups, are the Analogue of the External or ObjediTe 
World; whether it be the World of Men in Society, or the 
World of Things, and then pre-eminently of the Planetary 
Bodies in the Solar System, the type of Measured Series and 
Harmony in the Universe, together with the still farther out
lying \V orld of the Fixed Stars, which are distributed. to oar 
perception at lP,ast., in Free and Unmeasured Series like tM 
sands on the shore (t. 307, 341). 

870. The Point or Single Circle, representative of Globe., the 
Enlarged Point, and hence of Thing, Planet, World, is. as 
previously shown, the Analogue, therefore, of the Single r nit, 
or of the Number One, (t. 532, 541). 

876. Any two Points are, consequently, the direct and literal 
Analogue of the Dnad, or of the N nm ber Two. 

877. But, as already shown, likewise, (t. 532), it is not~ 
Two Points themselves, but the straight or stretched Tbou.ght
Line-which intervenes between them, and makes them into 
a Two as a Sum-which is the single Sign or Thing n·~n
tative of the Principle of Dnism, or, in other word..~ of t.M 
Spirit of Two. This is, in turn, Morphically considen-<L tM 
Quality of straightness. The Line intervening betw{'('ll ~ 
two Unit-Points is, by Absolu/,e Necessity, by TE..VDESCT ro 
EQuATIO~, and by Econmny Qf Means, which is the assump
tion of the simplest method for the attainment of ends. 
Straight, and not Crooked or 0ur1Jed; for wheresoel"<'r a Li.Dr 
is broken, there occurs a New Point) so that, in ordt•r to e'Q

visage the Primitive Intervening Line, we must then contnd 
our attention to the Straightness which occurs between \hr 
First Point, and the Break or .Angle which now occupies t.bt 
position of the Second Point. STRA.IGnTNESs is, thercfo~. t~ 
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Morpkic Ana'logue of Dmsu, and its exact Echo within this 
new Domain; as ROUNDNESS, on the other hand, is the Ana
logue of UNISM. The Iteration of this statement is demanded 
by its importance (t. 516). 

878. The Point is alike representative of the Real or Con
crete Unit, and hence of Thing, Planet, World ; but it is then 
a DeriMli1Je from that Point which is the precise Analogue of 
Unism or the Spirit or Quality of the Unit. To obtain this 
Derivative, of the same order as the Straight Line, that is to 
say, itself a Line of a Different Character from the Straight, 
let the Point be first enlarged into a Circle, and then take a 
section or any portion of the periphery of such Circle as the 
Line sought for. This will have in it the qua,lity of Round
ness, as the Counterparting Quality to the Straightness of the 
True or Primitive Line. It will be a Curve of the Circular 
Order of Cnrvation. Roundness is, tlu:oughont, the Morphic 
Analogue of Unism, and its exact Echo within this new Do
main. All of this is again repeated from previous statements, 
but with a view to new applications, (t. 547, 516). 

879. Strictly speaking, therefore, the Point and the Line are 
not the Analogues of Unism and Duism, as previously stated, 
but the Point is the Analogue of the Concret.e Unit, and of its 
Analogues, Thing, Planet, Real World, (t. 541) ; and the Line 
is the Analogue of the Abstract Dnism, the Spirit or Quality 
of Two, the interveni.D.g Nexus, Relation, or I.aw. 

880. To unite the Point itself (not now the Curve derived 
from the Periphery ot' the Expanded Point, t. 547) and the 
Linf> in a Single Compound Figure is, therefore, to obtain the 
Epitome or most elementary representative of Elabomte Exist
ence : that is to say, of Existence in its next higher Stage of 
Development above the Abstract Conception typified by the 
Perpendicular or Uprising Line in Diagrnm No. 43, (t. 634). 
The New Figure resulting, while therefore Elaborate, is still 
the most Elementary Exhibit within the Elabwate Domain 
of Form. 
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881. The Figure 80 compounded-the Point as Head con
joined to the Line as Trunk, at its End, by means of a Neck 
or more attenuated. Line of Connection-is then, symbolically, 
or in Type-form, and also, actually, or in Embryonic Develop
ment, the Primitive Trace of the Human, or of the higher 
Animal Body. This Figure, 80 compounded, I denominate, 
~chnically, an .AntkrupoiiJ, (Gr. .Antkropos, MAN ; Ei®s, 
FoRM), or-with reference to its Smallness as a " Primitive 
Trace" within the Egg or Embryo), an .Anthropoidule. Its 
composition is shown, and it is carried up through several 
degrees of its higher development in the following Dirgram : 

Diaa;ram No. 60. 

Head. !&unk. .Anthropoiduu or Swmdary &ag1 .AntAropoid. 
Primiti~ 1\-aee. of tllil icka. (Eml!rpltie.) 

• 

' t t I 
882. The shrewd observer will detect the fact that the Point, 

and therefore the Head, should, by the first drift of Analogy, 
represent Substance as the Concrete Factor of Existence1 and 
that the Abstract Line, and therefore the Trunk, should, by 
the same reasoning, represent Form. The reason why this 
first drift of Analogy is reversed in the Human Body is one of 1 

the Gmnd .Arcana of Universology, involved in the following 
Law : That it is the purpose within er;ery career of Progresfitt 
Der;e'lopment so e:roctly to rer;erse the primiti'IJe condition <I 
'l'ldngs as to change <ill Primiti'IJe .Analogies into tlteir ()ppr 
sites. This is the Grand TERMINAL CONVERSION INTO OPPO

SITES, which Nature is everywhere striving to effect. It is The 
Conversion, Regeneration, or New Birth, which is everywhere 
cn.lled for in the nature of Things. In the ultimate elabora
tion of the Human Figure, the Trunk represents Substance, or 
that wkick stands under, (Lat. s'lih, UNDER; stare, TO ST.um), 
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and the Head, with its Face and Features, comes to represent 
Form or Feature. 

883. The Fact in question is illustrative, as just stated, of a 
GRAND TERMINAL CONVE~ION INTO OPPOSITES, as between 
ORIGINS, or PROIA.RY DoMAI:Ys, and FINAL EunoRATIO:Y or 
COMPLE'l'E DEVELOPMENT,-a Principle which is formulized as 

' 
TnE PoLAR 0PPOSITE:YES3 ( o:& A~TIIETICAL REFLEXION) OJ' 

PRUUTIVE STATES AND ULTIMATE ELABORATION; 
or, 

T.EBMINAL CoNV~ION INTO OPPOSITES BETWEEN lNCIPIENOY 

A':YD FINALITY. 

884. It is the Grand Operation of Nature so to turn upon 
tke his of the Uni'Derse, (the Infinite One Turn, Lat. unus, 
ONE, and 'Dersus, TURN), that the oukoming of Exposition 
shaJl, contradict the Elementary Outlay of Appearances. 
Such is the Artistic and Dramatic Element inl1erent in the 
very Constitution of Being. To illustrate : The Child is born 
with its Head downward, while it is destined to pass up 
through successive stages of position, in arms, and creeping 
upon the floor, until, :finally, it reverses its Primitive Posture, 
and stands erect. So, the lowest Forms of Incipient Verte
brates, the .Pseudo-Vertebrates, as we may denominate the 
Cuttle Fishes with a Primitive Trace of an Interior Skeleton, 
carry their Heads directly beneath them, and are hence called 
Cephalopods (Heads for Feet). The True Vertebrates then 
commence rectifying their Position, and do it more and more 
as they ascend in rank. The Fishes are Horizontal ; the Rep
tiles elevate the Head somewhat more. The Spirited Horse 
strives hard to lift his Head above the beast-like level; the 
Pseudo-Man or Monkey arrives nt an Angle of 45° ; some 
Birds do the same; but Man alone achieves the Perpendicu
lar, and so reverses the Poles of the Primitive Destiny. A 
similar Inversion concerns the Relations of the Elementis-
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mus and the Elaborismus of Being. The same Principle pre
vails in the Calculation of Social and Moral Destinies. "Tiw 
First shall be Last, and the Last First." The Subjt>et begini 
to expand, on all hands, beyond the limit.a of our pJ"e$1eDl 
purpose. 

885. This recondite subject will be discussed elsewhere, and 
is early introduced here to remove a stumbling-block which 
might suggest it.self to the reader ; but as it occurs it otre?S tbt 
favorable opportunity for recording the Principle, in Appro
priate Formulm. 

886. Let us recur for a moment to the more Blended Com
posity of Curvature and Straightness, prefixing the Typical 
Curve and Straight Line, as in the following Diagram : 

Diaaram. No. 61. 

llementar1 Forms. (Dla.No.10, t 112). 

887. It is no valid criticism upon these Analogies to say that 
Nature never accomplishes a true Geometrical Curve. It is 
her Drift or Endea'Dor, so to speak, to do so, and hence thr 
predominance of circular and globular Types of Fo~ pro:O
mately, though not actually, throughout her Domain of~ 
tions; and again, it is in &ience, which is Exact, that t~ 
Primitive Curve is the Analogue of this quality in Nature.
treating it by Abstraction as if it existed in Nature (t. SU. 

Cmnmentary, t. 886. 1. Hogarth's Line of Beauty bu itiielf a thftdiiid 
development, elaborated under the guidance of Unive1110lo¢cal PriDcip:e. 
varying the Curve, and each of these again other threefold variety. u Tn- al 
higher and higher Evolutions of the Artistic Idea. These detail.I will t.. llP" 
propriate to future special Exp0t>itions of these new Principles in the Do.aQ 
of Art. 
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In other words, Nature, in the Actual or Concrete, or, as she 
exists, is not herself-in this technical sense-purely natural. 
She has likewise, within her composition, the element of 
Straightness, as, for example, in the formation of Crystals, 
which element is, nevertheless, in the same abstract sense, pre
ponderantly, the quality and the characteristic of Science, as 
contrasted with Nature (t. 522). The result is, that what we 
call Nature, in the actual, resultant,. concrete World, is always 
interbJended, her own characteristic Roundness being present 
in MERE PREPONDERANCE only, as testified in the general 
or proximate Rotundity of Planets, Orbits, etc. In her General 
and Superior Expression, therefore, Nature is herself Artistic, 
and the Egg is, so to speak, an Art-Product of Nature, and in 
a still higher degree the Grand Animal, and the Grand Man, 
born of the Egg, are so (t. 514). 

888. THE MINERAL KINGDOM, and especi,ally in bulk, as 
Planetary and Orbital Masses and Careers, is tken the Grand 
Analogue and .Em1Jodiment of the NATURISM of NATURE; 
THE VEGETABLE KINGDOM, with its LIM.BS, LIMITATION, or 
BRANCHINESS, and its STRAIGHTNESS and UPRIGHTNESS OF 
TRUNK or Centre-Line, is the Grand Analogue of MEASURING 
RoDs or REEDS, and of STANDARDS, and is the .Em1Jodiment, 
therefore, of the SCIENTISM of NATURE ; and, finally, the 
A:-.rDIAL, and pre-eminently TnE HOMIN.AL KINGDOM, with 
its lNTERBLENDING OF ALL ANALOGUES, as intimated in the 
Composition of tlie ./J.nthropoid, (Dia. No. 60, t. 881), and the 
Line of Beauty, (Dia. No. 61, t. 886), is the Analogue and 
Embodiment of the ARTISM of NATURE. 

889. Technically, the Mineral Kingdom is, therefore, the 
N aturismus of Nature ; the Vegetable Kingdom is the Scien
tismus of Nature; and the Animal Kingdom, culminating in 
Man, and finally in Society, or .vtrictly, in its Naturismal 
stage of DeTJelopment, is the Artismus of N atnre. 

890. ScIENCE then intervenes to study, to comprehend, and 
to classify Nature, as the Animal World, fqr example; and 
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finally comes ART to reproject a Higher or Renovated Nature, 
as in the skilled breeding of Animals (from Science); and in 
the higher culture of Man, and in the Skilled Organization of all 
human affairs, culminating in a Divinized and .Angelic Human 
Consociated Life, the God-intended Destiny of the Race. It 
is here that first the Straight Lines, as Measurers and Stand
ards, Platforms and Lays or Laws, (Scientoid), and, secondly, 
the St>rpentine or gracefully curving Lines of Art, come to 
predominate over the prevalent rotundity of Nature ; while, 
however, it must never be forgotten that all Lines occur in all 
Domains, by lNF...XPUGN.ABILITY; that there is 0VERLAPPiliG 

throughout; and that the discrimination is one therefore of 
MERE PREPONDERANCE, or Degree (t.. 526, 603). 

801. In other words, Nature has a Naturismus, a ~ 
tismus, and an Artismus of her own/ and so also hau Sci
ence and Art; as so, indeed, have all Domains and Ol(jech 
and Aspects of Being in the Universe (t 522). 

892. The Anthropoid or Figure of the Individual Man is, by 
virtue of the N eek or connection of the Point-, and Line
Analogues of Unity and Duism, a Oardinismus or Htnge-Uke 
.Apparatus. THE HEAD is representative of the Unit, and the 
TRUNK, as a Line or Bar ideally swinging from this Pivot, is 
the process or prqjection which turns upon the pivot, as tht 
gate swings upon its hinge or hinges. 

893. The Pathway of the Man as he walks through the 
Field is then an Ordinismus or Snccessionary Scheme, or 
Series of Individual Steps, connected by intervening Traces or 
Lines. If the points be single, as when the tracks of the sepa
rate feet are not discriminated, there is a Simple Order, merely, 
as the result. If the discrimination takes place, there is then 
Co-ORDINATION, or Parallel Development of Seriated Lines. 
(St. 0. t. 000). 

894. It results from the preceding para.graph that the Car
dinal Sen es of N urneration may be epitomized and represented 
Morphically by the .Anthropoid,-the Head representing the 
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Unit,-the Line representing the Spirit of Two,-the Concret.e 
Unit and the Abstract Twoness, then combining in a Trinis
mus, which, as the Head of the Total Cardinal Series of Num
bers, represents in turn the whole of that Series. 

895. It further results that the Series of Stepping-Points in 
any Pathway of Progression is in like manner the Analogue 
of the Ordinal Numbers, which may therefore be epitomized 
by any portion of such Series of Steps, or, in other words, of 
any Orbit or Pathway whatsoever. The Point at which the 
Man stands at any gi,-oen moment, in the prosecution of his 
journey, is the Point to which he has made headway, and is 
to the Succession of. Points in the Trail behind him what his 
O'lf)n Head is to the 'I'runk and Limbs of his Body. This 
Standing-Place requires, therefore, to be distinguished Mor
phically by a. distinctifled Point, as the Head of this ordinal 
epitome. It is the First Stepping-Point in respect to Rank, 
.Dignity, or Attainment, while it is the last or latest in respect 
to Progression in Time. The Pathway through the Field tra
versed is, then, repeated within the Trunk or Body of the 
Man, that is to say, in the Skeleton, by the Spinal Column, the 
Vertebrre with their primitive doubleness or two-sidedness of 
Constitution repeating the steps or 'I'racks. The Vertebral 
Column in Man or any Vertebrate appears as a single col
umn ; but analyzed with reference to its Typical Plan or ideal 
origin it is really double, or two columns smelted, so to say, 
into one. It repeats, in this respect, the constitution of the 
entire body. There is here also an instance of the INVOLUTION 
OF ANALOGUES (t.101). The Pathway of the walker is repeated 
by the Tail or Trailing-after-part of the body of an animal, 
as the ~rpent, for example ; and, finally, the Animal Tail, an -
external prolongation of the Internal Vertebral Column, is re
peated by the Internal Vertebral Column itself. The su~ject is 
too complex to be fully elucidated in this incidental mention, 
and must be referred to the Structural Outline of Universol
ogy, a subsequent hat related work. The following Diagram 

42 
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will furnish in comparison these two Morphic epitomes al 
Cardina.l and Ordinal Numbers, respectively: 

Dlaarazn No. 62. 

CAiDINAL. 

BEAD. 

OiDIN AL. 

l 

l'lltat ....._. "" ...._, .. ...,,la.,,, 
'_,,.,, .... u_ 
~ 

... el....,_ .. 
• '1,laU.~ 

"'Prop" 5 

896. If, still further, we remove the Heads from these ttro 
Types, one of Cardinal Existence, and the other or OrdE'l'. 
there will remain, for the former, the Line merely, the Sign ol. 
Duism, which now becomes the Morphic Cle~ or the moee 

Commentary, t. 896. 1. Aa Cardinality repeata Uitilm, (the 8- or ~ 
of Units repeating Unity), and Ordinality Duilm (the Ordw or Sw.:ua""'4 ,.. 
peatin~ &paratenm of Polition); and as Umev and Dt11BK are TRI: ~ 
DIAL PRmcrPLEB OP ALL Tunroa (t 203); and aa Ui1ilm ia (morplricalty aa! 
most radically) Point or H«Ul in miniature, and Del'- is LiM or Tl"'nooi z 
miniature; and aa t"4 Point and Line, ca.rdinated or binging upon NC"b n!l.-r. 
constitute the Anthn>pl>idule, (t. 881), which ia tM PrimitiN tP.d ~ 
1'race <!f t"4 Human Ji'iguN, (t. 881), it reaulta that the Human ~. it.. a. 
on Elem4ntarv .,,.,, ~ impl'el!tled tlJlOll tfff'JIAU., trMol ICDft'I • 

• 
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epitomized representative of Cardinismus ; and for the latter, 
the simple Series or Succession of Points, connected by inter
vening Lines, as the Morphic Clef or most epitomized repr_e
sentative of Ordinism, as seen below: 

DiaKra:r:n No. 63. 

CABDilULITT. 

8<.J7. Unism and DU.ism, as hitherto treated, in respect to 
their Morphic Analogues, apply universally to Indeterminate 
as well as to Determinate Spheres. We pass from this uni
versal view of the Subject to a more dererminate and specific 
one. This brings us to the consideration of Odd and Even 
Form, new and important discriminations within the Morpho
logical Domain. This is derived from the Numerical Oddness 

llTA1'1>8 FORTH from <JreatiTJe <>rigina (as upon the Universe at large, in Space as 
Head, and in Time as Trnnk, Trace, or Trail, Dia 45, t. 670); upon eMrYthing, 
in Theological Language, "tohi,M pro«edl from tM LfJf'd " - (everything 
Good, the Unilmal Element of Sentiment, as tending towards Unity, and every
thing Tnu, or ounatitutir:ely adjulted, the Duismal Element, as tending towards 
I11dir:id1UJlity and Variety even of the Unity). 

2. Prepared by these explanations, let us now listen to Swedenborg's theo
logical and mystical statement of the same Principle, as impressionally or intui
tionally perceived by him: "I will, in the la.st place, communicate a certain 
arcanum, which bas hitherto been known to none. It is this, that everything 
Good and True that proceeds from the Lord, and constitutes Heaven, is in the 
Human Fonn ; and that it is so, not only in the whole, and on the greatest 
aca)e, but in every part and in the smallest; and that this Form exercises an 
effective influence on every one who receives Good and Truth from the Lord, 
and imparts the Human Form to every inhabitatnt of Heaven, according to the 
degree of bis reception. It is owing to this that Heaven is nmil.ar to itaelf both 
in general and in particular; and that the Human Form is that of the whole, 
of every Society and of every Angel, as shown in four Sections above. (From 
n. 59 to n. 86). To which may be made this addition : That the Human Form 
exists also iu the Angels, in eoery minutia of Thought that is derived from celes
tial Love [the Primitive Unity). But tbia arcanum can with difficulty come 
within the comprehension of any man, though it enters with clearness into the 
understanding of Angela, because they dwell in the light of Heaven." (1). 

(t) a .... and Bell, No. • 
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and Evenness, and echoes to them, as shown in Diagram 19. 
Figures 1 and a 

898. MoRPmc ODDNESS or INEQUIBK-.Anguli.rm, 1t'iaa
gulism, etc.-is the Reappearance, in Higher 81,agu or Dt
grees, of thePrlmiti'ce MorpkicUnism,-Punctism, Circlin.. 
G'lobe-ism; and MoRPHIC EVENNESS or EQutsx,-Pair-i.ig. 
Copullsm, Measure by Comparison,-is the Rea.ppearantt, ;11 
Higher stages or Degrees, of the Primiti'De Morphic .Duia.
Rectaliniism, Squarlsm,Cube-ism. biEQUA-EQUISK ur F.Qu.1-~
EQUISM. is the Combination of these two related aeries <#" idta1. 

· 899. As the primitive Unism and Dnism are the Spirits cir 
Extract.ea. Qualities of the Numbers One, (1), and ho,(~). 
and as Trinism is the Spirit of the Unition of the One and Lt> 
Two, it results that the Number Three (3) returns to the fnL<. 
tion and idea of Unity. The ONE and the THREE are bot!i 
Odil Numbers, while the Two differs from tht>m both, totaJly. 
or as a Contrasted and .Antagonistic Principle, from the wt 
that it belongs to, and is the Head of, the E1'en &riu <I 
Numbers. This is the reason of what has been alrc-aci! 
referred to as the Sympathy between the First and Third De
gree of the Primitive Scale of Numerical Principles, l"nism. 
Duism, and Trinism ; that is to say, of Unism and Trinism u 
contrasted conjointly with Duism. It was in conseque~ cl 
this Sympathy that Love or Affection, which is Unismal am~ 
the general attributions of the Mind, was identified by s .. rot'!l
borg with the \Vill, which is Trinismal, as already poink'd 
out (c. 1, t. 139). 

900. The THREE (3) is therefore a o~n: (1) of a highe.r ortl...-. 
from which there begins a new Series of Three Degrees Ot'fr
lapping with the Former, as the Tonic, which begins a ~ 
Octave, ends also the lower Octave in Music. In other wont' 
One is the first, an-l Three the second degree of the dM"t-11..~ 
ment of that generalized. idea of Unity which appears as Odd· 
ness or Inequality. 

901. The FouR (4) holds the same relation to Two (2) w!Jrl 
the TmmE (3) holds to ONE (1); that is to sny, it n.->Jx-a~ it i:. 
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a second degree of that peculiar character which is here de.
nominated tile Second Power. 

90.2 . .As the 0.NE, and the Two, and the THREE, furnish the 
Universal Principles UNISM, Du1sM, and 'l'BINISM, in a 
Primary Trigrade Numerical Development, so the TmIBE 
and the Foux, with their joint product SEVEN (7), furnish as 
First Heads or Prima Capita, and, therefore, representatively, 
the Principles of Equism, (Equity), Inequism, (Inequity, In
iquity, Deviation, Inclination, Partiality, Favor), and Equa
inequism, the Combination and Compromise of the other 'I''':o 
in a Completeness of Structural Order and Arrangement. 
(Four, (4), for Equism = The Square; 'l'kree, (3), for In
equism = 'l'ke Triangle; Se?Jen, (7), for Equa-inequism = The 
Oompound Figure resulting.) 

903. The Morphic Analogues of One, Two, and Three are, 
as 'Ye have seen, omitting some minutire ot' discriminations, the 
Point, the Line, and the Angle or Triangle. The Morphic 
.Analogues of the Four, the Three, and the Seven, are the 
Square, the Equilateral Triangle, and the House, Edifice, or 
Temple, with its Body and its Roof, as seen below. c. 1-7. 

Figure 1. 

:llQUIBK. 

Diaara:m. No. 64. 

Figure t. 

I.NEQUIBM 

3 

Olmmentary, t. 903. 1. There is perhnps no idea upon which there has 
been such a persistent intuitional agreement among the pre-eminent writers of 
all ages and nations as thnt there is some recondite meaning which attu.cbea 
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904. Secondism repeats Duism, and we are here in a &-cond
nry Series of Development, which is in its character Duisrnal. 
This is the same as to say that it is Scientic and Logical The 
Primitive or Natural Order is therefore here revel'St'd which is 
the reason that the Morphic Analogue or Four occurs pre
viously to the .Analogue of Three. .All of these minute points 

of arrangement work out into points of importance in the ulte
rior development of the Science. They can only be glanced at 
here in passing, as caveats against the uninformed criticism of 
tbe tyro. 

905. The Compass (Dividers) associates with the Circle. 
This-together with the Rule, the Square, the Triangle, and 
the Edifice or Temple, as that which is to be constructed or 
built, by the " Work" of the Order-again reminds us of the 
Symbolism of Masonry, as the Instinctual Stage or the Religion 
of Science, and of the Science of Morals (t. 770). 

906. The connection of the Terms Equism with EquiJ:u, 

Stself to certain numbers, and pre-eminently among these to the numbers 8el"fJI 
nod Twelve (after the Prime Numbers of the first order One, Two, and Tbne): 
while at the same time there has never heretofore been a particle of Scienttfic 
proof, and hardly so much as grounds of probability, adduced in favor of the 
idea. None but the most fanciful reasons for it have ever been given. 

2 .. The unanimity has nevertheless been almost equally great in ret<pect to the 
precise meaning assi~etl to the number Seven. It has everywhere been held 
to mean that which is rompl~tm <n' fillel.l out. The reason of this meaning is 
now rendered obvious, nnd is abundantly dem<:'nstratcd in the text. .Aa the 
sum of the Four and the Three, representing the Second Powers of the Pri.Ji. 
ciples of Unism and Duism, the Universal Principles of all Things, Seven is the 
Becond Power in the Symbolic (not in the mathematical sense) of Trini&m: 
that is to say, it is the Representative of the Second Cimbination of the Repre
sentative Numbers, which embody the abstract Governing Principles of Being; 
and as Secon<lism repeats Duism, and as Duism is the Sciento1d ONE, among 
the Three Primordial Principles, the number Seven comes, by LonLTr ro 
TUE DomNANT OF THE Do!llATN, (the Scientific Domain), to attain to the Seim· 
tific predominance as representative of the adjustment, compromise, and hal'
mony between the two opposing Principles, in that Composity or Trini.sm 
which is synonymous with finish, fullness, or completeness. 

3. Suidas says: "brra brl wiJIPOllf ranrrai," and Gesenius NY• the same. 
Kittv objecting to one of the illustrations of <ffsenius adds: " It 11ppo:in to us 
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and Inequism with Iniquity, which is \Vrong Doing, or the 
Perversion (or Crooking) of .Equity, shows at once that we are 
here in the presence of Moral Discriminations equally funda
mental with the Metaphysical and Mathematical Discrimina
tions under consideration, and that aU the three Classes of 
Ducriminations must be, in the rnJftTe of things, inherently, 
scientifically, and exactly, a4J"usted f,o each other. 

007. Immense consequences result from what is involved in 
the preceding statement. We are now, for the first time, open
ing up the way to an EXACT ScIENCE OF ETHICAL .A.ND SOCIAL 
PHENOMENA. We are at the same time creating the Tools and 
Instruments, and discovering the Method, by which the Human 
Intellect can at length obtain a complete mastery over that 
Echo of Unity which connects, in harmony, the Lowest and 
the Highest, the most Exact and the most Inexact of the 
Domains of Being and Thought. It is not the place here, 
however, for expansions and applications. I am compelled to 

possible to resolve all the other passages referred to by him and others into the 
idea of 111.f!kiency, aatiafaditm, fullness, rmnpkhflJ!BI, perfection, abunda71C6," etc. 
To this he adds nearly a page of illustrations extracted from the Scriptures; as, 
"to punish seven times" (Lev. xxVi. : 24) ·'to pumsh completely.'' (1). 

4. Swedenborg carries out tlus 1<len, as part of his larger conception, that the 
whole of "the Word" (the Scriptures) conceals a Spiritual meaning transcend 
ing the literal meaning. For its connection with the matter in the text, and 
also to give an illustration of this remarkable writer's method of interpreting 
the Scriptures, the following full extract is given, containing bis leading exposi· 
tion (not the only one) of the meaning of the number Seven. 

ts. "John t6 tlie eeom churclin," signifies, to all who are in the Christian world 
where the Word is-and by it the Lord is known-and who accede to the 
church. By the seven churches are not to be undel'lltood seven churches " 

• I 
(numcncally), "but all who are of tlic chun:h in the Christian World; for num· 
hers, in the Word, signify things, and seven, nil thilifl', and all, and thence, also, 
u:hat u full and perfect, and it occurs in the Won-1, where anything holy is 
treated of, aud, in an opposite sense, where it treats of anything profane;
~nsequently this number involves what is holy, and, in an opposite sense, what 
as profane. The reason why numbers signify things, or rather resemble certain 

(I) Cyclopec!l:i of Blbllca.I Literature, W. 8nm. 
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make every effort to keep down for the present to the m06t 
rigorous, and, in a sense, even to the most meagre exposition of 
the Elements of the Fundamental Science ot'Universology itseU; 
from which the new Science of Ethics and a crowd of other 
New and Related Sciences are ultimately to be developed. 

008. Four is the Square -ef Two, and as such it is denomi
nated the Second Power of Two. Eight is the Cube of Two, 
and this is denominated the Third Power. The terms Square 
and Cube apply therefore equally in respect to Number and 
in respect to Form. There is here, as said elsewhere, a testi
mony of exact Analogy between these two Domains so remark
able that it is surprising that it should not have suggested 
the idea of both a broader and more detailed .Analogy which 
should hold good throughout ( ). 

909. Before proceeding further it will be convenient to attend 
to the Morphic Analogues of Calculation generally. "\"\,.. e ha-re 
previously seen it reduced to the two single operations of .Ad-

adjectives to suhstantives denotin~ some quality in things, is, because n11Dlber 
is, m ilselt~ natural ; for natural things are determined by numbers, but spirit
ual things by things and their states (c. ll, t. 286); therefore, be who is igno
rant of the signification of numbers in the Word, and especially m the .Apoca· 
Jypse, must be ignorant of many arcana which are contained therein. Now, 
since seven signifies all things and everything, it may appear that by seftll 
churches are meant all who are in the Christian World where the Word is, and 
where, consequently, the Lord is known : these, if they live according to the 
Lord's precepts in the Word, constitute the true church. For this reason the 
Sabbath was mstituted on the aew1th day, and the llf!DelltA year was culled the 
Sabbatharian year ; and the 1eren tima aeoenth year the jubilee, by which was 
signified everything holy in the church ; for this cause, also, a week, in Daniel 
and elsewhere, signifies an entire period, from beginning to end, and is predi · 
cated of the church. The same is signified by seven in the following p~-.es; 
ns, By the men golden candlesticks, in the midst of which wns one like unto 
the Son of Man (Apoc. i. 18). By the aeoen stars in his right hand (Apoc. J. 

16, 20). By the ~ Spirits of God (Apoc. i. 4; iv. 5). By the .
lP.mps of fire (Apoc. iv. 5). By the eeoen angels to whom were given Mll!lt 

crumpets (Apoc. viii. 2). By the 88IJtn angels having the ~ lut plagues 
(A poc. xvi. 1 ; xxi. 9). By the lllt>en seals with which the book was -1ed 
(Apoc. v. 1). In like manner in the following places: That tbPjr hands 
should be filled aeom days (Exod. xxix. 85). That they should be S&DcWJed 
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dition and Subtraction. These operations may be illustrated 
as between sing'le Units, as follows : 

0 
Diaara111 No. 65. 

ADDITIOlf, 

Unf.tmal. 

c 
J 

B'O'BTBACTION, 

DuC....Z. 

910. When to .Addition and Subtraction operating perpen
dicularly or in a single column, there is joined the idea of the 
..Addition of the whole column so situated to another column 
or other columns situated laterally to tke first, this Compound 

llHll days (Exod. xxix. 87). TI1at when they were consecrated they should 
go clothed in the holy garments aeoen days (Exo(l xxix. 30). That they were 
not to go out of the door of the tabernacle aeoen days, when they were initiated 
into the priesthood (Levit. viii. 33, 84)." 

6. " That an atonement Willi to be made UNn times upon the horns of the 
altar (Levit. xvi. 18, 19). That the altar was to be sanctified with oil aeoen 
times (J..evit. viii. 11). That the blood was to be sprinkled 1e11en times before 
tbe veil (Levit. iv. 16, 17). · And also _,. times towards the east (Lcvit. 
xvi. U-15). That the water of separation was to be sprinkled 181len times 
towards the tabernacle (Numbers, xix. 4). That the passover was celebrnted 
inen days; and unleavened bread was eaten ~days (Exod. xii. 15; Deut. 
xvi. 4-7). In like manner, that the Jews were to be punished anen times more 
for their sins (Levit. xxvi. 18, 21, 24, 28). Wherefore David saith, Render 
unto one neighbor ween.fold into their bosom (Psalm lxxix. 121." Sevenfold 
is ftdl11. Likewise in these places: "The words of Jehovah are pure words, 
as silver tried in a fumace of earth, purified ~ times" (Psalm xii. 6). "The 
hungry ceaaed, so that the barren bath home -en, and she that hath many 
children is waxed feeble" (1 Sam. ii. 5). The barren is the Church of the 
Gentiles, who bad not the Word; she that had many children is the Church of 
tbe Jews, who hl\d the Word. "She who bath borne 11tOm languisb1>th, she 
bath given up the ghost" (Jerem. xv. 9). In like manner, "They that dwell 
in the cities of Turael shall go forth and set on fire and bum the weapons, and 
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Addition is Multiplication ; and the corresponding counter
operation is a Compound Subtraction, which is Division (t. 000). 

911. If the number of Units in each column multiplied be 

equal, and if the number of columns be equal to the number 
of Units in any single column, the kind of Multiplication which 
then ensues is called the Squaring of the Number contained 
in the single column. Figure 1 of the following Diagram ex
hibita the idea of the Numerical Square, and Figure 2, the 
corresponding idea of the Morphological or Geometrical 
Square: 

Diaara:rn No. 66. 

Figure t. Figure t. 

NUIUlRIOAL BQU.A.RJL KOBPHOLOGIOAL SQU A.BJI. 

1 00000 
1 00000 
1 00000 
1 00000 • 
1 00000 

Addition, 1 + 1, etc. ; multiplication, IS x IS = 215. 

912. If to the sheet of columns (summing up in the instance 
above as twenty-five) we then add a number of sheets equal 

they shall bum them with ftre ~ years: they shall bury Go~. and ~ 
months shall they be cleansing the land" (Ezek. xxxix. D, 12). "The uncle= 
Spirit will take with him eeiien spirits more wicked than himself" (Matt. xii. 
13). Profanation is here described, and by the seven spirits with which !Ho 
would return, are signified all falses of evil; thus a plenary or t.otal extinctiOll 
of goodness and truth. By the mim beads of the dragon, and the - m:nms 
upon bis bead, (Apoc. xii. 8), is signified the profanation of all goodnea aud 
truth. It is evident from what has been said, that seven involvea what is holy 
or profane, and signifies all things and fullness" (1 ). 

7. Among non-theological writers we have already seen the devotednes of 
Comte to the number ~en (c. 1, t. 863). Fourier bad the same; although his 
ideas dominated in the number Twke, with a pivotal addition of OM 
Comte, without this discrimination, fastened in some manner also upon the 

(1) Apoealypee lt9naled, No. tQ. 
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to the number of columns in a single sheet superimposing one 
of these sheets Slll'face-wise upon the other, we shall have the 
numerical Cube of five, (the number here chosen as basis), 
which is five ti~es twenty-five or 125. The Morphological 
Analogue of any Numerical Cube whatsoever is then a simple 
Geometrical Cube. This may be made analogous with any 
specific Numerical Cube by marking off the corresponding 
number of divisions upon its side, as feet or inches, for exam
ple, of measurement. 

913. As the Point is the .Analogue of any single Unit, so the 
Line with its measure-marks is the .Analogue of the Numerical 
Column of Units; the Square, divided as the Chess Board or 
Chequer Board, is the .Analogue of the sheet of Columns, and 
Units within the columns of the Sums which is squared by 
.Multiplication, and the Cubic Pile, as constituted of other and 
minor cubes, is the .Analogue of the Numerical Cube. 

914. \Ve return now to the consideration of the GLOBE, the 
CUBE, and the Eoo as the Three First Heads of Concrete 
or Elaborated Form. .As such they constitute· a Department 
of Form which is pre-eminently illustrative of the Principles 
of Organimtion or Concrete Being; the Globe of the Unism, 

number Thirteen, as a governing number. Bee, upon the same subject, the 
writings of St. Pierre, Luke Burke's Mythonomy, and pa.mm, throughout the 
whole body of literature. Tbe number Nine is, as it were, only a more elaborate 
Seven-the mathematical or literal Second Power of Tbree, as Seven is sym
bolically eo, by Abridgment-by Addition substituted for Multiplication. L 1. 

Annotation, c. 1., t. oo:J. 
The f'rame thereof (1) aeemd partly cir- .And twixt them both a quadrate was tho 

culare, base, 
And part t.riangulare ; 0 worke divine I Proportioned equally by seven and nine ; 
Tboee two the first and last proportion~ Nine 1"1'11 the circle 116tt in heaven's 

are; place: 
The one imperfect, mortall, fceminine ; All which comparted made a goodly W.. 
Th' other lmmortall, muculine ; pase (2). 

(1) Tbe lillmall Hod7. (2) Palace of Alma In 8penoer'1 "Fall'J' Qoeen," B. IL o. Is . .,. 91. 
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the Cube of the Duism, (in a Third Power of ascension from 
the Elementary Duism of which the Analogue is the Straight 
Line), and the Egg as the Trinism of this Concrete Domain. 

915. The Globe Figure is then itself the Analogue of a Third 
Power-in a new analogical sense-of Unism in the Primary 
or Incipient Development of the Principle. The Stages here 
are, the PoINT as Basis (or ~'irst Power); the CIRCTLAB 
SURFACE as the Second Power; and the SOLIDITY OF Tm: 

GLOBE as the Third Power. All these are Naturoid. They 
are successive elevations of the general idea of Roundnus 
and of Natwrism, answering to the LINE, the SQUARE SuR
F ACE, and the CUBE for the corresponding Degrees or Powers 
of Straightness, and hence of SC'ientism. The OvoIDULE or 
Egg-shaped .Atom or Germ, the Ovom SURFACE (Membra
noid), and the SoLm Ovom, are the corresponding Degrees 
or Powers of the Trinism (Artoid within Nature) of this Series 
as exhibited below. 

Diaeram. No. 67. 

haturoid. 

• 

916. The reigning Compound Series of Morphic Discrimina
. tions, such as prevails already in Science, is derived from the 
Middle Column of the above Diagram-Scientoid-subsuming 
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as a Basis, and resting upon the Point, t.aken from the First 
Column-Naturoid. The Rule, the Square, and the Cube 
have been instinctively recognized, although never explicitly 
stated, as having relation to Exactitude ; and Exactitude is the 
Spirit of Science. 

917. The following Diagram will again exhibit this reigning 
Series of Geometrical Discriminations now raised numerically 
through a Series of Four Degrees,-borrowing for the purpose 
the mere, Point, as Least Element from the Naturoid Series of 
the preceding Diagram : 

8. 

1. 

Diaa:rn:rn No. 68. 

8oLIDITY.-8oLIDmro& 

SURF ACE. -8UPEJUl'ICIIBllUS, Su:a.

F ACnun:JS. 

Lnm.-LnmsKUB. 

PoINT.-PtmCTillKUS. 

918. We have hitherto, for the most part, considered the 
Point as the Analogue of the Unit, and hence as related to 
Number. But Form itself has, as may be inferred from the 
Diagram, one fourth of its entirety represented by the Point. 
This is Form as constituted of mere points irrespective of lines, 
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surfaces, or solids. This I have denominated the Punclismm 
of Form, and to this we have already given our attention. h ~ 
that department of Form which is well illustnted by the Star.
as they st.and scattered in the Firmament, or by the Stippe 
Work of the Painter, which is a mere aggregation of Points-
the individual Points.repeating, of course, the Units of :Xum
ber. So far as this, it has been previously described ud 
illustrated (t. 603-607). 

919. But further than this, the Punctismus of Form is ~ 
so simple as not to admit an exceedingly important subdiTi
sion. It has three Grand Departments, as follows : 1. Poo
TION, of which the Type is the Single Point; 2. DISTA..."fCT.. cl 
which the Type is Two Points at some degree of remokJlt>'!! 
from each other; and 3. SITUATION, or Relative Positioa c:l 
which the Type is Three Points (usually) adjusk-d equi
distantly by TENDEYCY TO EQuA.TIO:'i. The composition ol 
this last is Position plus Distance. 

920. The next Grand Department of Form, in this re~ 
Series of the Departments of Form, is Lineation or Lim.itati(lfl 
Proper, -or, as a. Department, the Limitation of Form.-« 

. which the Type is the Line. This undergoes a similar ~ 
fold Division, into 1. RECTISM, of which the Type is thf 
Straight Line ; 2. ANGULISM, the Type of which is the Broba 
Line or Angle ; and S. CuRVIS~, or an infinit.e Seri~ <:I. 
Angles brought into reguloidism which is here reprt>SentaliTe 
of the Principle of Rectism in combination with Angul h-"TD.. 

921. The Third Grand Division of Form of this Ordt>r ~ 
SuRFACISM-Apparitional, Phenomenal. Of this the thJ'l"of-
fold distribution gives : 1. SEGMEYTISM, of which the Typira1 
Representative is the Square ; 2. SECTORISM, Typically ~ 
sented by the Equilat.eral Triangle ; and 3. Cmcusx, of .-hid. 
the Type is the Circle, as to its surface or r~. 

922. The Fourth of these important Divisions of Form ~ 
SoLIDISM or Solidity, which subdivides into 1. CrBE-1$X. w. 
the Grand Concrete Type of Rt>gnlarity ; 2. PTilA.llTDISll. « 
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Solid Angulism; S. GLOBISM, the Grand Type of Solid Ro
tundity and of Concrete Entity or Thing. 

923. The Diagram below will exhibit these seveml Sub
divisions of the Domain of Form in their ascending order of 

Diaaram No. 69 • 

3, • "- IOLIDISK. 2, ~ 
(V olame or Tome, Folio, 

Octuo, etc.) 1. D 
0 
~ 

1. D 

S. LIDATIOlf. 
(u- <ii WrltlDc or 

Print>. 

{:;: 
1. 

& (. .J 
1. PUlfCTATIO•. s. . 

(Puctuatioa and Letter-
types) t. 804). 

1. • 

rn Lll'&·Focve or v ODIL 

81Ttlaffolt. (Dlaiuelale4 an4 Belate4 Po· 
81doD). 

Dl«a-. 
..1'8riffoa. e.L 

Onnmentary, t. 923. 1. The immenae significance and importance of 
theee Morpbic Diacriminations will gradually open to the Mind of the student 
of Uoivel'IOlogy. It is not merely nor mainly as developing a new and im· 
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increasing complexity from the Point up to the Cube, if we 
begin the numbering in the margin, and rise to the top of the 
Table. Otherwise, if we descend in the ordinary manner of 
reading a page of printed matter, we have the reverse order of 
decreasing Complexity, from Globe to Atom and Point; from 
Concrete and Corporeal to Abstract and Elementary. (The 
.reader should not forget that the Tables and Dia.ocrrams are 
usually to be read upwards. The Analogies, in the Left. Margin, 
with the Constituents of Literary Matt.er, will aid the Under
standing of the Subject; so of the few suggestive terms in 
Parentheses, on the Right, relating mostly to Ethical Con
siderations.) 

924. In the Fourth and Highest of these Typical Classes of 
Form,-and, then, in all the others by Echo or Correspondence, 
-different classes of effects are produced by different modes 
of combining the Subdivisional Factors of the D~partmenl 
For example, the Cube as Body, and the Pyram1d-whieh 
may be rounded by ARTISTIC MoDIFICATioN into the Dome 
as Roof or Surmounting Addition, -furnish, conjointly, tOO 
Architectural Type, -that of the House, Palace, or Templ~ 
the Residence of the Animal or the Man, of the King, and of 
the God, respectively. The Cube and the Globe Figures, c.om-

mense Science of ~lorphology as such, that their value is to be considered. 
Apart from, and nltogether parnmount to, this dirCct and immediate valoe, 11 ' 

that of these same Forms cu Irieroglypha and Symboll of Ourrupondi119 Prw
ciple1 and La11Ja deuloping in a Oo"apondltVJ grOOatitm of Oompln:ity. and pn
rcribing or gourmng the diatribution,--in pr6CUd Oorrupondentt tcith tlaal Jl'l11"N. - ' 
of all tM Departm.enU and all tM Detaill 111ithin all th~ Department. qf &Uf. ' 
This idea 1s repeatedly insisted upon in the present work, because It will often 
require a new mental training to bring the mind unaccustomed to the suhJl'('{ 
completely mto the ability to aeiz.e the meaning of the statement. As it is the 
Scientific point of view we are now occupying, and a1 &i,enu holJ~ t.M ll'lfM 

GOVERNING relation to all du in tM Unif!tr~ which tM Straight Lina and RigM I 

.Angla of Gt!Qmary hold to tM ku f'egu/,M f <>rm1 pnaenUd by Nature and Arl, it ii; 1 

this Geometrical Variety of Form which is properly denominated Positive, or, I 
in other words, Paramount and Governing in the Domain of Form. I 

I 

I 
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bined by interblending, furnish the Type, as previously 
shown, (Dia. 47, t. 775), of the Egg, the Embryo and Vital 
Representative of the Animal, the Human, or the Divine, 
Inhabitant of the Edifice, or Tabernacle, or Dwelling-Place. 
The intervening Pyramid, as Scala, or Beak, or Staircase, 
the Graduated Ascension from a Base, like that of the Cone, 
to a point as its .Apex, or of Descent, as from the .Apex to 
the Base of a Cone ; or from the Centre of a Globe to a Plane 
cutting its Surface as Base,-is representative of the State, 
or Career of Development, of the Individual or Race through 
a Hierarchy of Rank, from the dust of the earth and the 
worm, up to the Supreme Central Type of Perfection. This 
in the Natural Order of Evolution coincides with the .Ascen
sion of the Staircase ; the Logical Order finds its .Analogy 
in the Counter-direction to that of Descent (t. 6). 

925. Edi.flee, Tent, Tabernacle, Skrine or Arena; the Di-
1Jinity or Inhabitant occupying tke Skrine; and tke Career 
of Achie1Jement, Dignity, and Rank,-are thus Three Grand 
Aspects of the Development of all Being, so symbolized by 
the Morphic Combinations here brought into view. The term 
Hierarchy, which means, literally, no more than a Priestly 
Order of G01Jernment, has been adopted and expanded to 
mean, in Sociological parlance, and then as a Technicality or 
Universology, any Scheme or Scale of Ascending, Descend
ing, and Correlated Dignities and Ranks, as that of the 
Inferior and Superior Officers in an .Army or the State ; and so 
even with reference to Inferior and Superior Orders of Develop
ment in any Department of Nature or in. any Plan of Organi
zation whatsoever. 

926. But it remains now to be stated, that all that is exhibited 
in the preceding Diagram is a mere .Abstract from the real 
Exhaustive Scheme of the Basic Distribution of the Grand 
Domain of Form, (the Morphismus). The following sched
ule will intimate the Method and Scope of the larger and 
truly Universological Distribution, which in subsequent works 

43 
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of Detail, may and will be earned out with exactitude and 
minuteness into all its various branches : 

1. The UNISMUS OF Fonx, (or, technically, of the Mor
phismus), is THE PoINT with its Varieties and Modifications, 
(for even the Point is by Mctap11ysical Analysis capable of 
Infinite V ariety),-the Point standing representatively for the 
entire Punctismus of the Morphismus (t. 603-607). 

2. The DUISMUB OF FORM is THE LINE representative of 
the Liniismus of the Morphismus (t. 603). These two are the 
Elementismus of Form. 

3. The TnrNISMUB OF FoRM is Elaborate Form which 
bifurcates into 1. Solid Form ; and, 2. Superficial Form or 
Surface Form (t. 538). 

927. Dismissing for the present the Unismus and the Triifil. 
mus in the Scale, let us pursue the . distribution of the Duis. 
mus or Liniismus of Form. 

1. The UNISMUS or-substituting the Principle for the 
Domain, we will now say-the UNISM of Form is Tm: 
STRAIGHT LINE; 2. The DUISM of the Line is THE BBOKU 

or DEFRACTED LINE ; and, 3. The TRINISM of the Line is Tm: 
CunvE, which involves the Principle of the Angle or Break in 
its Continuous Deviation from Straightness, and involves the 
Principle of Straightness by the Regularity (or Reguloidnes:;, 
t. 520) of the Curvature (t. 517, 518). It appears now that 
the Exhibit made in Dia. No. 13, t. 533, is also no more than 
an Abstract of this more ample Distribution. 

928. Dismissing the Unism and Duism, let us pursue the 
Trinism of this last Sea.le. 

1. The UNISM of the Curve is THE CURVE OF SINGLE 
CURVATURE; 2. The DUISM of the Curve is THE CURVE OF 

DouBLE CuRv ATURE; and, 3. The TRINISM of the Curve i<= 

THE SPIRAL, which in the respect in which it differs from the 
Helix, is properly A CURVE OF TRIPLE Cunv A TURE (t 63'1). 

929. Dismissing, in this instance, the Second and the Third 
Branch of the Distribution, let us pursue the Subdivisions of 
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the Curve of Single Curvature ; that is to say, of the Curve 
which lies wholly in the Same Plane. 

1. TnE UNISM of THE CURVE OF SINGLE CURV .ATURE is 
the SIMPLE or CIRCULOID CURVE, or, in other words, THE ARC 
OF A CIRCLE ; 2. The Durs:M of this Curve is the SERPENTINE 
or Hogarth's "Line Qf Beauty, which also subsumes the Rec
tism of the Straight Line, and is itself, therefore, at the same 
time, a Trinism relatively to that more radical connection 
(t. 520) ; while yet in respect to mere Curvature it is Duismal, 
involving doubleness, on the one hand, and converseness, on 
the other, of Simple Curvation; 3dly and finally, The Tru
YISM of THE CURVE OF SINGLE CURVATURE ascends still 
higher than Hogarth's Line into the Realm of Art and Beauty. 
It is the Simple or Circuloid Curve adjoined as a Head to the 
Serpentine as a Trunk or Trail, precisely as the Point a<ljoincd 
as Head to the Line as Trunk produces Tke .Anthropoidule, or 
as Head adjoined to Trunk produces Tke.Antkropoid, (t. 881), 
wlrlch is representative of Anthropomorphism, universally. 
This pre-eminently artistic Compound Line of Beauty, the 
Nature and Elements of which have not, as I am aware, been 
previously defined, is favorably illustrated in the Outline of 
the N eek and Back conjointly of the .Arabian Horse and other 

Diaiira:rn. No. 70. 

Trinum of th1 Ou"" of Simpk Curtature. 

high-blooded Horses. The Arch of the Neck is the Arc of a 
Circle, and the Head of the Compound Curve in question. 
This declines into the Serpentine of the Back and Croup which 
is the Trunk or Trail of the Curve. The accompanying Diagram 
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completes the illustration. The Principle of ARTISTIO MoDI
FICA.TION (t. 515) intervenes to modify the Theoretical Elements 
of the Curve. The Curve• abuts on the Straight Line which 
represents the Head of the Horse. 

930. The Elementary character of the present work forbids 
to do more than merely to open up this immense field of Sci
entific investigation ; the Exhaustive Scientific Distribution of 
the Elements and Infinitive Varieties of Naturio, Scientic, and 
Artistic Form. I must not dismiss the Subject, however, after 
this mere initiation, without especiri.lly emphasizing the fact 
that, if this immense Distribution were completed, it would 

constitute no more than the Science qf Morpko'logy as ELABO

RATED FROM TilE PRINCIPLES OF UNIVERSOLOGY. It would 

still not be Universo'logy itself, which is something yet vastly 
great.er in Character and Scope than all this. Uni7Jersol,ogy 
in respect to Form treats not qf the Forms AS suou, but of 
THE MEANING or SIGNIFICANCE of the Forms, TYPICALLY, "' 

as they Ecno TO Corresponding De?;e'lopments qf NumlJer, 
of :JfetaphysicaZ or Logical and Moral Principles, qf ~ 
'logical Principles, and the like, throughout e7Jery Depart
ment qf Being. It is the CoMPAROLOGY of all these tllr<>U[JA 
the aid of Typical Forms as Patterns or Norm.al Ideas whicll 
constitutes IT the Science qf UNIVERSOLOGY. EVERY v ARIETY, 

ELEMENT, AND ASPECT OF FonM, 1~ THE UTMOST INFDITIY 
OF ITS POSSIBLE DEVELOPMENT, IS THE TYPE, SYMBOL, OR 

HIEROGLYPH OF A PRECISELY CORRESPONDING ·pRINCIPLE 

IN EVERY SPHERE AND DEPARTMENT OF TIIE ENTIRE U:~n

VERSE. The Explicated and Systematized Kn011Jledge Qf al./ 
this pertains to, and is again, the Science <>f UmvERSoLOGr 
itself ( t. 3, 59, 70, 136, 137, 153, 159, 165, 183, 443, 835). 

931. The Free-Mason has instinctually wrought symbolically 
at the construction of the Temple ; the far-reaching genius of 
Fourier saw all Humanity, in the coming Age of High Ilar· 
mony, as Phalanxes of Consociated Individuals Collectivel.y 
inhabiting Innumerable M3.i:,<11lificent Palaces ; and the vision 
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of the Seer of Patmos, more poetically inspired than all others, 
discerned the beatific Structure of Human Society in the 
Future, as both an Edifice and a City descending out of 
Heaven, and having the dimensions of a regular Architectural 
Plan (a. 54, t. 204, 286, 287, 423, 425; c. 1-3, t. 453, 587, 903, 
(Dia. 9), 905, 909, 922, 924, 948, 1015-1030). 

932. The POINT is the Analogue of Position, or of the Posit
ing of our Thought ; it may be merely in blank space, or in 
imagination even ; so that it converges upon, and occupies, as 
it were, one Centre or Place, as when we attend to anything 
whatsoever; whence it also happens that the Point is repre
sentative of a Unit, Entity, or Single Instance of Being, and 
hence of Thing, Object, or Individual. But it is Pure Thing 
or Object, irrespective of any quality, property, attribute, or 
relation other than this one of Position it.self. Such is the 
Process of Tkinging and Thinking l that is to say, of Indi
'Did-ualizing, in Pure Reality or in mere Thought. It is this 
which the intelligent Phrenologist means by the action of the 
Organ of Individuality, which he locates directly on the Mid 
or Median Line of the Forehead, slightly above the root of the 
Nose. The Natural Language of this organ, he would inform 
us, is the knitting of the brow, when we att:end, externally. In 
£he action of this Organ is the Incipiency of all Intellectual 
Function ; the Point being in respect to it, as in respect to Ex
ternal Form, the Starting-point and Least Element of Distinc
tion, prior even to Delineation (De-LIN-eation). 

933. Immediately below this point in the Brow, and to the 
right and left along the superciliary ridge or eyebrow, the 
Phrenologist again locates a series of mental faculties which 
collectively he denominates Perception, or the Perceptive Or
gans of the Head. Perception means collection or gathering 
together, and primarily of Points, as con.<rtituting Lines, Sur
faces, etc. In French they say, the perception of rents, in the 
same sense as in English we speak of the collecti<m of money 
or debts. The first stage in the Collectiveness of Points is the 
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Category of Distance, which is denoted elementarily, as shown 
in the Diagram, by Two Points, which must of course be col
lected in the thought, or perceived conjointly, while yet they 
remain distant, (Lat. di, stans, STANDING AS-;JNDER), in order 
that we have an apprehension of Distance. Buchanan. in 
singular accordance with this idea, adds to the Ordinary List 
of the Organs of Perception a Phrenological Organ of " Dis
tance " at the side of the root of the nose, and adjoining the 
better recognized Organ of " Form." 

934. The Two-Points art', as I have said and repeated, the 
Universal Analogue of Distance ; as the Three-Points are so 
of Situation, which last is Distance in connection with Position 
or mere Centre. Then comes the LINE, which is the type of 
Lineation ; and Lineation or De-lineati<m is Form proper, or 
Figure, or Outline. The phrenological Organ of '' Form " is 
placed inmost along the Brow, or contiguous to the side of the 
root of the Nose. That of Situation I shall account for else
where. 
· 935. Then comes SURFACE. This is represented by Color, 

as the basis of superfldal or Surface-wise Phenomenality or 
Appearance. The phrenological Organ of" Color," if located 
in strict accordance with thls occult truth, would occur next 
outwardly along the Brow, but, by a subtle operation of 
the dance of positions which reverses the Abstract in the 
Concrete, and which has reversed the relative positions of 
Distance and Form, it occurs actually further out than the 
Organ of "'Veight." Buchanan interposes in the same 
group, but lower down, between the angle of the eye and the 
nose, an Organ of "Size." This is only the Globose aspect 
of Form, and seems related to Space, and to the Organ which 
other phrenologists have located above the superciliary ridgP, 
and have denominated "Locality." · 

936. The Organ of " Weight" then comes in as represenfa.. 
tive of SoLIDITY, the next of these Morphic Degrees above 
Surface. Solids and Pondera.bles are basically related to each 
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other, not that Solids are the only bodies which are pondera. 
ble, but that the given body in its solid consistency is pro
portionally more ponderous~ it is in its liquid and gaseous 
state. · 

937 • .All these Discriminations and Groupings of these phre
nological Organs have been made, hitherto, in a purely em
pirical way, that is to say, guided by no other Principle than 
Observation ; and yet the reader, I think, cannot fail to be 
struck by their general coincidence with the proper results of 
that radical analysis above instituted, Universologically, and 
which concerns the PoiNT, the LINE, the SURFACE, and the 
SOLID. 

938. We have now exhausted, in this comparison, what is 
contained in the fourfold discrimination of the preceding Dia· 
gram ; but as yet we have only partially exhausted the Organs 
of Perception, which the phrenologists have located along the 
Brow. I have mentioned the Organ of "Size" supplied by 
Buchanan, and its natural association with " Locality" and 
hence with SP.ACE. He also locates at the outer side of the 
eye an Organ of "Force;" that is to say, of the Perception 
of Force or Dynamic Phenomena. This is at the base, in like 
manner, of the sense of Turn, which word he also employs as 
the name of an Organ above this one, and above the super
ciliary ridge, and by the side of that which the other phreno
logists have denominated "Locality" (-SP ACE). 

939. Let us now substitute, for our present purpose, the 
names Extension and Protension for these Organs of Size or 
Locality and Force, and we have at once the Spacic Idea and 
that of Tke Urgency forward in 'l'ime as a Current of EtJents, 
with which-coupled with each other as the joint Negative 
Ground of all Being-the Universological student is now al
ready familiar (t. 9). Space and Time are, in other words, 
the Negative Containers of that SOLIDITY which has as its 
single analytical elements, Po1NTS, LINES, and SURF Ac-m. 

940. Finally, " Order" and " Calculation" finish out, as 
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Phrenological Organs, the range of Perceptive Organs, if we 
except "Music'' and "Language," which being something 
more ·than mere Perception, are placed, both of them, by 
B~chanan at the outer angle of the Brow. These will be noticed 
presently (t. 943). 

941. "Order" is the Seriality or Ordinality, and "Calcula
tion" is the Grouping, Summation, or Cardinality with which 
the reader or student has been rendered already familiar 
(Dia. No. 45, t. 670). 

942. It appears then that the four attributions of Form con
tained in the Diagram-PoINT, LINE, SURFACE, and SoLID
are still of a partial character in this, that they are Entica.I and 
Unismal, or such as relate mainly to the one object; and that 
there is another Variety of Form which corresponds to them as 
N egatoid, Relational, and Duismal, or such as concerns in pre
ponderance Various Objects in their Co-ordination with each 
other. SPACE and TIME coincide with the Unismal Order of 
these Discriminations ; GROUPS and SERIES with the DuismaL 

943. Finally, the Trinismal Combination of both classes of 
these properties and conditions of Form,-Entical and Rela
tional,-and of the Laws of Movement as measured by Form, 
constitutes Harmony ; and Harmony, when expressed in lan
guage or Sound, is Musrn. The phrenologists have then, in 
striking accordance with these deep analytical discriminations, 
located the organ of "Music" at the termination, or, as it 
were, at the head of the Series of Organs which we l1ave been 
investigating, just beyond the outer angle of the Brow. Here 
also Buchanan places the Organ of " Language," and also a 
distinct Organ of "Sound," while former phrenologists have 
located the Organ of "Language " farther forward, in the 
Perceptive Range, and back, as it were, of the eye itself. · 

044. It is proper here to observe that Buchanan, who is the 
discoverer of Psychometry and Psycho-Neurology, and almost 
the Founder of Monanthropology, bas corrected the Gallian 
System of Phrenology, and advanced the knowledge of it very 
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greatly by partially abandoning mere Oranioscopy, or "the 
Reading of Bumps," and substituting, in a great measure, 
the Psycho-Neurological method, that of "Magnetizing" the 
different organs or localities of the Head, and observing the 
mental manifestations which are, in sensitive subjects, regu-
larly evoked by that process. · 

040. But the inethod of Buchanan in Phrenology, like that 
of his predecessor Gall, is still merely empirical, observational, 
or inductive. Universology will revolutionize Phrenology and 
Monanthropology, by introducing a totally new element, Ana
lytical and Scientismal; one which will be to the mental 
Geography of the Brain and Head, .and, in a secondary sense, 
to that of the Trnnk or Whole Body also, what Scientific Geo
graphy is to the mere Naturismal Knowledges of the traveller, 
who observes and classifies his observations with no knowledge 
of any equator or poles of the Earth, and consequently with 
none of any degrees of Latitude and Longitude, nor of any 
mathematical method of determining distances, climate, etc. 

946. Universological Phrenology begins at the opposite end 
from merely observational investigation by any of the methods, 
and determines, a priori, the DESIGN, so to speak, Qf Nature 
in tlte Mathematical Outlay Qf the Head. The mental mani
festations associated with different localities are then merely 
the natural climatic inff,uences, so to speak, pr<Yperly to be 
anticipated, analcgically, from the mathematical relation Qf 
the parts. 

947. This new Scientismology Qf Phrenology does not dis
pense with the Naturismology which is Observational, any 
more than the scientific outlay of the blank Globe, by its lines 
of latitude and longitude, dispenses with the insertion of the 
natural features of the land and water. It only correlates, 
measures, and go1Jerns them, and furnishes a new method o/ 
,.apidly attaining lo a higher and distinctly dijf erent unrler
standing Qf the Slibject. What this new a priori and pure 
or transcendental scientific element thus effects for Phreno-
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logy, it also ejf ects in similar degree FOR ALL OF nn: Ex
PIRICAL OB INDUCTIVE SCIENCES. It will also furni!h a 
sufficient and satisfactory answer to the criticism upon Phre
nology from the side of the Physiologists, including the other
wise very damaging a88ault upon the Gallian System made 
by Sir Wm. Hamilton. (1 ). 

948. If now, recurring to Point, Line, Surface, and Solii. 
we omit the Point, which we have previously borrow~ u i1 
were, from the Naturi.smus as a basis, we retain the t.bret 
Scientismal degrees, the Line, Surface, and Solid. These C(W

respond with the three dimensions, LENGTH, BREADDI ud 
TnrcKTH, (thickness), Element.a of Form and Being which 
will figure very largely in the ulterior exposition of Universol
ogy. They in turn correspond. with the Length, the Breadth. 
and the Height of the Celestial City as seen by John tbt 
Revelator, which were equal, and each twel1Je thousand fur
longs in extension (L 54, t. 204, 274, 276, 424, c. t. 453 .. 
Equality is the Basic Idea qf all Science, and Twelve is tbt 
highest or most developed and elaborate of "the Sacred Nam
bers" of which One, (1), Three, (3), with the Subdominante 
of Four, (4), and Seven, (7), with a Subdominant Fin·~ (f.i. 
are the Elementary Factors (c. 8, t. 503). Th~ are tht..~ num
bers which predominate in Music. One is the Tonic, rep~ 
tative of Unison, Seven fills the Octave as Diatonic, which b'f 
the intercalation of Five semi-tones carries us up to the 'rwl:'ht' 
Chromatic Notes or Tones, and complet.es the Scale. Tbt-rt 
are three Plenary Chords within the Octave, with an ambig
uous admission of a Fourth as the Tonic of the Octan 
above. A similar overlapping carries the Seven up to E.ighl. 
and the Twelve to Thirteen. 

949. Music is Harmony in the large and inclusive, not in 
narrow and technical sense of the term. Music is, accord.in& 
to Fourier, the only one of the Harmonies of Nature which bu 

(1) Leclm'ell oa KetapbJSla u4 Lacie : Appen4la. 
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been hitherto discovered. According to him also, the Passions 
or Motor Forces of the Human Soul are-and by a higher 
echo of the same analogy, the normal Groupings and Seriation 
of Individuals in a Harmonic Society, such as it is the destiny 
of man to enjoy on earth, are to 'be-distributed in exact echo 
to the Musical Law. 

950. This Series of Numbers 1 3 (4) 5 7 (8) 12 (13) with 
some complications and additions among the higher numbers, 
iricluding especially the number 32, constitute what ·Fourier 
furnishes us, with little more of proof than what is found in 
the relation of these Numbers to Music, as the Pivotal Num
bers of all the Higher Harmonies in the Distributions of Na
ture, and as the guide for our own Construction and artistic 
effects in the Harmonic Reorganization of Society ( c. 8, t. 503). 

951. There is a striking validity in the Semi-Scientific intui
tions of Fourier which the graver and more positive method of 
Universology will vindicate, rectify, and enlarge. It is true 
that "the Law of the Series distributes t11e Harmonies ;" but 
the particular Series of Numbers here brought into view, as a 
Series or Pivots or Governing Numbers, is but a fragment of 
the subject, and has had hitherto no positive or scientific basis 
on which to rest. This subject will be resumed elsewhere in 
a new connection, and will begin to be placed upon a more 
satisfactory basis (t.1028, 1029, 1031-1033). 

952. The remainder of this Chapter will be Transitional 
from Abstract Form to the Actual Cosmos, from the Basic 
Outline to the Structural Outline of Uni>ersolugy. It will be 
also in a measure miscellaneous, owing to the exigency for 
abridgment in this elementary work. It will first complete the 
cons;deration or Form by introducing its higher and final dis
tribution8. It will then treat of Direction, as a Superior De
partment of Limitation (or of Form in the larger sense) to 
mere Figure or Form (in the minor sense). It will then con
clude with a cursory consideration of Arto-Philosophy which 
has as yet so little development, and for which we are so little 
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prepared at present that it is not necessary to assign to it a 
separate chapter. 

953. The GLOBE, the CUBE, and the EGG were shown, in what 
precedes to be in a certain sense the First Head.s of F<.11"& It 
has appeared, however, alSOJ that they are elementary of tm

crete Organization only, and that there are More .Analytiml 
Elements of Form below them and from which they a.n
de.tived; namely, the POINT and CIBCLE-SUBFACE beJol' 
the GLOBE, the STRAIGHT LINE and the SQUARE below \ht 

CUBE, etc. 
954. It is now to be observed that each of these HE9ds <i 

Form, wh~ther Concrete or Abstract, has a Trunk, Train. er 
Ulterior Backlying ~nsion or Succession of Form, ~om
sponding to, and depending from it as Head. The Point. t.t 
example, has its Line or Series of Points, or the two combined. 
and so of the Circle and Globe, which furnish a ribbon-likt 

D iaara1n No. 71. • 

stulL • 0 ~ Lt 

i 
t • > 

• 0 () El Pel via. 

or cylinder-like extension. This Continuation may then ~ 
broken into successive disconnected or connected Cin.-1('5 or 
Globes; so of the Cube, which furnishes the Prism or Seri~« 
Cubes. The accompanying Diagram will give a sufficient idea 
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or these discriminations, and will contribute thus farther to fix 
the conception of the Head Types of Form, as First Heads or 
Prima Oapita ; and as, the ref ore, typical of PRINCIPLES of 
Being, as distinguished from the extension of Principles into 
the domain of their Oonsequences, or the successive applica
tions in the continuity of their operation. Principles are 
again Oardinal and Spaeic, as contrasted with Oontinuity 
of Operation, wkich is Ordinal and Tempie (c. 5, t. 9). 

955. PRINCIPLES are C.A.trsES, and SEQUENCES or CoN
BEQUENCES are EFFECTS. Natural Causes lie below and back 
of their Consequences, and push them outwards and upwards 
in~ existence. The operation is a tergo or from behind and 
below. It is the push, as contrasted with the pull (t. 622). 
The Natural Causation of the Man lies accordantly in the 
Loins of l1is Father, or of his Ancestors. The Pelvis is the 
Counter-Head of the Skeleton, in which is placed, or to which 
is appended, this natural causation of the Man in his develop
ment in time. The N a.tural Order is primarily from below, 
upwards. 

956. Logical Causes lie aborJe and before their Consequences, 
and draw or pull the Chain of their Effects aftRr them; or they 
a.ct reflectively upon the natural train of events. The opera
tion 'is a fronte or from aborJe and before. The Domain of 
Logical Causation, or Reasoning is therefore the Head of the 
Man, which leads the Body, or else acts reflectively upon and 
through it, by a counter-push or exertion to the primitive 
push of the Natural Order. The Brain, the Organ within the 
Head specifically entrusted with this Logical or Reflective 
Causation, is lodged in the Skull as the counter-pivot of the 
Pelvis and the Loins below. Intervening between these two 
Pivots or Heads of the Skeleton, there are then placed in the 
construction of the spinal column of man twenty-four ver
tebne, or little skulls or pelvises. The measuring number 
is twelve,-the ruling sacred number of Structure or Constrnc
tion,-but this is repeated by the conjoining, end to end, of the 
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two series ; the natural series of twelve, with the Pelvis as its 
Head below, and the logical or rational series of twelve, with 
its Head above it. 

957. The Skeleton is the framework, or form-giving depart
ment of the Body, that which is therefore pre-eminently typical 
of Type Forms, or of Architectural Plan, in the Primitive 
Outlay of the Body. Christ explained, when he had affirmed, 
"If the Jews destroyed this Temple, he would rebuild it in 
three days," that he spoke of the "Temple of bis Body." 
(t. ). 

958. These important considerations are merely glanced at 
here, and must not be expanded. They will be resumed else
where. The accompanying Diagram will, however, exhibii the 

DiaQ;ra:m. No. 72. 

Figure 1. tngure t. 

Typical, and, so to speak, Primitive Mode of the Successive 
Combination of the Globe- and Cube-Figures, in the Construc
tion of any portion of the Vertebral Column. Even the dupli-
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cated Egg-Figure is not wanting (Fig. 3). Surfaces are sub
stituted represent.atively for the Solids. 

959. The point now of importance is to furnish a clear per
ception to the reader of the tact that the Globe, the Cube, and 
the Egg-Figure correspond typically with the Domain of 
Beginnings and Ji}n,ds, or of Incipient and Final, or of · 
Natural and Rati,onal CAUSES, in the Universe of Being at 
Large; which Domain afterwards reappears, or is reproduced 
in the Trains of Consequences resulting from those Causes, 
which have in them still the Primitive Causes, by echo or cor
respond;mce. Hence Philosophy, whether Natural or Scien
tific, may in preponderance dispense with the consideration of 
the Effects in detail, whenever it can arrive at the knowledge 
of Causes ; or, what is the same thing, of Principles, as the 
Fountains or Starting-points of Lawo, which going out from 
those Principles, as rays from a centre, permeate, (more pro
perly trans-pierce), and distribute all the particulars of Being. 

960. Natural Causes are related to the Pelvis and to the 
Natural Seat or Fundamentum of the Body, and Rational 
Causes to the Brain, Skull, and Head. Embryology, the pro
cesses of which proceed within the Pelvis, is, in like manner, 
as Agassiz has discovered and proven, an epitome of the total 
physiological development in its largest career, that is t-0 say, 
of the whole Animal Kingdom, as an Organismus ; and the 
Head, Skull, and Bra.in, as investigated by Phrenology, are 
representative of the corresponding Monanthropological dis
tribution of the Trunk or the entire Body. Natural Canscs 
thns ascend from the Trunk to t11e Head for their Domain of 
Effects, and Rational Causes descend from the Head to the 
Trunk for their Domain of Effects. This last is also what 
Swedenborg means when he affirms that Principles reside in 
the Brains, and that Principiates (Thin~ effected by Princi
ples or preceding from them) reside in the Body (or Trunk). (1). 

(1) Dlvh, J,,,., ., a:t4 Wh hm, lh 000. 
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Buchanan has bestowed the name Sarcognomy upon this 
Secondary Distribution of the Torso and Limbs into Regions 
responsive to Correspondential Regions in the Phrenological 
Distribution of the Head (t. 5). 

961. vVe may, therefore, then, for the most part, dismiss the 
direct consideration of the Trains or Trails of Form, which 
depend upon the respective Head Forms, and confine our 
attention to the Head Forms themselves. This dismissal refers, 
however, mqre largely to Free or Unmeasured Series of Suc
cession. There are certain Measured Series which assume an 
importance only second to that of the Head Forms them
selves (t. 1032). These, indeed, as Head Forms of a new order, 
institute a New Order of Form more complex than the simple 1 

Head Forms and the Trains-of-Consequence-Forms which are 
dependent on them. They tire, in other words, the Heads of 
a New Order of Morphic Trains or Consequence-Forms equal 
to, or exceeding in importance, those hitherto considE>l'fd. 

962. To aid the understanding of what is meant in tlie pre
ceding paragraph, the observation should now be made, that 
the Simple Head Forms, namely, the Globe, the Cube, and 
the Egg Form, relate primarily and in preponderance to Cos
mical Phenomena, (the \Vorld), as distinguished from Anthrop
kal Phenomena, (Man), which last is a higher and more com- , 
plex Domain as shown by the Typical Tableau of Existence 
(Dia. No. 2, t. 41). 

003. It has been shown already that the Globe, the Cube, 
and the Egg Form all concur in the conception, which, by the 
Laws of Thought, we render to ourselves of the shape of the , 
Entire Universe; and, in a minor sense, of the single world 
which we inhabit (t. 790). Cosmical or World-like ideas are, 
therefore, those over which these Simple or Elementary Head ' 
Forms symbolically preside. In other words, this is the Basic 
and Elementary Domain of Concrete or Constructive Form 
which we may also denominate Ovarian (Eggish or Egg-like); 
as tke Oosmos or World is to Man, what the pr<Yper Egg, tlwt 
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is to say, tke Yolk, is to tke Eml>ryo, namely, a Basis and 
Fonnt.ain of Sustenance, from which he derives his life and 
its means of enlargement and growth. 

964. Anthropic o.r Man Form is, therefore, Eml>ryotic or 
Germ Form, as contrasted with Cosmic or World Form, which 
is Ooarian or Egg Form. The World is an Egg, and Man is 
the Chick germinating from it, analogically or corresponden
tially speaking. 

965. We thus pass up to the consideration of Anthropic 
Form, or to that variety of Form which repeats the Human 
Figure, and which is the higher department of Head Forms 
just alluded to. (This has concealed within itself a sub
ordinate measured Series of Train-like or Successional Form 

DiaQ:ram No. 73. 

Figure t. Figure t. Figure a. 

SmoLE hn'EoBAL. FRACTIONAL OR 8Eerto1'om. SUlOU.TIVE on GBOUPUL. 

TM Indfoidual. .Tad Part1 and .Membtr1. .Tad Fumilg. 

-the Vertebrre). All this will be better undrrsfood by intro
ducing at once a Diagram giving the several "f'arieties of this 
new Department of Head Forms, explaining subsequently 
their Anthropological Analogies 

44 
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966. Figure 1 of the Di8.oo-ram denotes simply Man, as he ap
pears when externally inspeck'<l, and considered merely with 
reference to the general fact that the Form of the Body is 
in some sense analogically related to the· Function of the 
Mind. This Figure is therefore correspondential with that Do
main of Being, which furnishes the Science of Monanthro
pology, the leading Branch of which is Phrenology, the reJa.. 
tions of which to Universology have been already in part 
explained (see Index w. Monanthropology). In part, they 
will be resumed and treated of more extensively in the Struc
tural Outline and elsewhere. 

967. Figure 2 of the Diagram represents the Human Body, 
as sectionized or cut into quarters,. this degree of SubdiYision 
as representa.tive of all further anatomizing. This corresponds 
then with the Subjective or Interior treatment of the Body, 
and therefore with Anatomy and Physiology, as branches of 
the Science which is also cam~d Physiology, in the larger sense, 
and sometimes also Biology, and which is usually associated 
with the Medical Science of Man as hitherto ordinarily under· 
stood. ( c. 2, t. 5.) 

068. By a still further echo of Analogy, this Figure is also 
the Type of the Domain of Psychology or the Science of the 
Soul as subjectively studied ; for it is one of the most striking 
and important revelations of Universology, by TIIE TYPICAL 

REPRODUCTION OF TIIE SUBJECTIVE rn THE OBJECTIVE \V ORLD, 

(t. 379), that tlie Structure of tlte Mind exactly repeats the 
Structure of tlte Body, Jfember for Jf eml>er, System far 
System, and Tissue for Tissue, dmcn to tlte least Fibre and 
Oell of the Oompound Being. Ecery Sdence, tkeref ore, u:Jtich 
relates to tke Body has a corresponding Science which relates 
to tlte Mind, aruJ, the same Symbol is alike applicable /() 
both, (and, so also, the same word, in the new Language, .Al· 
wa.to, with a mere change of Prefix.) 

969. vVhat Figure 1 is therefore to the Exterior Inspection 
of the Body, and the Objective Study of Mind-PhreM-
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logical-Figure 2 is to the Interior Anatomy, Analysis, and 
Functions of the Body, and to the Subjective Study of Mind
p sychowgi,cal. 

970. Figure 3 of the Diagram represents Tm: F .AMILY 

GnouP-the Yan and the Woman as Parents, the Boy and 
the Girl as Son and Daughter, and the Baby or Infant in the 
arms of the Mother, as the pivot or nod.us of the Unity of the 
Family. 

971. Tke Family Group is the Indl1Jidual <YT Lowest Con
stituent Element, the .Atom, as it were, 'or Primary Cell of 
that Department of Being which we call Oollecti1Je HumanUy, 
and which furnishes the Science of Sociology, of which it is, 
therefore, representatlce. It is, in other words, the Primary 
Cell of the Social Organismus, or the Least Constituent Ele
ment of the " Gmnd Man " of Swedenborg, " Le Grand 
Etre" of Comte, the "Social Harmony" of Fourier, the 
"Social Organism" of Spencer, and of "The Church" the 
Elected, Regenerated, and Purified Humanity, which is to be, 
according to the Revelation of John, the Glorified Bride of 
the Lord. 

972. It will be observed that the Internal Sectionizlng <YT 

Quartering of the Body, in Figure 2, repeats the External 
Olass Sepatation of the Indl1Jiduals of the Group in Figure 3, 
exactly as the Internal Sectionizing into Fra.ctions Qf the 
Single Unit repeats the .Addition of Integers or of Whole
Nu'lTi/Jer- Units which coostitute the corresponding Sum. 
PHYSIOLOGY .AND PSYCHOLOGY ARE, .ACCORDINGLY, THE SUB

J"EOTIVE, .AND SocIOLOGY THE 0B.JECTIVE SCIENCE OF l\f.AN. 

Monanthropology is then the Intermediative and TranslatiM 
Department between these two, relating and interpreting them 
to each other, precisely as the Single and Central Unit stands 
related to the World of Fractions interior to itself, on the one 
hand, and to the outer \Vorld of Integers upwards and on
wards to infinity, on the other. It is, therefore, a Central, 
and 1'1.JPical Domain of the Total Science of .Anthr<>poWflY. 

' .. 'f 
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973. The ulterior and final applications and importance c.f 
these abstruse indications can only be glanced at here. 

974. The Right and Left Sides Qf the Body, Figure 2, re
peat the Male and Female Sides of Society, represented by 
the Man and the Boy on the one hand, and by the 'Voman 
and the Girl, on the other hand, in Figure 3. 

975. The Head of the single Figw-e (Figure 2) repeats tlu 
Iefant Child of Figw-e 3, the child recently a f o:tus, reptaf,
ing the OfJ'Um Q1' egg, in a higher stage merely of <]el)el<Yp'llU:1lL. 
These represent, in turn, Logical and Scientiftc Principla, or 
Reason, or Mind, for the Head, and Natural Principles<! 
Germination and Growth, for the In/ant (Jkild. 111,e lb:.u> 
is, theref Q1'e, in an especial sense, the Type and Represen
tnii'Ce of SCIENCE and Q/ MIND, and hence of the Domain of 
Psychology, while the TRUNK or BoDY PROPER of the single 
individual is the Type and Representative of N.ATURF., of 
Matter, and hence of the Domain of Physiology; Psychology 
and Physiology both being united, as we have previously seen 
under the symbolism of the Single Human Body anatomizai 
fQ1' interw Q1' sUbJecti1Je inspection ,·-Figure 2. 

976. The almost sexless frotus, (sex is only properly de
veloped at puberty), is the Analogue of the Science of &cial 
Embryology which is the Science of Society as it is, and lta1 
been, previously to its proper birth int.o Intellectual, Spiritual, 
and Social Harmony. This includes the commonplace Eci
ences which relate to Social Affairs, as Politics, Political Ethics. 
Theories of Government,-not guided by any Scientific knowl
edge of the Law of Organization,-Political Economy, Sta

tistics, etc. 
977. The remainder of the Family Group, after excluding 

the infant, (or fcetns), is then the type or representative of 
Sociology in its higher stages of developm.ent, in the Scientific 
Reorganization of Society under the knowled,ge and guidantt 
of the Harmonic Laws affecting the t.otal arrangement of all 
Human Affairs;· the Adult.oid stage of Sociological Science. 
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978. The Rigltt Side Qf tile Body is the Analogue ot the 
Po1ilirc and Jfas<.ndine Si<le qf Society, which is public and 
acth-t', and is associated by juxtapo~ition with the H.ight !fund 
as the Type of Activity, Execution, and Powl•r. 

970. The Left Side Q/ tke Body is the Analogue of tlte .J.Yega
lire and Feminine Side of Society, which is l'l•tiring and sym
pathetic, and which is associated with the lleart aud with tho 
Left Arm, as that with which the Mother most habitually 
encircl('S the Child. 

9Mt>. The Upper Half Q/ Ike Body abo\·e the diaphragm or 
tho girdle, Figure 2, J'l•pn..>Sents by Analogy, tke Adults qf tlte 
Family Group, tho Father and the Mother, and thcncc•, An
cestors or &•niors, Figure 3 ; and tlte Lower Jlalf, or all that 
is beneath the girdle, represents tlte C!ltildren, and thus Poi· 
krity, or Juniors, derinid from the loins. ThL-se last are 
called Descendmds in the language of the LGw, as contrastL'<l 
with A8Cerulants who nro the Pan•nt:-J, Elders, and Anct-stry 
gen<>mlly. &•niors ~in corn:8pond with Rupcriors, and 
thes.• again, theff>f'ol'l', with th<' Upper Portions of the Body, 
andJuniol'8 with leferiors, and th('S(•, in turn, with the Lower 
Part.'(. Th<'!'!(' Ja..-;t are alw called Suhordinak>S. and also sub
J...-t~ of' the Sup<•rior and Reigning Clas.~·s. and ultimatt'ly of 
the Ili'Bd or Supremo Focus of the Body, the Court and Royal 
Palac" of the ~lind, the governing power over the Body. 

H~l. \Ve have in all this an intimation of a Truth of im· 
mPnse import.-ince; namely, that Phyfliology can net'er be 
rightly studied nor completely compl'l•hendl-d, except by the 
rtjlrr·f,·d li9ht of Roriology; nnd that 8ociolo$?y ii', in tum, 
to bl• i-tndit•<l through the Analogif's of Em bryoloj;?'y and Phy. 
aiolo,zy t'onjointly. It is. indt>t>d, as hopel~ to nth•mpt 
radically to <'tm' the lndiridual while &eid!/ is l<>ft di!Ct-n.'if'<l. 
as it is to nttPmpt to cun> a local di!!ro.~ of the body which is 
mt-n•ly symptomatic of general derangt•ment. 1'ithout remov
ing tho cau~·s or th<' w·neml disordt•r. The ~wing attt>ntion 
bt?stowcd upon IIygi<'no by the m<'dil'al JlPl,f..~ion, and by 
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Society at Large, is the instinctual perception and admission 
of this Truth. Intellectually and intelligenlly accepted, and 
made the Basis of Medical Science, it will be revolutionary ot 
the existing methods. The interests of the individual in R> 

vital a point as health will be seen to be inseparably bound 
up with the interests of Society. The small-pox and t~ 
cholera are among the highest arguments for the Solidarity of 
all Human Affairs and Concerns, and for the rational Dt."C\'S

sity, that "we love our neighbors as ourselves." 
982. To furnish a single more definite illustration of th" n

act Scientific Echo between the Physiological Domain (Patbt. .. 
logical and Therapeutical) and the Sociological Domain, I shall 
affirm here, somewhat dogmatically, what fUI"ther im·estigatfon 
alone will fully establish; namely, that Hcmiplegia lt.bat form 
of paralysis or palsy which affects one side of the body only . 
has its exact Analogue in Society, in that social disease whicli 
consists of the suppression, by law and opinion, of the fu>e<lom 
of one of the sexes. This is usually the suppression or <'Jll'~ 
sion of the weaker sex, the female half of Society, as ~W'! 
most glaringly in Polygamic Countries, Turkey, for esam~ 
The one-sided paralysis of social life in such conntrie:5 is. 
therefore, Social Hemiplegia, and in the light of its cau...~ ud 
operation, we can come to understand, all the better, \l"hat it 
is which occurs in this disease in the Individual Orgn.nb-m~ 
It should also be anticipated that the disease will occur ru~ 
frequently upon the left side of the body, which is the w~,'!'. 
and that which is representative of tbe Female Sex, and thr 
most liable, therefore, to this species of disorder and .._'P' 
pression. 

983. On the contrary, Paraplegia (the form of parnlysis ~ 
palsy which affects the lower half of the body only, but up:a 
both sides equally) has for its Social Analogue the opp~~ 
of Inferiors by Superiors, as of Children and Slaves undPr tb
Roman Empire ; of Slaves recently in America, and of 5...·rf' 
in Russia. The inertia, demoralization, nnd helpne~rnt"::'.5 b-
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trodnced into a country by this species of oppression cor
responds with the partial or complete inertia or helpnessness 
imposed upon the individual by this form of paralysis. 

984. It may be added that Every disease and, indeed, 
e1Jery state of tlte Individual, whether of health or disease, 
has, in like manner, an exact Scientific .Anawgue in cor
responding diseases and states of Society; so that we shall 
deri1Je from Uni?Jersology a new Science of COMPARATIVE 

PA TUOLOGY,-between the diseases of the Indi1ridual Man and 
of the Collecti'lJe Man,-1Dhich will en<ible us to study them 
each in the light of the knowledge of the other. 

985. I may go even a step farther, and affirm that, by the 
e:\."tension of the same law of Analogy, we shall come to know 
the significance and value of every School and System of 
treatment in medecine, and of every plant and mineral, medi
cament or application, which shall be found to have curative 
relationship with any pathological condition of the Body ; and 
of all the conditions of Life and Health, from the lowest indi
vidual, up to the highest Universal Aspect.a of Humanity. a. l. 

986. The Figures contained in the preceding Dia.gram are 
thus the three Typical Varieties of Anthropic Form (Human
Figure-Fonn). They are, in other words, the Head Forms, 
or Nature's Hieroglyphic Pictures, emblematic of the Gon'rn
ing Domains and Principles of tltat Superior Department of 
Reing which bears characteristically a rewtlon t,o the HUJnan 
Form. They stand contrasted, therefore, with the Gwbe-, 
Oube-, and Egg-Form, which are the typical and representa
tive Forms of the lower or Cosmical Department of Being/ 
that from which Man is produced, as the living being from 
an Egg . 

...4mwtatlon, t. 985. 
" More servants wait on Man 

Than he 'II take notice or. In every 
path 

Ile treads down that which doth 
befriend him 

When sick.oCSB makes him pale and 
wan" (1) (a. 1 '71 t. 162). 

(1) George llerbert. 

" , .1 
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987. We come, in the next place, to a still higher and the 
final Department of Typical Form, which interbknds and 
unifies the Ovarian or Highest Cosmical Tupe WITH the M()n
anthropic or Highest Anthropic Type ;-which bl.end,s, in 
other words, the Outline of the Egg with that of the J rtdi
vidual Human Figure. This is, therefore, a Trinis-mm of 
that Typical Form of which the Cosmical Types are the Unis
mus, and the Anthropic Types the Duismus. The Trinism~ 
is the combination, correlation, and interworking of all the 
three Varieties in the Concrete Totality of Form and Bei11g. 
Otherwise stated, the World is One (1) ; Man is 'I'IJJo (2) ~or 
Many); and the Marriage or Unition of Man with tlu: World 
is Three (3). The Separate and then the Conjoined Yiew~ 
again C<my'oined, a.re Three =One (3 = 1), or the Tri-tnis
mus of Being. 

988. The new Department of Typical Form here introduced 
(the Trinismus) may be denominated technically CoNJt'Gil, 
NUPTIAL, or SYMBOLIC FoRM. As the Cosmical Type relates 
to the vV orld as Egg, it may be said that the .Anthropic Type 
holds similar relation to the Chick and the Brood ; and that 
this new Type of Form holds again similar relation tx> the 
Cock and the Hen in their sexual partiality and adaptation to 
each other. ThAy are then the originators of the new Egg and 
Brood, which do no more than repeat the Primitive Career. 
This is Re-production, as the culmination and Trinismus pro
duced. from the p1imitive Ova1ian or Fret.al Life; I. As Pro
jective, and Primitive, and Unismal ; II. Succeeded by, and 
combined with, Production, or the Growth and Development 
of the Post-Natal Being-Duismal-as of the Chick, or oC 
the Individual and Collective Man, before its perfection and 
harmony, and marriage through Science with the \Vorld which 
Humanity inhabits ; III. The Perfected or Adultoid Period is 
the Resultant of the former Two Periods. 

989. The three Careers, successive and conjoined., are then 
Tri-Unismus of this Tempie Aspect of Being. 
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990. The following Diagram exhibits the Typical Forms of 
this Order of Form, reduplicat.ed, first, with relation to the 
Fowl associated with the Egg, then with reference to Humanity 
associated. with the Human Figure. This furnishes a Minor 
and a MaJor aspect of the subject crossed by the division into 
Sex as Male and Female. 

Diaaram No. 74. 

Woman. 

Plcme 1. 

Cock. lten. 

NOTE.-The Family Tree 1bould, in ltrictnese, be inverted. the 100tB above: inas
much aa the Younger Oenerationa are ins\inctlvely regarded as Duundant& 

991. It would seem, from this exposition, that the Lilli
putians, in Gulliver, when dividing themselves, on the Egg 
question, into two parties,-the Big-endians and the Little
endians,-were by no means discussing a small matter; but 
that, on the contrary, their instinct had laid hold of the 
Grandest Difference which divides the affairs of the Universe. 
It is no less than the Distinctive Prime Differentiation between 
TllE NATURAL and the LOGICAL ORDER in the Evolution of 
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all Things (t. 6); between the Arbitrismal and the Logicis
mal Supervision in the Universal .Administration of Being 
(t. 349-353); and, in fine, between the Feminismus and tlle 
Masculismus of the Totality of Being itself (t. 323-328, 7~ 
731, 705, 739, 772, 744-_749; c. 44, t. 136). It is the Grand 
Schism of all Time ; which can only be healed by that En
largement of our Philosophy which shall compass not only 
the whole Egg, but shall do this even, in that double sen..<:e 
which shall. ;recognize the two kinds of Egg, the Masculine and 
the Feminine Type, accordingly as the large or the small end 
is uppermost; and the ulterior conjugal harmony of the pro
duct of each with that of the other type (Integralism). The 
revelation of this Difference, of this Wholeness, and of this 
Harmony, is the hatching of the Brahminical Egg which has 
lain deposited for ages at the centre of the Hindoo Philosophy. 
Religion and :Mysticism. The Hindoo System is broader than 
Christianity or than any other of the Grand Sectarian Divisions 
of the Religious Development of Humanity. (All the Religions 
are merely Primitive or Major Sects.) Christianity is more 
intense and vital than it. Hindooism is the Matrix, the 
White of the Egg; the Analogue of Blank (White) Space 
(Dia. No. 3, t. 86, 87; t. 774); and other more Positive Re-
ligions are the Yolk ; Christianity "the Germ" within the 
Egg. The phrase, "Vital Piety," is expressive and sug
gestive. Universology authorizes us to substitute for the 
axiom of the Naturalists Omne ?JifYUm e:c 01)0, (Beery Li D

ing Thing comes out Qf an .Egg), this other formula, Omn.e ex 
ovo, (EDery Thing whatsoefJer comes out Qf an Egg); or 
this, Omne vivum e:c ono et omne m:oum, (ETJery Li1iing Thing 
comes oui Qf an Egg and Eoery Thing whatsoeTJer is Li1iing). 
The English phrase to Egg on, (Saxon .Eggian, TO EXCITE\ 

though pronounced by authorities to be a blunder in English, 
may, perhaps, be taken as meaning to promote, by suc~ire 
acts or stages, as of generation. Ooation (or Egging) is the 
symbol of triumph or victory; and, inversely, Rotten-Egging, 1 
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is the unpleasant fate of the Martyr for unpopular Truths. 
Ab ono (from the Egg) signifies from the ori,qin or beginning, 
and hence, in respect to Universals, it means from Eternity or 
from the Origin of all things. 

092. The CosM:os repeats Nature. The World and Nature 
are substantially in accord with each other. If we mean at 
any time the nature of Man, we specify it as Human Nature; 
otherwise it is the Nature of the World which is intended. 

993 . .Anthropism repeats Science. Man is the Being who 
knows, (Lat, sc-ire, TO KNOW, sciensa, KNOWLEDGE), and SYS

TEMATIZED Knowledge is SCIENCE. Man is, therefore, the 
Concrete Embodiment Qf Science, as the Cosmos i.r; the Con
cref,e Embodiment Qf Nature. The WORLD and NATURE are 
Unismal ,· ~!AN and ScIENCE, Duismal, respectively. 

994. Nuptialism repeats .Art,-interblending, modulating, 
and toning down the differences of contrasted organimtion, by 
that gallantry of which the Cock is among animals the pre
eminent Type, and through sacrifice, mutual concession, and 
reciprocal Unity, enforced by Charm ;-such is the Supreme 
Artistic Effect, as developed in Life itself, THE IIIGIIEST 

ARE'."A. OF ARTISTIC DISPLAY. The monarch or leader in So
ciety, in any sense, holds ah10, by analogy, a marital relation 
to his people, or the body of his followers (t. 000). The art 
or governing men, so as to charm them out of all their antag
onisms, and to conduce to the supreme happiness of all, by 
rightly adjusting all their relations actually or practically, 
upon an underlying basis of Science, substituting Attraction 
for Force, is the Highest Qf the C'rrand Arts, as it is the 
Supremest Service of mankind (t. 58). c. 1. 

Cm11mcntary1, t. 994. 1. 'I11c recognition of Gowmment as belonging st 
the Hea<l of the Domain of Art, while the fact is obvious when pointe<l out, is 
so rare as to give a peculiar interest to the following extract from Schiller on 
the Legislation of Lycurgus: (1) "It is a grand mo>emcnt of the Human spirit 

(1) Worllll, TOI. rri, p. 11', tran•l•ted and Quoted by Prof. J. Louls Tclllcampf on C0<llfim!lon or 
the Syst•matlzlng of \be Law. Am. Jurist, YOL vlll p. S~. 
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995. The Oosmos, again, repeats and echoes to Pkiwsop"lty 
(as included in the meaning of the larger term, Naturology). 
Antn.r<Ypism echoes to the Domain of Positiu Science (Ech~ 
sophy), and Nuptialism to the Domain of Religion, which is 
no other than the I>i?Jine Art ef Life itself (t. 15, and Tab. 2, 
t. 16). Philosophy, in no one of its accepted meanings, is so 
large as fully to embrace Cosmology or Natnrology. So <'X· 

tended as to do this, it subdivides itself into Philosopl1y, Sci
ence, and Art, in the minor sense, or properly so called. 

996. The Round Typical Forms of this Domain, of which 
the Globe is the principal one, represent Phiws<Yphy, includ· 
ing both Metaphysical and Natural Philosophy, as branches. 
The Straight Forms, of which the Olihe is the governing one, 
then represent Sciento-Philos<Yphy, and the Positive Sciences, 

to treat that as an Art which had before been left to accident and plk"Bion. The 
first step in this most difficult of Arts must necCBBarily be imperfect, but it i; 
always valuable, because at the same time made in the molt eal1uzbk of all the 
Arts. The Sculptors began with ' Hermes's Columns,' nntil they coulu ri11e to 
the perfect forms of an Antinous or an Apollo of the Vatican. The Lawgiver 
must practice long in rough experiments, until, at Inst, the Happy Harmony of 
the Social Elements starts forth fully formed. The Stone suffers patiently the 
progress of the forming chisel, and the string which the artist touches ansll"ell! 
without resisting his fingers. The Lawgiver alone labors on a self-acting ob
stinate mnte1ial ; the human freedom will permit him only imperfectly to 
realize the ideal which he may have entertained never so clearly in his own 
brain. But here the mere attempt deserves all praise, if undertaken with di>
interested benevolence, and prosecuted with Consistent Moderation." Thil 
splendid eulogium is pronounced, still, upon the purely Arh1trism!ll or Naturu· 
mal Stage of the Legislative Development of Human Affairs; bow much more 
appropriately does it apply to the Logicismal or Scientismal Stage ; and then 
to the Ulterior Union and "Harmony of the Two, the Artismal or Trinismal 
Development of this Grand Art. From the Universological Point of View tAI 
Legal Prq_feuitm ii at the Head of AU tM Profenimu, but this is true in the Pre
eminent Sense only, when it is the I>Ucowry and Promulgation of Lav:• inherent 
in the Nature of Things, hence the whole Domain of Pure Science, which is in 
question; not the Lower Domain merely of the Enactment or Construing of 
Human Statutes, or the issue of Arbitrary Edicts. The true Lawyer is the 
Scientist, but the Highest Domain of Science is, again, Society, whence it Is 
that Science in its Highest Development echoes to the Legislative and Legal 
Domains of our Existing Social Development. 
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as hereafter to be recast into higher exact Form as the proper 
Sequentiality or train of results from Sciento-Philosophy. 
Finally, the 0Dal Group of Forms represent .Art-Philosophy, 
or the Domain of the Principles of .Art, and the Cosmical .Arts 
depending thereon. 

{197. Cosmology, .Anthropology, and Symbolology echo to, 
or repeat, therefore, Philosophy, Science, and Art in the lower 
or proper acceptation of those terms. They are corresponden
tial, but not identical with them. 

998. Cosmology, in the larger sense here intended, is syno
nymous with all that Comte means by Positive Philosophy or 
his Fundamental Elaboration, added to all that the Metaphy
sicians mean by Philosophy. This grand Basic Mass of 
Knowledges is then that, as already stated, whicli breaks up 
into Philosophy, Science, and Art, in the more particular 
signification of those terms. c. 1; a. 1-13. 

Commentar11, t. 998. 1. The "Positive Politics" of Comte belong witb 
the "Political Ethics plua tM &ience of Cfoilizatwn" of Lieber. Prof. Lieber 
thus distributes the Sciences which pertain to Man-The Anthropology of 
UniveNOlo~ry (t. 6): "Man can be considered'" he ii,· all 'M ought ta 1>e; 
ancl 121 M hall bMn,·-Iruli'bidually; or Socially ;-ognin, PhyaWilly, Morally, or 
I'fltc11.utually. IruliriduaUy, Phy1Willy, all 'M il,-llan forms the subject of .Ana
tomy, Comparative Anat-0my, Physiology, etc., or :\Icdicine. Socially, Phy11-
iullly. and aa he il,-of Political Economy. Indir.idually, Morally, all h~ ii, 
and ouyht ta be,-of Ethics, the Science of Education, etc. Indil'idually, Intd
l«tually. a11 h~ il,-of Philosophy of the Mind, or, according to English termi
nolof:?y, of Metaphysics. Socially, att:ording ta tluJ relationa of Right all it ought 
to be,-of NBtural Law, Politics proper, etc.; all it il,-of Diplomacy, Positive 
Law, etc. &rially and Jforallg,-of POLITICAL ETnICB. Socially and [n.tel/,ed,. 
tuilly,-of the Science of National Education, or in general, of National [Plan
etary] Crvn.IZATJON. The two Relations of Time, all it ia [the Present]; and 
tU it haa 1>een [the Past], together with the Ethic Relation, all it ought t<J be; 
give, applied to Law, for instance, the Positive or Existing Law, the History of 
Law, and Natural Law and Theoretic Politics." (1) • 

.Annotation, t. 998, 999. 1. U11 a decided improvement on h1s earlier. 
" There is one point in M. Comte's later He adds to the six fundamental Scienoee 
dew or the Scienoee, which appenrs to or his original scale a seventh under 

(1) Lieber'• Political Etbica. 
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999. Again, Anthropology is synonymous with what Comte 
intends by Positive Politics or his Principal Elaboration, witL 
the addition of Monanthropology and Human Physiology in 
the larger sense, or Biology, as shown in the Typical Table of 
Existence. No. 7, t. 40 ; a. l, 2. 

1000. Symbolology, the new and higher Science now intro
duced as corresponding with Nuptial, Conjugal or Symbolir 
Form, then conducts to COMPARATIVE SCIENCE, as that which 
translates Philosophy into Life, and hence into Sociology or 
Positive Politics, by the Law of Analogy, and ?rice 1Jersa. ; that 
which exp'lalns tke World from the Idea, and tlie Ideu from 

the name of Morals, forming the higl1t'st 
step of the ladder, immediat.cly after 
Sociology; remarking that 'it might, 
with still greater propriety, bo termed 
Anthropology [Monanthropology]; be
ing the Science of individul\l human 
natnre, a study, when rightly uuder
stood, more special and complicated 
than even that of Society. Fllr it is 
obliged to take into consideration the 
diversities of constitution and tempern.. 
ment,-la reaction cerl-brale des visceres 
vcgetatif>! (1),-the effects of which, 
still very imperfectly understood, aro 
highly important in the individual, but 
in the theory of t10Ci1>ty may be nPglectcd, 
because>, differing in different persons, 
they neutrnlize one another on the largo 
scale.' This is a remark worthy of M. 
Comte in his best days; and the science 
thus conceived is, as he says, tho trno 
sciflntific foundation of the art of Momls 
(nnd, indeed, of the art of human life) 
which, therefore, may, both philosophic
ally and didactically, be properly com
bined with it " (2). 

2. Comte rightly rep?el!ents Biolo,ey 
ns, from the Historical point of view, the 
Ultimatum of what I denominate C<>S-

mology; while from the Statical point cl 
view, which he considers the moro nar
mnl, ho treats it ns the introduction w 
Anthropology. It presents itself, in th~ 
first instance, as a Department of t!:t 
\Vorld ns contr&l'ted with Man ; but ~ 
reappears, in o. higher sense, ns Lif< t1>•

n<ctc1J will' it-8 cpiritual Ori[/iM. &DJ 
then as pre-eminently a branch of ~ 
Science of Man, in which category, there- 1 

fore, I have placed it. 
3. The distinction between the two 

great orders of Philosophical lnvestiga. 
tion and Theory-especially in their i& 

Jation to, nnd as affecting tho develop
ment of &icncc, and more et!p('ciall:r 

1 

Social Science-is thus verv !!UccilH111' 
and tersely stated by Mr. Lewes in ~ 
" Abstmct of the Positive PhilOEiOpby of 
Augaste Comte" (3): 

4. "The study of Man, and the atlllly 
of the External World, constitute the 1 

eternal twofold problem of PhilOM>phy. 
.As Comte says, each may sen-c as tl>I' 
point of departure of the other. Beaet' 
two radically opposed philO!>Oph;C!;--(lDC 
considering the world according to oar 
auJ!iertir.e conceptions: tlu1t i:< to EtJ:y. 
explaining Cosmical Phenomcnn by the 

(1) The Temperament& (2> J.1tcr f'p0 rnL•tl"'" of AnA'u•!.e Comte, lridoK...Ur ~. Julr. 1o:;,:s, 
by .J Stuart l!Uls. (SJ p. lM. 
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tke World. This Higher OomparatirJe Sc-ience or Science of 
Uni?Jersal Analogy is the pre-eminent branch of Universol
ogy ; or is, in a sense, Universology itself (t. 930). 

1001. We may now return for a cursory review of the subject 
to Cosmology and its several subdivisions as typified by the 
Point, the Our?Je, the Oirc'le-Surf ace and the Globe for Na
turology, with its basis on the Naturo-Metaphysic; the Unit 
of Measurement, (Straight-Sided Point, (c. 1), the Straight 
Line, the Square, and the Oube, for Science, with its basis in 
Sciento-Philosophy, and to the Egg-shapes as EmlYryo or 
Germ, Okalaza, MemlYrane, Infllling Substance, and Out-

analogiee of our eentlmenta and aft'ee. 
tions ; the other considering man as sub
ordinate to the laws of the external 
world, and as explicable only by the 
explanation of the properties of Matter 
recognized in operation in the oxternal 
world. The former of these phil080phies 
is eeeentially metaphysical and theolog
ical. It rests upon the old UBu.mption 
of Man's mind being the normal meas
ure of all things: it makes Law the 
oorrelato of ld611; it makes the U nive1'88 
subordinate to Man. The 118COnd 18 the 
Bcicntific or positive philosophy." 

Ii. It is the doctrine of the Incomplete 
Positivists; that 18, those who attach 
the1D88lves to the Positive Phlloaophy, 
and reject the later speculations of 
C-Omte, the diBciples of C-Omte, as repreeen
tative of the technically &inltiftc Spirit, 
now qnite dominant in the world. that 
the former of these two methodR of phi
losophizing,-the Endogenous or Spirit
ual, including the opinions of the Church, 
and the priesthood of all former Beli
gtons. and of the Metaphysici&DB,-was 
protMional in the history of the Race, 
and that it is now destined absolutely to 
give way before the progn. of Positive 
Knowledge, acquired by the methods of 
Po.t\ive Science. The former of these 
orders of thinking is only mentionod, 

therefore, by the author abovt> quoted 
and his school, for the purpose of being 
discarded, not in the sense that it never 
had a use in the world, but that, liko the 
clothing of childhood, it has served ita 
purposes, and must now be replaced by, 
so to speak, a different snit of opinions. 
Metaphysics, and Religion in that sense 
of the word which has heretofore pre
vailed, and which still prevails In tho 
world, belong, in other words, to the 
puerilities of the world's infancy ; ap. 
propriate for the time, but wholly inap. 
propriate to the adult ago of humanity. 
While in respect to the precise forms and 
cast of belief in the past ages, and the 
amplitude, so to speak, of their mental 
apparel, there Is great truth, no doubt, in 
these afllrma.tions of Positivism; and 
whiJe we are confessedly in the midst ofa, 
great intelleotnal revolution; yot It 18 the 
euential doctrine of U niversology and of 
Integralism, as they are de"l"r!oped in tl118 
work, that thet1e two Drifts of Being, of 
Conception and of Investigation, ono Sub. 
jective, and the other Objective, are of 
inherent and perpetual validity ; and prr
ta!n, thereforc, legitimatt>ly to the prceent 
and future history of the Race no 1et111 
tl1an to the Past. The true triumph ofSci
ento-Philoeophy will be, first, to 'OOcome 
mediatorial between them, and then to 

~ 
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line, for Cosmical Art with its Principles or Philosophy 
(t. S53). 

1002. The Simple Round Point is here typical of Ontology, 
-Entity, Being, Thing, in the Absolute,-and hence of .MJ:n
PHYsrcs. 

1003. The Our?Je as Arc of a Circle,-which may be La.iger, 
Smaller, or Mean ,· this last as the Equation of the other two 
( + and -) ; the whole as a <Jonftuency of Points not distincti
fied,-is the 1'>west and Simplest type of MATHEMATICS. 

1004. The Oircle-Surface as a mirror of Clearness, Reflexion, 
and Demonstration, and hence of Pure Subjective SpeclilatUm, 

embrace their extremes, Including and 
c.>-ordinatiug &11 that they lncloee. The 
Law of Development and Careers by 
wWch one Principle ls thrown Into a 
go'l'erning importance In one Phllll6 of 
Being, or at one period of time, and an
other subordinated, is Itself subordinate 
to this higher Law of the Essential 
Permanence of all Principles which have 
e'l'er existed-{Inap11gnabilit11 of PriTM 
.Elnnent.,)-with di1ferencea merely of 
manifestation. This is nothing more 
than a broad!'r application of two funda
mental Principles of Positivism :-The 
Permnncncy of Law, and the Modifiabil
ity of Phenomena-cm application so 
enlarged, however, that It must find its 
Domain of recognition out.side of the 
Phi!0110phy of Comte. 

6. It Is, indeed, claimed by Positivists 
that whatsoever beoomes certainly proven 
and known, falls, from that Instant, with
in tl1e B<.'ope of Positivism. · But what if 
truths of Immense importance are dis
covered and become proven and known 
by method11 wliich Positivism repudiates 
or disowns? Will Its adherents be justi
fied in appropriating the results of 
ll\bore with which they have no eym
pnthy, am] to which they give no a~ 
proval? Comte chuming to represent 
Poeltivc &ience plants hllllS6lf upon the 

standpoint of excluding Metaphysit':al 
and Psychological inveatigation. If. 
then, predominantly through the lleia
physlcal and Psychological melhod, a 
great Positive Discovery is effeded ill 
Science, and is accepted in the Bcienli1k 
World, will It fall within or without tM 
Domain of Positivism, techniaJly eo 
called, u cireU1D11Cribed by its founder 
and his friends f Their claim, Oil die 
one hand, to all that becomes cerWnly 
known, is, indeed, large enough to caver 
the whole field, and in that - ii 
oould not be gaim•aid; but, on the other 
hand, they are met by counterclaims which 
are just BB extenlllve and impolling, and 
which from the oppollite. as for inBtaDl'll. 
the Religious point of departlll'e, abil 
cover the whole ground. Thus, altboqti 
Christ in his teachings makes not thd 
slightest manifestation of scientific know!, 
edge, such, I mean. as would be creditf<i 
at thiB day as scientific by the PositiTe 
Scientists; yet the nltra--1ons aaef· 

tions of extreme Chrlstian.&-&8 of llr. 
Noyes, for example, of the Oneida Cct:i
munity. a Theologian of remarkable 
astuten01111, boldness, and origi.nality
are to the effect that all the ~ 
which are being developed in the 'fnlrlil 
at thls day proceed directly from Christ. 
who held them &11 in his mind utki-
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Ca. VL] HATHEHATICS AND LOGIC. 685 

(Lat. Species, A HmROR, and speculo, TO THINK), is the Type 
of LOGIC. 

1005. The more developed types of Mathematics and Logic 
are shown in the following Diagmm. They constitute together 
Spencer's .A..bstractology (t. 566-571; 577-580). 

Diaa:ram No. 7t5. 

J'lpn 1. MATHEMATICS. 

GJC110 
77M + - brought to an equation bf 

uitvAl&g a ratio or pro]X>rli<m. 

patlvely, u the God-Man, when on 
earth, ud is now revealing them in the 
" fullneat of time," through diacoverel'B, 
It may be, who have no recognition of 
the fact, or who may be wholly infidel 
or atheistic, in the posture of their 
minds. This is also, perhaps, the latent 
Jogic of all high orthodox Christian 
Theology, If the premi888 asaumod be 
ll'l"'Jlted. The glory of all Science Is 
thus qaletly appropriated for the Chris
tian DispeD11ation of Truth, in a way 
which fairly om.eta the supposed claim 
of Poeitlvilm to ~ beco111€1 ur
la4AIN knot.on. 

7. For ourselves, let It suffice if we 
accredit to Positivism or to F.choeophy 
aa adlstinctlve Method of Human Knowl. 
edge, and io che Universltate, {or to 
Science, Philoeophy, and Art), only so 
much of the total aggregate of our 
preeent and future mental aequlsitlona 
as shall have been derived from the 
methods of eearch which they have 
inaugurated, or recognl?.ed; and let it 
autllce if we credit to the Religion 

4!> 

J'lpnl. LOGIC. 
Espllcate4 

B ii in A ; C ii in B ; tMre/on C ii 
in A. 

established by Christ, and to Ptettetic 
Religion generally, only that which it 
has profe&l!edly sought to elfect; namely, 
the Spiritual Illumination and Moral 
Regeneration of Man ; or, more largely, 
to Science, the results of Scientific 
Method, and to Idealism, Morallsm, and 
Sentiment, the results of the Col'J'6. 
aponding Methods. It is then the re. 
conciliative standpoint of Untversology 
and of Integrnlism, whether viewed ns 
Science, Philosophy, or Religion, that 
both of tM two Grand OppoliU Jfctlwdl 
of Human D~t-Inttllectual 
Of' Rational, and I<kal or &ntitMtUal
a'f'a alika ltgitimau; tluit tMt/ are tQm. 

plemmta'f'!I, and i~ to, ~h 
ollur ; and that, M!Dewr they ma1 'DIJr1I 
in prominence, at di§erent timu, tAt7J ar~ 
both alika PBBXAlOCNT, and of equal im. 
porlanu in the total uonomg of Being : 
Uutt both 1llill ~remain, in other 1Mrda, 
in being and in action, to mould, modif!J, 
and temper t4M olM'f'. From this view 
a third and Compound Philosophy, capa.. 
ble of immenael1 enlarged results, fol· 

r, , 

' 
' 

' ·, 
·' 
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CiSO TYPE OF SPIBIT OF llA.THF..M..A.TICS. (Cn. VI. 

1006. Finally, the Solid Globe is the Type of the Natwal 
Philosophy, especially in the Domain of the Pkiwsopkie P<>
siti'oe of Comte, (above the Mathematics as base), which is also 
Cosmology in the less extended sense of the t.erm. Thus we 
conclude with the Elementary .Analogues of Natu.rology. 

1001: The Straightened Point or Microswpic Oube or 
Prism, the Least Unit of Measurement, is the Type of the In
dwelling Spirit of Mathematics. It is the Infinitesimal Side 
of the Polygon when pushed to it.a Limit in the virtual Circle, 
and as such the Least Extension of a Straight Line ; but by 

lows, and will prealde over, restore and 
reconcile all things, ~rom the time when 
this Principle of Adjustment shall be 
Intelligently established in the Worl<l 
(t. 4U, 432). 

8. More distinctly, then, Unive?110logy 
la baaed on a Scientific Dlecovery and 
Demonstration of what Lewes here 
rightly affirms has been heretofore In
tuitively 888umed in the Tbeologico.1 and 
Metaphysical worlds; namely, "that 
Cosmical phenomena are explained by 
the Analogies of our aentimente and 
foclinge, that Man's Mind le the nonnnl 
measure of all things, that Laio is, [In 
a most radical and important aenae], the 
correlate of Idea, that the Universe le 
aubordinate to Man, [without discrimi 
outing, as agalnat the Inanimate world, 
between Man and God]. All tbia in open 
l1erosy from the Positivist or technically 
Scientific School of Thinkers, I distinctly 
affirm, and In eo far side with the Theo
logio.ne and Metaphy1dcians,golng beyond 
them even, in their direction. I also Bug· 
gcat and expect to prove that ettf'1I great 
aj/lrmation e-oer uri0ful1/ ~ and <k
fended in the Theologi,cal or MetaplayBir.al 
World luu been the foruhado1lling, if not 
the diltinct utterance of aome great Truth, 
nfterward8 ta be acientijlcall11 e1tabliahtd; 
and that Uniuraal &ienu, !OMn ftd/,y 
tkoeloped, tDill recur to, and give nttD 

malit11 bv it1 en®raement to e&h o/t'MM 
Intuitice Trulhl; that it tci/l, in o<Acr 
t.O<>'l'dl, a«aunt for, and'°" tlle Spirit. if 
Mt ti~ Form. of erery TIWJ'lfl, DodriiJ, 
Rite, and InlltitutW7t of the Pait (t. 57 ·. 

9. At the same time, Univel'llOlogy re. 
aftlrme, wit~ the Positivista, the subordi
nation, (in a rellltive and subordinate 
aenae, or in primitive career, but not, u 
with them, in the paramount and alti
mate aenae), of Man to the Lawa of thfl 
External World. Bence Uni~MMn ii 
Rtligio-Jfetapla111ical on tM OM 1-.4, 
and Politiuilt on tAe other. It collllists in 
the diecovery and demonstration that , 
the Law of Being Is identical in both 
Domains, with inveraen689 of manihfa. 
tion, but in complete correspondenee ar 1 

Analogy throughout : ao that the Two 1 

opposing Drifts of Human Developmeut 
become perfectly reconciled in the lazger 
Philosophy of Integralism. 

10. Faith based upon At'fectlm ar 
Love ie the Unismal Element of Social 
Existence and Movement. It it1, in its 
fim stage, predominantly eo119erntil'ti 
or tending to Static Existence.. Bat 
Faith in a Progreaiive Leadership coo
vert8 Into a Principle of ~ 
Thie le at first the Sub-Dominant, as the 
fonner la the Dominant Aepec:t of the 
Subject; but oftN' tM C°""""°" ., 
Ohange in tM ioorld'1 opinio1' tcMtA -.U 
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C.a:. VI.] HINilC OF STRAIGHT FORM. 587 

the same Scientizing Tendency by which we eliminate the 
Cnrvation, we also eliminate the Ideal Roundness which the 
N aturismal Line derives from the fact that it is generated by 
a moving Point, (c, 1, t. 639), and from the fact that the Point 
is an Infinitesimal Globule (t. 822); and in the Place of such 
Roundness we assign Stralght Edges and Faces to this infinitely 
Minute Portion of Line. On the :figure so obtained I have 
bestowed the technical name Minim of Straight Form,-as the 
Point is the Minim of Round Form, and the Least Portion of 
a Curve that of Curvilinear Extension (t. 546, 547). It is the 
Sc1ENTI0 ATOM, as the Point is by Analogy the Natural or 
N aturic .A.tum, of Existence. The Minim of N aturo-.Artistio 

deulop the mOll interior element of Faith, 
and direet it upon tM Principlea of Prf>
greu, (t. 436), the P.rogrUllirtJ Tcndem'V 
trill bu~ the Dominant Oliaracteriatic 
of FailA. 

11. Skepticism or Doubt suggested by 
the awakening of the Intellect Is, on the 
contlary, the Dulsmal Element of Social 
Existence and Movement. It la, in Its 
fin1t stage of development, predominant
ly progressive or tending to movement; 
eo much 80 that Buckle, the author of a 
History ofClvilimuon, &11Cribea the whole 
of the progress of Ilumanity to Skepti
cism, the Opposite Principle to Faith; 
that Is to eay, to the Principle of Doubt 
provoking inquiry, investigation, discov
ery, etc. ThJa In turn, however, by 
causing hetlta.ncy and diatl'U8t of unwlso 
1-derahlp and po!llible di111U1ter, ends In 
mental revolt and reactionary conaerva
ti81D.; and 80, subsequently, by teaching 
a wl88 caution and graduated methods, It 
couverta into The Conservative Principle. 
Thie recondite Coneervathnn of Skeptl· 
cism ill, in tile first stage, Sub-Dominant, 
or a minor quantity only. Subsequent to 
lta conversion, It becomes Dominant, and 
rcve&le lteelf 88 the Prudence ohhe.Aged, 
and the Wiedom of the Sage. 

12. Radicalism, the natural ObjutiN 
of Skepticism, la only dangerous, there
fore, \vhen it Calla to be aujfkicutlg radi· 
cal to go to the bottom (radi.r, TllE noor) 
of the subject. The cure for tho evils of 
Badu:aliam la mor11 Radicaliam ; as, 
often, the cure for the evils of Freedom 
Is more Freedom. It is only by the last 
word of radical investigation that this 
TBnKINAL CONVER8ION INTO 0Pl'O
SITE8 occurs, when the previously Sub
Domlnant Element of wise Conservatism 
from a Radical tJ nderatanding of Prin
ciples is dcvulopod and !Jrought forward 
into obvious prominence. 

13. Integraliam is the Trini81D. of Bal
ancod Vibration and Harmony of Faith 
and Skepticism, covering in the larger 
sense, however, the similar adjustment 
of All Opposite Principles. It is, then, 
a larger word than Unive1'80logy, lnu. 
much 88 It sketches over the whole Do. 
main or Practical Philoeophy, 88 well aa 
that of Theory or Speculation; and over 
the Inexact couplin? of all the colllltltu
tlve Principles or Being; white Univer
sology, 88 a Science strictly llO called, 
extenda only so far u Uie determinate 
Laws C&D be iraced. 
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TWO KilID8 OF GENERALIZATION. [Ca. Vl 

Form, (of the Art Degree in Nature), is, however, the InfinitESic 
Egg-Form. c. L 

1008. The Minim of Form is then the Type of the Lowest 
Conceivable Analytical Exactness, and hence of the General
izations from such Radical Analysis which are summed up iu 
the Principles UNISM, DmsH, and TRINISM. Tke Minim Qf 
straight Fwm is, however, especially typical of DuISK
which is The Dominant of this Sciento-philosophic Domain
by its apt representation of the Thought-Line which interposes 
between the two Units which constitute, along with that Line, 
the Sum which we call Two (t. 503). This Analysis is the 
starting-point of Analytical Generalization, as the Round 
Point expanded to an Infinite Circle, and embracing the Uni
verse, is typically the starting-point, on the contrary, of OlJ-
8er?Jational GeneralizaUon. c.1, 2. 

1009. We have now arrived at the proper occasion upon 
which not merely to introduce, but to emphasize strongly the 
fact that there are 'l'lDo Entirely Distinct and Opposite Grand 

Commentary, t. 1001. In Diagram 68, t. 91'7, the Point has been u
eumecl from the previous Trigrade Scale of Round Form to stand ns baaia of 1 

new Compound Scale of four Degrees, otherwise constituted of Square Form. 
Herd, with more rigorous analysis, the idea of a Cuboid Point is introduced in 
addition to that of the Round Point habitually conceived of; the blending of 
the two is then the Minute Egg. 

Commentary, t.1009. 1. It seems that Confucius had a certain concep
tion of these two opposite varieties of generalization and of the nature of the 
principles derived from them. The following is his quaint way of stating the 
matter: 

"When the Superior Man [the Sage] speaks of the «llteMiNne11 of hill 
Principles, then the Universe cannot contain them: when he speaks of their 
minutmeu, no being in the Universe can split them" (1). 

2. The necessity of beginning in an orderly way from First Principles, in 
order to work out any satisfactory results, was also appreciated by him, and is 
stated as follow11: 

"The Tao [Reason] of the Superior Man may be compared to going a 
long journey, where you must commence at the nearest point, and~ the clim!>
ing of an eminence, where you must begin at the lowest step" (1). 

(t) Aphorlsma or ConCucbu. 
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CB. VL] GENERALITY FROll PARTICULARITY. 689 

Orders of GENERAUZATION, the former of which is Nat-uris
mal, Obsercational, and Roundish or Lumpy, as when we 
speak of Round Numbers for a term proximately correct, or 
"so much in the lump" (t. 565); and the latter of which is 
Scientismal, Exact, and of Infinitesimal Origin; one derived 
from the idea of the .Am']>le:I!U8 or Embrace of a Subject, and 
the other from that of its Central Penetration and Radical 
O<>n<J.uest. The former is the kind of Generafu.ations which 
we have in Natural Science, and in the Inductive Sciences 
generally; the latter is the kind of which we have minor illus
trations in the .Mathematical Formulre, in which Different Or
ders of Phenomena a.re bound up in a Single Ratio, and the 
Major illustration of which is now coming forward as tke 
basis of Uni'lJe'Tsowgy ,· in Deductive Science, therefore, pro
perly so called (c. 1-7, t. 345). 

1010. This new Order of Generalization-the .A.nalytical
begins at the opposite End from the Oircumj'erencial Obser?Ja.. 
tum of the former, the Observational ; namely, at the 'Very 
'lowest degree <I' possible .Analysis. Arrived there, it founds 
upon the Ultimate Residuum of such Analysis the N ecessa.ry 
and Universal Principles (then called a priori) which must, 
in the very nature of Things and of the Pure Reason itself, 
embrace all Phenomena. This is ANALYTICAL GENERALIZA
TION ; and it is by virtue of it that we are now enabled to 
include ALL the Phenomena of Being under the three Prin
ciples, UNISM, DUISM, and TmNISM (t. 203). 

1011. Obsercational Generalization is then a posteriori and 
Inductl1Je, as Analytical Generalliation is a priori and Deduc
ti1Je. This last, Analytical Generalization, is GENERALITY car
ried up to its Highest in a NECESSARY UNIVERSALITY deri1Jed 
from the .MINUTEST PARTICULARITY. By an immense and 
unanticipated operation of the Principle of TERMINAL CON

VERSION INTO OPPOSITES, (t. 83), the Microscopic Minuteness 
of the Inspections or the Intellect tr.tpplements and e:xceed8 
the broadest telescopy of the Observational Powers or the 
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590 ANALYTICAL GENERALIZATIONS. (CB. VJ. 

Mind, and furnishes those Universal Laws, as NECESSAET 

TRUTHS, which no industry in the accumulation of Observ~ 
tions could ever exactly discover or fully confirm. It is these 
which, as the Principles ofUniversology, condense the Universe 
into a Focal Point situated wheresoe?Jer we 'look, and have so 
rendered the discovery of Univers<Jlogy possible. This is the 
meaning, brought to the Light of the Understanding, of 
Swedenborg's mystical statement, that "all things are con
tained in the least thing" ( c. 1-9, t. 321 i c. 1-7, t. 345). 

1012. UNIVEBSOLOGY is, therefore, BASED on FINDING in 
THE DETERMINATE PARTICULAR, (any one thing Jw.zceu:r 
mfnute), A. GENERAL LA w-or, more pr<YJJerly, A GROUP OF 

UNIVERSAL LA WS-.A.s A NEW BASIS oF GENERAI.TZATIO~ 

DISTINCT FROM AND TBA. VERSING THE LAW OR LAWS OF 

BEING GATHERED FROM OBSERVATIONAL GENERALIZA.TIOS 

(namely, the collection of numerous facts, and the deductimu 
ma,de therefrom). This is ANALYTICAL GENEBAI.IZ.\TION, 

( Unlversal), as distinguished from OBSERVATIONAL GEN
ERALIZATION, (always partial or fragmentary, or, at all 
e?Jenls, less than uni?Jersat). IT IS THE INTERIOR AND VITAL 
LA w OF ALL ORGANIZATION, and hence OF THE CoNSTITc;

TION OF BEING ITSELF, (transcendental),-as distinguished 
from the External and Dead Law. It is a new (or newl!J 
discovererl') ScIENTIFIO ENTITY, a new Element in Science; 
revolutionary, exactifying, inau.qurati1Je of new Careers, and 
SCIENTIFIC.A.LL Y SUPREME. C. 1-18. 

Commentary, t. 1012. 1. The distinction between Observational General· 
izations and Analytical Generalizations is not the same as that between Indu~ 
tion and Deduction, although it has a relation of Similarity to it. Both of 
these kinds of Generalizations are proximate or actual Universals, from which 
we may proceed <kductirJely, after they are discovered and established, towards 
the particulars included under them, or to which we may proceed inductively 
from those particulars, for the previous purpose of effecting the diacovety; but 
the Deductive OrJers and the Inductive Orders in the two cases are opposites. 

2. Those who deal with Observational Generalizations employ first Induction 
to discover them from Particulars, and then Deduction to apply them to other 
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1013. Next above the Straightened Point is the Straigltt 
'Cine. The Straight Line is the Type of LA ws IN SCIENCE, 
-is deri1Jedfrom the PRIMORDIAL PRINCIPLES represented by 
;hese Minims of Straight Form, as the Heads or Beginnings 
>f Laws. LA ws and PRINCIPLES are generally regarded, as 
previously stated, as Synonymous Terms (t. 589). For pur
poses of ordinary exactness it is not objectionable to continue 
;o treat them as such ; but, in strictness, they differ according 
:o these types : 

1014. The Square is representative of Exacti.fted Specula
~lons and Explanations, under the guidance of k'Tl(nDn Laws; 
>r, in other words, of Pure Abstract Scientific Tlteories, not 
u yet confirmed by the induction or accumulation of cor
r-esponding facts. 

1015. The Oube is the Type, Symbol, or Representative of 
Science or a Science as a completed STRUCTURE, as to its 
main outline. It is then tho body of a Temple or Edifice, 
tiaving in it, by Subdivision, various apartments or rooms. 

Particulars; and the case is the same in respect to Analytical Generalizations. 
Hence there are four items of discrimination, and not two merely, now brought 
!>efore the mind and requiring to be attended to ; two of them old and fami
,iarly recognized, (Induction and Deduction\, and two of them new and peculiar 
:o Universology (Observational Generalizations and Analytical Generalizations). 
rt is as if we tiliould first distinguish the Periphery of a circle as 0DSERVATIONAL 
DoXAIN, from the Centre as ANALYTICAL DOMAIN; ancl should then distin
~nisb the grnTUJ f4 or Wicrtrds either of these, a9 INDUCTIVE PBocEDURE, and the 
wing from either of thew 88 DEDUCTIVE PROCEDURE-the result ~ing FOUR 
liatind I>rifa o/ Diredion. 

8. The centre of a circle represents pn-eminently the region of ultimate Ana. 
ysis as the point where the mathematical elements of the whole circle are dis
:overable; but iu a more generalized view of the suhjcet EVERY POINT i• a 
lent~; '° that tM Analgtknl Centre of Being, tlie Ori(lin f!f Lavi and L{fe, mat1 
~~. or luu, <UJ it tJJere, tl1e Dimn~ Attrt1nete of Omnipraenee. Henu it 
ICCUTI that all Uniflt1'aala or Prinriplu an txmtained in Any, TM l4ut, Thing 
claatlottler; ~ that ANALYTICAL GENERALIZATION MAY TAXE IT8 DEPARTURE 
rnov ANY POINT IN Tiil': UNIVERSE. 

4. Both Observational Generalizations and Analytical Generali1.ntions are 
[Jniversals, but in senses which are wholly distinct from each other, as explained 
ID the text. Observational Generalizations are extracted from the Totality of 

---·-...... --
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592 BOUSE, TEllPLE, ARCilITECTURAL PLAN. [Cu. VI. 

vVhen the Science is Universology itself, it then represents the 
Completed TEMPLE OF THE ScIENCES ; each apartment being 
a Special Science within the Larger Edifice, " the House of 
Many Mansions." (t. 948.) 

1016. The Oube is then, in all ways, the Grand Klnh<JraJ,e 
ScIENTIFIC .Emb'lem, while it is also the Grand Type of 
STRUCTURE or .ARCHITECTURAL PLAN. Imbuing the mind 
with Science or Knowledge is instinctively called In-structil>ti 
(Lat. in, IN, struere, TO BUILD) or BuiUling-in. 

1017. The Cube presents better than any other figure the 
conjoined conceptions of LENGTH, BREADTH, and Tmcxm 
(Thickness) (t. 1016) ; which are, in an important sense, the 
radical conceptions of all Form. The next following Diagram 
exhibits these determinations of Form, with the following 
modifications from the Primitive or .Abstract Ideas: 

1018. Length, as a purely abstract conception, is equivalent 
to the Perpendicular, (by derivation primitively from the idea 
of that which is exactly adjusted, endwise, to the axis of the 

the Universe as facts, or from so near an approoch to that Totality as can be 
effected. Analytical Generalizations-the new elements and instruments of 
Sch~nce now introduced-are as Universal as woulcl be the Observational onei 
if it were possible, which it never is, to cover all the Details of Universal Being 
by our Observations; but instead of being derived from the inspection or tA"' 
tJJ!uile Uniotr# a.fact, even proximately, they are extracted from tk criliml aatl 
rational irupution of ANY LEAST PART of the Universe; any single Ol>jtd or 
Tll.O'Ught or Ef:ent whatsoever ; and not even with reference to it as a Fact, but 
with reference to the Necuaary Iiteal (!ondition1under11Jhich it mu.t e.Nt, if&t wn 
a fad. The~ are ideas, or aspects of idea, without which the conception of the 
Facts 88 real, or supposed even, is impossible; hence t11ey m~ be esteemed 
Neeeuary and Uniuraal PRINCIPLES, present, in the same manner, m every other 
l«ut part or lar{!41' part of the Universe, and BQUAI.LY so m TBB Ul'IITJ!:B8B 
ITSELF, AS Ol'IB WHOLE OBJECT OR IDEA. 

6. The Analytical Order-the Universological Order, by which we proceed 
from Analytical Genernlizationa, (that is to say, from Unism, Duism, and Tri
nism), by a Universal Deduction. and tM onl,y Uniur1111l Ikdudwn tehkA MJt &t 
'fTWde, 1inM Ob#1'00tUJ1lal Generalitatwm ean 1lel'6r 1"' abtlolut,elg Unir>er1al, to the 
Particulars embraced under them-must not be confounded with " Analysis," 
used sometimes 88 synonymous with Induction, as shown previously by quota· 
tiona From Prof. Henry and Swedenborg (o. 1, t, 345). The reasoning to or 
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'Ye), and substituting for the eye the point at the centre of 
;he Earth. 

1019. But in respect to the House or Edifice, represented by 
;he Cube, this dimension, Length, which would be, therefore, 
;he Height of the House, becomes, by a certain TERMINAL 
JONVEB3ION INTO 0PPOSITE:J, or by .ANTITHETICAL REFLEC

l'ION, BETWEEN THE ABsTBAOT AND THE CONCRETE ; or, more 
lroperly, between the ELEMENTARY and the ELABOBATE,
;ranslated into the Protension of the House, or its Extension 
'rom the Front to the Back, or inversely from the Back to 
;he Front, although this diameter is sometimes also denom
nated Depth. 

1020. 'fhe Primitive Dimension of Thickth (thickness) 
:>ecomes then, by a counter-inversion, the Height of the 
~ce. 

1021. The Width or Breadth of the House, the mean term, 
loes not change, however, and is always the expansion from 

owards Principles from Facts, which is Induction, proceeds, it is true, by tbe 
1id of the Analysis, in a sense, of the Facts which are brought before the Ob
ervation, and is, in that degree, nn Analytical Method ; but the Analysis, in 
hat case, is not radfoal, and is not, indeed, the leading idea. It is an Analysis 
n the sense of finding a so-called Law in tk Fadl, by which the Facts may be 
.trung together or classified '" Fadl, or in respect, so to speak, to their external 
iocUiy appearances; and it is merely this Btringing-tof}dhn or Claasification 
vbich is the leading idea in the process of Induction. The Analyris goes no 
ower than to furnish a basis for it, and the process as a whole is Synthetical 
utber than Analytical. 

G. Analysis, as meant in Univereology,-tbat which bas conducted to the Ana
ytical G_enemlizations, Unism, Duism, and Trinism,-is, on the contrary, tpecifie, 
ncUitJe, and met.aphyrical, even "to the dividing asunder of the bones and the 
narrow" of the particular Fact or Thought or Brient which is submitted to in
pection, and from which the Principles in question are then extmcted ; not 
11erely or mainly as I\ means of claseifying the particular Plimommwn along with 
•ther Phenumma which it resembles, but for the purpose of extracting and de
lning the Recondite Principles involved in both tlii1 and tM SimillJr PhenorMna ,· 
.nd as a meBns of identifying the same Laws and Principles occurring elsewhere 
1mong other Facts and other Particulars haftng in ~ thi.I eommon fl"O'l"d of 
'Jnity with tk Fadl ~Ullg im;atigat«l, while PBDOKBlULLT they may be 
Tie molt unlike pouibk to each otlwr. 
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Left to Right, or Right to Left., as exhibit.ed by the Front-face 
of the Building. 

1022. The Thickth, now become the Height of the Edifice. 
is, again, double, one part descending below the Surface as 
Cellars, Foundation, etc., the other arising as the Main El~ra
tion of the Edifice into the Atmosphere and Pure Space abo•e. 
The former corresponds with what primitively or in a. bstract 
Conception-but in the Natural Order, or from the Naturismal 
Standing-point (t. 000, c. 32, t. 136)-is the Positive, Substan
cive Domain, represenred by the solid earth which is excavatro 
for the Foundation, etc. ; and the Spacic Half is in that sense~ 
Negative; but by TERMINAL CONVERSION INTO 0PPOS~ 

or by ANTITHETICAL REFLECTION OF THE NATURAL AND nrr: 
LoGICAL ORDER with their Oonsequent Two Poslli?Jes and 
Two Negati?Jes, the Main Elevation is Logically Positi•e, 
and the Subterranean Half is now Negative; so fully so that 
the latter is, as it were, left out of the account in the ordinary 
estimate of the Edifice, and the Main Elevation, now the Posi-

7. By the Analytical Order is still not meant even this Subsoiling of AnalyGs, 
except in the secondary way in which it is accessory to the diacorlery of the Ana
lytical Generalizations. TM Analytical Or<kr, 88 such, is, on the contrary, 
predominantly Synthetical, proceeding from these Analytical Generalizatio113, 
ancl so characterized by them as appropriately to derive its nammg therefrom. 
It is, in other words, the Order of successive Analy1U and Synthua, proceeding 
from Unism, Duiam, and Trinism, 88 the Head or Common Fountain of the 
process upwards and outwards into tbe details and particulars of the Uni
verse at Larp;e, and especially throughout the Domains of our own practical 
Interventions and Constructions. . 

8. The Observational Order is tben, on the coutrary, tbat order which takea 
it.s oribrin from, Rnd is characterized by, Observational Genemlizations. Both 
of these Orders are, therefore, in the main, Deductive; the previous Induction 
in either case being now dismiseed, after the Principles are discovered, u oo 
longer having anything but a Historical value. The Observational Onier ii a 
procedure of a similar character to the Analytical Order, but contains the 
application of Laws resulting from Observation, and established in the onli
nary or prevnlent Scientific method. There are, therefore, two a priori and two 
a poateriorl Methods, if we Uidude the processes by which Principles are W. 
covered; while, omitting ew, we may fall down, for ordinary purpoaes, to the 
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ve and Ruling Aspect of the Subject, alone remains. This 
1 then THE HEIGHT of the ~ifice, whence it results that 
ractically or in respect to the completed Composity of Things 
-that aspect of the Concrete which I denominate The Elab
rate-" the LENGTH, the BREADTH, av.d the HEIGHT there
f" are properly put in the place of the more Abstract and 
:Iementary Discriminations, LENGTH, BREADTH, and (Thick
.ess or) TBICKTH. 

1023. It results from what has been shown that the Cube or 
lain Elevation of an Edifice, Fane, or Temple, is, by an ob
ious echo of Analogy, tke Standard Emblem, <n- Symbol, <n

r'ype, of tke Total .Elaborate Oonstruction of Being. All t e 
1revious discriminations of Universal Form, from which this 
lciento-Typical one has now been laboriously eliminat.ed, are 
~gain repeated in it, so that we may, if we choose, dismiss all 
•ther modes of the consideration of Form, and confine the 
a.vestigation of every possible Morphic Conception to this 

eeognition of the Two Orders only, the Analytical and the Observationnl, 
~pectively (o. 1-7, t . 345). 
9. It is fortunate for the establishment of this new Terminology that the 

erms Analysis and Synthesis have nearly ceased to be used as synonymous with 
nduction and Deduction, for the reason, perhaps, that, as I have shown, they 
re not wholly appropriate to the expression of those ideas; and as we are now 
upplieti with the terms Induction ancl Deduction, which are specifically un
lerstood, the tem1s Analyti<"&l and Observational can well be surrendered to 
be new Science, for the purpose of marking the new and exceedingly impor
ant discrimination here introduced. 

10. There ii', as previously observed, however, an echo of resemblance he· 
ween the two classes of discrimination. Observational Generalizations, aml 
)bservational Order based on such Generalizations, have a Repetitive Analogy 
rith Induction or the Empirical Method, and arc closely allied with it. .A na
ytical Generalizations and tho Analytical Order have a similar relation to De· 
luction and Radical Analysis, and a corresponding alliance with them. 

11. This is after the discovery of the Principles is made; but with reference 
o the order of procedure and the order of mind engaged in the processes of 
heir discovery, it is just tho opposite. The discovery of the Grand Analytical 
}eneralizations here brought forward, so far from being characterized ns Buckle 
:baracterizes the D«lucti~ method and Order of Mind, is characterized in the 
>pposite way. It is the result, indeed, of a more rndical applicabon of tho 
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Supreme Modelic Type-Form. The Diagmm now to be intro
duced, a first sketch or mere suggestion of the larger Structural 
Outline, will furnish the t.ext for the explanation of what is in
volved in this stat.ement. 

Dtaarn:m. No. 76. 

"cautious, patient, and somewhat creeping method" of Induction. B ii ., 
other, in fine, than tM culmination and ultra-«l:tremitg of Ind11dion itMf (o. 7, 
t. 346). It tends, therefore, in the extremest degree to "the diminution of the 
number of Laws by gradual and succeSBive Analyllia "-enother chancterimc 
of Induction. TM Analytical GdMJ"alizationl in question are, in fact, tbe oaly 
TBUE 8ctEMTIF10 UNIVERBALS. 

12. These subtleties are very abstruse., but they are indispensable to a 
thoroughly right understanding of the subject. The J"ellder who is only dmirom 
of a general comprehension of it may omit them. What it is essential, how· 
ever, to unde!'Btand, is, that the difference between what Buckle calls Deductioa, 
the True, Exhaustive Universal Deduction now instituted from Analytical Gm
eralizations as the Primordial Principles of All Being, and is the same m kind 
as the difference previously pointed out between the Poetical Perception « 
Analogy and tM Tnu &imtijlo D~ of a LavJ of Anal.ogg, drawn fnlD 
the Analysis of Being down to ita First Elements (t. 153, 15<1). To either ' 
CMe, however, the following profound remark of thia distinguished author is 
alike applicable: "In a cqmp'letd lliMrM of our ~o, and t01im all ow n
aouf'Oel af'd fully <kf>WJpdd and marlMD.ed into Of'der, at ~ m1U1t ,,_.allr lit, IM 
tw fMflwdl tDill be, not lwltiU, but iuppldmmtary, and toill be ~ int. a ...,., 
fl'IUm." (1 ). 

(1) BJRory of CITlllatlon ID Bnglan4, Vol U. p. 8H. 
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1024. The Length (equal to Depth in the mperficial sense) 
repeats the Cosmical Idea. It is this back-lying Deptk
from Front to Back-which gives what in Geometry is called 
Solidity of Form, or Form of Three Dimensions, and which
as Solidity, and Weight, and Thickness, and Substance, and 
Nature, all .Analogues of each other-is the World-like or 
Cosmical Aspect of This OulJic Q1' 8cienf,(r Typical instance 
of FQT'm (t. ). 

1025. The Height-Dimension corresponds with Anthropism; 
to the Uprising, or St.anding-up, as of the man who rises to 
his feet. It is in accordance with this idea that Columns or 
Caryatides, arising from Pedestal (Foot) to Capit.al (Head), are 
the appropriate adornment and support of the Front Elevation 
of the Temple or other grandly constructed Edifice. Pillars 
and Trees in the Forest even, as "the Cedars of Lebanon," 
are Scriptural Types of Men. 

1026. Finally, the Breadth of the Edifice, with its two equal 
Sides or Halves, upon the two sides of the main entrance, as 

18. The p88Bage above referred to in which Buckle states the diJference be
tween the Inductive and Deductive methods in Science, is as follows: 

" To undel'Btand the investigation into which we are about to enter, the 
reader must firmly eei7.e, and keep before bis eyes, the essential difference be
tween deduction, which reMOnB from principles, and induction, which reasons 
to principles. He must remember that induction proceeds from the smaller to the 
greater; deduction, from the greater to the smaller. Induction is from partic
ulanJ to generals, and from the senses to the ideas ; deduction is from generals 
to particulars, and from the icleas to the senses. By induction, we rise from 
the concret.e to the abstract ; by deduction, we descend from the abstract to the 
ooncret.e. Accompanying this distinction, there Rre certain qualities or mind 
which, with extremely few exceptions, characterize the age, nation, or individual, 
In which one of these methods is predominant. The inductive philosopher is 
u.turally cautious, patient, and eomewbat creeping, w:)lile the deductive philo
M>pher is more remarkable for boldness, dexterity, and often rashness. The 
:leductive thinker invariably assumes certain premises, which are qnit.e diJl'erent 
rrom the hypotheses essential to the best induction. These premises are eome
~mes borrowed from antiquity ; 10metimee they are taken from the notions 
which happen to prevail in the surrounding society ; eometimes they are the 
result of a man's own peculiar organization; and sometimes, as we shall pres
ently see, they o.re deliberately invented, with the object of arriving, not at 
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Male and Female, united or married, and standing, side by 
side of each other, repeats the conception of Nuptials or Con
jugality. The Male and Female Figures appearing in the 
Front of the Diagram accord, therefore, with both the Height 
and the Breadth of the Building. 

1027. Each of these Dimensions-the Length, the Breadth, 
and the Height of the Edifice-subsequently undergoes a 
Symbolic Subdivision, furnishing Apartments, first by the 
Number Three, (8), representative of Round, Long, and Modu
lated Form-Nature, Science, and Art; and then by Four, (41 
representative of Point, Line, Surface, and Solid-Entical, .Ab
stract, Speculative, and Concrete (Entity and Relation + Phe
nomena and Noumena). 

1028. The Three multiplied by Four-the Leading Numbeni 
representative of Oddness and Evenness, of Inequism and 
Equism, or of Freedom and Necessity, respectively (Dia. Ko. ' 
64, t. 903; c. 10, t. 503)-gives as product the Ruling Sa
cred Number TWELVE (c.10, 11, t. 503; c.1-00, t. 863). The 

truth, but at an approximation to truth. Finally, and to sum up tbe wb<>le, 
we may ny that a tkductif>d habit, being uaentially ll/Tlllutic, al11!ay1 taflla b 
multiply original principka °" lat.ea; tt1hik tM teruUncy of an indrutifld Aa1M ii ~ 
diminiah tlwse lawa .,,, gradual and auecantl/1 analyau." (1 ). 

14. Buckle undertook virtually to compBSS the discovery of~ l:'!il"'VltBS.U 
ScmNCE; more especially as its Principles should be exhibited in the undl'r· 
lying Laws of Society. He mistook, however, the method which was to le.ti 
ultimately to that result. He began in the effort to embrace .AU tM .D6taill ~r 
&in~, classifying and arranging them by the widest application of the Obacr· 
vational Method, hoping thereby to attain to that Unity which is, on the eoo
trary, only poesible by 11.rst arriving at, and then proceeding from, the Most 
Rudicl\l and Exhaustive Analysis-tM .Awrlytical Method. 

15. He became finally aware of the defect in bis own method, without. how
ever, falling upon the discovery of the more fruitfal and developing one; tJ.t 
one which alone renders the existence of a Universal Science possible. Hit 
lament over this barren result., and bis manly renunciation of previous eng
gcmted pretensions, are contained in the following passage, the most eloq11eot 
wail, probably, over disappointed hopes to be found anywhere in the liter> 
ture of Science : 

(1> lllnory ot Civilization In Eni:tand. ,-ot IL p. 8SD. 
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12 x 12 gives the Grand Measure of Harmony among N um
bers, the Second or Scientismal Power of Twelve, 144 (t. 000). 
Morphically, this is the Height multiplied by the Breadth, as 
exhibited in the Face or Front Elevation of the Edifice. The 
corresponding Cubic Number 12 x 12 x 12 is 1728. The 
tracing out of the mysteries of this high Symbolism into detail ; 
must be avoided in this elementary work. The specific rela-
tions of this Governing Variety of Form to the Celestial City 
seen in vision by John will be treated of more in detail in 
other works. It is hinted at rather than •expounded at this 
and other points of the present work (t. ). 

1029. Tke whole doctrine of "Measured Series," of Sca'lar 
and" Pi1Jotal" Nurribers, and their re'latlons to Correspond
ing T!fPical Measurements, and Dimensions of Form, hinges 
upon THE PRIMITIVE CUT-UP .AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE 

CUBE. 

1030. The same Three Diametrical Planes by which we have 
previously trisected the Globe, representative of the Entire 

16. " To "'l°" the great pro1Jkm of affair•, to dd«:t tlwte hidde4 eircumlt4nm 
~Mell determiM tM march and de1tin11 of nationa; and to find, in tM et1e11ta of the 
paat, a tcay to tM procudinga of tM future, ii Mthing lua than to vniu into a 
1in9k ICien« all tM law• of the moral and phy1ical uiorld. ~ doea thil; teill 
build up af re.h the fa bric of our knowkdge, re-arrange ita Nritnu parll, and har
moniu it.a apparent dilcrepanda. Perch.an«, t"4 human mind ii hard.lg rtJad11 for 
.., Mat an eriUrprile. At all eunta, he wlw urukrtal:a it utill mut tJJith littk 111'1"' 
ptttlay, and will find few to help him. And let him toil as be may, the sun and 
noontide of bis life shall pass by, the evening of bis days shall overtake him, 
anu he himself have to quit the scene, leaving that untlnishecl which he bad 
vainly hoped to complete. He may lay the foundation: it will be for bis suc
ce!ldOrs to raise tho edifice. Their bands will give the last touch; they will 
!'Pap the glory; their names will be remembered when his is for~otten. It is, 
in<iec<l, too true, that such a work requires, not only several minds, hut also the 
mccessive experience of several p:cnerations. Onu, I men, I tliought otllerwile. 
Once, whe11 I fir•t caught right of th~ wlwle fold of 1.:no~kdge, and 11UTMJ. hotl!ttJCr 
.Jimlv. to <l~m it~ NrWUI J>"Tta and the rd11twn they oore to ~u·A otller, I tJJlll IO 
mtron~d u:ith ita l'Uf'JJ<UliTl!J beauty, that the judgment u1111 berr1ile<l, 11n;l I d"111M 
myself flbk, not onl,g to Ct)f)O' tM 1Urffll'~, but al-lo fn m'Ukr tk det;iil.a. Little did 
[ know bow the horizon enla1fZes as well as recedes, and how vainly we irrasp 
it the fleeting forms, which melt away and eluuc us in the distance. or all 
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Universe, when now applied to the Cube, give Eight Minor 
Cubes (Cubules) as the result ; seven of which may be 
brought into view as having Depth, from a single sta.nding
point, chosen at an angle ; the remaining one of them being 
always obscured in that particular, exhibiting its surface only. 
The following Diagram will illustrate: 

Diaara:1n No. 77. 

thnt I had hoped to do, I now find but too surely how small a part I &hill 
accomplish. In those early aspirations there was much that was fanciful; per
haps there was much that was foolish. Perhaps, too, they contained a moral 
defect, and savored of an arrogance which belonl,'11 to a strength that ref'1J!lef , 
to recognize its own weakness. Still, even now that they are defeated anJ 
brought to nought, I cannot repent having indulged in them, but, on the con
tmry, I would willingly recall them if I could. For, such hopes belong to that 
joyous and sanguine period of life, when alone we are really happy ; when the 
emotions are more active than the judgment; when experience bas not yet 
hardened our nature; when the affections are not yet blighted and nipped to 
the core; and whtm the bittemeee of disappointment not having yet been kit. 
difficulties are unheeded, obstacles are unseen, ambition is a pleasure insteld of 
a pang, a.nd the blood coursing swiftly through the veins, the pulse beats big\, 
while the heart throbs at the prospect of the future. Those are glorious days; 
but they go from us, and nothing can compensate their absence. To ~, they 
now seem more like the visions of a disordered fancy than the sober realitia 
of things that were and are not. It is painful to make this confession; but I 
owe it to the reader, because I would not have him to suppose that either in 
this or in the future volumes of my History I shall be able to redeem my 
pledge, and to perform all that I promised. Something I hope to achien 
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1031. On a previous occasion, in tracing the constitution of 
the Egg-Form from the combination of Globe and Cube, 
(Dia. Ro. 51, t. 784), One only of the Eight Incipient Cubules 
resulting from the Trisection of the Globe was saved, and the 
other Seven: we.re rejected (t. 783). We have now, in a sense, the 
opposite case, in which Seven of the Octave or Series of Eight 
remain entire, and One is rejected, or at le.a.st held in an ambig
uous position, so that it might be either reckoned in, or reck
oned out of the Group. The Musical Octave, which is a Grand 
Measuring Cord of Harmony relating to all spheres of Being, 
(t. 583), derives its name from the number Eight, and is ideally 
regarded as Eight Tones or Notes. The Eighth of these is, bow• 
ever, really thrown out, as belonging to another Octave, which 
overlaps the given Octave (c. 39, t. 503). We have therefore 
the Series of Eight reduced virtually to seven, by the exclusion 
of one. The following Diagram exhibits the Eight Cubes 
resulting from the trisection of the Primitive Cube, and now 

which will interest the thinkers of this age ; and something, perhaps, on which 
posterity may build It will, however, only be a fragment of my original 
design" (1). 

17. The foreboding of Buckle for the primitive imperfection and the destined 
neglect of the ultimate discovery at which he aimed, would probably have been 
modified had he conceived of tlte true method by which the result was to be 
attained. A positive discovery and demonstration stand upon a totally c.lift'er
cnt footing from any general inferencca whatsoever from even the moat extended 
observations, and can hardly fail, in the present vivid and appreciative age, to 
meet with a promptitude of acceptance in 80me measure adequate to ita im
portance, and when of universal import, to n1ark the decisive epoch, in all 
human affairs, which I have not hcaitated to predict in the present work, aa 
hinging upon the discovery of Univeraology. 

18. By the Observational Method, the " Principlca of the Superior Man " may 
he in respect to their "ertenaivenesa,"-in the IMguage of Confucius, 80 broad 
that "the Univenie cannot contain them;" it ia only in the Anaiytical Method, 
however, that thOlle Principles are, in respect to their "minuteness," 80 tine 
that '' no Being in the Univeree can split them;" can analyze them, that is to · 
ay, a step further (o. t. ). 

(1) Blltory of CMllaadou la Eagl&D4, Vol IL pp. t:lf, tll8. 
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explicated or unravelled and brought into Series or Line, a.i 

the Ideal, Basis to which Nature kas conformed in the dUtri
butioo of the Nous of the Musical Scale. 

Diaa:ra :m. No. 7'8. 

Do Re Mi Fa, Sol La Si Do. 

1032. A closer examination of the Features or Item.I <( . 
Thought, suggested by the Trisection of the Cube, furnishe3 
the precise· type or method of all the remaining discriminatioru 
of the Musical Octave; the Five Semi-tones, the 3 (4) Chords 
of the Octave, as well as the 7 (8) Diatonic notes, etc. These 
details must be omitted. Music is the Harmonic Law of 
Uni'Dersal, Construction, Artistically condensed, cooipressed, 

f>T epitomized,-from the 'I'ri-dimensiooal,ity of tke Typica.l 
Ouhe, Edifl,ce, f>T Temple, transmuf,ed from Length, Breadtll, 
and Heigkt,-into the Uni-dimensiooality of a Singl.e CQTd 
f>T Line. Music is, therefore, at the High Artistic Extreme, a 
repetition of what the Mathematics are, at the low and basic 
Extreme, of Measurem~nt ; for it is the total purpose of mathe
matical labors to reduce Every Variety of Extension into 
Equation with some Unit of Line or Long Measure. Musical 
discriminations are, however, too technical to be more than 
alluded to cursorily in an elementary work like the present. 

1033. The series of Numbers here involved, and which has 
been previously noticed (c. 39, t. 503), is: 

1 3 (4) (5) 7 (8) 12 (18). 

This is the Artistic f>T Artismal Measuring Series <if Scalar 
. and Pivotal Numbers, and is that of which Fourier espe

cially affirms that the "Series distributes tke Harrnmiie~." 
It applies in Music especially to the element of Tune, which 
is the Domain of Space or of Tonic Display, that, in respect 
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, which we say High and Low. This Series of Pivotal or 
wred Numbers is an Extract or Essence derived from the 
omposity of the Odd and Even Numbers. It is the Trinis
al or .Artistic .Department of TlJPical or Piootal Numera
on. 
1034. The number Two (2) repeats the Straight Line. The 
11mber Four (4) repeats the Square. The number Eight (8) 
ipeats the Cube. This Order of numerical Distribution con
nued in the same ratio furnishes the Duismal or Scientio 
orresponding Department or Series. This is an Extract or 
,ssence derived from the full Series of Even Numbers, as 
>llows: 

(1) 4 8 18 32 ,84 (128). 

echnically, this will be referred to as the Scientismal Meas
ring Series of Sacred or Pivotal NumlJers. It is this which 
istributes the .exact Outlay of the PRIMITIVE or TYPICAL 

'LAYS OF STRUOTURE, properly 80 called, in all the realms 
nd departments of Being; as, for instance, of the Members 
nd the Bones of the Human Body. It is in Music this Series 
rhich distributes the Divisions of Time (as contrasted with con
iderations of Space or Tune) into the one Semibreve, divided 
1to 2 minims, 4 crotchets, 8 quavers, 16 semiquavers, 32 
.emisemiquavers, and 64 hemidemisemiquavers. SIXTY FouR 
ll' the Grand Ruling NumlJer of this Scientific Series of 
V"umbers. This number results, morphically, from the Re
ewed Tri-section, by the Three DiamHrical Planes, of the 
>rimitive Cubules tri-sected from the Primitive Cube; in 
1ther words, it is the Second PQU)er of the Grand Basic Sci
nto-Sacred NumlJer, 8 (Eight). It is within these Ratios of 
)ubes and Squares, and their Echo to Spaces and Times, that 
he rationale of Kepler's Laws has hitherto lain hidden, and 
rom which Universology will withdraw it. Again, howev r, 
he detail must be omitted. 

1035. The corresponding Naturismal Series of Measur-
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ing Numbers is the Simple Succession of the Odd Numbe1 
Series, as follows : 

1 3 I 7 9 13 16, etc. 

This Series measures the increments of velocity of falling b<r 
dies, and the ratios of various other natural phenomena. It is 
t.o Nature whai the Even Numbers are to Science. In Musk 
it should be found to apply in connection with some Natural 
Ratio of Augmenting Stress, which is the Substancive Element 
or Body of Music, contrasred with Space (or Tune) and with 
Time. 

1036. If the tri-sected Cube be looked at directly, (from the 
front, not from a standing-point chosep at an anglf>., t. 1030), 
Four Subdivisions . or Minor Cubes only are seen. The Four 
which are behind these fall into obscurity, and appear to the 
thought as one mass, representative merely of the back-lying 
Substance. The Typical Eight thus undergoes a natural 
reduction or abridgment, and becomes Ff& only ; Four, 
Normal or Regular, and One, Condensed or Abridged, but 
equal, in a sense, (that is to say, in Bilk, reduced, it may be 
somewhat, by .Artistic Modification), to the other Four. This 
illustrates a Principle in the Operations of Nature which will 
be referred to, technically, as 

THE PRINCIPLE OF .ABRIDGHENT. 

This Principle reappears in a thousand forms, in all thedift'er. 
ent Modifications of ~velopment, but still under definite lAws 
traceable with exactitude under the guidance of the Science. 

1037. It is the Process and the Principle above described 
which furnishes the Type of the First Grand Division of the ' 
Human Body into Trunk and Limbs. The Four QuarU>.rs 
terminating in Limbs represent the Four Cubules in presence, 
disparteil and remo?Jed to tke righ:t and l4t, and to the tw 
positions abO?Je and be'luw, revealing the Torso, or Trunk, 
(here exhibited as a mere block) as their interblentkd 
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rzui'DOlent, tke addlti<mal ONE in the total Fi?Je back qf, 
.nd, as it were, 1UYllJ between tke four, as in the Diagram 
•elow. 

Diaarazn No. 79. 

TAil ii apart from the .Animal &ail, and Tail tohk.\ aN deri'Odd from an ..d:i:il 
auing throvgh the c:mtral body. 

1038. Upon the Extremity of each of the Four Limbs this 
>roceSS is then repeated (WITH .ARTISTIC MODIFICATION). The 
i"our Fingers, slender, taper or line-like, repeat the F our 
:Jmbs of the Body, and again represent the idea of Presence, 
>utline, Form, Feature or Limitation. On the contrary, the 
hickened and shortened Thumb, massive or Substance-like, 
'0peats the Torso, or the Body of the Body Proper, and i 
~gain representative of the general idea of Massiveness or S b-
1tance. More elaborately and accurately stated, the Analogy 
s this, that the Palm or Metacarpus repeats the Trunk, and 
.he Thumb the Head, which are then representative <;>f the entire 
Jentral Column-Head and Trunk-the Thumb as Head nd
loined by the Carpus or Wrist as Neck. The whole is artis
ically modified or adjusted so as to enable the Wrist to serve 
n the additional capacity of a nexus with the Arm and a Trnn
dtion to the Central Body, of which the Hand is a mere Satel-
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lite or Dependant. The Thumb is crowded aside from its 
natural position as Head of the Hand, which would be that 
occupied by the .Arm, and is carried forwards ihto co-operation 
with the Fingers, somewhat as the Muzzle of the Animal when 
feeding is brought into conjunction with the Paws. 

1039 . .As in the Second Trisection of the Cube, we have 64 
Cubules or Compartment.a of the Second Order of Minitude, 
so tke Typical Plan of the Bone-Distribution or Framework 
of the Human Hand involves 64 Compartments. Of these, one 
half, or 32, are represented by the Thumb alone, by the Prin
ciple of ..ABRIDGMENT,-Bulk put for Number, both often 
confounded under the name of Quantity, the How-Much,-and 
the remaining half of the Plan is carried out and preserved in 
full as shown in the following Diagram. It should be observed 

' 

I 

> 

D 0 0 CJ "_]) } 

0 0 CJ D 0 0 D :::J> 

0 c 0 CJ 0 0 D !:D 

CJ D D 0 0 
) 

D D ::n 
D [J 0 [J 0 0 CJ ::1) 

that one Compartment in each Column. of Compartments is 
assigned to the Attached or Fi,xed Nail,, and one to the Fret 
Nail ; every distinct variety of Dtiferentiation being provided 
for in the Plan. 
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1040. The Process of the Abridgment of the Type-Form is 
this : One Half of the Entire Plan of Form is fully Explicated 
or developed in accordance with all the Minutire of the Detail:8 
involved in the Plan, and this Half is representative of the 
P.rinciple of Form. The other Half of the Entire Plan re
mains (partially at least) N<m-e:cplicated, that is, not sub
divided or developed int.o the fullness of detail by which the 
first Half was characterized. This N <m-explicated Half is 
then representative of the Principle of SUbstance ,· Sub
stance and Form thus both represented or symbollied within 
the Precinct of Fonn merely. This completes the First Degree 
of Abridgment by Halving, or the First Power of Duism. 

1041. By this Process, the Primitive Projected Distribution 
of 64 Compartments or Parts is reduced to 32 Parts plus 
some Part (or Parts) representative of Unity or Substance, the 
Measured Number of which is now t.o be accounted for. This 
Second Half does not remain merely One, (as in the Simpler 
Distribution of the Trunk disconnected from the Limbs), but 
undergoes a Subordinate Interior Distribution, as follows: 
Instead, first, of being Hal1Jed, by the First Power of Duism, 
it is Quartered, by the Second Power-this being a Secondary 
Stage of Distribution. Of the Fourths of 32 so produced, one 
only, equalling 8, is retained within the Substancive Half of the 
Plan about t.o be carried out. The remaining Three Fourths 
are then entirely discarded or left vacant. 

1042. The Third Degree of Abridgment then supervenes as 
follows: This Column still of Eight Compartments, (represent
ing the Thumb, the Unitive Half of the Primitive Plan, now 
already abridged by Three Fourths), is submitted to a repeti
tion of both the former kinds of Abridgment. It is, in the first 
place, kal1Jed-repea.ting the first variety of Abridgment above 
(t.1040). Four of the Compartments then remaining full, the 
other Four, the remaining Half of this Column, is reduced t.o 
One full Compartment, by the rejection of Three Fourths of 
this Half,-repeating the Second variety of Abridgment above 

~ 
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(t.1041). The Four thus added to the One make Five., aa ia 
the case of the Teeth noticed in the next following paragraph 
(t.1043). The Eight is, in other words, reduced to Five. 'I1m 
is, so to speak, an exhibit of the Third Power or Efficiency of 
Duism, bifurcating, and adding to the mere repetition of the 
two former Exhibits of the Principle the new .Aspect of tht 
Duism of Difference or Contrast between those two. 

1043. By the same Principle of .A.BRIDGJIENT frequently 
adopted in the works of Nature, as in those of Man, the Aduh 
Teeth are distributed as 82-Eight upon each (Half-} Jaw 
(t.1036); while the Provisional or Deciduous Teeth (the }(ilk 

Teeth) are ~ in number,-or Five upon each (Half-) Jaw; 
that is to say, they a.re by Abridgment reduced to the MIDf 

number as the Nails of the Fingers and Toes. Teeth and 
Nails are, in one of the .Aspects of Compamtive or Tnm
scendental Anatomy, ranged together as counterparts or cua
plements of each other. Their typical number is then con
jointly 64, red.need by the Provisional .A.uRtOOKEYT of th! 
Teeth and the Perennial .A.umDGMENT of the Nails to .f.U. 
Eight Teeth of the Normal Set are found upon each Hall .Jaw. 
(really a distinct member), which is then an .~:nab>gue d 
one of the LimJJS of the Trunk. The Jaws are the Limbed 
the Head, a discovery which goes back to the Founders d 
Transcendental .Anatomy, Grethe and Oken. &>e again upm 
this subject the forthcoming Monogram of my own, entitled: 
"The Correspondential (Interoomparative) .Anatomy of &ht 
Human Head and Trunk." 

1044. The Bones of the Body are the Fmmework of tht 
Body, and are therefore peculiarly the illustmtive Domain d. 
Form. The Spinal Column is the Grand Axis or Sup~ 
Column of this Fmmework. This is, apart from its Pfrots. tbf. 
Skull and Pelvis, actually composed, as we have seen, it. 956 .. 
of 24 Vertebne, with the Composition, 12 + 12. The Ribs cw 
lateral Processes are also 24, in two Groups of 12 each ; ~ 
Group with a Composition like the Chromatic Musical Scale- oCi 
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Principal, (the Long Ribs), and 5 Subordinate, (the Short 
Ribs), repeating the whole tones and the semi-tones of this 
Musical Gamut. ( ) 

1045. The Enlire Vertebral Column extending from the end 
of the Coccyx to the end of the Nose, is constituted actually 
of 40 Vertebne ; the 16 additional ones being distributed to 
the Coccyx, Sacrum, and Skull, and there so modified artis
tically, or blended, or, as it were, partially smelted into each 
other, that it requires the closest of observation to disengage 
and identify them. For the performance of this labor the stu
dent is again referred to the Monogram just alluded to. Tkia 
actual NumlJer 40 is then, itself, an Abridgment frQm, tke 
PURE IDEAL TYPIOAL PLAN of THE VERTEBRAL COLUMN OF 

TUE HmuN SKELETON, wkick ex-tends to the Grand 'l'!Jpical, 
NumlJer 64, as tke full Oom;p'lement of Ideal Vertebr<JJ. 

1046. The whole bony fabric of Man not only, but of every 
animal, as well as the muscles and nerves, and the organs and 
systems, is l,aid out, in rigorous accordance with a PRIMI

TIVE TYPIOAL PL.\N, derived fr<>m tke T!Jpical Sectionizing 
qf tke Globe Figure, and then fr<>m a simil,ar T!Jpical Sec
tionizing Qf the OulJe. The whole Carpentry of every organ
ized body is thus devised or self-arranged, as we may choose 
to regard it, in orderly obedience to these Simplest and Most 
Primiti?Je Dfoisions of Form. Whether it is urged, there
fore, as the true theory of this subject that they are derived 
from the operations of Reason in the Mind of a Conscious 
Creator, or that Reason itself is a mere Echo in the Mind of 
Man from the inherent Necessity and Universality of these 
Primitive Congruities of Form, it is, for tke purely Scientific 
resUlt, wholly indljf erent. The two Theories are brought into 
a complete reconciliation upon the Scientific Arena, from the 
fact that, under tke operation of either Theory, the pheno
menal result is tke same. The conclusion is startling, but : 
May it not prove the Higher Momlity and Religion of the sub
ject also, that the Wrong or tke Sin is not ln holding either qf 
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these most opposite poles of doctrine as TheM-11 M Belief, hl 
in the Spirit of Anat,kema, wkick denounces or e<mdemJU the 
individual who, from organization or state of development.. 
finds in the opposite Theory, the highest mental satisf'action or 
rest 1 May it not also prove that the Compoundest Trinismal 
Truth is of a Largeness nevei:, as it were, heretofore su.nni9ed., 
and that e?Jen the.extremes of Theism and Atkeinn are yd to 
be spanned within the Arch of the Abso'lute 'I'luology, as 
Necessary Aspects of a Doctrine too broad and too uni-l"arianl 
in Nature for any single statement-a Doctrine which em
braces Contraries as the Constituents of its Integral.ism ; as, 
between the opposite Poles of the Earth, the F.arth itselt ii 
constituted and contained i 

1047. So, in the Mathematics, the 7'ero is as necessary as thf' 
Positive Numbers, and while it is negative and a<il"erse, &Dd 
pri'Diti'oe of Positive Values, in one set of relations, it is no< 
only essential even then, but the relations being changed.. it 
becomes augmentative of Positive Values in a proporti<>Dllt.i! 
degree. We should soon discover our folly it we divided ov
selves into sects devoted to the exclusive defence of the nwn
ber One, of the Number Two, of the Number Three, and of 
7'ero, respectively. Yet, Is not this precisely what the world 
has been doing, substituting for the numbers them.selves ~ 
Spirit of those numbers, or the Principles of Being, for whk'h 
those numbers stand representative; and have not ages al 
ages of bloodshed and dissension been the price at which ft 

have indulged in those puerile dift"erences 1 
1048. Still the dissensions of mankind have been in tun 

fitting and appropriate as the rude means of development b 
the period to which they have belonged, which was the i. 
coherence of the Incipiency of Humanity. Pt>rbapa thal 
chaotic stage has for its numerical Analogue that Indeterminak' 
Numeration, rather, which precedes, as it were, the orderly 
and seriated distribution of numbers (t. 217). In that eed}'
age of disharmony and incoherence through the partial uJJdd.. 
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standing of Truths, the highest and the holiest sentiments of 
Mankind have been evoked, enlisted, and trained for their 
ulterior destination, in the defence of the particular phase of 
truth which was perceived by the individual mind, or around 
which a special sect could be rallied. The love of truth did 
not, in those days, come to bring peace upon earth, but a. 
sword, while yet by a sublime paradox he who bore it in his 
heart pre-eminently could with propriety be denominated the 
Prince of Peace. The grand reconciliation of all differences 
without the destruction of the differences themselves, in an 
infinite, practical Uni-variety of Co-operation between Same
ness and Differences in all Spheres,-as the different members 
of the Body concur in the formation of the Body,-can only 
come through Science, and then only through tkat Science 
which is UNIVERSAL, or the systematic understanding of all 
the simple Principles of Being, and of the Laws of their com
plex relationship to each other. 

1049. From the TYPICAL PLANS w TYPE Foos, fr<>m 
which Nature takes up her line of operations, and which lie, 
all it were, BACK OF CREATION ITSF..LF, the (Jorwref,ed or Elab
urated Body of Nature, the Creation as such, is gradually 
wrought out by a wondeifuJ, succession of .A.BTISTIO MODIFI

CATIONS. 

1050. Nature proceeds precisely as the Carpenter, or the 
Dress-Maker, or other Artisan, who first cuts out his or her 
work by a regular type, sample, measure, model, or pattern, 
and then elaborat.es, modifies, and completes, by paring or 
trimming, by piecing out occasionally, and by crimping and 
convolving in a thousand ways, to fit t11eir work for its uJ ti
mate uses. 1b rediscour the Primiti7Je Patternsfr<>m amnng 
these Inflnik Heaps of (J<>mp'lexity is the Supreme 'l'riumph 
of Scientific Research. 

1051. Type Forms are of three kinds: Initial, Middle or 
.. lfedial, and Final. Fr~AL TYPE FoRMS are Teleological. 
They are the Artistic Ideals-that which the producer is aim-
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ing to secure as the ultimat.e effect and perfection or his labor 
and art. INITIAL TYPE FoB.Ks are the Primitive Outlay cA 
the Pattern, in accordance with which the labor is to pro«"l'd: 
or rather that by which it is to be ide.ally guided. These ~ 
what have been denominated .Archetypes. MEDIAL Tm 
FoRMS are certain Standard and Measuring Forms attained 
to midway between the Primitive Outlay and the ultimate 
realli:ation of the ideal perfection. 

1052. Natu.ra.l Development corresponds with an Actual Pro
cess of Elaboration, with the doing of the work, as the build
ing of an edifice, for example ; the labor of the Builder u ~ 
tinguished from that of the .Architect or Planner. This dOt"t 
not accord with any of the Type Forms, but is a N aturismal 
and irregular procedure, aui generia. It proceeds normally 
and ordinarily at an inclination or slant, or diagonally relatrd 
to the Primitive Type Plans. The bricklayer, for instantt. 
does not begin to build by laying a tier or brick all along tilt 
foundation, but, on the contrary, he selects a oomer. ud 
builds up upon it to a considerable distance, slanting down bis 
work, at the two sides towards the base. This ske'llld ar 
biased, or oblique or inclined Variety of Movement or Opem
tion is characteristic of the Naturismm of the <Joncretin11..., 
and hence of the Observational facts of Existence throughcc 
the Universe of Being, tra'MTsing, and contra8ling fl!i~ at 
reg'lilarity of the Typical Plan11, which are the Seientisma 
the Abstractismus, or the Ideal Principles of Being. TD 
~rinciple is formulized as : 

THE SKEWISM OB Sc.A.LENISM OF THE NATUJUBJro& 

1053. It is in this Naturismal and Inclined, and as it~ 
Irregular Actual Development of Being that the onlinary Ya
turalists are making their observations. The Type Fol'ID8. u 
aside from and back of these, and as adduced from the ~ 
eary Laws ~f Form, and yet presiding over the natural df'n-1-
opment itself, as the Plans or the ArchiU!ct preside <m!I' dw 
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operations of the Builder, constitute the Department of Tran
scendent.al Natural Science, as of Transcendent.al Anatomy, 
for instance. It is to this, as the higher Department of Na
tural Science, that the Morphology of Universology opens a 
broad passage-way to the Scientific 'Vorld.. c. 1-4. 

1054. This Subject of Type-Forms or Primitive Ideal Pat
terns of Being is immensely fruitful of future results in all the 
Sciences. In an import.ant sense, it is with this Discovery 
only, that Science, properly so called, actually begins,-that 
is to say, that it begins to be constituted in an orderly way, 
from a priori Principles to Determinate Ends,-as God and 
Nature have proceeded in the elaboration of their work. It 
is one of the many subjects, however, which can be barely 
sketched in this Basic Outline of UnivE>rsology. I hav other
where, in manuscripts and in my own unwritten refl ctions, 
traced out the method far enough in its expansion towards the 
infinity of particulars, to furnish, if detailed confirmations 

Commentarv, t.10/J.'I. 1. The following statement of the Darwininn or 
Natnral Development Theory is extracted from an article on that subject in the 
.A.tlant~ Jltmthly for October, 1866: 

"The Darwinian theory is erected on the primary foundation of a Natural 
Law, acting through all time,-a penistent force which is applied to all crea
tion, immutable, unceasing, eternal ; which determined the revolutions of the 
igneous vapor, out of which worlds were first evolved ; which determines now 
the color and shape of a rose-bud, the fall of the summer leaves, the course of a 
rippling brook, the sparkle of a diamond; wl.Jich gives light to the sun, and 
beauty to the woman's eye. It rejects utterly the idea of special creation, nntl 
maintains that the globe, as it exists to-day with all its myriad inhabitnnL. is 
only one phase of that primeval vapor 'vhich by the force of that lnw lins 
reached its present state. As a little microacopic egg becomes in time n full
grown, living, breathing, loving animal by the operation of natural lmn trhii:h 
w Urm V""f/JIA, so has the Univene, with it. denize1111, become what it is by the 
workings of Natural Law." 

9. The author of the "Vestiges of the Natural History of Creation" sums 
up the hypothesis which he 11eeka to 11119tain thus : 

"I anggest. then, as an hypothesis already countenanced by mnch that is 
ucertained, and likely to be further sanctioned by much that remains to be 
known, that the firat step was an adoanee, Wider f aoor of peculiar circum1tance1, 
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were necessary, the most overwhelming oonvincement of it5 
universal validity. It will be the labor, not only or my OW1l 

future, but of the whole Scientific and Practical ". orlcl. 
through future ages, to trace out and apply the doctrine in it.a 
limitless minutim of detail. The I.aw is one and unitonn in it! 
operation, but the modes of its outworking and manifestatiom 
are infinite. We have, in fine, before us, for elaboratio~ a ~ 
Abstract and Exact Science ; a new .Mathematics or a ne-. 
Logic, the counterpart and equivalent of the Mathematks ud 
the Logic of the Past. Such is the Science of .A.nalogie. DOT 

undergoing development. 
1055. As the Typical Plan of the Distribution or the llsD 

Column of the Human Skeleton distributes it into 64: Ides! 
Vertebne, which number is the Second Power of the T~ 
Eight, so the entire number of. bones in the actual constitution 
of a Oom;pound Individual, including a man and a wo~ c. 
one of each sex, is 512, which is the Third Power or Cubed 

f'1'fYl1& ~ timpl#t far'tM of being to the ne.rt morwi ~, ad tAU ~ ~ 
me lium of the ordinary proceu of geMMtion. 

8. " That tM #mplut and mott primitifie typl, u1WUr o Z- lo wMo\ &W "! 
lih Production ii .ulxmliaaU, ga'Dd birth to tM ,,,,, Md ..,, it.. cAat tAW ... 
produced tM ne.rt higher, and '° cm to tM 'Hl'f high#t, the lltag1!s of ~ 
being in all cases very small; namely, from one species to anoth&r; eo tbat Dir 
phenomenon baa always been ofa simple and modest characu-r." 

4. All of the above statement relates still to ~ ProcuM -f N ATt"&ll 

Dt!M()/J'IMnt. The term Type, ae used in this sense, baa a quiie di&ft!Dt .._. 
ing still from that which ie assigned to the term Type-Form, tbro1lJlhna dlr 
present work. It signifies merely that which ia Central and Hodelic iD 9'! 
r.mge of Development, as tM FA.er rtMJl«l by ~ and u a part. ~ 
fore, of tM f11'1rely ~l or NatuNmal Scinwl of tM Nl>jtd; wt.e.. 
by Type-Form ia meant A NBCE88ABT .um bm£RDT TaCTB OI' G~ 
AND Lome goomWig and e<mtrolung the Natwal DnJq,,_m. lyiltg bad '1f .._ ~ 
tziating in tM Natvn ~ouoRT itMlf. and TRBNCE or _,.JariJy iJa 1-W -~ 
of Trmms. It ia therefore a part of the EXACT ScrucE of Being ittl! ~ 
I.nw in the mouth of the Naturalist, means, therefore, eomething fill' low-er .a 
r.m:r<\ no mntter what degree of Expansion may be ~Vflll to it. than LA• -· 
TvPE-FolUlls in the Transcendental senae of thoee tcrma. It is of the atJa.111& 
importance that these two conceptions be first clearly explicated ud ._ 
rreonciled. 
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igbt. This embracing of the two Sexes in one Typical .Ar
.ngement or Primitive Framework ~ooain reminds us of 
lato' s averment that the Man and the 'Voman were originally 
~mispheres of the same Sphere (t. 322). The number of 
lnes within the single individual may, it is true, be reckoned 
•mewhat variously, and Anatomists have never been able to 
~ entirely upon their numerical classification. By th 
Uowing arrangement there are precisely 200 proper bones, 
hicb, with the addition of 56 teeth, deciduous and permanent, 
•mple~ the required census of 256, the half of 512. 

Scapula and Clavicle 
Arm • 
Carpus 
Metacarpus • 
Phalanges • 

9 
8 
8 
fj 

14 

82 
2 for the two aides. 

Upper Extremities 64 
Lower do. • 62 
Os Hyoides, Stemum, and Ribs 26 
Vertebral Column with Sacrum and Coccyx 26 
Bones of the Face 14 
Bones of the Skull 8 

200 
Deciduous or Milk Teeth (sometimes). . 24 (ordinarily 90). 
Permanent Teeth • 32 

236 

1056. The trivial unattaclled bones, the Ossicula Auditus 
id the Sessamoids, are, indeed, omitted from this count. I 
1ke them to be the Representations, in the Scheme, of a for
gn Element wronght in, by .Artistic Modification. The more 
rtended theory of the Subject must be omitood here. So als 
te Milk Teeth are reckoned as one more upon each Half Jaw 
aan the usual number, by Analogy with the tendency of the 
land to yield Six Extremities in the place of Five. In fine, 
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theM are Final or Teleogical, the Third Class (t. 1051) o~ Type 
Forms, and these result always from a struggle between the 
Rigorous Exactness of .Archetypes and the Counteracting 
Freedom of N aturism. It is .Archetypes only which belong 
within the Exact Science of the subject. It is for this :reaso1 

tl:w.t Anatomists have never been able to agree on the Osteolcg· 
ical Classification, and that even here some ambiguity remabts. 

1007. Other methods of carrying out the reckoning of the 
Bones of the Human Body reveal other and various Analogie 
with Number and Form which are far too extensive, and 
many of them too obscure for an elementary treatise. The 
distribution of the Bony Framework of each Vertebrate Ani· 
mal, and of the Rings and Plates of Inferior Animals, is an 
Analogical Hieroglyph of the character and uses, or, so to 
speak, of the meaning of the animal. The same principle 
extends, with infinite variation, to all the other parts of ~ 
Body, and to the Vegetable and Mineral Kingdoms as well. 
'l'ke Fashion of each Leef is a serrrwn on Morals, on Poli· 
tics, on Religion. The Po'larity and (Jl,earoge of each Orys/,al. 
is a demonstration in each of the Sciences. .A diSCO'tJe111 in 
any .Department of Hu'ITUln Tlwught wul,fr<>m the ti11UJ when 
Uni'Dersology is familiarly u1Ukrstood, flask instant11 

1 

round the whole circle, and be a disC()'()eTy, equally, in eoery 
&ientiflc Domain,· and suck Uni.ftcation of the Knowkdga 
will be the precurser of the TRUE OR COMPOSITE UNIFICATIOS 

011' THE SENTIMENTS AND CONDUCT OF MANKIND. (t. 1057). 
1058. We have now completed this review of the distribu· 

tion of the Globe and the Cube as the Morphic Measurers of 
the Universe, in that lower order of measurement which \\'£' 

call Cosmical. .A word only can be given here to the Egg, as 
Typical in the Art Department of Cosmiral Nature, resulting 
ns it does, ideally from the Combination of the Globe and the 
Cube (t. 784). 

1059. The Genn within the Egg combines and repeats the 
Round Point and the Straightened Point, the Minim ot 
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~lobosity and Cubosity, as the Egg it.self combines and re
>eats the Globe and the Cube. 

l 060. The Germ is the Type of Intuitive Genius. The 
:Jermination Point of Genius is the vital and generative Prin
~i ple of Art. "The Poet is born, not made." The term Gen
'.'UIJ is etymologica.lly from the same root as genesis or birth. 

1061. The Chalam or twisted cord which connects the yolk 
rith the apex of the shell is spiral, or blends the principle of 
;he Straight Line with that of the Curve, and is typical of in
rpiratUm, as that which is co-operative with, and which sus
ains, the genius of the artist. 

1062. The Membranes enclosing the substance of the Egg, 
md hiding, as it were, the secret processes of Nature, partially 
round and partially elongate, repeat the corresponding types 
>f Su.rf'ace, and correspond with the Veiling or Obscurity of 
;be Processes of Art, as, for instance, the Machinery of a The-
1.trfoal Performance is concealed by the Curtain of the Stage. 

1063. The Substance of the Egg, and its Outline, (Substance 
1.nd Form), correspond with Solidity, (the Globe and Cube 
blended), and with Fabric or Construction, as Grand Art. The 
Egg is, in this sense, the Mass or Bale of Materials, which is 
!I.bout to be differentiated into the Vertebrated Structure of the 
future Animal. 

l 064. These considerations recur more obviously in the Vege
table or Tree. The Bud, (button, fiower, seed), repeats the 
Point and the Germ. The Tendril repeats the Spiral Line. 
The Leaf repeats the Surface ; and the Stem or Wood repeats 
Solidity. The Tree is the especial Type of these differentiated 
elements of Limitation. We pass now to a re-statement of 
Anthropic, in its connection with Cosmical, Form. 

1065. More comprehensively, and back of this detail, the 
Mineral Kingdom, as a whole, is the <Jonerete Type, Symbol, 
or Hieroglyph, of Abstract SUBSTA.NCE,-Massive, Rotund, In
organic, (with a Subdominant Element of Crystalline Rectism) ; 
the Vegetable Kingdom is the corresponding Representation 
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of .Abstract FORM, or Pure Limitation, (with a Subdominanoe 
of Rotundism in the circumference of Stalk and Limbs). The 
Tree is nothing else but a Concrete Presentation of Point, 
Line, Surface, and Solid,-distributed in Typical Brancbiness:, 
or Complex Linear Outline, against the Background of the Sky. 
Finally, the .Animal Kingdom is the Similar Embodiment of 
MOVEMENT, as also of the Compromise, ReconC'iUation, and 
Harmony, of SUBSTANCE AND Fon. The MERE ANl)(AL 

repeats SUBSTANCE in Preponderance, and MAN (tke Batt) 
repeats FORM, (Id,ea), or the Id,eal Perf ectlon. Willlin 
Humanity, MAN, MALE, repeats Fomr:, hence Man (the Race) 

and the Tree, ("the Cedar of Lebanon"), and W 011.A.N rt
repeat SUBSTANCE, and Mineral, and Cosmical World. 

1066. The Cosmical Type of Form (Globe, Cube, Egg) has 
relation in preponderance to Philosophy, which goes back to 
Generals and Universals, and is, in the minor sense only, 
practical. It is the Earthy Substance, the Non-Explicated 
Ground of Knowledge. 

1067. The .Anthropic Type of Form, Ma.n,-the .Anatomized 
Body and the Family Group,-has relation, on the contrary, in 
preponderance to Echosophy, since the Positive Sciences ally 
themselves with Speciality, and the want.a of Man, and therefore 
with .Anthropology. It divides, like the Tree, into Branches, 
which are the Special Sciences. 

1068. Finally, Nuptial Form relates to the Union of Sub
stance and Form in the Harmony of Movement ; of Mineral 
and Vegetable in the Production of the .Animal ; of World and 

, Man in the production of the Universe, and, it may be added. 
of Something and Nothing in the production of Being itsel! 
Man has been at first represented (Dia. No. l, t . 5) as symbol
ically standing upon, and treading beneat.h him, the Earth or 
'Vorld as a Footstool. Subsequently, (t. 994), and here again 
now, Man is represented as the Husband (or as we say in
stinctively the Husbandman) of the Earth, entering into Nup
tial relations with her, mastering, and impregnating, and enjoy-
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ing her as his bride. Science is challenged to the removal of 
th.is seeming contradiction of .Analogies, and responds to the 
challenge by adverting to the fact that the Cock, the typical 
Animal of Gallantry and Sexual ralationship, combines these 
two methods in the triumph of his love. It is in the profound 
study of the .Amative Methods of all the .Animal World, and 
of the Vegetable World below it, that the Central Arcana 
(Secrets) of Science and Human Happiness will have ultimately 
to be sought. · 

1069. U we recur to Numbers, the fact will be recalled that 
we have certain General Indeterminate Distributions of Num
ber before we arrive at their specific Distributions into N umera
tion and Summation. We have, for example, Indeterminate 
Numbers properly so called, as One, Many, .All, before we 
arrive at Determinate Numbers, as 1, 2, 3. 'Ve have then 
Round Numbers which have a relation to Round Form; 
namely, Numbers proximately exact, but not squared by any 
precise count or calculation. We have Values and Func
tions (.Arithmetic and Algebra). We have Pure Mathematics 
and .Applied ; Direct Processes and Inverse, etc. 

1070. The Single Integer or Unit, the Number One, (1), is at 
the same time the lowest and inmost converging .Apex of the 
whole Series of Cardinal Integers or "\Vhole Numbers. It is, 
as it were, the Single Primitive Cell or Least .Atom of Number 
relatively to an infinite accumulation of other Cells or Atoms 
-the Groups of Integral Units above it in the Series. It is 
the Analogue of the Physiological Primitive Cell (t. 203). 

1071. This Primitive Single Unit is, however, at the same 
time, a Total Universe of Number in itself alone, relatively to 
the Fractional Parts and Infinitesimals which are contained in 
it, and which are just as numerous on to Infinity, farther in
ward and downward, as the Numerousness of the Integral 
Units, above and outward, on to Infinity in the opposite direc
tion. This Internal Infinitely Jfinute World of Numher 
within tke Bowels of EACH SINGLE UNIT, and so aggregately, 
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WITBIN THE INTERIORS OF ALL N UllBER, is the .Anal,o~ </ 
the Real or O<mcrete Spiritual World, SITUATED INTERNALLY 

TO EACH PRIHITIVE CELL AND ATOM: OF THE 0UTEB }li. 

T.EBI.A.L W oRLD, and ao collecti'Dely, in a quaai-incomprt· 
kenaib'le sense, within the Outer Material World iUeif. TIW 
is an Arcanum too subtle, and opening into a field of scientifie 
speculation too exrended, for the present occasion. The simple 
statement must for the present suffice. 

1072. The &ng'le Unit-the Nu1liber One (1)-is tkeref ore a 
HINGE or Turning Point, between two Orders of .DeuWpmenl, 
the one Objecti'De and Grosa, tke other Sub,jectire anit Fi'M, 
and eack ending upon I'TIJl,nity ,· witk a $Uggution, ulii· 
mately, still, qf tke CoNVEID'IBLE IDENTITY, in smne fR1JI· 
terious way, qf tke Infinity qf Greatness and of the InfirJly 
qf Minuteneaa. 

1073. In order the better to conceive the Interior Develop
ment of the Unit, (the Fractionizing of itself), it will proTe 
convenient to withdraw this Central or Hinge 'Vnit partially 1 

from its connection with the Mass of Integers to which it is 1 

related, without, however, entirely severing the connection, 
and to magnify it in Thought, after it is so withdrawn from its 
position in the Serles. 

1074. It will be still further convenient, then, to inttrt the 
whole order or series, so as to bring this extracted and magni· 
fied Central Unit forward and at the top. The old Series of 
Integers will then fall backward and below, as a Train or 
Trail or Trunk, while it, with its interior distribution of Frac
tions and Infinitesimals, corresponding inversely to the ex· 
terior distribution or Train of Integers, or Whole Numbers, 
becomes the Head of the Train. 

1075. The Single Unit is then a HE>.ad, and the remainder of 
the Series a Trunk, in rude imitation of the Human Body. 
But the immediate Analogy here is, not with the human OOly 
as such, but with a train or troop of men, as an Army, fm
instance, with its General or Chief as its Head. 
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1076. The Analogy for the Human Body as such is wrought 
ut of the Single Unit alone, as follows: An lnfmitesimal 
r Least Fraction in, so to speak, a First Order of Infinity, is 
1.ken now as representative of the Primitive Unit, the previous 
•rimitive Unit being then assigned to · the representation of the 
rhole body of numbers, taking the place, in other words, of 
!le Train or Trail or Troop represented by the Sequential 
eries attached to the first Primitive Unit when it was regarded 
s Head. The new Primitive Unit is then a Centre or Core of 
tie former one, and when abstracted or pushed out of it with
ut entirely destroying the connection, it becomes a Head to 
;, which is now a Trunk reproducing, in determinate Single
.ess of Form, a Human Figure, Head-and-Trunk-like. This 
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epeats the General and his Army, or the Object and its Train, 
rhat.aoever it be, as Head and Trunk. The above Diagram 
~lustrates these two varieties of Anthropic or Head-and-Trunk 
'onn. 
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1077. Nature has developed the Head by pushing it out, so 
to speak, from the interior of the Trunk. It is an Analogue, 
as we have seen, of the Footus, and is almost literally a son or 
child of the Body. The effort of all animated Nature is to
wards Oepkalization, which begins far down and very imper· 
fectly, and ends at the height of development with the Brow 
ot Jove. a. 1. " 

1078. The primitive position of the Head ideally conceived 
of is indicated in Figure 2 by the small dotted circle ; but 
this in turn is an enlargement of the central Point which is our 
infinitesimal Unit. The enlargement of this Dot or Point 
should be conceived of as taking place interiorly somewhat as 
the rays of light which enter at the pupil of the eye, decussate 
as they enter, and then expand within the chamber of the eye. 
An increased subdivision or assignment of parts, to that which ' 
by the previous theory is already infinitely small, can only occur 
in this way. This Subject is, however, exceedingly intricate, 
and I hardly hope to render it tolerably intelligible by this 
mere allusion, while yet no more space can be afforded to it 
here. It must suffice to add that the fibrous and gray matter 
of the brain is the Analogue of these infinitesimal Subdivisiom 
of the Unit already assumed as infinitely small, and that we 
open up here the obscure avenue to the deeper philosophy of 
Spiritual Phenomena, the infinitesimal Dynamics of Homcro
patby, (the Principle of Potentializing by Infinite Differentia· 
tion), and finally, of Phrenology, at the point at which, as 
previously noted, it needs defence from the grosser physiolog· 
ical criticism (t. 622). 

1079. It is the Sectorizing of the infinitesimal circle at the 
centre by the converging rays from the periphery of the larger 

1 

circ!e entering into this Womb of Infinity and crossing eJ&Ch i 

An.nnfation, t.10'1'1. 1. Professor principle in Bclenee, and to him Is due, 
Dana, of Yale College, bas connected his I believe, the introduction of the kllll 

name with the establishment of this Cepbalbation. 
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other as they enter, which furnishes the Type of the Nerve 
Fibres of the Brain, and which accounts also for their decussa
tion or crossing at the N eek, as they return from the Brain to 
act again upon the outer mass of the Body. 

1080. It is, on the contrary, the Segmentation of the larger 
cirole representing the Body itself, and especially in its primi
tive Stage or quartering, which is representative of ordinary 
fractions short of infinitesimals. These two are then the Types 
respectively of Psychology or Subj~tive Mind-Science related 
to the Brain and Nerve, and Physiology including .Anatomy, 
the Subjective Body-Science related to the Flesh and Bone. 
We are thus carried back to the Symbolic Significance of 
Figure 2, in the Diagram of the .Anthropic Type-Forms 
(No. 73, t. 965). 

1081. Figure 3 of the same Diagram is then representative 
of Sociology, and Figure 1 of Monanthropology, including 
Phrenology, as previously shown. 

1082. The origin of the Nuptial Type-Forms, as the blend
ing of the Ovarian and .Anthropic Types of Form, is sufficiently 
obvious, and need not further detain us. 

1083. We pass now from the consideration of Form Proper, 
up to the consideration of DIRECTION, which is a higher depart
ment of the Domain of Limitation, or of Form in the larger 
and inclusive sense ; for which, however, we have now so 
much preparation that it need not detain us long here ; al
though in a subsequent work it will assume a para.mount 
import.a.nee. 

1084. Form Proper, or Figure, is Absolute Form, or such as 
conctN"ns the Self-Oonstitution of the Indi'oidual Object by 
lines and surfaces interposed between the points of Position, 
Distance, and Situation, involved in its constitution. 

1085. Direction is, on the contrary, Relative Form, or that 
Inter-relational Figure described by the lengthwise extension 
of the Lines, which connect object with object, or the object 
with the di1ferent fixed Points of its medium or surroundings. 

~··· 
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1086. Morphic CoHPOSITION, the Special Domain of the 

artist in respect to Form, is then the Composity, Union, or 
Interblending of Form, (as of Figure), and Direction. 

1087. In other 'UX>1'ds, F<YTm (Figurate) is tke Unimwl., 
.Direction the I>uismal, and Morpkic Composition tke Trini.1-
mat .Department of tke Grand .D<Ymain of Form, as tlte 1bt.al 
Antitkesis of &d>stance in tke Constitution of Being. 

1088. Figurate Form involves in preponderance the SUU
wise or 'I'rue Limita.ti1Je Function of tke Line, and this again 
corresponds with a Lateral Horizont.ality of Direction, as when 
we st.and opposite a barrier or any Base Line, a.nd look over 
or across it. Direction involves, in preponderance, the LengfA
wise or Oonnectiu Function of the Line, which corresponds 
with the Height or Up-rising Dist.a.nee of Perspective, and 
thence with Perpendicularity of Direction. Composition, or 
the Interblending of these two, hence, coincides with, and 
demands, the Triangle as its Type of Form,-a postulate of 
.Art which is known to every .Artist. Triangular Figure is 
derived from the Horizontal and Perpendicular with the addi
tion of the Hypothenuse, which is the Line of Inclination or 
Compromise, and hence of Graceful or Artistic Concession. 
The Horizontal or Basic and Governing Line is Scientismal. 
The Perpendicular or Exist.ential Line is N aturismal ; The In
clined or Concessive Line is .Artismal. This last is also a Sur
face Representative of the Protensive or Forth-Stretching Line, 
(the Fore-and-.Aili Horizontal), which would, in itself, arise 
perpendicularly from the surface of the paper. This Proten
sive Path-way or Methodic Line is then the .Analogue of 
.Action, which is repeated representatively, as Art repeats 
Action, by the Inclined Line or Hypothenuse (t. ). 

1089 • .Direction, in its pra,cticat aspect, that of Sl.andard 
Position, <YT .Determinate Lines <YT .AXES of Being, or the Oar
dinism and Ordinism of the Oos-m'ical W <YTld ,· HorizcmiaUty, 
and the Four Grand CARDINAL Points of .Direction, J)r"'"ortA, 
South, East, West,· Perpendicularity, etc.,-will come up 
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,for consideration in the Incipiency o/ the structural Outline 
td' Uni1Jersology, and may, therefore, be dismissed for the 
present. 

1090. Froni Morphic Composition, as the .Artistic View of 
Form, the transition is easy to ..Arto-Philosophy, for the posi
tion of which in the Hierarchy of Knowledge the student is 
referred. to th~ Typical Table of Existence (:No 7, t. 40). ..Arto
Philosophy must not be confounded with the Philosophy of 
Art, any more than the Philosophy of History with the His
tory of Philosophy. What is meant by the term is tlte Com
pound Re.wJ,tant of the Unition and Interblending of Scienl,o
Pkllosoph y, all tke Spirit and True Basis o/ Eckosophy or 
Positire Science, with the Naturo-Metaphysic o/ tke older 
Philosophy, in tke production o/ a new de1Jelopment o/ Meta
physics, permeated by the Spirit of Science. 

1091. Arto-Philosophy will develop itself like all other De
partments of Being, in Three Successive Stories or Degrees, 
-Unismal, Duismal, and Trinismal, respectively. 

1092. The True and Normal, which is the Scientismal or 
Duismal Degree of this Philosophy, and which rests basically 
on Sciento-Philosophy, now only in its own first stage of 
development through Universology, can therefore only be 
properly founded after Universology itself shall have received 
it.a competent exposition and appreciation. 

1093. It will then consist of an &actifying of all Nat·uro
metaphyaical speculation by bringing it into precise re'lation
Bkip with the Typical and Normal I>iscriminations of Uni
tJeTaology, and especially of Scient<>-Philosophy, as ITS ab
atract basis. 

1094. The Trinismus or .Artismus of Arto-Philosophy will 
in fine consist of a free or less rigorous interblending of this 
exact Department of .Arto-Philosophy with the Naturismus of 
the same Philosophy now presently to be characterized. ; 
coupled with an intermingling of illustrations from Fancy or 
the .Aftlatus of Poesy, so as to produce the highest style of 
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Poetico-Philosophical and Intuitional Writings. I hope soon 
to tender as my own effort at the illustration of this style of 
the treatment of Ideas, the Exposition, now approximating to 
completion in manuscript, of the Revelation of St. John. 

1095. Returning to the beginning of this Trigrade Scale, the 
Unismus or Naturismus of Arto-Philosophy is that instinctual 
and precocious effort at the constitution of such a Philosophy 
without awaiting the one condition absolutely necessary to its 
perfection; namely, the discovery of Universology as an Exact 
Science-then to be employed as one of its Factors. This 
effort is now in progress, and constitutes the latest p11ase or 
Philosophical Literature. A few words must be given here to 
its description and appreciation. 

1096. When Comte, as the Special Encyclopedist and Di
gester of the Positive Sciences, pronounced his verdict of 
Uselessness and Impossibility upon all Pure Met.a.physical 
pursuits, there was a time when it seemed that Metaphysics 
had suffered a shock past recovery, and that Echosophy alone 
was hereafter to occupy the attention of the thinking world. 
Lewes, as the disciple of Comte, dealt sturdy blows at the 
dying giant (so supposed to be) in whose service he bad spent 
a lifetime of devoted labors. This drift of opinion begins 
already, however, to• change, and Metaphysical Studies are 
evidently reviving in individual Ininds of great power. Lewes 
himself found it necessary to dissent from the verdict Qf Comte 
in relation to Psychology, which that Master bad treated as a 
mere accessory of Biology, and to vindicate for it · a distinct 
place among the Sciences; and Psychology always verges 
upon the abstrusest of Metaphysical reasoning. 

1097. Still an important impression bas been made, by the 
criticism of Comte, np<m this new and incipient Metaphysical 
Development. This is already obvious even in the writings 
of Hickok whose speculations are evidently chastened, not 
only by the general spirit of Science, but by the fact that be 
is aware of writing in the presence of the Positivist criticism. 
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I have employed Hickok, however, from his more character
istic development of the idea of Force, as one of the represen
tatives of the .Arl,oid Stage of the Naturo-Metaphysic. 

1098. As representatives especially of this Naturismology 
of Arto-Philosophy I will mention the writers of the four fol
lowing works, all of them .American, and of recent origin, and 
which have met, I presume, with but few readers as yet either 
at home or abroad. Some of these works have been quoted 
from, and commented on, in the body of this work: ''Phi
losophy as .Absolute Science, founded in the Universal Laws 
of Bt>ing, s.nd including Ontology, Theology, and Psychology, 
made one, as Spirit, Soul, and Body ;" by E. L. & .A. L. 
Frothingham. "Vestiges of Civilization ; or, The Etiology of 
History, Religious, Esthetical, Political, and Philosophical ;" 
anonymous. ''Substance and Shadow; or, Morality and 
Religion in their Relation to Life : An Essay upon the Physics 
of Creation;" by Henry James. "Optimism, the Lesson of 
the Ages ;" by Benjamin Blood. 

1099. In this order of writings belongs also a recent English 
work entitled, " Organic Philosophy ; or, Man's True Place in 
Nature "-Epicosmology by Hugh Doherty, M. D., and an
other English work by J. J. Garth 'Vilkinson, entitled, "The 
Human Body in its Relations to Man ;" and still another en
titled, "The Divine Drama of History ;" by the Rev. James E. 
Smith. Others doubtless may have escaped my attention, or 
may not now be in my recollection. To these may be added 
the whole body of modern Spiritist Literature. 

1100. Of all the works named above, the most remarkable 
from the point of view now under consideration are the first 
two: "Philosophy as .Absolute Science," and "The Vestiges 
of Civilization." 

1101. The former of these works touches the 11ighest point 
of Intuitional Generalization, and marks an epoch in Meta
physics. If it has not been understood and appreciated, it is 
either b~use, in it.a abstract principles it transcends the 
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mental habits of its reviewers; or that there is some failure in 
the clearness ot the exposition ; or, finally, that the deductions 
of the authors, whether legi1imated by their premises or not, 
are too offensive to prevailing opinions. 

1102. While in this work there is a. great advance upon all 
previous Meta.physical Insight., a.nd a drift; outwardly towards 
Science, the term Science is in strictness wholly inapplicable 
to it; for it is the distinctive charact.eristic ot Science, properly 
so called, to begin in dderminate particularlty, and not in 
broad generalization, which is the especial ear-mark of Phi
losophical Speculation. These authors having no types of a 
Scientific Character with which to compare, and by which to 
measure the complications of their primitive .Abstractions, 
they have in common with all merely philosophical Thinkers, 
no canon of criticism upon their own thinking, no adequate 
Chart, Compass, or Rudder to guide them when tl1ey enter 
upon the field of practical application~. 

1103. The Basic Idea of this work is the distinct recognition 
and affirmation of a Law of Unity, of a Law of Duality, and 
of a Law of Trinity, co-operating with each other, as the total 
account of the Causality of all the Phenomena of Being, 
whether of God himself, or of the Universe of Matter and 
Mind. This rt>cognition of tl1ese Principles, while it is not 
scientifically, but only intuitionally based, still completely 
accords with Universological Science. 'Vhat these writers 
distinctly see for themselves, though they would have extreme 
diffieulty in proving it to another, is exactly identical with the 
three Principles, Unism, Duism, and Trinism, propounded 
herein. The Principles are, however, seen by them prima
rily and in preponderance in the region of that High G€n
emlizing Speculation to which the Philosophic Eye is prone 
ever to direct its vision. Hence they begin not with the Sim
ple Numbers themselves, as an .Alphabet of Pure or Tran
scendental Science; the Only Method capable of DE>CONSTRAT· 

ING the Laws of Nature as an .Exact Rt'/f,ect of the L<Jw1 <( 
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Mind, and so of furnishing us with a complete S~culative 
Physics,-but with the High and Vague Considerations of the 
Infinite and the Finite, the .Absolute and the Relative, the 
Constitution of the Being of God, etc. 

1104. In the Universal Logical Method, these High Specu
lative Considerations, while they lose nothing of their tran
scendent importance, are the Teleology or Finality of Science. 
They are, in preponderance, postponed to the last, as the point 
to be worked up to, through the whole Series of Sciento-Philo
sopbieal processes ; so that when reached they shall no longer 
be the auh.fect of possil>le duuJJt, no longer rest in the category 
<>f Opinion or Belief, nor eDen of Intuitional Perceptions, the 
Special Endowment of some men, but shall take their rank 
as COMMON KNOWLEDGE, addressed to the UNIVEBSA.L F AO· 

ULTY in Man, and as the Highest Range of Scienti.ftc .De
monstrati0n8 (a. 33, t.198). 

1105. The work entitled "Vestiges of Civilimtion "-a title 
imitated from the "Vestiges of Creation," is, perhaps, the 
nearest approach to the actual discovery of Universology 
which has been made, apart from the discovery itself. The 
author, who has not given us his name, had evidently pro
foundly appreciated, if he had not completely digested the 
former Philosophies over the whole wide divergency from 
Kant and Hegel to Comte; and from their materials, with a 
rare originality of his own, he passes over to considerations of 
Number and Form closely allied with those which have occu
pied us in the two preceding Chapters. He exhibits a mere 
glimpse, it is true, of the immense Ocean of New Truth lying 
in this direction, but enough to give to his work a distinctive 
character which finds no parallel in any previous writings. o. L 

Onnmentaru, t. 1106. Since writb>$l the aboTe my attention bu tieea 
directed to a very remarkable work, "The Outlinett ol A.nalOfCir,al PhllOll0)1h7," 
by George F'i"ld, together with a Synoptil ol the ttame, 1mtltle1), "Trltosrme1t." 
I was not until very neently aware ol the eJtilltence of theole work•, whllo the 
chi.A of the investigation comaioed in them vergf!9 in 1CT1:ral rnpet,1.1 nlJ 
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The style is crude, hurried, and involved, and the whole work 
seems rather the improvisation of a Sciento-philosophical 
Genius, than the result of a patient life-time of .Analytical 
thinking. 

1106. The work of Mr. James assails in his striking, bril
liant, and peculiar style, the highest problems· of Life and 
Duty. He is the founder of a modified School of Sweden
borg's doctrine, bringing down the Mysticism of the Swedish 
Seer into the sphere of the ordinary uses of Sociological 
Science. 

1107. Mr. Blood's book is a less pretentious volume, b1rt 
one which has in it some valuable and remarkable thought. 
.Another .American book, the work of Professor Draper, "The 
Intellectual Development of Europe,'' like the "Vestiges of 
Civilization," has for its tonic idea the perception of Pascal, 
that "Humanity is but a Man who lives perpetnally, and learns 
continually." This was also the favorite idea of Fourier. 

1108. Dr. Wilkinson's book holds an intermediate position 
between Swedenborg and Physiology, like that held by James 
between Swedenborg and Sociology. The work of Dr. Do
herty bears traces of the School of Fourier, of whom he was 
for many years a laborious disciple. He is now, as well as 
.Arthur Young, of the same School, and .Albert Brisbane, the 
Translator and .American Publisher of Fourier's works, open
ing out; new avenues for individual originality. 

1109. Modern Spiritist Literature is already an immense 
body of writings, covering a great variety of subjects. No 
more distinctive and remarkable assemblage of Literary pro
ductions ever exisW. It is characterized, on the whole, by 
some monotony, and even platitnde, of style and conception; 

nearly upon my own; eo much so, indeed, that, bad I fallen in with them earlitr, 
I should have enriched the present work with some contributions from thase 
sources. On some subsequent occasion I hope to recur to them, both for the 
purpoae of acceptance and criticism. 
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it within and among it are treasures and gems of the rarest 
,}ue. There is an unparalleled breadth and daring in the 
ope of its speculations. It is penetrating and critical in its 
lillosophy, humanitarian and prophetic in its tendency, and 
terly novel and surprising in the method of its production. 
1e writings of .Andrew Jackson Davis, considered merely in 
.is latter respect; are a st.anding miracle. The Poems of 
lzzie Doten are enough to puzzle a conclave of Sages who 
tould begin by not admitting the simple profession of the 
ithoress to be a Seeress or a Medium for the Inspiration of 
.e Deceased Poets, whose styles of writing she so marvelously 
produces. 
1110. In c<melu8i<m, I revert again to the Logical and t11e 
atural Orders, to which the attention of the reader was 
ima.riq directed at the opening of this treatise, (t. 6), and 
hich have been discussed in part a few paragraphs further 
:wk (t. 955, 956). It'is, in the Grand Sense, The Logical Or· 
~r or Universal Evolution, when we proceed from PRIMITIVE 
n>E-FOBMS, outward and <lmlmward, through successive 
rtistic Modifications, to ULTIMATE COMPLETION. While 
tis Order of Conception antagonizes, it does not deny, and 
om another Point of view affirms even, the opposite doctrine 
~lled "The Development Theory," as propounded by La. 
arck, by the author of "The Vestiges of Creation," and, at 
Lis day, especially, by Darwin. This last is the Natural Order 
' Evolution, '{Re<iominantly in Time. The Natural, Tem
)ra.1, or Historical Order is opposed to the Ideal (Type-Form) 
~ Rational·Spiritual Order and Theory or Form of the Con· 
'ption. It ASCENDS, aa it were, from tke Feet and Loins /,o 

~e Head, wkile tke latter-REFLECTED and in?Jerse,from tke 
,.aturismal Point of View, but PRIOR, ORIGINAL, and CREA· 

rvE, from its <nen Ideal Point of View-DESCENDS from the 
hest and Br<YW, <YT from tke Head f,o tke Feet (t. 6; c. 8, t. 9). 
1111. BOTH THESE ORDERS ABE ESSE~AL TO ANY COM· 

l'..E'l'ENESS OF THEORY, FIBST IN THEIB OPPOSITENESS AND 
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DIFFERENCE, AND FINALLY IN THEIR RECONCILIATION, HAB
llONY, AND CO-OPERATION, AND .AS SUPPLEMENTARY TO EACH 

OTHER. To supply the Philosophic Ground of this Complex 
Unity is the office of INTEGRALisM. Tms ULTIMATE Co)"
CILIATION OF CONTRARIF.S IS THE UNIVERSAL TYPE OF Hu 
MONY. The Diverse Views which are entertained, for exam
ple, by different Minds, upon the Being and Nature of GOO., 
or of the Supreme Governing Potency of Creation and .Ad
ministration in the Universe of Being, are destined, through 
Universology, to a similar adjustment. The dewut Callwlir. 
the orthodox Baptist or Quaker, and the oonsci.entioti1 
.Atheist, will shake hands with each other, and find a nar 
and intense bond of Unity in their 'Dery dijf erences. Ba.a. 
will come to know, and lo'De to recognize, that the other Aa! 
wrought, with an echoing fidelity to his own, in. ano0u.1 • 
<lepartment merely of the Grand Fabrication of the wMk 
.Armory of Truth. The Universe of Fact and Principle n.; 

simply too large, and the Aspects of Truth too multifarious, to 
be mastered by the Infancy of Man. The New Catholicity of 
the Adult Age of the Race can alone compass them. THE • 
GRAND RECONCILIATION, THE CROWNING HAR
MONY OF . HUMANITY, coUld only be led in by the RadictJJ 
Disco'Dery of THE UNITY OF ALL INTELLECTU.U 
CONCEPTIONS. (t. 1046, 1120, 1121, 1122.) 

1112. Our Different Theories of Theology and Creed eI· : 

press, not merely our Intellectual Conclusions, but our Qr. j 

ganic Dijf erences as well. Some men are, N atnrally, or by j 

Organization, Catholics; some, Presbyterians; some, Method· 
ists. It is alike undesirable and impossible to con11ert all mn 
to the same Faith, except in respect to that General Ground· 
work of Truth which founds their Differences, as it. does al.~ 
provide THIS basis of Unity-THE UNITY OF RECONCILIA'l10! I 

AND MUTUAL ACCEPTANCE !N THE MIDST OF TBEIB DI· . 
VERSITIES. 

1113. \Vith the comprehension and assimilation of this 
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rand Universal Truth, Religion will tum from the stanck 
if ense of Partic?ilar Dogmas, to the Oonsideration and (Jul,.. 

~re of the Infinite and Di'Dine Harrrwny between diverse and, 
~lefty e'Den, between THE MOST OPPOSITE Doctrinal Manif es
tions. The Two Orders of De'De'lopment in tke Natural Uni
rse will furnish the Normal Type of this Grand Doctrinal 
djustment. THE INFINITE VARIETY IN UNITY of the Divine 
lan, in the Visible Creation, will be recognized and glorified 
~ shadowing forth the Ultimate Solution of all our difficulties 
ising from Organic and Educational Differences. Men will 
•me to love each other greatly in proportion as they are con
asted in their Oreeds, and have something mutually to give ; 
1d not, merely, upon the low ground of their monotonous re
mblances. THE HARMONY OF CONTRAST IS MORE DIFFICULT 
• ACHIEVE THAN HARMONY FROM LIKENESS OB .AFFINITY ; . 
JT WHEN ACHIEVED IT 18 PROPORTION ALLY IDGHER IN RANK, 
m GRANDER IN ALL w A YS, IN ITS RESULTS ; while yet both 
~ve their respective and equally worthy parts to perform. 
iese are a few hints merely upon the Ulterior .Applications 
Universology, and its accompanying Philosophy of lntegral
n. It may be, nevertheless, that to some Minds, the immense 
>SSibility of UNIVARIANT RECONCILIATION and ULTERIOR 
A RllONY will, on these mere suggestions, develop themselves 
to superior proportions. (t. 1057.) 
1114. Let it not be supposed that the preceding statements 
e made in the spirit of the loose and untenable doctrine: 
wt it is of little or no importance what men belie'De, pro'Dided 
ly their hearts and intentions are right. On the contrary, 
is held : That it is of the utmost importance What men be
~e, and that Men should belie'De the Truth. What is meant 
something very different; namely, That the Truth is itself 
much larger, so much more many-sided, so infinitely more 

rmpkx than any Qf the Sects ha1Je had it in their 'l'hought8 
en to oonceive qf,-instead of being merely simple as it 
i.s been hitherto almost universally assumed to be,-that it 

48 
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has required the .Antagonism and Divergeney of All the Doc
trines TO DECLARE IT EVEN, first in its Di1Jersity and FTiJ.f}- . 

mentary Defractlons and .Reflexions in all Lights, as :pn- ' 
liminary to Tke Ulterior .Reconciliati1Je statement f <>r whicl ' 
a new Unitary Science was alone competent. Such was tht 
Grand Cosmical DIFFERENTIATION of Ideas, prior in ordertll 
their Ultimate INTEGRATION. From tke Primiti'De Syngtati1 
of Simple Unity, through the Utmost Secf4rian .m'Dergen.r;:h 
back'UJard, but upward, to the Infinite 'I'rinismal Compl.a. 
Unity, standing in part on the Multifarious .Dijf ereru:t4 
of Faith-like tlUJ mighty Angel eeen in 'Dision by John, ttiO. 
one foot on the land, and one on the sea-sucH w .AS TO BI 

AND IS TIIE PLA.N.ETARY EVOLUTION OF THE UNITY OF 'lfil 

RACE. 

1115. Nor, again, is it intended to be affirmed that all I 
I 

views are alike true in such a sense that Tkere is no posai.hil- ; 
ity of Error, or No difference between Truth and .Error. 
What is intended is, however, emphatically to assert: That 

.TnE GREATEST OF ALL ERROR.S-that in which the Whdt , 
World has been, and mainly now is, in1Jol1Jed, and from which 
it can only be withdrawn by an adequate Scientific Solution
is P .A.RTIALISM, or the DENIAL of Opposite and .I>iff errril 
Truths or Aspects qf the Truth from those which men hold 
to or aiftrm,. and that when this greatest of Errors begins to 
be radically rectified, then only shall we be in a jit 1nt1lla! 
condition to ad;'udicate the minor questions of .Right afld 

1 

Wrong, in Details of Statement, and of Relati-ce Ranl, fx. 
tween the diverse Doctrines of Mankind. 
· 1116. It is, in fine, meant to be affirmed, That the Conjf.iel· 
ing Aspects of Truth in the Moral World are no less injinikl1 
numerous and dijJicult of Ad;'ustment-while yet t'ntrinsi· 
cally no less harmonious-than the Aspects of Material Er· 
istence which tke Universe presents for our inspectfQn and 
study,. and that until we have as thoroughly e:r:hausted Ou 
Oomparison of the Aspects of tke Ideal World, as Science is 
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io doing for those of the External Cosmos, we are mentally 
'YOmpetent to organize THE THEOLOGY OF THE Fu1'trm;-t7te 
~est of the Sciences destined to be de?Jel<Yped, and the Highest 
Rank. 

1117. Tke True Religious Sentiment and CJkaracter, for 
is hour, and for al,l coming time, is, then, Utter Consecra
>n and Absolute J)erJotion to ALL TRUTH, LEAD WIIEBE IT 

~y; to INTELLECTUAL TRUTH, addressed to THE 
N"IVERSAL FACULTY in Man, as well as To, and IN 
·sT PREPONDERANCE OVER, Inspirational and Observational 
"U.th, whether of the External or the Internal Senses, ad
-essed to THE PARTICULAR FACULTY in Man, (a. 5-9, 33, 
204),-the Recognition of the Governing Preponderance, in 
ie, of LoGICISM over ARBITRISM (t. 349) throughout, or in all 
;>heres; together with a like Consecration and Devotion to 
EIE UNIVERSAL Goon in Preponderance over all Individual 
spirations; and then, in Subdominance, to the Individual 
ood and Desires of All (a. 35, t. 204). 
1118. We shall thus have, for the first time in the history 
' the Race, a Religion internally pro7Jided with the means 
or the Correction of its own errors; and THE RELIGIOUS 
1-.::nTICENT OF MANKIND for the first time CONVERGED, 
ENTERED, and L--.TENSIFIF.J> upon a wise Progression, in
:ead of the mere Guardiansldp of the Modicum ef Truth 
'.tppo.<;ed to be already possessed; a Religion vital, expan
.ve, perpetually develpping, instead of the Closed Circuit and 
ead Corpus of the Ancient Utterances of the Saints; while, 
evertheless, it will rehabilitate, hallow, and cherish those 
ILI"ly Truths whispered by Inspiration to the attentive ear, or 
!l.ngbt by the quick observations of the Infancy of Mankind; 
nd will love and exalt the Simple Good done by the Little 
)nes of Earth in all Time, who may be, or may have b een, 
~orant of the Grander Sweep of the Universal Principles and 
..a.ws destined to realize the Intellectual Unification of the 
lace. 
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I 

1119. The just and appropriate Hierarchy of the Ma.scnloidal ~ 
and of the lnfanta-Feminoid.&l (c. 24, 37-39, t..136) Elemeoo 1 

of the Social Organismus will thus be, for the first time, filA. 
atituted; and the Orderly, ORGANIZED, and Rejlectiu Pro
cedure of All Human Affairs will come to . replace the JD. 
stinctual, Incoherent, Tentative, and Disharmonic Proeedun 
of the Past. c. 1, 2. 

Comm4'ntary, t. 1119. 1. TBE LOGICAL Olmo (t. 6) and~ LoGJtr;. 
XAL Rzomz, (t. 3'9-361), in the Constitution and Administration of All Spbem 
are THB MAscuLlsMUS of Universal Bemg, as TBE NATt'RAL or HISTOJUCJ.L 

ORDER and Tu ARBITBtBKAL REonr.z are THB FElmll.SK1J'a. It has ti.a 
stated that MAN Univeraally, repeats Man Sexually, or Man Male; and tbll 
TBE WORLD (of Nature) repeats Woman, (t. 1065); or, again, more ~I; 
put, God, 88 Spiritual and Typical Man, repeats Man 88 Father nnd Hosbud; 
and The Created Universe, echoing the Material World, and hence Naturt. 
eminently repeats Woman, aa in the joint Conception of Progeny (as allied 1litl 
the Infant) and as Bride and Universal Mother or the Teeming Womb. lW 

·ia, therefore, in this Aspect, the Image or Eidolon, and Woman a Basis or Foot· 
stool (t. 2); Man the Head, ancl Woman the Trunk (L t53); but all this is ii; 
MERE PllEPONDEBANCE, (t. 626), and as suggestive, in a figure, of the tnt 
Relationship. In the Reality 'both are both, and tach ii al.l, with the diJJ'erena 
merely of the Typical Order of Development. Man Male, or the lfusculismo..<. ~ 
Reason Firat and Sense B«cnd; Humanity Firat and World &eond ,· or God 
Firat and Universe &<xmd; and Woman, or the Feminiamua, is Sense Finl and 
Reason Buond; World Firlt and Humanity &ccmd; or the Universe Fin aud 
God &cond. All this INBEBENTLY, (t. 754), or in REPETITIVE CoRBE1SP0:5ll
ENCE (t. 31); while yet APPA.llll:NTLY, (t. 75f), or in respect to TENDENTIAL CAD· 
BEBPONDENCE, the Opposite is true; the Female Mind worships the Logical 
Order, which makes God First; and the Male (or Scientic) Mind worsltlp 
Laws which underlie N1tture, and produce even God. So the Complexity reap
pears and baftles continuously every attempt at absolute Simplicity of S&ialr
ment. L 1. 

Amwtntlon, c. 1, t. 1119. It is meeting and blending into each other in 
only, therefore, in a mere trace, in the the infinite Complexity of Sexual BeJa. 
ultimate result&, that the Logicism of tionship and Mutual Charm. ~ 
the Male and the Naturism of the Fe- lOllell itself finally in the Minutenl'8 and 
male continue to appear in the perfect Multiplicity of Details, al tM finu deli 
outcome of character; while contrari- Intuition, the Artistic Sense, Genim. ' 
wise there is also a trace, by TEJU[tNAL Sentiment, and Fine Feeling, enter th.> 
CoNVEllSION INTO 0PP08ITl!l8, of the field, and take up and pursue still ~ 
contrary manifelltation; theee two, 88 choicest subtleties of diecriminatioG. 
well 88 numberless minor modifications, 
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1120. To a.fllrm deliberately these IMMENSE CoNTRAIBIES : 
That God rs eternally, and REIGNS universally ; That God is 
not, and that Law is .ALL IN .ALL; That the Universe was 
created in Time; That the Universe is itself Eternal and Un
create; That the Reason is the Supreme Governing Authority; 
That the Reason is blind and untrustworthy in The Most Vital 
Domains of Being ; That Man is born to die ; That Man is 
born to be immortal ; That Sin is always duly and severely 
punished ; That there is no Blame and no Punishment, and 
consequently no Sin,-and so on to the end of a huge catalogue 
of Doctrinal Differences ;-to affirm all of this, with the delib
erate intention that Eack Affirmation shall be accepted as 
TRUE, and as part Qf tke Larger Oomplw Truik, is, seem
ingly, to introduce a New Order of Mystery; but it is a Mys
tery perfectly Solvable and Comprehensible by the Human 
Intellect, by the aid of Analogy. 

1121. How tremendous are the Contradictions which Science 
has already taught the Enlightened Intelligence of Mankind 
to accept, in the Physical vVorld I Could any belief have been 
more thoroughly radicated in the Natural and Primitive Con
victions of the Race than that a Single Fixed Point in the Sky 
over our heads is Up, and that another such Point beneath om 
feet is Down ; that the Solid Material Earth, on which we live, 

2. Man is, in other words, Head Fint, and Trunk B«muJ., and Woman ia 
Trunk (or Abdomen and Pelvis) Fir.e, and Head &cond; l>Ut both are botJi,. 
~n<J,. 21runJ: an the perf «tWn, each, of their 8-ral Typu of lkfJelopm4fit; 
and BO of TM MtUCYliMnua and tM Feminiamua <>f tM Total &heTM <>f &fog; and 
so in fine 6f TM Tf/}() Gmnd <>pporiu Doctrina in &ligi<m, PhiUJ110pliy, and Prat>
titlal Life, which hove ever divided, and in a BeDee ever must divide, to the 
utmost the Simpl,s Unity of Mankind But it may now be clearly seen that it i11 
this very Difference which is the absolute Ground of their mU-ri<>r INTEGRAL 

and CoJCPOSrra UNITY in the Marriage and Nuptial Harmony of their Organic 
Contrast. But, again, the Subject &SBumes dimensions "·hich repel the attempt 
here at any adequate expansion. In a word, Tm: Loorcrsx anil the ARBrTRrsK 
of Doctrine Blend and Harmonize and DiSBOlve in the Blisaful Ecstasy of their 
lfutnal Embrace, and survive only in the more Manly and Womanly Forms of a 
New Composite Philosophy and Life. 
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must have a. still more Solid and Material Foundation beneatl! 
it on which to rest t In three hundred years all this has }x>(on 

changed for the Civilized Nations, and we now accept and 
find the ready means of Intellectual Reconciliation with ~ 
Contrary Propositions : That Every Point in the Sky may h
Up, and Every Point Down ; That from the Centre of tht 
Earth it is alike Up, to Every other Point in Space ; That t1e 
Solid Earth is a Globe Swinging in the Mid-Heavens, with Il<I 

Material Foundations of Support whatsoever; and so on 
through an immense list of the utter Reversals of Primitire 
Beliefs, and of Contradictory Statements, each of which is, 
nevertheless, intelligently and undoubtingly held to be trne. 

1122. All this results from the simple recognition of tht> 
Doctrine of DirJersity-of-Aspects-frmn-Dijf erent-Points-ef
View, which the Intellect propounds, but. which the Simplistic 
Faith of Childhood ignores and arrogantly repugns. Tiu 
Adult Age means tlle Replacement of Primiti'ce SimpUB"ml 
by cautiously defined Adjustments, the Product of Science I 

or Systematized Obser?Jation and 'l'lwugkt. 
1123. It is tkis Radically Re?Jolutionary Jlec<msi,deration 

of .Every Question of Doctrine-Moral, Sociowgic<il, and 
Theowgical-to wltick the World is nO'lD sumw:m..ed by Ou 
Positive Di,sco?Jery of a proper SCIENCE OF THE UNIVEBSF.. 

The power, in the New Ideas, for ultimate Oonmction is lim· 
ply IRRESISTIBLE. The New Catholicity will rapidly preTXJ.il. 
INTEGRALISH will repl,ace p ARTlALISH. There remains DO 

question but the question of Time. If Three Hundred Year5 
have more than sufficed to reverse or modify the whole current 
of opinion, with Intelligent Humanity, upon the Theory of the 
World's Structure; now, with the Accelerated Progress of 
Events, in the Mental Evolution of the Race, Three Tens of 
Years will more than accomplish as much for All Doctrinal 
Opinion and Beliefs. Every Grand Aspect of Thought will be 
Scientifically defined, and the sense in which it is tenable ~ill 
be precisely illustrated in tke Material World. Harmony 
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will grow out of Dissension and Discord ; Clearness and In
eft"able Beauty out of Mystical Dogmas and Doctrinal Confu
sion. The Most Stupendous Composite Variety will be substi
tut.ed for a Central Undeveloped Unity, as of the Old Catholics 
on the one hand, and, for the Divergent Isolatiou of Individual 
Centres, like that of Protestantism, on the other. Each will 
snrrender the vicious Aspiration to be the whole, for the better 
honor of being a Constituent Entity of the Infinite Republic of 
Truth and Goodness, and ORGANIZED and Orderly Operation, 
in all the Affairs of Mankind. Tm; NEW JERUSALEM, THE 
HOLY CITY, WILL HAVE DESCh'NDED (t. 948). THE D.AY OF 
JUDGllENT WILL HAVE vmTUALLY COME (t. 416, 425). THE 
BooKS WILL HAVE BEEN OPENED. THE JUDGMENT WILL 
HAVE BEEN EXECUTED. THE FINAL RESTITUTION OF ALL 
THINGS WILL HAVE BEEN .ACCOMPLISHED. THE GR.AND 
RECONCILIATION WILL RAVE BEEN EFFECTED (t. 73; 
c. 39, t. 136; c. 6, t. 345). 

1124. I have thus laboriously brought to a conclusion that 
Preliminary Treatment of Universal Doctrine upon which I 
have thought it fitting to bestow the name of Basic Outline of 
Universology. It will belong to other and subsequent works, 
appearing, it is hoped, at appropria~ intervals, to rear the 
Framework upon this foundation, and to present what I may 
be individually able to accomplish for the :finishing and furnish
ing of the New Temple of Truth. Whether this Treatise shall 
meet at once with the welcome reception and grateful apprecia
tion of many minds,-the anticipation of which has served to 
brighten my solitary pathway in the deep recesses of abstract 
contemplation for thirtyyears,-the Event alone can determine. 
A painful responsibility is at least in some measure discharged, 
and will be hereafter, in part, cast on the World. Precisely 
"of the hour knowetb no man." The Signs of the Times may 
indicate, and Science may confidently predict ; but the Previs
ion of Science, in this behalf, is not yet perfectly secured from 
the possibility of error. The Prinelples of Universology are 
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. 
held to be Infallible ; but no personal Inf'allibility is claimed 
for its exponent. The highest Scientific Probability is not Ab
solute Certainty. If there is then still delay to be anticipat.ed ; 
if the hour of birth is prolonged, or is not yet, let us also be 
prepared philosophically for that disappointment, as the test 
of our Faith. For one, the same patience which I have sum
moned to enable me to do, shall be summoned again to 
enable me to wait. "They also serve who only stand and 
wait." .At least, having now accomplished a First Stage in 
my Labors, I shall seize the opportunity partially to rest, 
while yet busily and even laboriously engaged in the prepara
tion of other ulterior and related Works. 

• 
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DIGESTED INDEX 

TO TJlll 

BASIC OUTLINE OF UNIVERSOLOGY. 

INTRODUCTION.-This Digested Index is t.o be regarded as something 
more than a mere Index. It is, in fact, an inherent portion of the work 
it.self, or it may indeed be said t.o be an additional Work, throwing a 
new light upon the former one. Universology is peculiar in this 
respect: its field of investigation is-not Particular Things or Par
ticular Domains even, as Separate Entities-but the RELATIONS 
between all Things and Domains whatsoever. '!'he force of the Mafo 
Exposition is, therefore, constantly and inevitably obscured and 
weakened by tl1e neces.,ary preliminary exposition of tl1e Particular 
Things and Dmnains BETWEEN WHICH it is then intended t.o inter11ene. 
This difficulty is in a great measure relieved by the kind of exhibit 
made by a thorough Index. In it, the Relationships between subjects 
remotely presented in the body of the work come strikingly forward 
upon the same page, or, it may be, in a single line. The Index is, in 
itself, therefore, a Tabulated View of the Oomparowgy of an immensity 
of diverse subjects, such as could not be so effectively contrived, per
bups, in any other way. This is in addition t.o its ordinary value as a 
means of referring t.o the points cited in the leading work; so 
that the student will not, I think, regret time given t.o poring over the 
Index, irrespective of its more ordinary uses; and in this view, he may 
not perhaps find it so dry, accompanied by the Vocabulary, as might at 
first be apprehended. For explanation of the Abbreviations see Notice 
t.o the Reader, p. xl 

A. 
A, 11 oonnectlng--Towel in naming Domalna, 

c. 13, t. 43, p. 28. 
Auanuno:u, p. xl. 
.Aaoo¥U = Mlddls Region or Honae, o. i, 

t. '53, p. 322. 

AauOT.t.TI01'. See Weanin«. 
ABoLITI01', of Slavery' t. 432, p. 305; or 

Death, c. 2, t. '34, p. 80'1. 
Aaon, ingtin<.'tively conceh·e.t or aa J'Jr. 

hmsl, Iarutriom, t. f-08, p. 2S6. 
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BASIC OUTLINE OF UNIVEBSOLOGY. 

Auau. and Aritltm~tlc, lll119tratlon fl-om, 
lotloJoction, P• liY ; a bNoob or IUth .. 
ma&ka, I. lla(', p. 177; t. 231, do.; Abatra<1, 
e. T, I. Ul, p. I~; t. ll4t, p. 1119; Caloa
laa o( Fu11<'lio11• - l'are At.&raci lk!.. 
tio-t. ~40, p. I '>II ; Cle( of, t. :t! I, p. ll~; 
t. t90, p. 20~; e1-u1ed, t. 189, p. f16; 
1c:ieoce o( Equation, t. HO, p. f1$; Aoa
lof'IM of Dialectic o( Eqiaarlooa (Meta
phyalcal Eqaality), Table 117, t.1911, p. ll7$; 
.,..,.. with Be-lateral flymmetry or Body, 
t. ~t, p. BllO: illuatrat.od Principle or 
Eqaalit~ in, t. ~. p. Ii&; Diagram No. 
"'· t. r.111, P· .. ,.!. 

Au.·DrnltU!O't.t.Tln> tlllTT•=> The lnblta, 
i.m,p.1...-.. 

Au 311u Fu• .urn F.Qr.t.L, troth end t.J.ity 
o(1he apt.ori•m, L Ill, t. Hi, p. 119. 

Au. Tlruloe. are all thinira e!.e, = COJrTIDIT 
D&.a lo1tnnT, t. ~'.'. p. 63; cont:iiue·I iu 
s....i lhin1t. t. 441, p. ua; t. 6l111, p.1;9; 
dUl'er 0<11~· in l>...-n-<', t. $03, p. •~8; Type 
o( lhe Co:uiitution of, t. 866-8.Stl, pp. 6n.
~·; l)iatrf'am No. M, p. 6t,. 

Au. Tama. C•>n•«ralion and }')notion to, 
a.I.\, t.:to\f, p. 163; TD NinrGoarn,t. 
11 lf, p. 4.~ •• 

Au1111..,..t.aY C.t.!t.t.L, An1I01rt1e of Part'l'tory 
~ U.. .. World of !tpirita," t. ~. p. ~ 
t. •1¥. P· i~~ . 

ALl'll.t.Jln, ol Pare Ttiin-.idental llt-ient't', 
Sarolwr., t. 1111~, p. e:.:~; o( all true LMID
l111r, what, l '"-'" p. 34; • 

ALrtldllft, Lillllual, Ontolo,rlt"al, ~ 
"1.ol<>i1ic·•l, lntn>ductiou, p. niii. 

ALnna11. a"'I F..coi•m~ ·orn~. t. I It, p. $1'. 
AL"""DS. 14ff 11~i1tht; TbrM ~ or, 

ia ~n('OO-Worl.I; f.ar1h, Air, Mao, Pel· 
Ti-, Thora.., an•I llead. t. ti<~, p. tot; t. 
tt+m, pp. ~~"'-tl:t. 

ALW.t.'l'O, lntroJuction, Pf'· Till, mil, snll, 
suiii, nsTi, nnii; The New fl<.ientillo 
r uin""'I l.an1t1t•lr". will funaieh the t:ltl· 
inate Tr<"'111i<'lll• or rnl""""°lotr;r, and or 
all the l'ej,.,,....., <'. H, I. U, p. 9'I ; llff 
Natiae tn ru•lf'r prt'b~I top. 1, and titlc
pap; will •u1·ply llHI' dlac.-rimination•, 
._ 6, t. to, p. S'I ; will esbibit the m<»t 
~ f'y•ll'fn of Sntatian, t. '9~. p. l.\I; 
1111,...10 .. tinn tn. L MT. and Now, p. 401. 

A&.w.t.,._, Bo. t. r,;ll. p. '°6. 

A11.t.nTa MSTRot.. "' Auimala and \'~ 
taltl...,, ""'a1ti11.r .. r, I. 1•'41~. p. Cit. 

A11-1:·a. t'~mi· \'ow,.I•, t. UI, p. 4!.0. 
.AllU.tC.t. (a11J t:u"'lw- I, R.la&oid, o. 6, t. US, 

p. 819; forgotten by Hni:o; de~tlMd to 
1-d, o. 1, t. flO, p. tllll; fufJIO(tea by 
'WroD11kl, o. .. t. "8, p. 1¥0; tit" Seweat 
People, UU...-pare lnt.>ilcct, ben<'t! latai
lioo, ek., do. ; E.ur.u twdiau o( RUMia 
and, do., p. 1:11 ; c. 11, 't, do. 

AxaJUc.ur IDa.t., hlte"eation ot; t. 6at, 
P· :;. ... 

All.t.LOOtc, drllned and coot?ut<'d with Cata
loicic, Table 1, t. 16, p. 11 ; o. 7, do. ; l ·1er 
or, t. ll1't, p. M; p1- of, lo N-aie, Tobie 
l:l(Faad. Ks. I, t. fT!I, p. 21>'; <'Irr o(, t. ~I, 
p. M; and Logic, the Baa. oUlatbeaaatica, 
t. ~-~. p. ~'00•; 1 ·lcf• of, t. v~I, p. ¥08; al.it>J 
with 'l'nanaeen•leutali•m, L 2•, 1. ij!i, p. vta; 
bu the •aiu• ""lat10<1 to t 'o· E.a:anKJrca .. 
(Cata-ll.oiric to f'o . ~1q1-.irca. t. l:tl, p. 
b!4; Claiu·y, Mill, Bucld,,, <'. 1-11, I. llll, pp. 
l:IK-iU; t . SM, p. ll':•; Anal"!rlleo( J)iaJ,,dto 
prt•ptt. Table No. l!.\, t. 3•7, p. Y74; •lilf··re 
f'rum "l'°"ifrre Loir\o "--t:omtc, t. '4:•. p. 
116; jlt'lleraliu-.1 = Comtcao, Jo.; l'riu
riple ot F..q11ality in, t. 4.\4, p. 814: = t'o
Ksiateatial, t. U&.i. p. 41'; \' aril-t>• ol, t. 
6"'4• p. • 17; Di.«ram l\o. H, do., p. 41 ~; 
left aodiatribultd ia T~ pica! Tableao, t. 
691, p. 41 ~ ; nlaliona ol, to Lo(ric, t. :.D4, 
p. 4~; a l\rw MatbemAtl.,. auJ a 1'iew 
l.oirie, t. 10.\4, p. II Ill. 

All.u.ootr•L Air.t.TOllT of ll-1 anJ Trunk, 
t. 484. p. AU. 

AJr.U.OOIC.t.L l'ou. t. A7j!, p. f-08; L r.M, 
~ .. 'pp. 413-Uf•; ))ia,crvu No. "· t. t."4o, 
I'· •H; l>U....,,,m So. ll.\. t. 61-.,, p. •t~. 

All.t.1.001<'.t.L )I n11ooa, In l'cieoce, t. ~. p. 
411; t. r.~-:i. p. 4-''· 

A11.t.1.D01.,.11ra, t. •It>. p. en; Na-.! 
Ataal1•.l ' le- u(. t. f,'!1•, do. 

AJl.t.1.DOn • ; 1', ... Anal"'"-'• and f'<>"9J"'fl•I
-. T~ I'"" Tff"'"t-,>ma, lkll....t, .-,1111..,1, 
et<" .. ; thtt llr•t ia .a o( lutf":ii;r""ht•. • tt"~ 
t. 41, p. :t$ ; l.i1rht ol ln~lli,rt-11"'" ll•t tof 
Lo"-"w ... t.nhorw: .... 1-'1. t. I•'\ J'T'- Cf. 
U; ofTri·1•,...>11ality uf God, t. I~". I'· ;i; 
Watter la "° of Nalllft, t. u.:., I'· ;,; the 
KnJt., ot lotell...-t, "· ll. t. 1~.;. t• ;r.; Tttth, 
dn., c. It, do., p . "''; ti ... 11; •. ...,, .. ,.., or 
l'oitary Law, \he l'entre , ,, th• c ·,,..1 ... t. 
I •I\, p. 11'; I~.. l"atal•..r " I• e<>, o( 
~Ion In Tinw, ... 7. t. 311, p. IS3; 
Aaalo.ri .. , ol!ltaiion <W lt....t la i-1-.. • .-. "• 
do.; l'nint and rn>t; I.Inf' an·• l>u.J. F.J ... 
awnte n( Sambtt. an<I t:i.n,.11t• of Fona, 
L ff., L :o&,. p. l ;., ; l',;iut•. o( t'1iblilaott, 

u.-.. of ··- ; o( to.naei:oo, 1• ... 111, r olt; 
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c. 1, L w, p. aoe; or Eaat ud W •t, t. 
at, p. 809; or Obj«-th'e and Snbjec:tive 
JleU>od. L 61'9 p. Ill; ot Relipn, .to., 
c. 1-6, &. "8, p. 117; ot Pana or the Bod7, 
L W, p. 1:'1; c. 1-10, do., do.; c. 1-t, L 
IOI, pp. IS7-341 l ; ot Element. o( Speecll 
Md 6.xoto-l'bilOl'Opby, I. W>, p. U7. 

ot \"arieU.. ot Form with J>eput
-ot. or llaioir, 1.. 41141, u~ p. a:.s ; N 011>

b«, t. 6'•,, p. Ull; botw ... o }"orm and 
Nnmbcr, the a-i 11triki111 lo ,...ped to 
J>o..,.; °" l>etoeanK' Algebraic Geometry, 
t. 6M, p. 417; Mf'Chaoic:J, t. &~ll. p. '37; 
betweeo Wauer and lliod, 1. 41:111, 6'V, p. 
"9; ot all Fonm end Priuciplea'" Echo, 
L '9', p. W ; DOC mer.ly ireoeral, but 
mloate, do. ; Mahem.tieally ~uct, do.; 
o( J:a, and }"emale, l. 17ll-7i[.. pp. '91, 
•tr.t; l'll!odrn a&-ienc:.o(lbe t:ui•·c""4 p»
alble, t. 7'7, p. 499; bctw<"<"n EIC'Ctricit7 
aad Cberni8try, L !WI, p. 6'•1 ; o( W.ater 
and Wiud, EvoluUuo or, IJeol.ical, t. llSl, 
p. 61i. 

A•.uoelC1811"9. See ADalngical Ordor. 
AJUV>Ol<"AL HIUl&a, f•IA<'e or. iu !'cale, L 4119, 

p . 4U; .Mimaoo. end 8id.-b1-8ideoeea, l. 
41:!0, Jo. 

"A•.u.ooio.u. Pau .. oeorw1'." Fi..id o(, cbar· 
aderi-.1, c. I, t. I 1t1.;, p. 6~~. 

AlrA&.naa. i'ff Th .. •i•; a IM'<'H.<a1)' pr&
"'lai•il.e to a N>eial Syotbe-ia, t. 114, p. 
M ; enw ot Comt.: '•, do. ; = I>ur~rentia
t>oo. L Ill, p. IM; not to bo ao Aboolu\e 
I>i•ui•en...., WMOC'e l>e.otrttdion, Jn.; 
bow employ..t ID Mental Phil•-.oplty ; 
bow in Cill!mi•lry. I. !!U, p. l!>ll ; R.u>1CAL, 
- aa.1;.,.i .\nal>•i•; moaoioe ln•Juctioo, 
a. U, t. 111~. p. 1'4: tho l'rwt-M ofJie.'Onr
ln,r Princi1°:.., a. 11, do.; aocl Synlbelia, 
-1~ De.Jud.ion, detlawd b7 Sweden· 
holy, a. 14, J..,. ; labulateJ, Table I, L 16, 
do.; Ba.lioal, to l:ninnala, L '9, t. 904, 
p. 111; Matbema&itsl, t. ISO, p. Ir.'; Cid 
of, t. t"l, p. ~; a11J !lynthooi1, • Jo
dactioo and n..J•1ctiou, '" I, t. 34.\, p. ff4; 
OTdioary and Estno'1li11ary-. t. ,,3, p. I«; 
J"bao.t;..,, do., t. 484. p. U.\; c. I, Jo.. p. 
U4; tltimai., t. 741[., p. 4i17 ; AnalJti•·.al 
Meth<-1, ln<lll<'tlon, "· 6, L l"l!, I'· 611t; 
l"--..,.p.l. ~ .... ttllra, c. C, L IOIS, 
l'- !lt.S; utd Synt!-u .. termo, - of, u. 
t, do., p. [.t~. 

\•.u.TTIC.U. <lP'UAUllAnoira. t>ulamal, 
I ·~pan oi...natiuual G.-~r-.al11A1iotU1, L 
2'l, e. It, L lU, p. tll; aUa'-1 by lb" l"lt,.. 

lodn~ive Method, L IS, l. 198, p. 14'; 
Aoalo,,ruee of, in II umao Body, Scbemllli\'e 
Lio~ in l'ur. l!pot"e ; Ideal Uutla7; Typ-
1cal Plawl; T) pt-}"onn•, t. 4M, p. 3!~; 
equal to Scientirl'hiloeopby; t:11.h·el'9alold, 
Generuloi,I, Specialold, AoaloeuN o(, iD 
Uumao UoJy, L ~. pp. Ul-aM. See 
Soieuto·l'bil~by; begin in Lo•<>t A11al· 
yaiia ; }.-_,., .,.4 l:1tiwr«J; t: •11111, 

1'vulll, Taau.nr; L lOIO, 1011, p. ~ll; 
•tart trocn Minnteat P41mcruarn, 1. 
1011, do.; Focal Point eltlllllod ,_,~Aen, 
do., p. 6llO; All Tbinga In Leut Tbi&Jc, 
Jo.; ,,.VWU1ti~,L1012. p. 680; 
Coo(uciwi, c. 1, S, t. lOo•q, p. r.~'I; pocr:il 
di..cw..ion or, c. 1-111, t. IOlll, pp. 6~1; 
llimiLar to Deduction, not the ...me, c. 1, '9 
do. ; 4 Dril\•, do. ; ('.,ntral, Omnip,_ut., 
c. a, do., p . .>~1 ; may tako departure /"'• 
.,., f">'llL, do.; ""e Anal) tiaJ OrJ<-r; 
diacrimioah••I (rum Jli,duction, c. 11, Jo., 
p. 6t6; IM E.dnai/1 qf /,..J.,,;,,,. it~'/, 

do., p. :.te ; tbe only Trw &;,,111i)e i·,u. 
w,.,,U,,, do. ; c. It, Ju. 

A•AL1'T1C4&. '.\lllTllOD, c. 1 \, t. Jl)lt, p. 801. 
A•.U.1'T1CAJ. etuaa. "°' Anal) •ie, c. 6, t. 

Jul~. p. 6~::; f\u1hor definoJ, c. i, do., 
P. r., • ._ 

A•ALnom ro-. di•tribote.t <Atlt'lb"'ic. 
etc. ), t. 6<1t, p. '31; I>iairram So. :w, do., 
p. .f)I!!; t. 4110, do.; Dilcram No. 4•), do. 

A•ATOllT. See T~ucl«nlal Ana.lom) i 
Cul-UJ> o( 8od7, elcuilleJ b7 the trait. ti 
f'e.ta,....linc•, a. I, 3, t. H, p. It:>; = auak.
ap or (\m•titation or whole w,, do.; 
Aual<>«U• of, th• Held, t. ·~ p. ~; ~ 
l'<-irnt .. i•I, t. 43, do.; and l'hy•iolocy, 
Aoal"!ly or, with Nx-i~ty, t . 44, p. S'1; 
CleatH.'ut, I. 4•,<1, p. '-'I; AoalOl(uc• In, or 
Head an•I Trunk, t. "4, p. U4; and l'h7· 
1lc..l·-ir:-, C'Ol1tra•t<'d, e. !:I, L :-.,,, p. :l«i; 
Tran..-.n•l .. 111&1, OO<'tl1<' and Obn, l. 1044, 
p. llv• ; L low, p. f:t3; L M7, p. 670; 
t•~?. dn. 

Aunrn.t., l'1·lrit o(, lb• re1l Sin, t. lVC7, 
p. ,,,,_ 

AuTOllUll a Ba.lira! Aru.!pia, t. 4•2, p. 
u.. 

A1uuooua. TalolC' l, r. l. I. ~4. p. lU; 
bie do.~rinC' of llom<""'1tnia. a. 34, I. ¥•'4, 
r. 1414; o( :-: ..... "' !illud. Jv.; "'FlDal 
CallN'e, baolo o(T•INI•~, Jo. 

A1trU'l'O- ,.._.,. A...,.n·laute. 
Aiu·1&JrT1. ,.; •. 1 .• m ,.(, Y'. n·llcatC'd IA ,_,.. 

Iv f .. ur [l<ru<'Ule, t. lllJ, p. ti. 
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"· s, t. lM, p. '1; 8" Pol• Ant.lijronllm; 
o( JhUer and lllnd, L 11, o. tt, L lM, p. 
•; ol the Aboolate ud the Relall...., L 

JC, e. It, t. JM, p. ti ; of Concrete and 
Abl&nci& Datrib•lioo, Ulaa&rlMd ID &he 
Iii.el~ DUi,nm No. 1, o. I, L tat, 
p. HO; M1' &IMtatl Vi......_,-a.dp
--1 lnterebmp, t. 181, p. l'lt; between 
A~ md Beqaeata = 0 The Be
-1.,..," L 18', p.171; 8W..by-8i.i-, 
t. .... dn.; <'oalpoaad, t. 187, p. 17,; 
('olmlllll&inn of, t. Ito, p. tT•; of Primary 
and ~ Dktriba&lou, c. tt, L llOI, 
p. *• Nt,,..n Bahjecl&in end OhjediYo 
lkmdpolnca, c. II, do., p. MT ; of Oritfln
al9 .od .... c. N, do; e. tt, do., p. 
m: L I\~. P· ,I.,; L •u. p. '3t; of 
(.'IU&ADTIUI UD •·nano•, L 1111, p. 471; 
.ur1t l'ou.m An.t.00Jna or hmE11Dca 
.uro A l'PIU.JLUK'll. Oii or EJfftTT I or £.. 
lmn'IAL ,........._) An frwcno•, t. 
TW. p. •~1; Oii t"ou .ur1t t'tr•cno•. t. 
TM.. p. W.; An l'oua An.t.oo•- or 
l'llola E&.a:ininw. t. ~M-r:"'. pp. 4~1-4113; 
Oii l'Pllll'I .ur1t M .t. Tnia 1 "rnaT \\" OllLD 
....- WOlll.9 °' M.t.Tftllt, t. 76:1. TS3, p. 
444; t. 806, p. (Al .1 ; betw~ J>rtniltfye 
!'t.._ uad tltiame ElabonUoo, t. Ml, p. 
Ma; I ... _.,do.; t. IOI t, p. 6tl; ol&be Stale 
and the lodhi•lt1el, t. 7~. p. ,.,\. 

.\"'""'rnc:.u. Rarnmo•, of I.be Lo..i ID 
ti.,. II 1~1...t., c. I, LI, p. t . 

. \olllaT.u llt-.Ltof Plll..,-•Dallnn, t. 906, 
f·· t "\ ; an•I J/o,..., ..,,,,,,.,.,,..J wilh I-.. 
enrl A,-;,..,.. Nae•, do.; -·more thm 
ln.trt~nninate Two, L U, do., p. JM; 
Tahl• I, .. I, L "'· p. ta . 

. \u1mm-. ortbe T-ple, t. tOtT, p. 6M. 
Ara90W. f'M Ua.lim!Wd, ~.a. I,, t. 106, 

r· t~ ; • tiollm, a. IO, dt>,; L tt. do., p. 
t~-4; an.t r-..... ntT»W • ith J/.,,.,.,, •ud 
A..,..... />wM, a. ts, do .• p. t:.: •. I'! ilolaaa, 
a dl.dple ol r1thli« .. ra•. c. It, t. ~ p. 
tU; Table 1. e. J, t. tit, p. 113. 

·' roc:u.,.., an.leratudin« of, In the Old 
C'harrh. 1 l'ro!-cmt), and by sw .. lenhorir, 
L Ill. t. ~ p.. tft; Ezr-itioa or, (ortb· 
-Int. t. '41, p.. lll4; t. ""'· P· ua. 

.\. r.raao•. fl... OrJn.: Two • l"'inri, 
eed l•o Ordft', t. ...._ p. 116. 
.\~ UaNal, t. ~111, J>. r.o'T; the 

!'Cata .... 1 w ... t.1 1 won.1 or ... ,. 1.1 •. ,,1;,t 

Tl-"'4"T. L •• f'. "'· t. 114, f'· II':' 0

; .t.WD I•· 
WmJrMl. A~.t.&. l?an.a.1uw .t.ll1> 

l"OL.U An-- or, t. T~t-7:.t, M'· 

49 

48t-'81; ofODI end Xmy, J. 'T&t-Tet, pp. 
'83-488; Prl111&17 ud ~ • ..i.--. 
t. 7M, p. '87. 

A.rnTUK. In llecblmlea and OoYwa-at, 
cuutruted wilh Arblcrilm IDd Lop:iia, 
t. 16t, p. M8. 

Ann111.-I', la Tbeoloa, Seau-nt of 
Charm, Loft of Ood, &. Nt, p. 147 ; -
peM11 A tlrldioo, Table tt, &. 161, p. !ft. 

APPLllll> tlctuca. See Adioa ; Art ; Pno
ti<al PhiloM>pb1. 

A P111om. Bae Orct.(•) ; Two " ,_ur;.ri 
Ortlrn, t. IU, p. It'; l'btt11ulo1.ciaal 
Method ID UnlftnO!aa, t. .... p.. Ml; 
and a ,,.,.,...,.., t- of .ab, o. 8, L 1011, 
f'· 6H. 
A-, ck!Md, deri"'9 all thlnp 6-

au l""ponllible WW; -tn.tad 'lt'l&Ja 
Lotrici•m, 'lt'blob -, L t, O. H, l. JM, p. 
1'5 ; a. 6,, t. 206, p. 171; O.IJ, Oricinal. 
Aboolute, t. aoc, p. ttl; ID lleebanie9 8Dll 
Gn,·cnina~nt, eontn9tad with Loiri•1•m and 
ArtlOlilm, t. l6t, p. MS; and ~ 
qantioa ol pr.ted•- of, t. 1111, r- '70; 
and Lo,;cS.n, R...-ooeilllltloa or, l'antanih
aJJy, <'. 'T, &. "8, p. Ill ; and Loirklam; 
Eoole of the !'«Ir, L "t, p. &;~; yi•lda to 
Locicl•m, t. It 17, p. W ; blend& llod lm
mooiae with Lqfirioom, o. I, &. tJ It, p. 
m; a. t, c. l. do., p.. eu. 

ADmlWl.t.L Wan.t.TIOS, Natani Ordlr, 
}'et11i11nid, ft<voa 8-llno to ~ 
(t + i). L ft, t. '°'- p. !CS. 

Alllllft•WAL RMlllll, ('. t, t. lilt, p. .... 
AlllllTIUAOt..OOT, ID n-io,y, detn.l .... 

chari.t-1• rillPd, t. Nt-Ut, M'- ,..._..,,; _,..,..J tMJ _..._,.with L"'f~ 
or.. t. ~~t. p. Ml!; Table lt, t.ut. p. .... 

AJlo. or ('1rde, FJeTMDlary Rotancii.n.. t. 
6111, r· ~;•; t. Ht, p. 178; a 1111~ 
tJ,., I. JfVtS, p. 6A4. 

A•u.t.. or Chriotlenlty,-T. L. R.m., e. 11 

t. •~'. p. tN; of Nllare, _,, In the "
t10 M~chod. ol AA!mUallod , ........... 
t. 1"4•, , .. •1t. 

Allt'arm:<"T. -1 Bollder, lllaatNtlnft &a.. 
fn1 .... 1t1<"1ion, P· UIY; P1- or lbe ~ 
ti•mal, I. t1>';a, !"- Ill. 

A .. ·~ of l'.1111_,. 11-11.-..1n. e. 
t. L ~. p. 1:2; dacf1be.1, "· I, Jo., p. ... ..,. 
A..-~ TTJ<L ~T""f"•· 
Aau. ""llarf.,.., the llimr·i..t 1 R.<iili-) 

f1zu,.. mtbnc!i"lf, i. a Triancw, t. 113~, 1'o 
1.\8; Ela~ do., p IM. lee G,. 
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.,..i Lorie. L 6N, p. 4:10 ; Di11QT'UD No. 
sr, do., p. till; an tenm o( l'~ou 
GI' l ·.,_,, L ;;;.;, p. tH; e. 1, do., p. ,;6,, 

Buse, and Kuuwiuf. l'an.lleJiam o( L i2, 
& I:&, L 13', 1 .. lit; 8&ld :Soc.-Beiog, i'
IPdeit, L II, L ~t>I, p. ltl.I; T.bla 1, a. l, 
L SH, p. 163; end Tbollghi, Eleweo&ianua. 
ol, ID N1uuf,.,r atl•l Fonn, e. I, L 60I, p. 
SH; Elabori.•mu• ot, in F11e1A, do.; dia
aribe'*1 wi&h N 11111t..r and Form. L :ood, 

p. ~; and Eu.tenee, Table No. '4', I. 

Mj ; p. Ill~ ; OrJer of, L CAI, P• '" i Ana
que ol lu.can&lali&1, L 66.'i, P. ~; d• 
rhed from th• Lo,roo, L H;, 7 611, p. 480; 
Type o(Orp11im&ion of, i. the MID8 ID all 
&pi..r-. t. ~. p. $17 ; L 11.U, do. 

llauu, and Opinion, ID gi.-e P'- ID Kaotrl
edp. L 11~ p. Sn; imponanw of ita 
~ riirbt.L 1116, p. w; evef10M will 
be ft'CUt, L 11 :ta, p. ~ 

Biurun. i:;..., l>.>wo. 
Blma.ur, &he, Tll.olap.l Wart ol .Jolm R. s., .... "· •. 1. '3-t, p. 14>1. 
Blla&auT, Jo'1d•&e., Mill, uti111f11i.lh Kauer, 

L 111, p. 87 ; reckooe<l .,. • l'otl9&nll'iiv• 
w..Jiat by 1(-.o, L 6, L IM, p. ISL 
~ ldealiiom of. 

.. BaTwa•rTT," lntroilndlon, p. JUT • 

.Baau. lol"latry of, L :.~l, p. '1 j , 

Bl OOllJ'OHD, KelaUoua o( Po.iliH ud N .. 
P" .. L .... J, p. !loll. 

Bl~ml'l118, <. 7, L : • . .a, p. MO. 

Jile.UDLUI•, ..... Li~ L "'· p. 
Ir.'. 

Bl-irnc.a.no• otthe Concrete, t. 477, p. Mt; 
&JM Abel.1"9rt, L tfll, p. Ml ; teoJen..y ID, 
la Triniamu• .,, Art, "· 3':1, L ll03, p. 17:,; 
ol Dl&iam, t. r.&<>, p. &'14 ; o( Duliun and ot 
TriUm, L Ul, p. ..:.O; T~ ID Tri
.,... !o>aale. L 8'1, p. t.'>O. 

Bl·una.u. L.cutoir, or BooT, L 4H, p. 
Ill. 

Bl UTUUl.~T••ll'TllT,of Rody, the Anal<llf1M 
.t Al""bn, L t.·~. p. 1911; fl"'1l•r'h- ; 
81J..Hal .... of Human Ro.Ir. t. ~!!. "-
114; "9111• in "°""''Y· t. ltl, p. nt: Arid ... 
,,_... ..,.1 Jlri.t., I. IH, do.: nf Oh~, 
9__,. Bod1, .CO., L '81, p. NI; •· T, t. 
60I, p. ...... 

llloi..oeY, •lrflnltloe, derinllnn, and •bu
~ e. l. I. 5, p. t; In ~. with ,._. 
Ua"'f••>ory and N.rlol~. do. ; flab.li'1-
.iun. nf, IDID llll<'fY>-l'hulol~ att<I PoY
chol....,.. e. I, L II, p. 11; T"rhl TaW• 
(T ab:t So. 7), L 411, p. II; S otatloo o1, t. 

IOt, p. 118; _,..pooda with \'c~lalh .. 
and Auitnal l'hyaiokiicical 2'yll'4!111.a, L. t.:.a, p. 
lllll; t. v.il, p. 1170; 1'aok of, 1. 111111, p. 
611¥; L l, Jo.; Md l'aycholcigy, L lwu, p. 
8ll6. 

Jlu:ni, of Uumanlty, New, L 61, t. :l\'4, p. 
lill; .s .. w, -~iou; t111J 1-u, 
rei..tioo OI~ lo bptn'-w oriel, L MH, p. ¥113; 
Pbyoiologiaal, Analope o( lbe !Jr.DJ Sc>
clal Birth, t. "4, p. '4>G ; &be Hour ol, lit 
- la the World, Ju., do. ; ~eUillf, 
Deotitlon, l'ubwt1, o. 6, L U,;. I'· :: Id. 

Ba·nuir.wau, Limbl o( the \\' udJ, L t, a. 
I:&, 1. 1341, p. 11;; I. 6H, p. f~I. 

B&.UI .. c. I, L '411, p. II 7 ; t. tll'I, p. ~;. 
Ba..uta t-r.a.oa, Aaaloswae o( Nuu1lu)(, I. 6Sl, 

p. l:lll; •vuua.&ed with T.1:uir, 1'1-l, 
Lrtb, ., No&hl11ir and t;ometbiuir, L 6'7, 
"8, PP· ..... ,, ...,, ; - IDll'l'lllkW, I. G ;i, 1~ 
'61; Air, Ur.lb, Air--eella of Lanp, do.; 
z....,., iA Number, do.; lnle Nummii Ana
&oc- of, L W, p. 66'; O>Gt.n.t.ed with 
PlaM\ In cWltno& _,.., ~ lfo .... 
do., p. W. 

81.000, ~tecl 'by Hrut, t. H, p. 61; 
l:ittulaliou of, - ( lrculaoun ; Pl-, 
Su~ce. c. 7, t. 1'3, p. 103. 

B1.00n, Behjuuia, t. Jt!j~, p. 817, t. 1111;, p. 
8'.10. 

Bu.oa, AnnualA, 91«>., EYollltioo Uld Ke
ln•ulutK>n, t. Ut, p. 449. 

lh.nrDaa, the two ~ -, ol l'biloe
opby, L 1', t. HT, p. 'MIT. 

Bo, Alwa&aal, (Fr. 8aaa), L 671, p. 4'\4. 
BonT, Hu-, Analap• of Body I 'ol'J"'ftle 

or Socifty, LU, p. t.'I; Corpo..i ... f).omaia 
or the~ ot ~.Jo., 1lo. ; di.
&ribatioc of, lDlo n..i. ll•rt, anrl 11:.nJ, 
dn., do. ; H--, ~ to A•ITn"°"''"· L 
r.4. p. lllO; - Totallty <>f tli• llol.-; 
Jla11m1, Anal"L"IM8 la. of o .. Mnl"l."i.:,.i 
Prinrlrlea. I. 41111. p. 1111 : ""~Ir A h-lr..1., 
AMl<ipe ot Analytlral an•I T..........-n<l•D
tal 0...-.11-"-, ~I rt.na, T• r
J'nnna. de.: In ""'~ tn """"· t. ~~ll. p. 
~: u ....... and .. ""~"' nf. , .,,,, .......... , 
lndl-ri"n"ll'". t. TOI/\, p. t"4; nn•'• nwn 
ol.jc"('tl ... , t. m, p. 6!t. 

Bomia. t. ~It. "' lilt: 11..... Ma...ca, 
w,,..1,1 •• I. •!n. ""·: F..anh .,,,, """ · o!n. 

llo9T A1rP RoDta. t'OID<ideete o( with N .. 
lno.. I. ~At, J>. P&. 

&. .. ""· Fnnasa, DAna. -nti--1, c.. M, 
'· :.,,.,, "· ·~~ 

Bon-I'-11n1e111 ol the nu- n....s.. .. 
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e. 1, &. W, p. 308; of Eaat uad W..i, t. 
4M, p. ativ; of Obj«ti~e and Subjective 
Meehod, L tU, p. Ill; of Relip>u, eto., 
c. 1-6, &. ..,., p. 117; of Pana of the Bod7, 
L W, p. llll; c. 1-10, do., Jo.; c. 1-t, L 
IOI, J>p. al7-3el; of D•~nta of SpMda 
Md Sdrnto-l'bil090phy, t. ~. p. Ui. 

or \' arietim of •·orta witb Uepert
-Dla of U.iotr, t. •e«, "'!\ p. ~ ; 1\ aao
M, t. 6<•'1, p. au; botwe..n Forni uul 
!'amber, the ~ •trikiuc In rffped &o 
l'owen; or~ .. • Al!C"braic Geou>t'lry, 
I. 6M, p. 417; .w...,;,.wcaJ. t. 6~ll. p. 437; 
'-'•- Mauer uJ )&Ind, t. &J~. Mi•, p. 
6't; of all Fol'!M and l'ri11ri1•l"" .. Echo, 
I. ~. p. l:loS ; DOC nwn.ly general, but 
.moi._ do.; MatlmDalk.lly uact, Jo.; 
ol f.cir, and }'eanale, t. 7711-775, l'P. 481, 
'"; "'n•lrn 11Sde11.,. oftbe l"ui, . .,. ... i-
aoible, t. ifl', p. •W; botw<.'t'u •:l<'rlricity 
aaJ CIMmialry, t. >!()}, p. 6'•1; of Mattrr 
-1 Mind, E\'olUtiuo °'· idenl.ical, t. ~. 
p. lll7. 

A•...a.-1C1n"8. St'e Analogical Order. 
A•.a.-k'AL t •JU>sa. "'"'"'of, in !lcale, t. ett, 

p . '-\.;; Mrnwo, and 8ide-by~ideneea, &. •10. Jo. 
•• .AJIAJ.Oeic.u. Pau..oeorw'f'," FlrlJ o~ char· 

ace.eri.-J, c. I, t. 11<.1:., p. 1;~11. 

A.Jr..u.nu. N:. Tli.-i.•; a ~ pn>
r.qai<o1i. to a Norial Syntb ... io., t. 114, p. 
M ; em.r ol Comk ·a, do. ; = l>Uf<ntnlia
c>oo, L ¥11, p. 1:.1; llO\ to be an Abaolu\e 
J>ilfuainn-. wb11,.... °"trul'lion, Jo.; 
bow •n1plny...t In Meutal l'hil•""'PliY ; 
bow in l'l1•miotry, t. ~l:t, p. Ill~; R.u.acAL, 

- bh.U .\ruJ)·•i•; meauinc Jn,Juctioo, 
&. 1¥, t. Ill~. p. 14': tho l'ruttM of J;..ovu'°' Pril><i1·1.., L 11, do.; uul l'1ntheala, 
-'ac J.>.Jucitloo, Jeim<l b7 Sweden
boty, L 1'. J».; tahulat..S, Table 1, L l&, 
do.; ia<lical, to Cnher.ala, L n, t. 1'>4, 
p. 171; MatbefDlll.inJ, 1. SM>. p. 171; l'k( 
~. t. t•l, I'· !!IOI; auJ !lyntheoie, • lo
dllet-- and 0.-.l•a«ti ..... ('. a. t. M.\, p. ll'4; 
Ot'dinary and E.•trao,.li11ary-, t. 4·l, p. 10; 
Ptaocwocir. do., &. '"'- p. 14~; I.'. l, tlo .• p. 
N4; l'l!im.ot•, L 7C., p. 4"'7; Analyti.·.J 
M.t~I. Jn.l11t1lon, .... 6, t. 1111', I'· r.v~; 
r--.i..,-.. ;.,.t.;N, tJJ,.., t'. 4, L lull!, 
p. $» ; 111..J ">utl-u .. term., UN ot, ... 
~. dn... p. :Ot\. 

\•AJ.rnc.t.&. OaJnULt.ua.r.nosa. I>ulMnal, 
•·-pare Obaenal.ioual Ci.-l>C'r.ali1'1t1011•, L '°' e. as, a. ue, p. tll; .uaw..1 h1 th•· r 1t,... 

llldncth·e Method, L 13, t. 19!1, p. 14'; 
Aualoirue11 uf, lo II umao Body, Scbt'wati\·e 
Lin<'• in l'unt 8i.-e; Ideal Outla7; T)p
lcal l'Ju,..; T~i-•'onn•, t. 4M, p. It$; 
equal to Sci~1110-PIUloeophy; t: uivcnalold, 
Gt'nenJoiJ, 8pecialoid, Aualucuea of, ill 
Human UoJy, I.~. pp. 331-aM. S.. 
Soieu&o·Phil~y; bel(iu in Lo .. .,,., Aual· 
1.u.; 1i._,., .,.,, 1:,.;.,,«11; r., ... 
~ Tauua; t. 1010, 1"11, p. ~:I; 
atart t'rocA Minateat I' .umct: t..UU1"f, 1. 
101 l, do.; Focal Point altna&ed llHf'7WAt,.., 

do., p. 6\IO; All TblDfP ID Lea.1 Thwc, 
do.; ~I~• t.1012. p.690; 
CoofuciUA, c. 1, ll, t. tooq, p. :.~~; p11t'Dl 
dlai<-u .. ioo of, I.'. 1-111, t. 1012, pp. ~~\-llVI; 
aimilar to l>coJuctiou, 11ol lhe ...me, c. l, ~ 
do. ; ' Drit\a, do. ; Central, Omuip,_ut. 
c. a, do., p. :,,1; ma7 take depar1ure fro• 
••1 f""•t, do.; Sec Anal~ tical llrtkr; 
Jiacriminat•~I from lll!Jnctiou, c. 11, Jo., 
p • .119:1; IM E.dn...J1 qi 1..i .. ~1; •• ,. it .. /, 
do., p. :.»ti; the ouly Trw &t11t1i,k l'.U· 
w.....U, Jo. ; e. Ii, Jo. 

As.u.TT1c.u. !t!ft'lloo, c. 1 \, t. lolt, p. SOI. 
Aa.u.TT1c.t.L ouaa, 11ot Anal~ .U, I.'. 6, t. 

ll•I :t, I" :.~~; f'urthcr drfu1e<I, c. ;-, Jo., 
P· r • .ot. 

Alrunom Foa, tli•triltnt.J ( Ali:cbnaic, 
c.tc. l, t. 61·'9, p. '31 ; lliajrnim So. 3~, Jo., 
p. 4.~:l; 1. ""•do.; Diacnm So. 4•), do. 

A•ATOX'f'. N.o Tran-111l1·ntal Auatom) 0 
Cut-up of Body, .i,tiill..S b7 th~ traita "' 
fNtare-liuo, LI, S, t. U, I'· i.~; = uU.
ap or ( \m•titalion of whole l••ly, Jo.; 
Aua101rue of, th• llead, t. •~. p. :!<I; lot 
!'.-i1·11t .. i•I, t. 4l, Jo.; and l'hriulacy, 
Analo.r,- of. •Ith !'o.·i .. ty, t. .... p. ll:I; 
('IMU-l'nt. I. 4'•'1, p. &.~I; Analoiruc• In, of 
Uc.a.I an·I Trunk, t. '44. p. 3U; and Ph7· 
•iol·-.r~-, ('C»ntra•tNI, t'. !.\ L ~"''• p. 3r,; 
Tran• .. ·n·lrutal, <ic..-thr anJ Ok•n, t. It ..... 
p. ~·•; L l•-'"''• p. ttl; &. H1, p. 670; 
~··· '>.•lo. 

Aunn<aA, f:1·irit of, the rul flln, L IW1, 
P· '1•>. 

Au.,.,IDllll .. ladi .... I AD.>11'ia. t. 4•!?, p. 
!I«. 

A11.u.t.ona.u, Tal·l• 1, "· I. I. :l4, p. l&U; 
hi.a d<>Mrin<' <>f Jlorw~.,..,. ria. a. 3<1. t ~ "

p. 16'; of S·~•• ,., )(iuJ. Ju.; o1 r....i 
Ca-. ba-io ofTrlr .. l•~. Jo. 

A11«PT'>• """ A-n la<.I•. 
A11.-1an., •i .. J .. m •·<. Y'.11.r. .. 1.J la,_,.. 

Iv f··Ur Ilnu<Ulo., t. Iv!, p. tl. 
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~. S, L JM, p. TT; 8M Polmr AntajJOllJlm; 
.t J&.uer and lliod, L 11, o. It, L lM, p. 
•; ol dM Abloolate and the HelatlTe, a. 
IC, e. n, L llf, p. ti ; ot Concrete and 
Abltnd Datribalioa, W~ ID the 
Metb=dicw, Di.,nm No. 11 o. I, L tat, 
p. 190;-' ~ Vi,,..,-BNi,.. 
rocal fncerebmp, L 181, p. 171; betweao 
AMlaldaot• ad BeqMDta .. "The &
-'llf," L 184, p. 171; Skle-by.S~ 
L IM, dn.; Qimpoucl, t. 187, p. 174; 
<'almlneliftll of, L 190, p. tte; of Primary 
and 8etoodaly lmtriboU-, e. It, L llOI, 
p. ... ; b.t- 8ahjediYe end Ohj.dlYo 
sc.dpolnlll, e. ta, do., p. MT ; of Ori«in
U. ..... lldorda, e. M, do; 0. tt, do., p. 
au : L WI, p. '111; L •n. p. ut; o( 

l'llALM7ftll AllD Fnonoa, L 7111, p. 471; 
.ur11 l'ou.a An.MIO.-- cw hmzainrca 
AllD APPUILUIC'll, oe or EJrTnT ( « £... 
lmrft4I. l'IUILU!nll) .t.3'11 F r11cnoa, t. 
T.W. p. 4<11; or t·o- AJrD t"nl'TIOlr. t. 
T.W. p. ~; "" l'oua Ani.oo.- cw 
f'lmra f:&.a:lmrl9. t. e!ll-':M, pp. 4111-4113; 
or !lnan AJrD Mi.Tna t"rrmT \\"0111.D 

... W01UJJ or Mi.TnJu, L 7Gi, Tes, p. 
4~; L ~. p. t.o.1 ; bel•ttn Prtnil&IYe 
!>1.a. ud tau.ma. Elabonlion, L 881, p. 
UI; L "4, do.; L 101•, p. 693; of the Stale 
•nod the IDdhi•lnal, t. 7110, p. 4'.\. 

.\ '""""""'.u. Rarnmoa, ot lbe Lowwt In 
th~ If .r'-1. et. I, LI, p. I. 

.\o-.u ~ ... of~· Dlalllm, t. 904, 
f" I ·, ~ : aD<l l/tt-, ront,,..lf'tl with lw.. 
a...t Af"iroa, Nata, do.; ~ mon than 
fnd•vnnlnale Two, a. U, do., p. Ut; 
Table I, e. 1, t. ltl, p. lU • 

. \P.umntftll, of the T-pla, t. lOIT, p. 5M. 
An111011. ~ UAllmlt.cl. ~.a. 1,, t. '°'9 

J'· 1 !'.3; • ti allm, a. IO, dn. ; e. tt, do., p. 
J:,f; and r-. f'Dntn.oW •ith Jf,,MU and 
~ J>.M, L ta, do .• p. 1:.: .. J•t.1lolam_ 
a dlocipla ol l'yth.«uraa, e. I•, L l\'4, p. 
1611; Tahle 1. e. 1, L tit, p. JU. 

.\roc.u.n.. •n·l..cudi111r ot. In lbe Old 
f"bQ,..h , I l'rv!.iant), and by sw .. knhnrirt 
a. Ill, t. ~ p. IT1; Esr-itina o(, f'<>l1b· 
-Inf, L .... p.134; L 4*'. p. UI. 

A r-..nom. fl... ~: Two • ,.-t-i. 
....t t•o 0f'<I"'°' L 4U, r. 114. 
.\~ Unr.J, t. ~Jo, p. 111'7 : the 

!'Cata,.,! World a Wort.I o<. hY J.1 ... 1;,, 
"Mt_,.,,, a. t, ~.Ill, L 114. r." fl":~ 4111> IJI. 
·-... A'""11n1CAL l:1tt'LL11u11 AJrD 
J"OLU An-- 01'1 L T~•l-;:.t, l'P-

49 

'8t~; ofOoe md Kmy, J. 'TGT-TH, pp. 
'83-689; Prim&'7 ud ~ • ..i..,... 
t. 7~. p. 487. 

.U.S.-, la MecluiDic9 llDd GoTenuneet, 
c.vuiruted with ArbiirlMn -1 LcJcicimi, 
L 84!, p. 148. 

Annoa:.ooT, in Tbeolc!a, SeaU-0\ of 
Charm, Loft of Ood, L 16', p. M7 ; -
t...u Allne!don, Table lt, L a&t, p. Ht. 

Al'PLllD> Somroa. S.. ACl&ioa ; An ; Pno
tieal Pblloaopby. 

A l'Juom. See Ordw(•) ; Two <1 ,_ur;.ri 
Onkn, t. au, p. 11'; l'btta.ul"lfiaal 
Method In UnlY91'110loa, t. 94e, r- Ml; 
and • ~ \Wool eaab, e. 8, L 1011, 
f'. 6H. 

Aarrmm, de!ned, deriYea all thlDCll ,,_ 
au I rft9poaalble \\"ill ; -tnooted wi\b 
Loirlci!tm, wbleh-. Lt, o. It, I . lM, p. 
~r. ; a. &s, t. !11)6, p. 111; O.ld, or;,inal, 
Aboolut., L '°'• p. Ill; ID Mechanla911Dd 
G"'·<"rnrn<-at, C'OCltnlted with J.ciri.-i•m llDd 
AJ'lltlliNn, L 161, p. N8; md ~ 
qantioa "' rn-t·- o~ t. 87il, r· S70; 
llDd 1.oir1a.ra. BK'OllC!iliaUon of, 1 'antarclh
ally, ('. 7, L "8, p. ltl ; anti l.<'l[koam ; 
Enda of the F.cir. L ffl, p. 6~11; yirlda to 
Lo,:kbm, L 1117, p. US; blaode llDd i.a-. 
rnooiae with Loclriam, c. t, L 111 •, p. 
UT; L I,('. l, do., p. UC. 

ADl'NWIAL MIUITA-. i-oatarat Orcllr, 
hnalnoiJ, ha s~Matl<>a to nio.,1it, 
(l + t). L 41, L to&, p. lC8. 

Aana..u RMma, ('. 1, L Ult, p. tN. 
Aaamunoi.oa1', la TbaolOfy, ddned u4 

char.o<'t• ri.J, L 14....UI, M'- t4a-MS; _,_"°' •w _,....,.with L"«~ 
orf, I. 3\I, p. M"; Table 19, t. ut, p. .... 

A.a. u( «'1rale, EJ.-tary Roton.U.., t. 
""· t · ~a; L HI, p. r.s; .. )letL-· 
ti,., I. ll'M, p. 6M. 

A9C' i.n, of Chnotialllty ,-T. L. llarria, e. 1, 
t. •~·. p. tM; of Na111re, -.. In U.. A
tin )l~thoda ot ADlmela llDll \·~ 
L l•<I~. f'· •1•. 

A9C'arn.,. . ....S Bollcler, Ill...,.,_.. '"-, 
ln1,.,.h1rtiu•1, p. nn; 1'1- «>I lb• N-lao
tlomol, I. 10·.a. f" •It. 
A~ "'t•1111arY n-n--. .. 

1. t. 4.\1, p. a:r~; ~t....I, '" I, Jo., p. 
l:n. 

All<'lmV'ftllAL TT?L RH T.,,.,.a.. 
AUA, .- flarf-, the flim1·i..c i ~iii-) 

•. ..,..,,, ...,.,,...,., k a 'frienc .. , I . U•, 1" 
ue; Eleborl.MI., do.. p ..._ s.. n,. 
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do. ; The Natarilrnal, t. lot.S, p. 4H; np
-catlv• of Na&ariamoloiry of, Yrotb
i~ aath« of V Hliit°u of C:i,·ilia
U..O; Jk.ojamln Blood L IOV9, p. 8tl'; J)o. 
berty, Wllkimon, Swilll, Spiriu.& JJ&era
t11,.., t. Iott, do. 

Allft. = lllo"-'i Vmder We7de, t. ~ 
p.~ . 

. hnnuTa, Uld ~ta, L t8S, p. 
IU; An..-ion = Upper lla1I ohlae llody, 
L ll'"'• J'• 61'1. 

Aecut>ure, and n-:.odtor Scale of C'om-
1.iui17, t. :.84, 6117, p .ie; t. 6&1, p. 417; 
lo '"i-' to Analasic. do. 

A••· Al»olutoid, c. 6, L ~ p. llt;-
1'• ran.alt i · • id• of, c. e, t. Ull, p. 120. 

A9"1CT, i'catie, ol Body; Shape, Form, Id•; 
ntlale.1 to Anatomy, L I, L 4t, p. U; 
M·.tic, of Bo.ly, lnt•mal, relatt'J lo Ph7-
eiol"1r7; l!eoti!Df'nta, r .... 110jf'A, Emotlo119; 
"the BowU. of Con11•-io11," do. ; l'ub
MntU-, Jn. ; Motic, Ext .. rnal; Trunk and 
umbe; nlated to C'.alistheni.,,., OymDM
Uai, lAbcir Uld Play ; eo with .Moliun, 
do. 

A-, clll'ennt, of Sah.Jttta, a. It, t. It, 
L 134, p. 89 ; L To, p. 4:1; lo be Jiacrimi
...U.I from Thinlf'I (or Eotitir•), L It, L 
167, (' , .. l; .. te, do., r· ll01'; anintelll
wfble when tU•n • Thlup-Th• Abo.olate 
an A•i-t _,,_z,, a. t, L H1', p. It'!; a. 
le, do., p. !llT; C:outr.liclory, ro-ui.t u 
&he t...;. ol Jk.iDlf; a. II, Ii. 13-ll, Jo., 
pp. ft•i-!!•J•; L ti, t~, 1lo., J>. ltlt1; of the 
whole Tratb nprwen~ b7 ~u, N .. 
Uoos. •t.c.. c. 1, t. I:>!, p. to : ~ftt'<V, 
P-, t·-u, Analo«ou with Pb.-.loa, t. 
.:.S, p. l!j ; = AJj,-._-tiYl', L 11.\I, p. ·~~; 
o• Tat"Tll, too maltif..riotae to be -
ter..t lo li>e iuf..,.,,. or the ,_, L 1111, p. 
c:2: 1·i.- or &ior, °"' Enuu-. L TM. 
p. ,.,. 
A~u Dlllotmns•non. noe ElltJc.l, ot 

f'holuenphy euol l'id~OCP, t . ~IS, p. ~ 
.Aft'llmrollT, Uliutnlion or, from the natare 

ol t .Unl"llolotry, lntrodGt'tlon, p. st; C<> 
pmaloaa aod Auti..('opemicao 11,-.te-. 
do.: Typkal l'eieD<"I of, (.'~loa .. 
~ CoNnolca, L 174, p. IOO; eeho 
t( e.._ w,, -s 1a Boa1i117, c1o.; 

• Objett!Ye ~t7, t. llt, p. tff; Anal
OQ of; with \\'bole Dody, t. e.\3, p. ain. 

Anlllllll', Catbullc, Baptiot, anJ ~uaker will 
•hake banda with eecb "'11er, L 1111, p. 
43" 

ATllaa tenda to Tbelnn, t. M, p. 4T; rela
tions Uld Clef of, Table M, t. '4t, p. 118; 
ecl>Oe9 to NihiliRD, Jo.; Uld Tbei.m -1 
boc h be em bl'llt'Od lo tbe oompoanct.& 
Aa!><'ot or Trath, L 11>44, p. 410; L 1111, 
p. S32; t. lite>, 1111, ll:tt, pp. 43T, SJ&. 

~n.u. See Map. 
An1oarnna, Alla10f1M of Splrit-W oriel, 

_..,,,.j JrjfTM o( AltltaJe, t. ¥~ p. IOf ; 
Tboru, do. ; 

.ATO•, l'nit, Monad, M., t. Tat, p. 484; See 
Point; Jo., •ifoalbed, t. S!?i, p. 611; 
Dia,rram so. 63, dn. ; t. m, I" 61'; Di.. 
f1'lllll No. 6', L 8Stl, p. 616; t. 8~ pp 
tl~lt. 

ATOD, roprweotealve o( P-In Soolety, 
t. 31j, t'- ne; Analoirue9 of WorlJe, and 
of luJi~ido.i. in Soc:i•t)·, L 191, p. r.7; of 
r uite ; of Puiot», t. a~s. p. tlk• ; tomi-
8ot.tan<'<', • Aoalupea ot Pointe Uld 
Cnita, L 48.', p. 441. 

ATOXJ819. 0....,k, aDlicipeled t>.Jtoo, I. tl, 
I" w; Table 1, e.. 1, t. ttt, p. 14:1. 

Ato:non, Tl•• GJ'lllld i.eooadli8lloo 
\hrouch Cninno1Gs7, batrodlldioo, p. 
axis. 

Anwnrmrr. 8ff l&Dk. 
ATTL\CT1oll, repeate A~IOl'Y, Table 11, 

L a:.:i, p. t4t; ~ Atlnity, l'....ioaal 
AUJM'tion ; Table It, L IN, p. 179; lD 
OoYem_,t., t. "'- p. 6Tt ; Pall, t. cu, p. 
43' ; Ind IUtrial ; See JDdaatrial Al.UM
t inu. 

Avu, F""loloe, of Natare and w-, t. 
""'· l'· %"!. 

Aua&0a. Mf911 IAnl, Lat&. p. 4M; Lac-
, .. .,." s •. t. MT, p 401; L Ml\, p. tot. 

Axu., ,,,,_,., l .. nela aoJ l'..-penclft-
1..ro ofthe s .... J~NM!ftn. L 6'. t. t<lf,, p. 
na; l '.,,.1 .ui8111 aoJ Ordi.Dlaaa ol U.. 
w -1. t. 1 •"19. p. .,.. 

AJUO••u .. I'..- Aue, Asl-
.Auo-. uieteooe or, dftled, a.116, L I04, p. 

1~1; At.olatoW \1ew, by --Poe. 
Mill ; Jlftdicalll IMf W..., ~ p. IT'-



BASIC OUTLINE OF UNIVEBSOLOOY. 

,n.l Lorie, L 6'6, p. UO; Diiicnm No. 
IT, do., p. ~I; an lel"llM o( l'~ou 
• l "•,_,, L j Jti, p. 47'; c. I, do., p. 4l'll. 

llmore, anJ K1JOwh..r. l'ualleliam oC, a. ll:l, 
& 1J, L 13', l'- IU; u&J !\"'-"l:le10«, i'
DIJeo, a. 11, L ::U4. p. l'V; T •bla I, c. I, 
L tll6, p. Jt;; auJ Tbo111eht, E&.waociamaa 
ol, lo S u111ho.·r auJ Fonu, c. I, L 6ol, p. 
Mt; Elabori>tmu• ol, in f..,tA, do. ; dia
lriba'-1 w1U. :S uo1b.r anJ )'orm, L :klll, 

p. ~; anJ &u.tenoe, Tat.le No. '°• I. 
MS ; p. a~~ ; Ul\ler of, L :.s3, p. 199 ; Ana
qne o( l11....,Uali17, I. """· p. ~; Je· 
rind fltMn thJ Loicoo, I. H;, 7 4'!, p. ~ ; 
T7pe o( Orpral..iion oC, 14 the - la all 
BpberM. I. ~. p. lll7 ; L 11.l!'>, do. 

.Bauu, aDd lJpiuion, IO lfi"a plaat IO K-1-
edp, I. 11>.K, p. UI; Im~ ol Ila 
'beiDC ri,rht, t. 1116, p. 413; HarJ ooe wW 
be ,_.i., L 11 U, p. 63.~ 

Durun. s.... IN•o. 
Baa.ur, Ila•, T1 ... olop:.l Wark ol Jolin R. 

Noyr&, "· 4. t. .,,.,, p. IOI. 
BsauUJT, •· ,~i.ce, Mill, uciapi.h Matt«, 

L Ill, p. 67 ; rediuoe.l M a Co~ctive 
ldealia& bJ M-, a. 6, t. UI, P· '"
Ree ldealiam ot. 

.. BawDllrTT,"' lul,.,.lnctk>n, p. :d•. 
8mu. Mol.1ry o(, I. 4'~ p. 41j. 
Bl COIU'OCSD, Helaclooa o( PwiliYe ud N• 

pi .. ., I. .... i. p. ~ll. 
Bl~ ~. 7, I. :•4, p. MO. 

Jlle-uoi.ura, usJ LiW.~ L "'· p. 
1:1. 

.lll·rrwano• o(&he Concnce, L •77, p. Mt; 
\he Aboolra..-t, I. 4l'», p. MB; lendellC.'1 lo, 

ID Trinioma• -w Art, c. ""· L 601, p. 11:.; 
ol Daiam, I. t.to>, p. IM; <>( Dulmm and o1 
Triuilim., L HI, p. ""'-'; TnoaibaQ IO Tri
.,...t. i.eale, L 14!, p. '"'111, 

111·1-ln&.U. t:..uno•, or l!ooT, I. "t. p. 
Ill. 

Bl L&ft&aL ~T•llWTllT,ol Body,"•• Anal"'lrue 
.t ..u.,.,11ra, L ._.~. p. 1111: llnnlor.,_; 
SW..Hal .... of Hnmu llooi•. t . m. "
'";Met .. ID ~ty. I. m. r- nt: nn.t.-. 
,,_... an·I Brl.le, I. IH, do. : n( Oh~, 
H- Bod7, .ce., 1. UI, p. NI; e. 7, L 
IOI, p. ll.."o9. 

...,.,_,, •l•ftnltlon, d.rlndna, an.t aba
ol. e. I. I. !I, p, •; ln ~ with Mon.m· 
11.rof•"ory and Narlol°'"-• .10 ; ti11Mi'1-"'°"" "'· lla&o ~l'h•·i ... 1~ .. .tr ... 
"""""-"· e. I, L II, p. ~; TYJ•l.-,,1 Tabla 
\Table So. 7), L 60, p. II i .Soeation ot, L 

llOt, p. tJ8; OOl"N9ponda with \'ea...,lalfre 
and Auimal i'hyUok,c1cal Syol4'11~ L 4;.;;, p. 
lllll; I. 11'1, p. 6:0; Kauk o(, I. IM, p. 
6'1ll; L I, do.; ud .l'aycholoto, L Ill.Iii, p. 
•:114.. 

Bumi, of Uumaalty, Sew, L 61, L :l\'4, p. 
Jill; .Sew, -~•ou; ..,J 1-u, 
rei..tioo o(, IO bplri1'- W orkl, L 4<M, I'· llli3 ; 
l'hpiologiml, AnaJocM ol &be l.>rotoJ So
cial Birth, L .U, p. ~ ; It.a llour of, 19 
- la the World, do., J·~ ; ll<,reul111, 
Den&itioo. l'abert7, o. .. L ~. I'· ~;I•. 

Ba·TlllUCSU. Llmt.. o( &ho w urlJ, L .. Q, 

1:1, I. l:>ol, p. 8'1; L 6H, p. 4~1. 
BL.Ula, c. t, L "8, p. 117; I. '6'\, I'·~~;. 
Bl..ui& l-raca, ~ o( .SuetJlll(, t . t.:>I, 

p. a~; .... uua.""'1 wilh T .. ;111:, I'"'-. 
Lnh, • NoUilnlf ud bocMlloiuir, I. 647, 
1411, PP· ...-.i, ~; .. IDtrl"lllk ..... I. "··:t, p. 
W; Alr, Bna&b, ~ o( i..w..., do.; 
Zero., ill S11mbar, do.; trae Sumrhl Ana
lotra• o(, L W, p. '66 ; -cn.w.J witb 
P1-\ lu cWrerao& waya, Diagratll Su. 4" 
do., p. 4M. 

Ba.ooo, r.,.,_.,led by 0...rt, I. H, r· M; 
t:ircula&iou ut, - l lr<·ulaliuo; 1'1-., 
S11~1a111.oe, e. 7, I. 143, p. 103. 

Ba.ooD, Dcujarula. L lUVb, p. ein, I. 110:, p. 
e:i.•. 
B~u. Annul-. ett'., EYolatloa anJ Ke

Jn\Olnll<>tl, L Ut, p. '49. 
Ba.1:x1>.-. the ,_ sc-iaN -, of Phllaa

oph7, a. le, L M7, p. 907. 
Bo, Alwa&onl, (Fr. Beu), L 171, I'- 4'14.. 
BonT, 1111-, AnUupo ol Body 1 ·.,.,.._. 

or&cieoty,l.U,p.t.~; Corpurat., l~omaiu 
o( tho Soieoee of~. Jn .• •In.: .ti.
tribatiau oC, lato n-i. lloert., ..... """'I. 
do., do.; 8-, ....,._ to Aat"""""'"· L 

ti'- p. IOO; - Toeallt7 of II•• n..1~: 
llumon, Anal....-- In, of 0t'llf'raln,,~ 
r.tn<'iplea, I. W. p. Ill!: J"l"'I'.' At..t~ 
A~ of Analytlral ""'' T,..._..l><f,.D
tal O..,..,.Jladoft9, ~ M.., T'T'f'" 
I'"""' <IA.: In n>a~ In p...,,.. I . t.~~. p. 
~: JJ..,.,_ alltl ,....,,..,.,.. ~r. f'nnorvorn& 

Jn<ilYi.tn"lilY, I. TM. p. ,._.; nn•'• -. 
<>t.~t ... , I. 1'11, ~Ht. 

BoMP. I. •It. p. 61!: flana. Ma...ia, 
W .,,.1,1 •• 1. •!n, dn. : F.A11h an·I !I~.,. ·h 

llo9T U"D floor-.. MDdchaPI o( with s .. 
'"""· '. ~··· '" f"4. Jloamw, Fnnnaa, D.i.na, _.w.--!, e. II, 

'· ~·<\ f\. ""' 
Ban-I"..-..- or 111e 011- n-i, 1. 

uz.dtvGoogle 



e.. 1, t. w, p. aoe; or Eut ud w..i, t. 
4lt, p. k'9; of Obj«t!H uiJ SobJectiYe 
M.Uiod, &. 61'9 p. 111; ol Relifiou, .to., 
e.. I~ L U11, p. 117; or Par1a or the Bod7, 
L 6JI. p. 1¥1; c. l-10, do., Jo.; a. 1-9, L 
IOI, pp. ll7-3tl ; ol Elemeuta or Speecb 
-1 S.Xnto-l'bil0110phy, t. W, p. 147. 

Of \"arieU.. oi Foma with l>epert· 
-tao( U.ioc, t. 4M, 4911, p. ~; 1\una
b.f, l. 61•i, p. Ull; betw~n Form ud 
Number, tbe D>OM lltrik.iotr In ni•ped to 
Pow.,..;« ~e-' Al~bl"IUcGeometry, 
&. 6M, p. 417; Mrcli.anic:J, L G:tll, p. 437 ; 
Ww.o Wauer uid )linJ, t. 6:l9, ~ .. p. 
6't; ol all Fonne auJ l'rih<'iJ·l~ • F.cho, 
l. ~. p. ~ ; DoC menil7 general, but 
mln•ta, clo. ; Malbematically uact, clo.; 
ol .... uid •.• mate, t. 77i-;;~ •• pp. 4111, 
•trj; r"eDde" aS....;.uC!l'o(tbe t:oi•·rn-e pae
aib&., L jf7, p. 4911 ; belWl'<"ll EJrdricit7 
aDcl Cbemilltry, t. N>I, p. :.O•l ; o( Watter 
_. XiDcl. .tvoh&tiun or, lden&ical, t. 111.\, 
p. &H. 

A•"'-'-icmsca. N. Anal•11rical Order. 
A•.t.&.00 ... AL OaDaa, J•I""" o(, iu Scale, t. '19, 

r· ~; lilimaoD, auJ tfole-by-Si.i-_, L 
610, Jo. 

" A•A-'-ICAI. Pau.oenl'llT." Fi«ld or, char· 
81Clteri.-J, r. I, t. I Iv:., p. 6~9. 

AltAL.-- "'" ThNi•; a ~ P"'" 
reqai-ite "' • Nocial SynU-ia, t. 114. p. 
64; em.r ol Cocnt.i"•, clo.; = lJuf.,nint.ia
\ioo, t. tll, p. l.'>l; 1wt to be an Al»oluw 
l>i«...,i••n-. wlw~ Deatrndlon, Jo.; 
bow ..,.plo!-.l IA Mental l'hilo<w>phy ; 
bow in n ... m<•try, t. SI!, p.. lllll; Jl.u>tcAL, 

- Lli<'&I A~~ •i•; meanill( ln•llK'tioa, 
&. 1¥, t. 111'<. f~ 144: tho I~ o(Ji-.-onr
lna' Prinn1•:...., a. II, Jo.; &a•I Syntheela, 
-.ill( l>eJa«loo, JelMJ b7 8weden
bol'J, L 14, J,...; tabula~. Table I, L I&, 
do.; LIK.l, to t:ninnala, a. ft, L If», 
p. 111: Matbeme&i<-al, 1. sao. p. tr:; ck( 
ol, L t"I, p. :ll'"'; auJ ~~thoola, • ln
dtMC,_ and O...l•1<"tion, ('. I, t . 3'.'>, p. H4; 
01'Jinary and &1tnor.lioary, t. 4•3, p. JH; 
~~. do., t. 4A4. p. U.~; c. I, Jo., p. 
-.'4; l"ltimau, L 74."., p. •"7 ; Anal,ti.-.. 1 
Metbool, lntlllt11on, ('. &, L l"l!, r 11112; 
l"--..J,.,-. ilwtli .... ""1-a, c. '· L Ioli, 
p. m ; .. ..i f'ynll-ia .. tens., - or, .,. 
to,~ p. llU. 

••.t.£.TTIC.t.I. <iln'1Ul4UUnoS9. Oui.n..I, 
• ·~pare Ot-natiuual G.cwr-.all1alloc1•, L 
:llO, c. It, l. lH, p. tll; aUaiDeJ by~ l'ltra-

Judol.'th·• MetboJ, a. U, L 199, p. 1'4; 
Analogue• of, lu llull&Ul Body, Scbcmati\"e 
Linea in l'ure Si-e; Ideal Oullay; T)·p
loal ri.u..; Typ<-t·orm-, L .. ~. p. au; 
equal lo tlcient ... 1'hil010pby; t:1alverulold, 
GenenJoiJ, Specialoid, Analotru.. of, ill 
llull&Ul lloJy, L ~.pp. 331-US. See 
Soieuto·Philoaopby; begin in Lowci-t A11al· 
1•ili ; ,,.__,, """ i·,.;,,..,MJJ; t: ..... 
Llv1U, Ta11u.111; L IOW, 1011, p. 65:1; 
•tar\ froua Minutoal I' .umcl:LAJUTT, t. 
1011, do.; Focal Point aitaa&ecl #~1dtn, 
Jo., p. &110; All TblDfP 1D Leaat Thq, 

Jo.; ~I~• L 1012. p.690; 
Conrucin.., c. I, I, L ll)•q, p. II~~; pucr:U 
cllacu.lon or, c. 1-18, 1. 1012, pp. ~~I; 
aimilar lo Decluctiou, not the ...une, r. I, :t, 
Jo. ; 4 Drift., Jo. ; Central, Ownip'-l•t, 
c. a, do., p. bn; may lako dcpvture fro• 
••1 l""•I, do.; See Anal) tical OrJ .. r; 
JUtcriminat<'<l rr.1tn Jll,.lnctiou, c. 11, Jo., 
p.119$; t.V Edrr.ilt qi lt0J•rtim1 it .. '/, 
Jo., p • .I~ ; the ouly TNU &;,,111ifie l'.W· 
.,,..,U, <lo. ; c. It, Jo. 

A•AL1'T1CAI. !i!Jn'llOD, c. l l, t. 1011, P· SOI. 
A•ALTTlCA&. oav.., not Anal~aia, c. 6, t. 

lvt :t, p. :.~~; further J .. !lne•I, c. ':, Jo., 
p. (.~ ... 

A•ALTTOU> Fou. Ji.tribnted ( Al....,bnaic, 
etc. l, t. 6<>9, p. 431 ; Diqrun So. a,, do., 
p. 432; t. 410, Jo.; Di..,_ So. 4'), clo. 

A•ATOXT. Seo T~111ll'ntal Anatom) 0 
('ut·up o( Jlod7, aljrnill..t by lhr traita ut 
r.ture-linu, a. I, I, t. 41, p. ~ ; " OU.
op or Couotltation of whole boJy, Jo.; 
Aoaloiruo <•f, the Head, t. 4:!, p. M; lit 
l'dcntui•I, L U, clo.; anJ M1Yoiolocy, 
AnalOll'~ u(, •Ith N>.-i .. ty, t. 44, p. !'.I; 
Clean-l'ut, t. 4 .,, p. s.i1; Analnttnr• In, or 
11 .. J an•I Tn&nk, I. 44', p. IU; and Ph7· 
•lol•'l(y, rontrPt...J, e. U, t. "'''• p. :tr.; 
Tru1..,..11•lrntal, li~th• auJ Olt•n, t. IOU, 
p. 6'."'; L J(rjO, p. HJ; t. H7, p. 610; 
Y.9, <lo. 

A••nn<XA, t:1°lrit of, lha rnl Sin, l. t<>e7, 

P· 'l». 
AuTOllJQ c Badin.I A!Wpla, l. '"2. p. 

™· 
Asu.i.ooa.u. Tal>le 1. r. I. t. tt4, p. lU; 

bia doctrln<' o( llom.,ionl<'ria. L ~4. t. 2"'4, 
p. 164 ; o( :-:.~ .. nr !illud. Jo.; .,, r....i 
Ce-, baoi. ofTrlrol·~. Jo. 

A•c-UT<>- ,..._., A-n·laula . 
• \,.r1a1n9, •i··l"m ,.(, •:11.tirat..J la,.,_ 

I<• f·•ur EJ<ruruta, L lll:l, p. Cl. 



648 DIGEST.ED INDF..X TO THE 

Ainnu:w1 (Stephen Pearl), author or "Sci
ence of Society," c. 2, t. '°• p. M; elabor
ator of the ludividuality Doctrine or War
nm, t. •8, p. 80; oo lodividaal So vereigoty, 
t. "8, p. 30. 

A:rnavsu.ir MftllOD, the Trae Dedactivo, 
Introduction, p. I. 

AsoELa, oorreapood to ourHigberTbongbta, 
t. ·U 1, p. 288; t. •18, p. 292; all derived 
from Men-Swedenborg, t. •19, p. 993. 

Ai<oEL, 1eeo by John, t. 1114, p. 634. 
ANou:. Seo Point ; Form-analogue of Three, 

or Trioism, t. Ma, ISM, p. 384; gives Gon
culogy, relatee to Mineral W oriel, t. OOT, 
p. 429. 

ANGVLllK. See Limitation. 
ANIKAL, tho Grand, t. 887, p. 635; Seo Aol-

1111\I Kingdom. 
ANllllAL KmaDOK = Artlsm or Nature, t. 

8i>S, p. 635 ; Aual,ogae of Movement, t. 
1065, p. 618. 

ANULU. (not Mao) repeats Subetaooe, t.1066, 
p. 618; a Product of Mineral 1111d Vege
ti.ble, t. 1068, p. 618. 

AirtKALOOT, plaoe or, io Scale, Table 15, t. 
2;s, p. 204 ; Zoology, do., repeatl Vital 
Realism, Tablo No. 28, t. 859, p. 258 ; 
T.1blo No. 29, t. 894, p. 279; 1111d Vege· 
talogy, Analogues of, io Body, t. Ui81 p. 
2~2. 

.A1m11t1K, Lioea-Punctate, t. 807, p. '29; 
• llurizoatal, t. 680, p. '42 ; iu HalDllD Bod;r, 

t. 633, p.4'4. 
A!flftmLATIOll, of Reality by Radiool Aoslyais, 

tho Batii11 of Scleoto-Philosophy, t. 48', p 
8-l.'i; of World or Appearanoee, by Tbeol
Of:Y; by Hegel, t. 810, p. 507. 

Ax:rnTATIOll', and Commentary, what, Intro
' uct.ioa, pp. viii, IL 

Ai<oETIC, not Noetic. See Noetlc. 
Ai<uoumu, Polar. See Polar Aotogoo

L•me 
A},.,.11 -ll'ATAL, and Poet-natal Lite, relatioos 

of. t. 70.5, p. •&8. 
Axm:aoPic Fomr, t. 81', p. 434.; lodividnal 

"Sphere," do.; =Man-Form, t. 964, 985, 
p. M9; Diagram No. 78, t. 965, p. 569 ; 
!'ubdivieloo orSectionoid, Integral, Group
i:LI, do.; t. 986, p. 575. See Form. 

A}."l'RBOPio Tna or Fo•K, Chick 1111d Brood, 
'· !187, 988, p. 576. 

.ANTDBOPIBK = Science, Duismal, t. 993, p. 
c,;9 ; echoes to Ecl10t10phy, t. 996, p. 680. 

An1U10J'O-CoBPOB01.00r, HWD&D-Body-Scl-

enee, a branch or Jbero.Pbylioloc, e. a, 
t1 II, p. 5. 

AlmUIOPOD>, Aothropoldale, t.. 881, p. 111!; 
Diagram No. 60, do.; t. 8", p. 516; t. 

8118, p. 1185 ; t. 11211, p. llM. 
AllTRBOPOLOOT, = Scienee of:rdan, d~ 

and derivation of, t. <l, 5, p. 2, 8; pnYiMI 
meaning of, t. 6, p. 8 ; dill1inguished f1'l1'1I 
Monantbropology, do.; io ScUe, e. 1, L ~ 
p. 6; = Politiqne-P011itive, and I.. l&Gn!t 
or Comte, t. 88, p. 90; bot not predael7. ~ 
87, p. 21 ; req uiree Pre-Clef, t. 2S2, p. toc : 
Third Story of World-Temple, Lt&$, SIJll, 
pp. 209. lllO, 211; Sdeoce o( Man, N• 
tloo or, t. ll8ll, p. to1; Rank of, t.. &, l'-
211 ; t. 994, p. ll15 ; Coemology, and Pllff
matology, Order of, t. HS, p. 217; Diltri
bution and Not.lion of, t. 302, p. !le; 
echoes to Uraoology, Table 17, t. SM, p. 
241; repeatll the Ontological Failh, Tablt 
20, t. 365, p. ll50; higher than P-tUDllllll
ogy, c.. 1, t. '"9 p. 807; echoes to Ao~ 
pomorphism, t. 461, p. 338 ; Table M, 
do. ; = PC8itive Politie&-Comt.e, L M, p. 
682. 

AlcTmwro - M11:n.u.oor - PnouoLOOT, a 
branch of M11cro-Ph78iology, c. 3, t. 5, p. ii.. 

AirmaoPOKOBPBiaK, relatioDll and C.Je& ~ 
t. 4611, p. 888 ; Table 84, do. ; dioee to 
Anthropology, do. ; Uoiver110logioal. Swe
denborgian, c.. 1, 111 t. 895, pp. 688, 6n. 

Alft'IOIPATOBT Mllmlol>, mention of, t.. ~ 
.p. 244. ; c. a, t. 346, p. 244 ; lo sa-, 
Form-Analogue or, t. 688, p. 418; 11ns 
Drift of Line, t. 618, p. ~; ~ s .. 
,t, de.; t. 622, p. 438. 

.AtmQCrrT, Abeolutoid, o. 5, t. "8, p. Ill. 
Alnw. See Learned Aota. 
AJmTU-, In Phllaeopby ftaODciled, L 

so, t. ~ p. lflO; Phil0190phic.1, • ii:t 
Limit and the Unlimited; the Ori. aad th. 
:Many, Love and Wiedom, coves- the -
ground ; are merely •i-W in&tlW<!M d 
Uniam. and Daisrn. c. i, t. 2118, pp. JG, 
18'; oo other terms uoiveraally c.ui

veolent, do. 
AlmTBDIB, io Dialeetle orH~I, fr'Olll ~ 

t. 878, p. 188; See Tbeaia; or Sides al 
Body, t. 879, p. 270. 

AJITITUT, True, to Minim of Stn.ight IJDe, 
t. M7, p. 890. 

Aln'ITRBTIC.U. Ru1.anos, or Ir.hereDCI ud 
Appearance, or of Entity and Flllldicm, • 
lo cue of Pbiloeopby and Scienee, c. 1, L 16, 
p.10; io eeaeor Maaenliam uid Femiiiilm, 
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!!. 6, t.188, p. 7T; Bee Pola Ant.gonlem; 481-488; of One and Many, J. '/5T-T89, pp. 
or IUUer and Mind, L 11, c. as, t. 138, p. '83-488; Prilll&l'1 Alld Secondmy, advene, 
89; or the Abeolote and the Relative, L t. 765, p. 487. 
H, c. H, t. 188, p. 91 ; of Concrete and Ansnnr, In Mecbanlce and Govfll'Dment, 
A'bs&ncC Dilltribation, illuatrat.ed in the ClODtraated with Arbitrlam md Logicimn, 
Kathemalice, Diagnm No. 1, c. 3, t. 231, t. 362, p. 248. 
p. 180; --"' ~ Yi~-Recip- AnnoLOar, in Theology, Sentiment of 
rocal lnterchmge, t. 381, p. I'll; between Charm, Love of God, t. U9, p. 2'7 ; re-
Anteoedent1 and Sequent. = "The Be- peats AUnction, T11ble 111, \. 862, p. U9. 
oomiog," t. 88', p.173; Sid&-by-SideneM, APPLISD Sotmros. See Action; Art; ~ 
t. SM, do.; Compound, t. 387, p. 27•; tioal Phil~hy. 
Culmination of, t. 390, p. 178; of Primary A !'mom. See Order( a); Two a ,_uriori 
and Seeoodary Dktributlooa, c. H, t. 603, Orders, t. 3", p. au,; l'brcuologioal 
p. 388; between Subjective and Objective Method in Univenology, t. 948, p. 661; 
StandpoinW, c. ta, do., p. 887 ; of Origin- and a ~ two of each, c. 8, t. 1011, 
ala and Releola, c. U, do; c. 29, do., p. . p. 59'. 
869: t. ll80, p. •10; t. 623, p. •39; of Aumamr, deftned, deriv• all thlnga from 
CB.UAaraa .um FUJrcmox, t. 719, p. •71; ao lrre11pon1ible Will; contnated with 
AXIi Pou• AllTAGO!nlJI or llOIEUWoa Logiciino, wbiob aee, L 8, c. 82, t. 1311, p. 
~ APPIWWfos, os or E1m'IT (or Ee- 85; a. 611, t. !Of, p. 178; Odd, Original, 
Rl!Tl.U. CILUAOTD) .um Fu!fonox, t. Aboiolute, t. 806, p. 121; in Hechanioll and 
TM, p. '82; or Fo- .un> Flllfonox, t. Government, contruted with Logici•m and 
TM, p. '82; .um !'or.a AlrrAOOlflllJI 01' Appetlam, t. 352, p. m ; and Logiciem, 
l"Jwr• Ez.mimi, t. 751-756, pp. •81483; question of precedence of, t. 378, p. 270; 
oir SPlKIT .um MA'ITBB (!'PllllT WoJtLD and Logiciam, Reconciliation of, l'antarch-
All'D WoaLD oir MA-TR•), t. 762, 783, p. ally, c. 7, t. '"• p. 821; and Logicaam; 
'86; t. 86', p. 603; between Primitive Enda of the :Egg, t. 991, p. 1178; yielda to 
Statee and Ultimate Elaboration, t. 883, p. Logioiam, t. 1117, p. 885; blenda aod hlll'-
633; t. 88', do. ; t. 1019, p.1198; of the State moni.zea with Logiciilm, o. ll, t. 1119, p. 
and the lndividu.I, t. 760, p. '85. 837 ; •· 1, c. 1, do., p. 686. 

ANTITl!Zno.u. Rsl'llTITJolf, of the Lowest In AulTlllUAL MKllTA'l'IOll, Natural Order, 
the lli~hest, o. 8, t. a, p. I. Femiooid, hm Senution to Though\ 

.o\olllft'.u Dv.u of Patbagoru=-Duiam, t. ll()f, (1 + ll), a. 42, t. 10f, p. 188. 
p. n;;; aod 1£oMJ1, contrai.ted with JWcu A'Dft'llWIAL Rsoom, c. 1, t.1119, p. W. 
and A/HU-0.. Note, do.; mean• more than AulT!lmlor.ooy, In Theology, de8ned and 
Indeterminate Two, L U, do., p. 158; chRrUctcrizied, t. Ut-alll, pp. ~MS; 
Table 1, e. 1, t. 118, p. tea. eompartd a..d ~with L-1gioillmol-

Aurnmlft9, or the Temple, t.1097, p. 598. ogy, t. 851, p. US; Table 19, t.851!, p. Mt. 
APICDIOll. See Unlimited, Tho, L 18, t. ll6', Ase, or Circle, Elementary Rotundiitm, "' 

p. 1113; = Unilm, a. llO, do.; a. n, do., p. 616, p. 378; t. filll, p. 378; = .Mathmmr 
15'; and P-, contrasted with AloltlU aod tics, t. 1003, p. 5M. 
A°"""' D-, a. 28, do., p. 155. Philolami, AltcAXA, of Chriatianity,-T. L Barria, c. 1, 
a di!ldple of Pythagoru, c. 19, t. !!6', p. t. •20, p. 2M; of Nature, aeen in the Ama-
16,,: Tablet, c. t, t. 1128, p. 163. tive Metboda of Animala and Vegetablee, 

APOO.u.na, unrlel'lltuding of, lo the Old t. 108~, p. 819. 
Church, (Proteatmt), and by S•edenborg, A..cimncr, and Bonder, Illustration ftooat, 
a. 51, t. llot, p. lTl!; E:i:pGflitioo of, forth- Introduction, p. :in::i:v; Plana of the Scien-
oominp:, t. '63, p. BM; t. '80, p. ua. tismal, t. 101>8, p. 81!1. 

A Ponmaom. See Oran-.; Two a primi, A•OJlJTllCl'l;U of Unitary Home-Hewitt, e. 
And two Orders, t. .U, p. 81'. 1, t. '53, p. 822; described, c. 2, do., p • 

.A.............., Unreal, t. 808-810, p. ll0'1; the an. 
Naturnl World a World or, by JdcnliRt AROlllTIWl'ULU. Tm. See Temple. 
Th""rv• a. 9, e. 118, t. 188, p. 87; AIO> Jx- Asu, or Surface, the Simpleet (Rectilinear) 
nnmrcs. A.lnnimncAL R1:ns:r1ox .um Fip:ure embr•oing, is 11 Tri•ngle, t. 1138, p. 
l'oJ.411 A11TAGOJIWI o'f, t. 751-71161 pp. 158; Elaboriamal, do., p 384. See Circle. 
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ABOt;XDT, au, what, t.. 6N, p. •20; every- Nature, how, t. 890, p. 638; h.u a N1tm-
thing, even the Univerae, ia on-Milton, lamua, a Scieutismua, and an A.rti&mu (.( 
t. 594, p. 420. her own, t. 8111, do. ; re1atee to llod111a:z..l 

1 " A1&11ma," ia the lnoipleno:r ot the Becom- Form, t. 10i7, p. 698 ; relatioaa of, to 
iog, t. 884, p. 278. Membranoua Coverings, t. 11)62, p. lli; 

Als1.1TOTL11, progenitor or Bt.oon and Kant, with Sobetance, t. 106S, do. 
t. 91, p. 66; hie Categoriea, t.107, p. 88; .AlaT-CJiunos, Lawe of, in Domain of Lm-
hill Golden Mean (Mesotla), a. 20, t. 1104, guage, lnt.roduotion, p. llll:vii. 
p. 154; hla dri.t\ toward Scienoe, a. 66, t. .ABT-DolWlf, DubioUJllleu of, in CJauito. 
204, p. 174. tion, t. Ml, p. 460. 

AarrwuTlo and .Algebra, Illustration from, Aar-Fou:, not Geometric, what, c. 1, t. 8o.'i, 
Introduction, p. xiv; Abetrect-Conorete, p. 601. 
e. 7, t. 281, p. 183; t. 249, p. 189; Calculue An-Lin, the Highest Arena of, t... 99', p. 
of Valuea, t. MO, p. 186; Rule of Three, 679; Go"rernmental Art, do.; Schiller C111 

t. 249, p. ll!9; Clef or, t. 281, p. i06 ; a Lycurgus, o. 1, do. 
bnmchotMathematlce, t. 23-0, p. 177; ll81, ..ABT1c11L.A.11o:ir, Little Jointing,= Vertebnl 
do.; Fingera and Toes, the Analogue of, Column = Tum ; t. 455, p. S2&.. 
t. 4.52, p. 820. A:ima.url.IK, included in An, t. IN, p. 

Aaxoar or TatlTB, tbe whole, t. 1111, p. 446. 
632. .AJmax, Abstract Principle ot Art; See Tw--

Aaxe = Winga of EdiJlce, c. i, t. '63, p. minology, c. li, t. 43, p. 98; = Blended 
8~. Harmony of Roundn- and Straigbu-, 

AJDn', the Type of Compulsory Sooial 01'- t. 620, p. 877; wi~ Art, within Natvn, 
ganizntioo, t. W, p. 519; lndll3trial Ar- and within Soienoe, t. 6ili, p. g19. 
mies for the Future, do. ; Anny or Troop, Alm1Dm1, Science of, deftned = Arto-Pbi-
Aualogy or, with Numenil Series, t. 1071- loeophy, t. '80, p. MS' Anal~ al I 

1075, p. 620. TJmnul, Surface, the Beautiful, T•ble No. , 
Alm.LNGBJD:!OW, Boheme or, In Soaiety, t. 88, t. 5'5, p. 889; of Nature, t. 88$, p. ' 

310, p. 2118; t. 811, p. ll2'. 11811; ii the NaturilmU& oC Society, t. SSt. 
ABT, i~ Nature modifted by Scienoe or 11y&- p. 585; the Domain of Beiug ~ 

tematized Knowledge, t. 10, p. 8; Conati- by Graoes, t.. 890, p. l>U. 
tuenta oC, do., t. 10, p. 8; Art, Nature, and AB1'WIOLOGT, dellncd, t. 480, p. 343. 
Science, t. 11, p.8; allied with, or a branoh of Alm.sno RBIUBILITATIO:ir, of the Planet, t. 
Praotlcal Philosophy, t. Ill, p. 9; t. 18, p. 9; 433, p. 306. 
See Table 1, t. i:>, p. 11; symbolized by ex- Alrrl8Tlo Jonrurae, O'rerlappiug, c. ((), t 
temlllactionofLimbs ond Trunk, a. ll,t. 42, 508, p. 376. 
pp.25,26;Naturilmof,newandreeplendent, ABTIBTlo MonmoATIOlf, t. 615, p. 87'; t 
c. " t "8, p. 818; modulates Nature and 669, p. ~; by Modulating Line al'OGDd 
Science, t. 480, p. 343 ; or P .wnma, Ruakin the :Egg, t. 78', p. 495; t. 'IS&, p. ~ff; t. 
cited, ou Form u Element In, t .• 494, p. '190, p. '9'1; t. 924, p. 652; t. 9291 p. 564; 
Ma; and Splrit,-Cheat, Heart, and Lunga, t. 1038, p. 605; t. 1M9, p. &ll. 
a. 7, t. 608, p. 861; Pivotal Numbers in, ABT11no Sa!fllll, aupplemeuw Scienoe, a. I, 
Table 1, o. 9, t. 608, p, 861 ; the .A.na1D?111 c. I, t. 1119, p. 636. 
qf Jlnduli.nn, t. 616, p. 876; represented ABTOID1 term deftned, c. 28, t. M, p. 8!; See 
by T1&1Nr1111, t. 643, p. 888; oorresponda Terminology, c. 1-14', L 43, pp. H-28. 
with Beauty or the Beautiful, t. MS, p. Alrrom Pm:r.oeoPJl1'1 not the umpire, t. tr., 
889; Tables Noe. 87, 88, do.; Tapering p. 127. 
or Wedge form; ineludee Arti111111iam, Aaro-Puu.oeomr. See Tublo 1, t. 15, p. 11; 
t. 436, p. 446; Form-Analogues of, t. Tablo of (Typical), t. 40, p. 23; treats o( 

609, p. 865; t.. 610, p. 867 ; Elementary tho blending or Elemcuts, t. ~9, p. Its; 
Form-Type of, t. 518, p. 872; Figurea in dollned; Exposition of Apocalypee fortb-
all Compositions; how, t. 614, p. 378; t. coming, an instance ot, t. "80, p. 343; t. 
616, p. 876; t. 6110, p. 872 ; t. 1121, p. 878; 952, p. 1163; deftned, t. 1090, p. 62.'>; three 
hae within itaelf an Artism, a Scientillm, at.gee oC, t. 1091, do. ; The Soientiemai, 
and a .N11turlam, t. 5llll, p. 879; reoovatea t. 1092, 1095, do.; The Artiamal, t. lOH, 
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do. ; The Naturiemnl, t. 1095, p. 626; reir 
neentatives or Naturiamology of, Frotb
ingbams, eothor of Vestiges of Ci\·iliza.. 
tion; Benjamin mood, t. 1098, p. 627; Do
herty, WilkiDSOn, Smith, Spiritiat Liter.
lure, t. 1099, do. 

ABTI, =Movement; VanderWeyde, t. 835, 
p. 1138. 

AecnnAl'l'l'I, and Descendants, t. 2881 p. 
lit~; Aoceatora =Upper Ilallortbe Body, 
t. 980, p. 678. 

AllCL'mllfO, 11Dd Descending Scale or Com
plexity, t. 686, 687, p. •16; t. 688, p. •17; 
in re~peot to Analogic, do. 

.Aat.&, Abeolutoid, c. 6, t. US, p. 819 ;
Wroaski'a idea or, c. 6, t. US, p. 820. 

AllRCT, Statio, of Body ; Shape, Form, Idea; 
r..lated to Anatomy, a. 8, t. -l2, p. 26; 
llotic, of Body, Internal, related to Phy
eiology ; Sentiments, Feelings, Emotioue; 
"the Bowele of Comp111!8ioa," do.; Sab
)fotic, do. ; Motio, External ; Trunk nnd 
Limbs; related to Culi8thenics, Gymnas
tics, Labor and Play; ao with Motion, 
do. 

AllnOTI, dilrerent, or Sobjeota, a. It, t. 821 

t. 136, p. 89 ; t. 70, p. ~; to be discrimi
nated from Things (or Entities), a. 1", t. 
267, p. 205; a. 16, do., p. 207; unintolli
gible when taken u Tbinga-The Abeoluta 
an Aspect ,,_.zy, a. i, t. 267, p. 198; a. 
16, do., p. 907; Contradictory, co-exist aa 
the built of Being; a. 11, 12, 1i--1s, do., 
pp. 202-207 ; a. 21, 22, do., p. 210; or the 
whole Troth represented by Sects, N .. 
tions, etc., c. 1, t. 8531 p. 249; Reflects, 
Facee, Facets, Analogous with Physics, t. 
~. p. 822; =Adjective, t. 651, p. 892; 
or Tatl'l'll, too multifarious to be mas
tered in the iufanoy or the race, t. 1111, p. 
632; P~ of Being, not Entitles, t. 763, 
P· "82. 

AaPSOT17.U. DuoaOIDf.AftOD, not Entloal, or 
Philoeophy and Science, t. 812, p. 608. 

Asraoll'oKY, illustration of, t'rom the nature 
of Univenology, Introduction, p. xi; Co
pernican and Anti-Copernican Systems, 
do.; Typical Science of, Concretology or 
Elaborate Cosmology, t. 27i, p. 200; echo 
o~ Buman Body, 111>.d in Society, do.; 

=Objective Society, t. 812, p. 92'; Anal
ogy of, with Whole Dody, t. ifi3, p. 821. 

ATBIDllT1 Catholic, Baptist, and Qu~ker will 
Phake bands with each other, t. 1111, p. 
632. 

Anmax tends to Theism, t. 8', p. i7; rela
tion~ IWd Clef of, Table U, t. "69, p. 888; 
echOCll to Nihilism, do.; and Theism may 
both be cmbl'llCCd in the oompoundest 
Aapcot of Truth, t. 100, p. 610; t. 11111 

p. 832 ; t. 1120, 1121, 112111 pp. 837, 638. 
An..u. See Map. 
ATKOIPH&U, Analogue or Spirit-World, 

eecoud degree of Altitude, t. 286, p. 209 ; 
Tboru, do.; 

ATOK, Unit, Monad, etc., t. 769, p. "8i ; Sea 
Point; do., signalized, t. 822, p. 618; 
Diagram No. 53, do.; t. 822, p. 61"; Di .. 
gram No. M, t. 828, p. 616; t. 829-M2, pp. 
615-619. 

ATC>u, ropreeentative of PeN<>na in Society, 
t. 3121 p. 22"; Annlogucs of Worlds, nnd 
of lndividnals In Society, t. 891, p. 277; of 
U nitd ; of Points, t. 8981 p. 280; compose 
Suti.<tance, 11 Analogues or Pointe and 
Units, t. 8861 p. "61. 

ATOKUTI, Greek, anticipated Dalton, t. 91, 
p. M; Table 1, c. 1, t. 2!6, p. 163. 

ATON1llWIT, The Grand ReoonciliatiOll 
through Univel"BOJ<>gy, Introduction, p. 
:uix. 

AnA.JlO(UT. See Rank. 
A1T1Uano1', repeats Appetology, Table 191 

t. 852, p. 2"9; See Atnnity, Plll!llional 
Attmotion ; Table 29, t. 89", p. 279; in 
Government, t. 994., p. 679; Pull, t. 6221 p. 
"39; Industrial; See Industrial Attrao
tiou. 

Aviu., Feminine, or Nature and Woman, t. 
-lOO, p. 282. 

A vmu.H, Mean Level, t. 688, p. 400; Let
ter( e ), Ng, t. 667, p 4.01; t. 668, p. i-Ot. 

Aua = .Azionaala, Levele and Perpendlcu
lura of the New Jerusalem, a. M. t. 20"1 p. 
178; Cardiuiem and Ordinism ot I.ha 
Word, t. 1089, p. 62'. 

A:Doiu.u. See Axes, Axioma. 
Axiou, exiatenoe of, denied, L 66, t. 904, p. 

178; Abeolutoid View, b7 1111111-Poe, 
Hill; practically they Wit. do., p. 17&. 
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B. 
B.un.oir, the Great, memlng M,.te'1', to be 

utterly deatroyed and removed, a. '91 t. 
lW', p. 171 ; characterised from now, a. llO, 
do., p. 17i; meana the Whole Church of 
the Put, a. 61, do.; and the former Con
faaion ol all Human Alf.Ura, dQ.; Iofanta
Feminoidal, do.; Co-11.atrix or Placenta, 
do. ; the pt.guea to fall on her, a. 62, do., 
p. 178 ; an old and evil city, inoohen!nt 
Humanity; a woman; an ediAoe, c. i, "t. 
4.68, p. 828. 

B.t.oK, of the Body, Analogue oft he Left, of 
the Abeolute, and of the Eut, c. 6, t. "81 

p. 819. 
B.t.ouon of ~ Oral Speech, t. 807, 

p. 606; of Phi.loeophy,-Comte; bony il
lustration, c. 81 I. 608, p. 861. Bee Vertebral 
Column. 

&oolr, 11nd Duo.urru, reconciliation of', c. 
8, t. 16, p. 13 ; d<K.otrauo derived &om Arill
totle, t. 91, p. M ; bis epoch not a pGrt of 
the Larger Scieutillo Dispensation, c. 84.,3S1 

t. 136, p. 8'. 
B.t.001u.ur Mlft'lloD, limited, Inapplicable to 

Co-ExiatenCC11,-lilill, Buckle, Cla.noy, c. 
1-9, t. 8~.n, pp. 228-283. Seo Iujluc:tive 
Method. 

Jam, Prof., de1!nea Feeling; etateto question 
of priority between it and Knowing, 2. 29, 
t. 138, p. 82 ; mentioned on p. SM. 

B.u.urosD Vmunoll', of Reason 1111d Feel
ing, in the Final Order of Human Affail'll, 
t. 80!, P• 219; of IKDIVIDU4L1T1' nod 
U1'1Tl', t. 803, do.; t. 3M, p. 220; of Faith 
and Skepticism, a. 18, t. 998, 999, p. 687. 
See Antithetical Reflezion. 

D.u.AXos or CB.UU.ana, t. 809, p. 293. 
B..u.oo1UU or EDuios = Mamme, c. 2. '68, 

p. 822. 
B~LL. Bee Globe. 
BAP1111T, Catholic, Quaker, and Atheist will 

1hake handa with each other, t. 1111, p. 
632. 

Bils-Lms, t. 660, p. 398; the Type of Limit, 
and Delloition, t. 580, p. •to; of Analogic, 
t. 686, p. •t•; Firat Power, t. 5881 p. •t7; 
Three Otllct11 of, t. 1591, p. •t9. 

B.t.ua, iand Standru'da, Lim~, Diametrida, 
t. •52, p. 321 ; Metaphyeical and Mathe
matical =Quality and Quantity, t. '58, p. 
829. 

B.uJo 6llTLDl'JI, when written, Introdnction, 

p. vli ; pluue delned. Introdadion, p. 
:UX\'i. 

Billo DlmmiUTIOll(a), or the Metllph:fli
oiana-Knowing, Feeling, Conation, t. 15, 
p. 16; it become. obvious that there mll>t 
be one; mWlt apply to all Spheres, t. 117, 
p. 98; that of Fourier,-Mathematics, lilat
ter, Spirit; Intelligence, the Body, the P1111-
aio1111, t. 188, p. 99 · the two compared, Tab. t, 
t. 188, p. 911; Comte'a Di.otribution,-Ic.W
ligence, Affection, Action, added, do.; s .... 
denborg'a, the Will, the Understanding, 
eame brought into harmony with the pre
oeding, t. 139, do.; Univeno!ogical-:Ka
ter, Mind, Mo\·ement, t. ~. p. lS. 

B.ula. See Table 1, t. 15, p. 11; of Ne-w 
Science and Philoeophy, t.. li6, p. '11. Set 
Ground. 

B.lllB-PllU.OIOPBT, of Univenology and IJ>. 
tegrali.om, t. ~. p. 8'7 ; Completion ot, t. 
'87, p. MS. 

B.l.UJDlll'T. See Foundation; of llowie= Pd
vie, c. 2, t. W, p. 82i. 

BLUID, of the Male, in relation with Throst, 
Neck, and Cheat, c. 3, lo, t. •sa, pp. 82', 
881 ; .Meaning of, c. 6, t. '43, p. 81!6 ; p
thera Vital )ilagnetiam&; Minor, ot We>
man, c. 8, t. '58, p. 330. 

I!B.A.CTT, c. 8, t. '3, p. 27; See Tennioo1~ 
1111 IJctween Man and Woman, c. 8, t. :tM, 
p. 829 ; represented by 'l'Jwiux, t. Ma, p. 
888; correspunda with Art, t. MS, p. 389 ; 
Table No. 88, do. 

BB.A.UTll'UL, the, represented by Art, t. ws, 
p. 889; Table No. 88, do. See T .. Tm 
and Tu GooD. 

EsooJ1D10, The, of Heraclitus, a. 31, t. ll!:li, 
p. 160; defined, t. 88', p. 273; what the 
Analogue of, t. 885, do. ; Analogae o( 

Logic, Table 26, t. 887, p. 2'i'-
J3solm'lll'o, = Birth, Dentition, Puberty, c. 

4, t. 4'8, p. 319. 
J3so11ornro, of Univeraal Development= Phi

losophy, t. 16, p. 11; of Orderly Progn. 
In Human aft"ail'll, dreaded u thti End o( 
them, t. 186, p. 130 ; illaatration of circle, 
t. 180, p. 129; of Mnltiplication Table, t. 
189, p. 133; Middle, and End, three te?U» 
of Indeterminate Nnmeratlon, (Dwikntot
AIJU, Firet-Seoond-Tbird), t.. 217, p. lSO, 
and repeat the Three Propoeitioos of'Sylle>
giam, t. 6801 p. •to; t. 687, p. '16; in Im-
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plied Logic, t. 69', p. 420; Diagram No. 
S7, do., p. "21 ; are te111111 of Progreuiou 
or Career, t. 7:16, p. 47 4 ; c. 1, do., p. 4'7 6. 

B:amo, and Kuowiug, Paralleliilm o~ a. 29, 
o. Sll, t. 136, p. 9~ ; and Noi.-Beiug, Parm&
Dide::J, L 81, t. 2°'• p. 160; T•ble l, c. 1, 
t. 226, p. 163 ; and Thought, ElewouLiamua 
of, in Number anu Fonn, c. 6, t. 603, p. 
839 ; Elabor~~mus of, iu Fact.~, do. ; dis
tribulell witb Number and Form, t. SOO, 
p. 3S9; and Ex.i.itenoe, Table No. 40, t. 
Mil ; p. 898; Order of, L. 668, p. 899; Ana
logue of l n»tantiality, t. 663, p. '58 ; de
rived from I.he Logo.I, t. '147, 7"8, p. 4.80; 
Type of Organization of, ig the ll8IJl8 in all 
Spb"1'1W. t. SM, p. 617 ; t. 835, do. 

Bausr, and Opinion, to gh•e place to Knowl
edge, t. 11°" p. 6:19 ; importance of its 
being right, t. 1114, p. 683; every oue will 
bo recast, t. 1128, p. 638. 

BSlOATB. See Down. 
BmAJr, the, Theological Work of John H. 

Noyea, o. 4, t. "80, p. 801. 
BmutauY, 1''ichte, Mill, extiugoiilb Matter, 

i. 113, p. 67 ; reckoned aa a Couatructive 
ldealiilt by Mauoo, L 6, t. 866, P• 264.. 
See Idea&m of. 

"Bsnrsurn," Introduction, p. xiv. 
Buu, IdoLt.try of, t. 6S2, p. 412. 
Bl-OOKPOUSD, BelatioDll or Positive and N&-

gati,-e, t. 802, p. 601. 
Ba-ouvma, c. 7, t. :;oa, p. 860. 
lho-DDLUfll, aod Little-eudiaue, t. 991, p. 

677. 
Bl-l'tl11CATI01' of the Concrete, t. 477, p. U2 ; 

\he Abiitriu:t, t. 479, p. M8 ; tendency to, 
in Triuiamo$ or Art, c. 89, t. 603, p. 875; 
of Duiam, t. MO, p. 886; of Doiilm and or 
Triuiam, t. Ml, p. "50; 1'rauti.tion to Tri
grade Scale, t. 642, p. 460. 

Jh·LATSll.Al. EQUATION, OJ' Bouy, t. "62, p. 
133. 

Ba-LATERAL SY1n1rrBY, of Body, the Analogue 
of ~bra, t. "62, p. 820; Hemisphlm!a • 
Sid&-Halves of Homan Body, t. 329. p'. 
U8; Sexe• iu Society, t. "3, p. 229; Brid&
groom and Bride, t. 324, do. ; of Ohject, 
Haman Body, eto., t. "81, p. 34.3 ; c. T, t. 
60.'S. P· 81>9. 

:Blowoy, definition, derivation, and abu11e11 
of, o. 2, t. 6, ii. 4; in Scale with Monan
tbropo:o:ry alMl Soclo!Oll'Y. do. ; llnbdivl
alons or, into Macro-Ph:v•iolory nnd Psy
cbol"«Y, o. 3, t. 6, p. II; Typl<'RI Table 
(Table No. 7), t. 40, p. 28; Notatiou o~ t. 

802, p. 218 ; oorreapouda with Vegetntlve 
aod Auimal Phy»iological Syst4:u1:1, t.. 4.>:l, p. 
82ll; t.. 9t17, p. 670 ; Rauk o~ t. 9119, p. 
682; a. 2, do.; and P11ychology, t. lwu, p. 
626. 

Burrs, of . Humanity, New, a. 61, t. 2l'4c, p. 
li2; biew, aee ~euenstiou; 1111'1 JJ1111tu, 
rei..tion ot; to Spiri"° World, t. 404, p. :183 ; 
Physiological, Analogue of the Grond So
cial Birth, t. "84, p. 806 ; the ll our of, ia 
flOlll. in tho World, do., do. ; Begetting, 
Deutition, Puberty, o. 4, t. us., p. 31S. 

BI·TBllfAOBU., Limbos or the Worlu, a. 9, o.. 
82, t. 13tl, p. 88; t. 696, p. •21. 

BLADB, c. 2, t. ..S, p. 817 ; t. '6S, p. 8Z7. 
Bun: SPAoa, Analogue of Nothiug, t. 6:>1, 

p. 892; coutrllllted with Tliiug, l'lnnet, 
Earth, = Nothing and Sometbiug, t. 6471 

MS, PP· w2, "68 ; as lntel'llticet<, t. G;;2, p. 
4.53; Air, Breath, Air-c!ella of Ltmgit, do.; 
Zeros, iu Number, do.; true Nomel"lll Aua
logue of, t. 668, p. 464 ; ooutl'Uted with 
Planet in dillerent waya, Diagram No • .._ 
do., p. 4M. 

Bi.oou, rep~nted by Hean, t. 96, p. 68; 
Circulation of, eee Circulation; Pta.mas, 
Sull:!tanoe, c. 7, t. 148, p. 103. 

Bx.oou, Benjamin, t. 1098, p. 627, t. 1107, p. 
630. 

BLoeeou, Aunuals, etc., Evolution and Re
lnvol otiou, t. 639, p. '49. 

BLl1lfD&U, the two Standard ouea, of Phil0tt
opby, a. 16, t. 1167, p. 207. 

Bo, Alwatonl, (Fr. Beau), t. 673, p. 406. 
Bouy, Human, Analogue of Body Corporate 

or Society, t. "2, p. 26 ; Corporate, Domniu 
of the Soieuoe of Soo.iology, do., do. ; die
Uibution of, into Head, Heart, and Hund, 
do., do.; Human, echoes to Astronnm;v, t. 
274, p. ll()O; aee Totality of the Bod~· : 
Human, Aual01?Dea lu, of Geueral"l!icol 
Prinolplee, t. W, p. 311:'1 ; pnl'Ply Ab.tract, 
Analogue of Anal)'tl<'&l and Tranl'Cenden
tal Generalizations, Typical Plans, T~·pe
Fonns, do. ; In TetOpeet to Form, t. 1178, p. 
406: Limbs and Membeni nr, Convel'l!Cnt 
Jndlvidnnlity. t. '1'81\, p. 48'; one's own 
objective, t. 87'3, p. 629. 

Bor>ru. t. 819, p. 6111; Sun~. Planets, 
W l'lrld~. t. 11!0. do.; :Earth and Snn. dn. 

BoJ>y AlfD Bouma. ooincldeuce of with Na
tnl'P, t. '1'114, p. 486. 

Bo&llXlllf, Fl'ltralllB, Dum, tneutioood, c. te, 
t .• l\03, p. llfll\. 

Boml-Dlft'JUJIUT10• of the Homan Hand,\. 
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1089, p. 806; and Flesh, related to Phy
siolv<,oy, t. 1080, p. 623. 

Eons uf Bo<ly, eee Small Bones; Vertebral 
\.NIUwu, Cu.uJ, eee Pelvill; Number ot~ 
in Skull 11Dd Pel viii, t. 4.60, p. 332; of Head, 
c. 7, t. 503, p. 360; the Fl'BDle-... ork or the 
Body, t. lOU, p. 608; Number of, do., do. 

Ioou, They will have beeA opened, t. 11231 

J;. 6a9. 
Ioeox, o. 9, c. all, t. 186, p. 88. 
Bor.urY. See Vegetalogy; Structure and 

Sy~tellllltio Cluai!eatlon in,-Gray, t. •eo, 
p. s:;o. 

BowELa, or Compuaion, = internal Func
tion; seutimenta, f'eelingii, emotions; a. a, 
t. -l:l, p. 26 ; or Interior of the Unit, t. •71, 
p.839. 

Boxnro, Scientific, ea an illustration, c. 6, t. 
1"3, p. 108. 

Bun.a, Prof. AuguAtua French, bis Intro
ductory Paper, Introduction, pp. xuiv
:uxvi; or Pantarohal UniverAity; drill by, 
ou Expll»'ive Uttenmoe or Sounds (Phonet
ics) ; characterized u an EJucationlat; 
author' a indebtedneee to, mentally, c. 1, t. 
,8", P· 8'6. 

B11.unr. See Hindoo Pbiloaophy; not 'to be 
ooufonnded with Brahma, c. 1, t . 89, p. 69. 

En.unu., Hlndoo, t. 89, p. 62; Emerson's 
poem, p. 63. 

B&mmno.u. Eoo, Hatching of, t. 991, p. 678. 
BllAlll', 11Dd Head, Analogue of Heaven, t. 

'°8, p. 286 ; Hemiapheree of, Male and Fe· 
m11le, c. 1, t. '86, p. 809 ; Gray Matter or, t. 
lOiS, p. 622; and henoe, related to Paychol
og,·' t. 1080, p. 628. 

BJ1ANcniw1M of Limbs, and M111111 of Trunk, 
equal Cal<>olua, t . "62, p. 820; of the Tree; 
Linear, t. GOT, p. •29; relates to Geometry, 
do., t. 628, p. Ul ; vegetable, t. 888, p. 
686. 

BJUW>TB, Dimension of, 1091, p. 698 ; Male 
and Female, Diagram No. '16, t. 1023, p. 
1196 ; t. 1026, p. 698. 

Buua, = Spirit, c. 8, t. 9 ; p. 8; and Air, 
t. 98, p. 69; Symbol of Spirit and Move
ment, c. l-7, t. ua, p.102-108; Vocalized= 
Vowel Souuda, t. '881 p. 8"6, 

BiuoD .. nn, the, bit method, Inb'od...._, 
p. xn; t. 1052, p. 6UI. 

Biw>s, the, of the Lord, a Glorified HIUDC 
Society, t . 971, p. 671. 

EBIDJ:OBOOX .um BBJDs, repeat Henll.p~ 
of Globe, and Side-Halves or" Individb: 
Humo.n Body, t. au, p. 229; the ~ 
MouAd, do. 

BIUDAll'll, Albert, nol:iee or, t. 1108, p. QQ. 
IW>llKlf Luru, the Analogue or Indelzrmi. 

nate Fom1, t. 609, p. 865 ; Dilignlm :So. 
9, t . 851, p. 610. 

BBOw, t. 116, p. 58; aee Head. 
Binrl'll Foacs, of the Intellect; eee lluaeahr 

School. 
Buo1UJ11.ur, Phrenologist, t. 983, 935, 9a7, No.l, 

pp. 657-MO; the Discoverer of p,.ychome
try, Psycbo-Neurolog~· , and Mooon&hropc>
logy, t. ll+l, p. 6&0 ; his method atiJl empir
ical, like that or Gall, t. HS, p. Ml ; ma 
Sarcognomy, t. 960, p. 668. 

Buo11:L1:, aftlrma that "'e u yet hoe nothinf, 
Introduction, p. xii; a Muacular Thinker. 
a. 22, t. .287, p. 211; cited on Faeu -1 
Law~, t. •D5, p. llM; makes Sbptieism &Al 
Element of ProgTeaa, a. 11, t. 998, 9", p. 
687; on Induction and Deduction, e. u, 
18, t. 1012, p. 696, 59'1; what he undf'rtook 
to do, how ho failed, c. 1', do., p. ~; be
came aware of bis failure, e. 15, do.; lail 
eloquent lament over diaappointed bopm, 
o. 16, do.; forebodings of dlaappointmetd 
for others, ·even after i;uooeaa, do. ; them 
would have been modified by a knowledge 
orthe true method, c. 17, do., p . 601. 

BUD, of Tree, repe11t8 Point and Germ, t. 
106-l, p. 617. 

BtrlLD (German Bau) of the Uni\'ft"9e; by 
Reftecltl and Types of what ie in the Mind, L 
'19", p. 498 ; Shape of Planet repeata that 
or Entire U nlvenie, t. 795, p. •99. 

Bt>tLDJ:B, and Architect, il!011trationa from, 
Introduction, p. :rnv. 

Btmu, (Luke,) Geology and Mytbolcgy, In
troduction, p. xxxiil; hie Mytbonomy, Pri
mary, Secondary, and Tertiary Kytha, e. '1, 
t. 903, p. Me. 

BtJTCBU'e, dMslon or&d1, t. 'at, p. U.. 

c. 
C.u.cULu11, the Tranecendental, relat8 to the 

Elabori~mus of Number, c. 1, t. 228, p.177; 
a brnnch of Analyab, t. 230, do. ; Dift'er
ential Bnd Integral, Clef or, t. 281, p. 206 ; 
Its eplitting, do. ; or V ariatloua, do. ; Dif-

f'erential and Integral: Analogue ofDiaJee
tic or The Parts and The Whole, t. 3S9, p. 
276; t. 890, p. 278; Table 27,d<>; ofV• 
rlations, do., of Dialectic or Station 8Dd 
Motion, do. ; Differential and Integral = 
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Branchinel!S of Limbs, DDd Maaa or Body, 
t. '62, p. 320; o( V uriatious with Suppl&
n- of'Hody, do. See Diagram, No. 40, t. 
81 O, p. "32. 

C.u.ctrLAnD Fom1. See Mathematical Form. 
C.u.ccuTJo1", Nuruber by, t. 608, p. 862. 
(".A.J..U'nlD'JOS, relatod to the Mechanismu, a. 

a, t. 42, p. 25. . 
C4Jro:ir or CJU'ncux, on our Thinking, lo 

compariaon of Sphere1, of Lengwigc, 1111'1 

the Unlvel'lle, c. 6, t. lU, 145, p. lOtl. How 
Ignored, t. 478, p. M2; on System of Troth, 
c. 1, t. 494, p. M3; in Evolution of Num
ber; in Number and Form, c. 1, t. 49", p. 
854 ; without suoh no real Disoovery of 
Univel'llOlogy, c. 2, do.; in Domain of Form, 
t. 006, p. 859 ; on all Distribution ia the 
Orderly Evolution of' Cardinal N nmeratioo, 
t. 642, p. 450; Kant and Hegel without ooe, 
t. 717, p. 470. • CAPITAL, and Pedistal, t. 1026, p. 697. 

C.urrALe, Italicll, eta., WIC of jlllltilled, o. !I, t. 
a, p. 2. 

CAJU>llUL, and Ordinal Nnmben, relation11 
bet..-een illnstrate Scientific or "Exact Ana
logy, t. l lii>-158, pp. 113-116 ; Cardinal 
Numbel'll-hinge·like-tbe principal Do. 
main of Number; On, Two, Tnus, 
Heade of, t. 213, 214, pp. 162, 153 ; Con
tt"llllted with Jiint, &co1ld, Third, ot' the 
Ordinals, t. 214, do. ; Analogues of, t. 845, 
846, p. 11111. 

C..t.JU>tlUL NuxHa,-Ssm:u, RelatiOllll or, in 
distribution or Number, o. ll85, p. 182; 
Perpendicular, t.1138, p. 183; Analogue of 
Statism, t. 238, p. 184 ; Evolution oherles 
of, Canon of Criticism on all Di•tribution, 
t. 478, p. M2 ; = existenoe, 1olidarity, Table 
No. 42, t. 883, p. 481. 

CAJU>t!<AL Nuxasu, their Soientiflo anpre
rnacy over the Ordinals, t. 214, p. 154. 

CAJU>l.IUL N'llXSBATJo:ir, the Orderly Evolu
tion of, the CAKoir OJ' CJU'norax on all Di&
tribntioo, t. 842, p. 450; Gronpi in, t. 658, 
p. "67 ; Bpaoe-like, Btatoid, t . 880, do.; 
Analogue or Unlve"'8 at rotlt, Rolidlfled in 
Space, t. 662, do. ; of Creation, liin(rinll' on 
Divinity, t. 61)8, p. 458; t. 670, do.; Dia
pam do. 45, do., p. 459; t. 671, do. ; t. 
67 8, p. 460. 

(' .UWl!<AL Potln'9, the Foor, t. 1089, p. 8U. 
CAll:t>llULITT, nnd Ordinnlity, contrasted, t. 

736, p. "75, c. 1-8, do. ; furnishes the Law of 
Careen., do. ; related to Cardinal Points in 
Spmce, The Bula oC Bpecnlative Scloo~-e, o. 

'-11, t. 728, p. •78; Unimial, o. 11 t. 895, p. 
638. 

CABI>llUTION, t. BM, p. 523; t. 865, P· 626. 
<:.unnrwi:, 11Dd Ordiuillm, t. 7 40, p. 477 ; see 

Vardinality 11Dd Ordinality ; how di1t'er 
&om Duiam and Unism, t. 749, p. 480; of 
the world, t. 10891 p. 62-i. 

C .uwmwroa, Special, t. 2U2, p. 214; Head, t. 
671, p. 46~; t. 7•1, p. 477; see Cardin&l.ity; 
Supremacy of, t. 741, p. 477 ; the Anthro
poid inch, t. 892, p. 536; of Number and 
of Human Body, t. 8~94; pp. 538, 539 ; 
Diagrume Noe. 62, 63, pp. 538, 539. 

C.uu>t!<OLOGY' t. 283, p. 208. 
C.uuwia, Notation of, t. 2831 p. 208; Doc

trine of, = Actionology, relates to Theolo
gy, Table 18, t.347, p. 245; Dynamism of, 
Table 19, t. 862, p. 249 ; Mechanism, Meth
od, Drift, Movement, t. 821, p. "37 ; Law 
of, Ordinal Mathematica, t. 788, p. 4711, 1-8, 
do. 

C.ill'EllTD, Dr., t. 82, p. 39; the, Natnro, t. 
1030, p. 811. 

(' ARPBNTBY. See Organisation. 
CA.BYATIDBl, Diagram No. 76, t. 1023, p. 596; 

t. l 02.;, p. 11117. 
CAT4LOOlo, "formal," aohool or eyllogl.stlo 

Logic, definition and derivation of, ooo
truted with Analogio, Table 1, t. 16, p. 11 ; 
c. 7, do.; Analogue of "Tl111 Beooming," 
in Philoeophy, t.. 385, p. !178; Table 251 

t. 887, p. 274. 
CATALOGtCAt. Methods, Three, in Science, Form 

An11log11e~ of, t. 6d3, p. 413 ; t. 622, p. 438. 
CATALOGtotaxus, the, p1- of, in BC.t.le, t. 819, 

P· 43r,, 
CAnoorua, Logical Origins of Thought, L 

23, c. 82, t. 188, p. 92; of Being, Elements, 
Table 11, t. 1451 p . 105; oC Kant, only so 
of the Undentanding, not or Nature, t.18'1, 
p. 121 ; of Univenology, both do., p. 122; 
Natural, Domain ofComto'• Seven Sciences, 
t. 4111, p. 819; Analogies or with Pam of 
the Homan Body, t. 462, p.819; of Nature, 
7-Comte, t. 466, p.827; ofKant-Uoivel'o 
ea! Principles of' Mind ; Cut of Body at 
Median Line and Girdle, t. f67, p. 8118. 

CasooBtOAL FoBX. See Logical Form. 
C.t.TSNA. 8ee Chain. 
CATRllBl!<S. of Rusaia. o. 1, t. 808, p. ll08. 
CunoLto, Baptlat, Quaker and AtheiAt will 

shake bands with each other, t. 1111, p. 
639; 11<>me men 1ucb by organization, t. 
1119. JI· 682. 

CAmououx oontruted with Protestanti•m, 
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with Ialamiam, t. 199, p. '13; Feminold, c. 
8, t. 186, p. 77 ; and Proleiltantiiim, Recou
oiliation of l'antarollWly, o. 7, t. "8, p. 
8111 ; eee Old Catholi.oiem; Motber-Chlll"Oh. 

<:.t.mouc1TT. t;ee New Ciilbolioity. 
C.a.mouo t:a11J10a, I.be Old, L 61, t. '°'' p. 

17ll; 'file J)i.,w, L 60, t. ~ p. 1711; the 
New; how it l'tlCOIMlil1111 the Ol<J C.tholici
iy and Proteetantlem ; IUMl eo all Religiooa, 
o. 9, t. .ao, p. 803; the Broad lligh and 
Deep Church, do.; Old, Roman, •houlJ 
lldopi Uni vehologial expoeition, do., do., 
do.; the Ceui.criug Stew of UuiLy, in Cbrhi
tendom, clo., do., do. 

CAuu, Grel>t .l<'irat, allied with Number One, 
t. 117, p. 69; 11111.i End, oootruted, Table 1, 
c. 1, t. 2211, p. 168. 

C.a.cua, io Elreota, Analogror, Tendential, o. 
lK, t. 608, p. 867 ; Finite Intellects 10, of 
Time and Spaoe, c. 19, t. 608, p. 86'; world 
of, repreaeuted by the Fmtua, t. 706, p. 
4.86 ; Nat.an.I bdo11, Logioal Gbt>w, t. 966, 
p. 666; Skull and P6lvla, t. 959, 960, p. 
667; t. 961, p. 668. 

CAVE.A.Tl, t. 00., P· Mt. 
CELL, w ALL of, Cell u Atom, t. 829, p. 616; 

Priluitive, Conatitutlon of, eame as of a 
Mau, do.do.; Diagram No.65, t.830, p.616, 

Cs.u..uia. Soe Foundation. 
CELHTliL IIBAVBlf8, t. 801, p. 218. 
CllLUTLU. Aaoos, The, of the Human R.ce, 

t. "'84, I'· 806. 
CJ:ueTUL CITY, t. 1028, p. 699; eee New 

Jerusalem. 
~Sun, of "The Word," o. l, t. 

•20: p. 294 ; c. 26, t. 608, p. 868. 
Cnnttmo PorKT, over Helld ; see 1.enith. 
CJ:JITBAL U:rmrn:LOl'llll U1'1TT1 of Old Ca

tholicism, t . 1123, p. 689. 
CJ:11TRAJ.1Z1No TnDBNOY = Convergent In-

dlvidnnlit~-, t. 46, p. 29. . 
Cmmiz or U1'1T1', of the Circle of Be

ing, Analogue of the Di1100very of tl&e 
Unitary Law, t. 180. p. 199; when reach
ed end of Progreee of that Kind, t. 181, 
do. ; Progreaa then reTened, t. 182, do.; 
every Science hu 1trinn for, t. 188, 
do.; Common Bond of all of them, do. ; 
11xed, of Intellectual Coooeption,, t. 186, p. 
180; of Knowled!lll, o. !Ill, t. 1126, p. 178; 
typioal POl!ltion of, Gonrning or Reigning; 
Coincides with Top or Height, e. 6, t. 281, 
p. 181 ; Etymology of, t. ~. p. 1181 ; of 
Space, or Circle, t. 651, p. 8911; and circum
ference, t. 8211, p. 618; eee Point. 

CJ:imuruo.u. Foao., Pub, Diftl'g-.71 t. 
tll!l!, l'· tlll. 

CBJ1Ta1uT.u. F oac:s, Pull, ConT9J8eDC7, t. 
ti~~. p. ~9. 

Cmmio-l'Ol1Tl••1'ALITY ofOblener, OD :z.rca. 
Plalle, t. as.;, p. '541 ; t. 790, p. •97. 

Clurr1111Y, Lile, to oome. lDcipie.uc,- of the 
New Life, t. .u, p. M. 

CuBAL1&1.no1', the llnivcr8111 eirort ol 
.ISature, t. 1077, p. GU; L 1, do. 

Ca.wr, Logioal, t. 678, p. -&09. 
C'BAL.U.t., type of ln•pirat.ion, t. 1001, p. IN; 

t. 1061, p. 617. 
C1u.1.ya.a.111, hia aooount or Hegel, o. 1, t. ta. 

p. 114; t. 167, p. llll ; t. 168, p. li3 ; t..17a, 
p. 1118. 

CB.A.09, Neptive, of llindoo PhiloeopbJ', t. &!. 
p. 61; Pceitive of the Groeb, t. !IU, p. S.; 
md Orpni.nDA = Crudo and SabJaed 
Nature, t. 511, p. 369; of Limitation. Bro
ken and Cou11ned Line., t.. 815, p. 610. 

Ciuono, Number and Form, t. 609, p. $04; 
t. 629, p. 882. 

Cau:u, Eventuation, Analogue of T~ t. 
665, ll• '58. 

CILUfoz or B.a.n, mentally, in Uni~, 
dilftculty of, t. 886, p. 518. 

"Cn.urou or STATZ," and "Vari&ti.cn» of 
.l<"orm,"~wodeuborg, c. 80, 33, t. 603, p. 
870; o. M, do., p. 873. 

CB.A.RAOTBB, two Gnmd Beeee of; Simple 
Goodneea, and Wisdom, t. 0011, p. ti.a; ud 
Fuuotion, Oppoeito, t. 719, p. 471 ; and 
Sentiment, The True Religion for Thill Ap 
and Lile Future, t. 1117, p. 6S5. 

Cailx, meana of Govornment, t. 9", p. m; 
in do., Highest of the GrGd A.1111, do. ; 
)( otual of the Sexca, Complexity in, a. 11 e. 
1, t. 1119, p. 636; iiee Harmony. 

CaBJ110AL 1LLUllTBA.TI01'1 by Yowig, t. 175, p. 
126. 

CnlamtY, Typleal Science of Abs~ 
cretology, t. 1172, p. 199; ploce of in See.le. 
Table 15, (Fund. Ex.), t. 278, p. 2W; ~ 
terminate and Imletermioale De~11, 
t. 889, p. 2117; Analogue of Alftnity, t. 8»1, 
p. ll'17 ; Table 98, t. 898, p. 278; Scie11C9 o! 
Bubatanoe, Compared with Phya~ t. lti, 
do.; Table 29, t. 89', p. 278; allied with 
Substance, apart f'rom Form, t. '5S, p. au: 
BcieDCe of Subiitanoe, eohoea to Ablloloto
logy, t. 468, p. 337; and Electricity, Posi
t.Ive and Negative Relat.101111 in, t. !kilt, ~ 
J>ll. 601, 503. 

Cuwuro :: Chopping of Logic, L i3, ~ as, t. 
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l.M, p. 99; later than sucking, a. U, do. 
See .Ma8ticatioo aud F.atiDf. 

CBJos, from Egg, Analoguee of, Linguistic, 
etc., t. 66', p. 394{ and Brood, t. 988, p. 676. 

Caloltmf ilD F.eo, whioh lint, c. 81, t. 186, 
p. 89 ; 89-lll, do., p. 83 ; c. 85, t. 603, p. 
a74. 

Cuiu, Hilitary, a Pivot of Soolal Organi
ation, t. 762, p. 485. 

Can.», bow born ; Man erect, t.· BM, p. 1188. 
CHILD, repeatll Head, Fmtaa, :Egg, etc., t. 

975, p. 572. 
.. CBIL1>amr, Little." See " Li tile Children." 
Clw.Daoon. See Jofantiam. 
Calll'US Pau.oeoPBT, Primitive do., of Line 

or Limit, allied with Hegel, (Line or Li
mit), c. 1, 11, t. 90, p. M; c. 1, t. 120, p. 
70; Bee Confucius. 

Caol.D4 and Smallpox teach Sociology, t. 
981, p. 674. 

Caoane, t. HS, p. 669; t. 960, 951, p. 668; 
or Arcs, t. sss, p. 414. 

CIUU8T; l9e8 Second Coming of; hie mlaaion, 
io lead in the Spiritual Diepenutioo or 
Human Atram, and the Spiritual Regeoe
ration or Mankind, a. 48, t. ~. p. 170; hie 
Doctrine Pereooal, Arbitrismnl, do. ; he 
declinee to attempt to communicate the 
Higher Truth to that Age, do.; pereonillee 
it u One to come aner, do., p. 171; hie 
doctrine preparatory lint, a. •9, do. ; bill 
ittrength of ftgnrative epeeoh defended, c. 2, 
t. '1-i, p. 290 ; as Lord, and the Church, t. 
808, p. 502; biB worde about the Temple, t. 
957, p. 666; made DO mani(eetation or Scien
tiilc Knowledge, a. 6, t. 998, 999, p. 68'. 

Clnusn.ula, better, who have beeu inftdela, 
c. 1, t. 8', p. 47. 

Cmwm.uou, (.t.JmT), progreeaiveDeM or, 
in doctrine of the Tripity, denying the Ab
aolntiam of Unity in God himeelt; So
cioianiam or U nitarianiam exoeptiooal, t. 

4 129, p. 73; Element of teodem- in, t. 
131, p. H. 

CJ1JU1TLUmT, c1aima only to be provisional, 
t. 7.5, p. <i3, o. l, on do.; not ao broad u 
llindooiilm, moro vital or inteuae, t. 991; p. 
l'>78. 

CBllOJU.TIO 804L11, t. 948, P· 662. 
C..O.oi.ooY, the buie of Hilltory, Vander 

W eyde, t. 886, p. 239. 
CaV110, ChineBe for M.iddle-Ordinality, c. 

<i-8, t. 736, p. <i76. 
CJJ1r11Ca, the, preeervee worship, t. H, p. 

16; ilie, muet not ueume to dictate to 

God, t. 'T1, p. "; ehould not agllin re
ject the truth becanae it oowea out of 
Nuaroth, t. 78, do.; may not have fully 
understood God'e provideooee, do.; t. 311, p. 
22' ; t. 812, p. 226 expectations of the 
Millonniom In, t. '81, p. 800; Mediatoriul, 
the New Catholic, t. "32, p. 805; ~ee 
Mother Church; The, l9e8 Lord; Femi
noid, t. 803, p. 603; Priesthood and Me
taphyaieW.O-P011itlvillte, a. 6, t. 998-999, 
P· 688. 

CI11D1.&, with ill Centre, Circumference and 
Radii, illustrative of Induction and De
duction, t. 180, p. 129; t. 188, p. 131 ; Dia
gram No. 4, do., p. 132; Terminal Conver
eion applies to, c. 1, t.187, do.; Quadrature 
of impoe:sible; type oi Unity, t. 617, p. 
1177; trom Expanded Point, t. 64.7, p. 390; 
Arcs of, do.; encloeing l)paoe, t. 651, p. 392; 
the, Analogy of in Logic, t. 59", p. 420 ; 
proper Diagram to represent a Globe or 
Di11k; why, t. 821, p. 612; Contracted to a 
Centre = Primitive Atom, t. 822, p. 513; 
t. 82", p. 614; Hieroglyph of the Univel'\le, 
World, Orb, t. 826, p. 614; Centre or 
Standpoint of Oblicrver, t. 827, do. ; Poeti
cal Symboliam or, Speneer, a. 1, c. 1, 
t. 908, p. M7; snrr- = Speculation, t. 
1 OM, P· 68-l. 

CillDLUX. See Surfacbm. 
CmotrLAB CA.UD, of Evolution and Rein

volntloo of Forme, t. 639, p. "49. 
Cmo1JUB SllBJ'Aos, Second Power of Rotun

dity, t. 915, p. MS. 
CI11Duunox of the blood, allied with the 

Hean, and with Phyaiologioal Function, a. 
2, t. <i2, P· !16. 

Cmcll'JlftBUos, and Centre, t. 822, p. 618; 
1ee Point; t. 828, do. 

Crrr. See Holy City; eee New Jeruaalem, 
Babylon; New Jeraaalem, a single com
plex edifice, c. II, t. "68, p. 323. 

Crnulinolf, of Europe and Asia respectively 
incompatible, Wro1111ll:i, c. 6, t. "8, p. 3ll0; 
neither oompetent to aohieve more, do. 

Ci..ux. See Diaoovery. 
CJ..uxa, of" POllitiviste" and" Perf'ectioniate" 

compared, a. I, t. 998, 999, p. 68-i. 
Ct..urOT, Profeeeor M. A., hie rank of priority 

among the members or the Working Uni
versity, Introduotion, p. vii; hi11 Introduc
tory paper, do., pp. i:i:-:n:; Supplementary, 
do., pp. xuviii-uxi:i:; on Buckle and Mill, 
c. 1-9, t. 821, p. 228-23'; oited upon Kim· 
ball, c. 2, t. 736, p. 4.75. 

' 
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C'unn, n Constructive Idealist, :Maeaon, a. 61 

t. 366, p. 264. 
CLAllll, Records with Thought contrasted with 

l>N1s11tion1 L -&01 l ~. p. 166. 
CLA1111U, in Clasaiftcation-Gmy, t. •90, p. 

350; = Claesiology, t. -i92, p. 851. 
Cuaeu1c&TI01' and <ttnoralization, Attend

ant.; on Science, t. 334, p. 238 ; ia the In
dctcrminismus of the ScientiamW11 do. j or 
the Sciences, Vandcr Weyde's, t. 8361 8861 

p. 2381 239 ; of the ScienOOR ; see Spencerian 
Distribution ; Distribution ; Whole System 
ot', Gray, t. 4901 pp. 800; reproduoedamong 
the Scienct's themselves herein, do. 

Cu11110LooY, plan of In Scale, Tablo 1111 

(Fund. Ex.), t. 278, p. 20.; Three Stories 
of Elevation, t. 285, p. 209 ; t. 3591 p. 256 ; 
echoes to Elaborate Cosmica1 Conceptions; 
dL!tributod, Tablo 29, t. 3941 p. 279; echoes 
to ClaMt's in Clasaiftcation, t. 492, p. 351 ; a 
brunch of Conoretology, t. 627, p. -i40 ; dU.
tributed (Tellurology, Meteorology, Um
nology), t. 6841 p. «5; Diugrum No. 
'31 do. 

CL11A1'-COT An.i. YIU. See Radical Ana
lysid. 

CI.lill FoBX. See Analogical Form. 
CLUV.o\OB, ftrat, or the .llody into Halvee1 

etc., t. •64, p. 334. 
CI.Ill'. See Notation, and The Tables gener

ally of the 4th Chapter; or Signature of the 
New Exact Seriee of Ideu, Univeraological, 
1 ; 2. t. 125, p. 71 ; 1 ; O, Mctapbyeical, 
vague, l 1651 p. 120; 1 ; 2, Scientoid, 
exnct; expounded, do. ; t. 282, p. 179 ; t. 
283, p. 181; t. 267, p. 192; t. 260, p. lll3; 
t. 268, 269, p. 195; t. 842, 8431 p. 
242. • 

CLEFS, exhibited, in Cllucu.L flCBDr.t., ex
plained, t. 289, 2•7, pp. 185-188; 11 2, 81 88 

Clefd1 t. 271-278, pp. 19S-2~; t. 281, p. 
206 ; of Careers, t. 283, p. 208 ; of Stages 
or Storiea, t. 288, 289, p. 212; General of 
the whole Soientifto Domain, t . 289-3201 

pp. 212-227 ; of the Indeterminate Do
main, t. 332, 8331 p. 237; of Orand De
partments of Knowled~ and of Concrcto
tology, t. 839, p. 241 ; of Eobosophic Sub
jectivity, t. MO, 841 1 p. 2'2; 9f Theology, 
t. 8441 do., t. 848, p. 2'6; of Speculology, 
t . 345, p. 2'8 ; t. BM, 856, pp. 249, 2110 ; 
of Philosophy and Echosopby compared ; 
Nihilism and Pantheism, t. 8661 868, pp. 
261, 262; Hegelian, t. 378, p. 267 j of Dia-
lectio and Sciento-Philoaophy, t. 87', p. 

268 ; Pneumatological, t. ilS-480, pp. 29!, 
299; of Ontological Faith, t. 4.N, p. &i!9; 
double Form of, t. «01 p. 812; of Natlll'L 
Phi!OLOophy, t. '41, do.; blending, t. 442, )\ 
8131 of the Absolute, the InAnite, th! 
Ecstatic, t. «81 p. 316; of Sciento-P~ 
phy, t. 471-477, p. 838-M2; of Lagia.l. 
Aualogical, o.nd Pantological Orders, t. &l,, 
p. '36. 

Cx.nu.C'l'EJl!C, Transition, in Human A6in, 
c. 4, t. H8, p. 819. 

COOCY11. See Pelvis. 
Co01c1 and Hen, t. 9881 p. 576; Fig'llJW o~ 

Egg-Form, Diagram No. 741 t. 991.\ p. Si.; 
hie method in love, t. 1068, p, &19. 

Co-EilSTENcu, in Space, Table 101 t. 144, p. 
104; contrasted with Su("C)CS&ivity, t. !Cl, 
p. 186; = Side-by-Side-nesa, and AJW>. 
gic, t. 821, p. 228; Clancy, Mill, B11<-klt, 
c. 1-9, t. 821, pp. 228-234. 

CoHJIBENCB and Inc®~ of Society, t. SU, 
I'· 519. 

Co1Nc1Dr.Ncs,= Repetitive Analogy, c. 1!, L 
503, p. 363; c. 2', do., p. 367. 

CIJ!TloN, Analogy of with, Throat and Nttk, 
&ting, Speaking, and Hearing, t. ~. 
p. 817 ; of ScienOll with ReligiophiJ(ll(>o 
phlsm, c. 21 t. «a, p. 817; Progeny of, c. 
'• do., p. 318; Analogue of Mo\·ement or 
Art, c. 5, t. 458, p. 327. 

CoLDNll18 = Repulsion, t. 891, p. 277. 
CoLER1no111 Thesis, Synthes~, etc. ; Gram

mar; Theology, c. 1-3, t. 880, p. 2il. 
CoLINE.o\TION, and Delineation, Di:ilectic of. 

t. 388, p. 27' ; Analogne of Geometry, 
Tnblo 26, p. 275. 

CoLLllOTION and Distribution, c. !, t. 15, 
P· 11. 

CoLLBCTtVB MAN, Society, t. 311, p. 224. 
CoLLBOTIVB HUJL\.lmlY. t . 433, p. 3<.16. 
CoLLECTIVITY ; Tho Collecth·e Intere<ts of 

Humunity; see Convergent lndi,·idwility \ 
t . lH, p. 82. 

CoLON 1 in Clef-notntion, t. 293, p. 215. 
CoLoB, In Diagrams belonga to Art ratbtr 

than Science, t. 2751 p. 201; Phrenological 
OllCan or, t. 935, p. 558. 

CoLORJNo, compared with Drawing-Raskin, 
t. 494, p. 354. 

CoLUK:<a, Pilla1"!11 CaryatideA, Diagnm No. 
76, t. 102."l, f. li98j t. 1025,p. 597. 

CoJO(JINTAJIY, and Anuotatiou, 11·hat1 Iolll>
dnction, pp. viii, ix. 

Coimro, 811:00ND of Christ; aee Second c
ing; Final, seo do. 
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~llDIIlfoi:.mo ol' A1u.woms m T11J1 H1om 
SJ.>JLSIUlll, c. 113, t. 136, p. 84. 

::'oxxolf CoMec1onNue, the Beligiooa ln
•~inotnal l:lao!io, t. 21, p. 15. 

:"ollCllOlf Sou PWLOBOPBY, .. 13, o. 311, t. 
"186, p. 90. 

:::'OlllOllOI( U1'JTY or all Systems of Philosophy, 
Uuongh Integrali4m, t. 464, p. 335. 

::::0XPABATlV• Dzollll, or Adjective, Scien
U..m, t. 651 1 654, pp. 392, 394. 

~OMP.UUTIVll P.t.mOLOOY, Exact Scientillo 
Analogy between ihe lncllvidual and So
ciety, t. 981-llSS, pp. 673~75; a. 1, t. 986, 
p. 575. 

Co¥PAJUTIVll Sc.:nmc11, t. 476, p. 341; see 
Comparology. 

CoKP.UUeolf, eesenoe ot Thought, basis ot 
.Reuon u contrasted with Selll4ation, a. 371 

t. 204, p. 165 ; a. 38, do., p. 166 ; EtylDO
logy and importance or, t. 551, p. 393. 

CoKPABOLOGY, introduced and defined, t. 
"'-13, p. 282; related to Line( s }, do. ; = 
Transcendentalism, do., p. 283 ; = Sdento
Science-cnd · Philoeophy, illnstrated from 
M nalc, (Do, Re, etc., of each Octave}, c.1, t. 
•73, p. 339 ; t. 478, pp. 342, 34.3; world u
plained f'rom the Idea, and the Idea f'rom 
the world, t. 1000, p. 5S2; or Morphology, 
and in reapeot to Univenology, t. 9301 p. 
656; of Pathology, t. 98', p. 675. 

CoKP.t.111, (Dividers, Calipers), Circlo, t. 905, 
p. M2 ; Free Ma110nry do. 

CoXP.t.TIBILITY, of Temperamenta, Powell, t. 
391, p. 277. 

CoXPLSTllNEee, Mymbolized by Seven (7); 
Why, c. 10, 11, t. 508, p. 862. 

CollD'U::t UNITY (ReligiouM) in the place ot 
eimple and Direct Unity, Introduction 
(Note), p. viii; of Unity and Individuality, 
t. 3°', p. 22Q. 

Coxn.zx TBtJTBe, Involve opposite Falsitie11, 
a. 81, t. 267, p. 220. 

CoXPLll:tlTT, the T..aw of all Being, t. 412, p. 
288; ofTrnth, inh1rmt and rwrmal, c. 9, t. 
'30, p. 308; Degroeio of, In Form, t. 586, p. 
416; General and Special, do.; t. 587, do.; 
t. 588, p. oll7; t. 699, p. 423; IncreL,ing, 
Sealee of, in Univcri<al Di8tribntion; re
p:nlate:l by the Evnlntion of the Cardinal 
Numeration f'rom One to Two ; f'rom Two 
to Three, etc., t. Mil, p. 4M; Table No.41, 
do. ; Singuliem and Plnraliem; One and 
Two; Nature and Science; t. '16', p. 486; 
of PClllitivity and Neptivit:v, t. 802-SOll, pp. 
~; •-fold, t. 8011; 8-fold, t. 806; of 

the Combination of Principlea illoatrated in 
the Cue of .Man and Woman, c. 1, t. 1119, 
p. 636. 

Colll'OlllTll Constitution of All Things ; ~ 
ter and Spirit, c. 1, t. 614, p. -434. 

ColO'OlllTJI 1''ou; Analogue of Art, t. 616, p. 
87 6 ; t. 664, p. 89' ; the True Concrete, t. 
678 ; p. 4-06 ; t. 571i, do.; Diugram No. 22, 
p. 40'1. 

CciKP081T11 l lffto1U.1.1TY, of Society, from Con
vergent and Divergent Individwllity, t. 46, 
p. so; t. •7, do. 

CoXP081TB UJmT, oflndividnality and Order, 
t. 303, p. 219; in Variety of tho Opinions 
of .M.ankiud, trom Univeniology and In
tegration, t. 1128, pp. 638, 639. 

Coxro81Tlolf and Decompo!>ition; Dialeotio 
of, t. 888, p. 27' ; Analogue of Mathemati
CAl Analyaie, Table 26, do., p. 2i 5 ; di•tri
buted, t. 889, p. 275; in Art, combines 
Figure and Direction, t. 1086, p. 624; Tri
angullll' Type or, t. 1088, p. 62'; Tnw
toition from to Arto-Phlloaopby, t. 1090, p. 
625. 

CoKPO&mon, All A.rt Figures so, how, t. 
514, p. 87a. 

CoJIP0811'1'1 of Mineral and Vegetable in Ani-
mal, etc., t. 1068, p. 618. 

C'oMPOIJND Fou. See Composite Form. 
C'olllPBUBIBILITY, of Matter, t. 652, p. 458. 
Co11Pt:te10N, repeat& ArbiLrismology, Table 

19, t. 352, p. 249. 
Co111TS, Auguste, guards himself against the 

Utopian eupposition that be claima to have 
eatabli&hed the Unity of Law, Introduction, 
p. ui; bis Law of Three Degrees, do., p. 
nxiii ; fumiahea the technical tenn lbnli
ftulty, <'· 3, t. 91 p. 7 ; founder of " POllitiv
lam," o. II, t.12, p. 9; or" POllitive Phi!O!!O
phy," and "Positive Religion;" the Bacon 
of the 19th century; adopta hie a-rand 
llCll!e or mind from the Meteph~·eician•, 
and ~apta it to Sonny, t. 85, p. 20 ; de
sptllrs of UMly of Lot11, c. 8, t. 15, p. Ill; 
hla labors defined, t. 86, p. 20; not radical, 
a. 2, do., p. lit ; charge apinst, of Material
ism, a. 8, do. ; ir!vee u <htlrtd Etn = the 
UniverAAl Tme Hnmau World utho object 
of wol"llhip, in the place of God, a. 8, t. 88, p. 
211; t. 65, p. 84; hia PhllOM>pby compared 
with Univel'llOlogy, Table7(Typiea1Table), 
t. 40, p. 28 : a representative uame, c. 1, t. 4-0, 
p. 94; makea Pa1cholocry a branch of Bi
ol02y, c. 8, t. 40, p. U; hiA fundamental dis
tribution ot Society into lntelllgeoce, Aft'eo-

~ 
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tion and Action, t. '9, p. ts; lbllowa the K-. 
aphyeioiuns, t. "- p. ~ ; hie w.tribation 
of Society Pbiloeophold or Naturaroid, 
generalir.ed, diaounive, t. M, p. 29 ; alao 
Syn..tatic and P11eodo-Recon1tructive, t. 66, 
p. 8'; le11D11 to UoiSy aod the Doc&rine of 
Dotie& as agaioat Individuality and the 
Doctrine of Righta, t. -i9, p. 81 ; t. 60, do. ; 
repreAeutative man of thi1 doctrine of Con· 
vergent ludlvidoality, t. 61, p. 89 ; 11tate
me11t of hla Philoeophy, t. 55, p. U; .doc
trine of Leaderehip, t. 66, p. 85 ; of AJrec
tional, c. 1, t. 58, p, 85 ; derivee F41oiam 
and AltmL1m &om Kant'• J/e and Nat-JI•, 
t. 112, p. 67 ; goee over from Ketaph.YllCl:l 
to Natural Philoeophy, t. lH, p. 88; at
temps a Syntheeil of Society without a 
eofficient preliminary Anal111l•, do., and t. 
191, p. 70 ; has, in part, diacovered Second
ary Lawe, In part traneferred Lawe to a 
new Sphere, do. ; hil Basic Diltribotlon, t. 
188, p. 119 ; tumiahea the rational gronnds 
for believing thlt all Principlee are derived 
from the Mathematice, t. 200, p. 187; hla 
Hiernrchy or Pyramid of the Sclencee, t. 
200, p. 138; according to Degree of Com· 
plexlty; aooo1mt of by Mill; c. 1-6, t. llOO, 
pp. 13S-U-l; Criticism of by Spencer, and 
Answer by Mill, c. 6, do. ; hie Diatribotion 
of the Mathematice, Table 1, c. l, t. 181, p. 
179; c. 1-10, t. 281, PP· 17S-188; COD• 

demos Metaphysics, a. 8, t. 267, p. 197; 
Three Counter statements, a. 4, do.; and 
the Mu&cular School of Thinkers, a. 22, t. 
267, p. 211 ; hl11 chief faulHhat he .u.empta 
a Syntheeill prior to achieving a complete 
Analysl&, a. 27, do., p. 1!16; hia Diatri· 
bntion, Fetishi&m etc. Subdiviilional, t. 
850, p. 2"7 ; Diaeiples of, eft'ort of', to 
complete his Worke, t. "5, p. 816; hia 
Objective and Subjective Methodt1, and 
Ncim~, t. "6, do.; hia two "Methoda," 
t. -l"6, do.; bis "Three Philaeophl-." 
t. -l!IO, p. 318 ; hie Seven Grand Scienoea, 
(mm1rclty ot the Scienoee), t. -i61, p. Blt; 
hill "Methods" and Elaborations, t. "66, 
p. 835 ; "Second and Third Philoeophiea 
of" indeterminat&, o. 8, t. 508, p. 861; 
furnishes the Ba~ of Philoeophy, do., 
do., <lo. ; bony Distribution, do., do., do. ; 
on N11mber11 Sewn and Thirteen, c. 7, 
t. 903, p. M6; MoralA (La Morale), or An· 
thropolo,ry, (Monanthropology) ; eeven 
Fundamental Scienoee, t. 998, 999 ; L 1, 
do., pp. 681, 582; and Lewes, theirVerdlot 

lgllim& Ketaphyslca not ftnal, t. lOM, p. 
6116; has made itd impreuion, t. 109!', de.; 
eoe Genenlogy. 

CoKTIWf, Universal Principles, t. 4.55, p.m; 
Secondary, t. ~. p. 3117; Terdary, de, p. 
8118. 

Coir.t.'ftOll', branch of Mind, fn Philosophy, t. 
25, p. 14 ; '£able 8, t. 27, p. 17 ; relariona a{ 

reverwed, t. 28, p. 17; Action, Spirit--b)r 
Analogy; (Will), the Analogue of K-. 
ment, t. HI!, p l<>lil ; Table 10, t. 14', p. 
16' ; t. 163, p 118. 

Coll'CATb'AftD Fo-, True Logical, t. m, 
678, p. '°9; Diagram No. 23 (C-Oaceobil 
Circlea), t. 678, do. 

Co11omn:,uo CJBCi.za, Three, are tbe Type al 
Logic, t. 678, p. -i09; Diagram No. 23, clo. 

Co11011:J1TBJ0 Lu:na, ( Planoidtl ), rirdn. die 
F.anh, Round Form, t. 5G6, p. -iOO; nm.
gram No. 18, t. 667, p. '6!. 

Co1101D1TB10 Puxome, Onion-like, t. UT, p. 
«7 ; aee Concentric Level~. 

Co110EPT1011, C011mological, - C.oamolC!!ieal 
Cone-Option; Phy1ioloir!cal, Analo;zy of, 
t. "8-l, p. 806 ; in the Kind, every, arun••· 
ed to by Real Object in World, l. 79', p.. 
'98; 11ee Type, Analogue, Retleet, &ho. 

Co11CEP1101111, leading Ideal, of Number from 
Limit, t. 602, p. 856 ; ot Form, i:enel'llted 
from Number, do., and t. 502, 503, do. 

CoscW.t.nox, of Contraries, Henaclit us, a. lt, 
t. 20-l, p. 158 ; of the One and the K.,,,-, 
attempted by the Eleatios, L 28, 29, do.. p. 
159; Ultimate, of Contrariea, t. 1111, p. eat. 

Co110Lu11011, in, reverelon to the Logical lllld 
the Natural Orders, t. 1110, p. 681 ; uJte. 
rlor pcreonal labors ; &he Temple of Trd, 
t. 112-1,, p. 689. 

Co1'0Lt1111011e. See Sequences. 
Co110RETE, The, branch of Spencerian Dis1ri· 

botion of the Sciences, Clef or, t. 247, U9, llDd 
Table 1-i, t. 2"7, p. 188; and Tn Amnuar, 
t. US, p. 189 ; Clef 8, Typical Seiea. 
Alltronomy, t. t'i4, p. too; poorly 8dapeed 
for Symbolic Diagrammatie rep1-ntdiaa, 
t. 276, p. 201; t. 276, p. l!Olil; need forSp«Wl 
by Comte, criticiled by Spencer, t. 8#, 
p. U0; of Spencer; a CompO!lty, of whll&, 
t. '87, p. US; within the, no Dl!Cl'imim
tiona Pttrr; Mm PUPOJO>AlfCIJI, L 611, 
p. 881 ; eymbolir.ed by Figures in Taper· 
ing Lines, t. 678, p. '°5; t, 675, pp. 46', 
4-08 ; Dillltfaln No. H, p. {{11 ; related to 
Shade, Darknesa, Nijrht, t. L75, p. «OS; 
othe.r Analoguaa of, .Mental, UDglllll, -., 
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c. a, do.; Tablo "5, t. st•, p. 609 ; and 
Tbe Abslract, to be kopt diatind in Philo
eophy, a. 16, t. 267, p. 207; locompat.ib"l
ity of, a. 18, t. !67, p. ll08; not true in it 
wb&L ii eo in \he Abstraat, "of apples, 
pnmpkiDB, etc., a. 81, do., p. 919, (ll = 2); 
admirable 1188 of by Speooer, a. 82, do., p. 
220; related to Oll1I + TBBD and Two 
reepectively, t. f78, p. M2; Notation o~ 
do.; Bi-furcation of, t. f79, p. 843; of Ab
stract and Coocrote, t. 836, p. 4M ; t. 1027, 
p. 698; 11ee Abstmct. 

CosCll&Tll Fou, t. 507, p. 861; do.Number, 
t. 508, p. 3••2; eee Concrete. 

Coscm&T& U1nvnas; - Beal Univeree. 
CosCUT111Kv1, of Exjateooe, the = Natural 

Science, t. 121, p. 70; and Abetractiilmua, 
t. 898, p. 2'!1. 

CosOUTOLOOY ; eee The CGucret.e ; Geome
t.ry the Statology of, c. 8, t. 231, p. 188; 
Type of, A1'tronomy, t. 27"' p. 200; Clet of, 
do. ; poorly adapted to Diagrammatic illus
wation, t. 275, p. 201 ; t. 276, p. 202; 
Table No. 15, (Food. Ex.), t. 278, p. llM; 
= Corporology, do.; Dietribnted, 'bble 
12, t. 868, p. 2:i6 ; Table 29, t. SH, p. i79 ; 
Diagram No. 22, t. 676, p. 41:11; t. 688, P• 
·'17; t. 627, p. ~. 

CoJn>ILL&O, a Cooatructlve ldealiat, :Mueon, 
a. 6, t. 366, p. 265. 

CoJn>moB, of All Existence, Contnldiotion, 
a. 11, li, t. 267, p. i03; a. lf, do., p. 
2()6. 

C'oNDmonn, The, Clefti of, L MO, p. 186; 
delloed, do.; the Domain of Niitnral Phll
oeophy, t. 887, p. MO. 

COJn>mon ( qllll&i) or TIO Uxonlm1TMJQD ; 
:Numerical Series, relatio11s of, t. 239, p. 186. 

CoNS, horn BMe to Apes, Norm of ucending 
Ranks, t. 9U, p. 658; and Globe, do. 

Co11r1GV1lATlOB, of World and Homan Body, a 
Minor of all Trotba and Principlee, t. •96, 
•97, p. 855. 

CoJn'ORXJTl' of Shape botween Ideal Univeno 
aod Aotoal World (Planet), t. 79ll, p. '88. 

Co1'1'UCII178, Extract from on Ordinality and 
Cardiuality, c. 6-6, t. 736, p. f76 ; states 
two Oppoeite V arietiea of Generalization, c. 
1-ll, t. 1008, p. 688; c. 18, t. 1019, p. 601. 

C'-olfl'lllllOlf, ofScientillo Terma, c;l, t.6, p.f; 
aod Di11'erentiatlon of Nature, t. 76', p. 
'88 ; Science discriminates among it, do. 

Co:irHllIM, of Principles, t. 907, p. 1'8. 
Coso ... , Sexual, between Soieooe and R~ 

ligio-Philoeopby, c. i, t. "8, p. 818. 

"Coiroatm'UI of :Material Forms to the 
Laws of the Soul," Swinton, t. 797, p. f99; 
aee Repethive Relation. 

CoNIUOAL Foax; Harriage of Man 1111d 
World, t. 987-1000, pp. 676-682; Dia• 
gram No. 7f (F.gg-Figures), t. 990, . p. 
577. 

CoNJUolALITY (or Conjogality), Swedenborg's 
Doctrine of, (Escluaivo Spiritual Mat&
hood), Origin of, t. 822, p. 229 ; Couaider
ation of, t. 8~118, pp. il!0-235 ; Relation 
of to Analogio and Equation, t. 8115, p. 280. 
la it indiaeoluble f do.; breadth ot' EdiJl.ce 
repent~, t. 10116, p. 698. 

ComcrrrlTT, tbe main attribute of thia 
Work, Introduction, p. xuix. 

CotlllOIENCJ:, t . 811, P· 224i. 
Co1'10tovuue; 1188 Feelings, Self-Con· 

eciousneu; Common; aee Co-olf COlll• 
eo1oue1'Ull ; Individual, Evolution of, 
Type 01 Total Order of Crewoo, t. 680, p. 
fll. 

Co1'001UTIOlf, Utter to All Troth, kad "''
it ma11, the New Goepel, t. 1117, p. 636; to 
1111 Good, do. 

C'0Bo1<scs A1'D1'.0Jl'U1l, t. 765, p. '87. 
ColCIU\.ATIOlf, Priooiples or; ot'Skepticiam; 

DomiDl&ll\ and Sobdomin1mt, a. 11, t. 
998, 1199, p. 68'1 ; 1188 Convergent IndiY!
duality. 

"C°"llfiBlfOY," Poe, Introduction, p. xuli; 
of Real Being, Composity of Abstract and 
Con<.'rcte Coooeptiom, t. 6~, p. 453 ; Aoa-
logtHl of the All of Number, t. 651, do.; 
of Univenie, Station and Motion in Space 
and Time, t . 666, p. f58; distributed, t . 
661, do.; aa States of Matter, t. 676, p. 
f60; t. 676, do. 

Conoou.non, of lndividnale In Society, t. 
811, 312, p. 22f. 

C'oireow.a.n, i• it a Sonnd or a Limit merely 
on Sonnd~, t. 6'1, p. '50. 

Coireon1m1, and Vowele, Anal~ia of re
ferred to, t. '88-'86, pp. 8#-8'7; c. 1, t. 
'8', p. M6 ; E&ymology of Word, t. ~. p. 
M5 ; abeolotely analyzed = 1.ero or Si
lence, do. ; a mere Limit on Sounding 
Breath, do. 

Coirl!OBUT Sotnme, Analognea of Limiting 
Linc•, t . M9, p. 891. 

Conu1m1. in Mathematics, t. 680, p. '61. 
CoirmT11S1<0Y, Joint, of Individuals and Mu

ses, etc., t. 812, p. llll4. 
CoN8TITtJTIOll, of Society, Comte t. as, p. 90; 

aooordiog to Comlil, of lntelligeooe, Sen.. 

-· -- · ~ 
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tlment and Action, t. •9, p. 98 ; after the 
Metaph7•iciane, t. U, p. '¥1. 

ColfllTllvonow, Geometrical; Limbs; Buoa 
and Standards, t. 462, p. 821. 

Co•llTllVOTJV• lDllALWI, L 3, t. ~ P· 252; 
echoes to Meteorology, Table 22, t. 868, p. 
266 ; i. 360, p. 2.'18 ; defined, Ma.m, c. -i, 
t. 888, p. 263 ; Tuble 99, t. 69', p. 279 ; 
eeparatea Spirit and Body or ldeu, t. -4.13, 
p. 989. 

Co•llTllwrrn Msraoo, In Science, True De
duction, Foms Analogue of, t. 683, p. •ta; 
t. 816, p. 435; Diagram No. 61, do.; t. 
822, p. 438. 

Con.a.or or EXTUllR8, Fourier, c. 1, t. 627, 
p. 382. 

Co1'T&llTl1 Table of, p. xii; Me Table or Con
tent.I!. 

Co.llTllOllTI, of Being, two, Abstract and 
NegBtivo, Space and Time; Skull and 
Pelvis, V crtebral Column, t. '66, p. 326. 

Co11T1•171T1', of the Universe, Motio aapect or 
condition, in Time, c. 3, t. 9, p. 7 ; = Move
ment, t. 26, p .17; t.'87,p.810; of the Uni· 
verse, relation of to Time, t. 66', p. ~; t. 
876, p. 460. 

Coll'TllADIOTIO•, at the Buis of all Being, L 
11-151 t. 2671 pp. 202-207 ; a. lll, 22, do.; 
p. 210; reoonciliution of with Logioul Law 
or (agai11$t) Contr11diction, a. 19, do., p. 
203; eee "Fascionlua of Contradictions; 
aa to Form-Analogues, reconciled, t. 546, 
p. 389; apparent, of Uniam aud Dnism, 
reconciled, t. 76', p. '86 ; the .MOllt Tremen
do08, reoonciled in Science, t. 11201 p. 
837. 

CoNT1W>1onon, a. 18, t. ll67, p. IOll; Norm 
of Being, n. 14, do., p. 206. 

CoKTB.ADIOTOBY PaoPOllTloira, I.aw of, Mill, 
L 7, t. 2d7, I'· 201. 

CoJITIUJUU, Conciliation of, Heracliroa, a. 
19, t. 204, p.158; Couples of, no&fumiahed, 
In existing languagee with the neceuary 
Third Term, o. 8, t. 2ll8, p. lM; IDtimate 
Conciliation of, t. 1111, P• 68i ; approved, 
t. 1120, p. 637. 

CollTllAl'l', Harmony ftoom, higher than from 
Affinity or Likeneaa, t. 1118, p. 683; Or
ganic, Ground of Reoonoiliati ve Unit)', o. ll, 
t. 1119, p. 637. 

CosnBGsn llfDIVIDO.u.rn' = Mutuality or 
Collectivity, c. 2, t. 40, p. U; = Uoit7 of 
Society, d'>. ; Symbolized by the Trunk 
orthe Body, t. 47, p. 30; = Sociabilit7, do.; 
Diagram No. 2, (Typie11l Taableau), t. •1, p. 

9'; U J3ud orBoclal Order, repre&entaliTI 
Man, Comte, t. 61, p. H ; deftned, t. ~ 
do. ; Principle or Order or ComerYaliom, 
do. ; aa claimed b7 Comte, t. 63, p. :ii; 
how it is eo, do. ; ibe ccntralisinr mr 
deney In collect.Ive hnlllllD dl'aira, c. 5, t. 
226, p. 166 ; Notation o~ t. IOi, p. 2'I> ; t. 
780, p. W; t. 761, 782, p. ~ 

Co:irn:u.&.TJolf, Analoa of with Coition, t. 
«8, p. 317. 

CosnJWow; Termlml into Opposites; Me 

Terminal Con version into Opposite.; :Re
generation, New Birt.h; t. 88i, p. llU; 
t. SM, p. 633. 

Conmmau lommrr, deftned, tbrmala, t. 
89 ; p. 63 ; of Point and Line, a. 8, c. n, t 
188, p. 86 ; aa held by HeraclitnA, a. 81, t. 
204, p. 161 ; of Space and Time, c. 29, t. 
6011, p. 870; t. 622, p. 879; t. 660, p. 398; 
t. 766, p. -4.87 ; or tho lnAnitel7 G~ 11114 
tho lnllnitel7 Small, t. 10721 p. 620. 

Co-orziu.nv• B.uurowr. See Harmon7. 
Co-Oaonr.a.nolf, Young, t. 197, p. 138; Inte

gration, Spencer, do.; illutnted, t. 898, p. 
636 ; t. 9'2, 9'3, p. 680. 

C-0nu1001, Na&nre or his Diaoonry; ln
trodnction, p. xiii. 

Coruu.now, Sexoid, between depertmenta of 
Sub-Naturismue; between Naturumu and 
SclentiamuA, t. 186, p. 75; of Nam~ t 
706, p. '67; of the Male and Female Prin
ciplea in the production of Being, t. ilWIS, 
pp. -4.68477. 

"Co1110a, Head of," t. '76, p. Ml. 
C0Br0iu.n1' Oao.u<LUTIOl'l : see Organiatioa. 
CORPORA Tll u l'll'n' ; see Material unity. 
COIU'OllATll v .Wll&T'I' ; - Material .... arietT. 
ColU'OBWlllll, of Nature; Object.a, T~ t. 

608, p. 8611. 
CoR.POllOLOOY, Table No. 15, (P'nnd. Ex.), t. 

278, p. 2~. 
Comunow = TsiminnuL A1u.1.00T, c. u, 

t. 603, p. 863; c. !U, do., p. 867. 
Comu.noN .u<o CoirU11VATIOlf or Foaca, 

Work of Prof. Gove and othen, teada 
toward• Spiritual Con•titutioo of !Utter, L 
62. p. 39. 

CoBBUPOlfDmro•, between Matter and Mind, 
the Buis of Unlvenology, lntroduceioa, p. 
xii ; do., p. llL 

or Departmenta of ill'\ Univene with 
Man and World, t. '- p. ll ; Diagrun N ... 
1, p. 8, ~tc. Aa all the Diagrams, TablH, 
and much or the bod7 of the work llft 

nothing butilluatntiom of Correspond-
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or Analogy, only a few leading rcferenoes 
will be io~ened in the Index under thia 
bead :-Of Doctrinal Creed to Science, t. 17, 
p. 12; of Matter and World, of Mind and 
.Man, t. 26, p. 16; of Exii;tence and Space, 
and of Movement and Time, do., p. 17 ; o{ 

Philosophy and Matter, and ot Science and 
Mind, t. 30, p. 18 ; Two Kinds, T&!mu
TLA.L and RBnTrr1vi:, t. 81, p. 19; il10&
tration or, t. 32, <lo. ; explained, t. 83, do.; 
Swedenborg, the Scientifto Discovery of 
is Univensology, t. 59, p. 36; of the Heav
ens and Man, t. 82, p. •5; nature of, t. 100, 
p. 59; of Knife and Teeth with Intellcet, 
c. 2, t . 136, p. 76; of Female Principle 
with Substance, of Male Principle with 
Form, c. 3, do., p. 76; o. 6, do., p. 77; c. 
19, do., p. So; of Protoreligionii!m with 
Snaking, c. 20, do., do. ; of Deutero
religiouiam, with teething, o. 21, do., do.; 
of Child and Fom.Ue, c. 22, do., p. 81. 

Grammatical, c. 8-6, t. 1«, 145, PP• 
l*-106; defined by Swedenborg, t. 162, p. 
110; 1111d illustnted, a. 1-16, pp. 111-122; 
of the Internal or Spiritual Man with the 
Ex-ternal and Material Man ; of the Spirit 
World with the Natural World, do., a. 
1-5; of the Whole of Heaven with the In
dh;dual Parts of Man, do., a. 6-14; of tbe 
Auimal1 of the earth to human Atfoctions, 
do., a. 15 ; of V cgetablea to Perception and 
Knowledge, do., a. 16; should be sought 
in Elements, c. 1, t. 153, p. 112; of two 
Sides of the Body with the Two Sexes, 
\. 822-328, pp. 228-284; of (Cata) logio 
with Succe•sion in Time; of Annloglcwith 
Station or Rest in Space, c. 7, t. 821, p. 
1133; or the Material and tho Spiritual 
Worlds, t. 861, p. 258; of Birtb of Ideas 
into the Mind with Bl-th or Souls into the 
Spirit-World, t. •18, p. 289; t. 418, p. 292; 
t. °'21, p. 29•; Swedenbol')l'iau, c. 10-88, t. 
603, pp. 862-875; of Roundness and 
Straightnese, t. 516, p. 376; of Lcngth
wisenees, t. SSS, p. 896. 

Co-a:QUS!IOU = Sncce~sion, and (Cnta) Lo
gic, t. 321, p. 227; Clancy, Mill, Buckle, 
c. 1-9, t. 821, pp. 22S-2U. 

Coex1c.u. ABT, t. 1001, p. 1183. 
CoeJllcAL(or Co~mological) Co110KPT1olf, de

tlueJ, a. 12, c. 32, t. 186, p. 89; a Branch 
of Spe-:ulo!Ojl)', t. 3M, p. U9 ; repeats Coa
mology in Science, Table 20, t. 3M, p. 211-0; 
MolllK>n, a. 1-8, t. 85', pp. 2M-252; Table 
Ill, t. 858, p. 255; of Swedenborg, t. 361, p. 

258 ; Aoconnt and Distribution of by Ma&
eoo, trom lillmiltou, t. 366, p. 261; c. 1-7, 
do., pp. 261-265; redistributed in fall, 
T11ble 211, t. 394, p. 279 ; t. '35, p. 808 ; In
at.inctuul, Dilllectical, Elilborate or Ornute, 
Diagram No. 22, t. 675, p. 407. 

CoBJllCAI. DltPABTDNT, of Form, t, 612, p. 4113, 
CoDOo.U. EvoLCTION, Tl1ree Grund St:ige• of, 

t. °'21-428, pp. 2n.-299; Third Grand 
Stage; Final Descent of the New JerUllll
lcru, t. 426, p. 297 ; t. 4881 p. 306, 

COllJflCAL F oJUL See Form. 
Coell.ICAL IDus, Basis, t. 962, 963, p. 668; 

Form, t. 96!, p. 669. 
COBJ110AL TYl'll or Foax, Egg·llke, t. 987, 

988, I'· 576. 
Co11J1000NY, t. 132, p. 74. 
Coax0Loo10AL Co.NcBP'l'lo11. i::tce Cosmical 

Co1 o •pl ion. 
CoBKoLOOY, not same as "Fnndamental Ela-

boration " of Comte, t. 87, p. 22 ; rcti:rred 
to, t. 29S, p. 217 ; (earthy), echoos to 
Tellurology, Tabla 17, t. 8311, p. 241; re
peats Coolmological Conception, Table 2o;i. 
855, p. 250 ; Table 29, t. 394, p. 279; 
eolloes to Pantheism, t. •69, p. 838, Table 
M, do.; = Philosophy, Science, Art, t. 
9~7, 998, p. 681; reviewed, t. 1001, p. 583. 

Coaxoa, Subjective and Objective, Table 20, 
t. 355, p. 250; or World of N11ture, Ag
gregate of Things, t. Ml, p. 887; defined, 
its relations to Form, t. 573, p. ..06; 
Nature, universal, t. 992, 993, p. 679; re
pents Philosophy, t. 995, p. 580. 

CooOTIJrno lnz4LUTll, Hamilton; Spirit
World, t. "°'• p. 233. 

CotrNT, ?\umher by, t. 508, p. ll62. 
ColTNTE.NAlfOE; ~ee Head; definition and de

rivation of, n. 1, t. 42, p. 25. 
CoUlfTKB-ADAPTATIO.Na, Man and Woman, t. 

32, p. 19. 
Co'CNTJ:lll'ABT, every Object Is eo, of eome 

Mental Conception, t. 70•, p. 498; eee 
Type, Analogno, Reflect, Echo. 

Cou11u DOT. See Dot; Analogue of Matter, 
t. 837, p. 518. 

Coua1.N, attempt• the reco!lciliation of the 
:Metnp\Jygiciane, t. 11•, p. 6S; on Nntnral 
and Logical Order, a. 8-7, c. 82, t. 136, pp. 
8'-86 ; referred to, a. 15, t. do., p. 90; a. 
9, t. 267, p. 202; a. 18, do., p. 208. 

CoXAL Fo1'-u, c. 7, t. l>-03, p. SW. 
C'RAN1oscoPY, Bnchnnan, t. 94-4, p. 660. 
CBA88m;o:u, 8u bsidcnce of, c. " t. 676, 

p. 409. 
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CuAnoN, Reloth•c = Organization, c. 2, t. 
186, p. 76; Abeolnte do.; p. 76; by 12'· 
BEBl:NT N 11oue1rr, t. 6.55, p. 895 ; Order 
of, Cou<>eption• ol Swedenborg and Hegel, 
respectively, t. 6801 p. 410; whence born, 
t. 637, p. « 7 ; the True, do. ; the Theol<>
gicn1, t. 667, p. 458; approved and denied, 
t. 1120, p. 637. 

Cu.uoa, oonaciona or not f t. 1046, p. 
609. 

Can», o~Chorch, echoes to Science, t. 17, p. 
12; correspond& "·ith, while not Knowl
edge, do., t. 21, p. 14; in its Scientific llllpect 
JR Theology, t. 22, p. 16 ; 11ll (Creed&) to 
be reconciled, t. 78, p. 42; Univariant, of 
the New Catholic Church, c. 11 t. 858, p. 
249 ; Scioutiftc Expogit iou not the pl11ce 
for, t. 417, p. 292; except in a tninoraen•e, 
<lo.; but We have Ours; it churucterizeJ, 
t • .a7, p. 810 ; of the N cw Catholicity ; oee 
Outological Faith ; and Theology, dift"er
ence• of Organic, t. 1112, p. 682; aource of 
ti ut n I Love, t. 1118, p. 633. 

CBEDo, (I believe), replaced by "I know," t. 
~6, p. 809. 

Cau11a-Ev11NT, in llumllll A118irs, c. 41 t. "81 

p. 319. 
Cama·l'lllBloDa, Sucl'('tl•ive, idcntiftnblc with 

enrh other, = Decitllve and Climacteric 
Transit.ion•, r. 4, t. «8, p. 819. 

C'JuTBB10N of TRL'Tll, wh11t in Logic' Mill, L 

6, t. 267, I'· 2ou. 
CJUT1c1e11, not sought to be evaded ; Intro

doction, p. nx.-i; Laws of, taught by 
Univel"l!Ology, c. 91 t. 8, p. 4; of all Doo
trine• now completed, t. 432, p. 804. 

c-, Seienltftc 8ymboliMm o(, t. 5661 p.400; 
Diagram ~o. 18, t. 567, p. 402; t. 568, p. 
4f•i ; Ex11Ctit11de, t. 569, p. 403 ; Di~ram 
No. 19, do. ; The Basic, t. 596, p. 421; 
Din:..'1"llm No. 281 <lo., p. 422; St. Andrew&', 
t. 59~. p. 428; Pautologic aud Matbema
tiCf', do. 

Canu..1.. Snit, "Se11 o( Glasa," t. 94, p.117; 
I. 961 p. 58. 

Cv1u1n:u = Number Eight (8), rnlea 1n 
Science, c. 6, t. 508, p. 869 ; c. 10, <lo., p. 
362. 

Cuas. See llfothem11tirol Powers; Form of 
the New Jerusalem, c. 2, t. 4~, p. 323; 
referred to, do., t. 1>21, p. 378 ; Idelll aud 
Real, t. 538. p. 886 ; 8q oare, etc., Powers, 
Degree!< or Complexity, t. 686, p. 416 ; t. 
58S, p. 417; t. 593, p. 420; t. 601, p. 425; 
Diagram No. aa, do.; (-Figure) in Egg, t. 

175, r.s, pp. 492, 493; Diagrams No.. tg, 
49, G-0, do.; Type or Elaborated Scie-, 
do.; Geoeratioo or f'rom Globe, t. '17t-7~; 
p. 494; t. '191, p. 498; t. 798, p. t~; 
a First Head oC Elaborute Form, Dair 
mal, t. ta, p. 547; Third Power cl 
Scientism, t. 915, p. MS; Diagrama :S°"" 
67, 68, 69, pp. MS, M9, 551; t. !116, p. M~; 
Di111trams Noe. 67, 68, pp. MS, 519; t. ~•. 
p. M2; the, Type of Stractnre, Editlre, 
T<•mple, t. !<lt5. p. 5n; nn Ga.urD w
aoJU.n !l0111NTJno Exa1.1111; th< .ArrAittd
tmil Plan, t. h)l6-1030, pp . .'>9'-600; 
Length, Breadth, Thickth, t. 1017, p. 5ft; 
Supreme Modelic Type-Form, t. lOOI, p. 
695; Diagram No. '16, do .. p. 596; Cut-op 
of, t. 1027-1030, pp. 698-600; Diaimna 
No. 77, p. 600; t. 1081-1034. pp. 801-'08; 
tri•ccted, aeeo in print; 8 reduced to 5; t. 
1036, 604. 

Cuu-1&11; aee Solidiem. 
Ct:BEll, Eight lucipient; see Cnbe, L m, 

7!13, p. 494. 
CUBlN01 in Nnmber aod Form, t. 91!, 913, p. 

M7. 
CUBULU; eee Cnbe; One (of the Eight) 00. 

ecured, t. 1(130, p. 600; One Mved, l!M!Tea 

rejected; Seven eaved, one ftjected, t. 
1031, p. 601. 

Cuo1mo, the, a Poem, Wwworth; Intn>
duction, p. nL 

Cmnaxu (Dr.), his ioterpretation or Pro
phrc.", t. -'JI!, p. 300. 

CURDLING, lllae«>n, of Phenomena, Proto
plllllma, a. 112, c. 32, t. 186, p. ~. 

Cuu, of the lodividual, while &>ciety io d;.. 
eased, impot'tlible, t. 981, p. 573; or Jn
dh"idn11l Diaeue, and Social Dieeue; Ex
act Analogy between, t. 9S4, p. 675; t. 
985, do. ; Plants and Minerals u Beme
die•, do. ; a. 1, do. 

CURRENT, t. 86, p. 49; of Time. t. 558, pp. 
8Y6, 897 : or Eventuation in Time, L 560, 
<lo.; t. 681, 457. 

CtmVATt'B&, and Stnightnet1<, cnmbine io 
Ari Forms, l l>H, p. 3';"4; t. 5HI, &15, p. 
87 6 ; t. 620, p. 878 ; aee ROTl'lmUlll ; llld 
Struightneee, Diagram No. 61, t. 8M, p. 
534; not actual in Nature, t. 8871 do. ; 
8ingle, Donble, and C'.omponr.d, (The 
Ilol"l'e'9 back), t. 1127-9291 pp. 1154, !5i35, 
Di!llmlm No. 70, p. 555. 

C'Ullvs, Circnloid or Simple, t. 547, p. 390; 
Uni~m or, do.; Junction or with Straigbt
Serpentioe, t. MS, do.; of Circular Order, 
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t. 878, p. 681 ; u .Arc-?tlathematioe, t. 
1003, p. 68'. 

CVJIV .1.11of; eee Limitation. 
Cval'll>ll, t. '62, p. llM; c. 7, t. 603, p. 880. 
CvT, deep of, Anatomist, impliee Death ot 

Subject, illW1tratee radical Analy1ie, t. 484, 
p.MS. 

CV'l'-C?; eee Segment.at.ion ; Linee, Limita. 

Lawe, Outline, Form; a. 21, c. 32, t. 186, p. 
· 92 ; c. 7, t. 14.8, p. 108 ; at Medilm Line 

and Girdle, Analogue of Konte1111 Distri
bution, t. •57, p. 828 ; by Lioes of Spaoe, 
characterized, c. 87, t. 603, p. 87 5 ; and ot 
Time, do. 

Cuvtn, on the power or the Sciences, Intro
duction, p. u v. 

D. 

D.a.LTOll', anticipated by Gteek atomiata. t. 
91, p. 65. 

D.uuu.no•, ot Ideas in M.ind; ot Soula in 
Spirit.-W orld, t. .wa, p. 283. 

DAllA, Prof., Cepha.l.isation, a. 1, t.. 1077, p. 
tll2. 

D.uros, PartneJ'll in, t. 802, p. 500. 
DABWIMlAJr TBBOBY, of Development, c. 1, 

t. lo.:;a, p. 613, t. 1110, p. 631. 
D.a.uT!I', (Ger. for EU&tence), t. 38', p. 273. 
D.a.vma, (Prof.), bid ClaMiftcation of the 

lilathematice, t. 230, p. 177 ; Compared 
with Comte's, c. 6, t. 231, p. 182. 

D.1.vra, (Andrew Jackson), his \'U.ion ofCon
grce.i of Representative Spirit.5, t. '16, p. 
fll; his W orka sng~tive, c. 26, t. 603, p. 
36S; a standing miracle, t. 1109, p. 681. 

DA Wlf, of llappineaa, for the Race, Fourier, t. 
4.28, p. 299. 

D.1.r, D3ylight; see Light. 
D.a.r or JuoooNT, the, will have come, t. 

1123, p. 639. 
D&U> Lnri:, oflmpOMibility, t. '85, p. 8'7. 
D&U>Kue, of BMe-Line, t. 560, p. 898. 
D&U> Su111&or, Cut.-up ot; occe"'5al'y to Life, 

t. '8'. P• UIS. 
DB.A.TB, and Birth, relation of to Spirit-World, 

t. ~ p. 288; ot Object at Birth of I<lea, 
do.; la RuU11JlBOTloll', Swedenborg, do.; 
Ja abcormal, deati ned to be aboliA hed, t. 
•111, p. 290; c. 1-4., t. '"· pp. 307' 808; 
and Lite, in the AbllOlute, Equivalent, 
do. 

Dso.1.nunoll', In Theology and Phlloaophy, 
t. '°9, p. 2S6. 
~o Tlt!llDBKOY = Divergent In

dividuality, t. '6, p. 29. 
DsOUJVB Eroou, In Bnman Aft'ail'll, from 

Uoiveniology, c. 17, t. 1019, p. 601. 
DBcLnu.non, of Position, related to Morale, 

t. ,53, p. 322. 
DsotJS11.1.Tmo (oaouoro) Lnna, t. 2', p. 18. 

50 

DsotlllLlT1os, CrolBing or Nenea at Pnnc
tum Vite in top of Neck, t. 4.M, p. 824.; 
Diagram No. 81 do. ; of Nervee in the Neok, 
t. 1079, p. 623. 

DB»uono•, New and Univel'l!ll Scientillo, '-
126, p. 71; Qmmtitat.ive, Spencer, L 81, c. 
82, t. 186, p. 115; Univel'lllll, from Spirit of 
Quantity, a. M, do.; a new, initiated, t. 
183, p. iao ; out.rllnb Induction, do. ; re
verse drift or, OOlllliiltent and regulllted, t. 
1861 do.; and Induction, illustrated b7 
Circle and Radii, t. 188, p. 132 ; Un~ 
Scimtijk, from UNIAllll'. D'UlllK, Tlu1n.m, t. 
198, p. 136 ; deftued, Henry ou, a. 11, do., 
p. 1'2; the Uuivel'llOlogical UoiveJ'llal, c. s, 
t. 891, p. 233 ; and Inductiou, ft/V~ 
qf, uplained and recouciled, c. 1-7, t. 8'6, 
pp. 24.8-2'6; llAllle u Synthesis and Ana
lysis, c. 8, do., p. 2" ; of Buckle and True 
Unive1'811!, eame ditlerence between u be
tween Poetical Analogy and True Scien
tific, c. 19, t. 10111, p. 596; eee Induction. 

D11Duonv11 MBTBoD, The True, Andruaian, 
Introduction, p. xi; in ScieDce, Form Alllr 
logue of, t. 683, p. '13; Third Drift ol 
Line, t. 616, p. "35; Diagram No. ,1, do.; 
t. 622, p. "38. 

"Dzzp f:LBllP," the, which came on Adam, 
Whl\t. t. 7'6, P• ,79. 

Dnlll'1Tloll', deftned, t. 680, p. •to. 
Dzoaua, of Altitnde, t. 285, p. m; of Com

paritwn, t. M9, 651, 662, pp. 391-398; Di .. 
gram No. 17, p. 898; t. 668, p. 894.; of 
Complexity In .1.-orm, t. 686, p. '16; Gen
eral and Special Senae of, do. ; t. 688, do. ; 
l~t, id, 8d, t.. 688, p. •17; All Thhlp 
diff'er only In, t. 803, 'll6. 

Dsur, may happen iu realization, t. 11511., p. 
6'°. 

l>sLJlBAYIOll', of Body, 1hown lo Face, a. 1, t. 
•2, p. 115 ; t. 989, p. 6$7 ; t. 98'i p. W; 

- Co-lineat.lon. 
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D111100BAOY t ultimates in the Sovereignty or 
the luJividual, c. bl!, p. 32. 

DuoNe, of Hell, corn.11pond to onr Bue 
Thought.!, t. 411, p. 28!!; t. 4181 p. 292. 

DE11ostrrBANuu11, quod erat, t. 643, p. &!8. 
DsxoNBTBATloN, standi! on a dilferent Foot

ing !\"om any Observational 6enoralizal.i0ll8t 
c. 17, t. hill!, p, l!Ul. 

Ds MoaoA.N'e Algebra, c. 10, t. 15, p. 18. 
DuoKlNATOBB, Urdio1&l, Numerutoni, Car

dinal, t. llla, p. l~; OrJlnoid, Table No. 
42, t. 683, p. 461. 

DDTmoN, =Begetting, Birth, Puberty, c. 6, 
t. 448, p. 819. 

"DsP.t.1•T1No," Finality of" The Becoming," 
t. 884, p. 273. 

DllPARTxs1.m1, of Outside World, echoing to 
Conceptions of the Reaaon, u Motion, 
Station, etc., t. 790, p. 499; of Being, re
presented by Th-paruucota or Fann, t. 815, 
p. r.t1'; see Do1uuin. 

l>sPABTt-U, l'oint of; aee Centre ; t. 182, p. 
129. 

DnaxMIONB, deepest, ot Earth Bnrfaoe, 
rnem1iug of, L 566, p. 400. 

Dsnn, = Height. t. 1019, p. 598. 
Duc.t.RTEa, and Bacon, reconciliation of, c. 8, 

t. 15, p. 18; a Constructive Idealist, M11&
eon, a. 5, t. 866, p. 265. 

l>Keo11N1:>.&..'nll, and Aecendante, t. 288, p. 
212; Poeterity, Inferion, = Lower Half of 
the Body, t. 980, p. 573; Oppreuion of, 
Soda! Paraplegiu, t. 983, p. 57'-

Dll8TINY, the Hum1m, on Earth, t. 41'7, p. 
2112; t. 432, p. 805; I. 434, p. 307; (ies), 
Primitive, Pole" of revel"l!lld, t. 884, p. 533; 
Social and Moral, do.; God-intended, of 
the Race, t. 8~0, p. 536. 

DllTBluaNATll S11lllU, of Numeration, One, 
Two, Three, etc., t. 218, p. lM; Form and 
Number, t. 509, p. 864; Annlogned of Sci
ence, t. 1110, p. 86fl; t. 529, p. 382. 

Dsnnao-CmwTllNIYY, a. 49, t. 904, p. 
171. 

DlllJTllao-CHRtm.t.lf Dunn4nos, lntro
dnction (Note), p. ,·iii. 

DllUTO- (or DZUTBRO·) Rzua1011111J1U1, Ana
logue of, Age 11ft~r Dentition, -teeth cnt,
c. 21, t. 136, p. 80; now nbout commencing, 
c. 84, do., p. 8-l ; Baconiw1 Period not be
longing t-0 it; why, do. ; see Sciento-Re
li1rlo11. 

D11UTO (or Ds!lTZllo) 800I11T1eKV1, defined, o. 
42, t. 186, p. 87 ; N otatioo of, t. aoi, p. 
118. 

E11nLOPUfo fl:BIU, Cructil)"ing, t. Ul, p. 
184. 

DllVllLOPJ1111'T TJIJIOBY, c. 1, t. lOSlJ, P· IU; 
t. UlO, p. 681; M:e Hienirchy. 

D11vuT10N, Diagram No. 119, t. ~. p. 
561. 

D11v0T1o:N, Absolute; see Abeolute De~ 
tion. 

Duoam<:.il Po11.m1, Pnnctate Form, t. w, 
P· 4~6. 

Duouxa, No. 1. Man and the World, t. s, 
p. 3; No. 2, Same Enlarged; TT1'Jc.u. 
T.t..BLUu or TB1I l'.NIV11u11, t. 41, p. ~•; 
No. 8, Matter IUJd Mind; t:i-ce and Thoe, 
t. 86, p. 50; No. 4, Circular lllnatnatioo of 
Induction and Deduction, t. 188, p. I~; 
No. 5, Cauoui. 8cuzx.t. or TB1I l":Nnnn. 
t. 284, p. 182; No. 6, Abstract of do., L 
288, p. 184; No. 7, Pantothet, t. 381), p. 
~71 ; No. 8, Dccne<ation, t. 454, p. 3=4. 

No. 91 INDETEllJIIN.t.111 Fol!JI, t. ~. p. 
365; No. 10, FoBll AN.t.1.ootu or !"°A1Tilll, 

!.'01uc11 .&...""ABT, t. 512, p. li71; No. 11, T~ 
llogarthiuo Line of Beauty, t. 520, p. t:'d; 
No. 12, Point and Line, t. 632, p. 883 ; No. 
18, Point, Line, and Angle, t. 533, p. ZSt; 
No. 14, Triangle, t. 534, p. 8&I; No. 1.5, ~ 
Square, t. 588, p. 861;, No. 16, The Pyra
mid, t. 587, do.; No. 17, Adjt-ctin ~ 
gree~, t. 552, p. 893, No. 18, (oscD<naJ 
CmoLU .AlfD TB1I CllOM, t. 567' P· <kl:l j 
No. 19, t. 569, p. 403; Equated Crosot; 
No. 20, M, N, Ng, t. 570, p. 404; No. 21, 
L and R; YllLOCITY BTIOloun:n IN Fon, 
t. 571, p. 405; No. 2".?, ,\BST1UCT-('o:s· 
OUT&, All8TBAOT1 .A.YD CoNCILETll FoIDl, L 
5i'2-.5i6, p. 407; No. 23, Coocatena:td 
Form ; SYLL-OOl8TIO, t. !i7S, p . .t(t!l; ?io. 
U, Analogical Form, t. 584, p. 414; No. 
25, Mathematicoid Form; Spider'" web, t. 
585, p. 415; No. 26, Ll:!>"B, 8QcABE, C'tu; 
Symboli•m of, t. 588, p. 418; No.~. w1, 
C'moLB, GLOB•, do., t. 594, p. 421 ; No. :ti, 
Cl'OA8 and ~-Figures, do., t. 5t>6, p. 4:!:?; 
No. 29, The Incline; do., t. r>98, p. L~: 
No. 80, C-0unter-iocli11e, do.; do., do.; ~o. 
81, Inclined and Pyramidal Fo~ do., t. 
699, p. -l28; No. 32, ABITIDBTlo.t.t., Gw
KETllll'AL, AND A1uLYTOlD Fonx, t. GW, 

p. 424; No. 33, do., t. 601, p. 42.5; No. U. 
PmiOTATll Fo!Ul, Phonographic, t. &<-.., r-
427; No. 85, Do. Statistiai, Leigh'$ Y•r. 
t. 806, p. 428; No. 88, Pnncto-B....ic Fonll, 
etc., t. 807, p. 4M; No. 87, Trigon~tri
cal Fonn1 etc., do., do.; No. as, RD.u 
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p. 219; Internal and External; Fractions 
and Integers, t. 307, 308, p. 22~; parallel of 
Number, Form, and Uoiven1.U Being, t. 
606, p. 3S9; ot Details in Domain, t. 6", 
p. 889; Ba.siil of ClMaification and all Sci
eut.Ulc Di~criminatiOWI ; Orderly Evolution 
of Cardinal Numeration, from One to Two, 
trow Two to Three, etc., the Cuo.11' or 
CmnoWl on, t. 842, p. 4.'iO; Law of In
creaaiug Complexity in, do. ; So.u.u of, do.; 
Tab!-, No. 41, do. ; Ahllt.rnct and Concrete 
Types or, t. MB, p. "51 ; of Temple, and 
Cube, t. 1013-103t), pp. 59<>-600; t. 1082, 
1033, p. 602; ottbe Science&, aeeSpenoer
ian ; ..ee Basic Distribution. 

DlBl'IUBDTIOll'a, Numerical, Fourier, t. '62, p. 
83'; special, or all Beiog what.loever iUU&
trated by FoBK, t. 497, p. 855; down to 
minotire, t. 498, do.; General, first in or
der, t. 4!t9, do. 

DJTKBO&NOY, Sect.:lrian, t. 1114, p. 634. 
Dtvueurr lll'D1vmuA1.1TY, contrasted with 

Convergent, c. 2, t.40, p. 24; Diagram No. 
ll, (TypiClll Tableau), t. 41, p. 24; Variety 
Aspect or the Social C'lnstitntion, do. ; sym
bolized by the Limbs oftbe Body, t . 47, p. 
ao; 1111 Basia ot social order, representative 
man or doctrine or, Josiah warren, t. 48, 
do. ; by the author, do.; by J. Stuart Mill, 
do. ; by Herbert Spencer, do., p. 81 ; de-
1lned, t. 52, p. 8ll; principle of Freedom 
and Progresa, do., t. 58, p. 83; c. II, t. 22S, 
p. 166 ; N otatiou of, t. 8°'- p. 22() ; true 
Measure or in Society, t. 760, p. 485 ; t. 
7Sl, 762, do. 

l>rnBo&NT IBOL4TI01', of Individual Centres, 
in Prote..tanti><m, t. 1123, p. 639. 

DITI:BllITT or AaPllOTll J'BOX Dirn1Ulll'T 
Po1!CTll or Vn1w, t. 1122, p. 638. 

Dtvio1:fo Fu.ll'anOK, of Line, t. 591, p. 419. 
J>ryn.-g Social Code, a. 46, t. 20-1, p. 169. 
Dtna1ow, Internal, Fractions; External, Io-

tegcno, t. 307, 8-08, p. 222 ; reduosd to Sub
inction, t. 849, p. 1121 ; t. 910, p. ~ ; t. 
911. Diagram SS, do. 

Do, Rs, M1; see Octaves. 
DooTlmr.r.L AD1t19TllJDIT, t. 1118, p. 838. 
l>ocmwrK(s), meaning of will be furnished 

by Social lotegration, t. 117, p. 85 ; Ana
lqrae of, prior to Knowledge, AbBOrption 
of Nutrition, or Sucking of the Infimt; not, 
in preponderance, adult food, c. 20, t. 136, p. 
80; leading, of all Sects and Reliirions truo, 
and will be l'll8ened, a. 51, t. 21'•4, p. 17ll; 
t. 41', p. 289, statement guarded, o. 1, 2, 

do., p. 290 ; Two Grand Oppo>'ito, in Re
ligion, PhilOllOpby, and l'racticnl Lifo, o. ll, 
t. 11111, p. 637; World of, will be r&\0olu
tiouized in thirty yeard, t. 11 :la, p. 63l! ; 1188 
Creed. 

Doox.a. ; eee Creed. 
DouEBTY, Hugh, t. 1099, p. 627; t. nos, p. 

630. 
Do1so ; see Action, and Art. 
Do111.oW1\s,1, signified by repl'88entative names, 

c. 1, t. 4-0, p. 24; of Science of Sociology, 
the Body Corporate, le Gra11d Erd or 
Comte, t. 42, p. 26; t. SS, p. 114; A or Any, 
has the termination ilmW<, adj. Uf11ic; c. 3, 
t. 43, p. 27; (see Terminology), compound 
with connecting vowel~ o aud a, c. 13, I.. 
43, p. 28; Elementnry, chan1ctcrized by 
Simplicity and Generality, t. 20,1, p. i::s: 
Concrete anc Abstract Principle", l:cpeti
tion ofeaoh by each, a. 24, t. 267, p. 213. 

Don, of Temple, repeats Head, aud Mllll, t. 
287, p. 211 ; above contrasted with ground 
bdlow, t. 65.5, p. 456 ; Aerial, t. 873, p. 5211; 
aee Temple. 

Do.1ruu.NT, and Subdominant; subversiono~ 
a. 35, t. 2~ p. 164. 

Dollmf.L'IT or TH& Do:iu.IN, t. 523, p. 879. 
DO'I', Coanoe and Fine; Bo.ly and Soul; Cell, 

Atom, eto., t. 829, p. 515; Dillgrum Nos. 
b5 nnd 56, t. 830-833, p. 516; Analogue of 
Unit, t. 888, p. 518; Single, Type of Single 
Thing; Aggregntion1; l~nt, OJl1drml, 
as Individuals in Society, t. 842, p. 519; or 
Point, undergoing denlopment, t. 1078, p. 
62~. 

DOTO, Lizzie, a pwmo for the Sages, 
t. 1109, p. 631. 

Door ; aee Skepticism. 
DowK, iDlltinetually thought of as Ba# or 

flik, t. 40S, p. 286; a Single Fixed Poim; 
All Points, t. 1121, p. 637. 

Durnuuir·s Lura, mu~t be tl1in, deliode, 
etc., meani~ <·fthi~ fact, t. "84, p. 846. 

D:a.uu.no l'Boaa1L1TY; Introduction, p. 
:uxii. 

D:a.uu.n:n. of Being; Child how born; Man 
Erect; V erteb~ Sul>-Kingdom, t. SM, p. 
1133. 

l>JIAP'D (Dr.), Intellectual Development of 
Europe, mentioned, c. M, t. 136, p. 84; t. 
1107, p. 630. 

Da.r.w1:110, oompued with coloriog, Rnakin,. 
t. •94. p. 3M. 

DltU11x.r.ua, the, and Natul'\', t. 1050, p. 811. 
Dw.uT,s), of Philoeopby aud Ecboeophy, c.1, 
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t. 15, p. 10; Fil'llt, from Circumf.irence to 
Centre, lntoitioual and Observational, t. 
18', p. 130; of Humau Aspiration and 
Faith; The Old and the New, t. ~. p. 
807; the Primitive, Table 81, p. 811; 
Throe, along Radius = Three Method• in 
Soience, t. 688, p. '13 ; of Direction, de
fined, t. 6161 pp. -'M, '85; Diagram No.41; 
do.; Clef~ of, do.; relation of to Foroe, t. 
621, p. '36; Fil'llt, of Analogy, reversed in 
Bo,1y, t. 8!12, p. 1182; see Force, Careers. 

DP.IVINO l'ow.sa, repeata Arbitrismology, 
Table 19, t. 852, p. 249. 

DuAo, Analogue of Thought, Real!On, 
Thought-Line, Line, a. 87, t. 2~, p. 166; 
a. 38, do., p. 166; =Two-Point~, t. 8741, p. 
1130. 

Dt:AL Nuimn, In Grammar, AnRlogu8'1 of 
Olojects pairud, t. '108, p. -i65; Tran!!ition 
from to Gender, t. '1~, p. 466. 

DuALm•, in Philoeophy, c. 11 2, t. 7116, p. 488. 
DUALITY, budge of Science, yet uuitive, t. 

764, p. 486. 
Dun1oerrr of Numerical Cla88ifloation, t. Ml, 

p. 4.50. 
Dmsx, Uniem, Trinism, ftr~t mention of, t. 

126, p. 71; The &cond Law of Universal 
Being, stated and defined, t. 208, (2), p. 

I«; = Dilf.:renti:itlon, t. 209, p.1'9; thoe 
Soieutitic Uni.Im or Besio of Unity, t. f.'j, 
p. 342; Fonn Aualogue of Straight-Lint, 
t. 5811, p. 383; Diagram No. 12, do.; Am
Jogue of Science, the &vvJ.otive or 0-..
tn(I Principle, t. M2, p. 388; eee l:'irtm, 
Ta11n111; Analogue of Line, Scien<-r, md 
Tux T11u11, Tables 8'1 and 88, t. 54.3, MS, pp. 
88~, 389 ; Bi-ful"Clluon of, t. Ml, p. '5(); the 
one thing representing; lforpbic Anal.ope 
of the Line, t. 87'1, p. 631; t. 879, do.; C.on
traat of with U nism and Trinillm, t. 899, p. 
640 ; i• the So111NTOm Uniam, c. i, t. 903, p. 
M2; repeated by 811co1<01H1, t. ~do. 

Du1111u.1. = repreaaive and chastening, e. 5, t. 
8, I'· 3. 

Dumms, of Society, ls the Numerousnemof 
Individualities, t. 761. p. 4.86. 

Di:onzc1xAL l\t;11ERAT101<; see Numeration; 
.Morphic Type of, t. SM, p. 525. 

DuRAnox, = Time, Length, Height, 811~ 
ce~sion, Series, t. 28', p. 208; t. :tSi, p. 
211; t. 288, p. 212; defined as Lengtbinem 
of Being, etc., t. MS, p. 896 ; Table No. at, 
do., p. 897 ; is 0BDEB, t. 559, p. 897 ; LiDe 
the Am1logne of, c. 1, t. 639, p. «S. 

DTXA9TY, Ordinal Numbers in, t.. !SS, p. 
212. 

E. 

E.un-:1, an Element, &uic Cosmical Sub
stance, Groond of Being, t. 94, p. 117; is 
to Humunity what Trunk ie to Body, t. 95, 
p. 58; molten Interior of 888oclated with 
Heat, Henrt, and Blood, do. ; one with 
Light, in the Sun, t. 96, do. ; t. 99, p. 119 ; 
c. 1, t. 100, p. 60 ; reinstated as an Element, 
t. 102, p. 61; Am, Fillll, and WATER, the 
four Elemonta of the Ancient~ reinstnted, 
t. 102, p. 61 ; -<:'ENTRll and Snn-Ccntre, 
opposed, a. 14, c. 82, t. 186, p. 90 ; Land 
and Water, t. 285, p. 209; and Hell, moro 
respectable than reputed to be, t. 407, p. 
285; Exteriol'll and Inferio~ of the Body, 
t. 40~, p. 285; Analogue of Trunk in Body, 
t. 4113, p. 821 ; Woman the Annlogue of 
the latter, do.; the Body of Nature, t. Ml, 
p. 387 ; Different Elevations of; Mountain 
Top~, etc., Round Number, t. 566, p. MlO; 
Air, Fire, Water = Substance, t. fl91, p. 
463; nn:l Snn, t. 755, p. -i82; footstool of 
Man, t. 1068, p. 618; bride of .Man, do.; 

the Solid Mnterial, muet have a foundation; 
bM no foundation, t. 1121, p. 637. 

E.urm-BALL, t. 6.'J9, p. 449; Orb, Planet, 
ooutrusted with Blnnk Space = Something 
and Nothing, t. M'i, 648, pp. 452, 4:-.3 • L 
65R, p. 457. 

E.urru-Gaot:ND, 1111<1 Air nbo.-e; Earth-Beu'!, 
and Air 11round, Diagram No. U, t. 6!i3, p. 
.(55. 

E.t.eT, nnd West, t. 432, p. 308 ; to yield n.nk 
to the West, t. '86, p. 809; to W eoot, 
W n,·e 'Of Progretll', round the Globe, e. S, 
t. 448, p. 320; Reftuxional, do., p. 321; 
Spirit of Recondliation of, Pantarcltally, c. 
'1. do. 

EATINO. proce!18 of, analogont< with Tbo~t
Discriminotions, a. 18, c. 82, t. 136, p. 91; 
a. 19, 20, do.; ordtr of and sucking, a. 24, 
do., p. 92; like Oxidation, do. ; Analogy 
of with Coition, t. 448, p. 317. 

Eoao, of' M.'\tter to Mind; Introduction, pp. 
xii, x:u:; of Aualogies, t.101, p. 60; between 
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cillrerent Realms or Domaina or Being = 
Arutlogy, Corre:ipondence, t. 165, p. 119; = 
Correapondenoe, Analogy, t. 2M, p. 191; 
or Concrete /km.aw to Abstract Pri,.,. 
eipka, a. U, t. 267, p. 213; Univcnal, or 
Principles and Forms = Analogy, t. 4.98, p. 
855 ; or C..uu:BBa, of Pure Fonn and Renl 
Beinir, t. 639, p. «9; between the Ab
atract and the Concrete, t. 797, p. 4.99; of 
Analogy, Matter and .Mind, t. 805, p. 6°'; 
Type or Orguni:red Being in any one 
Sphere, the, of that of do. iu all Spheres; 
dlsc.>verable and precile between E\•olu
tiom of Matter and Mind, t. SM, 8311, p. 517 ; 
OI' U1nTY, through all Domains, t. 9-07, p. 
643; E.'lllet Scientific between Physiology 
and Sociology, t. ll82, p. 117• ; ~ee Typical 
Rcprotlnction, Type, Type Form, Reflect, 
Symbol, Annlognc, Comte, Kant. 

E«JeoeoP&18'1'11, go too fur in rejecting Indeter
minate Method, t. 218, p. 156. 

EcnOllOPHY, definition and derivation or, t. 
12, p. 9, and c. 8, do. ; contrasted with 
Philoaophy, do.; see Science, ond Poaitiv
ism ; repeats Science, t. 13, p. ll ; begins in 
Diversity, ends in Unity, c. 1, t. 15, p. 10; 
la.wt1 and phenomena, do. ; aee Table 1, do., 
p. 11 ; related to One, Two, Three, u Phil
oeophy to One, Many, All, t. 218, p. 11i7; 
represented by Sciento-PhilORopby, t. 243, 
p. 187; t. U6, p. lSS; the main Elevation 
or the Temple of the Sciences, t. 269, p. 
195; Elaborismll8 ot the Universe of 
Thought, do., p. 196; Lower Story or dis
tribnted by Spencer, t. 270, do. ; Primitive 
Di vision of General and Special Scien<oe, 
i. 292, p. 21'; and Philosophy, didtribnted 
in PBl'llllel views, Table 18, t. 8'7, p. 2'5; 
reetrained, heretofore, to mean Mono~pher
ology, t. 4.73, p. 339; rel1&tes to No. :i, do.; 
relatively elaborate, compared with Philos
ophy, t . 4.88, p. ™; = Anthropi•m, t. 995, 
11118, p. 580; relation of to Anthropic :Form, 
i. 1087' p. 618. 

Eoucncmr, intcnnedlation of Experiential
iem and Tnuiscendentalism, t. '°6, p. 285; 
ech<>ell to lnterismology (Purgatory), Table 
ao, t. 4.19, p. 298. 

EauCTtos, intervening between Materialists 
and ldealista, c. 81, t. 186, p. 82. 

EoowoKT or MJ:Alll, t. 877, p. 580. 
.Eon.t.Tto, The, = Eq11ntion, or Intenne

diation an<l Conjunction, Clef, t. «8, p. 
816; corresponds with Ablltractology, the 
insertion of Linea, c. 21 •, do., p. 817 ; 

• 

The, Inelr .. ble, Paul, Jn.dicible, Wronski, t. 
'68, p. 337. 

EoirrATJOIBK, • brnnch or Ontology, t . 439, P• 
811 ; what and where, t. 4'4, p. 31'; of 
Regenerative Being, e. 2, t. '48, p. 818. 

EcirrATOLOGY, RelatioD11 and Clelil of, t. 4.66; 
p. 835 ; T11ble 32, do. 

Enmoz, of the Body, a. 1, t. 4.21 p. 25; 
House, Temple, t. 908, p. Ml; Diagram No. 
64, do.; Maaonic Symbol, t . 905, p. 542; t. 
9U, p. 652 ; aublime, of Truth; aee 
Temple. 

Enuou10N, The Entire Future System of, 
How based, t. '84.1 p. M7. 

EDuoATIONAL, nnd Orgauio DitforcnceR1 Ulti
mate Bolntion of, t. 1118, p. 638. 

EDUCATIO!fll!'r1 Prof. BoyJo 1181 O. 11 t. '8!, p. 
8'6. 

ErHC'l'll, Seqnencea, Traina, Traits, etc., Dia
gram No. 71, t. 9M, p. 1164; t. 955, 956, p. 
565; t. 939, 960, p. 567 ; may be diami.l!aed, 
t. 961, p . .'i68. 

EozlfBTO, 1141• ~. applied to Bubylon 
(ltyate~"), a. 50, t. 204, p. 172. 

Eoo, Ft'rtilizution or, Segmentation of, ete.; 
Case of the Hem1ell1111, ns illustrative of Or
ganization, c. 2-18, t. 136, pp. 76-80 ; and 
Chicken, which fll'l!t, c. 81, t . 136, p. 82; 
32-111, do., p. 88; c. 35, t. 503, p. 87'; 
Parts of, t. 553, p. 894.; t. 55', do. ; Panto
logical Meaning of, t. 596, p. •21 ; Dia
gram No. 28, do., p. 4.20; Typical shape 
of, t. 778, p. 4.91 ; belongs to Female; 
Seed, Atom, Unimpregnnted, Impregnated, 
t . 77•, do.; Cul-up ot; Mnthcmatical Shape 
of, t. 775-777; pp. 492, 4.93 ; Dingrnme 
Nos. 4.7, 4.8, 4.9, do. ; Type of Tritti~m, t. 
784, n. 4!•.>; Forms of Symholizo all De
part1~cnt.. of Philosophy, t . 785, do.; An
thropoiJnle within, t. 881, p. 532; an ..d.rl
Pro<luct of liatu~, t. 887, p. Nl5; (Solid 
Form), a First Head of Elubornte Form, 
TrinismiJ, t. 914., p. 547; t. 915, p. MB; 
Diagram No. 67, do.; No. 69, t. 928, p. 651; 
t. 924., p. 553; Man produced as from, 
t. 986, p. 5i5; Whole of, two Types of, 
t. 991, p. 578; Brnhminical, the .MA88 or 
Rtle of Material~, t. 1063, p. 617. 

Eoo-ExBBYOMlaK, First-Print'iple-Domain in 
Femiui~mllll and Philosophiamus, t. 785, p. 
4.9:1. 

Eoo F10Ulll!, Pantolosrlml Menning of, t. 1196, 
p. 421 ; Diagram No. 2S, do., p. 4.22. 

Eoo-FoJIJI'., Symboli~m of, Title-pairc, t. 88, p. 
50; occult Presence or, Diagram No. 72, t. 
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958, p. 666; and Boman Figure inter
blended, t. 987-1000, pp. 676-682; Diagram 
No. 7-i, t. 990, p. rm. 

Eoa-Su:u.i., to illoatrate, t. 653, p. SH. 
Ioo, the Solf-Con&ciooe, t. 809, p. ll23; ht 

the true Man, the :Mind not so, t. 858, p. 
264 ; t. 3:'>9, p. 258; t. 869, p. 269 ; the re
action of upon Thought and Sensatiou, t. 
"~2. p. 295. 

Eoo1a11, and Altruism, Comte, t. 112, p. 67. 
EoYPTLUI PlllL080PD1' j eee Philoaophy, 

E~yptian. 
EioaT (Number), Scienee roles in, c. 6, t.. 

603, p. 369 ; related to Cu be, c. ti, 1 o, do., 
pp. 859, 862 : the Third Power of Two ; 
Cube, t. 908, p. "'; t. 9"8, 950, 961, p. 
1168; (looipient) Cuboles, reduced to 7; t. 
1081, p. 601 ; to 5, t. 1036, p. 80-i; Grana 
Buait: ScUnU>-Sucred N11mber, t. lOU, p. 
603 ; repe11ta tho Cube, do. 

ELABOBATJ: Co~mical Conception, t. 855, p. 
251 ; Tuble 21, t. 858, p. 266; echoes to 
Conoretology, do., t. 858, p. 25"; die
tributcd, Table 22, t. 858, p. 266. 

El.ABOBATB EnllTENOB, Epitome or, Anthro
poidolo, t. 880, p. 1181 ; t. 881, p. 1182; 
DiBgrlllll No. 60, do. 

IuBoBA.Ttolf, principlll of Comte, t. 36, p. 
20; fundumcutal of do.; do., p. 21 ; oor
rcsponde in purt onl7 with Autl1ropology 
and Coamology, t. 871 p. 22; t. 883, p. 
533. 

EuBoRt8KUB, of Number, o. 1, t. 228, p. 177; 
t. ~•o, p. 1\16; of Being and Thought, in 
Observationlll F11cta1 c. 61 t. 503, p. 859; 
of Form, SurfBCe and Solid, t. 538, p. 886; 
or :Logic, Proportions, and Syllogieme, t. 
580, p. -ilO; of Form, Surface and Solid, 
t. 587, p. •16; and Elementiemu~, Rever
ent, t. 884, p. SM. 

EI.Dau, Four and Twenty; Vertcbl'lll, t. "'55, 
p. 32R. 

Et.BA.nos, Ferrier, The One and The :Many; 
To Ben and Ta Pollo, a. 27, t. 2°', 
p. 158 ; called Dialectical, a. 29, do., p. 
169. 

E!.B<mvB ArrnmT; Marriage, t . 819, p. 
22". 

EuonioAL PoLillT1'1 Scientic, lhaculoid, 
t. 802, p. 001. 

El.BarmolT1', and Chemistry, Positive and 
Negative Rolatioua in, t. 802, 80', pp. 601, 
6(13. 

ELBxan.t.ar TTPBB, of Form, Cnne, Stnd;ht, 
Bogarthiwl Line, t. 6181 p. 3i2; t. 519, p. 

877 i t. 621, p. 878 i Domains; - }». 
maina. 

EulmlmBlltJe, of the Real Univene, \.. 118, 
p. lit!; c. l, do., p. 177; ot the Jl.u
miitica, t. 229, p. 177 ; OJ' Bmire, Domain 
of Radical and Ordillal')' Analya; illm
truted by Pbonetica, etc., t. "88, p. '" ; ot 
Being and Thought, in Number and Form., 
c. 61 t. 503, p. 859; of Number in A°brid«
ment of that of Form, do. ; OJ' F OllJI, PlliEl 
in Liue, t. 638, p. 886 ; of Logic, Ten. 
aud Definition&, t. 580, p. ·UO ; and Ea
borismue, Reveru.l, t. SM, p. 53'.. 

El.BKD'l'll, of Old Greeb, 4,, Earth, Air, 
1''ire, W11ter; cooceived of in a milted way, 
partly material, anticipating Ch~try, 
pBrt)y apiritual, anticipating Pbil090phy, L 
92, p. 65; disoarded by modem Che~: 
reinstated by Unh·ersology, t. H, p. M; 
bow, do.; the four of the Ancienta, rein
stated, t. 102, p. 61; in a Sense, outnmk 
the Chemical Elements, do. ; ~ Air. 
etc.; Naturoid Phue of Nature, Y•tapl1y
aic, t.1s:;, p. a; Pure Categoriee of Hem,, 
T11ble 10, t. 1"51 p. 10:;; = Do~m uJ 
Uoism, a. 201 t. 2M, p. 153; the TYO 
wbich go to the Coustitution ot Enry 
Thing, Tho Limit and The Unlimited. L 

21, 22, do., p. lM; of Number, Monad uid 
Duad, antecedent to Num~r, a. 2S, do., r-
157; of Number and of Form, Analogy 
between, a. 261 do., p. 158; Two, IDCX
pugu11bly united in the Constitution of All 
Things, Number or Limit itself, L 2Sa, p. 
191; of Speech, illuetrato .U Elementa, L 

-i8", P· ue. 
Eun, of Humanity, alternately ~ 

and Feminoid, t. 803, p. 502. 
ELlzABETB, of England, c. 1, t. 803, p. 50a. 
ELL, Elbow, Spau, t. '52, p. 821. 
ELolfOA.TtOlf, or Series; <- Height), rt-

peat• Suoceeaion and Time, L 2M, p. lllfl&; 
Notation of, t. 288, p. 212. 

EluxATtOlf of Liues; see Spirit, "Spirit of 
Troth," and Spiritual. 

EK.uro1PA.TJ01', of Shona; of W CllDIUI., t. ~ 
p. 305. 

EJmonIBD AllPBCT, of Society, t. au, p. a 
Eimaro, t. 8811 p. 53ll; Diagram No. '4.\ do.; 

t. 924, p. 658; t. 1001, p. 583; eee Faetns. 
EnBTOI.001', Agftuil, t. 960, p. 667 ; = Fcr

tus, t. 976, p. 67ll; Social, &be ~ oi 
Socidg iu ti ia, do. 

F.KBDTOTtO Follll; - Germ-Form. 
IlmaeoM (IWph Waldo), "grellte&l -
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m0&t greatly indebted," t. '5, p. 29; hia 
account of Auulogy, t. l.S-160, pp. 106-109; 
\. IM, p. 112; &day on Swedenborg, Ho
moiomeria, L 36, t. ll().l, p. 16'. 

J::JooJ&Ano•, Cosmical Wave oi, and of Ideal 
Evolution, from Eut to Weat, round Ule 
Globe, c. &, t. "8, p. 320. 

ElaJWOOLU, Lovu auJ llite, Table 1, o. 1, t. 
220, p. 163. 

Exrsmowr, term oonaidered, Masaon, Note, 
a. o, t. 3M, p. 2<>6 ; !lee Experieutialiam and 
Material ism. 

Exrnuwr, ot Thought, above, t. til, p. 
294. 

EJro, or uni venal development, =Religion, t. 
16, p. 11 ; the fear of coming to an, of Men
tal Progl'MS, fntile, t. 17&-189, pp.127-133; 
and Caue, contruteJ, Table 1, c. 1, t. 926, 
p. 163; eee Term, Beginning, Ground, 
CAOH, EnxOT, Swedenborg, o. 1, t. 788, 
P• •ja, I 

Elrooes111llll, Philosophy from within, L 5, t. 
11118, 99~, p. ~83. 

ElrDo-MscliJlloe, c. 1, t. 281, p. 178; t. 272, 
p. 199. 

Elroovu10 Order, Fractional, t. 808, p. m; 
aee Subjootive. 

beuaa, the KalUDkee Iocamation, c. 8, t. 
"80, p. 802. 

EJroLl8ll ~lnro, ioaptitnde or for ~ 
dental Thinking, L 23, t. 267, p. 212. 

Exou1ues, Fourier, c.1, t. 62i, p. 88ll. 
~a and Ulll'I', t. 11().l, p. 857. 
Esnc.u., relaiiog to Thing, L 8'1, t. 20'i p. 

165. 
Enm1:n, symbolbed by Seven ('1), why, o. 

lo, 11, t. 603, p. 882. 
Enmu, Aspecta not such, t. 819, p. 508. 
EJrrrrr and Rau.no•, t. 818, p. 1125; r&

peated in Nu111ber and Form, do.; oon
atitu&e whatever ia, t. 808, p. •26 ; illua'
tnted, t. SM-859, pp. 6~2' ; Diagram 
No. 68, p. 59'; Speculation aod Reality, t. 
1027, p. 698. 

Enroxs, or All Unlverul PrinClplea, found 
in any, the leut thing, t. '81, p. '38; of 
Elaborate Exiatenoe, Anthropoidule, t. 880, 
p. 581 ; t. 881, p. 682; Diagram No. 60, 
do. 

:!Qv.lll?T, OJ' Woirrs ill> l>IrnuNOJI OJ' 

lUlCX, c. '3, t. 186, p. 89; the most runda. 
mental idea or Science, Spencer, t. 890, p. 
17 6 ; Uni venialized Conception or, in Alge
bra, Dialeotio, Analogic, eto. ; moet Radl
ml Principle of Science; Pivoa on Pune>-

\um Vite In Body, t. •M, p. 82'; t. •78, p. 
8'2; of Woman ; aee W OIDllU '11 .\(ighl3. 

EQo4-11111QOl8K, t. 902, 908, p. Ml; Diagrwn 
No. M, t. ll08, do. 

EQ04110ll', and Ratio, the broadl!l!t mathema
tical Generaliza.tion, t. 240, p. 186 ; Ao .. 
logy of with Abstract Relatiou, do.; de
ftued, t. 890, p. 2i6; of eiJu of Body, 
rocalized at Punctum Vite at top of Neck, 
Point of Decus1111tion of Nervee, t. .W., p. 
82'. 

EQuWJ, of Form, etc., t. 897-903; pp. 
6311-Ml; Diagram No. 8', p. 541; and 
Eqllity, t. 906, p. M2; Diagram No. 69, t. 
923, p. Ml; and lnequi~m, t. 1028, p. i>98. 

EQl11T'I' = Straightneu of Form, t. 621, p. 
379. 

Euoaa, the Greatest of All, Partialiam, t. 
1115, p. 68'. 

EaPOoUl.11 ; see Marrioge. 
Ee,u, and &~, Table No. '°• t. 662, p. 

898. 
ETJ:1U1ITT, couoterparted with Time, c. 8, t. 

9, p. 1; = Time t<0hdified in Space, Sweden
borg, c. 29, t. 603, pp. 869, 870; Symbol of, 
The Circle, t. 821, p. 613. 

Emu, Primitive; see Milk. 
ETllU14, Second 1''orm of Matter, PNt. 

J011eph IIeury, anJ Pro£ Silu L. Loomis, 
t. 68, p. 89 ; reluted to Odie •·orce or 
Reichenbach, do.; dilfens from Spirit-Mat
ter, t. M, do. 

ETIWW.L C'ON818TSNCT, t. 6i5, P· .so; t. 682, 
p. 481; Table No. 42, t. 683, do. 

ETluoa, definition and rank of, c. 6, t. 5, p. 5; 
L 1-8, c. 5, t. 5, p. 6; Analogue of Postur.,,a 
or the Body, t. '53, p. 322; eee Moral 
Science. 

Evuu., Poe, quoted, note 1, t. 822, p. •39. 
EOllOPll, and America, Relatoid, c. 6, t ... s, 
· p. 819; Wronski'• Idea or, c. 6, do., p. 

820; Diilarmiog or, to be effected Pan
tarohBlly, c. 7, t. "8, p. 821. 

ETim, Numbeni, bow augmented, Note 1, o. 
7, t. 608, p. 860; and Odd Nnmhens, 
t. 696, p. •64 ; repeats Two, t. 698, do. ; 
both Odd and Even repeat Three, t. 699, 
do.; t. 700, p. '85; Number= SPgmeoted 
Form; Normality, Squareneea, <:lJ1if11rmU1 
lo Lat1J, t. 843, p. 620; Diairram No. 57, 
do.; and Odd, Numben, .MorpWc .Ana
losr11ea of, t. 866, p. 628. 

Evinorua, and Oddne~•, t. 808, p. 221 ; 
changes to a unismal chll1'8Cler c O<id
neae, t. •77, p. 8'2; Analogy with Two, t. 

.~~ .. 
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703, p. 465 ; Two, Head or Even Serlea ot 
Nu:ube,,., t. 899, p. MO; t. lOSIS, p. 698. 

ETENTu.a.no11, In Time, never arrested, t. 660, 
p. 397 ; Change, Analogue of Time, t. 666, 
p. 468 ; Morphic Analogue of, t. 866, p. 
626 ; see Time, Evolution. 

Evu., anrl Good, inseparable, t. -ill, p. 287; 
Miktou ot', t. 412, p. 288; bidden germa ot 
In Highe•t Heavens, do. 

EvoLunow, or A1'.U.OOIU, deftoed, formula, 
t. 101, p. 60; illu~trutiou$ of, teleeooping, 
c. 1, do. ; Developing Series of, t. 125, p. 
71; in two Orden, a. 17, c. 311, t. 136, p. 
91 ; Experiential Series, do.; Infania-Fo
minoitlnl, do.; a. U, lll, do.; two Ordera 
of; see Orden of Evolution; and Invo
lution, Terminal Convenion into Opp<>
eites, c. 1, t. 187, p. 131; Univeraal Coe
mical, governed by Unism, Duiarn, and 
Trinism, t. 212, p. 152; of Mentation, a. 39, 
t. l!°'1 p. 166 ; Ideal, Cutimical, Wave of 
Emigration from F.aat to W eat, round the 
Globe, c. 8, t. "8, p. 320; Reftu:1ional ; 
do.; p. 321; of Curdinal Series of Num
bers, u guide of Thought, t. 478, p. M2; 
('A.Nolf or C'BmolD', t. '89, p. MD; 
Wron~ki's Formula, c. 1, do.; e:1tractingof 
Roots, t. 623, p. '89 ; and Re-involution of 
Forma, t. 639, p • .(.(9; Orderly, of Cardinal 
N umerntion, the C.u1011 or C111Ttcl8K on 
all Distribution, t. 642, p. 450 ; Vurictica 
in, t. 6'8, p. "61; Natural and Logiml Or
den or, t. 9U, p. 653 ; Planetary, ot the 
Unity of the Race, t. 111 .. p. SU; eee 
Nece1181lry Evolution. 

Ex.a.or, or Abetract Logiciamal, Mentatlon, 
.Muculoid, a. "2, t. *"' p. 168; Etymology 
and meaning or, t. 619, p. 377. 

Ez..lor N UKBBB, Analogue of Science, t. 666, 
p. 400. 

Ex.a.or RUIOllilr&, and Actuality, al waya oon
trndictory, a. 12, t. 1167, pp. 203-205. 

Ex.a.or Som!fOB = The AbAtractiamua of Ez. 
i~tcnce, t. 121, p. 70; Mathematical, Logi
cal, Analogical, do.; or Abetract, allied 
with Logicismal Mentation, Masculoid, a. 
"2, t. 2M, p. 168; Domain of, one of Pure 
Nothingii, t. 811, p. 608; yet PoRith-e, 
do. ; of Morals and Society, t. 907, p. 
MS. 

EuOTOLOOT, Typical Table No. 7, t. 40, P. 
23; = Abstractology, t. 273, p. 199; sub
dh·isioo, t. 277, p. 202; Clef of, do.; to 
4th Attenuntion, t. 280, 281, pp. 205, 206; 
Cle& of, Subdiviaiooa of, do, 

ExzoVTio!f ; eee Action, and Art. 
EXHORTATI01', t. 22, P• 15. 
E.xiniuro11, 11ntithet oi Movement, static, sad 

11pace-lllling, t. 2U, p. 16; = Solidariry- ~~ 

the Uoivense, do., p. 17; ooulh:>ted •itil 
Movement, t. 258, p. l 93 ; all actual, C!Om

pounded of Contradiction.~ ; n.'COnciliolticn 
of tbia with the Law of Logic apin>t 
Contradiction, a. 12, t. 267, p. 2QJ; L 2&i, 
2~, p. 208; Concrete, Trinismal, a. lt, t. 
267, p. 209; Absolutoid and Heir.told. do.; 
ia the Trinismul Abeolute, a. ff, do., p. 
215; (Ger. D88eyn), defined, t. 8M, p. ir.t; 
Phcnom~nnl, resultant from The lnhi~ 
and The Finite, Tuble 33, t. '60, p. i3'; 
Etymology of the word, t. r.M, p. ll~; io-, 
volves motion, t. 656, do. ; and Beill!?, Tal.:.e 
No. 40, t. 662, p. 398 ; Order of, t. 563, p. 
399; 11yruboU&ed by the Perpendlai:..r 
Linc, Diagram No. 42, t. 632, p. ""; ~ 
lated to Senao of Touch, t. 6311, Jo. ; Du.. 
gram No. "8, t. 6M, p. "45. 

Exum;u and F.88e, Table No.'°• t. 5'2, P· 
8118. 

ExoaP.a.c10; eee Objective. 
ExPEBillNCB = eueceash·e stimuli of Seia

tioo, t. 401, p. 282. 
Exna.IZNTLU.llllll, and Tran-ndentalim; 

see Materiuliom ; Strife between, a. 2'l, c. tt. 
t. 136, p. 93; Spencer, a; times, bu1 1JOI 

radiMlly, apprehending it, a. 27, do., do.; 
term considered, M8890n, Note, a. 6, t. 
3M, p. 256; Analogno of Earth and llt'.~ 
t. 406, p. 286; Apology to Mr. ll.ill, L ;11:, 
Jo.; rcpeabJ M11teri..Jism, t. 4:>5, p. :ltoS. 
~; see Materialists a".ld S<a

satioua!ist«; hold Thought, with Ilk 
Sophists, to be ~ndar-11, and derind, L 

88, t. 2( .. , p. 165. 
ExPu.low, oouutcrpart of lmpre:>aion, t. ~ 

p. 306. 
ExqUWT111BM, or Nascent Lite, c. t, t. 4i>. 

p. 818. 
E:rnN1110N, represented by Line, t. 639. f' 

386; Tu hie No. 86, do. ; t. ~o, do.; Tub'.e 
No. 87, t. M2, p. 3!'9; symbolized by !Lt 
Horirontal Line, Di..grwn No. '4ll, t. ~.p. 
,... ; related to !Sense of Sight, t. 133, do •• 
Diagram No. 4.3, t. 63-4, p. «S. 

ExTllRlfAL Senaca 1111<.I lutemal, c. 2.\ t. 511'. 
p. 368. 

'Exru101UTY = Objectivity, Ulterior and la.· 
mediate, t. 810, p. 22". 

Exnl.a.CTI, ~om other authora, treated ftttiy, 
o. 1, t. 82, p. "5. 
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~oJU>rNABT AK.u.n111, Phonetic, etc.; 
..ee fta.lical Analyaia. 

.E.rrmDuaTe, tend to the oppoeite Extreme, t. 
8" p • .a. 

En, 1111d Light, t. 95, p. 68 ; the Single, t. 
30\I, p. 223 : Single AU-Seeing, Symbol of 
God, t. 790, p. •117; Raye of Light enter
ing, Type of Development, t. 1078, p. 622. 

F. 

FA.JUUo or nm UN'IVllllD, Bu. of, Quality 
and Quantity, t. .OS, p. 329. 

F.t.Oll, or Front, of Body=, The West, c. 11, 
t. "8, p. 819; corre.•ponde with Adjective 
and AtlJe<.·ti\"e Domain, t. 5.51, p. 392 ; 
Human, Oval, t. 553, p. 39' ; = Front Ele
vation of &lifice, t. 1028, p. 599; aee 
Fe11tures, Head. 

F .t.OJ:Te, Analogons with Physica, t. 463, p. 
322 ; correspond wiili Adjective Domain, 
t. 6.'11, p. 392; eee Face. 

F .t.CT.:>Ba; &ee Principles. 
F .e.ara, and Law, Introduction, p. xvii; end 

Principlea, diecriminated and defined, 
Hickok, a. 1-9, t. 198, pp. 136-142; and 
Phenomena, ob$CllJ'e the Typical Plan, t. 
•~. p. 854; Cl111111iftcation of, and Indoo
tion, c. 6, t. 1012, p. 5911. 

F.t.CULTT, Universal and Particular, a. 38, t. 
2•>', p. 166; t. 1117, p. 635; eee U1uvo;'l!lll 
Faculty and Particular Faculty. 

.. F AIBT Qwn," Spellll8r quoted, a. 1, o. 1, 
t. 903, p. 547. 

F.t.JTU, Con ... iction from Testimony, Hiokok, 
a. <i, t. 198, p. 137 ; t. 854, p. 251); directed 
on Progrees, a. 10, t. 998, 999, p. 687; and 
SkeptiO.m harmonized, a. 13, do. ; impoe
eible and undesirable to convert all men to 
the aame, t. 1112, p. 632 ; Simplicity or 
Childhood, t. 1122, p. 638 ; eee Creed, and 
Ontologioal Faith. 

F .t.Li.uro Bomu, Increments of Velocity of, 
t. 1035, p. 604. 

F .t.U&BOOD81 two eeem n~ to tho etate
mout of a complex Troth, a. 31, 32, t. 287, 
pp. 1119, 220. 

F.um.iu = Orders in Clll88iftcation, Grey, t. 
490, p. 350. 

F AXIL T ; see Society. 
F.AJRLY Gaoor, Diagram No. 78, t. 965, p. 

689; the 80<..-iotary Atom or Primitive Coll, 
t. 970-980, pp. 671-li73. 

F.um.T Tau, Diagram No. 74, t. 990, p. 
677. 

F.t.a.t.nu, Prof., partial recognition by, of 
Reiobenboch'a Odio Foroe, t. 62, p. 89. 

"F il<'IotlLlll 011' C01"'BADIOTIOIQI," Mill, .. 
7, t. 2t!7, p. 201; ot' "Negations," do., a. 
do.; impouibility or, Mill, a. 11, do., .P• 
llOll ; the Contrary affirmed by me, mtb 
Hegel, a. 11, do., p. 203: Mill quot.ed to 
auatain, a. 12, do. ; reply to Mill, a. 11-16, 
do., pp. 20ll-207; a. 21, tt, do., p. 
910; ot Linee make aorf11Ce, etc., t. 889, p. 
..a. 

Fiu.TllUll, of Bead and Faoe, t. 638, p. "6 ; 
eee Head. 

Fu:LJNO, a fundoment..l branoh or Philos
ophy of Mind and of Religion, t. 26, 118, p. 
18; Table 8, t. ZT, p. 17; relations of re
venied, t. 118, p. 17; Tables 4, 6, p. 18; 
Table 6, t. 35, p. 20 ; Heart or Let\ Side 
Symbol or, Diagram No. 2, (Typical Ta
bleau), t. 41, p. 24; one of Comte's fun
damental divisions ot Society, oalled 
Sentiment or AIJection, t. •2, p. 26; apart 
from Knowledge, Femino1d, Jnfautoid, c . 
22, t. 186, p. 81; i~ it hued on Knowing or 
~. do.; deftned by Prof. Bain, c. 29, 
do., p. 8ll; the Anal<tgne of Substance, c. 
30, 32, do.; other analogues o~ c. 32-1, 
do.; these viewed aa first, do. ; and Know
ing co-ordinate and inseparable, c. 82-111, 
do., p. 88; Analogue of Matter, t. 1•2, p. 
lOll; and Knowing Analosrues of Substance 
and Form, t. 1"3, do.; Table 10, t. 1"4, p. 
104; the Substance of tho Mind, t. 163, p. 
118; cbarocterizea the Proto-Sociotismua 
or Old Order of Society, t. 30!! p. 218, 
a11d Rell8<>n characterize tbo Final Order; 
Maaculoid, do.; and Knowing, in8eparable, 
Ferrier, t. •to, p. 2117; t. 419, p. 292; in 
tbe C'ouatitutlon of :llind, is the Concretism 
or Mind, c. 3, t. 576, p. 409; eee Force, Sen
timent, Aft'ection, Heart. 

Fnu:Noe, Nutoriamal Origi.n9 of Thought, a. 
22, ~. 39, t. 136, p. 92. 

Fur, T\\·o = Quality and Qulllltlty, t. "68, p. 
329. 

FDALS and Male Chara~""• In Mathema
tioal Formulae, t. 525, p. 881 ; Equal in the 
Absolute, uo.; eeo Male and Fellllllo. 
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o. 8, t. 9, p. G; ~iied with static ~pect 
of the Body, and with Anatomy, a. 1, 8, t. 
42, p. 2li ; to t:iub&tauce what ~uiwtity ia to 
Quality, t. 109, p. 61i; opposed to Sub-
11taooe, t. 111, p. 66; enlarged Benee of, 
do.; relates to Measure, do. ; .Anaz.,gw of 
K11ow1!!0, c. 301 82, t. 136, p. Sil; and SVJt. 
1r.urc11, co-<>r<.lillllte and inaep..rable, c. 
82-lll, do., p. 83; aa generated from Sub
stance, a. 1, 8, o. 32, t. 138, pp. 83, M; 
Order of do. reversed, a. '1 do.; of Know
ing", a. 11, do., p. 89; Cot-up, Lim, Limit, 
OuiliN, Lat11, a. 21, do., p. 92 ; a. 28, do. ; 
In tho largest Senee ; F,,,.,,.. qf Tl1ougltt = 
Id«u, t. HO, p. 101; of Being = Matbema
tica, t. 143, p. 102; and Sub.itaoee, .Ana· 
loguu ef Fttli119 aw KllDlliing, do.; is to 
Number Two what Subetanoe i• to Num
ber One, o. 8, t. 143, p. 103; Fonnoeitas, 
o. 7, do. : and Substance, in Jla.tt•r = Know
ing and :Feeling in Jlind. Table 10, t. 144, 
p. 104; t. 163, p. 118; and Number, Ana
logy between Elemeuta of, a. 26, t. ll°', 
p. 158 ; A uGlogie.1 of with N om ber an cl 
the Uni verse, t. 2'l8, p. 17 6 ; two m~an
ing• of, I. Pure Abetract; I. A Limitr 
like Mildon, t. 21ill, p. 190; an• Nnmber 
compared, t. 2&6, p. 191 ; governing Do
main, that of Sciento-PWlosophy, t. 256, p. 
192: distinguished from Limitation, c. 1, 
do.; lurgut meaning of include• Num
ber, t. 2:i8, p. 198; and Number, repe&t 
Relation and .Entitf/, t. 313, p. 225: tMtliin 
Number, do.; ef Mind,= ~ion, t. 8971 

p. 280 ; Ei:temal, echoes to .Mind, t. 898, 
do.; Ah&tract '!f tluJ .Ab«ract, t. 898, p. 281; 
represented within Itself by Linii•mns, do. ; 
ab&trnct~<l from Sn bo<t.anoe, rel1'ted to Phy-
11ic.-., t. 453, p. :122 ; occult prtaenCfl ef ... 
Numkr, t. 476, 4'76, p. MO; and Sabl<tonce 
= li<>dy, t. 487, p. MS ; cousideration of 
fonnolly entered apon, t. 494, p. 31i3; is the 
Subject of the Science ol" MoKPBOLOOT, 
do.; fun1i~h°" Diagrammatic Illustrntion, 
do.; and Number, fundamental ·Corret<
pondence between, c. 1, do., p. 864; 11&

Terest Tct0t of Univcraolojt"ical Di•covery, 
o. 2, do.; illustrative of LaWll of Being, 
t. 495, p. sr14; t. 497, p. 355; Fundamental 
Vnriety of, tthou fl> _,.11 Prindple <111d 
.A'P'd nf B .. i11g, t. 496, do; Manifutit1g or 
/t/U11trati re Dtpartment of &i11v, t. 496, 
do. ; to be 11.e ..... ~ntijlc funain rf the 
Future, t. 495, do.; t. 497, do. ; In
cipiency of, t. 502, p. 856; Limit, leadiug 

element or, t. llOS, p. IST; Transition 1a. 
from Number, c. 1, t. ooa, do. ; Traml
tion reotated, t. ~ do. ; iii of Iu!nia 
Variety, but oertaln As~cta Elementary,~ 
605, do.; acoorda with Head, u ti>o ~ 
(Number or Seriea) with Trunk; with 
Science, aa Substance with Nat~ c. ~ 
do., p. 858 ; the Abstract ElemeDta ot 
Punctism, etc., o. 5, do.; c. 6, do., p. ~; 
diftl.cnlt to eegregate them, but very ii&
portaot, t. 505, P· 858; Sq111Jn1 GM o-,_, 
ef lk Xe~ Scimce ef u,.i«rMJ/bgy, do.; 
}'reema.-onry ; Symbology; Morphol~, 

do. ; lk Fu~ .l>vnt4Ut of «k7Jife 
Analogy, do. ; takes the lead, t. 54.~ p. 
359 ; Analogues of Spencerian Dbitribo
tion, t. 607, p. 360; Indeterminate or l"ha
otic, and Determinate, t. 509, p. SM; 
Diagram of, do., p. 865; Analogm• oi 
Nature, Scienoe, Art, do. ; that which n
presen"' cultured N11tnre md Science, both 
within the Orgnoismus, t. lill, p. 3':0; ~am
plea of, and Diagram, t. 512, pp. 3'1', 371; 
Elemeatory Types of, Curve, S~ht, Her 
garthian Line, t. 513, p. 372; raumed, t. 
529, p. 382; Thick and Thin, t. li3{•, p. 
88ll; l. 650, p. 892; Subjective and Objer
tive, do. ; Analogue of DegTeCll of C·iru
pcuison, t. M9, 651, 552, pp. 391~93; D:a
gn.m No. 17, p. 393; Abt'tract, Conc~e. 
Abstruct-Concrete, t. 57S-S76, pp. ~; 
lntricated or Logical.; Clear, Distinct ~ 
Analogioal; Calculated or Mathematical, t. 
676, p. 408, tt ~-; see Particular Hea<D; 
Arithmetical, Geometrical, Analytical, I. 
600, p. 424; DiagTam• NM- 82--tt\ pp. 
•24-432; Pointr, Line-, Point-uid-1.ine-, 
do.; Puncto-boaic, Linea-b1111ic, t. 601, p. 
'29 •· Cosmical, t. 6121 p. '38 ; PneoJml.&. 
logical, t. 618, do.; Anthropic, t. 614, p. 
4M; of Force, is Motion, t. 621, p. 417; 
proper to Substance, 1111 Motion to Fortt, 
do.; Abstractiamua of, t. 626, p. "'4-0: A~ 
1tract..C011creti&mna of, do. ; Concretilmtu 
of, t. 626, do.; Abetractiamna of carrieJ to 
Top, t. 636, p. '48 ; Com~ite at the 
mght, do., belongs to Art and Movemt11t, 
do. ; Scieutio = Head, do.; Analogue. o! 
Eohosophy concluded, t. Ml!, p • .Q:ll: aoJ 
Sub&tance, Constituents of Unit or Thins:. 
t. 684, p. 461 ; -ELl:JllllCT, in Number, 1 • 

688, p. 462; t. 687, 688, do. ; Ccgnmblt in 
Morphic Snbtotantins, t. 692, p. 4•>11; 1.1:d 
N11mber, partially eeparatecl in oilferr1.t 
Cluaea ofObjeoW, t. 889-695, pp. '62-Ul; 
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Number tho Incipiency or, t. 691, p. 463; 
Consideration of resumed; Symboli~m of 
iu Freem11110ury; in Umversology, t. 770, 
p. 490; Scientoid, Echosopboid; JLtacu
lo&d, t. 171, p. 491; Pl8.'lma&l1 Diagram No. 
"8, Fig. 3, t. 775, p. 492 ; of Egg, t. iH, 776, 
pp. 491-493; Head-Types of all Elnborato, 
Gi.ou.s and Ct:BB, t. 778, p. 493; Diogrums 
NU8. 47, 48, 49, 50, t. 775-778, pp. 492, 4D3; 
e:nbodied in the Egg, tho U uiver .. als of Ela
borated Form, t. 785, p. 495; OJ' UNIVEBU 
at reet nr SPAcz, t. 78S-795, pp. 496-499 ; 
Gloho#, t. 788, 789, p. 496; Ovoid, t. 7~0; 
Diagram No. 52, do.; Occult End of, t. 
198, p. 500; Elementary and Elaborate, t. 
789, do.; Analogues in, of Ma&tter and 
Space; Something and Nothing; Plenum 
aud Vacuum, t. 800, 801, do.; Pure, the 
.JlorphU: Something, Pleu.al, the Mor
phic Nothing, t. 802, pp. 500, 501; 
Geometrical and Artistic, c. 1, t. 802, p. 
601 ; Antithcticai prceentation of, from ita 
own Stand-point and from that of Sub
atance, t. 808, pp. 506, 607; 11ee Plenal 
Form ; Pure Form; Indetermiu11te Form; 
?olotoid and Statoid Form, t. 84-0, p. 619; 
Sectoral or Inclined, t. 843, p. 520 ; Seg
mental ; exa<.-t, Law-giving, do. ; Static 
and Motic, t. 845, 846, p. 621 ; and Sub-
11tance ot Number, t. 855, p. 622; Odd. and 
&en, and Odd and Even, t. 897-903, pp. 
639-Ml; Diagram No. 64, t. 903, p. 541; 
C rand General Distribution of, t. 923, p. 
551; Diagram No. 69, do.; (see Special 
Heade under); Combinations of Artistic, t. 
924, p. 652; Gruud Exhaustive Scheme of 
DL•tribntion of, t. 926, ·p. 553; Science of, 
W,.tiogui$hed from Universology, t. 930, p. 
666; Phrenological Organ of, t. 934, p. o5S ; 
b4fher Variety of, Co-ordinative, Compara
logical, t. 942, p. MO; Entioal and Rc
latiomJ, Harmony of, t. 943, do. ; Higher 
Distributions of, t. 952, p. 563; Ileadg of 
and their Trsin11, t. 953, 954, p. li64 ; Dia
gram N<>. 71, do.; t. 956, p. 665; t. 959, 
960, p. 567 ; t. 961, 062, p. 568; basic con
crete Domllin of, t. 963, do. ; Cr·emicnl, 
Anthropic, Nuptial, t. 963-986, pp. 66S-5i 5; 
Diagram No. 73, t. 965, p. 669; and Func
tion, related, t. 965, p. 570 ; Anthropic, t. 
986, p. 575 ; Cosmical, do. ; Co~mical, An
thropic, Typical, t. 987-1000, pp. 6i6-5S2; 
N nptial, Din gram No. 7 '• t. 990, p. i>7i ; t. 
1001, p. 683; Jlinim of Strniirht, t. 1007, 
p. 687; of CW"Ved; of Nutural; of Na-

turo-Arti.:itio Form, do.; Round, Long, 
Modulated = X..ture, Science, Art, t. 10271 

p. 598 ; Abstract, represeuted by the Ve
getablo, by ~fan (the race), and by man 
male, t. lOtl,), ·p. 618 ; Cosmical, relates to 
Philosophy, t. 1066, do.; Anthropic to 
Echosophy, t. 1067, do. ; Nuptial, to the 
Harmony of Mo\·eruont, t. 1068, do.; pro
per, or Figure, is Abl!olute Form, t. 1084, 
p. 623; see Composition; Unismnl (1''i~nr
ate ), DuislDlll (Directionate ), and Tri oh•· 
ma! (Composite), the Antithct of Sub
stance, I. 1087-1090, p. 624; M!e Substanoe, 
Abstract Form, Concrete Form, Abt!tract
Concreto Form ; Indeterminate form. 

FoRXA, l!'ormooiw, c. '1, t. 143, p. 103; t. 
648, p. 888. 

Foau:-ANALoocu; see Morphio Analogues. 
l"oRll · ~UA..'ITlTY; see Quantity • 
FoRllULA, "Uni,·er:<al Mathematical," Wron

ski, c. 1, t. 489, p. 349. 
FoauuL..11, List of: TBIUIINAL Co!fvzr.nolf 

lNTU UPPOBITU, t. 83, P· 46 ; llfvoL~IOlf 
ol' ANAL001u; EvoLUTIOlf OJ' ANALoe1.u1 

t. 101, p. 60 ;' Tn11 c .. 1DlINoL1so oJ' ANAL<>
oua in the Higher Sphere~, c. 33, t. 136, p. 
84 ; EQUALITY 01' w ORTH WITll DIJ'J'llREXCJ: 
OJ' R.uni:, c. 43, t. 136, p. 89; l'oLAR ANTA
OONl8K OJ' l'Rillll ELJ:ll.llNT81 t. 2251 p. 161 j 
IRKXPUONABILITY OJ' PRDIB EL11:ll.ll.'fT8, t. 
226, p. 162; AinTrerncAL REl'Lll:UON o• 
Co1ma.rn: .um ABllTIU.CT l>IaTiuaUTioN, 
(Elabontte and Elementary), c. 8, t. 231, p. 
180; ANTITllllTIOAL RJ:FLEXIOlf .um BA· 
LANCED YJDRATION, t. 381, p. 272 j AB
Tl8TIO ~loDrFrc.1.TioN, t. 515, p. 876; I.or
.ALTY ro rns Doxuu.lfT OJ' TU& DoKAIN, t. 
523, P· 38•>; MERE l'Bll:PONDKBANCS, t. 526, 
p. 8'1; Ov11RLA.Pr1No, t. 627, p. 882; Tu
DJ:NOY TO EQUATION, t. 536, P· 38.5; IDEN
TITl' or 1..Aw IN ~i..a.TTEB .um !llnro, or Tu& 
P ABALLl:L OR RBPSTITIVK 0RDllB OJ' Dll
VELOPXll:NT Ilf TB& CoNcBJ:TE AND Aa
BTRACT Dox.un, t. 64'1, p. 44~ ; ASTITBJ:T
IC.~L REFLEXION OJ' CHARACTl:B (OR FOIUI) 
.L"O> Ft:NCTJON, t. 719, P· 4;1; AinTrHll:TI
CAL RBl'LEXlOlf .L'fD PoLAB AJ<TAOOlfIBK 
OF JNnEBUCJ: AND APP:EARA..'ICJ:, OB OJ' 
biTITY \OR Jo:UJ:Jn'U.L CUABAC'Tll:R) AND 
fUNCTIOlf, t. 754, p. 492; ANTITUllTIOAL 
l:Eru:x10N oJ' !'PIJUT AND MA1TKR, t. 762, 
p. 4%; .\l\""TlTllllTICAL RBl'U:XION OJ' TOii 
f'PlRrr-W om.D AND TUB\\ OBLD OJ' lllATl'En, 
t. 7•;3, d.>. : Tua Trr1cAL RJ:PaoDucnoN 
OJ' TUI: f::UDJECTIVJI llf TWI 011J&CTJV& 
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WoRLD, t. 793, p. 498; Tuz Poua 0PP0-
11TBNE88 (OB AlfTITlll:TIOAL llBPLB.ZIOlf) 

OI' l'Ruar1vx ST.a.Ta A..lfD lILTUUTB tu

aounolf; or Tt:WlllfA.J. l"oNV&111.1o:ir uno 
0PP081TE9 B&TW.111:1' JNCIPllUfCT .&.lfD lJ
ll'A.LITT, t. M~;), I'· ;,;;3 ; THE l°JUNCll'LB 01' 

ABRJDG:lnl<T, t. 1036, p. 60ol; TB.JI ~llBWJaJ( 
oa 80.u.1:1us111 or TUB N.a.Tt:BlllXL'll, 1. 1062, 
p. 612; Nnmcrical, o( Outlay of llomllD 
Body (Skeleton, eta.), c. 7-9, t. 603, pp. 
859-361. 

FotJND&TioN( e ), ofTomple of the Sciences, Na
turo-lletuphyaic, t. 2419, p. 1115; Spiritu..i, 
11/xnoe, t. 421, p. 29'; = Bouoe-Line, t. 660, 
p. 893; of Ediftoe or Temple, t. 1022, p. 
69•. 

FollB ( 4 ), Quadrature, Science, eta. ; ana
lyttcl, (8we.!enborg), c. 101 t. 503, p. 862; 
a fador of Seven (7), do., c. 11, do.; sym· 
boli1A'11 Truth, do. ; Swedenborg to the 
<.:ontrary notwithstanding, c. 12, do., pp. 
862, 863 ; Analogue of Sq narc, o. 201 <lo., 
p. 864; and generally, c. l('..19, do., pp. 
862-:176; : Two :: Three ; Ouo, t . 9011 

p. MO; and Three = Szv&lf, t. 902, p. 
641 ; Square, do. ; Dill!l'l"lllD No. 6", t. 908, 
do. ; c. 2, t. 903, p. M2 ; t. 904, do., t. 
908, p. M4; t. 948, p. M2; t. 950, 9111, p. 
663; and Three, Leading Numbeno of Odd
neM and Evenness, t. 10118, p. 6D8, = 
!>QUA.Bii, t. 1034, p. 603. 

Fouwu (Charles), his claim to have repeated 
the diSL'<>Very of Newton, lutroduction, p. 
xiii; furnishe8 the term !"oLIDARITT, c. 8, t. 9, 
p. 7; a repl'ellentntive u1uue, c. 1, t. 40, p. 24; 
compared with Warren and Comte in l'etlpect 
to Order and Progretlll, Convergent end Di· 
VOl"6ent Individunlity; uniftoe, bt1t etill 
vaguely; his principle, Attrnction, Charm; 
Analogue of tills, the draped Stato~ or 
full dressed lady, t. 54, p. 83 ; he is, Ar
toid, Composite, Synthetic, Reoonatructive, 
t. 611, p. 8"; hia doctrine of P&91!ional At
traction, t. 56, p. 85; hi• Basic Di•tribn
tion•, t. 138, p. 99; his trio of so-called 
Principlee, Mathematica, M.utter, Spirit, 
do.; largeneea of, t. 140, p. 101 ; what 
be means by the Mothematics, do., = 
Form in the lnrgest Sense, do., "' Know
ing, Intelligence, Ideas, u:kMhd into tJu 
lTniverM at large, t. lU, do., Idell8 in 
the Mind and Lawe In Nature, Annlogucs 
of ea.ch other, do.; is really a Mystic, t. 147, 
p. lOG; the charoctcr of his •mulogies, do.; 
AnA!ogy dcftncd by lais School, t. 151, p. 

109; a naturalist; proponoded Uni"ftllll 
Annlogy, bot vaguely, despi!led ld.eot•J>l!
~i°'• t. 619, p. 12t; t. 170, p. li3; t. lil-l~\ 
pp. 123--127; hi.I doctrine of Univell!lll rr.>
ty, t. ll61, p. ~9; his Puaional A~ 
t. 391, p. 277 ; hhi " Social De..tiDy of Maa, • 
t. "38, p. 311; his ideaa on Dilltriba.UID; 
82 a leading nwnber, t. "62, p. IM; tLe 
Artist amongst PbilO!!Ophere, c. 7, t. 6(q. 

p. 860; hia scale or Sacred Pivocal ~ 
Harmonia Nombera, do., p. 361; c. 26, I. 
608, p. 868 ; on Measured and Free Serie, 
t. 7(18, p. «8 i t. 787, p. 476; .. Inlinit1 
Vnricty in Unity," t. 760, p. 485; Tu 
llannoniee of Hosie the Guide to Voh"t!'
u.I. Law, t. 806, p. 605; on Nomben 
Seven, Twelve, and Thirteen, c. 7, t. M, 
p.M6. 

FouBTB Dzam, oC Adjectil"e Comperi9oli, t. 
M~. p. 391. 

FJu.ciTIOlfAL 1\ llllBBB Su.J:u, t. 216, p. 1~ j 
Head Numbeni of, t. 222, p. 158; t. 2~ p. 
183. 

FBAOTJO!f(a)= The Snbjecfrriamna of ~. 
t. 242, p. 187; t. 243, do.; Notation of. 
t. 805, p. 221; Unuaual Fraction, l. a..~ 
do.; Aliquot; Rooms in the Hoa.e or 
Apartments In tl1e Temple, t. 307, p. ~; 
QuarllM, Quarters, t. MS, do. ; Anal.>
guea and Clef• of, t. 815, p. 2241; t. 31 ~!l. 
p. 227; furnish a tnm~ition from ~ 
phy to Phil090pby, t. 341, p. 242; "'Jft-
1'4!nt Theology, t. 8«, do.; in !'umber, 
Annlo~ucs of Parts of 0 hject..", t. 673, p. 
'59; Table No. 42, t. 68.'I, p. -'61 ; and 111-
tegel'll, Snbjoctive and Objective, t. Ml, p. 
619; t. 870, p. 528; the Sectioni.zing ol 
the Unit, t. 872, p. 529; Snbjecti.-ity of; t. 
874, p. 630; and Integers, Anal~ 'Wilk 
Society, t. 972, p. rm ; denote Intuml 
Distribution and Spiritulll Interiors, t. 
1071, p. 620; t. 1078, p. li22; t . 1080, I'-
623. 

FJUcnO!f18lC011 or :Somber= Subjootivi.•mm, 
t. 811, p. 22"; Integerismns, Out .•r do. 

FuOTJoJrDlloLOOY = Structurology, t.. al"
p. 22/i. 

FB.\lDl-Wou:, Interior, ofTbo~bt-Line.;, in 
Number, t. .&71i, 476, p. MO ; Ideal of &
ing, t. 66', p. 89/i; Ideal, Linear, betweni 
Pointe and UnilB, t. 603. p. -'25; of tl.e 
Dody, Skele.to'.l, t. 693, p . .Ull; t. 1(155, p.115. 

FRANlll:NITl\llf, John, Art-Critic, makm the 
Male l'ignre to excel tbe Fem.al~ in ~ 
Culneaa, o. 8, t. '53, p. 329.. 
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Fna, tho Mind Is so, in Thought, in Senee 
coullned or cooatrained, compelled or Pu-
eln, a. .&a, t. 204., p. 168. . 

.. Fm ill> !Qv.u.," all men ao createdf a. 
31, t. 287, p. 219. 

F.u Lon, allusion to, t. 326, p. 231. 
F.u 8BlllU, Fourier, t. 708, p. "8. 
F:auoox, Principle of, Dinrgent Individual-

ity, t. 112, p. 32 ; t. BOI, p. 220 ; of the In
tellect, established, t. 412, p. 288; of Na
ture, Wild; Regnlated, t. 1121, p. 379; 
Evils of cu!'ed by mo!'e Freedom, a. 12, t. 
998, 999, p. 587; and NooeBllity, t. 1028, p. 
593. 

FmUlm, Rev. Edward B., hia eervlcee u 
-istant pastor of the New Catholic 
Church ; Iri:1 Dieeounea, Introduction, p. 
Tii ; hie Introductory paper, do., pp. :u:
xnl. 

FJlnx.uonT, epeoial Depository ofSymbo
liem of Form, t. 6011, p. 868; Symbolism of 
Form in, t. 770, p. 490; Symboliam of, t. 
06, p. Mi. 

FmanoN, the conetant attempt to overcome 
It, while we know that tbie ie impoBllible 
to eucoeed, t. 485, p. 347. 

Fso:n, or F&Mle, of Body, =The Weat, c. 6, 
t. 448, p. 819; ill> Smu, of Houee, Ob
jective, Outwll!'d Looking, lntcgeriemul, t. 
841, p. 619; 1ee Face, Head. 

ho!l'I' El.sv4TI01', of Edifice or Temple, t. 
10-lll, p. 594; t. 1025, p. 597. 

FBOTamolLUl·1 " Pbiloeopby an Absolute 
Science," etc., t. 466, p. 886; t. 1098, p. 
627; t. 1100, 1101, do.; t. 110!, 1103, p. 
628. 

FBIJ'OTUTlll'O SllB.IBI, 1 ; ll, t. 191, p. 134; 
OlfJI and Two, not 01'S and ZBBo, t. 7'8, 
p. 478. 

Fuu., the, and the Empty, contrasted, T!lble 
1, c. I, t. 226, p. 163. 

FmrOTJolll = Internal Action, allied with 
Heurt and Circulation of the Blood, a. 2, t. 
42, p. 26; with Physiology, do.; a. 3, do.; 
and Character (or Form) Oppot<ite, t. 719, 
p. 471 ; and Form related, t. 965, p. 570 ; t. 
969, do. 

FmrmosoLOOT, Internal and Enernal, t. 4', 
p. 29. 

Ftno>.&.XB!IT4l. D11TBD1tJT1011r, of Society; aee 

Distribution. 
"FmroA.KBNT4L EuaoB4T10•," Comte, t. 

466, p. 335. 
Ft110>AKDT4L Eln'OlllTloa', of the Distn1>u

tion of the Scienoee, Table 15, t. 278, p. 
204. 

FmrDAKDT4L Lt.we or B'IIlfo, Numerou 
Aspects of, t. 476, p. 840. 

FtrlfD.um!ITlllll ; see Basis. 
FllTIJ'BJI, The, Relatold, c. 6, t. ~. p. 319. 

G. 

G .u.L.t.lmlT, the Cock and Hen, t. 988, p. 
67 6 ; t. 994, p. 579. 

GA.Lt., a repruentative name, c. 1, t. 40, p. 94. 
G.u.Llilf System, in Phrenology; Sir Wm. 

Hamilton's Criticiml ou, t. 945, p. 561 ; t. 
947, p.562. 

GA.LT .uno EucnuOJTT ; see Electricity. 
OsKDD, Sex, DWll Number, t. 704, p. 468. 
G:n'BRA, in CluaUlcot.ion, Gray, t. 490, p. 850; 
~wcr to Generalogy (NaturalPhiloeophy, 
Comtean), t. 492, p. 851. 

Gsna.u. DJ.8TJUBl!T101n1, ftrst in Order, t. 
499, p. 8~6. 

GmnnLU.IT'I', difference of Order iu; from 
Speciality, t. 34, p. 20; and Simplicity of 
Elementary Domaitu1, Mathematics, t. 200, 
p. 13S; is Universal, t. 439, p. 812. 

G111nnu.L1uTtoN:1) in Science, the Domnin 
of 1'4T111UL PHILOllOPHT, Comtean Sense, 
t. S.~~. p. 2:1s; t. 837, p. 2-19; t. 566, p. 400; 
AK4l.YTICAL nod 0BUBV4TIOlUL, t. 1008-

51 

1012, pp. 688-690; early Chinese Ideue of, 
c. 1, 2, t. 1008, p. 688; not same Difference 
u between Deduc:ion and Induction, c. 
1-18, t. 1012, pp. 690-601; see Ob:<erv .. 
tlonal Generalizations ; Analytical Gen .. 
ralizotioM. 

GBnuunn AN.u.ooro, Comte, Table 82, t. 
466, p. 836. 

GslfBB4l.OoT, introduced, Clef~ of (Nntnl'lll 
Philosophy), t. 2911, p. 214; t. 334, p. 238; 
t . 887, p. 240; omitted by Spencer, t. 889, 
p. 1!41 ; rcpeate Ontology, Table 18, t. 347, 
p. 1!46; Unbmal, (Specialogy, Dui~mal); 
Subordi..ate In Science, t. 439, p. 312 ; Cleta 
of, do. ; , ie a Philosophy ; diatri buted, t. 
441, p. 812; first in SpRce (Eocyclopedol
ogy), and in Time (Phi108ophy of Hi~tory), 
Comte, do., p. 313; Into Obj~tive and 
Subjective Method (Eocyclopedic), do.; 
= Generaliems of Ecbosopby, t. 446, p. 
816 ; Objective, ADAlogue or The Ahlo-

I 
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lute; Subjective, do. or The Infinite, t. 
«B, p. 816; dir.tributed; Clefll of, Table 
Bil, t. •66, p. 885 ; echoes to Genera, lo 
Clll.Bllitlcution, t. '112, p. 851 ; Count, Form 
Aoalogue:i of, Kinda or, Round Numbeni, t. 
686, p. ~; Statism and Motism of, M, N, 
Ng; L, R, t .. 667, p. 4-01 ; t. 878, p. {60; 
dilfercnt levels in, t. 679, do. 

GsNERALOID BllWfo, Ocean of, the Great 
Deep, t. 637, p. •47. 

G.aiuRALOm Sc11:NTO-P&1LosoP1Uo t'NIV.aa
UL l'BJNr.IPI.Q; Annl.>gues or in Human 
Bo<ly; l'elvis and Skull, t. '60, p. 332. 

GBJnB.ATJOlf, of Line from Point; Sur
face from Line, eto., t. 639, p. "'8 ; c. 
1, do. 

Gsin:iu.no:ira, o. 2, '• t. «a, p. 818 ; t. '68, 
p. 387; Numerical Annlogues of, t. 708, p. 
'67; In Time, do.; t. 710, p. '68. 

Oa11u11, of ld811!1, Natl\1'81 Order of, L 8, c. 
82, t. 186, p. 8'. 

GaNJTALu., echo to Throat and Neck, t. "8, 
p. 316. 

Oamue, the germ a type of, t. 1060, P• 617. 
GaNi:e, aocords with Thoughts oootn111ted 

with Sen8ation, a. 4-0, t. 204, p. 166. 
GzoozNTBJo Poamo:ir, t. 755, p. •82. 
GaoolU.l'HY, Mcnt&l, of Brain and Head, Uui

versological viow of Phrenology, t. 9'-'>, p . 
661. 

GaoXETBJo.u CoNllTRUOTJOlf; Limbs; Bases 
and Standard•, t. 4521 p. 321. 

G1:01UTB10.u FoBK, General Jl°«uurl1'; not 
Arti8tic, c. 1, t. 802, p. 601. 

GzoXETBJo.u Lms, never really made, t. 
<&8', p. M.~; oft'ort towards mefnl, do. 

6ao1UTBY, Statology of Concretology, c. 8, 
t. 231, p. 183; Typical Science of Ab
atractology or Exactology, t. 278, p . 199; 
relation of to Architecturnl Outlay or Pion, 
t. 273, p. 200; t. 275, p. 201 ; Clef of, t. 
281, p. 206; a Concrete System of, Seba 
Smith, a. 29, t. 267, p. 217 ; = Limbs, t. 
462, p. 820; Modem, DeACartcs, t .• 508, p. 
883; Ancient, by Diagrams, do.; Modem, 
truly Analogical, t. 688, p. 417. 

GEB.K, of Creation, t. 706, p. 466 ; Growth, 
Fruit-Kimball, c. 2, t. 736, p. 476; t. 991, 
p. 678; t. ·1001, p. 683; is the type of 
Genins, t. 1060, p. 617; see Focus. 

Gzax Foa11, t . 9114, p. 569. 
Ga!ULUI i'HILOllOPHY, rrpeats the Greek, t. 

90, p. M; = tho Scicntoid Stage of Naturo
Metaphy.Uc, t. 11 O, p. 65: is at basis of, 1 ; 
o, t. 116, p. 68; rightly developed on the 

One and Zero, t. HO, p. 89; •ee Phil. 
ophy, German. 

GHXINAL l'omT of Mental Activity, t. l~ 
p. 75. 

GUT1CUJ.4T1ow, of the Body, = CaJculu cl 
Varl11tion•, t. '52, p. HO. 

G IUITITRB, Artoid, t. '3, p. 28. 
GUTUBOLOOY, Science of the Enernal Fmir

tionology of the Body, t. "' p. 211. 
GuoaT-Lnru, Halo, Films, Emanations, t. 

613, p. '33; representing "Spirit" aod 
"Spirit of Truth," t. £38, p. '"8; 11tt 

Sphere. 
Guo!ITll, surviving Fllma of External G~ 

Bodies, c. a, t. '34, p. 308 ; called SbdN, 
c. lo, t. 4S3, p. 381. 

Gmou(1), Cut-up at, = Kantean DistriM· 
tion, t. 4;;7, p. 328 ; of the Earth ; :UOllJl
tain Tope, etc.; Round Number, t. 566, p. 
400. 

OLOn, Little, = Point; Face 1111d Outli~ o( 
t. 647, p. 390 : immense, of Sp:aee, t. 551, p. 
892; Circular Surface of, do.; t. 639. p. 
«8; (-Figure), in F.gg, t. m, 778, P- t9t; 
Diagrams Nolt. •9, 50, do.; 8.-gmentia.~ 
generating Cube, and Egg-Figure; Tyre 
er Unity, t. 77&-783, p. '"; D~ 
Nos. 61, 52, pp. 495, {97; t.. 791, p. 
'118 ; t. 7118, p. 499 ; Analogue of l'omt, 
Thing, Atom, Monad, Molecule, Penoa, 
Individu..J, World, Univenie, t. 817, P-511; 
Point expanded intlnitely = Unh·ene, L 

818, do.; t. 81!0, Ml, pp. 619-:illl; a F.m 
Head of Elaborate Form; Universal, t. 91', 
p. MT ; Third Power of Rotundity, t. HS, 
p. MS; Db'?l'Am No. 67, do. ;" L 92!!, p. 
631; Di:iirram No. 69, do.; ..um ('on., t. 
924, p. 533 ; Cl!Ba, Egg = Fi.not Beads o( 

Elaborate Form, t. 9.58, p. 6"; and thtir 
Traill8, t. llM, do.; Diagram No. 71, do.; 
Symbols of Causes and Origins, t. 957, 9>!, 
Diagnim No. 72, p. 568; t.. 959, MO, p. 
667 ; t. 1161-983, p. 568 ; t. 1186, p. 57:;; t1tt 

Disk, Circle. 
GLoa11x; see Soli·li~m. 
GLOBURY (Vocabulury), p. xi. 
Goo, ~piritunl Centre of Being, t- 17, p. It; 

as tnm~ceoding the Univene, t. 20, p. )I ; 

proofa of uistence of, do. ; Centre and 
Source of Beiog, do. ; Science of, Tb~, 
t. 20, do. ; Spirit of Unity with, t.. ti, p.1;,; 
the worship of, to give W'BY1 aceordillol tt 
Comte, to the w<>rsbip of Unive""'1 l!o
mauity, le Grarul »rt, L 3, t. H, p. ~l; 
essence of, Swedenborg, Divine Lon aud 
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Wiatdom = Spiritual Heat and Light, t. 105, 
p. 61, the One Trne, the Absolute, t. 127, 
p. 72 ; personally conceived of, and cher
iebcd above Nature ; and wholly endowed 
with Ma.sculine Attributes, in a Feminoid 
Age, c. 26, t. 186, p. 81; "if he exist, is de
rived trom Law," is Absolute Idealism, a. Ii, 
c. 82, t. 18d, p. 85 ; Scicnos of, a part of 
Uoivenal Science, do.; the All-Seeing Eye, 
•· 9, do., p. 87; Goo, as Absolute Being, 
Criticiinn of Mill, a. 6, 7, t. 267, p. 200; 
The Ideal Social Pivot of the Rational 
Univene, t. 811, p. 224; whether con
ceived of "" Per>.'011111, or rntionalized into 
Law, osrtaiu results the same, c. 3, t. 353, 
p. 250; The Unre,·enlcd, accepted as &ck
ground of Faith, not kkologicaUy, t. 486, p. 
809; Unity with, etn1ggle for to end, when, 
c. 1, t. 437, p. 310; recognized as being 
meaut by The Infinite, t. ~7, p. 316; to 
Man, 811 Univel'lle to World, t. 448, do.; a 
Male Peraonage, t. ">3, p. 321 ; as Ab30-
lute Creating Cause, Table 33, t. 4661 p. 
836; a resultant compound existence from 
prior Principle15, t. 4117, do.; become Man, 
Swedenborg. Hegel, t. ~80, p. 411; a Be
ing of Experienoo and Devele>pmcnt, not 
yet pP.rtect, t. liSl. do.: Sclf~n~cious flrat 
in Mao; his Constitution, c. 1, t. 614, p. 
434; Arbitri~IDlll; Matteroid Pivot, t. 767, 
p. 488 ; Logos, Spiritoid, t. 768, do.: of 
the New Catholic Theology, t. 769, do. ; 
symbolized by thb Single All-Seeing Eye, 
t. 790, p. 497; or The Lord, and the Church, 
Masculoid and Femiuoid, t. 803, p. ll-02; 
the Conception or, placed back of Creation, 
annihilates, In a een~e, the Rl!lllity of the 
World, t. 810, p. 507; diverse views con
cerning the Being of, destined to recon
ciliation through Univcl'>!Ology, t. 1111, p. 
6~2; 118 Typical Man repeat$ M11n aa 
Father and Hu~band, c. 1, t. 1119, p. 636; 
He is and is not, Affirmation th11t, t. 1120, 
p. 637. 

GooBlil>, three Pe!'1'on11 in, Analoguee of, 
numerically, One, Two, Three, t. 180, 
p. 7a. 

GCllTll.S, and Oken, Transocndental Anatomy, 
t. 100, p. 6(•8. 

Gotou M.s.ur, of Arilltotle, a. 201 t. 204, p. 
IM. 

GoJCZOLCOT, Science of Angles; Puncto-&
•ic, U nit<moid, t. 607, p. 429 ; t. 628, p. "1. 

GooD, and Evil, ineeparablc, t. 411, p. 287; 
Mikton of, t. 412, p. SSS ; ocoult elements 

of in Hell, do.; relatioo11 of the, to Num
bera Three {8) and Four (4), c. )t)1 11, 12, 
t. 508, pp. 862, 363; Swedenborg on do., 
do.; relation of to Time and Sp!Mle, c. 14, 
do., p. 863; c. 14-39, do., pp. 863-376 ; re
presented by Nature or Substance, t. 645, 
p. 889; Tablo No. 38, do.; see Taus, (The), 
oud T111t B&.\UTIFUL. 

Gova, Prof., mcutioued, t. 62, p. 89 ; the 
Atrectiooa of Matter, t. 803, p. 503. 

GoVBJL'<ING, the highest form of serving, t. 
58, p. 85. 

GoVllJll'l')(JINT, of the World; Organiud Sd
cnto-Spiritual Planaary Irutiiute qf, Intro
duction (Note), p. viii ; a branch of .t'rao
tirol Philosophy, t. 12, p. 9; see Table 1, 
t. lli, p. 11; of Head by the Henrt, doctrine 
of Comte, oootestod by Uui'°ersology and 
Integraliam, c. 1-3, t. 58, p. 35; of Dead 
over Hand and HC11rt, t. li7. p. 127; Uni
versal Spiritual, =TUE PA..><TA.BCllY, (lritro
ductiou, p. xix;) t. 432, p. 30."1; Temporal, 
Comte's, t. 767, p. 488; hi$ Spirit uni, do., 
t. 768, do.; Law governing mninly, the 
Go,·emor in SuborJi.n11tion to it, do. ; in 
the eeuse of Rule, ia Masculine, t. 803, p. 
502; eee Plmtarchnl Government. 

Govi:a1nuNTA.I. DrvEBsmJ:B, all will be r&

concilcd through Uui\·ersology, lutegral
ism and Pantarchism ; Iutroduction, p. 
xix ; t. 56, p. 34; t. 482, p. 805. 

GonaNoa, Immediate and Ostensible, t. 7~, 
p. 488. 

GB.Ao&, Gracefuln~, Diagram No. 69, t. 928, 
p. Ml. 

Ga.urx.ui, of the Univcnie, c. 1, t. 1", p. 
10-l; Coleri<lge, c. 1-3, t. 380, p. 2'1; see 
Lnnirun:re. 

Ga.um B.uzs, Two, of Character, t. 309, p. 
223. 

GR&No DoCTRINA.I. ADIUITKE1'T, t. 1113, p. 
633. 

GR.L'<D ETRB, Le, = The Univel'1'al Tn1e 
Human World; the object of wor.<hip in 
the pince of G'l<l,.acrording to Comte, a. a, 
t. 36, p. 21 ; see Grand Man. 

GRAND EvotUTioN, of Scientific lllethoda, L 
683, p. 413. 

GRAND F &aRIOATION, of whole Armory of 
Truth, t. 1111, p. 632. 

QILUQ) M.ur, The; =The Unh·ersal Human 
World; the object of worship in the place 
of God, according to Comte, a. 3, t. 36, p. 
21 ; Swedenborg'11, t. 82, p. ~; = Human
ity entire, t. ~ p. 807, Swedeuborg; Le 
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Grand Etre, C-0mte, etc., t. 971, p. 571 ; 
see Grand Etre. 

Ga.um Ma.uuu, or H.A.RKoirT, lU, (1728), 
t. lO~S, p. 6S9; .Musical Octavca, t. 1031, p. 
601; Diagram ~o. 78, do., p. 6011; L 1032, 
1038, do.; of Science, NtrllBD M, t. lOM, 
P· 603. 

Ga.um 0PPOlltTll DOO'l'IWIB8, Two, iu Re
ligion, Phil0:i0phy, aud Practical Life, c. 2, 
t. 11111, p. 687. 

GJU.l(D ORDua, of Genernliz.atioo, Two, t. 
1009, p. ;;s9. 

Ga.um B.&ooirrolLllTION, New Cat.holio 
Church, lutroductiou (Note), p. viii; Ra
tioual, of all Sohoola aud Sects, t. 71, p. <1.2; 
t. 78, do. ; t. 79, p. "; the, of All Doo
trinN, t. <1.1', p. Z89 ; c. 1, 2, do., p. 290 ; 
o. 8, t. '30, p. 803 ; OUl only come through 
the Uuiverul Science, t. 1°'8, p. 611 ; 'l'he, 
'!ie Crowning Ha.rmony of Humo.uity, t. 
1111, p. 682; t. 1112, do.; will have been 
effected, t. 1123, p. 639. 

Guv1unoN; extended ft-om Atoms to 
WorlJs; Individuals in Society, t. 891, p. 
277; Comte, t. '50, p. 818. 

Giu.r, Botany, t. 81', p. 226; hie System ot 
Clll88if!cation, t. <1.90, p. 860.' 

GBLt.T Cawa, The, of One Hundred, or One 
Tbou!!lllld Y ean1, t. '80, p. 299 ; Victor 
Hugo"s New N"tiouality, o. 1, t. '30, do.; 
expcctocl iu the Churches, t. '31, p. 300 ; 
c. 2, do., t. '82, p. 805; t • .j,M, p. 807; 
aa propcunded by Hc'l\·itt, o. 5, t. .j,M, p. 
808 ; tc atfeot the Earth itself, do. ; 
Fourier's Idea of; New Creations, do. 

"0BLt.T DJ:u," the, what, t. 687, p. U'l. 
0BLt.T.EllT SDIPLIOIT'I', Law of, (Funda

mental with Comte); see Tmmuoy TO 

EQtr.t.TlO:f. 
GBUJt l'mLOIOPBY, begins in Positive 

Chaos; arises thence to Elemeute, t. 90-93, 
pp. M, 55 ; different Schools of, fouuded 
ou dilfcrent Element~, t. 91, p. M; antici
pal:ell modern Schools, t. 91, 92, pp. M, 55; 
the Materioid stage of Naturo-Metaphyr.ic, 
t. 981 p. 55; POAitive, t. 106, p. 65; sym
bolized by the Number Oue, t. 120, p. 69; 
tended to Natural Science, t. 121, p. 70. 

Gaomm, Poeitive and Negative ; Some&l:iiig 
aud Noihing; PelYia and Skull; S~ i 
4S5, p. 826; .Negative, of Being, Taible Ne. 
89, t. 658, p. 897 ; P06itive, of Cooim
Exlo1tenoe, do., do.; Heam, End, Chal;.
beus, c. 1, t. 786, p. <i.75; lndividualit)', 
achieved, the, of all True Society, t. ';~t, p. 
<l.M. 

Gaomm FLOOa; ace Lower Story. 
Gaow\a), Cardiwil; Series Ordinal, t. ill, 

p. 157; m SPAo•; t. 220, p. 158; orvm. 
bne aud of Corrcapcuding PriDciplea, i. 

'55, p. 826 ; of KanteAD <Megorit-s, ~ L 
'57, p. 8Z8; of Fiugen1 nnd Tot:a, t. '-'>i, p. 
829; Upper 2, Double, t. '58, p. 330; U. 
gital, c. 7, t. 508, p. 860 ; of Rib$ and Ver
tebrm, o. 8, do., p. 361; o( Numben, in 
Cardinal Series ; Fir&t, in, t. 658. p. .s7 i 
bpiritual Uuity of Object.a in, u S«ieC? Iii 
lodividuals, t. Tl>9, p. "84; of Digital .S11m
beni, composition or, t. S.'>6--859, pp. ~ 
52'; Diagram No. 58, t. 859, p. 5:U; t. 

861, do. ; of Cardinal N umeratioo, l Sbi, p. 
628. 

Gaot:'PLLL Ciwu.orn, of Cardioal Numm
tion, t. 86S, p. M!S. 

Gaotll'fl A.lfD SUIU, Numerical, L 8~3, I' 
529; ComparalOJ,rical, t. 942, Ha, p. 561.l; iD 
ILtrmony, ldu.sical and Societary, t. 9'9, p. 
568. 

GaoUP-Suma, of Cardiual Numbcra, t. •;er, 
p. 467. 

GBt'NDUBTD, Germau for Pri.ociplee, t. i'tl, 
p. 49~. 

Gun.De, Separate, Sociologically, iu the Bodr, 
t. <i.53, p. 32:!. 

GvLLBT, Throat, Alimentary' Canal, Puip
tory, t . .j,-08, p. i86. 

GtrLLIVU, Lilliputiam, Big-endiana DI 
Little-<indiana, t. 991, p. 677. 

G TlDf All'rlo, Vocal ; PhouetiC!I, Val ne of; t 
4-'>4, p. 846 ; is true beginning-point of 
Future Eduoatioual System, do. ; do. of 
the Uuitlcation of the Speech ohll Nati<llll. 
do. ; lntelleotual and Traoacendenal, L 
6'4, p. <1.52. 

GTID!All'rlOI, alluded to, a. a, L '9, p. 
26. 

H. 

ILU>u, related etymologioall7 to Shades, o. 
10, t. '58, p. 831. 

HAIB or Tllll HJW>, in relation with tbe 

Neok, Throat, and Cheat, c. a, 10, l 4.U, 
pp. 824, 831 ; Analogue of Shade or Sha
dow f.-om dome of bo.ilding ; of \ eil ; ~ 
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Long Hair of women, meaning of, c. .{, t. 
4~, p. 824; Strength from, Sampson ; ln· 
tuition aided by, do., p. 826. 

JIA.Lnax, tll'llt regular stage of Partism, t. 
lltH, p. 198; Duiamal, t. 2M, p. 194. 

llALP·J4w, c. 7, t. 603, p. 860. 
lliLP·KNoWLJU>Oll, from traversing the road 

oue w11y, a. 8, c. 32, t. 186, p. 87. 
B.u.nEllll, = Dilfereutiatiou or Analysis, t. 

8111, p. 226; tln;t step in Regular Subjco
bve or Internal Distribution, t 321, p. 227. 

BALI'· TB1lTIUI = FalBehooda, necetl8Ary Factors 
or"l'rutlle, a. 81. t. 267, p. 219 ; c. 86, t. 603, 
p. 3i4. 

B.u.o, Film~, Radiatione, t. 618, p. 433; eee 
"Sphere." 

B.a.LVEll, Ta1aoe, FoUBTH1; Fractional Head· 
N ninbeno, t. 222, p. 158 ; beginning of 
Fractionality, t. 8061 p. 222; = One, One, 
(1; 1), t. 482, p. SU. 

li..um.TON (Sir Wilham), hia division of 
mind, aame 1111 Kant, t. 211, p. 16; on the 
\erm Ideology, c. 1, t. 118, p. 67; mention
ed, a. 15, c. 82, t. 186, p. 90; furni$bts ?rLts-
1100 with acconn\ of C<Mtmical Conception•, 
t. 866, p. 261 ; Real Preaentationiam, t. 14,, 
p. 289; and Reid, t. 4111, p. 290 ; t. 419, p. 
293; criticised by Mill ; sec Mill 

l:IAlfD, and Heart, to be governed by tho 
Rc:&d, t. 17'1, p. 127; Flexibility of, mean· 
ing of, t. 458, p. 330; c. 6, t. 503, p. 359 ; 
distribution of repeats that of body, t.1038, 
p. 605 , Typical Plan of Bones of, t. 1039, p. 
606 , Right; see Right Hand. 

BAJrD P.u, Basis reached by Radical Analy
aifi, t. 4.83, p. ~. 

lLt.BuKD, Prof. Thomas, of the Pantarcbal 
U ni\·eNity, mention of, o. 85, t. 8631 p. 526. 

HABKomo L.lwe, t. 977, p. 672. 
H4Bllo1no NvXBEBll; see Sacred Numbers. 
H.t..R11omo ORDltll, of Society ; involves and 

rest~ on 1NDIVIDtl4LlTT and UlflTT, t. 808, 
p. 219. 

BABllomo Soo111TT, Laws of Harmony, Mn
eic, Fourier, t. 949, p. 668; t. 950, 951, do.; 
LAw OP TBll S11111u, of, do. 

"IJ4JUloir1.u," "Distribution of the," Fou
rier, t. 4811, p. 84.9. 

B.a.JU10KT, and Charm, Fourierhotlo Prin
ciple, al.rio Pantarohal, t. 66, p. 84. ; re
conciliation, of Ideas, t. 8-i, do., p. 47 ; com
posite and tran110endeot, c.1, do.; Co-opera
t;lve, of the Atrectlone, and the Conduct 
aecured by a jf:red Intellectual Centl'e of 
t' nity, t. 186, p. 130; F.a!tatio, oftbe Final 

Order of HnmBn Society, t. 302, p. 219; 
of IKDIVIDt:4LITT aud UNITY, t. ao;;, do.; 
}'i1111l, ot Truth, t. 414, p. 21!9; c. 1, 2, do., 
p. 1190 ; and High Hannony, for the R.ice, 
Fourier, t. 428, p. 2119 ; final Reigu of, on 
Earth, c. 5, t. 430, p. 801 ; t. 431, do. ; see 
Millenmum ; of Chri.Jtians, Infidel•, and 
He11tben, in prophecy, o. 7, do., p. 802; 
l!obu"t De.,.elopmeut of, t. 4.84, p. 307; 
New Creations and Earth-Changes at Ad
vent of, o. 5, t. 4114, p. 808 ; of High end 
Low; of Exact and Inexact, t. 90i, p. M8; 
= l\llh'iC, t. 94.3, p. 660; of NumbeN, t. 948, 
p. 662; t. 950, 9111, p. 563; Laws of Mu
sical and Societary, t. 949, p. 563; Con
jugal ; lntegralism ; two Ends or Egg, t. 
991, p. 678; of Faith and Skepticism, a. 13, 
t. 9118, 999, p. 587 ; of Movement, relation 
of to Nuptilll Form, t. 1068, p. 618; Uni
versal Type or, Reoouciliation of Contraries, 
t. llll, p. 632; Tbe Crowning, of Hu
manity, do.; of Contl'll!lt, higher than of 
Affinity, t. 1118. p. 633; between Opposite 
Doctrine11, do.; Uni variant, do.; will re
sult, t. 1128, pp. 638, 639; General; aoe 
Rcooncili11tive Harmony of ldeu. 

ll.ut111a (Thos. L.), Arcana of Christianity, 
<'hurncterizcd, c. 1, t. 420, p. 294 ; Pscudo
Ccle..;tial, not in a bad senae, c. 26, t. 5031 p. 
86S. 

H4BTLllY, bis theory of Perception, Mill, a. 9, 
c. 32, t. 136, p. 88. 

H4TCBJwo, of Brahminioal Egg, t. 991, p. 678. 
lll.u>, the, of Man, symbol of lntclligcnoo 

or Knowing; Diagram No. 2, t Typical 
Tableau), t. 41, p. 24.; t. 42, p. ~5; 1111d 
Face, Features of, a. l, do. ; A 1111lo;tue of 
Anatomy, do., p. 26 ; in service of Heart, 
t. 68, p. 3li ; Type of, Water, t. 94., p. 67 ; 
Head of the Head, t. 9-i, do. ; a880Ciated 
with Light, Eye, Brow, t. 95, p. 68; 
Nature's hieroglyphic of Light (through 
Mirror, Water, Eye), t. 97, p. 69; between, 
and Heart, the Breathing or 8piritual Re
gion, t. 98, do.; type of Knowledge or In
telligence, t. 104., p. 61; related to Number 
One, t. 117, p. 69; a. 9, c. 32, t. 186, p. 88; 
is deetiued to preside over Heurt and 
Hand, t. 177, p. lff ; rccondles Contra 
aud Abo.,.enCM, o. 6, t. 231, p. 181 ; the 
3rd Story of Hody, t. 285, p. 209; tt· 
peats Man, t. 2S7, p. 211 ; Dome of Temple, 
do.; and Brain, the Anal<>iz'ue of Hea
ven, L 4.-08, p. 286; Analoi?ne of l\l11n, 
Heaven, Intclliirenoe, t. "6, p. 816; t. 448, 
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p. 316; t. 4511 p. 818; of God in Heaven, t. 
453, p. :121 ; <.:entre of Animism, do., p. 322 1 

and Trunk, Analogical An11tomy of, l. 464, 
p. 834; "lluo or TUB Co11.1111B," t. 4761 p . 
Ml; is the Symbol of Scieuloe, e.• Trunk of 
Nature, c. 4, t. 603, p. 858; Human, la 
Ovoidal, t. M3, p. 394; Halo on, t. 618, p. 
438 (see "Sphere"); potiition of at Top, t.. 
836, p. 4411 ; = Curd10i8mu•, t. 671, p. (59; 
Analogies of Head Numbers, t. 706, p. 467; 
Bead of Individual In Logicul Order, do.; 
of Anthropoidule, and Point, Substance; 
Trunk, Form; t. 882, p. 532; of Anthro 
poid, taken BA e. F1z-td B<Ui&, the Trunk, as 
a Prot:tu or Oml&nuatitH: AdjJJnd of, t. 892, 
p. 536 ; a Pivot, do. ; how Analogue of 
Umt; Trunk of Two, t. 8941 896, pp. 636, 
688; Diagrams NOii. 62, 63, pp. 538, 689; 
the Dome.in 01' Logical Connection, t. 958, 
p. 66;;; repeat.I Child, Fmtus; Type of 
Sdcnce and M10d, t. 975, p. 572; rqJreMnU 
P.ydwki<J!t. do. ; = Focus of the Body, t. 
980, p. r,73, Analogy of with Single Unit, 
t. 1075, p. 620; Analogue of Fmtus; de
veloped from within the Body, t. 10771 

1078. p. 622. 
Huo PoNEI; see Bonea of Head. 
JIEAI> Fotu1s, t. 986, p. 1)71). 

ll.t:AD ~ VKBERll, GrauJ, ONE, Two, T!nucE, t. 
2~1, p. lliS; Curdmal, and Ordinal, echo 
of, t. 2451 p. 187 ; Fractionul, do. ; lu
dctcrrninat-O, do. ; Cardmal, u Clefs ot 
Spencerian Distribution of the Sciences, 
t. 247, p.188, t. 269, p.196; t. 271, p.198; 
Odd aud Even; Concrete and Abstract, t. 
477, p. 342; Analogue (iuvel"llely) of Hu
man llrnd, t. 706, p. 467. 

IlllAD Trns, of all Elaborated Form, GLOBS· 
nnd l'l'nB, t. 778, p. 493. 

IlliLTH, Di><ease and Cure, of the Individual 
and of Society; Ezact Analogy between, t. 
984, p. r.75 ; t . 985, do. 

HnRINo, and Speaking, Analogy of with 
eoition, t. «8, p. 317. 

lh:A.111' (or Left Side), of Man, Diagrnm 
No. 2 (Typical Tublean), t. 41, p. :M, Sym
bol ofl..ove, Affection, Feeling, t. 42, p. 25 ; 
allied with Function or internal Action, 
and circulation of the blood, a. 2, t. 42, 
do.; Analogue of Phy•iology, do.; witb 
Sentiment or Affection, of Comte, t. 42, p. 
26 ; scn·ed by the He:id, t. 58, p. 35 ; Ana
logue of Heat, t. 95, 96, p. !18; t. 97, p. 59; 
between, nnd Head, the Breathing or Spi
ritual Region, t. 981 do. ; type of Senti-

mentor Aft'ectlon, t. IM, p. 61 ; anJ Hmd. 
to be governed by the H-1, t. 117, p. 1:!7, 
and Lungti, Rhythm of, Swed1=nborg, c. ;, 
t. 608, p. 361. 

. llE.&.T, U80Ciated with Life, Heart, Bloo.l, 
.Affection, t. 95, p. 68; with Centrul F°"""" 
and Molten Interior of' Earth, do.; ILli
mntely related to Light, and they 11'.!i 
Heart and Head, t. 103, p. 61 ; of Hesrt tnie 
of Sentiment or AJl'ection, t. I°', 10.5, do.; 
Swedenborg, c. 2-3, t. lOS, p. 62; = ~pl
eion, Hickok, t. 891, p. 277; m Socinl ~ 
mnin = Attraction, do. ; Internal F or<t, L 
607, p. 361 ; see Fire, Thermotice. 

HuT&EN, their prO!!pe<'tive developmst, c. 
7, t. 430, p. 302 ; e. 9, do., p. 303. 

HuvEN(s), stand above and J"ef't m !lit 
Hells, t. 81, p. 45; in the form of a 111111, 

do. ; the Grand and Divine .Mun, Swedtn
borg, t. 82, do.; Notation for, t. 300, ~!, 
p. 218; of the Three, Swedenborg, t. ~ 
do.; the Spiritual World, "the Lord ill 
Heoven," S'll<edenborg, t. 861, p. 21'.S; L 

862, p. 259 ; Analogue of Tnu:i!ttnden1&.L 
i8m, t. 406, p. 284 ; the Old not perm· 
nent, t. 407, p. 285; bas Its Anulogue witlill 
ue, t. 408, do. ; m Brain and Ilead, cio.; 
the Higher Interior World; in SpW
World, or m .Mind, t. 4-08, p. 286; no .\~ 
lute Separation of from Hells, t. '°9, do., 
The New and The Old, do.; t. 411, p. 25:'. 
t. 412, p. 288; and Hell, Ai>o;olute, n
pl11Ced by Relative, do., p. 289; .Evil m, 
do.; Table 30, t. 419, p. 293; the Tbrtt 
Swedenborgian, chBJ'a('terized, t. 4211, p. 
2~4; Universologiea1l modlfteatic>n, c. 1, 
do. ; all within the Primismu" of Der.lo['" 
ment, t. 421, do. ; assum<'d to bo ab.>111 
to reverse their Action in the Fature, L 

422, p. 295 ; the Three, of SwedenboJV. L 

428, p. 299; The Primitive ; The TJ'lll.4-
tional; The Ulterior, t. 433, p. sos; tht 
Spiritual of the Past, a Fmtal Brain, L ~ 
do.; and .Earth, the Old and the Ne•, do., 
:P· 807. 

Huvr I.mu, Symbolism or~ t. 573, 5H ; 
Diugrnm No. 22, p. 407; t. 575, p. (1)$. 

lhtAVY 8oelfDl1 Sonants, e. 3, t. 575, p. 4-0S. 
HEAVY 'l'nncos, Number-Analogue. o~ L 

693, p. 463. 
lh:BREW, Diacritical Pointe in, t. 004, p. 421; 

Philosophy; see Philosophy, Hebre•. 
H11ou, A bsolate Idenlil!m, c. 1, t. 89, p. o!; 

vncillntion of, as to beginning-point, r. 1, t. 
93, p. 55; eads in a sense, the Gel'!lllll .ic· 
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nlopment of Philosophy, t. 109, p. 65; 
Aiaten11 on a Limit '>etween the Something 
and the Nothing, and between Subject and 
Object, t. lH, p. 67; hia "SoKKTIWl'G = 
!\ommG," t. 120, p. 6Y I lacked the J&aW 

o( Logic nnd Nature, t. 168, p. 122; pro
tniae and disappointment of bis Syatem; 
agitation of Europe upon it; bis Dinlectic 
of Something and Nothing, t. 191, p. 133; 
his relation to lforadi tllll, a. 82, t. ~. p. 
161; 'fable 1, c. 1, t. 226, p. 163; on Tl1e 
A.b8olute, a. 7, t. 267, p. 201; a. 11, do., p. 
2-08; bia Dilllectic, Schwcglcr, t. 880, p. 
236; a. 8, t. 3.54, p. 252 ; Maaeon's State
ment of hie System, t. 37o-372, pp. 263-267; 
stands on the idea ol' Limit, t. 370, p. 263 ; 
bia Phil~ophy the Absolute DiAlectic, t. 
37a, p. 267; Notation of, do.; t. 87,, p. 268; 
Mind, Logic, Nature, t. '38, p. 810; his 
ett'ort, to revert t\'om Objective World to 
Mind, t. '"4, p. 81' ; mention of, t. '68, 
p.880; ref~rrcd to, t. '76, p. 3'-0; Somc
Uling = Nothing, and other Equatione like 
U, t. '86, '87, pp. 8'7, 8'8; bia Conception 
of Order of Creation illustratod, t. 680, p. 
•11 ; on Limit, t. 714, p. '611; without 
C.uio11 ol' CB1no1sx, t. 717, p. '70; hit 
11ystem not fruitful, do. ; . subdivides the 
Feminoid Hulf of Beiug only, t. 739, p. 
•77; Transcendentnlism of annihilates ap
peanwce 1111 nmlity, t. 810, p. 607; suboti
tutes Limit. d~. 

lbwsLIAlf EQUATIO"• Something and Noth
ing; Dialectic, t. 888, p. 278; Table 29, t. 
394, p. 279. 

H&IGRT, t. 28', p. 20S; tnllnc~a, of Per..on or 
&htlce; &ell Elongatiou ; repeat.~ Time, t. 
284, p. 20S ; t. 287, p. 211 ; of Edifice, t. 
1019, p. 693; repeat.t Anthropiam, Col
umn.., Caryatide~, t. 1026, p. 697 ; Pillar.., 
Tre&.<, Cedll?ll, do; Uprising, Perspective, 
t. toss, p. 62' ; see Altitude, Elongation. 

H&t.1oos!ITll10 PoemoK, t. 755, p. '82. 
llnu, Helicism, defined, t. 637, p. "7. 
HELL(&), Notation for, t. 800, p. 218; thelowe.•t 

range of Ghost-World, or of Mind, t. '°5, 
p. 283; repeat thu World, do., p. 284; and 
Earth, reepeet:lbllity or, t. 407, p. 2.% ; An .. 
Jogaea of in Body, below, t. '4>11, p. 286; 
no AWul1 Soparation of &om lleavoo, t. 
409, do.; t. ,11, p. 2S7; t. 412, p. 288; 
Good in, do.; Table 80, t. '19, p. 293. 

HsLllROLTS, Prof., t. 62, p. 89. 
HsJOaPIUBU, of Being, Something and 

Nothing, t. 260, p. 193; aee Hal&m; Man 

and W oinan, so thought by Plato, t. 822, p. 
228; of Planet 81ld of the Heavens revcut 
Sexes in Society and Side-Halves of luJi
vldunl Body, t. 828, p. 2:111; and Bride
groom and Bride, t. 82', do. ; of the 
Brain, Mnle and Femnle, c. 1, t. '35, p. 
809; Sundered, of Knowledge, uuitod, t. 
'99, p. 366; of Thought, charncteri~tic of 
the largest Philoeophies heretofore, c. 22, t. 
603, p. 866 ; below and above, t. 6;>6, p. 
'66; Something and Nothing, aa such, t. 
712, p. 'Gii ; Man and Woman aa, Plato, t. 
1066, p. 616. 

HJIJOPLEGIA, on-ided Paralysis, symbol· 
ism of, t. 322, p. 228 ; Plato's idea of Man 
and Womnn &:1 hnlves, do.; tho Sociologi
cal Analogue of, t. 982, p. 67 lo ; t. l o:il>, p. 
616. 

Hu, and Cock, t. 988, p. 576; Fignree of 
F.gg-Form, Diagram No. 7,, t. 900, p. 677; 
see .Erg. 

H.UBT (Joseph, Prof.), Somntology, Table 7, 
t. '°• p. 28 ; and t. 3112, p. 277 ; Etberiu, t. 
63, p. 39 ; t. 675, p. 460. 

HBQUJIKBOUBG, (Rev. C. L.), bia view o( 

Second Coming, Millenuium, Last Judg
ment, etc., c. '-6, t. '3(l, p. 801 ; c. 1, t. 
431, p. 8°'. 

Illl:llAoLITua, Conciliation of Contraries, a. 19, 
t. 204, p. Ir.3; a. 31, do., p. 160; Pou.B 
A11TA0011111J1, IKllxruoNABILITT, Co!IVEBT
mLs IDENTITT, 'i'sBXJNAL C0Nvsu10K 

INTO 0Pl'081TU, do.; nil i& and u not, 1. 

82, do., p. 161; on the Uuiveraal aud tho 
Pll!'1!,·ul1r Faculty in Man, a. 88, do. 

Hi:axnu., C886 of, Embryouic Orgunization, 
type of all Organizution, c. 11-18, t. 136, 
pp. 78-80 ; cue repeawd in lluman Em
bryology, c. 28, do., p. 131. 

HslUlETloe, the, He who can name can ccn
trol, Introduction, p. xxxiii. 

ll&wl'TI', Simou C., Spiritunl Order of Archi
tecture in Fonn of Female Body, c. 1, t. 
, .. ,3, p. 821. 

H1csos, (Lnuren11 P., Dr.), diacarda Matter; 
substitutes Force; n Stnnding-againsi-each
other of Opposite forces ; will of God ulti
mated as .Matter, t. 65, p. '°; tho Ameri
can Kant, t. 13', p. 7 4 ; entitled to more 
attention; C<H>rdinatea Theology and Phil
osophy; his new doctrine of Foroe., t. 
183, 18', do.; his dillCrimination between 
Principles 11Dd 1''acts, a. 28, e. 82, t. 188, p. 
94; his foroes, t. 177, p. 127; dieelaim~ the 
preteneion of discovering a Uuit;ing 
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Scheme of Ideu, t. 199, 198, p. 184 ; his 
autuority that the claim ia not irreverent, 
do. ; hid di&criminatlon and deftnition of 
Jo'u~-i:. alld Principlee; Faith and Knowl
e,lge; lml.uctive, or Empirical oud Rational, 
or Tfllll>l<lendcntill Scienoo; lde1111 aud Lo•is, 
Knowledge aud Science, L 1-9, t. 193, 
pp. 136-142; applies Tru..-u.14nlal to Sci
ence, t. 403, p. 282; t. 476, p. 84-0; oxbibita 
evidence of the inftuenoe of Comte, t. 1097, 
p. 626 ; repre8entative of Artoid Stag11 of 
Nuturo·Mutaphyaic, do., do. 

llu:nARCBY (or Pyramid), of the Scien003, 
Comte, t. 86, p. 21 ; and t. 451, p. 819; en
larged meaning of, t. 924, 926, p. f>5ll; (&ee 
Cone); of Mucnli&m aud Feminiism ooUBti
tuteJ, t. 1119, p. 686. 

HrnaooLYPHI, of The Infinite, in Science, t. 
Mt!, p. ll\11; Nature's of Principles, ana
logue• with Humun Figure, t. 986, p. 575. 

"lhou llAllllO.NY," Fourier, t. 981, p. 656. 
H1oa l'BACTJOAL TRUTH; aee Complex Truths. 
lJJN00011J1, Kalunkee Incarnation, c. 7, t. 

4~0, p. 802. 
Hrnooo l'111Lo1opay, Ab&olutoid, Pnenmato

Uuivcnml; Analogue o7 Pure Space and 
"Time, t. 87, p. 51 ; wipes out all di@crimi· 
nations; or oonfouncla all; a Negatho 
Chaos, t. SS, do. ; ftl'!lt to reach the Aboio
lut~, t. 89, do. ; doctrine of Annihilation, 
do.; per.ionitled iu Brahm, do. ; more in, 
than mere Ncgution; all schools repreaenteu 
in, c. 1, t. 89, p. 58; Negative, t. 106, p. 
Ila; ~ymbolilled by Zero, t. 120, p. 69; 
tended to Metapbysica and Mathematics, 
t. 121, p. 70; Brahminical Egg, t. 991, p. 
578; broader th1111 Chri&tillllity, do. 

limos, (Latin Cardo, whence Ca.rdinal), t. 
214, p. 158. 

H1Nos-u11, Cardiniam, O!Bce of Linc, t. 691, 
p. 419 ; B.A.LilOSD V JBBATJOlf of, t. 692, do. 

HJ?ros·Ponrr, of Beings, illnstrnted by the 
single Unit, hinging between Outer Series 
of lntegel'8 and Inner Series of Fractiona 
and lnftnitesimnla, t. 1072, p. 620 ; develop
ment of the idea, t. 1078-1076, do. 

TI11TORJOAL Oansa; ~ee Natural Order. 
li18TOBY, Va.oder Weyde, t. 886, p. 239; 

Phi!O!<ophy of; see l'hiloeophy ofHi&tory. 
HJTOeoov11: (Genl. E. A.), Work& of on Spi• 

ritunl Subject.a, c. 26, t. 608, p. 868. 
llo, Chinese for Hnnnony =Cardinality, Or

dinnlity, c. 4-8, t. 786, p. 476. 
BooABTB· 1 Lum, t. 9ll9, p. 656 ; Diagram 

No. 70. 

llooABTllUlf hnlfcm.z, O( Beauty; 0JD. 
pLxu1e.1 aud Higuer Deg1- of, e. a, L 
"53, p. 829; Lura, of Beauty, Di.lagn.m ~o. 
10, t. 6111, p. 871 ; t. 618, p. :s7ll; t. 6lf, p. 
37'; Diilgnun No. 11, t.. 620, p. 378; t. &11:, 
do. ; it.I Lower and Hig!ier Degftd al 
E'l"olution0 o. 1, t. 886, p. 684: ; t. 888, p. 
635. 

lloLIH1188; Selr-Centering Unity, t.. aot, p. 
2~3. 

Hon CITY, t. 428, p. 29:i ; t. 1123, p. 639; • 
New Jeru9111em. 

HoLY GaoaT, tue, Jilorphic Allalogae of, L 
637, p. 447. 

HOlllILY, t. 1!2, P· 15. 
lloML'"-'L K1NoDOJ1 Arti&m of Nature, L 

88~, p. 53:;, 
lloK.:&OPATBY, potentinlizing theory of, .AM

WtfU6 of Fractil>ll4 d<J111n to I~ L 
1078, p. 62!!. 

Ho11101olllBU, Ano.xagoTM, a. 36, t. 204; p. 
164. 

HoJUS01'TAL, changed to Perpendicular, L 
211, p. lt!; Dingram No. 2 (Typical TablQG), 
t. 41, p. 24. 

HoBIZONTALITT, Analogue or Analogic, I.SM, 
p. ·'14; l'erpeu<licularity and lnclinalion = 
Statutology, t. 627, 628, p. 441 ; relatod to 
Three Kingdoms, do. ; and t. 629, 63\l, pp. 
441, 4411; t. 631, p. 442; Lateral, t.. 108$, p. 
624; Fore-and-At\, do. ; t. 1089, do. 

Ilolt8ll, Anlbiun ; lle11d, Beck and Neck, l 
929, p. 566; Diagram No. 70, do. 

llou1t, The, of Birth, -, t. 434, p. ~ 
Houas, my Futher'a, m11ny maw;ions, t. 6,, p. 

41 ; illustrative of Society, Internally, L 
807, 308, p. 222; Externally, t. 310, p. HI; 
externally related, Objecth·e, Socilll, t.. 841, 
p. 619; Ediftce, Temple, t. 903, p. Mt; 
Diagram No. M, do. ; • t. 924, p. 602; tee 
Temple. 

Horu, David, a membor of the Uni'l"el"l!ity, 
Introduction, p. xiii; his Introdnctory i-
per, do., pp. xni-xxviii. 

Huoo (Victor); hi& prophecy of a wooderfW 
New Nation, c. 1, t. 480, p. 299. 

IlUJUlJ Bour, Analogy of with .Astronomy, 
t. 27 4, p. 200 ; Bi-lateral Symmetry of, L 
481, p. 343; 1pecial Domain to ill1111tn1e 
Fonu, t. 497, p. 856 ; Part.I of numerically 
distributed, c. i, t. 603, p. 367 ; Sobedult 
of Distribution of, c. 7-9, t. 503, pp. 
859-361; 1111 a1reoted by Meohanieal Fom, 
t. 622, p. 438; Vegetative and Animal 
S111tema within, t. 633, p. '" ; llorpltio 
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Composition of, Spe1118r'a " Fairy Queon," 
L 1, c. 1. r.. 903, p. M7 ; Fint Graud Di
't'iaion of, Qoanen, t.1087, p. 604; Ana
logy of with Numerical Series, t. lOil-1075, 
p. 620; developed nom the Unit, t. 1076, p. 
621; t. 1078, p. 82il; 1011 Body. 

H111UJJ F1ouu. Typioal Plan of, Anulogue of 
l'hmet iwJ Trail, t. 6iO, p. ~~; Uiugrl&Dl 
No. 4.5, do.; t. 671, do.; of Totality of 
Vniverse, do.; impreued on every thing, 
c. 1, t, t. 895, pp. 538, 539; and Egg-Fonn 
interblended, t. 987-1000, pp. 67&-582; 
Diagram No. 7•, t. 990, p. 677. 

H 'l1Jl.Uf FoBX, t. 802, p. 600 ; t. 986, p. 676. 
lluiu.x Govmoa, in tha "Place of God," t. 

811, p. 224. 
Illlll.ur lIAlm, Typical Outlay of, referred to, 

c. 6, t. :i03, p. M9. 
Htlll.ur llllTBBVZl'ITloir, Comte, o. s, t.. 138, 

p. 77. 
IlUlWr NilllU, t. 99!1, p. 679. 
HUlWr OBOAXW111e, Tho Gl'81ld, t.. 811, p. 

SU; Primitive Type of Construction of, t. 
884, p. 617. 

lillJLUf R.A.oa, repeats Man Male, c. 1, t.1119, 
p. 6Sd ; repeat& God, do. 

H11JUM1TT, The Grand Man, t. 434, P• 
801. 

lluXBOLDT, and Oken, took the Con.irete Di
rection, t. 121, p. 7o. 

HllXll, employs I.be word " Pll88ion$" in 
Fourier's ae1111e, c. 1, t. 105, p. 62; a Nihil
ist, Mal!aon, c. 1, t. 868, p. 2ol. 

Humwm (hu~bandman), .Mania of the Earth, 
t. 1088, p. 818. 

H111am1TT, explained, and defended in the 
oompo~ition of werda, o. 1-9, t. 8, p. 2. 

HnaoLOGT, Vandcr Weyde, t. 838, p. 240. 
H-roWfs, the Troe, hued on Railical Allaly

aia, t. 484, p. MS. 
HYPllOTUIK, mentioned, o. ll, t. 5, p. 6. 
B TP08T.wa, Muoulold and Senectoid, a. .a, 

t. 204, p. 171. 
HUOTBDua, InclliW!on, t. 1088, p. SU. 

I. 

IDJUL, re!ated to Brow, and, through Chest, 
t.o Spi,.;tual, c. 8, t. 9, p. 8. 

JDux. FJUJRwoaa:, of Line~, interposed be· 
tween Poiuk<, Objects, Uuit.i = Relations, 
t. 603, p. 4~5. 

JD:a..u. OllTUT, of H11mnn Body; Schemative 
Lines; Typical Plana; Type-~'ol'IDll, t. <iM, 
p. 825. 

ID:a..u. lJ:inTT, 1-lt of Something and Noth
ing, t. 280, p. 193; Spherical Wholeneee, 
do. ; still back of Wholeneu and Partneaa, 
t. 2115, 266, p. 194; of Society, represented 
in a Pivot or Chief, t.. 781, p. '85; t.. 7621 

ID:a..u.mx, of Berkeley, and Fichte, t.. 86, p. 
-i-0; c. 82, t. 136, p. 88; and Senfl&tional
wm, Morell, a. s, do., p. 88 ; (TranBCeD
dentaliam, Spiritualism, !dy~tioism}, a. 9, 
do., p. 87; baa for Analogues Nervous Sys
tem, Brain, Mind, Eye, Sight, with ita Re
iloctors, do. ; Man and Head of Man, do., 
p. 8rJ; re.•tated, t. 897, p. 280 ; repeated 
by Tnmfcendentallam, t. 436, p. 808; Pure, 
Tulk, o. 17, t. 503, p. 864; Pore, or Plato, 
Type-Fonna creative ; reveraal or Sweden
bol'Jr's statement, c. M, t.. do., p. 873. 

ID&AJ.18T theory of Perception, a. 6, 6, o. H, 
t. 1S6, p. 8'. 

lDULtTT, or Law, a. 9, c. 89, t.. 188, P· 87. 
1Du(1), =Form~, derivation of, t. 1.0, p. 

101; in the .Mind and in Nature, their 
Analogues, t. 141, p. 101; aud Lawe, dia
orhniruited, Hickok, a. 8, and Note, t. 
198, pp. 189, 1.0; Plato'• doctrine or, 
Thought raised above Sensation, a. 46, 
t. 204, p. 169 ; Forms, = Line or Lin~, 
t. 899, p. ll81 ; birth or into Mind = Spirita 
entering Spirit--World, t. 4<>1t, p. 283: but 
by Real Prellentationiem, Hamilton, noteep
arated 1'rom Beal Object, implying Immor
tality (for Man) In tbe Body, t. 418416, 
pp. 989-299; tend to Heann, to Hell, or 
are in iniermeJiate state, t. 418, p. 292; eee 
Fonn. 

IDLA.PUOlflOWl, the Principle of that Knowl
edge which addreeeee ltaelf to the In<li
vidual Mind, a. 83, t. 204, p. 181 ; range of 
Moral Evil, a. M, do., p. 169; plooe In 
Unlnnological M<>rale, a. 85, do., p. 1G8; 
a. 88, do., p. 166. 

IDUTI01', theoril'tl or, t. 397, P· !8(1. 
IDIUl'TITT, of the Identity with the Non-Iden

tity, Herbart, t. 209, p. lU; of Type in the 
Conatltutlon or Snbetance and Number 
(Limitation), t. 2.'>3, p. 191; Convertible; 
- Convertib!c Ideutity; Souud aud Sen11C. 
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IDBr."TITY or J....t.w Df M.U'l'lliB ~ Mnm, t. 
640, p. 449 ; bctweeu Sc.euce and l'hila&
opby; bow, t. 8061 p. 60/i; IM Law, Iden
tity. 

IDlliOLOOY, applied by Terminal Convonion 
to Meteriali•tic Philosophy, o. 1, t.113, p. 67. 

b>o1....t.nr, war with by the J cwa, mea1Jlug of, 
t. 7-l, p. <&3; townrda Chnrch, Pictnrea, lm
agee, Bible, Sabbath or Sanday, etc.1 t. 
682, p. •12. 

lLLc11TUnon ; BOe Diagrammatic Wuat;ra.. 
tioM. 

lLLUll'l'IUTIVlli DlliP.l.llTXDT1 of Beiug, Fou, 
t. •9ll, p. 3.;:;. 

}KJlllJ>IATS Eln'llBIOBIT'I', t. 810, P· 112'. 
lxxu111 l"o:11TB&JUU, affirmed, t. 1120, p. 

637. 
horoau.rrr, of Base· Lino, t. 660, p. 398. 
h1xoDYTY, prevailing 1deaa of', repngned by 

Natnre, Science and Art, o. 2, t. 4.68, p. 
823. 

I KKOBT ALrn', of' the Soul, relation a of to 
Science, c. f, t. 9, p. 7; in the Body, t. 
fl3-416, pp. 28~-292; la it the De.;tiny 
of Yan r t. •111, p. 291; the my11ury of the 
ages, f16, do.; t. '8f, p. 807 ; o. 1-5, do., 
pp. 307-308 ; affirmed, and denied, t. 11201 

p. 637. 
lKKllTABJLIT'I' or I.Aw, Comte, t. '60, p. 

318. 
lllroemti.s, the, effort to accomplish, n

sary or useful, t. '8f, p. 8'6. 
hn>uo!l'..t.TIOJJ1 a prior kind of', by the 

Women, of the Man, a. 111 c. 82, t. 186, p. 
89; preliminary, feminoid, t. '°°• p. !181; 
the MllMluline Act anbsequent and reftex1 
do., p. 282; t. ~. p. 283; t. •27, p. 
298. 

lKPREl!llon, emmeo111, to be guarded against, 
in reacllog this work, JotTOdoction, p. 
xxxix ; ou the Mind ; related to Sensation; 
defined, t. '°°• p. 281 ; a preliminary fe· 
minoid impregnation, do. 

Ixo..t.B:11..1.noir, of God in Man, what and how, 
t. 681, p. •11. 

JNoH, FoOT, ELL, t. '-52, p. 821. 
JNolPlllilfOY, of )lovement, in Creation, t. 5561 

p. 39.5; involves Time, do.; t • .557, do. 
lNCJP111i11T, Medial, and Final Pivotal Po

sition In Seriation of Sciento-l'biloaophio 
Univel'l!al Principlee, t. •M, p. 38'. 

llfOIBOllll, c. 7' t. 603, P• 360. 
broI.Df..i.noir, of' Postnre, related to Morals, t. 

•53, p. 822; Perpendicularity, Horizontal
ity1 = Stabiliology1 t. 627, 628, p. "1; re-

lated to Three Kingdo~ do., &lid t. et. 
680, pp. "1, «2; i. 631, p • .,.ii; iucl~ 
all .Mechanicel Principlea, t. 686, p. <&{;. 
Line of, t. 1088, p. 6~; aee lnolined LU!t. 

lwcI.ll!Sl> LDB, Type of lbthematia., t. ~;, 
p. <&22; Diugnima NOB. S!9, so, t. DB, p. 
f28; Diagram No. 31, t. lillll, do. 

Iwcu1nD l'L..t.:lllli; i;ee Wedge-Form. 
llfcLllll8K, &11euce of All the Mecbanict! 

l'rincivlee •ntl of Jilotiou, t. 238, p. l~; 
Tali Uw1nll8..t.L P&DOCJPL& or ~ 
.um or .MoVEJIEllT; the Culmiuation or i\ 
Spiraliam, t. 636, p. "6; t. 637, p. ""j L 

638, do. 
llfCOOJUUBILDT, and Incomprehensibility, or 

'l'he Abdolutc; WhAt, L 118., t. 267, p. l!li. 
llfcow:u!l'os, and ColU!f'OtOI ol Society, t. 

8"2, p. 519. 
1•00B.EB11Nc111:11, PractlCAl, of' Society, will bt 

cured, through Ouivenology, lutegral.ism, 
and Pnutarchiam, t. 67, p. M. 

lNoous:RENO'I'. of Human AJr.ilrs m the Pm&, 
t. ll19, p. 636. 

hrooKPLETlli l'oernvlllTll, a. 6, t. 999, p. 5.53. 
lll'OOllPRKUENBIBILJT'I', etc., of The .Abtiolt11t; 

whnt, a. 28, t . 267, p. 216. 
bollllillENTB, of Velocity of Falling Bodi-, l 

1035, p. 6°'· 
llrl>ICTlliRJmun, Fou ~ N~ L .S.-, 

p. 82U; t. 6011, p. 86'; Number ~ -
Regularity, t. 610, p. 865; Form do., p. 
366; &till lllwlesa, do., COl'l'f'eponda willa 
Nature, do.; t. 629, p. 382; Broken Liner., 
t. 8115, p. 1510. 

lll'l>:ETEJUUlfATS SllilUllll, of Nnmeration, On. 
MA.NT, ,\LL, t. 217, p. 11>5; .Analogue c•( 
Indefinite l\lotapbyaical Spe<"Ulation; t~ 
mDl!!t definite point attained by it; .Kat.t; 
do.; Echosophiabl go too far m rej~, L 

lll 8, p. 156. 
hmn&1U111<Ja1111e, of Number, t. 331, p. ~ ; 

of cucb Special Science, t. aa2, p. 23'i ; Od 
o(, do. 

IKJ>lliJ:, face la so, to body, L 1, t. f2, p. ts. 
l.Jm101A, of Advent ofa New Social Qrdu(or 

the Planet, t. f32, pp. 808-305. 
lll'1>1v1011AL, the, ocmposed of two Sidt

Halve11, t. 82", p. 229; Unit, Atom, Monad, 
Thing, World, Man, t. 759, p. ~; aod 
State, Sohiller, t. 76-0, p . "8J; C-0nsti1t1tion 
of, t. 767, p. '88; and Society, Bealtb.ft
llltioos or, t. 981, p. 573 j t. 982, p. 5~ .. in 
reepect to Diaeue and Cure, ez:ict Allaloir.r 
between, t. 98', p. 675; tho Compouod. 
Mao aud WomaD, t. 1055, p. 61'; .e 
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Point; theSnbjectofEthice,c.5,anda.1-3, 
c. 6, t. 6, pp. 6, 6; u Membens or Sodety, 
t. 309, p. 228; Monads, do.; or Atoms of 
Society, t. 812, p. !U; Atom-Worlds in 
Society, t. 891, p. 277 ; in Claasiftcation, t. 
,92, p. 851. 

hn>ITIDt:illTID, contented, t. 62, p. 811; Nu
merousnesiJ of. the Dtl18KVI of Society, t. 
'761, p. 48.5. 

limnmuAJ.JTY, allied with the Sovereignty 
or the fodividuo.1 and lndepen<lcn~oe, c. 
ll, t. '°• p. 24; Contrasted with M11tunl
ity, t. ~. p. 29 ; Convel'g1'nt, the Principle 
of Order; Divergent, the Principle of 
Freedom, t. 62, p. 82 ; or the Grand Man 
(Society), constituted of Opposing Sects 
and Doctrines, to be reconciled through 
Scienoe, (Uuivensology), t. 73, p. 42; Syit
tem1 of not equal in rank, t. 74, do.; 
see Convergent Individuality, and Diver
gent Indivi<lnality; in states ofsame min<l, 
t. St, p. 411; and UNITY, Socinl, BAI.ANOBD 
Vuu.Tiolf of, t. 302, 303, p. 219; Diwrgent, 
aa Basis, t. 804, p. 220 ; acllieve<l, tlie b:isia 
of All TBDS Curporaie Organiaatinn, t. 769, 
p. 484; Warren'• doctrine of, Value and 
Defect or, t. 760, p. 485; t. 761, 762, do.; 
Phreoologicnl organ of, t. 982, p. 657; 
~oe Soverd~nty of the Individual. 

I:im1VIDUALIZED BonT, generally represented 
by the lleuvy Dot, t. 88'1, p. 618. 

lll'I>IVIDUALOOT, contraated with Sociology, c. 
G, t. 9, p. 8; Monocrematology, ecboca to, 
t. 4112, p. 851. 

J:imucnmr, Qualitative, Spencer, a. 81, c. 82, 
t. 136, p. 95; and Deduction, llluetratc<I by 
Circle and Radii, Dilgram No. 4; t. 188, 
p. 132; stated and compared, 11. 12, t. 1118, 
p. 1'3; limited, Inapplicable to Co-Exist
ences; Mill, Buckle, Clancy, c. 1-9, t. 821, 
pp. t28-238: tq•dwcalion or, explained and 
reconciled: fully di.."Cusaed, c. 1-7, t. 34~, 
pp. 243-246 : en.me as Annlyt'i& and De
duct.ion Bil Synthesis, c. 8, do., p. 2'4; 
Mathematical Analogues of, t. 623, p. 439 ; 
Analysis, c. 6, t. 1012, p. 592; diecrimi
nated, c. 10, do., p. 695; and Deduction 
l'eooncilable, Buckle, c. 12, do., p. 696. 

hn>trOTITII Mrrnon, what, and bow relntcd to 
Univer.ology, Introduction, p. x; in Sci
ence, Form-Analogue or, t. 683, p. 418; 
Second Drift of Lint!, t. 616, p. 435 ; Dia
gr:11n No. •t, do., t. 622, p . 4-18. 

Iimucnn PltluoJ>, whAt it baa been, c. 86, t. 
136, p. 85. 

llmuOTITII PBooiaia, defined, Henry, a. 1 O, t. 
198, p. 142; see Analysis. 

lNDuOTivi: 8cmirnu, to be regenerated by 
Universology, t. 9!7, p. 562. 

llfDUBTBU.L ATl'IU.OTION, Fourier, t. M, p. 
88. 

hmt1BTBT, Positive, Comte, t. 445, p. 815. 
brBY:r.u1.11, TBll, Clef of, t. 2391 p. 185 ; de

fined, do.; Paul, /ndicibZ. of, Wronaki, 
ete., I. 468, p. 887. 

lnQL,SK, lnequa-Equism, etc., t. 897-903, 
pp. 5311-541 ; Diagram No. 63, p. Ml; and 
Iniquity, t. 906, p. 642; Diagram No. 69 ; 
p. 551 ; nnd Eq11iem, t. 1028, p. 598. 

llfJ:XPUOlUBILITT, defined, c. 1, t. 69, p. •1; 
in respect to Poiutd and Lines, a. 8, c. 82, t. 
138, p. 86; n. 31, do., p. 95. 

InxPuo:or.u1LITT or Pmo ELBJUllTll, il11111-
trntcd 1111 between MasculiKm aud Femin
ism, c. 18, t. 136, p. 80: between Material
iilm and Idealism, c. 82, III, do., p. 88; 
Bil held by Jleraclitue, a. 31, t. 2M, p. 161; 
IJ{/lnitilJn and Fo1UC11u, t. 226, p. 162; 
Unison ofUniam and Duillm, t. 252, p. 191; 
npplied to Unlsm and Dnism, a.'• t. 267, 
p. 1119; 11. 27, t. 267, p. 216; o. 6, t. 458, p. 
827 ; t. 460, p. 332; t. lilO, p. 365; aolvcs 11 be
ginner's Objection, t. 622, p. 379; of UN1ex 
and Do1sx, t. li24, p. 880 ; or /11talige .. 01 
and Affection, t. li26, p. 381 ; t. 528, p. 382; 
of .Motion and Station, t. 660, p. 89'1 ; t. 
890, p. 536; a. 6, t. 9118, p. 684. 

INULLIBILITT, of the new Dispensation of 
Troth, a. •9, t. 204, p. 171 ; claimed for the 
Principlca of Uoiversology, but not for the 
nuthor in their exposition, t. 1124, p. 640. 

INl"AlfOT, of Thought, how to end, t. 201, p. 
140 : of ?tfnn, not competent to solve the 
Myetory of Being, t. 1111, p. 632. 

llO'ANTA-FJ:llDl"OlDAL, (MotheHoDd-Cbild), 
Evolution, n. 17, c. 32, t. 186, p. 91; a. 21, 
do. 

llfnNTiex, rorrcspooda repetitively with 
Fomini,,m, c. 221 24, t. 136, p. 1:11 ; a. 20, do., 
p. 91. 

INF Al'ITOID, II. 80, t. 186, P• 96. 
INl"J:BIOR 0BD1tBe, of Animals and Men, to 

oo destroyed by tho Great Crisia, o. Ii, t. 
43-', p. 808. 

llfRBIORI; see Dl!"'cendnnta. 
llfnBNOLOGT (The Hells), related to SenQ

tionftli&m, Table 30, t. 419, p. 293. 
llfl'l1>zL, the most intelli1?1?nt, mnst have 

been I\ Chri5tian, c. 1, t. 8', p. 47. 
llmlfm:, The, Clef of, t. 23ll, p. 1~ ; do-
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11.ned, do. ; The, Criticism on, by .Mill, a. 8, 
t. 267, p. 201; an trnmeaning Abstraction, 
Mill, a. 9, 10, do., p. 20ll; The, and The 
Absolute (Abetract), diecriminated from 
Infinite aa an Abaolnte Being (Concrete), 
a. O, do.; Unknowable and Inconceivable, 
Hamilton, a. 10, do. ; a. 25, do., p. !IU ; 
dcllned 811 All-diJfercntiated Unity, do.; a 
t11Cful and neceMAry term, L 80, do., p. 
218; n brllDch of Ontology, t. "89, p. 811; 
t. 444, p. 814; Analogue of Subjective 
Gencrulogy ; Clef11, t . «s, p. 816; of God, 
do.; the Frothingham• on, t. 466, p. 886 ; 
marriage of with The Fiuite, t. 467, do. ; 
echoes to Concretology, t. 468, p. 887; Mill 
on Hamilton, upon; see Mill, The Unoon
ditioned. 

l!rl'INITB R&Pm1uc, The, of Ol'g&Dized Tmth 
an<l Goo<lnees, t. 1128, p. 689. 

"lll'l'INITB V ABlftT m liNtTT," Fourier, t. 
760, p. '85. 

l!l'FINITELT Gau.T, Tho, t. 818, p. lill. 
lnINITELT Sx.u.L, The, t. 818, p. 511 ; lx

TEmon of th~ JUnt, t. 823, p. 514. 
lll'FINITE8111AL11, meaning of, t. 1071, p. 610; 

t. 1078, WT9, p. 622; t. 1080, p. 628. 
llfFINITOLOOT, Subjective and Spirltual 

Branch of Ontology, t. «7, p. 816; rel .. 
tiom and Clefs of, t. 4G6, p. 835; Table 82, 
do. 

brFL'C'll:Ko•, Government by, c. 4.3, t. 186, p. 
88. 

l:!n'Ltrx, Divine, Spiritual, a doctrine of 
Chri•tianity, a. 56, t. 2~, p. 174. 

]NBABITA.MT, Temple, Runk, t. 92\ p. 553. 
brnERENOE, Several Kinds of; Primarv, the 

Uuity (Entiooid) of lndividnAls in the 
Group, around Mutteroid Pivot; Tem
poral Government, Comte; over-soul ; .Ar
bitrismal God, t. 7G7, p. 483; Sttondar11, 
Tran•cendental, bow, t. 768, do.; Ter
tiary, Compo•ite, t. 769, <lo. 

llfll&RENOll AND ;\PPEARANOB, ANTJTRETIOAL 

RBl'L&J:ICll' A.MD l'oLAB OPPOIITllN.&1111 or, 
t. 7:H-756, pp. '81-483: of01n1 and ?.l..LlllT, 
t. 757-769, pp. '88-488, Radical, t. 765, p. 
487. 

1.Mn&RBll'T N:&01tt1BITT1 Hegelian Univenolo
gicol, t. '76, p. 8(0; a region overlooked 
by Naturalist.&, do. ; generates Form and 
crente&, = Low, t. 556, p. 895. 

l1'11'1!a Rsunoll'a, of Society, t. 807, 8091 p. 
222; t. an, p. 224. 

brsPIRATIOlf, in Religion, t. 17, p. 111; and 
Spiritual Illumination, address Particular 

Faculty in Mao, a. 51, t. !M, p. 113; ~ 
preeented by Chalua, t. 1061, p. 617. 

l:!nrr.u-r, vivid, Meeting of Space and T'-, 
t. 661, p. 898; aeo lnstalltiality. 

brBT.unuuTr, Analogue of Being, t. 565, p. 
458 ; Poiut of U nition between Spice u.! 
Time, do. 

INBl'lNCT; see Intuition. 
llcBTL'fcn;.u B.um, Religiooe ; eee P..JU.1G!(>l:ll 

I WBTllfcn; .ll BAita. 
)1118'1'1.MCTt.'.\L Coa:iuc.u. Co:sCUTJo?f, t. 3:).1, 

p. 251 ; Tuble 21, l 358, p. 2:>ii; eeh°""' ro 
Abstract Concretology, do.; diatribmeo!, 
do. ; Tobie 29, t. 81141 p. 2i9. 

llflTBtnnnn'I, of .Measurement, trivial Ob
jects, t. 6U5, p. 464 ; eee Tool&. 

l:RTAll'OIBILITWI, or Mentation, repla.eed 11 
External Tangibilities, t. 898, p. 280. 

l:RTEO&a1111U11, or Number = Objedivt Ht
mnn Society, t. 8111 p. 2U. 

l:RTBO&BllUIOLOOT = Syatematolog]', t. 81., p. 
226. 

lll'TJWEB81 Annloguee or Or6c, ThiJtga. ~ 
t. 618, p. 459; Table 42, t. 6S3, p. ~I; 
in Nnmber, Objective and External; f!'it'
tionR, Subjeetive, Interior, t. SU, p. 5U; 
Objectivity of, t. 87f, p. 530. 

1.MTKollAL, llll'ger term than univariam, c. !, 
t . 15, p. 11. 

]:RTBOJLU. C'ALCULt71 ; tlee Calc.'Ulna. 
lNTBOBAL SUIBI or Numeration, t. !16, p. 

154. 
l:RTBoBAUBX, Introdoctiou, p. viii; what it 

does, t. 1., p. 10 ; eee Table 1, t. 15, p. U 
(mlll'gin); the greatest ohystems, t. ~. p. 
29; aoawen to Whole Homan Body, t. •r. 
p. 80; Social, and Pantnrchi~m, ~tated, \, 
66, p. M; the Reconciliation of all ~ 
1ltet1, theoretically and practically, do.; 
aftlrms the R8880n 811 the Governing Fa
culty, c. ll, t. 68, p. 35; General Metbo.lo~ 
aod of Univel'IOlogy, c. 82-IV, t. 136, p. "3; 
its statement of the Two Orders of Evolt
tlon, Experiential and Tran&a!ndental, and 
the Graod Reoonciliative Harmony be
tween them, a. 28, c. 82, t. 136, p. M; 
Table 12, t. 211, p. 151 ; in respect to 
Morals, a. 85, t. llOf, p. 164; origin oflerm, 
t. 816, p. 226; and Univenolon,. bow 
baaed and of what they are basi&, t. ~.$, p. 
M7; Conjugal Harmony; Ends of J:n, I. 
991, p. 678; Doctrine or, a. 5, t. P!l9, p. o~; 
Harmony of Faith and Skepticism, L JS, L 
998, 999, P· 687; more exteDMVll than rni
vel'IOlogy, do. ; office or to ftl/Jl1l1 IM 
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grrnmd qf tM UUW&at• <»nciliation qf C'OA
t1"Clr'ia, .,. U uiver11al 'l'ype or Harmony, t. 
1111, p. 632; Ulterior applications of, t. 
1118, p. 688 ; will replace Partialism, t. 
1123, p. 638. 

11'TSO:ui.UT Vunr ormentation, t. 897, p. 980. 
bmwJW.lTY, Table 111, t. 211, p. 151; tri

unismal, t. 818, p. 228. 
hn&a1t.t.T1011, Combination, Union, c. 21 t. 

15, p. 11; Spencer, t. 197, p. 186; looeely 
111ed, t. 208, p. 1'9; for Synthesie, t. 2101 

p. 160; Wholeness Aspect, t. 889, p. 275; 
Scientillo, or Ideas, t. 622, p. '38; final, of 
Tempcralities and SpiritualitieP, Pantarchnl, 
t. 7119, p. '88; the Grand, of Jdeaa, t. 111', 
P· 634. 

hrncnua, = Integration u Primitive State, 
t. 210, p. 160; Principle of Unity, do.; 
Table 12, t. 211, p. 151. 

l1"1'SLLJIO'r, from Pieti•tic and Intuitional 
l::;t:mJing-Point, inferior, o. 87, t. 136, p. 85; 
a confounding of Analogies, do.; by Swe
denborg, do. ; general error or Religions 
WorlJ. on the Subject, o. 88, do., p. 86; 
Lord, tJt41Ur1 hwilattd, do.; the Form of 
the Hiud, t. 1631 p. 118; characterizes the 
Transitional or New Order of Society, t. 
802, p. 219; and Feeling characterize the 
Final Order, do. ; Mai;culoid; do. ; will di&
oover the worth of Intuition, t. 601, p. 356 ; 
Pure, is the Abstl".JCtism of Mind, a. 2, t. 
675, p. '°8. 

"hnsLLECTtJ .. u. Dsn:LoPlBJCT ol' EVB<>n," 
Draper, t. 1107, p. 631). 

J1"ftLLSCm1.LL D1ePE!lliTION ; see Dispensa
tion ; arises from Unity of the Sciences, c. 
a5, do., p. ~; no age entirely without The 
Intellectual Element, c. 36, t. 188, p. 85; 
prominent at certain epochs, especially at 
\he dawn of the Intellectual Dispenantion, 
do. ; true lfosculoid, from Centre of Log
ical Necessity, c. 89, do., p. 86 ; doea not 
deetroy previous Feminoid DispeD8&lion1 

do. ; developca it, do. ; perpetual govern
ing Head, c. '°• do.; hu its own minor de
velopment of' mere Faith, c • .n, do., p. 87. 

lllTBLLSC!'U ... L G TillU.BflO, t. &«, P· 452. 
blnLLZCTU.LL TBVTH, addre888J. to the Uni

venal Fuculty, t. 1117, p. 636. 
lllTBL~CTU.LL tixl'l'l', flJ:ed Centre of'; eee 

Unity. 
lJrTBLLIWT1l.LL11!T8, hove violently revolted 

against, or hn\'e submitted to, the falae ea
timate of Religioua World, a. as, t. 186, p. 
84. 

lllTSLLIOSllOJI; see Knowing; Anologue or 
the Head, Diagram No. 2 (Typical Ta
bleau), t. 41, p. 24; t. 42, p. 26; Analogue 
of Light, t. 94, p. 57; t. 105, p. 61 ; c. 2-6, 
do., p. 62; eharacteriz.ea the New or Tran
sitional Order of' Buman Alraire, t. 802, p. 
919; and Feeling cbAJ'llCterize the Fiuol 
Order, do. ; Masculoid, do.; and AJl'ection, 
Jne:i:puguability or, t. 626, p. 881. 

lllTBBio&, of :&lrtb, = Night, t. 872, p. 
629. 

bnmou = Mind, Soni, t. 86, p. 49 ; Spirit
ual Aualogue of luflniteaimal Fractions, t. 
1071, p. 620; t. 1078, p. 622. 

lllTllBloB SsY&a, or W orda or Language ; 
"of the Word," Swedenborg, t. i-821 p. 
412; t. 683, p. 418. 

INTSRlllXOLOOT (PDlltlltory), related to F.clec
ticism, Tnhle 30, t. 41111 p. 298. 

l.llTSBLOOnD Fou:, True Logical, t. 677, 578, 
p. 409; Di&gl'am No. 23 (CouoeotrioCirclCll), 
t. 578, do. 

lnsBLOOIDo, of Metaphy1iC11 and Scionoe, 
aundere,I Hemispheres, t. 499, p. 3M. 

llf'TllBNAL Ssnu, and E:i:ternul, c. 25, t. 003, 
p. 368. 

l11TSB81"1CSI or Spaoe, t. 819, p. 512. 
llrTBio ... TSD :foBll, t. 676, p. 4-08; t. 577, p. 

'°9. 
l:snnTloN, and lntellection, reconciliation of, 

Introduction, p. :ui:i:; in ReUgio11, t. 17, 
p. 12; for proof ot e:i:iatenoe of God, t. 20, 
p. 1-l; basis of religion, t. 21, do. ; = Fun
damental Belie&, t. 21, p. 15; nnd In
atincts are Tua Co1uroN CoNao1oveNJ:88; 
do. ; proround, prophetic, but vagu,., t. lo.•5, 
pp. 61, 62; and Inspiration, apart from Iu
tellectunl or Analyticnl Knowledge, Fcmin
oid, lnfuntoid, repeat Feeling, and l'ict
iBtio Religion, c. 22, t. 188, p. 81 ; in Med
icine, t. 319, p. 227; M11thematical, t. &201 

do. ; of Pure Forms ; t. 321, do. ; aided by 
the Hair ; W oinan excels in, c. ol, t. 458, p. 
825; cognizea Primary Natural Appear
anoe, i11 in a kiud of Unity with Transceu
dentul Scienoe; how, t. 768, p. '87; aup
plementa Soienoe, L 1, c. 1, t. 1119, p. 
636. 

limJITIONI, or the Race, will be apprehended 
by the Intellect, t. 601, p. 856. 

bcnu1ox, Double, ot Ordere, t. 7:11, p. '81 ; 
Polar; llCC ·.rermil'.141 Convel'Bion into Op-
~itrlll. I 

l1'VUTIOATION, two Ordeni o~ a. 17, a. 32, l 
13G, p. 91. 
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bvoLtmox, and Evolution, Terminal Con
vcl'l!ion of, into Opposites, c. 11 t. 187, p. 
131. 

lxvOLtJTIOlf OJ' AlfilOOillll ; t. 8915, P· 1587. 

l1L4XIIK, contrasted with Cathollci!m, l 19, 
p. 73 ; Monotheiam of, c. 1, t. 3M, p. 24'. 

Iuuce, Capitala, etc., 11118 o( JwtiSed, c. t, 
t. 3, p. 2. 

3. 

JAKU (Henry), ctuaed, L 63, t. SM, p. 173; 
expcunding Swedenborg; human Con
eciousn- merely phenomenal, t. 3611, p. 
260; t. 1098, p. 627; "Bubetanoe and 
Shadow," characterized, t. 1106, p. 630, t. 
1103, do. 

J~wa, lfolf-Jaws, Limbs of Head, 4' in num
ber, t. -i62, p. 334; t. 100, p. 608. 

Jswe, restoration of, to Holy Land, u held 
by them, in one sense a triumph, in en
othor an extinction of their nationality, t. 
76, p. "3; Monotheism of, t. 128, p. 72; 
t.129, p. 73; "theohoeen People of God," 
o. a, t. 303, p. ll.W. 

Jsao1ALSx, destruction of, end of a dispen
sation, c. 4., t. '80, p. 800; see New Jeru
salem. 

J omr, platonising inf! uence of on ChrilltiaD
ity, L 66, t. 204., p. 17'; hill Vision of FOlll' 
and Twenty Elders, Throne, ew., t. "55, p. 
827 ; vision or celeetial city ; N wnben, L 

1028, p. 599. 
Jommoe, instances and kinda or, c. 4(1, L 

603, p. 876. 
JonrT .um El:JtVDAL HJLU>, or Nnmeriillllll!, 

t. 700, p. 465. 
Jol'.ln'rNoe, Little, = Seriatlon, t. 801, p. 504. 
JoDA.181l, its Monothei~m, t. 129, p. 78. 
JoooXBMT, the Day of, will have come, L 

1123, p. 639; the, will have been executed, 
do.; see "Final Judgment." 

Joprru, and Mnemosyne, Introdootioo, p. 
xni. 

J 'C8TIOB = Upright--. ot Form, &.. Sil, p. m. 

x. 

KALONKEE, Incarnation, Hindoo, Ell Noyee, 
c. 7, t. 430, p. 802. 

KAMT (Em11Duel), bis clalm to have repeated 
the discovery of Copernicus, Introduction, 
p. xiii ; his division of Mind, Fteling, 
Km1wi11g, Co11.ation, t. 25, p. 16; derived 
from ArigtotJc, t. 91, p. 55; hia categories, 
character of, t. 107, 108, T(lbJc 8, do., p. 64; 
qua.~i-Scientoid, t. no, p. 65; compared 
himsdf to Copernicus, do.; ruade Philos
ophy still more Subjective, do.; his me11D· 
Ing of "Quality" explained, t. 111, do. ; 
introduced into Philosophy tho terms Sub
ject and Object, or .Me 11nd Not-Mc, t. 112, 
p. 66; hia phil0$ophy repre!Minted by, 1 ; o, 
t. 115, p. 118; his theory of Perception, 
Mill, a. 1, c. 32, t. 186, p. 88 ; brings Spec
ulati\·e Pbilol!Ophy to its nearest approxi
mation to Science, hi& OM, .Many, ...4ll, t. 
217, p. 155 ; a Constructive Idealist, Mn&
son, a. 5, t. 366, p. 26:>; on Qunlity, t . 714, 
p. 469 ; had no ('ANON ol' lBITIOIBK, t. 717, 
p. -i70 ; not fruitful, do. 

KAJn'lilf Dlln'RDlllT!oN, osteological mmm. 
tions of, c. 7, 8, t. 6(131 p. 860. 

KANTBAN l'nn.osoPBY, midway bet.,..een Sen
sationalism lllld ldcaliem, L 10, C. 8~, t.1~ 
p. 89. 

KANTUN UNIVDUL PBINClPLD, t. 4.-55, p. 
327. 

KAVBNAt;ou, Abstract Noons = Adjectivee, 
t. 649, p. 391 ; Fourth Degree of Com
parison, do., t. 553, p. 394. 

KEPLER, Introduction, p. xiii. 
K11:PLBRI I.Awa, t. 205, p. 1"7; t. 310, p. 

224; Ratlortak of, t. lOM, p. 603. 
Kll:Y, in which one tlllk.s or write-, u im

portant 11~ in Music, a. 16, c. 3:i, t. 13', 
p. 91. 

K11:YBOAJ1D; see Ootave. 
K11:Y-NOT11:, or 'fonic, of 11 System, i. 51, p. 

311. 
KDCBALL(W. IT.), System of Unh·ersal Ptil

osophy, c. 2, t. 786, p. 4i5; h» no imtbe
matirol Cnnon of Criticism, c. 8, do. 

KL~ooox, of Chriat on Earth, new and pa'" 
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manent, expected in the Church, c. t, t.. 
75, p. 43. 

K moooH, in Cl11ssiftcntion, t. 4'90, p. 850 ; 
an,n.-er to Regnology, t. -i92, do. ; Three, 
1<e.: l'hree Kingdoms. 

Krrro, on Number Seven, c. s, t. 908, p. 5"2. 
K:inr&, di.,.ectiou = Teeth, analogue of In· 

tellect, MW!culoid, c. ll, t. 136, p. 76; o. 19, 
do., p. 80; Cut-up by = Anatomy; Radi
cal Analy~i3, t. 4'8-l, p. 345. 

Km:n·BLADB, Oneness ofln Form, duolizing 
in Function, t. 719, p. -irt ; t. 7251 p. 472. 

bow, to, speciul Sense or as related to the 
Intellect and its perrect demonstrations, 
Introduction, p. xii. 

Klrowure, branch or mind, in philosophy, t. 
25, p. 18; relnti•ms of, reversed, t. 28, p. 
17; modified, t. 29, p. 18; carried up as 
Head, do.; tho Head of Man symbol of, 
Diagram No. 2, t. 4'1, p. 24'; t. -i2, p. 25; 
ia it hued on Feeling or "* WIW I Bain, 

c. 29, t. 136, p. 82; .A.n~ of FolUl, c. 301 

321 do.; other Auulogues of, c. a~-Jl, do., 
p. 83 ; thcdo viewed 88 tlrst, do. ; and 
1'0 ULJiro, co-ordinate and in~eparoble, c. 
82-111, do., do.; Sub.ltllnce and ForUJ ot~ 
a. 11, c. 32, t. 186, p. 89; and Bdn~, par
alleli~m of, a. 22, do., p. 92; the Form
Element, t. 143, p. 102; and Feeling, Ann· 
lognes of Form and Substance, do.; and 
Table 10, t. 14", p. 104; Fonu of the 
Mind, t. 168, p. 118; Kmning, di.iicrim>
nation, = Linu and limn, t. 8991 p. 2Sl ; 
and Feeling, inseporoble, Ferrier, t. 410, p. 
287 ; t. 4' 18, p. 292. • 

KNowLBDGll, le repliut 0Prnro:or a11d P.11Lll!J', 

t. 1104. p. 629. 
Komowmo18K, the Principle of that in which 

all lntellii;cnced agree, a. 83, t. 204, p. 181; 
rule of Moral Ri)!ht, a. 34, do. ; p. 182; 
place of in Univereological Mol'lllB1 a. 35, 
do., p. 188; a. 88, do., p. 166. 

L. 

L, R, t. 671, p. 4'0&; Diagram No. lit, do., p. 
4'-0!1. 

L.Uloa, and play, alluded to, a. 8, t. 4'21 p. 
l!S. 

L.uoa.t.TOBY, Sciento-Literary of The Uni
ver•ity, a. 19, t. 152, p. 12". 

L.t.OR01x, on Wrolll!ki's Universal Matbemn
tic:ll Formula,<'. 1, t. •~9, p. 850. 

L.r.ea.t...."fOB, on Wronski'ii "Universal Mathe
maticul Formula," c. t, t. 439, p. 850. 

L..uu.aoK. t. 1110, p. 831. 
L.t..'fDllOA.l'B G.t.nDBNINO, Illustration ft-om, t. 

610, p. 367. 
Lufoo.r.os, deficiency of for pl'll!entation of 

Univel'80logy, Introduction, p. ix; ite own 
Structure the key to the Universe, Intro
duction, p. xxxiii; the New Unive~I, WILL 

compel the understanding, Introdn<>tion, p. 
xxxiv; mUlt bd OM, in the n•tureofthings 
for the race, like Mu~ic; dieco,·eTe<l, In
troduction, p. xxxvii; place of, in Sdence, 
do.; New, Scientific, c. 14, t. "3, p. 28; a 
Mirror of tho Universe; a Type of do.; an 
eehoing Universe; Anlllognes In, of the 
part.I or the Universe, <'· 1-8, t. 14-4, pp. 
104, lOG; the New Unive!'l'al Scientific, 
worb in preparation In respect to, 11. 19, t. 
162, p. 124'; and Language~, ori(l'in or, do.; 
V aoder W eyde, t. 835, p. 138: cited for in· 

stances of Abetract and Concrete, t. 487, p. 
US; remarkable function of in connection 
with Univel'llology, o. t, t. -i94, p. 3,54; 11 

Type of tho Universe, Nooo, t. Soi, p. 506; 
Phrenological Organ of, t. 948, p. MO; 
see Alwato; Speech. 

J,u, a. 9, t. 138, p. 88. 
Lur W oan, of U niversology and Integrolism, 

di..-crimiD11tion between Aspect& and En
titi~, t. 812, p. 608. 

L.t.TITOl>B, and Longitnde, lines or crossing, t. 
874, p. "59. 

L.t.w, JNiertnt and N-'71, the Bam of 
UnivtrMJlogy, Introduction, pp. xv, xvii; 
Unitury and it~ branches, Introduction, p. 
xxiii; or MIND, Law of Universal Being, the 
U nivcnol Logic, c. 3, t. 40, p. 24 ; = Tf&llllo 
cendentol Phi!Ol!ophy or ?llPtnpbysi<>, do., 
p. 25; allied with Philosoph~·, do.; all ex
p!'llMed through tho bocly = Phrenology, 
a branch of Monanthr1>poloizy, do. ; Jdenti11 
of, in Hatter and Mind, a. 3, <'. ll2, t. 136, 
p. M; the Creator of God, Ab•nlute Jdoal
Llm, a. 6, do.; Out-up, Lin~. Limit, Oul· 
lin1, Form, a. 21, do., p. 92: prior to Snb
etance, L 28. do.; <>f :\"'oci:ition ~ <:'nt91rO
ries, do.; Grand Serial, of l>i•tribution, 
most be one, t. 137, p. 98; cfovel•1ped, is 
Universology, do.; Unitary, an Instrument 
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placed In the hands or all, t. 190, p. 188; ia 
derived from, and detennined by a Prin
ciple, Hickok, a. '1 t. 198, p. 137; lint, qf 
Uni«real Bring, U1118K, stated, and do-
1lned, t. 203, ( 1 ), p. H8 ; Second do., do., t. 
208, (2), p. l"; Third do., do., t. ll08 (8), 
p. H6; Serial Law and Unitary Law, t. 
tQS p. 1•7 ; reatated, do., p. HS; Spirit 
of, from the Intellect, t. 809, p. 219 ; 
Grand Domain of, t. •7G, p. MO; In.
Mrmt Z.«:unt11 = LiM, t. 656, P• 396 ; 
Fixedness of, t. 660, p. 398 ; of Phenomena, 
Underlying and Inherent, t. 766, p. •87 ; 
Correlate or Idea, 11. •, t. 999, p. 683; in 
the High Transcendental Sense diA'erent 
from "a Law of Nature," c. •, t. 1053, p. 
614 ; of .Mental Evolution; see Mental 
Evolution. 

"LAW or TD SBJUU," The Fundamental, 
t. 489, p. M9 ; Fourier, c. 7, t. 608, p. 
860. 

LAw1, of' the Secondary Order, Comte, t. lH, 
p. 68 ; and Ideas dl1'criminatcd, Hickok, 
a. 61 nnd Note, t. 198, pp. 189; Tum 
l'JIDDTIVJ:, U1'18J1, Dmq, Tannax, Amo 
tkrived, formaU11 1taUd, t. 208-206, pp. 
143-148; re8t&ted, t. 206, p. HS; Immu· 
t&bility or, Comte, t • ._o;o, p. 818; Special or 
Particular, do. ; or BJW(o, fundamental, 
a.•pecta of, t. 478, do.; Discovery of, impor
tance of, t. 495, p. 3M; and Principles, 
Analogue of, t. 588, p. •17, Intrinsic dift'er
enee between, c. 1, t. 589, p. •18; Dia
gram. No.· 26, do., usually oonfounded; 
Straight Bue Line, t. 589, do., (Lay); the 
Fundamental, Umn:, Dmlll, Tau1111x, t. 
590, do.; Lina, Standard1, etc., t. 890, p. 
536; in Science, from Principles, t. 1018, 
p. 591 ; and Principles, dillcriminated, 
do. 

LA.Taj see t.wa. 
lEA DEIUI, Monarchs, etc., Social Pi vol$, t. 

304, p. 220. 
lzAa?111n A1m1, illustration by, Introduction, 

p. vi. 
l.J:ABNINo, all True, Alphabet of, what, t.485, 

p.M7. 
I.uvu; see Pagca. 
Lzn-Smz, Ht11rt, .tf,ffedior&, c. 2, t. 448, p. 

817; c. 8, do., p. 818; e. 5, do., p. 819; 
and Right ; aee Right and Lei\; and Right, 
of Body, t. 638, p. "6; see Heart. 

LzmNITZ, a constructive Idealist, Masson, L 

5, t. 866, p. 265. 
Ls1oa, (Dr. Edwin), Panetiamal Statiatioa, t. 

605, p. 427; Diagram No. SS, do., p. e;; 
characterized and oommended, t. 6C~ I'f- 1 
4~8. ~9. 

Loom, Breadth, Tbiekth, = ~ 
ll'fl, t. HS, p. 562 ; repeat Length, Brea.n.-, 
and Height of Celestial City, do.. ; = Pt'?
pendicular, t. 1018, p. 592; Depth. ~ lf.1\. 
p. 1\93; "The Length, the Breadth., llllli 
the Height thereof;'' t. 1022, p. 5PS; ft

presenta ~miam, Solidity, Su~ , 
Nature, t. 102•, p. 597. 

LSJroTBWJSENUI, of Time, t. 558, pp. S9(, 

897; °"fl'>i•'fl, ~. t. 585, p.~•; 
of LiM, .A~ of Order alld 1£~ 
t. 6HI, p. 4M ; aee Force; of the LiJ:;e, 
Dir«tion, t. 1088, p. 6~. 

LrrrERB, of Alphabet, M, N, Ng; Keanh>~ ! 

or, (.Alioaloar>li), t. 567, p. 401; t. s;o, r• 
~; Diagram No. 20, do. ; L, R, t. ~. 
do.; Disgrem No. 21, do., p . .WS. 

Lsrr11B TTPu, and Punctuation, Diagtm 
No. 69, t. 92:"J, p. 551. 

LEVEL, t. 96, p. 5S ; Base Line, t. 660, p. sr.: 
Ana.logic, t. 585, p. •a. 

Lzvzu, and Standards, of Cosmoe; aee S!o
biliology. 

L&vzL ~TBUOTt:'BK, oC the Animal ; PeTptl>
dicular <lo. of Tree, t. 681, p. "3. 

LEVER, y ..rJ-Anna, t. 611, P· 43i. 
Lxvmu, Supernatlltion or, c. 4, l. 515, p. 

.a9. 
l.Kw1n, (G. H.), condemn• Phi!OM>pby • 

u~cless and impossible, a. 8, t. 2'>1, p. tr. ; 
Three Cou11ter-1tntementa, L •, do.; Tn 
Grlllld Order.i of Philoeophy stated by, L;, 
t. 998, 999, p. 582, and Comte, their ..-erd.;,t 
against .M.itaphysics no~ final, t. l~ p. 
626; has made its impression, t. l•m, ,fo. 

LmBAJUEI, troublo in numbering Alcovm W, 
etc., c. 2, t. 652, p. ~ 

LlBBIO, Prof., t. 62, P· 39. 
Lin, Indefinite Prolongation of, Intml11r

tion, p. xxxvii; the religions, "daily n!k 
and convel'l!lltion," t. 23, p. 15; ~ 
IJ«J/J& abrtormal, t. •15, p. 200; c. 14, ~ 
.a4, pp. 807, 808 ; see Prnctical Life. 

LloBT, illustration ~m, Introduction, p. JTi: 
= Day, = Life, related to Spiritual Thinp. 
c. 7, t. 9, p. 81 to brow and eye, furm, cl:el 

and apace, c. 8, do. ; llL'80ciated 11'i:h tJ,t ' 
Reflection of Water and with Wind, t. ~ 
p. fi7; with E~·e and Brow, do., and t. 95, 
p. fi8 ; one with Beat in the Sun, t. ~. 00.; 
intimately related to Heat, and they with 
Head and Heart, t. 108, p. 61 ; Read, ~ 
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of Knowledge or Intelligen~, t. 1°'1105, 
p. 61; Swedenborg, o. M, t. 105, p. 62; 
Analoguea of, (Mirrore, eto.), L 9, o. as, t. 
1116, p. 88. 

l.JoBT I.mu, Symbolism ot, t. 575, Diagram' 
No. 22, do., p. "°7; t. 575, p. -'08. 

L10BT Sot1111>t1, or Tone&, Snrda, Tennes, c. s, 
3, t. 575, p. 408. 

1.JeBT T!IDloa, Number Analogues of, t. 698, 
p.~. 

Luunru., and Dilfercnce, lntrodnction, p. 
xiv. 

L1LLIPCTU1fl, in Gulliver, great philosopher&, 
t. 1191, p. 57i. 

Lnma, An11logne1 or, membera of Society, t. 
48, p. 81; L 91 c. 82, t.136, p. 88; of Body, 
= !lluthematiC<11 t. '521 p. 820; and Trnnk, 
Calculus, do. ; between Trnnk and Extre
mitieA, =Geometry, do.; ore Diamitrida; 
4 = Kantean Distribution, t. 457, p. 829; 
of Human Body, of Society, t. 760, p. 48'; 
of body, eymbolize Divergent Individual
ity, Freedom, Independence, t. 760, p. 485; 
of V egetablu, t. 888, p. 536 ; of the lload, 
the JA'ln, t. 1<>48, p. 608. 

l.ix1TAT1oir, Kaut't1 Category of, t. 111, p. 85; 
all Being e 1ual to, do., p. 66; two mean
ings of, 1. Pure Ablltroct; 2. A Limit-like 
llikton, t. 252, p. 190; and Form diacri
minated, c. 1, t. 2.'i6, · p. 192; between the 
Something nod the Nothing, t. 715, p. '69; 
Diagram No. 46, t. 716, p. 410; Origin of 
N umeriool Series, t. 71S, 719, p. 471 ; Tran· 
eition &om Quality to Quantity, t. 735, p. 
-&74 ; Vegetable, t. SSS, p. 585; or Linea
tion, subdMdcd, t. 920, p. llliO; Diagram 
No. 69, t. 923, p. 551. 

LurrnD, The, Compound of the Limiting and 
The Unlimited, L lll, t. 204, p. 153. 

1..nm'mo, The, or The Limit., aud Tho Un
limited compoae The Limited, a. 19, t. 2°'1 
p. 158; = Per<U, = Dnism, a. 20, do. ; L 
lit, 22, do., p. 154; t. llSO, p. ISO. 

Lum(e). joining and aeparo.tiou of, in con
atruction of Form, L 18, c. 32, t. 186, 
p. 91; <Jul-.vp, LiM, Law, Ovtline, lbim, 
a. 21, p. 92; LimU•ng, and Pera•; Table 
1, c. 1, t. 226, p. 163; npon the POMibility 
of Knowing, Knowledge of, a great ad
dition to Know ledge, a. 4, t. 267, p. t 98 ; 
between Thet and Antithet, t. 888, p. 278; 
on the Sounding Breath = Consonant, t. 
4!13, p. 345; between Something and Noth
ing, etc., generates Nnmber, t. 502, p. 356; 
or Boundary, of Space, t. 551, p. 892; Bllle-

52 

Line, type of Definition, t. 680, p. 410; of 
the Finite Univene, t. 823, p. 618; Clet\ 
and Protrndent; sec Sexual Contest; eoe 
Line. · 

Lin, Straight, aymbol of Ilighl.; Crooked, of 
Wrong, in Chineae Philosophy, c. 1, t. 90, 
p. 54; The, repreeentatlve of Form, a. 8, c. 
82, t. 186, p. 86 ; l'e&O!vea into PoiutB, do.; 
Analogue of 'Dwughtor &a.a,., of 'l'lwvglit,. 
Linc, Line, Dvad, a. 871 t. 204, p. 165; of 
Intervention, how regarded by the Soph· 
istB and Experientiallsta, a. 38, do., p. 166; 
how dependent 011 Point, do. ; and Point, 
ADAlognea of the two Kinda of Truth, do. ; 
Analogue of Thought, generatee Point 
Analogue of SeD&ation, a. 44, do., p. 168; 
every Actual, haa a Spiritual or Ghost-Line, 
Analogue of Spirit, o. f7, do., p. 170; 1-1 
and Stralg"llt, Analognea of Truth and Right, 
do.; Ghoet-Linee from, Spirit qf TrvtA, 
do.; regenerative, do.; u Blndo inserted, 
c. 2, t. -&48, p. 818; t. 46S, p. 837 ; Geomet
rical, never really made; elfort toward.a 
yet necel!Sary, t. -&84, p. US; Draftaman•a 
Linea, do. ; see Straight Lw; Type of 
ExTualoK, t. 689, p. 8S6; Table86, do.; 
of Mouure, t. MO, do. ; T11blea 87188, t. 648, 
545, pp. 888, 3S9 ; Least Element of, .Minim 
of Straightness, t. 546, p. 390; Analogue 
of Consonant Sound (Limit), t. 549, p. 391 ; 
eee Contradiction; o( Imo and IKBJDWIT 
NecuaUy, t. 555, p.895; Pathway, charaoter 
ot changea to Permanency, t. 660, p. 89'1 ; 
and Point, tJae Ehmercti.tmtu of 1bma, t. tRI, 
p. fl7; Given Straight = First Power, t. 
588, do.; First Office of, etc., t. 591, p. 419; 
to unite, to di11i<k, to relate hinge-wi.oe, do.; 
Form, GcomctriClll (11nd Point-Form, arith
mctiC31), t. 6'>0, p. 424 tot. 611, p. 432, and 
Diagrams incln<led; interpoeed between 
Points, t. 603, p. 425; involves Points, t. 
608, p. 426 ; a Series of Pointll, t. 689, p. "48; 
c. 1, do. ; eee Sexual Contcat ; Analyeia of 
Statie and J/otio, t. 73J.-736, pp. 47M75; 
Thick, 7lnM, Stl«arion, &riu, t. 869, p. 
62S; in constitution of Number Two; 
Straight: why, t. 877, p. 530; Morphio 
Analogue of Dnism, do., t. 879, p. 681 ; 
Straight, Meaaurera, t. 890, p. 686; all lr.inda 
of in all Domains, do. ; the Simple Straight 
= Cardin11lity, Diagram No. &a, t. 896, p. 
589; Firet Power of 8-0ientiem, t. 916, p. 
MS, Diagrams Noe. 67, 68, 69, pp. MS,549, 
551 ; t. 918, p. 549; Type of Lioeation or 
Delineation; of Form, phrenologically, t. 

• 
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93', p. 1158; t. 9'2, p. 1160; Point, Snrl'ace, 
Solid, t. 10271 p. 598 ; of Beauty ; see Ho
garthian Line; Point. 

Lut:u-BAUo Fo-, vegetoid, t. 60'1, pp. '291 

-i30; Diaignuoa Noa. 86, 37, p. '30. 
Lnr:u-l'tn10TATS FoBll, cmimoid, t. 6071 p. 

<illO ; Diugram No. 361 do. 
l.nrEATm•, w to Tlwuqltt what PVllCtatiora ii 

t<J &-Uion, t. .01, p. 282; see Delineation ; 
LimitAtion. 

I.nrm111, one of the Elementa of Form, c. II, 
t. 508, p. SM. 

Lnmaxv1, of ElementlamWI of Language, t. 
o~. P· '26 ; Dillgnun No. 68, t. 917. p. M9 ; 
of Form, distributed, t. 927-929, pp. llM-
656; St.roightoesa, Corves of Single and 
Double Curvature, etc., do. 

I.mu, Out-up, LimU, Law, OutUM, F-, a. 
21, c. 32, t. 186, p. 92; or Form, represent 
Fonn; Thought-Linea, Jdeu, Perception, 
t. 8991 p. 281 ; are they always derived 
ttom Point.at do. ; Leaat ElemeLt of, do. 
of Thought, t. .01, p. 282; Compnratoid, 
Jnterventional, t. .OS, do. ; of Writing or 
Print, Diagnun No. 69, t. 923, p. Ml. 

l.rrnATvu, Planetary Order of, a. 191 t. llill, 
P· l~•. 

"LrrTLJI Culld>BSJr, unlea& ye become u," 
etc., t. 201, p. 1.0. 

LnTu-F..imatl't; ace Dlg-Endi111111. 
LrnLB Jointinga, Aniculntio1111, t. 807, p. 

606. 
Lrrru, M. ; aee Spencer's Criticlam ot Corote. 
Loou, pol!llibly a Co1111truotive ldea&t, M:a&

eon, a. 5, t. 866, p. 26". 
LooAJUTBlla, Annlogy of, t. 62", p. "89 ; Aeri

form Cooaiatency 1 t. 681, p. "61 ; Table "2, 
t. 683, do. 

Looro, formal, "School," or Bylfogiet.lo = Ca
talogio, c. 7, t. 111, p. 11 ; of MatbematiClll, 
c. 9, t. 151 p. 18; c. 10, do. ; usignod by 
Spencer to Abetractology, c. 11, do.; of 
Hegel, place of, c. 1, t, 93, p. M; atreoted 
by the doctrine of the Absolute; see 
Axioma; a. 6, t. 267, p. 200 ; and Analogic, 
the .&see of Mathemstice, t. 273, do. ; Clef 
of, t. 277, p. 202 ; contradicte Renllty : Re
conciliation, a. lll, t. 267, p. 203 ; Table 16 
(Fundamental Expo11ition), t. 278, p. ~; 
Cle18 of, t. 281, p. 206; of Hegel, = Science, 
Table H, t. 373, p. 268; Poeitive, Comte, t. 
445, p. 816 ; Scholaetic, not the same ae, do.; 
Hegelian, do. ; ae a branch of Language. c. 
1, t. -l9", p. 85"; Syllogiatic, symbolized by 
No•t of Rings, t. 678, p. :'10; do. by the 

• 

Single Radlua,t. 679,do.; Elementismu1 nd 
Elaboriamna of, t. 680, do. ; CCH!eqllelltial,L 
685, pp. •1•, •16; divided, t. 1193, p. .is; 
Echo of to Aoelogic ; Varieties or Reece
dite or Non-E:i:plicated, t. 69", p. UO; Im
plied, Explicated, Pure applied, Diagrm 
No. 27, t. 59", p. ill; (Cata-), illt111trmd, 
Three Dri1\a of Direction, t. 6113, p . .U; 1. 

682, p. U.; of the Mind' a Oll'D Operaticm, 
t. 793, p. .&98 ; aeo .lf~ La. f( 
Tltnl{/At; eee Metapbyaics of Ma1hezm. 
\ics and U olvenal. Logic. 

Looro.u Fo-, t. 576, p. "°8; t. 1177-683, l'l'
~18. 

Loo10.u Oen, defined, t. 6, p. ' ; ~ 
tively adopted by MetaphyaiciaM ; ad 
N atnral, revef"'ed, t. 28, p. 17 ; baie o!, 
eecond 11tep of trigrade Scale, t. M, p. ~; 
compare Subjective Method or Comte, t. 

86, do. ; a. 1, p. 21 ; and Spiritual Or-!a 
coincide, why, n. 7, c. 82, t. 188, I'· 53; 
ttom Morpbio to Substnncive Coo~ptioos, 
a. 17, <'. 82, t. 136, p. 91 ; a. 21 1 do., p. t2; 
t. M, p. 95; t. 189, p. 100; from l..iDe 
to Point; from Two to One ; from Tnth 
of Though\ to Perception of 8enaa1ioci, 
a. 38, t. 20-l, p. 166; ttom NaWnl Or
der, . TsBlUNAL CoNVSBSIO!f into, exceed
ingly important, a. 89, do. ; of Ken
tation, from Sensation t? Thonght, a. ti, 
do., p. 168 ; eame gronnd trove~ • in 
Natural Order, but inversely, do.; Wg't-
ly illnstrated, a."· do., p. 169; or Time 
and Space, t. 1161, p. 898 ; Table "°• t. Mt, , 
do. ; ot Lise and Existere, t. 663, p. m; 
place of in Beale, t. 619, p. 436; Form-Atla
logue of, t. 622, p. •88. 

Looro.u AND NATURAL Oeua, Notatioo ~ 
t. 298, p. 217; ciiange <'f, t. 3~ p. ~~ ; , 
0-1; 1 = O, t. 3i8, p. 267; illus~ by 1 
Planet and Space; Zero and Number, DD
grom No "• t. 653, p. 456; t. 6M, do. ; 1. 
655, p. <lS6 ; t. 658, p. "67 ; npon Red:i, 
t. 659, do.; of Evolution, t. 92", p. fl-~; see 
Natural and Logical Orders; Big· and 
Little-Endiane, t. 991, p. 671 ; Le'lftS, a. 3, 
t. 998, 999, p. 682; both eseentiel, a. 5, do. ; 
finally re•tated and compared, t. 1110, p. 
631; both essential to competency of Theory, 
and to be reconciled, t. 1111, p. 6!! ; the 
Normal Type of Doctrinal Adju~tment, L 

1118, p. 133; their Analogy with MIL'fll· 
liam and Feminism, c.1, 2, t. 1119, pp. ~ 
837. 

Loorowr, defined, derivea all th1np ftom 
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Inherent Neceuity and Law; contrasted 
with Arbitriam, a. 6, c. 321 t. 186, p. 85 ; a. 
H, t. 2~, p. 178; Evenneais, Equity, t. 306, 
p. 221; in .Meohwica and Government, 
oontruted with Arbitrism and Appeti1m, 
t. 352, p. US; and Arbitrism, que•tion of 
precedenoe or, t. 3i8, p. 270 ; Reconciliation 
of, Puntarcbally, c. 7, t. "8, p. 321; Enda 
of the F.gg, t. 991, p. 578; Prepouderanoe 
of over Arbitrism, t. 1117, p. 636; aud Ar
bitri~m blend and hlll'IDonime, c. 21 t. 1119, 
p. 6.17; a. 1, c. 1, do., p. 686. 

Loe1awu.i. YDTATlos, Logical Order, M1111-
culoiJ, from Thought to Semation, (2 + 1), 
a. •2, t. 204, p. 168; Scientiftoally Pfllllo
mount, do. 

Loe1C181UL Rzooa:, e. 1, t. 1119, P· 636. 
Loo1cW10LOGT, in Theology, dellned and 

chal'1'Cterizetl, t. M9-351, pp. 246-248; aod 
Arbitrismology, romparea and collU'IUUd, 
t. 351, p. 248; Table 19, t. 352, p. U9. 

Loo1c11m111 (C11ta·), t. 619, p. 487. 
Loooa·PllllfOll'L&, = Type-Fonu-Prindple, a. 

6, c. 3:!, t. 136, p. s;;; generates Being, t. 
'l •1, US, p. "80; the God-O>noeption of 
Pure Rationalism, t. 768, p. 488. 

LoNo Foa111, = Scienee, t. 1027, p. 698. 
"Lo:so-H.um:n RuoBXna," (Men), c. 4, t. 

463, p. a2.;. 
LoxoeLLDED:n:ae, t. 633, p . .U.. 
Loicomn>s, aud I.atitude, i:..me. of orOlllhJe, 

t. 67', p. 4.59. 
LoNo M1wnru; Unit ofllne. F'ma!Purpoee 

of Mathematics, t. 1032, p. 802. 
Loo1111, (SU.. L . Prof.), propoUDde Seoood 

Form of Hatter = Etheria, t. 83, p. 3~. 
Loan Oon, The, in HeaYeD, Swedenb<111r, t. 

361, P· 2M; t. 362, p. 2-59; JU<:tioo (J(, OU 
Heaven, Earth, and Hell, L m, p. ~s; 
Tbe, t. "25, p. m ; L 4.U, p. 3'M ; The, 
and the Church; :lfaacWoid md Femi..rwid, 
L 803, p. 5' -2. 

Lon, Caati.Dg ~ ll-m Namben, t. "'1 
p.899. . 

LoTJl1 "a real Substance," Swedenborg, t. 
61, p. 88; Swcdouborg'• 1uo1111iug ol, t. 
105, p. 81; Analogue of Heat, do. ; IK Spir
itual Heat, do.; and Wisdom, = Spiritual 
Heat and Light, Buiil ot 8wcdeuburg'• 
Philosophy, do.; compared with" l'u1111io11•" 
ot Fourier, o.1, t. 1011, p. 69; SweJeuborg'a 
vie1uon, c. 2-8,do.; Swedenborgon,c. 37,t. 
188, p. 85; Swedenborg'•= Foeliug o( Kant; 
la confounded with The Will <>uly u Ex
tremes meet, t. 139, p. 100; Sympotl1y bo
tween the O:n nnJ tho Tuns of tho Trl
gra<le Scale, o. 1, do.; Anwoiruo or Mutter, 
t. 1"2, p. 102; the Substance of Mind, t. 
1'3, do.; and Wisdom, Swe,Jcnborg, Table 
1, c. 1, t. 226, p. 183; onJ )lute, Empe
dooles, do.; and Wiadom, U11iM111 and Dt1-
lsm o( .Mind, c. 2, t. 228, p. 164 ; Mt ado
qnute u Univenale, do.; Muriitge, aud 
Divorce; Swedeuborg'a Conjugiallty, t. 
825, p. 230; aud Will, bleuJ~J t.y !'wc•J. 
enborg, t. 899, p. MO; of tloe I\ .. H,Lour, 
tllught by Smellpox and Cholcm, 1. !•~I, p. 
674; of Men f<>r each other, from Jitf,·r.-noe 
of Creed, t. 1113, p. 033; au Aa'cetioo, 
Sentiment, Feeling. 

Lown H.u.l', of the Bo<ly ., D-·enda11t., 
Poeterity, Jnferi""', t. 111)1), p. 673 ; f!CJ<:l..J 
Pareplciria, t. ~83, p. 674. 

Lown mBT, <>fthe Tetn11le of the lkieocee1 

di•trihute<l by Spencer, L 270, p. Ill~; ... 
PeMa, t. 2!!5, p. 2'19. 

LoT.u.n TO ma 110111•.t.JrT or ma Do11.u•, 
il'.11otra1.,.J iu IJv111•iu <>f Nuwt.o<:r, "· 4, t. 
231, p. 1€1; in Pl1il•M>pby an•l i;,.;eoce, L 
~9, p. 312; t. 622, 6~~. pp. Z7~, 81111; t. 'TM, 
p. 41j7 ; t. b'>4, p. 611t ; t. ~I?., p. f/li ; J?Ju.
tr:.ti•1u !r<Jtu Mat.tri.l .,,J Y•1nu, t. Ill•, 
.W. ; c. 2, t. lit~, p. f,ti. 

Lo..,o•, t. i~. p. f/1; l'""ornatS..mue (J( die 
Jh!1, e. 3, t. "3, p. i~; - 11-1 ucl 
Luuva. 

LTOlllMilW, Sd...:Jler, e. 1, L "" p. Mt. 

Jl. 

K, N, Ne, L 670, p. 4N; I>i1cr- So. to, 
do.; L 571, ck>. 

J4.&D110-l'nmoLOeT. cWWti<Jo ai.d d~riva
tion ot; c. 1. t. :., p. f: a d"·i,;<>0 <JI J::,.,i. 
ogy, c. a.LI, p. $; f.ub'.li.-i<ied itJ:v .A.u· 
tbropo-Corpcrokia mid ~.IMul,QJ,. 
ogy,do. 

,......,...,.., NI<! M.illitlMSe, t. az~. S'· m; 
Aw,Ju:.:, I. bl~. J'· ~II. 

l«AW.>01'..._.1#¥, 11• MncwtL~.i.aw, t. l~, }" 
1~. 

ll6.1• Euun<>•, .;{ .t,;d.i.AcJe w '!cwi,:t, t. 
}u~z- ...... ~~'4 • 

.ldu.a.-u; - .IJ-!,~ ... d fJriow.i.:..i:.vt:1. 
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lil.u.s, r.nd Fcom~lo, Brllins, (Hemiapheree), 
c. 1, t. '35, p. 309 ; charactera, ln Matbe
matic.U F orwulal, t. 5:!5, p. 381 ; Equal In 
The Absolute, do.; l'aurom.., reappears 
ln Female-ua Fcetus, t. 705, p. '66 ; .l.JID 

}"u.LLZA.NTITHEllIB, :mdContaot,t. 712-738, 
pp. 46:1-477 ; Figuret<, t. 1026, p.1198 ; Mind, 
the, worships, as Being is presented, in the 
N11tural Order; the Female u In the Log
ical, c. 1, t. 1119, p. 636 ; Principle, eee 
)(asculism, Female. 

:lliLJ;n11ANou, a Constructive Idealist, ?du
. aon, a. 5, t. 866, p. 2M. 
?if&lOll.a, =Balconies of Edifice, o. ll, t. "63, p. 

822. 
:M.ur, aa controllted with The World, t. 11 p. 

2; Science of= Anthropology, t. Ii, p. 8; 
Diagram No. 1, do.; see Anthropology; 
Belative Order of to World, t. 6, p. '; 
Graud Sciences of, c. o&-6, t. 9, p. T; u con
b'uted with Woman, t. 82, p. 19; with Man, 
do., Subjectin M~thod, t. 86, p. 21); a. 
1, t. 36, p. 21; Diagrrun No. 2, t 41, p. 2'; 
Grund and Divine, = Heaven, t. 82, p. '5; 
etymologically, a thin/en-, 1·tjf.«tor, or flldCJ

aurw, related to the .Moon, and Mind, 
.Mean, Meaning, c. 1, 2, t. 96, p. 68 ; and 
World, as Hood and Trank, t. 100, p. 69; 
c. 1, do., p. 60 ; why has heretofore op
pl'Odllcd Woman, o. 25, 26, t. 136, p. 81 ; a 
form of Wisdom, Woman of Lo\·o, Sweden
borg, c.87, do., p. 85; hie rel11tions to woman, 
o. '3, do., p. 88 ; Head of the World, a. 91 o. 
82, do., p. SS; primarily intlu:red and im
pregnated by woman, a. 11, c. 32, t . 186, p. 
89; the measure of, a. M, t. 2M, p. 1'13; 
himself a "''""r', = Truth, Thought, 
:Mind, a. 55, do. ; third Elevation of Temple, 
t. 285, p. 209 ; t. 286, p. 211 ; central, like 11 

God in the Heaven•, t. :187, p. 211 ; = Head, 
do.; more than 11 Spirit, c. 1, t. 48', p. 307; 
represented by tbe Head In the Body, t. 446, 
p. 815; t. 448, p. 316; to God u World to 
Universe, do.; as God, Woman aa World, 
do.; t. 451, p. 818; not wholly male, o. T, 
t. ,58, p. 828; Intellectual Supremacy of 
over Wouian ; Objection&; Counterbnlance 
In favor or Woman, c. 8, t. 458, p. 829 ; 
superior to Woman In Pure Intellect, c. 
4-10, t. W, pp. 825-S:ll; Intellectually dis
covering, penetrnth'e, probing, e:rperimeu
tal, crncial and severe, e. Ii, t. 463, p. 321 ; 
analogue of Scienl'& and of Mankind, aa 
antithetlcol to the World; phyalolczlcally 
the Satellite of W om:m, do. ; a form ot 

Wisdom, Swedenborg, e. U, t. ~. r· ~ 
is lmpregiwed by Woman, do.. p. K . • 
Compoeity of all the Tb.ree Killgdb. t 
630, p. 4U; In a SeDM a ~re lo.I fpg 
t. 439, p. 449; each one a [11.h·-. CL 

in a Sc1111e, giv• birth to Womu, t. ;1:. ~ 
'80; t. 761, p. 481; md Woman, PCll01·., 
and Neptive Kclati•JllS of, t. ~ :-:-
600-.'>04; M.ouline, World F~ ·• 
803, p. 60ll; The Grand, t. !l>'i, p. W: 1-
dividual and CollectiT<', Eaad ~ ~ 
tween, in ""'~ to Health, ~ c.. I 
Cure, t. 984, p. 675; t. ~de.; 11.: 
Woman, Relative Figure of (~-Feno. : 
981, p. 578; Dimgram No. T._ t. no. p.r 
Sciencee of, Leiber'• Di•ribation, c.. I. ~ 
998, p. 581; and EnemaJ World,..,.._ 
ti.ve etudy of; Two Grand ~ i..-. 
L 41 t. llllS, 899, p.581; (the lil-.m o( :·· 

World, do.); or Eqaal Validity. tht rar..· 
eological Doctrine, L 6, do.; \DtlC u. .h· 
mal), npeats Form, L llt!L~. r· fl~; L• 
repeat.I Form, do.; Fem:l" !Su~ •• · 
and world, unioo or in l-ni •n>oe. t. .• 
do.; MllD standing or treading 11~a Er. 
or World: Buabuid and Ru•~ 
do.; the Baee repeat. Kan Kai.. L • 

t. 1119, p. 6U ; repealJI G<>d, dn.. ; :a ·, 

Image or Eidolon; la R-1. do. ; ""'-"' 
ment uf Order, do. ; - ~; Jl.c.& .. 
Kingdom; Woman. 

MAlfl7E8TlliO Dar.unwrr, of Be:inf, !.-. 
t. 49~. p. ::$.5. 

M.L"Ol:L'fn, .Man the Analorrae o( e. s, t. ' • 
p. 8~'7. 

MANBIO!(I, Home of :wan,-, c. t, t. &:i, • 
823 j t. 1015, p. 69t. 

ll..wT, The, ( 7lt JWld), .. r.. 98.. t.. .4. -
158, 15~; Idea Analy-1, t. 7:->". p. ...i. 

Mu or TRJI W OIU.D, of the ~ ,. · -
to, t. 27£>, I" 205; Distrihuttcia ..C.. t :
<~o. ; but one degree lo T~ ..l. 'u:::: 
t. 285, p. 209. 

Kua, Prof., Progreoettl S:rnri., t. ::' · 
227. 

ll.uu TJBUU, of AIDtria, 6. 1. t.. ta· 
508. 

JU.Juw.aa, F.lel!tlve A.lllnity, L aa. p.. ~ 
Ontologieal, or the Finite .. ;ia * ~ "" 
Frothinghomll, t. 4r., p. J:lt; or d ~ 
ilnite and The Abso111t., lle.nairt..._ t. • • 
p. 837 ; F.oatatloi1111, The lo.£ Ne.. ~ ·. 
'6S, do. ; the Grand Oaemle->J. ~ &. ~ 
808, p. 60! ; of Man and W rd.I. t. • « 
llS8, p. 674; and Nuptial a..,_~ ·.f ~·I 
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mid PraoticW. LU'e, o. ll, t. 1119, p. 
MT. 

llLt.lu&tm Mu .um Wo¥D, t. 8lll, p. 
ll9'. 

llucuLDB, and Feminine, equal Right and 
Left, t. 974, p. 672 ; t. 978, 9i9, p. 673 ; 
Social Jlemiplegia, t . 982, p. 6i4. 

lluolTLUlll PiwroIPLU, Scientieru, Coition or 
with Religi•1-l'i.JilOM>phi$m, c. 2, t. 448, p. 
818; progeny of, c. 4, do. ; Type of &bl~ 
ence, t. 729, p. 473 ; o. 1, t. 730, do. 

lluolJI.ID, and Feminillm, from Copulation 
or all True Organio Development, t. 186, p. 
15; aeo Feminism, Masculiamua, Femini&- · 
mns; etl'ect or on Yolk as the organiling 
iDAucnce, c. 2, t. 186, p. 78; cuts up, eeg
ment.izee, aota 111 a knife, or as Mind, the 
Intellect, or the E)le in discriminating, 
AnalogneoftheMind, do.; regular dividing 
by halvoe, quarters, ere., o. 8, do.; divides 
lo f11nction ; ~ On in eaeenoo, Tendential 
ud Repetitive Correependenoe of, c. 6, 
do. ; p. 77 ; Seota in Christendom from this 
principle, c. 'r, do.; Rationalism, o. 9, do. ; 
while yet tending to Ultimate Unity and a 
Sclentiflc Basis or Fllith, do.; Subdomin · 
ance of, in Yolk, the Feminine Domain, o. 
10, do.; llttempted independence or, of Fe
male llid, c. 18, p. 80; corresponds repe
titively with Sencotiem or Old Age, and 
it.e Wisdom, c. 24, t. 186, p. 81 ; doea 
homage to Femioiam, c. 27, do., p. 82; 
numerous Analogues or, c. 83, do., p. 8'; 
itself Analogue or a given World-period, 
do. ; Subdivided, c. -ill, do., t. 87; and Fem
iniam, interchange of, t. 829, p. 285; differ
euoe and oontel!t or, t. 712-789, pp. 468-
'77 ; both found in matter, t. 804, p. l503 ; 
tho Logic:il and Nlltural Ordeni of, t. 1119, 
p. 636; c. 1, 2, p. 687. 

MAeoVLJaroa, or Universal Being, t. 808, p. 
60:!; t. 8•>4, p. 608 ; and Feminiamua, Enda 
of the Egg, t. 991, p. 678. 

M.uo111.011>, = Soientoid ; eee Male Principle, 
Meut.i.tiou, Logiclamal, do. ; Rationalism ao, 
'- 13.J, p. 75 ; o. 9, do., p. 77 ; = Old or 
Senior, o. 24, 25, 27, do., p. 81 ; aide oC Fem
inoid Diapeoaatlon, o. 88, do., p. 85; reJa.. 
&ively so, o. 87, do. ; Men and Women, o. 
ti, do., p. ~; Mind ao, a. 11, o. 82, do., p. 
89; wbolo speclo Distribution ao, a. 22, do., 
p. 92; AnalOf.'Y, o. 23, t. 603, p. 367; Hem
ispheres of Beilllf, Mind, Form, Scienl'tl, 
t. 739, 741, p. 477; Table 43, t. 741, p.478; 
t. 7 44, do.; Table U, do., p. 479; set of 

Prinoiplea produoe the Femiuoid, t. 74i, 
7 48, p. "80. 

MARo:nr; see Freemuonry. 
M.uue, Tile Social, t. 31ll, p. 2U; for The 

People, .Aggregations as of Pointa, Dot.s, 
Thing<. Units, t. 8'2, p. 619. 

M.ueoLOGr, t. ans, p. ll27. 
!Luaoll' (David), "Recent British Phil0&

ophy," Psychological Difference, etc., a. 12, 
c. 32, t. 186, p. 89 ; his contribution to The 
GB.UrD Rsco!l'ou.u.Tioll', o. 15, do.; hia re
view of Mill's review of Hamilton, a. 22, do., 
p. 92 ; stat.ea the oaae bot ween Experien
tialiam and TrallllC)8ndentalism, a. 25, 28, do., 
p. 93 ; hie epitomized account or Coemioal 
Conoeptions, from Hamilton, t. 886, p. 261 ; 
a. 1-7, do., pp. 281-285; Nitiliam and Pan
thelam, t. 8118, p. 262 ; t. 869, p. 263; bis 
account of Hegel, t. 370-372, pp. 863-367 ; 
t. 881, p. 272. 

:M.unar, Complete, of Human Intellect over 
all Domains or Knowledge, t. 907, p. Ma. 

:td.uno.ATIOll'; eee Eating, a. 21, o. 32, &. IM, 
p. 92. 

MATEBU., First or Gron Form or Matter, &. 
&>, p. 87; Prof. Joseph Henry and Prof. 
SilRS L. Loomis, t. 62, p. 89 ; t. 8t, do. 

M.ATKRIAL, and Spiritual, of Comte, In a spe
oi11I seuao, a. 81 t. 86, p. 21 ; V .AllB1T = 
Spiritual Unity, t. 759, p. 484; U1un = 
Spiritual Vllliety, do.; t. 761, p. 485; Sn-
11r.uroa, Chemical, Naturic, Feminoid, t. 
802, p. 601 ; wrought in, an un!mportani 
oonsiderotion in Univcreology: gives place 
to that of Typo or Model, t. 838, p. 617. 

M.Anauuaw, ch11rgo of 11g11ill8t Comte, a. 8, 
t. 88, p. 21; tendency of, to Spiritualism, t. 
88, p • .0 ; o. 82, t. 186, p. 82 ; Analogne or 
Mmcle, Fle11h, Bulk of Body, Brawn, Fuo
damentism, a. 9, c. 32, t. 139, p. 88 ; a. 3, t. 
BM, p. 252 ; t. 839, p. 257 ; repeats Miner
alogy, Table 23, t. 860, p. 258; or M11terial
latio Realism, deftned, Muaon, a. 2, t. 386, 
p. ll61 ; Table 29, t. 894, p. 279 ; heretofore 
predominant, now changed, t. '21, p. 29"; 
eee Realit1tn. 

L'fllBl'..ALlft(e), tending to ronviction of 
Spiritnal Coll8titntiou of Jillltter, t. 62, p. 
as ; tend to beoome Spiritnollirte, t. M, p. 
89; J. S. Mill, on Hamilton, do., p. 4-0; 
and ldealiati<, Contlict between, c. 81, t.136, 
p. 89; see Experientialiati!. 

llf.ATllRilllVIJI, and Mentlsmm, t. 80-i, p. 608. 
M.Ana1ox.oor. 11JlntleJ to, c. 3, t. 6, p. 6. 
:M.ATlUll..ATI0.6..L Forui:, &. 678, p. <lOS; t. 
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1197-611, pp. -i22, oi2i. Diagrmu.• Nos. 29-
.W, pp.oi23-43ll; lMOLl~.A.TIOJr0 t.[>970 p.422; 
Aritlimetioal, Geowetricul, An111ytioal1 t. 
600, p. 424; Diagn.IDll N08. 8240. 

MATllDl'.A.TIOAL FoRK11u. "Univel'll41,'' 
Wron:<ki, c. 1, t. 489, p. 849. 

MATllZllATICA.L FoVlfD.A.TIOJO, diaturbed, t. 
487, p. 349. 

?d.A.TBIUIAno.A.L Nounos, rendered eftlcient 
by Zero, c. 1, t. 652, p • .s4. 

:M.A.TllllUTIO.A.L Po'W'Dll, mentioned, t. m. 
p. 2ll·2; see Powen. 

11.A.TBJ:KATIO.A.L SPIBIT, the, teuda to TD 
GB.A.Nu R&coirolLUTIOK, a. lS, c. 82, t. 1361 

p. 91. 
!iATBEJu.Tloa, branch ot esact Soiouce, o. 9, 

t. IS, p. 13 ; = applied Plllltologic, c. 10, 
do.; IU!lligned by Spencer to Ab~tractology1 
o. 11, clo. ; aro they abenrcl and useless, a. 
28, c. 32, t. 186, p. 94 ; wonld be 10 to pot 
them in the place of, or to exclude them 
trom, Nntnral Hidtory, do.; the, the Form 
of Being, t. 143, p. 102; = Fonturin1r, Form, 
c. 7, do., p. 103; Matter, Spirit; Fourier's 
Trio, t. 138, p. 99; t. 170, p. 120; t. 171-
176, pp. 128-127; a Neutral, and hence an 
lmplll'liftl Domain, t. 176, p. 127; eontllin 
ond conceal the Solution of tho Philosoph
ic11J 1111d Practioal DifBonlty, do.; Furnish 
all Principles by virtuo of thoir greater Sim
plicity Bild Generality, t. 200, p. IS:l; Dia
tribuUoo of, by Pro£ Davies, t. 230, p. l '17; 
neither the Pure nor the Applied to be dia
cnssed, bot the Analogy of, do.; General 
Distribution, T11ble 13, t.. 231, p. 178; 
Comte's Distribution of, Tnblo 1, c. 1, t. 
231, p. 179; ofDavios,Comte,ond Spencer 
comparod, c. 2, do., p. 180; rest on Logio, 
t. 273, p. 200 ; Clef of, t. 277, p. 202; eee 
Mill; Table 15 (Fundamental Exposition), 
t.. 278, p. 204; t. 281, p. 206; Analogue of 
Existential Dialectic, t.. 887, p. 27"; Table 
25, do. ; = Limbs of Body, t. 452, p. 820; 
Mechanics of, t. 6~-i, p. «O; Culminate in 
Mechanice, t. 636, p. 446; = Curve, t. lOOll, 
p. 6"' ; repeated, at the High Extreme, by 
Music, t. 1032, p. 602; total purpose of, 
do.; clement& of, in various seuaee, t. 1069, 
p. 619; see Number; Numerology; Meta.
phy~ics of; Logic of. 

MAmn111, Analogue of Science, t. 136, p. '/'II. 
MATROLOGY, Di~ram No. 30, t. 698. p. 423. 
MATRIX, or Medium of Mno, tho Objective 

Wor<I is ~o. t. "48, p. 316. 
M.A.'.ITZB, nnd Mind, the Abetraci b1111e1 of B&-

Ing, e. 8, t. 6, p. 6: seiCllC!eS o! Mat.eriokig: 
and Mentology, do. ; echoea to Science, L 

19, p. 14 ; t. 24, aud Table ll, t. 24, p. 16 : 
echoes to World as contrasted with Man. t. 
26, do. ; relutioll! of, Table 8, t. !lT, p. 11 ; 
Tu.ble •, t. 28, and Table 6, t. 29, p. IS; rd.
tions of,croasing and direct, with Phila.opby 
and Science, t . 80, do. ; Table 7 (Typical 
Tuble ), t. -iO, p. 23 ; = Materia, t. 60, p. 
87 ; distinct from Spirit, the •piritnali!c 
theory, t. 61, p. as; First or Groe Form 
of, do., t. 611, p. 89; Seoood or Fine Form 
of, t.. 62, 63, do. ; external and groee, t.. 8" 
p. 49 ; etymology of, a. 1, t. 86, p. 50 ; ft-

peats Nature, t. 93, p. M; Analogue c( 

Nature, t. 185, p. 74'; Feminoid, c. i, L 131, 
p. 76; primarily impregnatea Mind, a. 11, 
c. 8!1, t. 136, p. 89 ; = Subdtanoe of Being, 
t.. 140, p. 101; Aualognc of Feeling or Lira, 
t. 142, p. 102; the Subi>bmce or Material el 
Being, t. 143, p. 102; Analogy of Subdi
visions of, with those of Matter, Table 9, \. 
14.f, p. 1()4; Mathematie!', Spirit, Fourier'• 
Trio, t. 138, p. 99; t. 170, p. 123; L lil-
1711, pp. 128-127; and Space, Natural 0.. 
der, t. 878, p. 269 ; impreguat.ea Mind, fem
inoidnlly, c. 23, t. 603, p. 867; ond Spirit, 
Antithesis of, t. 763, p. "86; and Mind, 
Complex P0toition of, and Negative Relatiom 
between ; Man and Woman ; Monarch arul 
People ; Lord 1111d Chnrch, l 8(13, p. ~; 
echo throughout to each o\her ; C<>mplexity 
8-fold, t. 805, p. 606 ; represented by C
Dot, t. 837, p. 618. 

MAUBIOB(F. D.}, Rellgiona otthe World,•., 
c. 1, t . 128, p. 72. 

M.uuulll, Extreme OutneN, t. 666, p. 400; 
Letter M, t. 567, do. 

Mun, (Dr.), t. 62, p. 89; alluded to, L '3, 
p. 89. 

Ma, aud No~me, ftrat distiogulahed by Kant, 
t. 112, pp. 66, 67 ; eee Kant. 

JllJu.Jr, between the Infinite ot Jd:lj!llitud.e 
and :Minitude; Actllal U.niverae, L Slt, p. 
611. 

?ihu.lfme, = Mind of Unit, e'6., t. 838, p. SIS. 
MBJ.NtN03, of Words, Interior, t. 688, p. 41S.. 
MBABUBB, = Man, Mind, Thought, Tralh. 

•.· SS, t. 204, p. li8; deftned, Analogue ol. 
t. MO, p. 886; t. Mll, p. 888; Table 31, p. 
889; Scieoee, Qn1111tity, Form, t. ass, r
-ifl2 ; of the World, .Man, a. 4, t. 99t, ~ 
588. 

"MBABtrllBD SDIBI," of Twelve (12), M
ings of W orda, t. 683, p. 413 ; F ouricr, \. 
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707, p. 46'1'; t. 981, p. 568 ; of Solar and 
Pivotal .N umbel'll, t. 10'.!9, p. 6119. 

lls.umwra RoDe, or &.eJa, t. 8S81 p. 5351 

t. 890, p. o:l6. 
"Miw.a.inQua C:&LPTB," oomplio:ition ot 

Forces,~. ti:!!?, p. '311. 
liibou..unoAL PaorclPLU, the, .AU rt~ to 

°""• namely, lxous.18K, t. 2381 p. 185. 
MiwllAll'loe, ambiguous poaition o~ in the 

Mathematics, o. 1, t. 231 1 p. 178; Place of 
lo Scale, Table 151 (Funwunental Exposi
tion), t. 278, p. 204.; .Annlogy and Nature 
of, t. 4521 p. 321 ; relation of to .Movement, 
Order, Metbod, Drift, t. 621, p. 433; illna
trated in Form, Diagram No. 4-0, t. 610, p. 
'32; t. 611, do.; a braneh of Mntbetillltics, 
do., p. 433 ; Cle&, do.; see Force, Or<ler, 
Method, Drift, Direetion, Lengthwiseneu, 
Time, Careen, of Mathematics, t. 824, p. 
440; Mechanical Principles, all reducible 
to tlie Wedge (Tapering Form), or to mere 
Inclination, tending to, and aymboliz.iug 
Movement, t. 638, p. "6 ; aee Mechanical 
Principlea. 

MscBANIBJI; aee Structure ; enemal, allied 
with the Limbs, a. 8, t. 42, p. 252. 

llaooA.NIDVI, total, oomplete, allied with 
Trunk and Limbs, a. 81 t. 421 p. ll8; see 
MechaniCl<. 

l11:00.a.~0LOG1', Cnrecn, t. 821, p. 487; 8ee 
HechaniCl!I and Foroe. 

Mi:nuL; see Incipient. 
llinax Lur., Knowing carried up along It, 

becomes Hood, t. 2111 p. 18; Diagl'lllll No. 
2, (Typical Tableau), t. 41 1 p. 24; Eqon
tioo, t. 4.';4, p. 823; Cot-up at, = Kauteou 
Distribution, t. 457, pp. 8281 8321 333 ; Pro
trudeot or Clef\ below, Sex, t. 720-738, pp. 
471-4i7. 

MJ:D10In, Sobools in, to be expounded and 
reconciled, t. 896, p. 675. 

lh!>lllX, the Eooompt1111Sing Homan, t. 809, 
p. 223; or Matrix of Man, the Objective 
World is ao, t. 448, p. 816; Negative, Space, 
Time, t. 788, p. 496. 

MJ:D1U11BBIP, and Trance, no apology for 
re<'Ognizing, c. 1, t. 4161 p. ll91. 

MIDDllll8, of Society, analogoUB with the 
I.imba ot the Body, t. 48, p. 81; InJivid
onlw, t. 309, p. 223; t. 810, do.; Individuality 
of, t. 759, p. 484; of Human Body, t. 780, do. 

M1:1a11u.1'B8, types ot the curtain whioh veila 
the play, t. 1062, p. 81'1. 

Mn, AND WoKD, Relations of In Society, 
Singlo and MArricd, t. 8111 3121 p. ll2'. 

MDln'llVATION, relutiona ot to Time, c. 231 t. 
600, p. 866. 

MusUKAL, ldeu.soal, Menstrual, a. 221 c. 321 t. 
136, p. !It. 

M.llNTAL EvoLVTION, law of, oontinutd by 
the German .Metaphyaiciana frow the 
Greek, t. lv6, p. 68 ; t. 109, p. 64. 

M:&!ITAL PBooaua ; aee Progre11&. 
M&!l'l'ATION, Evolution of, a. 89, t. W., p. 166; 

kinds of; aee Arbitrismal and Lo~iciswal, 
do.; a. 22, o. 82, t. 1861 p. 9ll ; what, theo
ries of, t. 897, p. 280 ; Intangibilities of, re
plaoed by .Matteroid Tangibilities, t. 8981 

do.; Stoges of, how alfected aexoally, o. 28, 
t. 6031 p. 867. 

M:slmexua, and Materiismos, t. 804, p. 508. 
Murotoo1'; see P•ycbology. 
M:sll.B I'BBP02'DBJUJl'OJ:, alluded to, c. '• t. 5, 

p. 5 ; illu:;truteJ u bet ween .Mascuiii!m and 
Feminism, c. 18, t. 136, p. 80; between 
Feeling and Knowing; Substance and 
Form, c. 82-III, do., p. 88 ; of two Ele
ments in mental act of Perception, a. 11 1 c. 
82, do., p. 89; alfecting Logicism and Ar
bit.rism, a. 42, t. 204, p. lGS; DDllflTIOll' 
and Foaxuu, t. 626, p. 881; pre'l"aila 
everywhere in The Concrete only, not in 
The Ab~tract, t. 527, do.; t. 528, p. 882; t. 
603, p. 428 ; t..887, p. 535 ; t. 890, P• 636 ; 
c. 1, t. 1119, p. 636. 

MJlllOTl!S, the Golden .Mean of Aristotle, a. 20, 
t. 204, p. 154. 

Mi:eoTRET, between tho two Units of Two == 
Thought-Linea, t. 475, 476, p. MO; esaence 
of Rdation, Ultimate Depth of Analysis. 

M:i:ss1Amsx, of Wronski, c. 6, t. 44.8, p. 320. 
M.ETAPB1'81CAL, Discriminations, to be ren

dered intelligible and exact by the AUJJ
ogy ot Number, and then of Form, t. 1128, 
p. 176. 

lUrA1'111'81CAL EQVATlONI, "Absurd," Some
thing EquMl to Nothing; One equal to 
Two ( 1 = 2), etc., t. 486, pp. 847, MS. 

M&TA1'111'810lllil, dh·ide the Hind into: 
1. Knowing, 2. F«Nng, and 8. Ontatwn; 
followed by Comte, in Sociology, t. 44, p. 
27 ; deepillGd by Comte, t. 48, p. 30. 

Jd.:sTAl'llTIDos; see Metaphysicians, Philos
ophy, Sciento-Phil011ophy; deftnition and 
derivation of, = Philosophy, t. 18, p. 10; 
ot J.fathematict1, e. 9, t. 15, p. 18 ; = Men
tal Solenoo, t. 18, do.; excluded b.v Comte, 
t. 881 p. 20; a. 1, do., p. 21 ; .. Univenial 
Logic, Tranllceodeotal Philosophy, etc., o. 
8, t. HO, p. U; Hegel, c. 11 t. 98, P• M; 
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Natarumtl8 or, do.; Natural Order or, do.; 
developed into A b&truct Science, hitherto 
wantiug, t. 121, p. 70; Criticiil1n or Y oa
m&Wl aud t.hu PoeitiviBts, L M, c. llll, t.136, 
pp. 95, 96; Clef of; Ulterior Di..<tribution, 
t. 305, p. 221; and "Positivism," com
pared, t . ..U, p. 31-l; leol8speoillc, re-form
ed !Tom Science, t. 3VO, p. 856 ; so iuter
preted to ii.elf, t. 6o I, do. ; related to the 
Point, t . 1002, p. 584; reviving in t.he 
world, t. 1096, I'· 626. 

?dftAPnn101 OF M.t.Tllll:KATica, group of ca
tegories involved in Qulilltity, t. 109, p. 
65; allied with e:mctitndce ofSdence, do.; 
basis of the Science of the Sciences, t. 121, 
p. 70 j L u, 0. 82, t. 136, P· 911; t. 176, P• 
127. 

METJ:OBOLOOY, place or in Scale, T1iblo 16, 
( Fuudwucutal Exposition}, t. 278, p. 20.; 
t. :.186, p. 210; (Atmo•ph11re), Science of 
Mid-Air Region, t. 839, p. 241; echoes to 
Pneamatology, do.; repeats Conetructive 
Idealism, Table 291 t. 894, p. 2i9; .Middle 
branch of Cl111111iology, t. 6::4, p. ""6; Dia
gram No. 43, do., t. 636, do. 

MlETlloD, Subjective, Comte, t. 86, p. 21 ; 
comp:artd with Logical Order, do.; Objec
tive, Comte, compared with the Natural 
Order, do.; a. 1, do.; Scientific, New, 
bused on One, Two, Three, t . 126, p. 71 ; 
Geuernl of U ni\·ereology and lntegraliam, 
c. 82-IV, t. 1811, p. 83; Anticipatory, t. 
845, p. 244; c. 8, do. ; see Objective Method, 
and Suhjective Method, t. 44.6, p. 816; and 
Throat, t. 448, p. 316; not aame aa "First," 
"Second," nod " Third " Phil080phiee, t. 
«9, p. 8l'T; t. -i51, p. 818; relation of, to 
Numerical Seriee, t. 618, p. "86; relation 
or, to Force, t. 821, p. 4117. 

METllODIO Lun:, Fore-and.Aft, Horizontal, t. 
1088, p. 62oi. 

M1tT11ou1sTB, some men each by organization, 
t. 1112, p. 632. 

Mneone, or Orders, Scientific, Three, t. 6831 

p. oil3; more thnn Three, do., t. 616, p. 
oiM; Diagram No. oil, do. ; Cle& of, in 
Science, 1. The Logical or Catalogical, 2. 
Tho Analogicnl, 8. The Pnntological, (En
larged View), t. 619, p. "8'1; Cle& of, do.; 
sec Method ; Force. 

M10110-PeT•10LOoY, definition and derivation 
of, c. 1, t. 5, p. oi; a division of Biology, c, 
B, t . 5, p. 5. 

Mmnu, of Universal Development, =Sci
ence, t. 16, p. 11 ; eeo Beginning; Chung. 

MmDI.• Rso10N, between Pbiloeophy mJ 
Science = Sdento-PhilO<!Ophy; interprea 
one to the other, t. oi73, p. 839 ; ~ 
character or, do. ; rei.tion or to N ambet
Two, do. 

Mm-Lll.O, or Egg, t. '1761 p. oi92; aee Meclim 
Line. 

Mxrro•, The, = TrinLun119 from Apcinia. 
Uuiam, and P-., DuiBm, a. 20, 22, t. :l!l>t. 
p. lM; L 80, do., p. 160; Table 1, c. t, t. 
226, p. 168 ; c. 8, t. 228, p. 1 M ; t. 2$0, p. 
189. 

MILJt, great Ocean of, Hlndoo, Am.logue of 
Primitive Ether or Nebula, a. 17, c. n, t. 
186, p. Ill ; in breasts or Mother Nature, do. 

MILIT SOl'TlfU8, L 21, c. 82, t. 136, p. Ii; 
see Curdling. 

MILL (John Stnart), enlargee Logic, c. 8, t. 
13, p. 12; deepciirs of u .. u, oJ Lt., d<>.; 
"On Liberty,'' t • .a, p. 81; on Philorop!i;r 
or llomilton, t. 66, p. oi-0; on Matter, t. na, 
c. 1, do., p. 1l7 ; etutce the oppotiite tceories 
of Conception, a. 1, c., 82, t. 1311, p. 83 ; hil 
review or llumilton reviewed bv Ku.on ... 
22, C. 32, t . 186, p. 92 j hia • COntz'o\·en;y 
with Spencer, a. 29, do., p. 9"; repli~ t1> 
Spencer's Criticism of Comte, c. 5, t. 200, 
p. 1"8; a. 6li, t. 20-i, p. li3; on Sir Wm. 
Hamilton, on The Abiolute, and Tbe In
fullte; "Unmeaning Abootractions," a. 6-ll, 
t. 26'1, pp. 200-202 ; Commented on, L 

1()-82, do., pp. 202-220; biB Tailor, a.. is, 
do., p. 205 ; in respect to .Mathematic::>, e.. 
92, 28, do., pp. 210-212 j his M111.1Cnbr 
School ot Thinkens, do.; hie ~ing 
criticism of Hamilton, a. 23, <1<>., p. 2lt; 
dilf~rent A.•pect.s, a bosid for dift'.,rent Sci
ences, 11. 2-i, do., p. 214.; rcpl"Cl!'entati•·e 
mnn of E.xpcricntialiem, t. oiO'i, p. 2%; L 
oi65, p. 335 ; cited in respect to the ~
lnghams, t. "67, p. 386. 

"MILLBllITK8 ;" s;ie Ad\'cntlsta. 
Mn.LB.'rNlllll, to bo inaugaruted through Sci

enoe, the rejected stone, t. 711, p. -ill; id
of the, in the church, t.178, p. 128; ia to be 
destruction and rep:acement of cfupen.a
tlon, t. 186, p. 131 ; idea.s of Oorida and 
Wallingford PerCectiouists on the Subjed, 
c. 1, do. ; Pwmnium su~ed imtead, 
objection, do.; not a state of Normal Per
fection, but a Transition, Hequembourg, r. 
1$, 8, t. "30, p. 801 ; nnmeric:al calculatiom 
about, do. ; harmony of Christian~, In&dela, 
nnd H"thena in respect to, c. 7, e, t. '-'Ci, 
p. 302 
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MDD, and MAtter, the Abstract bases of Be· 
ing, c. 3, t. 5, p. 5; Scienoe of Mentology, 
do.; Subject-Matter of PhilOllOphy, t. 181 

p. 13; t. U, nud T11ble 2, p. 16; Subdi
viaio1111 of= to do. of Religion, t. 25, do. ; 
echoe1 to MAB coutruated with World, t. 
26, do.; relation3 of, T11ble 3, t. 27, p. 17; 
Tables '• t. 28, anti 5, t. 29, p. 18; la llWl

Jogue of the Head and Median Line, t. 29, 
do. ; and ~fatter, relations of, crossing and 
direct, with Philosophy and Science, t. 80, 
do. ; Table 6, t. 35, p. 20 ; Tablo 7 (Typical 
Table), t. •1, p. 28; Diagram No. 2 (Typi
cal Tabk>an), t. .i, p. 24.; correspondence 
of with Head, Heart, And Hand, do.; and 
with Ailatomy, Phyaiology, and <Hatur
ology, do., and a. 1~, t . ~. p. 25 ; Subdi
vision of by Ketaphysiclana int<>, 1. Know
ing, 2. Feeling, 3. Conation, followed by 
Comte in aocial Science, t. «, p. 27 ; in
ternal, tine, t. 86, p. •9; how eymbol1.11ed, 
do.; etymology of (Lat.) mma, related to 
flU~ra, a me&11ure, JWn, morn, ,_n, 
mtalU"fl, a. 2, t. 86, p. 60; c. 1, 9, t. 96, pp. 
68, 69 ; Masculoid, c. · 21 t. 136, p. 76; a. 91 

do., p. 88; primnrily 1mpreg1111teu by mat
ter, a. 11, do., p. 89; a. U, do., p. 9;>; Sub
division of, t. 163, p. 118; and Matter, 
atrictly ann.logous in their Outlny, t. 1.a, p. 
102 ; Analogy of Subdivitdot111 of, with thos3 
of the Universe, t. 1 .. , p. 103; Table 10, 
do., p. 10. ; echo or oorreapondenoe be
\ween, ie Analogy, do. ; not the Man-Fer· 
rier ; aeo Ego, t. a;;s, p. 2M; see Vital 
Renliem ; Swing ot from Nihilism to Pllll
theillm, t. 870, 879, pp. 263-267 ; Hegel; = 
Mcm, Table 24., t. 878, p. 268; the, entrance 
of Ideas into, = th&& of Soule into Spirit
World, t. ~ p. 288 ; sox of the, and of 
the whole Being, c. 5, t. •ss, p. 326; im
pregnated by Matter, feminoidruly, c. 23, t. 
603, p. 367 ; and Mr.ttcr, Complex, Positive 
and Negative ~ationa between; Man and 
W OIDllll ; Monarch and People; Lord and 
Church, t. 803, p. 602; the true ~ullam, 
L BM, p. llOi ; Geho throughout to each 
other ; Complexity 8·fold, t. 805, p. 60.; 
repre'JOnted by Fine Dot, t. 837, p. 618; of 
Unit, t. 838, do. ; and Science, repre11e11ted 
b7 the Head, t. 975, p. 672 ; see Char
acter. 

MnrnAi., King<lom, Naturismua of Nature, t. 
888.p.635; analogue of AbetractSubetance, 
t . 1065, p. 618; and Vegetable Kingdom, 
union of, in An.i.mnl, t. lVGS, do. 

?tfnmw.l'.SJI, Punoto·llosic, Auguloid, t. 607, 
p. •29 ; t. 628, p. «1. 

Jd.LVJUU.LOoT, plaoe of, in Scale, T11ble 15, 
(l!'undamental Expceition), t. 287, p. 2M; 
enlarged SeWMI of, t. 838, p. ~; repoata 
Materialism, Table 23, t. 8591 p. 2b8; Table 
29, t. 39•, p. 279. 

MmDI, of Strnight-Line, Least Element ot 
Straightness, t. M6, p. 390 ; of Straight 
Forni, t. 1007, p. 587; of Naturo-Artilltic 
Form, do.; Type of Lowest Ailalyais ot 
Form, t. 1008, p. 588; how, do. ; stsrting· 
point of AlrAL TTIO.f.L GJDWU.LU:.1.no1111, 
do. ; t. 1013, p. 591. 

M tlflJl9, Crotoheta, etc., Muaical, t. 1 OM, p. 
603. 

MnruallX, Extreme Inneu, t. 666, p. ~1 ; 
Letter N, t. 667, do. 

Murmn>a, Absolute, t. 8181 p. 611 ; aee Mag
nitude. 

MJJroTJ: Eoo· r olll'T, c. 1, t. H'07, p. 688. 
:MIBBOB, t. 96, P• 58 ; t. 97' P· 69 ; c. 2, t. 96, 

do. 
MllDloanm, and Jupiter, lutroduction, p. 

xx.xi. 
MoDALlTT, defined, Positive and Negative, t. 

118, p. 69. 
Monn; aee Type. 
MoDDN Tuae, RelaV..id, c. 5, t. .US, p. 319. 
:Monu, ditforcut, of 'l'yp1cal Reprel!(lntation, 

t. MS, p. 391. 
"MoDIJ'IABll.ITT of rhenomena," Comte, ... 

6, t. 99!1, p. 534. 
Monmo1.n0Ns, Ulterior, of Analogies to bo 

made, o. 1, t. 4.SS, p. 309. 
MoDtrLATKD Foax, =Art, t. 1027, p. 698. 
Mon11LATING Lnr:s, around Egg, t. 7S., p. 

•94.; Diagrams Noe. 51, 52, pp. •oa, •97. 
MontJLAnoN, = Limitation (Coll80nantold) 

on Vowel-Sound, the otherwise wilimited 
Sounding Breath, t. •83, p. 345. 

:MontJLlllK, qf Form, Analogue qf .Art, t. 616, 
p. 376; t. 621, p. 878. 

MoL.UIB, c. 7, t. 503, p. 360. 
MONAD, Minnteneea of Being, a. 19, t. 267, p. 

209; Unit, Atom, etc., t. 759, p. ~. 
lfoNAJ>B of Society, Individuals, t. 809, p. 

228; t. 812, p. 22!; Leibnit&ian, t. 838, p. 
516 ; see Point. 

Mo!fANTBBOPOl.OOT, dc11nition and clorivation 
of, t. 6, p. 3 ; in acale with Biology and So
ciology, c. 2, t. 6, p. 5; Typk'lll Tuble11u, 
(Table No. 7), t. ~. p. 28; Subdiviaiot111 
of, c. 81 t. 61 p. 6 ; Notation or, t. 302, p. 
218; Buchauon, t. 9", p. 560 ; t. 9GG, p. 
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670; translat.ive DepA?tment of the Saienoe 
of Man, t. 972, p. 671; t. 999, p. 682; a. 1, 
do. ; t. 1082, p. 623. 

Mo1u.1Wu, Pivot of Society, t. 762, p. 485; 
nod Per1ple, t. 802-805, pp. ~ 

.MoNABOUe, Leade~, etc., Social Pivot.a, t. 
Bl>4, p. ~to. 

}fo!U.JWUT, etymology or, A ropreseotative 
JloM.1, Note a. 23, t. ~. p. 166; .Absolute, 
med to llluetrate, t. 800, p. 247. 

MoN.6.11, Pythagoras, = Uoiam, a. 28, t. SM, 
p. lM ; o.nd AiwiMot Dua1, oootruted with 
Ptr<U o.nd ..Jpriro11, Note, do.; means 
more tlum Oue, a. U, do., p. 156; and 
Duiu, not oumbel'81 but mere Elements or 
Number, do., Tublo 1, c. 11 t. 226, p. 168. 

MoN1&J1, in Philosophy, c. 1, 2, t. 758, p. "88. 
MoNuY, angle 45°, t. 884, p. 538. 
Mo!looR&llATllll, Singuloid, t. 84.2, p. 519. 
Mo!IOOR&JU.TOLOOY, related to Point, t. 402, 

p. 282; defined, do. ; diecrimioated from 
Compnrology, t. (()3, do. ; = Seoentiooalism, 
do., p. 283 ; echoea to lndividuology, t. 
4.92, p. 8;)1. 

Mosoo.ucr, mention ot, t. 82G, p. 281. 
:tdo1101PnEROLOOT, related to Point, t. 4021 p. 

282; dedne.i, do.; discriminated from 
Comparology, t. 4.03, do.; = Senentiooal
lsrn, do., p. 283; echoes to iudh'iduology, 
t. 4.911, P· 8:il j = the Echosopuy hcrotofoN 
extant, t. 472, p. 889; centres upon Cos
mical Coocretology, do.; echoes to Sucoes
aivo Musical Octavos, c. 1, t. '78, do.; ill 
equal to Naturo-Scieo~d-lletaphysice, 
do. 

MollOTRBJIJI, defined, central o.nd governing 
religious idea, t . 128, p. 72; Jewish, had 
no Philo~phy, divided Into two brnnchee, 
Mahometao o.nd Christian, do. ; became 
the Dominant idea of Christendom, t. 129, 
do.; centred In Catholicism, diverges In 
Protestantidm, do. ; of Islamism, the grim 
vindicator, etc., t. 131, p. 73; Chridtian, 
Unitarian protest, etc., t. 196, p. 13a; Fe
tichi~m, Polytheism,-Comte, aubdivia
ional, t. 350, p. 2'7; of Unitario.ns, Trini
tarians, JeWB, and Mahometans, c. 1-3, t. 
853, p. Hll; relations of to Number On, 
do. 

Moos, a Reflector, presenter of Light, Typo 
of Light, t. 96, p. 58; <'. 1, do.; Moon, 
Man, Mind, etymologically relat.ed, through 
MBNeuRA, 4 Miueuu, do. 

lloBAL SotE1'0S, how Initiated from Form, t. 
1106, p. 542; Mathematical and Mota physical, 

do. ; beoomea Euct, t. 90i, p. r.43 ; a.nJ 
other uew Scienoee to be developed. 

MOB.AL W OBLD, Truths in, aa Kultit&rioll9 ad 
yet 1111 Harmonioua aa ill the Kateri;J 
World, t. 1116, p. 68'. 

MoltALlTT, and Beligion, the higher not to 
denounce othen1, t. 104.6, p. 609. 

l'doUIA, Universological Systeru or, a. 35, t. 
2041 p. 163; Positive, Comte, t. 4"5, p. 315; 
Analogue of Posturee of the Body, t. .sa, 
p. 822 ; with .Abstnict Lines of Direcil<m, 
do. 

:tdoULI., Selllllltionaliam md Idealism, a. ~. c. 
82, t. 136, p. 86. 

Molllloir1, Polygamy or, mentioned, L 826, p. 
2::1. 

:t.loRPBloABJ.I.OGuu, of Something and Xot~
ing; of Matter and .Mind, concluded, t. Si<t, 
p. 619; of Station and .Motion, commence.I. 
do. ; of Cardinism and Ordinism, do.; of 

Number, t. 8:>:H!79, pp. 522-Ml; .Ma. 
l'llOLOOIOAL T.uu.uu, Diagram No. 69, l 
865, p. 62i; ofTBB&ll, Fotra, SKVD", t. 9'.C, 
p. Ml; of Calcnlation generally, (Addition, 
Subtnlctioo), t. 90\l, p. 5U; Di:&gn&m No. 
65, do., p. 54.5. 

MoBPmo Deonumunon, Immense lmpar
tance of, 1111 llieroglypha or Symbola, c. 1, t. 
923, p. 651. 

l'doBPmo SURST,umva, Plaralizable, t. Im, 
p. 463; t. 701, p. 465. 

MoBPnowor, IUld Numerology, Specilll l)o. 

mains of Unh·eJ'llOlogy, t. 2Sl, 232, pp. l'O'i, 
178 ; relation of, to tho Teeth, c. 4, L 003, 
p. &GB; of the Three Kingdolllll, t. 6~'S-6:l!, 
pp. «1-443; Free ?.bsonry, L 770, p. 49Q; 
defined o.nd dletingni1he<l from 'Univen
ology, t. 930, p. 556; of Uni .. ersology, l 
1053, p. 613; 11ee Type-Forms o.nd Typic:al 
Pillns. 

MOTRBB·C~, destined to be 1u~cd, 
reconstituted, or absorbed, c. 7, L 136, p. 
77 ; mother of Sects, c. 8, do. 

:td.OTBEB·EAlnn; ace Earth. . 
Mono, Aspects or Conditions oftbe t'ni~ene 

= amtmutty, o. 3, t. 9, p. 7; blurred by 
the Movement, c. 25, t. 5031 p. 867 ; rJf 
Body; eee Aspect. 

Mono:s, in Time, = Co-sequences, Table 9, t. 
l«, p.104; vibrations, etc., a deputm~t c( 

Form, t. 607, p. 360; and Station, lnexpug
n:ibly united, t. 560, p. 897; Duiiimal, do.; 
mntunl interchange of, do.; t. 561, p. ~96; 
relation or, to Mechanim, Fnl\.-e, OrJ.u, 
Method, Drift, Careen, t. 621, p. (3$ ; ii 
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the FoB.K or l<'oBCB, do.; t. 621, p. 437; 
Aualogue oi' Time, t. 665, p. 458; a factor 
oC Conoiotency, t. 666, do.; Aualogue of 
nrM, Or/Jit, l'aJl111KJ!J, t. 788, p. 4~6 ; t!JPi.-

)WJ in JilJ1'111, t. 840, p. 519; t. 844, p. 520; 
changin;; Fonn, t. 846, p. 521. 

MOTISll, relation of, to Or<linal Numbers or 
Ordini•m, t. 2381 p. 185; of Gcnernlogy, 
L. R., t. 5711 p. '°4; Diagram No. 21, p. 
-M>5. 

Kannrua, t. ll33, p. 208; of Mind nnd Matter, 
c. 21, t. :;01, p. 866 ; c. 28, do., p. 86~; o. 
87, do., p. 3i:i. 

KoVLDINo, or Art-Linc, of Ei,-g, t. 771, p. 
4'~3. 

KovBXBllT, echoes to Religion, t. 24, p. 16; 
J'C8Ult.aut of factonJ, t. 26, do. ; oi.•-riwks 
Exi.itence, prnctioally, do.; motic, do., p. 
17 ; rcla&te.i to Time, Jo.; io Tile Coutinuity 
of the Uui,·cr•e, Jo.; see Action, and Art; 
Line of, = Time, t. 86, p. 49 ; etymology of, 
a. 81 t. 8d1 p. 50; the Analogue of Conatiou, 
{Will), t. u.,, p. 1011; bo<lily Annlognc• of, 
c. 1-7, do. ; represented by Hand, llrc.lth, 
etc., do.; = Spirit, do. ; = C-0nation, Will, 
Table 91 t. lU, p.10!; contrasted with Ex
U.tenoe, t. 2581 p. 193 ; t. 2831 p. 208 ; t. 
287, p. 212; t. 29~, p. 2H; Analyzed So
cially, t. 80t, p. 2~>Q ; = Arts, t. 835, p. 239 ; 
Incipiency of, in Creation, t. 5.'i6, p. 39.J; re
lation o~ to Jilm:e, Or.Ur, Drift, Mtchanica, 
t. 621, p. 436; Mcchanicnl Domain, t. G3G1 

p. 446; t. 637, p. 447; Annlognc of Time, 
t. 66'i, p. 4~S; Gumli• Ordo Evcntonm, t, 
667, Jo.; and l~•t, incxpugnable, l 752, 
p. <l~l ; Il>rmou~· of, relation of to Nuptial 
Form, t. 106~, p. 618; see Motion. 

MvnDL• a. of Self-Contradiction, Mill, a. 91 t. 
261, p. 2112. 

)foLTil'.UUOUB1'Ull, Ostensible, of Nature, 
what, t. 76\ p. -iS7. 

)lvLTil'LIOA.TION, reduced to Addition, t. 849, 
p. 521 ; Uoiven<ologicnl Sy•tem of, par-
1.Lllly dcveloped-IIarland and Clancy, o. 
3-6, t. 861, pp. 525, 526 ; t. 970, p. 546 ; t. 
911, do., Dillolfl'8m No. 66. 

M11LTIPLIOA.TI01' T.a.au, illustration by; Con
oeming Beginning and End of Progr-, 

t. 189, p. 133; u to persowility of the 
author, t. l~O, Jo. 

JllUNDt:B, ~lu11Jiti111 t. 5731 p. <lQ6, 
llluscLX8, l'crvcs, Vill~'()ra, etc.,-Comte'a 

" Thir,l l'hilooopby ," Analogue• of, a. 91 o. 
321 t. 136, p. SS; t. 456, p. 828. 

'M.tl!ICULA.B <.'nlUSTIANITY, Phlloeophy, etc., a. 
91 c. 321 t. l~G, p. !!8. 

!llusovLAB So1100L of Thinken1, Comte, lllill, 
Spencer, lluckle, etc., a. 22, t. 267, p. 211 ; 
mi-judge the Trnnscendentalillts, a. 241 de., 
p. 213 ; attempt a Synthesis prior to com
plete Annlysi•, a. 27, do., p. 216. 

Mu~101 11 branch of Speech, c. 1, t. 4114, p. 35'; 
Fourier ; ~ee Octave, Time, Tune; a Sub
division of Speech, or Utterance ; Strain, 
Skull, Space, Love, etc., t. 807, 808, pp. 
504-506; Phrenolog:cal Organ or, t. 943, p. 
MO; Numbcl'I\ reigoin:; in, t. 94'!, p. 562; 
the only developed Harmony, t. 9"9, p. 
063. 

Mu110AL LA.w, Eohoof to UnivcraalIIannony, 
Fourier, t. 949, p. 663; t. 950, 951 1 p. 
668. 

Mu110AL OoTA.v11:(1)1 used to illnstmto ditrcr
enoe between Monospherology and Com· 
parolo;,'Y, or Ordinary Echoeophy and Sd
ento-Philosophy, c. 11 t. 473, pp. 8391 340: 
moasuring Cord of Himnony, t. 1031-103'1 

pp. 60l-6ll3; Uni<limeosionality or, t. 10321 

p. 602 ; repeats Ma.themntics, at I he high ez. 
treme, do.; Time-clivi•ions, t.10341 p. 603; 
Stre•s in, t. 1035, p. 604. 

Mu11cAL 8<"ALZ, Fourier, t. 462, p. 3M;
Rib•, c. 7, t. r.oa, p. 860; c. 8, do. 

l\h,"TtlALITY, of Society, contlvtod with Io
dMduality, t. 46, p. 29; = c~ntralizing 
Tt>ndency, do. 

MYllTERT, to be abolished; eee Babylon; 
adapted to t11e Infancy of the Race. L 60, L 
204, p. 172; new Order of, seemingly, re
Aolvcd, t. 1120, p. 637. 

Mrt!TI01ax, relationn and Clelll of, t. 4691 p, 
837 ; Table 84, do., p. 838; echoee to Pneo
ma.tology, do. 

)lrnro!foll1'1 Lute Barb, o. T, L. 908, p. 
646. 

N. 

NA.IL, Axed, and tne, t. 1089, p. 61)6. 
N.uLs, and Teeth; or Teeth and Nails, o. ll, 

t. 503, p. 357 ; more abetn.c& thUl Jbiaen, 
o. 81 4, do. 

• 
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N.uoa, representative, of Prinoiplea 1111d Do
m11ind, c. 1, t . .t-O, p. U. 

N.umrns, ot' Consonant 1111d Vowel-Sounda 
compound, t. '83, p. 844; of Uni venal 
Principles, derived from Number, t. 49', p. 
853. 

Nuor.&oll', (Louis), "Contented Natiooal.
itics," t. 52, p. 82. 

NAllOJUO' Sun, c. 2, t. «a, p. 818; t. 468, P• 
337. 

NATION ; Pee Society. 
N.a.noN.A.LITr, representation ot IOIDe par

ticular truth, c. 1, t. 853, p. 9{9. 
N.A.ftJ'JLll, 11D<l AJno-FolDll, 118 Indeterminate, 

t. 609, p. &64. ; contraated with Boientitlo, 
do. 

N .a.TUJU.I. .L"'1> Loe10.A.L 0111>-, Notation or, 
t. 298, p. 217; chllDge of, t. 8M, p. 2llO; 
1 = o; o = 1, t. 878, p. 1167; illustrated by 
Planet 11D<l Spnoe; Zero and Nnmber, Dia
gram Number «, t. 858, p. "66 ; t. 65', 
do. ; t. 635, p. 4.58 ; t. 658, p. 467; upon 
Radii, t. 659, do. ; of Evolution, t. 924, p. 
658 ; seen in Head FoJ'IDll and Trolls, t. 
95', pp. liM, 665 ; Diagram No. 71, p. 6M; 
Big-, and Little-endlBll8, t. 991, p. m i 
Lewea, L ., t. 998, 999, p. 582 ; both euen· 
ti al, a. 15, do. 

N.a.TUB.A.L .A.ND RATJOll'.U. Oanzu, inversion 
of, t. 7&1, p. 481. 

N.a.TUJU.I. DEvnoPJOi.."T, Analogue or, am 
r1aMria, t. 105~, p. 612; Da.rwinian Theory, 
c. 1, t. 10:;3, t. 618. 

N.a.TVB4L Dtr.A.I.Wl; Me Dialectical Coemical 
C-0nception; N 11tural Realism. 

N.a.TtrR.A.L HEA.Vllll'I, The, t. 301, p. 218. 
N.a.Tllll.A.L INoLlll'ATIOlll, of every Iodividual to 

one of tho two hn.lvea ot Philosophy, L 8, 
c. 32, t. 13G, p. 87. 

N.a.T11BAL J0Illlllf&1, indeterminate, o. ~. t. 
ll\)3, p. 37 6. 

N .i. TUJIA.L 0BJECTIVll ; eee Objective. 
N .&.TUB.A.L On mm, defined, t. Ii, Diagram No. 

1, p. 3 ; t. 6, p. 5 ; nnd Logical, revo1'8ed, 
t. 28, p. 17; compnre with Objective Method 
of Comte, t. 381 p. 20 ; a. 1, do. j of Meta.
physical Enquiry, c. 1, t. 93, p. 65; of the 
Genesis ot ldc1111, a. 8, o. 82, t. 138, p. 84 ; 
from Substance to Morphio Conceptions, a. 
1, o. 82, t. 136, p. 91 ; a. 21, p. 92; l 189, p. 
100; large!~· illostmted, a. 44, t. 204, p. 
169 ; of Tors anrl SPA.as, t. Ml, p. 898 ; 
Table No. 40, t. 562, do.; of &uten and 
.&at, t. 563, p. 399; Form-Analogue ot, t. 
622, p. 438. 

N.il'trllil. PBJLOeoPBY, alluded to, t. u, p. 1a; 
ciaal!itied, Table 11 t. 15, p. 11; Domain Gf I 

Comte, t. 36, p. 21 ; Table 7 (Typicul Talnt ~ 
t • .W, p. 23 ; Generalogy, Cler.. of, L m, p. 
214; Comt.ean Sense, defined, t. aM, p. 
238 ; Von-der W ~ydc, t. 835, p. 239 ; Lim
itod Meaning of, t. 337, p. 2.w ; Clm of; 
do. ; Domain of, The Contlitioned, do.; 
Macro-; Comtean; BeC Genemlogy, Ph~ sle;. 

NATtrRAL RilA.LUll, •• 3, t. 35', P- 252; • 
branch of the true Cosmical Conception, t. 
868, p. 256 ; t. 359, p. 257 ; rei:-ts Y ~ 
talogy, Table 28, do., p. 258; deftDE'd, 
Muaon, c. 8, t. 366, p. 262; Tllble ~. t. 
894, p. 279. 

N.a.TUML !:cl'.Bll'CB, = The Con~mus d 
Eid~teuce, t. 121, p. TO; allied wi\h Arb:. 
trismal ld.eutation, Feminoid, L 42, L 2'>t, 
p. 168. 

N.111'11BAL Wom.n, a world of Appearance&, 
merely from Spiritual Standpoint, &. 9, e.. 
82, t. 186, p. 87. 

NATtrllA.LJIJll, t. 68, P• 4-0. 
N.&.Ttrll&1 deDned u first crude imp?eMi{ID o( 

UnivorAC, t. 101 p. 7; allied with PhilO!
ophy, t. 13, p. 9 ; see Table 1, t. 15, p. 11; 
gi..-CI! Physiology, L 8, t. '2, p. 2ii ; F<'lll
lnold, is cherished in a M.ucoloid (Seien
toid Age), c. 27, t.136, p. 81; pw "'• ncithu 
One nor Many,-Inconceinbility,Pun? NU11-
Sense, Ferrier, a. 1, 2, t. 267, pp. 195, lK; 
Hegel, tabolated, Table 24, t. 873, p. 24!; 
an<l Science, question of precedence or, t. 

878, p. 269; imp~MLu the Mind, t. 4-0I.\ 
p. 281; Is in tum impregnated by it, do.., p. 
282 ; Analogous with Trunk, ea Sci<!D<'I! 

with Head, c. 4, t. 503, p. 858 ; e. 6, <lo.., i' 
859; rules in Number Fi Ye, do.; Pivat:il 
Numbers in, Tablo 1, c. 91 t.. 503, p. 361; 
Scientismus of, c. 10, 11, t. 603, p. 3U; 
Fonn-Anologues of, t. 509, p. 36':0; lnde· 
terminate Form nnd Number Analogtieti c>~ 
t. 610, P· 866; CBCDB, t. 611, P· 867; Su.~ 
dued, 118 lbld of Naturnl Science, do.., p. 
868; Analogue or, in Determinate Form, 
do., p. 869; Elementary Form-Type of; 
Analogue of Rotundism, Simplicity of, No 
Straight Line-ism, t. 513, p. 372; t. ~lG, 517, 
p. 878; t. 519, p. 37'7; t. 521, p. 378; hu 
in hel'llclf, Naturism, Scienti~m, and Art
lem; Dominant, t. 522, p. 3i8; eveljWhue 
within, no Di~oriminntioos Ptlll, Mm 
PmiPONDEBillCB, t. 527, p. 381 ; or eosu-, 
Aggrcgnte ofTbioge, t. Ml, p. 387; rep.~ 
eentod by Unity, do.; by Uniam, do.; -
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SnbslaDce; corresponds with GooD, or Tho 
Good, t. 6'6, p. 898; Tables Nos. 87, 88, 
do. ; eee Science and Art ; Crude, N umer
ical Analogue of, t. 1164, p. 399 ; of N atnro 
in Science, do. ; Morphlc, do. ; Round 
Form and Round Nu1obel'8, t. 665, do.; 
Fcminoid, produced from Logos, Mascn
lo'd, t. 747, 748, p. 480; coincides with 
Body and Bodies, t. 764, p. 486; related to 
Oue and yet to Dodies, t. 7S., p. 486; Ela
borated, Symbol of Gi.ou, Diogrom No. 
ISO, t. 778, p. 493 ; not slrictly .li'iltural, t. 
887, p. li3j; 'Mincrnl Kingdom Grand Typo 
of Natnri.•m of, t. 888, do.; Vegetable, Sci
entiam, Animul, Artism, do.; renovated by 
Art, t. 890, p. 536; boa A Natnrismua, a 
Scicntiamns and an Artlamns of her own, 
t. 891, do. ; = ~moe, t. 992, p. 579 ; re
presented by the Trunk of the Body, t. 
975, p. 5711; t. 1027, p. 598; how sbo p~ 
eeeds in the act of creation or prodno
tion; the Carpenter or Dreaamatr&r, t. 1060, 
p. 611; repeata Woman, o. 11 i. 1119, p. 
636. 

NATtYJUO A1u.LOGT, Fomlnoid, c. 23, t.11(13, 
p. 367 ; or Reasoning from Canso to Eft"ect, 
c. 2-l, do. 

:SATt:111ex, Abstract Principle ot Nature; ~ee 
'fcro1iuology, c. 10, t. '3, p. 28; or ABT, 
new 11ud re.<plendent, o. 4, t. 448, p. 318; 
= Rotundism, t. 519, p. 817; within Nature, 
within Science, and within Alt, t. 522, p. 
S79, of Form, Round; Threo Powers of, 
t. 915, p. 548. 

NATtJJtI8XAL Om>SB, of Evolution, a. 17, o. 
32, t. 136, p. 84; from Point to Line, from 
Ono to Two, from Sens .. tion to Thought, a. 
88, t. 204, p. 166; Terminal Conversion of 
into Logical Order, a. 39, do.; of Menta
tion, from SenBAtion to Thought, a. 42, do., 
p. 168; goea from 1 to 8, omitting 2, t. 478, 
l'• 342. 

NATUlWIXOLOOT, or Arto-Philoeophy; -
Ario-Philosophy. 

NAT11JUl1ftr8, The Domain of Being which is 
related to crude Nature, c.8, t. 43, p. 27; eee 
Terminology; of the Phenomeniamue, c. t, 
t. 98, p. 55 ; t. 136, p. 7 5; and Scientie
mn", contrasted, c. 25, t. lil:l31 p. 868; Ann
logne of U!fl8Jl, Point, TD OooD, Table 
No. 88, t. 545, p. 389 ; Primiam le11ds in, t. 
'I6G, p. 487 ; of N 11tnro, t. 8881 889, p. 535; 
of Society is the Artiemus of Nature, t. 
889, p. 535; of Development, illustrated, t. 
10S2, p. 612. 

Nauao-All8ft&CT, for Spencer's Abstract
Conorete, t. 270, p. 197 ; t. 2721 p. 1119; not 
adapted to Diagrammatic exposition ; The 
Concrete badly so, t. 276, p. 201 ; see Ab
r.tnlct Concrete; FoaK; see Abstract.Con
crete Form. 

N.t.TtJBO-METAPRTlloom, subordinate part of 
F.ohosophy, e.:boe~ to wbnt, t. 46S, p. 885. 

N.A'tl!BO-METAPDYlllCI; see Table 1, t. 15, p. 
11; Table 7 (Typical Table), t. 40, r• 28; 
Clef of, t. 282, p. 178; t.233, p.181; t.246, 
p. 1 S7 ; covers Sub~tance an•I Force, t. 257, 
p. 192 ; the Foondntion, Bollement and 
Cellars of The Temple of Tho Sciences, t. 
269, p.19.i; diecus•ion ofrovived, 11.3, t. 267, 
p. 196; stilted :i:id di•trlbuted, t. 34MG9, 
pp. 241-838; Miuor Department of; Su
perior region of, Theology, t. 344, p. 2'2; 
.Middle region of, Speculology, t. 345, p. 
248; Nethonnost region, Ontology, t. 846, 
p. 244; Table ts, t. 347, p. 24'6; and Ecbos
ophy, distributed and compG?ed, do., do. ; 
neareRt approao!t of to Echosophy-Ilcgol, 
t. 383, p. 273; really reprcsoutcd by 1...0, t. 
4'71, p. 839. 

NATUJtO·~J:o .. TIVK, = Sciento·P()tlitive and 
eke ur1a t. 802, p. 501 ; Chemistry and 
Electricity do., t. 8<>4, p. 603 ; Incre11811u 
Comple:dty; ?tlnn and W omnn, Mouarch 
and People, Lord a.nd Church, t. 803-805, 
pp. 602-.504; t. 811, p. 608; t. 814, p. 609; 
T11blo No. 45, do. 

N.1.T11Bo-P081Tin, = Sciento-Negative and 
e~ 11trsa, t. 8021 p. 501 ; Chemistry and 
Electricity do. ; t. 804, I'· 503 ; Incrc11Sed 
Complexity; Man and Womnn; Monarch 
and People; Lord and Church, t. 808-805, 
pp. 502-504 ; t. 811, p. 508 ; t. 814, p. 509; 
Tnblc No. 45, do. 

N.1.ro110-SonnroJhLND-)lETAPIIT8Io, = Mo
no•phcrology; ~u~ical Octavca, c. t. t. 4731 

p. 389. 
N .1.TUJ10m ; see Terminology ; c. Ii, t. a, p. 

27; = Feminoid, t. 138, p. 75. 
N.a.TIJJtOJD SJtT of Primordial Principles, from 

Scicntoid Set, t. 7 47, p. 480 ; t. 7 48, do.; 
see Femlnoid. 

N.a.TtJBOLOOT, Typo-Forms of, t. HIOl, p. 583. 
NAT, the Etemnl, a. 12, t. 2G7, p. 203. 
Nuuu, Primary, Milky-Masson, a. 17, o. 

82, t. 136, p. 91; a. 21, do. 
NsoB88ART EV<'Ln"ION, of Thon~ht In Mind, 

and or Thioi;s in World identical, t. SM, p. 
1>17. 

N&eB88.1RT r ... w OJ' Tnorol?l', t. 'iSS, P· 498; 
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t. 789, do. ; t. 792, 798, 79', p. 4.98; t. 827, 
p. 51'. 

NllOEBSilY Tn1JT111, Objecte of A1r.t.LTTJO.u. 

G1unuui.a•no1J, t. 1011, 1012, pp. 689, 
590; how extracted, c. 6, t. 10111, p. 598. 

NllOUllTY, Abi<olute, Ulustmted by tlie Line, 
t. 877, p. 630; and Freedom, t. 10211, p. 698. 

Nsmi:, for the Throat, Gullet, Alimentary C.
nul, 1. 4081 p. 286; t. '°91 do.; of lndivid· 
ual Body, Analogue of, t. U6, pp. 816, 818; 
FocaliZlltion of liiluteral Equation; (Seat of 
Punctum fitm). t. 454, p. 8ll8; Analogue of 
World of Spirits, o. 8, t. 4..SS, p. 82'. 

Nsco, = ncgo, t. 716, p. '69. 
NsoATION, = Nothing, Kant'• Category of 

no quautuw of Quality, t. 111, p. 66; see 
Reality. 

Nso.&.TISJroB, The Pure, the tnle realm ofScl· 
ence, a. 211 t. 2871 p. 210. 

Nso.a.nvs, a.ud Positive; - Poeit.ive and 
Negative. 

Nso.&.TIVUX, ond Poeitiviam, ioterohauge of, 
t. f.ll~, p. 235. 

Nso.a.nvs RutJLT1 often valuable, L 4., t. 
267, p. 198. 

Nso-Puroma, lutluenoe of OD Chrlsti:m 
Theology, a. 56, t. 204., p. 174. 

Nnvo111 System, AnG!ogy at, L 9, o. 82, t. 
136, p. 88. 

NUVE8, Dccuuatiou or, in the Neck, t. lOi:l, 
p. 623; relations or, t. 1080, ·do. 

Nuvoca CuBI8TIANITY1 PmLoeoPBT, eto.1 a. 
9, c 3J, t. 136, p. 88. 

NB Sl1TOR ULTRA C'llum.Ull1 a. llil, t.287,p. 2111. 
NllT-WOB&:, of Rclo.tione, t. 818, p. 2211. 
Ns'OTB 1L Doll.Allf; see Mathematics; The 

ltl:ltbcmntice, lmportiG! and Euct, t. 176, 
177, p. 127; will tumlah richeet minea of 
human thought, do. 

N:svnr11, J. West, hie aid 111 Amanuensis, In· 
trod uction, p. vii, do. p. viii; hie introduo
tory paper, do., pp. xxix-llll:iv. 

NBw BtBTll, Conversion, Regeneration, t. 
8S2, p. 532 ; t. SM, p. 588. 

Nsw C.&.THOLIO CBI1llOB, nature and purpose 
of, Introduction, (Note), p. viii; o l!ll!va
tion ont of the pale of, L ISO, t. 204., p. 172 ; 
Theology of, reoonoiliative, o. 1~, t. ass, p. 
250; t. 432, p. 805. 

Nsw C.a.TBOLICITY, In Theology, t. 789, p. 
488; of Adnlt Age of Man, will solve all 
mysteries, t. 1111, p. 8311; The, will repidly 
pre,·ail, t . 112!1, p. 638. 

Nsw CoxPOSITE l'HILOllOPJIY AM> I.us, c. 2, 
t.1119, p. 6::i. 

Nsw Cu.a.non, of Animals, etc., Fc-11rier, ~ 
6, t. ~. p. 308. 

Nsw ID&All, the power or, irreeillti"ble, t. 1121. 
t. 68!!. • 

Nsw JnvuLDI, The, it. Founclatiem. 
Beams and Cornerpo~Cil ; L&Wll and Prin
ciples; .Emanations from /Arel and Straight 
Linea, L 48, t. 20!, p. 170; Cuhte, LS&, 

do., p. 173; The; see Temple of the SG
encee; CvbtNl, portion ot Spirit-World
Temple, t. 287, p. 211; The, descending, .. 
a bride, t. 423, p. 296 ; Complete de-rent 
of, t. '26, p. 297; new and Leautiful Home 
of Humanity; a woman; an edifice; cul>Oc 
form of, c. ll, t. 453, p. 323; u Edi flee aod 
(,'!ty, tho Home of Humanity, t. 931, p. ~•; 
the Length, Breadth, and Height thereof; L 
948, p. 662; Numerical Dilltri but ion of, L 

10271 1028, pp. 698, 599; expounded el!'e
wbere, t. 1028, p. 599; tle, will have de
eceuded, t. 1128, p. 689. 

Nsw O•sa, The, Triumph of LogicU!m OTll' 

Arbitriam, L 62, t. 20f, p. 1i3; The, ol 
Society, Notation of, t. 302, p. 218; cliar
aoterized, JO.; of all Human~ aboai 
to occur; see Great Crisis, Tl'llDSition. Mil
lennium, J udgmcnt, Prophecy, Seoond Coot
ing, Deetruction of the World, etc., t. -431, P. 
801; indicio of speedy advent ot, t. ~ pp. 
803-305; the birth of, uow, t. 4.U, pp. ~ 
307 ; or Lua, Pantarcbal, founded on B.a
diool Analyai~, t. 485, 486, p. U'l'. 

NBw PBIL080PBT1 adequllte to the Univenal 
upheaval of Opiuiona, 111 of Matbema&ic&I 
Fo1111dations, t. '87, p. 849. 

Nsw SotBN01:11, to bo developed from t:Di
\'ereology, t. ~07, p. M3. 

NSWTON, Isaac, lntroductiou, p. xiii; a C'oa
etruct.ivo ldoaliist,-MaMon, L 5, t. 3~, p. 
26'. 

Nsxva, between "Subjective and Objectin 
ltlethod,''-Comte; = Neck, L "61 p. 81S; 
betveen Ilead and Trunk ; betwttn t..-o 
11idea oC Body ; Median Line ; Ana!ogut ..t 
Algebrnio Spirit, of Pnre MpeeolAtioe-
Comle ; Clef or, t. ~ p. 8118; Relati!.o, 
Law, t. 879, p. 681. 

NtoBT; see Si1ode. 
N10BT-8JDs, of Planet, = Snbjecth•e Interior, 

t. 872, p. 529. 
N1BtLI•K, a. 8, t. 8M, p. 252; detlned-ll• 

eon, a. 1, t. 368, p. 261 ; and Panthdsm; 
Extreme•, do., t. 370, p. 26': echoes to 
AtheiPm, T11ble M, t. 4U, p. 33S. 

N1n, Digitlll Unit.a, L 856, p. 623; Kr*'Y 
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o~ l 860, p. 52' ; t. 862, do. ; c. 7, t. 903, 
p. M6; L 1, C. 1, do., f• M7. 

No D1n&aU1011 U:TWIUUI TBDTB .um Emio.a, 
not uftlnne<l, but denied, t. 1116, p. 6M. 

N OlSTIO, a. 2, t. 267, p. 1116. 
No11~scuTUD; eee Terminology. 
No.N-Bsn10, t. 87, p. 61; eee Nothing. 
Noit-DsVBLOPll(O SUillll, = l; O, t. 191, p.184. 
Nos-DurSJUlfTIATED UNIT!', =The Abso-

lute, t. :la~, p. 185. 
Noir-PLCBillZ.UIL& SuuullTIVU, t. 691, 692, 

p. 463. 
No1r-Slll(U, = The Absolute, Ferrier, a. 1, 2, 

t. 267, pp. 195, 19~; apparently might be 
neglected ; has it.II uees, L 8, do. 

Nox-SllllftilTLU.1.111, = Niliiliam, a. 1, t. 
86tl, p. 2tH. 

NoKJ1, or Type, of the Conetitution of all 
TbiDg11, Univuriety, t. 760, p. •85, 

NolUIAL PaooBlllllll, not toward& Death, t. 48', 
p. 3-07 ; towards Objective Things, do. 

Noss, t. 98, p. 69. 
NOT~T101r, Numerical; expanded and ex

plained, t. 268, p. 195 ; of the Grand Sub
div~ions of Science, 1, 2, 8, t. 271, p. 
19S; t.2i2-27',pp.199-2~; t.281,p.206; 
of Careen1, 1st, 2d, t. 283, p. 208 ; of Stages 
or Storieto, t. 288, 289, p. 219; General or 
tho whole Scientitl.o Domain, t. 289-$20, 
pp. 212.-227; of the Indeterminate Domain, 
t. 332, 333, p. 237; see Clef(s); of Number 
io Chapter 4, not a full Distribution, t. 6-08, 
p. 868 ; or Logical, Analogical, ond Panto
logical Ordel'B, t. 619, p. "36 ; of Anticipa· 
tory :Method, do.; Mathematical, rendered 
efficient by Zero, c. 1, t. 652, p. •M. 

NOTID!fo, = Negation, or no degree or ln
tell.iity or Quolity, t. 111, p. 66; and Some
thing, as propounded by Heraclitus, a. 82, 
t. 2M, p. 161 ;. relations of, in Number, Dia
gram No. 4.2, t. 688, p. •61 ; aec Something 
and Nothing, t. 713, p. 4.69; Type of Space, 
t. 796, p. 499; Analogue of, In Fonn, Va
cant or Vacua}, I. 801, p. 6-00; and Some
thiog, Union or, in Being, t. 1068, p. 618; 
see N~tion. 

NOTDil'OB, Pure, All Pnre Abstractions, a. 21, 
t.. !167, p. :.!09; the Solo Object!\ of Puro 
Science, "· 2~. do., p. 2M; t. 8!l9, p. 281. 

ll'OT-B&Ilfo; M·e Being, Nothing, Neg11.tion. 
-.o~ID; eee Kant, t. 112, p. tl7. 
'oi:nu::orA, and Phenomena, OppositenllllS of, 
t. 756, p. 4.f!2. 

oioYBll, v<ov. Eli), Orissa .M.ie~ionary, Ka
Junkee Jncarnation, c. 7, 8, t. '80, p. 802. 

Nona, (Rev. John H.), his Views of the 
.MiileDllium and or the Second Coming oi 
Christ, c. 1, t. 1861 p. 181; c. '· t. 480, p. 
801; of the Judgment, c. 6, do.; as Theo
logian, Clllim of, for Power of Ciiri:.t, a. 6, 
t. 998, 11119, p. 68'. 

NUJIUll, Analogue of Science, t. 185, p. 75; 
Numeration, distribution of, in Series, t. 
21'-217, pp.158-165; aee Numeration, and 
Numerical Series; Analogy between, and 
Realities of Being, t. 227, p. 163; Ana
loguea of, do.; Analogues of with the Uni
verse, t. 228, p. 178; Numerology, basic Sci
ence of, N utural History or, t. 232, p. 179 ; 
Distributive, Exhibit of, CBUOllL SollllLl, 
Diagram No. 6, t. 28', p. 182; expouuded, 
t. 285, 236, pp. 182-184; Morphic Ab~tract 
of, Dlngram Number 6, t. 236, p. 184.; ex
ponnded, t. 28:.-24.0, pp. 184-186; Analysis 
of FA.OJI or Being, t. 260, p. 189 ; simplest 
variety of Limitation, i. 251, p. 190; = 
aggregation or Geometrical Points, do. ; 
two Elements of, Substance-like and Form
like, Uniem and Duism, do. ; Constitution 
of, enme na of Substance, t. 253, do. ; how 
the Gulde and Index to Volume of Being, 
t. 2M, p. 191; Label, Faoe, do., and Sub
at.ance, t. 256, do. ; Included iu largest mean
ing of Form, and yet includes Form, t. 2581 

p. 1118; and Fonn, repeat Entity and Re la· 
tion, t. 813, p.1126; the Sciento-Elementary 
Domain, c. 2, t. 858, p. 2411; echoes toSnb
etanoe, (Quality, etc..), t. 898, p. 280; echoeJ 
to, by the Punctismus of Fonn, do.; 
mea11ures Fonn, t. •76, 476, p. 34.0; inher
ent Constitution or, do.; givee Universll.! 
Principles and Namlngs, t. •114, p. 353; 
and Fonn, Fundamental Corrcepondence 
between, c. 1, t. 494, p. 854 ; test of Uni
Vel'Bological Discovery, c. 2, do.; Transi
tion from to F onn, t. 502, 6-08, p. 856 ; e. 1, 
t. 508, p. 857; Elementillms, c. 6, do., p. 
869; ae distributing Parts of Human 
Body, (Skeleton, etc.), c. 7-9, do., pp. 
859-861; Label of Entia, t. ~. p. 857; 
and Form, compared, t. 606, p. 859; 
Spencerian Di•tribotion In, \. 6-07, p. 
860; Indeterminate or Chaotic, nnd Deter
minate, t. :IO~, p. 36'; nt random, Ana
logue or Crude Nature, t. oM, p. 899; 
Round, Analogue or Orderly Nature, and 
of Round Form, t. 665, do. ; Exact, Ana
logue of Science, do., p. 400; )fi:l:ed, clo. ; 
recurren<'ll to, in Chapter on Form, t. 6'4, 
p. '62 ; the All of, = Consiltency of Bemr, 
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t. 651, p. ~; Zero In, do.; II Natunl, 
col'rellpoudil with Quality and 811blltauoe, 
c. 1, t. 685, p. 462; ia the lneipiency of 
Form, t. 6111, p. 4d3; Unapplied, predoml· 
Dated, t. 6115, p. 464; l'Oolitive and Zero, 
l'ari. of a Ltrger Whole, t. '112, p. 468; t. 
'113, p. 469; l'hilosophoid, t. '171, p. 4.90; 
Nat11roid, Fmaoturid, do., p. 491 ; tbe En· 
ticoJ and Relational Elements in, t. 855, p. 
622 ; Type of the Constitution of All 
Thing.i, t. 8:>6-859, pp. 523, 69'; Diagram 
No. 68, t. 859, p. 62': Morphia Analoruea 
of, t. 855-879, pp. 522-681 ; Morpltolt>t/ical 
T.wua., of, Diagram No. 59, t. 885, p. 6517 ; 
6', 82, t. 1039, p. 608; M, 40, t. 1045, p. 
609; 612, t. 1055, p. 81'; of Bones In 
Ilum1111 Body, do., p. 615; eee Abetract
Coucrete; Abstract, and Concrete (Num· 
ber). 

N UllBDllfG, Dlfllcultiea In, c. t, t. 862, p. 

"°'· NUJD1E1111, not Number, t. 506, p. 868; eee 
Sucred Nomben; eee the Particular Num
bers One, Two, Tbree, Four, Five, Seven, 
Eight, Nine, Twelve, Thirty-two, etc., 
High and Low, t. 6511 p. '58; Digital, two 
Distinct Orders of, boaed on O and 1, re
epectlvely, c. 2, t. 652, p. 454; kln<le of, t. 
1069, p. 619; the Alphabet of Pure Trana
ceudental Science, t. 1103, p. 628; eee Car
dinnl, nnd Ordinal Nnmbel"ll. 

l\!!JBB4TIOlf, Decimal Syet.em of, and Dno
decima&I, t. 882-864, pp. 624, 625; Fourier, 
Comte, Mill, upon, c. 1, 2, t. 8681 p. 625; 
Harland and Clancy; Univenological Sy11-
tem of Multiplication, partial Development 
of, c. 8, 6, do., pp. 625, 51!6 ; Morphological 
Tableau or, t. 865, p. 627. 

Nuxf.B.A.rou Cardinal, Denominators Or· 

dina1, t. 216, p. 16'; Table No. 4t, t. l8l. 
p. 461. 

NVDIUOAL C.uros o-, CIUnol.GI, t. 4.St, l' 
Mil. 

NU1D1110.u. Dl8'l'llDltmoH, F11urier, L 4a!, p. 
834; of Rib&; of M.uaic, do. 

NVJBBtO.A.L FoaxtrJ.JI; eee Formula. 
N11J1U10.U. SDIU, Aacencfuig, J>e.cend1ar, 

Rene-d Aecendillg, t. 618; p. 434; .. 
Series. 

Nummme, Jolnt-ID~'ftfal·u..d al, t. 
'100, p. 465. 

NVJB:&t>LOG1', and Morpholoa, Special Do
main& or Uoivenology;"t. 231, 232. pp. 171', 
178 ; Distributive Exhibit or, Citt"ow. 
SoaDU., Diagram No. 5, t. l!M, p.182; a· 
pounded, t . 235, 236, pp. 182-lM; Morphit 
Abetraot of, Di.gl'IUll No. 8, t. 236, p. l~; 
expounded, t. 237-24(1, pp. l 8'-186 ; l&ill 
pureued in connection with Form, c. 1, L 
608, p. 857 ; represented by N .Uls of I.be 
Flngeni, c.. 8, do.; relation of, to the Nlilil, 
c. 4, do., p. 868. 

NVJOBOU91Rlll, of .AApecta of Law, t. 47'~ p. 
MO; of Individualities, the DUlllllQ of ~ 
clety, t. '181, p. 485. 

Ntnm:r, idellll are, of things; Conatrudi'ft 
ldeulism-Maaeon, e. 4, t. 868, p. Ki; L 
~.p. S83. 

Nt7P1UL Follll, M&niage of Kan and Worid, 
t. 987-1000, pp. 576-582; Diagram No. '4, 
(~-Flgnree), t. 900, p. 577; ._ Fonn. 

NVPTllL HAJU1oirr, Ulterior, of Two Grd 
Oppo11ite Do~trinee in ReliJrion, Philo• 
opby, and l'rocti<Mi Life, c. 2, t. lllt, p. 
687. 

Ntn"l'LU.ISX, = Art, Life, t. "" p. m; 
echoes Religion, t. 996, p. 680. 

N'lll"TLUA, t. lOj&, p. 698. 

o. 

O, aa connecting Vowel In naming Domains, 
c. 18, t. 43, p. 28. 

Oaznn:lfca, True, t'tom the Intellect, t. 801, 
p. 2111. 

OBJSOT, and Sn bject, first distinguished b7 
Knnt, t. 112, p. 66 ; eec Kant; dies when 
Idea i~ born, t. '°'• p. 288 ; or Thing, = 
One, V ncnnt Space :: Zero, t. '81, p. U3 j 
repreeented by Heav7 Point, t. 630, p. 888 ; 
eee Thing; EmplricoJ and Pure, t . 89', p. 

4M; In Nature, every, a Reflec&, Type. 
Counterpart, of' some Phenomenon or Oall
ceJStion in the Mind, t. '19', p. 498; -
Type, Analogue, Reflect, Echo. 

OBJJIOTI, Scheme of Arrangement o~ t. 1111, 
p . 228; t. 812, p. 22'; or Things, Anal~ 
of Orba, and of Integers, t. 6i3, p. ~9: In 
Group, Individuality of, u or llldivida» 
in the State, t. '1119, p. 484. 

Oancmo:ir, to d~De of Typical Forms a. 
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nered, t. 681, pp. "9, 'O; for the Be
ginner removed, t. 52t, p. 379. 

ONEOTIVB, N ATOJUL, Matter is ao of Scienoe, 
t. 31, p. 19; Form, t. ooo, p. 392. 

OlllltCTIVS Lt. w~, and Order of the Univene ; 
Iotegera, t. 307, p. 222; whole Number 
Clefs, t. 310, p. 223; Pel'llOua ia. Society; 
Boasea, do. 

"Oanonn METHOD," Comte, t. '41, '43, p. 
118;t.4'4,p.314'; World-to-Man; Tnmk
io.Head, t. '46, p. 315; t. '66, p. 335; and 
T·ble 32, do., t. 666, p. 4'01; eee .Method. 

OancTn'B SODUl'os, of Man, t. 972, p. 571. 
Oan:cnvwn:ra, 'rile, lntegel'81 t. 307, p. 1122; 

of Humanity, wbut, t. 809, p. 223; Penona 
In Society, Hou11e11.i t. 8101 p.223; t.811,p. 
22-l. 

OBnanvrrr, ot the Whole Number&, t. 8'18, 
p. ~29. 

Oa.•BBVATioir, distinctlfylng, t. 76'1 p. 486. 
OBUBVATIOIUL GBlllllB.U.IUTio .. , Uniamal; 

compare Analytical Generalizatiom, L 201 

o. 82, t. 186, p. 9!l; L 13, t. 198, P• 1'4; 
constitute Generalogy ; An11loguea of, in 
Skeleton and Body, t. 4'55, p.325; Uni· 
nrsaloid, Generaloid, Specinloid; Univers
aloid and Tempoid, Inductive and Dedue
ti"e-Comtean; do. Spacioid-Kantoan; 
Sciento-Philosopbic, do., p. 827; lncluaive 
Extension of, t. '58, p. 330; found in the 
Natural Sciences; defined, t. 1009, p. 589; 
a po#feriori, Inductive, t.1011, do.; c.1-18, 
t. 1012, p. 59~01; t. 1012, p. 690; Extract 
or F:1cta, c. 4, t. 1012, p. 692; never Uni
veT11nl, do., o. 5, do. ; c. 8, 101 do., p. 69', 
695. 

0.U.YATIOJrAL Kll'OWUOU, beginning to 
pale, t. 4'9.;, p. 3~. 

0.U.VATI01'AL Mftaoo, C. 18, t. }Olli, p. 
4S01. 

OanRT.t.rrOll'AL OBDn, The, dellned, o. 8, t. 
1012, p. 69'; c. 10, do., p. 695. 

0Basav A now AL SoxEJrOll, allied with Arbi· 
trismal Mentation, Feminoid, a. ti, t. 904', 
p.166. 

Occ111.T PsamrOll, ot Form in Number, t. 
47 .:., p. 8'° ; Octave of Octavea, the Mech
anizing Platform of Exiatence, t. 808, p. 
50&; see M.u.~lc, t. 1031-103', pp. 801-803. 

Oar.1.TK(1), lo 1rl118ic, illuatrate dilfereoce be
iweeo Koooepberology and Comparology, 
or between Ordinary EchO!!Ophy and Sci· 
ento-Philoeophy, c. 1, t. 4'78, p. 839 ; Over· 
lapping o( c. 39, t. 603, p. 375; t. 900, p. 
6'0; t. 948, p. 662; t. 9W, 9Sl, p. 663. 

53 

Oouvo; eee Volome. 
ODD, and Even,= Uoiem md Daism, c. 4., t. 

228, p. 185; t . •77, p. 3'2; Numbel'Bt t. 
698, p. •M ; Odd repeate One, t. 697, do. ; 
both OJd and Even repeat Tilree, t. 6991 

do. ; t. 100, p. "5; Korphio ADlllogues or, 
t. 868, p. 628. 

Oooir.ue, changes and becomes double, t. 
477, p. 842. 

0DDll'UI uo Ev~ t. 806, p. 221 ; of 
Form, t. 897-903, pp. 639-Ml; Diagram 
No. 63, t. 908, p. Ml; of One and Three, 
t. 899, p. MO; t. 1028, p. 698. 

Ooo NUXBD, bow augmented, Note, c. T, t. 
608, p. 860; Sectoral or Inclined Form, t. 
8'3, p. 620; Round, Reality, Substance, 
Mass, do.; Diugram No. 67, do. 

ODD Oancn, Persona, etc., t. 703, P• '88 ; 
OrigiDlll, do. 

OD10 Foaoa; see Reichenbach. 
OuJr, and Humholt1', exceptions to general 

ohnrllcter of German Phil0t<0pbe111, t. 1101 

p. 65; took the Concrete Direction, t. 1211 

p. 70 ; attempted a Cla.'18iflcation baaed on 
Analogy; tailed like Comte, for want of an 
E:raot Basia, do. ; approximates Scientific 
Analogy, but tails of it, t. 14'7, p. 106; t. 
166, p. 119; and GO!the, Tranacendental 
Anatomy, t. 104'8, p. 608. 

OLD AGS ; Bee Senectiem. 
0Ln C.a.TBOLIO CuUJ10a, held by Proteetantll 

to be tho Mystical Balu'lon; the Whole 
Church of the Past eo held by the author, 
a. 61, t. 204', p. 172. 

OLD C.a.mouoqK, ~ntral Undeveloped UD
ity of, t. 1128, p. 639. 

11 0LD F1u" of Metaphyaie»-Yoamana, a. 
85, c. 82, t. 136, p. 115. 

OU> 0BDEB, The. of Society, NotaUon or, t. 
802, p. 218; characterized, do. 

011, or Aum, the Hindoo Logos, t. at, p. 61 ; 
o. 1, do. 

OJDnl Vl'f'llJ[ SX ovo, etc., t. 9911 p. 678. 
OJllll·DIUC'l'loirALHT, Nncleold, Space·like, 

t. 658, p. 4':17; see Uni-Directionality. 
0irs; see Oneneea; Po1J1T; see Posltinn ; 

-and-a-Half; see Sesqnism and Zero, 
.Mathematioal Eqnivalent11 ot the Metaph:r· 
aioal Reality and Negation, or Something 
and Nothing, t. 115, p. 68; Head or Fi~tot 
Numbers, do.; 1; 0 denotes J\:ftnte:in 
Phill>'opby, do.; f\tmiahes Prin~iple of 
Usrrr, 111 fimdamental of all thinll!', t.11~, 
do. ; 1 ; 0 e:rbaUBta itself a& the fll'l!t etep, 
t. 122, p. 70; paaaing upward to Tw0t 
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do., p. 71 ; New Series (1 ; 2) :Multlpllca
tiv~ and pr11cise, t. 128, do.; Scientoid, 
do.; 1; 0 Noturoid, do.; 1; i fouuda Uui
versology aod Sciento-Phil0110phy, t. 12', 
do.; is Clef of do., t. 1251 do.; basia of New 
Philooopby, New Science, nod New Scien
tiftc Method, t. 126, do. ; Head aod Source 
or New and Uuiverslli Deduction, do.; 
Procedure from, to Two, de\·eloping, pro
greseive, t. 129, p. 78; Aualogue of, in God, 
t. 1301 do.; Ab.•oluto, do. ; and Three, of 
Trigrooe Scale, Sympathy between, e. 1, t, 
139, p. 11)1); not always recognized aa 11 
Number; is to Substance what Form is to 
Two, c. 8, t. 148, p. 103; Two, TDJ1U, cor· 
respond to Fir11t, Second, Third, t. 156-1681 

pp. 113-116; nnJ T""o (1; 2-Clef) of Sci· 
ento-Philoeophy, t. 1;6, p. 127; and Zoro, 
(1 ; 0-Clcf) of German Transcendental Phil-
08ophy, do.; 1; 0 nou-developiug; 1; II 
developing or Fructit'yinit Serie~, t. 191, 
p. lM; the Hend of Odd Number Serie~, 
t. 202, p. Hl ; Two and Three, joint 
Head o( Cardinlli Series of Number11, do.; 
ia Simple, Ab•olute, do. ; Two and Threo 
fumish the Primitivo Laws or Fundamental 
Priuciplca 01'111•, Duml, and TRllfUll, t. 
203, p. 148; (1; 2), t. 207, p. H9; Zero, 
1 ; O), do.; Two, Tuan; aee Uolsm, 
Dui.!om, and Triniem ; One anfl Two, t. 
218, p. 168; Analogue of Point and Hinge, 
(Lat. Cardo,) wbenoe Cardinal, t. 214, do.; 
ld.t...'fT, ALL, ludeterminate, t. 217, p. 166, 
b.1t titted for a purpose, t. 218, p.158, related 
to Philosophy u One, Two, Three, to Echoa
ophy, do., p. 157, a detail orthe more gen· 
eml Indeterminateness, 1 ; O, do. ; Two, 
Three, correspond to First, Second, Third, 
t. 219, do.; la a compound idea, having 
Elemente, a. 26, t. 204, do. ; Tu On, (To 
Hon), a. 27,.28, do., pp. 1581 169; Two, 
Three, cleared from Complic11tiona, t. 221, 
p. 15S; t. 22', p. 159; col'l'ellpond to 
Halve111 Thirds, Fonrths or Fractional Ser
ies, t. 222, do. ; .um Two, Oppoeitencea 
or Polar Antagonism of; Echo of, In Sim 
ilnr relntione of the Prime Elemente of Be· 
ing, t. 225, p. 160; while ,·et in•eparately 
(inexpngnnbly) united, t. 228, p. 161 ; step 
f1 om One to Two first step from Singlene~s 
to Plurality and Infinity, a. 87, t. 204, p. 
165; Two, Three, Annlo.l!'Uetl of Line, etc., 
do., do.; and Point; Entity, Single Thing, 
Sensation, Analogy of, do., do. ; + Two, 
(1+2), Arbitriamal, Feminoid (Naturoid) 

:Mentation, IL 42, do., p.168 ; takes the H..i 
of Two here, do.; Zero ; (1 ; 0) ; Clef o! 
Naturo-Metapbysic, t. 232, p. 178 ; t. U.l, 
p. 181 ; t. W, p. 187; 1; as Clef of Uniam, 
t. 2'5, do. ; of The Ab.tract-Concreee, t. 
U7, p. 188; rela&ed to Wboleoeae, t. !161, 
p.194; Oue, Two; (1; 2); Clef ofScH,n~ 
Philoeopby, (ill the broad se11Se), L 212. p. 
179; t. 288, p. 181; t. m, 2.U, p. 187, ud 
Three, Clelh or Spencerian Diatribotion, 1. 
2'7, p. 188; Compounded of Unism and 
Duism, not Simple, t. 252, p. llll; t. 26-3, 
269, p. 195; t. 212, p. 198. 

01'B, and Many, t. 267, p. 195; and 
Three, Odd, •ympatb;ae, t. 270, p. JtS; 
and Many; Incompatible or not 1-llill, a. 
12-14, t. 267, pp. 208-ll06; a. 25, do., p. 
21•; M.t.....-T, ALL, (Some, Few), lndeter
minnte :!\umber, t. 3331 p. 237; Two, 
TuBU, Sncred Numbers, c. 2, t. llS~, p. 
249 j c. 3, do.; put for 1 ; O, t. •71, p. 339; 
One, (l.l); eee Two; denotes Object, 1.tro, 
Space, t. "81, p. US; the distinctive Wbole
nese of Being; One, One, the two Hi.Iva, 
t. 482, p. 84'; M.AlfT, ALL, Indeterminate 
Number, t. 610, p. 866; t. 629, p. SB!; 
Two, Tuu, echo to Nature, Science, 
11nd Art, re~pectively, t. 629, p. ll82; eee 
rourr, l!NB, Alf GU; Tile Form-• .\oalogue 
or a Tliin Point, t. 630, do.; t. 6:>2, p. 3..4'3; 
Diagram No. 12, do.; repents Point and 
Position, t. Ml, p. 387; eee Unit; n. 
~of lriJtwn, do.; = All, t. 8611 p. 5~; 
t. 867, p. 628; and Three, Sympcithy ~ 
tween, t. 899, p. MO; On:, t. MS, p. 662; 
t. 950, 9~1, p. 6G3. 

On-nu, of Quality, or of all the Qual:ta 
or Thing= Substance, t. 111, p. Gu; ~ 
comet! Two-ness by division and }13AU onr 
Into Qunntity, do.; eee Unity. 

0lfll: HuNDUD un FoBTT·Foat, the mea•on 
ofa .Man, ofnn Angrl, a. :><&, t. 20i, p. 1;a; 
(t«), t. 1028, p. 599. 

On-S1nm t10L"CT101u, late In tl:e Wi::r, L 7, 
c. 32, t. 136, p. 88 ; a. 8, do., p. s;; ~ 
S;mpliams, and Holt-Truths. 

01'BmA and Wallinirford Perf~cti<:>n i~t!<, their 
views of the Millennium and Se..-onJ Co:n
ing of Chriet, c. 1, t. 186, p. 131. 

01'10N-LI:U Sphere11, t. 67\1, p. 410. 
0lfTOLOOIO.U. F .uru, L 1!, c. 82, t . 1~&. P· 

89; the, a branch of Si-ulol°'::r' t. S.W,p. 

• 

260; repeats AnthropolOll), T.b:a 201 t. 
855, p. 250; Muson, IL l, 9, 10, t. JM, pp. 
256, ~1; in Phil0110ph7 ~hoes to Anlhl'I>-
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pology In Science ; enlarged In extent or 
moaning, t. '86, p. 309; looks to the Future 
nt' Humauity, do.; to the W eiit, do. ; to the 
P088ibilities of Aooomplillhment, do. ; to 
God u revea!ed in MDII, do.; to a New 
World, do.; Theologioo-.Metaphysical to 
Primitive Drit\ or Anthropic (or Pneumato
Cosmological) Do\·e!opment, (Old Heavens 
and Hells); U nive~ological, to reveraal of, 
do.. and Integral to Ulterior Reaction, 
Tllble 31, t. ~s. p. 811. 

0?CTOLOOY,-Ariatotle, Kant, t. 107, p. M; 
defined; the Nethermost region of Speo
alology, t. 346, p. 2~; repe:its Generalogy, 
Table 18, t. 347, p. 2'5; distributed, The 
Absolnte, The Infinite, The Extutic, t. '39, 
p. 811 ; echoes philosophically to General
ogy In Science, do., p. 812; Clefd of, do.; 
Supreme Dep11rtment of Naturo-Metllph~·
aic, do.; distributed, t. 447, p. 816; t. "'66, 
p. 836; Tnbl~ 82, 88, do., and p. 886; Clefs 
of, Table 82, t. 466, p. 835; t. 4611, p. 837 ; 
t. 6()f, p. 857 ; Thing, Point, t. 1002, p. SM. 

OPEN Su.um, Introduction, p. xxx.iii. 
0PEBll.l'I01', Numerical, Motoid, t. 8", p. 

620; Motic and Tempie, t. 6«, p. 621; re
pe"t• Q;dinal Numbers and changing Fonn 
:: Motion, t. M6, do.; repeats Number 
Three and Hin~ing Fonn, t. 858, p. 6112; 
Organized 11nd Oi·derly, of Hulllllll Alfaira, 
t. 1123, p. 639. 

OPuoLOOY; see Actionology. 
Qpm1o:ir, and Belier, to give place to Know!· 

edire, t. 110-1, p. 629. 
0PllfloNs, of Mankind, Rusceptible of being 

overturned, t. "87, p. MS ; Composite Unity 
in Variety or, !Tom Univeniology and ln
tegralism, t. 1123, pp. 688, 639. 

OPPol!TK DOCTJ1111u, reconciled, Introduo
tion, p. xxviii; t. 1118, p. 682; Mutual 
Denial of, t. 1115, p. 68•; Two Grsnd, in 
Religion, Philosophy a.nd Prsctical Life, a. 
2, c. 1, t. 1119, p. 681. 

C)ppomyuua, inherent, of Trutb, Introduo
tion, p. xxviii. 

OPYDDaK, will yield to The Optimoid, t. •12, 
pp. 9$8, 289. 

Oa.urou, Aoplea, etc., not amenable to 
Jilllthematical Exactitndes, a. 81, t. 267, p. 
219. 

Oau SPUCa, the &ckbone of Language, t. 
sor, p. 608. 

Oue .um 0aal'l'I, Grand Mineral Domain, t. 
BS~ p. 585; see Earth-ball. 

Ourr, Track, Train, Trail, Diagram No. •9, 

Fig. 2, t. 7't7, p. 493; Analogue of Proce
d ure, Order or Providence, t. 787, p. 496 ; 
t. 788, do.; or Pathway; see Pathway. 

Oaosa, 1. Logical; II. Natural or Historical, 
t. 6, p. 4; in which the Tables of this work 
are to be read, c. 3, 4, 6, t. 16, p. 11 ; Na
tural and Logical, revel'lled, t. 28, p. 17; 
ch11nge of, between Generslity and Special
ity, t. 84, p. 20; Principle of Convergent 
lndividaulity, t . 52, p. 82; see Convergent 
Individuality ; of Nature, magical, all-em
bracing, larger than Comte'11 <.:ouception, t. 
li3, p. 33; of Development, Menwl, Onto
logical, and Physiological, Feeling and 
Knowing, Subdtance and Form, Egg and 
Chicken, c. 80, t. 136, p. 82 ; liiateri11li~t• 
and ldellli~u, c. 31, do.; ~icol nod Na
tural OrJer, do. ; Answer of Uuivefl'ology 
on the Grand Orders of Development, c. 32, 
do.; of itle1111, 11. 1-3, c. 82, t.186, pp. 83-83; 
of Creation; sec Cre11tion; and Hannor.y, 
Laws of, in The World, Dli!co»ery of, 11. 61, 
t. 204, p. 172; l'rinciple of Conver~ent In
dividuality, t. 804, p. 220; and lformony of 
Social Con.sooiation, t . 311, p. 224; New of 
all Human Affairs, now to occur, t. 431, p. 
801; = Durstion, t. 559, p. 897; Subordi
nation of Progress to,-Comte, do. ; eee 
Pantological Order; relation of, to Force, t. 
621, p. "37 ; see New Order; The Grund, 
In Time= Ordinality, t. 786, p. •75; c. 
1-8, do., p. 476; of Providence, Ongoing in 
Time, t. 787, p. 496. 

0RDllB8 or E,·oLUTtoN, Spene..-, Hegel, etc., 
a. 27, c. 82, t. 136, p. 98; Integrulisticafate.. 
ment of, o. 28, do., p. 94; Noturol BDtl Lo
gical, In di~tribution of Number, c. 10, t. 
231, p. 183; o poatcriori and a piori; Two 
of each, t. U., p. 81•; in the Comtean 
Philosophy, t. ~5, p. 815; = Familiee in 
Cl1188illcntlon-Gmy, t. 490, p. 350; answer 
to Stabiliology, t. 492, p. 851; or Methode, 
Scientific, Three, t. 583, p. 413 ; More than 
Three, do., t. 616, p. 434; Diagram No. 41, 
do.; Clefd of, do. ; 1. Tho LogicHI or Cata
logical; 2. The Analogical; 8. The Panto
logical, (Enlarged View), t. 819, p. '37 ; 
Clefs of, do. 

Om>nrAL, "Universal Systems" defective, c. 
ll, t. 7811, I'· 475. 

0BI>I1'AL MATRIUUTIC&, = Law of CareorR, 
glanoed at, t. 736, p. 471i; e. 1-8, do. 

0.DnrAL NUKBU, Tim&-like; Scriated; 
Movement, Event.ii, t. 661, p. 457 ; Ana
logue of Eventuation, Protenaion in Time, 
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t. 862, do. ; thandia Orrlo Er~ t. 
88'1, p. 458; Analogue of Ordt<r of Provi
denoe, t. 669, do.; t. 670, Jo.; Diagram No. 
45, do., p. 459; t. 671, do.; Numbera, 
:Movement, Pluxion, Continuity, Table No. 
'2, t. 638, p. 461. 

01U11N.&L-NUJ1Bn·~&au:1, Relation• or, in 
l>iatribution of Nu111b~r, t. 288, p. 188; In
clined, do. ; analogue or Motion, t. 238, p. 
184.; see Cardlnal Numbers; Seriee and 
Clefe, t. 282, p. 908. 

0.01,.&L Nv11&1U.TI0JJ, In Stories of Ediftoe; 
In DynMtietJ, t. l!ij8, p. 2111. 

O.onuLITY, Middle Track of Eventuation, c. 
'""8, t. 738, p. 476; Coufnch1e (or Fo-Bi) 
quoted; eee Chung; and Cardinality, oou
trasted, t. 786, p. 475 i c. 1-81 do.; Dui&
mal, c. 1, t. 895, p. 688. 

Ono1N11x, and Cardiniam, of the World, t. 
'740, p. 477; eeeOrdinalityandCardinallty; 
how Jilrer from Uniam and Duiilm, t. 749, 
p. 4~0; t. 1089, p. 624. 

Onon~'llXCI, Spin11l, t. 292, p. 214; = Trnnk, 
t. 671, p. 459; eee Ordinalit.)'; Ibo Path 
walked ~n ~nch, t. 893, p. 536; t. 895, 896, 
pp. 537, 538; Diagrllma NOii. 621 63, pp. 
638, 689. 

01U1mo10 FoD, Annlogue of Movement, t. 
816, p. 434. 

OnomoLOOY, t. 283, p. 20S. 
OJ1G.uno, md Ednootiou·1l Dlft'ercnces, mti

mate Solution of, t. 1113, p. 633. 
0BGANIO CoNTBilT, Ground of ReoonciliAtive 

Unity, L 11: c. 1, t. 1119, p. 887. 
OaeANIIK, the Principle of Organization, c. '7 

t. 43, p. '}!(. 

0Bo.urn1Xu1, {pl. Organlaml), better Scienti· 
ftcally th1111 Organism for a Domain, c. 2, t. 
48, p. 26; see Terminology ; Homan, The _ 
Grand, t. 311, p. 224; and Chaos = Crude 
end Subdued Nature, t. 511, p. 869. 

OBG.&:irIZATION, eoience of, L 2, 8, c. 5, t. 5, p. 
6 ; delineation or, a. 1, t. ,2, p. 25; perm11-
neut, related to Anatomy, stutic aa part of 
Body, Shape, Form, Idea, n. 8, do.; intcrnnl, 
functional, rel11ted to Physiology, Senti· 
menu, Feelings, Emotions, do. ; 1mb-motlo, 
do.; all, by Analo~, the some, do.; of Whole 
Universe, of N11tuml Thing~, in~tinctive, 

reftective, t. 136, p. 75; illustrated in Em
bryology, c. 1-44, do., pp. 75-89 ; impreg
native M111e Principle on the Yolk; Segmen
tation; a true Synthesis, c. 2, do., p. 75; 
iuonbatlon, ?ilale and Female Principles 
oo-operuting, c. 3, do., p. 78; Segmentation 

regul&1', I!. '• do. ; Male Principle kDift. 
like, Female Conception, c. IS, do. ; Embry
onic, Natural Type of all 01gunizatioo, e. 6, 
do., p. 77; Sectarian division (Segmmtatioe1 
of Chriatian World ia preparing a big he Qr. 
ganio Uuity, c. 7, do.; ill~tration of, ftc-m 
Natural Biatory, c. 11-18, do.; of Kon
ment, ia Regulation, c. 1', 18, do., pp. n, 
80; Feminoid, deatined to chaoe and .i.. 
1tTUction, may bo retrieved by 1dnm 
of :Malculiam, c. 1', 18, t. 134, pp. 78, it; 
c. 28, do., p. 81 ; Pivot or Centre or, t. 'iM, 
p. 486; all Trne, Corporate, rests on Ml 

aobi8"ed Individuality of the Pim OI" Mtm· 
ber8, t. '159, p. W; of Soci~, what, L 
'781, p. '85; Science of, Socieruy, t. Mi, p. 
519; eltilled, of all Ilnman Afl'alrs, t. MiO, p. 
638; t. 1119, p. 888; Orderly, of all BlllDlll 
Aft':Lini, t. 1123, p. 639. 

OBoANinD Htrll.U' SOCtJ:'l'Y, Type the Army; 
Higher IndutJtrial Type future, t. 8'!, p. 
519. 

Oa1om.u., = OJd, t. 708, p. 486. 
Oruoi:u.u, Antithetical to Reftcxiom, e. ~ 

t. 503, p. 867. 
OlUonra, Natural, = Logical IDtimates, L 1~. 

c. 811, t. 186, p. 91; Logicel, L 18, do.; a. 
20, do. ; of Knowing, Categorie;1, lA-n of 
Mind, L 23, do., p. 92; or Principles rc
p!'llllented by the Footns, t. '!OS, p. !60. 

ORN.Aft; ~eo Elaborate. 
Ou.& INNOMINAT.A.; see Pelvis. 
Oas1ouLA. AUI>ITl7ll, t. 1058, p. 815. 
08TENBIBIJI MULTD'ABIO[;L'Q.99 OF N.&ftD. 

what, t. 7G.l, p. 4S9. 
Otrn:B RzLA.TIONll, or Society' t. 812' P· ll!4. 
OUTLAY, or Plan, Architectural, relation ofw 

Geometry, t. 273, p. 200; Elementary, ol 
Appeanmcu, reversed, t. SM, p. 63a; 
lllnstrntiona, Child, Animal. do. ; Xalbe
m11tirol, or the Head; t'ninT'fll>ln¢tsl 
Phrenology, t. 946, H'i, p. 561; eee Primi
tive Outlay, Ideal Out.lay; ot Cos111C»; 
11ce 8tabiliology. 

0UTLIN11, of F.gg, t. 775, p. 492; t. 786, p. 4.Q6; 

of a Globe or Circle, or Expanded Poini in 
a Circle, t. 821, p. 512. 

Otmm>& AePEOT, =Objectivity, t. 810, p.5. 
OvA; see F.jrg. 
OnL, whot, t . 5.53, p. 898. 
Ov.u. TYP& FoRXll, = .Art-Philosophy, t. W

P· 58(1; t. 1001, p. 583. 
Onno:ir, t. 991, p. 578. 
OvuLAPPINo, illu~trnted aa between FemiD

ism and M11acullsm, o. 18, t. 186, p. 8'); e. 
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«, do., p. 89 ; L at, c. 82, do., p. 96 ; ol 
Cbemidtry and Physics, t. 892, p. 278 ; in· 
atanoes of, kind.! of, c. Ml, t. 508, p. 876 ; 
M Formula, t. 527, p.189; t. 528, do.; t. 
890, p. 686 ; of Octavee, t. 9'8, p. 562. 

Ona-Som., L 7cl7, p. 488. 
Ovom, = Hwoan Face and Head, t. 553, p. 

894.; formation of, from Globe and Cube, 

t. 788, 784, pp. 494, 495; Diagrams Nos. 
51, 52, pp. '95, 497; L 798, p. '99. 

Ovorouu, Ovoid Snrface, SoliJ Ovoid, t. 915, 
p. MS; Diagram No. 67, do. 

Ovuu.T1ow, Spontaneous, c. 28, t. 136, p. 81. 
Owmf, (Richard), '"fypiool Vertebra,"t.166, 

p. 120. 

P. 

P.n1, and Leave1, Diagram No. 119, t. 928, 
p. 561. 

p .t.ll<TmG, .A.rt of-Rnakiu, L 49'-, p. 868. 
P Alllll or CoJmlil.IU; eee Antith-. 
p .A.LACK, Central 1111d Royal, or the Mind, t. 

980, p. 573. 
P AU, of the New Catholic Church, no Salv .. 

tion out or, L 50, t. i04, p. 172. 
PilllY; aee Hemiplegia, and Paraplegia. 
P ~ Interspacee of Architectural Plan, t. 

274, p. 201. 
r~u.Vr.111, meaning of-Wronski, c. a, t. 

448, p. Jl20. 
PAICT.uwa:.u. GoVEJUrllBlft, Pivot of Unity for 

Bum:&nity ; Self-authorized ; Function of, 
c. 6, t. 448, p. 821. 

P.L"'IT.utca:.u. U1r1\'1CB111Tr, c. 1, t. 484., p. M8; 
and ln~titutions, llasi• of, t. 485, p. M7. 

P .A.lfT.uioa:.u. RBGom, in Government, t. 769, 
p. 488. 

P .uruacel9ll1 and Social lntegraliam atAted, 
t. 56, p. M ; tho Reconciliation of all Op
posit.es, practically and theoretically, do.; 
pushes Individualism to Extremea with 
W arrcn, the True Aristocracy with Comte, 
and Charm or Attraction with Fourier, do. ; 
tltmishes the Phil0110phy of History, Signl
tcance of Doctrinee, Rights and Sectarian 
Peculi11ritiee, etc., t. 57, p. 85 ; does not 
eupersede necesaity for reliitious Culture, 
i. 58, do. ; work of the Head in the service 
ol the Heart, do. ; analogona with whole 
human ftgure, t. 80, p. 44; see Typical Ta
bleau, Man and the World, (Diagram No. 
2, t. 41, p. 24.) ; t. 80, p. 45. 

P.urrABOBY, New Spiritual P1anetar7 Gov
ernment, t. ,311, p. 305. · 

P Al'TB•1111, and Nihili•m, Extreme!I, t. ass, 
p. 261,; Clef or, t. 868, p. 282 ; Belationa 

and Clet'a of, t. '69, p. 887 ; Table U, do., 
p. 838; echoes to Cosmology, do. 

P.urroJ.0010, definition and derivation of, c. 
8, t. 15, p. 12; diatributed, c. 9, do., p.13; 
applied = Metaphysics of the MathematiOI', 
o. 10, do.; e:rhaU11tivo and complete, o. 9, 
t. 8!11, p. 28'; (and Mathematics), Elemen
tary, Theoretical, Pure, Applied, t. 595, 
596, p. 421 ; Diagram No. 28, t. 596, p. 429; 
St. Andrew's CrOllll, t. 598, p. 423 ; Diagram 
No. 80, do. ; of the MathematiCll, what, t. 
620, p. 487; Analogues of, recoocilod, t. 638, 
p. «7. 

p AlllTOLOGllaL 0JtDU, plllll of, in ecale, t. 619, 
p. 436. 

P.urroL001cA.L METBous, in Science, t. 583, p. 
413 ; t. 622, p. 438. 

P .t.lfTOLOOlOlSllua, t. 619, p. 437 ; t. 620, do. 
P.t.in'OLOOY, not so good a term 11a Uuivcrsol

ogy, c. I, t. 8, p. 2. 
P AUDillll Rn.t.llBD, to be so, on earth, t. "181 

p. 806. 
PAJUDO:r, Religious, the ?rlillcnnium to AO

company the destruction of tho Earth, to be 
eetabliabed on the Earth, t. 178, p.128; re
lieved, t. 750-756, pp. "81483. 

P AMI.LU. oa REPB'l'l'nVa OJtDu, etc.; ace 
}DaNTIT1' 01' L.t. W. 

P.t.ILUY .. U, Ono-Sided, Symbolism or, t. 322, 
p. 228. 

PJ.Jt.t.PUGU, Sociological Analogue of, t. 983, 
p. 574. 

P AllRlfTIOllU, of Preclet'a, t. 291, 292, p. 21:: ; 
half of, t. 299, p. 217. 

Pl.BXKlfrou, Being and Not-Being, L 81, t. 
2"4, p. 160; Table 1, c. 1, t. 226, p. 163. 

P .um.t.LllK, the Greatest of all Errol'!', t. 1115, 
p. 884; the denial of Oppo•lte Truths, do.; 
when rectified, men can Judge of detAile, 
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do. ; will give pbce to lntegraliam, t. 1123, 
p. 638. 

P A11T1011ua F AOl11.Tr, the, lo lllao, distio
gui.hcd from the Uuivcraal Faculty, a. 16, 
t. 2M, p. 15:i; Truth for Some not Truth 
f'or All, do.. ; L 83, do., p. 161 : a. 38, do., 
p. 166; addressed by Inspiration, etc., a. 
61, t. 2M, p. 172 ; dil!'eronce between, and 
the Universal, L 65, do., p. 173; t. 1117, p. 
635. 

r ABTlOULAD T1111TB, and Faculty In Man, 
ldiophrooicism, a. 33, t. 2M, p. 161; Tnble 
1, c. 1, t. 226, p. 163; a. 38, t. 2M, p. 166. 

P AllTlOULAllilT, tho minutest, revenl11 a new 
kin•I of Univcraality, = ANALYTICAL G:&N
IUULJZ.\TJON; see Teeth and Nflils, t. 1011, 
p. 6SU. 

P.umuee, nnd Wholeness, t. 806, p. 221; t. 
808, p. 222 ; Differentiation, t. 889, p. 27 5; 
t. 890, p. 276; Table 27, do.; HO Wbole
nees and Hallism. 

P Allft, of 0 hjecte, 1111 of the Planet, Analognc11 
of Fractione in Number, t. 678, p. •59; 
more properly, however, the Sectiooa of 
Spooe, t. 674, do. 

PAllft or f.p11:11ccu, Seven, = Comte'& Seven 
Grand Sciences, t. •111, p. 819; 1188 Lon
gungo. 

P AUT8 OJ' TUii Bonr, Analogiee of, a. 9, c. 321 
t. 1361 p. 88; ece Members. 

PABTt.'RlTioN, Parting, Dc-Pnrting, t. 65G, p. 
896; t . :;57, do. 

PAMIONAL ATTJUOTION1 Introduction, p. xiv; 
-Fourier, t. M, p. 83; do., = Social 

Chemistry, t. 3111, p. 277. 
PAllllIONll, Ifonnony or, Fourier, t . 6', I'· 8& j 

Motor-Forces of tho Soni, do.; aa tho word 
ia used by Fourier, ocnrly = " Love" of 
Swedenborg, "Affection" of Comte, 
" Feeling" of the Metaphysicians, t. 105, 
p. 61 ; c. 1, do., p. 62. 

P Aasrn:, tho Mind is so, or compelled, in 
Senaation, a. •8, t. 2M, p. 168. 

I' ATJJoLoor, Comparutive; ace Comparative 
Pathology. 

PATHWAY, of Time, t. 658, pp. 896, 897; an 
Ordini~mue, t. 893, p. 636 ; t. 895, 896, pp. 
537, 538 ; Dingrams Nos. 62, 63, pp. 638, 
639, = Spinal Column, do. ; Pee Orbit. 

PA'lTZIL"f(B); see Type, Type-FormB. 
P.t.UL, Modifier of Christianity by Greek 

le~rniog, a. 66, t. 2l~ p. 17'; t. •as, p. 
337. 

P:&ouLIABITIU, Sectarian ; 1188 Seet.arian Pe
culiarities. 

r11nurAL, and Capital, t. 1025, p. Si'f. 
l'UBO:&, ia looking for a Unii.ry i..w, J.mn> 

doction, p. :uil. 
Piil.VD, lower Story or Body, t. 285, p. !!C'9; 

=Basement of Howie, c. 2, t. '53, p. a~; 
and Skull, Analogue of, t. '5.5, p. 82S ; t. 
'60, p. 832 ; t. 464,, p. 8M; c. 7, t. 5<13, l'-
860 ; Diagram No. 71, t. 9~ p. 66'; L 
966, p. li65. 

P:&on11, Tho Massee, Feminoid, t. 803, p. S<>!; 
constituted of Individual t' nits, t. SU, p. 
619; aeo Monarch. 

PlllWI, The Limit, = Dui.sm, contnu;ted 11·hh 
..4.peil"On, a. 20, t.. 2M, p. lli3 ; t.. "'' p. 
836. 

Pnounox, aa diacllllllOd by the Philoaopherw, 
c. 32, and a. 1, do., t. 136, p. 83 ; Kant.em 
11nd Hutleian theories-Mill, a. 1, 11, do.. 
pp. 83-89; Univenologioal Sbitement of, 
a. 11, do., r· 89; chief b.ttle-grouod ('( 
Philosophy, t. 897, p. 280; I:iouu Elcmect 
of !llind; AntithetofSensation, do.; F"'" 
of Mind, do. ; is it derived from Sell!l&tion I 
do.; Analogue or Lines of Form, t. m, p. 
281; i~ Discriminntion, t. 4-01, p. !182; is 
CCT and Line, do. ; and SenN>tion illM'pi
rnble-Ferricr, t. ·'10, p. 287 ; Ph"'n<-logial 
Orgnns of, t. 933-941, pp. w'i-1\60. 

PXBENNil1K, Pnggested for Millennium, o> 
jection, c. 1, t. 186, p. 131. 

P11aro11J1ANCB; sec Action, and Art. 
rEllIOD, in Clef, Notation, t. ~1. m, pp. 

213-216. 
P11:ruon101TT, femiooidal iosignia., a. 22, c. 12, 

t. 186, p. 9!!; characteristic of Woman, e. 
23, t . 603, p. tGG. 

l'lrarona, io Time, Analogues or, Vertebrm; 
Succession in Time, t. '55, p. 826; three 
Grand, of Development, t. 9SS, p. 1>76. 

PElllPHEllT, of the Univene, t. 823, p. 613. 

P:&IUlA."flll<CE, F.ssential, of all Principles, a. :;, 
t. 999, p. 5M. 

"PEBXANENCT or LAw,"--Comte, a. 6, t. 
, 999, p. 5M. 

I'llllllANEl'>'T, The, and The Ev~t, Table 
1, c. l, t. 2~6, p. 1G3. 

PEnXAl'flU<T FoUNDATIONB, reached by Rad
ool Analyt1ie, t. '83, p. 345. 

PlillP:&NDICULAll, replllOOll IIoJ'Uontal, t.. 29, p. 
13; Dingnun No. ll, (Typical Tableau}, t. 

•1, p. 2' ; Jfan alone nchievea it, L M'i l' 
li88 ; = Length, t. 1018, p. 592. 

PEBPllNDICl'LABITT, Ongoing, C'-0-r.equ"neeo, 
t. 685, p. 'H ; to a Poi..t, do. ; Iloriziont:al
ity, Inclinlltion = Stabillology, t. ~!:., ~ 
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p. W ; r•lated to ll'hnie Kingdoms, do., 
and t. 629, 680, pp. '41,"2; t. 631, p. "2; 
t. 1088, 1089, p. 624. 

PsRllLUI' PBU.080nrr; a:ie Phil0&0phy, Per
aiau. 

PBJ11118TJCrOE, in Time, complete Aspect of, t. 
558, p. 896; Table 39, do., p. 897. 

Pxaaurn1'T RslunmEBI, = Ghost.s or 1nr
viving Filma ; of Meu, Ideas, Things, c. 81 

t.~ p. 808. 
J>.u<>N; see Point. 
l'BasoNALITY, developed in the Members, 

only true bai<ill of Society-i'.errier, a. 
4-6, t. 2M, p. 169; The Absolute, t. '22, p. 
295. 

l':asoNe, Scheme of Arrangement of, t. 810, 
p. 223; t. 811, 812, p. 22'. 

l's:uPEC?IVK, t. 1088, P· 624. 
PuaDllax, will yield to the Peealmoid, t. 

·'12, pp. 288, 289. 
"PB.u..ur:aa"'-Foo:ier; Palacea, the Homes 

of the People, t. 931, p. 556. 
Pa.uoe, within the Tholoa, c. Ii, t. '58, p. 

826. 
Pe41Sa; aee A,pecte. 
~Olll!!l'A, ob&core the Typical Plan of 

Creation, t. 49', p. BM ; Analogue of, 
Square, l 588, p. 417; Diagram No. 26, do., 
p. 418; and Noumcoa, Oppoeiteneaa of, t. 
'lli6, p. 4S2. 

PBBNOJn:lfALITY!'MMteroid and Mentoid, a. 
4, t. 2G7, p. 199. 

PllBNoKL"l'llllfUB, Objective and natnroid per
ception of thingd and facta, c. 1, t. 931 p. 
65; = Phenomenology where Hegel began, 
do.; blended with" Nature," do., p. 56; 
account of by Chnlyboli~, do. 

PB:lllfolfEllOLOOY; sec Phcnomenismua. 
PBILOaoPun·a Sro:-."B, Introduction, p. 

xxxiii. 
"Pa1LOaoPBIJ: PoalTIV&," tho Fund11mental 

Elaboration of Comte, t. 86, p. 21. 
P!w.oeoPn1se, Consideration of, not exbauat

ive, c. 2, t. 93, p. 56. 
PBILOeOPROID, Di8tribotion or Society, gen· 

eralizcd, dlscnrsivo, Comte's, t. 46, p. 29. 
PelLOIOPBT, of Common Sense; see Common 

Sell"8 Philosophy ; Prnetical ; see Practical 
Philosophy ; de1ign11ted and contrasted 
with Echosophy and Practical Phi10&0phy, 
t. 12, p. 9; characterized, Jes• exact, c. 1, 
do.; becomes Exact, do. ; see Sciento· Phil· 
osophy; derivation of, o. 8. do. ; repeats 
Nature, t. 13, p. 9 ; eee Natural Philos
ophY,; goes back of Nntnre to Subatllnce 

and Canse, do., p. 10; = Metap:iysics, do.; 
begins in Unity, endll in Diversity, c. 11 t. 
15, p. 10; Subdtauce and Cause, do.; see 
Table 1, do. ; in Scale with Science and 
Religion, t. 161 p. 11 ; beginning of uni
versal development, do. ; corresponds to 
Mnrn, t. 18, p. 111 ; Integral, the recoucil
illtion of Bacon and Descartes, c. 8, t. 15, p. 
'13 see lntegralism ; conaiders tho Whole 
Universe, t. 181 do.; allianoe& of, crossing, 
and direct, with matter and mind, t. so, p. 
18 ; of History, to result from Social Int<r 
gralillm, t. 57, p. 85; of lutegralism ; seo 
Iutograli~m; Persian, Symbolism of, Light 
and Darknesa ; Day and Night, c. 8, t. 93, 
p. 56 ; Egyptian, Symbolism or, Time lllld 
especially Past Time, whence conservative 
and sopen;tit\ona, o. 41 do.; Hebrew, Sym· 
bolbm o~ Future Tim<', Prophecy, c. 51 

do. ; Hindoo; Jee Hiudoo Pliilo•ophy; 
Chinese, see Chinese Philo~ophy, etc.; 
German, baaed on Kant's "Quality," t. 
109, p. 641 Lllw of Mental Evolution, contin
ued in, l 106-122, pp. 63-71, Philosophoid 
or Nnturoid, not Scioutoi<l, t. 109, p. M, 
carried over from Naturoid to Soicntoid 
Stage, do. ; Knntelln, see Kontean Philos
ophy; of History, t. 132, p. 74 ; Ueoont. 
British-M111180n1 a. 12, c. 321 t. 186, p. 89; 
all Modern Systems of, from Greek, a. 56, 
t. 20!, p. 174 ; see Ferrier ; Pythagorean, 
Atomic, eto., see Pythagoras, Atomista, 
etc. ; condemned by Comte and Lewes, a. 
8, t.267, p.197; Three Counter-statement.•, 
1. Other Thing& dilloovercd; 2. Negative 
Results obtained ; 8. '.llt A/Mulult no more 
unintelligible than any other Abstract Tenn, 
a. 4, t. 267, p. 197; Mentnl, V11uder We;plc1 

t. 836, p. 239 ; U nismnl, t. 439, p. 812 ; 
"First," "Second," "Third,"-Comte, 
not some as "Objective Method," etc., t. 
449, p. 817; t. 45-0, do.; explained, do., p. 
818; see "First," "Second," and "THrd" 
Philosophy; of Hoonu Wronski, stated, 
c. 6, t. 448, p. 820; the New, includes o.11 
others, and is yet itself new, t. 464, p. 835; 
"an Abeolote Science," elc., E. L. & A. L. 
FrothinghlllD, t. 466, p. 336 ; suggestive 
critioittm of, t. 467, do. ; Proper; 11ee Na
toro-Metaphysio; hu faootionated between 
Something and Nothing, t. 742, p. 478; 
bo"'t.ofore as the Woman apart from tho 
M1111; not, theretbre, fruitful ; will be im
pregnated by Science, t. 748, p. 480; and 
Science brought under the Oper:ition ol 
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the Same Law, epecitlcally, t. 806, p. 605; 
= Coemoe, t. 996, 996, p. 680 ; t. 1001, p. 
683; relation or. to CoemiciU Form, t. 1066, 
p. 618; u Absolute Science, the Frothlng
h&ml\, characterized, t. lODS-1103, pp. 627, 
628; Two Grand Opposite no~triues of, L 

1, 2, c. 1, t. 1119, pp. 836, 83'1. 
PaoNsno AJ:.1'JLun; aee Unlver1111l Alpb ... 

bet. 
Psolfftlo TlioBmo, u llloetrative of Radical 

Auolyaia, t. -l83, pp. SU, US; t. '8i, p. US ; 
Bo~·Je (A. F.), c. 1, do. 

l'ooicimou.n, speoially prepared to onder
awu<l Rudicol Analyaia, t. -lM, p. 3'6. 

Paoicimoe, Students of, may ondel'lltand in 
part the meADing of the Letter-Sounda, t. 
567, p. 401. 

PBoicoonuBY, Pitman's, llluatrat.s Point.. 
Form, t. 604, p. 427; Diagram No. U, do., 
aee Pitman's Phonograpby. 

Pnu:<0Loo1c.u Onoue, the, of the Gr1111d 
Mau (Society) aro tue conftictlng Seate and 
Doctrines, to be reconciled, t. 78, p. '2 ; 
not equal in rank, t. 74., p. 4.3. 

PnBJ:NOLOOY, a brunch or Monanthropology, 
t. 5, p. 3 ; c. •, <lo., p. 5 ; c. 8, t. 4.0, p. 25 ; 
Ordinnry and Uuivcr;o:ogicul, t. 939-9•71 

pp. 667-562; the Ordinary, empiricol, t. 
93i, p. 11.;9; tue Unh·el'llologicol, adds a 
new ELment, n111wcrs Sir Willinm Ilnm· 
llton'a Critici~m, t. 945-947, pp. 6611 662, 
a real :Mental Geography or Head and 
Brain, begin• at tho opposite end of the 
Subjoelti do., t. 966, p. 570 ; t. 1169, p. 6'10; 
t. 1078, p. 622; t. 1081, p. 623. 

PRY110.A.L G:soo11U11Y, completion of, t. 4.32, 
p. 304. 

PaYltOI, place or In acale, Tuble 161 (Fun· 
dumental Exposition), t. 2'18, p. 26'; Prop
erties or .Matter-Henry, t. 892, p. 1177 ; 
compared with Chemistry, do., p. 2'18; 
Analogue ofSymbolology, Titblo 23, t. 8931 

p. 2'18 ; Table 211, t. 894, p. 2'19; analogues 
of, with Aspeota, Refteota, Facos, Facets, t. 
4.58, p. 822, with Form abstracted from 
Subst61lce1 do. 

Psn1or.ooy, several meaninge and inolnslona 
of, c. 1, 2, t. 5, p. 4 ; divided Into Mncro
and :Micro-Physiology, do.; eymbolized by 
the Heart and circulntion or the Blood, L 

2, 8, t. '2, p. 211; t. 4.2, p. 26; and Anatomy, 
Analogy of, t. «, p. 29; Natorold, t. 4.3, do.; 
Notation or, t. 8021 p. 1118; and Anatomy, 
contrasted, o. 211, t. 508, p. 86'1; t. 96'1, p. 
6'10; Subjective, t. 9721 p. 6'11 ; reprc11ented 

'" 7\-ud: of Jlo41; I. 975, P. &'Tl; _,, 
dtidi«I tlOfllplnd, tMot.gA SootalovJ, t. 91il. 
tBi, pp. 1173, 117'; related t.o F.ie&b ud 
Bone, t. 1080, p. as. 

Piu.ua, Caryatidee, t. 10i5, p. 697. 
f rnux'a PB01100BUBY, introduced in AJDll' 

ica by AndreWll and Boyle, o. 1, L ~ p. 
84.6. 

rrvor, related to Head, First, On~, c.a.e, 
Firat Caoae, Binge, Ceoue, t. 117, p. 18; 
Sob-pivot, etc.,-Fourier, c. 7, t. soa, p. 
861 ; of Numbcr-Groupa, t. ~. p. 657; ol 
Organi!ation, God, King, Chief, Pne.t, 
Loader, "Bose," t. 760, pp. "84., 485; 
material, In Society, t. 762, p. "85. 

P1vor1.L N01111ua, Table of IWasiom at; to 
NAture, Soience, Art, Table 1, c. t, t. «II, 
p. 361; c. to, do., p. 869; eeeSacred Nam
bera;-Fouricr, t. 70'1, 708, p. ff'l', "8; t. 
948, p. 662; t. 950, 1151, p. 1163; t. lP!t, p. 
699; t. 1031-1075, pp. 601-65!0. 

Pivout. On-Fouritor, c. 7, t . 9-03, p. 644. 
PrvouL PsaiOll, iu Governme.nt or Society, 

Ma&culoid, t. 803, p. 50t. 
r1vor.u. Poainiu, in 8eriation of Scimto

Philoaophic U uiven;al Principles, t. "&. p. 
384.. 

PivOTI, Social, Monarch~, Loaders, etc., t. 
804, p. 220; t. 811, p. 224. 

"Pu.oz OJ' Goo," for Sooi:al Pivot.I or 0-
ernora, t. 811, p. 22"-

l'uoDT.t., Social, Old Jlydical Grooni of 
Life, t • ._,., p. 806. 

Puou:sa, to fall on the rejcctons of the New 
Truth, L 6ll. t. 204., p. 173. 

l'u."11 OJ' Tll:S Boo11:, In trod notion, pp. Tiii, 
:uxii, xxxiI; The Divine, in Visible C-
tion, type of l>ol'trinal Adjuatment, t. 
1118, p. 683; see Structure. 

PL.Ufu, acgmcntizing the Globe, L 'l'et, p. 
4.94.; Three Di:unctrlclll, t.. 1030, p. 6H. 

PLAllJ:Tl.BY W oJU.D, .Meaeured Serioa, t. 8'f'
P• 6SO. 

PL.lBETilY Ev0Lvno11, of the Unity of tbe 
Race, t. 11 H, I'· 634. 

Pu.."fJ:TilY ORD.a, of Literature, a. lt, L lSS, 
p.124.. 

PLl.XllT; aoo Turth-Dall, an<l Space, = CoiS 
and Zero, in Nutural and Logical Orden, 
respectively, Diagr.un No. «, t. 633, p. 
4.55 ; t. 6~, <lo.; t. 6iiS, p. 457. 4..38 ; mo~· 
Ing through Space, Analogue of Tot:il Cre
ation; ita Train or Trail of 0:101St·l"laueCI, 
= Precedence in TllDe, t. 6i0, p. • .S; J.lit. 
gram No. ~. do., p. ~~; Analogue rJ 
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- Skull anJ ita TrainofVertebne, t. 671, do.; 
aee Globe ;-Fourier, t. 802, p. 600. 

PuinN, illlllltrat.ioo of Members of Society, 
t. 810, p. m; t. 8111, do. ; Analoguea of 
Object& or Thioga generally, and of 
Nnmeral Integers, t. 678, p. '69; eee 
World(s.) 

Pl..ufome, Coneentric, t. 637, p. «T. 
Pl.4ll'9 OJ' STJnrOTUu, of Animal&-Agueil, 

t. 6301 p. 442; Univel'll;!>logiCllll, t. 681, p. 
"3·; eee Typiml PIAns. 

l'u•JUL Fon, Dillgnun No. '8, Fig. 8, t. 
716, p. •92; t. 78', p. •9' ; Diagrama Noe. 
61, 62, pp. •95, •97. 

Pu.nolUl(a), t. 890, p. 686; mechanbing; 
-Octave. 

Pu.TO, hLI meaning ofSpiritoallsm, 1111 apins\ 
Comte, L 8, t. 38, P· 21; prefigured thired· 
enborg, t. 91, p. 115; T11blo 1, o. 1, t. 228, p. 
183; hie doctrine or Ide1111, raiaea Thought 
above Seneation, a. 46, t. 904, p. 189; drit& 
towards Philosophy, a.116, do., p.17\l; and 
Swedenborg, Intuition of Pure Forms or 
Ideaa, t. 3111, p. 227; his iden or Man and 
W o'llWl u Hemisphere~, l 8211, p. l!l!8 ; bis 
Dialectic, t. 880, p. 1188; t. 7 .. , p. •78; t. 
10.55, p. 615. 

PI...t.ro1n1T11, Comtroct.ive ldoallate-Maason, 
a. 5, t. 886, p. 265. 

PLAT, nnd Labor, llllnded to, a. 8, tA2, p. 26. 
PLS!UL FolUI, the Morphlo Nothing (Real 

Something), t. 809, p. 500; c. l, do., p. 
W l ; Antithesis or, t. 81', p. 509 ; t. 802, p. 
600; t. 81-i, 816, p. 609 ; Table 46, do., p. 
1510. 

Pl.s!rtlK, and Vacunm, Positive and Negative, 
t. 718, p. '69; Diagram No. •e, do., p. 
•10; t. 801, p. 500. 

PLU1lil.11w, related to the Number Two, t. 
202, p. 141 ; t. 209, p. 149; and Singolism, 
relation between, t. 7M, p. 488 ; see Sin· 
golism. 

Pi.UlLU.ITT, prooednre to, &om One, pro
jrft88ive, developing, t. 129, p. 73; aoclal 
ditfuelve, liberating, etc., t. 131, do.; and 
Singleness, AoalOjftles of Two and One, t. 
TOI, p. '611 ; of Points or DotB, in Aggre
gations; of IndividWll Things or Pel'l!Ou; 
JilaMeA in Sooiet;r, eto., t. 8'2, p. 619. 

PLt'MI.llillI.• o.nan, Concrete Form, t. 
I07, p. 362. 

PLVJULIZA"Lll ~trllll'l'lo1"'lV1:1, t. 899, P· '68 j 
t. 701, p. 46.~; Sln"1!1ar and Ploral, do. 

Pi.t!ILU.Om, c. 1, t. 15, and Table 1, p. 11 ; 
Table 3, t. 27, p. 17. 

PLVB4L NUJ111D, Comparologicnl, (groupinl, 
etc.), t. 84ll, p. 619. 

Pi.ua, Mllfl7a, EQ11.u'1011, illustration from, In
t.roduotion, p. xiv; 1111 Clefil, dellned, t. 2'0, 
p. 186; M, N, Ng, t. 1170, p. 40\l; Diagram 
No. 20, do., Diagram No. 21, p. 405; = 
Fluicilty, t. 678, p. 4r60; dilferent le vela, t. 
679, do. ; Place of, in Numeriemue, Table 
'2, t. 8S3, p. •Gt. 

l'nUJU., Greek for Spirit, t. 896, p. 280. 
Pln:Oll.U'IDlll, Distribution of; Heavens, 

Porgatory, Helle, t. 800, p. 217; (the Spirit. 
World), Storiea (Btaglf) of, t. '°'> p. 288; 
of t.be .Body, the Lungs, c. 81 t. '58, p. 
32'. 

P1n:uJr.uo. A llTJIBOJ'OLOGY, a brnnch of Pneo· 
matology, t. 39, p. 22. 

Pnmu.ro-CoalloLOGT, a branch of PneUJDAt.. 
ology, t. 39, p. 22. 

P:ntrlu.TOLOOICAL FoBK, Ghostly, Semi·real, 
t. G18, p. 433 ; Celeatial, Iufomal, do. ; aee 
Sphere. 

P!nUJU.TOLooT, Science of Spirit and the 
Spirit-World, repeats whole outer U niven<e, 
o. '- t. 9, p. 7; t. 38, p. 251; Table 7, (Typioal 
Table), t • .o, p.118; requires Pre-clef, t. 282, 
p. 207; distributed; lleavelll!, Jlelll', World 
of Spirits; Inferno, Purgatorio, Pnr.Wiao
Swedenborg, Donte, Carlyle, t. 286, p. 210; 
t. 29\l, p. 2111; C<>Smology and Anthropol
ogy, Order of, t. 298, p. 217; (Aerial), 
eohoea to Meteorology, Tnble 17, t. 839, p. 
241 ; repeats the Psychological Differ· 
enoe, Table 20, t. 8115, p. 250 ; lower 
than Anthropology, o. 1, t. 63', p. 807 ; 
echoes to :Myeticiam, t. '69, p. 888 ; Table 
34, do. 

Po11, Edgar A., hill doctrine of" Consistency," 
p. xxxii; denies Axioms, along with Mill, 
a. 115, t. 904, p. 173; on the Primitive Re
p11l•ion, (Note), t. 6112, p. 439. 

PollT&T, Me1111ored Seri-Fourier, L 708, p. 
'68. 

PoDCT, the, ropre90ntatlve of Substance, a. 8, 
o. 32, t. 186, p. 88; reeolvea into LinC::I, do. ; 
Ponn', and Unit; Lnna and Duad; Nnmbcr 
and Form, Analogy of, L 28, t. 204, p. 158; 
and Thing, Entity, Scuatlon, and Tbonght, 
Thought-line, Relation, Complrison, a. t7, 
do., p. 165; a. 88, do., p. 166; how de
pondent on Line, do. ; 1o!entiftcally sub
ordinate, do. ; and Line, Anal<>l?Be& of the 
two Kinda of TruthA, do. ; a. 44, do., p. 
168; can only ditrnae into Belnl!' thrnn~h 
Linell, L •T, do., p. 170; = Uoit c: Th.illg, 
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t. 261, p.190; Bubstnnoc-Iikc, seuntionoid, 
do. ; Georuetricul, <lelluition of, a " 8elll!8-
lesa Ab&traction," a. 21, t. !!67, p. 210; The, 
Thin, tho Fonn Analogue of the Numerical 
Unit, t. 630, p. 88i; Thlck, of Object, do., 
p. 883; Analogue of Spirit of One, t. 532, 
do. ; and Line, belong to Elemcntismus of 
l<'onn, t. 538, p. 3SG; Type of l'oUTioN, t. 
689, do. ; Table 36, do.; t. Ml, p. 887; 
Least Element of Ronn<lne1111, t . MB, p. 890; 
with Expnusion allowed to it, t. M7, do.; 
Globulo, Face of, etc., do. ; Analogue of 
Vowel, t. Mi, p. 891; and Surrounding 
Blank Space, = Something and Nothing, t. 
651, p. 892; poaU.«l u Centre, do. ; con
eelvablc, in a sense, 1111 Stationary, Scoond 
Point not, t. 656, p. 895; oocupie11 Spnoo 
and Time, bow, do.; see ContradictionA; 
Single, Analogue of Duration, t. 658, p. 396; 
Immobility of, generate& idea of Motion, t. 
661>, p. 897 ; and Lino, tho Elementismua 
of Fonn, t. 687, p. 417; t. 693, p. 4111; 
-Foax, Analyzed, t. 600--609, pp. 4'2<&
'32; Diagrams Noe. 82, 88, M, 36, 88, 891 

do.; involvea Linea, t. 6-08, p. 4'26; inter· 
posed in thought between Lines, do., p. 
426 ; eee Punctate Fonn ; Punctuation; 
Lun: .A.ND All'OLll = On, Two, TB:az., 
how, t. 816, p. 610; and Globe, both Ana
logues of Thing, Unit, Atom, Monad, Per
aon, Individual, World, Universe, relation 
of to each other, t. 817-M2, pp. 611-619; 
Natural Hieroglyph or Primitive Atom, t. 
822, p. 618; Diagram No. 58; Theoretically 
a Circle, t. 823, p. 614 ; Point within Point, 
t. 826, do.; Analogue of Atom, do. ; Dia
gram No. 64, p. 616; Stnndpoint or Ob
eerver, t. 827, do.; Scltboo<l, :Ego, Soul, 
Unit of Spiritual Being, do., t. 829, p. 616 ; 
un UNIT, joint Analogues of Univel'l5e, 
World, ~Ian, Cell, t. 839, p. 618; and Line, 
in constitution of Numbera, t. 861-862, pp. 
622-52'; Diagram No. 68, p. 62!; Ana
logue of Unit, Uuiam, eto., t. 875, p. 530; 
t. 878, p. 681 ; Connected with Corvo, do., 
t. 879, do. ; and IIead, t. 882, p. 6&2; di#
tindijied in Progression = Head, t. 695, p. 
637 ; Diagram No. 62, do., p. 588 ; aa Fil'llt 
Power of Rotundity, t. 915, p. M7; = Po
sition; Pvre Thing; 'rhinging = 11ainl:itJ?, 
t. 932, p. 5.57; lndividn111ity, Organ or, do.; 
Two-Pointe, Tht"ee·Point~, in connection 
with PhrcnolO!fY ; PO!lition, Distance, Situ· 
ation, t. 982-984, pp. 6117, 1158; Llne, Snr· 
flee, and Solid, t. 987, p. 659 ; Entical, 

:Monocrematic, t. 1142, p. 660; resumed, t. 
9'8, p. 66~, etc.; as Heade of Form, e.nd the·.r 
Trails, t. 953, 95', p. 66' ; D~'ftDl N <>. n, 
do. ; = Entity, Ontology, t. 11)(12, p. :;._4; 
llinim oCRonnd Form, t. 1007, p. 587; ttc 
Atom or Fonn, do., c. 1, do. ; Every Ono 
& Univer.sal C~ntre, c. 3, t. 1012, p. 591; L 
1027, p. 698; SomlCTlo Arox o( Form, t. 
1007, p. 687; Cuboid, c. 1, p. 688; -
Single F'ixed Point. 

Po~, Two; ace Two-Pointe; (Tho Punet· 
i1mu1), AruJogue ofSubstanoo and o!Seu
aation, t. 899, p. 281; are they derind from 
Lines f do.; and Lines, are they recipro
e&lly derived ftom each other f do. ; 1eMi 
Element of Fact or Experieuce, t. «ll, r-
282; Monocrematio, t. 4,02, do. ; rep!"eileol 
Pel'!!Ons (at death), t. 4'04, p. 283; gbOllts of, 
ae ldCllS in Mind, t. 4'05, do. 

PoLAB An.1.oo!'<Jlll( or l'lwm "Euxs...'WI, • 
held by Hcrnclitnt<, n. 81, t. 204, p. 1 &l; 
do:flnition and formula, t. 225, p. 161 ; t. 
252, p. 191; of Something and Nothia~; 
Positive and Negative; Yea and Nay; 
Actual Existence eo compounded, L ll!. t. 
267, p. 208; of Logic nnd Actur.lity, a. u, 
do.; eeo Antithetical Reflexion. 

PoLAB Tirv.ue10!1; &eo ln'<'ersion. 
PoL.\JI QppceJTZNE88 of Primitive States and 

ultimate Elaborations, t. 883, p. 53:: ; t.. SM, 
do. 

Po1..1.BITT, Electrical, Scientic, Mucnloid, t. 
802, p. 601. 

PoLITI ·AL Ecoiroirr, t. 976, p. li72; c. 1, t. 
993, p. 681. 

PoLITIQt:E foeJTtVJI, + La Moralo = Ant~ 
pology-Comtc, t. 86, p. 2(1. 

PoLToA.XT, mention of, t. 826, p. 2::1. 
PoL TTIIBillX, Fetishism, Monotheism-Comte, 

Snbdivisional, t. 85-0, p. 2'7. 
Pon, tlie, claims only a proviaional ofl!.ce, c. 

1, t. 75, p. '3. 
Poaou&Nua, t. 652, p. '53. 
Po1:u-Nto.1.'1UX, of Univel'llll Being, t. SOS, 

P· /l-04. 
Po11T·rN01, Principles, t. 791, p. 4'98. 
Poemo11, represente<I by Point, t. 1139, p. 

886; Table No. 8G, do. ; t. 641.l, do. ; t. Ml, 
p. 3S7; Table No. 37, t. 5'5, p. 3St; One 
Point, t. 919, p. 500; D~ No. 6~, t. 
923, p. 661 ; = Point, t. 932, p. M7 ; and 
Ne~ation; see Positlve &nd Negatin. 

Poemn, end Negative, equivalenta orSomt>
tbing and Nothing, t. 268, p. 194; Side.• of 
Spncc, t. 716, p. 469; Diagnun No.~. do., 
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p. 47'0; The, how fundamental, t. 742, p. 
4.78; Subtnw11Cendental view, t. 745, p. 
4.79; Feminine set of Principles, t. 7 '6, 
Jo.; see Something and Nothlng. 

Poanrn: D&olWll, of Adjective, Naturiamal, 
t. 5:>1, 5M, pp. 892, 894. 

Poe1T1V& D1&00V1UtT, of the Science of the 
Uni \'el'>!e, wba~ it will effect, t. 1128, p. 688. 

Po~1T1v.s lsntnlTBT, Logic, Morul&-Comte, t. 
445, p. 315. 

Po3D'IVJI N'llJIBllB8 and Zero, Pnrts ot a 
lurger Whole, t. 712, p. 468; UuiRm, Du
illm, and Trini11m of, t. 713, p. 469. 

" Posmn: Pmr.olOPDT ;" see PhiloaaplUe 
JWitioe-Comte, t. 35, 36, p. 20 ; t. 998, p. 
681. 

Posmvz Pot.moe-Comte ; eee lbUtigw 
Pontic~, c. 1, t. 998, p. 681 ; t. 999, p. 
6~2. 

" PolSlTIVJ: R&LIOIOl!l "-Comte, t. 86, p. 20. 
Posmv& So111so& = Anthropism, t. 995, 996, 

p. 581). 
Poemvu, nnd Negatives, Two ot eoch, Bi

Compound Rolation, t. 802, pp. 500, 501 ; 
Fourfold Discrimination, t. 805, p. ~; 
ace Sci en to·, and N atnro-, t. 806, p. 504 ; t. 
811, p. 11<>8; t. 1022, p. 594. 

PoemvlBK, = Philosophy and " Religion" 
of Auguste Comte, discrimin11tcd from 
Ecbo:SOpby, o. 2, 8, t. 12, p. 9; sec Comte ; 
t. 85, p. 20; compared with Univel'llOlogy, 
Tnble 7, (Typical Table), t. 40, p. 28; and 
Negativism, interchango or, t. 329, p. 235; 
and .Metaphyeios, relation of, t. 444, p. UI.; 
the "Religion of Humanity," t.445, p.815; 
md Negath·ism, the bo11Bt of Science ; yet 
in a Domain of Pure Nothinga, t. 811, p. 
6()8; Claim of, to all that become& bwroll 
considered, a. 6, t. 998, 999, p. 584. 

PosmTI&T Dunu11DTiol!I, t. 803, p. 219. 
POGT1VU1'8; see Positivism; they denounce 

The Ab•.' lnte a. 3, t. 267, p. 196; see 
Lewes; Couoterstateimnt.11 to their Criti
cism on Pbil011ophy, L 4, do., p. 197; In· 
complete, L 6, t. 998, 999, p. 588 ; Views 
or Church Prieethood and Metaphyeieiawl, 
do. 

Pou1111L1TT, ot Errot, tha\ there is none not 
aftlnned, t. 1115, p. 68'. 

POllftlllTT; eec Deecenclants. 
POftl!l.\TAL, 1111d antenatal Life, relationa ot, 

t. 10;;, p. 466. 
Posrm.i:ra ; aee Ultimate Poetulate. 
PoeTVUB, or the Body, .Analogue of :Moralt1, 

t. 433, p. 822.. 

POTJ:l!ICT, Inte]ectuil, refleotin,; on Conten\ 
of the Mind, t. 421, p. 295. 

Pow£LL, Comp .. tibility of Temperaments and 
Scientiftu Propagation of the .Race, t. 391, 
p. 277. 

Powu; l!Ce Force; Powers, Mathematical, 
t. 623, p. 439 ; of the New ldeu.i irresillt.. 
ible, t. 1123, p. 638 ; see Action. 

PowJ:Bll, Square, Cube, etc., t. ~77, p. 202; 
in Form and Number, t. 587, p. 416; t. 
588, p. 417; In an 1111alogioal Sense, t. 914, 
p. 547 ; t. 91 Ii, p. MS ; Diagram No. 117, do. ; 
Seco111', aud Third, of Twelve, t. 1028, p. 
599. 

PucnoAL A lU.LTBJe, of Elementary Munda a 
diftkult gymuastic, t. 484, 485, pp. M.51 

846; c. 1, t. 484, p. MG. 
PBACTIOAL Lii'&, Two Grand Opposite Doc

trines in, u. 1, 2, c. 1, t. 1119, pp. 636, 
637. 

Plu.CTioAL PDILOBOPDT, deftned, t. 10, p. 8; 
alhd with Art, t. 13, p. 9 ; larger than Art, 
what it relate~ to, t. 1;;, p. 10; see Table I, 
do., p. 11. 

" PJLLOTICAL 8PIBITUALI8'1'1," c. 1, t. 453, P· 
822. 

Piu.TD, The utterance of the Soul's desire, 
t. 23, p. 15 ; Instituted or Habitual, (lo· 
fantoi<l), will leu predominate in the Fu
ture; Substitutes for, in the Adult Age, o. 
1, t. 457, p. 310; Modification of this State· 
ment, c. 2, d"·• p. 811 ; what it is; A~r i· 
ration for Identification with the Divine, t. 
581, p. 411. 

PB&oun, t. 277, 278, p. 202; c. 1, t. 278, p. 
204; explained, t. 289-291, p. 213; t. 293, 
2H, p. 216; single Parenthesill-.Mark, t. 
299, p. 217. 

Piumo11nNAl!ICB; see Mere Predominance. 
PB&oNANCY, ( Orouuu), what, c. 23, t. 508, p. 

866. 
Pa&lasEe, Mojor and Minor, Table 16, (Fun

d 1mental Exposition), t. 278, p. 204; So
qncnce tllld Conc!W1ion, t. 579, p. 410; t. 
587, p. 416; t. 690, p. 4.19; t. 698, do. 

PuPOll'DEJU...'fOB, of Life over Death, what 
Nature is striving to attain to, o. 1, t. 43-l, 
p. 807 : of Intellectual over Inepiratioual 
Truth, t. 1117, p. 635 ; of Logiciam owr 
Arbitriam, do. 

PBEPOSmolf, the, word of Relation, ultimate 
realm of Tnmscendcntalism, a. 20, t. 267, 
r· 209. 

l'Jluos1nol!AL R&L.\TIOl!ll, dom:Un or, t. 488, 
p. 349. 
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PnnTl'llBlill'S, some men 1uch by organia
t;on, t. 11 lll, p. 632. 

Pau111»T.t.T1011', of the Subject, difficulty 04 
IotroJuction, p. vi, ix, L 

PsuuT.t.non, Visual, = Adjectives, t. 
651, p. 392. 

PBllRMT.t.TIT& RllPllUllnJ.TIOll'; see Head 
and F1tce. 

PB&n110•, = Prophecy made oortaln ; aee 
Prophecy; the dletinctive oharacterietio of 
Science, a. '8, t. 204, p. 171 ; of Science, 
c. 10, t. '80, p. 804 ; not yet perfect, in 
respect to t;imea and eeuone, t. 1 l!U, p. 
839. 

Paiur,.Pivot in Soaiety, (the Church), t. '189, 
P· 4.85. 

PmumooD, depositary of the cultna of the 
Church, t. 28, p. 16. 

PBnu. CAJ'1TJ., t. '1715, p. <i92 ; eee First Heads. 
Plwux.m:iroe, of Form, = " The Great Deep," 

t. 637, p. U7. 
PBm.u.a ; eee Orig!Dll. 
l'BnuRT DlnBmllTlon, and Secondary, 

Antithesis between, c. 22, t. 608, p. 8G6. 
PBno:, of Womnn, Expansive Age (French 

<houuu), Space, c. 23, t. 6081 p. 866. 
PBI¥B El.&KDTI ; see Inexpugnability of. 
PBDDllll, governs in NaturismWI, t. 766, p. 

<l87; see Unism. 
PBDDnn C&Lt., of All Orgnnimtlon, t. 203, 

p. 146 ; of Society 1111 an Orgacismus1 t. 
971, p. 671. 

PBDnTIV& 0l!TLAT; see Outlay; ofSkelcton, 
t. 957, p. 666 ; of Vertebral Column, t. 968, 
do.; Dingrnm No. 72, do. 

Pnmrnv11 SY1"'BE1m-Comte, c. 7, t. 136, p. 
77. 

PmlllTIVB Tiu.ci:, Embryonic, t. 881, p. 632; 
Diagram No. 60, do. 

PlwuTIVll TYn, or Construction of Human 
Orgauismus, and of Universe, t. 834, p. 
617. 

Pnmo· ; r.eo PBOTO·. 
Pmlloar>tAL Piwrcrrr.u, t. 7U, p. 4.79; in

o:spugllllbly united, t. 760, p. 4.81. 
PJW(OJ: OJ' Puc&, t. 1048, p. 610. 
"PBllfclP.\L EJ.Aaoiu.noll' "-Comte, t. '661 

p.835. 
Piwrcrn.1:, of Freedom, Divergent Individu

ality, t. 52, p. 82; of Order, Convergent In
dividuality, do.; Higher Social-Fourier; 
P11811ional and Industrial Atlnlcfion, t. M, 
p. 88; All -Comprehensive nod Ramify
hig, t. 70, p. <i2; Congeries <'f, t. 207, p. 
14.8; of Ordor, Convergent Individuality, 

t. 80£, p. iiO; The, at Home, Domimat, 
otherwiae Su bordiuat.e, t. SU, p. 8"19 ; Snb
dominance ot, t. 62", p. aso ; TM F-'-
flteftlal, = Unimn; n. o_,.._, (B41r
ulative), = Daiam; n.1~, (llocl
ulating), t. 5"1-543, pp. 8871 SSS; or .Lrir, 
OJ' ABBlDGllll1'T, t. 1036, p. 6°'; in HrDDNI 
Body, t. hl37, do.; t. lOti, p. 603; ID 
rcepect to the Teeth, t. l<Ma, do.. 

P:8XllOirLB8, are foundationa, c. ~ t. 15, p. 11 ; 
•ignilled by representative names. c. l. t. 
<i01 p. 2"; Abstract, denoted by the termin
ation -lam, c. <l, t. '3, p. 27 ; Foarier'a 
Matter, .Mathematica, Spirit, not eo, t.. HO, 
p. aa; must be 11011ght for in the Neatnl, 
Mathematical, Domain, t. 11', 177; p. 127; 
t. 19", p. 134.; properly Factors, do.; tbe 
PBIKOBDIAL, TBUB in Number; all mdh
e1DJ1tical; in a sense One, t. 195, p. 135; 
Trinity in Unity or Theology, t. lH, da.; 
reoogniaed empiriaally, t. 197, p. 135 ; 00.7 
half didoovered, t. 188, do. ; not democ
atnted 111d shown to res\ on Inherent Ne
cessity, do.; and Fact.~, defined by Ilickok 
L 1-9, pp. 136-1"2; Ultimate Truths, 'ltlJI 
«mditiom<l by Powr, condition Power, 
L 61 p. 137; rational grounds for connect.ice 
ot', with .Mathematioa f'nrniahed by Comte, 
t. 200, do. ; none heretot'oro for \be belle(' 
tbattheyare Tlir«, t. 199, do.; NumberoC, 
Primordially TBUB, demooatrated, t.. llrl, 
p. 189 ; Etymology of, Pritlt4 Capilil, Fmn 
lluD1, do. ; Thinking World will I"* 
from itll infancr at thia point, do., p. 1-t(); 
of two Kinds, 1. Traneoendental, Ab:tolute, 
Rational, Ab!tract, Analytical, UW..m and 
Do!sm ; 2. Generalizing, Aggregative, Co11-
orete, SyDBto.tio, Trciam and Triniam, a. 11 

t. 203, p. 145; the Three Fundamental, 
Ull'JIK, DtlJlll, and Taanar, 1totc ~ 
/ormallg .taua, t. 203-2oe, pp. H~t"8; 
Clefll of, t. US, p.187; Elementary, of all:&
ing, do.; Abstract, and Domaina, Concrete, 
Analogical Repetition of each by Md>., L 

U, t. 267, p. 213; of Science and Nature 
blended in An, t. 6l<l, p. 87•; t. 62-0, p. 
878 ; Enda of Base-line, at Come111 of E.li
fico, t. 689, p. <i18; reinforced by oollating 
them, t. MG, p. 452; or origin of, repreaented 
by the FCBtus, l 705, p."66; ofSpeculatift 
Philoeopby, c. 1, t. 736, p. <i75; FeminoiG 
or Naturoid Set of, 1 ; o, derived Crom 
Masculoid or Scientoid Set, 1 ; II, t. 7'7, 
74.8, p. 4.80; i11118trated by the Cut-np ol 
the Egg, t. 776, p. <i92; Heads do. or All 
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Being, t. 791, p. '98; Ground-, do. ; Prl
male, Origi1111, a:id Sequence~, or Etfeots; 
above and below, re11pectively, illustrated 
b7 Head-Fotms and Trails, t. 963-956; pp. 
6M, 56S; Diagram No. 71, p. 56' i lllld 
Principiate~wedouborg, t. 959, 960, p. 
667; 11hown by Bead, F<etua, etc., t. 975, 
p. 572; All contained in MY Leaet Thing, 
c. 8, t. 1012, p. 591 ; dieeriminated from 
Lawa, t. 1013, do.; Ultimate, what, c. '• 
do.; how extracted, c. 6, do., p. 593; c.11, 
do., p. 595 ; eee Ab~trnct Principles; Uni· 
vel'l!lll Principles ; Comtoau; Kautean; 
Bcteuto-Philosophic. 

PBOal.Sll or Plu:an'TATloir, illustration oft.he 
learned llllt:I, Introduction, p. vi ; do. p. 
vii. 

l'Bocm>tl'U, Logioal, of Pnre Thonght, and 
Act1141, of Creation ilkntU:al, t. 835, p. 517. 

PBOJ>t10T10ll', lllld Re-production, t. 988, p. 
676. 

Paooirosno, of the n11ture of the book
Boylc, Introduction, p. u.xv. 

PaooUM, the Development of Order,
Comte, t.1>3, p. 33; how, do.; Mental, fear or 
coming to au end of, futile, t. 17S-189, pp. 
127-133; = Suoce;saion, t.1>59, p. 397 ; Sub
ordination of, to Ordcr,-Comte; Principles 
of, will be the Objective of Faith, o. 10, t. 
998, 999, p. 587; Inductive and Deductive; 
eeo Induction and Deduction. 

PaooBJlllllJtJ> SUU'L&11,-~lnpos, t. 818, p. 227. 
l'aooBU1110N, t. 129, p. 73; Orderly, from 

the lutellect, t. 802, p. 219 ; through Time, 
t. 5!.i8, p. 896; Spiritnal, type o! the Spirit, 
t. 637, p. '47; see Pathway. 

PaonOT1os, repeata Arbitriemology, Table 
19, t. 352, p. 249. 

PBOLincATIOll', of Nature; Products and Art.
Works, t. '°°• p. 282. 

PaoL01'GATI01' or LD'B, Prophecy of, Intro
duction, p. XXX\il. 

Paouo.i.nos, Scientific of the Raoo-Powell, 
t. 391, p. 277. 

PaoPUTiu or !ilATnrB, Somatology,-Henry, 
t. 392, p. 277. 

PaormwY, the Scientific, = Prevision, a. 48, 
t. 2M, p. 171; thnt of Christ, ofa New and 
Higher Doctrine to come after, do.; of the 
Abolition of Mystery, IL ,9, do.; harmony 
in, by Christiane, Infidels, and Heathen, c. 
'1-9, t. '80, pp. 80"..-3M; defence of, again~t 
ecientlflo Scepticism, c. 1 o, do., p. SM ; 
Analysis of, and true Mode or criticising, 
do., t. '32, p. 305. 

l'BoPOBTio:r, or the Rule or Three, Pivotal 
" Rule" or Arithmetic, t. 249, p. 189 ; and 
Adj witmeu t Sole Ground or Dilferencc, t. 
,12, p. 288. 

Paot'Ollmoir, in Logic, t. 59,, p. '20. 
PaoSE, Free Series-Fourier, t. 70S, I'· '68. 
Paorue10N, Forthlltrotehiug, of Time, t.558, 

pp.396, 397. 
PBOTEl!l' AllTllX, coutnuited with Catholicism, 

t. l:!tt, p. 73; Maeeuloid, allied with Ra
tiou11lism nnd Scepticism, c. 9, t. 186, p. 
77; Analogue of Provisional or Milk Teeth, 
c. 21, do., p. 80; must adopt Universolog
ical Eltpo~ition, c. 9, t. '30, p. 303 ; the 
Great Religious Divergeacy, do.; and Cath
olici~m, Reooncili11tion of, Pantarcbally, c. 
6-7, t. «'I, p. 321; Dh·crgcnt lsolatiou of 
lndividanl Centre~ in, t. 1128, I'· 689. 

l'Boro-Cuaun.unex, Fcminoid, tends to Uui
ty, but producee Schism, c. 8, t. 136, p. 77; 
expands toProto-Religionism, do.; to Proto
Socititiamus, c. ,2, do., p. 87; a Provisional 
Dispeneation, 11. ,9, t. 2M, p. 171. 

PaOTO·PLAiuu., Oken, a. 17, c. 32, t. 188, p. 
91 ; a. 21, 22, do. 

PaOTo·REL101omeK; see Proto-Chrii<tllluiam; 
tenJa to Unity, but produces Schism, c. 8, 
t. 136, p. 77 ; pre-eminently represented by 
Old Catholic Church; Iese eo, by all the 
Sects, and by tho whole corresponding So
cial Development, c. 20, t. 136, p. 80. 

Pnoro-R1:L101ocs D111P&1<8AT1os, h:iJ ite own 
Iutcl1cctual Pb11Se, e. 36, t. 136, p. 85; be
oomes Dento-Societisrnu~, c. '2, do., p. 87. 

Paoro-Soo1ET1BKue, deflrted, c. ,2, t. 136, p. 
87; Notation of, t. 802, p. 218; = All The 
Pnst, t. 484, p. 806. 

PBovmocg, Order or, t. 667, p. '58 ; repre
sented by the Ordinal Numbers, t. 669, 
do. 

Paunncz, of the Aged, IL 11, t. 998, 999, p. 
587. 

Pow-Inu, or The Abeolute, t. 745, p. 
•79. 

Pauoo-, not applicable to Swedenborg or 
Hnrria in a bad ~ense, c. 26, t. 503, p. 368. 

Pncn, Greek for Soul, t. 896, p. 280. 
P1Toaot.001cAL C'osoJ:PTIOll, of Philosophy, 

enlarged, t. '27, p. 2'>9 ; restatement of, t. 
4i3, I'· 3"6; t. '35, I'· 8(1'1. 

PsTcaoL001c.i.t. Dxrr11:a&Nog, a. lll, c. 3!, t. 
136, p. 89 ; The, a bmncb of Speculology, 
t. 3M, p. 250; Mn~!IOn, IL 1+8. do., pp. 
252-250 ; repeat& Pne1111111tology, Table 201 

t. 855, do. 
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Psvouo-N:sl!lloi.oov-Bnchcnan, t. 944, p. 
661). 

PSTcnoI.OOT, = Mentology, definition and 
dcrivution of, c. 3, t. 6, p. Ii ; a branch of 
Biology, c. 3, t. 401 p. 24; Notation of, t. 
802, p. 218 ; t. 968, p. li70; SnbjecUve, t. 
972, p. 571 ; represented in H«Jd ef Body, 
t. 9751 p. 672; related to Brnin and Nerve, 
t. 108•J, p. 623; u.nd Biology, t. 1096, p. 
626. 

PsYcnoJOTBT-Buchu.nan, t. 944, p. 660. 
Pi:DJ:BTY, = Begetting, Birth, Puberty, 0." 

t • .U~, p. 819. 
Puo11:, and the Telegraph, Introduction, p. 

x.~xi. 

Puu, = Dcdnctive or Betleotive Method, t. 
622, p. 438; Attrnction, Contrcpetition, do.; 
in M.utheUllltics, t. 623, p. 489 ; t. 624, p. 
440. 

Pt1lfou-Lnnum: Foax; sec Linea-Punctnte. 
PulllCTATB (Puuctismal) FoBK; aoo Point

Form; heretofore aubordiWlte; Puncta
tiou; Pbonography; I.eigh 's Annotation 
of Statistics, t. 6~7, pp. 426-429; Dia
gnims Noe. 84, 85, pp. '27, 428 ; see Puncto
ThlAio Form. 

PtneOTATION1 u to Snwtion wluJt Lin«Jti<m u 
to Tlwught, t. 4011 p. 282; Punctuation, 
Diagram No. 69, t. 9231 p. 551. 

Pt:NCTlllK, one of tho Elcmont:I of Form1 c. 61 

t. 003, p. 358. 
PUNCT1sxus, of ElcmentlsmDB ot Language, 

t. 6114, p. 526; Diagram No. 68, t. 917, p. 
M9; of Form generally, t. 918, do.; Sub
divisions of: Pontion, Diatanu, Situation, 
t. 919, p. 650; Diagram No. 69, t. 923, p. 
551 ; of Form, t. 926, p. 65' ; see Poit!U. 

PuNCTO·BA810 Foax, Mineroid, t. 6u7, pp. 
429, 430; Di!ll1rnm~ Nos. 86, 87, p. 480. 

PIDIOTUATio!f, of Cler~, t. 282, p. 206; as 
illu•trntivo of Punctnto Forms, t. 6041 p. 
426; Diagram No. 69, t. 923, p. 551. 

PUNOTtlll VIT..a, Point of Life in Body at top 
of Neck, (Med;t!Ja Oblongata); = DecDB
sntion-Point of Nerves, t. 454, p. 825. 

PuNJBBJBl'fT OJ' Snr, affirmed u.nd denied, 
t. 1120, p. 687. 

Puu foBALI•K, a. 3, t. SM, p. 252 ; a branch 
of the Tn1e Cosmical Conception, t. 858, p. 
256: echoes to Uranology, Tuble 22, do.; 
t. 361, p. 2~8: T1<ble 29, t. 894, p. 279; t. 
435, p. 808; A~me of, Jomee, t. 865, p. 260; 
defi.aed,-Masson, a. 61 t. 8661 p. 285. 

Pun Foax; see Plural Form. 
PUBll NOTBDl'oe, the Domain of Science, t. 

811, p. ws. 
PUBll RliBON, echoee Fonn, t. 808, p. :i<l'i'. 
Ptrao.t.TOBr, Notation for, t. aoo, p. 218; tbe 

Intermediate World, in Spirit-World, or iD 
Mind, t. 4.06, p. 284; dllference o~ from 
" World of Spirita "-Swedenborg, L I, !, 
do. ; Analogue of, the Prugational Alimen
tary Canal, t. 408, p. 286 ; t. 409, do. ; :re
presents, in turn, the Whole, t. 412, p. m; 
Vestibule ot the Spirit-World, t. 418, p. 
292. 

Pue, = Matter, c. 7, t. 1'81 p. 103. 
Pum, the Primitive, = Anticipatory Method, 

t. 629, P· 488 : RZPB<>nCTIOlf = Construo
tive Method, do. ; Repul$ion, Centrifu.g!l
tion, do. ; in Mathemo.tiCll, t. 62-'I, p. "'-'"'; 
t. 624, p. 440. 

PrBilDJ>, of the Sciences,-Comtc, t. 4.'H, p. 
819; Analogues of, with Parts orthe Bod;r, 
t. 452, do.; see Comu; Equilllteral, by 
TElfDZlfOY TO EQVATIOll", t. 637, p. 385; ]);. 
griun No. 16, do.; Simpleat reotiliDEC 
solid, t. 538, p. 886 ; t. M-O, p. 88i. 

PTBAKIDIBK ; see Solidblm. 
PrnuooBAB, Introduction, p. xxiv; bis m
~wera to qul·ations, do., p. uxiii; proJ>haiied 
Univeraology, t. 91, p. 55; hia d<>Ctrine :re
discovered, in Unism, Duil!m, and Trin.U!m, 
a. 1, t. 204, p. 146 ; fnll nccount ot Iw Phil
osophy of Numbcrs,-Fcrrier, a. 11-!?5, t. 
204, pp. 150-157; Number the essence ot 
all things, a. 12-18, do., pp. 150-153 ; = 
La.w, Order, Form, H:innony, a. 13, do.; a 
truer Universal than Sensible things, a. IS, 
do., p. 151 ; a11ied with Truth for All, oot 
merely Truth tor Some, a. 16, do., I'- 152 ; 
u.n objeot of Pure Thought, a. 17, do., p. 
158; the trne Univcraal, a. 18, do., do.; 
Plato on dootrine of, a. 20, do., do. ; 
Pera•, The Limiting or Limit-Duism.. 
and .A.pfiron, The Unlimited-Unisrn, do.; 
Jlon1U-Uniamal, A.orilitt» .Du-Dui•m11l, 
a. 231 do., p. 155; application of doctrine 
of, toGoometry; generation offonns-Fer
rier, a. 26, do., p. 157 ; his Phil05ophy the 
fundamental one, a. 29, do., p. 159; repre
sentative name, To.ble 1, c. 1, t. 226, p. 163; 
bis Idea or Unity and Plurality vindicated. 
-FerriPr, a. 1, SI, t. 267, pp. 195, 196. 

PrnullOBU."f PB1J.olOPBT j Bee Pyt.bagoru. 
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QVADIU'IODlll, t. 47 .. p. '59. 
QvADB.U'UU, or Circle, impoiieible, t. 517, P· 

377. 
Qv..t.m, Catholic, Baptist, and Atheist will 

abake handa with each other, t. 1111, p. 
632. 

Qu.i.UT.i.nn, and Quantitetive, Development 
of Science,-Spencer, a. 30--M, c. 82, t. 136, 
pp. 9'1 95; Qualitlltive infi&ntoid, a. 30, 
do.; and Qwwtitative apply to N.Uun>
Metaph;ysic and Sciento-Philoeophy, do.; 
pregnant extraots on, a. 311 32, do.; Uni
versological Correction, a. 331 do. 

Quil.IT!', Kant's group of cotegoriee or, ... 
aumed by the Germans aa fundamtmtal, t. 
109, p. M; to Quantity what Substance ia 
to Form, do., p. GS; more or leee intense, 
may be meaaured, t. 111, p. 66; any in
tensity of = Reality, or Something; no in
telll5ity of= Negation or Nothing, do.; aee 
Quantity; = Substance, Monospherioity, 
Induction, a. 30, 31, c. 3111 t. 136, p. 95; 
and Quantity, Bases of the whole Syatem 
or Truth, t. ,58, p. 892 ; = .Adjective 
Domain, t.651,p.399; =Number-Swed· 
enborg, c. 1, t. 685, p. Mi ; Kant.ean, t. 

71', p. '69; Transition from, to Quantity, t. 
736, p. '7'-

Qu.umTATIVZ; aee Qualitetive; adnltoid, a. 
30, c. 82, t. 186, p. 95. 

Qv.umn, to Quality what Form is to Sub-
1tanoe, t. 1091 p. 65 ; gronp of Categorieot, 
involved in, allied with Scienoe, do., t. 111, 
p. 66 ; ( aee Quality) ; = Form, Comparuon, 
Dednction, a. 30, 81, o. 82, t. 136, p. 95 ; not 
trne fountain of Euotn8118, but Spiril of, L 
8" do.; anu Quality, Bases of the whole 
Syatem of Truth, t. '58, p. 329 ; Tnwait.ion 
to, from Quality, t. 78S, p. '7'· 

Qu..u."TUll, of Extelleion, = .Mo1111uro, t. MO, 
p. 386. 

QVABTEllllfG, t. 1080, p. 628. 
Qu.i.llftll8, of House, Temple, City, etc., t. 

807, 808, p. 222; Four (') of Body, = 
Kant's ' Groups of Categories, t. '57, p. 
H9; c. 7, t. 608, p. 360; t. 967, p. 570; t. 
972, p. 671 ; Typical Pillll of, l 1087, p. 
6<14. 

Qv.uJ-11Q11AL1TY, of Zero with Unity, t. '71, p. 
839. 

QU118'1'1o• OJ' DOCl'BJJB, every, to be reoon
aidered, t. llllS, p. t38. 

R. 

R.i.a., Haman, Unity of, will be aecured by 
o btention of a fixed Intellectual Unity of 
Conception, t. 1111, p. 682. 

R.i.cm.xoua Fo-, t. 8'2, p. 520. 
RADU.TIOKll, Films of Form, t. 618, p. 438; 

see "Sphere." 
RADJo.AL Alf.&.J.Tll.11, not characteristic of 

Comte or Kant, t. 4.58, p. 381; (Ultra), 
Sciento-Philosophio peculiarity, t. ~2, p. 
S.U; = SllCO?fDilT ANALT811, i11natr.:ted 
by Phonetics, t. '88, <lo.; prnctic:illy diffi
cult, never possible in the Absolute, t. ,88, 
p. U5 ; t. 48', do. ; illustrations in Geom
etry and Drawing, do.; o. 1, do., p. M6; 
true beginning-point of whole Fnture 
System of Education, do. 

R.1.n1cAL RxvoLUTIOKART RscOKBIDXB.lTIOlf, 
of every Doctrine, the World summoned 
to, t. 1128, P• 688. 

RAD10.1.Luor, only dangerous when not ndical 
enough, a. 12, t. 998, 999, p. 681. 

R.i.ou, Analogues of Individuals, t. 83'71 p. 
«7; along, Logical and Natnnl Orders, t. 
6'>91 p. '67 ; see Circle. 

R.1.1>1om FoBll, cro111ing the Primaliamua, t. 
637, p. "7· 

RADtul, what emblem of, t. 579, 680, p. '10; 
t. 582, p. '12; Drit\ outward, Back, 1111d 
Outward, t. 683, p. '18. 

RAKK, Dignity, Attainment, in Pathway or 
Progress, t. 896, p. 537; Inhabitant, Temple, 
t. 92" 925, p. 553. 

RATIO; ~ee Proportion, and Equation, the 
broadest M11thematical Generalizatioll8, t. 
UO, p.18G; Analogy of, with The Concrete, 
do. 

R.i.noK.&.J., and Nlllur:il Orden, inversion o4 
t. 761, p. '81. 
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R.Anoiux. Ul'll'l'T, of Society, t. 782, p. '85. 
RAnoN.u.I&K, M1111Culoid, tenda fint to 

Schlalm, but ultimates in Unity, through 
Scientitlo Buie of 1''11i\h, c. t, t. 186, p. 77 ; 
oblU'11Cteriz.e11 the Transitional Order or 
Human Society, t. 8-02, p. 219; and 1''eel
lng cbaracterijljj tbe Final Order, do. ; 
Masouloid, do.; Pu.re, God of, t. 788, p. 
488. 

Jan oir LioBT, t. 607, p. 880. 
RuOTI ON ; 11ee Ulterior Reaotioa. 
R11:.wsa, Notice to, p. :d. 
liJ:ADUI, (or Chreetomathlee) or Ahrato, in 

preparation, a. 19, t. 162, P• llK. 
P.ux., 8piritnal Entities the more eo, b7 that 

theory, a. 9, c. 82, t. 136, p. 87. 
Rs.u.Wl, a branch of tbe Ela.borate or True 

Cosmical Conception, echoes to Tell urology, 
Tuble 22, t. 868, p. 2:16 ; t. 859, do.; Tabie 
29, t. 89', p. 279. 

RBALITT, Kant'• Clltegoey of, t. 111, p. 611; 
~ Something, any qu1111tum of Quality, 
do., p. 66; and Negation, distinction be
tween at boaia of Genuan Transcendental 
Philosophy, t. 116, p. ll8; One and Zero, 
do. ; back or Di~crimiontion, unthinkable, 
except ae Aspect, t. 250, p. 189 ; dia
tingoiehed from Snb•tunoe, c. 1, t. 2561 p. 
199; Pure, = The Absolute, a. 81 t. 267, p. 
196; or Actuality, contrntlicta Logic; &'
conciliation, a. 12, t. 2G7, p. 208; (Scbem
atism), represented by Solid, t. 639, p. 
886; Table 86, do.; t. MO, do. ; Symbolio, 
do., p. 887 ; t. 644, p. 889 ; Line, Concrete, 
Analogio of, Diagrum No. 26, t. 688, p. 
418. 

RuL Exisrziro•, in the Outer World, ~ 
se.ry Evolution or IUl exact echo of that of 
Thou~ht in the Mind, t. 835, p. 617. 

Rs.u. l'llllUllTATIO!ll&X,-Reed and Hamil
ton ; nou-sepurution or Idea and Objll<lt; 
ll'npTiea Immortality (for :Mao)) in the Bod7, 
t. 418-416, pp. 289-292; t. 419, p. "3. 

R:a.u. UlflYWMS, oonsieta of Typee of the 
ldcnl, t. 796, p. 499. 

RJ:.\L Va.Lu., added to Pure Form = Thing, 
t. 639, p. 449; - Vaine. 

RBAeoN, the, Government b7, normal, c. !I,'-
68, p. 38; and Sense, contTasted, Table 1, 
c. t, t. 226,p. 163: vindicated andnvonged, 
how, a. 69, t. ll04, p. 173; reoonoilintion or 
with Senee, a. UI, t. 967, p. 205; R.Anoir
.a.uw•, cbamcterizce the New or Transition
al Order of Society, t. 802, p. 219; alld 
Feeling obaracterize the Fi.Aal -Order, do.; 

• 

Maaculoid, do.; t. 809, p. 223; P~ is flit 
Cro88, t. 669, p. 404; Pure, echoes Fann, 
t. SOS, p. 50'1; 1upreme authority of, tofErm. 
ed and denied, t.1120, p. 637 ; eee Tli09gl!t. 

Rueoimro, &emperoidal, c. 231 t. 808, p. Ml; 
c. U, Jo. 

RJ:c"UT!oll', of Unlvenology by tho Pa'l:dk; 
wl1•t it may be, t. 111!4, p. 639. 

R:ao1Paoou MoVBlmllT, repeats ~
ogy, Table 19, t. 862, p. 249. 

BBooiro11.1AT10ll', of all opposites, throagli 
Integraliam and Pantarcbiam, t. 541, p. N; 
ultimate, favored by distinction of Aapedll, 
a. lll, c. 8ll, t. 186, p. 90; a. 15, do.; -
Conciliation, a. 80, t. 204, p. 160 ; behrftll 
Sense and ReB110n, bow, a.12, t. 26'1, p. 20$ : 
between One and' Ma.ny ; and other quai
lncompntible attribotee, a. 13-16, p. !QC; 
of Ext.reme1; Intuition and The Higltoi 
Intellect, t. 766, p. 488; Pantarchal, t. 7at, 
do. ; The Grand, the Crowning Harmony ol 
Humanity, t.1111, p. 632; t. 1112, do.; 
will have been elfecled, t. l12S, p. at: 
aee Grand Reconciliation; Grand RatioDal; 
see Gran<l Rational Reconciliation. 

RllOOll'ou.u.nn HAS-IrT or luau, Ti~ 
page, o. 32-iv, t. 136, p. 83; of Experim
tialiam and TranaoendentaliND, a. 25, llS, c. 
82, t. 186, pp. 93, 94. 

R:&ooll'BtDllJLlTIOll', The RadicaJRevolntiomzy, 
of Every Doctrine, the World anmmoaed 
to, t. 1128, p. 688. 
~ Anaro,..e of Sciettce, t. :ns, p.17&; 

t. 519, p. 877; t. 61ll, p. 3<8; compertd 
with nprigbtneaa, do., p. 8i9; Mooad of; 
Minima, t. M6, p. 890 ; see LimitatiOn. 

R:ao111111U1, in Time, to Sub&tancive Origi111 a 
Naturismal Procedure, a. 17, c. 82, t. lM, 
p. 91 ; In Logie, to joiniup or I..Umta, a. 
18, do.; a. 90, do.; a. 22, p. 92. 

BDLBal', every Object iB eo of aome ment&l 
Conception, t. 79f, p. 498 ; - Type, ~ 
logue, Echo. 

RuLF.cno:ir, u a meana or knowinir, I~ 
duct.ion, p. xii; Me Antithetical Rdecdoo; 
oaet from Soienco on Metaphyaice, t. 501, p. 
8116; antithetical, to Originals, c. 9', t. 60.\, 

p. 867. 
RllJ'LJ:CnTB PBOC1!1>'11RB, inaugurated, ill 

Haman Atfalra, ~. 1 UP, p. 636. 
Rut.Bara, Faces, Focets, Aspectll ; Ana» 

goos with Phyt1ics, t. 4:i3, p. 822 ; = .&e
jective, t. 561, p. 892. 

Bnux Aanoll', or the Mind, or Fint 1111-
preaaion, t. 8, p. 6; t. .Ul, p. t96; fll 
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Transcendentalism on Empiricism, do. ; ot 
the Heavens on Earth aud Hell, t. '22, do. ; 
ot The Lord in Heaven on All below; of 
the Sel!-ConllCiouan- Oil th9 Mind, t. ua, 
do. ; t. '96, p. 296. 

"Ruo1111, Absolute, of Humm Knowledge" 
-Wronski, c. e, t. "8, p. 8llO. 

RuollllSU, "Long-haired,'' (Men), and 
" S bort-haired," (Women), c. <&, t. '68, P• 
au. 

Ra.uuuuno• qf P~ ~; 
the re-clothing or Ghoat.a with Bodies, o. 
8, t. 4U, p. 808. 

RlloL"OIUl'IOll', Sentimental or Spiritual, ot 
the Religion of the Put; lntellootunl, 
:Rational, Thought-, and Line-Like, the 
t>undation1, beams and oomer-poata of the 
New Jerusalem, that of the Religion ot 
\he Future, a. ~. t. i°'7 p. 170 ; a doctrine 
of Cbri1tillllity, a. 56, do., p. 17<i; Con
venion, New Birth, t. 889, p. 11811 ; t. 88<&, 
P• 68&. 

Rsonm, Logiclamal 1111d Arbltrismal, o. 1, t. 
1119, p. 636; Pautarohal; see Pantarohy. 

B&o:N'oLooY, place of, in llClale, Table 16, 
(Fundamental Expoeltion), t. ll'T8, p. ll04.; 
Science of the "Three Kingdoms," t, 888, 
p. !UO ; t. 859, p. 267 ; repeats Tellarology, 
T"ble ll9, t. 89', p. 279; dlatributed, do.; 
etymology of; 1in1wen1 to Kingdome In 
Clauiflcation, t. <i92, p. 3M ; a branch ot 
Concretology, t. 627, p. "4-0; diBtributed 
(Mineral, Vegetl\ble, Animal), t. 698-380, 
pp. "1, .U2; Diagram No. 48, L &U, p. 
«5. 

RJ:OuLAJUTT, Quasi-, of Circle, t. 617, p. 3'1'T; 
Tnte, t. 518, do. 

Rsonu~ FoBK or TBouGBT, P11reTheory, 
from eft'ort toward• the lmpo1Bible, t. ~ 
p.3'8. 

R&G'OllOIT.ln01', prospeotive and imminent, 
ot Badean or Spiritual World upon thla 
World, t. <iM, p. 296. 

R&lOBDB.A.rB, Odie Foree of, relnted to Beo
ond Form or Matter, Etheria, t. 83, p. 89; 
"Bick Seoeativee,'' ~ "Bph-," c. 1, 
t. &14, p. <iM. 

R&JD, md Bamilt.on-Real ?r.entationlsm, 
t. <il 6, p. 1190. 

Rz-I!l'VoLOT10•; eee Evolntlon. 
Rs.u.noll', deftned, Introdttction, p. slv; \he 

whole of Being-Hegel, t. ll<i, p. 68; a, 
capable of Analy1<is and Interior Dil!tribu
tioo, t. 882, p. ll'T3 ; pMSing into La,,, t. 
•75, <i16, p. UO; and Entity, illnatrated, t. 

54 

865-859, pp. 629-62'; Diagram No. 581 P• 

li2'; Ne:i:Wl1 La,,, t. 819, p. 581. 
R&u noll' AL, relating to ReL.tion, oppoeite ot 

Entical, .. 81, t. ~ p.165. 
R&L.lTIOll'I, of men and women In Society, 

t. 811, 812, p. 22'; Syetem of, Syatematol· 
ogy, Objective, c. 1, t. 8H, p. 226 j Ideal 
Frame'lt'ork interposed between Point&, 
Objects, Unita, t. 6081 p. <i26; and ENTITr, 
ar• t11liatntll" u, do. 

R&unoNllllIP, between T'une and Space, 
Unity of, t. 455, p. 32'1. 

R&unv., T&&, there la Up and Do'lt'D, a. 
13, t. 136, p. 90; Key of, a. 16, do.; in 
All'TITIISTIO.lL R&n.zxtoll' with The Ab
solute, do. ; in the Practical Domain, a. 661 

t. 2041 p. 17<i; deftned and oontruted 'll'ith 
The Absolute, t. 267, p. 19'; Tr:macend
ental, the Duiemus of Being, a. 16, t. 2671 
p. 207; a. 19, t. 267, p. 209; not to be oon
tounded lfith The Relatoid, do. ; Right
Baud; Front or Face, c. Ii, t. "8, p. 819; 
\he West, do. ; Europe GDd America, do.; 
Maaculoid, t. 789, p. 477 ; an Abstnct of 
Ideal RelatioDl!I, t. 785, p. <i96. 

Rsr..lTJVJ:Tr, of all Knowledge, Ech011ophlo . 
basis, t. 66, p. 40 ; = Berltleian oonception, 
a. 2, o. 82, t. M, p. 88; t. 267, p. 195; a. 1, 
2, do., pp. 196, 196. 

l!&L.lTOID, The, defined, a. 4, t. 28'7, p. 199; 
and Absolutold, stated, a. 19, t. 267, p. 209; 
a. 24, do., p. 1118. 

RELIGIOll', Science or, .. 8, c. 15, t. 15, p. 6; a 
branoh of Practical Philo!ophy, t. 12, p. 9; 
eee Table 1, t. 16, p. 11 ; end of unlvel'llal 
denlopment, t. 18, do.; the pure prodoo& 
of knowing, t. 17, p. 12; yet 11ntieip:tting, 
do.; awBiting perfection, do.; ita purport, 
do. ; centre or, do. ; circumference, do. ' 
ooven 1111me ground, In a ne'lt' aenae, u 
Philosophy and Science ; e:i:cludce God 
from Universe; lta proo~ or God's ex
istence ; has a eemi-knowledge-domain, 
theology, creed, etc.; await.II a per'W 
knowledge, t. 2b, 211 p. I.& ; Trigrade dl
mion of, Sentiment, Dogma, Conduct, t. 
22, p. 15; 'lt'onhlp and religiou life, do.; 
has an Instinctual Bula, t. U, do.; ulti
matee in the lite, llOClal action or move
ment, do.; echoes to Mo'Val&ll'T, u Pbll
O!'ophy to Mind, and Science to Matter, 
do. ; Table 2, p. 16; SubdivU.lona or, 
aceol'd with the f'ondamcntal HbdiTialona 
of The Mind in Philosophy, t. 1115, do. a 
Table a, t. ll'T, p. 17 ; relation• or, Table " 
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t. 28, 29, p. 18; as Pietiem, Proto-Relig· 
ion, 'l'heologi>im, }'emiooid md lnfautoid, 
c. 26, t. 136, p. 81 ; worabipa God, not Na
ture, do. ; eee Science, Age of; Dento-R&
ligioo; 11 phue only of our whole 8ocial 
Lite, c. 42, t. 186, p. 87; The, of The Fu
ture, what, c. 1, t. 420, p. 294; tranalated 
into Lifo, t.437, p.810; "ofllumanity,"
Comte l'Oondor of, t. 445, p. 815; and Phil
osophy, Analogiea of 1111 Malo and Female, 
or vict ~aa, c. 1, 2, t. 4H, p. 317; both, 
of the Put, Sobdlvisiooa of Nntoriam1111, c. 
9, do.; c. 5, do., p. 819; '"' I>i11iru .J.rt <>f 
Lifd iUeif, = Noptialism, t. 995, 996, p. 680; 
and morality, the higher, not to denounce 
othen, t. 1 Cl4G, p. 609 : will tom from de
fence of porticolur Dogmas to the nnder-
1tanding of tho Harmony between opposite 
Doctrines, t. 1113, p. 633 ; a, internally 
provided with eclf-correctivo power, t. 
1117, p. 635; th11t of the New Cfthollcism, 
obaracteri1111d and deftne<l, t. 1ns, do.; 
Two Grand Opposite Doctrines of, a. 1, 2, 
o. 1, t. ll 19, pp. 636, 637. 

RlCL1010~1, Major Sects, all to be rcooncilcd 
through Universology, Integroliem and 
Pantarohilm, t. 57, p. 85 ; of the World, 
etc.-F. D. Mnnrice, c. I, t. 128, p. 72; all 
ofthem Major Seote, t. 991, p. 578. 

RsL101ous l:smwcnvs B.ulll, Iutuitione and 
Instincts, = Ground for tho Superatrnctlll'9 
of Religion, t. 21, p. 14. 

R11uo1ou11 Sllln'llD:llT, and ch!ll'llctcr, The 
True, for now and be~r, t. 1117, p. 
635; of :Mankind newly directed, do. 

R110ROA.'(IZATIOlf, Social, t. 481, p. 802. 
R11PsnT1v11 ANALoous•, Unit, llnw, Point, 

Po.itinn, O!f~~!, Thing, &rlh, Worl.d, 
Naturd, ~. llnitvrae, t. 641, p. 887; 
1lco, Duiam, Line, EziaMion, ll114ning, &i
enu, Quali.fication, Law, Lot,/<H, etc., t. 642, 
p. 388 ; nNe, Trini.nn, Sur;fMe, Figvre, 
BMr, Jibrm, 4,.1, atv.l IJtavtv, t. 1143, p. 
388; Tnble 87, p. 389. 

R:sn:rmvJI All'ALOOY, and Tendontial, lllt111-
tmted ; difference neglected by Sweden
borg, c. 12, t. 608, pp. 862, 868 i = C'-OINCJ· 

nsNos, do., o. 20, 21, do., pp. 864-366; in 
mu$ic and the Homan Body, t. 807, p. 
606. 

R&PllTl'l'lVll CoRREll'OliDBNCll, stated, t. 81, p. 
19; illustrated, t. 82, do. ; explained, t. 88, 
do. ; In the Relation or Mo.n and Woman, 
God and World, c. 1, t. 1119, p. 686; see 
Correapond~nco. 

Ranrmn P..suno:ir, t. 797, p. 499; Sas
pected by tlie l'oei.a, now demo1.t11traied; 
aee Typkal Reproduction, Type, Tri»" 
Form, Reiect, Symbol, Analogue, Coa.11-
terpart. 

RllPu.o.IUlllllT, of Primitive Simpllama bf 
8cieoti1lo apprebenaiODB of Truth, t. lll!l1 

p. 688. 
RnUSDTATIVll, eaeh Nation, Geuentian, 

Sect, et.o., is eo, of a particu lal' Aapec& ol 
the Complex Whole Troth, c. 1, t. ai;a, p. 
249. 

RllPUONT.A.TIVll N17J0111J18, o. 111 t. 50.\ p. 
362; eeo Pivotal Nomben!. 

Ru1uieS11T..1.T1VJ1 N.A.XU; eee N11111ea. 
R&·PllODCCTIO:tr, t. 988, P• 676. 
Rnaoncnos, Reprojective Pash = Con-

atructiou, t. 622, p. '38 ; Measured JI.. 
pulsion, do. 

RBPR<>nCTIVll llaTaon, in Science, Fonn 
Analogue of, t. 688, p. 418 ; t.. 616, p. ~; 
Diagram No. n, do.; t. 622, p. '3!!. 

RaPtTBLJo; eee lnftnite Republic. 
IlaPUBLJo.un.ar, uaed to illustrate, t. 350, p. 

247. 
R:avulolf, repeata Arbitriamology, Table II, 

t. 8{>2, p. 249 ; Push, t. 622, p. 438. 
REPm.llloNOLOOY, Analogue of Tbermotics, 

Table 28, t. 398, p. 278 ; Table 29, t. aN, 
p. 279. 

Rumno:s: see Temple. 
RSllPO!falBILJTY, discharged, t.. 11"' p. m. 
Bur, or St:ition, related to Spece, t. ~ p. 

458; .a.ll'D MoVllKDT, inexpngu:i.bility, t. 
752, p. 481 ; see Station. 

RBmTUTlO:tr, of All Thing., the Final, will 
hi\Ve been aeoompliahed, t. 1123, p. 639. 

" R111TOB.A.T10N OJ' Au. Temoe," final, 'llill 
occur through Univeraology, Integralillm, 
and Pnntarchiam, t. 57, p. 8:>. 

RuunBBCTJo:tr, is at death by Sweden~'s 
idea of it, t. 404, p. 283; compared; Un
iemal, DuiamAI, Trinismal upecca ol, L 
424, p. 296 ; Spiriti:>t Movement premooi
tional or, do. ; c. 8, t. 430, p. 300; t. 431, p. 
806. 

Rznu.nolf, in Religion, t. 17, p. U ; Sci
e11ta-Phil060phio, of the Law of God, emt· 
ing in all Being, t. 57, p. 85; panorau. of, 
perpetually unfolding, t. 7 4, p. '3; to the 
Intellect, throngb Soien('8, Title-~ a. 
49, t. 2°" P• 171 ; a. 53, do., p. 173. 

RllVllRIAL, of Cnrrenta of trade from F.ul '9 
West, t. 482, p. 803 ; Table 81, t. "38, p. 
811; of Unillm into Duism and tli«--. 
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t. •TT, p. M2; seo Reflex Action; TUK
Ilr.A.L Colil'DSIO•. 

R11v.us.u.s, of Swedeuborg'a views on The 
True and The Good, etc., c. lQ-39, t. li03, 
pp. 362-376; Utter, of Primitive Fait.ha, t. 
1121, p. 838. 

R.nvmo.a.nol'f, of the Dead, o. 2, a, t. o&M, 
pp. 307, 308 ; neccasary CooditioDB prece
dent, knowledge of and devotion to all 
Truth, etc., do.; c. " do. 

RnoLUT101uBT RJl(l()!lllmllB4TIOlf OJ' Doo
TJrurll, t. 1123, p. 838. 

Jhvtru1olf, Grand, The, ot The Lord, through 
t.he HeavcDB ; ot the :Ego on the Hind, t. 
428, p. 295. 

BllnoBJo, oa a bnmch of Speech, e. 1, t. '9" 
p.SM. 

ReTTllK ; see Time. 
" RIB" or Adam, wbnt, t. 746, p. 479. 
Rme, twdve, 7 + 6-Foorier, t. •&2, p. 33'; 

Gronps of 7 and 5, c. 7, t. li03, p. 360 ;
Music, do.; Rhythm of, do., p. 861. 

RJouT, and Left. of Body, t. 636, p."6; Will, 
do. ; and Left Sides of the Body, Male and 
Femnle, t. 97•, p. 579; Societarily, t. 978, 
979, p. 573; Palsied, t. 982, p. 57•; Dir«:t
,.~,,, Direction, Diagram No. 69, t. .923, p. 
Ml. 

RJesno178NUll, = Uprigbtneu of Form, t. 
521, p. 879. 

R10BT A!fOLB, as Square, (Carpenter's), Sci
ento-fondamental Figure, t. 651, p. 392; 
Type of Comparison, do.; Analogue of 
Comparative Degree, t. 652, p. 398 ; Dia
gram So. 17, do.; Superlative, do.; (a) 
and Straight Lines, Governing character 
or; c. 1, t. 923, p. 5,;2. 

R10HT 11.a.::m, aymbolizes Action, E::i:ecotion, 
Accompli•hment, Applied S<'ience, Dill· 
gnim No. 2, (Typical Tubleno), t. 41, p. 24; 
t. 42, p. 25; do., p. 26; symbol ot M0Ye-
111eot, Action, Power, c. 1, t. 143, p. 102; 
and Left. H:ind =Relation and Modality, t. 
459, p. 880. 

R10BT-LIIB, Type of Science, t. 519, p. m. 
R10BT Sro11; see Right Hand, and Action; 

allied with Activity or Action, or Comte, 
t. 4!, p. 26 ; Rectification, I.Aw, o. 2, t. 4'8, 
p. 817; o. " do., pp. 818, 119. 

R1001t, Rectism, etc., t. 519, p. 37'1. 
1'rru, meaning ot~ will be furuisbed by 

Social Integralism, t. 57, p. 35. 
RoAD, tro.YeNed ono way gives only half 

knowledge, a. 81 c. 32, t. 13G, p. 81 ; (a), 
ascending = Lower Lim 1-, c. t, t. 4.53, p. 
8i3. 

RoBUdT; aee Muscular. 
Rl>Da, and Reeds; aee .Measuring. 
llo.IU.lf C.1.mouo CBUJIQB; aee Old Catholio 

Churqh. 
Roou, in Honse, t. 807, 808, p. 222; within 

the llouse, QuGrto., Quartera, Fraotimwl, 
t. 841, p. 519. 

ROOT1, Ma.themntfonl, t. 623, p. 439. 
ROTATlOlf, t. 390, P• 2i6. 
IlOTrBN-JIOOllfG, t. 991, P• 578. 
ROTVl'l'DIIK, Anakgiu of Natvn, t. 516, p. 

376; t. 519, p. 877; t. 521, p. 3i8. 
RormrolT1', of Planets, etc., proximate, t. 887, 

p. 535; of Nature overcome by Art, t. 890, 
p. 536; Three Powera of; all Nnturoid, t. 
915, p. 548. 

Rouim Foax, =Nature, t. LM, p. 39'; t. 
1027' p. 698. 

RoeNDlfJIU, Monad of, the Point, t. MB, p. 
390; in Egg-Figure, t. 777, p. -'93; Au. 
Jogoe of Uni~m, t. 878, p. 531. 

'Romm NOKBua, Analogy of, with Roond 
Form, t. 665, p. 379; kinda of, t. 666, p. 

'°°· Romm SUBJ'.t..CB1 = Positive Degree, t. 551, 
p. 392. 

Romm TBJ1 GL0n11, Wave of Progress, from 
East to West, c. 6, t. 448, p. 320. 

RoUlfD TYPE-F oava, = Philosophy, t. 996, p. 
580, t. 1001, p. 5SJ. 

RuLll, Line u, Analogue oC Measure, t. 61-0, 
p. 386 ; Law, t. 5,;5, p. 395 ; Masonic Sym· 
bol, t. 905, p. M2; of Three; see Propor
tion; Regolarity. 

RULES, of Arithmetic, the Two Fondnmental, 
t. 8."\0, p. 521. 

Rl'um. cited, on the element of Form, t. 49', 
JI• 858. 

Ruaau, growth of, t. 432, p. 305; Miuion 
of,-Wron$ki, c. 6, t. '"8, p. 820; and 
America, o. 7, do., p. Slll. 

s. 
8AOBJID N 'D'KllZRI, mentioned, c. 2, t. 853, p. 

250; Fourier's Scale of, c. 7, t. 6081 p. 361 ; 
Table 1, o. 9, do.; Tbnie, Seven, Twelve, 
t. 708, p. •&8 ; t. 9'8, p. 569 ; t. 950, 1151, 
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p. 1163; 1ee Pivotal Numbers, t. 1038, p, 
603. 

8.a.OB11ll, c. 7, t. 508, p. 860 ; 1ee Pelvil. 
8.u.VATIOll', none oot of the Piile or the New 

Catholic Choroh, L 6-0, &. 20', P· m1. 
&lloooNollr, alluded to, t. II, p. 18; Boob· 

aniw, t. 1160, p. 1168. 
So.u..t., Di&gl'lllll No. 69, &. ~. p. 661; Saale, 

StaircaAe, t. llU, p. 1153. 
So.l.L.UI I'\ Vl1111Wlf01 t. 10291 p. 1199. 
So.AL&, .MU>1ioal-Fo11rier, t. '62, p. au; Aa

cendioic and Deaceodiog, of Comple:idty, t. 
1186, 1187, p. '16; t. 1188, p. (17; t. 1199, p. 
'28. 

E'Oil.UIDl, t. 10611, P· 611. 
So.u.u, of U nh·el'lllLI Diatribotloo; founded on 

the Or<lerly Evolution of Cardinal Numer· 
atioo, from One to Two; t'rom Two to 
Three, etc. ; the ('.A.Nolf OJ' CBmoxdx on all 
Distribution, t. 6'11, p. olllO ; Tablo n, do. 

So1rno1111:, of Prophecy, uuphiloeopWcal, 
o. 10, t. 480, p. 80'; aee Proteat:mtism. 

80DLt.llfo, gives a oommon ground beck of 
Subject and Object, t. 114, p. 67; an Abso
lute ldentitist-ll1111•on, •· 7, t. 866, p. 265, 

80DJ1ATA, ot Being, I..imitoid, t. 751, p. '81. 
SolWIATITII Lorse, Typicel Plaue, Type

forms, t. 45S, p. 825. 
Somno, Linea, interposed between Pointe 

and U nita, t. 608, p. 425. 
8cmu.Lu, Wa letters, Tho State and The In· 

dividual, t. 760, p. '85; on Lyo11rgua, c. 1, 
t. 99', p. 1179. 

Somm>T, (Dr. Karl), "Harmonie der Wei· 
ten," t. 166, p. 120. 

Boaoou, ot Philosophy, all reconciled in 
Univol'llology, t. 70, p. 41: in Medicine, to 
be e:i:pounded and reconciled, t. 986, p. 
575. 

S01Pc1: OJ' TD U!fIVKRU, there must be 
ono; difforenee of l'hil0110phy and Science 
In respeot to, Introtloetion, p. vi. 

80IJ:lfc11, = systematized knowledge, t. 10, p. 
8; aee F.ohoaophy and Poaitiviam; what it 
doee, t. 14, p. 10 ; aee Table 1, t. 15, p. 11 ; 
Exact and Natural, do.; In Scale with Re
liJCion 11nd Philoaophy, t. 16, do.; repeata 
CullD in Religion, t. 17, p. Ill; Euct dia
tribotion or, c. 9, t. 15, p. 18 ; o. 11, do. ; 
Material and Mental, two equal halveit of, 
t. 19, do.; includee whole Unlvel'88, but 
teod9 to Matter, do.; t. 21, p. H; t. 114, 
Tab!e 2, I'• lfl; eeboea to World as ooo· 
trasted with M.a.ll, t. 26, do, ; "1bdivlAioo1 
of, echo to thuee of Mind In Philosophy, 

t. 15, do. ; relations of', Table a, t. ~, p. 17; 
Tablee f, 11, t. 18, n, p. 18 ; croesiJ1r &Dd 
direct with Matter and Kind, &. 80, do. ; 
oorreeponda wiih Matter IMJ~, wilb 
Mind rep.:titively, t. 81, p.19; Table 6, L 
86, p. 20 ; Table 7, (Typical Table), t. '°• 
p. 28 ; Enctitode1 or, = Scien~Pllib
ophy, Metaphyaica oUlat.bematica, Univer· 
110logy, t. 109, p. 65; 11ee Natural Scieo.ct. 
Eu.ct Science; OJ' Tiii: Eomxcu, t. 121, r· 
70; Analogues of', Number, Math-, L 
185, 'P· 7 5 ; Age of, lilascoloid, Seoeetoid, 
WOl'llhipi Nature, no& God, c. 27, t. 13', p. 
8ll ; the ilnal judge, t. 177, p. 12i ; dellud 
-IDckok, L f, t. 198, p. 187; Iodud!n or 
Empirical and TrunsoendentaJ, or Radona!, 
deftnod, do. ; t. 198, p. 186 ; alone, .a. 
dl'Olllell itaelt to the Univenial Faculty ill 
Mao, L 51, t. 20'7 p. 172; = Ecboeopliy, 
Kain Elevation ot the Temple, Elabon. 
moe, t. 270, p. 196; dietribotion of, by 
Spencer, o. 1, Tablo 1, t. 270, p. 197: = 
Form, Table 16, (Fondamental upo6ition .. 
t. 278, p. 20' ; Exact, the Domain or, i> 
Pure Nothings, L 21, t. 2671 p. 209: ntt<ll 
the tcrma, The Absolute and the Inftnitt, 
a. 29, 80, do., p. ll18; and NatDJ'e, queetioti 
of' precedence of, t. 8'18, p. 169 ; hu pre
judices or ite own, u well u Sopergtilioa, 
c. IO, t. 430, p. 3M; Duismal, t. 4a11, p. 
812; Universally, Principle of F.quality in, 
t. (M, p. 326, Analogou.1 with D~ • 
Nature with Trunk, c. "- t. 61.'8, p. &58; 
e:racter than Na tore, c. 6., do •• p. 859 ; rals 
in No. 8, do.: Pivotal Numbera in, Table 
1, c. 9, do., p. 361 ; Spencerian Diatribntioa. 
ot, aee Spencerian Distribution: Sciellds
mua of, 14), c. 10, 11, do., p. 362; Form 
Analogoes or, t. 509, p. 886 ; Determinate 
Form nnd No01ber, Anal0j1;oea of, t.. 610, 
p. 866; Elementary Form-Type o~ &. 513, 
p. 871l; t. ~16, 1>17, p. 8'16; t. 621, p. 37b: 
h:ia ite own Scientism, Natorum, Artism, 
Dominant, t. 529, p. 879: repraented by 
DIJ'Ull, t. M!J, p. 888; oorreaponda with 
TBl!TB, or Ta• Ta111:, t. Mii, p. 889 ; Tabl .. 
87, 88, do. ; see SobatllD~ and .Art ; 
ia the Croa11, t. 569, p • .(01; MllllCUliM, will 
Impregnate Pbiloeophy, &. 7'8, p. <ISO; re
lated to Twoncsa or Manyn- ~ 7)iagm. 
bot to Unity <if r.-, t. TU, p. o&8S; First 
Stage of, Obaervational, do,; K•y-note c·~ 
t. 768, p. 488; Elaborated, Symbol of, <"na, 
Diagram No. 50, t. 778, p. 493 ; and PhiJ. 
ceophy, brought under ihe openiioo o(lhe 
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ume I.aw, lp8Cillcally, t. 806, p. 605; 
.AMJlogw qf ~ t. 616, p. 376; t. 618, 
6U, p. 377 ; t. 621, p. 878 ; specillcally de
ftned, do. ; o• OJIGA.JJI&Ano•, Social, t. 
Sil, p. 519; iuterveue11, to do what 'I t. 890, 
p. 636; bu a Naturiam1111, a Sciontiamua, 
aod an Art.iamua of her own, t. 8111, p. 636; 
see New Science; Spirit of, t. 1116, p. M9; 
governing relation of, c. 1, t. 923, p. 659 ; 
aod .Mind, repreitented by the H-1, t. 975, 
p. 572 ; = Antbropism, t. 993, p. 577 ; the 
Universal, only power oompetent to recon
cile, c. 1" t. lOli, p. 698; t. 1027, do.; t. 
1°'8, p. 611; snpreme triumph of, to redi&
cover Type-Form, t. 1060, do.; properly 
now begiua, t. lOM, p. 613; unive1'811lity 
of, do.; Josee itself llnally in Complexity, L 

1, c. 1, t. 1119, p. 636; supplemented by 
Intuition, Artiiitic Seme and Floe Feeling, 
do. ; or TBA U lllTBJllS, P0&itive Diacov81')' 
of, what it will etft:ct, t. 1123, p. 638. 

Soumau, The, FundameolAll Distribution or, 
Table 15, t. 978, p. ll04; = Station ; V ander 
W eyde'a Cla.t!aiftCGl.ion, t. 336, p. 238 ; 1 
Graod,-Comtc, t. 466, p. 328; o• M.ur, 
Lieber, c. 1, t. 998, p. 581; Distribution or 
Cla."<!itlcation of; sea Spenoerian. 

SomNos-Foax, straight Form, t. 619, p. 
377. 

Boomos-W oBLD, map ot, t. SSO, p. 206; at
titude of, t. 985, p. 909; Spencerian Dia
tribution of, ooolloed to Groood-Aoor, t. 
286, p. 210. 

SOllllT.a.·PJlll.OllOPBT, =·the University, joint 
domain of Seieuoe and Philosophy, o. 13, 
t. 43, p. 28. 

8oBJ1T10 A1u.LOOY, .Masculoid, o. 118, t. 603, 
p. 367; flee Aualogy. 

SOIDT10 Aroll or Fou, t. 1007, p. 687. 
So1&11T1r10 Fou, the only euot Form, t. 618, 

p. 436 ; rontraated wit.h Natural and Art 
:Form, t. 509, p. 864. 

Bo&&llTIO Joururee, sharp, true, o. 4.0, t. 608, 
p. 876. 

Souumno (or Scientic) O!a>n; eee Logical 
Order. 

Scu:inuro R111n11:r, the same on either theory 
or cre~tion,.t. 1046, p. 609. 

SomlfTil'ro SllPBBJf.t.OY or Alf.u.JTUUL Gu
BIU.LlUTIOlfl, t. 1012, P· 690. 

So1UTino TllBKI, oompari80D of, o. 1, t. 6, 
p.4. 

SolOTil'IO Uina "'Dolam, t. '"· p. 842. 
S01B~1ex, Abstract Principle or Nature; 

eee Terminology, c. 11, t. 4.3, p. 28; aod 

Sciento-Philosophy, Maacullam, Coitlon of 
with Religia-l'bilOllOphy,c. SI, t.448, p.317; 
Progeny of, c. " do., p. 818; = Rootiom, t. 
6111, p. 877 ; within Soieuoe, within Na
ture, and within Art, t. 6!12, p. Sill; S~ 
ondism, leads in, t. 766, p. 487 ; Three 
Powe111 of, symbolised by Lw, Sq,,_, 
Ct!M, t. 916, p. MS; Diagnuna N0&. 61, 681 

69, pp. MS, 549, Ml, t. 916, p. 649. 
Somlmu.u. MlWIUJUlfG SBIUUO. !'illlDWll, 

t. 1043, I'· 603. 
So.ISJITISlUL OBDn, ot· Diill.ribution, billed on 

Two, t. 478, p. M:l. 
80IDTlallOLOOY, t. 480, P· 8'3; or Phrenol

ogy, " 1147, p. 661; of Ule whole licld of 
Sciences, revolu1louiziog Lbe mere luduc
tive Sciences, do., p. 662. 

So1UT11X111, tho l>owain of Being character· 
ized by E.uol.itodee, c. a, t. 43, p. 27 ; &ce 
Terminology; t. 186, p. 75; of Nature
Number Three, o. l O, 11, t. 603, p. 862 ; of 
Science-Number Foor, do.; aod Natoris
mos, oontraated, c. 26, do., p. 868; Au11-
logue of Doism, Line, 'fa Ta0&, Table 38, 
t. 54.S. p. 389 ; of Nature, t. 888, 889, p. 635. 

8omNT1ml (u Materialiato), yet loud towBrda 
the Spiritual Constitution of Matter, t. 62-
6" pp.38-40. 

80U11TO-AB1m1.A.cr, for Spencer's Abet!'DCt, t. 
270, p. llli; t. 278, p. 1119; eepeoilllly 
adapted to Diafrrammatic illustration, t. 
275, p. 201 ; eee Abstl'llOt Form. 

8oiuTo-AllftBl.or1111u:a, or the Sobjcctivia
mos, t. 308, p. 228. 

Bowm>-NBG.A.TIVS, = Natoro-P08itive 11nd 
tiiof -, t. 80!l, p. 601 ; Chemiatry and 
Electricity, do., t. 804, p. 603 ; Incroued 
Complexity ; Man and Woman ; .Monarch 
and People ; Lord and Church, t. 803-805, 
pp. ll0!l-604; t. 811, p. 608; t. 81', p. 609; 
Table 4-~, do. 

BOIDTO· Pm1.0BOrmo Dlft'DIOTJolf, lnatllnce 
of, t. 477, p. Ml. 

8ormno-PJUL0110rmo RllOOlron.uTio:n, of 
Science anti Phil~ophy, t. 806, p. 6011. 

80XDTO-PRIL090PBIO 80LIJTIOll', of tM ttla• 
lionl of SplJ« and TUM, c. 27, t. 608, p. 368 ; 
Formal Proposition o(, o. 28, do., p. 369 ; 
ofVarietiee of Form and ChanQ't!tl of Stat<>, 
Type-Fonna;-Plato, Swedenborg, o. M, 
do., p. 373. 

So11ano-PmLoeoPB10 U lflTIIJILU. Pamotna, 
t. 455, p. 327 ; t. 4-~9, p. 831 ; three kinda 
o(, do. ; Primitive, U oivel'llaloid, Analot?uea 
of, In Body, do., p. 832; Seoondary, Gen-
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eraloid, t. 460, do. ; Tertial, Speouloid, t. 
'61, do.; lncivieut, Medial, l!'inal, Pivotal 
PU11it.ion in, t. 464, p. 334. 

6CIB111TO-PwLo,orar, culmination of Phil-
0110pby anJ follllt!liu-hcad of the Soienoes, 
o. I, t. 12, p. 9; dril\ of Univeraology, t. 
109, p. 8S ; aa F.chooK>phy; see F.choe
ophy ; Clef of, t. 1!32, p. 179 ; t. 983, p. 
181 ; t. 2-15, p. 187 ; underlies and repre
eenla Eohoeophy, t. m, do.; t. llM, p. 
188 ; the term often uaed In the Senae of 
F.choeophy, do. ; baa Form for ita Domain, 
t. 238, p. lY::! ; Srcial, Clef of, 1 ; 1, t. M7, 
p. 246; 11.11d Tablo 18, t. Ui, p. m; 
(Special), t:onneotions of, Annotation of, 
t. 874, p. 26~; (in its speciW a.•poct), ape
cl&lly acated and distributed, t. ~MM, pp. 
131-335; Notation of, the Philoeophy of 
the Future, t. 470, -i71, p. 838; echoes to 
Number Two, t. -i7-i, p. 889; governing 
oharaoter of, do. ; eohoea to Do or Re of 
any Octave, o. 1, t. -i73, do.; is equ11! to 
Comparology, do.; t. "76, p. 340; Table 
86, do., p. Ml; t. -i77, p. 8"1!; pocnliar 
ohArllcter and applications of, t. "81, p. M3; 
Uluetrated, do.; In the Special Senee (1) 
distinctive Clef of, t. "82, p. au; differ
ence of from Ordinary Science and Philos
ophy, as founded on Extraordinary Analy-
1is; in Cleanne89, Precision, etc, t. -i83, 
do. ; from the Old Tranaoendentalism, do., 
Analogous with Ultimate or Radical Annl
yeis, t. "85, p. 8"7 ; bony ilJustrations of, 
c. 'T, t. 603, p. 860 ; functionates bet ween 
G>ne and Two, t. 7"8, p. 478 ; true triumph 
or, whnt, a. 5, t. 999, p. 588. 

&nllfro-l'oa1nvs, = NRturo-Negattve, and 
triM wria, t. 802, p. 601 ; Chemistry and 
Electricity, do. ; t. 804, p. 508 ; Increased 
Complexity, Mau and Woman; Monarch 
and People ; Lor<i llDd Church, t. 808-805, 
pp. 602-\M; t. 811, p. 508; t. 81", p. 509 ; 
Table -iii, do. 

8cuNTO·Rsue101'; eee Deutero-Religlous 
Dispensation. 

SomNTO -~onrlft'llX17~, Age of Knowledge, 
Masculoid, defen to Femlni•m, c. 27, t. 1861 

p. 81 ; Short, Tranaition:il, c. 28, do., p. 82 ; 
go\"eming Head of the A~e•, do. 

Sonr1'TO-Som1'os-ANn-PruLOaoPBT, = Com
pnrology, o. 1, t. 473, pp. 1139, 340; relates 
not to Domaina, bnt to Priuoiplea which 
pervade all DolD8iDR, do. 

Son:NTOID ; see Terminology' c.11, t. "3, P• rr; 
= Maaculoid, t. 136, p. 75. 

SODlln'OID DllTBISCTIO:S OJ' fSomnor' All
ure we, t. "6, p. ~. 

So111:11TOm Sn, of PKIXOBDUL Puican.u 
generate the N aturvid Set, t. 'l-i7, p. '8- ; 
t. 7"8, do. 

8C"lll8Jo•, or Halving, t. 7"3, p. -i79. 
Souvto N.A.non; eee Buuia and Pa1111claY

iam. 

SooTOu PUll.OIOrDT ; - Common Seae 
Philosophy. 

Souw-Movs:imn, t. 62", p. UO. 
" Su 01' GLAJ1-1," = Water-type or Intelli

gence or Wisdom, t. 9", p. 57. 
Ssooim.,•T A!f.LLTUll, Phonetic, etc.; -

Badicul An,.Jysia. 
S.llOoND.utT Dumuat!Tlon, and Primary .An

tithesis between, c. 22, t. 603, p. 166. 
Ssooim1ax, iroverns in Scientiamua, t. '1'6, p. 

"87 ; repentll DnL•m, t. 9M, p. 6U. 
Ssooim Co.111te, of Chriet, expecced in the 

Church, c. 1, t. 75, p. "3; vie11"8 of Kr. 
Noyes and the Oneida Perfcctioniats upon, 
o. 1, t. 186, p. u1 ; c. "9 t • .ao, p. aoo ; Jiff· 
haps aome equivalent event, t. "31, p. 301; 
should oooor in this age, or a new Exigelis 
required, c. 9, t. -i3'l, p. 803. 

Sscoim DUCltDlllfAT10111a, fourfold, Feminoid 
Men, etc., c. 42, t. 186, p. 87. 

Ssco""D o• Fnnm FoBK OJ' lUTTa, = 
Etheria, t. 6'.l, p. 87 ; t. 83, p. 89 ; t. 6", 
do. 

"SsoolllD PmLOBOPHT," of Comte, lltated, t. 
"50, p. 818; Aualognea of in Skeleeon, t. 
4M, p. 827. . 

SscRBTll, of Nutnre, aeen in the Amatin 
Methoda of Animals and V egct.abhs, t. 
1068, p. 619. 

Sscr ; ~ee Society. 
SrarABIA.ll" Dl\'J:BODOT. t. 1114, p. 8U. 
Ssar.A.BLl.lf PsouLIABrru:a, meaniug of, Yill 

be fnrnLthed by Social Integraliam, t. 67, 
p. 85. 

S:mcno1'1S1lfe of Body, = Anatomy, t. ~. p. 
670 j = that or unit, t. 972, p. 571 ; or Cube 
and Glohe, t. 1M6, p. 609. 

SsoroBAL FoBK, Inclined, Free, Natural, t. 
MB, p. li20; Diagram No. li7, do. 

S:sarolllD ; eee Sorfaci8m. 
SllCTll, all to be reoonail9'{ through Un!Ten

ology, lntegniliam, llJld Pantan'hiem, t. r;r, 
p. 85 ; Religion~, Politicsl, and Social, \be 
Phrenological Organa of the Grand K.ii, 
in oonAict, to be hannonized, t. 73, p. 4S; 
not equal in Rank, t. 7-i, p. "3; in Cbrit
tendom, from in1lnence or the Malo PriD-
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eiple, lead to ulterior Unity, Spiritual 
and Organic, c. 7, t. 136, P• 77 ; loadWg 
docmnee ot, all true, and will be l'el5Cued, 
a. 51, L ~ p. 172; repreeent.atin of par
ticular Segmenta of tho larger Complex 
Troth, c. 1, t. 3.53, p. 249; .Mnjor, all Re
liglollll so, t. 991, p. fi78; religiollll, in behalf 
of the Numbers One, Two, Three, t. 1°'7, 
p. 610; none of them have comprehended 
the lnftnite Largeneu of the Truth, t. 111" 
p. 633. 

Sso1J11DOo; aee Deutero·. 
SDD, ATOii, Egg, t. 774, p. 491. 
Sm o• P UllOS, bis mion ot the Future of 

Hum:ullty, t. 931, p. 657. 
S&a-uw, (Dialectio), of Right and Let\ 

Side, of Male and Female, of Poeitive and 
Negative, t. 329, p. 1136 ; Reciprocal Mov&
ment, repeat& Logicismology, Table 19, t. 
862, p. 249. 

SISGJDll'IT..U. FoBK, exact, I.a»-giftng, t. 843, 
p. fi20; Diagram No. fi7, do. 

SsoKDTATIOlf, of Yolk, c. 2, t. 136, p. 76; 
regular, not at random, c. 4, do. ; of Human 
Ovum described byCazeaux, Barrf, Biacholf, 
do.; eee Cut-up ; a. 22, c. 32, t. 186, p. 92 ; 
or the Egg, t. 775-777, pp. 492, 493; Dia
grams Noe. 47, 48, 49; of Circle, t. 1080, p. 
623; of .Egg; see F.gg. 

SllOICSllTlllK; eee Surtiiciem. 
SsL•-Colf101011a Eoo, t. 309, p. 228. 
8m.r·C0Nao10111N••; see Comciomneee; 

none in mere Sensation-Ferrier, a. '6, t. 
2°', p. 169; is the Man; a real God
Ferrier, t. 362, p. 259. 

SlllO·Soo:imno, Naturo-MetAphyeio, Mill, 
&in, etc., echoes to wha.t f t. '6fi, p. W ; 
Notation of, do.; t. 803, p. fiOi. 

f:aJOTOll'B , in Mullio (31), t. 811, p. 438. 
Ss11EO'l'IBll, Old Age and its Wisdom, 1111 cor

re11ponding repetitively with M.ucaliam, c. 
24, t. 138, p. 81. 

8IC'l'UTIO!f,-8ocratee,-Fcrrier, la peculiar, 
Single, Ullimlal., Thought the Opposite, 
a. 87, t. 204, p. 165; ii ae Entity, do.; and 
Thought as One to Two, do. ; as Point to 
Line, do. ; a. 88, do., p. 166; compelled or 
paaii~, Thought/.w, a. 43, do., p.168; It.I 
Analogne the Point, deri v11tive from 
Thought, a. 44, do. ; the lower nature or 
m1m, 11. 45, do., p. 169; gives no eelf-con
IOioasnesa, a. '6, do.; no true 11ympnthy, 
do.; not tM man, •· M, do., p. 173; oon· 
tnii-ted wit.b llflfATll Element of Mind, t. 
397, p. 280; Substanoe or Mind, do.; is it 

derived trom the Perceptive Mind t do. ; t. 
399, p. 281 ; Etymology of, t. 400, do. ; 
fully defined, do.; 11ucceasive atim..U o( 
= Experience, t. 401, p. 282 ; u to Pund.a
tiotl wAat 'l'lwuqllt u to Lin«UUlll, do. ; lllld 
Thought inaeparabl&-Ferrier, t. 410, p. 
287. 

SDl.U'I01f4LJllll, and Idealism-Morell, a. 8, 
c. 32, t. 188, p. 86; eee Materialism ; term 
conaidered-.Maaaon, Note, a. 8, t. 3M, p. 
256; reatated, t. 197, p. 280 ; = Experien
tlalism, t. 401, p. 28:1; = Materialism, do.; 
echoes to Monoepherology, t. 408, p. 288, 
to this World, t. 4-04,, do. ; see Experiential
iam ; corresponds with lnfernaliam, Table 
80, t. 419, p. 298. 

S1111'1ATIOlf4LlllTll; eee Materialist.I and Ex
perionti:lli~tll, hold Thought to be &cond
ory and Derived, with the Sophists, a. 38, t. 
204, p. 186. 

SllJl'UTto!fl, and CoDIClioaaneea, Natariemal 
p. 92. 
OriginK of Thought, a. 221 c. 82, t. 136, 

Sun, md So11nd, echo of Identity between, 
a. 19, t. 152, p. 124; and RcRBOn, contrast
ed, Table 1, o. 1, t. 226, p. 168 ; reconcil
iation of, with Rea.son, a. 12, t. 267, p. 
ll05; and Thought, ID88parable,-Ferrier, 
t. 410, p. 287; t. 419, p. 292; and Ex· 
l'SJUU'OJI, relAted to Hel!, T11ble 80, t. 4111, 
p. 293. 

"8uuLU11 AUTB.Aonoxe,"-Mill, a. 6-10, 
t. 267, pp. 200-~02 ; commente<l on, a. 
l<>-82, do., pp. 202-220 ; a. 9, do., p. 202; 
Tho Inftnite and The Abeolute,-Hamilton, 
Cousin ; acoepted by Mill and others in 
Mathcmatic:t, a. 22, do., p. 210; not so, ex· 
cept when pnt for too much, 11. 26, do., p. 
lll6 ; a. 28, 29, do., p. 217 ; a. 80, do., p. 
218; underlie all Real Being, Phonetio 
illustration, t. 4$3, p. 84fi ; th11t whlcb 
founds the New Order of Life ; bllllla of 
Univel'llOlogy and Integraliam, t. 485, p. 
M7 

8anz1; see Internal, and .External. 
SDTIKlSlfT, the Natariamos of Rolijrlon, t. 

22, p. 15; or Society, one of Comte's fun
damental divisions of SociollllfY, t. 42, p. 
26; Affection, t. 104, 106, p. 61 ; c. 1-11, t. 
105, p. 62; and Character, The True Re
ligious, for Thia Age and t.be Future, t. 1117, 
p. 686. 

SaNTIDlfT4L U1'1ft', of Society, t. 761, p. 
48.'I. 

Su.uu.nox; see Relational. 
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S&QtJJ:NOU, in Time, Table 9, t. 1'4, P• 104; 
pu1ce of in ecale, T .. ble 16, (Fundamental 
E~poeition), t. 278, p. 2°'; eee Premiaee; 
Beginning; Etymology or, t. 690, p. •19; 
Eft'ccta, 'Traim, Traile, Diagram No. 71, t. 
9M, p. 664 ; t. 966, 956, p. 565. 

Sun, Social Paraplegia, t. 983, p. 67 L 
SOUL L.Lw, t. 206, p. H7. 
8.BBIATlON, of the Univel'llC?, t. 12', P· n i 

Simple and Compound, t. 893, p. 636. 
S.sau;a, Developing of Evolution, t. 125, p. 

71; see Cardinal, Ordinal, Nuwerul; De
veloping, and Non-developing, t. 191, p. 
18'; of Numeration, Cardinal, Heoda or, 
One, Two, Three, t. 21•, p. 163; Ordinal, 
Heads of, Firat, Second, Third, do. ; Gl'lllld 
Iutegrol, t. 216, p. lM; Fnictioual, do.; 
Determinate, t. 216, do.; lodeterminaie, t. 
217, p. 155; Ordinal; Group, Cardinal, "' 
219, p. 157; m Tum, t. 220, p. 158; = 
Su~ion, Direction, Time, Length, 
Height, t. 28'. p. 208 ; t. 281, p. 211 ; in 
Cf~ray; BranohH-Ag!IMil, 
t. •91, p. 850; Second for SeriMted Scheme, 
do.; Law of,-Fourier, o. 7, t. 603, p. MO; 
o. 8, do.; of Numbera, Side-by-Siden
of, t. 62', p • ..a; of Digitul Numeration, 
0-9; 1-10 (Two Distlnot Ordera of), c. i, t. 
6511, p. ~; The Numerical, Analogue of 
Succcasive Generations, t. 706, p. •67, Car
dinal cqwilly so with Ordinal, t. 707, do.; 
M1wnnuw, or Fm, t. 708, p. '"8; Croe&
ing ot; t. 708, 709, do. ; " distribute& the 
Harmonies," do. ; Tho Grand, of Eveotlll ln 
Time = Ordinality, t . 786, p. 475; o. 1-S, 
do., pp. 475, 476 ; t. 869, p. 628; and 
Group~, Numerical, t. 878, p. 629; M81111-
ured and Free, t. 8i,, p. 630; of Pointe = 
Cardinal Seriation, Diagram No. 68, t. 896, 
p. 639; Numerical, Artiatio, t. 1088, p. 6U2; 
&Untijic, Structural, t. 108', p. 608 ; Na
turismal, t.1085, do.; lnvel'llion or, to bring 
Unity at the top 1111 Helld, t. 1071-1075, pp. 
619, 620; Analogues of, with HlllOall Body 
and an Arm~·, do. 

Ssanimn, Elementary Type of Art, t. NB, 
p. 390. 

SsRPL>mllll T,rn ; eee HOfrllrthlan Line. 
f'nQuiax, Principle of, c. 39, t. 603, p. 8'14. 
Suuxo1oe, t. 1006, p. 615. 

f:ETTlNoa, Principles, t. 791, p. 498. 
8BYSN (7), Sum of 8 and 4; denot8 Cox

l'LBTIUf:Ull, W'BOLlt.'fJUl8, bTIRrr'I', C. 10, 

t. 503, p. 362; c. 11, do.; 11 Pivotal Num
ber, t. 708, p. '68; oompoeitloo 11Dd mean· 

ing of, t. 900, 903, p. 6'1 ; Dimifnm ~II. 
do.; o. 1-7, t. eoa, pp. 6'1-667; Ll,c. : 
do.; t. HS, p. 66:1; t. ~.~I, p. Ma; & 

•idual from 8, t. 1031, p. toL 
Simar GJW11> ~oa, ot ~. r.kt 5--. 

Parta of SJ*cll, t. ..-,1, p. alt: AJMcs 
of witb Pa1111 or the H DmaD Bod!. 1. 6i:. 
do.; aeven Catet,>oriet ot liai..n, 1. ~ ;. 
828. 

Su, or TBll llnn>, and ot the wlaM 1ioiJt 
o. 6, t. .wa, p. 8:!u; Geuder. Dul:"_,,. 
t. 704, p. '66; - Male Priodplo. r,_. 
Prinoiple ; general U'Nlmeol u.I. J.• 
logue8 of, t. 719-775, pp. ~; Tc-~ 
ot Organs of, t. 738, p. •n ; nto&""l:.ia! 1 

varying degree.i ; in man and •<>~ : 
an Especial aeme, t. i71. p. Ul ; t. ~ · 
pp. 5()()...6M; Female, 1 >pr--.. d. t\ac. 
Hemiplegia, t. 982, p. I>. t. 

Ss;oe, equal iu the Abt<olute, bnft ~: 
the Belatin, c. '3, t. 13&, p. ~; t2lt r. 
in Society, repeat two Side--Hah .. c! :.: 
diTidnal Body, 1. au, p. t21: &~ -. 
and Bride, t. 32i, do. : nopcat AJ:a ; 
uoh'eraally, and Al~braie Eq11a1.oc. •. 
p. 930; relative 8UJ'<'riority o( e. t-10, \ ,. , 
pp. 326-331 ; Qu8lity ol tl.e, in U... a.>· 

lute; relative \"aloe of the. If'. t, do... JI. · 
Ssrtr.u. Cn:o<TUT, The, of Cleft and :U.. : 

Limit, t. il 2- i38, pp. '.;._'-':-;. 
SUtJ.u. Lt.we, EMct. t. 31!, I'-~ 
SUtJ.u. Biu..t.nolf, lnftnile t:om~"ti~ ~ • 

1, c. 1, t. 1119, p. 11.14.. 
SJW>B, = Night, = Death, ftlat ... .i tn -: -

poral, 0. 7' t. 9, p. s; related to ( •t• ~ - . 
Oheourantiam, Doobt and Ti~. &... . ~ 1 

dome of edifk"fl, ~ta Bair and 1'lor:- , 
o.I, 10, t. •sa, pp. 12._, l\31; Sbadow-. F· ! 
Lines, Aoaloguce of, "SUd~, •• L $~ · 1 

'°8. 
SB.U>a, Ued tor Gbolt8, c. 10. L ua. F· ~ : 
SHADOW ; - Shade. 
Ssus; see Form. 
SlllXULI., (Re,·. Mr.), bla ~~ 1 

Prophecy, t. '31, p. 800. 
"SBOllT-IU.laBD Raroaxsa • ., ( w ~ . 

t. "53, p. 1~5. 
SD>a-H.u.'fDof the Body, llal. ~ 'J...- j 

respectively, t. 329, p. ~; ~.,....a~,,.. , 

lo ~i"ty, t. llU, P• - : •DJ Bn..t.-:- I 

and Bride, t. a~u. do. : Po.iti •• ~• ' , 
ti we rwpeollvely, t. an. p. ns ; = £.. 1 
and PhilOl<Ophy. c. 1-41, t. "8. ~ J · • I 
0. 6, do., p. 319; I. '6t., p. S..: J· - I 

and Nepth'e s.-, t.. iti.l, nn. , 1 
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o~ Space, Positive and Negative, t. '116, p. 
4811; Dh1gram No. 48, do., p. 470. 

Sm&-ar·5IDB·N.SU, = Analogic, Co-exiat
enoea, Space, t. 321, p. 228; c. do., pp. 
2i&-2M ; of Bridegroom and Bride, t. au, 
p. 229; of Spheres and Hemispheres, An· 
alogue ot Analogic, t. 684, p. 413; Diagram 
No. 24, do., p. 414.; rel.Ated to Expllllllion, 
to C<reitiatenoes, t. 6851 do. ; of Form, 
Numerical Analogues of, t. 6201 p. 487; t. 
622, p. ol38. 

Swaa, two, of the body, Opposite but Har· 
monioua, typo of Reconciliation, t. 68, p. 
41. 

Sw&WIUll'Ua, or the Line, F'igure, t. 1088, p. 
6~-l. 

S1oar, and Touch, illnatration trom, Intro. 
ductioo, p. xvi. 

S1eir.A.TllBU, or Clef$ ; - the several Sub
ject• to which they apply; see Clef. 

Sn.1nfc&, and Sound, = Vacani Space and 
Object or Tiling, t. 481, p. Ma; Vowels 
and Con•onan\$ ablotutely BD&lyzed equal 
to, t. 4~3, p. 345; see Sonud. 

SDO'La UlflT!', of Mankind alwaye divided, 
a. 2, c. 1, t. 1119, p. 637. 

61.ID'LlOl.T!', nnd Generality or Elementnry 
Domaillll, Mathematic&, t. 200, p. 138 ; of 
the 'l'rutb, refuted and denied, c. 91 t. '80, 
p. 303. 

SnlPLUlU, to be replaced by ecientiflo Appre
ben$iODB of Truth, t. 11112, p. 638; not to 
be put for the whole Truth; see One-sided 
Solutions, and Half Truths. 

Sm, not in holding divenie views, but in the 
Spirit of Anathemn, t. 10ol6, p. 609; and 
ita pouiahmeut, alllrmed and denied, t. 
1120, p. 637. 

SmoLa, 1o·1x&D Ponn', Up; AU Pointe Up, 
t. 1121, pp. 637, 638; Down, do.; Mu 
.A.lfD Wo:11air, t. 812, p. 1124. 

S1~0L11ira&a, aud Plurality, Analoguea of One 
and Two, t. 701, p. 406. 

S1No11ua; aee Odd. 
S1Ne11ua NtTllBU, Monoe1ematio, t. 8'I, p. 

619. 
Smel1Ll; see Many, t. 757, p. 483. 
SmeoLUK, and Pluralism, dilfer from Unlsm 

and Duiitm, c. 4, t. 2261 p. 166; relation 
between, t. 764, p. 486; analp.ed, In their 
Belationa to Individuality and Unity; In· 
dividual and State; Entity and Relation, 
etc., t. 7S6-769, pp. 483-488. 

Smonow, c. 1, t. 151 and Table 1, p. 11 ; 
Table 81 t. ll7, p.17. 

S1Ttr.A.TJOli'1 Three Points, t. 919, p. 550; Dia· 
gram No. 69, t. 923, p. 51il ; t. 93-l, p. 558. 

Sim-Fon (64), Grand Ruling Number of 
the Scientijio Series, t. 1034, p. 608. 

Sua, an unimportant consideration in Unl
vel'llOlogy; aupenieded by Consideration or 
Type or Model, t. 836, p. 617; t. 867, p. 
628 ; PbrenologiClll Organ of, t. 935, p. 558. 

SuL&TOir, the Ab&tractoid Man; Analogu111 
iu, of Observational Generalizatio1111, t. ol551 

p. 8115; Numerical Dilltribution of; c. 7-9, 
t. 6081 pp. 859401 ; Abstract Man, t. 6981 

p. 463; Typical of Type-Forms, Primitive 
Out.lily, Arohitectural Plana, t. 957, p. 566 ; 
t. 965, p. 669; outlay of, t. 1045, p. 609; 
Number of Bones in, t. 1055, p. 615. 

8UPTJOUK, Duiamal or Inverse Element of 
Progress, a. 111 t. 998, 999, p. 587; Buckle, 
do.; and Faith harmonized, a. 13, do. 

Suwtnr, t. 1052, p. 612. 
S&ou., and Pelvis, Analogues of, t. 455, p. 

826; Soni, the Vital lnhnbitnnt of, do., p. 
827 ; t. 4.60, p. 882; and Train of Verte
bl'llB, Diagram No. 45, t. 670, p. 459; Dia· 
gram No. 71, t. 954, p. 564; t. 956, p. 565. 

Buv:nr, Social Paraplegia, t. 988, p. 674. 
Sr.SEP, Deep; see Deep Sleep. 
SuK&, = Soft Solids, t. 675, p. 460. 
SLoea ; ece Slimo. 
Sll.6.LL BoNu, Secondary Principl-COmte, 

t. 456, p. 827. 
Sll4.LLPOx, and Cholera, toach Sociology, t. 

981, p. 574. 
SlllTll .A.."fl> Mo Dooo.u., meobanlcal services 

of, Introduction, p. vii. 
Sxmr, Sn.a., Concrete Geometry, L 29, t. 

267, p.1117. 
800J.A.BlLIT1'; see Convergent lndlvldnalitf, 

t. 51, p. 82. 
Socu.r. CoNmTOTJO• or Soc1&'1T1 nllnded to, 

c. 2, t. 40, p. 24. 
"Soou.r. D&8TtNT or .M.A.N ,"-Fourier, t. 

438, p. 811. 
8001.A.L Dxv&LOPllDT, entire, of the Post, 

Analogue of, Socking of Jofant, c. 20, t. 1381 

p. 80; Bocietismna, Proto-, Denten>-, etc. 
c. 42, do., p. SS. 

Soou.r. 11.A.Blloll'T, t. 432, p. 805. 
Socu.r. l1'T&OB.A.Ll•K, analogous with whole 

human fli:ure, Typical Tableau, t. 41, p. 24; 
t 80, p. 44. 

8001.A.L l'Jvon, and Baalo Princlplee, t. '°" 
p. 220. 

8001.A.L Qusmoir, the, t. 822-828, pp. t28-231i. 
Soou.r. Sol.Dea, Cowpetem have:11.ig..ior in, 
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. who 1 t. 828-n2S, pp. 282-235; Exact, how 
initiated from l."orm, t. 906, 907, p. MS. 

SoollL UN1TT, of the Race, to be, c. s, t. •so, 
p. 303. 

Socisrr, reorganization or reco1111truction or, 
a. 2, c. 5, t. 6, p. 6; Constitution or.
Comte, t. 35, p. :!O; parta of, oonfticting, to 
be reconcilc<l, t. 73, p. '2; necesaary baai~ of, 
In ThongJ.t,-Fenier, a. '1.6, t. 2°'- p. 169; 
echo 01~ to Astronomy and H.1.man Body, t. 
97•, p. 200 ; E<lillce, Temple, do. ; a. 1uci\, 
the Objectivi$mns of the Human Domain, 
t. 3091 p. 223; Membera of, objectively oon-
1iderod, t. 810, p. 223 ; t. 811, 812, p. 22'; 
dellne<l, t. 312, p. 225; the two Sexes in, 
repeat Side·Hulve~ of Individual Body, and 
Hemispheres of Planet and of the Heavens, 
t. 323, p. 229 ; Monad of, Bride and Bride
groom, or Family, t. 82•. p. 229; TheSpir
itmil Unity of lndividnab, 1111 of Units In 
Som, Objects in Group, etc., t. 759, p. •M; 
Orgnuizcd Hnmnn, UNIEl1 Da1111, and 
TBIN1s11 in, whnt I t. 761, p. •!15 ; appeara 
only in the Persons of its Members, t. 7621 

do.; Made up or Individual Unit.ii, u Ag
gregutiona of Unit3 in Sum~, of Points, 
Dots, Objects, etc., t. 842, p. 619; Oao.uf· 
inn, Type of, the Army, do.; higher In
dustrial Type, future, do. ; and the Individ
ual, Ilcalth·rclations of, t. 9811 p. 673; t. 
982, p. 67-', Exact Analogy between, in re
spect to Diseue 1111d Cure, t. 98', p. 575. 

SoomuNmr, t. 129, p. 78. 
Soo10-Aana11U1, Ago of" Graoe and Truth," 

Nuptial, Reconeilintive, Hnrmonic, between 
Fni th and Knowledge, c. 28, t. 186, p. 82. 

So010-NATtl\lllllll. Age of Faith, Feminoid, 
wor3hip3 Mule Principlo, c. 2S, t. 186, p. 81. 

1!001ot.00T, term accepted despite of hybrid· 
ity, o. 11 t. 8, p. 2; in scale with Biology 
and MonllDthropology, o. 2-8, t. 6, p. 5 ; 
Incl as Ion of, a. 2, o. 61 t. 6, p. 6 ; a new Scl
ence,-Comte, t.. 35, p. 20 ; Culmination of 
Comte's Hiernrchy of the Sclenees, t. 861 

p. 21; Table7, (Typical Table), t.'°, p. 28; 
dlstrihnted by Comte, after t.he Metaphy· 
aieiana, t. 44, p. 27; and Physiology, An· 
alogy of, do., pp. 27-29; Notation or, t. 
802, p. 218; Analogues of, in Human Body, 
t. <WI, p. 822 ; the Objective Science of 
Man, t. 972, p. 571 ; Ordinary or Common
place, and Transcendental, t. 978, 977, p. 
672; etndied throngb Embryology and 
Physiology, t. 981, p. 678; t. 982, p. 67fi; 

t. 1081, p. 628. 

l!OOBA1ru, reproves the SophiatA, deftnm 
Virtue, L 37, t. 2°" p. 165; t\ae point of 
hie reasoning on virtue ; hil Axiom, A. '5, 
do., p. 169. 

SoJT SoUDa, of HnlDllll Body, Analogo111 
with Earth-Slime, t. 675, p. "60. 

SoUB ST11nx, Kepler's Lawa, t. 8101 p. !!&; 
eee Astronomy. 

Soun, and Surfllce, the El&boriemn~ of Form. 
t. 687, p. "17 ; Geometrical, l'rom Snrtac.-ea, 
t. 639, p. "5; Fluid, etc., States of llaner, 
t. &7 s, p. •so. 

SoL111 ANoue, at Centre of Globe, in eeg
mentation into 8 Cubes, t. 780, p. 4~ 

SoL1n Eum, mnst ha\"e a foundation ; bas 
no foun<lntion, t. 1121, p. 887. 

Soun 0-.BCT = Snbetance and Form, t. ~ 
p. •Gt. 

BoLIDABITT, of the Univel'llt', Stndc A~~ ar 
Condition of Being, in Space, c. 3, t. 9, p. 'T; 
= Existenoe, t. 26, p. 17; t. 43i, p. 310; 
relation of, to Space, t. 664, p. 458; t. 667, 
do. ; t. 670, ,• o. ; t. 671, 672, p. 459; t. 67'6, 
p. 460; of Humnn Affairs; Smallpox and 
Cholera, t. 981, p. 574. 

80Lmm111 one or the Abstract Elements of 
Form, o. 61 t. 608, p. 858; distributed, t. 
922, p. 6:10; Diagram No. 69, t. 9'>..3, p. 
651. 

SoLml8llt:a, Di:igram No. 68, t. 917, p. M9. 
BoLIDITT, or Volume, simple11t form of, (R~c

tllinear), t. 1138, p. 886; Elaborumd, do.; 
Type of Schcmntive Reality, t. l\39, no. ; 
Tablo 86, do. ; t. 6", p. 889; ot Nnrn~~ 
t. 677, p. •60; Table •2, t. SSS, p. ~t ; Sor
fucc, Line, Point, t. 1027, p. 698. 

SoLms, Analogues of Snbi<tanth·u, t. M9, p. 
891; Pondcrables, t. 936, p. 6S9; t. 9~ p. 
660. 

So1u.TOLOGY, Proper.ies of Ynttcr,-Henry, 
t. 392, p. 2i'7. 

SollE'l'IIIWo, = Re:illty, or any d~gree or in
tenaity of Qnnlity, t. 111, p. 66; see Real· 
lty; 1111d Nothing, distinction between, st 
Buis ot German Transeendental Phiklt· 
ophy, t. 1111, p. 68; One and Zero, do.; 111d 
Nothing Theory of Germane S<!ientold, t. 
1311, p. 74, He,r~l's Dinlectic or, t. 1~1, r-
138, u proponnded by Heraclitus, L Si, t. 
204, p. 161; t. 257, p. 192. 

So:irrrRING, Type of World, t . 795, p. Ut; 
Plnrol Form, t. 801, p. 500. 

SoJBTRmo, .um NOTBD10, oorrelat~. ill 
Relativity, t. 2110, p. 193; ln,·oh-f' an M.U 
Unity lMl<lk of, do.; t. 262, do. ; Polar All-
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tagonism of, a. Ii, t. 267, p. 203 ; yield Posi
tive and Negative, t. 829, p. ~; Hegelian 
Equation, I>ialeotio, t. 383, p. 278 ; = 
Nothing, and other similar Equatiolltl, t. 
"86, 4S7, pp. 34i, 848; and Nothing, or 
Unism and Duism-Dual, then '£rigrade 
I>Utributioo, ew., = Orderly Evolntion of 
Cardinal N umeratioo, the C11Don of Criti· 
cism on all Dilltribution, t. 642, p. 450; t. 
&43, p. 4'>1 ; t. 4144, do. ; Hemispheres, t. 
647, p. 452; T!ting llild Space, t. G4i, MS, pp. 
452, 4-i!l; Diagram No. 4', t. 653, p. 455; t. 
6M, do.; t. &.;a, p. 45j; relntionA or, io N um· 
her, Table 42, t. 688, p. 461 ; Pceiti\'e N um
bel"S nod Zero, Pnrts or a larger whole, t. 
'112, p. 468; Unism, Duism, and Triniinoor, 
t. 713, p. 469 ; Kant, t. 714, do. ; Limit be
tween, do.; t. 715, do.; lllustmtion, t. 716, 
do.; Diagram No. 46, do., p. 4i0; Original 
Seri~tion of Number, t. 718, p. 4il; DM
aion and Uuition of, t. 719-721, do.; Table 
'5. t. 741, p. 478; Philosophy hH hereto
fore functionnted between, t. 742, do.; eee 
Positive and Negative, Type of World, t. 
'95, p. 499; Plenal Form, t. 801, p. 500; 
and Nothing, F.cboee of, BB Po•itivo and 
Negati\'e, t. 805, p. 504; Plenal and Pure 
Form, t. 814, p. 609, Table 45, do. ; = 
u Otte and Zero, t. 867' P· 528; union or, 
in Being, t. 106~, p. 818. 

BoPBilll'll, the, " .Man the Measure of the 
Univcl'lle,"-in the lower aen~e, immornl, 
L 87, t. 204, p. 164; held Thought 1111 Beo
ondnry and derived, a. 88, do., p. 16G; a. 
64, do., p. 178. 

Sout., and Spirit,-Payc/u, Pnenmn, t. 896, p. 
280; t. 418, p. 289 ; the Vit.nl Inhabitant 
or Skull, t. 455, p. 327; Pivot of Govern
ment in Society, 11& of the character in the 
Individual, t. 767, p. 488; Conaciona :Ego, 
8upersensiblo Point, t. 829, p. 515; t. 883, 
p. 517; t. 887, p. 518; or Unit, t. 888, 839, 
do. 

So11u, entering Spirit-World = Ideas enter
ing Mind, t. 404, p. 288. 

Soinro, and SeOBe, echo of l<lentity between, 
a. 19, t. 152, p. 124 ; and Silence, = Object 
and Vacant Space, t. 481, p. 348; buis or 
Time, t. 8u6, p. 505 ; Phronologicnl Organ 
of,-Buchannn, t. 943, p. 560. 

So111n>t1, Analyzed in the Ordinary Dl'gl'CC: 
then Phonetically, t. 483, p. 344; of M, N, 
NG, L, R, t. 567, p. 401; Diagram do., 20, 
t. 670, 571, p. 404 ; Diagram No. 211, do., 
r· 405; Light and IIeavy, Analogoee o~ o. 

ll, 8, t. 575, p. 408 ; Vowels and Consooanta, 
t. 641. l'· 4-00. 

SovBRBJon, Meeting of at Paris (1867), t. 432, 
p. 303. 

EoVEBEIG.llT1' or m:& l.NDJVIDU.U., claimed b1 
W nrren u basea of Order; how it is eo, t. 
52, p. 82; Ultimatum of Democracy, do.; 
diiitioguished from Ordinary Sovereignty, 
In ?C8pect to unitive character, Noto, a. ll3, 
t. 204, p. 156. 

BP.le.II, contaillll Object, Thing, t. 86. p. 49 ; 
arena of Hiodoo Philosophy, t. 87, p. 51; 
Station, Rest, Co-ei,;istencea, contl'88tcd 
witll Time, Table 10, t. 144, p. 104; ex
tended Time·wise, t. 284, p. 208 ; t. 288, p. 
212; and Matter, Logicnl Order, t. 878, p. 
269 ; tho Cnt-up of the realm of science, 
do.; Positive and Negath·e Ground; Pel
vis Bnd Sknll, t. 455, p. 326; Vacant, re
presented by Zero, t. 481, p. 343; immense 
Globe of; circalarSurlAceof, t. 551, p.892· 
NegMive Ground of Rest, t. 656, p. 895; 
Doiilmal io Natural Order, t. 561, p. 898; 
Table 40, t. 562, do. ; Logicnl Order, t. 563, 
p. 899; bee Blank Space ; Statoid, rclatce 
to Cariliuw N umcrntion, t. 660, p. 457 ; t. 
662, 663, do.; to the SoL11>41UTY of tl1e 
Uoivenie, t. 664, p. 458; Analogue of R~,,t 
or Station, t. 656, do. ; corresponds with 
Station or RCAt, t. 788, p. 496 ; Typo ot 
Nothing, t. 795, p. 49!1; Annlo;rics of, with 
Speech aud MW!ic, Skull and Vertebrol 
Column, t. 807, p. 506; Outlying the Uni
verse, Type of The Iofluitely Great, t. 823, 
p. 613; = Zero, t. 861, p. 624. 

SPJ.C.11 AND TDlll, joint Nf!f]aliw Gtwml of 
UniNl'N, t. 9, p. 6; Cooteota of Space and 
Time, c. 1, 2, do.; Spirit-Life Sp11cial, Pre
eent-Life-Soene Temporal, e. 2, do., p. 7; 
Solidarity of Universe in Space, c. 8, do.; 
see Spacioiogy ; do not contain Spirit, ao
eor<ling 10 the true Spiritunlist theory, t. 
61, p. 3~; Relation between, t. 455, p. sr.; = 
Good and True or True and Goo<l,-Swod
enborg, Tulk, Universolo,cy, e. lo-39, t. 
503, PP· 362-876; Efl'ect8 from Finite wm~. 
-Tulk, c. 19, do., p. 364; &W,.U,..P/iiJo... 
"1pllio Jiinal P~i0tt on, e. 28, do., p. 
8119; Convertible Identity of, e. 29, do., p. 
870; Total Constituency ofthe Uoh:erae In, 
Analog:ie of llumao Figure, t. 671, p. 459; 
lnexpngnably united, t. 7511, p. 481; Mon
ocrematolJ, t. 942, 94.8, p. 560. 

SPAOl>•LVOLlrrIOlf, M;,ecaloid, a. 29, c. as, &. 
136, p. 99. 
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Sr.\OJC·LtD Lno:a, t. 1185, p. 4111. 
Sr.a.011-:;ou.:No11:, t. 292, p. ~a. 
SP.a.011:-Tucit, and Time-Track, oompored, t. 

N7, p. 467. 
Sr.a.on, on two Sides of Line; Poei'1ve and 

Negative, t. 716, p. 469; Diagram No. "6, 
do., p. 470; function or, t. 720, 721, p. 471 ; 
Allllloguea of two Sidea of liulllllll Body, 
do. 

Suo10LooT, Science of the Spiritual; or 
Spirit-Spheres, c. II, t. 9, p . 8. 

SrsAnNo, and Hearing, Analogy of with 
Coition, t. 4'8, p. 817. 

SPUB, John M., Medium of" Practical Spir
itualist&," o. 1, t. 4581 p. 822. 

Sr&ou.Lt8'1'1 in Science, his difficulty in Uni· 
vcnology stated, t. 886, p. 818. 

SP&OLU.ITY, difl'erenoe of Order in, from 
Generality, t. 341 p. 20; Duiomal, t. 489, 
p. 812; carried to miuuU!st Particularity 
reveals a new kind of Univeniality 
AlU.LYTIC.A.L 0.ElfllM.LIUTlON, t. 461, P· 
883. 

SnoLU.OOT, deftued and distributed, t. 838, 
p. 240; repeats Speoulology, Table 18, t. 
347, p. 245; distribuU!d Table 20, t. 866, p. 
260 ; prodomiuatea over Scienoe, in Gen· 
cralogy, t. "391 p. 812; t. "661 p. 8811; 
echoee to Species in C111881tlcation, t. 492, p. 
851. 

SPJCOIALOID SO!StM'O-Pan.oeoPH10 UNIVE118.lL 
l'ruNOIPLIC8; Analogues of, in Body ; Teeth 
and Nails, = ANALYTICAL G.JCNEBALIS.a.
TlONa, t. "61, p. 832. 

Snome, in Cl1188iftontion,-Gmy, t. 4001 . p. 
85-0; Answer t-0 Bpeoialogy, t. 492, p. 
851. 

SnouunoN, = Circle, Surface, (Lntin, ~ 
'Ulum, A M1R11oa, A R11n.110T0a), t. lOM, p. 
1186; High, Theological, the Teleology, not 
the Incipiency of Univcnology, t. llM, p. 
1129. 

SnctJLATIVll, The, t. 1027, p.1598. 
SnotlLOLooT, the middle region of Philos

ophy, deftued, t. 845, p. 243 ; repeats Spe
cialogy, Table 18, t. 847, p. 245; dietrilfuwd, 
Tua C'os110Loo10AL Co!fcl!Pl'ION, Tna PBT
onoLooroAL Drn'JUUll(cll:; Tua ONTOLOGIC
AL F AITn, t. 8541 p. 249 ; Table 201 t. BM, 
p. 250. 

Sr:saou, of all Nations, Uniftrotion of, t. 484, 
p. 346 ; remarkable function of, in 0011• 
neotion with Unive!'1'ology, c. 11 t. 494, p. 
354; Utterance, includes Mn~io, t. 8071 p. 
506; Skull and Vertebral Column, do., p. 

506; Analogues of, in Skull and Vertebral 
Column, do. 

Srnrc1B, (Herbert}, declinee the di&ciplahip 
of Comte, nceda the term Ecboeopby, e. t. 
t. 12, p. 9 ; the latellt cla.i11er of the Sci
enoea, uaigns Mathematica and Logic to 
Abatraotology, c. 11, t..15, p. 13; repre
ecnts Divergent Individuality, dift'en fro:Jl 
Comte. t. 48, p. 81 ; bis doctrine of 1''orce, 
as Prime Postulate, t. 184, p. 74; artoid, t. 
135, p. 76; bas in part, but not nultcally. 
apprehended the iaeue between the hper
ientialiets and Tnnscendentaliete, a. 117, e. 
H, t. 186, p. 98: otherwise would not haft 
depreciaU!d Hegel, do. ; the logic of hia 
own premisea would furnish the two Or
ders of Evolution, do., p. 94; stated b7 
Youmans, a. 29, do. ; Controveny between, 
and Mill, do. ; eeemingly not consistent 
with him11elf, do. ; his Qu.u.rr.t.nv. aDd 
Qt1AXT1TATIVll Distribution, a. 30--36, do., 
pp. 94, 95; t. 177, p. 127 ; Dift'erentiatioll 
and Integration, t.197, p.136; hiaCritiO.m 
of Comte'• Cl&a1itlcatio11 of the Sciences, 
replied to by Mill, c. Ii, t. 200, p. 143; t. 
9101 p. 150; hie Distribution of the Sci
ences, c. I, t. 231, p. 180; o. 1, 9, do., p. 
188; see~ Distribution; and 1he 
:M118Cular School of Thinkers, a. ~ t. 261, 
p. 211; omits Generalogy, t. 339, p. Ul; 
his A batraot-Concrete and Concrete, L 487, 
p. 848. 

SPBNOICIUAlf D18TIUBtmo1', of the S<lim~ 
(Echoeophy), c. 2, t. 231, p. lt'O; Pee A:a-
8'1'1UO'l'-CoKoarr:s, A.b«rad, ~ t. US, 
p. 188; 1. 2. 8. Clefs of, t. 247, do.; Table 
14., do. ; my own di11'erent namingl', t. !70, 
p. 196; is of Lower St-0ry of Malo Edi!oe 
merely, do. ; t. 271, p. 198; how illlllll:nted, 
t. 275, p. 201 ; Cle& of, t. 282. p. 201; t. 
2861 p. 200; conftned to Ground-Floor of 
the Temple of the Sciences, t. 28&1 p. 210; 
t. 291, p. 214; Notation of, t. 295, p. 215; 
radical importance of, a. 82, t. 267, p. no; 
all Objective, t. 817, p. 226; t. 466, p. 335; 
.Fonn-Analoguea of, t. 607, p. 360; t. 5iS, 
p. (05 ; A batract, dominant in Science, t. 
1173, do. 

SPREll.U. Euv.a.non, t. 580, p. 411. 
Spam, of the Lc!rd, Divine, u1akee Hea"'11, 

-Swedenborg, t. 82, p. 4S; of the lud.iviJ· 
nal, t. 614, p. 434 ;-Swedenborg, Reicbeo
beoh; Atmoephenie of Men, Tblngt, 
W orlde ; Man resides in part out or· him
aelf ;-Au1M; :Metteroid and Spiritoid, 
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Constitution of all Things; Man Normal 
Type, c. 1, do. 

Sl"BU.£8, 011ioo-like, t. 679, p. 4.10; in the 
Spiritulll Selllle, t. 637, p. 447 ; or· Being, 
Type oC Orgauimtion, eawe ill ull, t. SU, 
p. 617. 

8rumorrr, or Idea, t. 7121 p. '69; t. 713, 
do. 

Srunnc, t:.ble of, illustration t'rom, Intro
duction, p. xxix. 

Srmaa'd Web, An:iloguo ot Mathematical 
1·orm, t. 58:>, p. 415; Diagram No. 25, 
do. 

SPDril Column, = Ordinismll!I, t. 896, p. 537; 
Diagnun No. 62, do., p. 538 ; see Vertebral 
Column. 

Srmoiu., an Absolute ldentitiat,-Maason, a. 
7, t. 866, p. 265. 

SPl&ll, the cogllllte or Spirit, t. 6371 p. «7; 
t. 63S, do. 

SPIB.U.IJIK, its molt in lrlovemont, defined, t. 
687, p. 447. 

SPIJUT, from Spiro, TO BBf.J.TBZ, related to 
cb~t, breath and bl'()UI, whence echoea to 
Ideal, c. s, t. 91 p. 8; of Nllture, or Science, 
o( Art, Table 1, t. 15, p. 11 ; didtinct from 
Matter, l 61, p. 88; or the Number Oue 
= UnU.m; of tho Number Two = Duiam; 
of the Number Tbree = . Triuiam, (Treiam, 
Tri-Uni•m), t. 126, p. 71; Mathematica, 
Matter, Fourier's Trio, t. 138, p. 99; = 
Act.ion, = Conation, by Analogy, t. 142, p. 
102; the lndwclliug Re>Llityof Existence, t. 
143, do.; identified with .Movement, c. 1-7, 
do; t. 170, p. 123; t. 171-176, pp. 123-lll'T; 
or the M1>them11tica = Metaphysioa or, do.; 
= Scieuto-Philoi<0phy, t. 17~, p. 12i; t. 206, 
p. 14~; t. 224, p. 159; Pou.R AKTJ.OONTIJI or 
Plllll& ELanST11, t. 225, p. 160; see U uh!m ; 
An11lo~uc• of Spirll·, nr G!UJat-Lirw1: a.47, t. 
204, p.170; or TROTH, Analogues of, Spirit·, 
or G ho•t· Lined, em110Ating from Leoel. and 
Straight Liou, a. 47, t. 1104., do.; &1io 
Thoughts ; Principles, etc., do. ; a. '8, do.; 
aee Spirit or Truth; EmaMtioM ftoom 
Thought, a. 48, do.; = Univel'llOlogy, do., 
p. 171 ; of Prophecy, 80111fht for by "Hea
theDll," c. 8, t. 430, p. 302; or Two, u 
Unllmal, a Singu Strai11ht Li.n1, t. 582, p. 
883; see Doism; or Tuaa11, ••orm-Anal~ue 
of, Angle, t. M3, p. 384; Diagram No. 
13, do. ; see Tri"ima ; related to Spiral, 
Spiration, t. 687, p. «7; = GhOllt-linee o( 
Standards, (C,omer POlltd), and Levels ; 
Fae nee of A11alogic; Governing Priuciple 

or all Beillf, t. 638, p. 4.4.8; ol' Ntl'¥111:aa = 
Etherial Conliatency, t. 682, p. 46 I ; Table 
4.2, t. 683, do. ; and Mutter, relation of, t. 
7 63, p . .S6 ; t. 877' p. 530. 

SPUUT-MJ.Tl'll\B, di6iol'll from Etheria, t. 6', 
P· a9. 

SPlBll'- W OBLD, described, legitimate snbjecl 
of Science, t. 38, p. 112 ; Science or Pneu
m~tology interwediaite between Coemoloa 
and Anthropology, t. 39, do.; Table 7, 
(Typical Tobie), t. 40, p. 23; Analogue of 
Atmo:1phere, 2d degree of Altitude, t. 285, 
p. 209; Thorax, do.; t. 286, p. 210;
Swe<looborg's, includes Hea\·en, Hell, and 
"World of Spirits," t. 405, p. 284; relation 
or to World of Matter, t. 763, p. 486; ace 
Pnenmati:;mus. 

SPmITa, entering Spirit-World, = ldC1111 enter
ing .Mimi, t. 404, p. 281 j birth or, into 
Spirit· World, = thv.t of Ideas into .Mind; 
but by Real Prese11tat1011ism,-Ilamilton, 
Spirit and Body or Idea not aepamted ; 
implies Immortality (for Man) in the Body, 
t. 413-416, pp. 289-292; ooojolned with 
.Men,-Swedenborg, t. 4.19, p. 293; t. 483, 
p. &06; Individ1111l, po•sible return of into 
thia life AOd Re\•ivificatiou of on Earth, o. 
2, 4, t. 434, pp. 807, 308. 

SPIBIT18JI, (S1>irituali•m); eee Advent o!; a 
finer :\fateriation, the Antithct of Spiritual· 
ism, t. 61, p. ts; modern, will be modified 
by Univel'llOlogy, a. 53, t. 2<M, p. 173; ad
vent of, not an ordinary event, t. 416, p. 
292. 

SP1ar"7.LLl.IK, true, a real Snpematuraliam ; 
tl1e Antithot of Spiriti~m, t. 61, p. 88; 
SpiritniJ Being di'tinct t'rom .Matter, do.; 
resolves nll into Spirit, as Mon, Spirits, or 
God, t. 67, p. 40; Conte•t or, with Material
ism repeats tbnt of Realists and Nominal
iste, do. ; and .M11terialiam, tendency of, to 
overlap, t. 68, p. 40; correlated halvee, do.; 
c. 32, t. 186, p. 83. 

Sr.lllTtl.1.LnTe, and Spiritl•ts, discriminated, 
t. 60, p. 37 ; c. 1-4, do. ; tend to change 
po8it iona with the Materialii<ts, t. 641 p. 39; 
Ilickolt, do. 

SP1arrt:.1.LITiae, ADd Tcmporalltlee, final Jo. 
tcur .. tion of, Pantarchal, t. 769, p. •as. 

SP11UT11AL <'oJ0111N1cAno!f1, of to-day, char
acterized, t. •24, p. 296; warning not to 
eondcmn, do. ; t. 4~2, p. 80~. 

8Pm1Tl:AL <'mrmTl1TI01' or t.IJ.'ITIDl, tend
ency tow11rdtS conviction or, u-, Sdeo
iiilta, t. 6!1, p. 38. 
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SPmJT'O'.\L nrnnno-, or Variety, - !ilr.t&
rial Uuity, t. 76V, p. ~. 

Snarru.u. lJl8PJ:."IUTIOlf, ot Human A.1Lirs, 
led in by Chri"t, L '8, t. 20., p. 170. 

81'1JUTtJAL DoJ1.UX, as regardO<l by Comte, 
Plato, Swedenborg, L 8, t. 86, p. 21. 

8PIB1TUAL ExilATIOlf, ft'om Scien tilio Troth, 
o. 2;;, t. 503, p. 3till. 

SrUUTUAL E.naTaNcs, related to Eternity and 
to Space, c. 8, t. II, p. 7. 

8l'IJIJTcAL IlLt. vua, The, t. 301, p. 218. 
8PmJT'O'AL l.rrsRJ.Tuu, t. 1099, p. 697; cJw-.. 

acterizcd, t. 11ov, p. 630. 
SJ'llllTUAL 0BDSB; see Logioal Order. 
81'1JUTUJ.L PUNOllillf.t., avenne to, t. 1078, p. 

622. 
8PrBITllAL Su1111, or" Thew orld, "-Sweden· 

borg, c. 1, t. -l20, p. 29• ; o. 26, ' 503, p. 3GS. 
8J'tlUTtJAL Ta1JTB, to be ultimately taught by 

a reftexion from Material Truth, L 49, t. 
llM, p. 171. 

S:PIJUTtJAL UlfJT'f, = Material Ditrueion or 
Vnriety, t. 759, p. -l5'; Convergent lndi· 
viduality, t. 760, do.; t. 761, p. 485; re
presented by PivotA, do.; The Higher, or 
Science, t. 766, p. 487; t. 766, do. 

SP1a1TU.\L WoaLD, the '"°"' lllJfJl World, 
accor..liug to Idealism, a. 9, c. 82, t. 186, p. 
87; the, Ile11vc11 and the Lord,-Sweden· 
borg, t. 361, p. 25S; Situntion of, within 
each Material Atom. ( lllld in their euper
anrfacee ), t. 1071, p. 620. 

8PLl1Tl:fO ; see Bi-furcatlon. 
E:Q11AIU1, Annloguo of Number '1o.19, t. 603, 

p. 363 ; embodies Troth, do. ; measures 
error, do.; t. 521, p. 878; by Tendency to 
Equation, t. 536, p. 885; Diagram No.15, 
do.; = Adjecti\·e Degrees, t. 551, 552, pp. 
892, 898; Right Angle or Square, t. 551, p. 
892; Co.rpcutcr's, do.; Diagram No.17, p. 
393 ; t. 55", p. 39-l ; Scale of, Powen, 
Degrees of Complexity, t. 586, p. •t6; t. 
688, p. •17; t. 598, p. '20; t. 601, p. •211; 
Diagrnm No. 88, do.; see Powers; rela· 
tions of, to Number Fonr, t. 901-908, pp. 
M0-5'4 j l"caucz, Second Power or Sci· 
entism, t. 915, p. MS; Diagrams No~. 67, 
69, pp. MS, 5/il; t. 516, p. M9; the Type 
of Exactillcd Theories, t. 101•, p. 591; = 
Four, t. 103-l, p. 603. 

SQt:AJUNo, in Number and Form, t. 911, p. 
546; Diagrnm No. 66, do.; Compound, 
do.; t. 912, p. 5"1 ; t. 918, do. 

ST. PIKBBll, on Saared Nomben, o. T, t. 908, 
p.w. 

Suawor.ooT, place ot in ecale, T .. ble 15, 
(Fonclamenr.l Expoeition), t. 278, p. ilil-l; 
Table 29, t. 8l,, p. 979; etymology ot; 
echoee to Ordens or Families, t. •92, p. :Sl ; 
a branch of Concretology, t. 627, p. -HO; 
Idea&! Foundatiooa of Coamical Supa
atructure, Perpendicularity, Horizontality, 
Inolinatiou, do., p. "l ; t. 682, p. "'* ; 
Diagram No. •2, do., p. "'; Diagram No. 
'8, t. 68', P· "6. 

BT.AIJIOAR ; seo Scala. 
8TJ.NDJ.BDB, nnd Buee, Limbs, Diamitrids, t.. 

•:>2, p. 821 ; t. 890, p. 636; t. 1089, p. 6U; 
(and Levels) of Coamoa; eee Stabiliology. 

STilomo-Puca, in P&thway, = He::ad or 
Truuk, t. 895, p. 587; Diagram Ko. H, 
do., p. 638; Rnnk, Dignity, .AUai.nmeul, 
do. 

ST.ummo-Pom-r, M:iterinliatio, from, whl& 
first in OrJcr, c. 82-1, t. 186, p. 82; Spir
itualistic, do.-II, do.; Absolute, do., do.
III, do. ; Integral, all views Glike true or 
false, e. 82-IV, t. 186, p. 83; \he Natnnl, 
a. 8, do., p. M; the Ideal, a. " do. ; Fem
luoid, lnatinctnal, Pietil'Uc, bow Uie lo
tellect regarded from the, c. 37, do., p. 
85. 

STA.11Cm8, and Sug:irs, t. 691, p. '63. 
ST.\Be; see World. 
STABTmO·POIN'l', of ANALYTICAL GllJfD.lU

&.\TIOn, the Minim of Fonn; UJ1UJ1, DP. 
UK, Tmmeir; of Obeervational Generali
zations, \ho llllloite Circle, t. 1008, p. fi88. 

BuTB, t. an, p. 22•; t. 812, p. 225; the, and 
the Individual, Schiller, Warren, t. 700, p. 
"85; (a}, defined by Swedenborg, c. ao, t. 
608, p. 370 ; c. 31, do., p. 372 ; "Chaop 
of," c. 83, do.; c. 3', do., p. 873. 

SuT!lllDT, as or Burn..., Accoanta, what, t. 
8", p. 620; Numerical, repeats Cudinal 
N nmeratlon, and ohangelca Form, t.. MS, 
p. 521; Analogue of Cardinal Number, 
do. 

STATIO, A~pect or condition of the UniTem, 
= SoLm.uuTY, c. 8, t. 9, p. 7; Aspect of 
Body ; see Aspect. 

STATION, in Space,= ~xistencea, Table le, 
t. lU, p. lM; = Sciences, t. 83:>, p. 239 i 
and Motion, Jnexpugnably united, t.. $60, 
p. 897; Uni~mal, do. ; mutual interchan!!' 
of, do. ; t. 361, p. 89S; or Rest, reloti~e ro 
Spaoe, t. 685, p. f.'18 ; a factor of C.Ou..~· 
ency, t. 606, p. '6S ; t. 788, p. •96; in 
typifted Form, t. 8'0, p. S19; Statuatlll, 
t. 8", p. 620. 
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ETillD, relation of, to Cardinal Numbers or 
c..rdini.,111, t. 288, p. 18' ; Station, State
ment, t. 292, p. 214; of Generalogy, M, N, 
Ng, t. 570, 671, p. ~. 

6T.A.TW1111, t. 283, 284, p. 208 ; of Being, t. 
292, p. 214; or Mind and Matter, c. 20, t. 
603, pp. 8~, 866; c. 118, d!>., p. 869; o. 87, 
do., p. 375. 

STAnmoa, Pnnoti&mal,-Dr. Edwin Leigh's 
System 01; t. 605, p. 427 ; Diagram No. 311, 
do., p. 428; characterized and oommended, 
t. 606, pp. 428, 429; t. 976, 1172. 

ST•~ConurnNCT, of Being, t. 6711, p. 460. 
ST.A.TOLOGT of Concretology, Geometry, c. 8, 

t . 231, p. 183. 
8T.A.TUS; see I>ome. 
STllP9 ; sec T ro.cks. 
SnllULI, of Scneation, t. 4.00, p. 281 ; re

peated = ExnRISlfO:S, t. 4-01, P· 2811. 
8To1'U, of the Temple, adverse dootrinee, 

rndo in seeming, to be joined and harmon· 
ized, t. 71, 72, p. 42. 

&roBD•, of the Editloe or Temple of the Sci· 
enoea, t. 284--288, pp. 208-212; or the 
Ilnman Body, t. 285, 286, pp. 209, 210; in
dicated by Ordinal Numbers, t. 288, p. 212; 
t. 294, p. 215; (French, Elagu), three of 
Typical Table, compared with Tellnrology, 
HetP.orology, and Uranology, t. 889, p. 241; 
of the Pneumatismu1 (Spirit-World), t. 4-04, 
p. 283 ; t. 4111, p. 1189. 

STo:n, Third, what ahould be, c. 1, t. 420, p. 
294. 

&nwoBT Lnoi, related to Number Two (2), 
e. 10, t. 603, p. 862; lo~eet Element of 
Rectism, t. 616, p. 876; t. 621, p. 878; a 
Single, Spirit of Two, t. 1132, p. 883; type 
ot TUI>EKCT TO EQu.&.Tio•, do. ; and Point 
belong to the Elcmontiam1111 ot Form, t. 
638, p. 836; aee Line; equal Two Straight
Linea, t. MO, do. ; = Meaanre, do. ; Minim 
of, t. 1007, p. 1187; Type of Lawa In Sci
ence, /r<>m PrinciplM, t. 1018, p. 1191 ; = 
Two, t. 1034, p. 603. 

8TBA10BT Lmsa, and Right Anglea, Govern
ing character or, c. 1, t. 923, p. 6112. 

STIU.IOBT TTn Fo:ax, = Sciont~Phil0110phy 
and tho Sciences, t. 996, p. 680 ; t. 1001, p. 
683. 

8TB.UOllTIQ!81, and Curvature, <'Ombine in 
Art-Forms, t. 614, p. 874; t. 516, 616, p. 
876; t. 619, p. 877; t. 1120, p. :178; aee 
.Racr1111, ReguJar;iy; allied with Upright
neea, Moral, t. 691, p.879; Loweet Element 
of, t. 6'6, p. 890; greatest SimplioiLy ot 

Line, t. 655, p. 895 ; hnmuNT X EOSllllITT 

of, t. 668, p. 40i; T.rpe o1 Aboolut" Neceo· 
eity, t. 877, p. 630; Morphic Aualogue of 
Duiam, do.; Diagram No. 61, t. 886, p. 684; 
in Science, t. 887, do.; ot Cryatala in 
Nature, do., p. 636; Vegetable, t. 888, do.; 
t. 890, p. 636. 

STB4Di; see .Mnaio. 
STB.ue, in Music, t. 1035, p. 604. 
"i't'BUC1'1111.AL OUT.LllB o• U:iuVJUUJoLOGr," 

detloed; Introduction, p. uxvi ; notice to 
the Reader, p. xl ; referred to, e. 14, t. 48, p. 
28; c. 6, t. 144, 1411, P· 106; OD Language 
(Alwato), a. 19, t. 1611, p. 124; t. 403, P• 
282 ; t. 896, p. 637 ; t. 962, p. 663. 

6TBUOTJJU, of body revealed by Anatomy, a. 
1, t. 42, p. 25; see Temple. 

STBuOTUJtOLOOT, = Fl'llCtiooismolo!lY, t. 818, 
p. 225; Clu~iflostioo, do. ; Subjective, 
Fmctionoid. t. 317-321, pp. 226, 227. 

811BOL.UU:B, in Claaeitlcation,-G'ray, t. 490, 
p. 350. 

8U11DOXIN.A.KOS, ot Maecollem in Fcmlnlamua 
and .nc. -, o. 10, t. 186, p. 77 ; of Minor 
Prinolploa, a. 24, t. 267, p. 218 ; of Frac
tional Subjectivity in EchO!'Ophy, t. 806, p. 
221 ; t. 610, p. 865; dcllned, t. 524, p. 380; 
t. 526, do. 

8UBOz:niu., io Claaeillootioo-Gray, t. 490, p. 
860. 

Bunner, aod Object, lrat distinguished by 
Kant, t. 112, p. 66; eee Kant. 

8u11acrrv1: Foav, t. 560, p. 899. 
8UBnCmvs L.&.we, afld Oran-, of tho Unmnua 

-Fractional, t. 307, 308, p. 222. 
"SUlllllonn: M11TH00,"-Comte, t. 441, 448, 

p. 313; t. ol44, do.; Mo.n-~World; Iload
~Trnnk, t. 446, p. 815; t. 4661 p. 885; 
and T1tble 82, do.; t. 666, p. 4-01. 

SUB1110T1vs SC'IEKOB, of Man, t. 972, p. G'Tl. 
SUlllllcT1vs STln'llUIB,-Comte, Equilateral, 

t. 441, p. 818; t. 448, do. ; motto of, 1"
dui,.., our d«WW. ci Ji" d4 ClitUlrvire, t. 
445, p. 815; SubdMsion of, do. ; related 
to Equations of the Body. t. ~. p. 8113 ; 
t. 666, p. 4-01 ; t. 1168, p. 4-08. 

Susncnnav, = Fraotlonism, t. 311, p. 224. 
BulllBCrlVllKUI, or Being, diatrihnted by 

The Fractioruo, t. 242, p. 187 ; ii The Spir
itual and Metaphyelt"81 Domain, t. 243, do.; 
t. 80S, p. 22SI; or Humanity, what, t. 809, 
p. 2!:.:. 

8UlllSC1'IVITT. ot the Fraction~, l 8711, p. 6119 • 
8U111SCTIT0Loor, Fractionoid, t. 818-Ht, p. 

227. 
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EtTBISCTI ; see De!eendanta. 
Sw-KOT10, InterniJ, i'unotional, a. 8, L ti, 

P· 2.i. 
f:tTB-1'.t.TUU, Table 1, t.. 15, p. 11. 
6i:a-N.t.TUlllllllU6 = Metapbyaiee, o. 1, t. 98, 

p.M. 
Straoanau, in Clasaideation-Gray, t. •9o, p. 

350. 
StTB<1BDlll'ATU; eee Desoendanta. 
8tTBOBDIMATIOlf, and Superiority, or Men aid 

Women; Universal, o. "8, t. 186, p. 88. 
StTUwsaoa or Clu..utTvnu, c. ., t. 676, p. 

40V. 
8t1Bft.uroa, to Form, what Quality la to 

Quuntity, t. 109, p. 65; Abstract, ofthingio, 
is Qunlity, contrMted with Form, t. 111, p. 
66; af?gregate of all the qualities of thing, 
do.; = On~neae, do.; Analogue of Feel
ing, c. 301 821 t. 136, p. 82; and FoRX, co
ordinate 11nd inaepnrable, o. 8B-lll, do., p. 
83; as generating Form ; buis of all thi.Dge, 
a. t, 3, d.,., pp. 88, M; Feeling, prior to 
Knowing, do. ; Naturnl geneaill of Knowl· 
edge, do. ; Order rev.,nsed, a. •, do. ; of 
Knowing, a. 11, o. 82, t. 136, p. 89; Soft
ne1111 or, a. 21. do. ; has in it a Form-nl 
Schemo, logi~ly prior to itaclf, a. 2", do. 
p. 92; of Being, = Matter, t. HO, p. 101 l 
and Form Analogues of Feeling and Know
ing, t. 143, p. 102; ia to Number One what 
Forni ie to Number Two, c. 8, t. 143, p. 
103; nnd Form in Matter = Feeling and 
Knowing in Mind, Tnble 10, t. l.U, p. lM; 
L 163, p. 118; baok of One and Many ia 
unthinkable, except aa nn Aspect, t. 2501 p. 
189 ; two moaningii of, in lower sense bas 
Snbdominnnce of Limitation, t. 2a2, p. 190; 
ond Number, t. 255, p. 191; distinguished 
f'rom Reality, c. 1, t. 2561 p. 192; and Fo~ 
conjoined, t. 267, do.; inolud<!d in Nnturo
Metaphysio, do.; The purely Unintelligible 
buck-ground of Being is neither One nor 
Many-Ferrier, a.12, t. 267, p.195; all;ed 
with The Absolute, a. 31 do., p. 196; of 
:Mind, Sensation, t. 397, p. 280; echoed by 
Atoms, by Unite, do.; by Punctismus of 
Form, t. 898, p. 281 ; t. 899, do. ; Meta
physical, Ontology; PhysiCJal Chemistry, 
t. 468, p. 387 ; and Form = Body, t. "87, 
p. 1147; (Number, Laws), to Trunk what 
Form is to Head, c . ., t. 603, p. 368; 
(Nature), = Goodnel!e, "Goods," Good, t. 
M5, p. 389; Table 38, do. ; aee Science. and 
Art; to Fom1 proper, as Force to Motion, t. 
621, p. 437; and Form, Constituenta of Unit 

or Thing, t. 68', p.Ut; eompoeed or Atoms; 
these repeat Points and U niia, t. 6&'>, do. ; 
Analogue ot Nature, Quality, Number,
Swedenborir, c. 1, do., p. •611; Congeri•GI 
Unite, t. 686, do.; and Form, pwtaan, 
aeparated in dilf'erent Claeaea of Objects, L 
68M9:;, pp. "62-ili4; and Fonn of Nuto
bor, t. SM, p. 62ll; and Jo'orm; Point Dd 
Line; Head and Trunk ; Anthropoidule, 
t. 882, p. 632 ; see Form ; of the f«g, 
meaning of, t. 1063, p. 617; Almnd, 
repreaented by the Mineral, t. 1065, p. 117; 
by the mere Animal ; by Woman, do., p. 
618; and "Shadow," James, t.1098, p. 
627 ; oharactcrized, t. 1106, p. 630. 

St1B8?.&.."fOU, dilferenoe of, from Things, t. m, 
p. 462; non-pluralizable nonna, t. 891, p. 
463. 

StrnBT.urotoLOGY, Arena of the Scienoo oflhc 
Past, t. 496, p. sss. 

StrB8T.A.l\CIV& SUBIT.untVU, t. 691, 89!, p. 
463. 

StTB8T.um.u., (or He.vy) Snbstantivea, ud 
Morpbous (or Light), t. 694, p. "°'-

StTBaT.All'TIVU, Alllllogy of, in Philoeopby, L 

21, t. 267, p. 209; a. 28, do., p. 216; re
lated to Chemistry, t. 892, p. 2i8; ftJft" 
acnted by Solids, t. 649, p. 391 ; Sul:Je.tm. 
ch·e nnd Morphic, Plunuizable and Non
plurnlimble, t. 691, 692, p. ~3. 

StTB8T.utTIVITY, distingnillhed from AdjectiT
ity, a. 20, t. 267, p. 20ll ; a. 28, do., p. 21'; 
resolves on analysis into Adjecth-ity, t.488, 
p. 349 ; and AcljectMty, Table 4-0, t. 68, 
p. 398 ; Order or, t. 663, p. 899 ; Elabori.1-
mu,, do. 

StTBTLETiin, of Method and Genenallilatian, 
nbstruso but neceM11ry, c. 12, t. 10~ p. 
li96. 

StTBT1Ucno:.Y, = Duism, detlnitely lnclud• 
Di,·i~iou, t. 849, p. 621 ; and Additiaa, 
fund1UDentnl, t. 850, do.; repeats Number 
Two, t. 852, p. 1122 ; and Addi"on, Form
Annlogue. of, Diagram No. 6S, t. 9091 p. 
545; Compound, = Di vi.lion, t. 910, p. ~ i 
see Addition. 

StTBTR&lfllCUDDT .\LISJ(1 of U ll'Dlll and Dv
ID, t. 74:>, p. 4~9. 

SunTIWIBll, in CIMaidoation-Gray, t.. 490, p. 
850. 

Strcoz1111olf, = Series, Duration, 1'imt, 
Length, Height, t. 28', p. 203; t 987, p. 
211; t.. 288, p. 212; of Re8M>lling p~ 
contraated with Co-exi&tencee, ~ sa, L IOS, 
p. 867 ; in Time, detlned, L ~ p. *; 
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Table 89, do., p. 891 ; Progr'f#, t. 669, do. ; 
Element of'nme, c. 11 t. 8891 p. '"8; aee 
Time-Evolution. 

SooculIVrlT, ooutruted with Co-ulatence, 
t. 2'11 p. 188. 

SoOU111e, of lnt'ant, .Analogue of Doctrine 
prior to .Knowledge, o. SO, t. 188, p. 80; Bo, 
of the .Age of Simple Religioua Faith ; eo 
of Entire Social Development of the Paat, 
o. 21, do.; and Suckling, a. 17, o. 8i, t.1861 

p. 91 ; a. 20, do.; and chewing, relative 
order of, a. U, c. ai, t. lN, p. 9i. 

SODDll!Olus, of the Transition from the Old 
Order to the New, a. 60, t. ~ p. 17i. 

Sooilll, and Starohes, t. 891, p. 468. 
SOID4", OD Number Seven, c. 8, t. 908, p. 

M2. 
Su, Spiritual Unity of Particular Unite; u 

Society of lndividuala, t. 759, p. ~; the 
Statement of, Spacio, t. 8'4, p. 590. 

81121', focus or Are-place of World, t. 9.;, p. 68; 
in it Light and Heat, u one, t. 96, do. ; 
light or, rellected, do. ; predominantly re
present& Heat, and Fire, do. ; in Heaven, 
Ana.logy of with Head and Brow, t. '68, p. 
821 ; and Earth, t. 755, p. '82. 

S tr.1 ·Cal!Tll&, and .Eanb-Ceotre oppoaed, a. 
1,, c. 82, t. 188, p. 90. 

SU!rDAY, Idolatry or, t. 682, p. '1i. 
tluse; see World. 
SwswoJUTY, aud Subordination, of Ken and 

Women ; U oiveraal, c. 43, t. 186, p. 88. 
SllPElUORI ; see Asceodantll. 
StrPnunn: Dao au, of Adjective, Artiama1, 

t. Iii> I, 55', pp. 8911, 89,. 
80PZBlfATAT102r or l.avm:m, 0. 4, t. 875, p. 

,Oil. 
SOPDlfATOlU.LIDI, and Naturuliem; ohar&o. 

terized; their relations to caob other, 
tendency of to Overla.pping, t. 67, 68, p. '°· 

SvnaNoLOGY, (The HeaveM), rela.ted to 
Transceodeota.lism, Table 80, t. '19, p. 298. 

S trl'IUllKAOY, Sci entitle, of Cardinal over Or
dina.J Nambel"ll, t. 91', p. lM; of Man, in
tellectual, over Woman; objectiom, reply; 
Couuterbulanoe in favor of Woman, o. S, t. 
'58, p. 829. 

s trl'IUllXB CllJITIUL Tm, or Perleotlon, t. 
92•, p. 538. 

StrJP'AO.£; - Area; Type of Ftovu, t. 889, 
p. 886 ; Ta.hie 86, do. ; 87, t. 843, p. 889 ; 
83, t. MIS, do.; = Adjective, t. 661, p. 392; 
Modulated, wbat, t. 553, p. 898; and Solid, 
the Ela.boriemne of Form, t. 687, p. '17; 
from Lines, t. GS9, p. "8 ; = Color, phren· 

55 

ologioall7, t. 986, p. 668 ; t.. 9'91 p. 860 ; 
Line, Point, tiolid, t. lOll7, p. 698. 

Svu.Aaa, .A.naloguea ot Adjectives, t. 6'91 

p. 3111. 
SVUA018X, one of the Abatl'llCt Element& of 

Form, c. 5, t. 603, p. 8~; anbdivided1 t. 
921, p. 660; Dillgram No. 691 t. 9ll81 p. 
661. 

SvuAOJIDltr9, Diagnun No. 68, t. 917, p. M9. 
S11J1Gsoir·e D1n;10•, of Body, t. "8i, p. 

8". 
Straeaar. Radical Scieotitlo, t."" p. 807. 
StrllOUTlou.nT; aee Feeling. 
Swu, of Force and .MO'i'ement, moo.ning o~ 

t. 622, p. '38. 
8W11DD110BO, his meaning of Spiritualism, u 

agaiu't Comte, L 8, t. 3G, p. 21 ; the repre· 
eeotative man of Spiritn11l Scieooo, t. 59, p. 
86; to be classed with High Religioohlt& 
and Ortbodos Tbeologia.oa ; viewa thie 
world u an outer shell of the Spirit-World; 
that world as not in Tio1e and Space, ucept 
b7 rorreepoodence; this a world of Ulti
mates. not of Origiua; Love and Wisdom 
real Snbetancee, t. 61, p. 88 ; hie doct.rine 
of Heaven u the Grand and Divine 
Kan, t.. 81, p. '6; prefigured by Plato, 
t. 91, p. 66; Love and Wisdom 11oalognae 
of Heat and Light, a,., Spiritual Heat and 
Light, the -noe of God, baaia of hie Phil· 
oeophy, t. 105, p. 61 ; hia principles not acl
entUloa.lly established by him, t. 105, p. 62; 
oonfounda the Sesual Aua.IO([Uee in retipect 
to Man and W OID&D, Love and Wiedom, c. 
87, t. 188, p. 88 ; bis &aic Diatribntioo, 
Love and Wisdom, Tile Will and Tbe 
Undel'llW!dlng, reconciled with Fourier'e, 
Comte'e, and the Metaphyaiciane, t. 139, p. 
99; hie ooofneioo of Love and T11e Will, o. 
1, 2, do., p. 100; his Doctrine of Co1'1"86-
poodeoces, a. 1-16, t. 152, pp. 111-12!; 
hie delloition of .A.nalyaie and Syntheele, 
(Induction and Deduotion), a. H, t. 198, p. 
1'6; Love and Wiedom, Table 1, c. 1, t. 
1196, p. 188; doctrine of Homoiomeria, a. 
86, t. 2N, p. 16'; :End, Caoae, and Eife«, 
0. 8, t. 226, p. 188; hie interpretation of 
the Apocalypse, a. 61, t. tool, p. 179; writ
ings or, oharacterbed, a. 118, do., p. 178 ; 
halfway pound, do. ; nod r11110. Intuition 
of Pure Fonna or ldea11, t. 821, p. 927; 
Origin of hie doctrine of C'-0nju!(iality, t. 
892, p. 1129 ; Coamological Conception of, 
t. 861, p. 258; a Pore ldeali~t. a. 6, t. 866, 
p. ll6S; bis view ·or the Resurrection, t. 
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'°'• p. 283; his vlaion o( the Final Judg· 
meut, t. •16, p. 291 ; Conj1mction of Spirita 
with Men, t. f.191 p. 193; all Angele l'r01ll 

ldeu, do. ; his views limited, c. t, t. '201 p. 
29' ; Ribe; Hean aud Lunge, o. 7, t. 603, 
p. 86t ; aud Tulk, on The Good and Tho 
True; on Time aud Spaoe; on Naa. 3 and 
" c. 10-39, \. 608, pp. 862-376: Revel'llals 
ot'hla views. c. 10, ll, 20, do., pp. 3621 86'; 
nover reliablo in detail•; why, c. t2, do., 
p. 362; i.n:suftloiency of his doctrine o( Cor
reepondencea, do., c. 131 1.., do., p. 368; 
Statoment by Tulk of his Doctrine of Lovo 
(Good) and Truth (Thought) in oonnection 
with Sue• and Tnu, c. lf-19, do., pp. 
1188, 86' ; do. commented on, o. 20-39, do., 
Pl>· 86'-876; Natural-Spiritual, Paeudo
Spiritual, ~. 25, 26, do., pp. 367, 1168; ln
tiuu1tions of deeper Insight, c. 801 do., p. 
1170; vision of Eternity, c. 29, do. : a Pure 
Ideali~t, bnt not consistently so, c. 33, do., 
p. 878; Philosophical Doctrine of, with 
claim of Divine Authority, atill a Half. 
Truth only; high e&teem for him ; a hin
drance on m11ny minds, o. 116, t. 603, p. 
117'; diserepanciea and reoonciliatione, c. 117, 
do.; on Male and Femllle character, t. 15261 

p. 880 ; Conception of Order of Creation 
Uluatroted, \. USO, p. •n : hie Interior 
Sense of The World,-the idea enlarged, t. 
1582, p. •t2; t. 1583, p. •ts; t. ts&•, p. '20; 
his doctrine o( "Spheres," t. St•, p • .U; 
c. t, do.; on Number 1111 Quality, c.1, t. 
685, p. •&2; dim perception o( Ordinallty 
and Cardinality, do.; Spiritual World not 
ill Time nnd 8p11ce, t. 749, p. •so; qnoted, 
t. 760, p. '85; t. 807, p. 506; between Or· 
dirulry Theology and Hegeli11niam, t. 810, 
p. 1508 ; everything good and tme from 
the Lord in the Uumun Fonn, c. 21 t. 8951 

'!'· 5311; l.ovo ruid Will, t. 899, p. MO; on 
Number Seven, c. 4-6, t. 903, pp. 643-5'6: 
Principles nnd Principiate&, \. 960, p. 667: 
t. lOlt, p. 590. 

BwxDENllOBGIAlfl, call the " Modem Spirit
unli~ts," Spiritiats, t. 60, p. 86. 

Sw1No ol' Mum, from Nihilism to P11ntbei1!1D1 

-M&Non, t . 1170, 871, pp. 263-266; t. 8i21 

p. 267. 
l:lwrNTON, qnoted, t. 797, p. •99. 
8TLLOG1111, •ymbolized by three Concentric 

Circle11, t. 578, p. 409; Dingram No. 211, 
do. ; what, t. 594, p. •20. 

STLLOGilll'IO, Mathematical Analogue or, t. 
623, p. '39. 

6nmoL, Eveiy Object in Nature la 10 ot a 
.Meuti&I Conception, t. 79', p. •98. 

Snuaouo foax, M..niage uf "11111 and W orlJ, 
t. 1187-lOllO, pp. 67&-68i; Diagram No. 74, 
(E'.f!g-Figl11"88), t. 990, p. 677. 

8TllJIOLW11 o( Matter, Mind, and Ko~ 
t. 86, p. '8 i Diagram No. II, do., p. 50; cl 
F.gg-8g11re, do., 1111d Tltle-i-ge ; - Ffg
Form: o( Pure Spaee 1111d Time, t. 87, p. 
61 ; o( Fonn,-Freemaaonry ; Morphology, 
t. 605, p. 358; Swedenborg'~, iDcipient, c. 
26, t. 603, p. 368 ; o( Masonry, t. 905, p. 
6'2; High, of Temple and it.a Mt11&un!ment, 
t. 1028, p. 1599; t. 1082, 1038, p. 602. 

BTIOOLOLOGT, Analogue of Phy&iel', Tab!. 
28, t. 393, p. 278 ; Table '9, t. 394, p. m; 
= Comparology, World Explained ITom 
the Idea, and Jdea from the World, t. IC> o, 
p. 1582. 

8TI1:UT11Y, Bilateral, of Body,= A~bra, L 
ffill, p. 320; see Bilateral Symmetry. 

8TKP.t.THT, none true in mere Sommt<on, 11. 

'6, t. 90f, p. 1G9. 
Sn<C1W118, o. 2, t. 1S6, p. 78. 
STin1T.um, c. 2, t. 13G, p. 'TS ; = PremdaR 

Syntbeeia, L 161 t. 196, p. 1'6; Primilive 
State, prior ti> Differentiation, t. I08, p. t'9; 
t. 210, p. 150; (Tuble 12), t. 211, p. 151; = 
Uni•m, do.; not to be a complete Destro"° 
tion by CondeDBation, do. ; ata!Al prior to 
Analyeis, t. 1179, p. 270; Primitive, or Doe
trine&, t. 111•, p. 63'. 

STI1TBE811, Social, primitive, be(oro the Com· 
pleted Analysis, error of C-omte, t. t 1', p. 
68; see Primitive Synthesis; Organiatiou 
a true, c. ll, t. 11161 p. 76; Proviliooal. of 
Society, why, during, Man the Opp
of Woman, c. 26, 26, t. 186, p. 8t ; maning 
Deduction, the JITOl'e88 of applying PriJI. 
clples, a. 1111 t. 198, p. 1" ; and Anal,-.b, 
meaning Induction, dellned by Swedt11-
borg, L 1', p. 1'5; tabulated, Table t, a. 
15, do. ; Premature, ill the Anticipatory 
Met.bod in Science: Analogue in :Mo.-ement 
of Synstuia in Ei..istcnce, a. 15, do. ; Ulti
mate, = Trinism, t. lll.18, p. 1'9; Unilioo 
of S.mstasi~ and Amuysia, t. ill, p. 161; 
from Radical Anul,Yl'ia, a. 49, t. 20f, p.171; 
11nd AnalJ'llis, = Deduction and lnductioo, 
o. 3, t. m, p. 2"; in Dialectio of B.i, 
t. 3'16, p. 263: see Tbesitl. 

Snrn: ol' TBtlTB, Eutire, Buee ~ QualitJ 
11ncl Qnantity, t . '68, p. 329. 

STftlDUT<>LOGY, Claes, Gema, Speoiee, !£. 
lcial l.nstitutiona, t. •90, p. ~ 
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T. 

TaLll or CollTDTI, p. iii. 
'f.uLliu; eee Typical Tableau ot the Uni

veNe. 
T.us!.118, ll1111trntive, 1, Sketch ot Typical 

Tiable of the Uuivenie, t. 16, p. 11; 2, Con
stituent Entities of Univene, and Homan 
Belationebip to Unlvel'lllll Being, t. !U, p. 
18 ; a, Entitiee, Philoeophy, Science, Re
ligion, t. 27, p. 17; ' and 6, do., re-ar
ranged, t. 28, 29, p. 18 ; 4, Intelligence, 
Mection, Action, t. 85, p. 20; Table 7,
TrPloJ.L T.uL& or TD U1nvm1n, l 40, p. 
28; 8, Kant's Categoriu, t. 108, p. 6t; 9, 
The Metaphyeicilme nod Fourier, t. 188, p. 
99 ; 10, U1nnu.u. BllJlfe, t. 1.U, p. 104; 
11, do., elaborated, t. 1'5, p. 105; 1, of 
Annotation, o. 15, t. 199, p. 145; 19, SYlf· 
ft'.Ul9, AKJ.Ln111, Snrruu1e, t. 211, p. lSl; 
1, ofCommen'4ry, U111n11md DtrllD(, com· 
prehending tundamental Ideae of Different 
Philoeophiee, c. 1, t. 226, p. 188. 

No. 13, Number, Form, and Spncio Re
lation, t. 231, p. 178; 1', Abstl'llOt-Conoretc, 
Ah!tract, and Concrete, t. 247, p. 188; 1, 
of . Commentary, do., (Spencerian »lstrl· 
bution), c. 1, t. 270, p. 197; 111, FtJl(J)J.
JDmTJ.L EXP0111T:O:R' (or Scientific DomaiDB ), 
t. 278, p. 204; 16, Integriem, Differentia
tion, Integration, t. SU>, p. 228; 17, Know!-

. edge and Concrete World, t. 339, p. 241 ; 
18, Science and Phlloeophy, t. 847, p. 245; 
19, Theology and Careen, t. 852, p. 249 ; 
llO, Speculology and Specialogy, t. 3M, p. 
250 ; 21, C015m!cal Conoeptiou and 8ciento
Coamology, t. aas, p. 255; 22, Elabomte 
Coemical Concoption and Concretology, 
do., p. 256; 118, RealiAm and Begnology, t. 
869, p. 258; 24, Nature, Logic, Mind, t. 
878, p. !188; 115, Dialeot!c and Abiltractol
ogy, t. 887, p. 1174; 26, do., t. 888, p. 275; 
IT, do., t. 890, p. 276; 28, Ab!otract-Con
oretology, t. 393, p. 278 ; 29, llutmtJ, t. 89', 
p. !179; 30, Phil0110phio and EohM<>phlo, t. 
4.19, p. 1193 ; 81, OntolOjtlcal Faith and 
Pneumato.coemoloir:v, t. 438, p. 811 ; as, 
Philoeophlcal nnd F.chOM>phical Dietrlbn
tion, t. 466, p. 835 ; 88, The Infinite and 
The Abeolute, do., p. 8311; 84, Phlloe
ophy and F.choeophy, t. 469, p. 888; 85, 
RaltfM, t. 478, p. 341. 

No. 1, (Commentary), Nature, Sotence, 
Art-Number, c. 9, t. 503, p. 881; ae, 

Point, Line, Sur&oe and Solid, t. 689, p. 
886; 87, do., Uniam, Dni•m, Triniam; 
Nature, Scieuoe, Art, t. 443, p. 389 ; as, 
do., The Good, The Troe, The Beautiful, t. 
645, do. ; 89, Duration, Suooeuion, .Move
ment, t. 658, p. 897; 40, Un!smal and 
Duiamal, Reality, Motion, etc., t. 562, p. 
898 ; 41, Diatributiona, kinda of, t. 642, p. 
'50; 411, Numarical Diatributions, t. 888, p. 
461 ; 4.3, Mucnloid and F.iminoid Hetnl· 
•pheres of Being, t. 741, p. '78; .U, do., ex
panded, t. 744, p. 479; 4S, Something and • 
Nothing, Snb~tance and Form, do., t. 814, 
p. 509. 

T.uLll&, and Diagrams, to be read upward, 
c. 3-6, t. 15, p. 11 ; Typical Tableau of ~· 
Universe, t. 40, p. 23 ; t. 923, p. 65!1. 

T.usn.'l'J.OLB; fCO Temple. 
TAIL, =Pathway, t. 895, p. 537. 
T.w.oB, Mr. Mill's; an ill1111tration, L 18, t. 

267, p. 205. 
T.uuua, Height, t. 284, p. 208. 
TA!fOIBILl'Tlllll, Mattcroid, replnce Mental 

Intangibilities, t. 898, p. 280. 
T.a.o, Reason, Chinese Philosophy, L 2, t. 

1008, p. 688. 
TJ.PDmo FoBX, Artistic, related to Move

ment, t. 636, p • .US. 
T.o\PZllll'ro Lmu, Symbolism of, t. 575, pp. 

406, 408; Diagrnm No. 22, p. 407. 
Tl:oa1110.A.L Tux11, lnllnlty of, to be furnished 

by Alwato, t. olD3, p. 351. 
Taoinno.A.LITIBll, the Elementary, should be 

derived from the Elementary Domain, c.11, 
t. 228, p. 1 •:4. 

TK<lmnoua; llCO Terminology; thesanrua ot 
c. 14, t. 4S, p. 281. 

Tsrra, = Kniro = Keenness or Ken of Jn. 
tellect; Analogue of Intellect, o. 19, t. 138, 
p. 80; two eeta of, meaning or, c. 21, do.; 
Chewing, Mutioatlon, F.aslng ; Action or 
in Eating, Analogona with mental diA· 
crlmination, a. 18, o. 82, t. 188, p. 91 ; ilD 

N .A.lUI ; Analogues of Tertiary or si-uloid 
Sclento-Phi101'0phio Uoi.-t>noal Princlplea, 
.. AK.&.LTTroAL G11N11uL1unoll'9; (U111ax, 
Dtnax, and TJUs111x, nt the Revenie End ot 
the Scale; compare t. '59, p. 832), t. •st, 
'611, pp. 83!!, 838 ; numerical distribn· 
tlon or, t. 4611, p. 884 ; t. 484, do. ; o. II, 
t. 508, p. 357 ; Analogue• of EleDl('nts or 
Form, u Nails, of Number, c. 4, do., p. 
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858; Symbollam or kinda of, o. 6, do., p. 
8S9; Abridgment, t. l<WJ, p. 808; Num
ber or, t. 1055, p. 615. 

Tsuot.ocno&L PomT, the moet oommanding, 
Analogue of Theology, t. 4S3, p. 823. 

TllLBOLOOY, inangurated by Anaxagoras, a. 
86, t. 20f, p. l6i; of UDivel'BO!ogy, t. 110., 
p. 6Z9. 

Ts1.L11BOLOOY, place of, in Beale, Table 15, 
(Fundamental Espoeition), t. 218, p. 204; 
Science of the F.arth, t. 838, p. 2i0 ; echoes 
to Cosmology, (earthy), T11ble 17, t. 889, p. 
Ml ; eohoea to Realism, Table 22, t. 8f>8, p. 
166; t. 869, do. ; Table 29, t. 89', p. 279; 
a branch of Ciaatliology, t. 63', p. iW i 
Di:lgram No. '8, do. ; t. 635, do. 

Tmrn&.Ulll!ITOLOOT, allnded to, t. 6, p.a. 
Tsx71.11, of the Living God ; diJferent doo

trinee, 11tonea or apartments in, t. 71, p. ~; 
or Truth, t. 72, do.; distribution or, = 
Solar System, Human Body, t. 274, p. 200; 
t. 2'75, p. 201 ; t. 276, p. 202; Tim, OJ' TIU 

~OlDOH; ace New Jwiualtm, the; l'bil
oeophy the Jo"oundat;on, Ecboeophy tho 
Supe~tructnre, t. 269, p. 195;,Geometrical 
Aspects, PlllllS, Scbcmative, t. 275, p. 201 : 
t. 2'76, p. 202; three storica of, t. 284-289, 
pp. 208-2151 ; t. 294, p. 215 i Internal Di· 
vi1iona of, t. 807, 30i, p. 222 ; c. 1, t. '53, 
p. 322; of the Soul, tue Ilumnn Body, c. 
I, do., p. 823; or TaUTB, Swedeub<>rg'11 
oontribution to, c. 86, t. 503, p. 37'; to be 
built in part by these l11bol'll, t. 1124, p. 
e39; Edillce, Houae, t. 908, p. Ml; J)ia
gram No. 64, do.; Mll80nio Symbol, t. 905, 
p. M2; Diagram No. 69, t. 923, p. 651 ; t. 
924, p. 652; Inhabitant, nnd Rank, t. 924, 
125, p. 553; Mll80nlc, Fouricristio, of John, 
the revelator, t. 931, p. 566; Chrigt'a Words 
about, t. 967, p. 666 ; of the Sciences ; 
Bouse of many Mansions, t. 1015, p. 592; 
TllJI GJUl(D Et..t.isoBAn 80IZNT1:no Ex
BLElll; tli4 .A.rchlUr.turol Ran, do., t. 1016-
1080, pp. li92-600 ; " tho Length, tho 
B:roadth, and the Ileight thereof," t. 1022, 
p. li95; see Cube; TridlmeDBionallty, and 
Trisection of, fumiahes M.aaioor Ilannony, 
t. 1082, p. 602, t. 1038, do. 

'l'sKPOau.mu. and Spiritualities, ilnal In
tegration of, P:mtarchal, t. 769, p. 488. 

TDlPOBOLOOY, Scienoe or the Mundane 
Sphere, c. li, t. 9, p. 7. 

1'11lmlllfOT TO EQUATIO!f, t. 5811, P· 3811; t. 
1136, 637, do.; Diagram& Noe. 115 and 16, 
do. ; t. 5551 p. 89li; t. 669, p. '°8 ; further 

deilned, t. 655, p. 458 ; in adjnating t1M 
Cubea eegmented from the Globe, t. 779, p. 
i9'; t. 781, do. ; t. 866, p. 523 i t. 877, p. 
68-0. 

TJINDIDITU.L A:SJ.LOOT, = COIUlllJ.ATlO:S, e.. 12, 
t. 503, p. 363 ; c. iO, Ill, do., pp. Hi-361 ; 
of Caua. and Eft'eota, c. U, do., p. U7 ; 
in Muaic and Uie lluman Body, t. 807, p. 
li06. 

TslmlDITU.L CoBIUllPOSI>DOB, stated and de
llned, t. 81, p. 19 ; illOJ1trated, t. 82, do. ; 
explained, t. 83, do. ; and Repetitive Cor· 
reapondence, do. ; in the relation of Man 
and Woman, God and World, c. 1, t. 1119, 
p. 685. 

TB.'fDaa., rei-ta Spiral Line, t. 106', p. 617. 
Tux, Logical, aymbolised by a Radinr., t. 

68-0, p. ·'10; related to Grammatical Word, 
t. li82, p. ill. 

Tsaxnu.L C-0JrV11u:ow l"'TO 0Pl'OGTll8, ~ 
tween Philoeophy aud Ecbosophy, c. 1, t. 
12, p. 9 ; tendency to, between M11teria!U.ts 
and Spiritualiilt:i, t.. li9~S, pp. SM<>; e:i:

pl1m11tion and formula, t. 83, p. ff ; de
ilnod, t. 84, Jo. ; simple and compound, 
do., p. 4,7 ; illustration of, Infidels and 
Christiaua, c. 1, do. ; between ldealiilm and 
Ml&erialism, c.1, t.113, p.67; c.82-11, t. lM, 
p. 88 ; a. 7, do., p. 83 ; 11ee Polar I oven ion; 
between l'lduction 11Dd Deduction, Circum
ference and Centre, t. 183, p. 180 ; between 
Centralizing and Decentralizing Progress, 
Applie.~ t-0 Radiu11 ; t. 187, c. 1, do., p.131; 
between Elementi1muaand Concreti11111naln 
respect to lilhHDI. att4 ..dointOI DuM, 1'ral 
and Apdron, Note, a. 23, t. ~. p. 15S; u 
held by lleraolitus, a. 81, do., p. 181; from 
Canaos to Final Call.Hll; from the Material 
to the Ideal Standing-point ; from Arcbe· 
ology to Teleology ; from Respect for tl..i 
P&1t to Respect for the Future,-Anan
gora., a. &6, <lo., p . 16-l; f'rom Natnr:i! 10 

Logical Order, exooe<lingly import.ult, a. 
89, do., p. 166; t. 298, p. 217; t. SI."' p. 
::'19; the Grand, from Old Henvene t.od 
Eorth to New, t. 4M, p. 807; t. i61, p. 333; 
t. .fi7, p. 342; o. 29, t. 60&, p. 869; t. 560. 
p. 898; t. 6$0, p. 4,10; t.. 706, p. '67; t. 76$, 
p. 487; The Grand, deftned, t. 882, p. 63!; 
BBTWJlll'lf brCIPm'lfOT .AlllI> FnrALITT, t. 881, 
p. 583 ; t. 834, do. ; 11. 12, t. S9S, 999, p. 
637 i t. 1019, p. 693; t. 1022, p. 59'; in 
relation of Man and Woman, and tho Two 
Orders, a. 1, c. 1, t. 1119, p. 688. 

'l'sBXIN&Tio5s; tiee Termin<'l087. 
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TnamrOLOGr, every ll<lience require& one; rounded, do.; the Science of God; aee 
tW.t of Univel'llOlogy expounded, c. 1-H, Inde:i:, words, God, Creed; Vocubulary, 
t. 43, pp. 26-28; tr&WlitioDIU and ftnal, c. words, God, Theology, Spirit, Odie Force, 
H, t. 43, p. 28. -Jax. 

Tiumo-; .- Trito. TBUlll, Autitbeeia, Syntheaia, - Hegel, 
TKsr, Detlnitlve, or' System of Univeraal Fichte, detlned and ill11>1trated, t. &76, p. 

Truth, c. 1, t. 494, p. 8li3 ; of true diB· 268 ; a crude perception of U uism, Du!sm, 
covery of Univen10logy, c. 2, t. 4W, p. and Triniam, t. 877, p. 269; Order of re-
854. veraible, t. 878, do. ; inaccuracy iu terrna, 

TJm&.umnaolf; see Pyramid. t. 879, p. 270; •PecwtY dellued, t. 880, 
Tu EUJ10BW1ua, 1U1d The Elementiamua, do. 

Table 10, t. 145, p. 105. TBBBJ101'101, (Tbermology), Ano.Jognc of Re. 
Tall EL1ii1HYT1811ue, and Tho Elaboriamua, pul1tion, Force, Table 281 t. 3113, p. ll78; 

Table 10, t. 14.\ p. 105. Tablo 29, t. 8114, p. 279. 
Tw: l:<n1vmu.u., 1111d the State, Schillor and Tlmo!WIS, di4'erent of Theology and Creed, 

Warren, t. 760, p. 485; alone manifeete a• Organic, t. 1112, p. 68i, eouroo of Mutual 
boJy, t. 762, do. Love, t. 1113, p. 638. 

TBJu111, tends to Atheism, t. 84, p. 4.7; and Tnoar, Abeolute, never Practicable, t. '84., 
Atheism may both be embraced in the p. 845; Neceuory Regulative Form of 
compcund&1t aspect or Troth, t. 104&, p. Thought, do., p. 846; of Creation, t. 104.61 

610; t. llll, p. 632; t. 1120, ll22, pp. 637, p. 609. 
688. Tun, Antitbet and Synthet, deftned and 

Twi:oLOOr, definition and derivation of, t.17, illustrated, t. 380, p. 270; c. 1-3, (Cole-
P· 12; the Ceutral &Untijic Aspect of Re- ridge), t. 880, p. 2'11; t. 888, p. ~78. 
ligion, do.; dogma of, a vital, Fetishism, t. Tmoit Fou, t. 650, p. 892. 
7-i, p. 48 ; fundamental troth, do. ; pro- TruOJt LtlfEI, Plenal Form, t. 8111, p. 610 ; 
fundities of, allied with development of all Symbolism of, t. 673, D:&gram No. 211, t. 
Thought, .Being, and Events, t. 132, p. 74; 573, 57', pp. 403, 406. 
higher mysteries of, do.; in a aenae a part Ta101tTB, dctlncd and defended, t. 821, p. 612; 
of Ontology, a. 5, o. 32, t. 136, p. 85; c. 1, do. ; ollied with aenge of Toud1, do.; 
Christian, bow compounded, a. 56, t. 204., t. 948, p. 662 ; = Height, t. 1020, p. 598; 
p. 174; relation of, to doctrine of The Ab- t. 1022, p. 594. 
eolote, a. 6, t. 267, p. 200; Mill, Hamilton, Tmlf Fou, t. 660, p. 89L 
Hegel, Mansel, a. 7, do. ; answent to TBlll'o, distinctive termination for, -ofd; aee 
Fractions; Clefs of, t . 344, p. 1142; \be Terminology, o. 8, t. 43, p. 27; = Unit, = 
Superior region of Pbiloeophy, do.; di4'en Point, t. 251, p. li<>; Subetance like, sen· 
from Ontology, t. m, p. 244; Table 18, t. Betioooid, do.; Cirinberence of Sob;tance 
U1, p. 245; detl11ed, t. 848, p. 2'6 ; tho most and Limitation, t. 9691 do. ; diJfcra from 
fond11ment.nl divi~ion of-Aml1TB1111110LOGT, Aapect, a. 4., t. 287, p. 198; or Object, = 
Loo101a11ot.00T. APPtr.TOLOor,-t. 849, do.; One, VllCllDt Space = Zero, t. "81, p. 843; 
di!Jtl'ibute<l, Tuble Ill, t . 852, p. 249; the Analogue of Thick Point, i. 630, p. 888; 
Compound, Higher, Univnri:mt, of the New represented by Heavy Point, do.; tho Ob-
Catholic Churcb, o. 1, t. 858, do.; Unity,aod vioua and Typical, ii Earth, World, Uni· 
Tri-Unity, supremo question of, c. 2, t. 8681 ve!'Ml, (Things do.), t. 641, p. 887; oon· 
p. 250 ; ape:i: of Science, do. ; reBult the truted with mank Space = Sometbinlf nnd 
eame whether we pel'llOnif)' God or not, c. Nothing, t. 847, MS, pp. 452, '58 ; diffcr-
8, do. ; Colerid!r9, o. 3, t. 880, p. 272; ite eut Modee of Conception of, Diagram No. 
Ana!O(lue, the Centering Point overhead, i. .U, t. 658, p. 4.66 ; t. 868, p. 457 ; Atnm, 
'58, p. 823; claims of over Science; Noyea, Uult, ete., t. 769, p. 484; perfect as "da.. 
Comte, a. 6, t. 998, 999, p. 684; the Abso- tindly mu,"-Swedenbol'lf, t. 760, p. '85; 
lute, t . 10411, p. 610 ; and Creed, dlfl'erenoee Abeolute, Ontological, t. 1002, p. 68'; -
or, Organic, t. 1112, p. 832 ; aourre ot Point. 
Mutual Love, t.1113, p. 688; orthe Future, Tamo-. or Objecte, AnalOjftlea of Orbe, and 
How and When to be organized, t. 1116, p. of lnte,el'll, t. 873, p. 4..~9; thick, boavy1 

686; the late11t of \he Scieooee to be tn1J etc., Analoguea of Applie..! Numbers, \. 
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693, p. '68; light, etc., Analogues of Un
applied N umbe1>1, Jo., p. ~. 

Tmxxi.'(G, OrJin•ry, not Philoeophlcal, a. 
1', t. :tU4, p. llH. 

Tsnr l.J.Nu, Symbolism of, t. 60'11 p. 860; 
t. :m:, p. 405 ; lJillgl"ILID No. 22, L 57 ll, p. 
~ ; Pure l.'onn, t. 815, p. lllO. 

"TBlBD l'RILOeOPHT," or Comte, atated, t. 
<iSO, I'· :ni:1 ; Auulogaes of, iu :Mul!Clea, eto., 
of Body, t. 4:>6, p. 8ll8. 

TBUU> l'owu, Aualogical Sense of, t. 915, 
P• ""8. 

TlllllD Tzax, (Cardiuiemal), deftcienoy ot 
Exidting Lango~ In reepeet to, o. 8, t. 
226, p. lM; eee Vocabolary, worde, -hm, 
Car<liniem, Univariety. 

TllmTwALL, quoted, Introduction, p. xxlv. 
T .. UtTllN, t. HS, p. 662; t. 960, 951, P. 

663. 
'IBIBTT·Two, (32), a leading number, -

Fourier, t. 462, p. 33". 
TsrBTT Yiu.u, will revolutionize the World 

of Doctriuea, t. 1128, p. 888. 
TBOLl!I, c. 6, t. ,;,a, P· 328. 
Tsoll'.Pllolf, (Geo. W .), "Living Foroea otthe 

Univeree," c. 2, t. "37, p. 8Jl. 
Tsoa.u:, t. 286, p. 2\19. 
'fuouonT, or Rcaeon, le Duimaal, neoe118a!'!ly 

engaged with Comparison or Intervention 
or Relation; hence, in~ Uuivereal, a. 
87, t. 20<&, p. 165; le the Perception of 
Relation, do. ; !ta Analogue The Line ; 
Thought-Line, do.; and Sensation; are u 
Two to One, do. ; u Line to Point, do. ; a. 
88, do., p. 168; aooords with Clase, Genus, 
Generul Conception, Univcl'lllllM, a. "4), do.; 
precise nnturo of,-Ferrier do., p. ltl7; in 
its very eeacnce dilf,•re11t from particular 
apprehenHion or knowing, a. 41, do. ; rom
mented on, a. 42, do.; p. 168; fru, Sen
sation r~d or paHifl~, a. "3, do., p. 
168; a. ""• do.; bu for its office to~
dNIU Senee or Sensation, a.~. do., p. 169; 
Superiority of, over Sen~otion Involved in 
Plato's Doctrine of Ideas, a. •6, do. ; the 
boaie of &ciltt!f, do. ; is pre-eminently n. 
Man, 11. M, do., p. 173; = Univeraal Truth, 
a. 55, do. ; = aziomatic, do. ; the very pro
oen or, the inaertion of Linllll, t. 260, p. 
189; Thought.lines, Discriminations, ldeaa 
= Lines, Fonn, t. 899, p. 1181 ; ia lo lMi«J.. 
tum tD!iat &iuation u lo Pundati<m, t. <&01, 
p. 282; and Senee, ineeparable,-Ferrier, t. 
<ilO, p. 287; t. <i19, p. 292; and Beiug, 
Elementiamu11 of, In Number and Form, 

o. 6, t. 608, p. 859 j Elaborismus or, io 
Facta, do. ; in the Mind, neces-.. ry Evoh1-
tion of, identical with that or Beal ~'°' 
enoe In the outer World, t. SM, p. :;Ji. 

Tsovc>Bfi, held to be Tune-phenomena, t. 61, 
p. 88; u.nd Alfectiolld, Order of, c. U, t. 
603, p. 878. 

Tsouoe'l'-1.no(a), of Relation, bet1"eeo 
Poiuts, u Comparit<on between Unit5 al 
Seneation, a. 87, t. 20<&, p. 165; bow re
garded by the Sophists and :EJ:periential~t«, 
a. 38, do., p. 168; In Number, t. 313, p. 
226; interior, t. <i76, <i76, p. UQ; n~ 
between Point.ti and Unita, t. 631, p. 383; 
around the eiugle Point or U ult, do., t. 555, 

• p. 895; Inherent NeceS11ity, do.; generated 
by t.he fact of Existence, bow, t. 556, do.; 
6117, do.; In Number, ab8tracted, leA..-e 
atom-like Subatanee, t. 686, p. "6ll; t. 687, 
do.; t. 692, p. <i63 ; in the Conetitution '" 
Number, t. 851i, p. 622, as Type of the Con· 
etitution of all Thin@'B, t. 86&-859, pp. 523, 
62'; Diagnm No. 68, t. 869, p. 5~"-

Tuua, Stnp of Development in all things, 
c. 3, t. 8, p. 2 ; oont&iued in the A b@olute 
One, t. 13-0, p. 78; the number <>r PJU. 
xoanuL Pamcll'LU, t. 195, p. 135; no ra· 
tional grounds heretofore, for thi• belier, t. 
199, p. 187; demonstrated uuiversologically, 
t. 201, p. 189; Head of Integrated C'-0m· 
poeite or Reronciliative Serica, t. 202, p. 
141 ; represents the Higher Unity qf Uftitr 
arwl Dttalit1, do., p. 1"ll j 3 ; 811 Clef or 
Triniem, t. 2'6, p. 187; of The Concrete, t. 
2'6, 2"7, p. 188; Nature and Art r ... Sci
ence, c. 10, t. 603, p. 362; 11 fuctor of Seven 
(7), do.; o. 11, do. ; symbolize,. Good, do. ; 
Swedenborg to the contrary notwithst:w•l· 
Ing, c. 12, do., pp.862, 363; c. 20,do .. p.U.; 
and generally, c. 10-39, do., pp. 362-3;6; 
Analogue of Wedge, Triangle, c. 12, do., p. 
883; Spirit of, Form, Analogue of All(t'le, 
t. 688, p. 884.; Diagram No. 13. do.; Eqoi· 
lateral Triangle, t. 684, do. ; Diagram No. 
H, do.; eee Triniem; 11 Pivotal Number, 
t. 7071 p. 487; eee Foor; is a One o( a 
Higher Order; begine a New Series, t. 900, 
p. MO ; ropreeent.& lurquiem ; Triangle, t. 
909; Diagram No. M, t. !I03, p. Ml ; c. 2, 
t. 903, p. Ml!; t. HS, p. 1162; t. 960, 951, p. 
663 ; + Foor, Leading Numbers or Odd· 
neea and EvenneM, t. 1098, p. 598. 

Tm11-.un>·A-HALr, (31), c. 39, t. 608, p. 
376; tyt'IC of Distribution, t. 6"1, p. "'60. 

TBJWI Htn(DIW> YJWr.e, baa changed \he 
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theory or the F.orth ; Thirty will change 
Doctrines, t. 1123, p. 638. 

Tun Kl."IODOU, Rcgnology, t. 628, p. "l ; 
t. 629-635, pp. Ul-W). 

Taau l'onne, = Situation, t. 93', p. 658 ; 
eee Situation. 

THBOAT, Gnllet, Alimentary Canal, Pmp
tory, t. "°8, p. 286; t. <&o9, do.; and Neok, 
Allaloguea o~ t. "8, p. 816, eoho to Gen
italia, do., Analoguea of World of Spirit&, 
c. 8, t. 453, p. SU. 

Tloo.a.T-CCTI'DI'&, in Theology and Philos
ophy, t. .wi, p. 286. 

TBuXB, a U noid, t. '69, p. 888; o. T, t. GOS, 
p. 860. 

TmiwA, The New Scleotitlo UnivellllLI Lan
guage ; ihe eame 18 Alw11to, but a more 
AbottrUlle and leea popular llllllle. Alwato 
means by ita oompoeition from ihe Elo
menta of S~b, The ..4U.Spe«.\, merely, 
and Tikiwa, mean• Speeob hued on U•
Ull and DUJIDL See (in addition to the 
nfcreDOOll under Alwnto) V~bulary, 
words, Universology, Divergo-Convergent, 
Type-ll'orm, Univariety, and Tikiwa; 
"Treatise on a Universal Alphabet," by 
the aothor, in Continental Monthly, for 
June, lSM; "Alphabet of iho Universe," 
"UnivellllLI Alphabet," "Introduction to 
Alwato," "Strnctorul Outline to Univer
eology," eto., {L 19, t. 162.) 

Tors, and Space, Joint N~1a"H (}1"0tlft4 o/ 
UniHr11t, t. 9, p. 6 ; Contents of Time and 
Space, o. 1, ll, do. ; Pre."Cnt llfo scene Tm1-
prwal, spirit-life, SpacUIJ, c. ll, do.; oounter
parted with Eternity, 0. a, do., p. 'I; 11olid
ifted in Space, do.; Contmuitt of Universe 
in Time, do. ; see Temporology ; do not 
contain Spirit.-W orld, by the trne Spirltnal
i»t theory, t. 111, p. as; oontaina Changell, 
Movement, t. 86, p. 49 ; Line of Movement, 
emblem or, do. ; arena of Hindoo Pbiloa
ophy, t. 87, p. 61; = Evolution, Feminoid, 
a. ill, e. 82, t. 186, p. 92 ; Motion, C<rec
q uences, oontraated with SJ*lll, Table 10, 
t. 1«, p. 104; Science, t. 292, p. 214; Ann
logue of, Vertebral Column, t. 466, p. 826; 
and Space, Relation between, do., p. 827 ; 
and Space, relation• of to Goodneas and 
Troth; to Numbera 3 and 4; Swedenborg, 
Tnlk; Univeraology, e. 1~89, t. 608, pp. 
362-876; aolidilled in Spaoe, = Etemity,
Swedenborg, o. 29, do., pp. 369, 870; Ety
mology of, c. 87, t. 608, p. 876; Negative 
Ground of Movement, t. Me, p. 896 ; 18 

Duration, t. 553, p. 896; Table &9, p. 397; 
U oi»mal in N u.tui-al Order, t. 561, p. 8\18 ; 
Table 40, t. 562, do. ; LogiClll Order, t. 56-~, 
p. 899; analyzlld, c. 1, t. 639, p. "8 ; re
lated to Ordiual Numeration, t. tl62, 6q3, 
p. 4S7; The Co:irrurUJr'I' of the Universe; 
Analogue of Movement, Eventnation, t. 
666, do. ; ..urD SP.I.OB, Total Constituency 
of'the Uoivenein; AoalogueoftheHunum 
Figure, t. 671, p. 4S9; &ec Space and Time; 
inexpngnably united, t. 752, p. 461; rela
tiona of, to Orbit, t. '187, 788, p. 496; Mu
llica.I, Soient.oid, t. 806, p. 504 ; aee Music, 
Ootave, Tune, Sound and Silence; Nature 
old, 1; o, Sound and Silence, t.806, 807, p. 
606; Vertebral Column, an Analogue ot~ t. 
807, p. 606; Eventoation i:i, Morphic Ann
logue or, t. 866, p. 626 ; Divisions of, in 
Music, t. 1034, p. 608. 

Tum-LIU Lllru, t. 585, P· 416. 
Tnru, employed in Multiplication, t. SU, p. 

620. 
Tnm-Ta.t.OK, and Space-Track, compared, t. 

'107, p. 467. 
Tou; 11ee Fingcl'll. 
Toiu ; aeo Volume. 
Toll'B8, in :Music, t. 611, p. 488. 
To1110, or Key-note of a Sy11tem, t. 61, p. Sll; 

in Mtldic, t.. 948, p. 662; t. 96-0, 951, p. 
663. 

TooLa ..urD bera11J1DT9, of Exact Thought 
and Social Reoonstruction, t. 907, p. Ma. 

Touo; see Trunk; t. 61, p. 82; t. 99, p. 69; 
t. 1 oo, p. 60. 

TouLJTT, of the Body, Analogue of Pu-
11ionnl Attraction, t.. M, p. 83; Actual, of 
Things, a Mikton, t.. 412, p. 288; of Body, 
=Substance and Form, t. 487, p. 848; OJ' 

Baar&, subdivided; ldw!culoid and Feruin
oid Hemispheres, Absolutoid, Relat.oid, t. 
'/39-'/41. p. 477; Table 48, t. 7,1, 74.4, p. 
478; Tnblc 44, do., p. 479. 

Touca, nm! Sight, illuatnltion from, Intro
duction, p. xvi. 

Tiu.oau, Stem of the Lungs, o. a, t. 4.53, p. 
824. 

TB.I.OK, t. 86, p. 49; of Time, t. 658, pp. 396, 
897 ; of Proocduro in Space repeat& Time
Trnck, t. 707, p. 467; aee Pathway, Line, 
Orbit. 

T!ucu, of the Feet, t. 893, p. 636; t. 895, p. 
53';. 

T1uoT, Do!<tutt do; aee Ideology. 
TB.ui., = Trnnk, t. 895, p. 687; Diagram No. 

62, do., p. 638; eee Train. 
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TIU.II.I, or Form, t. 953, 95', p. 15M; Dia
(CflWl No. 71, do. ; t. 966, p. 666; t. 961, p. 
608. 

TJu.nr, or Trail, of Planet-Positions in Speoo, 
t. 67()-672, pp. ~. ~9; Diagram No. '6, 
t. 670, p. ~9 ; aee Orbit. 

TBANCll, pheuomeUA of; Delll'D- or two 
Worlds, t. 416, p. 291; and mediumabip, 
no apology for recognizing, o. 1, do. 

TBANacut>&NTAt.; see Philosophy, and Scl
euce. 

TBANeo111m>ENTAt.llDI, (Idealism, Spiritaallem, 
.Mysticism), a. 91 e. 82, t. 136, p. 87; ADA· 
logoes of in Norvooa System, Bl'llin, Mind, 
Eye, do. ; illllBtrated ; Up and Down, a. 18, 
e. 82, t. 186, p. 90 ; vllrieties, Emen!Onilln, 
German, = chewing, a. 23, do., p. 92; 
Strife between and Espcrientialism, a. 261 

26, do., p. 93 ; eee Experientialism ; de
ftned, goos bock of Sobetantives to Adjec-
tives and Pr,•poi!itions, a. 20, 21, t. 267, p. 
209; seeming iuaptitude of the English 
mind for, a. 28, do., p. 212 ; not defective 
on the side of Abetmction, but tho con
irary, a. '" do., p. 213 ; = Analogic, do.; 
a. 32, do., p. 220 ; pure, instance or, t. 899, 
p. 281 ; echoe~ to Comparology, t • .03, p. 
283; to the Spirit-World, t. 404, do.; Ana· 
logoe of Heaven, t. 406, p. 284 ; echoes to 
Sopernology, (The Heavens), Table 80, t. 
•10, p. 293; Subdomin11nt heretofore, t. 
til, p. 29<1 ; will now change, do. ; ecboea 
to pure Idealism, t. '85, p. 808. 

TBANacENDllltn'A.L All'.t.TOKY, G111the and Oken, 
t. 1°'3, p. 608; t. 1058, p. 618. 

TB.Ul8011Nl>BNTAt. GJtNllJLU.lliTIOXI; -
Analytical Generalizations. 

Ta.u1sout>JtNT.u OnmilTlo, t. 6", p. 
4.'>2. 

Ta.u11011iro11n.u L.t.w, t. 1012, p. 690. 
Ta.u1eo111NDll\1'T.u.PBIL080PBT, =Metaphysic, 

Uuivel'llo.l Logie, etc., c. 8, t. 40, p. 21i; 
Key-note of, t. 768, p. '88. 

TBANIOlllN»llKTAL &1Dc11,-mckok, t. W, 
p. 282. 

Ta.u1eo11ND11n.u Umv11B10LOo10.u PoIKT ol' 
VIEW, from it Nnture Duiamal and Science 
Uniamal, ordinarily newed oppoaitely, t. 
76', p. '87. 

TRANeoBll.'llION ; eee Deviation. 
TRANemo11(1), all, palnful,-Fouricr, o. 21, 

t. 186, p. 80 ; from The Old Order to The 
New, euddennei<e of, a. 60, t. OO<l, p. 179; 
The Great, t. 4.28, p. !195; Decisive and 
Climaoteric, in Human Amill'll, c. <l, t. '48, 

p. 819; the Grand, f'tom Keteph,.a·to 
Science, t. '99, p. 356. 

TllilamulfAL Lurs, Art.iatic JoizWip, 
(Toggli•mJ, e. .0, t. 508, p. 876. 

TB4!fsmolf.t.L 0.aDD, of Societf, Uie Imme
diato Preseut, t. 302, p. 219. 

Tm, representing Vegetable Kingdom, 
eohoea to Natural Reallam, t.169, p ~ ; 
Special Type of Limitation, t. 1~, p. 
617. 

TBa-Fou, t. 802, p. 600. 
Tall8X, a minor aspect ofTrinism, t. 203 (S). 

p. 1~; t. ~06, p. HS; = Ultjmate !Dle
grotiou, t. 210, p. 150. 

Tas-UlfUX, t. 203, p. 1'1; eee Tri· t;niam. 
TRun 01' PamoJPx.u,-Fourier, t. rr., p. 

<li6. 
T11UN0L11, Analogue of Number 3, e. 12, t. 

603, p. 863; Equilatel'lll, Fonn·Analc>g11e ol 
. Three, t. l>M, p. 834.; Diagram No. l'- do.; 

Simplest Figure embr-~cing an Area, t. r.ss, 
p. 886; Unit of Sarfaoe, t. MO, p. 381 ; = 
Three, t. 001-903, pp. MO, Ml ; Diagram 
No. 6', t. 903, p. Ml ; Masonic Symbol, t. 
9°" p. 5'2; Symbolism of,-SpeUllCI', a. 1, 
c. 1, t. 003, p. M7 j Typo of" CompositiOD" 
In Art, t. 1088, p. 62-1. 

Tamu, in Classiftcation,-Gra,, t. 4.90, I'· 
800. 

Tml'llllCATIOJr, Trigrade Scales, Tr:msition 
from Bi·furcaLion; Orderly Evolution o( 

Cardinal Nu1neratioo, tho CJ.l(oir or C&D'-
1owr on all distribution, t. 64:!, p. 4.M. 

TaloJU.D& So.u&, of Uui\"el'lllll E\"olutioo, In· 
troduction,pp.uxii, x:i:ltiii, of:Man, World, 
Unive™l, t. <l, p. 2; Diagram No.!>, t. 5, r-
8 ; alluded w, e. 2, t. 6, p. 6; of Biolqo', 
Monantbropology, and Sociology, do.; or 
Natore, Science, Art, t. 11, p. 8; of Phil
osophy, Ecbosophy, Practical Philoeophy, 
t. 18, p. 9; Table 1, t. 15, p. 11 ; of Phil· 
osopby, Science, Religion, t. 16, do. ; ol 
Pantologic, MnthemAtiC11, Metaphysics ~ 
Mathematics, c. 9, t. 15, p. 13 ; of Senti
ment, Dogma, Conduct, t. 22, p. 15; ol 
:Matter, Mind, Movement, t. 2-1, do. ; Table 
2, p. 16; or Feeling, Knowing, Con11tioo, t. 
llS; do. ; Table 8, t. lli, p. l i ; Tuble6 4., 5, 
t. ll8, 29, p. 18; of Cosmology, PoeurostoJ. 
ogy, Anthropology, Typical Table No. 7, 
t.-l<), p. 23; of Naturo-Metaphyaic, Scient.o:>
Philosophy, Arto-PhilOllOpby, do.; of lleU, 
World of Spirits, Hea\"eU, do.; of F'im, 
Second, and Third Deavon, Natural, Spir
itual, Celestial, do. ; of throe llells, Hadel, 
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Sheol, Gebenllll, do.; ot Biology, Monan
thropology, Sociology, do.; of Divergent 
IDdivldu..tity, Convergen• Individuality, 
Harmony of the P11a111ione, do. ; of lntelli· 
geooe, Aft"oot'.oo, A~-tion, · do. ; of N umer
iaal, Geometrical, oud Directional, do. ; of 
World of Matter, World of Spirit, World 
or Mau, do.; Di:igram No. 2, t. ,1, p. U; 
(Typical Tableau); of lleaJ, Heart, and 
Hand, t. "2, p. 26; of Trunk, Limba, and 
Body, t. •7, p. 30 ; t. M, p. 33 ; of Mate
riGlism, Spiritualism, lllld Integrallam, t. 
61~3, pp. 38-41. 

Of Spare, Time, and Actuol Being, t. 86, 
p. 60 ; of Nature, Science, Art, t. 185, p. 
'l'; of Proto-religionhom, Rationalism, and 
Universological Reconciliation, c. 8, 9, t. 
186, p. 7?; c. 20, 21, do., p. 80; o. 28, do., 
p. 82 ; ot the Three Grand Order~ of Do
'·elopment, c. 82, do., p. 88; c. 87-40, do., 
pp. 85, 86; of the prooe.eea of eating, a. 19, 
o. 82, do., p. 91; of Knowing, Feeling, 
Conation, t. 138, 139, pp. 98-100; of Sub
stance, Form, and .Movement, t. 144, p. 
104 ; or Elementismns, Eluboriswtll!, and 
Totality, t. 14.5, p. 105. 

Of Mntbemati08, Matter,Spirit,-Fonrier, 
Yoong, t. 17~176, pp. 123-1211; ot" Imluc
tion, Deduction, and lutegrv.l Scientific 
llethod, t. 188, p. 13~ ; t. 194, p. 134; 
grounds of (Trilogy), t. 105, p. 135; t. 198, 
p. 138; t. 199, p. 187; t. 201, p. 138; or 
UJrUx, Dvrm, and Tannsx, t. 202-200, 
pp. 141-148; of Syn.stui~, Aonly•i>i aud 
Synthesis, t. 211, T. 1111 ; of C~rdinal 
Numbers, Ordinal Numben, and Integral 
Series, t. 215, p. 15' ; of Fil'llt, Second, 
Third, and of One, Two, Three, t. 219, p. 
167. 

Of Arithmetic, Geometry, 1md Analysis, 
t. 230, p. 177 ; Logio, Cota-logic, and Pan
tologic, c. 1-9, t. 821, pp. 228-284; c. 1-7, 
t. H5, pp. 2'3-946 ; of Altitude, t. 285, p. 
209 ; of Propositions In the Argument, t. 
694, p. oll!O; of Tones In Music, t. 611, p. 
'83; Inductive, Deductive, SyllOjriatic, t. 
618, p. 435; t. 619, p. ol86; Perpendiculnr· 
ity, Horizontality, Inclination, t. 627, 628, 
p. '41 i t. 6'1, p. 4110; t. 736, p. 475; c. 1, 
do. ; Primary, SProndary, and TertilU')' In
here nee, t. 767, 769, p. 488 ; the T.vpical 
Egg, Naturoid, Sclentoid, Artoid Form, 
Diagrams Noe. ol7, "8, t. 7711, 7i6, p. 492; 
Point, Line, Angle, t. 816, p. lilO; t. 908, 
p. 6'1; Globe, Cab~, F.gg, t. ~15, p. 6'8; 

t. 958, p. 66"; Initial, Middle, nnd Fiou!, 
t. 1051, p. 611. 

TluaJUJU1, of Chinese, o. 2, t. 90, p. 64. 
TRILoaT; aee Trigrade Scale. 
'fauns.11, U ni1m, Duism, llrllt mention of, t. 

126, p. 71 ; see Trinisma. ; the Third Law 
of Universal Being, stated and defined, 
t. 208, p. 143; c. 1, do.; ia Real Beiug or 
Concrete Existence, not so absolutely a 
Principle u Unism ILlld Dui>im, Grouud or 
Analy.ia, Apex of Synthesis, do. ; the In· 
di.lrerent, or collective name for Treiilm 1U1d 
Tri-Unl~m, t. 206, p. 1"8; (Treism) = Ulti
mate Integration, t. 210, p. 150; = ltlikton 
of Pytbago1'88, a. 80, t. 204, p. 160; = The 
Becoming of Heraclittll!, a. 81, do. ; Table 
1, o. 1, t. 226, p. 163; Form·Annlogue o~ 
Triangle, t. llM, p. 88"; Dingrnm No. 1-l, 
do. ; Analogue of Art, the JloJ'Ulating, or 
lnkgroli1tf Principle, t. 11431 p. 388 ; Toblo 
87, do., p. 889; AnalO(lUO ofSurfuce, Figure, 
Art, Tu BEAVTUUL, Tables 3i, 38, t. M3, 
Ma, pp. 388, 889 ; Bi-furcntiou of, t. 641, 
p. 460; returns to Spirit of One, t. 899, p. 
54-0; ie a One of a Higher Order ; begina 
a now Odd Series, t. 900, do. 

TBllflDU., the more accurate name tor Trin
ism, c. 1, t. 203, p. lol5. 

Ta11umu.i., = lrfature, perfected, aelf..regu· 
mted and eustaiuing, (applied to literature), 
c. 6, t . 8, p. 8. 

TIU1fl81fll8, of Society, what, t. 761, p. 
485. 

T1wur.uu.,truJJ1, mentioned ILlld cluaiftcd, t. 
858, p. 249; c. 1-$, do. 

Timun m U1uTr; see Trinity. 
TluuCTJoll', of Primitive Cube, t. 1027-1030, 

pp. 689-600 ; Diagram No. 77, p. 600 ; t. 
1081-1034, pp. 601-603; Diagram No. 78, 
t. 1032, p. 602. 

"TRITOOll:IBA."-Field, characterized, c. 1, 
t. 110:1, p. G29. 

T~oo1ET1Sxu1, defined, c. 42, t. 136, p. 
88 ; I\ ot..tioo of, t. 302, p. 218 ; eharaater
ized, do. 

Tai-Ull'lBX1 the Congcriellled UuityofUMillX, 
Dvrax, one! Tannm, t. 206, p. 148. 

T1u-Ull'JT1', of Theology, t. 196, p. 135. 
Tarv1AL OanCTS, Analogues of, Unapplied 

Nnmbel't!, t. d95, p. 464. 
TaCK, The, relatione of to Numbers Three 

(8) and Four (4), c. 10, 11, lll, t. 603, pp. 
86i, M3; Swedenborir on, do. ; to Time 
and Space. c. 14, do., p. as.'; c. 14-39, do., 
pp. 86::-ai6; represented by Science, t. 
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M5, p. 889 ; Table 88, do.; - Good, and 
Beautiful. 

btlll Oann, of Distribution of all Thlup, 
= o, 1, 2, 8, etc., t. '89, p. 849; Wrouaki'• 
formula, c. 1, do. 

h111u:, symboli.zea Couvergent Individuality, 
Curporation, Incorporation, llilue, lnterea&a 
of Society, Diagram .No. 11, (Typical Ta.
bleau), t. ,1, p. 24.; and Limb.I, type ofex
iem..i Action, a. i, t. <ii, p. i6; a. a, do. ; 
L '7, p. 80; bue, or supporting tilbrio of 
the boJy, t. 96, p. 68; la to Head what 
Earth ii to Man, do., t. 99, p. 69; in Body, 
Analogue of WomRD, t . .US, p. 816; and 
Limbo\, = World, t. <lVl, p. 818; repreeenta 
Earth and Woman, t. '63, p. 821 ; Centre 
of Vegetblm, do., p. 822; the Symbol of 
Nature, as Head of Science, c. '• t. 6()8, p. 
858; how constituted, t. 688, p. "6; :s 

Ordinilmua, t . 671, p. '511; V egctable, t. 
888, p. 6M ; ..ee Head, t. 892, p. 688; re
presents Physiology, t. 976, p. 672; and 
li'iztu~, do. ; Analogy of, with Series of 
Numbere, t. 10715, p. 620. 

hvm ; aee Truths ; a more perfect revela.
tion or, prophesied in the Scriptures, t. to, 
p. l'; Uoivoreal, for All, and Truth Plll'
ticular, for some, a. 16, t. ~. p. llill; a. 
83, do., p. 161; Self-evident, Univeraal, 
Neoeuary, the Measurer, a. 155, t. ll' <l, p. 
178; Every High Practical, rests on and 
reconciles two Flllaehooda-Hal f-Troths, a. 
81, t. 267, p. 219; is one seen or notf c. 
2, t. 414, p. 290; Inherent Complexity of, 
c. 9, t. "30, p. 803 ; Simpli<'ity of, denied, 
<io.; Abeoluto, of Ferrier, Univereal Fao
ulty, t. 476, p. MO; tltroug'/i-tl•; Equity, 
RighteousnOl!B, etc., t.15111, p. 879; kinda or, 
do. ; extremest compound, may both em
brace Theism ond Atheism, t. 1046, p. 610; 
love of, doee not adwaya bring peaoo, t. 
1°"8, p. 611; t. 1111, p. 632; inllnlte 
Largeness of, bu defented elforta to 
grasp it, t. 1114, p. 688 ; not simple, u bu 
been bolievetl, do. ; h118 required all Dogma 
to declilre it even, do., p. 63"; as diverse 
in Moro! as In Material World, t.1116,do.; 
.u.i., Intellectual in Preponderance, t. 1117, 
p. 685; urger Complex, t. 1 lto, p. 837; 
t. 1122, p. 688 ; U lllVBBIAL ; see U nlvel'llal 
Truth. 

T:almu, nature or,-Swedenborg, o. M, t. 
lOIS, p. 62. 

TvOUB. a C.on&truot~ve Idealilt,-Muaon, a. 
61 t. 866, p. ll6'. 

Tvu, c. II, t. 189, p 101 ; clamed, &. 5', t. 
20i, p. 178; expand. and dellnea Swecim
borg, t. 861, p. 269; a Pnre ldealillt., &. 6, t· 
866, p. 263; ond Swedenborg on The Good 
and The '!'rue; ou Time and Spice; on tJ .t 
Nos. 8 and <l, c. 1H9, t. 508, pp. 86i-"7'; 
hisstatoment of Swedenborg 1111 Lcn-e -1 
Thougut; Good and Tru&h ; Time aod 
Space, c. l<l-19, do., pp. 36', HS : cam
mented on, c. i<>-89, do., pp. 8"-376; {c. 
M, do.); t. 807, p. 606. 

Twm.n, (12), denotM High Aniltlc Perfeo. 
tion-The Beautiful, c. 10, t. 608, p. U!; 
o.11, do.; Pivotal &cred Number, t. 7(1S, 
p. "8; notea in .Music, t. 806, p. 5l\l; :. 
NS, p. 642; L 9!50, 951, p. 668; in Vate
brai, t. 9S6, p.156S; Boling Secred Xum
ber; .Meunre of the Apocalyptic Temple, 
t. 1028, p. 1598 ; Compoaition o~ t'rom ll + " 
cl.o.; factor of Hf, do., p. 699. 

TwmnT-Fov., Vertebne, 111+ 12,t.llM,p.11&6. 
Two, Procedure f'tom One to, ~ive, t. 

129, p. 78 ; contained lo the Abaolote Orie, 
t. 180, do. ; the number, baals of lllatberu
tiea, c. 81 t. 143, p. 108; incipient form o( 

Division, do. ; Thougbt-Lln88, Euenee of 
Form, do.; is to 1'onn what One 111 to Sol>
at&.nee, do. ; Nnmber, Head of Even Nom
ber-Serie11, t. 202, p. Hl ; representative of 
all Plurality and Variety, do.; and LiDe, 
Thought-line, Relation, Comparison, Ana
logy of, a. 87, t. l!Of, p. 1&5; + One, (9 + l), 
Loglolsmal, Miiaoulold Mentatlon, a. u, t. 
~. p. 168; Two takea tho lead of On. 
here, do. ; 2; as Clef of Doi.am, t. 2'5, p. 
187; or The Abetraot, t. 247, p. 188; ft

lated lo Holftsm and Portism, t. 26", p. lM; 
Snaa of worda, a. 80, t, 267, p. 218; = 
Two, bow, a. 81, do.; the Number, «m
position and obaracter or; relations of to 
Soiento·Philosophy, t . •70476; pp. 33&-
841 ; Soiento-Philosophio basis number, t. 
•78, p. M9; to omit the el111111iflcalion o~ • 
prior to Three, etc. ; i1 to be without Com
pua or Chart, In Philosophy and &.-irott, 
do.; Thought-Line, or 7NU ti' fl..W., ill, 
= Limit. t. 608, p. 866; (2), related to tl:e 
Strnight-Line, c. 111, t. 503, p. 8'>2; SJ'irit 
or, is UrKmtal, & f:meu li'TIUI&ln' Lin, r. 
682, p. 888; Uuita, Fonn-Analcgue ol 
Two Pointe, etc., t. 630, do. ; lr-_, 
Thotllfht-Line between, t. 681, do. ; L $6.\ 
p. 895 ; Head of All Plurality, L 701, p. 
'65; in a Special aenae or Dv.u. Number, 
t. 702, do. ; Analogue. of all Objeda pW#, 
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L '103, do. ; Number, = Two, t. 876, p. l53f1; 
Thought-Line in, t. 877, do. ; bu Quality 
of Straigbtneu, do. ; = Straight Line, t. 
103', p. 603. 

'TwoJJU&, derived trom One-neu by division, 
condnota trom Substance to Form, l'rom 
Quality to Quantity, t. 1111 p. 66; aee 
Duality. 

Two-PolllTll, "'Duad, t. 876, p. 530; =Dis· 
tance, t. 9M, p. 558; eee Distnuce. 

Two-Smimnu; see Bi-latero.J Symmetry. 
Tn•, Air i,., of S;>iritual Existence or Spirit, 

i. 94., p. 57; (a), One, Two, Three, of what, 
i. 202, p. 1(2 ; or Norm, of tbe Constitution 
ot all things, Univariety, t. 760, p. <i85; 
every Material Object is so, of Some Mental 
Conception, t. 794, p. 498; t. 795, 7g6, p. 
'99; wbenoe Science of the Universe pos
elblc, t. 797, do.; 1eo Type-Form, Typical 
BeproJuotioa, Rell.ect, Symbol, Analogue, 
Counterpart, Echo, Repetitive Reflexion; 
of Org1111i:.ed Being tho l.lllme in all Spheres, 
L BM, p. 517 ; or Mo4el, the Important 
Consideration, i. 836, do. ; of the Constitu
tion of All Things, t. 85:Hl59, pp. 622-524; 
Diagram No. 58, p. 624; of FirAt Division 
of Hu!DllD Body, t.1037, p. 604.; Univeraal1 

of Harmony, t. 1111, p. 632; Normal, do., 
L 1113, p. 633. 

TrP•·FoB11, ofthe'Human Hand, referred to, 
o. 6, t. 603, p. M9, procellll of abriJgment 
of Diagram of, No. 801 '· 1039, p. &JG; t. 
1041>-104.2, p. 60'1; 1ee Typieal Pli10, Out
luy. 

TTn-Foue, theory tbnt tlity assume matter 
and crente, n. 4., o. 32, t. 136, p. 84; ldeo
real Exiatenoee, Thougbta of God, etc., a. 
6, do., p. s:;; of Human Body (and of all 
its Analogues, that is to aay, of all tbinga 
in the Universe); Sohewntive Linea in 
Pure Space ; Ideal Outlay ; Typical Pl111111 ; 
Pa.tterne ; Nol'lll8 ; a primi lde:is ; the 
"Ideas" of Plato; Pure Conceptional 
Ideas, t. 455, p. 323; Sclf-E1:istent Creative 
Forces,-Plato, c. 34, t. 603, p. 373; Gen· 
etalia, t. 738, p. 477; of Po<itioo, Distance, 
etc., t. 919, p. 1150; Skeleton, Vertebral 
Column, t. 957, p. 1166; t. 958, do.; Dia-

gram No. 72, do.; of Male and Female, t. 
9901 p. 677 ; Round, Straight, o,·al, t. 1196, 
p. 580 ; Patternd, from which creation pr<>
ceeda, t. 10501 p. 611 ; of three kinds, In
itial, Medial, aud Final, t. 1051, do. ; not 
the "Types" of the Naturalist, c. 1, t. 
1053, p. 613 ; re-defined, do. ; Fruitfw Re· 
1ulta of in Science, t. 1054, do. ; N uptinl, 
origin of, t. 1082, p. 623. 

Tnt<JAL FoB11(1), of Minerals, Animals nod 
Vegetable~, t. 628-330, pp. Ul, 442; Ob
jection nnswered, t. 631, pp. "2, '43; i. 
930, p. 656 ; t. 958, p. 566; t. 976, p. 572. 

TYPICAL Mliaua~, t. 1027-10!9, pp. 
698, 599; t. 1031-lODS, pp. 60l-a26. 

TYPICAL NuxnEB.<; seo Pivotal Numbers. 
TYPICAL PLAN( a}, Sehemaiive Lines; Ideal 

Outlay; Type-Forms, t. 455, p. 825; Crea
tion, overlaid, bow, t. 4941 p. 854; frimi· 
tive of Homan Figure, Analogue of Planet 
and Trail, t. 670, p. 459; Diagrnm No. 401 

do.; t. 671, do.; of Genetalia, t. 738, p. 
4.77; ot Universal Construction, t. 7841 p. 
4.94; of Vertebral Column, t. 8U5, p. 537; 
Diagram No. 621 p. 538; t. 958, p. 666; of 
Bumnn Hand, t. 1039, p. 606; t. 10f5, p. 
609 ; doll.ued, whet.her aclf-cxiatcnt or de· 
rived, t. 1046, do. i t. 105.;, p. 614 j or 
Structure, t. 1013-1082, pp. 591-623; see 
Type-Forms. 

TrncAL R1:PBODt:'OTI01' OJ' TWI St."BJ:Eonv. 

Ill' TBS 0BIJICTIVB \\' OBLD, t. 793, P· 498 j 
t. 7115, p. 499; restated, in connection with 
Anatomy, t. 968, p. 670; t. 969, do. 

TnrcAL TABLB OJ' TWI U111v:&BU, t. 40, 
p. 23. 

TYPtoAL TABLUU o-. THB UNJVSlUIB, Dia
gram No. 2, t. 41, p. 24; exhlbit..1 Head as 
Analogue of Intelligence, Let\ Side or Heart 
u ao of Alf'ection, and Right Hund oa so of 
Action,-Comte; Trunk as Analogue of 
Convergent Individuality, Limbs as so of 
Divergent ludividuality, nod Totality of 
Body, as eo of Integral and llirmonio In· 
divldunlity aud Order, t. 42, p. 26; t. 4.7, 
p. 30; t. 97, p. 69. 

Tnocnu.PHJcAL Duee, of' thia Work, In~ 
duction, p. xviii. 

u. 
Us-Kme, c. 2, t. 90, p. M. 
L' LTUJOB APn.tCATlon, of' Universology, In

troduotion, pp. u, uvil, uviil, xuvii, 

mvlll; t. ma, p. esa ; \. nu, pp. SIS, 
639 ; of Integraliam, do. 
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UJ.TEIUOB EXTnlomn:, Objectivity, t. 810, 

p. ~~·· 
ULTERIOR 0BDltll, The, or Society, Notation 

of, t. 802, p. 218; characterized, do. 
ULTEBlOB RliOTIOJr, or Ego OD Mind, or 

Lord ou Word, t. •28, p. 296 ; t. •26, p. 
297; on Exterior World nod Society, t. 
•26, do. ; t. •27, p. 298 ; t. "33, p. 806. 

ULTDlATB AN.t.LT818, t. 766, p. 487. 
ULTUIATll PoSTUUTll, or Uoiversology; All 

Doctrine~ Trne, t. •H, p. 289; atatemeot 
gunrded, c. 1, 2, do., p. 190. 

ULTDlATJt 8oLUTI01', or Orgwiio and Educa
tion• Difference!, t. 1113, p. 633. 

Ui.Tlll'.Ana, Logical, = Natural Origins, a. 
17, c. 82, t. 136, p. 91; Natural, a. 181 do.; 
a. 20, do. 

ULTDu.TIOK, and Power, Objective, t. "84, p. 
307. 

°UXBJLJCAL Coan, or 8ooia1 F01tua, aevered, 
t. 484, p. 806. 

t'1uPPLIJ:D N trXBSBS, predominate, t. 695, p. 
46". 

t' !ICONDmOKJtD, The, Ciera or; The Infinite 
nnd Tho Ab:!olute, t. 289, p. 185; defined, 
do.; Hamilton, a. 25, t. 267, p. 21'; Der 
main of Speculative Philosophy, t. 337, p. 
240. 

t'lltDBllll2'.t.m>JNo-Swedenborg, c. 87, t. 13G, 
p. 85; echoes Fonn, t. 8081 p. 507. 

U:ir1·n11rrna10K.t.Lrrr, of Musical Cord, epit
omized from Tri-dimcnsiounlity of the Tri· 
eectcd Cube, t. 1032, p. 602; Total Purpose 
of Mat: cmatics, do. 

'UN1·DmEcTD:ir.t.Lrrr, Scritlted, Lengthwise, 
t. r,,;7, p. 4.;a ; see Omni-Directionulity. 

Ullt1r1cATIO:I', of Science and of Creed, c. l, t. 
&53, p. ~4!1; o( Weights and Measures, t. 
"32, p. 805; ofllc11AN Knowledge, do.; of 
the Speech or all Nations, t. •s4, p. 346; 
Tauz oa CoXPOalT&, or TUE 81tNTillEln'8 
AND CoNDU•T or M..ll'llUND, t. 1057, p. 616. 

U:irn'YINO Scnzxz, of ldcllil, none cluimed 
since Hegel till now, t. 191, p. 133; Hickok 
diselnim& the pretcn~ion, t . 192, p. 13'; ill 
Science,-Hickok, a. 4, t. 19S, p. 187. 

U:inax, The Fi,.1t Law of Universal Being, 
stated and deftned, t. 208, (1), p. 143; = 
Integration, t. 206, p. 149 ; the Scientiftc, ia 
Dnism, t. •77, p. 842; Analogue of Nnt11re; 
the Fundamental Principle, t. Ml, p. 887; 
Annl,igue of Point, Position, T111t Goon, 
Tiiblc• 37, 88, t. 543, MS, PP· ass, 389; = 
Point, t. 878, p. 531. 

Ulm)( AND Du1111, Ultil'.ll4tes or Logic:il An--

llyaia, a. 21, c. 82, t. 136, p. H; AbEntt 
aud Analytical Principlea, more radiollJy 
ao than Trinhim, o. 1, t. ll08, p. 14.5; t. *JI. 
p. 146; = ..4pei"°"o The Uuliwited, ad 
Pmu, The Limit, a. to, L SO&. p. Ui3; 
= One and Many, a. 81, do., p. 160; .Pma 
EI.s:nne of Being, t. 2i5, do. ; - Inupeg
nability, and l'ol11r Antagooian of Prime 
Elements; marriage or, without divon:e, t. 
226, p. 162; all the Philosophical AAti
th-, instances of, no other terms ad&
quate, c. 2, t. 226, p. 164; not merely Si»
guliam and Pluralism, c. 4, do, p. 1'5; 
in Elementismus of Number, c.1, t. 22$., p. 
177; incapable or an Absolute Abatraction, 
L •, t. 267, p. 199 ; U niven.ality o~ a. lb, 
do., p. 207 ; Ioezpugnability or, t. 6N, p. 
880; illu$trut00 by the WU.dom-Hao and 
the Love-W omt111,~wadeoborg, t.. ft5, 
do.; Form-Analogues or, Point and LUie, 
t. 632, p. 383; Diagram No. 12, do.; 
Tablea 87, 88, t. 543, MS, pp. 358, 389; or 
Something and ¥thing, Dual ; their Tri
gmdo Di$tribution, etc., = Orderly Et"olu· 
tion of Cardinal Numeration, the C43oir o., 
CBITIOllllf on all Distribution, t. 642, p. 
"50 ; t. 6"3, p. 451 ; t. 644, do. ; Re lato<d, 
t. 739-741, p. •i7; Tuble 43, t. 741, p. 478; 
a Fructifying Serie.., t. 743, do. ; t. j «, 
do.; Subtr:waoeodeutol eeoae ot', t. 7~ p. 
f79; alwuya Masculoid, Scientoid, t. 74.C, 
do. ; how dill"er from Ordiuiam and Qir. 
diniBm, t . 7•9, p. "80; t. 761, p. 431; 
Primordial Principles, Point "" Head, uid 
Line or Truuk, Point atWl Line Anthropoi
dnlc, c. 1, t. 895, p. 638; apply to Indeter
miuismus, t. 897, p. 639. 

UNIBK, DU1B11, Tiuma11, Introduction, p. n; 
ftrst mention of, t. l!lG, p. 'il ; of the pt"O
cess of Eating; Unition, Soipsratioo, Com
pound, a. 19, 20, c. 32, t. 136, p. 91; di 
T/it'N J>rimoNlial Ot' iJa>ir. p~ f 
T!rouJjhl, .&utentt, allll MoNlltmt U& di 
Total UniwrH ef DUl&g, atated and dd-1, 
t. 203, pp. 1'3-1~; Traceable Regularity 
of Structure through the U nivene, t. ii..,., 
p. H6; relation of, to doctrine of Pytha
goras, a. 1, do. ; institute a new Deduotire 
Method, t. 20:>, p. 147 ; their Ex:ictitode, 
S!gniflc:mce, and Value, do.; in anollm 
sense, One Principle, Ta. °UNITAllT oa 
SltBliL LA w or ALL :O:c1EN011, t. 200, p. Ui; 
more simply defined, 8PDUT or OlltB, Snm 
o., Two, SPIRIT or TUBCB, do.; have Clef 
1 ; t, in predominance over 1 ; 0 ; = 5711' 
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etas~ Analysis 11nd Synthe•ill, Table 12, t. 
Ill, p. 151 ; not mere methoda of our own 
thinking; Univen<al States and Prooeaeea; 
Uae "Wayri of God," t. 212, p. 152; de
monstrated a1 Primordial Principles, t. 
!IU, p. 18<) ; t. 225, do. ; t. 226, p. 161 ; 
di11Uibuting the Systema of Greek Phil· 
oaophy, Table l,c. 1, do., p.168; The .A.rtot 
Printing, i11W1tration by, c. 8, do., pp. 16~ 
169; predomin11Utly Sciento-Philosophic, 
but Absolutely UAiHrlOI., t. "5, p. 187; 
do not require their Clefs, t. U7, t. 188; in 
the Constitution of ?i umber itaelf', t. 252, p. 
190; inconceivable wholly apart, distin
guishable not separable, do., p. 191 ; ot 
the AhAolnte, a. 5, t. 267, p. 200; 11. 28, do., 
p. 215; In social affuil'll, t. 8°" p. 220; the 
Uni\"el'llllloid Sclento-Philoaophio Prln· 
ciples, (eco Teeth and Nails), t. <&61, p. 
833 ; t. "62, do. ; Punctiam, Liniiam, etc., 
o. 5, t. 503, p. 858 ; c. 7, do., p. 859; Table 
89, t. 559, p. 397 ; relation of, to Cardinism, 
Space, Horizontalism, (Cardinal Points), t. 
690, p. '19; t. 5~9, do.; or Force or Mechan
ical Action, t. 622, p. "88 ; Complications 
of, u Heads of the Numeri~mua, t. 700, p. 
465; of the Something and Nothing, or of 
Positivo Number and Zero, t. 713, p. "69; 
of Organized Human Society, what, t. 7tll, 
p. <&95 ; aee One, Two, Three ; Primitive 
meaninir of, t. 899, p. MO; Origins of A.Jt
AI.TTIC.U. GJUBIU.LlliTlONI, t. 1008, P· 588; 
t. 1010, p. 589; a1 seen by the Frothing
ham•, t. 1103, p. 628. 

u lfllll .L.VD TJUNUX, N. Duiam, t. 899, p. MO. 
UKux "·• = Naturnl and Vulgar, or Common, 

c. 5, t. 3, p. 2; Table 8, t. 27, p. 17. 
Ul!fU)(US, or Society, the Pivot or Chief, t. 

761, p. "85; Duiamua, and TriniamUB of 
Form, t. 928, p. 5M ; Punctiamua, LiniJ&. 
mu~, do., do. 

U1neox, in Mnsio, t. 948, p. IS62. 
Ux:T, Point, Atom,-Pytblljr01'118, Wbewell, 

Introduction, p. XX\"; Absolute,= ThoAb
aolute = God, t. 127, p. 79; the Abeolute 
contains Nnmbel'l! Ono, Two, Three, t.180, 
p. 78; 1md Point, etc., Analogy of; Ne 
One, see Point; L 37, t. 20<&, p. lM; An
alogue of Stn«Jtim•, Emily, L 88, do., p. 
166; = Point= Thing, t. 251, p.190; aub
atanee-llke, aenaationoid, do.; Analogue 
of Thin Point, t. t>30, p. 382; converts into 
Real Object, how, t. Ml, p. 887; Atom, 
)lon~d, etc., t. 759, p. <&!If; the, Numerical, 
Analogue of Point; Body, lrl.ind, Soul, t. 

888, p. 618 ; il'I> Pollft; joint Analogues 
of Universe, World, Man. Cell, t. 839, do.; 
Single, or Thing, or Penon represented by 
Single Dot; Aggregations ; J_,Jaw.nt, Co
~. 1111 ludividuala in Society, monochro
matic, t. Mi, p. 519; the Abaolute Positive 
Oue =All, deftned, t. 876, p.628; the, Pi· 
votal and Hinge-wise Oue between Integers 
and Fractions, t. 878, p. 629 ; OJ' Lu., or 
Long Measure, ftnal purpo119 or Mathe
matica, t. 1039, p. 609; The, Uae Apex ot 
Cardinal lnt,egral Numerution; Analoguo 
of Cell, t. 1070, p. 619; includes a Uni· 
verse of Fractional Numbers, t. 1071, do., 
.A.nalogue of Spiritual Iuteriora, t. 1071, p. 
620; a Hioge-polnt, t. 1072, do. ; with
drawn, t.1078. do.; 11eriea inverted, t.1074, 
do.; repreeent& a Bead, t. 1075, do.; de
veloped into Humnn Body, t. 1076, p. 621; 
t. 1078, p. 622. 

UlllT.A.llU.'l PROTUT, t. 196, p. 135. 
U:KJTAJILUfWll, t. 129, p. 73; mentioned and 

cla1<&illeJ, t. 353, p. 249; c. 1-3, do. 
UinT.A.llT FUl(cnOll', of Law, t. f9(1, p. -i19. 
U:KJT.A.llT Hou, Architecture for, Spiritist, 

-Hewitt, c. 1, t. <&N, p. 822. 
U•JT.A.llT L.t.w; ace Law, t. 137, p. 98; t. 206, 

p. H7. 
U1'1T8, ot Number, repeat Atoma, and these 

Snbat.&nce, t.898, p. 280; Two, eee Two
Uuita; of Measurement, how named, t. 
459, p. 821 ; Individual, are the Snbetnnce 
of Number, t. 696, p. 46i; in Sum, lndi· 
viduality of, l 759, p. 48'. 

USJTT, nox V .ullS1T, Religions, New Cath
olic Church, Iutrod11ction, p. viii; ol' I...i.w, 
inconceivable that it 11ho11ld not exiat, c. 8, 
t. 15, p. 13; = AuoLt'Tll L\1r and Tu 
U:srrua.u. l.0010, do.; Religious, Final, 
to be secured through Uuiveraology, In
t.egralism, and l'antarchiam, t. 117, p. 3S ; 
of mankind, will be oomtituted through 
Science, t. 78, p. n; from Number 1, Fun
damental Principle of All Things, t. 116, 
p. 68; focal point whero Quality, Quantity, 
Relation and 'Modality unite and oentre, t. 
117, p. 69; allie1l with FDl8T, and Great 
First Cause, do. ; Primitive dhidea into 
Positive and Negative Sidea, t. 118, do.; 
oontruted with Zero and with Plurality, t. 
119, do.; Prooednre from, to Variety, de
veloping, t. 129, p. 73 ; Self-retention In, 
conservative, do. ; cont1'118tcd with Zero, t. 
130, do.; peraonal, centralizing, eto., t. 
1a1, do. ; Intell~ fl-' Centre o~ will 
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lead to Unlly of the~. t. 186, p. 130; in 
Variety, and Variety, Infinite, in Uuity, = 
Unimrioty, t. 202, p. 142; Typo of Every 
E:ti8tenee o.nd Movement, do. ; and Px.v· 
B.U.ITT; Tho Abt!olute,-Mill, a. 17-20, t. 
267, pp. 207-209; a. 25, do., p. 214; and 
11fo1"1ouA.L1TT, Social, B.u..uroED V1J11U.· 
'1'101' of, t. 20:!, 2113, p. 219; of Society, aud 
Pivots, t. 3<>4, p. 220; eee Complex Unity; 
Composite Unity; ot Law, between the two 
Worl<l8, t. 3fll, p. 259; Ideal, residing in 
Equalitv ef I>iff•~"' 111"'9-, t. 890, p. 276; 
eee Equality, Ideal Unity, Spiritnal Unity; 
with God, struggle tor, to end, when, c. 1, 
t. m, p. 810; ot Law, do.; bad~ of 
Nature, yet Plumloid, t. 7M, p. '86; o"I' 

LAw, eoinci•les with and characterizes Sci· 
ence, do. ; of all lntellecioal Conception9, 
hula of Univeraal Harmony, t. 1111, p. 
&82; buis of, t. 1112, do.; of the Rat-e, 
Planetary Jo:,·olution of, t. 1114, p. 6M; In· 
tegrnl and Compo!'ite, Ulterior, of T"·o 
Grnnd Opposite Doctrines in Religion, 
Philosophy and Praoticnl Life, c. 2, t. 1119, 
p. 637 ; Centr .ii Undeveloped, of Old Cath· 
olicism, t . 1128, p. 839. 

UNJTY·A8PllOT, ot Society, =Convergent In· 
dh·iduality, c. 2, t. 40, p. 24. 

U1'1TT or TBll So111xoa, neCCllllllry to lnitinte 
tho True Intellectual Dispensation, c. 35, 
t. 136, p. 84; achieved, the Birth of tho 
True Tiumanity, a. 61, t. 20', p. 172; ad· 
drc:1Ses the U oiveraal Faoulty ill :Mao, 
do. 

UioVA.RIA."M', c. 2, t. 16, and Table 1, p. 11. 
U111v ABIAXT 11'DIVIDUALIT1', defined; Nota

tion of, t. 804, p. 220. 
U1'1"ARU.KT R1100KOJLLlTIOJr, and Interior 

Harmony, t. 1113, p. 688. 
U1'1"ARlllTY, detlood, t. 209, p. 142; of 

Wholeue88 nnd Half'nesa, = Integration or 
Synthesis, t. 818, p. 226 ; t. 897, p. 280 ; of 
SectR and Creeds, in reconciliation, c. 9, t. 
430, p. 808; or Stnte and Membenl, t. '180, 
p. 485; of All Things, do.; Fonrler, 
8chillcr, Warren, do. 

"UKIV11118AL ALPR.unrr," notloed, a. 19, \. 
152, I'· 124. 

U1'1"Ell8.U. DBDVOTIOlf, c. &, \. 1019, p. 
li92. 

Ull'IVllll!.l.L F .t.OULTT, In Man, d!Atlngolahed 
from Particulnr l!'a<'nlty, a. 18, t. 204, p. 
1112; Truth for All, not merely Truth for 
Some, do. ; a. 88, do., p. 181; The, in Man, 
llddreaeed alone by Science, a. 61, t. SOI, p. 

172; difference between, and P~lv, a. 
65, t. 204, p. 173; addreeeed by U.w, t. 
478, p. 840; to be addressed in Theology, 
t. llM, p. 629; Iotellectnal Truth I*> 
mount, t. 1117, p. 635. 

U NlVllllliL Gooo, O\"er all Indi.,.idoal A.spi
rntiou11, t. 1117, p. 635. 

UlfIVllllliL L.t.wa; ~ee Neceuary Truth5. 
UNJVSD.t.L Loo10, The, = Abe-Olute Law, ar 

The Unitary Law, c. 8, t. 111, p. 13; = 
Transcendental Philosophy or Met.>.pb)'Sic, 
c. 3, t. 40, p. 25. 

''UlllVBJl&lL M.t.TUJCUnc.u. Fo~··
Wron•lti, c. 1, t. 489, p. 349. 

UlrtVJlllUL PRDroIPt.a, ComtM11, Kantean, 
and Sc'.euto-Philosophic, di8Criminated, t. 
455, p. 327 ; of other Philosophers, t. ~-;a, p. 
830; three kinds or, lo Scieuto-Pbilo.;oph7, 
t. 459, p. 381; Primitive of, Univers:Uoid, 
Annlogues of in Body, do., p. M2; See
ondary, t. 460, do. ; Tertial, t. 461, do. ; 
Epitome or, in every least thing, do., p. 
833; derived and uarned from Number, 
\. 4.94, p. 853; of Being, symbolised ill 
Hnman Body-by Number, c. 2, t. 003, p. 
857; c. 7-9, do., pp. 359-361. 

" UNIVlllla.t.L SY8T&J11!1," (" r nh·crso1ogies "), 
Or.Jiuold, defecth·c, c. 1, t. i86, p. 475; 
The True, Cardinoid u basis, do.; no 
Mnthematical Canon, c. s, do. 

UlrtVllB8.U. TaUTB, and Facalty in lfan,
Kolnologicism, a. M, t. 20', p. 161 ; Table t, 
c. 1, t. 226, p. 168; a. 88, t. 20!, p. HS; 
Test of, c. 1, t. 494, p. 353. 

U1'1VE1111.t.L Tm, of Harmony, t. 1111, p. 
632. 

UlfIVmlll.t.L UimT, The, of' Fourier, t. m, p. 
2!>9. 

UlllVDl.t.LlTl', new kind or, from SpttiWty, 
cnnied to the minutest Particularity, t. Ul, 
p. 888; O"I' L.t.w, Kc7note of Science md 
of Transcendental Philosoph7, t. <68, p. 
488. 

U1'lV'llJIBALOm SOIDTO - Pmt.o!loPRJo t' n
VllJllW. Pln1'0IPLU-Umm, Dt:ta, Tur
in:,-AnnlOf?ue& of, in the Unman Body, 
t. 469, p. 382. 

U:lnn•u.e, ncoord with Thought Ill! con· 
truted with Sensation, a. 40, t. ~ p. 
168; of Elaborated Form, in F.ilg, t. ~SS. p. 
495; or Principles, all conhuned in an7 
Least Thing, c. 8, t. toll, p. 1'>91 ; of t..-o 
kinds, c. 4, do. 

UlftVlnlll11, The, defined, t. 1, p. 1 ; f::ciell(9 
of,= Uuiveraology, t. 8, p. ll; ace Unher-
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11ology; do., t. 7, p. Ii ; further dc:lned ns 
a\·entge of Individual Coucept.ious, t. 7, 8, 
p. 6; Grammar of, c. 1, t. 144, p. 104; 
Threefold distribution of, .MnLter and 
MinJ; Subatanoe and Form; Station and 
Motion, Table 1, t. 145, p. 105; Alphabet 
of, noticed, a. 19, t. 152, p. 124; to World, 
116 God to Man, t. 448, p. 316; new and 
re :enernte, from Coition of Science and 
Rcligia-Philosophy, c. 4, t. 448, p. 318 ; 
Etymology of, t. Ml, p. 3S7 ; each Man ie 
oue, t. 639, p. 449 ; Language, a type of, 
Note, t. 807, p. 6-06 ; a Point, expanded in
finitely, t. 816, p. 511; aee Point; Actual, 
b.ltweeu the Infinite Mngnitude and l'llini
tuJc, t. 819, do.; t. 824, p. 514; at rest IN 

SP.&cx, Form of, t. 788-795, pp. 496--499; 
Glvbosc, t. 78-l, 789, p. 496; Ovoid, t. 790, r• 
497 ; t. rn;;, p. 499; Diagram No. 52, do.; 
Confonnity of Shape of, end of Planet, t. 
7112, p. 498; t. 826, p. 514; in Space, t. 
86:>, p. 526; what, t. 884, p. 533; how con
etituted, t. 891, p. 536; a product of .Man 
and World, t. 1068, p. 618; of Facts and 
Principles, too large to bo mastered in the 
infancy of the l'llce, t. 1111, p. 632; Tho 
Created, repeats Woman, c. 1, t. 1119, p. 
636. 

UN1VEns1TY, The, = Scienta-Philoeophy or 
whole Domuin of Learning, Scirutific and 
Philo~ophic, c. 13, t. 43, p. 28; The, " ·orks 
in prcptmltion in, a. 19, t. 152, p. 124; 
Panturchal, Prof~. Hurland and Clancy; 
.Multiplicution, New System of, c. 8-5, t. 
863, pp. 525, 526 ; see P11ntarchal; Work
ing; see Working U11iversity. 

UmvERSOL001c.&L, verdict on the philo
sophical qne•tion of Perception; iutc
grote•, cnlar:;es; Sub,tance and Form of 
Thougol1t, in ANTITBETICA.L R1uLU101', 
with differing Proportion•, L 11, c. 321 t. 
13G, p. 89. 

UNIVERBOLOOIO.U. Dl8TJUB'OTI01', t. 803, P· 
219. 

UmvEa&oLooY, Stutement of, Introdnct.ion, 
p. x; includes a New Scieutifto Method, 
do., p. xi; combines the study of Matter 
and of Mind; illustration from Astronomy, 
do., p. xii; how it will teach, do., p. xv; 
domain of, do., p. xvi; what it will ac
complish, do., p. xix, xxi, xxii, xxiii; char
acterized, do., pp. xxvi, nviii, :uxi, xxxiii, 
xuiv, xxxvii; dellned, = Science of the 
Universe, t. 8, p. 2; the name justified ae 
to Ilybridity, c. 1-9, do.; two Grand De-

pnrlment<> of, t. 4, do.; and "Po&itivism,., 
corn pured, t. 40, p. 22; and Tuhle 7, (l'yp
icnl Tuble), do., p. 23; Analogous witll 
whole Human Body, and with Man 11nd 
the World, Typielli Tableau, t. 41, p. 24; 
requires a Nomeuclnture, c. 1, t. 43, p. 26; 
the gre11test of Sciences, t. 45, p. 29; bor
rows from all other systems, adds ita 
own originality, do. ; affirms the Re1&11on 118 

the governing fllculty, c. 2, t. i>S, p. 35; 
is competent to dispen;e all mystery but 
that of Being itself, t. 59, p. 86; applies to 
Spiritual Phenomeno, do.; is the Scieutifio 
Discovery of "Corrupondeuce.i " and 
"Uuivcrso.! Analogy," do.; 11CCepb\ aud 
recQncik-a Spiritualism and .Materialism, 
t. 68, p. 40; reconcile~ The Ab.;olute and 
The Reluti\'e, 118 Aspect~ of 13cing, t. 69, p. 
41; is competent to all l\Iet~phyi;i<:al Solu
tions, t. 70, do.; to fix the limit of ~ible 
knowledge, do. ; will reconcile all Schwl11, 
do., t. 71, p. 42; oil Scots, t. 73, .lo. ; ap
plicotion or~ to Ultimate Solutioua, t. 78, p. 
44; all Systems of Government aud Soci11l 
Doctrines, t. 79, do. ; will con \·ert Radicols 
to Couservatism, aud Conser\'1\tiv~ to 
Radicolism, do.; will make Morality a posi
tive scie1m1; will regnlutc ludustry, etc., 
do. ; annlogona with human body, t. 80, p. 
45; prophesioJ by PythllgorUB, t. 111, p. 65; 
drift of to Scieuto-l'hilosuphy, t. 109, p. 65; 
alone can interpret S"11·e1lenborg, t. 106, p. 
62; New Science of, founJed in the ditl
crimi1111tion 1 ; 2; t. 124, p. 71, liae thnt 
for its Clef or Si{l'nature, t. 12.S, do.; Oen· 
cr1tl Method of, aud of lnlc!!ration, c. 32-
IV, t. 136, p. 83; = Grand Seriul Law of 
Distribution in the Unh'el'l!C, t. 137, p. 98; 
tho Grummar of the Univcr•e, c. 41, t. 144, 
p. 104; will overcome prejudice of Scien
tific World Bjlainst Analogy, I. lG:i, p. 120; 
common boud of all the Science•, t. 1S3, p. 
129; 11n Instrument placed in tho hund~ of 
all, t. 190, p. 133; basod on Umlll, Du1ax, 
Txunax, t. 198, p. 136; rc\·irnl of the 
Pythagorean Philosophy, not in the antag
onistic, bot in tho rcroncilioli\'e ~enMi, a. 
29, t. 204, p. lGO; as MttUUnr of nil Phil
osophies, do.; a SillJlle Analytie11l Gener· 
alization, do.; The Unive?'!lnl Re("Oncili11tion 
of, a. 30, do. ; System of Morul~ of, a. 811, 
do., p. 163; UniveTillll Logic, Domain of, 
a. 44, t. 204, p. 169; = "The 8pirit of 
Truth," L 48, do., p. 171; i,,,~z: 
Snperce-Jure of Arhitri.im by Logicism,. 
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do.; will glorify Christ, magnify ·his mis
aion, and upound his doctrine, while, yet, 
being ib!elf the Higt.er Doctrine propbeoied 
ot' by him, do. ; the Muculoid and Seuec>
toid ltllgime, do. ; doea not claim to open 
all know lodge illlltantly, a. 52, do., p. 173; 
function ot~ to furnish a method, not to 
dcdde, c..1, t. 231, p. 178; and Integration, 
how based, and of what they consist, 
t. '86, p. U7 ; C.urox OJ' Ca1T1cux on, 
Number, Form, o. 1, t. <19<1, p. 354; func>
tlonate& maWv between One and Two, t. 
7 <l3, p. <178 ; a Fructifying Series, do. ; de
fined, t. 835, p. 517; n ·MjiMd, in dUtino
tktnfrom MoRPBoLOOY, t. 930, p. 556 ; Doc>
trine and Meaning of, a. 5, t. 998, 999, p. 
fi83 ; t . 1000, do. ; lesa extended than Iu
tegrnli~m, a. 13, t. 998, 999, p. 587; ha.is 
of iu A1u.i.TT10AL G1:1nuu.L1Unoir, t. 1009, 
p. 589; t. 1012, p. 590; will expound Ra
tionale of Kepler's Laws, t. lOM, p. 603; 
will reconcile the diverse views of the 
Nature and Being of God, t. 1111, p. 632; 
Ulterior Applioationa of; aee Ulterior Ap
plications. 

t'NLIXITED, The, and The Limiting compose 
'l'bc Limited, a. 19, t. 20(, p. 153; = A.]Mi
ron = Uniam, a. 20, do.; a. 21, 22, do., p. 
lM; The Inftnite, Tablo 1, o. 11 t. 226, p. 
168; t. 260, p.189. 

"U1oun. PBlll'CIPLU,"-Hickolt, t. '71, p. 
M-0. 

" UtorXLUrllfo AilsTa.t.OTJoira," The Abeo
lute and The Infinite ; J. S. Mill on Sir 
Wm. Hamilton, a. 6-10, t. 267, pp. 200-iai; 
commented on, a. 10-32, do., pp. 20~; 
see Senaeleu Abatnctiolll. 

Uiorowe, Duoida, etc., o. 5, 7, t. 4.8, p. 27; t. 
460, p. 332 ; t. 462, p. 833. 

UP, a Single Fu:ed Point; Eveey Point, t. 
1121, p. 687. 

UP .t...'lD Do1'11', Ia there any auch dift'enmeel 
a. 13, H, 16, c. 82, t. 186, p. 90; none in 
the Abeolute, a. 66, t. 204, p. Ii ft. 

Upp1m H.t..LI' of the Body,= Asoendimta, 
Ancestora, Superiors, t. 98-0, p. 578. 

UPBIOHTN:ue, of Posture, related to Hanis, 
t. 453, p. 822; or Conduct, allied wit.h 
Strulghtnesa, J ust.neas, J uatice, etc., t. 6il. 
p. 379; of Vegetable Trunk, t. SSS, p. 68$. 

Ua.uroLooT, place of, in Scale, Table IS, (F~ 
damental Exposition), t. 278, p. 20&; pre
ferred to Coemology, t. 338, p. ll.O; eahoee 
to Anthropology, Table 17, t. 339, p. 2'1; 
repeat.a Pure Idealism, Table 29, t. 3M, p. 
279; a branch of Clll88iology, t. 6U, p. "4.$; 
Dingrnm .a, do. ; t. 63.5, do. 

UTTER Coiora110B.t.T1ox ; aee CoDl!eOl'ldion. 
UTTU Rnua.wl, of Primitive Faitba, t. 

1121, p. 688. 

v. 

V .t.OUA.L Fon, the JforplV. Something, (the 
Re.J Nothing), t. 802, p. 600; c. 1, do., p. 
501. 

V .t.cuux, and Plenum, t. 801, p. 600. 
V ALLXY, and Mountain, illuatration, o. 40, t. 

503, p. 376 ; t. 527, p. 882. 
V .t.Ll'lll, Real, assigned to Unit or Point mnkea 

Obj~ct, t. Ml, p. 887. 
Y Al.VE~, Tnble No. <l2, t. 688, p. 461. 
v ARIATIOlre, Calculaa or, Clef of, t. 281, P· 

206. 
"VARIATIOlf8 OJ' Follll," and "Changes of 

Stnte,"-Swedenborg, c. SO, 38, t. 608, pp. 
870, 372 ; e. M, do., p. 373. 

V .t.lllBTY·.t.BPEOT, of the social Constitution, 
--= Divergent Individuality, IudiTiduality, 
Personal Independence, c. 2, t. 40, p. 
24. 

V .t.1U&1T, t. 129, p. '18; related to the 

Number Two, t. 209, p. 141; Iiliite 
in Unity, 1111d Unity in Variety, = Uni
variety, t. 209, p. H2; Type of Every Es
iatenoe and Movement, do. ; Ground of 
Reconciliation, t. 1118, p. 633 ; see Material, 
Spiritual. 

V .ummu, in Cla81dftcation, t. 492, p. 351. 
VJ:OST.t.BLJ:, and Mineral, union o~ in Ani

mal, t. 1068, p. 618. 
V1:0ET.t.11L11 Kmonox, echoes to Natural Real

ism, t. 859, p. 257 ; Tnble 23, t. 359, p. 2311; 
= Scientismn1 of Nature, t. 888, p. 635;· 
Analogue of Abatract Form, t. 1085, p. SH • . 

VBGSTALOOY, Botany, Table No. 15, (Fonda
mental Exposition), t. 2'18, p. 51(14; repesta 
Natural Realism, Table 29, t. 8M, p. ll'l'P; 
1111d Anlmalogy, Analogues of, in Body, t. 
458, p . 829. 

VJ:oln'lllJ[, Linioid, t. &O'T, p. U9; Perpendlo-
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ular, t. 629, p. "9; in Haman Bod7, t. 
633, P· '"· 

V :ax.oc1TT, t. 370, p. 276 ; of Falling Bodies, 
Ra\i:> of Increment.II of, t. 10811, p. tl<M. 

Vsa1u.0ULAB, of the World, Alwato, Intro
d uction, p. uvii. 

VsBTUa.a, Analogue& of Periods in Time, t. 
4M, p. 826; 8 groupe of 8 each, do.; Ana
logue of " Four and Twenty Elden," do. ; 
groop or, o. 7, t. 603, p. 861. 

VSJm1na.u. CoLVJlll', Analogue& in, of Uni· 
venaloid Gcueralogy, Comte's "Firat 
Philosophy;" the "Foor and Twenty EJ. 
den," t. 466, p. 82:S; Analogue of Time, 
do., p. 826 ; Ordiniamos of Skeleton, Steps 
or Tracb, t. 8911, p. 587; Diagram No. 
62, do., p. 538; Superior and Inferior, 
Diagram 71, t. 954, p. llM; t. 9116, p. 1565; 
Typical Plan of, t. 9:S7, 9158, p. 566 ; Dia
gram 72, do., t. 9611, p. 1569; t. 1°'5, p. 809; 
t. IO:S:S, p. 614. 

VBBT&aiu.ne, Serial and Revolving Develop
ment of, t. 88-i, p. 15113. 

VBBT&BB1111, level or prone; Mao the Excep
tion, t. 631, p. US; Vegvtiem Perpendio
uh1r, do. ; t. 688, p. '44. 

"v:s~TJGU 01' CmLlliTJON," t. 1098, P• 627; 
approach or, to u oiversology; oharaeter
lzed, t. 11 o:s, p. 629. 

"V1111T1ou or C.Unoir," o. 1, t. 1058, p. 
613; t. 11 Hl, p. 631. 

Vm&U'lo1', Balanced; - Balanced Vibft.. 
tloo. 

V DIBil'IO:n, Kotlo111t eta., a department of 

Form, t. l50'1, p. 860 ; of Heat and Light, 
etc., do. 

V104BlotraAISll1WfOU, ofConstrnctlve ldcal
iem,-Maaaon, a. .. t. 866, p. 26'; t. 4.04., 
p.283. 

Vorrn, 18 coneeived by Socratea, a. 87, t. 
204., p. 165. 

Vza, VUOVB, Vucn.t., not.ioad etymologioally, 
c. 1, t. us, p. us. 

VJ80IDIWR!I, t. 310, 811, p. 112'. 
VJ81UrV, the Preserver, c. 7, t. '30, p. 802. 
VJau.u. PUUJIT4'l'JO:O, = Adjective, t. 561, 

p. 890. 
Vrr.u. R11AL11111, defloed, t. 859, p. 2158; re

peat& Animalogy, Table 93, do. ; Table ll9, 
t. 89', p. 279. 

Vnm IBIT411T; see lnstanolality; Point of 
Unition between Space aud Time, t. 66~ p. 
'58. 

V 004ll11L.t.llme ; 118E1 Dlctionariea. 
Voo.A.BVJ.AaY, P• xliii. 
Voo.u.nT, Sounding Breath, = Vowele, t. 

'83, P· 3'5. 
VoLUllB, or Solidity, almpleet form of, (Reo

tilioeur), t. 638, p. 386; Tome, eto., Dia
grnm 69, t. 923, p. MO. 

VoLllPl'tlouairua, of Feeling, related t.o the 
Tronk, Femiooid, t. 807, p. ll06. 

V 0W11t.a, RDd CoDBOnante, Analysis of, re
ferred t.o, t. '83-4.85, pp. 3"' M:S, 847 ; o. 
1, &. 484., p. 84.6-, abaolotely analyl8d c:: 
1.ero or Silence, t. 483, p. 84.5. 

Vowm.-Sotnroe, Analoguea of Points, t. 5'9, 
p. 891 ; vaolllatioo o~ t. 804., p. '26. 

w. 

W .A.Dt>t.JI, or Walk, Analogue of Dialeotlo, t. 
375, p. 267. 

W .lll8WOBTB, bla poem, The Cuckoo, Intro
duction, p. xn:. 

W .t.U, or Waddle, Analogue of Dialectic, t. 
8711, p. 268; Way, Praotioal Dialeo&io, t. 
481, p. 8'4. 

W .u.Llll'.Gl'OBD ; eee Oneida. 
W AB, Great American, t. 4.H, p. 804.. 
W AB'Ulf, (Joeiah), author ot "Equitable 

Commeroo," note, o. i, t. 4.0, p. 9' ; repre
eentatl ve man of Divergent Individoality, 
"The Sovereignty of the Individual," t. 
'8, p. 80 ; Scleut.old, Analytbl, Diain\e
gnt.ing, Radioal, t. Ill>, p. M; puhea In-

56 

dlvidaaJllm to !ta U1tlmatea, t. 156, p. N; 
bla doctrine of Individuality, Vaine, and 
Defeot or, t. HO, p. '85. 

W ..i.na, au Element, Analogue of the Bead, 
of Intelligence, or Reflexion, eto., t. K, p. 
67; meuorer, oommon level, eto. ; type of 
Kind, do. ; t. 95, p. 158; t. 97, p. 69 ; ,._ 
instated 18 an Elemeot, t. lOI, p. 61; llUJ'o 

t.ce or, t. 98, p. 158. 
w .A.'l'D·LllVJ:L, meaning or, t. 1586, P· '°°; t. 

879, p. 4.60. 
W JWmfe, of Child, Analogue of weudor 

or the ~ from lta Blind Faitha, or Pro
vialonal Creed.a and loved Objeota ofV_.. 
ra&loo, in obedlanoe to the de~ of 
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the Intellect, or the Advent or tho Adnlt 
Age ; nece•lllll'ily painful, c. 21, t. 188, 
I'· 80. 

W1mo11, Analogue of Number 8, c. 12, t. 603, 
p. 363. 

W1:no1:-Foax, l't')ated to Movement or Me
chauics, t. 636, p. 446. 

WuoRT, Phrenological Organ or, t. 985, p. 
[,58; rcpresentil Solidity, t. 936, do. 

WEionn, and Meuul'ell, Unification of, t. 
432, p. 805. 

Wur, aml East., t. 482, p. 803; Spirit o~ 
Reconciliation of, Pautarchally, c. 7, t. "481 

p. 321. 
V.'i:n, The, to reuaume l'llllk over Tho Eoat, 

t. 486, p. 809. 
WUEWELL, quoted 88 llVCrting to the leading 

thought of Univen!ology, Introduction, p. 
niv. 

-n· mn or Eoo, Analogue of Space, t. 6531 p. 
894; Hindooism, t. 991, p. 678. 

Wuou:, The Gnwd, or Being, 11. 19, t. 267, 
p. 209. 

Wsou: Boor, Astronomical Analogies of, t. 
458, p. S:!l. 

Wsou :"l!llaEU; sec Jntegera. 
WsoLKNEU, SphcriO".LI, t. 260, p. 193; and 

Pllrtuesa, t. 262, do. ; more prim I ti ve thllll 
Something llild Nothing, t. 263, p. 194; 
Uoismul, t. 264, do.; lllld Partne&i Opposite 
Poles or Term~ of an AntithC11is, t. 266, p. 
19·l; Relative and DuiJlmnl, do. ; Simple, 
== Integrism, t. 816, p. 226; Integration, 
t. 889, p. 275; t. 890, p. 276; T11ble 27, 
do. ; c. 7, t. .)03, pp. 3i>9, 360; of Body, 
do. ; Complex of do., do. ; of Iland, do., p. 
860; Symbolized by Seven (or Twelve), c. 
10, 12, do., p. 362; Spherioity of Ideaa, t. 
712, 713, p. 469. 

°WROLENll88-A8PEOT, of Being, t. 806, 807, 
pp. 221, 2~2; as Holin-, t. 809, p. 228 j 
t. 482, p. 34-i. 

WIDTH, Dimenaion of, t. 1021, p. 693; see 
Br('lldth. 

WILIINaoll', J. J. G., notice or, t. 1108, p. 
630. 

W1LL,-Swedenborg, c. 87, t. 186, I'· 86; = 
Movement., Table to, t. 144, p. 10'; The 
Jilovement of the Minn, t. 163, p. 118; and 
Love, blended by Swedenborg, c. 21, t. 
l503, p. 366; Swedenborg, t. 899, p. MO; 
llee C.onation. 

WILL OF Gon, Primal Force, ultimates ae 
l\lntter,-Ilickok, t. 65, p. to. 

W1sDPIP11; see Trachea. 

Wmoe, or Edifice, = Al"lllll, c. 2, t. "'51, p. 
822; of Octaves in M~ic, c. 89, \. :iOI, p. 
8i5. 

W1aoo11, "a real Subetance,"-Swedenborg, 
t. 61, p. 88; of the Ancient.a in res~ Lo 
four ElementAI vindicated, t. 102, P- 61 ; 
Swedenborg'• melliling o~ t. lOS. do.; 
Anlllogue of Light, do. ; ie Spiritoal Light, 
do. ; and Love. = Spiritual Light md 
Bent, basis of Swedenborg's Phil-.phy, t. 
105, p. 61; c. 11-5, do., p. 62; c. 37, t. lM, 
p. 85; Table 1, c. 1, t. 226, p. 163; while 
it governs is yet the eervaut or Love, L "'8, 
t. 204, p. 171 ; or the Sage, a. 11, t. 1198, 
999, p. 587. 

W ITIWf, The, and The Withont., Re1ationa ~ 
c. 1, t. 187, p. 181. 

WITBot:"r, The, and The Within, Relatiooa ~ 
c. 1, t. 187, p. 181. 

Woll.to.If, one noble and honored, alluded to, 
fl.not student or u nivereology, l.Dtrodaction, 
p. \'ii ; c. 1, t. -i84, p. m. 

WoxAN, os contrasted with Man, t. H, p. 
19 ; with Wom .. n, do.; why heretofore 
oppressed by Man, c. 25, 26, t. 186, p. 1n ; 
"voluntary," .Mau a Form of Willdom,
Swedenborg, c. 87, t. 136, p. S.~; her 
Equality and Rights, c. 43, do., p. 88: (I.be 
Female), primlll'ily impregnotcs the M.le, 
11. 11, c. 32, t. 186, p. 89 ; t . .WO, p. 261 ; 
to World, .Mnn to God, t. 448, p.316; Ana
logue of the 'l'runk in Body, do.: M•perior 
to Man in Intuition, c. '-10, t. 4.">~, pp. 
82:>-331; Analogue of Ni>ture and the 
World, c. 6, t. '53, p. 327; intelle..-twJly 
recepti\'e 11nd conceptive, organizing and 
reprodactive, do.; psychol<>@"ically the S. 
tellite or lllnn, do. ; not wholly female, c. 7, 
do., p. 328 ; hos a downy pubescent beard; 
exceLi m11n in delicncy of Sen•ibility, do.; 
Paragon of Physical Perfection ; Coanter
stntcment-John ~·r11nkcnetein, c. 8, t.~ 
p. 329; )forul Supremacy of over Man, c. 
9, t. 458, p. 330; a Form of Love-Sweden
borg, c. 23, t. 608, p. 866 ; of Pt-tiodicity, 
do.; (Menstruation, do.); impregnatel 
Man, do., p. 367 ; boru of llan, in Logical 
Order, t. 747, p. "'80; t. 7111, p. -i81; -
Jifon; may be the Pivotal Personage or~ 
clety, c. 1, t. 803, p . 503 ; and -'lan, ReJa. 
tive Fignrc of, (~-Form), t. 987, p. 575; 
Diagram 74, t. 990, p. 377 ; repeat.. Sob
lltance, t. 1065, p. 618; repeata World, c. 1, 
t. 111!1, p. 636; and Nature, do. ; DI B.ia 
or Footstool, do. ; is Trunk, do. ; ""5We-
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mcnt of Order, do. ; true Status of; see 
Social Question, and Female. 

W 0:11AN'a R10BT1; see Sex; defenders of, 
upl111111tion upon Subordination of Woman, 
c. '3, t. 136, p. 88 ; her government by in
fluence, do.; her adaptation, do. 

W ollDI, or Tul.B, pregn11Dcy of, Immortality, 
t. 87, p. 51; t. ·U6, p. ll91; of Space and 
Time, 1''mtus in, what, t. 705, p. '66. 

"Woim," the, (The Scriptures)-Sweden
borg, Interior Sense of, t. 582, 588, pp. 412, 
413; Semi-Idolatry o(, by Swedeoborgians, 
do. 

Wont>-BUILDINO, in the New Language, In
tr0<luctioi1, p. xviii. 

"Wonx," of Mnsouic Order, t. 905, p. 642. 
Won1t1No C:NIVEBSITY, what, Intrcdnctioo, p. 

v; Members of, do., p. vii ; account of, 
do., p. nv; combined labors of, for year:s 
required, bow, t. 463, p. 834. 

WORLD, M contrasted with MA.'f, t. 2, p. 2; 
t. 4, p. a; Din. 1, t. 5, p. 3; Dis. 2, t. 41, p. 
24; Sci<~nce or~ = Cosmology ; aee Cosmos 
and Cosmology ; 88 contm,ted with the 
Uuiverso; Relative Order of, to Jllan, t. 6, 
p. 4; The, repeated by the 'fmnk of tho 
Body, t. 95, p. 68; t. 99, p. 59; t. 100, p. 
60; c. l, do.; to Universe 88 Man to God, 
t. 448, p. 816; = Trunk nnd Limbs, t. 451, 
p. 818; the Woman tho Analogue of, c. 
5, t. 453, p. 827; Special Domain to illns
tratc Form, t.497, p. 335; Unit, Atom, etc., 
t. 759, p. 484; (Planetary), Conformity of 
Shape of and of Ideal Universe, t. 792, 
p. 498 ; Type of Something, t. 795, p. 
499 ; aee C.Jamoa, U oiv8l'llO, Point, U oit; 

Feminine, Man Mnscnlino, t. 803, p. 502 ; 
and Man, Union of in Uni\'erse, t. 1068, p. 
618 ; man standing and treading npon 
F.arth or World; husb!llld or husblllldtnan, 
do. ; aeo Man and World; repeat.I W omau, 
c. 1, t. 1119, p. 636. 

"WottLD TO MAlll," Natural Order, t. 6, p.4; 
Objective .Mi!tllod, t. 96, p. 21; a. 1, do. 

W OBLll or Mu, Objective, t. 874, p. 530. 
"WoBLu or SPl.BITll," of Swedenborg, the 

Intermediate World in the Spirit-World, 
or in Mind, t. 40;;, p. 284; dift'erence of 
from Purgatory, c. l, 2, do. ; Analogue of 
Alimentary C11Dal, t. 408, p. 286 ; repre
aents in a aense the Whole, t. 412, p. 288 ; 
V estibnlo of the Spirit-World; "The 
Colonnades," t. 418, p. 292 ; to be repro
jected upon this World, t. 424, 425, pp. 296, 
297; CID!cr cmbruce of, with this World, 
t. 432, p. 305 ; wus the F aitul Brain, t. 434, 
p. 306; ~cc Purgatory. 

WonLD·fATDXDBAL, in World of Soula, t. 
412, p. 289. 

W ORLD-TE:llPLJI, 8 Stories,-Carlyle, Dante, 
t. 23.J, ~sr., pp. 209, 210; t. 287, p. 211; 
first rude chalk marks, do. 

W OBLDB, Two, the I nncr and the Outer; 
Poem of W ordaworth, the Cuckoo, Intro
duction, p. xxx. 

WoRSmP, a branch of religiona Action, d&-
ftncd. t. 22, p. 15. . 

WnoN&B:I, (Hoeo~), his Philoaophy atated, c. 
6, 7, t. 448, pp. 820, 321 ; t. 468, p. 887 ; 
his "U niveraal .Mathematical Formula," o. 
1, t. '89, p. 349. 

x. 
:XDoPBAlQI, Eleatic,-" The On. la God," 

a. 28, t. 204, p. 159; a. 81, do., p. 160; 

YARD-ABXB, Lever, t. 611, p. 432. 
YJ:A, the Eternal, a. 12, t. 267, p. 208. 
Y-KuiO; @cc Uk-King. 
Y out ; aee Egg ; Se2mentatio11 of, c. 2, 4, 5, 

7, 13, t. 136, pp. 76-78; of F.gg, t. 991, p. 
578. 

VocxAN&' St:itcment of Spencer, on two Or
ders of E\·olution, a. 27, 29, c. 82, t. 136, 
pp. 93, 94; hi& Crit.iciam of .Mctaphyelce, 

y. 

Table 1, c. 1, t. HS, p. lU. 

the" old die" commented on, a. 315, do., p. 
95; answer ofUoivel'!lology, do., p. 96. 

Yovwo, (Arthur), "The .Fructionnl Fumily," 
8Xpo8ition of Fourier's trio of "l'rinciplea," 
t. 171-175, pp. 123-127; aee Fourier, t.197, 
198, p. 138; t. 2101 p. 150; notioe of, t. 
1108, p. 63-0. 

YmcG, Chinese for Flxedneea = Cardinality, 
c. 4-8, t. 736, p. 476. 
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z. 

(Abltraot), ita Analogue, Space. abcrfe, 
(or around), in Nature, Two Ordera, Dia
gram "9 t. 663, p. tb6 ; t. GM, do. ; tbe 
Matrix of' the Signillcant Unit.a, t. 668, p. 
'57; and Positive Numbera, Part.a of a 
larger Whole, t. 712, p. 488 ; L '111, p. 
'49; = Spaoe, t. 861, p. llU; t. 881, do.; 
and Unite = Nothing and Something, t. 
88'1, p. 11118 ; neceaaity imd function ~ t. 
16'7, p. 610. 

Znmr, Analogue of' Theology, t. 453, p. 82&. 
ZOO( e,) glides into Mathematical Calculation, 

t. 471, p. 889; Qaaai-Eqaallty of', with 
Unity, do.; representing Vacaot Spece, t. 
"81, p. 8'3; in Number, Analogoea of' ID· 
teratloea of Spaoe in Matter, t. 662, p. 458 ; 
correspond with SpaNr, not SP.1.CD1, t. 653, 
p. 4"; Importance or lo Nomeration, o. 1, 
2, do. ; One Order of' Nomerationrounded 
on; another rounded oo Unity, do.; Spaoee 
at Sldea ot Body, do.; below in Number ZooL081' i - An.imalor;r. 
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